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Introduction

Montaigne resists simple definitions. He is the first essayist, a skeptic,

an acute student of himself and of man, a champion of a man-based
morahty, a vivid and charming styHst, and many other things besides.

No one description tells nearly enough, and indeed it is hard to see which
one to place at the center.

Yet this very difficulty points to one answer: that the book is the

man. Montaigne's principal conscious aim was to make it so. "I have

no more made my book than my book has made me," he wrote;^ "a book
consubstantial with its author, concerned with my own self, an integral

part of my life." In his concern to present himself exactly as he was, he

addressed the reader in his natural, everyday language. "I correct the

faults of inadvertence, not those of habit," he once wrote in answer to a

hypothetical critic of his style. "Isn't this the way I speak everywhere?

Don't I represent myself to the life? Enough, then. I have done what
I wanted. Everyone recognizes me in my book, and my book in me"
( III: 5, p. 667 ) . His greatest attraction for most readers is that the book
reveals a man and that the man becomes a friend and often another self.

Rousseau resented the fact that the Essays were not frank enough
to suit him; but Montaigne was not writing confessions. When he started

his book he had lost a dear friend, Etienne de La Boetie, to whom he

had been able to express, as he never could to any one person again,

his every thought, view, and feeling. Self-sufficient though he was, he

had an imperious need to communicate. The Essays are his means of

communication; the reader takes the place of the dead friend.

When we talk to a friend we do not constantly confess and plumb
the depths of our soul; for to do so is to threaten, by excessive self-con-

cern, the tacit equilibrium that friendship assumes and needs. Rather

we talk about oiu hopes and fears, what has happened to us, what we
have seen, heard, or read that has interested us, how we assess our own
actions and those of others. And this is what Montaigne does. He has

no use for the introvert's anguish over the impenetrability of ultimates,

the absurdity of man's place in the universe, or the discrepancy between
our ideals and our attainments. The first two of these he accepts with-

out despair as unfathomable data of human life. The third he seeks to

resolve by introspective study of human nature and human conduct,

over which we have some control. If by this practicality he loses a kind

of depth, he gains in friendly communication with the reader; and this

is what he wants.

1 Essays II: 18, p. 504. All references to the Essays will be in this form: Book
( II ) , Chapter ( 18 ) ,

page ( 504 )

.
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One of the mysteries of the Essays is how the portrait of Michel de

Montaigne seems to become that of every man and thus of the reader.

No one has explained this. Emerson expressed it when he wrote of his

first reading of Montaigne: "It seemed to me as if I had myself written

the book, in some former life, so sincerely it spoke to my thought and
experience."^ Pascal's comment is intriguing: "It is not in Montaigne,

but in myself, that I find all that I see in him."^

A writer with whom we identify ourselves is naturally seen in as

many lights as he has readers. We each have our own Montaigne, as

we have our own Hamlet and Don Quixote. But this is not the only

reason for the diversity of Montaigne's public image. Writing as he did

over a period of twenty years, from just under forty until his death, he

changed as he wrote, recognized and accepted his change, and made
his portrait var>' to fit his own variation. "I do not portray being," he

wrote (III: 2, pp. 610-11); "I portray passing. . . . My history needs

to be adapted to the moment. ... I may indeed contradict myself now
and then; but truth, as Demades said, I do not contradict."

Though the evolution of Montaigne's ideas and attitudes is continu-

ous and gradual, there are moments in his thought that have represented

different Montaignes to different generations. His readers have seemed,

in a sense, to grow older with him. The stoical humanist of the earliest

essays was the Montaigne that his contemporaries saw, the one whom
Estienne Pasquier called "another Seneca in our language."* In the

seventeenth century the skeptical revolt against human presumption was

seen as the center of Montaigne, the "Apology for Raymond Sebond"

as the one important chapter, "What do I know?" as the essence of his

thought. Descartes used his skepticism to show that we need a fresh

start and that we cannot doubt without knowing at least that we are

thinking when we do. Others earlier and later in the century—Marston,

Webster, and probably Shakespeare in England, Pascal in France-

found a source of cosmic despair in Montaigne's eloquent catalogue of

human limitations. A century after Pascal, Rousseau was struck by the

self-portrait that had become Montaigne's principal aim only after the

"Apology." Most modern readers, like Gide, are struck by the sturdy

individualism, the faith in self, man, and nature, that emerge so trium-

phantly in the final Essays. All these attitudes are in Montaigne; none

contains him.

The style of the Essays is part of the self-portrait. Free, oral, infor-

mal, personal, concrete, luxuriant in images, organic and spontaneous

in order, ranging from the epigrammatic to the rambling and associative,

it communicates the flavor of the man. Abstract notions live and move
and breathe under his pen. Here is a sample, on borrowing ideas from

others: "The bees plunder the flowers here and there, but afterward

- Emerson, Representative Men (Houghton Mifflin, 1904 ed.), p. 162. Cf. Bliss

Perry, ed.. The Heart of Emerson's Journals (Houghton Mifflin, 1926), p. 196.

^Pascal, Pensees (Everyman ed.), p. 15.

4 Pasquier, "Lettre a M. de Pelge," in Lettres, XVIII, i.
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they make of them honey, which is all theirs; it is no longer thyme or

marjoram" (I: 26, p. 111). Or again, on the theme that small learning

makes for presumption, great learning for humility: "To really learned

men has happened what happens to ears of wheat: they rise high and
lofty, heads erect and proud, as long as they are empty; but when they

are full and swollen with grain in their ripeness, they begin to grow
humble and lower their horns" ( II : 12, p. 370 ) . The whole chapter on
education (I: 26)—a subject in which stylistic anemia is endemic—is a
stream of images as vivid as they are appropriate. Often Montaigne
exemplifies ideas, with the same effect: complacency in the man who,
after making a stupid speech, was heard in the lavatory muttering con-

scientiously that the credit belonged to God, not to himself; dogmatism
in the donkey, earnest, contemplative, disdainful, resolute, cocksure;

the narcissism of the creative artist in the friend who kept his diary by
his daily chamber pots, and in whose nostrils all conversation on other

subjects stank. Each reader can fiU in his own favorite examples.

His concreteness is everywhere apparent. He himself tells us that

the speech he loves is "a speech succulent and sinewy, brief and com-
pressed, not so much dainty and well-combed as vehement and brusque"

(I: 26, p. 127). Flaubert described Montaigne's style as a delicious

fruit that fills your mouth and throat, "so succulent that the juice goes

right to your heart."^ Emerson found him "wild and savoury as sweet

fern," full of a "sincerity and marrow" that reaches to his sentences. "Cut

these words," he wrote, "and they would bleed; they are vascular and
alive."^

Sainte-Beuve summed it up superbly when he wrote: "Montaigne's

style is a perpetual figure, renewed at every step; you receive his ideas

only in images . . . Any one of his pages seems like the most fertile and
wild of prairies, a 'free and untamed field': long, 'lusty' grasses, perfumes

underneath the thorn, a mosaic of flowers, singing insects, streams be-

neath, the whole tiling teeming and rustling . . . Thought and image,

with him, it is all one."^

Michel de Montaigne was born in 1533 in his father's chateau on one
of the vine-covered hills that rise up from the gentle Dordogne about

thirty miles east of Bordeaux. The chateau was a "noble house" ( con-

ferring minor nobility on its owner) which had been in the family for

just over fifty-five years. Great-grandfather Ramon Eyquem had bought
it in 1477, and his grandson Pierre Eyquem de Montaigne, Michel's

father, had enlarged and greatly improved it. The Eyquems were im-

portant and enterprising businessmen with an international trade in fish

and wine; the family of Montaigne's mother, Antoinette de Louppes
( Lopez ) of Toulouse, was of Spanish Jewish origin and equally impor-

5 Flaubert, Correspondance (Librairie de la France, 1921-25), I, 45-46. Trans-

lation mine.
6 Bliss Perry, ed., The Heart of Emerson's Journals, p. 54; cf. p. 154. Emerson,

Representative Men, p. 168.

^ Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, II, 443-44. Translation mine.
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tant and prosperous. The children were brought up in the Cathohc
faith, and Montaigne himself, three brothers, and one sister remained in

it, along with their parents; one brother and two sisters became Protes-

tants. In an age of fierce religious passions the family atmosphere was
tolerant.

At the time of Montaigne's birth the moderate humanistic reform

of Erasmus, though embattled, seemed triumphant in France. Three
years earlier, Francis I, patron of arts and letters, had founded his coun-

try's first nontheological school of higher learning, the future College

de France. A few months earlier Rabelais had published his first comic

story, Pantagruel, mocking the conservative, scholastic Sorbonne, and,

in the famous letter from Gargantua to his son, haiHng the advent of

a new golden age of learning. Four years later, however, a grimmer

age began. Erasmus was dead. King Francis had turned sharply against

all reformers, Calvin had pubhshed his Institutio and was making Ge-

neva a citadel of militant reform. Persecution grew steadily more severe,

especially in the 1550's under Henry II, yet French Protestantism grew

stronger, particularly in the region around Montaigne and further south.

Before Montaigne was thirty, the religious civil wars had broken out.

They were to continue intermittently all the rest of his life.

Pierre Eyquem de Montaigne, in his son's words "the best father

that ever was," had served in the wars in Italy and there picked up

many new ideas which he put into practice in bringing up his eldest

son. To make Michel feel close to the common people, he gave him

peasant godparents and sent him out to nurse in a nearby village. He
obtained the services of a tutor who spoke Latin but no French, so that

the boy, hearing and speaking nothing but Latin until he was six, learned

this as his native language. At the College de Guyenne in Bordeaux,

where young Montaigne was sent for the next seven years, his fluency

intimidated a faculty that numbered some of the finest Latinists in

France, and he took pleasure in performing leading roles in some of

their Latin plays. In general, however, this schooling did little but teach

him the ugly side of education: monotony, confinement, sadistic punish-

ment.

In 1554 his father purchased a position in the Cour des Aides of

Perigueux, newly created by Henry II to deal with certain tax cases and

first to bring in money by the customary sale of the new offices. Soon

afterward, Pierre de Montaigne was elected mayor of Bordeaux and

resigned his counselorship to his son. The new court lasted only three

years. Violently opposed by others on whom its powers encroached,

it was incorporated in 1557, by order of the king, into the Parlement of

Bordeaux, where the newcomers were very grudgingly received. Mon-

taigne spent thirteen years in this body as counselor in the Chambre des

Enquetes, which mainly prepared and reported on cases. His failure

to be admitted to the more important Grand' Chambre in 1569 was one

of the causes leading to his resignation a year later.

Montaigne was a dutiful counselor, but found the work neither en-

joyable nor valuable. The injustice and inadequacy of the laws dis-
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mayed him and strengthened his skepticism about the powers of the

human mind. Hoping to find more worth-while and congenial employ-

ment, he made many trips to Paris and the court, but with few imme-
diate results. Almost the only good thing he derived from his years in

the Parlement was his friendship with Etienne de La Boetie.

This bond is eloquently described in Montaigne's chapter "Of
Friendship" (I: 28) and in a letter to his father on his friend's death.

La Boetie was a little older than Montaigne, married, already a promis-

ing young public servant, known as the author of an eloquent treatise

against tyranny. The friendship was a blending of souls which Mon-
taigne later never ceased to mourn. While La Boetie lived, Montaigne
did not fully share his stoical views; but the death of his friend gave

those views a greater hold on him than before. They color the early

Essays.

In 1565, after two years of seeking diversion from his grief in various

amours, Montaigne followed the urging of his father and married Fran-

9oise de La Chassaigne, the daughter of a colleague. She bore him six

children, only one of whom lived beyond infancy. Montaigne was a

reasonably dutiful husband, but his remarks about marriage are mainly

caustic.

In 1568 his father died, leaving him the title and the estate. Before

his death Pierre de Montaigne had asked his son to put into French the

Latin "Book of Creatures, or Natural Theology" of the fifteenth-century

Spaniard Raymond Sebond, an attempt to demonstrate the existence

and nature of God by analogies drawn from the levels of his creation-

inanimate, vegetable, animal, human. Too presumptuous in its claims

for the power of unaided human reason, especially in the Preface, the

treatise had been put on the Index of Prohibited Books in 1558-59.

When the Index was revised in 1564, the body of the book was removed
from the list but the Preface remained. Montaigne's translation is gen-

erally elegant, understanding, and faithful, except in the condemned
Preface, where his version sharply reduces Sebond's sweeping claims.

Obviously he already felt at this time the same reservations that he
showed later in his "Apology for Raymond Sebond."

His new responsibilities as head of the family and lord of Montaigne

must have made him more impatient than ever with the futility of his

duties in the Parlement. After a vain attempt to find more useful work
there, he sold his position and went to Paris, where he published most

of La Boetie's remaining works, with his own dedications to various

public figures. He returned home and solemnized his official retirement

with the following Latin inscription on the wall of a little study next to

his library:

"In the year of Christ 1571, at the age of thirty-eight, on the last day
of February, his birthday, Michel de Montaigne, long weary of the servi-

tude of the court and of public employments, while still entire, retired

to the bosom of the learned virgins, where in calm and freedom from

all cares he will spend what little remains of his life, now more than

half run out. If the fates permit, he will complete this abode, this sweet
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ancestral retreat; and he has consecrated it to his freedom, tranquilHty,

and leisure."

The adjustment to idleness and solitude was not easy, as the chapters

on those subjects show (I: 8,39). Montaigne evidently intended to

write but was not sure what he had to say or how to say it. It took him
five or six years of thinking and writing to develop fully the concept of

the Essays as a self-portrait, as the trials or tests of his judgment and his

natural faculties. The earliest chapters, written in 1572-74, are mainly

short and relatively impersonal compilations of anecdotes with a rather

brief commentary. In some, however, Montaigne enlarged on certain

problems that then beset him, such as death (I: 20), pain (I: 14), soli-

tude (I: 39), and inconsistency (II: 1). As he continued, the chapters

became longer, looser in structure, more personal, more consistently on

subjects of direct concern to himself. The longest and most skeptical of

these, the book-length "Apology for Raymond Sebond," was composed
in the main around 1576. After this the self-portrait emerged clearly and
became Montaigne's central theme. In 1580 the first two books of Essays

were published in Bordeaux.

Meanwhile Montaigne's life was not all in his books. He received

the order of Saint Michael; he was made a gentleman-in-ordinary of

the king's chamber by Charles IX ( and later by Henry III ) ; and he was
similarly honored by Henry of Navarre. Sometime between 1572 and

1576, after the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew's Day, he made a vain

attempt to mediate between Henri de Guise and Henry of Navarre. In

1578 he fell ill with the kidney stone, a disease that had killed his father

and that filled him with dread. Finding to his delight that life was still

bearable, he now felt he had nothing to fear.

His Essays published, he went to Paris, presented a copy to his king,

took part in the siege of Protestant-held La Fere, and then set out on a

trip, with his brother and several friends, to Rome via the mineral baths

of Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. He kept an account of the trip,

partly in Italian, in a Travel Journal which was not intended for pub-

lication and was first published almost two centuries later. Though not

a literary work in the same sense as the Essays, it offers a fine view of

Montaigne in action and a check on the self-portrait he prepared for

publication. There are many details—the comments of the papal censors

on the 1580 Essays, Montaigne's behavior as host at a public dance in

Italy, his reflections on pain and death after a night of torture from the

kidney stone, to name only a few—that found no place in the Essays but

deserved to find one.

From Italy he was summoned back late in 1581 to take up his duties

as mayor of Bordeaux. He had neither sought nor known of this elec-

tion in absentia, which showed the confidence placed in him as an able,

loyal moderate, by four of the greatest persons in France, who as a rule

did not easily agree—Catherine de' Medici, Henry III, Henry of Navarre,

and Margaret of Valois. Montaigne served two terms of two years each,

the second of which, as his letters show, was extremely busy. The town

was Catholic and loyal to Henry III, but there were extremists of the
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ultra-Catholic League within and Protestant forces nearby. Working
closely with Marshal de Matignon, the king's lieutenant-general in Gui-

enne, Montaigne strove successfully to check trouble before it started,

and meanwhile helped keep communications open between Protestant

Navarre and Catholic France. His mayoralty ended during a plague

in Bordeaux that killed nearly half the inhabitants. Out of town at the

time, he returned, with the consent of his colleagues the jurats, not into

the city but only to the outskirts for the election of his successor. He
was to be severely criticized for this three centuries later.

He apparently went back to his chateau and his Essays for about a

year. During the siege of Protestant-held Castillon, a few miles away,

by a large League army in 1586, he was harassed as a loyal moderate

by extremists on either side. Then the plague broke out in the besieged

town and spread to Montaigne's home, forcing him to take his family

away and lead the unhappy caravan from place to place for six montlis.

By about the end of 1586 he was able to return to his home and his book.

He must have worked steadily and surely to write a great part of

Book ni of the Essays, plus six hundred-odd additions to Books I and

n, in 1587. In the thirteen new chapters, generally longer and more per-

sonal than his earlier ones, he expresses his final message: the fruits of

his thought and experience, his heightened faith in himself, in man, and

in life.

When the first three-book edition was published in Paris in 1588,

he took the occasion to go there. His visit, however, probably had a far

larger purpose. His arrival was reported by the Spanish ambassador,

Don Bernardino de Mendoza, to his king, Philip II, as an important

event. Montaigne, according to Mendoza, was representing Henry of

Navarre, on the instructions of Marshal de Matignon, in negotiations

with Henry III, and was the political mentor of Navarre's influential

mistress, Diane ( Corisande ) d'Andoins de Gramont. This report lends

added significance to other facts: Montaigne's role as adviser to Diane

de Gramont in the best interests of Henry of Navarre, as revealed by
his letter to Matignon of January 18, 1585; the visit of Navarre, three

days after his great victory at Coutras, to Montaigne in his chateau ( Oc-

tober 23, 1587 ) , following which, to the general amazement and quite

probably on the advice of Montaigne among others, he passed up the

chance to press his advantage with a counterattack that might have

seemed more like rebelHon than reprisal; Montaigne's arrest in Paris

(July 10, 1588) on the orders of the League and his prompt release at

the command of the Queen Mother. Clearly his part as adviser to Na-

varre and negotiator between Navarre and Henry III was far greater

than he ever hinted, in the Essays or elsewhere.

Except for one trip to Picardy to visit the family of his possessive

admirer, literary executrix, and "covenant daughter," Marie de Gournay,

Montaigne stayed with the court for most of 1588, in Paris, Chartres,

Rouen, and finally Blois, where tlie Estates-General met. He may well

have been there when the king in desperation had Henri de Guise as-

sassinated, but he had probably left by the time the Queen Mother died,
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a little later. He was still active in his native region in the following

year, when Henry HI was assassinated in turn and Navarre succeeded

him as Henry IV. Montaigne, though loyal to Henry HI, had always

liked and admired Navarre and wished him well; his fondest hope, it

would seem, was to serve him as a candid, unofficial adviser ( see HI: 13,

pp. 825-26). Two letters of 1590 from Montaigne to Henry IV show

that only accident and ill health kept him from joining his new king at

court. He still hoped to join him in Paris, but died before the king could

enter his capital.

Montaigne continued to work on his book in the few years of life he

had left. He wrote no new chapters but made countless additions—about

one-quarter of the whole work in total length—in the margins of a copy

of the 1588 edition now known as the "Bordeaux Copy." For the new
ejiition he chose a new and appropriate epigraph: "He acquires strength

as he goes." Marie de Gournay in 1595 incorporated the new material

into the first complete edition of the Essays. Meanwhile, in his sixtieth

year, Montaigne's health had failed him. A throat inflammation, com-

bined with the stone and other ailments, brought him to a peaceful

death, as he hstened to Mass in his bed, on September 13, 1592.

The change and development of Montaigne's ideas was an organic

process. The terms most often used to describe it—"stoical" period

(1572-74), skeptical crisis (1576), "epicurean" period (1578-92) -are

handy, but less useful than they might be. In the earhest essays ( 1572-

74) Montaigne reveals himself as an apprehensive humanist, obsessed

with the problem of meeting pain and death bravely, looking to reason

and will for support, trying to learn by premeditation to play his proper

part. Cato the Younger is his hero; death to him is the goal of a life in

which there is less to hope for than to fear. However, in a few essays of

1573-74 (especially II: 2, 3) he begins to criticize the heroics of the

sages. He finds their tension incompatible with consistency, their pre-

sumption about human will power comical, and suicide, their panacea,

un-Christian, unnatural, and even cowardly. The "Apology for Ray-

mond Sebond," mainly written around 1576, is among other things a

sweeping and final rejection of the humanistic, rather stoical attitude

that Montaigne had earlier admired. Man, he now argues—at least man
without divine grace—is a creature distinguished mainly by his presump-

tion, no wiser, happier, or better than the animals. His reason, on which

he prides himself, has taught him no certain truth and can teach him

none in the future; he does not know and he cannot know. A creature of

flux at sea in a world of flux, he cannot rise above humanity unless God
chooses, by extraordinary favor, to lend him a hand. Meanwhile he wall

do well to gain such wisdom as he can from an awareness of his igno-

rance.

Destructive though it is, the "Apology" leads logically as well as

chronologically to self-study and self-portrayal. Much of its skeptical

reasoning bears on the knowledge of externals. The knowledge of self is

not clearly ruled out as impossible; indeed it is strongly recommended.
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"If man does not know himself," Montaigne asks in eflFect, "what can he

know?" He concludes that man lacks self-knowledge but can acquire a

measure of it by candid self-examination, which will lead to a certain

skepticism but is likely to lead beyond it.

Certainly Montaigne is led beyond it, and promptly. Already the

late essays of the first two books reveal a greatly heightened assurance

about many things. "Of the Resemblance of Children to Fathers" ( II : 37

)

shows Montaigne's repudiation of the earlier philosophy of tension con-

firmed by his success in enduring the long-dreaded ailment of the stone.

"Of Presumption" (11:17) offers the first statement that Montaigne's

subject is man, and a long self-portrait stressing the averageness that

makes him a typical specimen to be studied and the judicious detach-

ment that fits him to make a study of himself. "Of the Education of

Children" (1:26) shows how much man can do, by the cultivation of

his judgment, to fashion himself into an independent moral being. The
same chapter reveals how far Montaigne has come from the early view

"That to Philosophize Is to Learn to Die" (1:20) when he states that

"it is philosophy that teaches us to live."

Thus the final essays ( 1578-80 ) of the first two books show Mon-
taigne's full confidence in himself and his method. Even though he often

speaks with comic deprecation about using himself as the subject of his

book, he also makes clear his conviction that there is value in his find-

ings. Still lacking, however, is his later sense of the unity of mankind,

without which one man's portrait may have no value for another man.

The final words of the first two books, hke the first chapter of each, are

a reminder of human diversity.

Book III is full of a new sense of human unity and solidarity and of

the confidence in man that goes with it. Montaigne owes at least some of

this to the success of tlie first Essays, the friendly welcome he found

almost everywhere on his Italian trip, his two successful terms as mayor,

and the simple courage he observed in the peasants of his region during

the plague. His new feeling is best expressed in the formula, "Each man
bears the entire form of man's estate" ( III: 2, p. 611 ) . Montaigne is still

aware of diversity, to be sure, and indeed finds it more striking than

unity; but now he sees a balance between the two: "If our faces were

not similar, we could not distinguish man from beast; if they were not

dissimilar, we could not distinguish man from man" (III: 13, p. 819).

Not only has he reached conclusions for himself, but he is ready to rec-

ommend them to others.

These conclusions are summed up in the final pages of his final

chapter, "Of Experience." Man's greatest and most dangerous folly,

Montaigne argues, is his wish to reject the human condition. Within

the limitations of man and of life lie great resources for wisdom, good-

ness, and happiness. Natural pleasures, whether of body or soul, should

be gratefully accepted, not sourly disdained. Pain and grief should be

confined, not cultivated, but at the same time recognized as necessary

foils to pleasure and happiness. The arbitrariness of the soul, which

makes it an imperfect instrument of knowledge, gives it absolute power
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to make what it will of the things we experience. "Our good and our ill

depend on ourselves alone" (1:50, p. 220),

To accept the human condition is to accept our two parts, body and
soul, not as slave and master but as relatively equal parts that should be
friends. We are neither a body nor a soul, but both; neither brutes nor

angels, but men. Though some people do achieve sanctity, they are rare

and privileged souls; others are rash to attempt it, for failure to attain

it usually corrupts: supercelestial thoughts, Montaigne notes sardoni-

cally, tend to go hand in hand with subterranean conduct. We cannot

even wholly will to be very different from what we naturally are; that

is why true repentance is so rare.^ Some imp of the perverse drives us

to set ourselves standards that we cannot live up to, "They want to get

out of themselves and escape from the man. That is madness : instead of

changing into angels, they change into beasts."

Wisdom, goodness, and happiness depend on our treating ourselves,

not with complacency and laxity, but with a measure of fairness and
kindness. The golden rule must work both ways. Only if we accept our

limitations without rancor can we recognize the privilege and dignity

of being human. To do so is the highest achievement of human wisdom.
Montaigne strives repeatedly in his final pages to compress this into a

formula: "There is nothing so beautiful and legitimate as to play the

man well and properly. ... It is an absolute perfection and virtually

divine to know how to enjoy our being rightfully," Perhaps his best

statement of his final message is this

:

"We are great fools. 'He has spent his life in idleness,' we say; T have
done nothing today.' What, have you not lived? That is not only the

fundamental but the most illustrious of your occupations. ... To com-
pose our character is our duty, not to compose books, and to win, not

battles and provinces, but order and tranquillity in our conduct. Our
great and glorious masterpiece is to hve appropriately."

8 II: 3, p, 254; III: 2, pp. 615-17 and passim.



Note on the Translation

My aim in translating Montaigne has been to capture in modern
English not only his meaning but also the living, natural quality of his

style, I have deliberately chosen to retain, as he did, as many as possible

of tlie idiosyncrasies that portray him: the vivid, bold images; the epi-

grammatic word play; the meandering, associative order, often disdain-

ful of logical connectives; the obscenity, which is a studied protest

against man's rejection of the body. I have smoothed the rough spots

over only when they seemed less characteristic of Montaigne than of his

time or when the claims of intelligible English seemed clearly to out-

weigh those of scrupulous fidelity. I have tried, in short, to express Mon-
taigne as I tliink he would have expressed himself had he been writing

in English today.

The basic text of the Essays followed here is the Bordeaux Copy, a

copy of the 1588 (5th) edition which Montaigne, in his own hand,

marked "6th edition" and covered, in the margins, with additions. This

volume, preserved in the Municipal Library of Bordeaux, has been re-

produced phototypically by Fortunat Strowski (Paris: Hachette, 1912).

A copy of the additions was sent to Montaigne's literary executrix, Marie

de Gournay, and served as a basis for her first edition of 1595. This 1595

text, though not always wholly trustworthy, is useful in two ways: it

gives readings that were later cut from the margins of the Bordeaux
Copy by a heedless binder in trimming the pages, and also readings that

Montaigne may have relegated to separate slips of paper which have

since been lost. Readings of the former type from the 1595 edition are

included in the present translation without comment; those of other

types have usually been either noted in the text or relegated to footnotes

with the other variants.

Variants from earlier editions of the Essays (1580, 1582, 1587), as

well as post-1588 additions that were deleted after being written, have
been given in the footnotes whenever they seemed interesting enough
to warrant mention.

Montaigne's text abounds in quotations in prose and verse, mainly

Latin but also Italian, Greek, and French, without indication of source.

In the present translation these have been given solely in English, itaH-

cized when in prose, and with the author's name added. The transla-

tions of the verse quotations are my own. They represent the form that

Montaigne quotes, even when he adapts or misquotes. I have tried to

be faithful to their meaning in the context Montaigne gives them, in

which precision is often important.

Originally each chapter of the Essays was set as a single paragraph.

The present translation follows modern usage in breaking up these long

paragraphs. Bracketed subheads are introduced for the reader's con-

venience into the huge "Apology for Raymond Sebond" (II: 12).



xvi Note on the Translation

The superscript letters ^^^ in the text serve to distinguish the three

certain strata in which the Essays were composed:

•^ designates material published before 1588
(
generally in 1580 un-

less otherwise noted);
s designates material published in 1588;
^ designates material published after 1588.

This device is a variant of those used in the editions by Strowski,

Villey, Plattard, and Thibaudet, and in the translations by Ives and
Zeitlin. It is necessary for almost any serious study of Montaigne and
often for the simplest comprehension. Often in the same chapter—1: 14,

11:6, and 11:18 are good examples—additions of 1588 or later show a

very diflFerent attitude from that of the original text in which they are

set. An attentive reader unaware of these strata is likely to find Mon-
taigne puzzhng and may write him oflF as irresponsibly inconsistent. The
Essays are intended to be a record of change, and the strata indicators

help to make this change clear.

Montaigne sometimes alters his original phrasing but keeps his sen-

tence structure, with the result that it is not always possible to read the

earlier strata continuously. When changes of this sort are substantive,

the revised passage has usually been attached entirely to the later stra-

tum, in order to avoid the danger of attributing later remarks to an
earlier period.

Several chapters of the Essays—here considerably revised—were pub-

hshed in another form in 1943 by Walter J. Black, Inc. and in 1948 by
F. S. Crofts & Co., Inc.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the staflF of Stanford Uni-

versity Press—especially Jesse G. Bell, Jr., and J. Christopher Herold—
for their constructive criticism, counsel, and suggestions, in helping to

prepare this volume for publication. An especially cherished debt is to

my wife, Katharine Mailler Frame, for constant encouragement, ready

advice, and a willing ear.
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To the Reader

•''This book was uTitten in good faith, reader. It warns you from

the outset that in it I have set myself no goal but a domestic and private

one. I have had no thought of serving either you or my own glor}'. My
powers are inadequate for such a purpose. I have dedicated it to the

private convenience of my relatives and friends, so tliat when they ha\-e

lost me ('as soon they miust ;, they may recover here some features of

my habits and temperament, and by this means keep the knowledge they

have had of me more complete and alive.

If I had written to seek the world's favor, I should ha\"e bedecked

myself better, and should present myself in a studied posture. I want to

be seen here in my simple, natural, ordinary fashion, without straining

or artifice; for it is myself that I portray. My defects will here be read

to the life, and also my natural form, as far as respect for the pubhc has

allowed. Had I been placed among those nations which are said to hve

still in the sweet freedom of nature's first laws, I assure you I should xery

gladly have portrayed myself here entire and wholly naked.

Thus, reader, I am myself the matter of my book; you would be un-

reasonable to spend your leisure on so fri\'olous and \"ain a subject.

So farev/ell. Montaigne, this first day of March, fifteen hundred and

eight)'.



BOOK ONE

1 By diverse means

we arrive at the same end

^The commonest way of softening the hearts of those we have of-

fended, when, vengeance in hand, they hold us at their mercy, is by
submission to move them to commiseration and pity. However, au-

dacity and steadfastness—entirely contrary means—have sometimes
served to produce the same effect.

Edward, prince of Wales, the one who governed our Guienne so

long (a person whose traits and fortune have in them many notable

elements of greatness ) , having suffered much harm from the Limousins,

and taking their city by force, could not be halted by the cries of the

people and of the women and children abandoned to the butchery, who
implored his mercy and threw themselves at his feet—until, going far-

ther and farther into the city, he saw three French gentlemen who with

incredible boldness were holding out alone against the assault of his

victorious army. Consideration and respect for such remarkable valor

first took the edge off his anger; and he began with these three men to

show mercy to all the inhabitants of the city.

As Scanderbeg, prince of Epiius, was pursuing one of his soldiers

in order to kill him, this soldier, after trying by every sort of humility

and supplication to appease him, resolved in the last extremity to await

him sword in hand. This resoluteness of his put a sudden stop to the

fury of his master, who, having seen him take such an honorable stand,

received him into his favor. This example may suffer another interpre-

tation from those who have not read about the prodigious strength and
valor of that prince.

Emperor Conrad III, having besieged Guelph, duke of Bavaria,

would not come down to milder terms, no matter what vile and cowardly

satisfactions ^^'ere offered him, than merely to allow the gentlewomen
who were besieged with the duke to go out, their honor safe, on foot,

with what they could carry away on them. They, great-heartedly, de-

cided to load their husbands, their children, and the duke himself on
their shoulders. The Emperor took such great pleasure in the nobility

of their courage that he wept with dehght and wholly subdued the
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bitter and deadly hatred which he had borne against this duke, and

from that time forward treated him and his humanely.

^Either one of these two ways would easily win me, for I am won-

derfully lax in the direction of mercy and gentleness. As a matter of

fact, I believe I should be likely to surrender more naturally to com-

passion than to esteem. Yet to the Stoics pity is a vicious passion; they

want us to succor the afflicted, but not to unbend and sympathize with

them.

^Now these examples seem to me more to the point, inasmuch as

we see these souls, assailed and tested by these two means, hold up
unshaken against one and bow beneath the other. It may be said that

to subdue your heart to commiseration is the act of easygoing indul-

gence and softness, which is why the weaker natures, such as those of

women, children, and the common herd, are the most subject to it; but

that, having disdained tears and prayers, to surrender simply to rever-

ence for the sacred image of valor is the act of a strong and inflexible

soul which holds in affection and honor a masculine and obstinate vigor.

However, in less lofty souls, astonishment and admiration can en-

gender a like effect. Witness the people of Thebes: having put their

generals on trial for their lives for continuing in their posts beyond the

time prescribed and foreordained for them, they just barely absolved

Pelopidas, who bowed under the weight of such accusations and used

only pleas and supplications to protect himself; whereas with Epami-

nondas, who came out and related proudly the things done by him and
reproached the people with them in a haughty ^and arrogant ^manner,

they did not have the heart even to take the ballots into their hands,

and the assembly broke up, greatly praising the loftiness of this man's

courage.

^Dionysius the Elder, having taken the city of Rhegium after extreme

delays and difficulties, and in it the captain Phyto, a first-rate man, who
had defended it most obstinately, decided to make him a tragic example

of vengeance. First he told him hov/ the day before he had had his son

and all his relatives drowned. To which Phyto replied only that they

were thereby happier than he by one day. After that he had him
stripped and seized by executioners, who dragged him through the

town, whipping him very ignominiously and cruelly and, in addition,

heaping on him slanderous and insulting words. But Phyto kept his

courage steadfast, not letting himself go, and with a firm countenance

persisted in recalling loudly the honorable and glorious cause of his

death—that he had refused to surrender his country into the hands of a

tyrant—and in threatening that tyrant with prompt punishment by the

gods. Instead of growing angry at this defiance of a conquered enemy,

the rank and file of Dionysius' army showed in their countenance that,

disregarding their leader and his triumph, they were softened by aston-

ishment at such rare valor; so that, seeing them on the point of mutiny

and about to snatch Phyto from the hands of his sergeants, Dionysius

had his martyrdom stopped and secretly sent him to be drowned in

the sea.



I: 1 By diverse means 5

^Tnily man is a marvelously vain, diverse, and undulating object.

It is hard to found any constant and uniform judgment on him. Here
is Pompeius pardoning the whole city of the Mamertines, against which
he was greatly incensed, in consideration of the valor and magna-
nimity of the citizen Stheno, who took the fault of the people upon
himself alone and asked no other favor but to bear the punishment
alone. Yet Sulla's host, who displayed similar valor in the city of

Praeneste, got nothing out of it, either for himself or for the others.

^And directly contrary to my first examples, the bravest of men and
one very gracious to the vanquished, Alexander, forcing the city of

Gaza after many great diflBculties, came upon Betis—who was in com-
mand there and of whose valor he had experienced marvelous proofs

during this siege—now alone, abandoned by his men, his armor cut to

pieces, all covered with blood and wounds, still fighting on in the midst
of many Macedonians who were attacking him from all sides. Stung
by such a dearly won victory—for among other damage Alexander had
received two fresh wounds on his person—he said to him: "You shall

not die as you wanted, Betis; prepare yourself to suffer every kind of

torment that can be invented against a captive." The other, with a look

not only confident but insolent and haughty, stood without saying a
word to these threats. Then Alexander, seeing his proud and obstinate

silence: "Has he bent a knee? Has any suppliant cry escaped him? I'll

conquer your muteness yet; and if I cannot wring a word from it, at

least I'll wring a groan." And turning his anger into rage, he ordered
Betis' heels to be pierced through and had him thus dragged ahve, torn,

and dismembered, behind a cart.

Could it be that hardihood was so common to Alexander that, not
mar\'eling at it, he respected it the less? '^Or did he consider it so pecu-
harly his own that he could not bear to see it at this height in another
without passionately envious spite? Or was the natural impetuosity of

his anger incapable of brooking opposition? In truth, if it could have
been bridled, it is probable that it would have been in the capture and
desolation of the city of Thebes, at the sight of so many valiant men,
lost and without any further means of common defense, cruelly put to

the sword. For fully six thousand of tliem were killed, of whom not
one was seen fleeing or asking for mercy, but who were on the contrary

seeking, some here, some there, through the streets, to confront the

victorious enemy and to provoke an honorable death at his hands. Not
one was seen so beaten down with wounds as not to try even in his last

gasp to avenge himself, and with the weapons of despair to assuage his

death in the death of some enemy. Yet the distress of their valor found
no pity, and the length of a day was not enough to satiate Alexander's

revenge. This slaughter went on to the last drop of blood that could

be shed, and stopped only at the unarmed people, old men, women, and
children, so that thirty tliousand of them might be taken as slaves.



2 Of sadness

^I am one of those freest from this passion, ^I neither Hke it nor

respect it, although everyone has decided to honor it, as if at a fixed

price, with particular favor. They clothe wisdom, virtue, conscience

with it: a stupid and monstrous ornament! The Italians, more appro-

priately, have baptized malignancy with its name. For it is always a

harmful quality, always insane; and, as being always cowardly and
base, the Stoics forbid their sages to feel it.

But ^the story goes that when Psammenitus, king of Egypt, after

his defeat and capture by Cambyses, king of Persia, saw his daughter

pass before him as a prisoner, dressed as a servant and on her way to

draw water, while all his friends around him were weeping and lament-

ing, he himself neither moved nor spoke a word, his eyes fixed on the

ground. And further, seeing his son presently being led to his death,

he held himself to this same demeanor. But having seen one of his

friends led along among the captives, he began to beat his head and
manifest extreme grief.

This could be compared with what was seen lately of one of our

princes,^ who, hearing at Trent the news of tlie death of his older

brother—a brother in whom lay the support and honor of his whole

house—and soon after\\'ard that of a younger brother, his second hope,

withstood these two assaults with exemplary steadfastness; but when
a few days afterward one of his men came to die, he let himself go at

this last accident and, abandoning his resoluteness, gave himself up

to sorrow and mourning, so that some argued tliat he had been touched

to the quick only by this last shock. But the truth was that since he was

already brimful of sadness, the slightest overload broke down the bar-

riers of his endurance.

One might, I think, make the same judgment of our stoiy, if it did

not add that when Cambyses inquired of Psammenitus why, though

unmoved by the misfortune of his son and daughter, he lacked the

patience to bear that of one of his friends, he answered: "It is because

this last grief alone can be signified by tears; the first two far surpass

any power of expression."

Perhaps related to this remark is the idea of the ancient painter

who, being obliged to represent the grief of the spectators at the sacri-

fice of Iphigenia according to the degrees of their concern over the

death of this beautiful innocent girl, and having exhausted the utmost

powers of his art, when he came to the girl's father portrayed him with

his face covered, as if no countenance could represent that degree of

grief. That is why the poets show that wretched mother Niobe, over-

^ Charles de Gnise, cardinal of Lorraine. The two brothers are Frangois de

Lorraine, duke of Guise, assassinated on February 24, 1563, and Frangois de Lor-

raine, abbot of Cluny, who died on March 6, 1563.
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whelmed by losing first seven sons and then soon after as many daugh-
ters, as having been at last transformed into a rock-

Petrified by her woes

OVID

—to represent that bleak, dumb, and deaf stupor that benumbs us when
accidents surpassing our endurance overw^helm us.

In truth, the impact of grief, to be extreme, must stun the whole
soul and impede its freedom of action; as it happens to us, at the hot
alarm of some very bad news, to feel ourselves caught, benumbed,
and as it were paralyzed from any movements, so that the soul, relax-

ing afterward into tears and lamentations, seems to unbend, extricate

itself, and gain more space and freedom.

^And grief at long hard last breaks a way for the voice.

VIRGIL

^In the war that King Ferdinand waged around Buda against the

widow of John, king of Hungary, Raisciac, a German captain, seeing

the body of a horseman brought in, whom all had seen doing extremely

well in the melee, lamented him with an ordinary lament; but, being

cm^ious, like the others, to recognize who he was, he found, after they

had taken his armor off, that it was his son. And amid the general tears,

he alone remained without giving vent to cries or weeping, erect on his

feet, his eyes motionless, staring at him fixedly; until the impact of sor-

row, freezing his vital spirits, dropped him in this condition stone dead
on the ground.

^He who can say how he burns, burns little,

PETRARCH

say lovers who want to express an unbearable passion:

Alas, my senses, dazed,
Are snatched away. For soon as I have gazed
On thee, Lesbia, my wits depart amazed,

I can say nothing.

My tongue is numb, a subtle fiLre runs round
Throughout my every limb, my ears resound
With ringing all their own, both eyes are drowned

In blackest night.

CATULLUS

^Nor is it in the live and most ardent heat of passion that we are fit

to set forth our amorous complaints and pleadings; the soul is then

burdened with deep thoughts, and the body weighed down and lan-

guishing with love.

^And from that is sometimes engendered the accidental faihng that

surprises lovers so unseasonably, and that frigidity that seizes them
by the force of extreme ardor in the very lap of enjoyment.- All passions

2 The 1588 edition here shows an addition that Montaigne later crossed out:

"an accident that is not unknown to me."
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that allow themselves to be savored and digested are only mediocre.

Light cares can speak, but heavy ones are dumb.

SENECA

^The surprise of an unexpected pleasure stuns us in the same v^^ay:

When, dazed, she saw me come, and with me all around
Trojans and Trojan arms, wonder made her afraid,

She stiffened in mid gaze, the warmth out of her fled.

She crumples, and much later with difficulty speaks.

VERGIL

^Besides the Roman woman who died overcome with gladness to

see her son back from the rout at Cannae, Sophocles and Dionysius

the tyrant, who passed away for gladness, and Talva, who died in

Corsica reading the news of the honors that the Senate of Rome had

decreed for him, we understand that in our time Pope Leo X, upon being

advised of the taking of Milan, which he had ardently desired, fell into

such an excess of joy that a fever got him and he died. And as a more

remarkable testimony of human frailty, it was noted by the ancients

that Diodorus the dialectician died on the spot, seized with an extreme

passion of shame, for not having been able to shake loose, in his own
school and in public, from an argument that had been put to him.

^I am little subject to these violent passions. My susceptibiHty is

naturally tough; and I harden and thicken it every day by force of

reason.

3 Our feelings

reach out beyond us

^Those who accuse men of always gaping after future things, and

teach us to lay hold of present goods and settle ourselves in them, since

we have no grip on what is to come ( indeed a good deal less than we
have on what is past), put their finger on the commonest of human
errors—if they dare to call an error something to which Nature herself

leads us in serving the continuation of her work, ^and which, more

zealous for our action than for our knowledge, she imprints in us like

many other false notions. ^We are never at home, we are always be-

yond. Fear, desire, hope, project us toward the future and steal from

us the feeling and consideration of what is, to busy us with what will

be, even when we shall no longer be. ^A soul anxious about the future

is most vulnerable [Seneca].

This great precept is often cited in Plato: "Do thy job and know
thyself." Each of its two parts generally includes our whole duty, and
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likewise includes its fellow. He who would do his job would see that

his first lesson is to know what he is and what is proper for him. And
he who knows himself no longer takes extraneous business for his own;
he loves and cultivates himself before anything else; he refuses super-

fluous occupations and useless thoughts and projects. As folly, though
it has gotten what it wanted, yet never thinks it has obtained enough;
so wisdom is always content with the present and never displeased with

itself [Cicero]. Epicurus dispenses his sage from foresight and concern
for the future.

^Among the laws that concern the dead, this one seems to me as

solid as any, which obliges the actions of princes to be examined after

their death. They are equals \Wth, if not masters of, the laws; what
justice could not do to their persons, it should rightfully be able to do
to their reputations and to the property of their successors—things that

we often prefer to life. It is a custom that brings singular advantages

to tlie nations in which it is observed, and desirable to all good princes,

^who have reason to complain tliat the memory of the wicked is hon-

ored like their own.

We owe subjection and obedience equally to all kings, for that con-

cerns their oflRce; but we do not owe esteem, any more than affection,

except to their virtue. Let us make this concession to tlie political order:

to suffer them patiently if they are unworthy, to conceal their vices, to

abet them by commending their indifferent actions if their authority

needs our support. But, our dealings over, it is not right to deny to

justice and to our liberty the expression of our true feelings, and espe-

cially to deny good subjects the glory of having reverently and faith-

fully served a master whose imperfections were so well known to them,

and thus to deprive posterity of such a useful example. And those who
out of respect for some private obligation unjustly espouse the memory
of a blameworthy prince, do private justice at the expense of public

justice. Livy says truly that tlie language of men brought up under
royalty is always full of foolish ostentation and vain testimonies, each

man indiscriminately raising his king to the highest level of worth and
sovereign greatness.

One may reprove the fine candor of those two soldiers who answered

Nero to his beard. One, asked by him why he wished him ill: "I loved

you when you were worthy of it; but since you have become a parricide,

a firebug, a mountebank, a charioteer, I hate you as you deserve." The
other, asked why he wanted to kill him: "Because I find no other

remedy against your continual wicked deeds." But as for the public

and universal testimonies to his vile and tyrannical deportment that

were given after his death and will be given for all time, what man of

sound understanding can reprove them?

I dislike the fact that in such a saintly government as the Lacedae-

monian should be found such a hypocritical ceremony as this: At the

death of the kings all the confederates and neighbors, all the Helots,

men, women, and all, would cut their foreheads as a token of mourning
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and say in their cries and lamentations that that one, whatever he may
have been, was the best king they ever had; attributing to rank the praise

that belonged to merit, and the praise that belonged to the highest

merit to the latest and lowest rank.

Aristotle, who discusses and stirs up everything, inquires in con-

nection with Solon's saying that no man can be called happy before his

death, whether even a man who has lived and died in good order can be

called happy if his reputation is in bad shape or if his posterity is miser-

able. While we move about, we transport ourselves by anticipation

wherever we please; but once out of being, we have no communication

with what is; and it would be better to say to Solon that man is never

happy, then, since he is so only after he is no more.

'^A man does not

Uproot himself from hfe, and cast his self away;
Unconsciously he dreams some part of him will stay . . .

Nor from his cast-off body does he depart enough
And free himself.

LUCRETIUS

^Bertrand du Guesclin died commanding the siege of the castle of

Randon, near Le Puy in Auvergne. The besieged, when they surren-

dered after his death, were obliged to place the keys of the fortress on

the dead man's body.

When Bartolomeo Alviano, general of the Venetian army, had died

in the service of the wars Venice waged against Brescia, and his body

had to be brought back to Venice through the enemy territory of

Verona, most of the army thought they should ask the people of Verona

for safe-conduct to pass through. But Teodoro Trivulzio opposed this,

and chose rather to pass by main force with the risks of battle; it was

not fitting, he said, that he who in life had never been afraid of his

enemies should have the appearance of fearing them in death.

^Indeed, in a related matter, by Greek laws he who asked the enemy

for a body to bury it renounced the victory, and it was no longer lawful

for him to erect a trophy. To him who was asked this, it was proof of

winning. Thus Nicias lost the advantage that he had clearly gained over

the Corinthians, and conversely, Agesilaus ensured the one which he

had very doubtfully won over the Boeotians.

^These actions might seem strange if it were not an accepted practice

in all ages to extend the concern we have for ourselves beyond this life,

and even to believe that very often celestial favors accompany us to the

tomb and continue to operate in our bones. Of which there are so many
ancient examples, leaving aside our own, that there is no need for me
to elaborate. Edward I, king of England, found in his long wars with

King Robert of Scotland how much advantage his presence gave to his

affairs, so that he always carried off the victory in what he undertook in

person. Accordingly, when he came to die, he obliged his son by a solemn

oath to have his body boiled to detach his flesh from the bones. The flesh

should be interred; the bones his son should save, to carry with him in
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his army every time he should happen to be at war against the Scots.

As if destiny had fatally attached victory to his hmbs.
^John Vischa [Zizka], w^ho troubled Bohemia in defense of Wiclifs

errors, willed to be flayed after his death and to have a drum made of

his skin to carry into war against liis enemies; thinking that this would
help continue the advantages he had obtained in the wars he had con-
ducted against them. Thus certain Indians carried into combat against

the Spaniards the bones of one of their captains, in consideration of the
success he had had when alive. And other peoples in this same New
World bring to war the bodies of the valiant men who have died in

their battles to serve them as good luck and encouragement.
^The first examples reserve for the tomb only the reputation acquired

by their past actions; but these want to add even the power to act.

Of a finer temper is the deed of Captain Bayard, who, feeling him-
self wounded to death by a harquebus shot in the body, and advised
to withdraw from the fight, replied that he would not begin at the end
of his life to turn his back on the enemy. Having fought as long as he
had strength, and feeling himself faint and slipping from his horse, he
ordered his steward to lay him down at the foot of a tree, but in such
a way that he should die with his face turned toward the enemy; as

he did.

I must add this other example, as remarkable for the present con-

sideration as any of the preceding ones. Emperor Maximilian, the great-

grandfather of the present King Philip, was a prince superabundantly
endowed with great qualities, and among others with singular bodily

beauty. But among his humors was this one, very contrary to that of the

princes who to dispatch their most important affairs make their throne

of their toilet seat: that he never had a personal servant so familiar that

he would allow him to see him in his privy. He would hide to make
water, as scrupulous as a virgin not to uncover, either to a doctor or to

anyone else whatever, the parts that are customarily kept hidden. ^I,

who am so bold-mouthed, am nevertheless by nature affected by this

shame. Except under great stress of necessity or voluptuousness, I

hardly communicate to the sight of anyone the members and acts that

our custom orders us to cover up. I suffer from more constraint in this

than I consider becoming to a man, and especially to a man of my
profession.^ But Emperor Maximilian reached ^such a point of super-
stition that he ordered in so many words in his will that they should
put underdrawers on him when he was dead. He should have added
a codicil that the man who put them on should be bhndfolded.

^The order that Cyrus gave his children, that neither they nor any
other should see or touch his body after the soul had left it, I attribute

to some devout feeling of his. For both his historian [Xenophon] and
liimself, among their great qualities, disseminated through the whole
course of their lives a singular concern and reverence for religion.

1 As a nobleman and one who had borne amis, Montaigne considered his pro-
fession to be that of soldier.
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^I did not like this story that a great personage told me of a con-

nection of mine, a man prett}' well known both in peace and war. It

is that, dying at a very old age in his court, tormented with acute pain

from the stone, he occupied all his last hours with a vehement concern

about arranging the pomp and ceremony of his funeral, and pressed

all the noblemen that visited him to give him their word to be present

at the procession. Even to tliis prince, who saw him in this final stage,

he made urgent entreaty that his household be ordered to be there,

using many examples and reasons to prove that it was something due
to a man of his condition; and he seemed to die content, having ex-

tracted this promise and ordered the arrangement and plan of his

funeral to his taste. I have scarcely seen any vanity so persevering.

The opposite kind of preoccupation, of which also I have no lack

of examples close to home, seems to me germane to this one: to fret

and fuss at this last stage over planning one's funeral so as to effect

some trifling and unusual economy—one servant and one lantern. I see

this humor praised, as was the command of Marcus Aemilius Lepidus,

who forbade his heirs to employ for him the ceremonies that had been
customary in such matters. Is it still temperance and frugality to avoid

expenses and pleasures whose use and knowledge are imperceptible

to us? An easy way to reform and a cheap one!

^If it were necessary to make an ordinance about it, I should judge

that in this, as in all actions of life, each man should relate his rule to

the shape of his fortune. The philosopher Lyco wisely instructed his

friends to place his body where they should judge best, and as for

the funeral, to make it neither extravagant nor mean. ^I shall let cus-

tom order this ceremony entirely, and shall leave it to the discretion

of the first people into whose charge I fall. ^This care is to be entirely

despised for ourselves, but not neglected for ours [Cicero]. And it is

a saintly saying of a saint: The arranging of funerals, the conditions of

burials, the pomp of obsequies, are rather a consolation for the living

than any help to the dead [Saint Augustine]. Therefore Socrates, to

Crito, who at the hour of his deatli asks him how he wants to be buried,

answers: "As you wish."

^If I had to become more involved in this matter, I should find it

more sprightly to imitate those who undertake, while alive and breath-

ing, to enjoy the arrangement and honor of their obsequies, and who
take pleasure in seeing tlieir dead countenance in marble. Happy are

those who can delight and gratify their sense by insensibiHty, and live

by their death.

•^I am almost ready to vow irreconcilable hatred against all demo-

cratic rule, although it seems to me the most natural and equitable,

when I remember that inhuman injustice of the Athenian people, who
killed their brave captains without remission and without even con-

senting to hear them in their own defense, because after their victory

over the Lacedaemonians in the naval battle near the Arginusian Isles—

the most sharply contested and the greatest battle that the Greeks ever

fought at sea with their own forces—they had pursued the chances that
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the rules of war offered them rather than stopping to gather up and bury

their dead. And the behavior of Diomedon makes this execution still

more odious. He was one of the condemned men, a man of notable

virtue, both military and political. Coming forward to speak after hear-

ing the sentence that condemned tliem, and finding only then a chance

for a peaceable hearing, instead of using this for his own cause and
for exposing the evident injustice of so cruel a decision, he expressed

only concern for the continued safety of his judges. He prayed the

gods to turn this judgment to their advantage, and informed them of

what vows he and his companions had made in gratitude for such a

glorious success, lest by failing to fulfill those vows the people should

draw down the wrath of the gods upon them. And without saying

another thing and without hesitating, he went directly and coura-

geously to his death.

Fortune, a few years after, punished them with a taste of their own
medicine. For after Chabrias, commander in chief of the naval forces

of the Athenians, had had the upper hand in combat against Pollis,

admiral of Sparta, at the island of Naxos, he clean and clear lost the

fruits of his victory, a very innportant one for their affairs, in order not

to incur the same misfortune. And so as not to lose a few dead bodies

of his friends which were floating on the sea, he let a whole world of

living enemies sail away in safety, who later made the Athenians pay
dear for this importunate superstition.

You ask where you will lie after your death?

Where lie the souls unborn.
SENECA

Another man restores the sense of repose to a body without a soul:

And let him have no tomb, no haven of repose,

To give his lifeless body respite from his woes.

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Even so nature shows us that many dead thing? still have occult

relations to life. Wine alters in the cellars according to certain seasonal

changes in its vine. And venison changes its condition and flavor in

the salting tubs according to the laws of the live flesh, so they say.^

2 This last paragraph of tlie chapter appears in the 1595 edition by Marie de

Gournay but not in the Bordeaux Copy, nor is there any trace of it there. Most editors

accept it as probably written by Montaigne.



4 How the soul discharges its

passions on false objects when the true

are wanting

^One of our gentlemen who was wondrously subject to the gout,

on being urged by the doctors to give up entirely the use of salt meats,

used to answer them ver}' humorously that in the agonies and torments

of the illness he wanted to have something to blame, and by crying

out and cursing now the sausage, now the ox tongue and the ham, he

felt just that much relieved. But in all seriousness, just as when the

arm is raised to strike, it hurts us if the blow does not land and is wasted

on the air; also as the sight, to make a pleasant view, must not be lost

and led away in the vague reaches of the air, but must have some bound
to sustain it at a reasonable distance;

^As wind loses its strength, diflFused in empty space,

Unless some strong dense wood resists its forward pace;

LUCAN

^so it seems that the soul, once stirred and set in motion, is lost in itself

unless we give it something to grasp; and we must always give it an

object to aim at and act on. Plutarch says of those who grow fond of

monkeys and little dogs that the loving part that is in us, lacking a

legitimate object, rather than remain idle, thus forges itself a false and

frivolous one. And we see that the soul in its passions will sooner de-

ceive itself by setting up a false and fantastical object, even contrary

to its own belief, than not act against something.

^Thus animals are carried away by their rage to attack the stone or

the metal that has wounded them and to take revenge tooth and nail on

themselves for the pain they feel.

So the Pannonian bear, made fiercer by the sting,

When struck by the dart from the Libyan hunter's sling,

Turns on the wound enraged, attacks the buried spear.

Which whirls as she whirls after, flees as she draws near.

LUCAN

^What causes do we not invent for the misfortunes that befall us? On
what do we not place the blame, rightly or wrongly, so as to have some-

thing at which to thrust? It is not those blond tresses that you are tear-

ing, nor the whiteness of that bosom that in your anger you beat so
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cruelly, that have made you lose by an unlucky bullet that well-loved

brother: place the blame elsewhere. *^Livy, speaking of the Roman army
in Spain after the loss of the two brothers/ their great captains, says:

Immediately all began to weep and beat their heads. It is a common
practice. And was it not amusing of the philosopher Bion to say about
that king who was tearing his hair for grief, "Does this man think that

baldness reheves grief?" ^Who has not seen people chew and swallow
the cards or stuff themselves with a set of dice to avenge the loss of their

money? Xerxes whipped the waters ^of the Hellespont, put irons on
it and had a thousand insults hurled at it, ^and wrote a challenge to

Mount Athos. Cyrus wasted a whole army's time for several days taking
vengeance on the river Gyndus for the fright he had had crossing it.

And Cahgula ruined a very beautiful house for the displeasure- that his

mother had had there.

^In my youth the people used to say that one of our neighboring
kings, having received a beating from God, swore to take revenge; and
ordered that for ten years no one should pray to God, or speak of him,
or, as far as the king's authority could prevent it, believe in him. By
which they wanted to portray not so much the folly as the vainglory

natural to the nation about whom the story was told. These are vices

that always go together; but in truth such actions spring from presump-
tion even more than from stupidity.

^Augustus Caesar, having been battered by a tempest at sea, set

about defying the god Neptune, and in the celebration of the circus

games had his image removed from tlie place where it was among the

other gods, to take vengeance on him. Wherein he is still less excusable

than the preceding ones, and less than he was later, when, having lost

a battle under QuintiHus Varus in Germany, he went about in anger

and despair banging his head against the wall and crying: "Varus, give

me back my soldiers." For those surpass all madness who, adding im-

piety to folly, turn their blame against God himself, or against Fortune,

as if she had ears susceptible to our assault; ^like the Thracians who,
when there is thunder or lightning, start shooting at the heavens with

a Titan's vengeance, to bring God to reason by arrow shots. ^Now, as

that ancient poet says in Plutarch,

Anger at things that happen shows small wit;

For all our wrath concerns them not a bit.

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

^But we shall never heap enough insults on the unruliness of our

mind.

1 Publius and Cnaeus Scipio.

2 Montaigne's text reads "pleasure," but apparently this is oversight, not para-

dox; for the passage in Seneca tells the story about a place where Caligula's mother
had been a prisoner.
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besiegedplace shouldgo out to parley

^Lucius Marcius, legate of the Romans in the war against Perseus,

king of Macedonia, wishing to gain the time he still needed to get his

army fully ready, made some propositions pointing to an agreement,

which lulled the king into granting a truce for a few days and thereby

furnished his enemy with opportunity and leisure to arm. As a result,

the king incurred his final ruin. Yet the old men of the Senate, remem-
bering the mores of their fathers, condemned this practice as hostile

to their old way—^which was, said they, to fight in valor, not in trick-

ery, or by surprises and night encounters, or by pretended flights and
unexpected countercharges; starting war only after having announced
it, and often after having assigned the time and place of the battle.

Because of this scrupulousness they had sent back to Pyrrhus his

treacherous doctor, and to the Faliscans their evil schoolmaster. These
were truly Roman ways, not those of Greek subtlety and Punic cun-

ning, according to which it was less glorious to conquer by force than

by fraud. Deceit may serve for the moment; but only that man con-

siders himself overcome who knows he was downed neither by trick

nor by luck but by valiance, man to man, in a fair and just war. ^It

clearly appears from the language of these good men that they had not

yet accepted this fine saying:

Courage or ruse—against an enemy, who cares?

VERGIL

^The Achaeans, says Polybius, detested all manner of deceit in their

wars, seeing no victory except where the courage of the enemy was
subdued. The pure and wise man will know only that victory to be

real which is obtained with faith unbroken and dignity intact, says

another [Florus].

Whether 'tis Fortune's will that you shall rule, or I,

Or what, let us test by valor.

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

In the kingdom of Ternate,^ among those nations that we so smugly
call barbarians, custom has it that they never start a war without having

first announced it, adding to this an ample declaration of the means
that they have to employ in it: what sort of men and how many, what
supplies, what offensive and defensive weapons. But also, that being

done, if their enemies do not yield and come to an agreement, they give

themselves the right to do their worst, and do not think they can be

1 Island ill Indonesia, east of Celebes.
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reproached for treason, ruse, and any other means whatever that serves

to conquer.

The ancient Florentines were so far from wanting to gain an advan-
tage over their enemies by surprise that they used to warn them a month
before putting their araiy in the field by the continual ringing of the

bell they called Martinella.

^As for us, who, less superstitious, hold that the man who has the

profit of war has the honor of it, and who say, after Lysander, that where
the lion's skin will not suffice we must sew on a bit of the fox's, the most
usual chances for surprise are derived from this practice of trickery.

And there is no time, we say, when a leader must be more on the watch
than that of parleys and peace treaties. And for that reason there is a
rule in the mouth of all military men of our time, that the governor of

a besieged place m.ust never go out himself to parley. In our fathers'

day the seigneurs de Montmord and de Lassigny, defending Mouzon
against the count of Nassau, were blamed for this. But also, by this

reckoning, a man would be excusable who went out in such a way that

the security and advantage remained on liis side; as Count Guido Ran-
gone did at the city of Reggio (if we are to believe Du Bellay, for

Guicciardini says it was he himself) when the seigneur de I'Escut ap-

proached to parley. For he stayed so close to his fort that when trouble

broke out during this parley. Monsieur de I'Escut not only found him-
self and his accompanying troop the weaker, so that Alessandro Tri-

vulzio was killed there, but was constrained, for greater security, to

follow the count and trust himself to liis good faith, taking shelter from
the shots inside the town.

^Antigonus, who was besieging Eumenes in the town of Nora, urged
him to come out and talk, alleging after several other attempts that it

was right that Eumenes should come to him, seeing that he, Antigonus,

was the greater and stronger. To which Eumenes made this noble
answer: "I will never consider any man greater than I as long as I have
my sword within my power"; and he would not consent until Antigonus
had given him his own nephew Ptolomaeus as a hostage, as he asked.

^Yet it is true that there are some who have done very well by com-
ing out on the attacker's word. Witness Henri de Vaux, a knight of

Champagne, who was besieged in the castle of Commercy by the Eng-
lish. Barthelemy de Bonnes, who commanded the siege, after having

the greater part of the castle sapped from outside, so that nothing

remained but setting fire in order to overwhelm the besieged beneath

the ruins, asked the aforesaid Henri to come out and parley for his own
good; this Henri did, preceded by three other men. And, convinced by
what he was shown that he would have been ruined without fail, he
felt remarkably obliged to his enemy, to whose discretion he surrendered

himself and his forces. After this, the fire was set to the mine, the

wooden props gave way, and the castle was demolished from top to

bottom.

^I put m\' trust easily in another man's word. But I should do so

reluctantly whenever I would give the impression of acting from despair

and want of courage rather than freely and through trust in his honesty.



6 Parley time is dangerous

^However, I saw recently in my neighborhood at Mussidan that

those who were forcibly driven out from there by om- army, and others

of their party, screamed as at treachery because during the discussion

of terms, and while the treaty was still in effect, they had been surprised

and cut to pieces : a complaint which might have had some plausibiUty

in another century. But as I have just said, our ways are utterly remote

from these rules; and parties should not trust one another until the last

binding seal has been set. Even then there is plenty of room for wariness.

^And it has always been a hazardous plan to trust to the license of a

victorious army the observance of a promise given to a town that has

just surrendered on mild and favorable terms, and to allow the soldiers

free entry in the heat of victory. L. Aemilius Regillus, the Roman prae-

tor, after wasting his time trying to take the city of Phocaea by force,

because of the singular prowess of tlie inhabitants in defending them-

selves stoutly, made a pact with them to accept them as friends of the

Roman people and to enter theirs as a confederate city, taking from

them all fear of hostile action. But having brought his army in with

him, to display himself in greater pomp, he was unable, for all the efforts

he put forth, to keep his men in check; and he saw a good part of the

city sacked before his eyes, the claims of avarice and vengeance tram-

pling imder foot those of his authority and of military discipline.

^Cleomenes used to say that whatever harm you could do to your

enemies in war was above justice and not subject to it in respect to

either gods or men. And, after making a truce with the Argives for

seven days, on the third night he went and attacked them as they all

slept and killed them, alleging that in his truce there had been no men-

tion of the nights. But the gods avenged this perfidious subtlety.

•^During a parley and while its inhabitants were daydreaming about

their security, the town of Casilinum was taken by surprise, and that

in the age of the justest captains and the most perfect Roman discipline.

For it is not said that, at a given time and place, it is not permissible

for us to take advantage of the stupidity of our enemies, as we do of

their cowardice. And indeed war has by nature many privileges that

are reasonable even at the expense of reason. And here the rule breaks

down, that no one should do a thing that will prey on another's ignorance

[Cicero]. But I am astonished at the range that Xenophon gives these

privileges, both by the statements and by various exploits of his perfect

emperor; he an author of marvelous weight in such matters, as a great

captain and a philosopher among the first disciples of Socrates. And
I do not agree to the extent of his dispensation, in all things and through-

out.

^When Monsieur d'Aubigny was besieging Capua and had given

it a furious battering, and Signor Fabrizio Colonna, governor of the

town, had begun to parley from on top of a bastion and his men relaxed
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their guard, our men took possession of the place and cut the enemy
to pieces. And in more recent memory at Yvoy, Signor Giuliano Romero,

having made the novice's bkmder of going out to parley with the Con-

stable, on his return found his place seized. But so as not to leave us

without our side of the story: when the marquis of Pescara was besieging

Genoa, where Duke Ottaviano Fregoso was in command under our

protection, the agreement betvveen them had been pushed forward so

far that they considered it completed; but on the point of its conclusion

the Spaniards, having shpped inside, made use of their advantage as ii

it had been a full-fledged victory. And since then, when Ligny-en-Bar-

rois was being besieged by the Emperor in person, its commander, the

count of Brienne, sent his lieutenant, Bertheville, out to parley, and

during the bargaining the to\vn was taken.

To conquer always was a glorious thing.

Whether achieved by fortune or by skill,

ARIOSTO

so they say. But the philosopher Chrysippus would not have been of

that opinion, and I just as little. For he used to say that those who run

a race should indeed employ their whole strength for speed but that,

nevertheless, it was not in the least permissible for them to lay a hand
on theii" adversary to stop him, or to stick out a leg to make him fall.

^And still more generously that great Alexander answered Polyper-

con, who was trying to persuade him to take advantage of the darkness

of night to attack Darius: "I will not," he said; "I am not the man to

steal my victories"; I would rather he sorry for my fortune than ashamed

of my victory [Quintus Curtius].

Nor did he deign to knock down from the rear

Fleeing Orodes with an unseen spear:

He passes, veers, and man to man, in fight.

He proves the better, not by stealth but might.

vmGiL

7 That intention is

judge of our actions

ADeath, they say, acquits us of all our obligations. I know those

who have taken this in a strange sense. Henry VH, king of England,

made an agreement with Don Philip, son of Emperor Maximilian-or,

to place him more honorably, father of Emperor Charles V—that the

said Philip would dehver into his hands the duke of Suffolk of the White

Rose, his enemy, who had escaped and withdrawn to the Low Countries,

in exchange for which Henry promised to make no attempt on the Hfe
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of the said duke. However, nearing death, Henry ordered in his will

that his son should have the duke killed as soon as he, Henry, was dead.

Recently, in the tragedy that the duke of Alva showed us in Brussels

involving tiie counts of Horn and of Egmont, there were plenty of

noteworthy events, among them that the said count of Egmont, on whose
faith and assurance the count of Horn had come and given himself up
to the duke of Alva, demanded most insistently that he should himself

be killed the first, so that his death should free him from his obHgation

to the said count of Horn.

It seems to me that death did not discharge King Henry from his

promise, and that the count of Egmont was quit of his even without

dying. We cannot be bound beyond our powers and means. For this

reason—that we have no power to eflFect and accomplish, that there is

nothing really in our power but will—all man's rules of duty are neces-

sarily founded and estabHshed in our will. Thus the count of Egmont,
considering his soul and will in debt to his promise, though the power
to carry it out was not in his hands, was certainly absolved of liis duty

even had he survived the count of Horn. But the king of England, in

intentionally breaking his word, cannot be excused merely on the ground
that he delayed the execution of his dishonest plan until after his death;

any more than Herodotus' mason, who, having loyally kept during his

life the secret of the treasures of his master the king of Egypt, revealed

it to his children as he died.

^I have seen several in my time, convicted by their conscience of

keeping other people's goods, plan to make restitution in their will after

death. By delaying a thing so urgent and wishing to right a wrong with

so little feeling and sacrifice, they do no good. They owe a part of what
is most their own. And the more onerous and inconvenient their resti-

tution, the more just and deserving it is. Penitence demands a burden.

They do still worse who save till their dying wish the revelation of

some hateful intent against those near to them, which they have hidden

dm-ing their life. They show tliey have small care for their own honor,

by irritating the oflFended person against their memory, and less for

their conscience, by failing to kill their ill will, even out of respect for

death, and by extending its life beyond their own. Unjust judges, who
put ofiF judging till they no longer know the case!

If I can, I shall keep my death from saying anything that my life has

not already said.

8 Of idleness

^Just as we see that fallow land, if rich and fertile, teems with a

hundred thousand kinds of wild and useless weeds, and that to set it

to work we must subject it and sow it with certain seeds for our service;

and as we see that women, all alone, produce mere shapeless masses

and lumps of flesh, but that to create a good and natural offspring they
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must be made fertile with a different kind of seed; so it is with minds.
Unless you keep them busy with some definite subject that will bridle

and control them, they throw themselves in disorder hither and yon in

the vague field of imagination.

^Thus, in a brazen urn, the water's light

Trembling reflects the sun's and moon's bright rays.

And, darting here and there in aimless flight.

Rises aloft, and on the ceihng plays.

VIRGIL

^And there is no mad or idle fancy that they do not bring forth in this

agitation:

Like a sick man's dreams,
They form vain visions.

HORACE

The soul that has no fixed goal loses itself; for as they say, to be every-

where is to be nowhere:

^He who dwells everywhere, Maximus, nowhere dwells.

MARTIAL

-^Lately when I retired to my home, determined so far as possible

to bother about nothing except spending the Httle life I have left in rest

and seclusion, it seemed to me I could do my mind no greater favor than

to let it entertain itself in full idleness and stay and settle in itself, which
I hoped it might do more easily now, having become weightier and riper

with time. But I find-

Ever idle hours breed wandering thoughts

LUCAN

—that, on the contrary, hke a runaway horse, it gives itself a hundred
times more trouble than it took for others, and gives birth to so many
chimeras and fantastic monsters, one after another, without order or

purpose, that in order to contemplate their ineptitude and strangeness

at my pleasure, I have begun to put them in writing, hoping in time

to make my mind ashamed of itself.

9 Of liars

^There is no man who has less business talking about memory. For

I recognize almost no trace of it in me, and I do not think there is an-

other one in the world so monstrously deficient. All my other faculties

are low and common; but in tliis one I think I am singular and very rare,

and thereby worthy of gaining a name and reputation.

^Besides the natural inconvenience that I suffer by this—^for cer-

tainly, in view of its necessity, Plato is right to call memory a great and
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powerful goddess—^if in my part of the country they want to say that

a man has no sense, they say he has no memory. And when I complain

of the defectiveness of mine, they argue with me and do not believe me,

as if I were accusing myself of witlessness. They see no distinction

between memory and understanding. This makes me look a lot worse

than I am.

But they do me wrong. For rather the opposite is seen by experi-

ence: that excellent memories are prone to be joined to feeble judgments.

They do me wrong also in this, I who know how to do nothing so well

as be a friend: that by the very words they use to denounce my malady

they also make me look ungrateful. They blame my feelings for my
want of memory, and of a natural lack they make a lack of conscience.

"He has forgotten," they say, "this request or that promise. He does not

remember his friends. He did not remember to say, or do, or be silent

about such and such a thing, for my sake." Certainly I may easily forget;

but careless about the charge with which my friend has entrusted me,

that I am not. Let them be content with my infirmity, without making
it into a sort of malice, and a malice so alien to my nature.

I have some consolation. First, because <^it is an evil that has shown

me the way to correct a worse evil which would easily have developed

in me—to wit, ambition; for lack of memory is intolerable in anyone

who is involved in pubhc negotiations. Because, as several similar exam-

ples of nature's processes demonstrate, nature has tended to strengthen

other faculties in me in proportion as my memory has grown weaker; and

I might easily rest my mind and judgment and let them grow languid

following on others' traces, as everyone does, without exercising their

own strength, if other men's discoveries and opinions were always pres-

ent to me by virtue of my memory. ^My speech is the briefer for it.

For the magazine of memory is apt to be better furnished with matter

than that of invention. ^(If my memory had stood me in good stead,

I would have deafened all my friends with babble; for topics arouse the

faculty, such as it is, that I have of handling and treating them, warming
up my arguments and leading them on. ) ^This is a pity.^ I see it con-

firmed by the example of some of my close friends: to the extent that

memory supplies them with the thing as present and entire, they push

their narrative so far back and load it with such pointless circumstances,

that if the story is good they smother its goodness; if it is not, you are

left cursing either the felicity of their memory or the infelicity of their

judgment. ^And it is a difficult thing to close a train of speech and cut

it short once you are under way. There is nothing in which the strength

of a horse is better recognized than in making a full sharp stop. Even
among people who speak to the point I see some who want to break off

their run and cannot. While they are looking for the point at which
to halt their steps, they go on fiddle-faddling and dragging along like

men fainting from weakness. Old men especially are dangerous, whose
memory of things past remains, but who have lost the memory of their

1 That we remember more readily than we think. ( The sentence just before

this one is a later interpolation by Montaigne.

)
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repetitions. I have seen some very amusing stories become very boring

in the mouth of one nobleman, everyone present having been sated with

them a hundred times.

^My second consolation is that I remember injuries received less, as

that ancient said; <^I should need a prompter, like Darius, who, so as

not to forget the harm he had received from the Athenians, had a page
come every time he sat down to table and sing three times in his ear:

"Sire, remember the Athenians." ^And the places and books that I revisit

always smile at me with a fresh newness.

^It is not unreasonably said that anyone who does not feel sufficiently

sti'ong in memory should not meddle with lying. I know very'well that

the grammarians make this distinction between telling a lie and lying:

that telling a lie means saying something false but which we have taken

for true; and that lying—as defined in Latin, from which our French is

taken—implies going against our conscience, and thus appHes only to

those who say what is contrary to what they know: those of whom I am
speaking. Now liars either invent everything out of whole cloth, or else

disguise and alter something fundamentally true. When they disguise

and change a story, if you put them back onto it often enough they find

it hard not to get tangled up. For since the thing as it is has become
lodged first in tlie memory and has imprinted itself there by way of

consciousness and knowledge, it is difficult for it not to present itself

to the imagination, dislodging the falsehood, which cannot have so firm

and secure a foothold. Likewise, the circumstances that were learned

first, slipping into the mind every moment, tend to weaken the memory
of the false or corrupted parts that have been added. In what liars invent

completely, inasmuch as there is no contrary impression which clashes

with the falsehood, they seem to have the less reason to fear making a

mistake. Nevertheless even this, since it is an empty thing without a

grip, is prone to escape any but a very strong memory,
''I have often seen the proof of this, and amusingly, at the expense

of those who make a profession of fashioning their words only to suit

the affairs they are negotiating and to please the great to whom they are

speaking. For these circumstances, to which they are willing to enslave

their honor and their conscience, being subject to many changes, their

words must vary accordingly. Whence it happens that they describe the

same thing as now gray, now yellow; to one man one way, to another

another. And if by chance these men compare notes on such contrary

reports, what becomes of this fine art? Let alone the fact that so often

they imprudently entangle themselves; for what memory could suffice

them to remember all the many different shapes into which they have
cast the same subject? I have seen many in my time envy someone's

reputation for this fine sort of prudence, who do not see that if the

reputation is there, the effect cannot be.

*^ln truth lying is an accursed vice. We are men, and hold together,

only by our word. If we recognized the horror and the gravity of lying,

we would persecute it with fire more justly than other crimes. I find that

people ordinarily fool around chastising harmless faults in children very
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inappropriately, and torment them for thoughtless actions that leave

neither imprint nor consequences. Only lying, and a little below it

obstinacy, seem to me to be the actions whose birth and progress one
should combat insistently. They grow with the child. And once the
tongue has been put on this wrong track, it cannot be called back with-
out amazing difficulty. Whence it happens that we see otherwise honest
men subject to this vice and enslaved by it. I have a fine lad of a tailor

whom I have never heard speak a single truth, not even one that is right

there ready to serve his advantage.

If falsehood, like truth, had only one face, we would be in better

shape. For we would take as certain the opposite of what the liar said.

But the reverse of truth has a hundred thousand shapes and a limitless

field. The Pythagoreans make out the good to be certain and finite, evil

infinite and uncertain. A thousand paths miss the target, one goes to it.

Truly I am not sure that I could bring myself to ward off even an
evident and extreme danger by a shameless and solemn lie. An ancient

Church Father [Saint Augustine] says that we are better off in the com-
pany of a dog we know than in that of a man whose language we do not

know. So that to man a foreigner is not like a man [Pliny]. And how
much less sociable is false speech than silence.

^King Francis I boasted that he had trapped by this means^ Fran-

cesco Taverna, ambassador of Francesco Sforza, duke of Milan, a man
very famous for skill in talking. This man had been dispatched to pre-

sent his master's excuses to His Majesty about a matter of greai con-

sequence, which was this. The king, in order to maintain some intelli-

gence service in Italy, from which he had lately been driven out, and
especially in the duchy of Milan, had decided to keep one of his own
gentlemen near the duke, an ambassador in effect but in appearance

a private person, who pretended to be there for his personal affairs;

inasmuch as the duke, who had grown increasingly dependent on the

Emperor ( especially at that time, when he was negotiating a marriage

with his niece, daughter of the king of Denmark, now dowager of Lor-

raine), could not openly deal or confer with us without great damage
to himself. For this commission a Milanese gentleman named Merveille,

equerry to the king, was found suitable. Dispatched with secret cre-

dentials and instructions as ambassador, and with other letters of recom-

mendation to the duke regarding his personal affairs for mask and show,

this man stayed so long with the duke that some inkling of it came to

the Emperor, who, so we think, brought about what followed after:

which was that on the pretext of some murder, the duke goes and has

his head cut off one fine night, with his trial completed in two days. Sir

Francesco, having come ready with a long counterfeit account of this

affair—for the king had addressed himself, to demand satisfaction, to

all the princes of Christendom and to the duke himself—was heard dur-

ing the morning's business. After he had established as the basis of his

case, and prepared to that end, several plausible explanations of the

2 By providing every chance for the har to entangle himself in his lies and con-

tradict himself.
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fact—that his master had never taken our man for anything but a private

gentleman and subject of his own, who had come to do business at Milan
and had never lived there in any other guise; denying even having
known that he was in the service of the king's household or known to

him, so far was he from taking him for an ambassador—the king in his

turn, pressing him with various objections and questions and attacking

him from all sides, finally cornered him on the matter of the execution

performed by night, and as it were by stealth. To which the poor man,
embarrassed, answered, to play the honest man, that out of respect for

His Majesty, tlie duke would have been very reluctant to have such an
execution performed by day. Anyone may imagine how he was picked
up for having contradicted himself so clumsily, and that before such a
nose as that of King Francis.

Pope Julius II sent an ambassador to the king of England to incite

him against the French king. When the ambassador had had his au-

dience, and the king of England had dwelt in his reply on the diflBculties

he found in making the preparations that would be needed to combat
so powerful a king, and stated some of the reasons for those difficulties,

the ambassador inappropriately replied that he for his part had also

considered them and indeed had mentioned them to the Pope. From
this speech, so far removed from his mission, which was to urge him
headlong into war, the king of England got the first inkling of what he

later actually found out, that this ambassador in his private intent leaned

toward the side of France. And when the man's master had been in-

formed of this, the man's goods were confiscated and he barely avoided

losing his life. •

10 Ofprompt or slow speech

"^Never to all men were all graces given.

LA BOETIE

So we see that in the gift of eloquence some have faciHty and prompt-
ness, and, as they say, can get it out so easily that at every turn they are

ready; whereas others, slower, never speak except with elaboration and
premeditation.

As they instruct ladies to select games and bodily exercises that will

set off to advantage what is most beautiful about them, so if I had to

give advice regarding these two diverse abilities in eloquence, which
seems in our time to be the profession principally of preachers and law-

yers, the slow man would do better as a preacher, it seems to me, and
the other better as a lawyer. For the former's calhng gives him all the

leisure he pleases to prepare himself, and then his course is run in a
straight continuous fine, without interruption; whereas the opportuni-

ties of the lawyer press him at every moment to enter the lists, and the
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unforeseen replies of his adversary force him off his course, so that he
must immediately take up a new line.

Yet at the interview between Pope Clement and King Francis at

Marseilles, quite the contrary happened. Monsieur Poyet, a man trained

all his life at the bar, with a great reputation, having the task of making
the harangue to the Pope, thought it through long beforehand and in-

deed, so they say, brought it ready-made from Paris. On the very day
that it was to be delivered, however, the Pope, fearing that someone's
speech might give offense to the other princes' ambassadors who were
around him, notified the king of the theme that seemed to him the most
appropriate to the time and place, a theme by chance wholly different

from the one on which Monsieur Poyet had labored; so that his harangue
was useless, and he had to draft another promptly. Since he felt himself

incapable of this, Cardinal du Bellay had to take on the job.

^The lawyer's part is harder than the preacher's; and yet we find,

it seems to me, more passable lawyers than preachers, at least in France.

"^It seems to be more peculiar to the mind to be prompt and sudden

in its operation, and more peculiar to the judgment to be slow and
deliberate. But a man who remains completely mute unless he has lei-

sure to prepare, and also one to whom leisure gives no advantage for

speaking better, are both abnormal cases. They tell of Severus Cassius

that he spoke better without having thought about what he was going

to say; that he owed more to fortune than to diligence; that it was an
advantage to him to be interrupted in speaking, and that his adversaries

were afraid to goad him, for fear that anger would redouble his elo-

quence.

I know by experience this sort of natm-e that cannot bear vehement
and laborious premeditation. If it doesn't go along gaily and freely,

it goes nowhere worth going. We say of certain works that they smell

of oil and the lamp, because of a certain harshness and roughness that

labor imprints on productions in which it has a large part. But besides

this, the anxiety to do well, and the tension of straining too intently on
one's work, put the soul on the rack, break it, and make it impotent;

as happens with water, which because of the very pressure of its violence

and abundance cannot find a way out of an open bottle-neck.

It is no less pecuHar to the kind of temperament I am speaking of,

that it wants to be stimulated: not shaken and stung by such strong

passions as Cassius' anger ( for that emotion would be too violent ) ; not

shocked; but roused and warmed up by external, present, and accidental

stimuH. If it goes along all by itself, it does nothing but drag and lan-

guish. Agitation is its very life and grace.

^I have little control over myself and my moods. Chance has more
power here than I. The occasion, the company, the very sound of my
voice, draw more from my mind than I find in it when I sound it and
use it by myself. ^Thus its speech is better than its writings, if there

can be choice where there is no value.

^This also happens to me: that I do not find myself in the place where
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I look; and I find myself more by chance encounter than by searching

my judgment. I will have tossed ofi^ some subtle remark as I write. (

I

mean, of course, dull for anyone else, sharp for me. But let's leave aside

all these amenities. Each man states this kind of thing according to his

powers. ) Later I have lost the point so thoroughly that I do not know
what I meant; and sometimes a stranger has discovered it before I do.

If I erased every passage where this happens to me, there would be
nothing left of myself. At other times, chance will show me the light

clearer than noonday and make me astonished at my hesitation.

11 Of prognostications

^As for oracles, it is certain that they had begun to lose credit a good
while before the coming of Jesus Christ; for we see that Cicero goes

to a lot of trouble to find tlie cause of their weakening. ^And these words
are his: Why are oracles of this sort no longer given at Delphi, not

only in our day but for a long time already, so that now nothing could

he more despised? ^But as for the other prognostications—those drawn
from the anatomy of animals at sacrifices ^ ( to which use Plato attributes

in part the natural constitution of their internal organs), ^from the

scratching of chickens and the flight of birds ^{toe think that certain

birds were born for the sake of augury [Cicero] ), ^from lightning and
from the windings of rivers ^

(
the soothsayers discern many things, the

augurs foresee many, many are revealed by oracles, many by divinations,

many by dreams, many by portents [Cicero] ), ^and the like on which
the ancients relied for most of their public and private enterprises—all

these our religion has abolished. True, there remain among us some
means of divination by the stars, by spirits, bodily traits, dreams, and

the like—a notable example of the frenzied curiosity of our nature, which

wastes its time anticipating future things, as if it did not have enough

to do digesting the present:

sRuler of Olympus, why didst thou see fit

To add this anguish to man's other woes:
Foreknowledgeby grim signs of future blows? . . .

Strike by surprise, and shroud our fate in night;

Even in terror, let hope remain man's right;

LUCAN

Hhere is no use in knowing what is to be; for it is wretched to be tor-

mented to no purpose [Cicero]—^nevertheless it is a fact that divination

is of much less authority now.

That is why I find remarkable the example of Francis, marquis of

Saluzzo, a lieutenant of King Francis in his army beyond the mountains.
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a man infinitely favored in our court and obligated to the king for the

marquisate itself, which had been confiscated from his brother. This

marquis, for no reason and even against his own affections, let himself

be so very terrified, it was reported, by the fine prognostications that

were then being circulated on all sides to the advantage of Emperor
Charles V and to our disadvantage—especially in Italy, where these

insane prophecies were so widely accepted that in Rome a great amount
of money was put on the exchange to back them—that after repeatedly

lamenting to his intimates the evils he regarded as being inevitably

prepared for the crown of France and for the friends he had there, he

revolted and changed sides: to his own great misfortune, as it happened,

whatever constellation may have been in the ascendant. But he went
about it like a man torn by conflicting passions. For having both cities

and forces in hand, the enemy army under Antonio de Leyva three steps

away, and us without a suspicion of his action, he could have done worse

tlian he did. For by his treason we lost neither a man, nor a town except

Fossano, and that only after having resisted for a long time.

God hides within night's blackest folds,

Most wisely, what the future holds,

And laughs if a man takes fright

More than is right.

HORACE

Happy the man.
And master of himself, who can
Each day say: "I have lived. Let Jove
Tomorrow fill the sky above

With clouds, or sunlight pure."

HORACE

Our soul, happy in the present.

Cares not what Hes beyond.
HORACE

•^And those who believe the following remark to the contrary are

wrong to believe it: These things are thus reciprocal, so that if there

is divination, there are gods, and if there are gods, there is divination

[Cicero]. Pacuvius writes, much more wisely:

For those who understand the speech of birds.

And learn from others' inwards more than from their own:
We may well hear, but not attend, their words.

That much-celebrated art of divination of the Tuscans originated

in this way: A laborer, piercing the ground deeply with his plough, saw
Tages emerge from it, a demigod with the face of a child but the wisdom
of an old man. Everyone came on the run, and his words and knowledge,
containing the principles and methods of this art, were collected and
preserved for many centuries. A birth in conformity with its develop-

ment.

^I would much rather regulate my aflFairs by the chance of the dice
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than by such dreams. <^And indeed in all commonwealths a good share
of authority has always been left to chance. Plato, in the government
that he forges as he pleases, has it decide many important matters, and
among other things wills that marriages between good people shall be
made by lot. And he gives great weight to this accidental selection,

to the point of ordaining that children born of it shall be brought up
in the community, and those born of the wicked shall be thrust out.

However, if one of these exiles should happen by any chance to show
good promise as he grows up, he can be recalled; and iJF any one of those

retained shows little promise in his adolescence, he can be exiled.

^I see some who study and comment on their almanacs and cite their

authority in current events. With all they say, they necessarily tell both
truth and falsehood. ^For who is there who, shooting all day, will not

sometime hit the mark? [Cicero.] ^I think none the better of them
to see them sometimes happen to hit the truth; there would be more
certainty in it, if it were the rule and the trutli that they always lied.

^Besides, no one keeps a record of their mistakes, inasmuch as these are

ordinary and numberless; and their correct divinations are made much
of because they are rare, incredible, and prodigious. In this way Diag-

oras, who was surnamed the Atheist, replied to the man in Samothrace,

who, showing hirn in the temple many votive offerings and tablets of

those who had escaped shipwreck, said to him: "Well, you who think

that the gods care nothing about human aflFairs, what do you say about

so many men saved by their grace?" "This is how it happens," Diagoras

answered. "Those who were drowned, in much greater number, are not

portrayed here." Cicero says that only Xenophanes of Colophon, out of

all the philosophers who have acknowledged the gods, tried to eradicate

every kind of divination. It is tlierefore the less amazing that ^we have

occasionally seen some of our princely souls Hnger on these vanities

to their disadvantage.

•^I would certainly hke to have seen with my own eyes these two
marvels: the book of Joachim, the Calabrian abbot, which predicted all

the future popes, their names and appearance; and that of the Emperor
Leo, which predicted the emperors and patriarchs of Greece. This

I have seen with my own eyes, that in public disorders men stunned

by their fate will throw themselves back, as on any superstition, on
seeking in the heavens the ancient causes and threats of their misfor-

tune. And they have been so strangely fortunate in this in my time

as to persuade me that since divination is an amusement of sharp and
idle minds, those who are trained in this subtle trick of tying and un-

tying knots would be capable of finding, in any writings, whatever they

want. But what gives them an especially good chance to play is the

obscure, ambiguous, and fantastic language of the prophetic jargon,

to which their authors give no clear meaning, so that posterity can apply

to it whatever meanings it pleases.

^The daemon of Socrates was perhaps a certain impulse of the wiU
that came to him without awaiting the advice of his reason. In a well-

purified soul such as his, prepared by a continual exercise of wisdom
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and virtue, it is likely that these inclinations, although instinctive and
undigested, were always important and worth following. Everyone feels

within himself some hkeness of such stirrings *^of a prompt, vehement,

and accidental opinion. It is my business to give them some authority,

since I give so little to our wisdom. ^And I have had some ^as weak
in reason as violent in persuasiveness—or in dissuasiveness, as was more
ordinary in Socrates—^by which I let myself be carried away so usefully

and fortunately that they might be judged to have in them something

of divine inspiration.

12 Of constancy

^The precepts of resoluteness and constancy do not state that we
must not protect ourselves as much as it lies in our power from the

evils and troubles that threaten us; nor consequently that we should

not fear being taken by surprise. On the contrary, all honorable means
of safeguarding ourselves from evils are not only permitted but laud-

able. And constancy's part is played principally in bearing troubles

patiently where there is no remedy. So that there is neither any bodily

suppleness, nor any move with hand weapons, that we should despise

if it serves to safeguard us from the blow that is struck at us.

<^Many very warlike nations used flight as a principal resource in

their armed encounters, and were more dangerous with their backs to

the enemy than facing him. The Turks retain something of this. And
Socrates in Plato, making fun of Laches, who had defined fortitude as

"standing firm in rank against the enemy," said: "What? then would
it be cowardice to beat them by giving ground?" He then cites Homer
to him, who praises the science of flight in Aeneas. And when Laches,

on second thought, concedes this practice in the Scythians and finally

in cavalry in general, Socrates cites further the example of the infantry

of the Lacedaemonians, a nation trained above all others to fight stand-

ing their ground, who at the battle of Plataea, being unable to break

open the Persian phalanx, thought of the plan of loosening ranks and

falhng back, in order by their supposed flight to break up and disperse

this sohd mass in the pursuit. Whereby they gained the day.

Regarding the Scythians, they say that when Darius went to sub-

jugate them, he sent their king many reproaches because he saw him
always retreating before him and avoiding battle. To which Inda-

thyrsus, for that was his name, made reply that it was not that they

were afraid of him or of any man alive, but that this was his nation's

way of campaigning, having neither cultivated land, nor town, nor

house to defend and to fear for, lest the enemy profit by it. But that

if he was so hungry for battle, let him come near to see the place of

their ancient burials, and there he would find someone to talk to.
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^However, in cannonades, once you are in the line of fire, as the

chances of war often bring about, it is unbecoming to move because

of the threat of the shot, inasmuch as because of its violence and speed
we consider it unavoidable. And there is many a one who, for having
either lifted his hand or ducked his head, has at least given a laugh

to his companions.

Yet in the campaign Emperor Charles V made against us in Pro-

vence, the marquis de Guast, on his way to reconnoiter the city of Aries,

having emerged from the shelter of a windmill under cover of which
he had approached, was spotted by the seigneur de Bonneval and the

seneschal d'Agenois, who were walking on top of the city's amphitheater.

They pointed him out to the seigneur de Villiers, head of the artillery,

who aimed a culverin so accurately that if the said marquis, seeing the

match applied, had not sprung aside, it was thought that he would have
got it in the body. And hkewise a few years before, Lorenzo de' Medici,

duke of Urbino and father of the Queen Mother, besieging Mondolfo,
a place in Italy in the territories tliat they call the Vicariate, seeing the

match applied to a piece that pointed right at him, did well to duck;

for otherwise the shot, which only grazed the top of his head, would
undoubtedly have hit him in the stomach.

To tell the truth about it, I do not think that these movements are

dehberate; for how can you judge whether the aim is high or low in

such a sudden thing? It is much easier to beheve that fortune favored

their fright, and that another time this would be just as good a way
to jump into the shot as to avoid it.

^I cannot help starting if the bang of a harquebus hits my ears

unexpectedly, in a place where I should not expect it; and I have seen

this happen also to others who are better men than I.

^Nor do the Stoics mean that the soul of their sage can resist the

first visions and fancies that come upon him; rather they consent that

he give in, as to a natural subjection, to the great noise of the heavens
or of a falling building, for example, to the point of turning pale and
tightening up. Likewise for the other passions, provided that his judg-

ment remains sound and entire, that the seat of his reason suffers no
injury or alteration, and that he lends no consent to his fright and suf-

fering. For the man who is not a sage it goes the same way for the first

part, but entirely differently for the second. For the impression of the

passions does not remain superficial in him, but penetrates right to the

seat of reason, infecting and corrupting it. He judges according to them
and conforms to them. Here very eloquently and fully is the state of

the Stoic sage:

The mind remains unmoved, the tears all useless flow.

VIRGIL

The Peripatetic sage does not exempt himself from perturbations,

but he moderates them.
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^There is no subject so vain that it does not deserve a place in this

rhapsody. According to our ordinary rules, it would be a notable dis*

courtesy, both toward an equal and even more so toward one of the

great, to fail to be at home when he had notified you that he was to come.
Indeed, Queen Margaret of Navarre added on this subject that it was
incivility for a gentleman to leave his house, as is done most often, in

order to go to meet the person who is coming to see him, however great

he may be; that it is more respectful and civil to wait to receive him,

were it only for fear of missing him on the way; and that it is enough
to accompany him when he leaves.

^As for me, I often forget both of these vain formalities, just as I

cut out all ceremony in my house. Someone takes offense: I can't help it.

Tt is better for me to offend him once than myseff every day; that would
be perpetual slavery. What is the use of fleeing the servitude of courts

if we drag some of it right home to our lair?

^Another common rule in all assemblies is that the lesser should be
first at an appointment, since it is more reasonable that the more promi-

nent should make others wait for them. Nevertheless, at the interview

arranged between Pope Clement and King Francis at Marseilles, the

king, having ordered the necessary preparations there, left the city, and
gave the Pope two or three days' leisure for his entry and to refresh

himself before he came to see him. And likewise at the entry of the

Pope and the Emperor at Bologna, the Emperor gave the Pope the

chance to be there first, and came on after him. It is, they say, an ordi-

nary ceremony at the interviews of such princes that the greater should

be at the assigned place before the others, even before the person

on whose territory the meeting is being held. The argument is that

this show serves to demonstrate that it is the greater whom the lesser

ones come to see and seek out, and not the greater who comes to the

lesser.

^Not only each country but each city has its particular forms of

civility, and so has each occupation. I was brought up in this carefully

enough in my youth, and have lived in good enough company, not to

be ignorant of die laws of our French civility; I could run a school of it.

I like to follow these laws, but not so timidly that my life would remain
constrained. They have some troublesome forms, which a man may
forget, provided he does so by discretion and not by mistake, without

losing grace by his behavior. I have often seen men uncivil by too much
civility, and importunate in courtesy.
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Moreover it is a very useful knowledge, this knowledge of social

dexterity. Like grace and beauty, it acts as a moderator at the first

approaches of sociability and familiarity, and consequently opens the

door for us to learning by the examples of others, and to bringing forth

and displaying our own example, if it has anything instructive and
communicable about it.

14 That the taste of

good and evil depends in large part

on the opinion we have of them

^Men, says an old Greek maxim, are tormented by the opinions they

have of things, not by the things themselves. There would be a great

point gained for the relief of our wretched human lot if someone could

prove this statement true in every case. For if e\dls have no entry into

us but by our judgment, it seems to be in our power to disdain them
or turn them to good use. If things give themselves up to our mercy,

why shall we not dispose of them and arrange them to our advantage?

If what we call evil and torment is neither evil nor torment in itself, if

it is merely our fancy that gives it this quality, it is in us to change it.

And having the choice, if no one forces us, we are strangely insane to

tense ourselves for the course that is more painful to us, and to give

sicknesses, poverty, and sHghts a bitter and unpleasant taste if we can
give them a good one and if, fortune furnishing merely the material,

it is for us to give ifform. But let us see whether this can be maintained:

that what we call evil is not evil in itself—or at least, whatever it is, that

it depends on us to give it a different savor and a different complexion;

for all tliis comes to the same thing.

If the original essence of the things we fear had power to lodge in us

of its own authority, it would lodge alike in everyone; for men are all

of a kind, and are furnished, though some more and some less, with

similar tools and instruments for thought and judgment. But the di-

versity of tlie opinions we have of these things shows clearly that they

enter us only by mutual agreement; one man perchance lodges them
in himself in their true essence, but in a thousand other men tliey are

given a new and contrary essence.

We consider death, povert}^ and pain our principal adversaries.

Now this death, which some call the most horrible of horrible things,

who does not know that others call it the only haven from the torments
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of this life, the sovereign good of nature, the sole support of our free-

dom, and the common and prompt remedy for all evils? And even as

some await it trembling and afraid, others ^endure it more easily than

life. ^One man complains of its ease:

Death, would that you scorned to take the coward's life,

And came only to valor!

LUCAN

^Now let us leave aside these men of proud courage. Theodorus
replied to Ly§imachus, who was threatening to kill him: "You will do
a great deed in matching the strength of a poisonous fly!" Most phi-

losophers have either deliberately anticipated or hastened and abetted

their own death, ^How many low-born people do we see led to death

—and not a simple death, but mingled with shame and sometimes with

grievous torments—bringing to it such assurance, some through stub-

bornness, others through natural simplicity, that we see no change from
their ordinary manner: settling their domestic aflFairs, commending
themselves to their friends, singing, preaching, and keeping up a con-

versation with the people; sometimes even joking and drinking to their

friends, yielding in nothing to Socrates. One man who was being led

to the gallows said they must not go by a certain street, since there was
a danger that a certain merchant might have him collared for an old

debt. Another told the hangman not to touch him on the throat for

fear of making him shake with laughter, he was so ticklish. Another

replied to his confessor, who was promising him that he should sup

that day with Our Lord: "You go there yourself; for my part, I'm fast-

ing." Another, having asked for a drink and seeing the hangman drink

first, said he would not drink after him for fear of catching the pox.

Everyone has heard the story of the man of Picardy to whom, on the

scaffold, they presented a wench, offering (as our justice sometimes

allows ) to save his life if he would marry her. He, having looked at her

a while and noticed that she was lame, said: "Tie up, tie up! She limps."

And likewise they say that in Denmark a man condemned to have his

head cut off, being offered similar terms when he was on the scaffold,

turned it down because the girl they offered him had sagging cheeks

and too sharp a nose. A servant at Toulouse, accused of heresy, made
no other defense of his belief than to refer himself to that of his master,

a young student in prison with him, and preferred to die rather than let

himseff be persuaded that his master could err. We read of the people

of Arras, when King Louis XI took that town, that there were many
ordinary folk who let themselves be hanged rather than say "Long live

the king!"

^In the kingdom of Narsinga even today the wives of the priests

are buried alive with their dead husbands. All other wives endure being

burned alive, not only with fortitude but gaily, at their husbands' fu-

nerals. And when they burn the body of their deceased king, all his

wives and concubines, his favorites and all sorts of officers and servants

—a whole nation in themselves—run so blithely to this fire to throw
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themselves in it with their master, that they seem to take honor in being
companions of his death.

^And among those base souls tlie buffoons there have been some
who would not give up their clowning even in death. One, as the hang-
man set him swinging, cried out, "Let 'er rip!" which was his usual

refrain. And another who, on the point of death, had been laid in a

bed of straw along the hearthstone, replied to the doctor, when he asked
him where his pain got him: "Between the bench and the fire." And
when the priest, to give him extreme unction, tried to find his feet, which
his illness had made him draw up to him cramped, he said: "You will

find them at the end of my legs." When a man exhorted him to com-
mend himself to God, he asked, "Who is going there?" And the other

replying, "It will soon be you, if He pleases," he rejoined: "I'd really

like to be there tomorrow evening." "Just commend yourself to Him,"
went on the other; "you'll be there soon." "Then," he said, "it is better

for me to make my compHments in person."

During our late Milanese wars, with so many captures and recap-

tures, the people, unable to bear such varied changes of fortune, became
so firmly resolved on deatli that I have heard my father say he saw a

count made of fully twenty-five heads of houses who had done away
with themselves in a week. An incident not unlike that which befell the

city of the Xanthians, who, besieged by Brutus, flew pell-mell, men,

women, and children, into such a frenzied craving for death that there

is nothing done to escape death which they did not do to escape life;

so that only with diflSculty could Brutus save a very small number of

them.

•^Any opinion is strong enough to make people espouse it at the

price of life. The first article in that fine oath that Greece swore and
kept in the Median war was that each man would sooner exchange life

for death than his country's laws for those of Persia. How many people

we see in the war between the Turks and the Greeks accept a cruel

death rather than abandon circumcision for baptism! An example of

which no sort of religion is incapable.

When the kings of Castile banished the Jews from their territories.

King John of Portugal for eight crowns a head sold them refuge in his,

on condition that on a certain day tiiey should move out; and promised

to furnish them ships to transport them to Africa. The day having come,

past which it was stated that those who had not obeyed would remain
slaves, too few vessels were furnished; and those who embarked in them
were treated roughly and villainously by the sailors, who, besides many
other indignities, kept them at sea, sailing back and forth, until they

had used up their victuals and were constrained to buy some from their

captors at such high prices and over so long a period that they were set

ashore with nothing left but their shirts. When this inhumanity was
reported to those who had remained on land, most of them resolved

on slavery; some made a show of changing religion. Manuel, when he

came to the throne, first set them free, and then, changing his mind,

gave them time to leave his country, assigning three ports for their
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passage. He hoped, says Bishop Osorius, the best Latin historian of

our era, that though the favor he had done them by granting them hberty

had failed to convert them to Christianity, their fear of committing

themselves like their comrades to the thievery of the sailors, and of

leaving their great riches and a country to w^hich they were accustomed

in order to go and cast themselves into an unknown and foreign region,

would bring them to it. But seeing himself disappointed in his hope,

and finding that they were all set on tlie voyage, he cut off two of the

ports he had promised them, so that tlie length and difficulty of the trip

should make some change their minds; or else so as to pile them all up
in one place for the greater convenience of the plan he had decided on.

This was to have all the children under fourteen snatched from the hands

of their fathers and mothers, and taken elsewhere to be brought up in

our religion.

They say that this act produced a horrible spectacle, the natural

affection between fathers and children, and also the zeal for their former

belief, fighting against this violent decree. It was common to see fathers

and mothers doing away with themselves, and, what is a still more
austere example, through love and compassion throwing their children

into wells to escape the law. As for the remainder, when the stipulated

term had expired they could do nothing but return to slavery. Some
turned Christians; of their faith, or of that of their descendants, even

today, a hundred years later, few Portuguese are sure, though custom

and length of time are far stronger counselors than any other compul-

sion.^ How often have not only our leaders, says Cicero, but even whole

armies rushed to certain death.

^I have seen one of my intimate friends chase death with a real

affection, rooted in his heart by various plausible arguments that I could

not rid him of, and rush headlong for no apparent reason, with bitter

and burning hunger, to the first death that came his way crowned with

a gleam of honor.

^We have many examples in our time of people, even children, who,

for fear of some slight inconvenience, have given themselves up to death.

And in this connection, what shall we not fear, says an ancient, if we
fear what cowardice itself has chosen for its refuge? If I were to string

together here a long list of tliose of all sexes and conditions and sects

in happier times who have eitlier awaited death resolutely or sought

it voluntarily, and sought it not only to flee the ills of this life, but some
simply to flee satiety with living and others for the hope of a better

condition elsewhere, I should never have done. Their number is so

infinite that in truth I should make a better bargain to count up those

who have feared death. So just this one. Pyrrho the philosopher, being

one day in a boat in a great tempest, showed the most frightened among
his companions a pig that was there, not at all concerned at this storm,

and encouraged them by its example. Shall we then dare to say that

1 Here the 1595 edition adds the following sentence: "In the town of Castelnau

Darry fifty Albigensian heretics together, with determined courage, endured being

burned ahve in the same fire rather than renounce tlieir opinions."
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this advantage, reason, that we make such a fuss about, and on account

of which we think ourselves masters and emperors of the rest of creation,

has been put in us for our torment? What good is the knowledge of

things if by it we lose the repose and tranquillity we should enjoy

without it, and if it puts us into a worse condition than Pyrrho's pig?

The intelligence that has been given us for our greatest good, shall we
use it for our ruin, combating the plan of nature and the universal order

of things, which says that each man shall use his tools and means for

his advantage?

Very well, someone will tell me, let your rule hold for death, but
what will you say of want? And what will you say of pain, which
^Aristippus, Hieronymus, and ^most of the sages have thought the

ultimate evil? And those who have denied it in word have admitted it

in practice. When Posidonius was extremely tormented by an acute

and painful malady, Pompey went to see him, and excused himself for

having chosen so poor a time to hear him talk about philosophy. "God
forbid," said Posidonius, "that pain should gain such power over me
as to keep me from such a subject!" And he threw himself into this same
topic, the contempt of pain. But meanwhile it was playing its part and
pressing him incessantly. At which he cried: "You may do your worst,

pain, yet I will not say that you are an evil." This tale that they make
so much of, what has it to do widi contempt of pain? He is only arguing

about the word; and meanwhile if tliese pangs do not move him, why
does he interrupt his talk for dieir sake? Why does he think he is doing

a lot by not calling pain an evil?

Here all does not consist in imagination. We have opinions about
the rest; here it is certain knowledge that plays its part. Even our senses

are judges of it.

And if these be not true, all reason then is false.

LUCRETroS

Shall we make our skin believe that the lashes of a stirrup strap tickle it,

and our palate that aloes is Graves wine? Here Pyrrho's pig is in the

same boat with us. To be sure, he is unafraid in the presence of death,

but if you beat him he will squeal and wriggle. Shall we violate the

general law of nature, which can be observed in all that lives under

heaven, that we shall tremble under pain? The very trees seem to groan

at the blows that are given them.

Death is felt only by the mind, since it is a momentary passage:

'Tis past or future, nought in it is now.

LA BOETIE

Death holds less pain than does the wait for death.

OVED

A thousand beasts, a thousand men, are sooner dead than threatened.

And in truth what we say we principally fear in death is pain, its cus-

tomary forerunner.
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•^However, if we are to believe a Church Father, Death is not an evil,

unless that which follows it is [Saint Augustine], And I should say, still

more probably, that neither what goes before nor what comes after is

an appurtenance of death. We are making false excuses. And I find

by experience that it is rather our inability to stand the idea of deatli

that makes us unable to stand pain, and that we feel pain doubly painful

because it threatens us with death. But since reason accuses our cow-
ardice of fearing a thing so sudden, so inevitable, so imperceptible, we
take this other more excusable pretext.

All pains whose only danger is their pain we call free from danger;

toothache and the gout, painful as they are, inasmuch as they are not

fatal, who lists them as illnesses? But let us suppose that in death we
principally consider the pain, ^as likewise poverty has nothing to be
feared but this, that it delivers us into the hands of pain, by the thirst,

hunger, cold, heat, and sleepless nights that it makes us endure.

Thus let us deal only with pain. I grant them, and that v^dllingly,

that it is the worst accident of our being; for in all the world I am the

man who bears it the most ill will and who flees it the most, the more
so because until now, thank God, I have had no great association with

it. But it is in us, if not to annihilate it, at least to lessen it by patience,

and, even should the body be disturbed by it, to maintain nevertheless

our soul and reason in good trim.

And if this were not so, who would have brought into credit among
us virtue, valor, strength, magnanimity, and resolution? Where would

these play their part, if there were no more pain to defy? Courage is

greedy of danger [Seneca]. If we need not sleep on hard ground, sus~

tain fully armed the heat of noon, feed on a horse or an ass, watch our-

selves being sliced open and a bullet torn out from between our bones,

let ourselves be sewn up again, cauterized, and probed, how shall we
acquire the advantage that we wish to have over the common herd?

It is a far cry from fleeing evil and pain to what the sages say, that among
equally good actions the most desirable to do is the one in which there

is most trouble: ^For people are happy not in hilarity or sensuality or

laughter, nor in games, the comrades of levity, but often even in sadness

through firmness and constancy [Cicero]. ^And for that reason it has

proved impossible to persuade our fathers that conquests made by main
force with the risks of war were no more advantageous than those made
in complete safety by diplomatic maneuvers:

There is most joy in virtue when 'tis hardest won.

LUCAN

Furthermore, this should console us, that in the course of nature, if

the pain is violent, it is short; if it is long, it is light: Hf heavy, short;

if long, light [Cicero]. ^You will not feel it very long, if you feel it too

much; it will put an end to itself, or to you; both come to the same thing.

^If you cannot bear it, it will bear you off. Remember that death ends
the greatest ilh, that the small ones have many intervals of respite, and
that we are masters of the moderate ones; so that if they are bearable
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tve shall bear them; if not, we can leave life as we leave a theater when
the play ceases to please us [Cicero].

^What makes us endure pain so poorly is that we are not accustomed

to find our principal contentment in the soul, '^and that we do not con-

centrate enough on it; for the soul is the one and sovereign mistress of

our condition and conduct. The body has, except for difiFerences of

degree, only one gait and one posture. The soul may be shaped into

all varieties of forms, and molds to itself and to its every condition the

feelings of the body and all other accidents. Therefore we must study

the soul and look into it, and awaken in it its all-powerful springs. There

is no reason, prescription, or might that has power against its inclination

and its choice. Out of the many thousands of attitudes at its disposal,

let us give it one conducive to our repose and preservation, and we shall

be not only sheltered from all harm, but even gratified and flattered, if

it please, by ills and pains. The soul profits from everything without

distinction. Error and dreams serve it usefully, being suitable stuff for

giving us security and contentment.

It is easy to see that what makes pain and pleasure keen in us is the

sharpness of our mind. The animals, who keep the mind on a leash,

leave to their bodies their own feelings, free and natural and therefore

almost exactly alike within each species, as we see by the uniformity

of their movements. If we did not disturb within our members the juris-

diction which belongs to them in this matter, it is probable that we
should be better off, and that nature has given them a just and measured
temperance toward pleasure and toward pain. Indeed it cannot fail

to be just, being equal and common in all. But since we have emanci-

pated ourselves from nature's rules to abandon ourselves to the vaga-

bond freedom of our fancies, at least let us help ourselves by turning

them in the most agreeable dii^ection.

Plato fears our hard bondage to pain and pleasure, since it obligates

and attaches the soul too much to the body; I, on the contrary, because

it detaches and unbinds it.

^Even as the enemy grows keener at our flight, so pain waxes proud
to see us tremble beneath it. It will make itself far easier to deal with

to those who stand up against it. We must resist it and tense ourselves

against it. By turning tail and retreating we call upon us the ruin that

threatens us. ^As the body is firmer against attack when stiffened, so

is the soul.

^But let us come to those examples (which are really the quarry

for weak-backed people like myseff) in which we shall find that it is

with pain as with the stones which take on a brighter or duller color

according to the foil they are set in, and that it occupies in us only as

much room as we give it. They have suffered just so much as they have

given in to pain, says Saint Augustine. We feel a surgeon's cut with the

razor more than ten sword strokes in the heat of combat. The pains of

childbirth, considered great by the doctors and by God himself, and
which we surround with so many ceremonies: there are whole nations

that take no account of them. I leave aside the Lacedaemonian women;
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but in the Swiss women among our foot soldiers, what change do you
find, except that as they trot after their husbands you see them today

carrying around their neck the child that they had yesterday in their

belly? And those counterfeit Egyptian women^ who have shown up in

our midst go themselves and wash their newborn children and take a

bath in the nearest river. ^Besides so many wenches who every day
hide their children in their delivery just as in their conception, that

fine wife of Sabinus, a Roman patrician, for the sake of others endured
the labor of bearing twins alone, without help, and without a cry or

a groan.

^A simple Spartan boy, after stealing a fox and putting it under his

cape, endured its gnawing his stomach rather than betray himself ( for

they feared even more the shame of clumsiness in steaHng than we fear

its punishment ) . And another, offering incense at a sacrifice, when the

coal fell into his sleeve, let himself be burned to the bone rather than

disturb the mystery. And many of them have been seen who, merely to

test their manliness, according to their habits of upbringing, have at

the age of seven endured being whipped to death, without changing ex-

pression. ^And Cicero saw men fighting in troops, with fists, feet, and
teeth, until they lost consciousness, rather than admit themselves beaten.

Never could custom conquer nature, for it is invincible; but we have

corrupted our soul with shaded ease, luxuries, idleness, languor, sloth;

we have softened it by evil opinions and habits [Cicero].

^Everyone knows the story of Scaevola, who, having slipped into the

enemy's camp to kill their leader and having failed in his attempt, in

order to make good his purpose by a still stranger device and free his

country, not only confessed his plan to Porsena, the king he wanted
to kill, but added that there were in his own camp a great number of

Romans, accomplices in the undertaking, just like him. And to show
the stuff he was made of, having had a brazier brought him, he saw
and suffered his arm to be grilled and roasted, until the enemy himself,

struck with horror, ordered the brazier to be taken away.

What of the man who did not deign to interrupt the reading of his

book while he was being cut open? And the one who persisted in match-

ing his ridicule and laughter against the pains inflicted on him, so that

the exasperated cruelty of the executioners who were holding him, and
all their inventing of redoubled tortures, one upon the other, acknowl-

edged him the winner. But he was a philosopher. What of Caesar's

gladiator, who, laughing all the while, endured the probing and cutting

open of his wounds? '^What common gladiator ever groaned? Which
of them ever changed expression? Which stood up or even fell shame-
fully? Which, when downed and ordered to take the fatal sword stroke,

drew back his neck? [Cicero.]

^Let us bring in the women. Who has not heard tell in Paris of the

one who had herself flayed just to gain the fresher complexion of a new
skin? There are some who have had live healthy teeth yanked out so

as to make their voice softer and richer, or to arrange their other teeth

in better order. How many examples of the contempt for pain we have

2 Gypsies.
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in this sex! What can they not do, what do they fear, if only they may
hope for some increase in their beauty?

^Their labor is to pluck the white hairs from their place.

And, stripping off the skin, to make them a new face.

TIBULLUS

^I have seen some of them swallow sand and ashes, and work de-

liberately to ruin their stomach, so as to get pale complexions. To get

a slim body, Spanish style, what torture do they not endure, tight-laced

and braced, until they suffer great gashes in their sides, right to the live

flesh—yes, sometimes even until they die of it?

^It is a common practice in many nations of our time for people to

wound themselves intentionally to give credit to their word; and our

king^ tells of notable examples of this among those he saw in Poland,

performed in dealing with himself. But besides the cases I know where
these were imitated in France by some people, I have seen a girl, to show
the ardor of her promises, and also her constancy, strike herself, with

the bodkin she wore in her hair, four or five lusty stabs in the arm, which
broke the skin and made her bleed in good earnest.* The Turks give

themselves great scars for their ladies; and, so that the mark shall re-

main, they instantly apply fire to the wound and hold it there an in-

credibly long time to stop the blood and form the scar. People who
have seen this have written it down and sworn it to me. But for ten

aspers^ some one of them may be found every day who will give him-
self a really deep cut in the arm or the thighs.

^I am very glad that we have witnesses nearer at hand, where we
need them more; for Cliristendom provides us with plenty. And after

the example of our holy guide, there are many who out of piety have
willed to bear the cross. We learn by a wdtness most worthy of belief

[Joinville] that King Louis the Saint wore the hair shirt until, in his

old age, his confessor gave him dispensation; and that every Friday he
had his priest flog his shoulders with five little iron chains, which he
always carried about for that purpose in a box. William, our last duke of

Guienne, father of the Eleanor who ti'ansmitted that duchy to the houses

of France and England, wore continually, for the last ten or twelve years

of his Hfe, a corselet under a monk's dress, for penance. FuUc, count of

Anjou, went all the way to Jerusalem to have himself scourged there by
two of his servants, a rope around his neck, before the sepulcher of Our
Lord. But do we not see every Good Friday in various places a large

number of men and women beating themselves until they tear their

flesh and cut it to the bone? That I have often seen, and without en-

chantment; and it was said that there were some ( for they go masked

)

who for money undertook in this way to ensure other people's rehgion,

with a contempt for pain all the greater as the spurs of piety are greater

than those of avarice.

' Henry III, who was king of Poland before his accession in France.

4 Further indications in the 1595 edition of the Essays seem to show that the

girl was Marie de Gournay.
' Turkish coins worth about two cents each.
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*^Q. Maximus buried his son, a consul; M. Cato his, a praetor-elect;

and L. Paulus both of his, within a few days, with a calm face that bore

no sign of grief. Once in my time I said of someone jokingly that he
had cheated divine justice: for the violent death of three grown-up
children having been sent him in one day as a bitter scourge, as may
well be believed, he all but took it as a favor. And I have lost two or

three ( but while they were still nursing ) , if not without grief, at least

without repining. Yet there is hardly any accident that touches men
more to the quick. I see enough other common occasions for affliction

which I should scarcely feel if they happened to me, and I have dis-

dained some, when they came to me, to which the world has given such
an atrocious appearance that I wouldn't dare boast of my indifference

to them to most people without blushing: Whence it is understood
that grief lies not in nature, but in opinion [Cicero].

^Opinion is a powerful performer, bold and immoderate. Who ever

with such hunger sought security and repose as Alexander and Caesar

sought unrest and difficulties? Teres, the father of Sitalces, was wont
to say that when he was not making war it seemed to him that there

was no difference between him and his groom.

^When Cato the consul merely forbade the inhabitants of certain

towns in Spain to bear arms, so that he might be sure of them, a large

number killed themselves: a fierce race to whom life without arms was
not life [Livy]. ^How many we know who have fled the sweetness of

a tranquil life in their homes, among their friends, to seek the horror

of uninhabitable deserts; who have flung themselves into humiliation,

degradation, and the contempt of the world, and have enjoyed these

and even sought them out. Cardinal Borromeo, who died lately in

Milan, held to so austere a way of life in the midst of the debauchery

to which his nobility, his great riches, the atmosphere of Italy, and his

youth invited him, that the same robe that served him in summer served

him in winter. Re slept on straw only; and the hours he had left from
the duties of his position he spent in continual study, planted on his

knees, having a little bread and water beside his book, but no other

food and no other time for eating. I know those who knowingly have
derived profit and advancement from cuckoldry, the mere name of

which frightens so many people.

If sight is not the most necessary of our senses, it is at least the most
pleasant; but the most pleasant and useful of our members seem to be
those which serve to beget us; yet many people have conceived a mortal

hatred for them, merely because they were too likable, and have rejected

them because we prize and value them so highly. And this was the

opinion about his eyes of the man who put them out. ^The commonest
and healthiest sort of men consider an abundance of children a great

happiness; I and some others regard the lack of them as equally for-

tunate. And when Thales is asked why he does not marry, he answers
that he does not like to leave any descendants.

That our opinion gives value to things is seen by the many things

that we do not think about even to appraise them, preferring to think
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about ourselves instead. We consider neither their quahties nor their

uses, but only the cost to us of getting them, as if that were some part

of their substance; and we call value in them not what they bring, but

what we bring to them. At which point I note that we are great econo-

mizers of our expenditure. According as it weighs, it serves by the very

fact that it weighs. Our opinion never lets it run at a false valuation.

Purchase gives value to the diamond, and difficulty to virtue, and pain

to piety, and harshness to medicine.

^One man, to achieve poverty, cast his money into the same sea that

so many others ransack up and down to fish out riches. Epicurus says

that being rich is not an alleviation, but a change, of troubles. In truth,

it is not want, but rather abundance, that breeds avarice. I want to tell

my experience in this matter.

I have Hved in three kinds of situation since I came out of childhood.

The first period, which lasted nearly twenty years, I spent with none

but casual means and dependent on the authority and help of others,

without rule or fixed revenue. My spending was done the more joyously

and carelessly for being all at the hazard of fortune. I was never better

oflE. I never had the experience of finding my friends' purses closed,

since I had enjoined on myself beyond all other necessities the necessity

of not failing to pay up at the time I had chosen. This they have ex-

tended a thousand times, seeing the effort I made upon myself to satisfy

them; so that I repaid them with a thrifty and somewhat deceptive

honesty. I feel naturally a certain sensual pleasure in paying, as if I

were unburdening my shoulders of a troublesome weight and of that

image of slavery; besides, tliere is a certain satisfaction which tickles

me when I do a just action and make others content. I except the pay-

ments where you must come to bargain and haggle, for if I do not find

someone to give this chore to, I put them off shamefully and unjustly

as long as I can, for fear of the sort of altercation with which my humor
and my way of speaking are wholly incompatible. There is nothing I

hate like bargaining. It is a pure interchange of trickery and shame-
lessness : after an hour of disputing and haggling both men go back on
their word and their oath for a gain of five sous. And so I used to borrow
at a disadvantage; for having no heart to make my request in the other's

presence, I trusted its chances to paper, which is a poor advocate and
lends a helping hand to refusal. I referred the handling of my need more
gaily to the stars, and more freely, than I have ever referred it since to

my foresight and sense.

Most good managers think it horrible to live thus in uncertainty, and
do not realize that in the first place, most people live thus. How many
good men have cast away all their security, and do so every day, to

pursue the wind of royal favor and of fortune. Caesar went into debt for

more than a million in gold beyond what he was worth, to become
Caesar. And how many merchants begin their traflBc by the sale of their

farms, which they send to the Indies

Across so many stormy seas!

CATULLUS
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In our present great drought of devotion, we have thousands and thou-

sands of congregations^ which spend Hfe comfortably, expecting every

day from the HberaHty of heaven what they need for dinner.

In the second place, these good managers do not consider that this

certainty on which they rely is scarcely less uncertain and chancy than

chance itself. I see misery as close from beyond two thousand crowns

of income as if it were right next to me. For besides that fate has power

to open up a hundred breaches tlirough our riches to poverty, ^there

being often no middle ground between the highest and lowest fortune-

Fortune is glass; it shatters when it shines—

PUBLELIUS SYRUS

'^and to turn all our defenses and ramparts topsy-turvy, I find that for

various reasons poverty is seen dwelling as commonly in those who have

property as in those who have nothing; and that perhaps it is somewhat

less uncomfortable when it is alone than when it is met in company with

riches. ^Riches come rather from management than from revenue: Each

man is the maker of his fortune [Sallust]. ^And more wretched to me
seems an uneasy, hard-up, over-busy rich man, than he who is simply

poor. ^They are poor in the midst of riches, which is the worst kind of

poverty [Seneca]. The greatest and richest princes are through poverty

and want commonly driven to extreme need: for is there any need more

extreme than the one that makes men become tyrants and unjust usurp-

ers of their subjects' property?

^My second situation was to have money. Having taken to this, I soon

laid by considerable reserves, for my circumstances; thinking that a man
owns only as much as he has beyond his ordinary expenses, and that

he cannot rely on what as yet he merely hopes to receive, however clear

his hope. For what, I would say, if I were surprised by such or such

an accident? And in the wake of these vain and pernicious imaginings

I would go and exercise my ingenuity to provide by this superfluous

reserve for all emergencies; and still could reply to him who pointed

out that the number of emergencies was too infinite, that if I could not

provide for all, I could for some, and many. This did not go on without

painful worry. ^I made a secret of it; and I, who dare say so much about

myself, spoke of my money only to lie, as do the others who, rich, make
out to be poor, or poor, make out to be rich, and dispense their con-

science from ever testifying sincerely to what they have: a ridiculous

and shameful prudence. ^Was I going on a journey, I never thought I

was sufficiently provided. And the bigger my load of money, the big-

ger my load of fear: now about the safety of the roads, now about

the fidelity of those who had charge of my baggage, of which, like some

others I know, I was never sure enough unless I had it before my eyes.

Did I leave my strongbox at home, how many suspicions, how many
thorny and, what is worse, incommunicable thoughts! My mind was

always turned in that direction. ^All things considered, there is more

6 Orders of mendicant monks.
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trouble in keeping money than in getting it. ^If I did not do literally

everything I say, at least it cost me dear to keep myself from doing it.

I got little or no advantage from this; ^though I had more means for

spending, it weighed no less heavily on me. ^For, as Bion used to say,

the man with hair is as angry as the bald man if you pull one out. And
once you are accustomed to a certain pile and set your fancy on it, it is

no longer at your service: ^you wouldn't dare to make a dent in it. ^It

is a building which seems to you ready to crumble altogether at a touch.

Necessity must take you by the throat before you will cut into it. And
earlier I would pawn my clothes and sell a horse with much less reluc-

tance and less regret, than I would then make a breach in that beloved
purse that I had laid by. But the danger lay in the fact that one cannot
easily set fixed limits to this desire <^(they are hard to find in the things

we consider good) ^and put a check on frugahty. We go on ever fat-

tening this pile and increasing it with one sum after another, until we
deprive ourselves sordidly of the enjoyment of our own possessions and
place our only joy in keeping them and not using them. ^According to

this way of using things, the men richest in money are those who have
charge of guarding the gates and walls of a good city. Every rich man
is avaricious, in my opinion.

Plato ranks corporal or human goods in this order: health, beauty,

strength, riches. And riches, he says, are not blind, but very clear-sighted

when illuminated by wisdom. ^Dionysius the Younger did a graceful

thing in this connection. He was informed that one of his Syracusans

had hidden a treasure in the ground. He told him to bring it to him,

which he did, furtively holding back for himself a part of it, with which
he went off to another town, where, having lost this appetite for hoard-
ing, he began to live more Hberally. Hearing this, Dionysius had the

rest of the man's treasure returned to him, saying that since he had
learned how to use his money, he was welcome to the rest of it.

I was in this state for a few years. ^ I know not what good daemon
cast me out of it—most usefully, Hke the Syracusan—and sent into aban-
donment all this saving, the pleasure of a certain trip at great expense
having overthrown this stupid fancy. This way I fell into a third kind
of life ( I say what I feel about it ) certainly much more pleasant and
more regulated, which is that I make my expense run abreast witli my
receipts; now one is ahead, now the other, but they are never far apart.

I Hve from day to day, and content myself with having enough to meet
my present and ordinary needs; for the extraordinary, all the provision

in the world could not suffice. ^And it is madness to expect fortune itself

ever to arm us adequately against itself. It is with our own weapons
that we must combat fortune; the accidental ones will betray us at the

vital point. ^If I amass money, it is only in the hope of using it soon;

not to buy lands ^that I have no use for, ^but to buy pleasure. ^Not to be
covetous is money, not to be avid to buy is revenue [Cicero]. '^I have
neither any real fear that my money will run out, nor any desire of in-

creasing it: ^The fruit of riches is abundance, and sufficiency declares

'' The 1588 edition reads: "four or five years."
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abundance [Cicero]. ^And I am singularly gratified that this correction

has come to me at an age naturally inclined to avarice, and that I see

myself rid of this malady so common in old men, and the most ridiculous

of all human manias.

^Pheraulas, who had passed through both kinds of fortune and found

that increase of possessions was not increase in appetite for drinking,

eating, sleeping, and embracing his wife, and who furthermore felt the

trouble of running his household weighing on his shoulders, as it does

on mine, decided to gratify a poor young man, his faithful friend, who
was ever baying after riches, by making him a present of all his own,

which were great and extensive, and of those also that he was accumu-
lating every day through the liberaUty of his good master Cyrus and
through war; on condition that he should undertake to support and feed

him honorably as his guest and his friend. Thus they Hved thereafter

very happily and equally glad of the change in their lot. That is a

change that I would imitate with all my heart.

And I highly praise the fortune of an old prelate, whom I know to

have given up so completely his purse, his revenue, and his expenses,

now to one chosen servant, now to another, that he has let many years

flow by, ignorant as a stranger of his own household affairs. Confidence

in the goodness of others is no slight testimony to one's own goodness;

and so God gladly favors it. And as regards this prelate, I see no house-

hold run more worthily or with greater regularity than his. Happy the

man who has regulated his needs in such just measure that his wealth

can satisfy them without his care and trouble and without the spending
or acquiring of it interrupting his pursuit of other occupations better

suited to him, more tranquil, and more congenial.

^Thus ease and indigence depend on each man's opinion; and neither

riches, glory, nor health has any more beauty and pleasure than its pos-

sessor lends it. ^Each man is as well or as badly off as he thinks he is.

Not the man of whom it is thought, but the one who thinks it of himself,

is happy. And by just this fact belief gains reality and truth.

Fortune does us neither good nor harm; she only offers us the mate-

rial and the seed of them, which our soul, more powerful than she, turns

and applies as it pleases, sole cause and mistress of its happy or unhappy
condition.

^External circumstances take their savor and color from the inner

constitution, just as clothes keep us warm not by their heat but by
our own, which they are fitted to foster and nourish; he who would
shelter a cold body with them would get the same service for cold; thus

are snow and ice preserved.

Mndeed, just as study is a toiment to a lazy man, abstinence from
wine to a drunkard, frugality to the luxurious man, and exercise to a

delicate idler, so it is with the rest. Things are not that painful or diSi-

cult of themselves; it is our weakness and cowardice that make them
so. To judge of great and lofty things we need a soul of the same caliber;

otherwise we attribute to them the vice that is our own. A straight oar
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looks bent in the water. What matters is not merely that we see the thing,

but how we see it.

Well then, why, out of so many arguments which in various ways

persuade men to despise death and endure pain, do we not find one that

will do for us? And of all the many kinds of fancies which have per-

suaded others, why doesn't each man apply to himself the one that best

suits his humor? If he cannot digest the strong purgative drug to root

out the trouble, at least let him take a palliative one to relieve it. ^There

is a certain weak and effeminate attitude shown in pleasure as much
as in pain, whereby, when softness has reduced us to a liquid flow, we
cannot endure a bee sting without crying out. The whole thing is to be

master of yourself [Cicero].

^For the rest, we do not escape philosophy by stressing immoder-

ately the sharpness of pain and the weakness of man. For we force her

to fall back on these unanswerable replies:

If it is bad to live in need, at least there is no need to Hve in need.

^No one suffers long except by his own fault.

He who has not the courage to suffer either death or life, who will

neither resist nor flee, what can we do with him?

15 One is punished for defending

a place obstinately without reason

^Valor has its limits like the other virtues, and these limits once trans-

gressed, we find ourselves on the path of vice; so that we may pass

through valor to temerity, obstinacy, and madness, unless we know its

limits well—and they are truly hard to discern near the borderlines.

From this consideration is derived the custom, which we have in wars,

of punishing even with death those who obstinately defend a place

which by the rules of war cannot be held. Otherwise, in the hope of

impunity, there would not be a chicken coop that would not hold up
an army. Monsieur de Montmorency, Constable of France, at the siege

of Pavia, was commissioned to cross the Ticino and take quarters in

the suburb of San Antonio; finding himself hindered by a tower at the

end of the bridge which obstinately resisted until it was overcome, he

had everyone who was in it hanged. And the same man later, with the

Dauphin in the campaign beyond the Alps, when our soldiers had taken

the castle of Villano by force and in their fury cut everyone inside to

pieces except the captain and the ensign, had these two hanged and
strangled for tliis same reason. Captain Martin du Bellay, then governor

of Turin in this same country, did the same to Captain de Saint-Bony,

the rest of whose men were massacred at the taking of the place.
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But the judgment of the strength or weakness of a place is formed
by estimating the comparative strength of the forces attacking it; a man
might properly hold out against two culverins who would be crazy to

resist thirty cannon. Moreover, there comes into account also the great-

ness of the conquering prince, his reputation, the respect that is owed
to him, whence there is danger that the balance will be weighted a bit

heavily on the side of the attackers. And it happens because of these

same conditions that some have so great an opinion of themselves and
their power that, since it seems unreasonable to them that there should

be anything worthy to stand up against them, they put everyone to the

sword wherever they find resistance, as long as their fortune lasts; as

is seen in the forms of summoning and challenging, fierce, haughty, and
full of barbaric imperiousness, which were in use among Oriental princes

and are still among their successors.

^And in that part of the world where the Portuguese made inroads

in the Indies, they found some states with this universal and inviolable

law, that any enemy vanquished by the king with the king or his heu-

tenant present is beyond consideration for ransom or mercy.

^Thus above all we must beware, if we can, of falling into the hands

of an enemy judge who is victorious and armed.

16 Of the punishment of cowardice

^I once heard a prince, a very great captain, maintain that a soldier

could not be condemned to death for faintheartedness; he had just been

told the story at table of the trial of the seigneur de Vervins, who was

condemned to death for having surrendered Boulogne.

In truth it is right to make a great distinction between the faults that

come from our weakness and those that come from our malice. For in

the latter we have tensed ourselves dehberately against the rules of

reason that nature has imprinted in us; and in the former it seems that

we can call on this same nature as our warrantor, for having left us in

such imperfection and weakness. Thus many people have thought that

we could not be blamed except for what we do against our conscience;

and on this rule is partly based the opinion of those who condemn capital

punishment for heretics and unbelievers, and the belief that an advocate

or a judge cannot be held responsible for having failed in his charge

because of ignorance.

But as for cowardice, it is certain that the commonest way to chastise

it is by shame and ignominy. And they say that this rule was first put

into practice by the legislator Charondas; and that before his time the

laws of Greece punished by death those who had fled from a battle,

whereas he ordained merely that they should be placed in the public

square for three days, dressed in women's clothes; hoping still to be able
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to use them after having brought back their courage by this shame.

^Rather bring the blood to a man's cheeks than shed it [TertulHan].

^It seems also that in ancient times the Roman laws condemned to

death those who had fled. For Ammianus Marcellinus relates that Em-
peror Julian condemned ten of his soldiers, who had turned tlieir backs

in a charge against the Parthians, to be degraded and afterward to suffer

death, according, he says, to the ancient laws. Elsewhere, however, for

a similar fault, he condemns others merely to stay among the prisoners

under the baggage ensign. <^The harsh sentences passed by the Roman
people on the soldiers who had escaped from Cannae, and on those who
accompanied Cn. Fulvius to his defeat, in that same war, did not go so

far as death.

Yet it is to be feared that shame may make them desperate, and not

merely cold, but enemies.

^In our fathers' time the seigneur de Franget, formerly lieutenant of

Marshal de Chastillon's company, having been made governor of Fuen-
terrabia by the Marshal de Chabannes in place of Monsieur du Lude,

and having surrendered the place to the Spaniards, was condemned to

be deprived of his nobility, and both he and his posterity were declared

commoners, taxable, and unfit to bear arms; this rough sentence was
executed at Lyons. Later, all the noblemen who were in Guise when
the count of Nassau entered it suffered the same punishment; and still

others since.

At all events, if there should be such gross and apparent ignorance

or cowardice as to surpass all ordinary examples, it would be right to

take it as suflScient proof of wickedness and malice and to punish it as

such.

17 A trait of certain ambassadors

^In order always to be learning something by communication with

others (which is one of the finest schools there can be), I observe in my
travels this practice: I always steer those I talk with back to the subjects

they know best.

To winds the sailor should confine his words.

The farmer to his oxen. Let the man of war
Tell of his wounds, the shepherd of his herds.

PROPERTIUS^

For most often the opposite happens: each man chooses to hold forth

on another man's occupation rather than his own, thinking that this is

so much new reputation acquired; witness the reproach Archidamus

made to Periander, that he was abandoning the glory of a good doctor

for that of a bad poet.

1 Quoted by Montaigne in Guazzo's Italian translation.
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^See how broadly Caesar spreads himself to make us understand his

inventions for building bridges and machines, and how he restricts him-

self where he speaks of the functions of his profession, of his valor and

his military conduct. His exploits sufficiently prove him an excellent

captain; he wants to make himself known as an excellent engineer, a

somewhat different matter.

The other day, a man of the legal profession, when shown a study

furnished with all sorts of books of his trade and of every other sort,

found in it no occasion for remark. But he stopped to comment rudely

and magisterially upon a barricade placed at the head of the winding

stair to the study, which a hundred captains and soldiers encountered

every day without remark and without offense.

Dionysius the Elder was a very great leader in war, as befitted his

rank; but he labored to recommend himself principally by poetry, about

which he knew nothing.

^The slow ox wants the saddle, the horse wants to plow.

HORACE

^On that track you never do anything worth while.

^Thus we must always throw the architect, the painter, the shoe-

maker and the rest each back to his quarry. And apropos of this, in the

reading of history, which is everybody's business, I make it a habit to

consider who are the authors. If they are people who have no other

profession than letters, I learn mainly their style and language; if they

are doctors, I believe them most readily in what they tell us about the

temperature of the air, the health and constitution of princes, and

wounds and maladies; if they are lawyers, we must take what they

say on controversies over rights, the laws, the establishment of govern-

ments, and things like that; if theologians, Church affairs, ecclesiastical

censures, dispensations, and marriages; if courtiers, manners and cere-

monies; if men of war, what belongs to their business, and principally

the accounts of the great actions at which they were present in person;

if ambassadors, negotiations, understandings, and diplomatic practices,

and the way to conduct them.

For this reason, what I should have passed over in another without

stopping, I noticed and considered in the history of the seigneur de

Langey, a very wise man in such matters. He first relates the edifying

remonstrances delivered by Emperor Charles V in the Roman Consistory

in the presence of the bishop of Macon and the seigneur du Velly, our

ambassadors, in which were interspersed many outrageous remarks

against us—among others, that if his captains, soldiers, and subjects were
not very different from those of the king of France in fidelity and mili-

tary ability, he would instantly tie a rope around his neck and go beg
the king for mercy (it seems that he meant sometliing of this, for two
or three times thereafter it befell him to repeat these same words), and
also that he challenged the king to fight him in his shirt with sword and
dagger in a boat. After relating which, the aforesaid seigneur de Langey,

continuing his history, adds that when these ambassadors sent the king
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a dispatch about these matters, they disguised the greater part and

especially concealed from him the two preceding items.

Now I found it very strange that it should be in the power of an

ambassador to make his choice of the information that he should give

his master, especially in material of such consequence, coming from

such a personage, and spoken in so great an assembly. It seems to me
that the function of a servant is to represent things faithfully in their

entirety just as they happened, leaving to his master the liberty to ar-

range, judge, and choose. For to alter the truth or hide it from another

for fear he might take it otherwise than he should and that it might

push him into some bad course, and meanwhile to leave him ignorant

of his aflFairs—such conduct seems to me proper for him who gives the

law, not for him who receives it; for the man in charge and the school-

master, not for the man who ought to tliink himself inferior in prudence

and good counsel as well as in authority. However this may be, I should

not like to be served in this way, in my little doings.

^We are so eager to get out from under command, under some pre-

text, and to usurp mastery; each man aspires so naturally to liberty and

autliority, that to a superior no useful quality in those who serve him
should be so dear as their natural and simple obedience.

We corrupt the function of command when we obey through dis-

cretion, not subjection. P. Crassus, whom the Romans considered five

times happy, when he was consul in Asia, commanded a Greek engineer

to fetch him the bigger of two ship's masts that he had seen in Athens

for some battering machine he wanted to make. The engineer, on the

strength of his knowledge, permitted himself to choose othervvise, and

fetched the smaller one, the more suitable according to the rules of his

craft. Crassus, after listening patiently to his reasons, had him well

whipped, respecting the interests of discipline more than the interests

of the job.

On the other hand, however, one might also consider that such con-

sti-ained obedience belongs only to precise and stated commands. Am-
bassadors have a freer commission, which in many areas depends in the

last resort on their judgment; they do not simply carry out, but also by
their counsel form and direct their master's will. I have in my time

known people in command to be reprimanded for having obeyed the

words of the king's letters rather than the demands of the situation they

were in. Men of understanding still condemn tlie practice of the kings

of Persia, who gave such minutely detailed instructions to their agents

and lieutenants that in the sHghtest matters they had to have recourse

to these instructions; so that the resulting delay, in so vast an area of

dominion, often did notable harm to their affairs. And did not Crassus,

when he wrote to an expert and advised him of the use for which that

mast was destined, seem to consult his judgment and invite him to inter-

pose his opinion?
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^1 stood stunned, my hair rose, the voice stuck in my throat.

VIRGIL

I am not a good "naturalist" ( as they call it ) and I hardly know by
what springs fear acts in us; but at all events it is a strange passion,

and the doctors say that there is none which carries our judgment away
sooner from its proper seat. In truth, I have known many people to

become insane from fear; and even in the most stable, it is certain that

while the fit lasts it engenders terrible bewilderment. I leave aside the

common herd, whom it causes to imagine now great-grandfathers issued

from the tomb wrapped in their shrouds, now werewolves, goblins, and
chimeras. But even among soldiers, in whom it should have less room,

how many times has it changed a flock of sheep into a squadron of armed
men, reeds and rushes into men-at-arms and lancers, friend into foe, and
the white cross into the red!

When Monsieur de Bourbon took Rome, a standard-bearer on guard

at the fort of San Pietro was seized with such a fright at the first alarm

that he threw himself through a ruined part of the wall, standard in

hand, out of the city right toward the enemy, thinking that he was head-

ing toward the center of town. And only with great effort, at the last

moment, seeing Monsieur de Bourbon's men, who thought this was a

sortie made by those in the city, take their positions to resist him, he

came to himself and, facing about, re-entered the city by that same
breach, from which he had come out more than three hundred paces

into the open field.

It did not turn out so fortunately for the ensign of Captain Juille

when Saint-Pol was taken from us by the count de Bures and Monsieur

du Reu; for, being so utterly lost from fright as to rush with his colors

out of the town through an embrasure, he was cut to pieces by the as-

sailants. And at the same siege, memorable was the fear that so power-

fully seized, constricted, and froze the heart of a gentleman, that he

fell to the ground in the breach stone dead of it, without a single wound.

^A similar fear sometimes seizes a whole multitude. In one of the

encounters of Germanicus with the Germans, two large bodies of men,

out of fright, took two opposite directions, the one fleeing from where

the other was running from.

^Now fear gives wings to our heels as in the above examples; now it

nails down and fetters our feet. Thus we read that Emperor Theophilus,

in a battle he lost against the Agarenes, became so stunned and para-

lyzed that he could not make up his mind to flee—^so much is fear afraid

even of help [Quintus Curtius]—-^until Manuel, one of the principal

leaders of his army, having tugged and shaken him as if to wake him
from a deep sleep, said to him: "If you do not follow me, I will kill you;

for it is better for you to lose your life than, by being taken prisoner,

to lose your empire."
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*^Fear expresses its utmost power when, in its own service, it throws

us back upon the courage that it has snatched away from our sense of

duty and honor. In the first pitched battle that the Romans lost against

Hannibal under the consul Sempronius, a body of at least ten thousand

infantrymen, having taken fright and seeing no other way out for their

cowardice, threw themselves into the main body of the enemy, which

by a marvelous efiFort they pierced, slaughtering a great many of the

Carthaginians and purchasing a shameful flight at the same price tliey

would have paid for a glorious victory.

The thing I fear most is fear.

Moreover, it exceeds all other disorders in intensity. What anger

could be more bitter and more just than that of Pompey's friends, who
were in his ship, spectators of that horrible massacre?^ Yet their fear

of the Egyptian sails, which were beginning to approach them, stifled

this feeling, so that commentators have noted that they did nothing but

spur the sailors to make haste and escape by plying their oars; until,

having arrived at Tyre, free from fear, they had a chance to turn their

thoughts to the loss they had just suffered and to give free rein to the

lamentations and tears that this other stronger passion had suspended.

Then fear drives out all wisdom from my mind.

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO^

Those who have been well drubbed in some battle, and who are still

all wounded and bloody—you can perfectly well bring them back to the

charge the next day. But those who have conceived a healthy fear of

the enemy—you would never get them to look him in the face. Those

who are in pressing fear of losing their property, of being exiled, of being

subjugated, live in constant anguish, losing even the capacity to drink,

eat, and rest; whereas the poor, the exiles, and the slaves often live as

joyfully as other men. And so many people who, unable to endure the

pangs of fear, have hanged themselves, drowned themselves, or leaped

to their death, have taught us well that fear is even more unwelcome and

unbearable than death itself.

The Greeks recognize another kind of fear, which comes, they say,

not from any failure of our reason, but without any apparent cause and

by divine impulsion. Whole peoples are often seen to be seized by it,

and whole armies. Such was the fear which brought incredible deso-

lation upon Carthage. You heard nothing there but frightened cries and

exclamations. You saw the inhabitants running out of their houses as

at a call to arms, and charging, wounding, and killing each other, as if

they were enemies coming to occupy their city. Everything there was

in disorder and tumult, until, by prayers and sacrifices, they had ap-

peased the anger of the gods. They call these panic terrors.

1 The treacherous murder of Pompey by one of his old centurions as he sought

refuge in Egypt ( 48 B.C. )

.

2 The passage above, from "What anger could . .
." on, is not found in the

Bordeaux Copy, but only in the 1595 edition. Most modem editors accept it be-

cause a mark in the Bordeaux Copy calls for an insertion, perhaps on a piece of

paper now lost. However, there was room enough on the margins of that page for

Montaigne to have viTitten it there, as was his practice.
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he judged until after our death

^No man should be called happy till his death;

Always we must await his final day,

Reserving judgment till he's laid away.

OVID

Children know the story of King Croesus in this connection, who,

having been captured by Cyrus and condemned to death, on the point

of execution cried out: "O Solon, Solon!" When this was reported to

Cyrus, he inquired what it meant, and was given to understand that

Croesus was now verifying at his own expense the warning that Solon

once had given him: that men, however fortune may smile on them,

cannot be called happy until tliey have been seen to spend the last day

of their lives, because of the uncertainty and variability of human aflFairs,

which the slightest shift changes from one state to another entirely

different.

And therefore Agesilaus said to someone who called the king of

Persia happy because he had come very young to such a powerful estate:

"Yes, but Priam at his age was not unhappy." Kings of Macedon, suc-

cessors to the great Alexander, are made into carpenters and clerks at

Rome; tyrants of Sicily, into schoolmasters at Corinth. A conqueror of

half die world and emperor of many armies becomes a miserable sup-

pliant before the good-for-nothing officers of a king of Egypt: so much
did it cost tlie great Pompey to prolong his life five or six months. And
in our fathers' time, Ludovico Sforza, tenth duke of Milan, whose will

moved all Italy for so long, was seen to die a prisoner at Loches—and
that only after living there ten years, which is the worst part of his bar-

gain. ^The fairest of queens,^ widow of the greatest king in Christen-

dom, has she not just died by the hand of an executioner? ^And there

are a thousand such examples.

For it seems that, as storms and tempests are provoked to humble
the pride and loftiness of our buildings, so there are spirits up above

who are envious of grandeurs here below:

Such havoc on human things some hidden power wreaks.

Tramples the gleaming rods, fierce axes, all that speaks

Of human eminence, and laughs them all to scorn.

LUCRETIUS

And it seems that Fortune sometimes lies in wait precisely for the last

day of our life, to show her power to overturn in a moment what she

1 Mary Stuart, widow of Francis II, decapitated on February 8, 1587.
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has built up over many years, and makes us cry out after Laberius : Truly

this day I have lived one day longer than I should have [Macrobius].

In tliis sense Solon's good advice may reasonably be taken. But in-

asmuch as Solon is a philosopher, one of those to whom the favors and
disfavors of fortune rank as neither happiness nor unhappiness, and
grandeurs and powders are accidents of almost indifferent quality, I find

it likely that he was looking further, and meant that this same happiness

of our life, which depends on the tranquillity and contentment of a well-

born spirit and the resolution and assurance of a well-ordered soul,

should never be attributed to a man until he has been seen to play the

last act of his comedy, and beyond doubt the hardest. In everything

else there may be sham : the fine reasonings of philosophy may be a mere
pose in us; or else our trials, by not testing us to the quick, give us a

chance to keep our face always composed. But in the last scene, be-

tween death and ourselves, there is no more pretending; we must talk

plain French, we must show what there is tliat is good and clean at the

bottom of the pot:

At last true words surge up from deep within our breast,

The mask is snatched away, reality is left.

LUCRETIUS

That is why all the other actions of our life must be tried and tested

by this last act. It is the master day, the day tliat is judge of all the otliers.

"It is the day," says one of the ancients [Seneca], "that must judge all

my past years." I leave it to death to test the fruit of my studies. We
shall see then whether my reasonings come from my mouth or from my
heart.

^I know of many who by their death gave tlieir whole life a good

or a bad reputation. Scipio, the father-in-law of Pompey, redressed, by
dying well, the bad opinion that people had had of him until then.

Epaminondas, asked which of the three he esteemed most, Chabrias or

Iphicrates or himself, said: "You must see us die before you can decide."

In trutli you would rob a man of much if you weighed him without the

honor and greatness of his end.

God has willed it as he pleased; but in my time three of the most
execrable and most infamous persons I have known in every abomina-

tion of life have had deaths that were ordered and in every circumstance

composed to perfection.

•^There are gallant and fortunate deaths. I have seen death bring a

wonderfully brilliant career, and that in its flower, to such a splendid

end that in my opinion tlie dead man's ambitions and courageous designs

had nothing so lofty about them as their interruption. He arrived where
he aspired to witliout going there, more grandly and gloriously than he
had desired or hoped. And by his fall he went beyond the power and
the fame to which he had aspired by his career.

^In judging the life of another, I always observe how it ended; and
one of my principal concerns about my own end is that it shall go well,

that is to say quietly and insensibly.
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is to learn to die

^Cicero says that to philosophize is nothing else but to prepare for

death. This is because study and contemplation draw our soul out of

us to some extent and keep it busy outside the body; which is a sort of

apprenticeship and semblance of death. Or else it is because all the

wisdom and reasoning in the world boils down finally to this point: to

teach us not to be afraid to die. In truth, either reason is a mockery,

or it must aim solely at our contentment, and the sum of its labors must
tend to make us live well and at our ease, as Holy Scripture says. All

the opinions in the world agree on this—^tiiat pleasure is our goal—

^though they choose different means to it. Otherwise they would be

thrown out right away; for who would listen to a man who would set up
our pain and discomfort as his goal?

^The dissensions of the philosophic sects in this matter are merely

verbal, het us skip over such frivolous subtleties [Seneca]. There is

more stubbornness and wrangling than befits such a sacred profession.

But whatever role man undertakes to play, he always plays his own at

the same time. \Vhatever they say, in virtue itself tlie ultimate goal we
aim at is voluptuousness . I like to beat their ears with that word, which

so goes against their grain. And if it means a certain supreme pleasure

and excessive contentment, this is due more to the assistance of virtue

than to any other assistance. This voluptuousness, for being more lusty,

sinewy, robust, and manly, is only the more seriously voluptuous. And
we should have given virtue the name of pleasure, a name more favor-

able, sweet, and natural; not that of vigor, as we have named it. That

other baser sort of voluptuousness, if it deserved that beautiful name,

should have acquired it in competition, not as a privilege. I find it less

free of inconveniences and obstacles than virtue. Besides the fact that

its enjoyment is more momentary, watery, and weak, it has its vigils,

its fasts, and its hardships, its sweat and blood; and, more particularly,

its poignant sufferings of so many kinds, and an accompanying satiety

so heavy that it is the equivalent of penance. We are very wrong to

suppose that these disadvantages act as a spur and a spice to its sweet-

ness, as in nature a thing is enlivened by its opposite, and to say, when
we come to virtue, that similar consequences and diflBculties oppress it,

make it austere and inaccessible; whereas, much more than in the case

of voluptuousness, they ennoble, whet, and heighten the divine and
perfect pleasure that virtue affords us. That man is surely very unworthy
of its acquaintance who balances its cost against its fruits; he knows
neither its graces nor its use. Those who go on teaching us that the quest

of it is rugged and laborious, though the enjoyment of it is agreeable,

what are they doing but telling us that it is always disagreeable? For
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what human means ever attained the enjoyment of virtue? The most
perfect have been quite content to aspire to it and to approach it, with-

out possessing it. But those others are wrong; since in all the pleasures

that we know, even the pursuit is pleasant. The attempt is made fragrant

by the quality of the thing it aims at, for it is a good part of the eflFect,

and consubstantial with it. The happiness and blessedness that shines

in virtue fills all its appurtenances and approaches even to the first en- ^
trance and the utmost barrier. ^\

Now among the principal benefits of virtue is disdainjor^death, a *^''

means that furnishes our life with a soft tranquillity and gives us a pure ^v*^

and pleasant enjoyment of it, without which all other pleasures are ex- z'
tinguished. ^That is why all rules meet and agree at this point. And
though they all with one accord lead us also to scorn pain, poverty, and
other accidents to which human life is subject, it is not with equal in-

sistence; partly because these accidents are not so inevitable (most men
spend their life without tasting poverty, and some also without feeling

pain and illness, like Xenophilus the musician, who lived a hundred and
six years in complete health ) , and also because at worst, whenever we
please, death can put an end, and deny access, to all our other woes. But
as for death itself, it is inevitable .

^We are all forced down the same road. Our fate,

Tossed in the urn, will spring out soon or late,

And force us helpless into Charon's bark,

Passengers destined for eternal dark.

HORACE

^And consequently, if it frightens us, it is a continual source of tor-

ment which cannot be alleviated at all. <^There is no place from which
it may not come to us; we may turn our heads constantly this way and
that as in a suspicious country: death always hangs over us, like the stone

over Tantalus [Cicero]. ^Our law courts often send criminals to be exe-

cuted at the place where the crime was committed. On the way, take

them past beautiful houses, give them as good a time as you hke—

^Not even a Sicilian feast

Can now produce for him a pleasant taste.

Nor song of birds, nor music of the lyre

Restore his sleep

HORACE

— ^do you think that they can rejoice in these things, and that the final

purpose of their trip, being steadily before their eyes, will not have
changed and spoiled their taste for all these pleasures?

^He hears it as it comes, counts days, measures the breath

Of life upon their length, tortured by coming death.

CLAUDIAN

^The goal of our career is death. It is the necessary object of our

aim. If it frightens us, how is it possible to go a step forward without

feverishness? The remedy of the common herd is not to think about <.£
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it. But from what brutish stupidity can come so gross a bhndness! They
have to bridle the ass by the tail.

Who sets his mind on moving only backward.

LUCRETIUS

It is no wonder they are so often caught in the trap. These people take

fright at the mere mention of death, and most of them cross themselves

at that name, as at the name of the devil. And because death is men-
tioned in wills, don't expect them to set about writing a will until the

doctor has given them their final sentence; and then, between the pain

and the fright, Lord knows with what fine judgment they will concoct it.

^Because this syllable struck their ears too harshly and seemed to

them unlucky, the Romans learned to soften it or to spread it out into

a periplirasis. Instead of saying "He is dead," they say "He has ceased

to live, ' "He has lived." Provided it is life, even past life, they take

comfort. We have borrowed from tliem our "late Mr. John."^

^Perh^s it is true that, as the saying goes, the delay is worth the

money.(wwas born between eleven o'clock and noon on the last day
of February, 1533, as we reckon time now,- beginning the year in Janu-

ary. It was only just two weeks ago that I passed the age of thirty-nine

years, and I need at least that many more; but to be bothered meanwhile
by the thought of a thing so far off would be folly. After all, young and
old leave life on the same terms. *^None goes out of it otherwise than

as if he had just entered it. ^And besides, there is no man so decrepit

that as long as he sees Methuselah ahead of him, he does not think he
has another twenty years left in his body. Furthermore, poor fool that

you are, who has assured you the term of your life? You are building

on the tales of doctors. Look rather at facts and experience. By the

^ ordinary run of things, you have been living a long time now by extraor-

^'^ dinary JFavor. You have passed the accustomed limits of life. And to

prove this, count how many more of your acquaintances have died be-

fore your age than have attained it. And even for those who have glori-

fied their lives by renown, make a list, and I'll wager I'll find more of

them who died before thirty-five than after. It is completely reasonable

and pious to take our example from the humanity of [esus Christ himself;

now he finished his life at thirty-three. The greatest man that was simply

a man, Alexander, also died at that age.

How many ways has death to surprise us!

Man never can plan fully to avoid
What any hour may bring.

HORACE

( l)leave aside fevers and pleurisies. Who would ever have thought that

a duke of Brittany would be stifled to death by a crowd, as that duke

1 The French for late in this sense is feu, from Latin fatutus. Montaigne seems
to think it comes from Latin fuit {was), Old French feut.

2 In 1563 Charles IX set January 1 as the beginning of the year, and this decree

took full efFect in 1567. Until then the year had officially begun at Easter.
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was at the entrance of Pope Clement, my neighbor,^ into Lyons? Haven't
you seen one of our kings killed at play? And did not one of his ancestors

die from the charge of a hog? Aeschylus , threatened with the fall of a

house, takes every precaution—in vain: he gets himself killed by a sort

of roof, the shell of a tortoise dropped by a flying eagle. Another dies

from a grape seed; an emperor from the scratch of a comb, while comb-
ing his hair; Aemilius Lepidus through stumbling against his threshold,

and Aufidius through bumping against the door of the council chamber
on his way in; and between women's thighs, Cornelius Callus the prae-'^ \^

tor, Tigillinus, captain of the watch at Rome, Ludovico, son of Guido deGjS*^

Gonzaga, marquis of Mantua—and still worse, the Platonic philosopher ^"^y

Speusippus, and one of our Popes. Poor Bebius, a judge, in the act of
-'"'^

granting a week's postponement to a litigant, has a seizure, his own term
of living having expired; and Caius Julius, a doctor, is anointing the eyes

of a patient, when along comes death and closes his. And, if I must
bring myself into tliis, a brother of mine, Captain Saint-Martin, twenty-

three years old, who had already given pretty good proof of his valor,

while playing tennis was struck by a ball a httle above the right ear,

with no sign of contusion or wound. He did not sit down or rest, but
five or six hours later he died of an apoplexy that this blow gave him.

With such frequent and ordinary examples passing before our eyes,

how can we possibly rid ourselves of the thought of death and of the idea

that at every moment it is gripping us by the throat?

What does it matter, you will tell me, how it happens, provided we
do not worry about it? I am of that opinion; and in whatever way we
can put ourselves in shelter from blows, even under a calf's skin, I am
not the man to shrink from it. For it is enough for me to spend my life

comfortably; and tlie best game I can give myself I'll take, though it be
as httle glorious and exemplary as you like:

If but my faults could trick and please

My wits, I'd rather seem a fool at ease.

Than to be wise and rage.

HORACE

But it is folly to expect to get there that way. They go, they come, they

trot, they dance—of death no news . All that is fine. But when it comes,

either to them or to their wives, children, or friends, surpri_siDg them
unprepared and defenseless^ what torments, what cries, what frenzy,

what despair overwhelms them! Did you ever see anything so dejected,

so changed, so upset? We must provide for this earHer; and this brutish

nonchalance, even if it could lodge in the head of a man of understand-

ing—which I consider entirely impossible—sells us its wares too dear.

If it were an enemy we could avoid, I would advise us to borrow the arms
of cowardice. But since that cannot be, ^since it catches you just the

same, whether you flee like a coward or act like a man—

3 Clement V (Bertrand de Got), Pope from 1305 to 1314, who transferred the

papal seat to Avignon, had earlier been archbishop of Bordeaux and hence Mon-
taigne's "neighbor."
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^As surely it pursues the man that flees,

Nor does it spare the haunches slack

Of warless youth, or its timid back

HORACE

—^and since no kind of armor protects you—

Hide as he will, cautious, in steel and brass,

Still death will drag his head outside at last

PROPERTIUS

—'^let us learn to meet it steadfastly and to combat it. And to begin to

strip it of its greatest advantage against us, let us take an entirely differ-

ent way from the usual one. Let us rid it of its strangeness, come to

know it, get_used to it. Let us have nothing on our minds as often as

death. At every moment let us picture it in our imagination in all its

aspects. At the stumbling of a horse, the fall of a tile, the slightest pin

prick, let us promptly chew on this : Well, what if it were death itself?

And thereupon let us tense ourselves and make an effort. Amid feast-

ing and gaiety let us ever keep in mind this refrain, the memory of our

condition; and let us never allow ourselves to be so carried away by
pleasure that we do not sometimes remember in how many ways this

happiness of ours is a prey to death, and how death's clutches threaten

it. Thus did the Egyptians, who, in the midst of tlieir feasts and their

greatest pleasures, had the skeleton of a dead man brought before them,

to serve as a reminder to tlie guests.

Look on each day as if it were your last.

And each unlooked-for hour will seem a boon.

HORACE

It is uncertain where death awaits us; let us await it everywhere.

Premeditation of death is premeditation of freedom. He who has

learned how to die has unlearned how to be a slave. Knowing how to die

frees us from all subjection and constraint. *^There is nothing evil in life

for the man who has thoroughly grasped the fact that to be deprived of

life is not an evil. ^Aemilius Paulus rephed to the messenger sent by
that miserable king of Macedon, his prisoner, to beg him not to lead

him in his triumph: "Let him make that request of himself."

In truth, in all things, unless nature lends a hand, it is hard for art

and industry to get very far. I am by nature not melancholy, but dreamy.

Since my earliest days, there is nothing with which I have occupied my
mind more than with images of death. Even in the most licentious season

of my life,

^When blooming youth enjoyed a gladsome spring,

CATULLUS

^amid ladies and games, someone would think me involved in digesting

some jealousy by myself, or the uncertainty of some hope, while I was

thinking about I don't remember whom, who had been overtaken a few
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days before by a hot fever and by death, on leaving a similar feast, his

head full of idleness, love, and a good time, like myself; and thinking

that the same chance was hanging from my ear:

^And soon it wall have been, past any man's recall.

LUCRETIUS

^I did not wrinkle my forehead any more over that thought than any
other. It is impossible that we should fail to feel the sting of such notions

at first. But by handHng them and going over them, in the long run we
tame them beyond question. Otherwise for my part I should be in con-

tinual fright and frenzy; for never did a man so distrust his life, never

did a man set less faith in his duration. Neither does health, which thus

far I have enjoyed in great vigor and with Httle interruption, lengthen

my hope of life, nor do illnesses shorten it. Every minute I seem to be
slipping away from myself. <^And I constantly sing myself this refrain:

Whatever can be done anotlier day can be done today. ^Truly risks and
dangers bring us little or no nearer our end; and if we think how many
milhon accidents remain hanging over our heads, not to mention this one
that seems to threaten us most, we shall conclude that lusty or feverish,

on sea or in our houses, in battle or in rest, death is equally near us. ^No
man is frailer than another, no man more certain of the morrow [Seneca].

^To finish what I have to do before I die, even if it were one hour's work,

any leisure seems short to me.
Someone, looking through my tablets the other day, found a memo-

randum about something I wanted done after my death. I told him what
was true, that although only a league away from my house, and hale

and hearty, I had hastened to write it there, since I could not be certain

of reaching home. <^Since I am constantly brooding over my thoughts

and settHng them within me, I am at all times about as well prepared

as I can be. And the coming of death will teach me nothing new.

'^We must be always booted and ready to go, so far as it is in our

power, and take especial care to have only ourselves to deal with then:

^Wliy aim so stoutly at so many things

In our short life?

HORACE

^For we shall have enough trouble without adding any. One man
complains not so much of death as that it interrupts the course of a

glorious victory: another, that he must move out before he has married

oflF his daughter or supervised the education of his children; one laments

losing the company of his wife, another of his son, as the principal com-
forts of his life.

^I am at this moment in such a condition, thank God, that I can move
out when he chooses, without regret for anything at all, unless for life,

if I find that the loss of it weighs on me. I unbind myself on all sides;

my farewells are already half made to everyone except myself. Never

did a man prepare to leave the world more utterly and completely, nor

detach himself from it more universally, than I propose to do.
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^"Wretch that I am," they say, "one all-destroying day
Takes every last reward of all my life away!"

LUCRETIUS

'^And the builder says:

The works remain suspended,
And the high looming walls.

vmciL

We must not plan anything that takes so long, or at least not with the

idea of flying into a passion if we cannot see it accomplished.

We are born to act:

When death comes, let it find me at my work.

ovm

I want a man to act, ^and to prolong the functions of life as long as he
can; ^and I want death to find me planting my cabbages, but careless

of death, and still more of my unfinished garden. I saw a man die who,
in his last extremity, complained constantly that destiny was cutting

short the history, on which he was at work, of the fifteenth or sixteenth

of our kings.

^But this they fail to add: that after you expire

Not one of all these things will fill you with desire.

LUCRETIUS

-'^We must rid ourselves of these vulgar and harmful humors. Just as

we plant our cemeteries next to churches, and in the most frequented

parts of town, in order ( says Lycurgus ) to accustom the common people,

women and children, not to grow panicky at the sight of a dead man,
and so that the constant sight of bones, tombs, and funeral processions

should remind us of our condition—

^To feasts, it once was thought, slaughter lent added charms,
Mingling with foods the sight of combatants in arms.

And gladiators fell amid the cups, to pour
Onto the very tables their abundant gore

SILIUS ITALICUS

—^and as the Egyptians, after their feasts, had a large image of death

shown to the guests by a man who called out to them: "Drink and be
merry, for when you are dead you will be like this"; ^so I have formed
the habit of having death continually present, not merely in my imagi-

nation, but in my mouth. And there is nothing that I investigate so

eagerly as the death of men: what words, what look, what bearing they

maintained at that time; nor is there a place in the histories that I note

so attentively. '^This shows in the abundance of my illustrative ex-

amples; I have indeed a particular fondness for this subject. If I were
a maker of books, I would make a register, with comments, of various

deaths. He who would teach men to die would teach them to live. Dicae-
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archus made a book with such a title, but with a diflEerent and less useful

purpose.

^People will tell me that the realit)' of death so far exceeds the image
we form of it that, when a man is faced with it, even the most skillful

fencing will do him no good. Let them talk; beyond question fore-

thought is a great advantage. And then, is it nothing to go at least that

far without disturbance and fever? What is more. Nature herself lends

us her hand and gives us courage. If it is a quick and violent death, we
have no leisure to fear it; if it is otherwise, I notice that in proportion

as I sink into sickness, I naturally enter into a certain disdain for life. I

find that I have much more trouble digesting this resolution to die when
I am in health than when I have a fever. Inasmuch as I no longer chng
so hard to the good things of Life when I begin to lose the use and pleas-

ure of them, I come to view death v/ith much less frightened eyes. This

makes me hope that tlie farther I get from life and the nearer to death,

the more easily I shall accept the exchange. Even as I have experienced

in many other occasions what Caesar says, that things often appear
greater to us from a distance than near, so I have found that when I was
healthy I had a much greater horror of sicknesses than when I felt them.

The good spirits, pleasure, and strength I now enjoy make the other state

appear to me so disproportionate to this one, that by imagination I

magnify those inconveniences by half, and tliink of them as much
heavier than I find they are when I have them on my shoulders. I hope
I shall have the same experience with death.

^Let us see how, in those ordinary changes and declines that we
suffer, nature hides from us the sense of our loss and decay. WTiat has

an old man left of the vigor of his youtli, and of his past life?

Alas! how scant a share of life the old have left!

MAXIMIANUS

•^Caesar, observing the decrepit appearance of a soldier of his guard,

an exhausted and broken man, who came to him in the street to ask

leave to kill himself, replied humorously: "So you think you're aHve."

^If we fell into such a change suddenly, I don't think we could endure it.

But, when we are led by Nature's hand down a gentle and virtually im-

perceptible slope, bit by bit, one step at a time, she rolls us into this

wretched state and makes us familiar with it; so that we feel no shock

when youth dies within us, which in essence and in truth is a harder

death than the complete death of a languishing life or the death of

old age; inasmuch as the leap is not so cruel from a painful life to no

hfe as from a sweet and flourishing life to a grievous and painful one.

^The body, when bent and bowed, has less strength to support a

burden, and so has the soul; we must raise and straighten her against

the assault of this adversary. For as it is impossible for the soul to be

at rest while she fears death, so, if she can gain assurance against it,

she can boast of a thing as it were beyond man's estate: that it is impos-

sible for worn.', torment, fear, or even the slightest displeasure to dwell

in her:
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^The fierce look of a tyrant brings no fright

To his firm mind, nor yet the south wind's might,

That drives the Adriatic on command.
Nor Jupiter's great thunder-hurling hand.

HORACE

"^She is made mistress of her passions and lusts, mistress over indi-

gence, shame, poverty, and all other wounds of fortune. Let us gain

this advantage, those of us who can; this is the true and sovereign hberty,

which enables us to thumb our noses at force and injustice and to laugh

at prisons and chains:

"I'll keep you bound
Both hand and foot, in savage custody."

—"Whene'er I please, a god will set me free."

I think he meant: I'll die. For death is final.

HORACE

Our religion has no surer human foundation than contempt for life.

Not only do the arguments of reason invite us to it; for v/hy should we
fear to lose a thing which once lost cannot be regretted? And since we
are threatened by so many kinds of death, is there not more pain in

fearing them all than in enduring one?*

^What does it matter when it comes, since it is inevitable? To the

man who told Socrates, "The thirty tyrants have condemned you to

death," he replied: "And nature, them."

What stupidity to torment ourselves about passing into exemption

from all torment! As our birth brought us the birth of all things, so will

our death bring us the death of all things. Wherefore it is as foolish to

lament that we shall not be alive a hundred years from now as it is to

lament that we were not alive a hundred years ago. Death is the origin

of another life. Just so did we weep, just so did we struggle against en-

tering this Hfe, just so did we strip o£E our former veil when we entered it.

Nothing can be grievous that happens only once. Is it reasonable

so long to fear a thing so short? Long life and short life are made all one

by death. For there is no long or short for things that are no more.

Aristotle says that there are Httle animals by tlie river Hypanis that live

only a day. The one that dies at eight o'clock in the morning dies in its

youth; the one that dies at five in the afternoon dies in its decrepitude.

Which of us does not laugh to see this moment of duration considered

in terms of happiness or unhappiness? The length or shortness of our

duration, if we compare it with eternity, or yet with the duration of

mountains, rivers, stars, trees, and even of some animals, is no less

ridiculous.

^But Nature forces us to it.^ Go out of this world, she says, as you

* Montaigne's argument is that not only reason but also nature urges us to accept

death gracefully. I'he following three paragraphs, which interrupt his movement,
are additions to the original version.

^ Nature's speech, which extends to "the last one reaches it" almost at the end
of this chapter (p. 67 ) , is largely a paraphrase of Seneca and Lucretius, and espe-

cially Lucretius.
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entered it. The same passage that you made from death to Hfe, without
feehng or fright, make it again from life to death. Your death is a part

of the order of the universe; it is a part of the life of the world.

^Our lives we borrow from each odier . . .

And men, like runners, pass along the torch of life.

LUCRETIUS

^Shall I change for you this beautiful contexture of things? Death is the

condition of your creation, it is a part of you; you are fleeing from your
own selves. This being of yours that you enjoy is equally divided be-

tween death and life. The first day of your birth leads you toward
death as toward hfe:

The hour which gave us life led to its end.

SENECA

Even in birth we die; the end is there from the start.

MANILIUS

•^All the time you live you steal from life; living is at life's expense. The
constant work of your life is to build death. You are in death while
you are in life; for you are after death when you are no longer in life.

Or, if you prefer it this way, you are dead after life; but during life you
are dying; and death affects the dying much more roughly than the dead,

and more keenly and essentially.

^If you have made your profit of life, you have had your fill of it;

go your way satisfied:

Why, like a well-filled guest, not leave the feast of life?

LUCRETIUS

If you have not known how to make good use of it, if it was useless to

you, what do you care that you have lost it, what do you still want it

for?

WTiy do you seek to add more years

Which too would pass but ill, and vanish unawares?

LUCRETIUS

^Life is neither good nor evil in itself: it is the scene of good and evil

according as you give them room.

^And if you have lived a day, you have seen everything. One day
is equal to all days. There is no other light, no other night. This sun,

this moon, these stars, the way they are arranged, all is the very same
your ancestors enjoyed and that will entertain your grandchildren:

^Your ancestors beheld no other one, nor shall

Your nephews see another.

MANILIUS

^And at worst, the distribution and variety of all the acts of my comedy
runs its course in a year. If you have taken note of the revolution of my
four seasons, they embrace the infancy, the youth, the manhood, and
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the old age of the w^orld. It has played its part. It knows no other trick

than to begin again. It will always be just this:

^We turn in the same circle, and never leave;

LUCRETIUS

And on itself the year revolves along its track.

VIRGIL

'^I am not minded to make you any other new pastimes:

I can contrive, to please you, nothing more;

All things remain as they have been before,

LUCRETIUS

Make room for others, as others have for you. <^EquaHty is the

principal part of equity. Who can complain of being included where

all are included? ^And so, live as long as you please, you will strike

nothing off the time you will have to spend dead; it is no use; you shall

be as long in that state which you fear as if you had died nursing:

So live victorious, live long as you will,

Eternal death shall be there waiting still.

LUCRETIUS

^And furthermore, I shall put you in such a condition as will give

you no cause for complaint:

Do you not know that when death comes, there'll be
No other you to mourn your memory,
And stand above you prostrate?

LUCRETIUS

Nor will you wish for the life you now lament so much:

Then none shall mourn their person or their life . . .

And all regret of self shall cease to be.

LUCRETIUS

Death is to be feared less than nothing, if there is anything less than

nothing:

For us far less a thing must death be thought.

If ought there be that can be less than nought.

LUCRETIUS

^It does not concern you dead or alive: alive, because you are; dead,

because you are no more.

^No one dies before his time. The time you leave behind was no

more yours than that which passed before your birth, ^and it concerns

you no more.

Look back and see how past eternities of time
Are nothing to us.

LUCRETIUS
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^Wherever your life ends, it is all there. ^The advantage of living

is not measured by lengtii, but by use; some men have lived long, and
Hved little; attend to it while you are in it. It lies in your will, not in

the number of years, for you to have lived enough. ^Did you think you
would never arrive where you never ceased going? ^Yet there is no road
but has its end. ^And if company can comfort you, does not the world
keep pace with you?

^All things, their life being done, will follow you.

LUCRETIUS

^Does not everything move with your movement? Is there anything

that does not grow old along with you? A thousand men, a thousand
animals, and a thousand otlier creatures die at the very moment when
you die:

^No night has ever followed day, no day the night,

That has not heard, amid the newborn infants' squalls,

The wild laments that go with death and funerals.

LUCRETIUS

•^'Why do you recoil, if you cannot draw back? You have seen enough
men who were better off for dying, thereby avoiding great miseries.

Have you found any man that was worse off? How simple-minded it is

to condemn a thing that you have not experienced yourself or through
anyone else. Why do you complain of me and of destiny? Do we wrong
you? Is it for you to govern us, or us you? Though your age is not

full-grown, your life is. A little man is a whole man, just like a big one.

Neither men nor their lives are measured by the ell.

Chiron refused immortality when informed of its conditions by the

very god of time and duration, his father Saturn. Imagine honestly

how much less bearable and more painful to man would be an ever-

lasting life than the life I have given him. If you did not have death,

you would curse me incessantly for having deprived you of it. I have
deliberately mixed with it a little bitterness to keep you, seeing the

convenience of it, from embracing it too greedily and intemperately.

To lodge you in tliat moderate state that I ask of you, of neither fleeing

life nor fleeing back from death, I have tempered both of them between
sweetness and bitterness.

I taught Thales, tlie first of your sages, that life and death were
matters of indifference; wherefore, to tlie man who asked him why then

he did not die, he replied very wisely: "Because it is indifferent."

Water, earth, air, fire, and the other parts of this structure of mine
are no more instruments of your Iffe than instruments of your death.

Why do you fear your last day? It contributes no more to your death

than each of tlie others. The last step does not cause the fatigue, but
reveals it. All days travel toward death, the last one reaches it.

^Such are tlie good counsels of our mother Nature. Now I have
often pondered how it happens that in wars the face of death, whether
we see it in ourselves or in others, seems to us incomparably less ter-
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rifying than in our houses—otherwise you would have an army of doc-

tors and snivelers—and, since death is always the same, why neverthe-

less there is much more assurance against it among villagers and humble
folk than among others. I truly think it is those dreadful faces and trap-

pings with which we surround it, that frighten us more than death itself:

an entirely new way of living; the cries of mothers, wives, and chil-

dren; the visits of people dazed and benumbed by grief; the presence

of a number of pale and weeping servants; a darkened room; lighted

candles; our bedside besieged by doctors and preachers; in short, every-

thing horror and fright around us. There we are already shrouded and

buried. Children fear even their friends when they see them masked,

and so do we ours. We must strip the mask from things as well as from

persons; when it is off, we shall find beneath only that same death which

a valet or a mere chambermaid passed through not long ago without

fear. Happy the death that leaves no leisure for preparing such cere-

monies!

21 Of the power of the

imagmatton

^A strong imagination creates the event, say the scholars. I am one

of those who are very much influenced by the imagination. ^Everyone

feels its impact, but some are overthrown by it. Its impression on me
is piercing. And my art is to escape it, not to resist it. I would live

solely in the presence of gay, healthy people. The sight of other people's

anguish causes very real anguish to me, and my feelings have often

usurped tlie feelings of others. A continual cougher irritates my lungs

and throat. I visit less willingly the sick toward whom duty directs me
than those toward whom I am less attentive and concerned. I catch

the disease that I study, and lodge it in me. I do not find it strange

that imagination brings fevers and death to those who give it a free

hand and encourage it.

Simon Thomas was a great doctor in his time. I remember that one

day, when he met me at the house of a rich old consumptive with whom
he was discussing ways to cure his illness, he told him that one of these

would be to give me occasion to enjoy his company; and that by fixing

his eyes on the freshness of my face and his tlioughts on the blitheness

and overflowing vigor of my youth, and filling all his senses with my
flourishing condition, he might improve his constitution. But he forgot

to say that mine might get worse at the same time.

^Gallus Vibius strained his mind so hard to understand the essence

and impulses of insanity that he dragged his judgment off its seat and
never could get it back again; and he could boast of having become
mad through wisdom. There are some who through fear anticipate the
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hand of the executioner. And one man who was being unbound to have
his pardon read him dropped stone dead on the scaffold, struck down
by his mere imagination. We drip with sweat, we tremble, we turn
pale and turn red at the blows of our imagination; reclining in our
feather beds we feel our bodies agitated by their impact, sometimes
to the point of expiring. And boihng youth, fast asleep, grows so hot
in the harness that in dreams it satisfies its amorous desires:

So that as though it were an actual affair,

They pour out mighty streams, and stain the clothes they wear.

LUCRETIUS

And although it is nothing new to see horns grow overnight on some-
one who did not have them when he went to bed, nevertheless what
happened to Cippus, king of Italy, is memorable; having been in the

daytime a very excited spectator at a bullfight and having all night in

his dreams had horns on his head, he grew actual horns on his forehead
by the power of his imagination. Passion gave the son of Croesus the

voice that nature had refused him. And Antiochus took fever from the

beauty of Stratonice too vividly imprinted in his soul. Pliny says he
saw Lucius Cossitius changed from a woman into a man on his wedding
day. Pontanus and others report similar metamorphoses as having hap-
pened in Italy in these later ages. And through his and his mother's

vehement desire,

Iphis the man fulfilled vows made when he was a girl.

0\TD

^Passing through Vitry-le-Frangois, I might have seen a man whom
the bishop of Soissons had named Germain at confirmation, but whom
all the inhabitants of that place had seen and known as a girl named
Marie until the age of twenty-two. He was now heavily bearded, and
old, and not married. Straining himself in some way in jumping, he
says, his masculine organs came forth; and among the girls there a song

is still current by which they warn each other not to take big strides

for fear of becoming boys, like Marie Germain. It is not so great a

marvel that tliis sort of accident is frequently met with. For if the

imagination has power in such things, it is so continually and vigor-

ously fixed on this subject that in order not to have to relapse so often

into the same thought and sharpness of desire, it is better off if once

and for all it incorporates tliis masculine member in girls.

^Some attribute to the power of imagination the scars of King Dago-
bert and of Saint Francis. It is said that thereby bodies are sometimes

removed from their places. And Celsus tells of a priest who used to fly

with his soul into such ecstasy that his body would remain a long time

without breath and without sensation. *^Saint Augustine names another

who whenever he heard lamentable and plaintive cries would suddenly

go into a trance and get so carried away that it was no use to shake him
and shout at him, to pinch him and burn him, until he had come to; then

he would say that he had heard voices, but as if coming from afar, and
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he would notice his burns and bruises. And that this was no feigned

resistance to his senses was shown by the fact that while in this state

he had neither pulse nor breath.

'^It is probable that the principal credit of miracles, visions, enchant-

ments, and such extraordinary occurrences comes from the power of

imagination, acting principally upon the minds of the common people,

which are softer. Their belief has been so strongly seized that they
think they see what they do not see.

I am still of this opinion, that those comical inhibitions by which
our society is so fettered that people talk of nothing else are for the

most part the effects of apprehension and fear. For I know by experi-

ence that one man, whom I can answer for as for myself, on whom there

could fall no suspicion whatever of impotence and just as httle of being

enchanted, having heard a friend of his tell the story of an extraordinary

impotence into which he had fallen at the moment when he needed it

least, and finding himself in a similar situation, was all at once so struck

in his imagination by the horror of this story that he incurred the same
fate. <^And from then on he was subject to relapse, for the ugly memory
of his mishap checked him and tyrannized him. He found some remedy
for this fancy by another fancy: which was that by admitting this weak-

ness and speaking about it in advance, he relieved the tension of his soul,

for when the trouble had been presented as one to be expected, his sense

of responsibility diminished and weighed upon him less. When he had
a chance of his own choosing, with his mind unembroiled and relaxed

and his body in good shape, to have his bodily powers first tested, then

seized and taken by surprise, with the other party's full knowledge of

his problem, he was completely cured in this respect.^ A man is never

after incapable, unless from genuine impotence, with a woman with

whom he has once been capable.

^This mishap is to be feared only in enterprises where our soul is

immoderately tense with desire and respect, and especially if the op-

portunity is unexpected and pressing; there is no way of recovering from
this trouble. I know one man who found it helpful to bring to it a body
that had already begun to be sated elsewhere, *^so as to lull his frenzied

ardor, and who with age finds himself less impotent through being less

potent. And I know another who was helped when a friend assured him
that he was supplied with a counterbattery of enchantments that were
certain to save him. I had better tell how this happened.

A count, a member of a very distinguished family, with whom I was
quite intimate, upon getting married to a beautiful lady who had been
courted by a man who was present at the wedding feast, had his friends

very worried and especially an old lady, a relative of his, who was pre-

siding at the wedding and holding it at her house. She was fearful of

these sorceries, and gave me to understand this. I asked her to rely on
me. I had by chance in my coffers a certain little flat piece of gold on

1 Thibaudet suggests that tlie man in question is Montaigne himself.
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which were engraved some celestial figures, to protect against sun-

stroke and take away a headache by placing it precisely on the suture

of the skull; and, to keep it there, it was sewed to a ribbon intended to

be tied under the chin: a kindred fancy to the one we are speaking of.

Jacques Peletier had given me this singular present. I thought of making
some use of it, and said to the count that he might incur the same fate

as others, there being men present who would like to bring this about;

but that he should boldly go to bed and I would do him a friendly turn

and would not, if he needed it, spare a miracle which was in my power,
provided that he promised me on his honor to keep it most faithfully

secret; he was only to make a given signal to me, when they came to

bring him the midnight meal, if things had gone badly with him. He
had had his soul and his ears so battered that he did find himself fettered

by the trouble of his imagination, and gave me his signal. I told him
then that he should get up on the pretext of chasing us out, and playfully

take the bathrobe that I had on ( we were very close in height ) and put
it on him until he had carried out my prescription, which was this : when
we had left, he should withdraw to pass water, say certain prayers three

times and go through certain motions; each of these three times he
should tie the ribbon I was putting in his hand around him and very

carefully lay tlie medal that was attached to it on his kidneys, with the

figure in such and such a position; this done, having tied this ribbon

firmly so that it could neither come untied nor slip from its place, he
should return to his business with complete assurance and not forget

to spread my robe over his bed so that it should cover them both. These

monkey tricks are the main part of the business, our mind being unable

to get free of the idea that such strange means must come from some
abstruse science. Their inanity gives them weight and reverence. All in

all, it is certain that the characters on my medal proved themselves

more venereal than solar, more useful for action than for prevention.

It was a sudden and curious whim that led me to do such a thing, which

was alien to my nature. I am an enemy of subtle and dissimulated acts

and hate trickery in myself, not only for sport but also for someone's

profit. If the action is not vicious, the road to it is,

Amasis, king of Egypt, married Laodice, a very beautiful Greek girl;

and he, who showed himself a gay companion every\vhere else, fell

short when it came to enjoying her, and threatened to kill her, thinking

it was some sort of sorcery. As is usual in matters of fancy, she referred

him to rehgion; and having made his vows and promises to Venus, he

found himself divinely restored from the first night after his oblations

and sacrifices.

Now women are wrong to greet us with those threatening, quarrel-

some, and coy countenances, which put out our fires even as they hght

them. The daughter-in-law of Pythagoras used to say that the woman
who goes to bed with a man should put off her modesty with her skirt

and put it on again with her petticoat. ^The soul of the assailant, when
troubled with many various alarms, is easily discouraged; and when
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imagination has once made a man suffer this shame—and it does so

only at the first encounters, inasmuch as these are more boihng and

violent, and also because in this first intimacy a man is much more afraid

of failing—having begun badly, he gets from this accident a feverish-

ness and vexation which lasts into subsequent occasions.

^Married people, whose time is all their own, should neither press

their undertaking nor even attempt it if they are not ready; it is better

to fail unbecomingly to handsel the nuptial couch, which is full of agi-

tation and feverishness, and wait for some other more private and less

tense opportunity, than to fall into perpetual misery for having been

stunned and made desperate by a first refusal. Before taking possession,

the patient should try himself out and offer himself, lightly, by sallies

at different times, without priding himself and obstinately insisting on

convincing himself definitively. Those who know that their members
are naturally obedient, let them take care only to counteract the tricks

of their fancies.

People are right to notice the unruly liberty of this member, obtrud-

ing so importunately when we have no use for it, and failing so impor-

tunately when we have the most use for it, and struggling for mastery

so imperiously with our will, refusing with so much pride and obstinacy

our solicitations, both mental and manual.

If, however, in the matter of his rebellion being blamed and used

as proof to condemn him, he had paid m.e to plead his cause, I should

perhaps place our other members, his fellows, under suspicion of having

framed this trumped-up charge out of sheer envy of the importance and

pleasure of the use of him, and of having armed everyone against him

by a conspiracy, malignantly charging him alone with their common
fault. For I ask you to think whether there is a single one of the parts

of our body that does not often refuse its function to our will and ex-

ercise it against our will. They each have passions of their own which

rouse them and put them to sleep without our leave. How many times

do the forced movements of our face bear witness to the thoughts that

we were holding secret, and betray us to those present. The same cause

that animates this member also animates, without our knowledge, the

heart, the lungs, and the pulse; the sight of a pleasing object spreading

in us imperceptibly the flame of a feverish emotion. Are there only

these muscles and these veins that stand up and lie down without the

consent, not only of our will, but even of our thoughts? We do not com-

mand our hair to stand on end or our skin to shiver with desire or fear.

The hand often moves itself to where we do not send it. The tongue is

paralyzed, and the voice congealed, at their own time. Even when,

having nothing to put in to fry, we should like to forbid it, the appetite

for eating and drinking does not fail to stir the parts that are subject to

it, no more nor less than that other appetite; and it likewise abandons

us inopportunely when it sees fit. The organs that serve to discharge

the stomach have their own dilatations and compressions, beyond and

against our plans, just like those that are destined to discharge the kid-
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neys. To vindicate the omnipotence of our will, Saint Augustine alleges

that he knew a man who commanded his behind to produce as many
farts as he wanted, and his commentator Vives goes him one better with
anotlier example of his own time, of farts arranged to suit the tone of

verses pronounced to their accompaniment; but all this does not really

argue any pure obedience in this organ; for is there any that is ordinarily

more indiscreet or tumultuous? Besides, I know one so turbulent and
unruly, that for forty years it has kept its master farting with a constant

and unremitting wind and compulsion, and is thus taking him to his

death. 2

But as for our will, on behalf of whose rights we set forth this com-
plaint, how much more plausibly may we charge it with rebelHon and
sedition for its disorderliness and disobedience! Does it always will

what we would will it to will? Doesn't it often will what we forbid it

to will, and that to our evident disadvantage? Is it any more amenable
than our other parts to the decisions of our reason?

To conclude, I would say this in defense of the honorable member
whom I represent: May it please the court to take into consideration

that in this matter, although my client's case is inseparably and in-

distinguishably linked with that of an accessory, nevertheless he alone

has been brought to trial; and that the arguments and charges against

him are such as cannot—in view of tlie status of the parties—be in any
manner pertinent or relevant to the aforesaid accessory.^ Whereby is

revealed his accusers' manifest animosity and disrespect for law. How-
ever that may be. Nature will meanwhile go her way, protesting that the

lawyers and judges quarrel and pass sentence in vain. Indeed, she

would have done no more than is right if she had endowed with some
particular privilege tliis member, author of the sole immortal work of

mortals. Wherefore to Socrates generation is a divine act; and love, a

desire for immortality and itself an immortal daemon.
^Perhaps it is by this effect of the imagination that one man here gets

rid of the scrofula which his companion carries back to Spain.* This

effect is the reason why, in such matters, it is customary to demand that

the mind be prepared. Why do the doctors work on the credulity of

their patient beforehand with so many false promises of a cure, if not

so that the effect of the imagination may make up for the imposture of

their decoction? They know that one of the masters of the trade left

2 Here the 1595 edition adds : "And would God I knew only from the history

books how many times our stomach, by refusing one single fart, brings us to the

gates of a very anguished death; and that the Emperor who gave us the liberty to

fart anywhere had given us the power to." Suetonius reports that the Emperor
Claudius had contemplated such a decree as this.

3 Here tlie 1595 edition adds: "for it is indeed in the nature of my client to

solicit inopportunely at times, but never to refuse; and to solicit wordlessly and
silently at that."

* Scrofula, or king's evil, was supposed to be curable by the touch of the kings

of France. In Montaigne's time great numbers of Spaniards came to France for this

purpose.
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them this in writing, that there have been men for whom the mere sight

of medicine did the job.

And this whole caprice^ has just come to hand apropos of the story

than an apothecary, a servant of my late father, used to tell me, a simple

man and Swiss, of a nation little addicted to vanity and lying. He had
long known a merchant at Toulouse, sickly and subject to the stone, who
often needed enemas, and ordered various kinds from his doctors ac-

cording to the circumstances of his illness. Once they were brought to

him, nothing was omitted of the accustomed formalities; often he tested

them by hand to make sure they were not too hot. There he was, lying

on his stomach, and all the motions were gone through—except that no
injection was made. After this ceremony, the apothecary having re-

tired and the patient being accommodated as if he had really taken the

enema, he felt the same effect from it as those who do take them. And if

the doctor did not find its operation sufficient, he would give him two
or three more, of the same sort. My witness swears that when to save

the expense (for he paid for them as if he had taken them) this sick

man's wife sometimes tried to have just warm water used, the effect re-

vealed the fraud; and having found that kind useless, they were obliged

to return to the first method.

A woman, thinking she had swallowed a pin with her bread, was
screaming in agony as though she had an unbearable pain in her throat,

where she thought she felt it stuck; but because externally there was
neither swelling nor alteration, a smart man, judging that it was only

a fancy and notion derived from some bit of bread that had scratched

her as it went down, made her vomit, and, on the sly, tossed a crooked

pin into what she threw up. The woman, thinking she had thrown it

up, felt herself suddenly relieved of her pain. I know that one gentle-

man, having entertained a goodly company at his house, three or four

days later boasted, as a sort of joke (for there was nothing in it), that

he had made them eat cat in a pie; at which one lady in the party was
so horrified that she fell into a violent stomach disorder and fever, and

it was impossible to save her. Even animals are subject like ourselves

to the power of imagination. Witness dogs, who let themselves die out

of grief for the loss of their masters. We also see them yap and twitch

in their dreams, and horses whinny and writhe.

But all this may be attributed to the narrow seam between the soul

and body, through which the experience of the one is communicated to

the other. Sometimes, however, one's imagination acts not only against

one's own body, but against someone else's. And just as a body passes

on its sickness to its neighbor, as is seen in the plague, the pox, and sore-

ness of the eyes, which are transmitted from one body to the other—

By looking at sore eyes, eyes become sore:

From body into body ills pass o'er

OVID

^ The benevolent trick that Montaigne played with the medal upon his friend.

(See pp. 70-71.)
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—likewise the imagination, when vehemently stirred, launches darts that

can injure an external object. The ancients maintained that certain

women of Scythia, when animated and enraged against anyone, would
kill him witli their mere glance. Tortoises and ostriches hatch their eggs

just by looking at them, a sign that their sight has some ejaculative

virtue. And as for sorcerers, they are said to have baleful and harmful
eyes:

Some evil eye bewitched my tender lambs.

VIRGIL

To me, magicians are poor authorities. Nevertheless, we know by
experience that women transmit marks of their fancies to the bodies of

the children they carry in their womb; witness the one who gave birth

to the Moor.^ And there was presented to Charles, king of Bohemia and
Emperor, a girl from near Pisa, all hairy and bristly, who her mother
said had been thus conceived because of a picture of Saint John the

Baptist hanging by her bed.

With animals it is tlie same: witness Jacob's sheep, and the par-

tridges and hares that tlie snow turns white in the mountains. Recently

at my house a cat was seen watching a bird on a treetop, and, after

they had locked gazes for some time, the bird let itself fall as if dead
between the cat's paws, either intoxicated by its own imagination or

drawn by some attracting power of the cat. Those who Hke falconry

have heard the story of the falconer who, setting his gaze obstinately

upon a kite in the air, wagered that by the sole power of his gaze he
would bring it down, and did. At least, so they say—for I refer the

stories that I borrow to the conscience of those from whom I take them.

^The reflections are my own, and depend on the proofs of reason, not of

experience; everyone can add his own examples to them; and he who
has none, let him not fail to believe that there are plenty, in view of the

number and variety of occurrences. *^If I do not apply them well, let

another apply them for me.

So in the study that I am making of our behavior and motives,

fabulous testimonies, provided they are possible, serve like true ones.

Whether they have happened or no, in Paris or Rome, to John or Peter,

they exemplify, at all events, some human potentiality, and thus their

telling imparts useful information to me, I see it and profit from it just

as well in shadow as in substance. And of the different readings that

histories often give, I take for my use the one that is most rare and
memorable. There are authors whose end is to tell what has happened.

Mine, if I could attain it, would be to talk about what can happen. The
schools are justly permitted to suppose similitudes when they have none

at hand. I do not do so, however, and in that respect I surpass all his-

8 Saint Jerome tells of a woman who, accused of adultery for giving birth to a

black child, was absolved when Hippocrates explained that she had a picture of a

dark man hanging in her room by her bed. Montaigne may have taken the example,

as he did many of these hereabouts, from any of various contemporaries: Bouay-

stuau, Rhodiginus, Mexia, or Pare.
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torical fidelity, being scrupulous to the point of superstition. In the

examples that I bring in here of what I have heard, done, or said, I have

forbidden myself to dare to alter even the slightest and most inconse-

quential circumstances. My conscience does not falsify one iota; my
knowledge, I don't know.

In this connection, I sometimes fall to thinking whetlier it befits a

theologian, a philosopher, and such people of exquisite and exact con-

science and prudence, to write history. How can they stake their fidelity

on the fidehty of an ordinary person? How be responsible for the

thoughts of persons unknown and give their conjectures as coin of the

realm? Of complicated actions that happen in their presence they would

refuse to give testimony if placed under oath by a judge; and they know

no man so intimately that they would undertake to answer fully for his

intentions. I consider it less hazardous to write of things past than pres-

ent, inasmuch as the writer has only to give an account of a borrowed

truth.

Some urge me to write the events of my time, believing that I see

them with a view less distorted by passion than another man's, and

from closer, because of the access that fortune has given me to the

heads of different parties. What they forget is that even for all the

glory of Sallust, I would not take the trouble, being a sworn enemy of

obligation, assiduity, perseverance; and that there is nothing so contrary

to my style as an extended narration. I cut myself off so often for lack

of breath; I have neither composition nor development that is worth

anything; I am more ignorant than a child of the phrases and terms that

serve for the commonest things. And so I have chosen to say what I

know how to say, accommodating the matter to my power. If I took a

subject diat would lead me along, I might not be able to measure up to

it; and with my freedom being so very free, I might publish judgments

which, even according to my own opinion and to reason, would be

illegitimate and punishable. Plutarch might well say to us, concerning

his accomplishments in this line, that tlie credit belongs to others if his

examples are wholly and everywhere true; but that their being useful

to posterity, and presented with a luster which lights our way to virtue,

that is his work. There is no danger—as there is in a medicinal drug-

in an old story being this way or that.

22 One mam profit

is another mans harm
ADemades the Athenian condemned a man of his city whose trade

was to sell things necessary for burials, on the ground that he demanded

too much profit, and that this profit could not come to him without the

death of many people. This judgment seems to be badly taken, inas-
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much as no profit is made except at the expense of others, and by this

reckoning you would have to condemn every sort of gain.

The merchant does good business only by the extravagance of youth;

the plowman by the high cost of grain; the architect by the ruin of

houses; officers of justice by men's lawsuits and quarrels; the very honor
and function of ministers of refigion is derived from our death and our
vices. No doctor takes pleasure in the health even of his friends, says

the ancient Greek comic writer, no soldier in the peace of his city; and
so for the rest. And what is worse, let each man sound himself within,

and he will find that our private wishes are for the most part born and
nourished at the expense of others.

Considering which, it strikes me how nature in this does not belie

her general poHcy. For students of natural law hold that the birth,

nourishment, and growth of each thing is the alteration and corruption

of another:

Whenever anything is changed and leaves its bounds.
Instantly this brings death to that which was before.

LUCRETIUS

23 Of custom, and not easily

an accepted law

^That man seems to me to have very well understood the power of

habit^ who first invented this story: that a village woman, having
learned to pet and carry in her arms a calf from the hour of its birth, and
continuing always to do so, gained this by habit, that even when he was
a great ox she still could carry him. For in truth habit is a violent and
treacherous schoolmistress. She establishes in us, little by little, stealth-

ily, the foothold of her authority; but having by this mild and humble
beginning settled and planted it with the help of time, she soon uncovers
to us a furious and tyrannical face against which we no longer have the

hberty of even raising our eyes. We see her at every turn forcing the

rules of nature. ^Habit is the most effective teacher of all things [Pliny].

^For this I hold with ^Plato's cave in his Republic, and I trust ^the

doctors who so often abdicate the reasonings of their art to the author-

ity of habit. I refer to that king who trained his stomach to feed on
poison; and the girl whom Albertus reports as having accustomed her-

self to live on spiders. ^And in that world of the new Indies there were
found great nations, and in very varied climates, who hved on spiders,

1 The French word coutume here, in the title, and throughout the chapter, has

either of its usual meanings of custom or habit.
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made provision of them, and raised and fattened them, as they did

also with grasshoppers, ants, Hzards, and bats; and a toad was sold for

six crowns during a food shortage. They cook them and prepare them
with various sauces. Other nations were found to whom our meats and

foods were fatally poisonous. ^The force of habit is great. Hunters

spend the night in the snow; they endure the burning sun in the moun-
tains. Boxers bruised by the cestuscs do not even groan [Cicero].

These examples from strange lands are not strange if we consider

what we regularly experience: how much habit stupefies our senses.

We do not need to go and find out what they say of those who live

near the cataracts of the Nile, and what the philosophers believe about

the music of the heavenly spheres—that the bodies of these spheres,

being solid, and coming to touch and rub on one another as they roll,

cannot fail to produce a marvelous harmony, whose rhythms and modu-

lations regulate the circles and the changing figures of the dances of the

stars; but that the sense of hearing of all the creatures of the universe,

put to sleep, like that of the Egyptians, by the continuousness of this

sound, cannot perceive it, however great it he. Smiths, millers, armorers

could not endure the noise that strikes them if they were stunned by it

as we are.

My perfumed doublet is pleasant to my nose, but after I have worn it

three days in a row it is pleasant only to the noses of others. It is even

more strange that, notwithstanding long intervals and intermissions,

habit can combine and establish the ejffect of its impression on our senses,

as those people experience who live near belfries. At home I live in a

tower where at dawn and at sunset every day a very big bell rings out

the Ave Maria. This jangling frightens my very tower; to me, it seems

unendurable at first, but in a short time it has me tamed, so that I hear

it without disturbance and often without awaking.

Plato scolded a child who was playing at cobnuts. He answered

him: "You scold me for a small matter." "Habit," replied Plato, "is no

small matter."

I find that our greatest vices take shape from our tenderest child-

hood, and that our most important training is in the hands of nurses.

It is a pastime for mothers to see a child wring the neck of a chicken or

amuse itself by hurting a dog or a cat; and there are fathers stupid

enough to take it as a good omen of a martial soul when they see a son

unjustly striking a peasant or a lackey who is not defending himself,

and as a charming prank when they see him trick his playmate by a bit of

malicious dishonesty and deceit. Nevertheless these are the true seeds

and roots of cruelty, tyranny, and treason; they sprout there, and after-

ward shoot up lustily, and flourish mightily in the hands of habit. And
it is a very dangerous educational policy to excuse our children for these

ugly inclinations on the grounds of their tender age and the triviality

of the subject. In the first place, it is nature speaking, whose voice then

is all the purer and stronger because it is more tenuous. Second, the

ugliness of cheating does not depend on the difference between crown

pieces and pins: it depends on itself. I find it much more just to come
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to this conclusion: "Why would he not cheat for crowns, since he cheats

for pins?" than, as they do: "It is only for pins, he would never do it

for crowns." Children must be carefully taught to hate vices for their

own sake, and taught the natural deformity of vices, so that they will

shun them not only in their actions but above all in their heart, so that

the very thought of them may be odious, whatever mask they wear.

I know very well from having trained myself in my childhood always

to walk in my own straight open road, and having had an aversion for

mixing trickery or ruse in my childish games—as indeed it must be noted

that children's games are not games, and must be judged in children

hke their more serious actions—that there is no pastime so trivial that

I do not bring to it, from within, by a natural and unstudied propensity,

an extreme repugnance to cheating. I handle the cards and keep score

for a couple of pennies just as for double doubloons; when winning or

losing, against my wife and daughter, is indifferent to me, just as when
playing for keeps. In all things and all places my own eyes are enough
to keep me in hue; there are none that watch me so carefully, nor that

I respect more.

^I have just seen in my house a little man, a native of Nantes, born

without arms, who has so well adapted his feet for the service his hands

owed him that in truth they have half forgotten their natural function.

Moreover he calls them his hands; he carves, he loads a pistol and fires it,

he tlireads his needle, he sews, he writes, he doffs his hat, he combs his

hair, he plays cards and dice, and moves them with as much dexterity

as any other could do. The money I gave him—for he gains his living

by exhibiting himself—he carried off in his foot as we do in our hand. I

saw another when I was a child who handled a two-handed sword and

a halberd in the crook of his neck for lack of hands, threw them in the

air and caught them again, hurled a dagger, and cracked a whip as well

as any wagoner in France.

But you discover the effects of habit much better in the strange im-

pressions she makes in our souls, where she does not find so much re-

sistance. What power does she not have in our judgments and in our

behefs? Is there any opinion so bizarre—I leave aside the gross im-

postures of religions, with which so many great nations and so many
able men have been seen to be besotted, for since this matter is beyond
the scope of our human reason, it is more excusable for anyone who is

not extraordinarily enlightened by divine favor to be lost in it; but of

other opinions is there any so strange—that habit has not planted and

established it by law in the regions where she saw fit to do so? ^And
that ancient exclamation is very just: The natural philosopher, who
should be the observer and quester of nature, brazenly seeks the proof

of truth from minds imbued with habit [Cicero].

^I think that there falls into man's imagination no fantasy so wild

that it does not match the example of some public practice, and for

which, consequently, our reason does not find a stay and a foundation.

There are countries where they turn their back to the person they greet,

and never look at the one they wish to honor. There are some where,
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when the king spits, the most favored of the ladies of his court holds out

her hand; and in another nation the most eminent persons around him

stoop to the ground to pick up his ordure in a linen cloth.

^Let us here steal room for a story. One French gentleman always

used to blow his nose in his hand, a thing very repugnant to our prac-

tice. Defending his action against this reproach (and he was famous

for his original remarks ) , he asked me what privilege this dirty excre-

ment had that we should prepare a fine delicate piece of linen to receive

it, and then, what is more, wrap it up and carry it carefully on us; for

that should be much more horrifying and nauseating than to see it

dropped in any old place, as we do all other excrements. I found that

what he said was not entirely without reason; and habit had led me
not to perceive the strangeness of this action, which nevertheless we
find so hideous when it is told us about another country.

Miracles arise from our ignorance of nature, not from the essence of

nature. Habituation puts to sleep the eye of our judgment. Barbarians

are no more marvelous to us than we are to them, nor for better cause;

as everyone would admit if everyone knew how, after perusing these

new examples, to reflect on his own and compare them sanely. Human
reason is a tincture infused in about equal strength in all our opinions

and ways, whatever their form: infinite in substance, infinite in diver-

sity.

To come back to the point. There are countries where, '^except for

his wife and children, no one speaks to the king except through a tube.

In one and the same nation the virgins openly show their pudenda, and

the married women carefully cover and conceal them. To which another

custom that exists elsewhere has some relation : chastity is prized there

only in attendance to marriage, for girls may abandon themselves as

they like and, if pregnant, have abortions by suitable drugs, as a matter

of public knowledge. And in another place, if it is a merchant that is

getting married, all the merchants invited to the wedding lie with the

bride before him; and the more there are, the more honor and com-

mendation she has for endurance and capacity. If an officer marries,

it is the same; the same if it is a nobleman, and so for all others, except

if it is a plowman or someone of the lowest class, for then the privilege

is for the lord. And yet there they do not fail strictly to recommend
fidelity during marriage.

There are places where there are public brothels of males, and even

marriages between them; where the women go to war alongside their

husbands, and take their place not only in the combat but also in com-

mand. Where they not only wear rings on the nose, lips, cheeks, and

toes, but also have very heavy gold rods thrust through their breasts

and buttocks. Where in eating they wipe their fingers on their thighs,

on the pouch of their genitals, and on tiie soles of their feet. Where it

is not the children that are the heirs, but the brothers and nephews; and

elsewhere the nephews only, except in the succession of the prince.

Where to regulate the community of goods that is observed, certain

sovereign magistrates have universal charge of the cultivation of lands
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and the distribution of crops, according to each man's need. Where
they mourn the death of children and celebrate that of old men.
Where they sleep ten or twelve together in beds, husbands and wives.

Where the wives who lose their husbands by violent death may remarry,

the others no. Where they have such a bad opinion of the condition of

women that they kill the females that are born, and buy wives from
neighboring nations to satisfy their needs. Where husbands can re-

pudiate their mates without alleging any cause, the wives not for any

cause whatever. Where the husbands have the right to sell tliem if they

are sterile.

Where they cook the body of the deceased and then crush it until

a sort of pulp is formed, which they mix with their wine, and drink it.

Where the most desirable sepulture is to be eaten by dogs, elsewhere

by birds. Where they believe tliat happy souls live in all liberty, in

pleasant fields, furnished with all comforts; and that it is they who make
the echo that we hear. Where they fight in the water, and shoot ac-

curately with their bows while swimming. Where for a sign of sub-

jection you must shrug your shoulders and lower your head, and take

oflF your shoes when you enter the king's dwelling. Where the eunuchs

who guard the religious women also lack nose and lips, so that they

cannot be loved; and the priests put out their eyes in order to com-

municate with their demons and receive their oracles. Where each man
makes a god of what he likes—the hunter of a lion or a fox, the fisher-

man of a certain fish—and idols of each human action or passion; the

sun, the moon, and the earth are the principal gods; the form of swear-

ing an oath is to touch the ground while looking at the sun; and they

eat flesh and fish raw.

^Where the great oath is to swear by the name of some dead man
who has had a good reputation in the country, while touching his tomb
with the hand. Where the king's annual present to his vassal princes is

fire: when the envoy who brings it arrives, the old fire is extinguished

throughout the house, and from tliis new fire the people who depend

on this prince must come to take some, each for himself, on pain of the

crime of lese-majeste. Where, when the king retires from his office to

devote himself completely to piety (as they often do), his immediate

successor is obliged to do as much, and the right to the kingdom passes

to the third in line. Where they vary the form of government accord-

ing as affairs require: depose the king when it seems good, and sub-

stitute elders to assume the governing of the state, and also sometimes

leave it in the hands of the people. Where men and women are circum-

cised as well as baptized. Where the soldier who in one or several

battles has succeeded in presenting to the king seven enemies' heads is

made a noble.

^Where they live in the belief, so rare and uncivilized, in the mor-

taUty of souls. Where the women bear children without complaint or

fright. ^Where the women wear copper greaves on both legs; and, if a

louse bites them, they are bound by the code of bravery to bite it back;

and they dare not marry until they have ofiFered their king their virginity,
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if he wants it. ^Where people greet one another by putting their finger

to the ground and then raising it to heaven. Where the men carry their

burdens on their head; the women, on their shoulders; and where women
piss standing, men squatting. Where they send some of their blood as

a sign of friendship, and burn incense to the men they wish to honor, as

to gods. Where kinship is forbidden in marriages not only to the fourth

degree, but to some even more remote one. Where children are four

years nursing, and often twelve; and in that very place, it is considered

fatal to give the child suck throughout tlie first day. Where the fathers

have charge of the punishment of the male children, and the mothers,

separately, of the females; and where the punishment is to hang them
by the heels and smoke them. Where they have women circumcised.

Where they eat every kind of herbs with no discrimination except to

refuse those that seem to them to have a bad odor. Where everything

is open, and the houses, however beautiful and rich they may be, with-

out a door, without a window, without a strongbox that locks; and there

robbers are punished twice as severely as elsewhere. Where they kill

lice with their teeth like monkeys, and think it horrible to see them
crushed between the fingernails. Where in all their lives they cut

neither hair nor nails; another place where they cut only the nails of

the right hand, and those of the left are grown as a sign of nobility.

*^Where they grow all the hair of the body on the right side as much as

it can grow, and keep the hair on the other side clean-shaven. And one

of two neighboring provinces grows the hair in front, the other in back,

and they shave the opposite side. ^Where the fathers lend their children,

the husbands their wives, to their guests to enjoy, for money. Where a

man can respectably have children by his mother, and fathers have

sexual relations with their daughters, and with their sons. '^Where at

their festival assemblies tliey lend their children to one another.

^Here they live on human flesh; there it is an act of piety to kill

one's father at a certain age; elsewhere the fathers ordain, while the

children are still in their mothers' wombs, which ones they want to have

brought up and kept, and which abandoned and killed. Elsewhere old

husbands lend their wives to the young for their use; and elsewhere still

they are had in common, without sin: indeed, in one country they wear

as a mark of honor as many fine tassels as a fringe at the edge of their

dresses as there are men they have lain with. Did not custom also make
a commonwealth of women alone? Did it not put weapons in their

hands, make them raise armies and fight battles?

And what all philosophy cannot implant in the head of the wisest

men, does not custom by her sole ordinance teach the crudest common
herd? For we know whole nations where death was not merely scorned,

but celebrated; where seven-year-old children endured being whipped
to death without changing expression; where riches were in such con-

tempt that the most wretched citizen of the town would not have

deigned to lower his arm to pick up a purse of crowns. And we know
regions very fertile in all forms of foods where nevertheless the most
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usual and savory dishes were bread, cress, and water. ^Did not custom

also perform this miracle in Chios, that seven hundred years passed

with no memory that woman or maid ever failed of her honor?

^In short, to my way of thinking, there is nothing that custom will

not or cannot do; and with reason Pindar calls her, so I have been told,

the queen and empress of the world.

^The man whom they found beating his father replied that it was
the custom of his house: that his father had beaten his grandfather thus,

his grandfadier his great-grandfather; and, pointing to his son: "And
this one will beat me when he has come to my present age."

And the father whom his son was dragging and bumping along the

street ordered him to stop at a certain door, for he had dragged his own
father only that far; this was the limit of the hereditary rough treatment

that the sons traditionally practiced upon the fathers in their family. By
custom as often as by derangement, says Aristotle, women tear out their

hair, gnaw their nails, eat coals and earth; and as much by custom as

by nature do males have sexual relations with males.

The laws of conscience, which we say are born of nature, are born

of custom. Each man, holding in inward veneration the opinions and

the behavior approved and accepted around him, cannot break loose

from them without remorse, or apply himself to them without self-

satisfaction.

^When the Cretans in times past wanted to curse someone, they

would pray the gods to entice him into some bad habit.

^But the principal effect of the power of custom is to seize and en-

snare us in such a way that it is hardly within our power to get our-

selves back out of its grip and return into ourselves to reflect and reason

about its ordinances. In truth, because we drink them with our milk

from birth, and because tlie face of the world presents itself in this

aspect to our first view, it seems that we are born on condition of follow-

ing this course. And the common notions that we find in credit around

us and infused into our soul by our fathers' seed, these seem to be the

universal and natural ones. ^Whence it comes to pass that what is off

the hinges of custom, people believe to be off the hinges of reason: God
knows how unreasonably, most of the time.

If, as we who study ourselves have learned to do, each man who
hears a true statement immediately considered how it properly per-

tains to him, each man would find that it is not so much a good saying

as a good whiplash to the ordinary stupidity of his judgment. But men
receive the advice of truth and its precepts as if addressed to the com-

mon people, never to themselves; and each man, instead of incorporating

them into his behavior, incorporates them into his memory, very stupidly

and uselessly. Let us return to the sovereignty of custom.

Nations brought up to liberty and to ruling themselves consider any

other form of government monstrous and contrary to nature. Those who
are accustomed to monarchy do the same. And whatever easy chance

fortune offers them to change, even when with great difficulties they
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have rid themselves of the importunity of one master, they run to sup-

plant him with another, with similar diflBculties, because they cannot
make up their minds to hate domination itself.-

^Darius asked certain Greeks for how much they would adopt the

Indian custom of eating their dead fathers ( for that was their way, con-

sidering that they could not give them a more favorable sepulture than
in themselves); they answered him that not for anything in the world
would they do it. And when he tried to persuade the Indians to give up
their practice and adopt that of Greece, which was to burn their fathers'

bodies, he horrified them still more. Everyone acts the same way, inas-

much as usage robs us of the true appearance of things.

There's nothing seems at first so wonderful, so great.

But that men's wonder will not presently abate
Little by little.

LUCRETIUS

Once, having to justify one of our observances, which was received

with steadfast authority far and wide around us, and preferring to estab-

lish it, not as is usually done, merely by force of laws and examples, but

by tracking it to its origin, I there found its foundation so weak that I

nearly became disgusted with it, I who was supposed to confirm it in

others.

'^This is the prescription by which Plato undertakes to drive out the

unnatural loves of his time, and which he considers supreme and funda-

mental: to wit, that public opinion must condemn them, that the poets

and everyone should tell bad stories about them. Thanks to this same
prescription even the most beautiful daughters no longer attract their

fathers' amorousness, nor do brothers whose beauty is outstanding at-

tract the amorousness of their sisters; for the very fables of Thyestes,

Oedipus, and Macareus have, through the pleasure of their song, in-

fused this useful belief into the tender brains of children.

In truth, chastity is a fine virtue, whose utility is well enough known;
but to treat it and justify it according to nature is as hard as it is easy

to justify it according to custom, laws, and precepts. The first and uni-

versal reasons are hard to scrutinize, and our masters either skim over

them lightly or, not even daring to touch them at all, cast themselves

immediately into the protection of custom, where they puff themselves

up and enjoy a cheap triumph. Those who will not let themselves be
dragged out of this original source err even more and bind themselves

to barbarous opinions, like Chrysippus, who in so many places strewed

his writings with remarks displaying the little account he took of in-

cestuous unions, of whatever kind they might be.

^Whoever wants to get rid^ of this violent prejudice of custom will

2 Here the 1595 edition adds: "It is by the mediation of custom that every man
is content with tlie place where nature has planted him, and the savages of Scotland

have no concern with Touraine, nor the Scythians with Thessaly."

3 In all the versions of this passage except the final one, it reads: "And whoever
wants to essay himself in the same way, and get rid . .

."
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find many things accepted with undoubting resolution, which have no

support but in the hoary beard and the wrinkles of the usage that goes

with them; but when this mask is torn off, and he refers things to truth

and reason, he will feel his judgment as it were all upset, and neverthe-

less restored to a much surer status. For example, I shall ask him then,

what can be stranger than to see a people obliged to obey laws that they

never understood, bound in all their domestic affairs, marriages, dona-

tions, wills, sales, and purchases, to rules that they cannot know, since

they are neither written nor published in their language, and whose in-

terpretation and use they must of necessity purchase? ^Not according to

the ingenious notion of Isocrates, who advises his king to make the

trades and negotiations of his subjects free, gratuitous, and lucrative,

and their disputes and quarrels onerous, by loading these with heavy

taxes; but according to a monstrous idea, that of putting reason itself

on the market, and treating laws as merchandise. ^I am grateful to

fortune that, so our historians say, it was a Gascon gentleman, and from

my part of tlie country, who first opposed Charlemagne when he wanted
to give us Latin and imperial laws.

What is more barbarous to see than a nation where by lawful custom

the charge of judging is sold, and judgments are paid for in ready cash,

and where justice is lawfully refused to whoever has not the where-

witlial to pay; and where this merchandise has such good credit that

in a government a fourth estate is formed of people handling lawsuits,

to add to the three ancient ones of Church, Nobility, and People; which

estate, having charge of the laws and sovereign authority over property

and Iffe, forms a body apart from that of the nobility? (Whence it

comes about that there are two sets of laws, those of honor and those

of justice, in many matters quite opposed. The former condemn as

rigorously a man's enduring being given the lie as the latter condemn
his avenging it. ) What could be more barbarous than that by the code

of arms the man who endures an insult should be degraded from honor

and nobihty, and by the civil code he who avenges an insult should incur

capital punishment? ( He who appeals to the laws to get satisfaction for

an offense to his honor, dishonors himself; and he who does not appeal

to them is therefore punished and chastised by the laws. ) And that of

these two bodies,* so different but nevertheless joined to a single head,

one should have charge of peace, the other of war; one should have gain

as its share, the other honor; one knowledge, the other virtue; one words,

the other action; one justice, the other valor; one reason, the other force;

one the long robe, the other the short?

As for indifferent things such as clothes, if any man wants to restore

them to their true purpose, which is the service and comfort of the body,

on which depend their original grace and fitness, I will offer him, among
other examples, as in my opinion the most monstrous that can be

imagined, our square bonnets, that long tail of pleated velvet that

hangs from our women's heads with its many-colored trappings, and

* The men of justice and the nobles.
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that empty and useless model of a member that we cannot even de-

cently mention by name, which however we show ofiF and parade in

public.

These considerations, however, do not deter a man of understand-

ing from following the common style. On the contrary, it seems to me
that all peculiar and out-of-the-way fashions come rather from folly

and ambitious aflFectation than from true reason, and that the wise man
should withdraw his soul within, out of the crowd, and keep it in free-

dom and power to judge things freely; but as for externals, he should

wholly follow the accepted fashions and forms. Society in general can

do without our thoughts; but the rest—our actions, our work, our for-

tunes, and our very life—we must lend and abandon to its service and
to the common opinions, just as the great and good Socrates refused to

save his life by disobedience to the magistrate, even to a very unjust

and very iniquitous magistrate." For it is the rule of rules, and the uni-

versal law of laws, that each man should observe those of the place he

is in:

It is a fine thing to obey your country's laws.

CRISPIN

Here is something from another vat. It is very doubtful whether

there can be such evident profit in changing an accepted law, of what-

ever sort it be, as there is harm in disturbing it; inasmuch as a govern-

ment is like a structure of different parts joined together in such a re-

lation that it is impossible to budge one without the whole body feeling

it. The lawmaker of the Thurians ordained that whoever should want
either to abolish one of the old laws or to establish a new one should

present himself to the people with a rope around his neck; so that if the

innovation were not approved by each and every man, he should be
promptly strangled. And the one of Lacedaemon employed his life to

draw from his citizens a certain promise not to infringe any of his or-

dinances. The ephor who so rudely cut out the two strings that Phrynis

had added to music does not worry whether music is the better for their

addition or whether the chords are richer; for him to condemn them,

it is enough that they represent an alteration of the old fashion. That
was the meaning of that rusty sword of justice in Marseilles.

^I am disgusted with innovation, in whatever guise, and with reason,

for I have seen very harmful effects of it. The one that has been oppress-

ing us for so many years® is not the sole author of our troubles, but one

may say with good reason that it has accidentally produced and en-

gendered everything, even the troubles and ruins that have been happen-

ing since without it, and against it; it has itself to blame.

Alas, I smart from wounds that my own darts have made.

OVID

^ This clause, from "just as the" to "magistrate" is an addition of 1582.

« The Reformation.
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Those who give the first shock to a state are apt to be the first ones

swallowed up in its ruin. ^The fruits of the trouble rarely go to the one
who has stirred it up; he beats and disturbs the water for other fisher-

men. ^The unity and contexture of this monarchy, this great structure,

having been dislocated and dissolved, especially in its old age, by this

innovation, as wide an entry as one could wish is opened to similar

attacks. ^The majesty of kings, says an ancient, declines less easily from
the summit to the middle tlian it plunges from the middle to the bottom.

But if the inventors have done more harm, the imitators' are more
vicious in that they wholeheartedly follow examples whose horror and
evil they have felt and punished. And if there is some degree of honor
even in evil-doing, tliey must concede to the others the glory of inven-

tion and the courage of making the first effort.

^All sorts of new depravity gleefully draw, from this first and fertile

source, examples and models to trouble our government. Men read in

our very laws, made for the remedy of diis first evil, an apprenticeship

and excuse for all sorts of wicked enterprises; and we are experiencing

what Thucydides says of the civil wars of his time, that men baptized

public vices with new milder names to excuse them, adulterating and
softening their true titles. Yet the purpose of this is to reform our con-

science and belief. The plea is fair [Terence]. But even the best pre-

text for innovation is very dangerous: ^so true it is that no change from
the ancient ways is to be approved [Livy]. ^Thus it seems to me, to

speak frankly, that it takes a lot of self-love and presumption to have

such esteem for one's own opinions that to establish them one must
overthrow the public peace and introduce so many inevitable evils, and
such a horrible corruption of morals, as civil wars and political changes

bring with tliem in a matter of such weight—and introduce them into

one's own country. '^Isn't it bad management to encourage so many
certain and known vices in order to combat contested and debatable

errors? Is there any worse kind of vices than those which attack our

conscience and our understanding of one another?

The Senate, in its dispute with the people over the administration of

their religion, was bold enough to give them this evasion as payment:

that this concerned the gods rather than themselves, and the gods would
see that their rites were not profaned [ Liv\']—modeling itself on the

reply made by the oracle to the men of Delphi in the Median war.

Fearing the invasion of the Persians, they had asked the god what they

were to do with the sacred treasures of his temple, whether to hide

them or carry them off. He ans\^'ered that they should not budge a

thing; that they should take care of themselves; that he was capable of

looking after what belonged to him.

^The Christian religion has all the marks of the utmost justice and
utility, but none more apparent than the precise recommendation of

"^ The inventors are the Protestants, the imitators the intransigent Cathohc party

of the League.
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obedience to the magistrate and maintenance of the government. What
a marvelous example of this the divine wisdom has left us, which, to

establish the salvation of the human race and to conduct its glorious

victory over death and sin, willed to do so only with the sanction of our

political order; and subjected its progress, and the conduct of such a

lofty and salutary action, to the blindness and injustice of our ob-

servances and usages; letting flow the innocent blood of so many of its

beloved elect, and suffering a long loss of years in ripening this price-

less fruit!

There is a great difference between the cause of the man who follows

the forms and laws of his country and that of the one who undertakes

to control and change them. The former pleads, as his excuse, simplicity,

obedience, and example; whatever he may do, it cannot be malice, it

is at most misfortune. ^For who is the man who is not swayed by an

antiquity attested and. certified by the clearest records? [Cicero]—quite

apart from what Isocrates says: that deficiency has a greater share of

moderation than excess.

^The other man is in a much rougher position. ^For whoever meddles

with choosing and changing usurps the authority to judge, and he must

be very sure that he sees the weakness of what he is casting out and the

goodness of what he is bringing in. The following very vulgar considera-

tion has confirmed me in my position and kept me in check even during

my rasher youth: not to burden my shoulders with so heavy a load as

the responsibility for a knowledge of such importance, and not to dare

to do in this area what in sane judgment I could never dare to do even

in the easiest of the disciplines in which I had been instructed and in

which rashness of judgment does no harm. For it seems to me very

iniquitous to want to subject public and immutable institutions and

observances to the instability of a private fancy (private reason has

only a private jurisdiction), and to attempt against divine laws what

no government would endure against civil laws. These last, although

human reason has much more to do with them, are still supremely the

judges of their judges; and the utmost ability serves at best to expound

and extend their accepted use, not to turn it aside and innovate.

If sometimes divine Providence has passed over the rules to which

it has necessarily constrained us, the intention was not to give us any

dispensation from them. These are strokes of the divine hand, which

we must not imitate but admire: extraordinary examples, marked with

an express and particular sign, of the same nature as the miracles which

it offers us as evidence of its omnipotence, above our categories and our

powers. These it is folly and impiety to try to reproduce; we must not

follow them, but contemplate them with awe: acts of its character, not

of ours.

Cotta protests very opportunely: When it is a question of religion,

I follow T. Coruncanius, P. Scipio, P. Scaevola, the sovereign pontiffs,

not Zeno or Cleanthes or Chrysippus [Cicero].

^God knows, in our present quarrel, where there are a hundred

articles to remove and replace, great and deep articles, how many there
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are who can boast of having exactly understood the reasons and grounds
of both parties. It is a number, if it is any number, that would not have
much power to disturb us. But all this other mob, where are they
going? Under what colors are they breaking away? Their medicine
has the same effect as other medicines that are weak and ill applied:

the humors that it wanted to purge in us it has heated, exasperated, and
embittered by the conflict, and still it has remained in our body. It has
not been able to purge us because of its weakness, and yet it has weak-
ened us so that we cannot evacuate it either; and all we get from its

operation is long intestinal pains.

^Yet it is true that Fortune, always reserving her authority above our
reasonings, sometimes presents us with such an m-gent necessity that

the laws must needs give some place to it.

^And when you resist the growth of an innovation that has come to

introduce itself by violence, it is a dangerous obligation and a handicap
to keep yourself in check and within the rules, in all matters and places,

against those who are free as air, to whom everything is permissible

that can advance their plan, who have neither law nor order except to

follow their advantage:

^Faith in a faithless man can give him means to harm.

SENECA

^For the ordinary discipline of a state that is in a healthy condition does
not provide for these extraordinary accidents; it presupposes a body
that holds together in its principal parts and functions, and a common
consent to its observance and obedience. ^The law-abiding pace is a

cold, deliberate, and constrained one, and is not the kind that can hold
up against a lawless and unbridled pace.

^It is well known that those two great personages, Octavius' and
Cato, one in the civil war witli Sulla, the other in the civil war with
Caesar, are still reproached for having let their country incur the last

extremities rather than disturb things by rescuing it at the expense of

the laws. For in truth, in these ultimate necessities where there is noth-

ing more to hold on to, it would perhaps be more wisely done to lower
your head and give way a little to die blow, than, by struggling to let

nothing go when this is impossible, to give violence an occasion to

trample everything underfoot; and it would be better to make the laws
will what they can do, since they cannot do what they will. Thus did
the man who ordered that the laws should sleep for twenty-four hours,

and he who for one occasion removed a day from the calendar, and
that other who of the month of June made a second month of May.
The Lacedaemonians themselves, such religious observers of the ordi-

nances of their country, being hampered by a law tliat forbade them
to elect the same man admiral twice, but finding it absolutely necessary

to their affairs tliat Lysander should take this office again, did indeed

8 Cnaeus Octavius, a consul who supported Marius against Sulla. Plutarch tells

about him in his "Life of Marius."
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make one Aracus admiral, but made Lysander superintendent of the

navy. And by the same subtlety, one of their ambassadors, being sent

to the Athenians to obtain a change of some ordinance, and hearing

from Pericles that it was forbidden to remove the tablet on which a law
had once been inscribed, advised him simply to turn it over, inasmuch
as that was not forbidden. This is what Plutarch praises Philopoemen
for: that, being born to command, he knew not only how to command
according to the laws, but how to command the laws themselves, when
the public necessity required.

24 Various outcomes

of the same plan

^Jacques Amyot, Grand Almoner of France, one day told me the

following story to the honor of one of our princes^ (and he was ours

by very good tokens, even though his extraction was foreign). During

our first troubles, at the siege of Rouen, this prince was warned by the

Queen Mother of a plot against his life and particularly informed by
her letters of the person who was to carry it out, a gentleman of Anjou

or Maine who was then for that purpose regularly frequenting this

prince's house. He told no one of this warning; but when walking the

next day on the Mont Sainte-Catherine, from which our battery was
firing on Rouen ( for it was at the time when we held it besieged ) , hav-

ing beside him the said Grand Almoner and another bishop, he saw this

man, who had been pointed out to him, and had called him over. Upon
his arrival, the prince, seeing him already turn pale and tremble from

the alarms of his conscience, spoke to him thus: "Monsieur So-and-So,

you certainly suspect what I want with you, and your face shows it.

You have nothing to hide from me, for I am so thoroughly informed

about your business that you would only make your plight worse by
trying to conceal it. You very well know such-and-such matters ( which
were the ins and outs of the most secret parts of this undertaking);

do not fail, as you value your life, to confess to me the truth about this

whole plan." When this poor man found himself caught and convicted

(for the whole thing had been revealed to the queen by one of the

accomplices), there was nothing for him but to clasp his hands and
pray for grace and mercy from this prince, at whose feet he tried to

throw himself. But the prince kept him from doing so, and continued

his talk thus: "Come here. Have I ever done anything against you? Have
I harmed one of your family through private hatred? I haven't known

1 Frangois, duke of Guise.
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you three weeks; what reason can have moved you to undertake my
deatli?" To that tlie gentleman replied in a trembhng voice that it was
no personal cause that he had for it, but the interest of the general cause
of his party; and that some persons had persuaded him that it would
be an act of piety to extirpate by any means whatever so powerful an
enemy of their religion. "Now," went on this prince, "I want to show
you how much gentler is the religion I hold than the one that you
profess. Yours has advised you to kill me without a hearing, having
received no harm from me; and mine commands me to pardon you,

convicted though you are of having wanted to murder me without
reason. Go away, get out, don't let me see you here again; and if you
are wise, henceforth take more decent counselors for your enterprises."

The Emperor Augustus, while in Gaul, received certain warning
of a conspiracy that Lucius Cinna was brewing against him. He decided
to take revenge, and to that eflFect summoned a council of his friends

for the next day. But the night between he spent in great agitation,

considering that he was to put to death a young man of good family

and nephew to the great Pompey; and in complaint he uttered several

different arguments. "What then," he said, "shall it be said that I am
to live in fear and alarm, and meanwhile let my murderer walk about
at his ease? Shall he go free after attacking my head, which I have
brought back safe from so many civil wars, so many battles by sea and
land? And after I have established tlie universal peace .of the world,

shall he be absolved when he has decided not merely to murder me
but to sacrifice me?" For the conspiracy was formed to kill him while

he was performing some sacrifice. After that, having kept quiet for

some time, he began again in a louder voice and took himself to task:

"^^^hy do you live, if it is important to so many people that you should

die? Shall there be no end to your vengeances and cruelties? Is your
life worth all the harm done to preserve it?" His wife Livia, sensing

that he was in this anguish, said to him: "Are women's counsels to be
admitted? Do what the doctors do when tlie accustomed prescriptions

will not serve: they try the opposite. By severity up to now you have
not gained a thing: Lepidus has followed Salvidienus, Murena Lepidus,

Caepio Murena, Egnatius Caepio. Now tiy how gentleness and clem-

ency will succeed. Cinna is convicted; pardon him; harm you hence-

forth he cannot, and it will profit your glory."

Augustus was well pleased to have found an advocate of his own
humor; and having thanked his wife and countermanded the summons
to his friends, he ordered Cinna to be brought to him all alone. After

sending everyone from the room and giving Cinna a chair, he spoke to

him in this manner: "In the first place, Cinna, I ask you to hear me
peaceably. Do not interrupt my speech; I shall give you time and
opportunity to answer it. You know, Cinna, that although I took you
in the camp of my enemies, and although you had not merely become
my enemy but were born so, I spared you and restored your property,

and in short made you so well and comfortably off that the victors are
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envious of the condition of the vanquished. The priestly office that you
asked of me I granted you, having refused it to others whose fathers

had always fought for me. Despite such strong obligations, you have

undertaken to kill me."

At which Cinna exclaimed that he was far removed from so wicked

a thought. "You are not keeping your promise to me, Cinna," Augustus

went on; "you assured me that I should not be interrupted. Yes, you
undertook to kill me, in such and such a place, such and such a day,

in such and such company, and such and such a fashion." And seeing

him stupefied by this news, and silent, no longer in order to keep his

bargain to remain so, but from the pressure of his conscience, Augustus

continued: "Why are you doing it? Is it to be Emperor? Truly, the

commonwealth is in very bad shape if there is nothing but myself that

keeps you from gaining the Empire. You cannot even defend your own
house, and lately you lost a lawsuit through the influence of a mere
freedman. What, have you neither means nor power for anything but

to take on Caesar? I give up the Empire, if I am the only one who
stands in the way of your hopes. Do you think that Paulus, that Fabius,

that the Cossii and the Servilii will endure you, and such a great host

of nobles, not only noble in title but by their virtue honoring their

nobility?"

After many other remarks ( for he talked to him more than two full

hours ) , "Now go," he said to him. "I give you, Cinna, the life as traitor

and parricide that I once gave you as enemy. Let friendship begin from

this day between us; let us see which is in better faith, my giving you
your life or your receiving it." And he parted from him in this manner.

Some time afterward he gave Cinna the consulate, complaining that he

had not dared to ask him for it. From then on they were great friends,

and Cinna made Augustus sole heir to his property.

Now from the time of this incident, which happened to Augustus

in his fortieth year, there was never a conspiracy or attempt against him,

and he received a just reward for this clemency of his. But it did not

turn out the same way for our prince;^ for his mildness was not able

to protect him from falling later into the toils of a similar treason. So

vain and frivolous a thing is human prudence; and athwart all our plans,

counsels, and precautions. Fortune still maintains her grasp on the

results.

We call doctors fortunate when they attain some good end, as if their

art alone could not stand on its own feet and had too weak a foundation

to support itself by its own strength; and as if no other needed a helping

hand from Fortune. Of medicine I believe all the bad or the good you
like, for we have, thank God, no dealings whatever. I am at the opposite

pole from others; for indeed, I despise it always, but when I am sick,

instead of making peace overtures, I begin also to hate and fear it; and
I reply to those who urge me to take medicine that they should wait

2 On February 18, 1563, only a few months after the episode recounted above,

FranQois de Guise was assassinated by Poltrot de Mere.
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at least until I am restored to my strength and health, so that I may have
more resources to witlistand the impact and the hazards of their potion.

I let Nature act, and assume that she is provided with teeth and claws
to defend herself against the attacks that come upon her and to main-
tain this contexture^ whose dissolution she shuns. I am afraid that

instead of helping her when she is at close grips with the illness, we
may rather aid her adversary, and burden her with fresh tasks.

Now, I say that not only in medicine but in many more certain arts

Fortune has a large part. Poetic sallies, which transport their author
and ravish him out of himself, why shall we not attribute them to his

good luck? He himself confesses that they surpass his abihty and
strength, and acknowledges that tliey come from something other than
himself and that he does not have them at all in his power, any more
than orators say they have in theirs those extraordinary impulses and
agitations tiiat push them beyond their plan. It is the same with paint-

ing: sometimes there escape from the painter's hand touches so sur-

passing his conception and his knowledge as to arouse his wonder and
astonishment. But Fortune shows still more evidently the part she has

in all these works by the graces and beauties that are found in them,

not only without the workman's intention, but even without his knowl-

edge. An able reader often discovers in other men's writings perfections

beyond those that the author put in or perceived, and lends them richer

meanings and aspects.

As for military enterprises, everyone sees how large a part Fortune

has in them. Even in our counsels and our deliberations there must
certainly be some chance and good luck mixed in; for all that our wisdom
can do is not much; the sharper and livelier it is, the more weakness

it finds in itself and the more it mistrusts itself. I am of Sulla's opinion;

when I scrutinize closely the most glorious exploits of war, I see, it seems

to me, that those who conduct them make use of deliberation and
counsel only for form; they abandon the better part of the enterprise

to Fortune, and, in the confidence they have in her help, go beyond the

limits of all reason at every turn. There occur amid their deliberations

fortuitous rejoicings and extraneous frenzies which impel them most of

the time to choose the least likely course and which swell their courage

beyond reason. Whence it has happened that many great ancient cap-

tains, in order to give these rash plans credit, have alleged to their men
that they were impelled by some inspiration, some sign and prognos-

tication.

That is why, when the various details and circumstances of a matter

have so perplexed us that we are powerless to see and choose what is

most advantageous, I find the surest thing to do, even if no other con-

sideration invited us to it, is this: to cast ourselves into the course in

which there is the most decency and justice, and since we are in doubt

about the shortest path, to hold always to the straight path. Thus, in

the two examples I have just advanced, it was clearly finer and more

3 The body.
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generous in the man who had received the offense to pardon it than

to do otherwise. If the first one came to grief, this good plan of his

must not be blamed for it; and no one knows whether, if he had taken

the opposite course, he would have escaped the end to which his destiny

called him; and thus he would have lost the glory of such exceptional

kindness.

You see in the histories many people prone to this fear, and most
of them have followed the course of running to meet conspiracies against

them with vengeance and punishment; but I see very few whom this

remedy has served, witness so many Roman emperors. A man who
finds himself in this danger should not expect much from his strength

or his vigilance. For how hard it is to protect ourselves from an enemy
who is concealed behind the face of the most assiduous friend we have,

and to know the inmost wills and thoughts of those who serve us! In

vain he employs foreigners as a guard and is always surrounded with

a hedge of armed men : whoever holds his own life in scorn will always

be master of that of others. And then that continual suspicion that puts

a prince in fear of everybody must be an extraordinary torment to him,

^Therefore Dion, being warned that Callippus was on the watch
for ways to have him killed, never had the heart to look into the matter,

saying that he would rather die than live in the misery of having to

guard himself not only against his enemies but also against his friends.

This Alexander represented much more vividly in action, and more
daringly, when, after reading in a letter from Parmenio that Philip, his

most beloved doctor, had been corrupted by Darius' money and was
planning to poison him, he gave Philip the letter to read and at the same
time swallowed the drink that Philip had brought him. Wasn't that

expressing this resolve, that if his friends wanted to kill him, he was
willing to let them? This prince is the supreme model of hazardous

acts; but I do not know if there is an episode in his life that shows more
courage than this one, or a beauty shining in so many aspects.

Those who preach to princes such an attentive distrust, under the

guise of preaching them security, preach them their ruin and their shame.

Nothing noble is done without risk. I know a man,* ^of a very martial

courage by nature, and enterprising, ^whose fine career is being cor-

rupted every day by such persuasions : that he should stay in close among
his own people; that he should hear of no reconciliation with his former

enemies, should keep apart and not trust himself to hands stronger than

his own, whatever promise may be made him, whatever advantage he
may see in it. *^I know another'^ who has advanced his fortune beyond
all expectations hy following a wholly opposite plan.

Boldness, the glory of which they seek so avidly, displays itself, when
necessary, as magnificently in a doublet as in armor, in a room as in a

camp, with arm hanging as with arm raised.

^Such tender and circumspect prudence is a mortal enemy of lofty

* Henry of Navarre.

5 Henri de Guise,
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actions. cScipio, to win Syphax to his own side, had the vision to leave
his army, to abandon Spain, which was still uncertain under its fresh
conquest, to pass over into Africa in two small ships, and to entrust
himself in enemy country to the power of a barbarian king and to an
untried faith—without obhgation, without a hostage, under the sole

security of the greatness of his own courage, his good fortune, and the
promise of his high hopes: our own trust generally wins the trust of
others [Livy].

^For an ambitious and famous life, on the contrary, we must give
way little to suspicions, and keep a tight rein on them: fear and mistrust
attract and invite attack. The most mistrustful of our kings consoHdated
his aflFairs mainly by having voluntarily abandoned and committed his

life and liberty into tlie hands of his enemies, showing that he had
complete trust in them, so that they might pick up this trust from him.
To his legions, mutinous and in arms against him, Caesar opposed only
the authority of his countenance and the pride of his words; and he
trusted himself and his fortune so much that he did not fear to abandon
his person and commit his fate to a seditious and rebellious army.

•^Intrepid and erect,

On a grassy mound he stood, deserving to be feared.

Since he feared nothing.

LUCAN

^But it is quite true that this strong assurance cannot be displayed
truly entire and natural except by those who do not take fright at the

notion of death, and of the worst that can happen after all; for to display

it trembling, still doubtful and uncertain, in attempting an important
reconciliation, is to do nothing worth while. To submit and entrust

oneself to others is an excellent way to win their heart and will, provided
it be done freely and without the constraint of any necessity, and that

the situation be such that we bring to it a pure and clean confidence,

and at least a countenance free of any misgiving.

I saw, when I was a boy, a gentleman,® the military governor of a
great city, hard pressed by the commotion of a frenzied populace. To
quell the incipient riot, he decided to leave a very safe place tliat he
was in and commit himself to this seditious mob; whereby it went ill

with him, and he was killed miserably. But it seems to me that his

mistake was not so much that he went out, which is the ordinary re-

proach to his memory, as that he took a course of submission and soft-

ness and tried to lull the people's rage rather by following than by
guiding, and by beseeching rather than remonstrating. And I think

that a gracious severity, with a martial command full of security and
confidence, suitable to his rank and to the dignity of his position, would
have succeeded better for him, or at least would have been more honor-

able and proper. There is nothing less to be hoped for from this monster

^ Monsieur de Moneins, tlie King's lieutenant in Guienne, killed in Bordeaux in

1548 during the rioting in protest at the salt tax.
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thus agitated than humanity and gentleness; it is much more accessible

to reverence and fear. I should also reproach him because, having made
a resolution, in my opinion rather brave than rash, to cast himself, weak
and without armor, into the midst of this tempestuous sea of madmen,
he should have swallowed the whole cup and not abandoned his role;

whereas what happened to him was that after having seen the danger

close up, he lost his nerve and changed once again that deflated and
fawning countenance that he had assumed into a frightened one, filHng

his voice and his eyes with astonishment and penitence. Trying to hole

up and hide, he inflamed them and called them down on himself.

Once it was planned to have a general review of various troops under

arms. That is an excellent occasion for secret vengeances; never can

they be executed with greater security. There were public and notorious

evidences that things would go badly for some who had the principal

and necessary responsibility for the reviewing.^ Various plans were
proposed, since the matter was difficult and had much weight and con-

sequence. Mine was that they should above all avoid giving any sign

of this fear, and should show up and mingle in the ranks, head high and
countenance open, and that instead of cutting out anything ( as the other

opinions mostly aimed to do), they should on the contrary urge the

captains to instruct their soldiers to make their volleys fine and lusty

in honor of the spectators, and not spare their powder. This served to

gratify the suspected troops, and engendered from then on a useful

mutual confidence.

^The course that Julius Caesar took seems to me the finest that can

be taken. First he tried, by clemency and mildness, to make himself

loved even by his enemies, contenting himself, in conspiracies that were
revealed to him, with simply declaring that he was informed of them.

That done, he adopted a very noble resolution to await without fear

and without solicitude whatever might come of it, abandoning and

entrusting himself to the protection of the gods and of fortune. For

certainly this was the state he was in when he was killed.

^A stranger stated and proclaimed everywhere that he could teach

Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, a way to smell out and reveal with com-

plete certainty any machinations of his subjects against him if he would

give him a good sum of money. Dionysius, being informed of this, had
the man summoned to enlighten him about an art so necessary to his

preservation. This stranger told him that there was no art except this:

that Dionysius should have one talent delivered to him and should boast

of having learned from him a singular secret. Dionysius found this

device good, and had six hundred crowns counted out to him. It was

not likely that he would have given so great a sum to an unknown man
except as a reward for learning something very useful; and this notion

served to keep his enemies in fear.

7 Montaigne, in his second term (1583-85) as mayor of Bordeaux, had this

duty. Not long before, he had helped Marshal de Matignon, the king's Heutenant,

oust the Leaguer Vaillac from the dangerous Chateau Trompette in the city; and
reprisals were feared.
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Therefore princes are wise to publish the information they receive

about plots that are set up against their lives, so as to make people

believe that they are well informed, and that nothing can be undertaken

that they do not get wind of. <^The duke of Athens did many stupid

things in establishing his recent tyranny over Florence; but this was the

most notable, that having received the first warning of the conspiracies

that the people were forming against him from Matteo di Morozo, one
of the accomplices, he had him killed, to suppress this information and
not to let it be known that anyone in the city could be annoyed by his

just government.

^I remember having read once the story of some Roman, a personage

of dignity, who, fleeing the tyranny of the Triumvirate, had a thousand
times escaped the hands of his pursuers by the subtlety of his devices.

It happened one day that a troop of horsemen who had orders to take

him passed right next to a thicket where he had hidden and just missed
discovering him. But at that point, considering the trouble and hard-

ships which he had already so long endured to save himself from the

continual careful searches that were made for him everywhere, the little

pleasure he could hope for from such a life, and how much better it

was for him to take the step once and for all than to remain always in

this apprehension, he himself called them back and betrayed his hiding

place to them, voluntarily abandoning himself to their cruelty in order

to rid them and himself of further trouble. To call out for the hand
of the enemy is a rather extreme measure, yet a better one, I think, than

to remain in continual fever over an accident that has no remedy. But
since all the precautions that a man can take are full of uneasiness and
uncertainty, it is better to prepare witli fine assurance for the worst that

can happen, and derive some consolation from tlie fact that we are not

sure that it will happen.

25 Ofpedantry

^I was often annoyed in my childhood to see a teacher always the

butt in Italian comedies; and the title of Magister used to have scarcely

a more honorable significance among us Frenchmen. For since I had
been given into their tutelage and charge, was it not the least I could do
to be jealous of their reputation? I sought indeed to excuse them on
account of the natural incompatibility that exists between the com-
mon herd and people of rare and excellent judgment and knowledge,

inasmuch as these two groups go entirely different ways. But I was
wasting my Latin, since the finest gentlemen were those who held

teachers most in contempt, witness our good Du Bellay:

But I hate above all pedantic learning.
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^And this custom is an ancient one; for Plutarch says that Greek and
student were terms of reproach and contempt among the Romans.

^Since then, as I grew older, I found that they had a very good
reason for this, and that the greatest scholars are not the wisest men
[proverb quoted by Rabelais]. But how it is possible that a soul rich

in the knowledge of so many things should not thereby become keener

and more alert, and that a crude and commonplace mind can harbor

within itself, without being improved, the reasonings and judgments

of the greatest minds that the world has produced—that still has me
puzzled.

^"To take in so many other brains, and such great and powerful

ones," a young lady,^ the first of our princesses, said to me, speaking

of a certain person, "our own must crowd itself down, confine itself,

and make itself small, to make room for the others."

^I should be inclined to say that as plants are stifled with too much
moisture, and lamps with too much oil, so too much study and matter

stifles the action of the mind, which, being caught and entangled in a

great variety of things, may lose the ability to break loose, and be kept

bent and huddled down by its burden.

But it works the other way, for the more our soul is filled, the larger

it becomes. And in the examples from olden times, we see as further

proof to the conti'ary that able men in the handling of public matters,

great captains, and great counselors in affairs of state, have at the same
time been very learned.

And as for the philosophers, who are remote from all public occu-

pation, they have also in truth sometimes been mocked by the comic

license of their times, ^their opinions and ways making them ridiculous.

Do you want to make them judge the merits of a case, the actions

of a man? They are well prepared indeed. They are still trying to find

out whether there is life, whether there is movement, whether man is

something other than an ox, what it is to act and to be acted on, what
kind of animals laws and justice are. Do they speak of the magistrate,

or speak to him? They do so with an irreverent and uncivil liberty. Do
they hear their prince or a king praised? He is just a shepherd to them,

idle as a shepherd, occupied in milking and fleecing his flocks, but much
more roughly than a shepherd. Do you consider someone greater for

owning two thousand acres of land? They mock him, being accustomed

to embrace the whole world as their possession. Do you boast of your

nobility because you can count seven rich ancestors? They think little

of you, as one not conceiving the universal image of nature or how many
predecessors each of us has had: rich, poor, kings, servants, Greeks, and
barbarians. And though you were the fiftieth in descent from Hercules,

they find you vain to make capital of this gift of fortune.

Thus the common herd disdained them as ignorant of the elementary

and common things, as presumptuous and insolent. But this Platonic

picture is far removed from the one we need for our folk. ^Those men

1 Probably Catherine de Bourbon, sister of Henry of Navarre; but quite pos-

sibly Henry's wife, Margaret of Valois, sister of Henry IH.
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were envied as being above the common fashion, as disdaining pubHc
actions, as having set up a particular and inimitable way of life regu-

lated by certain lofty and extraordinary principles; these are despised

as being beneath the common fashion, as incapable of public respon-

sibilities, as dragging along behind the common herd tlieir base life

and ways.

*^I hate men base in deeds but wise in words,

PACUVIUS

^As for those philosophers, I say, as tiiey were great in knowledge,

so they were greater still in every kind of action. And just as they tell

of that geometrician of Syracuse' that having been diverted from his

contemplation to put some of it into practice for the defense of his

country, he immediately put into operation frightful machines and
effects surpassing all human belief, though all the while himself dis-

daining all this handiwork and thinking that he had thereby besmirched

the dignity of his art, of which his inventions were but the apprentice

work and playthings; so they, if at any time they were put to the test

of action, were seen to soar on such a lofty wing that it clearly appeared

that their heart and soul had been marvelously enlarged and enriched

by the understanding of things.

But ^some of them, seeing the citadel of political government seized

by incapable men, have witlidrawn from it. And the man who asked

Crates how long it was necessaiy to philosophize received this answer:

"Until it is no longer donkey drivers who lead our armies." Heraclitus

resigned the kingdom to his brother, and said to the Ephesians who
were reproaching him for spending his time playing with children in

front of the temple: "Isn't it better to be doing this than to be govern-

ing the affairs of state in your company?" ^Others, whose imagination

was set above fortune and the world, found the seats of justice, and even
the thrones of kings, low and vile. *^And Empedocles refused the throne

that the Agrigentines offered him. ^After Thales had several times

criticized people's concern with managing a household and getting rich,

they reproached him, saying that he was doing so like the fox, because

he could not attain these things. He decided, for fun, to test this out;

and making his learning stoop for this once to the service of profit and
gain, he set up a traflBc which within a year brought in such riches that

hardly in their whole Iffetime could the most experienced in that trade

make as much.
*^What Aristotle relates of some who called both Thales and Anax-

agoras and the likes of them wise but not prudent, because they cared

not enough for the more useful things—aside from the fact that I do not

very well digest this distinction in terms—does not serve to excuse the

people I have in mind; rather, seeing the base and necessitous fortune

with which they are content, we would be justified in saying both things,

that they are both not wise and not prudent.

^I leave this first explanation, and think it better to say that this evil

- Archimedes.
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comes from the bad way that men of learning have of going at the

sciences; and that the way we are instructed, it is no wonder if neither

the students nor the masters grow in abihty, although they do make
themselves more learned. In truth, the care and expense of our fathers

aims only at furnishing our heads with knowledge; of judgment and
virtue, little news. ^Exclaim to our people about a passer-by "Oh, what
a learned man!" and about another "Oh, what a good man!" They will

not fail to turn their eyes and their respect toward the first. There should

be a third exclamation: "Oh, what blockheads!" -^We are eager to

inquire: "Does he know Greek or Latin? Does he write in verse or

in prose?" But whether he has become better or wiser, which would
be the main thing, that is left out. We should have asked who is better

learned, not who is more learned.

We labor only to fill our memory, and leave the understanding ^and

the conscience ^empty. Just as birds sometimes go in quest of grain,

and carry it in their beak without tasting it to give a beakful to their

little ones, so our pedants go pillaging knowledge in books and lodge

it only on the end of tlieir lips, in order merely to disgorge it and scatter

it to the winds.

^It is wonderful how appropriately this folly fits my case. Isn't it

doing tlie same thing, what I do in most of this composition? I go about

cadging from books here and there the sayings that please me, not to

keep them, for I have no storehouses, but to transport them into this

one, in which, to tell the truth, they are no more mine than in their

original place. We are, I believe, learned only with present knowledge,

not with past, any more than with future.

^But what is worse, their students and their little ones are not

nourished and fed with their learning either; it passes from hand to

hand for the sole purpose of making a show of it, talking to others and

telling stories about it; like chits that have no other value and use than

to be counted and thrown away. ^They have learned to speak among
others, not with themselves [Cicero]. Noi talking, hut steering, is

needed [Seneca].

Nature, to show that there is nothing barbarous in what is under her

guidance, often brings forth, in the nations least cultivated by art, pro-

ductions of the mind that vie with the most artistic productions. How
nice for my purpose is the Gascon proverb. We may blow and blow,

but we still have to move our fingers, taken from a shepherd's song.

^We know how to say: "Cicero says thus; such are the morals of

Plato; these are the very words of Aristotle." But what do we say our-

selves? What do we judge? What do we do? A parrot could well say

as much.
This habit makes me think of that rich Roman who went to much

trouble and very great expense to procure men learned in every field

of knowledge, whom he kept continually around him, so that when there

should befall among his friends some occasion to speak of one thing

or another, they should fill his place and all be ready to furnish him,

one with an argument, one with a verse of Homer, each one according
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to his quarry; and he thought that this knowledge was his own because
it was in the heads of his men, as those also do whose ability dwells
in their sumptuous libraries.

^I know a man who, when I ask him what he knows, asks me for a
book in order to point it out to me, and wouldn't dare tell me that he
has an itchy backside unless he goes immediately and studies in his

lexicon what is itchy and what is a backside.

^We take the opinions and the knowledge of others into our keeping,
and that is all. We must make them our own. We are just like a man
who, needing fire, should go and fetch some at his neighbor's house,
and, having found a fine big fire there, should stop there and warm
himself, forgetting to carry any back home. What good does it do us

to have om- belly full of meat if it is not digested, if it is not transformed
into us, if it does not make us bigger and stronger? Do we think that

Lucullus, whom books, without experience, made and fashioned into

such a great captain, used them in our manner?
^We let ourselves lean so heavily on the arms of others that we

annihilate our own powers. Do I want to arm myself against tlie fear

of death? I do so at Seneca's expense. Do I want to draw consolation

for myself or for another? I borrow it from Cicero. I would have got
it in myself if I had been trained to. I don't like this dependent and
mendicant ability.

^Even if we could be learned with other men's learning, at least wise
we cannot be except by our own wisdom.

I hate the wise man who is not wise for himself.

EURIPIDES

^Whence Enniiis: The wise man is wise to no purpose who can do
himself no good [quoted by Cicero].

^If greedy, vain, and viler than a Euganean lamb.

JUVENAL

^For we must not only acquire wisdom, but profit by it [Cicero].

Dionysius used to make fun of the grammarians who are at pains

to inquire about the troubles of Ulysses and are ignorant of their own;
the musicians who attune their flutes and do not attune their morals;

the orators who study to talk justice, not to do it.

"^If our soul does not go at a better gait, if we do not have sounder
judgment for all our learning, I had just as lief my student had spent

his time playing tennis: at least his body would be the blither. See him
come back from there, after fifteen or sixteen years put in: there is

nothing so unfit for use. All the advantage you recognize is that his

Latin and Greek have made him more conceited and arrogant than

when he left home. ^He should have brought back his soul full; he
brings it back only swollen; he has only inflated it instead of enlarging it.

These schoolmasters, as Plato says of their cousins the Sophists, are

of all men those who promise to be the most useful to men, and who,
alone of all men, not only do not improve what is committed to them.
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as does a carpenter or a mason, but make it worse, and take pay for

having made it worse.

If the rule that Protagoras proposed to his pupils were followed—
that they should either pay him on his terms, or swear in the temple

how much they valued the profit that they had received from his teach-

ings and compensate his pains accordingly—my pedagogues would find

themselves disappointed, if they trusted the sworn testimony of my
experience.

^My Perigordian patois very comically calls these little men of

learning Lettre-ferits, as if to say lettre-ferus^' ( letter-struck ) , men whom
letters have dealt a hammer blow, as they say. In truth, most of the time

they seem to have sunk even beneath common sense. For you see the

peasant and the shoemaker go their way simply and naturally talking

about what they know; while these men, through wanting to exalt them-

selves and swagger around with this learning that is floating on the

surface of their brain, are perpetually getting confused and tangled up
in their own feet. Fine words escape them, but let another man apply

them. They know Galen well, but the patient not at all. They have

already filled your head with laws, and still have not yet grasped the

crux of the case. They knov/ the theory of all things; you find someone
who will put it in practice.

I have seen a friend of mine, in my house, when he had to deal with

one of these people, invent for fun a jargon of windy nonsense, remarks

without sequence, a tissue of borrowed fragments, except that it was
often interlarded with words appropriate to their dispute, and thus keep

this fool busy all day debating and always thinking he was answering

the objections that were made against him; and yet this was a man of

letters and reputation, ^and wore a fine gown.

Oh you, patrician race, whose skulls are blind,

Watch for the grimaces that lurk behind.

PERSIUS

^Whoever will closely observe this sort of people, who are very wide-

spread, will find, as I have, that most of the time they understand neither

themselves nor others, and that they have a full enough memory but

an entirely hollow judgment, unless their nature has of itself fashioned

it otherwise: as I have seen in Adrianus Turnebus, who, having had
no other profession but letters, in which, in my opinion, he was the

greatest man that has been in a thousand years, had nevertheless nothing

pedantic about him but the gown he wore and a certain external man-
nerism that might not be civilized by a courtier's standard, which are

things of no importance. ^And I hate our people who find it harder

to tolerate a gown awry than a soul awry, and judge a man by his bow,

his bearing, and his boots. -^For inside he was the most polished soul

in the world. I have often deliberately launched him on topics remote

from his practice; he saw into them so clearly, with so quick an appre-

3 Ferit and feru both are past participles of the verb ferir, to strike.
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hension, so sound a judgment, that it seemed as if he had never practiced

any other profession than war and affairs of state. Those are fine strong

natures—

^For whom, with art benign,
Prometheus shaped a heart of clay more fine

JUVENAL

—^which hold fast through a bad education. Now it is not enough for

our education not to spoil us; it must change us for the better.

There are some of our Parlements which, when they have to admit
members, examine them only on their learning; the others add also a

test of their sense, by presenting them with a case for judgment. These
seem to me to have a much better method; and even though both parts

are necessary, and both must be present, still in truth it is a fact that

learning is less valuable than judgment. The latter can do without the

former, and not tlie former without the latter. For as that Greek verse

says-
Knowledge is nothing if tlie mind's not there

STOBAEUS

—what is the use of learning, if understanding is absent? Would God
that, for the good of our justice, those bodies were as well furnished

with understanding and conscience as they are with learning! ^We learn

not for life hut for the schoolroom [Seneca]. ^Now we must not attach

learning to the mind, we must incorporate it; we must not sprinkle, but

dye. And if learning does not change the mind and improve its im-

perfect state, certainly we do much better to let it alone. Learning is

a dangerous sword that will hamper and hurt its master, if it is in a

weak hand that does not know how to use it—^50 that it were better

not to have learned [Cicero].

^Perhaps this is the reason why neither we nor theology require

much learning of women; and why Francis, duke of Brittany, son of

John V, when they were talking to him about his marriage with Isabel,

a princess of Scotland, and told him that she had been brought up simply

and without any instruction in letters, replied that he loved her the

better for it, and that a woman was learned enough when she knew how
to distinguish between her husband's shirt and his doublet.

And so it is not so great a wonder as they claim that our ancestors

took no great account of letters, and that even today they come in only

by chance in the principal councils of our kings; and if the aim of get-

ting rich by them, which alone is set before us today, by means of juris-

prudence, medicine, teaching, and even theology, did not maintain

them in credit, you would undoubtedly see them in as wretched con-

dition as they ever were. And what loss would that be, if they teach

us neither to think well nor to do well? ^ISIow that the learned have

appeared, good men are wanting [Seneca]. Any other knowledge is

harmful to a man who has not the knowledge of goodness.

But perhaps the reason that I was just looking for comes also from
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this, that our studies in France have almost no other aim but profit,

except for those whom nature brought into the world for offices more
noble than lucrative and who devote themselves to letters for such a

short time, withdrawing, before they have acquired a taste for them,

to a profession that has nothing in common with books; hence there

ordinarily remain none to involve themselves completely in study but

people of humble means, who seek a living in it. And the souls of those

people, being both by nature and by home upbringing and example of

the basest alloy, bring forth false fruits of learning. For learning is not

there to give light to the soul that has none, or to make a blind man see.

Her business is not to furnish him with sight but to direct the sight

he has, to regulate its steps, provided it has straight and capable feet

and legs of its own.

Knowledge is a good drug; but no drug is strong enough to preserve

itself without alteration and corruption, according to the taint of the

vessel that contains it. A given man sees clear but not straight, and
consequently sees the good and does not follow it, and sees knowledge
and does not use it. The principal ordinance of Plato in his Republic

is to give his citizens their jobs according to their nature. Nature can

do all and does all. Cripples are ill-suited to bodily exercises, and
crippled souls to mental exercises; bastard and vulgar souls are un-

worthy of philosophy. When we see a man ill-shod, we say it is no
wonder, if he is a shoemaker. Likewise it seems that experience often

shows us a doctor worse doctored, a theologian less reformed, a scholar

less competent, than anyone else.

Aristo of Chios had reason to say long ago that philosophers harmed
their listeners, inasmuch as most souls are not fit to profit by such in-

struction, which, if it does not work for good, works for evil: debauchees

came out of the school of Aristippus, boors from that of Zeno [Cicero].

'^In that fine education that Xenophon attributes to the Persians,

we find that they taught their children virtue as other nations do letters.

<^Plato says that the eldest son in their royal succession was brought up
as follows: After his birth he was given over not to women but to

eunuchs of the highest authority with their kings because of their virtue.

These took charge of making his body fair and healthy, and after seven

years trained him to ride a horse and to go hunting. When he had
reached fourteen, they put him in the hands of four men: the wisest,

the most just, the most temperate, and the most valiant in the nation.

The first taught him religion; the second, to be always truthful; the

third, to make himself master of his appetites; the fourth, to fear nothing.

^It is a thing worthy of very great consideration in that excellent

form of goverpment of Lycurgus, one in truth prodigious in its per-

fection, that despite the emphasis on the education of children as the

state's principal responsibility, and that in the very seat of the Muses,

there is so little mention made of learning; as if those high-souled youths,

disdaining any other yoke than that of virtue, had to be furnished merely

with masters of valor, wisdom, and justice, instead of with our masters

of knowledge: ^an example that Plato followed in his Laws. '^The
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method of their teaching was to ask them questions on their judgment
of men and their actions; and if they condemned or praised this person
or that deed, they had to reason out \^'hat they said; and by this means
they both sharpened their understanding and at the same time learned
what was right.

Astyages, in Xenophon, asks Cyrus for an account of his last lesson.

"It was this," he says. "In our school a big boy who had a small coat
gave it to one of his schoolmates who was smaller and took away his

coat, which was larger. Our teacher having made me judge of this

dispute, I judged that things should be left in that state, and that both
seemed to be better suited in this way; whereupon he pointed out to

me that I had done badly, for I had stopped at considering fitness,

whereas I should first of all have taken care of justice, which willed
that no one should be forced in regard to what belonged to him." And
he says that he was whipped for it, just as we are in our villages for
having forgotten the first aorist of ivtcxm.

My schoolmaster would make me a fine harangue in genere demon-
strativo before he would persuade me that his school is worth that one.

They wanted to take a short cut; and since it is a fact that learning, even
when it is taken most directly, can only teach us about wisdom, integrity,

and resolution, tliey wanted to put their children from the first in contact
with deeds, and instruct them, not by hearsay, but by the test of action,

forming and molding them in a hving way, not only by precepts and
words, but principally by examples and works; so that learning might
be not merely a knowledge in their soul, but its character and habit;

not an acquisition but a natural possession. In this connection, some-
one asked Agesilaus what he thought children should learn. "What they
should do when they are men," he replied. It is no wonder if such an
education has produced such admirable results.

They used to go, it is said, to the other cities of Greece to look for

rhetoricians, painters, and musicians; but to Lacedaemon for legis-

lators, magistrates, and army generals. At Athens they learned to speak
well, here to do well; there to disentangle themselves from a sophistical

argument and to overthrow the imposture of words captiously inter-

laced, here to disentangle themselves from the lures of sensual pleasure,

and with great courage to overthrow the threats of fortune and death;

those men busied themselves with words, these with things; there it

was a continual exercise of the tongue, here a continual exercise of the

soul. Wherefore it is not strange if, when Antipater demanded of them
fifty children for hostages, they answered, quite contrary to what we
should do, that they would rather give up twice as many grown men,
so important did they consider the loss of their country's education.

When Agesilaus invites Xenophon to send his children to be brought up
in Sparta, it is not to learn rhetoric or dialectic there, but to learn, as he
says, the finest science there is, namely, the science of obeying and
commanding.

^It is very amusing to see Socrates, after his manner, making fun of

Hippias—who tells him how he earned a good sum of money teaching
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school, especially in certain little towns in Sicily, and that at Sparta he
didn't earn a cent—by saying that they are idiots, who don't know how
to measure or count and who set no store by either grammar or rhythm,
busying themselves merely with knowing the succession of kings, the

founding and decadence of states, and such a jumble of tales. And at

the end of all this, Socrates, making Hippias admit step by step the

excellence of their form of public government, the happiness and virtue

of their life, leaves it to him to guess the conclusion: that his own arts

are useless.

Examples teach us, both in that martial government and in all others

like it, that the pursuit of knowledge makes men's hearts soft and
effeminate more than it makes them strong and warlike. The strongest

state that we see in the world at present is that of the Turks, a people

equally trained to esteem arms and despise letters. I consider Rome
more valiant before she was learned. The most warlike nations in our

day are the most crude and ignorant. The Scythians, the Parthians,

Tamerlane, serve as a proof of this. When the Goths ravaged Greece,

what saved all the libraries from being set afire was that one of the in-

vaders spread the opinion that this item might well be left intact to the

enemy, to divert them from military exercises and keep them busy in

sedentary and idle occupations. When our King Charles VIII, without

drawing his sword from its scabbard, saw himself master of the king-

dom of Naples and a good part of Tuscany, the noblemen in his suite

attributed the unhoped-for ease of this conquest to the fact that the

princes and nobles of Italy were more involved in making themselves

ingenious and learned than vigorous and warlike.

26 Of the education of children

TO MADAME DIANE DE FOIX, COMTESSE DE GURSON

AJ have never seen a father who failed to claim his son, however

mangy or hunchbacked he was. Not that he does not perceive his de-

fect, unless he is utterly intoxicated by his affection; but the fact re-

mains that the boy is his. And so I myself see better than anyone else

that these are nothing but reveries of a man who has tasted only the

outer crust of sciences in his childhood, and has retained only a vague

general picture of them : a little of everything and nothing thoroughly,

French style. For to sum up, I know that there is such a thing as medi-

cine, jurisprudence, four parts in mathematics, and roughly what they

aim at. ^And perhaps I also know the service that the sciences in general

aim to contribute to our life. ^But as for plunging in deeper, or gnaw-
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ing my nails over the study of Aristotle, ^monarch of modern learning,

^or stubbornly pursuing some part of knowledge, I have never done it;

"^nor is there an art of which I could sketch even the outlines. There is

not a child halfway through school who cannot claim to be more learned
than I, who have not even the equipment to examine him on his first les-

son, at least according to that lesson. And if they force me to, I am con-
strained, rather ineptly, to draw from it some matter of universal scope,
on which I test the boy's natural judgment: a lesson as strange to them
as theirs is to me.

I have not had regular dealings with any solid book, except Plutarch
and Seneca, from whom I draw like the Danaids, incessantly filling up
and pouring out. Some of this sticks to this paper; to myself, little or
nothing.

^History is more my quarry, or poetry, which I love with particular

aflFection, For as Cleanthes said, just as sound, when pent up in the
narrow channel of a trumpet, comes out sharper and stronger, so it

seems to me that a thought, when compressed into the numbered feet

of poetry, springs forth much more violently and strikes me a much
stiffer jolt. As for the natural faculties that are in me, of which this book
is the essay, I feel them bending under the load. My conceptions and
my judgment move only by groping, staggering, stumbhng, and blunder-
ing; and when I have gone ahead as far as I can, still I am not at all

satisfied: I can still see country beyond, but with a dim and clouded
vision, so that I cannot clearly distinguish it. And when I undertake to

speak indiscriminately of everything that comes to my fancy without
using any but my own natural resources, if I happen, as I often do, to

come across in the good authors those same subjects I have attempted
to treat—as in Plutarch I have just this very moment come across his

discourse on the power of imagination—seeing myself so weak and puny,
so heavy and sluggish, in comparison with those men, I hold myself in

pity and disdain.

Still I am pleased at this, that my opinions have the honor of often

coinciding with theirs, ^and that at least I go the same way, though far

behind them, saying "How true!" ^Also that I have this, which not every-

one has, that I know the vast difference between them and me. And
nonetheless I let my thoughts run on, weak and lowly as they are, as I

have produced them, without plastering and sewing up the flaws that

this comparison has revealed to me. ^One needs very strong loins to

undertake to march abreast of those men. ^The undiscerning writers of

our century who amid their nonexistent works scatter whole passages

of the ancient authors to do themselves honor, do just the opposite. For
this infinite difference in brilliance gives so pale, tarnished, and ugly

an aspect to the part that is their own that they lose in this way much
more than tliey gain.

^There were two contrasting fancies. The philosopher Chrysippus
mixed into his books, not merely passages, but entire works of other

authors, and in one the Medea of Euripides; and Apollodorus said that

if you cut out of them all the foreign matter, the paper he used would
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be left blank. Epicurus, on the contrary, in three hundred volumes that

he left, put in not a single borrowed quotation.

^I happened the other day to come upon such a passage. I had
dragged along languidly after French words so bloodless, fleshless, and
empty of matter and sense that they really were nothing but French
words. At the end of a long and tedious road I came upon a bit that was
sublime, rich, and lofty as the clouds. If I had found the slope gentle

and the cHmb a bit slower, it would have been excusable; but it was a

precipice so straight and steep that after the first six words I realized

that I was flying off into another world. From there I saw the bog I

had come out of, so low and deep that I never again had the stomach

to go back down into it. If I stuffed one of my chapters with these rich

spoils, it would show up too clearly the stupidity of the others.

^To criticize my own faults in others seems to me no more incon-

sistent than to criticize, as I often do, others' faults in myself. We must
denounce them everywhere and leave them no place of refuge. Still, I

well know how audaciously I always attempt to match the level of my
pilferings, to keep pace with them, not without a rash hope that I may
deceive the eyes of the judges who try to discover them. But this is as

much by virtue of my use of them as by virtue of my inventiveness or

my power. And then, I do not wrestle with those old champions whole-

sale and body against body; I do so by snatches, by little light attacks.

I don't go at them stubbornly; I only feel them out; and I don't go
nearly as much as I think about going. If I were a match for them I

would be a good man, for I take them on only at their stiffest points.

As for doing what I have discovered others doing, covering them-
selves with other men's armor until they don't show even their finger-

tips, and carrying out their plan, as is easy for the learned in common
subjects, with ancient inventions pieced out here and there—for those

who want to hide their borrowings and appropriate them, this is first of

all injustice and cowardice, that, having nothing of their own worth
bringing out, they try to present themselves under false colors; and
second, it is stupid of them to content themselves with gaining deceit-

fully the ignorant approbation of the common herd, while discrediting

themselves in the eyes of men of understanding, whose praise alone has

any weight, and who turn up their nose at our borrowed incrustations.

For my part, there is nothing I want less to do. I do not speak the minds
of others except to speak my own mind better. This does not apply to

the compilations that are published as compilations; and I have seen

some very ingenious ones in my time; among others, one under the name
of Capilupus, besides the ancients. The minds of these authors are such

that they stand out in this sort of writing as well as in other kinds, as

does Lipsius in the learned and laborious web of his Politics.

^However that may be, I mean to say, and whatever these absurd-

ities may be, I have had no intention of concealing them, any more than

I would a bald and graying portrait of myself, in which the painter had
drawn not a perfect face, but mine. For likewise these are my humors
and opinions; I oJBFer them as what I beheve, not what is to be believed.
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I aim here only at revealing myself, who will perhaps be diflFerent to-

morrow, if I learn something new which changes me. I have no authority

to be believed, nor do I want it, feeling myself too ill-instructed to in-

struct others.

Well, someone who had seen the preceding article^ was telling me at

my home the other day that I should have enlarged a bit on the subject

of the education of children. Now, Madame, if I had some competence
in this matter, I could not use it better than to make a present of it to

the little man who threatens soon to come out so bravely from within you

(
you are too noble-spirited to begin otherwise than with a male ) . For

having had so great a part in bringing about your marriage, I have a

certain rightful interest in the greatness and prosperity of whatever
comes out of it; besides that, the ancient claim that you have on my servi-

tude is enough to oblige me to wish honor, good, and advantage to all

that concerns you. But in truth I understand nothing about it except

this, that the greatest and most important diflBculty in human knowledge
seems to lie in the branch of knowledge which deals with the upbring-

ing and education of children.

<^Just as in agriculture the operations that come before the planting,

as well as the planting itself, are certain and easy; but as soon as the

plant comes to life, there are various methods and great difficulties in

raising it; so it is with men: little industry is needed to plant them, but

it is quite a different burden we assume from the moment of their birth,

a burden full of care and fear—that of training them and bringing

them up.

^The manifestation of their inclinations is so slight and so obscure

at that early age, the promises so uncertain and misleading, that it is

hard to base any solid judgment on them. ^Look at Cimon, look at

Themistocles and a thousand otliers, how they belied themselves. The
young of bears and dogs show their natural inclination, but men, plung-

ing headlong into certain habits, opinions, and laws, easily change or

disguise themselves.

^Still it is difficult to force natural propensities. Whence it happens

that, because we have failed to choose their road well, we often spend

a lot of time and effort for nothing, training children for things in which
they cannot get a foothold. At all events, in this difficulty, my advice

is to guide them always to the best and most profitable things, and to

pay little heed to those trivial conjectures and prognostications which
we make from the actions of their childhood. ^Even Plato, in his Repub-
lic, seems to me to give tiiem too much authority.

^Madame, learning is a great ornament and a wonderfully serviceable

tool, notably for people raised to such a degree of fortune as you are.

In truth, it does not receive its proper use in mean and lowborn hands.

It is much prouder to lend its resources to conducting a war, governing

a people, or gaining the friendship of a prince or a foreign nation, than

to constructing a dialectical argument, pleading an appeal, or prescrib-

1 The chapter "Of Pedantry" ( 1 : 25 )

.
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ing a mass of pills. Thus, Madame, because I think you will not forget

this element in the education of your children, you who have tasted its

sweetness and who are of a literary race ( for we still have the writings

of those ancient counts of Foix from whom his lordship the count your

husband and yourself are descended; and Frangois, Monsieur de Can-
dale, your uncle, every day brings forth others, which will extend for

many centuries the knowledge of this quality in your family), I want
to tell you a single fancy of mine on this subject, which is contrary to

common usage; it is all that I can contribute to your service in this matter.

The task of the tutor that you will give your son, upon whose choice

depends the whole success of his education, has many other important

parts, but I do not tou'^h upon them, since I cannot offer anything worth
while concerning them; and in this matter on which I venture to give

him advice, he will take it only as far as it seems good to him. For a

child of noble family who seeks learning not for gain ( for such an abject

goal is unworthy of the graces and favor of the Muses, and besides it

looks to others and depends on them), or so much for external ad-

vantages as for his own, and to enrich and furnish himself inwardly,

since I would rather make of him an able man than a learned man, I

would also urge that care be taken to choose a guide with a well-made

rather than a well-filled head; that both these qualities should be re-

quired of him, but more particularly character and understanding than

learning; and that he should go about his job in a novel way.

Our tutors never stop bawling into our ears, as though they were
pouring water into a funnel; and our task is only to repeat what has been
told us. I should like the tutor to correct this practice, and right from
the start, according to the capacity of the mind he has in hand, to begin

putting it through its paces, making it taste things, choose them, and
discern them by itself; sometimes clearing the way for him, sometimes

letting him clear his own way. I don't want him to think and talk alone,

I Want him to listen to his pupil speaking in his turn. ^Socrates, and
later Arcesilaus, first had their disciples speak, and dien they spoke

to them. The authority of those who teach is often an obstacle to those

who want to learn [Cicero].

It is good that he should have his pupil trot before him, to judge

the child's pace and how much he must stoop to match his strength.

For lack of this proportion we spoil everything; and to be able to hit it

right and to go along in it evenly is one of the hardest tasks that I know;

it is the achievement of a lofty and very strong soul to know how to come
down to a childish gait and guide it. I walk more firmly and surely

uphill than down.
If, as is our custom, the teachers undertake to regulate many minds

of such different capacities and forms with the same lesson and a similar

measure of guidance, it is no wonder if in a whole race of children they

find barely two or three who reap any proper fruit from their teaching.

^Let him be asked for an account not merely of the words of his

lesson, but of its sense and substance, and let him judge the profit he
has made by the testimony not of his memory, but of his life. Let him
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be made to show what he has just learned in a hundred aspects, and
apply it to as many different subjects, to see if he has yet properly

grasped it and made it his own, ^planning his progress according to

the pedagogical method of Plato. ^It is a sign of rawness and indiges-

tion to disgorge food just as we swallowed it. The stomach has not done
its work if it has not changed the condition and form of what has been
given it to cook.

^Our mind moves only on faith, being bound and constrained to the

whim of others' fancies, a slave and a captive under the authority of

their teaching. We have been so well accustomed to leading strings

that we have no free motion left; our vigor and liberty are extinct. ^They
never become their own guardians [Seneca], ^I had a private talk with

a man at Pisa, a good man, but such an Aristotelian that the most sweep-

ing of his dogmas is that the touchi>tone and measure of all solid specu-

lations and of all truth is conformity with the teaching of Aristotle; that

outside of this there is nothing but chimeras and inanity; that Aristotle

saw everything and said everything. This proposition, having been
interpreted a little too broadly and unfairly, put him once, and kept

him long, in great danger of the Inquisition at Rome.
^Let the tutor make his charge pass everything through a sieve and

lodge nothing in his head on mere authority and trust: let not Aristotle's

principles be principles to him any more than those of the Stoics or

Epicureans. Let this variety of ideas be set before him; he will choose

if he can; if not, he will remain in doubt. "^Only the fools are certain and

assured.

^For doubting pleases me no less than knowing.

DANTE

For if he embraces Xenophon's and Plato's opinions by his own reason-

ing, they will no longer be theirs, they will be his. ^He who follows

another follows nothing. He finds nothing; indeed he seeks nothing.

We are not under a king; let each one claim his own freedom [Seneca].

Let him know that he knows, at least. ^Ple must imbibe their ways of

thinking, not learn their precepts. And let him boldly forget, if he

wants, where he got them, but let him know how to make them his own.

Truth and reason are common to everyone, and no more belong to the

man who first spoke them than to the man who says them later, ^it is

no more according to Plato than according to me, since he and I under-

stand and see it in the same way. ^The bees plunder the flowers here

and there, but afterward they make of them honey, which is all theirs;

it is no longer thyme or marjoram. Even so with the pieces borrowed

from others; he will transform and blend them to make a work that is

all his own, to wit, his judgment. His education, work, and study aim

only at forming this.

'^Let him hide all the help he has had, and show only what he has

made of it. The pillagers, tlie borrowers, parade their buildings, their

purchases, not what they get from others. You do not see the gratuities

of a member of a Parlement, you see the alliances he has gained and
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honors for his children. No one makes public his receipts; everyone
makes public his acquisitions.

The gain from our study is to have become better and wiser by it.

AJt is the understanding, Epicharmus used to say, that sees and
hears; it is the understanding that makes profit of everything, that ar-

ranges everything, that acts, dominates, and reigns; all other things are

blind, deaf, and soulless. Truly we make it servile and cowardly, by
leaving it no freedom to do anything by itself. Who ever asked his

pupil what he thinks ^of rhetoric or grammar, or ^of such-and-such a

saying of Cicero? They slap them into our memory with all their feath-

ers on, like oracles in which the letters and syllables are the substance of

the matter. ^To know by heart is not to know; it is to retain what we
have given our memory to keep. What we know rightly we dispose of,

without looking at the model, without turning our eyes toward our

book. Sad competence, a purely bookish competence! I intend it to

serve as decoration, not as foundation, according to the opinion of Plato,

who says that steadfastness, faith, and sincerity are the real philosophy,

and the other sciences which aim at other things are only powder and
rouge.

^I wish Paluel or Pompey,^ those fine dancers of my time, could

teach us capers just by performing them before us and without moving
us from our seats, as those people want to train our understanding with-

out setting it in motion; ^or that we could be taught to handle a horse,

or a pike, or a lute, or our voice, without practicing at it, as those people

want to teach us to judge well and to speak well, without having us

practice either speaking or judging.

^Now, for this apprenticeship, everything that comes to our eyes is

book enough: a page's prank, a servant's blunder, a remark at table, are

so many new materials.

For this reason, mixing with men is wonderfully useful, and visiting

foreign countries, not merely to bring back, in the manner of our French

noblemen, knowledge of the measurements of the Santa Rotonda, or of

the richness of Signora Livia's' drawers, or, like some others, how much
longer or wider Nero's face is in some old ruin there than on some similar

medallion; but to bring back knowledge of the characters and ways of

those nations, and to rub and polish our brains by contact with those of

others. I should like the tutor to start taking him abroad at a tender

age, and first, to kill two birds with one stone, in those neighboring na-

tions where the language is farthest from our own and where the tongue

cannot be bent to it unless you train it early.

Likewise it is an opinion accepted by all, that it is not right to bring

up a child in the lap of his parents. This natural love makes tliem too

tender and lax, even the wisest of them. They are capable neither of

chastising his faults nor of seeing him brought up roughly, as he should

2 Ludovico Palvalli and Pompeo Diobono, two famous Milanese dancing mas-
ters at the French court.

3 Probably a Roman dancer of Montaigne's time.
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be, and hazardously. They could not endure his returning sweating and
dusty from his exercise, ^drinking hot, drinking cold, ^or see him on
a skittish horse, or up against a tough fencer, foil in hand, or with his

first harquebus. For there is no help for it: if you want to make a man
of him, unquestionably you must not spare him in his youth, and must
often clash with the rules of medicine:

^Let him live beneath the open sky
And dangerously.

HORACE

^It is not enough to toughen his soul; we must also toughen his

muscles. The soul is too hard pressed unless it is seconded, and has too

great a task doing two jobs alone. I know how much mine labors in

company with a body so tender and so sensitive, which leans so hard
upon it. And I often perceive in my reading that in their writings my
masters give weight, as examples of great spirit and stoutheartedness,

to acts that are likely to owe more to thickness of skin and toughness of

bones. I have seen men, women, and children naturally so constituted

that a beating is less to them than a fiick of the finger to me; who move
neither tongue nor eyebrow at the blows they receive. When athletes

imitate philosophers in endurance, their strength is that of sinews rather

than of heart.

Now practice at enduring work is practice at enduring pain: Work
hardens one against pain [Cicero]. The boy must be broken in to the

pain and harshness of exercises, to build him up against the pain and
harshness of dislocation, colic, cauterization, and the dungeon, and
torture. For he may yet be a prey to the last two, which threaten the

good as well as the bad in a time like this. We have proof of this right

now. Whoever fights the laws threatens even the best of men with the

scourge and the noose.

^And besides, the authority of the tutor, which should be sovereign

over the pupil, is interrupted and hampered by the presence of the

parents. Add the fact that the respect the whole household pays the

boy, and the consciousness of the power and greatness of his house,

are in my opinion no slight drawbacks at that age.

In this school of dealing with men I have often noticed this flaw,

that instead of gaining knowledge of others we strive only to give

knowledge of ourselves, and take more pains to peddle our wares than

to get new ones. Silence and modesty are very good qualities for social

intercourse. This boy will be trained to be sparing and thrifty witli his

ability when he has acquired it; not to take exception to the stupid

things and wild tales that will be told in his presence, for it is uncivil

and annoying to hit at everything that is not to our taste. ^Let him be

content with correcting himself, and not seem to reproach otliers for

everything that he refuses to do, or set himself up against common prac-

tices. A man may be wise toithout ostentation, without arousing envy

[Seneca]. Let him shun these domineering and uncivil airs, and this

childish ambition to try to seem more clever by being different and to
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gain reputation by finding fault and being original. As it is becoming
only to great poets to indulge in poetic license, so it is tolerable only for

great and illustrious souls to take unusual liberties. If Socrates and
Aristippus have done something contrary to the rules of behavior and
custom, let him not think that he has a right to do the same; for they have
gained that privilege by great and divine merits [Cicero].

^He will be taught not to enter into discussion or argument except

when he sees a champion worth wrestling with, and even then not to

use all the tricks that can help him, but only those that can help him
most. Let him be made fastidious in choosing and sorting his arguments,

and fond of pertinence, and consequently of brevity. Let him be taught

above all to surrender and throw down his arms before truth as soon

as he perceives it, whether it be found in the hands of his opponents,

or in himself through reconsideration. For he will not be set in a pro-

fessor's chair to deliver a prepared lecture. He is pledged to no cause,

except by the fact that he approves of it. Nor will he take up the trade

in which men sell for ready cash the liberty to repent and acknowledge

their mistakes. ^Nor is he forced by any necessity to defend everything

that has been prescribed and commanded [Cicero].

If his tutor is of my disposition, he will form his will to be a very

loyal, very affectionate, and very courageous servant of his prince; but

he will cool in him any desire to attach himself to that prince otherwise

than by sense of public duty. Besides several other disadvantages which
impair our freedom by these private obligations, the judgment of a man
who is hired and bought is either less whole and less free, or tainted

with imprudence and ingratitude. A courtier can have neither the

right nor the will to speak and think otherwise tlian favorably of a

master who among so many thousands of other subjects has chosen him
to train and raise up with his own hand. This favor and advantage

corrupt his freedom, not without some reason, and dazzle him. There-

fore we generally find the language of those people different from any

other language in a state, and little to be trusted in such matters.

^Let his conscience and his virtue shine forth in his speech, "^and be
guided only by reason. ^Let him be made to understand that to confess

the flaw he discovers in his own argument, though it be still unnoticed

except by himself, is an act of judgment and sincerity, which are the

principal qualities he seeks; ^that obstinacy and contention are vulgar

qualities, most often seen in the meanest souls; that to change his mind
and correct himself, to give up a bad position at the height of his ardor,

are rare, strong, and philosophical qualities.

^He will be warned, when he is in company, to have his eyes every-

where; for I find that the chief places are commonly seized by the least

capable men, and that greatness of fortune is rarely found in combi-

nation with ability. While people at the upper end of a table were
talking about the beauty of a tapestry or the flavor of the malmsey, I

have seen many fine sallies wasted at the other end. He will sound the

capacity of each man: a cowherd, a mason, a passer-by; he must put

everything to use, and borrow from each man according to his wares,
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for everything is useful in a household; even the stupidity and weak-
ness of others will be an education to him. By taking stock of the graces

and manners of others, he will create in himself desire of the good ones

and contempt for the bad.

Put into his head an honest curiosity to inquire into all things;

whatever is unusual around him he will see: a building, a fountain, a

man, the field of an ancient battle, the place where Caesar or Charle-

magne passed:

^Which land is parched with heat, which numb with frost,

What wind drives sails to the Italian coast.

PROPERTIUS

^He will inquire into the conduct, the resources, and the alliances of

this prince and that. These are things very pleasant to learn and very

useful to know.
In this association with men I mean to include, and foremost, those

who live only in the memory of books. He will associate, by means of

histories, with those great souls of the best ages. It is a vain study, if

you will; but also, if you will, it is a study of inestimable value, ^and

the only study, as Plato tells us, in which the Lacedaemonians had kept

a stake for themselves. ^What profit will he not gain in this field by
reading the Lives of our Plutarch? But let my guide remember the

object of his task, and let him not impress on his pupil so much ^the date

of the destruction of Carthage as the characters of Hannibal and Scipio,

nor so much ^where Marcellus died as why his death there showed him
unworthy of his duty. Let him be taught not so much the histories as

how to judge them. '^That, in my opinion, is of all matters the one to

which we apply our minds in the most varying degree. I have read in

Livy a hundred things that another man has not read in him. Plutarch

has read in him a hundred besides the ones I could read, and perhaps

besides what the author had put in. For some it is a purely gram-

matical study; for others, the skeleton of philosophy, in which the most

abstruse parts of our nature are penetrated.

^There are in Plutarch many extensive discussions, well worth know-

ing, for in my judgment he is the master workman in that field; but there

are a thousand that he has only just touched on; he merely points out

with his finger where we are to go, if we hke, and sometimes is content

to make only a stab at the heart of a subject. We must snatch these bits

out of there and display them properly. "Just as that remark of his, that

the inhabitants of Asia served one single man because they could not

pronounce one single syllable, which is "No," may have given the matter

and the impulsion to La Boetie for his Voluntary Servitude. ^Just to

see him pick out a trivial action in a man's life, or a word which seems

unimportant: that is a treatise in itself. It is a pity that men of under-

standing are so fond of brevity; doubtless their reputation gains by it,

but we lose by it. Plutarch would rather we praised him for his judg-

ment than for his knowledge; he would rather leave us wanting more

of him than satiated. He knew that even of good things one may say
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too much, and that Alexandridas justly reproached the man who was
talking sensibly but too long to the ephors: "O stranger, you say what
you should, but otherwise than you should." ^Those who have a thin

body fill it out with padding; those who have slim substance swell it

out with words.

^Wonderful brilliance may be gained for human judgment by getting

to know men. We are all huddled and concentrated in ourselves, and
our vision is reduced to the length of our nose. Socrates was asked

where he was from. He replied not "Athens," but "The world." He,
whose imagination was fuller and more extensive, embraced the uni-

verse as his city, and distributed his knowledge, his company, and his

affections to all mankind, unlike us who look only at what is underfoot.

When the vines freeze in my village, my priest infers that the wrath

of God is upon the human race, and judges that the cannibals already

have the pip. Seeing our civil wars, who does not cry out that this

mechanism is being turned topsy-turvy and that the judgment day has

us by the throat, without reflecting that many worse things have hap-

pened, and that ten thousand parts of the world, to our one, are mean-
while having a gay time? ^Myself, considering their licentiousness and
impunity, I am amazed to see our wars so gentle and mild. ^When the

hail comes down on a man's head, it seems to him that the whole hemi-

sphere is in tempest and storm. And a Savoyard said that if that fool of

a French king had known how to play his cards right, he would have

had it in him to become chief steward to the duke of Savoy. His imagi-

nation conceived no higher dignity than that of his master. *^We are all

unconsciously in this error, an error of great consequence and harm.

^But whoever considers as in a painting the great picture of our mother

Nature in her full majesty; whoever reads such universal and constant

variety in her face; whoever finds himself there, and not merely him-

self, but a whole kingdom, as a dot made with a very fine brush; that

man alone estimates things according to their true proportions.

This great world, which some multiply further as being only a

species under one genus, is the mirror in which we must look at ourselves

to recognize ourselves from the proper angle. In short, I want it to be
the book of my student. So many humors, sects, judgments, opinions,

laws, and customs teach us to judge sanely of our own, and teach our

judgment to recognize its own imperfection and natural weakness, which
is no small lesson. So many state disturbances and changes of public

fortune teach us not to make a great miracle out of our own. So many
names, so many victories and conquests, buried in oblivion, make it

ridiculous to hope to perpetuate our name by the capture of ten mounted
archers and some chicken coop known only by its fall. The pride and
arrogance of so many foreign displays of pomp, the puffed-up majesty

of so many courts and dignities, strengthens our sight and makes it

steady enough to sustain the brilliance of our own without blinking. So

many millions of men buried before us encourage us not to be afraid

of joining such good company in the other world. And likewise for

other things.
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^Our life, Pythagoras used to say, is like the great and populous as-

sembly at the Olympic games. Some exercise their bodies to win glory

in the games, others bring merchandise to sell for gain. There are some,

and not the worst, who seek no other profit than to see how and why
everything is done, and to be spectators of the life of other men in order

to judge and regulate their own.

^To the examples may properly be fitted all tlie most profitable

lessons of philosophy, by which human actions must be measured as

their rule. He will be told

:

^What you may justly wish; the use and ends

Of hard-earned coin; our debt to country and to friends;

What heaven has ordered us to be, and where our stand,

Amid humanity, is fixed by high command;
What we now are, what destiny for us is planned;

PERsros

^what it is to know and not to know, and what must be the aim of

study; what are valor, temperance, and justice; what the difference is

between ambition and avarice, servitude and submission, license and
liberty; by what signs we may recognize true and solid contentment;

how much we should fear death, pain, and shame;

^What hardships to avoid, what to endure, and how;

VIRGIL

^what springs move us, and the cause of such different impulses in us.

For it seems to me that the first lessons in which we should steep his

mind must be those that regulate his behavior and his sense, that will

teach him to know himseff and to die well and live well. ^Among the

liberal arts, let us begin with the art that liberates us. They are all

somewhat useful for the edification and service of our life, just as every-

thing else is somewhat useful. But let us choose die one that is directly

and professedly useful for it.

If we knew how to confine the appurtenances of our life to their just

and natural hmits, we should find that the better part of the sciences

that are now in use are no use to us; and that even in those which are,

there are very useless stretches and depths that we would do better to

leave alone, in accord with the teaching of Socrates, limiting the extent

of our study in those regions where utility is lacking.

^Dare to be wise! Begin!

The man who would reform, but hesitates, is kin

Unto the boor who waits until the stream is gone;

But ever flows the stream, and ever will flow on.

HORACE

It is very silly to teach our children

^What effect have Pisces and Leo, fierce and brave.

Or Capricorn, that bathes in the Hesperian wave,

PROPERTIUS
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the knowledge of the stars and ^die movement of the eighth sphere,

before the knowledge of themselves and their movements:

What are the Pleiades to me,
And what to me Bootes' stars?

ANACREON

•^Anaximenes, writing to Pythagoras: "What sense have I if I can amuse
myself with the secret of tlie stars, having death or slavery ever present

before my eyes?" For at that time the kings of Persia were preparing

to make war on his country. Everyone should speak thus: "When I

am battered by ambition, avarice, temerity, and superstition, and have

other such enemies of life within me, shall I go dreaming about the revo-

lutions of the earth?"

^After the tutor has told his pupil what will help make him wiser

and better, he will explain to him the meaning of logic, physics, geom-

etry, rhetoric; and the science he chooses, now that his judgment is

already formed, he will soon master. His lesson will be now in talk, now
in a book; now his tutor will give him straight from the author some

passage that is suitable to this purpose in his education, now he will

give him the marrow and the substance predigested. And if the tutor

himself is not familiar enough with books to find all the fine passages

that are in them for his purpose, some man of letters may be associated

with him, who as each need arises shall supply him with the material he

requires, which he may then sort out and dispense to his nursling. And
who can doubt that this kind of teaching is easier and more natural than

that of Gaza?* There we find thorny and unpleasant precepts and

empty and fleshless words that you cannot get a hold on, nothing that

rouses your mind. Here the mind finds something to bite and feed on.

The fruit of it is incomparably greater, and also it will be sooner ripe.

It is a strange fact that things should be in such a pass in our century

that philosophy, even with people of understanding, should be an empty

and fantastic name, a thing of no use and no value, ^both in common
opinion and in fact. ^I think those quibblings which have taken pos-

session of all the approaches to her are the cause of this. It is very

wrong to portray her as inaccessible to children, with a surly, frowning,

and terrifying face. Who has masked her with this false face, pale and

hideous? There is nothing more gay, more lusty, more sprightly, and I

might almost say more frolicsome. She preaches nothing but merry-

making and a good time. A sad and dejected look shows that she does

not dwell there. Demetrius the grammarian, finding a group of philos-

ophers seated together in the temple of Delphi, said to them: "Either

I am mistaken, or, judging by your peaceful and gay countenances, you

are not engaged in any deep discussion." To which one of them, Her-

acleon the Megarian, replied: "It is for those who are inquiring whether

the verb pdAAco has a double I, or seeking the derivation of the com-

paratives yelQov and (3eA,Tiov and tlie superlatives xet^iOTOv and peAtiOTOv,

4 A fifteenth-century translator of Aristotle and autlior of a Greek grammar.
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to knit their brows when discussing their science. But as for the teach-

ings of philosophy, they are wont to dehght and rejoice those who dis-

cuss them, not to make them sullen and sad."

^You'll find the hidden torments of the mind
Shown in the body, and the joys you'll find;

The face puts on a cloak of either kind.

JtrVENAL

^The soul in which philosophy dwells should by its health make even
the body healthy. It should make its tranquilhty and gladness shine out

from within; should form in its own mold the outward demeanor, and
consequently arm it with graceful pride, an active and joyous bearing,

and a contented and good-natured countenance. *^The surest sign of

wisdom is constant cheerfulness; her state is like that of things above
the moon, ever serene. ^It is Baroco and Baralipton^ that make their

disciples dirt-caked and smoky, and not she; they know her only by
hearsay. Why, she makes it her business to calm the tempests of the

soul and to teach hungers and fevers to laugh, not by some imaginary
epicycles, but by natural and palpable reasons. ^She has virtue as her

goal, which is not, as the schoolmen say, set on the top of a steep,

rugged, inaccessible mountain. Those who have approached virtue

maintain, on the contrary, that she is established in a beautiful plain,

fertile and flowering, from where, to be sure, she sees all things beneath

her; but you can get there, if you know the way, by shady, grassy,

sweetly flowering roads, pleasantly, by an easy smooth slope, like that

of the celestial vaults. It is because they have not associated with this

virtue —this supreme, beautiful, triumphant, loving virtue, as delightful

as she is courageous, a professed and implacable enemy of sourness,

displeasure, fear, and constraint, having nature for her guide, fortune

and pleasure for companions—that there are men who in their weak-

ness have made up this stupid, sad, quarrelsome, sullen, threatening,

scowling image and set it on a rock, in a solitary place, among the

brambles: a phantom to frighten people.

My tutor, who knows he must fill his pupil's mind as much, or more,

with affection as with reverence for virtue, will be able to tell him that

the poets agree with the common view, and to set his finger on the fact

that the gods make men sweat harder in the approaches to the chambers

of Venus than of Pallas. And when he begins to feel his oats, and the

choice is offered him between Bradamante and Angelica as a mistress

to be enjoyed—a natural, active, spirited, manly but not mannish beauty,

next to a soft, affected, deUcate, artificial beauty; one disguised as a

boy, wearing a shining helmet, the other dressed as a girl, wearing a

headdress of pearls—the tutor will think his pupil manly even in love

if he chooses quite differently from that effeminate shepherd of Phrygia.*'

5 Artificial words in scholastic logic whose vowels represent forms of syllogisms.
c Paris, whose award of the golden apple, the prize of beauty, to Aphrodite

instead of Hera or Athene led to the Trojan War. Bradamante and Angelica are

two heroines of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso.
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He will teach him this new lesson, that the value and height of true

virtue lies in the ease, utility, and pleasure of its practice, which is so

far from being difficult that children can master it as well as men, the

simple as well as the subtle. Virtue's tool is moderation, not strength.

Socrates, her prime favorite, deliberately gives up his strength, to slip

into the naturalness and ease of her gait. She is the nursing mother of

human pleasures. By making them just, she makes them sure and pure.

By moderating them, she keeps them in breath and appetite. By with-

drawing the ones she refuses, she makes us keener for the ones she

allows us; and she allows us abundantly all those that nature wills, even

to satiety, in maternal fashion, if not to the point of lassitude (unless

perchance we want to say that the regimen that stops the drinker short

of drunkenness, the eater short of indigestion, the lecher short of bald-

ness, is an enemy of our pleasures ) . If she lacks the fortune of ordinary

men, she rises above it or does without it, and makes herself a different

sort of fortune that is all her own, and no longer fluctuating and un-

steady. She knows how to be rich and powerful and learned, and lie

on perfumed mattresses. She loves life, she loves beauty and glory and
health. But her own particular task is to know how to enjoy those

blessings with temperance, and to lose them with fortitude: a task far

more noble than harsh, without which the course of any life is denatured,

turbulent, and deformed, and fit to be associated with those dangers,

those brambles, and those monsters.

If this pupil happens to be of such an odd disposition that he would
rather listen to some idle story than to the account of a fine voyage or

a wise conversation when he hears one; if, at the sound of the drum that

calls the youthful ardor of his companions to arms, he turns aside to

another that invites him to the tricks of the jugglers; if, by his own
preference, he does not find it more pleasant and sweet to return dusty

and victorious from a combat than from tennis or a ball with the prize

for that exercise, I see no other remedy than for his tutor to strangle

him early, if there are no witnesses, or apprentice him to a pastry cook

in some good town, even though he were the son of a duke; in accord-

ance with Plato's precept that children should be placed not according

to the faculties of their father, but according to the faculties of their soul.

^Since it is philosophy that teaches us to live, and since there is a

lesson in it for childhood as well as for the other ages, why is it not

imparted to children?

^He still is yielding clay; now, now, ere he congeal,

Tirelessly we must shape him on the potter's wheel.

PEBSIUS

^They teach us to live, when life is past. A hundred students have
caught the syphihs before they came to Aristotle's lesson on temperance.

^Cicero used to say that even if he lived the lives of two men, he would
not take the time to study the lyric poets. And I find these quibblers

still more pathetically useless. Our child is in much more of a hurry: he
owes to education only the first fifteen or sixteen years of his life; the rest
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he owes to action. Let us use so short a time for the necessary teachings.

^The others are abuses: away with all those thorny subtleties of dia-

lectics, by which our lives cannot be amended. Take the simple teach-

ings of philosophy, know how to choose them and treat them at the

right time; they are easier to understand than a tale of Boccaccio. A
child is capable of that when he leaves his nurse, much more than of

learning to read and write. Philosophy has lessons for the birth of men
as well as for their decrepitude.

I am of Plutarch's opinion, that Aristotle did not amuse his great

pupil so much with the trick of constructing syllogisms or with the

principles of geometry, as by instructing him in the good precepts con-

cerning valor, prowess, magnanimity, and temperance, and the security

of fearing nothing; and with this ammunition he sent him, still a child,

to subjugate the empire of the whole world with only thirty thousand
foot, fovir thousand horse, and forty-two thousand crowns. As for the

other arts and sciences, says Plutarch, Alexander indeed honored them
and praised their excellence and prettiness; but for all the pleasure he
found in them, he was not easily overcome by a desire to practice them.

^Young men and old, seek here a purpose for the soul,

And comfort for the woes that over gray hairs roll.

PERSIUS

^It is what Epicurus says in the beginning of his letter to Meniceus:

"Neither let the youngest refuse to study philosophy, nor the oldest

weary of it." He who does otherwise seems to say that it is not yet

time to live happily, or that it is no longer time.

^For all this education I do not want the boy to be made a prisoner.

I do not want him to be given up to the surly humors of a choleric school-

master. I do not want to spoil his mind by keeping him in torture and
at hard labor, as others do, fourteen or fifteen hours a day, like a porter.

•^Nor would I think it good, if by virtue of some solitary and melancholy

streak he were found to be addicted to the study of books with too

undiscerning application, for him to be encouraged in that direction;

such application makes them unfit for social intercourse and diverts

them from better occupations. And how many men I have seen in my
time made stupid by rash avidity for learning! Carneades became so

mad about it that he had no time left to take care of his hair and nails.

^Nor do I want to spoil his noble manners by the incivility and
barbarism of others. French wisdom was proverbial of old as a wisdom
that took hold early, and lost its hold soon. Indeed we still see that

there is nothing as fine as the little children in France; but ordinarily

they disappoint the hopes that have been conceived for them, and as

grown men they have no distinction. I have heard intelligent men
maintain that these schools they are sent to, of which there are plenty,

make them so brutish.

For our boy, a closet, a garden, the table and the bed, solitude,

company, morning and evening, all hours will be the same, all places

will be his study; for philosophy, which, as the molder of judgment
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and conduct, will be his principal lesson, has this privilege of being

everywhere at home. When the orator Isocrates was entreated at a

feast to speak of his art, everyone agrees that he was right to answer:

"It is not the time now for what I can do; what it is time for now, I

cannot do." For to deliver harangues or rhetorical disputations to a

company assembled to laugh and make merry would produce too dis-

cordant a mixture. And as much could be said of all the other sciences.

But as for philosophy, in the part where she treats of man and his duties

and functions, it has been the common judgment of all the sages that

because of the sweetness of her society she should not be excluded

either from feasts or from games. And Plato having invited her to his

Symposium, we see how she entertains the company in a mellow manner
suited to the time and the place, though this is one of his loftiest and
most salutary treatises

:

Upon the rich and poor alike its blessings flow,

And its neglect to young and old alike brings woe.

HORACE

Thus he will doubtless be less idle than others. But, as the steps

we take walking back and forth in a gallery, though there be three

times as many, do not tire us like those we take on a set journey, so

our lesson, occurring as if by chance, not bound to any time or place,

and mingling with all our actions, will slip by without being felt. Even
games and exercises will be a good part of his study: running, wrestling,

^music, ^dancing, hunting, handling horses and weapons. I want his

outward behavior and social grace ^and his physical adaptability ^to

be fashioned at the same time with his soul. It is not a soul that is

being trained, not^ body, but a man; these parts must not be separated.

And, as Plato says, they must not be trained one without the other, but

driven abreast like a pair of horses harnessed to the same pole. ^And,

to hear him, does he not seem to give more time and care to exercises

of the body, and to think that the mind gets its exercise at the same
time, and not the other way around?

^For the rest, this education is to be carried on with severe gentle-

ness, not as is customary. Instead of being invited to letters, children

are shown in truth nothing but horror and cruelty. Away with violence

and compulsion! There is nothing to my mind which so depraves and

stupefies a wellborn nature. If you would like him to fear shame and
chastisement, don't harden him to them. Harden him to sweat and

cold, wind and sun, and the dangers that he must scorn; wean him from

all softness and delicacy in dressing and sleeping, eating and drinking;

accustom him to everything. Let him not be a pretty boy and a little

lady, but a lusty and vigorous youth.

^As a boy, a man, and a graybeard, I have always thought and

judged in the same way. But, among other things, I have always dis-

liked the discipline of most of our schools. They might have erred less

harmfully by leaning toward indulgence. They are a real jail of captive

youth. They make them slack, by punishing them for slackness before
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they show it. Go in at lesson time: you hear nothing but cries, both
from tortured boys and from masters drunk with rage. What a way
to arouse zest for their lesson in these tender and timid souls, to guide
them to it with a horrible scowl and hands armed with rods! Wicked
and pernicious system! Besides, as Quintilian very rightly remarked,
this imperious authority brings on dangerous consequences, and espe-
cially in our manner of punishment. How much more fittingly would
their classes be strewn with flowers and leaves than with bloody stumps
of birch rods! I would have portraits there of Joy and Gladness, and
Flora and the Graces, as the philosopher Speusippus had in his school.

Where their profit is, let their frolic be also. Healthy foods should be
sweetened for the child, and harmful ones dipped in gall.

It is wonderful how solicitous Plato shows himself in his Laws
about the gaiety and pastimes of the youth of his city, and how much
he dwells upon their races, games, songs, jumping, and dancing, whose
conduct and patronage he says antiquity gave to the gods themselves:
Apollo, the Muses, and Minerva. He extends this to a thousand precepts
for his gymnasiums; as for the literary studies, he wastes little time on
them, and seems to recommend poetry in particular only for the sake
of the music.

^Any strangeness and peculiarity in our conduct and ways is to be
avoided as inimical to social intercourse, ^and unnatural. Who would
not be astonished at the constitution of Demophon, Alexander's steward,

who sweated in the shade and shivered in the sun? ^I have seen men
flee from the smell of apples more than from harquebus fire, others take

fright at a mouse, others throw up at the sight of cream, and others at

the plumping of a feather bed; and Germanicus could not endure either

the sight or the crowing of cocks. There may perhaps be some occult

quality in this; but a man could exterminate it, in my opinion, if he set

about it early. Education has won this much from me—it is true that

it was not without some trouble—that, except for beer, my appetite

adapts itself indiscriminately to everything people eat.

While the body is still supple, it should for that reason be bent to

all fashions and customs. And provided his appetite and will can be
kept in check, let a young man boldly be made fit for all nations and
companies, even for dissoluteness and excess, if need be. ^Let his train-

ing follow usage. ^Let him be able to do all things, and love to do only

the good. The philosophers themselves do not think it praiseworthy

in Callisthenes to have lost the good graces of his master Alexander the

Great by refusing to keep pace with him in drinking. He will laugh,

he will carouse, he will dissipate with his prince. Even in dissipation

I want him to outdo his comrades in vigor and endurance; and I want
him to refrain from doing evil, not for lack of power or knowledge, but

for lack of will. ^There is a great difference between not wishing to

do evil and not knowing how [Seneca].

M thought I was doing honor to a lord who was as far removed from
such excesses as any lord in France, by asking him, in good company,
how many times in his life he had got drunk in the interest of his king's
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aflFairs in Germany. He took it as it was intended, and answered that

he had done so three times, which he related. I know some who for

lack of this faculty have made themselves a lot of trouble when they

had to deal with that nation. I have often noticed with great admiration

the wonderful nature of Alcibiades, who could change so easily to suit

such different fashions, without damage to his health; now outdoing

the Persians in luxury and pomp, now the Lacedaemonians in austerity

and frugality; as pure in Sparta as he was voluptuous in Ionia.

Any dress, rank, or state, Aristippus bore well.

HORACE

So I would make my pupil.

Him I admire whom patience clothes in shabby dress,

If he can grace a different way of life no less,

And if he plays both parts with equal comeliness.

HORACE

These are my lessons. ^He whose conduct shows them has profited

by them better than he who merely knows them. If you see him, you
hear him; if you hear him, you see him.

God forbid, says someone in Plato, that philosophizing should mean
learning a number of things and discussing the arts! This most valuable

of all arts, the art of living well, they followed rather in their lives than

in their writings [Cicero]. When Leon, prince of the Phliasians, asked

Heraclides Ponticus what science or art he professed, he replied: "I

know neither art nor science; but I am a philosopher." Someone re-

proached Diogenes for meddling, though ignorant, with philosophy.

"I meddle with it," he said, "all the more appropriately." Hegesias

begged him to read him some book. "You are jesting," he replied; "you
choose real and natural figs, not painted ones; why don't you also choose

real and natural exercises, not written ones?"

He will not so much say his lesson as do it. He will repeat it in his

actions. ^We shall see if he shows prudence in his enterprises, if he
shows goodness and justice in his conduct, ^if he shows judgment and
grace in his speaking, fortitude in his illnesses, modesty in his games,

temperance in his pleasures, ^unconcern in his tastes, whether flesh

or fish, wine or water, ^order in his economy: Who makes his learning

not a display of knowledge, but the law of his life; who obeys himself

and submits to his own iniunctions [Cicero]. The true mirror of our

discourse is the course of our lives.

^Zeuxidamus replied to a man who asked him why tlie Lacedae-

monians did not draw up in writing the rules of prowess and give them
to their young men to read, that it was because they wanted to accustom

them to deeds, not words. Compare with our pupil, after fifteen or

sixteen years, one of your school Latinizers, who has spent that much
time merely learning to speak. The world is nothing but babble, and
I never saw a man who did not say rather more than less than he should.

And yet half of our life is wasted on that. They keep us for four or five
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years learning to understand words and stitch them into sentences;

as many more, to mold them into a great body, extending into four or

five parts; and another five, at least, learning how to mix and inter\veave

them briefly in some subtle way. Let us leave that to those who make
a special profession of it.

Going to Orleans one day, I met, in that plain this side of Clery,

two teachers coming to Bordeaux, about fifty yards apart. Further off,

behind them, I perceived a company and a lord at the head, who was
the late Count de La Rochefoucauld. One of my men inquired of the
first of these teachers who was the gentleman that came behind him.
He, not having seen the retinue that was following him, and thinking
that my man was talking about his companion, replied comically: "He
is not a gentleman; he is a grammarian, and I am a logician."

Now, we who are trying on the contrary to make not a grammarian
or a logician, but a gentleman, let us allow them to misuse their free

time; we have business elsewhere. Provided our pupil is well equipped
with substance, words will follow only too readily; if they won't follow
willingly, he will drag them. I hear some making excuses for not being
able to express themselves, and pretending to have their heads full of

many fine things, but to be unable to express them for lack of eloquence.

That is all bluff. Do you know what I think those things are? They are

shadows that come to them of some shapeless conceptions, which they
cannot untangle and clear up within, and consequently cannot set forth

without: they do not understand themselves yet. And just watch them
stammer on the point of giving birth; you will conclude that they are

laboring not for delivery, but ^for conception, and '^that they are only

trying to lick into shape this unfinished matter. For my part I hold,

^and Socrates makes it a rule, ^that whoever has a vivid and clear idea

in his mind will express it, if necessary in Bergamask dialect, or, if he
is dumb, by signs

:

Master the stuff, and words will freely follow.

HORACE

And as another said just as poetically in his prose: When things have
taken possession of the mind, words come thick and fast [Seneca].

^And another: The things themselves carry the words along [Cicero].

^He knows no ablatives, conjunctives, substantives, or grammar;
nor does his lackey, or a fishwife of the Petit Pont, and yet they will

talk your ear off, if you like, and will perhaps stumble as little over the

rules of their language as the best master of arts in France. He does
not know rhetoric, or how in a preface to capture tlie benevolence of

the gentle reader; nor does he care to know it. In truth, all this fine

painting is easily eclipsed by the luster of a simple natural trudi. These
niceties serve only to amuse the common herd, who are incapable of

taking their meat tougher or in bigger morsels, as Aper very clearly

shows in Tacitus. The ambassadors of Samos had come to Cleomenes,
king of Sparta, ready with a fine long oration, to incite him to war against

the tyrant Polycrates. After letting them have their say, he replied to
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them: "As for your beginning and exordium, I no longer remember It,

nor consequently the middle; and as for your conclusion, I will do
nothing of the sort." There we have a fine answer, it seems to me, and
speechifiers well snubbed.

^And what about this other? The Athenians were to choose between
two architects to build a big structure. The first, more affected, came
forward with a fine prepared speech on the subject of this job, and was
winning the judgment of the people in his favor. But the other, in three

words: "Athenian lords, what this man has said, I will do."

^When Cicero's eloquence was at its height, many were struck with

admiration; but Cato only laughed and said: "We have an amusing

consul." Before or after, a useful maxim or a fine touch is always in

season. ^If it does not suit what precedes or what follows, it is good
in itself. ^I am not one of those who think that good rhythm makes a

good poem. Let him make a short syllable long if he wants, that doesn't

matter; if the inventions are pleasant, if wit and judgment have done
their work well, I shall say: There is a good poet, but a bad versifier.

^His taste is keen, although his verse is harsh.

HORACE

^Let his work, says Horace, lose all its seams and measures—

^The rhythm and the measure; and what goes

Foremost, make last, and last to first transpose;

Yet still the poet's scattered limbs it shows

HORACE

A—he will not belie himself for all that; the very fragments will be
beautiful. This is what Menander answered, when, as the day drew near

for which he had promised a comedy, he was chided for not having set

his hand to it yet: "It is composed and ready; it remains only to add the

verses." Having the substance and the materials arranged in his mind,

he took little account of the rest. Since Ronsard and Du Bellay have
brought honor to our French poetry, I never see a little apprentice who
doesn't swell his words and arrange his rhythms almost as they do.

^It makes more sound than sense [Seneca]. ^In the eyes of the common
people, there never were so many poets. But just as it was very easy

for them to reproduce their rhythms, just so they fall far short of imi-

tating the rich descriptions of the one and the delicate inventions of

the other.

True, but what will he do if someone presses him with the sophistic

subtlety of some syllogism? "Ham makes us drink; drinking quenches
thirst; therefore ham quenches thirst." *^Let him laugh at it; it is subtler

to laugh at it than to answer it.

Let him borrow from Aristippus this amusing counterthrust: "Why
shall I untie it, since it gives me so much trouble tied?" Someone was
using dialectical tricks against Cleanthes, when Chrysippus said to him:

"Play those tricks with children, and don't divert the thoughts of a

grown man to that stuff." ^If those silly quibbles, tortuous and thorny
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sophisms [Cicero], ^are intended to convince him of a lie, that is

dangerous; but if they remain without effect and only make him laugh,

I do not see why he need be on his guard against them.
There are some men so stupid that they go a mile out of their way

to chase after a fine word, '^or who do not fit words to things, hut seek

irrelevant things which their words may fit [Quintilian]. And as another
says, There are some who are led by the charm of some attractive word
to write something they had not intended [Seneca]. I much more
readily twist a good saying to sew it on me than I twist the thread of

my thought to go and fetch it. ^On the contrary, it is for words to serve

and follow; and let Gascon get there if French cannot. I want the sub-

stance to stand out, and so to fill the imagination of the listener that

he will have no memory of the words. The speech I love is a simple,

natural speech, the same on paper as in the mouth; a speech succulent

and sinewy, brief and compressed, "^not so much dainty and well-

combed as vehement and brusque:

The speech that strikes the mind will have most taste;

EPITAPH OF LUCAN

^rather difficult than boring, remote from affectation, irregular, dis-

connected and bold; each bit making a body in itself; not pedantic, not
monkish, not lawyer-like, but rather soldierly, as Suetonius calls Julius

Caesar's speech; "^and yet I do not quite see why he calls it so.

^I have been prone to imitate that disorder in dress which we see

in our young men—a cloak worn like a scarf, the hood over one shoulder,

a neglected stocking^which shows a pride disdainful of these foreign

adornments and careless of art. But I think it is even better employed
in our form of speech. ^Any affectation, especially in the gaiety and
freedom of French, is unbecoming to a courtier. And in a monarchy
every gentleman should be ti-ained in the manner of a courtier. Where-
fore we do well to lean a little in the direction of naturalness and
negligence.

^I do not like a fabric in which the seams and stitches show, just

as in a handsome body we must not be able to count the bones and
veins: ^Let the language devoted to truth he plain and simple. Who
speaks carefully unless he wants to speak affectedly? [Seneca]. The
eloquence that diverts us to itself harms its content.

As in dress it is pettiness to seek attention by some peculiar and
unusual fashion, so in language the search for novel phrases and little-

known words comes from a childish and pedantic ambition. Would
that I might use only those that are used in the markets of Paris!

Aristophanes the grammarian did not know what he was talking about
when he criticized Epicurus for the simplicity of his words and the aim
of his oratorical art, which was simply lucidity of speech. The imitation

of speech, because of its facility, may be quickly picked up by a whole
people; the imitation of judgment and invention does not come so

fast. Most readers, because they have found a similar robe, think very

wrongly that they have hold of a similar body. Strength and sinews
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are not to be borrowed; the attire and the cloak may be borrowed.

Most of the people who frequent me speak like these Essays; but I don't

know whether they think like them.

^The Athenians, says Plato, give their attention to fullness and
elegance in speech, the Lacedaemonians to brevity, and the Cretans

to fertihty of thought rather than of language; the last are the best.

Zeno used to say that he had two kinds of disciples: some that he called

(pdoAoyoug, curious to learn things, who were his favorites; the others,

loyocpilovg, who cared only for the language. This is not to say that

it is not a fine and excellent thing to speak well, but it is not as fine as

they make it out; and I am vexed that we keep busy all our life at that.

I would want first to know my own language well, and that of my
neighbors, with whom I have the commonest dealings. There is no

doubt that Greek and Latin are great and handsome ornaments, but

we buy them too dear. I shall tell you here a way to get them cheaper

than usual, which was tried out on myself. Anyone who wants to can

use it.

My late father, having made all tlie inquiries a man can make, among
men of learning and understanding, about a superlative system of edu-

cation, became aware of the drawbacks that were prevalent; and he

was told that the long time we put into learning languages ^which cost

the ancient Greeks and Romans nothing ^was the only reason we could

not attain their greatness in soul and in knowledge. I do not think that

that is the only reason. At all events, the expedient my father hit upon
was this, that while I was nursing and before the first loosening of my
tongue, he put me in the care of a German, who has since died a famous

doctor in France, wholly ignorant of our language and very well versed

in Latin. '^ This man, whom he had sent for expressly, and who was very

highly paid, had me constantly in his hands. There were also two others

with him, less learned, to attend me and relieve him. These spoke to

me in no other language than Latin. As for tlie rest of my father's house-

hold, it was an inviolable rule that neither my father himself, nor my
mother, nor any valet or housemaid, should speak anything in my
presence but such Latin words as each had learned in order to jabber

with me.

It is wonderful how everyone profited from this. My father and

mother learned enough Latin in this way to understand it, and acquired

sufiicient skill to use it when necessary, as did also the servants who
were most attached to my service. Altogether, we Latinized ourselves

so much that it overflowed all the way to our villages on every side,

where there still remain several Latin names for artisans and tools that

have taken root by usage. As for me, I was over six before I understood

any more French or Perigordian than Arabic. And without artificial

means, without a book, without grammar or precept, without the whip

and without tears, I had learned a Latin quite as pure as what my school-

master knew, for I could not have contaminated or altered it. If as a

"^ Doctor Horstanus, later a professor at the College de Guyenne at Bordeaux.
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test they wanted to give me a theme in the school fashion, where they
give it to others in French, they had to give it to me in bad Latin, to

turn it into good. And Nicholas Grouchy, who wrote De Comitiis
Romanorum, Guillaume Guerente, who wrote a commentary on Aris-

totle, George Buchanan, that great Scottish poet, ^Marc-Antoine Muret,
^whom France and Italy recognize as the best orator of his time, ^my
private tutors, have often told me that in my childhood I had that

language so ready and handy that they were afraid to accost me.
Buchanan, whom I afterward saw in the suite of the late Marshal de
Brissac, told me that he was writing on the education of children and
that he was taking my education as a model; for he was then in charge
of that Count de Brissac who later showed himself so valorous and
brave.

As for Greek, of which I have practically no knowledge at all, my
father planned to have me taught it artificially, but in a new way, in the
form of amusement and exercise. We volleyed our conjugations back
and forth, like those who learn arithmetic and geometry by such games
as checkers and chess. For among other things he had been advised
to teach me to enjoy knowledge and duty by my own free will and desire,

and to educate my mind in all gentleness and freedom, without rigor

and constraint. He did this so rehgiously that because some hold that

it troubles the tender brains of children to wake them in the morning
with a start, and to snatch them suddenly and violently from their sleep,

in which they are plunged much more deeply than we are, he had me
awakened by the sound of some instrument; and I was never without
a man to do this for me.

This example will be enough to let you judge the rest, and also to

commend both the prudence and the affection of so good a father, who
is not at all to be blamed if he reaped no fruit corresponding to such
an excellent cultivation. Two tilings were the cause of this: first, the

sterile and unfit soil; for though my health was sound and complete
and my nature gentle and tractable, I was withal so sluggish, lax, and
drowsy that they could not tear me from my sloth, not even to make
me play. What I saw, I saw well, and beneath this inert appearance
nourished bold ideas and opinions beyond my years. I had a slow mind,
which would go only as far as it was led; a tardy understanding, a weak
imagination, and on top of all an incredible lack of memory. It is no
wonder if he could get nothing worth while from all this.

Second, just as people frantically eager to be cured will try any sort

of advice, that good man, being extremely afraid of faiHng in a tiling

so close to his heart, at last let himself be carried away by the common
opinion, which always follows the leader like a flock of cranes, and fell

in Hne with custom, having no longer about him the men who had given

him those first plans, which he had brought from Italy. And he sent

me, when I was about six, to the College de Guyenne, which was then

very flourishing and the best in France. And there, nothing could be
added to the care he took, both to choose me competent personal tutors

and in all the other aspects of my education, in which he held out for
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certain particular practices contrary to school usage. But for all that,

it was still school. My Latin promptly degenerated, and since then,

for lack of practice, I have lost all use of it. And all this novel educa-

tion of mine did for me was to make me skip immediately to the upper
classes; for when I left the school at thirteen, I had finished my course

(as they call it), and in truth without any benefit that I can place in

evidence now.

The first taste I had for books came to me from my pleasure in the

fables of the Metamorphoses of Ovid. For at about seven or eight years

of age I would steal away from any other pleasure to read them,

inasmuch as this language was my mother tongue, and it was the easiest

book I knew and the best suited by its content to my tender age. For

as regards the Lancelots of the Lake, ^the Amadises, ^the Huons of

Bordeaux, and such books of rubbish on which children waste their

time, I did not know even their names, and I still do not know their

substance, so strict was my discipline. Thereby I grew more careless

in the study of my other prescribed lessons. At that point, I happened
by remarkable good fortune to come in contact with a tutor who was
an understanding man, who knew enough to connive cleverly at this

frivolity of mine and others like it. For by this means I went right

through Virgil's Aeneid, and then Terence, and then Plautus, and some
Italian comedies, always lured on by the pleasantness of the subject.

If he had been foolish enough to break this habit, I think I should have

got nothing out of school but a hatred of books, as do nearly all our

noblemen. He went about it cleverly. Pretending to see nothing, he

whetted my appetite, letting me gorge myself with these books only

in secret, and gently keeping me at my work on the regular studies.

For the chief qualities my father sought in those he put in charge of

me were good nature and an easygoing disposition. Correspondingly,

my own character had no other vice than inertia and laziness. The
danger was not that I should do ill, but that I should do nothing. No
one predicted that I should become wicked, but only useless. They
foresaw loafing, not knavery.

^I realize that it has turned out that way. The complaints that ring

in my ears are of this sort: "Idle. Cool in the duties of friendship and

kinship, and in public duties. Too self-centered." The most insulting

do not say, "Why did he take what he did? Why didn't he pay for it?"

but "Why doesn't he cancel what is owed him? Why doesn't he give

more?"

I should take it as a favor that men should find me wanting only

in such acts of supererogation. But they are unjust to demand what

I do not owe, much more rigorously than they demand of themselves

what they do owe. By condemning me to an action they wipe out all

the gratification of it and the gratitude that would be due me for it;

whereas the good that I do should have greater weight coming from

me, considering that I have none at all done me. I may dispose of my
fortune the more freely the more it is my own. However, if I were a
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great blazoner of my own actions, perhaps I might well throw back
these reproaches. And I might inform some people that they are not

so much offended that I do not do enough, as that I could do a lot more
than I do.

^Meanwhile, for all tliat, my mind was not lacking in strong stir-

rings of its own, ^and certain and open-minded judgments about the

things it understood; ^and it digested them alone, without communi-
cation. And, among other things, I really do believe that it would have
been wholly incapable of submitting to force and violence.

^Shall I include in my account this faculty of my boyhood, assurance

in expression and flexibility in voice and gesture, in adapting myself

to the parts I undertook to act? For before the usual age.

Scarce had my twelfth year snatched me from the year before,

VIRGIL

I played the leading parts in the Latin tragedies of Buchanan, Guerente,
and Muret, which were performed with dignity in our College de
Guyenne, In this matter, as in all other parts of his job, Andreas
Goveanus, our principal, was incomparably the greatest principal of

France; and I was considered a master craftsman. Acting is an exercise

that I do not at all disapprove of for young children of good family;

and since then I have seen our princes take part in it in person, honor-

ably and commendably, after the example of some of the ancients.

^It was even permissible for people of quality to make a profession

of it in Greece. He revealed the matter to the tragic actor Ariston.

This man was distinguished in both birth and fotiune; nor did his art

spoil his position, since nothing of that sort is considered a disgrace

by the Greeks [Livy].

^For I have always blamed as undiscerning those who condemn
these recreations, and as unjust tliose who refuse entry into our good
towns to the comedians who deserve it, and begrudge the people these

public amusements. Good governments take care to assemble the citi-

zens and bring them together for sports and amusements as well as

for the serious functions of piety; sociability and friendliness are thereby

increased. And besides, they could not be granted more orderly pas-

times than those that take place in the presence of everyone and right

in the sight of the magistrate. And I should think it reasonable that

the magistrate and the prince, at their own expense, should sometimes
give the people this treat, out of a sort of paternal goodness and affec-

tion; "^and that in populous cities there should be places intended

and arranged for these spectacles—a diversion from worse and hidden
doings.

"^To return to my subject, there is nothing like arousing appetite

and affection; otherwise all you make out of them is asses loaded with

books. By dint of whipping, they are given their pocketful of learning

for safekeeping; but if learning is to do us any good, we must not merely

lodge it within us, we must espouse it.
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to measure the true andfalse by our

own capacity

^Perhaps it is not without reason that we attribute facility in behef

and conviction to simplicity and ignorance; for it seems to me I once

learned that beHef was a sort of impression made on our mind, and
that the softer and less resistant the mind, the easier it was to imprint

something on it. ^As the scale of the balance must necessarily sink

under the weight placed upon it, so must the mind yield to evident

things [Cicero]. The more a mind is empty and without counterpoise,

the more easily it gives beneath the weight of the first persuasive argu-

ment. ^That is why children, common people, women, and sick people

are most subject to being led by the ears. But then, on the other hand,

it is foolish presumption to go around disdaining and condemning as

false whatever does not seem Hkely to us; which is an ordinary vice

in those who think they have more than common ability. I used to do
so once; and if I heard of returning spirits, prognostications of future

events, enchantments, sorcery, or some other story that I could not

swallow,

Dreams, witches, miracles, magic alarms,

Nocturnal specters, and Thessahan charms,

HORACE

I felt compassion for the poor people who were taken in by these folHes.

And now I think that I was at least as much to be pitied myself. Not
that experience has since shown me anything surpassing my first beliefs,

and that through no fault of my curiosity; but reason has taught me
that to condemn a thing thus, dogmatically, as false and impossible,

is to assume the advantage of knowing the bounds and limits of God's

will and of the power of our mother Nature; and that there is no more
notable folly in the world than to reduce these things to the measure
of our capacity and competence. If we call prodigies or miracles what-

ever our reason cannot reach, how many of these appear continually

to our eyes! Let us consider through what clouds and how gropingly

we are led to the knowledge of most of the things that are right in our

hands; assuredly we shall find that it is rather famiharity than knowl-

edge that takes away their strangeness,

^But no one now, so tired of seeing are omr eyes,

Deigns to look up at the bright temples of the skies,

LUCRETIUS
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'^and that if those things were presented to us for the first time, we
should find them as incredible as any others, or more so.

If they were here for the first time for men to see,

If they were set before us unexpectedly,

Nothing more marvelous than these things could be told,

Nothing more unbehevable for men of old.

LUCRETIUS

He who had never seen a river thought that the first one he came
across was the ocean. And the tilings tliat are the greatest within our

knowledge we judge to be the utmost that nature can do in that

category.

^A fair-sized stream seems vast to one who until then
Has never seen a greater; so with trees, with men.
^In every field each man regards as vast in size

The greatest objects that have come before his eyes.

LUCRETIUS

'^The mind becomes accustomed to things hij the habitual sight of them,

and neither wonders nor inquires about the reasons for the things it

sees all the time [Cicero].

The novelty of things incites us more than their greatness to seek

their causes.

^We must judge with more reverence the infinite power of nature,

and with more consciousness of our ignorance and weakness. How many
things of slight probability there are, testified to by trustworthy people,

which, if we cannot be convinced of them, we should at least leave in

suspense! For to condemn them as impossible is to pretend, with rash

presumption, to know the limits of possibility. ^If people rightly under-

stood die difference between the impossible and the unusual, and be-

tween what is contrary to the orderly course of nature and what is

contrary to the common opinion of men, neither believing rashly nor

disbelieving easily, they would observe the rule of "nothing too much,"

enjoined by Chilo.

^When we find in Froissart that the count of Foix, in Beam, learned

of the defeat of King John of Castile at Juberoth the day after it hap-

pened, and the way he says he learned it, we can laugh at it; and also

at the story our annals tell, that Pope Honorius performed public funeral

rites for King Philip Augustus and commanded them to be performed

throughout Italy on the very day he died ^at Mantes. ^For the authority

of these witnesses has perhaps not enough rank to keep us in check.

But if Plutarch, besides several examples that he cites from antiquity,

says that he knows with certain knowledge that in the time of Domitian,

the news of the battle lost by Antonius in Germany was published in

Rome, several days' journey from there, and dispersed throughout the

whole world, on the same day it was lost; and if Caesar maintains that

it has often happened that the report has preceded the event—shall we
say that these simple men let themselves be hoaxed like the common
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herd, because they were not clear-sighted hke ourselves? Is there any-

thing more delicate, clearer, and more alert than Pliny's judgment, when
he sees fit to bring it into play, or anything farther from inanity? Leaving

aside the excellence of his knowledge, which I count for less, in which
of these qualities do we surpass him? However, there is no schoolboy

so young but he will convict him of falsehood, and want to give him
a lesson on the progress of nature's works.

When we read in Bouchet about the miracles done by the relics

of Saint Hilary, let it go: his credit is not great enough to take away
our right to contradict him. But to condemn wholesale all similar stories

seems to me a singular impudence. The great Saint Augustine testifies

that he saw a blind child recover his sight upon the relics of Saint

Gervase and Saint Protasius at Milan; a woman at Carthage cured of

a cancer by the sign of the cross that a newly baptized woman made
over her; Hesperius, a close friend of his, cast out the spirits that infested

his house with a little earth from the sepulcher of our Lord, and a

paralytic promptly cured by this earth, later, when it had been carried

to church; a woman in a procession, having touched Saint Stephen's

shrine with a bouquet, and rubbed her eyes with this bouquet, recover

her long-lost sight; and he reports many other miracles at which he says

he himself was present. Of what shall we accuse both him and two holy

bishops, Aurelius and Maximinus, whom he calls upon as his witnesses?

Shall it be of ignorance, simplicity, and credulity, or of knavery and

imposture? Is there any man in our time so impudent that he thinks

himself comparable to them, either in virtue and piety, or in learning,

judgment, and ability? ^Who, though they brought forth no proof,

might crush vie by their mere authority [Cicero].

^It is a dangerous and fateful presumption, besides the absurd

temerity that it implies, to disdain what we do not comprehend. For

after you have established, according to your fine understanding, the

limits of truth and falsehood, and it turns out that you must necessarily

believe things even stranger than those you deny, you are obliged from

then on to abandon these limits. Now, what seems to me to bring

as much disorder into our consciences as anything, in these religious

troubles that we are in, is this partial surrender of their beliefs by
Catholics. It seems to them that they are being very moderate and

understanding when they yield to their opponents some of the articles

in dispute. But, besides the fact that they do not see what an advantage

it is to a man charging you for you to begin to give ground and with-

draw, and how much that encourages him to pursue his point, those

articles which they select as the most trivial are sometimes very im-

portant. We must either submit completely to the authority of our

ecclesiastical government, or do without it completely. It is not for us

to decide what portion of obedience we owe it.

Moreover, I can say this for having tried it. In other days I exer-

cised this freedom of personal choice and selection, regarding with

negligence certain points in the observance of our Church which seem
more vain or strange than others; until, coming to discuss them with
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learned men, I found that these things have a massive and very sohd
foundation, and that it is only stupidity and ignorance that make us

receive them with less reverence than the rest. Why do we not re-

member how much contradiction we sense even in our own judgment?
How many things were articles of faith to us yesterday, which are fables

to us today? Vainglory and curiosity are the two scourges of our soul.

The latter leads us to thrust our noses into everything, and the former
forbids us to leave anything unresolved and undecided.

28 Of friendship

^As I was considering the way a painter I employ went about his

work, I had a mind to imitate him. He chooses the best spot, the middle
of each wall, to put a picture labored over with all his skill, and the

empty space all around it he fills with grotesques, which are fantastic

paintings whose only charm lies in their variety and strangeness. And
what are these things of mine, in truth, but grotesques and monstrous

bodies, pieced together of divers members, without definite shape,

having no order, sequence, or proportion other than accidental?

A lovely woman tapers off into a fish.

HORACE

I do indeed go along with my painter in this second point, but I

fall short in the first and better part; for my ability does not go far

enough for me to dare to undertake a rich, polished picture, formed

according to art. It has occurred to me to borrow one from Etienne

de La Boetie, which will do honor to all the rest of this work. It is a

discourse to which he gave the name La Servitude Volontaire; but those

who did not know this have since very fitly rebaptized it Le Contre Un.^

He wrote it by way of essay in his early youth, in honor of liberty against

tyrants. It has long been circulating in the hands of men of under-

standing, not without great and well-merited commendation; for it is

a fine thing, and as full as can be. Still, it is far from being the best

he could do; and if at the more mature age when I knew him, he had

adopted a plan such as mine, of putting his ideas in writing, we should

see many rare things which would bring us very close to the glory of

antiquity; for particularly in the matter of natural gifts, I know no one

who can be compared with him. But nothing of his has remained except

this treatise—and that by chance, and I think he never saw it after it

left his hands—and some observations on that Edict of January, made
famous by our civil wars, which will perhaps yet find their place else-

1 La Servitude Volontaire, "Voluntary Servitude." Le Contre Un, "Against One
Man."
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where. That was all I could recover of what he left—^I, to whom in

his will, with such loving recommendation, with death in his throat,

he bequeathed his library and his papers—^except for the little volume

of his works which I have had published.

And yet I am particularly obliged to this work, since it served as

the medium of our first acquaintance. For it was shown to me long

before I had seen him, and gave me my first knowledge of his name,

thus starting on its way this friendship which together we fostered,

as long as God willed, so entire and so perfect that certainly you will

hardly read of the like, and among men of today you see no trace of it

in practice. So many coincidences are needed to build up such a friend-

ship that it is a lot if fortune can do it once in three centuries.

There is nothing to which nature seems to have inclined us more

than to society. ^And Aristotle says that good legislators have had

more care for friendship than for justice. ^Now the ultimate point in

the perfection of society is this. For Hn general, all associations that

are forged and nourished by pleasure or profit, by public or private

needs, are the less beautiful and noble, and the less friendships, in so

far as they mix into friendship another cause and object and reward

than friendship itself. Nor do the four ancient types—natural, social,

hospitable, erotic—come up to real friendship, either separately or

together.

^From children toward fathers, it is rather respect. Friendship

feeds on communication, which cannot exist between them because of

their too great inequality, and might perhaps interfere with the duties

of nature. For neither can all the secret thoughts of fathers be com-

municated to children, lest this beget an unbecoming intimacy, nor

could the admonitions and corrections, which are one of the chief duties

of friendship, be administered by children to fathers. There have been

nations where by custom the children killed their fathers, and others

where the fathers killed their children, to avoid the interference that

they can sometimes cause each other; and by nature the one depends

on the destruction of the other. There have been philosophers who
disdained this natural tie, witness ^Aristippus: ^when pressed about

the affection he owed his children for having come out of him, he began

to spit, saying that that had come out of him just as well, and that we
also bred lice and worms. And that other, whom Plutarch wanted to

reconcile with his brother, said: "I don't think any more of him for

having come out of the same hole."

Truly the name of brother is a beautiful name and full of affection,

and for that reason he and I made our alHance a brotherhood. But that

confusion of ownership, the dividing, and the fact that the richness

of one is the poverty of the other, wonderfully softens and loosens the

solder of brotherhood. Since brothers have to guide their careers along

the same path and at the same rate, it is inevitable that they often jostle

and clash with each other. Furthermore, why should the harmony and

kinship which begets these true and perfect friendships be found in

them? Father and son may be of entirely different dispositions, and
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brothers also. He is my son, he is my kinsman, but he is an unsociable

man, a knave, or a fool. And then, the more they are friendships which
law and natural obligation impose on us, the less of our choice and free

will there is in them. And our free will has no product more properly

its own than affection and friendship. Not that I have not experienced

all the friendship that can exist in that situation, having had the best

father that ever was, and the most indulgent, even in his extreme old

age, and being of a family famous and exemplary, from father to son,

in this matter of brotherly concord:

^Known to others

For fatherly affection toward my brothers.

HORACE

^To compare this brotherly affection with affection for women, even

though it is the result of our choice—it cannot be done; nor can we put

the love of women in the same category. Its ardor, I confess—

Of us that goddess is not unaware
Who blends a bitter sweetness with her care

CATULLUS

—is more active, more scorching, and more intense. But it is an im-

petuous and fickle flame, undulating and variable, a fever flame, subject

to fits and lulls, that holds us only by one corner. In friendship it is

a general and universal warmth, moderate and even, besides, a constant

and settled warmth, all gentleness and smoothness, with nothing bitter

and stinging about it. What is more, in love there is nothing but a frantic

desire for what flees from us

:

Just as a huntsman will pursue a hare

O'er hill and dale, in weather cold or fair;

The captured hare is worthless in his sight;

He only hastens after things in flight.

ARIOSTO

As soon as it enters the boundaries of friendship, tliat is to say harmony
of wills, it grows faint and languid. Enjoyment destroys it, as having

a fleshly end, subject to satiety. Friendship, on the contrary, is enjoyed

according as it is desired; it is bred, nourished, and increased only in

enjoyment, since it is spiritual, and the soul grows refined by practice.

During the reign of this perfect friendship those fleeting affections once

found a place in me, not to speak of my friend, who confesses only too

many of them in these verses. Thus these two passions within me came
to be known to each other, but to be compared, never; the first keeping

its course in proud and lofty flight, and disdainfully watching the other

making its way far, far beneath it.

As for marriage, for one thing it is a bargain to which only the en-

trance is free—its continuance being constrained and forced, depending

otherwise than on our will—and a bargain ordinarily made for other

ends. For another, tliere supervene a thousand foreign tangles to un-
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ravel, enough to break the thread and trouble the course of a lively af-

fection; whereas in friendship there are no dealings or business except

with itself. Besides, to tell the truth, the ordinary capacity of women is

inadequate for that communion and fellowship which is the nurse of

this sacred bond; nor does their soul seem firm enough to endure the

strain of so tight and durable a knot. And indeed, but for that, if such

a relationship, free and voluntary, could be built up, in which not only

would the souls have this complete enjoyment, but the bodies would also

share in the alliance, ^so that the entire man would be engaged, ^it is

certain that the resulting friendship would be fuller and more com-

plete. But this sex in no instance has yet succeeded in attaining it, ^and

by the common agreement of the ancient schools is excluded from it.

^And that other, licentious Greek love is justly abhorred by our

morality. ^Since it involved, moreover, according to their practice, such

a necessary disparity in age and such a difference in the lovers' functions,

it did not correspond closely enough with the perfect union and har-

mony that we require here: For what is this love of friendship? Why
does no one love either an ugly youth, or a handsome old man? [Cicero.]

For even the picture the Academy paints of it will not contradict me, I

think, if I say this on the subject: that this first frenzy which the son of

Venus inspired in the lover's heart at the sight of the flower of tender

youth, in which they allow all the insolent and passionate acts that im-

moderate ardor can produce, was simply founded on external beauty,

the false image of corporeal generation. For it could not be founded on

the spirit, the signs of which were still hidden, which was only at its

birth and before the age of budding. If this frenzy seized a base heart,

the means of his courtship were riches, presents, favor in advancement

to dignities, and other such base merchandise, which were generally

condemned. If it fell on a nobler heart, the means were also noble:

philosophical instruction, precepts to revere religion, obey the laws, die

for the good of the country; examples of valor, prudence, justice; the

lover studying to make himself acceptable by the grace and beauty of

his soul, that of his body being long since faded, and hoping by this

mental fellowship to establish a firmer and more lasting pact.

When this courtship attained its effect in due season (for whereas

they do not require of the lover that he use leisure and discretion in

his enterprise, they strictly require it of the loved one, because he had

to judge an inner beauty, difficult to know and hidden from discovery),

then there was born in the loved one the desire of spiritual conception

through the medium of spiritual beauty. This was the main thing here,

and corporeal beauty accidental and secondary; quite the opposite of

the lover. For this reason they prefer the loved one, and prove that the

gods also prefer him, and strongly rebuke the poet Aeschylus for having,

in the love of Achilles and Patroclus, given the lover's part to Achilles,

who was in the first beardless bloom of his youth, and the handsomest

of all the Greeks.

After this general communion was estabhshed, the stronger and
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worthier part of it exercising its functions and predominating, they say

that there resulted from it fruits very useful personally and to the public;

that it constituted the strength of the countries which accepted the

practice, and the principal defense of equity and liberty: witness the

salutary loves of Harmodius and Aristogeiton. Therefore they call it

sacred and divine. And, by their reckoning, only the violence of tyrants

and the cowardice of the common people are hostile to it. In short, all

that can be said in favor of the Academy is that this was a love ending
in friendship; which corresponds pretty well to the Stoic definition of

love: Love is the attempt to form a friendship inspired by beauty
[Cicero].

I return to my description of a more equitable and more equable
kind of friendship. Only those are to be judged friendships in which the

characters have been strengthened and matured by age [Cicero].

^For the rest, what we ordinarily call friends and friendships are

nothing but acquaintanceships and familiarities formed by some chance

or convenience, by means of which our souls are bound to each other.

In the friendship I speak of, our souls mingle and blend with each other

so completely that they efface the seam that joined them, and cannot

find it again. If you press me to tell why I loved him, I feel that this

cannot be expressed, *^except by answering: Because it was he, because

it was I.

^Beyond all my understanding, beyond what I can say about this

in particular, there was I know not what inexplicable and fateful force

that was the mediator of this union. ^We sought each other before we
met because of the reports we heard of each other, which had more effect

on our affection than such reports would reasonably have; I think it was
by some ordinance from heaven. We embraced each other by our names.

And at our first meeting, which by chance came at a great feast and

gathering in the city, we found ourselves so taken with each other, so

well acquainted, so bound together, that from that time on nothing was
so close to us as each other. He wrote an excellent Latin satire, which is

published, in which he excuses and explains the precipitancy of our

mutual understanding, so promptly grown to its perfection. Having so

little time to last, and having begun so late, for we were both grown
men, and he a few years older than I, it could not lose time and conform

to the pattern of mild and regular friendships, which need so many
precautions in the form of long preliminary association. Our friendship

has no other model tlian itself, and can be compared only with itself,

^It is not one special consideration, nor two, nor three, nor four, nor a

thousand: it is I know not what quintessence of all this mixture, which,

having seized my whole will, led it to plunge and lose itself in his;

^which, having seized his whole will, led it to plunge and lose itself in

mine, with equal hunger, equal rivalry. ^I say lose, in truth, for neither

of us reserved anytliing for himself, nor was anydiing either his or mine.

When Laelius, in the presence of the Roman consuls—who, after

condemning Tiberius Gracchus, prosecuted all those who had been in
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his confidence—came to ask Caius Blossius, who was Gracchus' best

friend, how much he would have been willing to do for him, he an-

swered: "Everything." "What, everything?" pursued Laelius. "And
what if he had commanded you to set fire to our temples?" "He would
never have commanded me to do that," replied Blossius. "But what if

he had?" Laelius insisted. "I would have obeyed," he replied. If he
was such a perfect friend to Gracchus as the histories say, he did not

need to oflFend the consuls by this last bold confession, and he should

not have abandoned the assurance he had of Gracchus' will. But never-

theless, those who charge that tliis answer is seditious do not fully under-

stand this mystery, and fail to assume first what is true, that he had
Gracchus' will up his sleeve, both by power over him and by knowledge
of him. ^They were friends more than citizens, friends more than friends

or enemies of their country or friends of ambition and disturbance.

Having committed themselves absolutely to each other, they held abso-

lutely the reins of each other's inclination; and if you assume that this

team was guided by the strength and leadership of reason, as indeed

it is quite impossible to harness it without that, Blossius' answer is as

it should have been. If their actions went astray, they were by my
measure neither friends to each other, nor friends to themselves.

For that matter, ^this answer has no better ring than would mine if

someone questioned me in this fashion: "If your will commanded you to

kill your daughter, would you kill her?" and I said yes. For that does

not bear witness to any consent to do so, because I have no doubt at all

about my will, and just as little about that of such a friend. It is not in

the power of all the arguments in the world to dislodge me from the

certainty I have of the intentions and judgments of my friend. Not one

of his actions could be presented to me, whatever appearance it might

have, that I could not immediately find the motive for it. Our souls

pulled together in such unison, they regarded each other with such

ardent affection, and with a like affection revealed themselves to each

other to the \'ery depths of our hearts, that not only did I know his soul

as well as mine, but I should certainly have trusted myself to him more
readily than to myself.

Let not these other, common friendships be placed in this rank. I

have as much knowledge of them as another, and of the most perfect

of their type, '^but I advise you not to confuse the rules of the two; you
would make a mistake. You must walk in those other friendships bridle

in hand, with prudence and precaution; the knot is not so well tied that

there is no cause to mistrust it. "Love him," Chilo used to say, "as if you
are to hate him some day; hate him as if you are to love him." This

precept, which is so abominable in this sovereign and masterful friend-

ship, is healthy in the practice of ordinary <^and customary ^friendships,

^in regard to which we must use tlie remark that Aristotle often re-

peated: "O my friends, there is no friend."

^In this noble relationship, services and benefits, on which other

friendships feed, do not even deserve to be taken into account; the
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reason for this is the complete fusion of our wills. For just as the friend-

ship I feel for myself receives no increase from the help I give myself

in time of need, whatever the Stoics say, and as I feel no gratitude to

myself for the service I do myself; so the union of such friends, being

truly perfect, makes them lose the sense of such duties, and hate and

banish from between them these words of separation and distinction:

benefit, obligation, gratitude, request, thanks, and the like. Everything

actually being in common between tliem—wills, thoughts, judgments,

goods, wives, children, honor, and life—*^and their relationship being

that of one soul in two bodies, according to Aristotle's very apt definition,

'^they can neither lend nor give anything to each other. That is why
the lawmakers, to honor marriage with some imaginary resemblance to

this divine union, forbid gifts between husband and wife, wishing thus

to imply that everything should belong to each of them and that they

have nodiing to divide and split up between them.

If, in the friendship I speak of, one could give to the other, it would
be the one who received the benefit who would oblige his friend. For,

each of them seeking above all things to benefit tlie other, the one who
provides the matter and the occasion is the liberal one, giving his friend

the satisfaction of doing for him what he most wants to do. *^When the

philosopher Diogenes was short of money, he used to say that he asked

it back of his friends, not that he asked for it. ^And to show how this

works in practice, I will tell you an ancient example that is singular.

Eudamidas of Corintli had two friends, Charixenus, a Sicyonian, and

Aretheus, a Corintliian. When he came to die, he being poor and his

two friends rich, he made his will thus: "I leave this to Aretheus, to

feed my mother and support her in her old age; this to Charixenus, to

see my daughter married and give her the biggest dowry he can; and

in case one of tliem should chance to die, I substitute the survivor in

his place," Those who first saw this will laughed at it; but his heirs,

having been informed of it, accepted it with singular satisfaction. And
when one of them, Charixenus, died five days later, and the place of

substitute was opened to Aretheus, he supported the mother with great

care, and of five talents he had in his estate, he gave two and a half to

his only daughter for her marriage, and two and a half for the marriage

of the daughter of Eudamidas, holding their weddings on the same day.

This example is quite complete except for one circumstance, which

is the plurality of friends. For this perfect friendship I speak of is in-

divisible: each one gives himself so wholly to his friend that he has

notliing left to distribute elsewhere; on the contrary, he is sorry that he

is not double, triple, or quadruple, and that he has not several souls and

several wills, to confer them all on this one object. Common friend-

ships can be divided up: one may love in one man his beauty, in another

his easygoing ways, in another liberality, in one paternal love, in another

brotherly love, and so forth; but this friendship that possesses tlie soul

and rules it with absolute sovereignty cannot possibly be double. "^If

two called for help at tlie same time, which one would you run to? If
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they demanded conflicting services of you, how would you arrange it?

If one confided to your silence a thing that would be useful for the other

to know, how would you extricate yourself? A single dominant friend-

ship dissolves all other obligations. The secret I have sworn to reveal

to no other man, I can impart without perjury to the one who is not

another man: he is myself. It is a great enough miracle to be doubled,

and those who talk of tripling themselves do not realize the loftiness

of the thing: nothing is extreme that can be matched. And he who
supposes that of two men \ love one just as much as the other, and that

they love each other and me just as much as I love them, multiplies into

a fraternity the most singular and unified of all things, of which even a

single one is the rarest thing in the world to find.

"^The rest of this story fits in very well with what I was saying, for

Eudamidas bestows upon his friends the kindness and favor of using

them for his need. He leaves them heirs to this liberality of his, which
consists of putting into their hands a chance to do him good. And with-

out doubt tlie strength of friendship is shown much more richly in his

action than in that of Aretheus.

In short, these are actions inconceivable to anyone who has not

tasted friendship, ^and which make me honor wonderfully the answer

of that young soldier to Cyrus, who asked him for how much he would
sell a horse with which he had just won the prize in a race, and whether

he would exchange him for a kingdom: "No indeed, Sire, but I would
most willingly let him go to gain a friend, if I found a man worthy of

such an alliance." That was not badly spoken, "if I found one"; for it

is easy to find men fit for a superficial acquaintance. But for this kind,

in which we act from the very bottom of our hearts, which holds nothing

back, truly it is necessary that all the springs of action be perfectly clean

and true.

In the relationships which bind us only by one small part, we need

look out only for the imperfections that particularly concern that part.

The religion of my doctor or my lawyer cannot matter. That considera-

tion has nothing in common with the functions of the friendship they

owe me. And in the domestic relationship between me and those who
serve me, I have the same attitude. I scarcely inquire of a lackey

whether he is chaste; I try to find out whether he is diligent. And I am
not as much afraid of a gambling mule driver as of a weak one, or of a

profane cook as of an ignorant one. I do not make it my business to

tell the world what it should do—enough others do that—but what I do

in it.

That is my practice: do as you see fit,

TERENCE

For the familiarity of the table I look for wit, not prudence; for the bed,

beauty before goodness; in conversation, competence, even without up-

rightness. Likewise in other matters.

AJust as the man who was found astride a stick, playing with his
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children, asked the man who surprised him thus to say nothing about it

until he was a father himself, in the belief that the passion which would

then be born in his soul would make him an equitable judge of such an

act, so I should like to talk to people who have experienced what I tell.

But knowing how far from common usage and how rare such a friend-

ship is, I do not expect to find any good judge of it. For the ver>' dis-

courses that antiquity has left us on this subject seem to me weak com-

pared with the feehng I have. And in this particular the facts surpass

even the precepts of philosophy:

Nothing shall I, while sane, compare with a dear friend.

HORACE

The ancient Menander declared that man happy who had been able

to meet even the shadow of a friend. He was certainly right to say so,

especially if he spoke from experience. For in truth, if I compare all the

rest of my life—though by the grace of God I have spent it pleasantly,

comfortably, and, except for the loss of such a friend, free from any

grievous affliction, and full of tranquilhty of mind, having accepted my
natural and original advantages without seeking other ones—if I com-

pare it all, I say, with the four years which were granted me to enjoy

the sweet company and society of that man, it is nothing but smoke,

nodiing but dark and dreary night. Since the day I lost him,

Which I shall ever recall with pain,

Ever with reverence—thus, Gods, did you ordain—

VIRGIL

I only drag on a weary life. And the very pleasures that come my way,

instead of consoling me, redouble my grief for his loss. We went halves

in everything; it seems to me that I am robbing him of his share.

Nor may I rightly taste of pleasures here alone,

—So I resolved—when he who shared my life is gone.

TEREXCE

I was aheady so formed and accustomed to being a second self every-

where that only half of me seems to be alive now.

^Since an untimely blow has snatched away
Part of my soul, why then do I delay,

I the remaining part, less dear than he,

And not entire surviving? The same day
Brought ruin equally to him and me.

HORACE

^There is no action or tliought in which I do not miss him, as indeed he

would have missed me. For just as he surpassed me infinitely in every

other abihty and virtue, so he did in the duty of friendship.

Why should I be ashamed or exercise control

Mourning so dear a soul?
HORACE
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Brother, your death has left me sad and lone;

Since you departed all our joys have gone,

Which while you lived your sweet affection fed;

My pleasures all lie shattered, with you dead.

Our soul is buried, mine with yours entwined;

And since then I have banished from my mind
My studies, and my spirit's dearest joys.

Shall I ne'er speak to you, or hear your voice?

Or see your face, more dear than life to me?
At least I'll love you to eternity.

CATULLUS

But let us listen a while to this boy of sixteen.

Because I have found that this work has since been brought to light,

and with evil intent, by those who seek to disturb and change the state

of our government without worrying whether they will improve it, and

because they have mixed his work up with some of their own concoc-

tions, I have changed my mind about putting it in here.^ And so that the

memory of the author may not be damaged in the eyes of those who
could not know his opinions and actions at close hand, I beg to advise

them that this subject was treated by him in his boyhood, only by way
of an exercise, as a common theme hashed over in a thousand places

in books. I have no doubt that he believed what he wrote, for he was

so conscientious as not to lie even in jest. And I know further that if

he had had the choice, he would rather have been born in Venice than

in Sarlat, and with reason. But he had another maxim sovereignly im-

printed in his soul, to obey and submit most religiously to the laws

under which he was born. There never was a better citizen, or one

more devoted to the tranquillity of his country, or more hostile to the

commotions and innovations of his time. He would much rather have

used his ability to suppress them than to give them material that would
excite them further. His mind was molded in the pattern of other ages

than this.

Now, in exchange for this serious work, I shall substitute another,

produced in that same season of his life, gayer and more lusty.

2 La Boetie's Voluntary Servitude was published in a revolutionary context by
Protestants, in part in 1574 {Le Reveille-Matin des Frangois), and in its entirety

in 1576 (Memoires de I'Estat de France soua Charles Neufiesme). Montaigne had
presumably written most of this chapter before 1574 and changed his mind about

publishing La Boetie's discourse when he learned of these pubUcations.

In the 1580-88 editions of the Essays, Montaigne speaks of La Boetie as eight-

een, not sixteen.
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of Etienne de La Boette

TO MADAME DE GRAMONT, COMTESSE DE GUISSEN

^Madame, I offer you nothing of my own, either because it is akeady
yours, or because I find none of it worthy of you. But I did want these

verses, wherever they might be seen, to bear your name at their head,

for the honor that it will be to them to have the great Corisande

d'Andoins^ as their sponsor. This present seemed to me suited to you

because there are few ladies in France who are better judges of poetry

than you and handle it more aptly, and none who can make it alive and

animated as you do by those beautiful rich tones with which, among a

million other beauties, nature has endowed you. Madame, these verses

deserve that you should cherish them; for you will agree with me that

none have come out of Gascony that have more originality and beauty

or that give evidence of having come from a richer hand. And do not

be jealous because you have only the remainder of what I published

some time ago under the patronage of your good kinsman Monsieur

de Foix; for certainly these have about them I know not what that is

livelier and more ebullient, written as they were in his greenest youth,

when he was inflamed by a fine and noble ardor whose details, Madame,
I will one of these days whisper in your ear. The others were written

later, for his wife, when he was suing for her hand, and they already

smack of a certain marital coolness. And I am one of those who hold

that poetry is never so blithe as in a wanton and irregular subject.

^These verses may be seen elsewhere,^

1 Diane d'Andoins, comtesse de Guiche (or Guissen) et de Gramont (1555-

1621 ) , mistress and counselor of Henry of Navarre before he became Henry IV of

France, some of whose good advice to him came from Montaigne. In her fondness

for the pastoral Amadis de Gaule, she took the name Corisande.

2 These sonnets appeared in all the editions of the Essays published during

Montaigne's lifetime. Presumably someone else published them between 1588 and

1592, thereby leading Montaigne to remove them from here; but no such edition

has been found.
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^As if our touch were infectious, we by our handling corrupt things

that of themselves are beautiful and good. We can grasp virtue in such

a way that it will become vicious, if we embrace it with too sharp and

violent a desire. Those who say that there is never any excess in virtue,

inasmuch as it is no longer virtue if there is excess in it, are playing

with words:

The fair man should be termed unfair, tlie wise unsound,

If he seeks even virtue beyond the proper bound.

HORACE

This is a subtle consideration of philosophy. A man may both love

virtue too much, and perform excessively in a just action. The Holy
Writ fits this bias: "Be not wiser than you should, but be soberly wise."^

^I have known a man of high rank^ to injure his reputation for re-

ligion by making a display of religion beyond all example of men of his

sort.

I like temperate and moderate natures. Immoderation, even in the

direction of the good, if it does not offend me, astonishes me and gives

me trouble to name it. The mother of Pausanias, who gave the first in-

formation and brought the first stone for her son's death, and the dictator

Posthumius, who had his son killed because his youthful ardor had
driven him successfully against the enemy a little in advance of his rank,

seem to me not so much just as strange. And I like neither to advise

nor to follow a virtue so savage and costly.

The archer who overshoots the target misses as much as the one who
does not reach it. And my eyes trouble me as much when I raise them

suddenly to a strong light as when I drop them into the shadow. Cal-

licles, in Plato, says that the extremity of philosophy is harmful, and

advises us not to plunge into it beyond the limits of profit; that, taken

with moderation, it is pleasant and advantageous, but that in the end

it makes a man wild and vicious, disdainful of common religions and

laws, an enemy of social intercourse, an enemy of human pleasures, in-

capable of any political administration and of helping either others or

himself, fit to be slapped with impunity. He speaks truly, for in its

excess it enslaves our natural freedom and, by importunate subtlety,

leads us astray from the fine and level road that nature has traced for us.

^The affection we bear to our wives is very legitimate; yet theology

1 Romans 12:3. The King James version is this: "For I say, through the grace

given unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly

than he ought to think; but to think soberly . .
." In its Latin form—"Nolite esse

pnidentes apud vos metipsos"—this was one of the inscriptions on the rafters of the

ceiling of Montaigne's library.

2 Probably Henry III of France.
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does not fail to bridle and restrain it. It seems to me I once read in

Saint Thomas, in a place where he is condemning marriages of relatives

within the forbidden degrees, this reason among others, that there is

a danger that the affection a man bears to such a wife will be immoder-
ate; for if conjugal love is whole and perfect, as it should be, and you

add to it also that which is due to kinship, there is no doubt that this

increase will carry such a husband beyond the barriers of reason.

The branches of knowledge that regulate men's morals, like theology

and philosophy, enter in everywhere. There is no action so private and
secret that it escapes their cognizance and jurisdiction, *^Very immature

are those who criticize this liberty of theirs. They are like women who
expose their parts all you like for whoring; but for being medically

treated, shame forbids them. ^So, on behalf of tlieology and philosophy,

I want to teach husbands this—^if there still are any who are too ve-

hement: ^that even the pleasures they get in making love to their wives

are condemned, unless moderation is observed; and that it is possible

to err through licentiousness and debauchery, just as in an illicit affair.

^Those shameless excesses that our first heat suggests to us in this sport

are not only indecently but detrimentally practiced on our wives. Let

them at least learn shamelessness from another hand. They are always

aroused enough for our need. I have never followed in that any but

the simple instruction of nature.

^Marriage is a religious and holy bond. That is why the pleasure

we derive from it should be a restrained pleasure, serious, and mixed

with some austerity; it should be a somewhat discreet and conscientious

voluptuousness. And because its principal end is generation, there are

some who raise a doubt whether, when we have no hope of such a

fruit, as when women are beyond the age, or pregnant, it is permissible

to seek their embraces. ^It is homicide according to Plato. ^Certain

nations, ^the Mohammedan among others, ^abominate all copulation

with pregnant women; many also with those who are menstruating.

Zenobia would receive her husband for only one encounter, and, that

done, she let him run free all the time of her conception, allowing him
only then to begin again: a fine and noble example of marriage.

cit was from some poet in need of this delight and famished for it

that Plato borrowed this story: that Jupiter went after his wife one

day so hotly that, unable to be patient until she had reached her couch,

he threw her on the floor, and in the vehemence of his pleasure forgot

the great and important resolutions that he had just taken with the

other gods in his celestial court; and boasted that he had enjoyed it as

much tliat time as when he first deflowered her, hiding from their par-

ents.

^The kings of Persia used to invite their wives to join them at their

feasts; but when the wine began to heat them in good earnest and they

had to give completely free rein to sensuality, they sent them back to

their private rooms, so as not to make them participants in their im-

moderate appetites, and sent for otlier women in their place, to whom
they did not have this obligation of respect.
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^Not all pleasures or all gratifications are well conferred on all

people. Epaminondas had had a young debauchee imprisoned; Pelop-

idas asked that the man be set free as a favor to himself. Epaminondas
refused, and granted this to a wench of his who also asked him, saying

that it was a gratification due to a mistress, not to a captain. ^Sophocles,

when he shared the praetorship with Pericles, happening to see a hand-
some boy go by, said to Pericles: "Oh, what a handsome boy that is!"

"That would be all right," said Pericles, "for anyone but a praetor, who
must have not only chaste hands but also chaste eyes."

^The Emperor Aelius Verus, when his wife complained that he in-

dulged in the chase after other women's love, answered that he did so

from conscientious motives, since the word marriage meant honor and
dignity, not wanton and lascivious lust. '^And our ancient ecclesiastical

authors make honorable mention of a woman who repudiated her hus-

band because she would not be a partner to his too lascivious and im-

moderate lovemaking. ^In short there is no sensual pleasure so just

that excess and intemperance in it are not a matter of reproach.

But to speak in good earnest, isn't man a miserable animal? Hardly
is it in his power, by his natural condition, to taste a single pleasure

pure and entire, and still he is at pains to curtail that pleasure by his

reason: he is not wretched enough unless by art and study he augments
his misery:

^We have increased by art the troubles of our lot.

PROPERTIUS

•^Human wisdom very stupidly exercises its ingenuity to reduce the

number and the sweetness of the sensual pleasures that belong to us,

just as she does favorably and industriously in using her artifices to

trick out and disguise our ills and to alleviate our sense of them. If

the decision had been up to me, I should have taken another course,

one that would have been more natural—which is to say, true, prac-

ticable, and holy; and I might perhaps have made myself strong enough
to set bounds to it.

MVhat of the fact tliat our spiritual and bodily physicians, as if by
a conspiracy, find no way to a cure, no remedy for the diseases of the

body and the soul, but by torment, misery, and pain? Vigils, fasts, hair

shirts, remote and solitary exiles, perpetual imprisonments, scourges,

and other afHictions have been introduced to this end; but on this con-

dition, tliat they shall really be afflictions invoking bitterness and sting,

^and that it shall not come out as it did to one Gallio, who had been
sent in exile to the island of Lesbos. News came to Rome that he was
giving himself a good time, and that what had been imposed on him
as a penalty was turning out to be a pleasure; wherefore they changed
their minds and recalled him to his home with his wife, and ordered him
to stay there; suiting their punishment to his feeling of it. ^For if fast-

ing sharpened a man's health and blitheness, if fish were more ap-

petizing to him than flesh, these would no longer be salutary prescrip-

tions; just as in tlie other sort of medicine drugs have no efi^ect on a man
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who takes them with appetite and pleasure. The bitterness and the

difficulty are circumstances helping their operation. A nature that would
accept rhubarb as something familiar would spoil its usefulness; it must
be something that hurts the stomach in order to cure it; and here the

common rule fails, that things are cured by their opposites, for here

the evil cures the evil.

^This idea has some relation to that other very ancient one, which

consists of thinking that we gratify heaven and nature by committing

massacre and homicide, a belief universally embraced in all religions.

^Even in the time of our fathers, Amurath, at the taking of the Isthmus,

immolated six hundred young Greeks to his father's soul, so that this

blood should serve as a propitiation to expiate the sins of the deceased.

^And in these new lands discovered in our time, still pure and virgin

compared with ours, this practice is to some extent accepted every-

where: all their idols are drenched with human blood, often with

horrible cruelty. They burn the victims alive, and take them out of the

brazier half roasted to tear their heart and entrails out. Others, even

women, are flayed alive, and with their bloody skins they dress and
disguise otliers. And there are no fewer examples of constancy and
resolution. For these poor people tliat are to be sacrificed, old men,
women, children, themselves go about, some days before, begging alms

for the offering at their sacrifice, and present themselves to the slaughter

singing and dancing with the spectators.

The ambassadors of the king of Mexico, to give Hernando Cortez

an idea of the greatness of their master, after having told him that he

had thirty vassals, each of whom could assemble a hundred thousand

fighting men, and that he lived in the most beautiful and strongest city

under heaven, added that he had to sacrifice to the gods fifty thousand

men a year. Indeed, they say he fostered war with certain great neigh-

boring peoples, not only to exercise the youth of his country, but prin-

cipally to have enough prisoners of war to supply his sacrifices. Else-

where, in a certain town, as a welcome to tlie said Cortez, tliey sacrificed

fifty men all at the same time.

I will tell this one story more. Some of these people, having been

beaten by him, sent to acknowledge him and seek his friendship. The
messengers offered him three sorts of presents, in this manner: "Lord,

here are five slaves; if you are a cruel god that feeds on flesh and blood,

eat them, and we will bring you more. If you are a good-natured god,

here are incense and plumes. If you are a man, take these birds and

fruits."
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^When King Pyrrhus passed over into Italy, after he had reconnoi-

tered the formation of the army that the Romans were sending to meet
him, he said: "I do not know what barbarians these are" (for so the

Greeks called all foreign nations ) , "but tlie formation of this army that

I see is not at all barbarous." The Greeks said as much of the army that

Flamininus brought into their country, ^and so did Philip, seeing from

a knoll the order and distribution of the Roman camp, in his kingdom,

under Publius Sulpicius Galba. ^Thus we should beware of clinging

to vulgar opinions, and judge things by reason's way, not by popular

say.

I had with me for a long time a man who had lived for ten or twelve

years in that other world which has been discovered in our centiury, in

the place where Villegaignon landed, and which he called Antarctic

France.^ This discovery of a boundless country seems worthy of con-

sideration. I don't know if I can guarantee that some other such dis-

covery will not be made in the future, so many personages greater than

ourselves having been mistaken about this one. I am afraid we have

eyes bigger than our stomachs, and more curiosity than capacity. We
embrace everything, but we clasp only wind.

Plato brings in Solon, telling how he had learned from the priests

of the city of Sais in Egypt that in days of old, before the Flood, there

was a great island named Atlantis, right at the mouth of the Strait of

Gibraltar, which contained more land than Africa and Asia put together,

and that the kings of that country, who not only possessed that island

but had stretched out so far on the mainland that they held the breadth

of Africa as far as Egypt, and the length of Europe as far as Tuscany,

undertook to step over into Asia and subjugate all the nations that border

on the Mediterranean, as far as the Black Sea; and for this purpose

crossed the Spains, Gaul, Italy, as far as Greece, where the Athenians

checked them; but that some time after, both the Athenians and them-

selves and their island were swallowed up by the Flood.

It is quite likely that that extreme devastation of waters made amaz-

ing changes in the habitations of the earth, as people maintain that the

sea cut off Sicily from Italy—

^'Tis said an earthquake once asunder tore

These lands with dreadful havoc, which before

Formed but one land, one coast

VIRGIL

—'^Cyprus from Syria, the island of Euboea from the mainland of Boeo-

tia; and elsewhere joined lands that were divided, filling the channels

between them with sand and mud:

1 In Brazil, in 1557.
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A sterile marsh, long fit for rowing, now
Feeds neighbor towns, and feels the heavy plow.

HORACE

But there is no great likelihood that that island was the new world which
we have just discovered; for it almost touched Spain, and it would be
an incredible result of a flood to have forced it away as far as it is, more
than twelve hundred leagues; besides, the travels of the moderns have
already almost revealed that it is not an island, but a mainland con-

nected with the East Indies on one side, and elsewhere with tlie lands

under the two poles; or, if it is separated from them, it is by so narrow
a strait and interval that it does not deserve to be called an island on
that account.

'^It seems that there are movements, ^some natural, others ^feverish,

in these great bodies, just as in our own. When I consider the inroads

that my river, the Dordogne, is making in my lifetime into the right

bank in its descent, and that in twenty years it has gained so much
ground and stolen away the foundations of several buildings, I clearly

see that this is an extraordinary disturbance; for if it had always gone
at this rate, or was to do so in the future, the face of the world would
be turned topsy-turvy. But rivers are subject to changes: now they

overflow in one direction, now in another, now they keep to their course.

I am not speaking of the sudden inundations whose causes are manifest.

In Medoc, along the seashore, my brother, the sieur d'Arsac, can see an
estate of his buried under the sands that the sea spews forth; the tops of

some buildings are still visible; his farms and domains have changed
into very thin pasturage. The inhabitants say that for some time the

sea has been pushing toward them so hard that they have lost four

leagues of land. These sands are its harbingers; *^and we see great dunes
of moving sand that march half a league ahead of it and keep conquer-

ing land.

'^The other testimony of antiquity with which some would connect

this discovery is in Aristotle, at least if that httle book Of Unheard-of
Wonders is by him. He there relates that certain Carthaginians, after

setting out upon the Atlantic Ocean from the Strait of Gibraltar and sail-

ing a long time, at last discovered a great fertile island, all clothed in

woods and watered by great deep rivers, far remote from any mainland;
and that they, and others since, attracted by the goodness and fertility

of the soil, went there with their wives and children, and began to settle

there. The lords of Carthage, seeing that their country was gradually

becoming depopulated, expressly forbade anyone to go there any more,
on pain of death, and drove out these new inhabitants, fearing, it is

said, that in course of time they might come to multiply so greatly as

to supplant their former masters and ruin their state. This story of

Aristotle does not fit our new lands any better than the other.

This man I had was a simple, crude fellow-—a character fit to bear

2 The traveler Montaigne spoke of tn. the beginning of the chapter.
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true witness; for clever people observe more things and more curiously,

but they interpret them; and to lend weight and conviction to their in-

terpretation, they cannot help altering history a little. They never show
you things as they are, but bend and disguise them according to the way
they have seen them; and to give credence to their judgment and attract

you to it, they are prone to add something to their matter, to stretch it

out and amplify it. We need a man either very honest, or so simple
that he has not the stuff to build up false inventions and give them
plausibility; and wedded to no theory. Such was my man; and besides

this, he at various times brought sailors and merchants, whom he had
known on that trip, to see me. So I content myself with his information,

without inquiring what the cosmographers say about it.

We ought to have topographers who would give us an exact account

of the places where they have been. But because they have over us

the advantage of having seen Palestine, they want to enjoy the privilege

of telling us news about all the rest of the world. I would like everyone

to write what he knows, and as much as he knows, not only in this, but
in all other subjects; for a man may have some special knowledge and
experience of the nature of a river or a fountain, who in other matters

knows only what everybody knows. However, to circulate this little

scrap of knowledge, he will undertake to write the whole of physics.

From this vice spring many great abuses.

Now, to return to my subject, I think there is nothing barbarous and
savage in that nation, from what I have been told, except that each man
calls barbarism whatever is not his own practice; for indeed it seems we
have no other test of truth and reason than the example and pattern of

the opinions and customs of the country we live in. There is always the

perfect religion, the perfect government, the perfect and accomplished

manners in all things. Those people are wild, just as we call wild the

fruits that Nature has produced by herself and in her normal course;

whereas really it is those that we have changed artificially and led astray

from the common order, that we should rather call wild. The former

retain alive and vigorous their genuine, their most useful and natural,

virtues and properties, which we have debased in the latter in adapting

them to gratify our corrupted taste. ^And yet for all that, the savor and
delicacy of some uncultivated fruits of those countries is quite as ex-

cellent, even to our taste, as that of our own. '^It is not reasonable that

art should win the place of honor over our great and powerful mother
Nature. We have so overloaded the beauty and richness of her works
by our inventions that we have quite smothered her. Yet wherever her

purity shines forth, she wonderfully puts to shame our vain and frivolous

attempts

:

^Iw comes readier without our care;

In lonely caves the arbutus grows more fair;

No art with artless bird song can compare.

PROPERTIUS

^All our efforts cannot even succeed in reproducing the nest of the tiniest

little bird, its contexture, its beauty and convenience; or even the web
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of the puny spider. <^A11 things, says Plato, are produced by nature, by
fortune, or by art; the greatest and most beautiful by one or the other

of tlie first two, the least and most imperfect by the last.

^These nations, then, seem to me barbarous in this sense, that they

have been fashioned very little by the human mind, and are still very

close to their original naturalness. The laws of nature still rule them,

very little corrupted by ours; and they are in such a state of purity

that 1 am sometimes vexed that they were unknown earlier, in the days

when there were men able to judge them better than we. I am sorry

that Lycurgus and Plato did not know of them; for it seems to me that

what we actually see in these nations surpasses not only all the pictures

in which poets have idealized the golden age and all tlieir inventions

in imagining a happy state of man, but also the conceptions and the very

desire of philosophy. They could not imagine a naturalness so pure and
simple as we see by experience; nor could they believe that our society

could be maintained with so little artifice and human solder. This is a

nation, I should say to Plato, in which there is no sort of traffic, no knowl-
edge of letters, no science of numbers, no name for a magistrate or for

political superiority, no custom of servitude, no riches or poverty, no
contracts, no successions, no partitions, no occupations but leisure ones,

no care for any but common kinship, no clothes, no agriculture, no metal,

no use of wine or wheat. The very words that signify lying, treachery,

dissimulation, avarice, envy, belittling, pardon—unheard of. How far

from this perfection would he find the republic that he imagined:

^Men fresh sprung from the gods [Seneca].

^These manners nature first ordained.

VIRGIL

^For the rest, they live in a country with a very pleasant and tem-

perate climate, so that according to my witnesses it is rare to see a sick

man there; and they have assured me that they never saw one palsied,

bleary-eyed, toothless, or bent with age. They are settled along the sea

and shut in on the land side by great high mountains, with a stretch

about a hundred leagues wide in between. They have a great abundance
of fish and flesh which bear no resemblance to ours, and they eat them
with no other artifice than cooking. The first man who rode a horse

there, though he had had dealings with them on several other trips, so

horrified them in this posture that they shot him dead with arrows be-

fore tliey could recognize him.

Their buildings are very long, with a capacity of two or three hun-

dred souls; they are covered with the bark of great trees, the strips

reaching to the ground at one end and supporting and leaning on one

another at the top, in the manner of some of our barns, whose covering

hangs down to the ground and acts as a side. They have wood so hard

that they cut with it and make of it their swords and grills to cook their

food. Their beds are of a cotton weave, hung from tlie roof like those

in our ships, each man having his own; for the wives sleep apart from

their husbands.

They get up with the sun, and eat immediately upon rising, to last
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them through the day; for they take no other meal than that one. Like

some other Eastern peoples, of whom Suidas tells us, who drank apart

from meals, they do not drink then; but they drink several times a day,

and to capacity. Their drink is made of some root, and is of the color

of our claret wines. They drink it only lukewarm. This beverage keeps

only tvvo or three days; it has a slightly sharp taste, is not at all heady,

is good for the stomach, and has a laxative effect upon those who are not

used to it; it is a very pleasant drink for anyone who is accustomed to it.

In place of bread they use a certain white substance like preserved

coriander. I have tried it; it tastes sweet and a little flat.

The whole day is spent in dancing. The younger men go to hunt

animals with bows. Some of the women busy themselves meanwhile

with warming their drink, which is their chief duty. Some one of the

old men, in the morning before they begin to eat, preaches to the whole

barnful in common, walking from one end to the other, and repeating

one single sentence several times until he has completed the circuit ( for

the buildings are fully a hundred paces long). He recommends to them

only two things: valor against the enemy and love for their wives. And
they never fail to point out this obligation, as their refrain, that it is

their wives who keep their drink warm and seasoned.

There may be seen in several places, including my own house, speci-

mens of their beds, of their ropes, of their wooden swords and the

bracelets with which they cover their wrists in combats, and of the big

canes, open at one end, by whose sound they keep time in their dances.

They are close shaven all over, and shave themselves much more cleanly

than we, with nothing but a wooden or stone razor. They believe that

souls are immortal, and that those who have deserved well of the gods

are lodged in that part of heaven where the sun rises, and the damned
in the west.

They have some sort of priests and prophets, but they rarely appear

before the people, having their home in the mountains. On their ar-

rival there is a great feast and solemn assembly of several villages-

each barn, as I have described it, makes up a village, and they are about

one French league from each other. The prophet speaks to them in

public, exhorting them to virtue and their duty; but their whole ethical

science contains only these two articles: resoluteness in war and af-

fection for their wives. He prophesies to them things to come and the

results they are to expect from their undertakings, and urges them to

war or holds them back from it; but this is on the condition that when
he fails to prophesy correctly, and if things turn out otherwise than he

has predicted, he is cut into a thousand pieces if they catch him, and

condemned as a false prophet. For this reason, the prophet who has

once been mistaken is never seen again.

^Divination is a gift of God; that is why its abuse should be punished

as imposture. Among the Scythians, when the soothsayers failed to hit

the mark, they were laid, chained hand and foot, on carts full of heather

and drawn by oxen, on which they were burned. Those who handle

matters subject to the control of human capacity are excusable if they do
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the best they can. But these others, who come and trick us with assur-

ances of an extraordinary faculty that is beyond our ken, should they

not be punished for not making good their promise, and for the temerity

of their imposture?

-^They have their wars with the nations beyond the mountains,

further inland, to which they go quite naked, with no other arms than
bows or wooden swords ending in a sharp point, in the manner of the

tongues of our boar spears. It is astonishing what firmness they show
in their combats, which never end but in slaughter and bloodshed; for

as to routs and terror, they know nothing of either.

Each man brings back as his trophy the head of the enemy he has

killed, and sets it up at the entrance to his dwelling. After they have
treated their prisoners well for a long time with all the hospitality they

can think of, each man who has a prisoner calls a great assembly of his

acquaintances. He ties a rope to one of the prisoner's arms, ^by the end
of which he holds him, a few steps away, for fear of being hurt, ^and
gives his dearest friend the other arm to hold in the same way; and
these two, in the presence of the whole assembly, kill him with their

swords. This done, they roast him and eat him in common and send

some pieces to their absent friends. This is not, as people think, for

nourishment, as of old the Scythians used to do; it is to betoken an ex-

treme revenge. And the proof of this came when they saw the Portu-

guese, who had joined forces with their adversaries, inflict a different

kind of death on them when they took them prisoner, which was to bury
them up to the waist, shoot the rest of their body full of arrows, and
afterward hang them. They thought that these people from the other

world, being men who had sown the knowledge of many vices among
their neighbors and were much greater masters than themselves in

every sort of wickedness, did not adopt this sort of vengeance without
some reason, and that it must be more painful than their own; so they

began to give up their old method and to follow this one.

I am not sorry that we notice the barbarous horror of such acts, but

I am heartily sorry that, judging their faults rightly, we should be so

blind to our own. I think there is more barbarity in eating a man alive

than in eating him dead; and in tearing by tortures and the rack a body
still full of feeling, in roasting a man bit by bit, in having him bitten

and mangled by dogs and swine (as we have not only read but seen

within fresh memory, not among ancient enemies, but among neighbors

and fellow citizens, and what is worse, on the pretext of piety and re-

ligion ) , than in roasting and eating him after he is dead.

Indeed, Chrysippus and Zeno, heads of the Stoic sect, thought there

was nothing wi'ong in using our carcasses for any purpose in case of

need, and getting nourishment from them; just as our ancestors, when
besieged by Caesar in the city of Alesia, resolved to relieve their famine

by eating old men, women, and other people useless for fighting.

^The Gascons once, 'tis said, their life renewed
By eating of such food.

JUVENAL
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"^And physicians do not fear to use human flesh in all sorts of ways for

our healtli, applying it either inwardly or outwardly. But there never

was any opinion so disordered as to excuse treachery, disloyalty, tyr-

anny, and cruelty, which are our ordinary vices.

So we may well call these people barbarians, in respect to the rules

of reason, but not in respect to ourselves, who surpass them in every

kind of barbarity.

Their warfare is wholly noble and generous, and as excusable and
beautiful as this human disease can be; its only basis among them is

their rivalry in valor. They are not fighting for the conquest of new
lands, for they still enjoy that natural abundance that provides tliem

without toil and trouble with all necessary things in such profusion that

they have no wish to enlarge their boundaries. They are still in that

happy state of desiring only as much as their natural needs demand; any-

thing beyond that is superfluous to them.

They generally call those of the same age, brothers; those who are

younger, children; and the old men are fathers to all the others. These
leave to their heirs in common the full possession of their property, with-

out division or any other title at all than just the one tliat Nature gives

to her creatures in bringing them into the world.

If their neighbors cross the mountains to attack them and win a

victory, the gain of the victor is glory, and the advantage of having

proved the master in valor and virtue; for apart from this they have no

use for the goods of the vanquished, and they return to their own
country, where they lack neither anything necessary nor that great

thing, the knowledge of how to enjoy their condition happily and be
content with it. These men of ours do the same in their turn. They
demand of their prisoners no other ransom than that they confess and
acknowledge tlieir defeat. But there is not one in a whole century who
does not choose to die rather than to relax a single bit, by word or look,

from the grandeur of an invincible courage; not one who would not

rather be killed and eaten than so much as ask not to be. They treat

them very freely, so that life may be all the dearer to them, and usually

entertain them with threats of their coming death, of the torments they

will have to suffer, the preparations that are being made for that pur-

pose, the cutting up of their limbs, and the feast that will be made at

their expense. All this is done for the sole purpose of extorting from their

lips some weak or base word, or making them want to flee, so as to

gain the advantage of having terrified them and broken down their

firmness. For indeed, if you take it the right way, it is in this point alone

that true victory lies

:

•^It is no victory

Unless the vanquished foe admits your mastery.

CLAUDIAN

The Hungarians, very bellicose fighters, did not in olden times

pursue their advantage beyond putting the enemy at their mercy. For

having wrung a confession from him to this effect, they let him go
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unharmed and unransomed, except, at most, for exacting his promise

never again to take up arms against them.

^We win enough advantages over our enemies that are borrowed

advantages, not really our own. It is the quality of a porter, not of valor,

to have sturdier arms and legs; agility is a dead and corporeal quality;

it is a stroke of luck to make our enemy stumble, or dazzle his eyes

by the sunlight; it is a trick of art and technique, which may be found

in a worthless coward, to be an able fencer. The worth and value of

a man is in his heart and his will; there lies his real honor. Valor is the

strengtli, not of legs and arms, but of heart and soul; it consists not in

the worth of our horse or our weapons, but in our own. He who falls

obstinate in his courage, ^if he has fallen, he fights on his knees [Seneca].

^He who relaxes none of his assurance, no matter how great the danger

of imminent death; who, giving up his soul, still looks firmly and scorn-

fully at his enemy—he is beaten not by us, but by fortune; he is killed,

not conquered.

^The most valiant are sometimes the most unfortunate. <^Thus there

are triumphant defeats that rival victories. Nor did those four sister

victories, the fairest that the sun ever set eyes on—Salamis, Plataea,

Mycale, and Sicily—ever dare match all their combined glory against

die glory of the annihilation of King Leonidas and his men at the pass

of Thermopylae.

Who ever hastened with more glorious and ambitious desire to win

a battle than Captain Ischolas to lose one? Who ever secured his safety

more ingeniously and painstakingly than he did his destruction? He
was charged to defend a certain pass in the Peloponnesus against the

Arcadians. Finding himself wholly incapable of doing this, in view

of the nature of the place and the inequality of the forces, he made up
his mind that all who confronted the enemy would necessarily have

to remain on the field. On the other hand, deeming it unwordiy both

of his own virtue and magnanimity and of the Lacedaemonian name
to fail in his charge, he took a middle course between these two ex-

tremes, in this way. The youngest and fittest of his band he preserved

for the defense and service of their countr}% and sent them home; and

with those whose loss was less important, he determined to hold this

pass, and by their death to make the enemy buy their entry as dearly

as he could. And so it turned out. For he was presently surrounded

on all sides by the Arcadians, and after slaughtering a large number
of them, he and his men were all put to the sword. Is there a trophy

dedicated to victors that would not be more due to these vanquished?

The role of true victory is in fighting, not in coming off safely; and the

honor of valor consists in combating, not in beating.

^To return to our story. These prisoners are so far from giving in,

in spite of all that is done to them, that on the contrary, during the two

or three months that they are kept, they wear a gay expression; they

urge their captors to hurry and put diem to the test; they defy them,

insult them, reproach them with their cowardice and the number of

battles they have lost to the prisoners' own people.
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I have a song composed by a prisoner which contains this challenge,

that they should all come boldly and gather to dine o£E him, for they

will be eating at the same time their own fathers and grandfathers, who
have served to feed and nourish his body. "These muscles," he says,

"this flesh and these veins are your own, poor fools that you are. You
do not recognize that the substance of your ancestors' hmbs is still con-

tained in them. Savor them well; you will find in them the taste of your

own flesh." An idea that certainly does not smack of barbarity. Those

that paint these people dying, and who show the execution, portray

the prisoner spitting in the face of his slayers and scowling at them.

Indeed, to the last gasp they never stop braving and defying their

enemies by word and look. Truly here are real savages by our standards;

for either they must be thoroughly so, or we must be; there is an amazing

distance between their character and ours.

The men there have several wives, and the higher their reputation

for valor the more wives they have. It is a remarkably beautiful thing

about their marriages that the same jealousy our wives have to keep us

from the affection and kindness of other women, theirs have to win this

for them. Being more concerned for their husbands' honor than for

anything else, they strive and scheme to have as many companions as

they can, since that is a sign of their husbands' valor.

'^Our wives will cry "Miracle!" but it is no miracle. It is a properly

matrimonial virtue, but one of the highest order. In the Bible, Leah,

Rachel, Sarah, and Jacob's wives gave their beautiful handmaids to

their husbands; and Livia seconded the appetites of Augustus, to her

own disadvantage; and Stratonice, the wife of King Deiotarus, not only

lent her husband for his use a very beautiful young chambermaid in

her service, but carefully brought up her children, and backed them up
to succeed to their father's estates.

^And lest it be thought that all this is done through a simple and

servile bondage to usage and through the pressure of the authority of

their ancient customs, without reasoning or judgment, and because their

minds are so stupid that they cannot take any other course, I must cite

some examples of their capacity. Besides the warlike song I have just

quoted, I have another, a love song, which begins in this vein: "Adder,

stay; stay, adder, that from the pattern of your coloring my sister may
draw the fashion and the workmanship of a rich girdle that I may give

to my love; so may your beauty and your pattern be forever preferred

to all other serpents." This first couplet is the refrain of the song. Now
I am familiar enough with poetry to be a judge of this: not only is there

nothing barbarous in this fancy, but it is altogether Anacreontic. Their

language, moreover, is a soft language, with an agreeable sound, some-

what like Greek in its endings.

Three of these men, ignorant of the price they will pay some day,

in loss of repose and happiness, for gaining knowledge of the corrup-

tions of this side of the ocean; ignorant also of the fact that of this inter-

course will come their ruin (which 1 suppose is already well advanced:

poor wretches, to let themselves be tricked by the desire for new things.
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and to have left the serenity of their own sky to come and see ours! )
—

three of these men were at Rouen, at the time the late King Charles IX^

was there. The king talked to them for a long time; they were shown

our ways, our splendor, the aspect of a fine city. After that, someone

asked their opinion, and wanted to know what they had found most

amazing. They mentioned three things, of which I have forgotten the

third, and I am very sorry for it; but I still remember two of them. They
said that in the first place they thought it very strange that so many
grown men, bearded, strong, and armed, who were around the king

( it is likely that they were talking about the Swiss of his guard ) should

submit to obey a child, and that one of them was not chosen to command
instead. Second ( they have a way in their language of speaking of men
as halves of one another ) , they had noticed that there were among us

men full and gorged with all sorts of good things, and that their other

halves were beggars at their doors, emaciated with hunger and poverty;

and they thought it strange that these needy halves could endure such

an injustice, and did not take the others by the throat, or set fire to

their houses.

I had a very long talk with one of them; but I had an interpreter

who followed my meaning so badly, and who was so hindered by his

stupidity in taking in my ideas, that I could get hardly any satisfaction

from the man. When I asked him what profit he gained from his

superior position among his people ( for he was a captain, and our sailors

called him king), he told me that it was to march foremost in war. How
many men followed him? He pointed to a piece of ground, to signify

as many as such a space could hold; it might have been four or five

thousand men. Did all his authority expire with the war? He said that

this much remained, that when he visited the villages dependent on

him, they made paths for him through the underbrush by which he
might pass quite comfortably.

All this is not too bad—but what's the use? They don't wear breeches.

32 We should meddle soberly

with judging divme ordinances

^The true field and subject of imposture are things unknown. Be-

cause in the first place strangeness itself lends credit; and then, not

being subject to our ordinary reasoning, such tilings take away our

means of combating them. ^For this reason, says Plato, it is much easier

to give satisfaction when speaking of the nature of the gods than when

3 In 1562.
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speaking of the nature of men, because the ignorance of one's audience

affords a fine broad range and full liberty in handling so obscure a

subject.

^Thence it happens that notliing is so firmly believed as what is

least known, nor are any people so confident as those who tell us fables,

such as alchemists, prognosticators, astrologers, palmists, doctors—that

whole breed [Horace]. To whom I would be prone to add, if I dared,

a whole pile of people, interpreters and controllers-in-ordinary of God's

designs, claiming to find the causes of every incident and to see in the

secrets of the divine will tlie incomprehensible motives of his works;

and although the variety and continual discordance of events tosses

them from corner to corner and from east to west, yet they do not stop

chasing their ball and painting black and white witii the same pencil.

^In one Indian nation there is this laudable observance: when things

have come out badly for them in some encounter or battle, they publicly

ask pardon of the sun, which is their god, as for an unjust act; attrib-

uting their good or bad fortune to the divine reason, and submitting

to it their judgment and reasonings.

'^It is enough for a Christian to believe that all things come from

God, to receive them with acknowledgment of his divine and inscrutable

wisdom, and therefore to take them in good part, in whatever aspect

they may be sent to him. But I think that the practice I see is bad, of

trying to strengthen and support our religion by the good fortune and

prosperity of our enterprises. Our belief has enough other foundations;

it does not need events to authorize it. For when the people are

accustomed to these arguments, which are plausible and suited to their

taste, there is a danger that when in turn contrary and disadvantageous

events come, this will shake their faitli. Thus, in the wars we are

engaged in for tlie sake of religion, those who had the advantage in

the encounter at La Rochelabeille make much ado about this incident

and use their good fortune as a sure approbation of their party; but

when they come later to excuse their misfortunes at Moncontour and

Jarnac^ as being fatherly scourges and chastisements, unless they have
their following completely at their mercy, tliey make the people sense

readily enough that this is getting two grinding fees for one sack, and
blowing hot and cold with the same mouth. It would be better to tell

them the true foundations of the truth.

It was a fine naval battle that was won these past months against

the Turks, under the leadership of Don John of Austria;- but it has

certainly pleased God at other times to let us see others like it, at our

expense.

In short, it is diflBcult to bring down divine things to our scale without

their suffering loss. And if someone wanted to give the reason why

^ After their victory of La Rochelabeille ( May, 1569 ) the Protestants used
these arguments, forgetting tlieir loss at Jarnac (March, 1569), until they were de-
feated again at Moncontour ( October, 1569 )

.

2 The battle of Lepanto (October 7, 1571), won by the combined fleets of

Spain, Venice, and the Pope.
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Arius and Leo, his Pope,^ the principal leaders of the Arian heresy, died
at different times of such similar and strange deaths (for a bellyache
having forced them to withdraw from the disputation to the toilet, they
both suddenly gave up the ghost there), and were minded to dramatize
this divine vengeance by the circumstance of the place, he could indeed
fm-ther add the death of Heliogabalus, who was also killed in a privy.

But what does this prove? Irenaeus happens to have suffered the
same fate.

^God, wishing to teach us that the good have something else to

hope for, and the wicked something else to fear, than tlie fortunes and
misfortunes of this world, handles and allots tliese according to his

occult disposition, and deprives us of the means of foolishly making
our profit of them. And those people delude themselves who try to take

advantage of them by human reason. They never score one hit but
they receive two. Saint Augustine gives a fine proof of this against his

adversaries. It is a conflict that is decided by the weapons of memory
more than by those of reason.

^We must be content with the light that it pleases the sun to com-
municate to us by its rays; and if anyone raises his eyes to gain a greater

Light from its very body, let him not find it strange if as a penalty for

his presumption he loses his sight. ^What man can know the counsel

of God? or who can think what is the will of the Lord? [Apocrypha:

Book of Wisdom.]

33 To flee from sensual

pleasures at the price of life

^1 had indeed seen that most ancient opinions agree on this, that

it is time to die when there is more evil than good in living; and that

to preserve our life to our torment and discomfort is to bump up against

the very laws of nature, as these old rules say:

Either a painless life, or else a happy death.

To die is good for those whom life brings misery.

'Tis better not to live than live in wretchedness.

GREEK GNOMIC POETS

3 Montaigne took this story from the Annales d'Aquitaine of the sixteenth-

century chronicler Jean Bouchet. Writing about Saint Hilary of Poitiers, Bouchet
tells how two of his enemies, Arius (in a.d. 341; modern opinion prefers 336) and
his follower the antipope Leo (in 364) met miraculous and ignominious deaths in

the nearly identical manner that Montaigne describes. The precise identity of this

Leo is still an enigma today, as it was in Bouchet's time.
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But as for pushing the contempt of death to the point of using it to

withdraw ourselves from the honors, riches, dignities, and other favors

and goods which we call those of fortune, as if reason had not enough
to do to persuade us to abandon them without adding this new burden
on her, I had never seen this either commanded or practiced until I

came across that passage in which Seneca advises Lucilius, a powerful

personage and a man of great authority with the emperor, to give up
his voluptuous and pompous existence and retire from worldly ambition

to some solitary, tranquil, and philosophical life. Lucilius alleged some
difficulties, to which Seneca replied: "My advice is that you either quit

that life you lead, or quit life altogether. I do indeed counsel you to

follow the milder way, and untie rather than break the knot you have
so badly tied; provided that if it cannot be otherwise untied, you break

it. No man is such a coward that he would not rather fall once than

remain forever tottering." I should have found this advice in keeping

with Stoical harshness; but it is more strange that it should be bor-

rowed from Epicurus, who writes things just Hke it on this subject to

Idomeneus.

Yet I think I have noticed something like it among our people, but

with Christian moderation. When Saint Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, that

famous enemy of the Arian heresy, was in Syria, he was informed that

Abra, his only daughter, whom he had left at home with her mother,

was being sought in marriage by the most eminent lords of the country,

as a girl well brought up, beautiful, rich, and in the flower of her youth.

He wrote to her (as we see) that she should withdraw her a£Fection

from all these pleasures and advantages that were being offered her;

that in his travels he had found her a much greater and worthier match,

with a husband of far different power and magnificence, who would
present her with robes and jewels of inestimable price. His design was
to make her lose the desire and habit of worldly pleasures in order to

unite her wholly to God; but as the shortest and surest means to this

end seemed to him to be the death of his daughter, he did not cease,

by vows, prayers, and orisons, to request God to take her from this world
and call her to himself. And so it happened; for soon after his return

she died, at which he exhibited a singular joy.

This man seems to outdo the others, in that he addresses himself

from the first to this means, which the others adopt only as a subsidiary;

and besides, it concerns his only daughter.

But I do not want to omit the end of this story, even though it is not

to my point. When Saint Hilary's wife heard from him how the death

of their daughter had been brought about by his design and will, and

how much happier she was to be dislodged from this world than to be

in it, she conceived such a lively sense of eternal celestial beatitude

that she begged her husband with extreme insistence to do as much
for her. And, God having soon after taken her to him in response to

their unanimous prayers, hers was a death embraced with singular

unanimous contentment.



34 Fortune is often met

in the path of reason

^The inconstant and variable movement of Fortune makes her neces-

sarily present all sorts of faces. Is there a more express act of justice

than this one? The duke of Valentinois,^ having resolved to poison

Adrian, cardinal of Corneto, with whom he and his father, Pope Alex-

ander VI, were going to sup at the Vatican, sent ahead of him a certain

bottle of poisoned wine and ordered the butler to watch over it very

carefully. When the Pope arrived before his son and asked for drink,

the butler, who thought that this wine had been recommended to his

care only for its excellence, served him some of it; and the duke himself,

arriving just in time for the meal and trusting to it that his bottle would
not have been touched, took some in turn: so that the father died

immediately, and the son, after having been long tormented by sickness,

was preserved for another and worse fate.

Sometimes it seems that Fortune deliberately plays with us. The sei-

gneur d'Estrees, then ensign to Monsieur de Vendome, and the seigneur

de Licques, lieutenant in the company of the duke of Aerschot, were

both suitors of the sister of the sieur de Fouquerolle, though of opposite

parties (as happens with frontier neighbors). The sieur de Licques

won her; but on the very day of the marriage, and, what is worse, before

going to bed, the bridegroom, wanting to break a lance in honor of his

new bride, went out to a skirmish near Saint-Omer, where the sieur

d'Estrees, finding himself the stronger, made him his prisoner. And,

to get full value from his advantage, the lady was obliged-

Forced to give up her new-wed groom's embrace
Until two winters, following apace,

With their long nights sated her eager love

CATULLUS

—herself to request him to give up his prisoner to her out of courtesy,

which he did; for the French nobility never refuses anything to the

ladies.

^Doesn't this seem to be an artistic fate? Constantine, son of Helen,

founded the Empire of Constantinople; and so many centuries later,

Constantine, son of Helen, ended it.

^Sometimes Fortune is pleased to vie with our miracles. We are

told that when King Clovis was besieging Angouleme, the walls fell

of themselves by divine favor. And Bouchet borrows this from some
autlior, that when King Robert was besieging a city, he stole away from

^ Cesare Borgia.
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the siege to go to Orleans to celebrate the feast of Saint Aignan; and
while he was at his devotions at a certain point of the Mass, the walls

of the besieged city fell in ruins without any attack. She did just the

opposite in our wars with Milan when Captain Renzo, who was be-

sieging the city of Arona for us, set a mine under a big section of wall;

die wall was suddenly blown into the air, but fell down again in one

piece, so straight into its foundation that the besieged were none the

worse off.

Sometimes she practices medicine. Jason of Pheres, given up by
the doctors because of an abscess in his chest, wished to get rid of it

by death if necessary, and threw himself bodily into the thick of the

enemy in a battle, where he was wounded through the body so exactly

that his abscess burst and he was cured.

Did she not surpass the painter Protogenes in the knowledge of his

art? He had completed the picture of a tired and panting dog to his

satisfaction in all parts but one: he was unable to show the foam and
slaver to suit himself. Vexed with his work, he took his sponge, which
was soaked with various colors, and threw it at the picture to blot it

out completely. Fortune guided the throw with perfect aptness right

to the dog's mouth, and accomplished what art had been unable to

attain.

Does she not sometimes direct our counsels and correct them?
Isabel, queen of England, having to lead an army across from Zeeland

to her kingdom to support her son against her husband, would have

been lost if she had arrived at the port she had planned to land at, where
she was awaited by her enemies; but Fortune cast her elsewhere against

her will, and she landed in entire safety. And that ancient who, throwing

a stone at a dog, hit and killed his stepmother, was he not right to

pronounce this verse:

Chance decides matters better than ourselves

MENANDER

—"Fortune is better advised than we"?

^Icetes had worked on two soldiers to kill Timoleon, who was stay-

ing at Adrana in Sicily. They chose a time when Timoleon was per-

forming some sacrifice, and mingled with the multitude. As they were
making signs to one another that the occasion was suitable for their job,

up comes a third man who hits one of them a hard blow on the head

with his sword and stretches him dead on the ground, and then runs

away. The companion, thinking himself discovered and lost, ran to the

altar to beg sanctuary, promising to tell the whole truth. As he was
telling the story of the conspiracy, enter the third man, who had been
caught and whom, as a murderer, the people were pushing and drag-

ging through the crowd toward Timoleon and the most eminent men
in the assembly. There he cried for mercy, saying he had rightfully

killed his father's assassin and proving on the spot, by witnesses whom
his good fortune provided for him most appropriately, that in the city

of the Leontines his father had in truth been killed by the man on whom
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he had taken revenge. They awarded him ten Attic minae for having
had tlie good fortune, in taking satisfaction for the death of his father,

to have saved from death the common father of the SiciHans. This

fortune is more equitable than tlie equity of human wisdom.

^A final example. Does not tlie fact which is about to be related

reveal a very express act of Fortune's favor, of her singular kindness

and piety? The Egnatii, father and son, proscribed by the triumvirs

at Rome, resolved on the noble device of giving up their lives at each

other's hands, in order to frustrate the cruelty of the tyrants. They ran

upon each other sword in hand. Fortune directed the points and made
two equally mortal wounds, and granted in honor of such a beautiful

affection that both men should have just enough strength to withdraw
their weapons from tlie wounds and, with bloodied arms, clasp each

other in so strong an embrace that the executioners cut off both their

heads together, leaving the bodies still held in this noble bond, and the

wounds so joined that they lovingly drank in each other's blood and
what was left of each otlier's life.

35 Of a lack in our

administrations

^My late father, a man of very clear judgment for one who was

aided only by experience and nature, once told me that he had wanted

to arrange that towns should have a certain designated place where
those who needed something could go and have their business regis-

tered by an officer appointed for that purpose. As, for example: ^"I

want to sell some pearls; I want to buy some pearls. '^So-and-so wants

company to go to Paris; so-and-so is looking for a servant with such-

and-such qualifications; so-and-so wants a master; so-and-so a work-

man; one man this, another man that, each according to his need." And
it seems tliat this means of informing one another would be of no slight

advantage to public commerce; for all the time there are people witli

congruous needs who are looking for one another, and, for lack of

knowing one another, are left in extreme need.

I hear, with great shame for our century, that under our very eyes

two personages most outstanding in learning have died so poor that

they had not enough to eat: Lifius Gregorius Giraldus in Italy and
Sebastianus Castalio in Germany. And I believe there are a thousand

men who would have sent for them on very advantageous terms, *^or

helped them where they were, ^if they had known.

The world is not so generally corrupted but that I know a man who
would wish with all his heart to use what he has inherited from his
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ancestors, as long as Fortune is pleased to let him enjoy it, to put beyond
the reach of want persons rare and remarkable in any way, whom mis-

fortune persecutes at times to the last extremity—a man who would at

least set them up in such a way that it would be unreasonable of them
not to be content.

^In his domestic administration my father had this system, which
I can praise but not follow: besides the record of household affairs kept

by his steward, in which were entered petty accounts, payments, and
transactions not requiring the notary's hand, he ordered the servant

whom he used as his secretary to keep a journal and insert in it all

occurrences of any note, and the memorabilia of his family history day
by day. A record very pleasant to look at when time begins to efface

the memory of events, and very well suited to get us out of perplexity:

When was such and such a thing begun? When completed? What
retinues came? How long did they stay? Our trips, our absences; mar-

riages; deaths; the receipt of happy or unhappy news; the change of

principal servants; such matters. An ancient custom, which I think it

would be good to revive, each man in each man's home. And I think

I am a fool to have neglected it.

36 Of the custom of

wearing clothes

^Wherever I want to turn, I have to force some barrier of custom,

so carefully has it blocked all our approaches. I was wondering in this

shivery season whether the fashion of going stark naked in these lately

discovered nations is forced on them by the warm temperature of the

air, as we say of the Indians and Moors, or whether it is the original

way of mankind. Inasmuch as all things under heaven, as Holy Writ
says,^ are subject to the same laws, men of understanding, in consider-

ations like these (where we must distinguish natural from artificial

laws), are wont to have recourse to the general order of the world,

in which there can be nothing counterfeit.

Now, since everything else is furnished with the exact amount of

thread and needle required to maintain its being, it is in truth incredible

that we alone should be brought into the world in a defective and
indigent state, in a state such that we cannot maintain ourselves without

external aid. Thus I hold that, just as plants, trees, animals, all things

1 Ecclesiastes 9:3.
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that live, are naturally equipped with sufficient covering to defend

themselves against the injury of the weather,

And therefore everything is covered o'er

With either hide, silk, shells, thick skin, or bark,

LUCRETIUS

so were we; but hke those who by artificial light extinguish the light

of day, we have extinguished our own means by borrowed means. And
it is easy to see that it is custom that makes impossible for us what is

not impossible in itself; for of those nations that have no knowledge

of clothes, there are some situated under much the same sky as ours;

and besides, oui most delicate parts are those that are always kept

uncovered: ^eyes, mouth, nose, ears; with our peasants, as with our

ancestors, the chest and belly, ^If we had been born with natural petti-

coats and breeches, there can be no doubt but that Nature would have

armed with a thicker skin the parts she intended to expose to the beating

of the seasons, as she has done for the fingertips and the soles of the feet.

^Why does this seem hard to believe? Between my way of dressing

and that of a peasant of my region I find far more distance than there

is between his way and that of a man dressed only in his skin.

How many men, especially in Turkey, go naked as a matter of

religion!

^Someone or other was asking one of our beggars whom he saw

in the depth of winter as cheery in his shirt as someone muffled to the

ears in sables, how he could endure it. "And you, sir," he answered,

"you have your face uncovered; now, I am all face." The Italians tell

this story of the duke of Florence's fool, I think it was: that on his

master's inquiring how, so poorly clad, he could bear the cold which

he himself had trouble bearing, the fool rephed, "Follow my rule, and

pile on you all the garments you have, as I do, and you won't suffer

from the cold any more than I do." King Massinissa, even in his extreme

old age, could not be induced to go with his head covered, however

cold, stormy, or rainy it might be. ^This is also said of the Emperor

Severus.

In the battles fought between the Egyptians and the Persians,

Herodotus says it was remarked both by others and by himself that of

those who remained dead on the field, the skulls of tlie Egyptians were

incomparably harder than those of the Persians, because the latter kept

their heads always covered, first with caps and then with turbans,

whereas the former kept theirs shaven and bare from infancy.

^And King Agesilaus observed until his decrepitude the habit of

wearing the same clothing in winter as in summer. Caesar, says

Suetonius, always marched at the head of his army, most of the time

on foot, head bare, whether it was sunny or raining; and they say as

much of Hannibal:
Then with bare head

He met the frenzy of the storm, the falling sky.

SILIUS ITALICUS
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^A Venetian who stayed in the kingdom of Pegu a long time and
has only just come back writes that the men and women there always

go barefoot, even on horseback, and with the other parts of the body
clothed.

And Plato gives this wonderful advice, for the health of the whole
body: to give the head and feet no other covering than that which
nature has provided.

^The man whom the Poles chose for their king after ours,^ and who
is in truth one of the greatest princes of our century, never wears gloves,

or changes, for winter or any weather whatever, the bonnet that he
wears indoors.

^Whereas I cannot bear to go unbuttoned and untied, the laborers

in my neighborhood would feel fettered if they were otherwise. Varro

maintains that when it was ordained that we should keep our head
uncovered in the presence of the gods or the magistrate, it was done
more for our health, and to harden us against the attacks of the weather,

than on account of reverence.

Mnd since we are on the subject of cold, and Frenchmen, accus-

tomed to array ourselves in varied colors (not I, for I scarcely wear

anything but black or white, in imitation of my father), let us add in

another connection that Captain Martin du Bellay says he saw, on the

march to Luxemburg, frosts so severe that the supply of wine was cut

with hatchets and axes, distributed to the soldiers by weight, and
carried away in baskets. And Ovid, very close:

Uncasked, the wines retain the shape of casks,

And lumps are passed around instead of flasks.

OVID

^The frosts are so bitter at the mouth of Lake Maeotis^ that in the

same place where Mithridates' lieutenant had fought the enemy dry-

footed and defeated them in the winter, he won a naval battle against

them the next summer.

^The Romans suffered a great disadvantage in their combat with

the Carthaginians near Placentia, because they went to the charge with

their blood congealed and limbs benumbed with cold, whereas Han-
nibal had passed out fire throughout his host to warm his soldiers, and
distributed oil among each company, so that by anointing themselves

they might render their sinews more supple and limber, and encrust

their pores against the assault of the air and the freezing wind that

was blowing.

The retreat of the Greeks from Babylon into their country is famous
for the difficulties and hardships that they had to overcome. This was
one: they were met by a terrible blizzard in the mountains of Armenia,

and lost all knowledge of the country and the roads. Being quite simply

2 Henry III was the elected king of Poland before he became king of France.

He was succeeded in Poland in 1574 by Stephen Bathori.

3 The Sea of Azov.
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besieged by the storm, they were a day and a night without eating or

drinking, most of tlieir animals dead, many of themselves dead, many
blinded by the driving hail and the glare of the snow, many crippled
in their extremities, many stiff, numb, and immobilized with cold,

though still in possession of all their senses.

Alexander saw a nation in which they bury their fruit trees in winter
to protect them from the frost.

^On the subject of clothing, the king of Mexico changed his clothes

four times a day and never put them on again, using his cast-offs for

his continual liberalities and rewards; likewise neither pot, nor dish,

nor any kitchen or table utensil was ever put before him twice.

37 Of Cato the Younger

^I do not share that common error of judging another by myself.

I easily believe that another man may have qualities diflFerent from
mine. ^Because I feel myself tied down to one form, I do not obhge
everybody to espouse it, as all others do. I believe in and conceive a

thousand contrary ways of life; and in contrast with the common run
of men, I more easily admit difference than resemblance between us.

I am as ready as you please to acquit another man from sharing my
conditions and principles. I consider him simply in himself, without

relation to others; I mold him to his own model. I do not fail, just

because I am not continent, to acknowledge sincerely the continence

of the Feuillants and the Capuchins, and to admire the manner of their

life. I can very well insinuate myself by imagination into their place,

and I love and honor them all the more because they are different from
me. I have a singular desire that we should each be judged in ourselves

apart, and that I may not be measured in conformity with the common
patterns.

^My weakness in no way alters my necessarily high regard for the

strength and vigor of those who deserve it. ^There are men who praise

nothing except what they are confident they can imitate [Cicero].

^Crawling in the slime of the earth, I do not fail to observe, even in

the clouds, the inimitable loftiness of certain heroic souls. It is a great

deal for me to have my judgment regulated, if my actions cannot be,

and to maintain at least this sovereign part free from corruption. It is

something to have my will good when my legs fail me. This century

in which we live, at least in our part of the world, is so leaden that not

only the practice but even the idea of virtue is wanting; and it seems

to be nothing else but a piece of school jargon—

^They think that virtue's just a word.
And a sacred grove mere sticks

HORACE
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—something they should revere even if they cannot understand it

[Cicero], It is a trinket to hang in a cabinet, or as an ornament on the

end of the tongue, Hke an earring on the tip of the ear.

^There are no more virtuous actions to be seen; those that wear
virtue's appearance do not for all that have its essence; for profit, glory,

fear, habit, and other such extraneous causes lead us to perform them.

The justice, the valor, the good nature that we then exercise may be
so called in consideration of others and of the appearance they bear in

pubHc, but in the doer this is not virtue at all; there is another end
proposed, '^another motivating cause, ^Now virtue will avow nothing

but what is done by and for itself alone.

^In that great battle of Potidaea that the Greeks under Pausanias

won against Mardonius and the Persians, the victors, according to their

custom, when they came to divide among themselves the glory of the

exploit, attributed to the Spartan nation the preeminence of valor in

this combat. The Spartans, excellent judges of valor, when they came
to decide to what particular man should go the honor of having done
best on that day, found that Aristodemus had hazarded his life the most
courageously; but they did not give him the prize, because his valor

had been incited by the desire to purge himself of the reproach he had
incurred in the Thermopylae action, and by a craving to die coura-

geously in order to make up for his past shame.

^Our judgments are still sick and follow the depravation of our

morals. I see most of the wits of my time using their ingenuity to

obscure the glory of the beautiful and noble actions of antiquity, giving

them some vile interpretation and conjuring up vain occasions and
causes for them. ^What great subtlety! Give me the most excellent

and purest action, and I will plausibly supply fifty vicious motives for

it, God knows what a variety of interpretations may be placed on our

inward will, for anyone who wants to elaborate tliem. ^In their calumny
they play at ingenuity not so much maliciously as clumsily and crudely.

The same pains that they take to detract from these great names,

and the same license, I would willingly take to lend them a shoulder

to raise them higher. These great figures, whom the consensus of the

wise has selected as examples to the world, I shall not hesitate to restore

to their places of honor, as far as my ingenuity allows me to interpret

them in a favorable light. But we are forced to believe that our powers
of conception are far beneath their merit. It is the duty of good men
to portray virtue as being as beautiful as possible; and it would not be
unbecoming to us if passion carried us away in favor of such sacred

models.

What these people do to the contrary, ^they do either out of malice,

or from that vice of dragging down their belief to their capacity, which
I have just spoken of; or, as I rather think, from not having their sight

strong enough and clear enough, or properly trained, to conceive of

the splendor of virtue in its native purity. So Plutarch is rightly annoyed
that in his time some people attributed the cause of the younger Cato's

death to his fear of Caesar; and we may judge from this how much more
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oflFended Plutarch would have been with those who have attributed

Cato's death to ambition. *^Foolsl He would actually have preferred

to perform a beautiful, noble, and just action with ignominy than for

the sake of glory. ^He was truly a model chosen by nature to show
how far human virtue and constancy could go.

But I am not equipped to treat this rich subject here. I want only

to put in contention the lines of five Latin poets in praise of Cato, ^both

in Cato's interest, and, incidentally, in their own also. Now a well-

educated youngster should find the first two languid compared with

the others, the third lustier, but overcome by the extravagance of his

own power. He should think that there would be room for one or two

more degrees of inventiveness before coming to the fourth, at whose

work he will clasp his hands in admiration. At the last one—who is first

by quite a space, and a space which our youth will swear no human
mind can fill—he will be stunned and speechless.

Here is a wonder: we have many more poets than judges and

interpreters of poetry. It is easier to create it than to understand it.

On a certain low level it can be judged by precepts and by art. But

the good, supreme, divine poetry is above the rules and reason. Who-
ever discerns its beauty with a firm, sedate gaze does not see it, any

more than he sees the splendor of a Hghtning flash. It does not persuade

our judgment, it ravishes and overwhelms it. The frenzy that goads

the man who can penetrate it also strikes a third person on hearing him
discuss it and recite it, as a magnet not only attracts a needle but infuses

into it its own faculty of attracting others. And it is seen more clearly

in the theater that the sacred inspiration of the muses, after first stirring

the poet to anger, sorrow, and hatred and transporting him out of him-

self wherever they will, then through the poet strikes the actor, and

through the actor consecutively a whole crowd. It is the chain of our

needles, hanging one from the other.^

From my earhest childhood poetry has had that power to transpierce

and transport me. But this very lively feeling that is natural in me has

been variously affected by a variety of forms, not so much higher or

lower (for they were always of the highest in each kind) as different

in color: first a gay and ingenious fluency; then a keen and lofty subtlety;

finally a mature and constant power. The examples will express it

better: Ovid, Lucan, Virgil. But here are our poets in the lists.

^Let Cato outdo even Caesar, while he lives,

says one [Martial].

Cato unvanquished, having vanquished death,

says another [Manilius]. And another, speaking of the civil wars be-

tween Caesar and Pompey,

The gods chose the victorious cause, Cato the vanquished.

LUCAN

1 By the effect of the magnet.
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And the fourth, in praise of Caesar:

This earth of ours he subjugated whole,
Excepting Cato's unrelenting soul.

HORACE

And the master of the choir, after displaying in his painting the names

of the greatest Romans, ends in this wise:

And Cato, giving them their laws.

VERGIL

38 How we cry and laugh

for the same thing

^We read in the history books that Antigonus was very angry with

his son for having presented him with the head of his enemy King
Pyrrhus, who that very moment had been killed fighting against him,

and that upon seeing it he began to weep very hard; and that Duke
Rene of Lorraine also lamented the death of Duke Charles of Burgundy,
whom he had just defeated, and wore mourning at his burial; and that

in the battle of Auray, which the count of Montfort won against Charles

of Blois, his rival for the duchy of Brittany, the victor, coming upon the

body of his dead enemy, showed great sorrow over it. But in reading

of these events we should not immediately exclaim:

And thus it happens that each soul conceals.

Showing the opposite, now gay, now sad,

The passion that it genuinely feels.

PETRARCH

When they presented Caesar with the head of Pompey, the histories

say, he turned his eyes away as from an ugly and unpleasant sight.

There had been such a long understanding and association between
them in the management of public affairs, such great community of

fortunes, so many mutual services and so close an alliance, that we must

not believe that Caesar's countenance was entirely false and counterfeit,

as this man supposes:

And now he saw
'Twas safe to be a good father-in-law;

Out came false tears, groans from his happy breast.

LUCAN

For although most of our actions are indeed only mask and make-up,

and it may sometimes be true that

An heir's tears are a laugh behind the mask,

PUBLILIUS SYRUS
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yet in judging these accidents we must consider how our soul is often

agitated by diverse passions. And just as in our body they say there is

an assemblage of diverse humors, of which that one is master which

most ordinarily rules within us, according to our constitution; so in our

soul, though various impulses stir it, there must be one that remains

master of the field. Its advantage is not complete, however; because

of the volatility and phancy of our soul, the weaker ones on occasion

regain the lost ground and make a brief attack in their turn. Hence we
see children, who quite spontaneously follow nature, often cry and
laugh at the same thing. And not only that, but not one of us can boast,

however much he wants to make a trip, that on parting from his family

and friends he does not feel a tremor in his heart; if he does not actually

shed tears, at least he puts his foot in the stirrup with a sad and mournful
face. And however sweet the flame that warms the heart of wellborn

maidens, still they have to be pulled by force from their mother's neck

to be deHvered over to their husband, no matter what this good com-
panion says:

Is Venus really hateful to each blushing bride.

Or false those tears which dash their parents' joy and pride.

When on the bedroom threshold they pour out like rain?

Heaven help me, no; not from the heart do they complain.

CATULLUS

Thus it is not strange to lament a person dead whom one would not

in the least want to have alive.

'^When I scold my valet, I scold him with all my heart; my impre-

cations are real, not feigned. But when the smoke has blown away, let

him need my help, and I am glad to do him a service; I instantly turn

over the leaf. ^When I call him a clown or a calf, I do not undertake

to sew those labels on him forever; nor do I think I contradict myself

when I presently call him a fine fellow.

No quality embraces us purely and universally. If it did not seem
crazy to talk to oneself, there is not a day when I would not be heard

growhng at myself: "Confounded fool!" And yet I do not intend that

to be my definition.

^Whoever supposes, to see me look sometimes coldly, sometimes

lovingly, on my wife, that either look is feigned, is a fool. Nero, taking

leave of his mother, whom he was sending to be drowned, nevertheless

underwent the emotion of this maternal farewell, and had a feeling

of horror and pity.

^They say that the sun does not give oflF a continuous Hght, but that

it incessantly darts new rays so thick on one another that we cannot

perceive the intervals between them:

^For the ethereal sun, great source of hquid light,

Assiduously with fresh radiance floods the sky.

Adding new Hght to hght in ever-fresh supply.

LUCRETIUS

Just so om: soul diversely and imperceptibly darts its rays.
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<^Artabanus came on his nephew Xerxes by surprise and chided him
for his sudden change of countenance. Xerxes had been considering

the immeasurable greatness of his forces at the crossing of the Helles-

pont for the expedition against Greece. At first he quivered with joy

to see so many thousands of men in his service, and showed his feelings

by the happiness and delight on his face. And quite suddenly, at the

same instant, as his thought suggested to him how all those lives would
give out within a century at the latest, he knit his brows and was sad-

dened even to tears.

^We have with resolute will sought revenge for an injury, and felt

singular satisfaction in gaining it, and yet we weep. It is not for our

victory that we weep, there is nothing changed; but our soul looks on

the thing with a different eye, and represents it to itself in another aspect,

for each thing has many angles and many lights. Kinship, old acquaint-

ance, and friendship seize our imagination and get it passionately in-

volved for the moment, according to their character; but the turn is so

quick that it escapes us.

^Nothing is known to match in lightning speed
The mind of man, passing from thought to deed.

Whatever nature shows to human sight

Is not so swift as is the soul in flight.

LUC31ETIUS

^And for this reason we are wrong to try to compose a continuous body
out of all this succession of feelings. When Timoleon weeps for the

murder he has committed with such mature and high-minded delib-

eration, he is not weeping for the liberty restored to his country, he is

not weeping for the tyrant; he is weeping for his brother. One part of

his duty is performed; let us allow him to perform the other.

39 Of solitude

^Let us leave aside the usual long comparison between the solitary

and the active Ufe; and as for that fine statement under which ambition

and avarice take cover—that we are not born for our private selves,

but for the public—let us boldly appeal to those who are in the midst of

tlie dance. Let them cudgel their conscience and say whetlier, on the

contrary, the titles, tlie offices, and the hustle and bustle of the world

are not sought out to gain private profit from the public. The evil means
men use in our day to push themselves show clearly that the end is not

worth much. Let us reply to ambition that it is she herself that gives us

a taste for solitude. For what does she shun so much as society? What
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does she seek so much as elbowroom? There is opportunity every-

where for doing good or evil. However, if Bias' statement is true, that

the wicked are in the majority, or what Ecclesiastes says, that not one in

a thousand is good—

^The good are rare: if all their numbers you compile.

They'll scarcely match the gates of Thebes, the mouths of Nile

JUVENAL

—^contagion is very dangerous in the crowd. One must either imitate

the vicious or hate them. Both these things are dangerous: to imitate

them because they are many, and to hate many of them because they are

unlike us.

^Merchants who go to sea are right to be careful that those who
embark on the same ship are not dissolute, blasphemous, or wicked, and

to regard such company as unlucky. Wherefore Bias said humorously

to those who were undergoing with him the danger of a great tempest

and calling on the gods for help: "Be quiet, so they may not realize that

you are here with me." And in a more pressing case, Albuquerque,

viceroy in the Indies for King Manuel of Portugal, when in great peril

of ship%vreck at sea, took a young boy upon his shoulders for this pur-

pose alone, that in their common danger the boy's innocence might serve

him as a guarantee and a recommendation to divine favor, and bring

him to safety.

'^It is not that the wise man cannot live am^where content, yes, and

alone in a palace crowd; but if he has the choice, says he, he will flee

even the sight of a throng. He will endure it, if need be, but if it is up

to him, he will choose soHtude. He does not feel sufficiently rid of vices

if he must still contend with those of other men. ^Charondas chastised

as evil those who were convicted of keeping evil company.

•^There is nodiing so unsociable and so sociable as man; the one by

his vice, the other by his nature. And Antisthenes does not seem to me
to have given a satisfactory answer to the man who reproached him for

associating with wicked men, when he said that doctors lived well

enough among the sick; for if they improve the health of the sick, they

impair their own by contagion, and by the constant sight and treatment

of diseases.

^Now the aim of all solitude, I take it, is the same: to live more at

leisure and at one's ease. But people do not always look for the right

way. Often they think they have left business, and they have only

changed it. There is scarcely less trouble in governing a family than in

governing an entire state: whatever the mind is wrapped up in, it is all

wrapped up in it, and domestic occupations are no less importunate for

being less important. Furthermore, by getting rid of the court and the

market place we do not get rid of the principal worries of our life:

Reason and sense remove anxiety,

Not villas that look out upon the sea.

HORACE
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Ambition, avarice, irresolution, fear, and lust do not leave us when we
change our country.

Behind the horseman sits black care.

HORACE

They often follow us even into the cloisters and the schools of philos-

ophy. Neither deserts, nor rocky caves, nor hair shirts, nor fastings will

free us of them

:

The fatal shaft sticks in her side.

VERGIL

Someone said to Socrates that a certain man had grown no better by
his travels. "I should think not," he said; "he took himself along with

him."

Why should we move to find

Countries and climates of another kind?

What exile leaves himself behind?

HORACE

If a man does not first unburden his soul of the load that weighs

upon it, movement will cause it to be crushed still more, as in a ship the

cargo is less cumbersome when it is settled. You do a sick man more

harm than good by moving him. You imbed the malady by disturbing

it, as stakes penetrate deeper and grow firmer when you budge them

and shake them. Wherefore it is not enough to have gotten away from

the crowd, it is not enough to move; we must get away from the gre-

garious instincts that are inside us, we must sequester ourselves and

repossess ourselves.

^"At last," you'll say, "I've snapped my chains."

A fleeing dog may well have snapped his, at great pains.

Yet dangling from his neck the greater part remains.

PERsros

We take our chains along with us; our freedom is not complete; we still

turn our eyes to what we have left behind, our fancy is full of it.

Unless the heart is purged, what must we undergo!

What battles and what perils, to our fruitless woe!

How great the bitter cares of lust that rend apart,

With terrors in their train, an agitated heart!

What ruin, what disasters, follow in the path

Of pride, and lust, and luxury, and sloth, and wrath!

LUCRETIUS

•^Our illness grips us by the soul, and the soul cannot escape from itself:

The soul's at fault, which ne'er escapes itself.

HORACE

Therefore we must bring it back and withdraw it into itself: that is the

real solitude, which may be enjoyed in the midst of cities and the courts

of kings; but it is enjoyed more handily alone.
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Now since we are undertaking to live alone and do without company,
let us make our contentment depend on ourselves; let us cut loose from
all the ties that bind us to others; let us win from ourselves the power
to live really alone and to live that way at our ease.

After Stilpo escaped the burning of his city, in which he had lost

wife, children, and property, Demetrius Poliorcetes, seeing him un-

perturbed in expression amid the great ruin of his country, asked him
if he had not suffered loss. No, he replied; thanks to God he had lost

nothing of his own. <^The philosopher Antisthenes expressed the same
idea humorously: that man should furnish himself with provisions that

would float on water and could swim ashore with him from a shipwreck.

^Certainly a man of understanding has lost nothing, if he has him-

self. When the city of Nola was ruined by the barbarians, Paulinus, the

bishop of the city, who had lost everything and had been taken prisoner,

prayed God thus: "Lord, keep me from feeling this loss; for Thou
knowest that they have yet touched nothing of what is mine." The
riches that made him rich and the goods that made him good were still

entire. That is what it is to choose wisely the treasures that can be
secured from harm, and to hide them in a place where no one may go

and which can be betrayed only by ourselves.

We should have wife, children, goods, and above all health, if we
can; but we must not bind ourselves to them so strongly that our hap-

piness depends on them. We must reserve a back shop all our own,

entirely free, in which to establish our real liberty and our principal

retreat and solitude. Here our ordinary conversation must be between

us and ourselves, and so private that no outside association or com-

munication can find a place; here we must talk and laugh as if without

wife, without children, without possessions, without retir ue and serv-

ants, so that, when the time comes to lose them, it will be nothing new
to us to do without them. We have a soul that can be turned upon itself;

it can keep itself company; it has the means to attack and the means

to defend, the means to receive and the means to give: let us not fear

that in this solitude we shall stagnate in tedious idleness:

^In solitude be to thyself a throng.

TIBULLUS

^Virtue, says Antisthenes, is content with itself, without rules, without

words, without deeds.

-^Among our customary actions there is not one in a thousand that

concerns ourselves. The man you see climbing atop the ruins of that

wall, frenzied and beside himself, a mark for so many harquebus shots;

and that other, all scarred, pale and faint with hunger, determined to

die rather than open tiie gates to him—do you think they are there for

their own sake? They are there for the sake of a man whom perhaps

they never saw, who is not in the least concerned about their doings,

and who at that very moment is plunged in idleness and pleasures.

This fellow, all dirty, with running nose and eyes, whom you see

coming out of his study after midnight, do you think he is seeking among
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his books how to make himself a better, happier, and wiser man? No
such news. He is going to teach posterity the meter of Plautus' verses

and the true spelHng of a Latin word, or die in the attempt. Who does

not wilHngly exchange health, rest, and life for reputation and glory,

the most useless, worthless, and false coin that is current among us?

Our own death does not frighten us enough? Let us burden ourselves

also with that of our wives, our children, and our servants. Our own
afiFairs don't give us enough trouble? Let us also torment ourselves and
get headaches over those of our neighbors and friends.

What! Shall a man establish in his soul, or prize

Anything dearer than himself in his own eyes?

TERENCE

^Solitude seems to me more appropriate and reasonable for those

who have given to the world their most active and flourishing years,

following the example of Thales.

^We have lived enough for others; let us live at least this remaining

bit of hfe for ourselves. Let us bring back our thoughts and plans to

ourselves and our well-being. It is no small matter to arrange our re-

tirement securely; it keeps us busy enough without mixing other under-

takings with it. Since God gives us leisure to make arrangements for

moving out, let us make them; let us pack our bags; let us take an early

leave of the company; let us break free from the violent clutches that

engage us elsewhere and draw us away from ourselves. We must untie

these bonds that are so powerful, and henceforth love this and that, but

be wedded only to ourselves. That is to say, let the other things be
ours, but not joined and glued to us so strongly that they cannot be de-

tached without tearing ofiF our skin and some part of our flesh as well.

The greatest thing in the world is to know how to belong to oneself.

^It is time to untie ourselves from society, since we can contribute

nothing to it. And he who cannot lend, let him keep from borrowing.

Our powers are failing us; let us withdraw them and concentrate them
on ourselves. He who can turn the oflBces of friendship and fellowship

around and fuse them into himself, let him do so. In this decline, which
makes him useless, burdensome, and troublesome to others, let him
keep from being troublesome to himself, and burdensome, and useless.

Let him indulge and care for himself, and especially govern himself,

respecting and fearing his reason and his conscience, so that he cannot

make a false step in their presence without shame. For it is rare for any-

one to respect himself enough [Quintilian].

Socrates says that the young should get instruction; that grown men
should practice doing good; and that old men should withdraw from
all civil and military occupations and live at their own discretion, with-

out being tied down to any fixed office.

^There are some temperaments more suited to these precepts ^for

retirement ^than others. Those whose susceptibility is weak and lax, and
whose affection and will are fastidious and slow to enter service or em-
ployment—of whom I am one, both by natural disposition and by con-
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viction—will comply with this advice better than will the active and

busy souls who embrace everything and engage themselves everywhere,

who grow passionate about all things, who offer, present, and give them-

selves on all occasions. We should use these accidental and external

conveniences, so far as they are agreeable to us, but without making
them our mainstay; they are not; neither reason nor nature will have it

so. Why should we, contrary to their laws, enslave our contentment to

the power of others? Moreover, to anticipate the accidents of fortime;

to deprive ourselves of the commodities that are in our hands, as many
have done through piety and some philosophers through reason; to wait

on ourselves; to sleep on the hard ground; to put out our eyes; to throw

our riches into the river; to seek pain, some in order to win bliss in

another life by torment in this, others to make themselves safe from a

new fall by settling on the lowest step—these are the acts of an excessive

virtue. Let the sturdier and stronger natures make even their hiding

place glorious and exemplary:

When riches fail, I praise

The safe and simple life, content with humble ways;

But then, when better, richer fortune smiles on me,
I say that only they live well and sensibly

Whose wealth in country manors gHstens brilhantly.

HORACE

I have enough on my hands without going that far. It is enough for me
while under fortune's favor, to prepare for its disfavor, and while I am
well off, to picture the evil that is to come, as far as my imagination can

reach; just as we accustom ourselves to jousts and tournaments, and imi-

tate war in the midst of peace.

•^I do not consider the philosopher Arcesilaus less virtuous because

I know that he used gold and silver vessels as much as his fortune al-

lowed him to; and I esteem him more highly for having used them mod-
erately and hberally than if he had given them up.

AI see to what Hmits natural necessity goes; and, thinking about the

poor beggar at my door, often merrier and healthier than myseff, I put

myseff in his place, I try to fit my mind to his bias. And running over

the other examples in the same way, though I may think that death,

poverty, contempt, and disease are at my heels, I easily resolve not to

take fright at what a lesser man than I accepts with such patience. I

cannot believe that meanness of understanding can do more than vigor,

or that the effects of reason cannot match the effects of habit. And know-

ing how precarious these incidental comforts are, I do not fail, while in

full enjoyment of them, to make it my sovereign request of God that he

make me content with myself and the good things I bring forth. I see

hearty young men who never fail to carry in their baggage a mass of

pills to take when aiBBicted with a cold, which they fear the less because

they think they have the remedy at hand. Thus we must do; and further,

if we feel ourselves subject to some graver malady, we must provide

ourselves with the drugs that benumb and put to sleep the affected part.
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The occupation we must choose for such a life must be neither

laborious nor annoying; otherwise there would be no point in having

come to it in search of rest. This depends on each man's particular taste:

mine is not at all adaptable to household management. Those who like

it should apply themselves to it with moderation:

Try to bend things to them, not them to things.

HORACE

Besides, the care of an estate is a job for slaves, as Sallust calls it. Some
parts of it are more excusable, like the care of gardens, which Xenophon
attributes to Cyrus; and a mean may be found between that base and

sordid concern, tense and full of anxiety, which is seen in men who
plunge themselves deep into it, and that profound and extreme negli-

gence, letting everything go to seed, which we see in others:

Democritus' herds devour his season's yield,

While his swift soul without his body roams afield.

HORACE

But let us hear the counsel that the younger Pliny gives his friend

Cornelius Rufus on this matter of solitude: "I advise you, in this full

and prosperous retreat of yours, to leave to your servants the sordid and
abject care of the household, and to devote yourself to the study of

letters, in order to derive from them something that is all your own."

He means reputation, being of a like temper with Cicero, who says he

wants to use his solitude and rest from public affairs to gain by his

writings immortal hfe:

^Is knowledge naught to you
Unless another knows that you know all you do?

PERsrus

'^It seems reasonable, when a man talks of retiring from the world,

that he should set his gaze outside of it. These men do so only halfway.

They indeed arrange their affairs for the time when they will no longer

be there; but by a ridiculous contradiction they still aspire to reap the

fruit of their plan from the world when they have left it.

The idea of those who seek solitude for religious reasons, filling their

hearts with the certainty of divine promises for the other life, is much
more sane and consistent. They set before their eyes God, an object

infinite both in goodness and in power; in him the soul has the where-

withal to satisfy its desires abundantly in complete freedom. Afflictions,

sufferings, come to them as profit, being used for the acquisition of

eternal health and rejoicing; death is to be desired, being the passage

to so perfect a state. The harshness of their rules is promptly smoothed

by habit; and the carnal appetites are frustrated and then put to sleep

by denial, for nothing keeps them up but use and exercise. Only this

one goal of another life, happily immortal, rightly deserves that we
abandon the comforts and pleasures of this life of ours. And he who
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can really and constantly kindle his soul with the flame of that living

faith and hope, builds himself in solitude a life that is voluptuous and
dehghtful beyond any other kind of life.

^Therefore I am satisfied with neither the purpose nor the means of

Pliny's advice; we still would merely fall out of an ague into a burning

fever. This occupation with books is as laborious as any other, and as

much an enemy to health, which should be our chief consideration.

And we must not let ourselves be lulled to sleep by the pleasure we
take in it; it is the same pleasure that ruins the frugal man, the miser,

the voluptuous man, and the ambitious man. The sages teach us often

enough to beware of the treachery of our appetites, and to distinguish

true and entire pleasures from pleasures that are mixed and streaked

with a preponderance of pain. For most pleasures, they say, caress and
embrace us only to strangle us, like those thieves that the Egyptians

called Philistas. If we got our headache before getting drunk, we
should take care not to drink too much; but pleasure, to deceive us,

walks ahead and hides her sequel from us. Books are pleasant; but if

by associating with them we end by losing gaiety and health, the best

parts of us, let us leave them. I am one of those who think that their

benefits cannot counterbalance this loss.

As men who have long felt weakened by some indisposition at last

give themselves up to the mercy of medicine and have certain rules of

living prescribed for them by art, rules which are nevermore to be

transgressed; so he who retires, annoyed and disgusted with the com-

mon way of Hfe, must model liis new life on the rules of reason, order

it and arrange it by premeditation and reflection. He must have taken

leave of eveiy kind of labor, whatever aspect it may bear; he must flee

in general the passions that prevent tranquillity of body and soul, ^and

choose the way that suits his humor best:

Let each one know the way that he should go.

PROPERTIUS

AJn household management, in study, in hunting, and in all other

pursuits, we should take part up to the utmost limits of pleasure, but

beware of engaging ourselves further, where it begins to be mingled

with pain. We must reserve only so much business and occupation as

we need to keep us in trim and protect ourselves from the inconven-

iences that the other extreme, slack and sluggish idleness, brings in its

train.

There are sterile and thorny sciences, for the most part created for

the busy life; we must leave them to those who are in the service of the

world. For myself, I like only pleasant and easy books, which entertain

me, or those that console me and counsel me to regulate my life and

my death:

To saunter silent through the wholesome wood.

Bent on thoughts worthy of the wise and good.

HORACE
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Wiser men, having a strong and vigorous soul, can make for themselves

a w^holly spiritual repose. But I, who have a commonplace soul, must

help support myself by bodily comforts; and since age has lately robbed

me of those that were more to my fancy, I train and sharpen my appe-

tite for those that remain and are more suitable to this present season.

We must hold on, tooth and nail, to oiu: enjoyment of the pleasures of

life, which our years tear, one after the other, from our hands:

^Let us seize pleasures; life is ours to claim;

Too soon we shall be ashes, ghosts, a name.

PERSIUS

^Now, as for glory, the goal that Pliny and Cicero set up for us, it

is very far from my reckoning. The humor most directly opposite to

retirement is ambition. Glory and repose are things that cannot lodge

in the same dwelHng. As far as I can see, these men have only their

arms and legs outside the crowd; their souls, their intentions, are more

than ever in the thick of it:

^Old man, do you cull scraps for others' ears?

PERSIUS

^They have only stepped back to make a better jump, to get a stronger

impetus wherewith to plunge deeper into the crowd. Do you want to

see how they shoot a grain's length too short? Let us put into the scales

the advice of two philosophers [Epicurus and Seneca] of two very dif-

ferent sects, one writing to Idomeneus, the other to Lucilius, their

friends, to persuade them to give up handling affairs and withdraw

from their high positions into solitude.

"You have," they say, "lived until now swimming and floating; come

away and die in port. You have given the rest of your life to light; give

this part to the shade. It is impossible to abandon occupations if you

do not abandon the fruits of them; therefore rid yourself of all care for

reputation and glory. There is danger that the gleam of your past

actions may give you only too much light and follow you right into your

lair. Abandon with the other pleasures that which comes from the ap-

probation of others; and as for your knowledge and abihty, don't worry,

it will not lose its effect if it makes you yourself a better man. Remem-
ber the man who, when asked why he took so much pains in an art which

could come to the knowledge of so few people, replied: Tew are

enough for me, one is enough for me, none at all is enough for me.' He
spoke truly: you and one companion are an adequate theater for each

other, or you for yourself. Let the people be one to you, and let one

be a whole people to you. It is a base ambition to want to derive glory

from our idleness and our concealment. We must do like the animals

that rub out their tracks at the entrance to their lairs.

"Seek no longer that the world should speak of you, but how you

should speak to yourself. Retire into yourself, but first prepare to re-

ceive yourself there; it would be madness to trust in yourself if you do

not know how to govern yourself. There are ways to fail in solitude as
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well as in company. Until you have made yourself such that you dare

not trip up in your own presence, and until you feel both shame and

respect for yourself, ^let true ideals be kept before your mind [Cicero],

^keep ever in your mind Cato, Phocion, and Aristides, in whose presence

even fools would hide their faults; make them controllers of all your

intentions; if these intentions get off the track, your reverence for those

men will set them right again. They will keep you in a fair way to be

content with yourself, to borrow nothing except from yourself, to arrest

your mind and fix it on definite and limited thoughts in which it may
take pleasure; and, after understanding the true blessings, which we
enjoy in so far as we understand them, to rest content with them, with-

out any desire to prolong life and reputation."

That is the counsel of true and natural philosophy, not of an osten-

tatious and talky philosophy like that of Pliny and Cicero.

40 A consideration upon Cicero

^One more note on the comparison of these pairs. ^ We may gather

from the writings of Cicero and of this Pliny (who in my opinion bears

little resemblance in temperament to his uncle) numberless proofs of

their immeasurably ambitious nature: among others that they openly

solicit the historians of their time not to forget them in their annals;

and Fortune, as if in spite, has made the vanity of these requests endure

to our day, long after the annals in question dropped from sight. But

this surpasses all baseness of heart in persons of such rank: to have

wanted to derive some great glory from mere babble and talk, to the

point of publishing tlieir private letters written to their friends; and even

though some of these failed to be sent, they were pubhshed nonetheless,

with this worthy excuse, that the writers did not want to lose their labor

and their vigils. Is it not a fine thing for two Roman consuls, sovereign

magistrates of the republic that was empress of the world, to employ

their leisure in arranging and dressing up a pretty missive, in order to

gain a reputation for a good knowledge of the language of their nurse?

What worse would a simple schoolmaster do who gained his living by
it? If the deeds of Xenophon and Caesar had not far surpassed their

eloquence, I do not believe they would ever have written them down.

They sought to recommend not their sayings but their doings.

And if the perfection of fine speaking could bring any glory suitable

to a great personage, certainly Scipio and Laelius would not have re-

signed the credit for their comedies, and all the elegance and charms

of their Latin, to an African slave; for that the work is theirs its beauty

1 The last part of the preceding chapter compared Cicero and Pliny the Younger

with Epicurus and Seneca on the subject of retirement.
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and excellence sufficiently demonstrates, and Terence himself admits it.

^I would be unhappy to be dislodged from this belief.

^It is a kind of mockery and insult to praise a man's worth for

qualities unbecoming his rank, though they be otherwise laudable, and

for qualities also which ought not to be his principal ones; as if you

praised a king for being a good painter, or a good architect, or else a

good shot with a harquebus or a good tilter at the ring. These praises

do no honor unless they are presented in mass and after those that

befit him: to wit, justice and the science of leading his people in peace

and war. In this way agriculture does honor to Cyrus; and to Charle-

magne, eloquence and the knowledge of good letters. ^To put this in

stronger terms, I have known in my time distinguished men who de-

rived their titles and calling from writing, to disown their apprentice-

ship; to corrupt their style; and to aflFect ignorance of so commonplace

a faculty, which our people believe is scarcely ever to be found among
the learned, and seek to recommend themselves by better qualities.

^The companions ot Demosthenes in the embassy to Philip praised

that prince as being handsome, eloquent, and a good drinker. Demos-

thenes said that those were praises more appropriate to a woman, a

lawyer, and a sponge, than to a king.

Let him show mastery over a fighting foe.

And clemency when he has brought him low.

HORACE

It is not his profession to be either a good hunter or a good dancer:

Others will plead cases, measure the sky with bars;

Others will tell us of the gleaming stars.

Let him know only how to rule his empire.
VIRGIL

^Plutarch says further that to appear so excellent in these less neces-

sary qualities is to testify that one has misspent one's leisure and study,

which should have been employed in more necessary and useful things.

So that King Philip of Macedon, after hearing the great Alexander, his

son, sing at a feast in an attempt to vie with the best musicians, said to

him: "Aren't you ashamed to sing so well?" And to this same Philip

a musician, with whom he was arguing about his art, said: "God forbid.

Sire, that you should ever have the misfortune to understand these

things better than L"
^A king should be able to reply as Iphicrates replied to the orator

who was assailing him in his invective with these questions: "Well,

what are you, to play so brave? Are you a man-at-arms? Are you an

archer? Are you a pikesman?" "I am none of these, but I am the man
who knows how to command them all."

^And Antisthenes took it as evidence of the little worth of Ismenias

that he was praised for being an excellent flute player.

CI know well that when I hear someone dwell on the language of

these essays, I would rather he said nothing. This is not so much to
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extol the style as to depreciate the sense; the more galling for being

more oblique. Yet I am much mistaken if many other writers offer more
to take hold of in their material than I do, and, whether for better or for

worse, if any writer has sown his materials more substantially or at least

more thickly on his paper. In order to get more in, I pile up only the

headings of subjects. Were I to add on their consequences, I would
multiply this volume many times over. And how many stories have I

spread around which say nothing of themselves, but from which anyone

who troubles to pluck them with a little ingenuity will produce number-
less essays. Neither these stories nor my quotations serve always simply

for example, authority, or ornament. I do not esteem them solely for

the use I derive from them. They often bear, outside of my subject,

the seeds of a richer and bolder material, and sound obliquely a subtler

note, both for myself, who do not wish to express anything more, and
for those who get my drift.

Coming back to the subject of wordy prowess, I find no great choice

between knowing how to speak only badly and knowing only how to

speak well. Elegance of style is not a manly ornament [Seneca]. ^The
sages say that as regards knowledge only philosophy, and as regards

actions only virtue, are generally suited to all ranks and all classes.

There is something similar in those two other philosophers [Epi-

curus and Seneca], for they also promise eternity to the letters they

write to their friends, but in a different fashion: they accommodate
themselves, for a good end, to the vanity of others. For they write their

friends that if the concern with making themselves known to the ages

to come, and with renown, keeps them at the management of affairs

and makes them fear the solitude and retirement to which the two
philosophers want to call them, they should give themselves no more
trouble; inasmuch as Epicurus and Seneca have enough credit with

posterity to guarantee them that, by virtue of these letters alone, they

will become as well known and famous as their own public actions

could make them. Moreover, these are not mere empty and fleshless

letters, holding together only by a delicate choice of words piled up
and arranged in precise cadence, but letters stuffed full of the fine argu-

ments of wisdom, by which a man becomes not more eloquent but

wiser, letters that teach us not to speak well but to do well. Fie on the

eloquence that leaves us craving itself, not things! Unless we say that

Cicero's, being of such extreme perfection, gives itself body and sub-

stance.

I shall add one more story that we read about Cicero in this con-

nection, to make us put our finger on his nature. He had to make an

oration in public and was a little pressed for time to prepare himself at

leisure. Eros, one of his slaves, came and notified him that the meeting

was postponed until the next day. He was so delighted that he gave

him his freedom for the good news.

'^On the subject of letter writing, I want to say this: that it is a kind

of work in which my friends think I have some ability. '^And I would
have preferred to adopt this form to publish my sallies, if I had had some-
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one to talk to. I needed what I once had, a certain relationship to lead me
on, sustain me, and raise me up. For to talk to the winds, as others do,

is beyond me except in dreams; nor could I fabricate fictitious names to

talk with on a serious matter, being a sworn enemy of any falsification.

I would have been more attentive and confident, with a strong friend

to address, than I am now, when I consider the various tastes of a whole
public. And if I am not mistaken, I would have been more successful.

^I have naturally a humorous and familiar style, but of a form all

my own, inept for public negotiations, as my language is in every way,
being too compact, disorderly, abrupt, individual; and I have no gift

for letters of ceremony that have no other substance than a fine string

of courteous words. I have neither the faculty nor the taste for those

lengthy offers of affection and service. I do not really believe all that,

and I dislike saying much of anything beyond what I believe. That is

a far cry from present practice, for there never was so abject and servile

a prostitution of complimentary addresses: life, soul, devotion, adora-

tion, serf, slave, all these words have such vulgar currency that when
letter writers want to convey a more sincere and respectful feehng, they

have no way left to express it.

I mortally hate to seem a flatterer; and so I naturally drop into a dry,

plain, blunt way of speaking, which, to anyone who does not know me
otherwise, verges a little on the disdainful. ^1 honor most those to

whom I show least honor; and where my soul moves with great alac-

rity, I forget the proper steps of ceremony. ^I offer myself meagerly
and proudly to those to whom I belong. '^And I tender myself least to

those to whom I have given myself most; ^it seems to me that they

should read my feelings in my heart, and see that what my words
express does an injustice to my thought. '^In welcoming, in taking leave,

in thanking, in greeting, in offering my services, in all those verbose

compliments imposed by the ceremonial laws of our etiquette, I know
no one so stupidly barren of words as myself. And I have never been
made use of to write letters of favor and recommendation but that the

man for whom they were written found them dry and weak.

^The Italians are great printers of letters. I think I have a hundred
different volumes of them; those of Annibal Caro seem to me the best.

If all the paper I once bedaubed for the ladies when my hand was
really carried away by my passion were now in existence, there might
perhaps be found some page worthy to be communicated to our idle

youth that is infatuated with this mania.

I always write my letters posthaste, and so precipitously that al-

though my handwriting is intolerably bad, I prefer to write with my own
hand rather than employ another, for I find no one who can follow me,
and I never have them copied. I have accustomed high personages who
know me to put up with scratchings and crossings-out, and a paper
without fold or margin. The letters that cost me most are those that are

worth least; as soon as I begin to drag them out, it is a sign that I am
not there. I am prone to begin without a plan; the first remark brings

on the second. The letters of this age consist more in embroideries and
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preambles than in substance. Just as I would rather compose two letters

than close and fold one, and always resign that job to someone else;

so, when the substance is finished, I would gladly give someone else

the charge of adding those long harangues, offers, and prayers that we
place at the end, and I wish some new custom would relieve us of it,

as well as that of stringing out a whole series of qualities and titles in

the address. In order not to stumble in these I have many times re-

frained from writing, especially to jurists and financiers. There are so

many new offices, such a difficult distribution and arrangement of var-

ious titles of honor, which, being so dearly bought, cannot be exchanged

or forgotten without offense. I also consider it in bad taste to load with

these the frontispiece and title page of the books we print.^

41 Of not communicating

one's glory

^Of all the illusions in the world, the most universally received is

the concern for reputation and glory, which we espouse even to the

point of giving up riches, rest, life, and health, which are effectual and

substantial goods, to follow that vain phantom and mere sound that

has neither body nor substance:

The fame that charms proud mortals with sweet sound,

And seems so fair, is but an echo, a dream,

The shadow of a dream, beyond repair

Dispersed and scattered by a puff of air.

TASSO

And of the irrational humors of men, it seems that even the philosophers

get rid of this one later and more reluctantly than any other.

^It is the most contrary and stubborn of all, '^because it does not

cease to tempt even souls that are making good progress [Saint Augus-

tine]. ^There is hardly any other illusion whose vanity reason condemns

so clearly; but it has such hve roots in us that I do not know whether

anyone yet has ever been able to get clean rid of it. After you have said

everything and believed everything to disown it, it produces such an

ingrained inclination against your arguments that you have little power

to withstand it. ^For as Cicero says, even those who combat it still

want the books that they write about it to bear their name on the title

page, and want to become glorious for having despised glory.

2 Montaigne suppressed these in the 1588 edition of the Essays after using

them in earUer editions.
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All other things can be traded; we lend our goods and our lives to

the need of our friends; but to communicate one's honor and endow
another with one's glory, that is hardly ever seen.

Catalus Luctatius, in the war against the Cimbrians, after making

every effort to stop his soldiers from fleeing before the enemy, himself

joined the fugitives and played the coward, so that they should seem

rather to be following their captain than fleeing from the enemy. That

was abandoning his reputation to cover the shame of others.

When the Emperor Charles V came into Provence in the year 1537,

they say that Antonio de Leyva, seeing his master resolved on this

expedition and believing that it would add wonderfully to his glory,

nevertheless expressed a contrary opinion and advised him against it;

to this end, that all the glory and honor of this plan should be attributed

to his master, and that it might be said that his good judgment and
foresight had been such that, against the opinion of everyone, he had
carried out such a splendid enterprise: which for de Leyva, was to

honor his master at his own expense.

When the Thracian ambassadors, in consoling Argileonis, the mother

of Brasidas, for the death of her son, praised him so highly as to say

that he had not left his like behind him, she refused this private and
particular praise and gave it back to the public: "Don't tell me that,"

she said; "I know that the city of Sparta has many citizens greater and
more valiant than he was."

In the battle of Crecy the prince of Wales, still a very young man,

was in charge of the vanguard. The principal stress of the encounter

was at that point. The lords who were with him, finding themselves in

a tough fight, sent word to King Edward to come up and help them.

He inquired about the condition of his son, and being answered that

he was alive and on his horse, he said: "I should be doing him wrong
to go now and rob him of the honor of victory in this combat that he
has sustained so long; whatever risk there may be, this shall be all his

own." And he would not go or send to him, knowing that if he went, it

would be said that all would have been lost without his help, and that

the credit for this exploit would be attributed to him: ^for it is always

what is thrown in last that seems to have accomplished the whole

thing [Livy].

^Many in Rome thought, and it was commonly said, that the prin-

cipal great deeds of Scipio were due <^in part "^to Laelius, who was
always promoting and seconding Scipio's greatness and glory without

any care for his own. And Theopompus, king of Sparta, to the man who
told him that the republic remained on its feet because he knew how
to command well, said: "It is rather because the people know how to

obey well."

'^As women who succeeded to peerages, in spite of their sex, had
the right to attend and deliberate in cases pertaining to the jurisdiction

of peers, so the ecclesiastical peers, in spite of their profession, were

obliged to assist our kings in their wars, not only with their friends and

retainers, but also in person. The bishop of Beauvais, finding himself
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with Philip Augustus at the battle of Bouvines, participated very cou-

rageously in the action; but it seemed to him he should not touch the

fruit and glory of this bloody and violent activity. With his own hand
he got the better of several of the enemy that day; and he would give

them to the first gentleman he found, to cut their throats or take them
as prisoners, letting him handle them as he chose; and he so delivered

WilHam, earl of Salisbury, to Messire Jean de Nesle. With a Hke sub-

tlety of conscience he was willing to club a man to death but not to

wound him, and therefore fought only with a mace.

Someone in my day, being reproached by the king for having laid

hands on a priest, strongly and stoutly denied it: the fact was that he

had cudgeled and kicked him.

42 Of the inequality

that is between us

^Plutarch says somewhere that he does not find so much difference

between one animal and another as he does between one man and an-

other. He is talking about the capacity of the soul and the inward

quahties. In truth, I find Epaminondas, as I imagine him, so remote

from some men I know—I mean men capable of common sense—that

I would willingly outdo Plutarch and say that there is more distance

from a given man to a given man than from a given man to a given

animal:

^How far one man excels another!

TERENCE

and that there are as many degrees in minds as there are fathoms from

here to heaven, and as innumerable.

^But apropos of judging men, it is a wonder that, ourselves excepted,

nothing is evaluated except by its own qualities. We praise a horse

because it is vigorous and skillful—

^Thus we praise the steed

Who wins the highest palms with easy speed,

Amid the raucous plaudits of the Circus

JUVENAL

—^not for his harness; a greyhound for his speed, not for his collar; a

bird for his wing, not for his jesses and bells. Why do we not likewise

judge a man by what is his own? He has a great retinue, a beautiful

palace, so much influence, so much income: all that is around him, not

in him. You don't buy a cat in a bag. If you are bargaining for a horse.
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you take off his trappings, you see him bare and uncovered. Or if he

is covered, as in olden days they used to offer horses to princes for sale,

the covering covers only the least important parts, and is there so that

you may not waste time on the beauty of his coat or the breadth of his

crupper, but linger principally over considering his legs, eyes, and feet,

which are the most useful parts:

When kings want to buy horses, this is ever their way:
To see them covered up, lest they be led astray

And buy a soft lame foot, paired with a handsome face.

Fine cruppers, a short head, a neck of arching grace.

HORACE

Why in judging a man do you judge him all wrapped up in a pack-

age? He displays to us only parts that are not at all his own, and hides

from us those by which alone one can truly judge of his value. It is the

worth of the blade that you seek to know, not of the scabbard; perhaps

you will not give a penny for it if you have unsheathed it. You must
judge him by himself, not by his finery. And as one of the ancients

[Seneca] says very comically: "Do you know why you think him tall?

You are counting in the height of his heels." The pedestal is not part

of the statue. Measure him without his stilts; let him put aside his

riches and honors, let him present himself in his shirt. Has he a body
fit for its functions, healthy and blithe? What sort of soul has he? Is

it beautiful, capable, and happily furnished with all its parts? Is it rich

of its own riches, or of others'? Has fortune nothing to do with it? If

open-eyed he awaits the drawn swords; if he cares not whether his life

expires by the mouth or the neck; if his soul is composed, equable, and
content: this is what we must see, and by this judge the extreme dif-

ferences that are between us. Is he

Wise, and master of himself,

Fearing not death, or chains, or lack of wealth,

Disdaining honors, firm against desire.

Within himself well-rounded and entire.

Beyond the reach of all external pain.

Against whom even fortune strikes in vain?

HORA.CE

Such a man is five hundred fathoms above kingdoms and duchies; he
is himseff his own empire.

^Indeed the wise man his own fortune shapes.

PLAUTUS

^What is there left for him to desire?

Do we not

See nature crave but this, a body wholly free

From pain, a mind we can enjoy delightfully.

Remote from care and fear?

LUCRETIUS
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Compare with him the common run of men today, stupid, base, servile,

unstable, and continually tossed about by the tempest of the diverse

passions that drive them to and fro; depending entirely on others.

There is more distance betv^^een them than between heaven and earth.

And yet our practice is so blind that we make little or no account of it;

whereas if we consider a peasant and a king, ^a nobleman and a plebe-

ian, a magistrate and a private citizen, a rich man and a pauper, ^there

immediately appears to our eyes an extreme disparity between them,
though they are different, so to speak, only in their breeches.

*^In Thrace the king was distinguished from his people in an amus-
ing and very exaggerated manner. He had a religion apart, a god all

to himself—Mercury—whom his subjects had no right to worship, and
he disdained their gods. Mars, Bacchus, Diana.

Yet these things are only coats of paint, which make no essential

difference. ^For like actors in a comedy—you see them on the stage

assume the mien of a duke or an emperor, but immediately afterward,

there they are, turned back into miserable valets and porters, which is

their natural and original condition—so the emperor, whose pomp daz-

zles you in public—

^And, brightly green, great emeralds glow in golden mounting,
And raiment of sea-purple, rich beyond our counting.

Grows worn with constant soaking in the sweat of love

LUCRETIUS

—^see him behind the curtain: he is nothing but an ordinary man,
and perhaps viler than the least of his subjects. ^This man is inwardly

happy. That man's happiness is a veneer [Seneca]. ^Cowardice, irreso-

lution, spite, and envy drive him like anyone else:

For treasures cannot keep away.
Nor consul's lictors hold at bay.

The mind's sad storms, or cares that fly

Round paneled ceilings high;

HORACE

^and anxiety and fear hold him by the throat in the midst of his armies:

And truly, human fears, and consequent alarms
Neither dread cruel swords nor shun the clash of arms.

But fix on kings and potentates their clutches bold.

And show no reverence for all the gleam of gold.

LUCRETIUS

^Do fever, migraine, and gout spare him any more than us? When
old age weighs on his shoulders, will the archers of his guard reUeve
him of it? When the terror of death paralyzes him, will he be reassured

by the presence of the gentlemen of his chamber? When he is in a
jealous and capricious mood, will our taking off our hat set him right?

That canopy over his bed, all bloated with gold and pearls, has no
virtue to appease the gripings of an acute coHc:
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Nor is a burning fever more rapidly brought down
Tossing on purple, with embroidered counterpane,
Than lying on a bed that's commonplace and plain.

LUCRETIUS

The flatterers of Alexander the Great were getting him to beheve
he was the son of Jupiter. One day, being wounded and watching the

blood flow from his wound, he said: "Well, what do you say to this?

Isn't this blood crimson and purely human? It is not the sort that Homer
makes to flow from the wounds of the gods." Hermodorus the poet had
composed some verses in honor of Antigonus, in which he called him
son of the sun. Antigonus contradicted him, saying: "The man who
empties my chamber pot knows very well that I am nothing of the

sort."

All in all, he is a man; and if of himself he is iU-born, the empire
of the universe could not dress him up.

^For him let maidens come to blows;
Beneath his every step let there spring up a rose:

PERSIUS

What of it, if he is a coarse and stupid soul? Even voluptuousness and
happiness are not felt without vigor and spirit:

These things reflect the owner's mind. -Bad for the man
Who cannot use them, they are good for him who can.

TERENCE

^The goods of fortune, even such as they really are, still need taste

to enjoy them. It is the enjoying, not the possessing, that makes us

happy:

Not house and land, not heaps of gold or brass

Can make the fevers from the master pass,

Nor cares vacate his soul. He must have health

Who would enjoy accumulated wealth.

The man who lusts or fears, his goods help out
As pictures cheer the blind or baths the gout.

HORACE

He is a fool, his taste is dull and numb; he enjoys things no more than

a man with a cold enjoys the sweetness of Greek wine, or a horse the

richness of the harness with which they have adorned him. ^Just as

health, beauty, strength, riches, and all that is called good, as Plato says,

are as much an evil to the unjust man as a good to the just; and the evil

contrariwise.

^And then, where body and mind are in bad shape, what is the use

of these external advantages, seeing that the slightest pinprick, or pas-

sion of the soul, is sufficient to deprive us of the pleasure of being mon-

arch of the world? At the first twinge of the gout, ^there is no comfort

in his being Sire and Majesty,

All swollen both with silver and with gold:

TIBULLUS
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^does he not lose the memory of his palaces and grandeurs? If he is

angry, does his princedom keep him from turning red or pale, from
grinding his teeth like a madman? Now if he is an able and wellborn
man, royalty adds Httle to his happiness:

If stomach, side, and feet are all in perfect health.
Nothing more can be had, for all a monarch's wealth;

HORACE

he sees that it is only illusion and trickery. Indeed, perhaps he will be
of King Seleucus' opinion, that a man who knew the weight of a

scepter would not deign to pick it up if he found it on the ground. He
said this because of the great and troublesome charges incumbent on
a good king.

Truly it is no small thing to have to rule others, since in ruling our-

selves so many difficulties occur. As for commanding, which seems to

be so sweet: considering the imbecility of human judgment and the
diflBculty of choice in new and doubtful things, I am strongly of this

opinion, that it is much easier and pleasanter to follow than to guide,

and that it is a great rest for the mind to have only to hold to a mapped-
out path and to be answerable only for oneself:

^Quiet obedience is better far

Than hunger after empire.

LUCRETIUS

Moreover, Cyrus used to say tliat no man is fit to command who is not
better than those he commands,

^But King Hiero, in Xenophon, says further that even in the en-

joyment of pleasures kings are worse off than private citizens, since

ease and faciHty take from them the bittersweet tang that we find in

them:

^Love that's too mighty loses all its charm,
And palls, as sweet food does the stomach harm.

ovro

^Do we think that choirboys take great pleasure in music? Not so;

satiety makes it boring to them. Feasts, dances, masquerades, tourneys,

delight those who do not see them often and who have looked forward
to seeing them; but to anyone who makes them an ordinary pastime,

the taste of them becomes insipid and unpleasant. Nor do ladies titillate

the man who enjoys his fill of them. He who does not give himself

leisure to be thirsty cannot take pleasure in drinking. The farces of

the mountebanks delight us, but to the players they are a chore. And the

proof of this is that it is the delight of princes, and a holiday for them,

to be able sometimes to disguise themselves and stoop to a low and
plebeian way of living:

Often the great choose for a change to roam:
A simple meal, a poor man's humble home.

No purple, no display—
These waft their cares away.

HORACE
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^There is nothing so hampering, so cloying, as abundance. Wliat

appetite would not balk to see three hundred women at its mercy, such

as the Grand Turk has in his seragho? And what appetite for hunting,

and appearance of it, did that one of his ancestors reserve for himself

who never went out to the fields with fewer than seven thousand fal-

coners?

Mnd besides, I believe that this luster of greatness brings no slight

drawbacks to the enjoyment of the sweeter pleasiures: they are too

much in the limeHght and exposed to view.

»And, I know not why, the great are more obliged than we to hide

and cover up their faults. For what in us is indiscretion, in them the

people judge to be tyranny, contempt, and disdain for the laws; and

it is true that besides their normal pleasure from vice, it seems that

they take an added pleasure in insulting public observances and tram-

pling them underfoot. ^Indeed Plato, in his Gorgias, defines a tyrant

as one who has license to do anything he pleases in a city. ^And often,

for that reason, the public display of their vice gives more offense than

the vice itself. Everyone fears to be spied on and watched, and the great

are watched even to their expressions and thoughts, since all the people

think they have a right and an interest to judge them; moreover, blem-

ishes are magnified according to the eminence and brightness of the

place where they are located, and a mole or a wart on the forehead

shows more than a scar elsewhere.

^That is why the poets imagine Jupiter's amours to have been con-

ducted under other guises than his own. And of all the amorous under-

takings that they attribute to him, there is only one, it seems to me, in

which he appears in his grandeur and majesty.

But let us return to Hiero. He also tells how many disadvantages he

feels in his royalty, since he cannot go about and travel freely, being

like a prisoner within the limits of his country, and since in all his

actions he finds himself surrounded by an annoying crowd. Indeed,

seeing our kings all alone at table, besieged by so many unknowns talk-

ing and staring, I have often felt more pity than envy of them.

^King Alfonso used to say that in this respect asses were better off

than kings: their masters let them eat in peace, whereas kings cannot

obtain that favor of their servants.

^And it has never struck me that it was any special advantage in

the life of a man of understanding to have some twenty people watch-

ing him go to the toilet, nor that the services of a man with an income

of ten thousand pounds, or who has taken Casale or defended Siena, are

more convenient and acceptable to him than those of a good and ex-

perienced valet.

^The advantages of princes are quasi-imaginary advantages. Every

degree of fortune has in it some semblance of the princely. Caesar calls

all the lords having jurisdiction in France in his time kinglets. In truth,

except for the title of Sire, some people keep pace quite a way with

our kings. Notice, in the provinces remote from the court, let's say

Brittany for example, the retinue, the subjects, the officers, the occupa-
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tions, the service and ceremony of a retired and stay-at-home lord,

brought up among his servants. And also see the flight of his imagina-

tion: there is nothing more kingly. He hears speak of his master once

a year, as if of the king of Persia, and acknowledges him only by some
ancient cousinship of which his secretary keeps a record. In truth, our

laws are free enough, and the weight of sovereignty scarcely touches a

French nobleman twice in his life. The real and essential subjection is

only for those among us who go seeking it and who like to gain honors

and riches by such service; for anyone who wants to ensconce himself

by his hearth, and who can manage his house without quarrels and law-

suits, is as free as the Doge of Venice: ^Slavery holds but few; many
hold fast to slavery [Seneca].

^But above all Hiero emphasizes the fact that he finds himself de-

prived of all mutual friendship and society, wherein consists the sweet-

est and most perfect fruit of human life. For what testimony of affec-

tion and good will can I extract from a man who, willy-niUy, owes me
everything he can do? Can I take any stock in his humble speech and
courteous reverence, seeing that it is not in his power to refuse me them?
The honor we receive from those who fear us is not honor; these respects

are due to royalty, not to me:

^The greatest thing in rule is this.

That subjects are required not only to endure
But to applaud their master's deeds.

SENECA

^Do I not see that the wicked and the good king, the one they hate and
the one they love, are honored equally? With the same show, the same
ceremony, my predecessor was served, and my successor will be. If

my subjects do not harm me, that is no evidence of their good will;

why should I take it as such, since they could not harm me even if they

would? No one follows me for any friendship there may be between
him and me; for no friendship can be knit where there is so little rela-

tion and correspondence. My elevation has placed me outside of hu-

man association: there is too much disparity and disproportion. They
follow me by countenance and custom, or, rather tlian me, my fortune,

to increase their own. All they say to me and do for me is only powder
and paint. Their liberty being bridled on all sides by the great power
I have over them, I see nothing around me except what is covered and
masked.

One day the Emperor Julian's courtiers were praising him for being

so just. "I would readily take pride in these praises," he said, "if they

came from people who dared to accuse or dispraise my unjust actions,

if there should be any."

^All the real advantages that princes have are shared by men of

moderate fortune ( it is for the gods to ride winged horses and feed on
ambrosia) : they have no other sleep or other appetite than ours; their

steel is of no better temper than what we use for our armor; their

crown covers them from neither the sun nor the rain. Diocletian, who
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wore a crown so revered and so favored by fortune, resigned it to retire

to the pleasure of private life; and some time after, the exigencies of

public affairs requiring that he return and resume his charge, he re-

plied to those who were begging him to do so: "You would not ask

this of me if you had seen the beautiful rows of trees that I myself have
planted at home, and the fine melons I have sown."

In the opinion of Anacharsis, the best government would be one in

which, all other things being equal, precedence was measured out ac-

cording to virtue, and rejection according to vice.

^When King Pyrrhus was undertaking his expedition into Italy,

Cyneas, his wise counselor, wanting to make him feel the vanity of his

ambition, asked him: "Well, Sire, to what purpose are you setting up
this great enterprise?" "To make myself master of Italy," he immedi-
ately replied. "And then," continued Cyneas, "when that is done?" "I

shall pass over into Gaul and Spain," said the other. "And after that?"

"I shall go and subdue Africa; and finally, when I have brought the

world under my subjection, I shall rest and live content and at my
ease." "In God's name, Sire," Cyneas then retorted, "tell me what keeps

you from being in that condition right now, if that is what you want.

Why don't you settle down at this very moment in the state you say you
aspire to, and spare yourself all the intervening toil and risks?"

Because he does not know the bounds of gain.

And where true pleasure stops, and starts to wane.

LUCRETIUS

I will conclude this piece with this old line that I think is singularly

fine and to the purpose: Each man's character shapes his fortune

[Cornelius Nepos].

43 Of sumptuary laws

^The way in which our laws try to regulate vain and insane expendi-

tures for the table and for clothes seems to be opposed to their purpose.

The real way would be to engender in men contempt for gold and silk,

as vain and useless things; whereas we increase their honor and value,

which is a very inept way to make men lose their taste for them. For

to say that none but princes ^shall eat turbot, or ^shall be allowed to

wear velvet and gold braid, and to forbid them to the people, what
else is this but to give prestige to these things and increase everyone's

desire to enjoy them? Let kings boldly abandon these marks of great-

ness; they have enough others; such excesses are more excusable in

any other than in a prince. From the example of many nations we may
learn enough better ways of distinguishing ourselves and our rank ex-

ternally (which I truly believe to be very necessary in a state), with-

out for this purpose fostering such manifest corruption and harm.
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It is amazing how easily and quickly custom, in these indifferent

things, establishes the footing of its authority. It is a fact that when we
had hardly been a year wearing broadcloth at court in mourning for

King Henry II, silks had already sunk so low in everyone's opinion that

if you saw anyone dressed in them you immediately set him down as

a bourgeois. They had been left to the physicians and surgeons; and
although everyone was dressed about alike, still in other ways there

were plenty of obvious distinctions between men's ranks.

^How quickly are dirty doublets of chamois and linen coming into

honor in our armies, and elegance and richness of dress into reproach
and contempt!

^Let kings begin to abandon these expenses, and all will be done
with in a month, without edict or ordinance: we shall all go along
after. The law should say, contrary to what it says now, that gold

ornaments and crimson are forbidden to all kinds of people except
mountebanks and courtesans. With such a device Zaleucus corrected

the corrupted manners of the Locrians. His ordinances were these: that

a free woman may not be attended by more than one chambermaid
except when she is drunk, nor may she go outside the city at night,

or wear gold jewels about her person, or an embroidered dress, unless

she is a public whore; and that except for pimps, no man is allowed to

wear a gold ring on his finger, or a dainty robe of the sort made of the

cloth woven in the city of Miletus. And thus, by these shameful ex-

ceptions, he ingeniously diverted his citizens from pernicious super-

fluities and luxuries. ^This was a very useful way of attracting men to

obedience by honor and ambition.

Our kings can do anything they want in such outer reforms: their

incHnation serves as law. ^Whatever princes do, they seem to com-
mand [Quintilian]. ^The rest of France takes as its rule the rule of the

court. Let them get sick of that ugly codpiece that so openly shows our
secret parts; of that heavy stuffing of doublets that makes us look com-
pletely different than we are, and that is so inconvenient for putting

on armor; those long effeminate tresses of hair; of that custom of kiss-

ing whatever we present to our friends and kissing our hands in greeting

them, a ceremony formerly due to princes alone; of seeing a gentleman
appear, in a place calHng for respect, without his sword at his side, all

slovenly and untidy, as if he were coming from the toilet; and of our
standing bareheaded—contrary to the ways of our fathers and the par-

ticular privilege of the nobility of this kingdom—at a long distance

around our kings, wherever they may be, and not only around them but
around a hundred others, so many kinglets and semi-kinglets do we
have; and so with other, similar newly introduced and vicious practices:

they will soon be seen to vanish and be decried. These are superficial

errors, but still they augur badly; we are warned that the solid ma-
sonry is crumbling when we see the plaster and coating of our walls

cracking.

^Plato, in his Laws, considers no plague in the world more harmful
to his city than this: to let the young change at will from one fashion

to another in dress, gestures, dances, exercises, and songs, shifting their
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judgment now to this position, now to that, running after novelties and
honoring their inventors; whereby morals are corrupted and all ancient

institutions come into disdain and contempt. In all things except those

that are simply bad, change is to be feared: change of seasons, winds,

food, and humors. And no laws are held in their true honor except those

to which God has given some ancient duration, so that no one knows
their origin or that they were ever different.

44 Of sleep

^Reason orders us always to go on the same path, but not always

at the same pace. And whereas the sage should not allow human pas-

sions to make him deviate from the right course, he may well, without

prejudice to his duty, let them hasten or retard his steps, and not plant

himself like an immobile and impassible Colossus. Even if Virtue her-

self were incarnate, I think her pulse would beat stronger going to the

attack than going to dinner; indeed it is necessary that she should be
heated and stirred. For this reason it has struck me as a rare thing to

see sometimes that great men remain so entirely poised, in the loftiest

undertakings and most important aflFairs, as not even to curtail their

sleep.

Alexander the Great, on the day appointed for that furious battle

against Darius, slept so deeply and so late in the morning that Parmenio

was forced to enter his chamber, and, approaching his bed, to call him
two or three times by name to wake him, the hour of battle being at

hand.

The Emperor Otho resolved one day to kill himself that very night.

After putting his domestic affairs in order, dividing his money among
his servants, and sharpening the edge of the sword he intended to use,

and while waiting only to hear that all his friends had retired in safety,

he fell into so deep a sleep that his chamber servants heard him snore.

The death of that emperor has about it many things like that of the

great Cato, and this point especially. For while Cato, who was ready

to do away with himself, was waiting to be informed whether the

senators he was sending away had got clear of the port of Utica, he fell

so sound asleep that they could hear him breathing from the next room;
and when the man he had sent to the port waked him to tell him that a
storm was keeping the senators from setting sail conveniently, he sent

still another man there, and snuggling back into bed, fell asleep again

and slept until this last man assured him of their departure.

And in that great and dangerous storm that the sedition of the

tribune Metellus brought down upon Cato, we may again compare him
to Alexander. Metellus insisted on publishing the decree recalling Pom-
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pey to the city with his army at the time of Catihne's conspiracy; which

decree Cato alone opposed, and Metellus and he exchanged strong

words and great threats in the Senate. But it was on the next day that

the plan was to be executed, in the public square. Metellus would
arrive there accompanied not only by the favor of the people and of

Caesar, who was then conspiring in Pompey's interest, but also by many
foreign slaves and gladiators who would stop at nothing; Cato would
come fortified with his courage alone. In consequence his relations,

his household, and many good people were very anxious about him, and
there were some who spent the night together without wanting to rest,

or eat or drink, because of the danger they saw in store for him; his wife

and sisters in particular did nothing but weep and torment themselves

in his house. He, on the contrary, comforted everybody; and after hav-

ing supped as usual, went to bed and slept very soundly until morning,

when one of his fellow tribunes came and woke him to go to the skir-

mish. The knowledge we have of the greatness of this man's courage

from the rest of his life enables us to judge with complete certainty that

his behavior proceeded from a soul elevated so far above such acci-

dents that he did not deign to let them worry him any more than or-

dinary distmrbances.

In the naval battle that Augustus won against Sextus Pompeius in

Sicily, on the point of going into battle, he found himself overcome by
such a deep sleep that his friends had to wake him to give the signal

for battle. That gave Mark Antony occasion to reproach him afterward

for not having had the courage even to look with open eyes at the array

of his army, and for not having dared to present himself to his soldiers

until Agrippa came to announce to him the news of the victory he had
won over his enemies.

But as for young Marius, he did even worse—for on the day of his

last battle against Sulla, after drawing up his army and giving the word
and signal for battle, he lay down under a tree in the shade to rest, and
fell so fast asleep that he could hardly be awakened by the rout and
flight of his men, and saw nothing of the combat. They say this hap-
pened because he was so extremely weighed down from work and
lack of sleep that nature could hold out no longer.

And in this connection, let the doctors determine whether sleep is

so necessary that our life depends on it. For we certainly find that they

put to death King Perseus of Macedonia, when he was a prisoner in

Rome, by preventing him from sleeping; but Pliny instances people who
hved a long time without sleep. ^In Herodotus there are nations in

which the men sleep and wake by half-years. And those who write the

life of the sage Epimenides say that he slept for fifty-seven years on end.



45 Of the battle of Dreux

^There were plenty of unusual incidents in our battle of Dreux; but

those who do not strongly favor the reputation of Monsieur de Guise

are fond of averring tliat he cannot be excused for having halted and
temporized with the forces under his command while the Constable, the

commander-in-chief of the army, was being smashed by the artillery;

and that it would have been better for him to take the risk of attacking

the enemy by the flank, than to suffer so heavy a loss by waiting for

the advantage of catching them from the rear. But besides what the

outcome proved, whoever will discuss this without passion will readily

confess, in my opinion, that the goal and aim not only of a captain but

of every soldier must be the victory as a whole, and that no particular

occurrences, of whatever interest to himself, should divert him from
that goal.

When Philopoemen, in an encounter with Machanidas, sent ahead

a good force of archers and darters to begin the skirmish, the enemy,

after bowling them over, wasted their time pursuing them at full speed,

and after their victory passed right by the battalion where Philopoemen

was. Though his soldiers were impatient, he thought it best not to

budge from his position or face the enemy to succor his men; but after

letting them be chased and cut to pieces before his eyes, he began his

attack on the enemy by charging their infantry battalion, when he saw
them completely abandoned by their cavalry. And although they were

Lacedaemonians, nonetheless, because he caught them at a moment
when they thought the battle won, and were beginning to fall into dis-

order, he easily got the better of them, and, that done, started in pursuit

of Machanidas. This case is germane to that of Monsieur de Guise.

^In the bitter battle of Agesilaus against the Boeotians, which Xeno-

phon, who was there, said was the toughest he had ever seen, Agesilaus

refused the advantage which fortune presented to him of letting the

Boeotian battalion pass and charging them from the rear. Though he

foresaw certain victory in this course, he felt that there was more craft

than valor in it; and to show his prowess, he chose rather with astonish-

ingly ardent courage to attack them head on. But he was well beaten

and wounded in the process, and finally constrained to disengage him-

self and take the course he had refused at the beginning; he opened his

ranks to give passage to the torrent of Boeotians; then, when they had

passed, noting that they were marching in disorder like people who
certainly thought they were out of all danger, he pursued them and

charged them on the flanks. But for all that, he could not put them to

flight and rout them completely; rather they retreated slowly, always

showing their teeth, until they had reached safety.



46 Of names

^Whatever variety of herbs there may be, the whole thing is in-

cluded under the name of salad. Likewise, under the consideration of

names, I am here going to whip up a hodgepodge of various items.

Each nation has certain names which, I know not why, are taken in

a bad sense: with us, Jean, Guillaume, Benoit.

Item, in the genealogy of princes there seem to be certain names
earmarked by fate, as that of the Ptolemies in Egypt, the Henrys in

England, the Charleses in France, the Baldwins in Flanders, and in

our ancient Aquitania the Williams {Guillaumes) , from whom the

name of Guienne is said to come; by a strained coincidence, were there

not as crude ones in Plato himself.

Item, it is a trifling thing, but nevertheless worth remembering for

its strangeness, and written down by an eyewitness, that Henry, duke
of Normandy, son of Henry II, king of England, held a feast in France
where the assembly of nobles was so great that when they divided up
for sport into groups according to the similarity of names, in the first

company, that of the Williams, there were seated at table a hundred
and ten knights bearing that name, without counting the ordinary

gentlemen and servants.

^This idea of assigning the tables according to the guests' names is

as amusing as that of the Emperor Geta, who based the distribution of

his courses on the first letters of the various dishes' names : they served

together those that began with M, mutton, mackerel, mallard, mush-
rooms; and so with the rest.

^Item, there is a saying that it is a good thing to have a good name,

that is to say credit and reputation. But also, in truth, it is advantageous

to have a handsome name and one that is easy to pronounce and retain,

for thereby kings and grandees recognize us more easily and are less apt

to forget US; and even with our own servants, we more ordinarily call on

and employ those whose names come easiest to the tongue. I have ob-

served that King Henry II could never call by his right name a gentle-

man from this part of Gascony; and to one of the queen's maids of honor

he even proposed to give the general name of her family, because that

of her father's house seemed to him too awkward. ^And Socrates con-

siders it worthy of a father's care to give his children attractive names.

^Item, they say that the foundation of Notre Dame la Grand' at

Poitiers took its origin from the fact that a dissipated young man living

on that spot, having picked up a wench and promptly asked her name,

which was Marie, felt himself so violently smitten with religion and

awe of that sacrosanct name of the Virgin Mother of our Savior, that

he not only sent the girl away but reformed all the rest of his life; and

that in consideration of this miracle there was built, on the spot where
this young man's house was, a chapel in the name of Our Lady, and,

later on, the church that we see there.
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*^This vocal and auricular reproof, of a religious sort, went straight

to the soul. This other, of the same kind, insinuated itself through the

bodily senses: Pythagoras, being in company with some young men
who were heated with feasting, and whom he perceived to be con-

spiring to go and violate a house of chaste women, commanded the

minstrel girl to change her tone, and by a solemn, grave, and spondaic

music gently cast a spell on their ardor and put it to sleep.

^Item, will not posterity say that our present-day reformation has

been fastidious and precise, not only to have combated errors and vices

and filled the world with devotion, humility, obedience, peace, and

every sort of virtue, but to have gone so far as to combat our ancient

baptismal names, Charles, Louis, Frangois, in order to populate the

world with Methuselahs, Ezekiels, and Malachis, which smack much
more of the faith? A gentleman neighbor of mine, estimating the

advantages of the olden times in comparison with ours, did not forget

to place in account the pride and magnificence of the names of the

nobility of those days, Don Grumedan, Quedragan, Agesilan, and the

fact that in merely hearing them sounded he felt that they had been

very different people from Pierre, Guillot, and Michel.

Item, I am very grateful to Jacques Amyot for having left the Latin

names entire in the course of a work in French, without coloring and

changing them to give them a French cadence. This seemed a little

harsh at first, but already usage, by the authority of his Plutarch, has

taken away all its strangeness for us. I have often wished that those

who write histories in Latin would leave us all our names just as they

are; for when they make Vallemontanus out of Vaudemont, and meta-

morphose them to dress them out Greek or Roman style, we don't know
where we are, and lose our knowledge of them.

To close our account, it is a base practice, and of very bad conse-

quence in our France, to call everyone by the name of his land and

lordship; nothing in the world causes more confusion and misconcep-

tions about families. A younger son of good family cannot honorably

abandon an estate that has been settled on him and by whose name
he has been known and honored. Ten years after his death the estate

goes to a stranger, who does the same with it: guess where this leaves

us when it comes to knowing who these men are. We need seek no

other examples than those of our own royal family: so many divisions,

so many surnames; meanwhile the original of the stock has escaped us.

^There is so much liberty in these mutations that in my time I have

not seen anyone elevated by fortune to any extraordinary greatness

who has not promptly taken on new genealogical titles not known to

his father, and been grafted onto some illustrious stock. And, by good
luck, the most obscure families are the best suited to falsification. How
many gentlemen have we in France who are of royal blood by tlieir

account? More, I believe, than the others.

Was not this well said by one of my friends? There were several

gentlemen assembled to discuss a dispute between two of their num-
ber, one of whom had in truth some precedence in titles and alii-
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ances that raised him above the ordinary nobility. On the subject of

this precedence, everyone, trying to make himself this gentleman's

equal, alleged, one man one origin, another another, one a resemblance

in name, another in coat of arms, another some old family document;

and the least of them found himself great-grandson of some king from

beyond the seas. When it was time for dinner, my friend, instead of

taking his place, retreated with deep bows, begging the company to ex-

cuse him for having, in his temerity, Hved with them until then as a

companion; but saying that now, having been recently informed of their

ancient quality', he was beginning to honor them according to

their rank, and that it was not for him to sit among so many princes.

After this farce, he abused them freely: "Be content, in God's name,
with ^what contented our fathers, and with ^what we are. We are good
enough, if we know how to maintain our rank properly. Let us not

disown the fortune and condition of our forefathers, and let us put away
these stupid pretensions, which no one can lack who has the impudence
to put them forward."

Coats of arms have no more security than surnames. I bear azure

powdered with trefoils or, with a lion's paw of the same, armed gules

in fesse. What privilege has this design to remain privately in my house?
A son-in-law will transport it into another family; some paltry buyer
will make of it his first coat of arms; there is nothing in which more
change and confusion is found.

^But this consideration draws me perforce into another field. Let

us probe a little closer, and in God's name consider to what foundation

we attach this glory and reputation for which the world is turned upside

down. On what do we establish this renown that we go seeking with

such great pains? After all, it is Peter or William who bears it, guards

it, and is concerned with it. ^Oh, what a brave faculty is hope, which,

in a mortal subject and in a moment, usurps infinity, immensity, eter-

nity! Nature has given us an amusing toy there. ^And this Peter or

W^illiam, what is that, when all is said and done, but a sound, or three

or four strokes of a pen, so easy to vary in the first place that I would
like to ask who received the honor of so many victories, Guesquin,
Glesquin, or Gueaquin?^ There would be a lot better grounds here
than in Lucian for 2 to bring suit against T, for

Not for slight or merely sporting stakes

Do they compete.
VmGIL

This is a serious business. The question is which of tliese letters is to

be paid for so many sieges, battles, wounds, prisons, and so many serv-

ices performed for the crown of France by that famous Constable of hers.

Nicolas Denisot concerned himself only with the letters of his name,
and changed tlieir whole arrangement to make of tliem the Conte

1 These are a few of the known fomis of the name of Bertrand du Guesclin, a
great French commander in tlie Hundred Years' War.
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d'Alsinois, whom he endowed with the glory of his poetry and painting.

And the historian Suetonius Hked only the meaning of his, and having

deprived it of Lenis, which was his father's surname, left Tranquillus

successor to the reputation of his writings. Who would believe that

Captain Bayard had no honor but what he borrowed from the deeds

of Pierre Terrail? And that Antoine Escalin should let himself be

robbed right under his eyes of so many navigations and commands
on sea and land by Captain Poulin and Baron de la Garde?

Second, these are pen strokes common to a thousand men. How
many people are there in every family with the same name and sur-

name? ^And in different families, centuries, and countries, how many?
History has known three Socrateses, five Platos, eight Aristotles, seven

Xenophons, twenty Demetriuses, twenty Theodores; and just guess

how many it has not known.

'^What prevents my groom from calling himself Pompey the Great?

But after all, even if he does, what means or powers exist that can

attach and join this glorious sound or the honored pen strokes that

represent this name to my groom when he is dead, or to that other

Pompey who had his head cut off in Egypt, in such a way that they

can get advantage out of them?

Do you think buried ghosts, or ashes, care for this?

VERGIL

^What perception have the two who share the leadership in valor among
men, Epaminondas of this glorious verse in his praise that is current

in our mouths.

And by my plans was Sparta's glory shorn,

QUOTED BY CICERO

and Africanus of this other:

From where the sun rises o'er Lake Maeotis' reeds

There is no man alive able to match my deeds.

QUOTED BY CICERO

Survivors, tickled by the sweetness of words like these and incited

by them to emulation and desire, unthinkingly transfer to the deceased,

in their imagination, this feeling of their own, and delude themselves

into believing that they will be capable of such a feeling in their turn.

God knows!

^At all events,

To this end
Roman, barbarian, Greek chiefs did contend.

Endured all risks and labors with this aim.

So much more burning is the thirst for fame
Than that for virtue.

JUVENAL



47 Of the uncertainty

of our judgment

^It is just as this verse says:

Wide is the range of words, on one side and the other,

HOMER

there is much to be said on all matters, both for and against. For

example:

Hannibal conquered, but he never knew
How best to profit by his victories.

PETRARCH

whoever wants to take this side and bring out to our people the

mistake of not having pursued our advantage recently at Moncontour,

or accuse the king of Spain of not having known how to use the ad-

vantage he had over us at Saint-Quentin, may say that these mistakes

proceeded from a soul intoxicated with its good fortune, and from that

spirit in which a man, filled to the brim with the beginning of success,

loses his appetite for increasing it, being already too much involved

in digesting what he has. He has his arms full, he can grasp no more,

unworthy that fortune should have placed such a prize in his hands.

For what profit does he realize if nevertheless he gives his enemy the

means of recovering? What hope can one have that another time he
will dare attack them when they have rallied and recovered and are

armed anew with anger and revenge, when he dared not, or did not

know enough to, pursue them when they all were routed and terrified?

While fortune glows, while terror weakens all.

LUCAN

But after all, what better can he expect than what he has just lost?

It is not like in fencing, where the number of hits decides the victory:

as long as the enemy is on his feet, you have to start over again; it is

not a victory if it does not end the war. In that skirmish where Caesar
got the worst of it near the city of Oricum, he made this criticism to

Pompey's soldiers, that he would have been lost if their captain had
known how to conquer; and he put on Pompey's spurs for him in a very
different way when it was his turn.

But why not add the contrary: that it is the act of a hasty and
insatiable spirit not to know how to set a limit to its greed; that it is

abusing God's favors to try to stretch them beyond the measure that

he has prescribed for them; that to rush back into danger after victory

is to place it once again at the mercy of fortune; and that one of the

greatest pieces of wisdom in the art of war is not to drive one's enemy
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to despair. Sulla and Marius, after defeating the Marsi in the Social

War, seeing one last troop of them returning in despair to charge them
like infuriated beasts, did not think it best to await them. If Monsieur
de Foix had not been carried away by his ardor to pursue too fiercely

the stragglers from the victory of Ravenna, he would not have sullied

it by his death. However, the memory of his recent example did serve

to save Monsieur d'Enghien from the same misfortune at Ceresole.

It is dangerous to attack a man whom you have deprived of every
other means of escape but that of weapons; for necessity is a violent

schoolmistress: ^most grievous are the bites of enraged necessity

[Porcius Latro].

^The man prepared to die will not be beaten cheaply,

LUCAN

^That is why Pharax prevented the king of Lacedaemon, who had
just won the day against the Mantineans, from going and provoking a
thousand Argives who had escaped intact from the defeat, and instead

had him let them sHp away freely so as not to test a valor goaded and
infuriated by misfortune. ^Clodomir, king of Aquitania, pursuing after

his victory Gondemar, king of Burgundy, who was conquered and
fleeing, forced him to face about; but his obstinacy deprived him of

the fruit of his victory, for he was killed.

Likewise, if one had to choose whether to keep one's soldiers richly

and sumptuously armed or armed only for necessity, it could be ad-

vanced in favor of the first course—which was that of Sertorius, Philo-

poemen, Brutus, Caesar, and others—that it is always a spur to honor
and glory for a soldier to see himself adorned, and a stimulus to greater

obstinacy in combat, since he has to save his arms as his property and
inheritance: ^the reason, says Xenophon, why the Asiatics in their wars
took along wives and concubines with their dearest jewels and treasures.

"^It could be argued on the other side, however, that a soldier's

care for self-preservation should be rather diminished than increased;

for the richly arrayed soldier will be doubly afraid of risking himself.

Besides, these rich spoils increase the enemy's craving for victory; and
it has been noted that in other days this wonderfully encouraged the

Romans against the Samnites. '^Antiochus, showing Hannibal the army
that he was preparing against them, pompous and magnificent in all

sorts of equipment, asked him: "Will the Romans be content with this

army?" "Will they be content?" he rephed. "I should certainly think

so, however greedy they may be." ^Lycurgus forbade his soldiers not
only sumptuousness in their equipment, but also to despoil their con-

quered enemies, wanting, he said, their poverty and frugality to shine

as bright as everything else in the battle.

In sieges and other situations where the occasion brings us close

to the enemy, we are prone to give the soldiers license to defy, taunt,

and insult them with all sorts of abuse, and not without apparent reason.

For it is no small accomplishment to deprive our men of all hope of

mercy and conciliation by showing them that there is no further reason
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to expect these from anyone whom they have so strongly outraged, and
that no remedy remains except victory. Yet this turned out badly for

Vitellius when he encountered Otho, though Otho's soldiers were weaker
in quality, being long unaccustomed to war and softened up by the

pleasures of the city. Vitellius finally irritated them so much by his

stinging words, reproaching them with their pusillanimity and their

regret for the ladies and feasts that they had just left behind in Rome,
that he put hearts back into their stomachs again, as no exhortations

had been able to do, and himself brought them down upon him, whither

no one had been able to push them. And indeed, when they are insults

that touch to the quick, they can easily make a man whose labors in

his king's quarrel were fainthearted go to it with a different sort of

temper for his own quarrel.

Considering how important it is to safeguard the leader of an army,

and that the enemy's aim is chiefly directed at this head, whom all the

others hold to and depend on, it seems that one cannot question this

course, which we see has been adopted by many great leaders, of

changing attire and disguising themselves on the point of battle. How-
ever, the disadvantage incurred by this means is no less than the one

which we think to avoid; for, when the captain is unrecognized by his

men, the courage they derive from his example and presence fails them;

and losing sight of his customary marks and insignia, they judge him
either to be dead or to have fled in despair of success. And as for ex-

perience, we see it favor now one side, now the other. What happened
to Pyrrhus in the battle he fought against the consul Laevinus in Italy

serves for both points of view; for by having decided to hide under

the armor of Demogacles [Megacles] and given him his own, he indeed

and unquestionably saved his life, but at the same time he nearly

incurred the other misfortune of losing the battle. ^Alexander, Caesar,

and Lucullus liked to be marked in battle by rich arms and accouter-

ments of a particular shining color; Agis, Agesilaus, and the great

Gylippus, on the contrary, used to go to war obscurely covered and
without the trappings of command.

^Among other criticisms made against Pompey at the battle of

Pharsalia is that he halted his army and awaited the enemy at a stand-

still. "Because" (here I shall steal Plutarch's very words, which are

better than mine) "that weakens the violence which running gives to

the first blows and at the same time takes away that rush of the com-

batants against one another which usually more than anything else

fills them with impetuosity and fury when tliey come to clash hard,

increasing their courage by the shouting and the running; and it makes
the soldiers' ardor chilled and congealed, so to speak." This is what
he says on that subject. But if Caesar had lost, might not the contrary

have been said just as well: that the strongest and stiffest posture is that

in which a man stands planted without budging, and that whoever has

stopped in his march, holding in and saving up his strength within

himself for the time of need, has a great advantage over one who is in

motion and has already wasted half his breath in running? Besides,
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an army, being a body made up of so many different parts, cannot

possibly move with such precision in this fury as not to alter or break

up its battle array, or in such a way that the swiftest will not be at grips

before his companion comes to support him.

^In that ugly battle between the two Persian brothers, Clearchus, a

Lacedaemonian, who commanded the Greeks of Cyrus' side, led them

deliberately to the charge without hurrying; but at fifty paces away

he put them on the run, hoping in that short distance to keep both their

order and their breath, while giving them the advantage of the impetus

both for themselves and for their missiles. ^Others have settled this

doubt by instructing their army in this manner: if the enemies rush

upon you, await them with firm foot; if they await you with firm foot,

rush upon them.

When the Emperor Charles V made his expedition into Provence,

King Francis was in a position to choose between going to meet him

in Italy and awaiting him in his own territories. To be sure, he con-

sidered how much of an advantage it is to keep one's house pure and

clear of the troubles of war, so that, intact in its resources, it can con-

tinually furnish money and help when needed; and how the necessity

of war involves laying waste at every turn, which cannot be done to

good purpose in our own properties; and moreover how the peasant

does not endure as mildly this ravaging by those of his own side as by

the enemy, so that seditions and troubles might thereby be easily

kindled among us. He further reflected that the license to rob and

pillage, which cannot be tolerated in one's own country, is a great

support against the hardships of war, and that it is hard to keep a man
to his duty who has no other hope of gain than his pay when he is only

two steps away from his wife and home; that he who lays the tablecloth

always pays the bill; that there is more alacrity to attack than to defend;

that the shock of the loss of a battle in our country's entrails is so violent

that it is hard for it not to bring down the whole body, seeing that there

is no passion so contagious as that of fear, nor so easily caught on faith,

nor quicker to spread; and that cities that have heard the roar of this

tempest at their gates, that have taken in their captains and soldiers

still trembling and out of breath, are in danger, in the heat of the

moment, of rushing into some ill-chosen course of action. Nonetheless,

he chose to recall the forces he had beyond the mountains and to watch

the enemy come to him.

For he may have imagined on the other hand that being at home
and among his friends, he could not fail to have plenty of all com-

modities (the rivers and passes, being his, would bring him both pro-

visions and money safely and without need of escort ) ; that his subjects

would be the more devoted to him, the nearer the danger was to them;

and that with so many towns and barriers to protect him, he could give

battle according to his own opportunity and advantage. And moreover,

that if it pleased him to temporize, he could remain at ease and under

cover, and watch his enemies get chilled and defeat themselves by

reason of the difficulties that would beset them, being engaged in a
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hostile country, with nothing before or behind or on either side that

would not make war on them; with no way to refresh or free their army
if diseases broke out, or to lodge their wounded in safety; with no
money, no food, except at lance-point; no leisure to rest and catch their

breath; no knowledge of the places or the terrain to secure them from
ambushes and surprises; and if they should lose a battle, no way to

save the remains of their army. And there was no lack of examples
on both sides.

Scipio thought it much better to go and attack his enemy's territory

in Africa than to defend his own and fight in Italy where he was; and
this worked out well for him. On the other hand, Hannibal, in that same
war, ruined himself by abandoning the conquest of a foreign country

to go and defend his own. The Athenians, having left the enemy in

their territory to go over into Sicily, had Fortune against them; but
Agathocles, king of Syracuse, found her favorable when he crossed

over into Africa and left the war at home.

Thus we are quite wont to say, with reason, that events and out-

comes depend for the most part, especially in war, on Fortune, who
will not fall into line and subject herself to our reason and foresight,

as these lines say:

The ill-advised may win; the wise may lose;

Fortune cares not what cause prevails, or whose.
But wanders in our midst, unheeding, free.

Something beyond, whatever it may be,

Commands and rules, and bends us to its laws.

MANILIUS

But if you take it rightly, it seems that our counsels and deliberations

depend just as much on Fortune, and that she involves our reason also

in her confusion and uncertainty. ^"We reason rashly and inconsider-

ately," says Timaeus in Plato, "because, like ourselves, our reason has

in it a large element of chance."

48 Of war horses

^Here I am turned grammarian, I who never learned a language

except by rote, and who still do not know what is an adjective, sub-

junctive, or ablative. I seem to have heard that the Romans had horses

that they called funales or dextrarios, which were led on the right or

used in relays, so as to get them quite fresh when needed; whence it

comes that we call service horses destriers. And our romances ordinarily

say adestrer for accompany. They also had desultorios equos, horses

trained in such a way that, while they were running at top speed side

by side without bridle or saddle, the Roman nobles, even fully armed,
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would throw themselves back and forth from one to the other in full

career. *^The Numidian men-at-arms would lead by hand a second

horse to change in the heat of the melee: whose custom it was, in the

manner of circus-riders, leading two horses, in the heat of battle often

to jump fully armed from a tired horse to a fresh one: such was the

agility of the men and the docile breed of horses [Livy].

There are many horses trained to help their masters, to rush upon
anyone who wields a drawn s\\'ord at them, to hurl themselves with

feet and teeth on those who attack and confront them; but they turn

out to hurt their friends more often than their enemies. Besides, you
cannot call them off at will when they once have come to grips, and

you remain at the mercy of their combat. It turned out very grievously

for Artybius, general of the Persian army, who was fighting man to man
against Onesilus, king of Salamis, to be mounted on a horse trained in

this school, for it was the cause of his death; the squire of Onesilus met
the horse with a falchion between the shoulders as it reared up against

his master. And what the Italians report, that in the battle of Fornova

the king's horse, by volleys of kicks, freed him from the enemies that

were pressing upon him, and that otherwise he would have been lost—

that was a great stroke of luck, if it is true.

The Mamelukes boast of having the cleverest cavalry horses in the

world. And it is said that by nature and habit they are trained, at

certain signals and words, to pick up lances and darts with their teeth

and offer them to their master in the midst of the melee, and to know
and distinguish the enemy.^

•^They say of Caesar, and also of Pompey the Great, that among their

other excellent qualities they were very good horsemen; and of Caesar

that in his youth, mounted bareback, without a bridle, and with his

hands behind his back, he would make a horse run full speed. As Nature

willed to make of that man and Alexander two miracles of military art,

so you would say that she also made an effort to arm them extraordi-

narily: for everyone knows that Alexander's horse Bucephalus had a

head resembling that of a bull, that he would allow no one but his master

to mount him, could be broken only by him, was honored after his death,

and had a city built in his name. Caesar too had one whose forefeet

were like a man's, with the hoof divided in the shape of toes, a horse

which could be mounted and broken only by Caesar, who after his

death dedicated his statue to the goddess Venus.

I do not like to dismount when I am on horseback, for that is the

position in which I feel best, healthy or sick, ^piato recommends it for

health; ^Pliny, too, says that it is good for the stomach and the joints.

Let's go on then, since we are here.

We read in Xenophon a law forbidding any man who had a horse

to travel on foot. Trogus and Justinus say that the Parthians mounted
horses not only to make war, but also for all their public and private

1 The Bordeaux Copy is slightly clipped here and incomplete. The 1595 edition

sUghtly rearranges the material in tliis paragraph, and adds, after "the enemy":
"on whom they must hurl themselves with teeth and feet."
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business, trading, negotiating, conversing, and taking the air; and that

the most notable difference between free men and slaves among them

was that the former went on horseback, the latter on foot: ^an institu-

tion born of King Cyrus.

^There are several examples in Roman history ( and Suetonius notes

it most particularly of Caesar) of captains who on pressing occasions

would command their horsemen to dismount, to deprive the soldiers

of all hope of flight, ^and for the advantage they hoped for in this sort

of combat, in which the Roman soldier tindoubtedJy excels, says Livy.

Yet the first thing the Romans did to bridle the rebellion of newly

conquered peoples was to take away their arms and horses; wherefore

we see so often in Caesar: he orders the arms to be delivered, the horses

produced, hostages given. The Grand Turk to this day permits no

Christian or Jew, of those who are under his rule, to have his own horse.

^Our ancestors, especially in the time of the wars with the English,

in all serious engagements and pitched battles, fought most of the time

on foot, so as to trust to nothing but their own strength and the vigor

of their courage and their limbs for anything as dear as honor and life.

^No matter what Chrysanthas in Xenophon says, ^you stake your valor

and your fortune on that of your horse; his wounds and his death bring

on yours as a consequence; his fright or his impetuosity make you either

rash or cowardly; if he fails to respond to bit or spur, it is your honor

that must answer for it. For that reason I do not find it strange that

those infantry engagements were stouter and more furious than those

that are fought on horseback:

^Together they drew back, together charged,

Victors and vanquished both knew naught of flight.

VERGIL

^We can see that their battles were much better contested; today there

are nothing but routs: the first shout and onset decides the affair [Livy].

^And a thing that we call on to share such great risks with us must be

in our power as much as possible. Just as I should advise the choice

of the shortest weapons, and those that we can answer for best. It is

much more sensible to rely on a sword that we hold in our hand than

on the bullet that escapes out of our pistol, in which there are many
parts—the powder, the flint, the lock—the least of which, by failing, will

make your fortune fail. ^You strike with little certainty the blow that

the air carries for you:

Let the winds waft their blows where'er they will.

A sword has strength; and every manly race

Makes war with swords,
LUCAN

^But as for the pistol, I shall speak of it more amply when I make
a comparison of ancient arms with ours; and except for the shock to

the ear, with which by now everyone has become familiar, I think it is

a weapon of very little effect, and hope that some day we shall abandon
the use of it.
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'^The one the Italians used as a missile and a firearm was more fright-

ful. They called phalarica a certain type of javelin, armed at the point

with three feet of iron, so that it could pierce an armed man through

and through; and it was hurled sometimes by hand in the field, some-

times by machines in defense of besieged places. The shaft, covered

with flax soaked in pitch and oil, caught fire in its flight, and, sticking

into a man's body or buckler, took away all use of weapons or limbs.

However, it seems to me that for coming to close quarters, it would also

give hindrance to the assailant, and that the field, strewn with these

burning stumps, would bring a disadvantage to both sides in the melee:

But, hissing loud, a whirled phalarica

Sped like a thunderbolt.

VERGIL

They had other devices, in which custom made them skillful, and

which seem incredible to us through our inexperience, whereby they

made up for the lack of our powder and bullets. They hurled their

javelins with such power that they often transfixed two bucklers and

two armed men with them, and pinned them together. The shots of

their slings were no less accurate and far-reaching: shooting round

stones from their sling over the open sea and being trained to hit a

circle of moderate circumference at a great distance, they could not

only wound their enemies in the head, but hit any part of the head they

pleased [Livy]. Their battering machines produced the din as well as

the eflFect of ours : at the battering of the walls, inflicted with a terrible

noise, fear and trepidation seized them [Livy]. The Gauls, our cousins

in Asia, hated these treacherous flying weapons, being trained to fight

hand to hand with greater courage. They are not so much moved by
gaping wounds. When the wound is more wide than deep, they think

they have fought the more gloriously; but when the point of an arrow
or a sling sJiot buries itself in their flesh and shows only a slight trace

on the surface, then in rage and shame at having to perish of such a

small hurt, they roll their bodies on the ground [Livy]: a description

much like a harquebus shot.

The ten thousand Greeks in tlieir long and famous retreat met a

nation that did them marvelous damage with shots from great and
strong bows, and arrows so long that when you picked them up in your

hand you could throw them back like a dart; and they would pierce a

buckler and an armed man through and through. The engines that

Dionysius invented at Syracuse to shoot massive bolts and stones of

terrible size, with such great range and speed, came very close to our

inventions.

^Still we must not forget the comical posture on his mule of one

Master Pierre Pol, doctor in theology, who, Monstrelet reports, was

accustomed to ride around the city of Paris seated sidesaddle, like a

woman. He also says elsewhere that the Gascons had terrible horses,

accustomed to turn around on the run, which the French, Picards,

Flemings, and Brabanters considered a great miracle, "not being ac-

customed to see such things": these are his words.
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Caesar, speaking of the men of Sweden,- says: "In the encounters

that take place on horseback, they often jump to the ground to fight

on foot, having trained their horses not to budge meanwhile from their

place, to which they run back promptly if they need to; and according

to their custom, there is nothing so base and cowardly as to use saddles

or pads, and they despise those who use them so much that, even if

thev themselves are few in number, they do not fear to attack many
of them."

^What I have marveled at in other days, to see a horse trained to

go through all sorts of paces at the touch of a rod, with the reins hanging

down over his ears, was the rule among the Massilians, who rode their

horses without saddle or bridle.

And the Massilian tribe all ride their horses bareback.

And, ignorant of bridles, guide them with a switch.

LUCAN

^And without reins the Numidians ride:

VERGIL

their horses are without bridles, and their running is ungainly, with

neck rigid and head thrust forward [Livy].

^King Alfonso, he who instituted in Spain the Order of the Knights

of the Band, or Scarf, gave them this rule, among others, never to ride

a mule, male or female, on pain of a fine of a silver mark, as I have just

learned in Guevara's Letters, of which those who have called them

"Golden" had a very different judgment than mine. <^The Courtier^

says that before his time it was a disgrace for a gentleman to ride one.

The Abyssinians, on the other hand, the greater they are and the closer

to Prester John, their master, the more they affect riding mules as

an honor.

Xenophon tells us tliat the Assyrians kept their horses always hobbled

in the stable, they were so vicious and untamed; and thus it took so

much time to untie and harness them that they never stayed in a camp
that was not protected by ditches and ramparts, lest this delay should

harm them in war if they came to be taken by surprise and unprepared

by the enemy.
His Cyrus, such a grand master in the art of horsemanship, held his

horses to the same reckoning as himself, and never gave them food until

they had earned it by the sweat of some exercise.

^The Scythians, when the need pressed them in war, drew blood

from their horses and used it for food and drink.

Comes the Sarmatian, fed on horse's blood.

MARTL\L

The people of Crete, besieged by Metellus, were in such want of any

other drink that they had to use their horses' urine.

2 Montaigne's mistake for the Suevi or people of Swabia.

^ II Libra del Cortegiano (1528), by Baldassare Castiglione, which was ex-

tremely popular and influential in France.
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*-To show how much more cheaply the Turkish armies are led and
maintained than ours, they say that besides the fact that the soldiers

drink nothing but water and eat nothing but rice and powdered salt

meat, of which each man easily carries on him a month's provision, they

can also live on their horses' blood, like the Tartars and Muscovites,

and they salt it.

^These new people of the Indies, when the Spaniards arrived, judged

that both the men and the horses were either gods or animals of a nobler

nature than their own. Some, after being vanquished, coming to ask

for peace and pardon of the men and bring gold and food, did not

fail to go and offer the same to the horses, with a harangue just like the

one for the men, taking their neighing for a language of conciliation

and truce.

In the nearer Indies, it was in ancient times the principal and royal

honor to ride an elephant, the second to go in a coach drawn by four

horses, the third to ride a camel, the last and meanest degree to be borne

or drawn by a single horse. ^Someone of our time wo^ites that he saw

in that zone countries where they ride oxen with little packsaddles,

stirrups, and bridles, and that he found such mounts very comfortable.

Quintus Fabius Maximus Rutilianus, fighting the Samnites, saw that

his horsemen in two or three charges had failed to break into the enemy's

battalion, and adopted this plan, that they should unbridle. their horses

and clap their spurs with all their might; with the result that, since

nothing could stop them, through weapons and prostrate men they

opened the way for their foot soldiers, who completed a very bloody

defeat.

Quintus Fulvius Flaccus gave a similar command against the Celti-

berians: You will get more power from your horses if you spur them
unbridled upon the enemy; which it is recorded that the Roman cavalry-

men have often done with great glory. Their bits removed, they twice

charged right through the enemy and back again, inflicting great slaugh-

ter on them and breaking off all their spears [Livy].

^The duke of Muscovy in ancient days owed the Tartars this homage:

when they sent ambassadors to him, he went to meet them on foot and

presented them with a goblet of mare's milk (a drink in which they

delight ) ; and if, while they were drinking it, any drop of it fell on their

horses' mane, he was bound to lick it off with his tongue.

In Russia, the army that the Emperor Bajazet had sent there was

overwhelmed by such a dreadful blizzard that in order to shelter and

save themselves from the cold, many resorted to killing and disembowel-

ing their horses, to plunge inside and enjoy that vital heat.

^Bajazet, after that fierce battle in which he was routed by Tamer-

lane, would have escaped at top speed on an Arabian mare, if he had

not been obliged to let her drink her fill in crossing a stream, which

made her so flabby and chilled that afterward he was very easily over-

taken by his pursuers. Indeed they say that we make horses slack by

letting them piss; but drinking I should rather have expected to refresh

and strengthen her.
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Croesus, passing by the city of Sardis, found some waste land where
there was a great quantity of snakes which the horses of his army ate

with good appetite: a bad omen for his afiFairs, says Herodotus.

^We call a horse entire that has a mane and ears, and the others do
not pass muster. The Lacedaemonians, after defeating the Athenians

in Sicily, returning in pomp from the victory into the city of Syracuse,

among other acts of bravado had the conquered horses shorn and led

them thus in triumph. Alexander fought a nation called the Dahae;
they went to war, two armed men to a horse, but in the melee one of

these alighted, and the two fought now on foot, now on horseback,

in turn.

•^I do not think that any nation surpasses us in ability and grace on
horseback. "A good horseman," in our parlance, seems to refer more
to courage than to skill. The most expert horseman, the surest and most
graceful at breaking a horse that I have known, was in my opinion the

sieur de Carnevalet, who performed this service for our King Henry H.

I have seen a man ride full speed with both feet on the saddle, take

oflF his saddle, and on his return pick it up again, readjust it, and re-

assume his seat, racing all the time with loose reins; ride over a cap

and shoot back at it with his bow and hit it repeatedly; pick up any-

thing he wanted by putting one foot on the ground while keeping the

other in the stirrup; and other similar monkey tricks, by which he made
his living.

^In Constantinople in my time there have been seen two men on

one horse who, at the top of its speed, would by turns leap to the ground

and then back into the saddle. And one who bridled and harnessed

his horse with just his teeth. Another who rode full tilt between two
horses, one foot on one saddle and one on the other, carrying another

man standing bolt upright on his arms who made very accurate bow-
shots as they went. Many who, feet in the air, rode with head planted

on the saddle between the points of scimitars attached to the harness.

In my boyhood the prince of Sulmona, in Naples, putting a tough horse

through all sorts of paces, held reals* under his knees and toes as if they

had been nailed there ^to show the firmness of his seat.

49 Of ancient customs

^\ should be prone to excuse our people for having no other pattern

and rule of perfection than their own manners and customs; for it is a
common vice, not of the vulgar only but of almost all men, to fix their

aim and limit by the ways to which they were born. I am content that

when they see Fabricius or Laelius they should find their countenance
and bearing barbaric, since they are neither clothed nor fashioned

* Spanish coins.
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according to our mode. But I do complain of their particular lack of

judgment in letting themselves be so thoroughly fooled and blinded

by the authority of present usage that they are capable of changing

opinion and ideas every month, if custom pleases, and that they judge

themselves so diversely.

When they wore the busk of their doublet between their breasts,

they maintained with heated arguments that it was in its proper place;

some years after, it has slipped down between the thighs, and they laugh

at their former custom and find it absurd and intolerable. The present

fashion in dress makes them promptly condemn the old, with such great

positiveness and such universal agreement that you would think it was a

kind of mania that thus turns their understanding upside down. Because
we change so suddenly and promptly that the inventiveness of all the

tailors in the world could never furnish us enough novelties, it is in-

evitable that the despised fashions very often return into favor, and
these very ones soon after fall back again into contempt; and that one
and the same judgment, in the space of fifteen or twenty years, may
be so incredibly inconsistent and frivolous as to adopt two or three

opinions that are not merely different but contrary. *^There is no one
of us so clever as not to let this contradiction make a monkey out of

him and insensibly dazzle both his inward and his outward eyes.

^I want to pile up here some ancient fashions that I have in my
memory, some like ours, others different, to the end that we may
strengthen and enlighten our judgment by reflecting upon this con-

tinual variation of human things.

What we call fighting with rapier and cloak was already practiced

among the Romans, says Caesar: they wrap their cloaks around their

left arms and draw their sivords. And even then he notes in our nation

this vice, which is still in us, of stopping passers-by whom we meet on
the road and forcing them to tell us who they are, and taking it as an

insult and reason for a quarrel if they refuse to answer us.

At the baths, which the ancients took every day before their meals,

and as ordinarily as we take water to wash our hands, at first they washed
only their arms and legs; but later, by a custom that has lasted for many
centuries and in most of the nations of the world, they washed stark

naked in water mixed with perfume, so that they considered washing

in plain water as evidence of great simplicity. The most affected and

delicate perfumed their whole body a good three or four times a day.

They often had all the hair of the body plucked, just as French women
have for some time been in the habit of plucking the hair from their

forehead:

You pluck the hair from breast and thighs and arms;

MARTIAL

although they had ointments suited for that purpose:

Gleaming with oil or swathed in vinegar-and-chalk.

MARTIAL
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They loved to lie soft, and alleged sleeping on a mattress as proof

of endurance. They ate reclining on couches in about the same posture

as the Turks of our time.

Then from his lofty couch Aeneas thus began.

VIRGIL

And they say of Cato the Younger that after the battle of Pharsalia,

v^'hen he was in mourning over the evil state of pubHc affairs, he always
ate seated, adopting a more austere way of life.

They kissed the hands of the great to show them honor and affec-

tion; and among friends they kissed one another in salutation, as the

Venetians do:

I'd mix, to wish you joy, kisses with dulcet words.

OVID

^And to supplicate or salute a grandee they would touch his knees.

Pasicles the philosopher, brother of Crates, instead of placing his hand
on the knee, placed it on the genitals. When the man he was address-

ing repelled him rudely, he said: "What, isn't this yours just as much
as the knees?"

^They ate fruit, as we do, at the end of the meal.

They wiped their ass ( we must leave that vain squeamishness about

words to women) with a sponge—that is why spongia is an obscene

word in Latin—and this sponge was attached to the end of a stick, as

is shown by the story of the man who was being taken to be thrown to

the beasts in front of the people, and who asked permission to go and

do liis business; and having no other way to kill himself, he stuffed the

stick and sponge down his throat and choked himself. They wiped
their prick with perfumed wool after using it:

I'll do nothing to you till it is washed with wool.

MARTIAL

At the street crossings in Rome there were vessels and httle tubs for

the passers-by to piss in:

And overcome by sleep, young children often think

They raised their dress beside some pubHc urinal.

LUCRETIUS

They used to have snacks between meals. And in summer there

were vendors of snow to cool the wine; and there were some who used

snow in winter, not finding the wine cold enough even then. The great

had their cupbearers and carvers, and their buffoons to give them
pleasure. Their food was served them in winter on chafing dishes that

were brought to the table; and they had portable kitchens, ^such as I

have seen, ^^in which everything needed to serve a meal was carried

with them:

Epicures, you can have this kind of feast;

We are offended by these walking meals.

MARTIAL
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In summer in their lower rooms they often had clear fresh water run

in open channels underneath, in which there were a lot of live fish,

which the guests would select and catch in their hands to be prepared

to the taste of each. Fish has always had this privilege, as it still does,

that the great have pretensions of knowing how to prepare it; and in-

deed its taste is much more exquisite than that of flesh, at least to me.

But in every sort of magnificence, debauchery, voluptuous inven-

tions, luxury, and sumptuousness, we do in truth what we can to equal

them, for our will is quite as corrupt as theirs; but our ability cannot

make it. Our powers are no more capable of matching them in these

vicious parts than in the virtuous ones; for both proceed from a vigor of

soul which was incomparably greater in them than it is in us; and the

weaker the soul, the less its power to do either very well or very ill.

The seat of honor with them was the middle. Before or after, in

writing and speaking, carried no implication of greater or lesser, as

is evident in their writings: they will say "Oppius and Caesar" as read-

ily as "Caesar and Oppius," and indifferently "me and you" or "you and

me." That is why I once noted, in the "Life of Flamininus" in the French

translation of Plutarch, a passage where the author, speaking of the

jealousy of the Aetolians and the Romans for the glory of victory in a

battle tliat they had won together, seems to lend some weight to the

fact that in Greek songs they named the Aetolians before the Romans,

unless there is some ambiguity in the French words.

The ladies, when in the steam baths, used to receive men, and em-

ployed menservants to rub and anoint them:

A slave, his middle girt in black, stands by.

While you bathe, nude, under his watchful eye.

MARTIAL

They sprinkled themselves with some kind of powder to check per-

spiration.

The ancient Gauls, says Sidonius Apollinaris, wore their hair long

in front and the back of the head shaven, a fashion that has just been

revived by the lax and effeminate practice of this century.

The Romans used to pay the boatmen their fare as soon as they

entered the boat; which we do after coming to port:

While the mule is harnessed, the fare paid,

A whole hour passes by.
HORACE

Women slept on the side of the bed next to the wall: that is why
they called Caesar the inner side of King Nicomedes' bed [Suetonius].

J^They took breath in drinking. They watered their wine:

To cool Falernian wine
What active boy will go and bring

Fresh water from the nearby spring?

HORACE
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And those impudent faces of our lackeys were there too:

O Janus, behind whose back no jokester sneers,

No mocking hands form storks or asses' ears,

No tongue is thrust out hke the Apuhan hound's.

PERSIUS

Argive and Roman ladies wore white mourning, as ours used to and
should have continued to do, if they had taken my advice.

^But there are entire books written about this question.

50 OfDemocritus and Heraclitus

"^Judgment is a tool to use on all subjects, and comes in everywhere.
Therefore in the tests^ that I make of it here, I use every sort of occa-

sion. If it is a subject I do not understand at all, even on that I essay

my judgment, sounding the ford from a good distance; and then, finding

it too deep for my height, I stick to the bank. And this acknowledg-
ment that I cannot cross over is a token of its action, indeed one of

those it is most proud of. Sometimes in a vain and nonexistent subject

I try to see if it will find the wherewithal to give it body, prop it up,

and support it. Sometimes I lead it to a noble and well-worn subject in

which it has nothing original to discover, the road being so beaten that

it can walk only in others' footsteps. There it plays its part by choosing

the way tliat seems best to it, and of a thousand paths it says that this

one or that was the most wisely chosen.

I take the first subject that chance offers. They are all equally good
to me. And I never plan to develop them completely. ^For I do not

see the whole of anything; nor do those who promise to show it to us.

Of a hundred members and faces that each thing has, I take one, some-
times only to lick it, sometimes to brush the surface, sometimes to pinch

it to the bone. I give it a stab, not as wide but as deep as I know how.
And most often I like to take them from some unaccustomed point of

view. I would venture to treat some matter thoroughly, if I knew my-
self less well. Scattering a word here, there another, samples separated

from their context, dispersed, without a plan and without a promise, I

am not bound to make something of them or to adhere to them myself

without varying when I please and giving myself up to doubt and im-
certainty and my ruling quality, which is ignorance.

Every movement reveals us. ^That same mind of Caesar's which
shows itself in ordering and directing the battle of Pharsalia, shows
itself also in arranging idle and amorous affairs. We judge a horse not

only by seeing him handled on a racecourse, but also by seeing him
walk, and even by seeing him resting in the stable.

1 In the French, essais; hence, tests or essays.
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'^Among the functions of the soul there are some lowly ones; he who
does not see that side of her also, does not fully know her. And perhaps

she is best observed when she goes at her simple pace. The winds of

passion seize her more strongly on her lofty flights. Moreover, she gives

all her being to each matter, and concentrates all her strength on it,

and never treats more than one at a time. And she treats a matter not

according to itself, but according to herself.

Things in themselves may have their own weights and measures
and qualities; but once inside, within us, she allots them their qualities

as she sees fit. Death is frightful to Cicero, desirable to Cato, a matter

of indifference to Socrates. Health, conscience, authority, knowledge,

riches, beauty, and their opposites—all are stripped on entry and re-

ceive from the soul new clothing, and the coloring that she chooses—
brown, green, bright, dark, bitter, sweet, deep, superficial—and which
each individual soul chooses; for they have not agreed together on
their styles, rules, and forms; each one is queen in her realm. Where-
fore let us no longer make the external qualities of things our excuse;

it is up to us to reckon them as we will. Our good and our ill depend
on ourselves alone. Let us offer our offerings and vows to ourselves,

not to Fortune; she has no power over our character; on the contrary,

it drags her in its train and molds her in its own form.

Why shall I not judge Alexander at table, talking and drinking his

fill, or when he was playing chess? What sinew of his soul is not touched
and employed in this silly and puerile game? I hate it and avoid it, be-

cause it is not enough a game, and too serious an amusement; I am
ashamed to devote to it the attention that would suffice to accomplish

something good. He was no more absorbed when he prepared his

glorious expedition to India; nor is this other in unraveling a passage on
which depends the salvation of the human race. See how our mind
swells and magnifies this ridiculous amusement; how all its muscles

grow tense; what ample opportunity it here gives everyone to know
himself, and to judge himself rightly. In no other situation do I see and
check up on myself more thoroughly. What passion does not excite us

in this game: anger, vexation, hatred, impatience, and a vehement ambi-

tion to win in a thing in which ambition to be beaten would be more
excusable. For rare and extraordinary excellence in frivolous things is

unbecoming a man of honor. What I say of this example may be said

of all others : each particle, each occupation, of a man betrays him and
reveals him just as well as any other.

^Democritus and HeracHtus were two philosophers, of whom the

first, finding the condition of man vain and ridiculous, never went out

in pubHc but with a mocking and laughing face; whereas Heraclitus,

having pity and compassion on this same condition of ours, wore a face

perpetually sad, and eyes filled with tears:

^One always, when he o'er his threshold stepped.

Laughed at the world; the other always wept.

JUVENAL
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^I prefer the first humor; not because it is pleasanter to laugh than
to weep, but because it is more disdainful, and condemns us more than
the other; and it seems to me that we can never be despised as much as

we deserve. Pity and commiseration are mingled with some esteem
for the thing we pity; the things we laugh at we consider worthless. I

do not think there is as much unhappiness in us as vanity, nor as much
malice as stupidity. We are not so full of evil as of inanity; we are not

as wretched as we are worthless.

Thus Diogenes, who pottered about by himself, rolling his tub and
turning up his nose at the great Alexander, considering us as flies or

bags of wind, was really a sharper and more stinging judge, and conse-

quently juster, to my taste, than Timon, who was surnamed the hater

of men. For what we hate we take seriously. Timon wished us ill,

passionately desired our ruin, shunned association with us as danger-
ous, as with wicked men depraved by nature. Diogenes esteemed us
so little that contact with us could neither disturb him nor affect him,
and avoided our company, not through fear of association with us, but
through disdain of it; he considered us incapable of doing either good
or evil.

Of the same stamp was the reply of Statilius, whom Brutus asked

to join the conspiracy against Caesar. He considered the enterprise just,

but he did not believe that men were worth taking any trouble about.

^And this is in conformity with the teachings of Hegesias, who said

that the wise man should do nothing except for himself, since he alone

is worth having anything done for him; and that of Theodorus, that it

is unjust for a wise man to risk his life for the good of his country, and
endanger wisdom for the sake of fools.

Our own peculiar condition is that we are as fit to be laughed at as

able to laugh.

51 Of the vanity of words

^A rhetorician of times past said that his trade was to make little

things appear and be thought great. ^That's a shoemaker who can

make big shoes for a small foot. ^They would have had him whipped
in Sparta for professing a deceitful and lying art. ^And I believe that

Archidamus, who was king of Sparta, did not hear without astonish-

ment the answer of Thucydides^ when he asked him who was better

in wrestling, Pericles or he: "That," he said, "would be hard to estab-

lish; for when I have thrown him in wrestling, he persuades those who
saw it happen that he did not fall, and he wins the prize." ^Those who
mask and make up women do less harm, for it is a matter of small loss

not to see them in their natural state; whereas the other men make

1 Not the historian, but a political rival of Pericles.
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a profession of deceiving not our eyes but our judgment, and of adul-

terating and corrupting the essence of things. The commonwealths
that kept themselves regulated and well governed, like the Cretan and
the Lacedaemonian, made little account of orators.

^Aristo wisely defines rhetoric as the science of persuading the peo-

ple; Socrates and Plato, as the art of deceiving and flattering. And
those who deny this in the general definition verify it everywhere in

their precepts. The Mohammedans forbid its being taught to their

children, because of its uselessness. And the Athenians, perceiving its

perniciousness, for all its complete prestige in their city, ordained that

the principal part of it, which is to stir the emotions, should be elimi-

nated, together with the exordiums and perorations.

^It is an instrument invented to manipulate and agitate a crowd

and a disorderly populace, and an instrument that is employed only

in sick states, like medicine. To those states where the vulgar, or the

ignorant, or all men held all power—such as Athens, Rhodes, and Rome
—and where things were in perpetual turmoil, there orators flocked.

And in truth, we see few persons in those republics who have pushed

themselves into great credit without the aid of eloquence. Pompey,

Caesar, Crassus, LucuUus, Lentulus, Metellus, derived from it the

great strength needed to rise to the height of authority that they finally

attained, and helped themselves by it more than by arms; ^contrary to

the opinion of the best times. For L. Volumnius, speaking publicly in

favor of the election of Q. Fabius and P. Decius to the consulship, said:

"They are men bom for war, great in deeds; at combat in prattle,

clumsy; truly consular minds. The subtle, eloquent, and learned are

good for city life, as praetors to administer justice."

^Eloquence flourished most at Rome when affairs were in the worst

state and agitated by the storm of civil wars; as a free and untamed

field bears the lustiest weeds. From that it seems that monarchical

governments need it less than others: for the stupidity and faciHty that

is found in the common people, which makes them subject to be led

by the ears to the sweet sound of this harmony without weighing things

and coming to know their truth by force of reason—this facility, I say,

is not so easily found in a single ruler; it is easier to safeguard him, by

good education and advice, from the effects of that poison. No orator

of renown was ever seen to come out of Macedon or Persia.

What I have been saying was suggested by an Italian with whom I

have just been talking, who served the late Cardinal Caraffa as chief

steward until his death. I asked him about his job, and he rephed with

a discourse on the science of guzzling, delivered with magisterial grav-

ity and demeanor as if he had been expounding some great point of

theology. He spelled out to me the difference in appetites: the one we
have before eating, the one we have after the second and third course;

the means, now of simply gratifying it, now of arousing it and stimulat-

ing it; the organization of his sauces, first in general, and then particu-

larizing the quahties of the ingredients and their effects; the differences

in salads according to the season, which one should be warmed up and
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which served cold, the way of adorning and embellishing them to make
them also pleasant to the sight. After that he entered upon the order

of serving, full of beautiful and important considerations:

^Nor is it any Hght a£Fair

How one should carve a hen, and how a hare.

JUVENAL

^And all this swollen with rich and magnificent words, and the very

ones we use to talk about the government of an empire. I was re-

minded of a man I like:

"This is too salty, this is burned, this full of grime,

That is just right; remember it another time."

I warn them carefully, as wisely as I can.

I tell them, Demea, to look in every pan
As in a glass. In short, I tell them everything.

TERENCE

To be sure, even the Greeks highly praised the order and arrangement
that Aemilius Paulus observed in the feast he offered them on his return

from Macedon. But I am not speaking of actions, I am speaking of

words.

I don't know whether it happens with others as with me; but when
I hear our architects puffing themselves out with those big words like

pilasters, architraves, cornices, Corinthian and Doric work, and such-

like jargon, I cannot keep my imagination from immediately seizing on
the palace of ApolHdon; and in reality I find that these are the paltry

parts of my kitchen door.

^When you hear people talk about metonymy, metaphor, allegory,

and other such names in grammar, doesn't it seem that they mean
some rare and exotic form of language? They are terms that apply to

the babble of your chambermaid.
^It is an imposture akin to this one to call the offices of our state by

the superb titles of the Romans, even though they have no resemblance

in function, and still less in authority and power. And this device too,

which in my opinion will one day serve as testimony of a singular inept-

itude in our century, of unworthily assigning the most glorious surnames

of antiquity to whoever we think fit, surnames with which the ancients

honored one or two personages every several centuries. Plato has won
by universal consent the epithet of divine, which no one has presumed
to begrudge him; but the Italians, who boast, and with reason, of gen-

erally having more alert minds and sounder judgments than the other

nations of their time, have just conferred it on Aretino, in whom, except

for a turgid style, bubbling over with conceits, ingenious indeed but
farfetched and fantastic—in short besides his eloquence, such as it may
be—I see nothing superior to the ordinary authors of his time; so far

is he from approaching that ancient divinity. And the epithet of great

we apply to princes who have nothing above the greatness of the com-
mon people.
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of the ancients

^Attilius Regulus, general of the Roman army in Africa, in the midst

of his glory and his victories against the Carthaginians, wrote to the

Republic that a farm laborer whom he had left in sole charge of his

estate, which was seven acres of land in all, had run away and stolen

his farming tools; and he asked leave to return and look after this mat-

ter, for fear that his wife and children would suflFer from it. The Senate

provided another man to manage his property, caused what had been

stolen to be returned to him, and ordered that his wife and children

should be maintained at the public expense.

The elder Cato, returning as consul from Spain, sold his service

horse to save the money it would have cost to bring him back by sea

to Italy; and when he was governor of Sardinia he made his rounds on

foot, having with him no retinue but an officer of the Republic, who
carried his robe and a vase for offering sacrifices; and most of the time

he carried his trunk himself. He boasted that he had never had a robe

that cost more than ten crowns, and had never sent more than ten sous

to market for one day's food; and that not one of his houses in the

country was coated and plastered on the outside.

Scipio Aemilianus, after two triumphs and two consulships, went on

a diplomatic mission with only seven servants. They say Homer never

had more than one; Plato, three; Zeno, chief of the Stoic sect, not one.

^Tiberius Gracchus was allowed only five and a half sous a day

when he went on a mission for the Republic, although he was then the

first man among the Romans.

53 Of a saying of Caesars

Mf we sometimes spent a little consideration on ourselves, and em-

ployed in probing ourselves the time we put into checking up on others

and learning about things that are outside us, we would easily sense

how much this fabric of ours is built up of feeble and failing pieces.

Is it not a singular evidence of our imperfection that we cannot estab-

lish our contentment in any one thing, and that even in desire and

imagination it is beyond our power to choose what we need? A good

proof of this is the great dispute that has always gone on between the

philosophers over the sovereign good of man, and that still goes on

and will go on eternally, without solution and without agreement:
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"^Lacking the thing we want, it seems more grave
Than anything; that got, there's something else we crave,

Consumed with equal thirst.

LUCRETIUS

"^Everything, no matter what it is, that falls within our knowledge
and enjoyment, we find unsatisfactory; and we go gaping after things

to come and unknown, inasmuch as things present do not satiate us.

Not, in my opinion, that they do not have the wherewithal to satiate

us, but that we seize them with a sick and disordered grasp

:

^For when he saw that nearly all that use demands
Already was prepared for use by mortal hands.
That men were powerful in honor and in fame.
In riches affluent, proud in their sons' good name.
Yet nonetheless within were anxious in their heart.

In painful quarrels of the mind forced to take part:

Then Epicurus knew the vessel caused the vice;

That all good things that enter, of whatever price.

Within us, by that vessel's vice, became corrupt.

LUCRETIUS

^Our appetite is irresolute and uncertain: it does not know how to keep
anything or enjoy anything in the right way. Man, thinking that it is

the fault of these things, fills and feeds himself on other things that he
does not know and does not understand, to which he applies his desires

and his hopes, and which he holds in honor and reverence; as Caesar
says, it happens by a common vice of nature that we trust more, and
fear more violently, things to us unseen, hidden, and unknown.

54 Of vain subtleties

"^There are some subtleties that are frivolous and vain, by means of

which men sometimes seek commendation, like the poets who compose
entire works in which every verse begins with the same letter. We see

eggs, balls, wings, hatchets, shaped by the Greeks of old with the meas-
ure of their verses, by lengthening some lines and shortening others so

as to represent one or another of these figures. Such was the knowledge
of the man who amused himself by counting in how many ways the

letters of the alphabet could be arranged, and found that incredible

number that we see in Plutarch.

A man who had learned to throw a grain of millet through the eye
of a needle with unfailing accuracy performed this feat for another
man, whose response to it I applaud. He was asked afterward for some
present as a reward for such a rare ability; whereupon he ordered, very
humorously and in my opinion justly, that this performer should be
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given two or three bushels of millet, so that so fine an art should not

remain unexercised. It is a marvelous testimony of the weakness of our

judgment that it recommends things for their rarity or novelty, or even
for their diflBculty, even if they are neither good nor useful.

We have just now at my house been playing a game to see who
could find the most things that meet at their two extremes: as Sire is

a title that is given to the loftiest person in our state, the king, and is

also given to the vulgar, as to tradesmen, and applies to no one in be-

tween. Women of quality are called dames; those of the middle class,

damoiselles; and dames again, those of the lowest station.

^The canopies that are spread over tables are allowed only in

princes' houses and in taverns.

^Democritus used to say that gods and animals had more acute

senses than men, who are on a middle level. The Romans wore the

same attire on days of mourning and on feast days. It is certain that

extreme fear and extreme ardor of courage equally trouble and relax

the bowels.

<^The nickname of "the Trembler" with which Sancho, the twelfth

king of Navarre,^ was surnamed, teaches us that boldness as well as

fear makes our limbs quake. And another man, whose skin quivered so

while his attendants were arming him that they tried to reassure him
by minimizing the danger he was going to face, said to them: "You
don't know me. If my flesh knew where my courage will shortly take

it, it would fall flat, paralyzed."

^The weakness that comes to us from coldness and disgust in the

exercises of Venus comes to us also from too vehement a desire and
inordinate heat. Extreme cold and extreme heat cook and roast. Aris-

totle says that pigs of lead will melt and run with the cold and the rigor

of winter as with intense heat. ^Desire and satiety fill the stages above
and below pleasure with pain.

^Stupidity and wisdom meet at the same point of feeling and of re-

solving to endure human accidents. The wise curb and control the

evil; the others are not aware of it. The latter are, so to speak, on this

side of accidents, the former beyond them; for the wise man, after hav-

ing well weighed and considered their qualities and measured and
judged them for what they are, springs above them by the power of a

vigorous courage. He disdains them and tramples them underfoot,

having a sti^ong and solid soul, against which the arrows of fortune,

when they come to strike, must necessarily bounce off and be blunted,

meeting a body on which they can make no impression. The ordinary

and middle condition of men lodges between these two extremes;

which is that of those who perceive evils, feel them, and cannot endure

them. Infancy and decrepitude meet in weakness of the brain; avarice

and extravagance, in a like desire to take in and acquire.

1 The twelfth king of Navarre, and the one called "the Trembler," was not

Sancho but Garcia V.
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^It may be said with some plausibility that ^there is an abecedarian
ignorance that comes before knowledge, and another, doctoral igno-

rance that comes after knowledge: an ignorance that knowledge cre-

ates and engenders, just as it undoes and destroys the first.

^Of simple souls, less curious and less learned, are made good
Cliristians, who, through reverence and obedience, beheve simply and
live under the laws. In the middle range of mental vigor and ability,

error in opinion is engendered; those in this range follow the first plau-

sible meaning, and have some claim to regard our sticking to the old

ways—those of us who are not versed in these matters by study—as sim-

plicity and stupidity. Great minds, more settled and clear-sighted,

make up another type of good believers, who, by long and religious

investigation, penetrate to a deeper and more abstruse light on the

Scriptures and sense the mysterious and divine secret of our ecclesias-

tical polity. However, we see some who have arrived at this last stage

by way of the second, with marvelous profit and confirmation, as at

the extreme limit of Christian intelligence, and who enjoy their victory

with consolation, active gratitude, reformed conduct, and great mod-
esty. And I do not mean to place in this rank those others who, to

cleanse themselves of the suspicion of their past error and make us sure

of them, become extreme, injudicious, and unjust in the conduct of

our cause, and stain it with infinite reproaches of violence.

^The simple peasants are good men, and good men the philosophers,

at least what passes for philosophers in our time: strong and clear

natures, enriched by a broad education in useful knowledge. The half-

breeds who have disdained the first seat, ignorance of letters, and have
not been able to reach the other—their rear end between two saddles,

like me and so many others—are dangerous, inept, and importunate:

these men trouble the world. Therefore for my part I draw back as

much as I can into the first and natural stage, which for naught I at-

tempted to leave.

Popular and purely natural poetry has spontaneous effects and
charms by which it may be compared with the principal beauty of

poetry as perfected according to art; as is seen in the villanelles of Gas-
cony and the songs that are brought back to us from the nations that

have no knowledge of any science, or even of writing. Mediocre poetry,

which stops between the two, is disdained, without honor and without
value.

^But I find again, as ordinarily happens after the mind has opened
up a passage, that we have taken for a difficult exercise and a rare sub-

ject what is not so at all; and that after our inventiveness has been
warmed up, it discovers an infinite number of similar examples. And
so I shall add only this one: that if these essays were worthy of being
judged, I think they might not be much liked by common and vulgar

minds, or by singular and excellent ones; the former would not under-

stand enough about them, the latter too much. But they might get by
in the middle region.
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^It is said of some, as of Alexander the Great, that their sweat emit-

ted a sweet odor, owing to some rare and extraordinary constitution of

theirs, of which Plutarch and others seek the cause. But the common
make-up of bodies is the opposite, and the best condition they may have

is to be free of smell. The sweetness even of the purest breath has

nothing more excellent about it than to be without any odor that offends

us, as is that of very healthy children. That is why, says Plautus,

A woman smells good when she does not smell.

The most perfect smell for a woman is to smell of nothing, ^as they say

that her actions smell best when they are imperceptible and mute. •^And

perfumes are rightly considered suspicious in those who use them, and
thought to be used to cover up some natural defect in that quarter.

Whence arise these nice sayings of the ancient poets : To smell good is

to stink:

You laugh at us because we do not smell.

I'd rather smell of nothing than smell sweet.

MARTIAL
And elsewhere:

Men who smell always sweet, Posthumus, don't smell good.

MARTIAL

^However, I like very much to be surrounded with good smells, and

I hate bad ones beyond measure, and detect them from further off than

anyone else:

My scent will sooner be aware
Where goat-smells, Polypus, in hairy arm-pits lurk.

Than keen hounds scent a wild boar's lair.

HORACE

*^The simplest and most natural smells seem to me the most agree-

able. And this concern chiefly affects the ladies. Amid the densest bar-

barism, the Scythian women, after washing, powder and plaster their

whole body and face with a certain odoriferous drug that is native to

their soil; and having removed this paint to approach the men, they

find themselves both sleek and perfumed.

^Whatever the odor is, it is a marvel how it clings to me and how
apt my skin is to imbibe it. He who complains of nature that she has

left man without an instrument to convey smells to his nose is wrong,

for they convey themselves. But in my particular case my mustache,

which is thick, performs that service. If I bring my gloves or my hand-

kerchief near it, the smell will stay there a whole day. It betrays the

place I come from. The close kisses of youth, savory, greedy, and sticky,

once used to adhere to it and stay there for several hours after. And
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yet, for all that, I find myself little subject to epidemics, which are

caught by communication and bred by the contagion of the air; and I

have escaped those of my time, of which there have been many sorts

in our cities and our armies. ^We read of Socrates that though he never

left Athens during many recurrences of the plague which so many times

tormented that city, he alone never found himself the worse for it.

^The doctors might, I believe, derive more use from odors than they

do; for I have often noticed that they make a change in me and work
upon my spirits according to their properties; which makes me approve
of the idea that the use of incense and perfumes in churches, so ancient

and widespread in all nations and religions, was intended to delight us

and arouse and purify our senses to make us more fit for contemplation.

^I should like, in order to judge of it, to have shared the art of those

cooks who know how to add a seasoning of foreign odors to the savor

of foods, as was particularly remarked in the service of the king of

Tunis, who in our time landed at Naples to confer with the Emperor
Charles. They stuffed his foods with aromatic substances, so sump-
tuously that one peacock and two pheasants came to a hundred ducats

to dress them in that manner; and when they were carved, they filled

not only the dining hall but all the rooms in his palace, and even the

neighboring houses, with sweet fumes which did not vanish for some
time.

^The principal care I take in my lodgings is to avoid heavy, stinking

air. Those beautiful cities Venice and Paris weaken my fondness for

them by the acrid smell of the marshes of the one and of the mud of

the other.

56 Of prayers

^I put forward formless and unresolved notions, as do those who
publish doubtful questions to debate in the schools, not to establish

the truth but to seek it. And I submit them to the judgment of those

whose concern it is to regulate not only my actions and my writings, but

even my thoughts. Equally acceptable and useful to me will be con-

demnation or approval, ^since I hold it as execrable if anything is found
which was said by me, ignorantly or inadvertently, against the holy

prescriptions of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman Church, in which
I die and in which I was born. ^And therefore, always submitting to

the authority of their censure, which has absolute power over me, I

meddle rashly with every sort of subject, as I do here.

I may be wrong, I don't know; but since by a particular favor of

divine goodness a certain form of prayer has been prescribed and dic-

tated to us word for word by the mouth of God, it has always seemed
to me that its use should be more ordinary with us than it is. And if I
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had my way, on sitting down to table and rising from it, on getting up

and going to bed, and on all particular actions with which we are ac-

customed to associate prayers, I should like it to be the Lord's Prayer

that Christians employ, ^if not exclusively, at least always. ^The Church

may extend and diversify prayers according to the need of our instruc-

tion, for well I know that it is always the same substance and the same

thing. But we ought to have given that one this privilege, that the peo-

ple should have it continually in their mouths; for it is certain that it

says all that is necessary and that it is very proper for all occasions. ^It

is the only prayer I use in every circumstance; and I repeat it instead

of changing. Whence it happens that I have none in my memory as

well as that one.

^I was just now thinking about where that error of ours comes from,

of having recourse to God in all our designs and enterprises, ^and calling

on him in every kind of need and in whatever spot our weakness wants

help, without considering whether the occasion is just or unjust, and

invoking his name and his power, in whatever condition or action we
are involved, however vicious it may be.

^He is indeed our sole and unique protector, ^and can do anything

to help us; ^but although he deigns to honor us with that sweet fath-

erly relationship, nevertheless he is as just as he is good ^and as he is

powerful. But he exercises his justice much more often than his power,

^and favors us according to its dictates, not according to our requests.

cpiato, in his Laws, makes three kinds of belief concerning the gods

offensive: that there are none; that they do not concern themselves in

our affairs; that they refuse nothing to our vows, offerings, and sacrifices.

The first error, in his opinion, never remained immutable in any man
from his childhood until his old age. The other two may permit of

constancy.

^His justice and his power are inseparable. For naught do we im-

plore his power in an evil cause. We must have our soul clean, at least

in that moment in which we pray to him, and rid of vicious passions;

otherwise we ourselves present to him the rods with which to chastise

us. Instead of redressing our fault, we redouble it when we offer feel-

ings full of irreverence and hatred to him whom we are to ask for par-

don. That is why I am not inclined to praise those whom I see praying

to God most often and habitually, if the actions surrounding the prayer

do not show me evidence of some amendment and reform:

^If, an adulterer by night.

You cover up your forehead with a Gaulish cowl.

JUVENAL

^And the state of a man who mixes piety with an execrable life

seems to be rather more damnable than that of a man consistent with

himself and dissolute throughout. Wherefore our Church every day

refuses the favor of entry and fellowship to those who stubbornly ad-

here to any striking wickedness.

^We pray out of habit and custom, or to speak more correctly, we
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read or pronounce our prayers. All in all, it is only an act. ^And I dislike

to see a man cross himself tliree times at the Benedicite, and as often at

the Grace^ ( and I disHke it the more because it is a sign that I revere

and continually use, ^even when I yavvn ) , ^and meanwhile see him all

the other hours of the day occupied with hatred, avarice, and injustice.

To vices their hour, to God his hour, as if by compensation and compro-
mise. It is a mii-acle to see actions so opposite follow each other so

smoothly that no interruption or alteration is felt even at their confines

and in the transition from one to the other.

•^What prodigy of a conscience can be at rest, while harboring

under the same roof, in such harmonious and peaceful association, both

the crime and the judge?

A man whose head is incessantly ruled by lechery and who judges

it to be very odious in the sight of God, what does he say to God when
he speaks to him about it? He pulls himself back, but immediately re-

lapses. If the fact and the presence of divine justice struck and chas-

tised his soul, as he claims, however short his repentance might be,

the very fear would throw back his thoughts to it so often that he

would promptly see himself master of those vices that are habitual

and ingrained in him.

But what of those who base an entire life on the fruit and emolu-

ment of a sin they know to be mortal? How many trades and vocations

have we seen accepted, the essence of which is vicious! And the man
who, confessing himself to me, told me that for ages he had professed

and practiced a religion damnable in his own opinion and contra-

dictory to what he had in his heart, so as not to lose his credit and the

honor of his offices: how did he reconcile this statement in his heart?

With what language do they converse with divine justice on this sub-

ject? Their repentance consisting in a visible and palpable reparation,

they lose the means of affirming it, both in the sight of God and in

ours. Are they so bold as to ask for pardon without satisfaction and

without repentance? I hold that it is the same with the first ones- as

with these, but the obstinacy there is not so easy to overcome. This

contradictoriness and fickleness of opinion tliat they feign, so sudden

and so violent, savors to me of the miraculous. They portray to us a

state of indigestible conffict.

How fantastic seemed to me the imagination of those who in recent

years had the habit of reproaching each and every man in whom there

gleamed some light of intelligence and who professed the Catholic

religion, with dissimulation; and who even maintained, thinking to

do him honor, that whatever he said for appearance, he could not help

having his belief within reformed according to their measure. An an-

noying malady, to think yourself so wise tliat you persuade yourself

that no one can believe the contrary! And still more annoying, to

persuade yourself that a person of such intelligence would prefer I

1 The blessing of food before, and the thanksgiving after, a meal.

2 Those like the lecherous man in the previous paragraph.
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know not what disparity of present fortune to the hopes and threats

of eternal hfe. They may take my word for it: if anything were to

have tempted my youth, ambition for the risk and difficulties that at-

tended this recent enterprise^ would have played a good part in it.

^It is not without good reason, it seems to me, that the Church

forbids the promiscuous, reckless, and indiscreet use of the holy and

divine songs which the Holy Spirit dictated to David. We must not

mix God into our actions except with reverence and with devout and

respectful attention. His word is too divine to have no other use than

to exercise our lungs and please our ears; it should be uttered from

the conscience and not from the tongue. It is not right that a shop

apprentice, amid his vain and frivolous thoughts, should entertain

himself and play with it.

'^Nor assuredly is it right to see the holy book of the sacred mysteries

of our belief bandied about a hall or a kitchen. ^Formerly they were

mysteries; at present they are sports and pastimes. ^It is not in passing

and in whirlwind fashion that we should handle so serious and vener-

able a study. It must be a premeditated and sober action, to which we
should always add this preface of our service, sursum corda,^ and al-

ways bring even the body disposed in a demeanor that attests a par-

ticular attention and reverence.

^It is not everyone's study; it is the study of the persons who are

dedicated to it, whom God calls to it. The wicked, the ignorant, grow

worse by it. It is not a story to tell, it is a story to revere, fear, and

adore. Comical folk, those who think they have made it fit for the

people to handle because they have put it into the language of the

people! Is it just a matter of the words, that they do not understand

all they find in writing? Shall I say more? By bringing it this little

bit closer to the people, they remove it farther. Pure ignorance that

reHed entirely on others was much more salutary, and more learned,

than this vain and verbal knowledge, the nurse of presumption and

temerity.

^I also believe that this freedom for everyone to disperse a word so

sacred and important into so many kinds of idioms has in it much more

danger than utiHty. The Jews, the Mohammedans, and almost all

others have espoused, and revere, the language in which their mys-

teries were originally conceived; and any alteration or change in them

is forbidden, not without reason. Are we quite sure that in the Basque

country or Brittany there are enough competent judges to warrant this

translation made into their language? The universal Church has no

judgment more arduous and solemn to make. In preaching and speak-

ing, the interpretation is vague, free, mutable, and piecemeal; so it is

not the same thing.

^One of our Greek historians justly accuses his age because the

secrets of the Christian religion were scattered about the market place

3 The Reformation.

* Lift up your hearts.
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in the hands of the merest artisans, so that anyone might argue and
talk about them according to his Hghts; and he thinks that it was
shameful of us, who, by the grace of God, enjoy the pure mysteries of

piety, to let them be profaned in the mouths of ignorant and common
people, seeing that the Gentiles forbade Socrates, Plato, and the wisest

men to speak of and inquire into the things committed to the priests

of Delphi. He says also that the factions of princes in theological dis-

putes are armed not with zeal but with anger; that zeal takes after

divine reason and justice when it guides itself with order and modera-

tion, but changes into envioits hatred and produces tares instead of

wheat and nettles instead of grapes when it is guided by human
passion.

And that other man also, advising the Emperor Theodosius, said

rightly that disputes did not so much put to sleep the schisms of the

Church as wake them up and stir up heresies; that therefore they

should avoid all contentions and dialectical argumentations and fall

back purely on the prescriptions and formulas of faith established by
the ancients. And the Emperor Andronicus, coming upon two great

men in his palace at verbal grips with Lopadius over one of our points

of great importance, scolded them to the point of threatening to throw
them into the river if they continued.

Women and children nowadays lecture the oldest and most ex-

perienced men about the ecclesiastical laws; whereas the first of Plato s

laws forbids them to inquire even into the reason of the civil laws,

which are to be respected as divine ordinances. And Plato, while he
allows the old men to talk about tliese matters among themselves or

with the magistrate, adds: provided it is not in the presence of young
or profane persons.

A bishop has left it in writing that at the other end of the world
there is an island that the ancients called Dioscorides, an island de-

lightful for its salubrious climate and its fertility, for it abounds in

all sorts of trees and fruits. The people of this island are Christians,

having churches and altars which are adorned only with crosses, with-

out any other images. They are great observers of fasts and holidays,

pay their tithes exactly to the priests, and are so chaste that not one
of them may have more than one woman in all his life; for the rest,

so content with their fortune that in the middle of the sea they do not

know the use of ships, and so simple that of the religion they observe

so scrupulously they understand not a single word: a thing incredible

to anyone who is unaware that the pagans, who are such devout
idolaters, know nothing about their gods except simply their names
and statues.

The old beginning of Menalippus, a tragedy of Euripides, ran thus:

O Jupiter! for to me is known
Nothing of thee but thy name alone.^

5 Montaigne quotes this couplet in French from Amyot's translation of Plu-

tarch's Moral Essays.
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^In my time I have also heard certain writings reproached as being

purely human and philosophical, with no admixture of theology. Never-

theless, it would not be wholly unreasonable to say the contrary: that

the divine doctrine keeps her rank better apart, as queen and mistress;

that she must be sovereign everywhere, not deputy and subsidiary, and

that examples for grammar, rhetoric, and logic might perhaps be drawn

more suitably elsewhere than from so sacred a matter, as also subjects

for theaters, games, and public spectacles; that divine reasons are

regarded with greater veneration and reverence by themselves and in

their own style than when coupled with human reasonings; that it

is a more common fault for theologians to write too humanly than for

humanists to write too untheologically: philosophy, says Saint Chrys-

ostom, has long been banished from the holy schools as a useless hand-

maid, and considered unworthy to peer, even in passing and from the

doorway, into the sanctuary of the holy treasures of the celestial doc-

trine; tliat human speech has lower forms, and should not make use

of the dignity, majesty, and authority of divine speech. I for my part

allow it to say, Hn unsanctioned terms [Saint Augustine], ^"fortune,"

"destiny," "accident," "good luck" and "bad luck," "the gods," and other

phrases, in its own way.

^I set forth notions that are human and my own, simply as human
notions considered in themselves, not as determined and decreed by
heavenly ordinance and permitting neither doubt nor dispute; matter

of opinion, not matter of faith; what I reason out according to me, not

what I believe according to God; as children set forth their essays to

be instructed, not to instruct; in a lay manner, not clerical, but always

very religious.

^And might it not reasonably be said that an order against writing

on religion, unless very reservedly, for any but those who make this

their express profession, would have some appearance of utility and

justice; as perhaps would an order to me, at the same time, to hold

my peace about it?

^I have been told that even those who are not of our Church

nevertheless forbid the use of the name of God among themselves in

their ordinary talk. They do not want it to be used by way of inter-

jection or exclamation, or for testimony or comparison; in which I

think they are right. In whatever way we call God to our company
and society, it should be seriously and religiously.

There is, it seems to me, a certain passage in Xenophon where he

shows that we should pray to God more rarely, since it is not likely

tiiat we can restore our soul so often to that orderly, reformed, and

devout state in which it must be for that purpose; otherwise our prayers

are not only vain and useless, but vicious. "Forgive us," we say, "as

we forgive those who have trespassed against us." What do we mean
by that, if not that we offer him our soul free from vengeance and

rancor? However, we call on God and his aid to conspire in our

faults, ^and invite him to our injustice.

^Which you will reveal to the gods only in private.

PERSIUS
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^The miser prays to him for the vain and superfluous conservation

of his treasures; the ambitious man, for his victories and the guidance

of this passion; the thief uses his help to pass through the risks and
difficulties that oppose the execution of his wicked enterprises, or

thanks him for having found it easy to cut a passer-by's throat. ^Stand-

ing beside the house they are going to scale or blow up, they say their

prayers, with their intentions and hopes full of cruelty, lust, and
avarice.

^The thing you want to say into Jove's private ear.

Come on, say it to Staius. He'll cry: "]oye, didst thou hear?"

Then will not Jove himself likewise utter a cry?

PERsros

'^Margaret, queen of Navarre, tells of a young prince—and although

she does not name him, his greatness has made him recognizable

enough^—that when he went to an amorous assignation to sleep with

the wife of a Paris advocate, his route leading through a church, he
never passed through that holy place in going to or coming from his

enterprise without making his prayers and orisons. His soul filled with

that fine thought, I leave you to judge for what purpose he employed
the divine favor; yet she cites this as evidence of singular devotion.

But it is not by this proof only that one could demonstrate that women
are hardly fit to treat theological matters.

A true prayer and religious reconciliation of ourselves to God can-

not occur in an impure soul, subject even then to the domination of

Satan. He who calls God to his assistance while he is in the very act

of vice acts like a cutpurse who would call justice to his aid, or like

those who put forward the name of God as witness to a lie:

^Our e\dl prayers we say

In a quiet whisper,

LUCAN

^There are few men who would dare place in evidence the secret re-

quests they make of God:

'Tis hard for any man to quit the low-voiced whispers

Within the shrine, and bare his prayers to the world.

PERSIUS

That is why the Pythagoreans wanted them to be public and heard by
everyone, so that God should not be asked for anything indecent or

unjust, as by this man:

Aloud he cries "Apollo!" to the air.

Then his lips move inaudibly: "Lavema fair.

Grant me to cheat, but seem pious and just; and shroud
My sins and frauds within a black protecting cloud."

HORACE

8 King Francis I, Margaret's brother.
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^The gods grievously punished the iniquitous prayers of Oedipus

by granting them. He had prayed that his children should settle the

succession to his state by arms among themselves. He was so unfortu-

nate as to see himself taken at his word. We must not ask that all

things should obey our will, but that our will should obey wisdom.

^It seems, in truth, that we use our prayers ^as a jargon, and ^like

those who use holy and divine words for sorceries and magical effects;

and that we count on their effect depending on the texture, sound, or

sequence of the words, or on our bearing. For with our soul full of lust,

untouched by repentance or by any fresh reconciliation with God, we
go and offer him these words that memory lends to our tongue, and
hope from them to derive expiation for our sins. There is nothing so

easy, so gentle, and so favorable as the divine law; she calls us to

herself, sinful and detestable as we are; she stretches out her arms to

us and takes us to her bosom, no matter how vile, filthy, and besmirched

we are now and are to be in the future. But still, in return, we must
look on her in the right way. We must receive this pardon with

thanksgiving, and, at least for that instant when we address ourselves

to her, have a soul remorseful for its sins and at enmity with the

passions that have driven us to offend her. ^Neither the gods nor good
men, says Plato, accept the wicked man's present.

^Brought to the altar by unspotted hand,
A sacred cake and sparkling salt command
From grim Penates treatment far more nice

Than does the most extravagant sacrifice.

HORACE

57 Of age

^I cannot accept the way in which we establish the duration of our

life. I see that the sages, as compared with popular opinion, make it

a great deal shorter, "What," said the younger Cato to those who
wanted to keep him from killing himself, "am I now at an age where
I can be reproached for abandoning life too soon?" Yet he was only

forty-eight. He regarded that age as quite ripe and quite advanced,

considering how few men reach it. And those who delude themselves

with the idea that some course or other which they call natural promises

a few years beyond, might do so properly if they had a privilege to

exempt them from the many accidents to which we are all naturally

subject, and which can interrupt this course that they promise them-
selves.

What an idle fancy it is to expect to die of a decay of powers brought

on by extreme old age, and to set ourselves this term for our duration,

since that is the rarest of all deaths and the least customary! We call
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it alone natural, as if it were contrary to nature to see a man break his

neck by a fall, be drowned in a shipwreck, or be snatched away by the

plague or a pleurisy, and as if our ordinary condition did not expose us

to all these mishaps. Let us not flatter ourselves with these fine words:

we ought perhaps rather to call natural what is general, common, and
universal.

Death of old age is a rare, singular, and extraordinary death, and
hence less natural than the others; it is the last and ultimate sort of

death; the further it is from us, the less it is to be hoped for. It is indeed

the bourn beyond which we shall not go, and which the law of nature

has prescribed as not to be passed; but it is a very rare privilege of hers

to make us last that long. It is an exemption which she grants by special

favor to a single person in the space of two or three centuries, reheving

him of the misfortunes and difficulties that she has cast in the way of

others during this long period.

Thus my idea is to consider the age we have reached as one few
people reach. Since in the ordinary course of things men do not come
thus far, it is a sign that we are well along. And since we have passed

the customary limits which are the true measure of our life, we must

not hope to go much further. Having escaped so many occasions of

dying, at which we see everyone stumble, we must recognize that an

extraordinary fortune, and one out of the usual, like the one that is

keeping us going, is not due to last much longer.

It is a defect in the very laws to hold this false idea: they have it

that a man is not capable of the management of his estate until he is

twenty-five, whereas he will hardly keep the management of his life

that long. Augustus cut off five years from the ancient Roman ordi-

nances, and declared that it was enough for those assuming the oflBce of

judge to be thirty. Servius Tullius released the knights who had passed

forty-seven from service in war; Augustus set this back to forty-five.

To send men back into retirement before the age of fifty-five or sixty

seems not very reasonable to me. I should be of the opinion that our

employment and occupation should be extended as far as possible, for

the public welfare; I find the fault in the otiier direction, that of not

putting us to work soon enough. Augustus had been universal judge

of the world at nineteen, and yet would have a man be thirty in order

to pass judgment on the position of a gutter.

As for me, I think our souls are as developed at twenty as they are

ever to be, and give the promise of all they ever can do. No soul which
at that age has not given very evident earnest of its strength has given

proof of it later. The natural qualities and virtues give notice within

that term, or never, of whatever vigor or beauty tliey possess:

^If the thorn will not prick at birth,

It never will prick on earth,

they say in Dauphine.

^If I were to enumerate all the beautiful human actions, of what-

ever kind, that have come to my knowledge, I should think I would
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find that the greater part were performed, both in ancient times and

in our own, before the age of thirty, rather than after, ^Yes, often even

in the hves of the same men.

May I not say that with all assurance about those of Hannibal and

of Scipio, his great adversary? They lived a good half of their life on

the glory acquired in their youth: great men afterward in comparison

with all others, but by no means in comparison with themselves.

^As for me, I hold it as certain that since that age my mind and my
body have rather shrunk than grown, and gone backward rather than

forward. It is possible that in those who employ their time well, knowl-

edge and experience grow with living; but vivacity, quickness, firmness,

and other qualities much more our own, more important and essential,

wither and languish.

^When age has crushed the body with its might.

The hmbs collapse with weakness and decay.

The judgment limps, and mind and speech give way.

LUCRETIUS

Sometimes it is the body that first surrenders to age, sometimes, too,

it is the mind; and I have seen enough whose brains were enfeebled

before their stomach and legs; and inasmuch as this is a malady hardly

perceptible to the sufferer and obscure in its symptoms, it is all the more
dangerous. For the time, ^I complain of the laws, not that they leave

us at work too long, but that they set us to work too late. It seems to

me that considering the frailty of our life and how many ordinary

natural reefs it is exposed to, we should not allot so great a part of it

to birth, idleness, and apprenticeship.

END OF BOOK ONE



BOOK TWO
1 Of the inconststency

of our actions

^Those who make a practice of comparing human actions are never

so perplexed as when they try to see them as a whole and in the same

light; for they commonly contradict each other so strangely that it seems

impossible that they have come from the same shop. One moment young

Marius is a son of Mars, another moment a son of Venus. Pope Boni-

face VIII, they say, entered office like a fox, behaved in it like a lion,

and died hke a dog. And who would believe that it was Nero, that living

image of cruelty, who said, when they brought him in customary fashion

the sentence of a condemned criminal to sign: "Would to God I had

never learned to write!" So much his heart was wrung at condemning

a man to death!

Everything is so full of such examples—each man, in fact, can supply

himself with so many—that I find it strange to see intelligent men some-

times going to great pains to match these pieces; seeing that irresolution

seems to me the most common and apparent defect of our nature, as

witness that famous line of Publilius, the farce writer:

Bad is the plan that never can be changed.

PUBLILIUS SYRUS

^There is some justification for basing a judgment of a man on the

most ordinary acts of his life; but in view of the natural instability of

our conduct and opinions, it has often seemed to me that even good
authors are wrong to insist on fashioning a consistent and solid fabric

out of us. They choose one general characteristic, and go and arrange

and interpret all a man's actions to fit their picture; and if they cannot

twist them enough, they go and set them down to dissimulation. Au-

gustus has escaped them; for there is in this man throughout the course

of his life such an obvious, abrupt, and continual variety of actions that

even the boldest judges have had to let him go, intact and unsolved.

Nothing is harder for me than to believe in men's consistency, nothing

easier than to believe in their inconsistency. He who would judge them
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in detail ^and distinctly, bit by bit, ^would more often hit upon the truth.

'^In all antiquity it is hard to pick out a dozen men who set their hves

to a certain and constant course, which is the principal goal of wisdom.

For, to comprise all wisdom in a word, says an ancient [Seneca], and

to embrace all the rules of our life in one, it is "always to will the same

things, and always to oppose the same things." I would not deign, he

says, to add "provided the will is just"; for if it is not just, it cannot always

be whole.

In truth, I once learned that vice is only unruliness and lack of

moderation, and that consequently consistency cannot be attributed

to it. It is a maxim of Demosthenes, they say, that the beginning of

all virtue is consultation and deHberation; and the end and perfection,

consistency. If it were by reasoning that we settled on a particular

course of action, we would choose the fairest course—but no one has

thought of that:

He spurns the thing he sought, and seeks anew
What he just spurned; he seethes, his life's askew.

HORACE

Our ordinary practice is to follow the inclinations of our appetite,

to the left, to the right, uphill and down, as the wind of circumstance

carries us. We think of what we want only at the moment we want it,

and we change like that animal which takes the color of the place you

set it on. What we have just now planned, we presently change, and

presently again we retrace our steps: nothing but oscillation and in-

consistency:

Like puppets we are moved by outside strings.

HORACE

We do not go; we are carried away, like floating objects, now gently,

now violently, according as the water is angry or calm:

^Do we not see all humans unaware
Of what they want, and always searching everywhere.

And changing place, as if to drop the load they bear?

LUCRETIUS

^Every day a new fancy, and our humors shift with the shifts in the

weather:

Such are the minds of men, as is the fertile light

That Father Jove himself sends down to make earth bright.

HOMER

^We float between different states of mind; we wish nothing freely,

nothing absolutely, nothing constantly. ^If any man could prescribe

and establish definite laws and a definite organization in his head, we
should see shining throughout his life an evenness of habits, an order,

and an infallible relation between his principles and his practice.

^Empedocles noticed this inconsistency in the Agrigentines, that
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they abandoned themselves to pleasures as if they were to die on the

morrow, and built as if they were never to die.

^This man^ v/ould be easy to understand, as is shown by the example

of the younger Cato: he who has touched one chord of him has touched

all; he is a harmony of perfectly concordant sounds, which cannot con-

flict. With us, it is the opposite: for so many actions, we need so many
individual judgments. The surest thing, in my opinion, would be to

trace our actions to the neighboring circumstances, without getting into

any further research and without drawing from them any other con-

clusions.

Diu-ing the disorders of our poor country',- 1 was told that a girl, living

near where I then was, had thrown herself out of a high window to avoid

the violence of a knavish soldier quartered in her house. Not killed by
the fall, she reasserted her purpose by trying to cut her throat with

a knife. From this she was prevented, but only after wounding herself

gravely. She herself confessed that the soldier had as yet pressed her

only with requests, solicitations, and gifts; but she had been afraid,

she said, that he would finally resort to force. And all this with such

words, such expressions, not to mention the blood that testified to her

virtue, as would have become another Lucrece. Now, I learned that

as a matter of fact, both before and since, she was a wench not so hard

to come to terms with. As the story says: Handsome and gentlemanly

as you may be, when you have had no luck, do not promptly conclude

that your mistress is inviolably chaste; for all you know, the mule driver

may get his will with her.

Antigonus, having taken a liking to one of his soldiers for his virtue

and valor, ordered his physicians to treat the man for a persistent in-

ternal malady that had long tormented him. After his cure, his master

noticed that he was going about his business much less warmly, and

asked him what had changed him so and made him such a coward.

"You yourself, Sire," he answered, "by delivering me from the ills that

made my life indifferent to me." A soldier of Lucullus who had been

robbed of everything by the enemy made a bold attack on them to get

revenge. When he had retrieved his loss, Lucullus, having formed a

good opinion of him, urged him to some dangerous exploit with all the

fine expostulations he could think of,

With words that might have stirred a coward's heart.

HORACE

"Urge some poor soldier who has been robbed to do it," he replied;

Though but a rustic lout,

"That man will go who's lost his money," he called out;

HORACE
and resolutely refused to go.

1 The disciplined man in the sentence before last.

2 The religious civil wars between Catholics and Protestants, which lasted

intermittently from 1562 to 1594.
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^We read that Sultan Mohammed outrageously berated Hassan,

leader of his Janissaries, because he saw his troops giving way to the

Hungarians and Hassan himself behaving like a coward in the fight.

Hassan's only reply was to go and hurl himself furiously—alone, just as

he was, arms in hand—into the first body of enemies that he met, by
whom he was promptly swallowed up; this was perhaps not so much
self-justification as a change of mood, nor so much his natural valor as

fresh spite.

^That man whom you saw so adventurous yesterday, do not think

it strange to find him just as cowardly today: either anger, or necessity,

or company, or wine, or the sound of a trumpet, had put his heart in his

belly. His was a courage formed not by reason, but by one of these

circumstances; it is no wonder if he has now been made different by

other, contrary circumstances.

^These supple variations and contradictions that are seen in us have

made some imagine that we have two souls, and others that two powers

accompany us and drive us, each in its own way, one toward good, the

other toward evil; for such sudden diversity cannot well be reconciled

with a simple subject.

^Not only does the wind of accident move me at will, but, besides,

I am moved and disturbed as a result merely of my own unstable postiire;

and anyone who observes carefully can hardly find himself twice in the

same state. I give my soul now one face, now another, according to

which direction I turn it. If I speak of myself in different ways, that is

because I look at myself in different ways. All contradictions may be

found in me by some twist and in some fashion. Bashful, insolent;

^chaste, lascivious; ^talkative, taciturn; tough, delicate; clever, stupid;

surly, affable; lying, truthful; ^learned, ignorant; liberal, miserly, and

prodigal: ^all this I see in myself to some extent according to how I

turn; and whoever studies himself really attentively finds in himself, yes,

even in his judgment, this gyration and discord. I have nothing to say

about myself absolutely, simply, and solidly, without confusion and

without mixture, or in one word. Distinguo is the most universal mem-
ber of my logic.

Although I am always minded to say good of what is good, and

inclined to interpret favorably anything that can be so interpreted, still

it is true that the strangeness of om: condition makes it happen that we
are often driven to do good by vice itself—were it not that doing good

is judged by intention alone.

Therefore one courageous deed must not be taken to prove a man
valiant; a man who was really valiant would be so always and on all

occasions. If valor were a habit of virtue, and not a sally, it would make
a man equally resolute in any contingency, the same alone as in company,

the same in single combat as in battle; for, whatever they say, there is

not one valor for the pavement and another for the camp. As bravely

would he bear an illness in his bed as a wound in camp, and he would
fear death no more in his home than in an assault. We would not see

the same man charging into the breach with brave assurance, and later
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tormenting himself, like a woman, over the loss of a lawsuit or a son.

^When, though a coward against infamy, he is firm against poverty;

when, though weak against the surgeons' knives, he is steadfast against

the enemy's swords, the action is praiseworthy, not the man.

Many Greeks, says Cicero, cannot look at the enemy, and are brave

in sickness; the Cimbrians and Celtiberians, just the opposite; for noth-

ing can be uniform that does not spring from a firm principle [Cicero].

^There is no more extreme valor of its kind than Alexander's; but

it is only of one kind, and not complete and universal enough. <^In-

comparable though it is, it still has its blemishes; ^which is why we see

him worry so frantically when he conceives the slightest suspicion that

his men are plotting against his Life, and why he behaves in such matters

with such violent and indiscriminate injustice and with a fear that sub-

verts his natural reason. Also superstition, with which he was so sti-ongly

tainted, bears some stamp of pusillanimity. ^And the excessiveness of

the penance he did for the murder of Clytus is also evidence of the

unevenness of his temper.

AQur actions are nothing but a patchwork—^they despise pleasure,

but are too cowardly in pain; they are indifferent to glory, but in-

famy breaks their spirit [Cicero]—'^and we want to gain honor under

false colors. Vii'tue will not be followed except for her own sake; and

if we sometimes borrow her mask for some other purpose, she promptly

snatches it from our face. It is a strong and vivid dye, once the soul is

steeped in it, and will not go without taking the fabric with it. That

is why, to judge a man, we must follow his traces long and carefully.

If he does not maintain consistency for its own sake, ^with a way of life

that has been well considered and preconcerted [Cicero]; ^^if changing

circumstances make him change his pace ( I mean his path, for his pace

may be hastened or slowed), let him go: that man goes before the wind,

as the motto of our Talbot says.

It is no wonder, says an ancient [Seneca], that chance has so much
power over us, since we live by chance. A man who has not directed

his life as a whole toward a definite goal cannot possibly set his par-

ticular actions in order. A man who does not have a picture of the whole
in his head cannot possibly arrange the pieces. What good does it do
a man to lay in a supply of paints if he does not know what he is to

paint? No one makes a definite plan of his life; we think about it only

piecemeal. The archer must first know what he is aiming at, and then

set his hand, his bow, his string, his arrow, and his movements for that

goal. Our plans go astray because they have no direction and no aim.

No wind works for the man who has no port of destination.

I do not agree with the judgment given in favor of Sophocles, on the

strength of seeing one of his tragedies, that it proved him competent to

manage his domestic affairs, against the accusation of his son. *^Nor do

I think that the conjecture of the Parians sent to reform the Milesians

was suflBcient ground for the conclusion they drew. Visiting the island,

they noticed the best-cultivated lands and the best-run country houses,

and noted down the names of their owners. Then they assembled the
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citizens in the town and appointed these owners the new governors and
magistrates, judging that they, who were careful of their private afiFairs,

would be careful of those of the public.

^We are all patchwork, and so shapeless and diverse in composition

that each bit, each moment, plays its own game. And there is as much
difference between us and ourselves as between us and others. ^Con-

sider it a great thing to play the part of one single man [Seneca]. ^Am-
bition can teach men valor, and temperance, and liberality, and even

justice. Greed can implant in the heart of a shop apprentice, brought up
in obscurity and idleness, the confidence to cast himself far from hearth

and home, in a frail boat at the mercy of the waves and angry Nep-
tune; it also teaches discretion and wisdom. Venus herself supplies reso-

lution and boldness to boys still subject to discipline and the rod, and
arms the tender hearts of virgins who are still in their mothers' laps

:

^Furtively passing sleeping guards, with Love as guide,

Alone by night the girl comes to the young man's side.

TIBULLUS

^In view of this, a sound intellect will refuse to judge men simply by

their outward actions; we must probe the inside and discover what
springs set men in motion. But since this is an arduous and hazardous

undertaking, I wish fewer people would meddle with it.

2 Of drunkenness

^The world is nothing but variety and dissimilarity. Vices are all

alike in that they are all vices, and perhaps this is the way the Stoics

understand it. But although they are equally vices, they are not equal

vices. And it is not credible that the man who has transgressed the limits

by a hundred paces.

Short of which or beyond which there is no right path,

HORACE

is in as good condition as the one who is only ten paces beyond; nor

is it credible that sacrilege is no worse than the theft of a cabbage from

our garden:

Nor will reason convince me that the sin's the same
To trample someone's cabbages, as without shame
To rob by night the sacred temples of the gods.

HORACE

There is as much diversity in this as in anything else.

^Confusion about the order and measurement of sins is dangerous.

Murderers, traitors, tyrants, gain too much by it. It is not right that
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their conscience should be reheved because some other man is indolent,

or lascivious, or less assiduous in his devotions. Each man lays weight
on his neighbor's sin and lightens his own. Even our teachers often

rank sins badly, in my opinion.

^As Socrates used to say that the principal function of wisdom was
to distinguish good things from bad, so we lesser men, who even at our

best are always tainted with vice, should say the same thing about the

science of distinguishing among the vices; if we do not make this dis-

tinction very nicely, the virtuous man and the wicked man will remain
confused and unrecognized.

^Now drunkenness, among the others, seems to me a gross and
brutish vice. The mind has more of a part in the others; and there are

vices that have about them something indefinably noble, if we must
call it that. There are some that involve knowledge, diligence, valor,

prudence, skill, and subtlety; this one is all bodily and earthy. Thus the

grossest nation in existence today is the only one that holds it in esteem.

The other vices affect the understanding; this one overturns it, ^and
stuns the body:

When we are conquered by the strength of wine.
Our hmbs grow heavy, our legs intertwine;

With sodden mind, slow tongue, and swimming eyes.

We reel amid the hiccups, brawls and cries.

LUCRETIUS

^The worst condition of man is when he loses knowledge and control

of him.self.

^And they say among other things that just as must, fermenting in

a vessel, pushes to the top all there is on the bottom, so wine, in those

who have taken it in excess, uncorks the most intimate secrets:

^In Bacchic revel

The sage to you his cares

And secret counsel bares.

HORACE

^Josephus tells how he wormed the secrets out of a certain am-
bassador that the enemy had sent to him by having him drink his fill.

However, Augustus confided his most private affairs to Lucius Piso,

who conquered Thrace, and never found himself mistaken about him;
nor was Tiberius mistaken about Cossus, to whom he unburdened him-
self of all his plans; though we know both to have been so subject to

wine that they often had to be carried drunk out of the Senate,

His veins, as always, swol'n with wine of yesterday.

VIRGIL

•^And they confided the plan to kill Caesar as trustingly to Cimber, al-

though he often got drunk, as to Cassius, a water drinker. Wherefore
he retorted wittily: "I should bear up under a tyrant, I who cannot bear
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up under my wine!" ^We see our Germans, drowned in wine, remem-
ber their quarters, the watchword, and their rank:

^Steeped though they are in wine, drunk, staggering,

Beating them down is still no easy thing.

JUVENAL

^I should not have believed in a drunkenness so deep, so dead and
buried, if I had not read of this instance of it in the histories. Attains,

having invited Pausanias to supper in order to do him some notable

indignity—that same Pausanias who for this same reason later killed

Philip, king of Macedon, a king who by his fine qualities bore witness

to the education he had received in the house and company of Epami-
nondas—made him drink so much that he could abandon his body in-

sensibly, like the body of some whore under a hedge, to the mule-
teers and a number of vile slaves of Attains' household. And I learned

from a lady whom I hold in singular honor and esteem that near Bor-
deaux ( toward Castres, where her house is ) a village woman, a widow
of chaste reputation, feeling the first inklings of pregnancy, told her
neighbors that she would think she was with child if she had a husband.
But as the occasion of this suspicion grew from day to day and finally

became evident, she brought herself to have it announced at the service

in her church that if anyone would admit the deed, she promised to

pardon him and, if he saw fit, to marry him. A young farmhand of hers,

emboldened by this proclamation, declared that he had found her, one
holiday when she had taken her wine very freely, so fast asleep by her
fireplace, and in so indecent a posture, that he had been able to enjoy
her without waking her. They are still alive and married to each other.

^It is certain that antiquity did not strongly decry this vice. In-

deed, the writings of several philosophers speak of it very mildly, and
even among the Stoics there are some who recommend that we allow

ourselves sometimes to drink our fill, and get drunk in order to relax

the soul:

^In this contest like others, so they say,

The great Socrates bore the prize away.

MAXIMIANUS

•^That censor and corrector of others,^ ^Cato, was reproached for

drinking well:

^Old Cato's virtue drew from wine,
So we are told, a glow more fine.

HORACE

^Cyrus, such a renowned king, to put himself ahead of his brother
Artaxerxes, alleged among other things in his own praise that he could
drink much better. And in the best-regulated and best-governed nations

this test of drinking one's fill was much in use. I have heard Silvius,

1 Instead of this phrase, in the editions published during his lifetime, Mon-
taigne had written: "The true image of Stoic virtue . .

."
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an excellent doctor from Paris, say that to keep the digestive powers
from getting lazy, it is good to rouse them once a month by this excess,

and stimulate them to keep them from getting sluggish. ^And they
say that the Persians used to consult about their principal affairs after

wine.

^My taste and constitution are more inimical to this vice than my
reason. For, quite aside from the fact that I easily submit my beliefs

to the authority of ancient opinions, I find it indeed a loose and stupid

vice, but less malicious and harmful than the others, which almost all

clash more directly with society in general. And if we cannot give

ourselves pleasure without its costing us something, as they maintain,

I find that this vice costs our conscience less than the others. Moreover,
it is not hard to prepare for and find: a consideration not to be despised.

^A man advanced in dignity and age counted drink among the three

principal comforts that he used to say he had left in life. But he took

it in the wrong way. Fastidiousness is to be avoided in it, and careful

selection of wines. If you make your pleasure depend on drinking good
wine, you condemn yourself to the pain of sometimes drinking bad
wine. We must have a less exacting and freer taste. To be a good
drinker, one must not have so delicate a palate. The Germans drink

almost all wines with equal pleasure. Their aim is to swallow rather

than to taste. They have much the better of the bargain. Their pleasure

is much more plentiful and ready at hand.

Second, to drink French style, at two meals and moderately, for fear

of your health, is to restrain the god's favor too much. You need more
time and persistence. The ancients spent whole nights at this exercise,

and often added the days. And so we should make our daily drinking
habits more expansive and vigorous. I have seen a great lord in my
time, a personage of high enterprises and famous successes, who, with-

out effort and in the course of his ordinary meals, used to drink scarcely

fewer than ten quarts of wine, and showed himself on leaving only too

wise and circumspect, at the expense of our affairs.

The pleasure we want to reckon on for the course of our Hfe should
occupy more space in it. Like shop apprentices and workmen, we should
refuse no chance to drink, and have this desire always in our head. It

seems that every day we cut down on our eating and drinking, and that

in our houses, as I remember from my childhood, lunches, suppers, and
collations used to be much more frequent and usual than they are now.
Could it be that in some respects we are moving toward improvement?
Surely not. The fact is that we are much more addicted to lechery than
were our fathers. These two occupations interfere with each other in

their vigor. Lechery has weakened our stomach on the one hand; and
on the other hand, sobriety serves to make us more lively and lusty for

the exercise of love.

It is marvelous what stories I have heard my father tell of the chas-

tity of his day. He was the man to tell them, being very well suited to

tlie service of the ladies, both by nature and by art. He spoke little and
well, and sprinkled his language with ornamental expressions from books
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in the modern vernaculars, especially Spanish; and among the Spanish

his usual reading was the book they call Marcus AureHus.^ His bearing

was one of gentle, humble, and very modest gravity. A singular care

for neatness and propriety of person and dress, whether afoot or on

horseback. A prodigious fidelity in keeping his word, and a general

conscientiousness and scrupulousness leaning rather toward than away

from superstition. For a small man, full of vigor, and straight and well-

proportioned in stature. An attractive face, inclining to brown. Adroit

and distinguished in all gentlemanly exercises. I have even seen some

canes filled with lead, with which they say he exercised his arms to pre-

pare for throwing the bar or the stone, or for fencing, and some shoes

with leaded soles to train him to be fighter in running and jumping. Of
his vaulting, he has left some small miracles in people's memory. I have

seen him, past sixty, put our agility to shame: leap into the saddle in

his furred gown, do a turn over the table on his thumb, hardly ever go

up to his room without taking three or four steps at a time. On this

subject of mine, he used to say that in a whole province there was
scarcely one woman of quality who had a bad reputation; and he would
tell of remarkable intimacies, especially of his own, with respectable

women, free from any suspicion. And of himself he solemnly swore

that he had come to his marriage a virgin. And yet he had taken a very

long part in the Italian wars, of which he has left a diary in his own
hand, following what happened point by point, in both public and his

own private matters. Consequently he married well along in age, in

the year 1528, which was his thirty-third, on his return from Italy. Let's

get back to our bottles.

^The discomforts of old age, which need some support and refresh-

ment, might reasonably make me wish to be a better drinker; for drink-

ing is almost the last pleasure that the years steal from us. Natural

liveliness, good fellows say, first starts in the feet: this is true of chil-

dren. From there it rises to the middle region, where it plants itself

for a long time, and produces there, in my opinion, the only true pleas-

ures of bodily life; *^the other pleasures are asleep by comparison.

^Toward the end, like a vapor that rises upward and is exhaled, it

arrives at the gullet, where it makes its last stop.

^I cannot understand, for all that, how people come to prolong the

pleasure of drinking beyond their thirst, and forge themselves in their

imagination an artificial and unnatural appetite. My stomach would
not go that far; it has enough trouble taking care of what it takes for

its need. ^My disposition is not to set store by drinking except after

eating; and for that reason my last drink is almost always the biggest.

Anacharsis was amazed that the Greeks drank in bigger glasses at the

end of the meal than at the beginning. That was, I suppose, for the

same reason that the Germans do it, who then begin their drinking

bouts.

Plato forbids children to drink wine before eighteen, and to get

- The Golden Book of Marcus Aurelius, by Antonio de Guevara ( 1490-1545),

a historical romance popular in France, Italy, and England as well as Spain.
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drunk before forty; but those who have passed forty he orders to enjoy

drinking, and to mix freely in their banquets the influence of Dionysus,

that good god who restores gaiety to all men and youth to the old, who
softens and mollifies the passions of the soul as iron is softened by fire.

And in his Laws he finds such drinking parties useful, provided there is

a leader of the group to control and regulate them. For drunkenness

to Plato is a good and certain test of each and every man's nature, and

at the same time suited to give older people the courage to make merry

in dances and music, useful pastimes that they shy away from in a sober

mood. He adds that wine is capable of giving temperance to the soul

and health to the body. However, he likes these restrictions, borrowed

partly from the Carthaginians: that it be used sparingly on a military

expedition; that every magistrate and every judge abstain from it when
he is on the point of carrying out his duties and consulting on public

affairs; that the day, a time due to other occupations, should not be spent

in drinking, or a night when we intend to beget children.

They say that the philosopher Stilpo, weighed down with old age,

deliberately hastened his end by drinking undiluted wine. The same

cause, but not by his own design, also stifled the worn-out vital forces

of the philosopher Arcesilaus.

^But it is an old and amusing question whether the soul of the sage

is such that it would yield to the power of wine,

If wine can storm the very fort of wisdom.

HORACE

To how much vanity are we driven by the high opinion we have of

ourselves! The best-regulated soul in the world has only too much to

do to stay on its feet and keep itself from collapsing to the ground

through its own weakness. Out of a thousand souls, there is not one

that is sti-aight and composed for a single moment in a lifetime; and it

may be questioned, given the soul's natural condition, whether it can

ever be so. But when straightness and composure are combined with

constancy, then the soul attains its ultimate perfection; I mean even if

nothing should jar it, which a thousand accidents can do.

Look at Lucretius, that great poet; all his philosophizing and self-

discipline cannot prevent him from being driven insane by an aphro-

disiac. Is there anybody who believes that an apoplexy will not stun

Socrates as well as a porter? Some have been driven by an illness to

forget their very name, and a sUght wound has overturned the judg-

ment of others.

For all his wisdom, the sage is still a man: what is there more vul-

nerable, more wretched, and more null? Wisdom does not overcome

our natural limitations:

^Over the whole body therefore we see arise

Pallor and sweat; the tongue is tied, and the voice dies,

The eyes grow dim, ears ring, the limbs give way; the whole
At last collapses from the terror of the soul.

LUCRETIUS
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AThe sage must blink his eyes at the blow that threatens him; if you

set him on the edge of a precipice, he must shudder ^like a child. Nature

has willed to reserve to herself these shght marks of her authority, in-

vincible to our reason and to Stoic virtue, in order to teach man his

mortality and frailty. ^He pales with fear, he reddens with shame; he

complains at a sharp attack of the colic, if not in a desperate and clamor-

ous voice, at least with a voice broken and hoarse:

Let him think nothing human foreign to him.

ADAPTED FROM TERENCE

The poets, ^who invent everything as they please, ^do not dare to exempt

their heroes even from tears:

Thus weeping does he speak, and bids his fleet depart.

VIRGIL

Enough for the sage to curb and moderate his inclinations; for to do

away with them is not in him.

Even that Plutarch of ours, so perfect and excellent a judge of human
actions, on seeing Brutus and Torquatus kill their children, came to

doubt whether virtue could go that far, and to wonder whether those

personages had not ratlier been motivated by some other passion. All

actions outside the ordinary limits are subject to sinister interpretation,

inasmuch as our taste responds no more to what is above it than to what

is below.

^Let us leave aside that other sect that makes an express profession

of pride. But even in the sect^ that is considered the softest, we hear

these boasts of Metrodorus : Fortune, I have anticipated you and seized

you; I have cut off all your access, so that you cannot come near me
[Cicero] . Anaxarchus, who had been laid in a stone trough by the orders

of Nicocreon, tyrant of Cyprus, and fatally beaten with an iron mallet,

does not stop saying: "Strike, break; it is not Anaxarchus but his shell

that you are pounding." ^Our martyrs were heard crying out to the

tyrant in the midst of the flame: "It's roasted enough on that side, chop

it up, eat it, it's cooked, start on the other side!" And that boy in Jo-

sephus, all torn by biting pincers and pierced by the awls of Antiochus,

still defied him, crying out with a firm and steady voice: "Tyrant, you're

wasting your time, here I am still at ease; where is that pain, where are

those torments, with which you were threatening me? Is this all you

know how to do? My constancy gives you more pain than I feel from

your cruelty. O cowardly wretch, you are giving up, and I am growing

stronger; make me complain, make me bend, make me yield, if you can;

give your satellites and your executioners courage; see, they have lost

heart, they can do no more; arm them, goad them!" When we hear such

defiance, surely we must confess that in these souls there is some al-

teration, some frenzy, however holy it be.

8 The Epicureans. The "other sect" is the Stoics.
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When we come to such Stoic sallies as I would rather be insane than

voluptuous, ^a. saying of Antisthenes; ^when Sextius tells us that he
would rather be pierced through by pain than by sensual pleasure;

when Epicurus undertakes to be caressed by the gout, refuses rest and
health, cheerfully defies ills, and, scorning the less severe pains and
disdaining to struggle with them, invokes and wishes for pains strong,

biting, and worthy of him—

Among his harmless flocks, it is his prayer to meet
A foaming boar, or tawny lion from the hills

vraciL

—who does not judge that these are the sallies of a runaway courage?

Our soul from its abode could not reach so high. It must leave its

dwelling place and rise, and, taking the bit in its teeth, abduct its man
and carry him off so far that afterward he is himself astonished at his

deeds; as, in exploits of war, the heat of combat often impels high-

souled soldiers to go through such dangers that when they have come
back to themselves tiiey are the first to be struck with amazement; as

also poets are often rapt in wonder at their own works and no longer

recognize the track over which they ran so fine a race. That is what

is called poetic frenzy and madness. And as Plato says that a sedate man
knocks in vain on the door of poetry, so Aristotle says that no excellent

soul is free from an admixture of madness. And he is right to call

madness any transport, however laudable, that transcends our own
judgment and reason; inasmuch as wisdom is an orderly management

of our soul, which she conducts with measure and proportion and is

responsible for.

^Plato argues thus: that the faculty of prophecy is above us; that

we must be outside of ourselves when we exercise it; that our wisdom
must be obscured either by sleep or by some illness, or lifted from its

place by some celestial rapture.

3 A custom of the island of Cea

^If to philosophize is to doubt, as they say, then to play the fool and

follow my fancies, as I do, is all the more to doubt. For it is for the

learners to inquire and dispute, and for the master to decide. My master

is tlie authority of the divine will, which rules us without contradiction

and has its place above these vain and human wranglings.

When Philip had entered the Peloponnesus with an armed force,

someone said to Damidas that the Lacedaemonians would have much
to suffer if they did not regain his favor. "Coward," he answered, "and
what can people suffer who do not fear death?" Also Agis was asked

how a man could Hve free. "By despising death," he said.
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These sayings, and a thousand hke them that we come across on
this subject, evidently have a ring of something beyond patiently wait-

ing for the end when death comes to us. For there are many accidents

in life worse to suffer than death itself. Witness that Lacedaemonian
boy, taken by Antigonus and sold as a slave, who, when pressed by his

master to perform some mean service, replied: "You shall see whom
you have bought; it would be shameful for me to be a servant, with
freedom so ready at hand." And so saying, he threw himself from the

top of the house. When Antipater harshly threatened the Lacedae-
monians to make them fall in with some demand of his, they answered:
"If you threaten us with worse tlian death, we shall die the more will-

lingly." ^And to Philip, who had written them that he would hinder

all their enterprises: "What, will you also hinder us from dying?"

"^That is what they mean by saying that the sage lives as long as

he should, not as long as he can; and that the most beneficent present

Nature has given us, a present which takes from us any reason for

complaining about our condition, is the gift of the key to the fields.

She has ordained only one entry into life, and a hundred thousand
exits. ^We may lack land to live on, but land to die on we cannot lack,

as Boiocalus replied to tiie Romans. ^Why do you complain of this

world? It does not hold you: if you live in pain, your cowardice is the

cause; to die all that is needed is the will:

For death is everywhere. Gracious is this, God's plan:

That though our life may be destroyed by any man.
No one can take our death; a thousand roads lead there.

SENECA

And death is not the remedy for just one malady, but the remedy for

all ills. It is a very sure haven, which is never to be feared, and often

to be sought. It all comes to the same thing whether man gives himself

his death or suffers it, whether he runs to meet his day or awaits it;

wherever it comes from, it is still his; wherever the thread breaks, it

is all there, that's the end of the skein.

The most voluntary death is the fairest.

Life depends on the will of others; death, on our own.
In nothing should we suit our own humor as much as in this. Repu-

tation is not concerned in such an enterprise; it is folly to consider it.

Life is slavery if the freedom to die is wanting.

The ordinary course of a cure is carried on at the expense of life:

they incise us, they cauterize us, they amputate our limbs, they deprive

us of food and blood. One step further, and we are completely cured.

Why is not the jugular vein as much at our disposal as the median vein?

For the most violent diseases the most violent remedies.

Servius the grammarian, having the gout, found no better plan for

it than to apply poison and kill his legs. '^Let them be as gouty as they

liked, provided they were insensitive. ^God gives us leave enough when
he puts us in such a state that it is worse to live than to die. ^It is weak-
ness to yield to ills, but it is madness to foster them.
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The Stoics say that it is hving in conformity with nature for the

sage to part with hfe even in full happiness, if he does so opportunely,

and for the fool to cling to his life, even though he is miserable—the

essential thing, for both men, is to be in general harmony with nature.

Just as I do not violate the laws against thieves when I carry away
my own money and cut my own purse, or those against firebugs when
I burn my own wood, so I am not bound by the laws against murderers

for having taken my own life.

Hegesias used to say that like the condition of life, the condition of

death ought to depend on our choice. And when Diogenes met the

philosopher Speusippus, long afflicted with the dropsy and being car-

ried in a litter, who called out to him "Good health to you, Diogenes!"

he replied "No health to you, who endure Hfe, being in such a state."

Indeed, some time after, Speusippus killed himself, weary of such a pain-

ful condition of life.

^This does not pass without contradiction. For many hold that we
cannot abandon this garrison of the world without the express com-
mand of him who has placed us in it; and that it is for God, who has

sent us here not for ourselves alone, but for his glory and the service

of otliers, to give us leave when he pleases, not for us to take it. ^We
are not born for ourselves, it is said, but also for our country; the laws

demand of us, for their interest, an accounting of ourselves, and can

take action for homicide against us. ^Otherwise, as deserters from our

post, we are punished in both this and the other world:

Next we see the abode of those sad innocents

Whose ovATi hands took their lives, who, weary of the light,

Did cast away their souls.

VERGIL

There is much more fortitude in wearing out the chain that binds us

than in breaking it, and more proof of strength in Regulus than in Cato.

It is lack of judgment and of patience that hastens our pace. Virtue, if

energetic, never turns its back under any circumstances; it seeks out

evils and pain for nourishment. The threats of tyrants, the rack and the

scaffold, put spirit and Hfe into it:

Just like the oak, lopped by the axe's blows.

In fertile Algidus, of its dark boughs.
He does not seem the cuts and strokes to feel,

But draws his strength and spirit from the steel.

HORACE
And as another says:

It is not virtue, father, as you think,

To be afraid of life, but to oppose
Firmly, not giving way, the greatest woes.

SENECA

'Tis easy in bad times to look on death with scorn;

Braver is he who proves that misery can be borne.

MARTIAL
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It is an act of cowardice, not of virtue, to go and hide in a hole, under

a massive tomb, in order to avoid the blows of fortune. Virtue does not

stop on the road or slow its pace for any storm that blows:

If shattered falls the heavenly sphere,

Its ruins strike him, but not fear.

HORACE

Most commonly flight from other misfortunes drives us to this one.

Indeed, sometimes flight from death makes us run into it—

^Is it not mad, I ask, to die for fear of death?

MABTIAL

—'^like those who, for fear of a precipice, throw themselves over it:

Fear of ills to come has sent

Many into great dangers; bravest is the man
Who, ready to endure the ills at hand, yet can
Also defer them.

LUCAN

Further, when death strikes men with fright.

Possessed by deep disgust of vision, life, and light.

They do themselves to death, full of imhappiness.

Forgetting that this fear produces their distress.

LUCRETIUS

^Plato, in his Laws, ordains an ignominious burial for the man who has

deprived his closest and best friend, namely himself, of life and of his

destined course when constrained not by public judgment, or by some
sad and unavoidable accident of fortune, or by unbearable shame, but

by the cowardice and weakness of a timorous soul.

^As for the opinion that disdains our life, it is ridiculous. For after

all, life is our being, it is our all. Things that have a nobler and richer

being may accuse ours; but it is against nature that we despise ourselves

and care nothing about ourselves. It is a malady peculiar to man, and
not seen in any other creature, to hate and disdain himself.

It is by a similar vanity that we wish to be something other than

we are. The object of such a desire does not really aflFect us, inasmuch

as the desire contradicts and hinders itself within. A man who wishes

to be made into an angel does nothing for himseK; '^he would never bene-

fit from the change, ^For when he is no more, who will feel and rejoice

in this improvement for him?

^For if a man's to suffer malady or pain.

He needs must be on hand in person at the time
When the blow falls.

LUCRETIUS

^The security, the freedom from pain and suffering, the exemption

from the ills of this life, that we purchase at the price of death, bring us
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no advantage. To no purpose does the man avoid war who cannot en-

joy peace, and to no purpose does the man flee from trouble who does

not have what it takes to relish repose.

Among those of the first opinion there has been much doubt over

this point: What occasions are sufficient to justify a man's decision to

kill himself? They call it a reasonable exit [Diogenes Laertius]. For

although they say that often we must die for trivial reasons since the

reasons that keep us living are not very strong, still some moderation

is necessary. There are fantastic and irrational humors that have driven

not only individual men but nations to do away with themselves. I have

cited examples of this earlier.^ And besides, we read of the virgins of

Miletus that in a mad conspiracy they hanged themselves one after the

other until the authorities put a stop to this by ordering that those who
were found thus hanged should be dragged with the same rope stark

naked through the city.

When Cleomenes had fled from an honorable death in a battle he

had just lost, Therycion urged him to kill himself because of the bad
state of his affairs and to accept this other death which was second to

the first in honor, in order not to give the victors the chance to make
him suffer either a shameful death or a shameful life. Cleomenes, with

Spartan and Stoic courage, refused this counsel as cowardly and ef-

feminate. "That is a remedy," he said, "which can never fail me, and

which must not be used as long as there is an inch of hope remaining."

And he added that sometimes it is constancy and valor to live; that he

wanted even his death to serve his country, and desired to make it an

act of honor and virtue. Therycion then followed his ov^oi advice and
killed himself. Cleomenes did the same later, but that was after ex-

periencing the ultimate test of fortune. Not all troubles are worth our

wanting to die to avoid them.

And then, there being so many sudden changes in human affairs, it

is hard to judge just at what point we are at the end of our hope:

^The gladiator too has hope, prone on the sand,

Although the thumb is down on every threatening hand.

PENTADIUS, QUOTED BY JUSTUS LIPSroS

^A man may hope for anything, says an old adage, as long as he is

alive. "Yes," replies Seneca, "but why should I keep in mind this fact,

that fortune can do anything for one who is alive, rather than this other

fact, that fortune can do nothing to one who knows how to die?" We
see Josephus caught in a danger so clear and so imminent—a whole
nation had risen up against him—that logically there could be no way
out. However, as he says, although he was advised by one of his friends

at this point to do away with himself, he did well to hang on stubbornly

to his hopes: for fortune, beyond all human reason, so reversed this

situation that he saw himself delivered from it without any mishap.

And Cassius and Brutus, on the contrary, demolished the last rem-
nants of Roman liberty, of which they were the protectors, by the rash

^ Essays I: 14, pp. 34-36.
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haste with which they killed themselves before the proper time and

occasion.^

^I have seen a hundred hares escape from the very teeth of the

greyhounds. Some men have survived their executioners [Seneca].

^Time, and the work of changing days, has made
Many a bad thing good; fortune has played

With many men, and set them firm again.

VrRGIL

^Pliny says that there are only three kinds of diseases that a man
may rightfully kill himself to escape from:^ the fiercest of all is the

kidney stone when the urine is held back by it.* ^Seneca allows only

those which for a long time disturb the functions of the soul.

^To avoid a worse death, there are some who decide to take theirs

at their discretion. ^Damocritus, leader of the Aetolians, being brought

prisoner to Rome, found a way to escape by night. But, finding himself

pursued by his guards, he ran himself through with his sword rather

than let himself be retaken.

Antinous and Theodotus, when their city in Epirus had been reduced

to extremity by the Romans, advised all its people to kill themselves;

but, finding their counsel spurned in favor of surrender, they went to

seek death, hurling themselves upon the enemy intent only on striking,

and not on defending themselves. When the Turks took the island of

Gozo by storm a few years ago, a SiciHan, who had two beautiful

daughters ready for marriage, killed them with his own hand, and after

them their mother, who came running up at their death. This done, he

went out into the street with a crossbow and a harquebus, and with

two shots killed the first tv^o Turks who approached his door; and then,

taking sword in hand, he went furiously into the melee, where he was

immediately surrounded and cut to pieces, thus saving himself from

slavery after delivering his family from it.

^The Jewish women, after having their children circumcised, went

and threw themselves with them to their death to escape the cruelty of

Antiochus.

I have been told a story about a prisoner of quality in one of our

jails, whose relatives, being informed diat he would certainly be con-

demned and wishing to avoid the shame of such a death, had a priest

tell him that to be delivered he need only commend himself to such-

and-such a saint, with such-and-such a vow, and go eight days without

2 Here the 1595 edition adds: "At the battle of Ceresole, Monsieur d'Enghien

tried twice to cut his throat with his sword, being desperate over the fortunes of

the combat, which went badly in the place where he was; and by his precipitation

nearly deprived himself of the enjoyment of so fine a victory." This passage may
have been inserted into the Bordeaux Copy three paragraphs earlier, after "ultimate

test of fortune."

3 The editions published in Montaigne's lifetime read: "that people have been

accustomed to escape from by killing themselves."

* The editions published in Montaigne's Hfetime add: "the second, pain in the

stomach; the third, a headache."
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taking any nourishment, whatever faintness and weakness he might

feel inside. He took this advice, and by this means unintentionally rid

himself of his life and the danger.

Scribonia, advising her nephew Libo to kill himself rather than

await the hand of justice, told him that to preserve his life for those

who would come to seek it three or four days later was to do other

people's business, and that he was serving his enemies by keeping his

blood only to make it their quarr>'.

We read in the Bible that Nicanor, the persecutor of the law of God,
sent his satellites to seize the good old man Razis, in honor of his virtue

surnamed the father of the Jews. This good man, seeing there was no
remedy, his gate burned down and his enemies ready to seize him,
chose rather to die nobly than fall into the hands of the wicked and be
humiliated to the dishonor of his rank, and struck himself with his

sword. Having dealt the blow badly in his haste, he ran and threw
himself from the top of a wall into the midst of the troop, and when
they moved apart and made room for him, he fell right on his head.

Nevertheless, still feeling some bit of life left in him, he rekindled his

courage, and getting up all bloody and weighed down with blows,

pierced his way through the crowd. He got to a certain steep, precipitous

rock, where, unable to do anything more, he plucked out his entrails

with both hands through one of his wounds, tearing and mangling
them, and threw them among the pursuers, calling down and attesting

divine vengeance upon them.

Of acts of violence against the conscience, the most to be avoided,
in my opinion, is that against the chastity of women, inasmuch as they
naturally derive some physical pleasure from it; and for this reason their

want of consent cannot be so complete but that, it seems, force meets
with a certain willingness. Pelagia and Sophronia both have been
canonized; Pelagia threw herself in the river with her mother and sisters

to escape being raped by some soldiers, and Sophronia killed herself to

escape the violence of the Emperor Maxentius. <^Church history holds
in reverence several such examples of devout people who called on
death to protect them against outrages that tyrants were preparing
against their conscience.

^It will perhaps be to our honor in the centuries to come that a

learned author of this day, and a Parisian at that, takes pains to persuade
the ladies of our time to make up their minds to anything rather than
adopt the horrible counsel of such despair. I am sorry that he did not
know and insert among his stories the good one I heard at Toulouse of

a woman who had passed through the hands of some soldiers: "God be
praised," she said, "that at least once in my life I have had my fill without
sin!" In truth, these cruelties are not worthy of the gentle ways of

France; and so, thank God, our atmosphere has been thoroughly purged
of tliem by that man's good advice. Enough for tliem to say No while
doing it, following the rule of our good Marot.

History is chock full of those who in a thousand ways have changed
a painful life for death.
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•'Lucius Arruntius killed himself, he said, to escape both the future

and the past.

•^Granius Silvanus and Statins Proximus, after being pardoned by
Nero, killed themselves, either in order not to live by the grace of so

wicked a man, or in order not to go through the ordeal of a second

pardon at some future time, in view of his readiness to suspect and
accuse good men.

Spargapises, son of Queen Tomyris, being a prisoner of war of

Cyrus, used the first favor that Cyrus did him, that of having him un-

bound, to kill himself; for he had aspired to no other benefit from his

freedom than to avenge on himself the shame of his capture,

Boges, governor in Eion for King Xerxes, when besieged by the

army of the Athenians under the leadership of Cimon, refused an offer

that would have let him return safely to Asia with all his possessions, as

he was unwilling to survive the loss of what his master had given into

his keeping. And after defending his town to the last extremity, there

being nothing left to eat, he first threw into the river Strymon all the

gold and everything he thought the enemy might best make into booty.

He then ordered a great pyre to be lit, and saw to it that his wife,

children, concubines, and servants had their throats cut; after which he

cast them into the fire, and then himself.

When Ninachetuen, an Indian lord, first got wind of the Portuguese

viceroy's apparently reasonless determination to deprive him of his

position in Malacca and give it to the king of Campar, he resolved on the

following course of action. He had a scaffold erected, longer than it

was wide, supported on columns and royally adorned with tapestry,

flowers, and perfumes in abundance. He then put on a robe of cloth

of gold heavy with many precious stones of great price, and went out

into the street and up the steps onto the scaffold, in one corner of which

there was a pyre of aromatic woods lit. The people ran up to see what

these unaccustomed preparations were for. Ninachetuen, with a bold

and angry countenance, pointed out how much the Portuguese nation

was obhgated to him; how faithfully he had acted in his oJBBce; that

having so often borne arms on others' behalf to prove that he held

honor much dearer than life, he was not the man to abandon its de-

fense in his own behalf; that though his fortune prevented him from

resisting the affront that they wanted to offer him, at least his courage

ordered him to cease feeling it, and to avoid serving as a laughingstock

to the people and as a cause of triumph to men less worthy than him-

seff. So saying, he threw himself into the fire.

^Sextilia, wife of Scaurus, and Paxea, wife of Labeo, to encourage

their husbands to avoid the dangers that pressed them, in which they

themselves had no share except by virtue of conjugal affection, vol-

untarily sacrificed their own hves so as to serve in this extremity as

example and company to their husbands. What these women did

for their husbands, Cocceius Nerva did for his country, less usefully

but with equal love. This great jurist, flourishing in health, riches,

reputation, and credit with the Emperor, had no other reason to kill
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himself than compassion for the miserable state of the Roman
republic.

Nothing can be added to the delicacy of the death of the wife of

Fulvius, a close friend of Augustus. Augustus, having discovered that

Fulvius had aired an important secret he had confided to him, treated

him bleakly one morning when he came to see him. Fulvius went
back to his house full of despair, and said most piteously to his wife

that because of this misfortune he was resolved to kill himself. She said

very frankly: "You will only be doing the right thing, seeing that for

all your experience of the incontinence of my tongue you did not guard
against it. But here, let me kill myself first." And without further ado
she ran a sword through her body.

^Vibius Virius despaired of saving his city, which was being be-

sieged by the Romans, and of any mercy from them; and so, in the last

deliberation of the city's senate, he concluded, after offering rpany rep-

resentations to support his conclusion, that the finest thing was for them
to escape fortune by their own hands. The enemy would honor them
for it, and Hannibal would feel what faithful friends he had abandoned.

Vibius invited those who approved his plan to come and have a good
supper that had been prepared at his house, where, after making good
cheer, tliey should drink together of what would be offered to him—
"a drink that will deliver our bodies from the tortures, our souls from
the insults, our eyes and ears from the many ugly evils that the van-

quished have to suffer from cruel and offended conquerors. I have
arranged," he said, "that there shall be suitable people to throw us onto

a pyre in front of my door when we have expired."

Many approved this lofty resolution; few imitated it. Twenty-seven
senators followed him, and, after trying to drown their unpleasant

thoughts in wine, finished their meal with this fatal draught. After

embracing one another and together deploring their country's misfor-

tune, some retired to their houses and the others stayed to be buried

with Vibius in his fire. And they all were so long in dying, for wine
fumes had filled their veins and retarded the effect of the poison, that

some were within an hour of seeing the enemy in Capua, which was
taken the next day, and of incurring the miseries that they had fled at

such cost.

Taurea Jubellius, another citizen from Capua, when the consul

Fulvius was returning from his shameful butchery of two hundred and
twenty-five senators, called him back fiercely by name and, having

stopped him, said: "Order me to be massacred also after so many others,

so that you may boast of having killed a much more vahant man than

yourself." When Fulvius disdained him as a madman, and also be-

cause he had just that very moment received letters from Rome oppos-

ing the inhumanity of his execution, wliich tied his hands, Jubellius

continued: "My country has been taken, my friends are dead, and I

have with own hand killed my wife and children to save them from the

desolation of this ruin. Since I am forbidden to die the death of my
fellow citizens, let me borrow from virtue vengeance on this hateful
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life." And drawing a blade that he had hidden, he thrust it through
his chest, and fell on his back, dying, at the consul's feet.

^Alexander was besieging a city in India. Those inside, finding them-
selves hard pressed, vigorously resolved to deprive him of the pleasure

of this victory, and burned themselves all together, with their city, in

spite of his humanity. A new sort of war: the enemy fought to save

them, they to destroy themselves; and to ensure their death they did
all the things that people do to ensure their life.

^The men of Astapa, a city of Spain, finding their city too weak in

walls and defenses to withstand the Romans, made a pile of their riches

and furniture in the public square, placed their women and children

on top of this heap, and surrounded it with wood and material that

would catch fire quickly. This done, they left fifty young men to carry

out their resolution, and made a sally in which, according to a vow they

had made, being unable to conquer, they died to a man. The fifty, after

massacring every living soul they could find in the city, set fire to the

pile and flung themselves into it also, ending their high-minded liberty

in insensibility rather than in pain and shame; and showing the enemy
that if fortune had willed, they would have been as brave in winning
the victory as they were in making their defeat frustrating and hideous

for their conquerors. Yes, and fatal to those who, lured by the glitter

of the gold melting in the flame, approached it in good numbers and
were suffocated and burned, retreat being denied them by the crowd
at their heels.

The Abydeans, pressed by Philip, made the same resolution. But
they were caught short of time, and Philip, horrified at the frantic pre-

cipitation with which they were carrying out their plan (they already

had seized the treasures and furniture which they had condemned to

be burned or thrown into the water), withdrew his soldiers and granted

them three days to kill themselves at leisure; which days they filled with
blood and slaughter, beyond any enemy's cruelty, and not a single

person of them escaped who had power over himself.

There are countless examples of similar mass resolves, which seem
all the more grim as their effect is more universal. But they are in

effect less grim when taken in a mass than individually. What per-

suasion would not do in each man singly, it does in all, the ardor of asso-

ciation stealing away the individual judgment.

^In the time of Tiberius, condemned men awaiting execution lost

their property and were denied the rites of sepulture; those who antici-

pated it by killing themselves were buried and could make their will.

^But also men sometimes desire death in the hope of a greater

good. "I desire," says Saint Paul, "to be dissolved, to be with Jesus

Christ." And "Who will deliver me from these bonds?" Cleombrotus
of Ambracia, having read Plato's Phaedo, gained such an appetite for

the life to come that, without any other reason, he went and threw him-
self into the sea. '^Whence it appears how improperly we call "despair"

that voluntary dissolution to which we are often borne by the ardor of

hope, and often by a tranquil and deliberate inclination of our judgment.
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•^Jacques du Chastel, bishop of Soissons, in the expedition overseas

made by Saint Louis, seeing the king and the whole army preparing to

return to France leaving the affairs of religion unfinished, resolved

rather to go to paradise. And having said adieu to his friends, he charged

alone, in the sight of all, into the enemy's army, where he was cut to

pieces.

'^In a certain kingdom of these new regions,^ on the day of a solemn

procession in which the idol they worship is paraded in public on a car

of marv'elous size, not only are many seen cutting off pieces of their liv-

ing flesh to offer to it, but a number of others are seen who prostrate

themselves in the public square and get themselves crushed and broken

under the wheels, thereby to acquire after their death the veneration

for holiness, which in fact is paid them. The death of our bishop, arms

in hand, is more high-minded and less felt, since the ardor of combat

diverts some of the feeling.

^There are governments that have taken it upon themselves to deter-

mine the justice and opportuneness of voluntary deaths. In our own
Marseilles in the past there was kept, at public expense, some poison

prepared with hemlock for those who wanted to hasten their days, which

they could use after having first had the reasons for their enterprise

approved by the Six Hundred, their senate; and it was not lawful to lay

hands on oneself otherwise than by leave of the authorities and for

legitimate reasons. This law also existed elsewhere.

Sextus Pompeius, going to Asia, stopped off at the island of Cea, off

Negropont. It happened by chance while he was there, as one of his

company informs us, that a woman of great authority, after rendering

an account to her fellow citizens of why she was resolved to end her

life, asked Pompeius to lend his presence to her death in order to make
it more honorable; which he did. And after trying in vain for a long

time by force of eloquence, of which he had a marvelous command,
and of persuasion, to turn her from this design, he at last suffered her

to have her will. She had spent ninety years in a very happy state of

mind and body; but now, reclining on her bed, which was better

adorned than usual, and leaning on her elbow, she said: "May the

gods, O Sextus Pompeius, and rather those I am leaving than those I

am going to meet, be gracious to you for not disdaining to be both
counselor to my life and witness of my deatli! For my part, having al-

ways experienced the favorable face of Fortune, lest die desire to live

too long may make me see one of her contrary faces, I am going to dismiss

the remains of my soul by a happy end, leaving two daughters of my own
and a legion of grandchildren." This done, she adjured and exhorted

her family to live in unity and peace, divided her possessions among
them, commended her household gods to her elder daughter, took the

cup that held the poison with a steady hand, and after making her

vows to Mercury and praying that she might be led to some happ\'

abode in the other world, quickly swallowed the fatal potion. Then

5 Not America, as one might suppose, but the Far East. The reference is to

the car of Juggernaut.
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she entertained the company with an account of its progress and how
she felt the parts of her body seized one after the other with cold, until,

saying finally that it was reaching her heart and entrails, she called her

daughters to perform the last oflBce and close her eyes for her.

Pliny tells of a certain Hyperborean nation in which, because of the

mild temperature of the air, the inhabitants' lives are ordinarily ended

only by their own will; when they are weary and satiated with living

after reaching an advanced age, it is their custom, after making good
cheer, to throw themselves into the sea from the top of a certain rock

reserved for diat use.

•^Unendurable ^pain and fear of a worse death seem to me the most

excusable motives for suicide.

4 Let business wait till tomorrow

^I give, and it seems to me with reason, the palm to Jacques Amyot
over all our French writers, and not only for the naturalness and purity

of his language, in which he surpasses all others; or for his perseverance

in so long a work; or for the depth of his knowledge, for having been

able to interpret so successfully an author so thorny and compact (for

they may tell me what they will, I understand nothing of Greek; but

I see throughout his translation a sense so beautiful, coherent, and
sustained, that either he has clearly understood the real thought of the

author, or at least, having by long acquaintance implanted vividly in

his own soul a general idea of Plutarch's soul, he has attributed to him
nothing that belies or contradicts him). But above all I am grateful

to him for having had the wit to pick out and choose a book so worthy

and appropriate to present to his country. We ignoramuses would have

been lost if this book had not lifted us out of the quagmire; thanks to

it, we now dare to speak and write; from it the ladies give lessons to

the schoolmasters; it is our breviary.

If this good man is living, I offer him Xenophon to do as much with;

it is an easier occupation, and all the better suited to his old age; and

then it somehow seems to me that although Amyot gets out of bad
situations very briskly and neatly, still his style is more at home when
it is not under pressure and rolls at its ease.

I was just now on that passage where Plutarch tells us on his own
that Rusticus, while attending one of his lectures at Rome, received a

packet from the Emperor, and delayed opening it until the lecture was
all over, for which, says Plutarch, all the audience highly praised his

composure. In truth, since Plutarch was on the subject of curiosity—

and specifically tliat greedy and gluttonous passion for news that makes
us so indiscreetly and impatiently abandon everything to talk with a
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newcomer, or tear open immediately tlie letters that are brought to us,

no matter where we are and without regard to respect and decorum-
he was right to praise the composure of Rusticus; and he might also

have added praise for his civility and courtesy in not having wanted
to interrupt the course of his lecture. But I doubt if he can be praised

for wisdom: for one who receives letters unexpectedly, and especially

from an emperor, it might well be very harmful to defer reading them.

The vice contrary to curiosity is nonchalance, ^toward which I clearly

lean by temperament, and ^in which I have known some men so extreme

that three or four days afterward you would still find in tlieir pocket

unopened letters that had been sent them.

^I have never opened anyone else's, and I speak not only of letters

entrusted to me but even of those which passed by chance through my
hands. And I am conscience-stricken if, when I am with a great man,

my eyes steal inadvertently some knowledge of important letters that

he is reading. Never did a man do less inquiring or less ferreting into

other people's affairs.

^In our fathers' time Monsieur de Boutieres nearly lost Turin be-

cause, while supping in good company, he put off reading a warning

given him of the treason that was being plotted against this city, in

which he was in command. And this same Plutarch has taught me that

Julius Caesar would have saved his life if, in going to the Senate on

the day when he was killed there by the conspirators, he had read a

memorandum that was handed to him. And he also tells tliis story about

Archias, t>Tant of Thebes: On the evening before Pelopidas carried

out his plot to kill him in order to restore his country to freedom, Archias

was sent information in writing by another Archias, an Athenian, of

what was being prepared for him, point by point. This packet having

been delivered to him during his supper, he put off opening it, making
this remark, which later became a proverb in Greece: "Let business

wait till tomorrow."

A wise man may in my opinion, out of consideration for others—for

example, in order not to break company unbecomingly, like Rusticus,

or not to interrupt some other affair of importance—put off hearing the

news that is brought to him; but to do so for his own personal interest

or pleasure, in order not to interrupt his dinner or indeed his sleep,

especially if he is a man holding public office, is inexcusable. And in

ancient times in Rome the consular place, as they called it, was the most
honorable at table, being more free and accessible to those who should

come in to talk to the person seated there. This shows that even at table

the Romans did not shut themselves off from the encroachment of other

affairs and contingencies.

But when all is said, it is hard in human actions to arrive by reasoning

at any rule so exact as to exclude Fortune from her rights in the matter.
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^Traveling one day—my brother the sieiir de la Brousse and I—
during our civil wars, we met a gentleman of good appearance. He
was of the opposing party, but I knew nothing of it, for he pretended

otherwise; and the worst of these wars is that the cards are so shuffled

that your enemy is distinguished from yourself by no apparent mark
either of language or of bearing, and has been brought up in the same
laws and customs and the same atmosphere, so that it is hard to avoid

confusion and disorder. This fact made me afraid, for my part, of meet-

ing our troops in a place where I was not known, lest I have trouble

getting a chance to give my name, or perhaps something worse. ^Such a

misunderstanding had happened to me once before: I lost both men and
horses, and they killed miserably, among others, an Italian page of mine,

a gentleman, whom I was bringing up carefully; and in him was ex-

tinguished a very fine young life full of great promise.

^But this man was so desperately afraid and seemed so nearly dead

at each meeting with horsemen and each passage through towns that

were holding fast for the king, that I finally guessed that his alarms

were caused by his conscience. It seemed to this poor man tliat right

through his mask and the crosses on his cassock people would read the

secret intentions in his heart. So marvelous is the power of conscience!

It makes us betray, accuse, and fight ourselves, and, in the absence of

an outside witness, it brings us forward against ourselves:

Plying a secret whip, our soul as torturer.

JUVENAL

This story is in the mouths of children. Bessus, a Paeonian, re-

proached for having wantonly knocked down a nest full of sparrows and
killed them, said he had reason to, because these little birds would not

stop accusing him falsely of the murder of his father. This parricide

until then had been concealed and unknown; but the avenging furies

of conscience made the very man bring it out who was to bear the

penalty for it.

Hesiod corrects the saying of Plato, that punishment follows close

after sin; for he says that it is born at the same instant with the sin.

Whoever expects punishment already suffers it; and whoever has de-

served it expects it. Wickedness forges torments against itself:

He who plans evil suffers from it most;

PROVERB QUOTED BY AULUS GELLIUS

as the wasp stings and hurts others, but itself most, for there it loses

its sting and its strength forever,

In the wound they make they leave their lives.

VIRGIL
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The Spanish fly has in itself something that serves as an antidote

to its own poison, by a contrariety of nature. So, even while we take

pleasure in vice, there is engendered in our conscience a contrary dis-

pleasure which torments us, waking and sleeping, with many painful

imaginings:

^Often, indeed, by speaking in their dreams
Or in delirious fever, men betray

Their darkest deeds, long hidden from the day.

LUCRETIUS

^Apollodorus dreamed that he saw himself being flayed by the

Scythians and then boiled in a caldron, and that his heart kept mur-
muring, "I am the cause of all these woes." No hiding place avails the

wicked, Epicurus used to say, because they cannot be sure of being

hidden, since their conscience discovers them to themselves:

The main revenge is this: himself as judge,

No guilty man can ever be absolved.

JUVENAL

As conscience fills us with fear, so also it fills us with assurance and

confidence. ^And I can say that in many perils I have walked with a

much firmer step by virtue of the secret knowledge I had of my own
will and the innocence of my intentions.

^According as we have our inmost conscience clear

Or troubled, we feel hope or fear.

ovro

There are a thousand examples of this; it will be enough to cite three

about the same man.

When Scipio was accused one day before the Roman people of an

important charge, instead of excusing himself or flattering his judges,

he said to them: "It will become you well to presume to pass judgment

on the head of the man by whose means you have the authority to pass

judgment on the whole world!" And another time, as his only answer

to the imputations cast upon him by a tribune of the people, instead

of pleading his cause, he said: "Come, my fellow citizens, let us go and

give thanks to the gods for the victory they gave me over the Cartha-

ginians on a day like this one"; and as he started to walk ahead toward

the temple, behold the whole assembly and even his accuser following

him. And when Petihus was incited by Cato to ask him for an account

of tlie money he had handled in the province of Antioch, Scipio, having

come to the Senate for this purpose, produced the account book, which

he had under his robe, and said tliat this book contained precisely the

receipts and expenditures in question. But when asked to give it to

the recording clerk, he refused, saying that he would not put himself

to this shame; and with his own hands, in the presence of the Senate,

he tore it to pieces. I do not believe that a cauterized soul could counter-

feit such assurance. ^He had a heart too great by nature and accus-
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tomed to too lofty a fortune, says Livy, to know how to play the part

of a criminal and stoop to the depths of defending his innocence.

^Tortures are a dangerous invention, and seem to be a test of en-

durance rather than of truth. ^Both the man who can endure them
and the man who cannot endure them conceal the truth. ^For why
shall pain rather make me confess what is, than force me to say what
is not? And on the other hand, if the man who has not done what he

is accused of is patient enough to endure these torments, why shall the

man who has done it not be also, when so fair a reward as life is set

before him? I think that the basis of this invention rests on the con-

sideration of the power of conscience. For the guilty man's conscience

seems to abet the torture in making him confess his fault, and to weaken
him; whereas the innocent man's conscience seems to fortify him against

his torture.

To tell the truth, torture is a means full of uncertainty and danger.

^What would a man not say, what would a man not do, to escape such

grievous pains?

cPain forces even the innocent to lie.

PUBLILIUS SYRUS

Whence it happens that the man whom the judge has tortured so as

not to make him die innocent, is made to die both innocent and tortured.

^Thousands and thousands have thus loaded their head with false con-

fessions. Among these I place Philotas, considering the circumstances

of the suit Alexander brought against him and the progress of his torture.

^But at all events, ^tliey say, ^it is the least inejffective^ way that

human weakness has been able to invent. ^Very inhumanly, however,

and very uselessly, in my opinion. Many nations, less barbarous in this

respect than the Greeks and Romans who call them barbarians, consider

it horrible and cruel to torture and break in pieces a man of whose guilt

you are still in doubt. What more can he do about your ignorance?

Are you not unjust when, in order not to kill him without cause, you
do worse to him than kill him? As proof that this is so, see how many
times he would rather die without reason than go through this investi-

gation that is more painful than the execution, and which by its cruelty

often anticipates the execution and carries it out.

I don't know where I got this story, but it represents exactly the

conscience of our justice. A village woman was accusing a soldier before

an army general, a great doer of justice, of having snatched from her

small children the little broth she had left to sustain them with, the

army having ravaged all the villages round about. Of proof there was
none. The general called upon the woman to consider well what she

was saying, since she would be guilty of false accusation if she was
lying; when she persisted, he had the soldier's stomach opened up to

get light on the truth of the matter. And it seems the woman was right.

An instructive condemnation!

1 In the editions prior to 1588, this read "most effective."
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^Reasoning and education, though we are wilhng to put our trust

in them, can hardly be powerful enough to lead us to action, unless

besides we exercise and form our soul by experience to the way we
want it to go; otherwise, when it comes to the time for action, it will

undoubtedly find itself at a loss. That is why, among the philosophers,

those who have wanted to attain some greater excellence have not been

content to await the rigors of Fortune in shelter and repose, for fear

she might surprise them inexperienced and new to the combat; rather

they have gone forth to meet her and have flung themselves deliberately

into the test of diflBculties. Some of them have abandoned riches to

exercise themselves in a voluntary poverty; others have sought labor

and a painful austerity of life to toughen themselves against toil and
trouble; others have deprived themselves of the most precious parts

of the body, such as sight and the organs of generation, for fear that

their services, too pleasant and easy, might relax and soften the firmness

of their soul.

But for dying, which is the greatest task we have to perform, practice

cannot help us. A man can, by habit and experience, fortify himself

against pain, shame, indigence, and such other accidents; but as for

death, we can try it only once: we are all apprentices when we come to it.

In ancient times there were men who husbanded their time so ex-

cellently that they tried to taste and savor it even at the point of death,

and strained their minds to see what this passage was; but they have

not come back to tell us news of it:

No man awakes
Whom once the icy end of Hving overtakes.

LUCRETIUS

Canius Julius, a Roman nobleman of singular virtue and firmness,

after being condemned to death by that scoundrel CaHgula, gave this

among many prodigious proofs of his resoluteness. As he was on the

point of being executed, a philosopher friend of his asked him: "Well,

Canius, how stands your soul at this moment? What is it doing? What
are your thoughts?" "I was thinking," he replied, "about holding myself

ready and with all my powers intent to see whether in that instant of

death, so short and brief, I shall be able to perceive any dislodgment

of the soul, and whether it will have any feeling of its departure; so

that, if I learn anything about it, I may return later, if I can, to give

the information to my friends." This man philosophizes not only unto

death, but even in death itself. What assurance it was, and what proud
courage, to want his death to serve as a lesson to him, and to have leisure

to think about other things in such a great business!

^Such sway he had over his dying soul.

LUCAN
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^It seems to me, however, that there is a certain way of famiharizing

ourselves with death and trying it out to some extent. We can have an

experience of it that is, if not entire and perfect, at least not useless,

and that makes us more fortified and assured. If we cannot reach it,

we can approach it, we can reconnoiter it; and if we do not penetrate

as far as its fort, at least we shall see and become acquainted with the

approaches to it.

It is not without reason that we are taught to study even our sleep

for the resemblance it has with death. ^How easily we pass from waking
to sleeping! With how little sense of loss we lose consciousness of the

light and of ourselves! Perhaps the faculty of sleep, which deprives us

of all action and all feeling, might seem useless and contrary to nature,

were it not that thereby Nature teaches us that she has made us for

dying and living alike, and from the start of life presents to us the eternal

state that she reserves for us after we die, to accustom us to it and take

away our fear of it.

^But those who by some violent accident have fallen into a faint

and lost all sensation, those, in my opinion, have been very close to

seeing death's true and natural face. For as for the instant and point

of passing away, it is not to be feared that it carries with it any travail

or pain, since we can have no feeling without leisure. Our sufferings

need time, which in death is so short and precipitate that it must neces-

sarily be imperceptible. It is the approaches that we have to fear; and
these may fall within our experience.

Many things seem to us greater in imagination than in reality.

I have spent a good part of my life in perfect and entire health; I mean
not merely entire, but even blithe and ebullient. This state, full of

verdure and cheer, made me find the thought of illnesses so horrible

that when I came to experience them I found their pains mild and easy

compared with my fears.

^Here is what I experience every day: if I am warmly sheltered in

a nice room during a stormy and tempestuous night, I am appalled and
distressed for those who are then in the open country; if I am myself

outside, I do not even wish to be anywhere else.

^The mere idea of being always shut up in a room seemed to me
unbearable. Suddenly I had to get used to being there a week, or a

month, full of agitation, alteration, and weakness. And I have found

that in time of health I used to pity the sick much more than I now think

I deserve to be pitied when I am sick myself; and that the power of

my apprehension made its object appear almost half again as fearful

as it was in its truth and essence. I hope that the same thing will happen
to me with death, and that it is not worth the trouble I take, the many
preparations that I make, and all the many aids that I invoke and
assemble to sustain the shock of it. But at all events, we can never be
well enough prepared.

During our third civil war, or the second ( I do not quite remember
which), I went riding one day about a league from my house, which

is situated at the very hub of all the turmoil of tlie civil wars of France.
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Thinking myself perfectly safe, and so near my home that I needed no

better equipage, I took a very easy but not very strong horse. On my
return, when a sudden occasion came up for me to use this horse for a

service to which it was not accustomed, one of my men, big and strong,

riding a powerful work horse who had a desperately hard mouth and

was moreover fresh and vigorous—this man, in order to show his daring

and get ahead of his companions, spurred his horse at full speed up
the path behind me, came down like a colossus on the little man and

little horse, and hit us like a thunderbolt with all his strength and weight,

sending us both head over heels. So that there lay the horse bowled
over and stunned, and I ten or twelve paces beyond, dead, stretched

on my back, my face all bruised and skinned, my sword, which I had
had in my hand, more than ten paces away, my belt in pieces, having

no more motion or feeling than a log. It is the only swoon tliat I have

experienced to this day.

Those who were with me, after having tried all the means they could

to bring me round, thinking me dead, took me in their arms and were

carrying me with great difiBculty to my house, which was about half

a French league from tiiere. On the way, and after I had been taken

for dead for more than two full hours, I began to move and breathe;

for so great an abundance of blood had fallen into my stomach that

nature had to revive its forces to discharge it. They set me up on my
feet, where I threw up a whole bucketful of clots of pure blood, and
several times on the way I had to do the same thing. In so doing I began
to recover a little life, but it was bit by bit and over so long a stretch

of time that my first feelings were much closer to death than to life:

^Because the shaken soul, uncertain yet

Of its return, is still not firmly set.

TASSO

^This recollection, which is strongly implanted on my soul, showing

me the face and idea of death so true to nature, reconciles me to it

somewhat.
When I began to see anything, it was with a vision so blurred, weak,

and dead, that I still could distinguish nothing but the light.

As one 'twixt wakefulness and doze,

Whose eyes now open, now again they close.

TASSO

As for the functions of the soul, they were reviving with the same
progress as diose of the body. I saw myself all bloody, for my doublet

was stained all over with the blood I had thrown up. The first thought

that came to me was that I had gotten a harquebus shot in the head;

indeed several were being fired around us at the time of the accident.

It seemed to me that my life was hanging only by the tip of my lips;

I closed my eyes in order, it seemed to me, to help push it out, and took

pleasure in growing languid and letting myself go. It was an idea that

was only floating on the surface of my soul, as delicate and feeble as
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all the rest, but in truth not only free from distress but mingled with
that sweet feeling that pe'^ple have who let themselves slide into sleep.

I believe that this is the same state in which people find themselves

whom we see fainting with weakness in the agony of death; and I

maintain that we pity them without cause, supposing that they are

agitated by grievous pains or have their soul oppressed by painful

thoughts. This has always been my view, against the opinion of many,
and even of Etienne de La Boetie, concerning those whom we see thus

prostrate and comatose as their end approaches, or overwhelmed by
the length of the disease, or by a stroke of apoplexy, or by epilepsy—

^This do we often see:

A man, struck, as by lightning, by some malady.
Falls down all foaming at the mouth, shivers and rants;

He moans under the torture, writhes his muscles, pants,

And in fitful tossing exhausts his weary limbs

LUCRETIUS

—'^or wounded in the head: When we hear them groan and from time
to time utter poignant sighs, or see them make certain movements of

the body, we seem to see signs that they still have some consciousness

left; but I have always thought, I say, that their soul and body were
buried in sleep.

^He lives, and is unconscious of his life.

OVID

^And I could not believe that with so great a paralysis of the limbs,

and so great a failing of the senses, the soul could maintain any force

within by which to be conscious of itself; and so I believed that they

had no reflections to torment them, nothing able to make them judge

and feel the misery of their condition, and that consequently they were
not much to be pitied.

^I can imagine no state so horrible and unbearable for me as to have
my soul alive and afflicted, without means to express itself. I should say

the same of those who are sent to execution with their tongue cut out,

were it not that in this sort of death the most silent seems to be the most
becoming, if it goes with a firm, grave countenance; and the same of

those miserable prisoners who fall into the hands of the villainous

murdering soldiers of tliese days, who torture them with every kind
of cruel treatment to force them to pay some excessive and impossible
ransom, keeping tliem meanwhile in a condition and in a place where
they have no means whatever of expressing or signifying their thoughts
and their misery.

^The poets have portrayed some gods as favorable to the deliverance
of those who thus drag out a lingering death:

I bear to Pluto, by decree,
This lock of hair, and from your body set you free.

vmGiL
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Nonetheless, the short and incoherent words and rephes that are

extorted from them by dint of shouting about their ears and storming

at them, or the movements that seem to have some connection with

what is asked them, are not evidence that they are aHve, at least fully

alive. So it happens to us in the early stages of sleep, before it has seized

us completely, to sense as in a dream what is happening around us, and
to follow voices with a blurred and uncertain hearing which seems to

touch on only the edges of the soul; and following the last words spoken

to us, we make answers that are more random than sensible.

Now I have no doubt, now that I have tried this out by experience,

that I judged this matter rightly all along. For from the first, while

wholly unconscious, I was laboring to rip open my doublet with my
nails ( for I was not in armor ) ; and yet I know that I felt nothing in my
imagination that hurt me; for there are many movements of ours that

do not come from our will:

^And half-dead fingers writhe and seize the sword again.

VIRGIL

^Thus those who are falling throw out their arms in front of them, by
a natural impulse which makes our limbs lend each other their services

^and have stirrings apart from our reason:

They say that chariots bearing scythes will cut so fast

That severed limbs are writhing on the ground below
Before the victim's soul and strength can ever know
Or even feel the pain, so swift has been the hurt.

LUCRETIUS

^My stomach was oppressed with the clotted blood; my hands flew to

it of their own accord, as they often do where we itch, against the

intention of our will.

There are many animals, and even men, whose muscles we can see

contract and move after they are dead. Every man knows by experience

that there are parts that often move, stand up, and lie down, without

his leave. Now these passions which touch only the rind of us cannot

be called ours. To make them ours, the whole man must be involved;

and the pains which the foot or the hand feel while we are asleep are

not ours.

As I approached my house, where the alarm of my fall had already

come, and the members of my family had met me with the outcries

customary in such cases, not only did I make some sort of answer to

what was asked me, but also (they say) I thought of ordering them
to give a horse to my wife, whom I saw stumbling and having trouble

on the road, which is steep and rugged. It would seem that this con-

sideration must have proceeded from a wide-awake soul; yet the fact

is that I was not there at all. These were idle thoughts, in the clouds,

set in motion by the sensations of the eyes and ears; they did not come
from within me. I did not know, for all that, where I was coming from
or where I was going, nor could I weigh and consider what I was asked.
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These are slight effects which the senses produce of themselves, as if

by habit; what the soul contributed was in a dream, touched very lightly,

and merely licked and sprinkled, as it were, by the soft impression

of the senses.

Meanwhile my condition was, in truth, very pleasant and peaceful;

I felt no afHiction either for others or for myself; it was a languor and

an extreme weakness, without any pain. I saw my house without

recognizing it. When they had put me to bed, I felt infinite sweetness

in this repose, for I had been villainously yanked about by those poor

fellows, who had taken the pains to carry me in their arms over a long

and very bad road, and had tired themselves out two or three times

in relays. They offered me many remedies, of which I accepted none,

holding it for certain that I was mortally wounded in the head. It would,

in truth, have been a very happy death; for the weakness of my under-

standing kept me from having any judgment of it, and that of my body

from having any feeling of it. I was letting myseff slip away so gently,

so gradually and easily, that I hardly ever did anything with less of a

feeling of effort.

When I came back to Hfe and regained my powers,

^When my senses at last regained their strength,

OVID

^which was two or three hours later, I felt myself all of a sudden caught

up again in the pains, my limbs being all battered and bruised by my
fall; and I felt so bad two or three nights after that I thought I was going

to die all over again, but by a more painful death; and I still feel the

effect of the shock of that collision.

I do not want to forget this, that the last thing I was able to recover

was the memory of this accident; I had people repeat to me several

times where I was going, where I was coming from, at what time it had

happened to me, before I could take it in. As for the manner of my
fall, they concealed it from me and made up other versions for the sake

of the man who had been the cause of it. But a long time after, and

the next day, when my memory came to open up and picture to me the

state I had been in at the instant I had perceived that horse bearing

down on me ( for I had seen him at my heels and thought I was a dead

man, but that thought had been so sudden that I had no time to be

afraid), it seemed to me that a flash of lightning was striking my soul

with a violent shock, and that I was coming back from the other world.

This account of so trivial an event would be rather pointless, were

it not for the instruction that I have derived from it for myseff; for in

truth, in order to get used to the idea of death, I find there is nothing

like coming close to it. Now as Pliny says, each man is a good educa-

tion to himseff, provided he has the capacity to spy on himself from

close up. What I write here is not my teaching, but my study; it is not

a lesson for others, but for me.

^And yet it should not be held against me if I publish what I worite.

What is useful to me may also by accident be useful to another. More-
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over, I am not spoiling anything, I am using only what is mine. And
if I play the fool, it is at my expense and without harm to anyone. For

it is a folly that will die with me, and will have no consequences. We
have heard of only two or three ancients who opened up this road, and
even of them we cannot say whether their manner in the least resembled

mine, since we know only their names. No one since has followed their

lead. It is a thorny undertaking, and more so than it seems, to follow

a movement so wandering as that of our mind, to penetrate the opaque
depths of its innermost folds, to pick out and immobilize the innumer-

able flutterings that agitate it. And it is a new and extraordinary amuse-
ment, which withdraws us from the ordinary occupations of the world,

yes, even from those most recommended.
It is many years now that I have had only myself as object of my

thoughts, that I have been examining and studying only myself; and
if I study anything else, it is in order promptly to apply it to myself, or

rather within myself. And it does not seem to me that I am making a

mistake if—as is done in the other sciences, which are incomparably less

useful—I impart what I have learned in this one, though I am hardly

satisfied with the progress I have made in it. There is no description

equal in difficulty, or certainly in usefulness, to the description of one-

self. Even so one must spruce up, even so one must present oneself

in an orderly arrangement, if one would go out in public. Now, I am
constantly adorning myself, for I am constantly describing myself.

Custom has made speaking of oneself a vice, and obstinately forbids

it out of hatred for the boasting that seems always to accompany it.

Instead of blowing the child's nose, as we should, this amounts to pull-

ing it off.

Flight from a fault will lead us into crime.

HORACE

I find more harm than good in this remedy. But even if it were true

that it is presumptuous, no matter what the circumstances, to talk to

the public about oneself, I still must not, according to my general plan,

refrain from an action that openly displays this morbid quality, since

it is in me; nor may I conceal this fault, which I not only practice but

profess. However, to say what I think about it, custom is wrong to

condemn wine because many get drunk on it. We can misuse only

things which are good. And I believe that the rule against speaking

of oneself applies only to the vulgar form of this failing. Such rules are

bridles for calves, with which neither the saints, whom we hear speaking

so boldly about themselves, nor the philosophers, nor the theologians

curb themselves. Nor do I, though I am none of these. If they do not

write about themselves expressly, at least when the occasion leads them
to it they do not hesitate to put themselves prominently on display.

What does Socrates treat of more fully than himself? To what does he
lead his disciples' conversation more often than to talk about themselves,

not about the lesson of their book, but about the essence and movement
of their soul? We speak our thoughts religiously to God, and to our
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confessor, as our neighbors^ do to the whole people. But, someone will

answer, we speak only our self-accusations. Then we speak everything:

for our very virtue is faulty and fit for repentance.

My trade and my art is living. He who forbids me to speak about it

according to my sense, experience, and practice, let him order the

architect to speak of buildings not according to himself but according

to his neighbor; according to another man's knowledge, not according

to his own. If it is vainglory for a man himself to publish his own merits,

why doesn't Cicero proclaim the eloquence of Hortensius, Hortensius

that of Cicero?

Perhaps they mean that I should testify about myself by works and

deeds, not by bare words. What I chiefly portray is my cogitations, a

shapeless subject that does not lend itself to expression in actions. It is

all I can do to couch my thoughts in this airy medium of words. Some
of the wisest and most devout men have lived avoiding all noticeable

actions. My actions would tell more about fortune than about me. They
bear witness to their own part, not to mine, unless it be by conjecture

and without certainty: they are samples which display only details.

I expose myself entire: my portrait is a cadaver on which the veins, the

muscles, and the tendons appear at a glance, each part in its place. One
part of what I am was produced by a cough, another by a pallor or a

palpitation of the heart—in any case dubiously. It is not my deeds that

I write down; it is myself, it is my essence.

I hold that a man should be cautious in making an estimate of him-

self, and equally conscientious in testifying about himself—whether he

rates himself high or low makes no difference. If I seemed to myself

good and wise or nearly so, I would shout it out at the top of my voice.

To say less of yourself than is true is stupidity, not modesty. To pay

yourself less than you are worth is cowardice and pusillanimity, ac-

cording to Aristotle. No virtue is helped by falsehood, and truth is never

subject to error. To say more of yourself than is true is not always

presumption; it too is often stupidity. To be immoderately pleased with

what you are, to fall therefore into an undiscerning self-love, is in my
opinion the substance of this vice. The supreme remedy to cure it is

to do just the opposite of what those people prescribe who, by pro-

hibiting talking about oneself, even more strongly prohibit thinking

about oneself. The pride lies in the thought; the tongue can have only

a very slight share in it.

It seems to them that to be occupied with oneself means to be pleased

with oneself, that to frequent and associate with oneself means to cherish

oneself too much. That may be. But this excess arises only in those

who touch themselves no more than superficially; who observe them-

selves only after taking care of their business; who call it daydreaming

and idleness to be concerned with oneself, and making castles in Spain

to furnish and build oneself; who think themselves something alien and
foreign to themselves.

1 The Protestants.
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If anyone gets intoxicated with his knowledge when he looks beneath

him, let him turn his eyes upward toward past ages, and he will lower

his horns, finding there so many thousands of minds that trample him
underfoot. If he gets into some flattering presumption about his valor,

let him remember the lives of the two Scipios, so many armies, so many
nations, all of whom leave him so far behind them. No particular quality

will make a man proud who balances it against the many weaknesses

and imperfections that are also in him, and, in the end, against the

nullity of man's estate.

Because Socrates alone had seriously digested the precept of his

god—to know himself—and because by that study he had come to despise

himself, he alone was deemed worthy of the name wise. Whoever knows
himself thus, let him boldly make himself known by his own mouth.

7 Of honorary awards

^Those v/ho write the life of Augustus Caesar note this in his mili-

tary discipHne: that of gifts he was wonderfully liberal toward those

who deserved it, but that of purely honorary awards he was equally

sparing. Yet he himself had been gratified by his uncle with all the

military awards before he had ever been to war.

It was a fine invention, and one taken up by most of the govern-

ments of the world, to establish certain vain and valueless marks to

honor and reward virtue, as do the crowns of laurel, oak, and myrtle,

the form of a certain garment, the privilege of riding in a coach

through the city or with a torch by night, some particular seat in public

assemblies, the prerogative of certain surnames and titles, certain

marks on coats of arms, and things like that, which have been variously

dealt with according to tlie opinions of nations, and are still in use.

We for our part, and many of our neighbors, have the orders of

knighthood, which are established only for this purpose. In truth, it

is a very good and profitable custom to find a means of recognizing

the worth of rare and excellent men, and of contenting and satisfy-

ing them by payments which are no load on the public and cost the

prince nothing. And what has always been known by ancient ex-

perience, and what we have also been able to see among us in other

times, that men of quality were more jealous of such rewards than of

those in which there was gain and profit—that is not without reason

and great justification. If with the prize that should be simply one

of honor you mingle other advantages and riches, this admixture, in-

stead of augmenting the original prestige, lowers it and cuts it down.

The Order of Saint Michael,^ which was so long in honor among

1 Montaigne was a knight of this order. He tells us {Essays II: 12, p. 434) that

he long desired this honor, but received it only after it had been devalued.
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us, had no greater advantage than this, that it had no connection with

any other advantage. The result was that formerly there was no office

or status whatever that the nobility aspired to with as much desire

and longing as this order, and no distinction that carried with it more
respect and grandeur; since virtue more readily embraces and aspires

to a reward that is purely her own, and more glorious than useful.

For in truth, other gifts do not have so dignified an employment,

inasmuch as they are used for all sorts of occasions. With money we
pay for the services of a valet, the diligence of a courier, dancing,

rope-walking, speaking, and the meanest duties that we receive; yes,

and even vice is paid for with money, and flattery, pandering, treach-

ery. It is no wonder if virtue is less eager to receive and desire this

sort of common coin than that which is proper and peculiar to it,

and wholly noble and generous. Augustus was right to be much more
thrifty and sparing of this than of the other, since honor is a privilege

that derives its principal essence from rarity; and so does virtue itself:

To him who thinks none bad, whoever can seem good?

MARTIAL

We do not note in commendation of a man that he cares for the

education of his children, since this is a common action, however

just, ^any more than we note a great tree when all the forest is like

it. '^I do not think that any citizen of Sparta gloried either in his

valor, for that was a universal virtue in their nation, or in his fidelity

and contempt for riches. No reward falls due to a virtue, however

great, that has passed into a custom; and for that matter I do not

know whether we would ever call it great when it was common.
So since these honorary awards have no other value and prestige

than this, that few people enjoy them, in order to annihilate them we
have only to be lavish with them. Even if there were more men now
than in past times who deserved our order, its prestige should not be

degraded just for that reason. And it can easily happen that more de-

serve it, for there is no other virtue that spreads so easily as military

valor.

There is another kind of valor, true, perfect, and philosophical, of

which I do not speak (and I employ this word according to our

usage), a valor much greater than ours and fuller, a valor that is a

strength and assurance of the soul, equally despising all sorts of ad-

verse accidents, equable, uniform, and constant, a valor of which ours

is only a very feeble ray. Habit, education, example, and custom can

do all they want in establishing the valor of which I do speak, and
they easily make it common, as is easy to see by the experience of it

which our civil wars afford us. '^And if anyone could unite us at this

moment and arouse our whole nation to a common enterprise, we
would make our ancient military reputation flourish again.

^It is quite certain that the award of the Order of Saint Michael in

times past was not contingent on this consideration alone; it looked

further. It was never the payment of a valiant soldier, but that of a
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famous captain. The science of obeying did not merit so honorable
a reward. In the old days they required for it a more universal ex-

pertness in war, which embraced the broadest and the greatest quali-

ties of a military man—^/or the qualities of a sohlier and those of a
general are not the same [Livy]—^who should also be, besides that,

of a rank suitable to such a dignity. But I say that even if more people
were worthy of it than in other times, it should not for that reason
have been handed out more liberally; it would have been better to

err by not presenting it to all those to whom it was due, than to lose

forever, as we have just done, the use of so valuable an invention. No
man of spirit deigns to pride himself on what he has in common with
many; and the men of today who have least deserved this reward
make the most show of disdaining it, in order thereby to place them-
selves in the rank of those who have been wronged by the unworthy
spread and debasement of this distinction, which was their particular

due.

Now, to obliterate and abolish this order, in the expectation of

thereby restoring this kind of institution to its former credit and of

renewing it in another form, is not an undertaking suitable to a period
as licentious and sick as the one in which we now find ourselves; and
the result will be that the latest- will incur right from its birth the

troubles that have just ruined the other. The rules for dispensing

this new order would need to be extremely tight and strict to give it

any authority; and this tumultuous period is incapable of a short and
firm rein. Besides, before this one can be brought into repute, people
must needs have lost their memory of the first, and of the contempt
into which it has fallen.

This might be the place to insert some discussion on the subject

of valor, and the difference between this virtue and the others; but
since Plutarch has often returned to this theme, I should be meddling
to no purpose in reporting here what he says about it. It is worth
considering, however, that our nation gives valor the highest rank
among the virtues, as its name shows, which comes from value; and that

according to our usage, when we say a very valuable man, or a worthy
man, in the language of our court and our nobility, we are saying

nothing else than a valiant man, as in the Roman fashion; for the

Romans took the general term virtue from their word for strength. The
proper, the only, the essential, form of nobility in France is the mili-

tary profession.

It is probable that the first virtue that manifested itself among
men and gave some the advantage over others was this one, by which
the strongest and most courageous made themselves masters of the

weaker and acquired particular rank and reputation; whence it has

retained this Unguistic honor and dignity. Or else that these nations,

being very warlike, gave the prize and the worthiest title to the one
virtue which was most familiar to them.

2 The Order of tlie Holy Ghost, founded by Henry III in 1578.
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Just so our passion, combined with the feverish solicitude that we
have for the chastity of women, brings it about that a good woman,
a worthy woman, a woman of honor and virtue, means in e£Fect

nothing else to us than a chaste woman; as if, to obligate them to

that duty, we were indifferent to all the rest, and gave them free rein

for any other fault provided they abandon this one.

8 Of the affection offathers

for their children

TO MADAME d'eSTISSAC^

^Madame, if strangeness and novelty, which customarily give

value to things, do not save me, I shall never get out of this stupid

enterprise with honor; but it is so fantastic and appears so remote

from common usage that that may enable it to pass. It was a melan-

choly humor, and consequently a humor very hostile to my natural

disposition, produced by the gloom of the solitude into which I had

cast myself some years ago, that first put into my head this daydream

of meddling with writing. And then, finding myself entirely desti-

tute and void of any other matter, I presented myself to myself for

argument and subject. It is ^the only book in the world of its kind,

a book with '^a wild and eccentric plan. And so there is nothing in

this job worth noting but its bizarreness; for a subject so vain and

mean could not have been fashioned by the best workman in the

world into something worthy of notice.

Now, Madame, having here to portray myself to the life, I would

have forgotten one important feature if I had not represented the

honor that I have always paid to your merits. And I wanted to say

this particularly at the head of this chapter, since among your other

good qualities the love you have shown your children holds one of

the first ranks. Anyone who knows at what age Monsieur d'Estissac,

your husband, left you a widow; the great and honorable matches

that have been oflFered you, as many as to any lady in France of your

rank; the constancy and firmness with which you sustained, for so many
years and through so many thorny difficulties, the burden and the

1 A friend and neighbor of Montaigne, whose son Charles accompanied him

on his trip to Italy in 1580-81. Born Louise de La Beraudiere, she has long been

identified with a contemporary of the same name whose lively youth made her

notorious as la belle Rouet. M. Roger Trinquet has recently shown that this iden-

tification is false.
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conduct of their affairs, which have driven you through all corners of

France and still keep you besieged; the happy direction you have

given them solely by your prudence or good fortune—such a person

will readily say with me that we have in our time no clearer example

of maternal affection than yours.

I praise God, Madame, that it has been so well employed: for the

good hopes that your son Monsieur d'Estissac gives of himself are

assurance enough that when he comes of age you will draw from him
the obedience and gratitude of a very good son. But since, because

of his youth, he could not notice the supreme services that he has

received from you in such great number, I want him, if these writ-

ings happen to fall into his hands some day when I shall have neither

mouth nor speech left that can say it, to receive from me in all truth

this testimony, which will be attested to him even more vividly by
the good results which, if it please God, he will feel: that there is not

a gentleman in France who owes more to his mother than he does,

and that he cannot in the future give any more certain proof of his

goodness and virtue than by recognizing you for what you are.

If there is any truly natural law, that is to say, any instinct that is

seen universally and permanently imprinted in both the animals and
ourselves (which is not beyond dispute), I may say that in my
opinion, after the care every animal has for its own presei^vation and
the avoidance of what is harmful, the affection that the begetter has

for his begotten ranks second. And because Nature seems to have
recommended it to us with a view to extending and advancing the

successive parts of this machine of hers, it is no wonder if, turning

back\^^ard, the affection of children for their fathers is not so great.

^Add to that this other Aristotelian consideration, that he who does

good to someone loves him better than he is loved by him; and that

he to whom something is owed loves better than he who owes; and
that every workman loves his work better than he would be loved by
it, if the work had feeling. For being is something we hold dear, and
being consists in movement and action. Wherefore each man in some
sort exists in his work. He who does good performs a beautfful and
honorable action; he who receives performs only a useful one. Now, the

useful is much less lovable than is the honorable. The honorable is

stable and permanent, furnishing the man who has done it with a

constant gratification. The useful easily escapes and is lost, and the

memory of it is neither so fresh nor so sweet. Those things are dearest

to us that have cost us most; and it is more difficult to give than to

take.

^Since it has pleased God to give us some capacity for reason, so

that we should not be, like the animals, slavishly subjected to the

common laws, but should apply ourselves to them by judgment and
voluntary liberty, we must indeed yield a little to the simple authority

of Nature, but not let ourselves be carried away tyrannically by her:

reason alone must guide our inclinations.

I, for my part, have a taste strangely blunted to these propensi-
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ties that are produced in us without the command and mediation of

our judgment. For example, on this subject that I am talking about, I

cannot entertain that passion which makes people hug infants that are

hardly born yet, having neither movement in the soul nor recogniz-

able shape to the body by which they can make themselves lovable.

^And I have not willingly suffered them to be brought up near me.
^A true and well-regulated affection should be born and increase

with the knowledge children give us of themselves; and then, if they

are worthy of it, the natural propensity going along with reason, we
should cherish them with a truly paternal love; and we should like-

wise pass judgment on them if they are otherwise, always submitting

to reason, notwithstanding the force of nature. It is very often the

rev-erse; and most commonly we feel more excited over the stamping,

the games, and the infantile tricks of our children than we do later

over their grown-up actions, as if we had loved them for our pastime,

^like monkeys, not like men. '^And some supply toys very Uberally for

their childhood, who tighten up at the slightest expenditure they need
when they are of age. Indeed it seems that the jealousy we feel at

seeing them appear in the world and enjoy it when we are about to

leave it makes us more stingy and tight with them; it vexes us that

they are treading on our heels, ^as if to solicit us to leave. ^And if

we had that to fear, then since in the nature of things they cannot in

truth either be or live except at the expense of our being and our life,

we should not have meddled with being fathers.

As for me, I think it is cruelty and injustice not to receive them
into a share and association in our goods, and as companions in the

understanding of our domestic affairs, when they are capable of it,

and not to cut down and restrict our o\vn comforts in order to provide

for theirs, since we have begotten them to that end. It is an injustice

that an old, broken, half-dead father should enjoy alone, in a corner

of his hearth, possessions that would suffice for the advancement and
maintenance of many children, and let them meanwhile, for lack of

means, lose their best years without making progress in public service

and the knowledge of men. They are cast into the desperate plight

of seeking by any means, however unjust, to provide for their need;

as I have seen in my time several young men of good family so ad-

dicted to stealing that no correction could turn them from it. I know
one, well-connected, to whom, at the request of a brother of his, a

very honorable and brave gentleman, I once spoke to this purpose.

He answered me and confessed quite roundly that he had been set

on this filthy path by the rigor and avarice of his father, but that

now he was so accustomed to it that he could not keep out of it. And
he had then just been caught stealing the rings of a lady at whose levee

he had been present with many others. He made me remember the

story I had heard of another gentleman, so formed and fashioned to

this fine trade in the time of his youth that when he came later to be
master of his estate and determined to abandon this traffic, never-

theless, if he passed by a shop where there was something he needed,
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he could not keep himself from stealing it, on pain of sending to pay for

it later. And I have seen several so trained and schooled to this that

even among their comrades they regularly stole things which they

intended to return.

^I am a Gascon, and yet there is no vice in which I am less expert

than this. I hate it a little more by temperament than I condemn it

by reason: even in desire, I take nothing away from anyone. ^This

province is indeed a little more decried in this respect than the others

of the French nation; yet we have seen in our day at various times

men of good families from other provinces in the hands of justice,

convicted of many horrible robberies. I fear that this depravity must
be blamed to some extent on the avarice of fathers.

Someone may answer me as one lord of good understanding did

one day. From hoarding his riches, he said, he expected to derive no

other benefit and use than to make himself honored and sought after

by his dependents, since when age had deprived him of all other

powers, he would have only this way left to maintain his authority

in his family and to avoid incurring everyone's scorn and disdain. ^In

truth not old age alone, but every weakness, according to Aristotle, is

a promoter of avarice. ^There is something to be said for this; but it

is medicine for a disease whose birth we should have prevented.

A father is very miserable who holds his children's affection only

by the need they have of his help—if that is to be called affection.

He should make himself worthy of respect by his virtue and by his

ability, and of love by his goodness and the kindness of his behavior.

The very ashes of a rich material have their value; and we are ac-

customed to hold in respect and reverence the bones and relics of

persons of honor. No old age can be so decrepit and rancid in a person

who has passed his life in honor as not to be venerable, especially to

his children, whose souls he ought to have trained to their duty by
reason, not bv necessitv and need nor bv harshness and force:

In my opinion he is wrong who thinks

That an autliority by power attained

Is more secure than that by friendship gained.

TERENCE

^I condemn all violence in the education of a tender soul which

is being trained for honor and liberty. There is a sort of servility

about rigor and constraint; and I hold that what cannot be done by
reason, and by wisdom and tact, is never done by force. I was brought

up that way. They say that in all my childhood I felt the rod only

twice, and that very softly. I have owed the same to the children I

have had; they all die on me at nurse; but <^Leonor, ^one single daughter

who escaped that misfortune, is over six years old now, and has never

been guided or punished for her childish faults—her mother's in-

dulgence easily concurring—by anything but words, and very gentle

ones. And even if my wishes should be frustrated, there are enough
other causes on which to place the blame without reproaching my
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system, which I know to be just and natural. I should have been much
more scrupulous still in this respect toward boys, who are less born

to serve and of a freer condition: I should have loved to swell their

hearts with ingenuousness and frankness. I have seen no other eflFect

of whips except to make souls more cowardly or more maliciously

obstinate.

^Do we want to be loved by our children? Do we want to take

away from them the occasion for desiring our death (though no oc-

casion for so horrible a wish can be either just or excusable: ^no crime

is based on reason [Livy] )? ^Let us furnish their life reasonably with

what is in our power. For that purpose, we should not marry so young
that our age comes to be almost confounded with theirs. For this in-

convenience casts us into many great diflBculties. I am referring espe-

cially to the nobility, which is a leisure class and lives, as they say,

only on its private income. For with other groups, where a living

must be earned, the plurality and company of children is an advan-

tage to the household; they are so many new tools and instruments

for getting rich.

^I married at thirty-three, and approve the suggestion of thirty-

five, which they say is Aristotle's. ^Plato does not want people to

marry before thirty; but he is right to laugh at those who perform the

works of marriage after fifty-five; and he condemns their offspring

as unworthy of nourishment and life. Thales sets its truest limits.

When young, he answered his mother, who was urging him to marry,

that it was not yet time; and, when he was getting old, that it was

no longer time. We must deny that there is any appropriate time for

any inappropriate action.

^The ancient Gauls considered it extremely reprehensible for a

man under twenty to have had knowledge of a woman, and particu-

larly recommended to the men who wanted to train for war to keep

their virginity until well along in years, since courage is softened and

diverted by intercourse with women.

Happy in children, wed to a young wife,

For exploits he had lost his predilection

Through fatherly and marital affection.

TASSO

^Greek history observes of Iccus of Tarentum, of Chryson, of

Astylus, of Diopompus and others, that to keep their bodies strong for

the races in the Olympic games, for wrestling, and for other exercises,

they denied themselves any sort of sexual act as long as their train-

ing lasted. Muley Hassan, king of Tunis, the one whom the Emperor
Charles V restored to his estate, reproached the memory of his father

for his frequentation of his wives, and called him slack, effeminate,

maker of children. ^In a certain country of the Spanish Indies, they

did not permit men to marry until after forty, and yet they permitted

girls to do so at ten.

AWhen a gentleman is thirty-five, it is not time for him to give
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place to his son who is twenty: he is himself in the midst of appear-

ing on military expeditions and in the court of his prince; he needs

liis resomrces, and should certainly share them, but not so as to forget

himself for others. And such a man may justifiably use the reply that

fathers have ordinarily in their mouths: "I do not want to strip myself

before I go to bed."

But a father prostrated by years and infirmities, deprived by his

weakness and lack of health of the common society of men, wrongs

himself and his family by uselessly brooding over a great heap of

riches. He is pretty well in shape, if he is wise, to want to strip himself

for bed, not down to his shirt, but to a good warm nightshirt. The
remaining pomps, for which he has no more use, he should willingly

present to those to whom by the order of nature they should belong.

It is right that he should leave the enjoyment of these things to them,

since nature deprives him of it; if he does otherwise, there is malice

and envv involved without a doubt.

The finest act of Emperor Charles V was this: that he was able to

recognize, ^in imitation of certain ancients of his caliber, ^that reason

commands us to strip ourselves when our robes become a burden and

a hindrance to us, and to go to bed when our legs fail us. He re-

signed his possessions, his greatness, and his power to his son when
he felt himself failing in the firmness and strength to conduct a£Eairs

with the glory he had acquired in them.

Set free the aging horse before it is too late,

Lest he go stumbling broken-winded at the end.

HORACE

This fault of not being able to recognize oneself early and not feel-

ing the impotence and extreme alteration that age naturally brings to

both body and soul, and in my opinion equally, unless the soul re-

ceives more than half of it, has ruined the reputation of most of

the world's great men. I have seen in my time, and known inti-

mately, persons of great authority who, it was easy to see, had de-

clined marvelously from their former ability, which I knew of by the

reputation they had acquired for it in their better years. I could

readily, for their honor, have wished them retired, living at home at

their ease and unburdened with public and warlike occupations that

were no longer suited to their shoulders.

I was once an intimate in the house of a gentleman, a widower
and very old, yet of a pretty green old age. He had several daughters

to marry off and a son old enough to appear in the world. This

burdened his house with many expenses and visits of strangers, in

which he took little pleasure, not only out of concern for economy,

but even more because he had adopted, owing to his age, a mode of

life far removed from ours. I told him one day a little boldly, as is my
custom, that it would become him better to make room for us younger
folk, to leave his principal house (for that was the only one he had
that was well furnished and fitted out) to his son and retire to a
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neighboring estate of his where no one would trouble his repose, since

he could not otherwise avoid being disturbed by us in view of the

situation of his children. He took my advice later and was well off

for it.

This is not to say that we should so obligate ourselves to our

children that we can no longer retract what we give them. I, who
am ready to play this role, would leave my children the enjoyment

of my house and possessions, but with Hberty to repent if they gave

me occasion to. I would leave them the use of it because that would
no longer be convenient to me; and of authority over affairs in gen-

eral, I would reserve for myself as much as I pleased. For I have

always judged that it must be a great contentment to an old father

himself to give his children a start in managing his affairs, and during

his lifetime to be able to oversee their conduct, furnishing them with

instruction and advice according to the experience he has of them,

directing their efforts to uphold the ancient honor and order of his

house, and thereby finding firm ground for the hopes he may con-

ceive of their future conduct.

And for this purpose I would not avoid their company; I would
observe them close up, and enjoy their fun and festivities within the

limitations of my age. If I did not live among them (as I could not

without spoiling their gatherings by being fretful as old men are and
a slave to my infirmities, and without also doing violence to the rules

and ways of Hving that I should then have ) , I should at least want to

live near them in a part of my house, not the most showy but the most

comfortable. Not like a dean of the church of Saint Hilary at Poi-

tiers whom I saw, some years ago, so cut off by his gloomy dis-

agreeableness that when I entered his room it had been twenty-two

years since he had gone one step out of it; and yet he was free and
easy in all his functions, except for a cold that was going down into

his stomach. Hardly once a week would he permit anyone to come
in to see him; he kept himself always locked up in his chamber alone,

except that a servant, who only came in and went out, brought him
something to eat once a day. His occupation was to walk around and
read some book (for he had a certain knowledge of letters); more-

over, he was obstinately set on dying in this routine, as he did soon

after.

I would try by pleasant relations to foster in my children a lively

and unfeigned affection and good will toward me, which is easily

won in a wellborn nature; for if they are raging beasts, ^such as our

time produces in profusion, ^we must hate and shun them as such.

I loathe the custom '-of forbidding children to use the name of

father and enjoining upon them some strange address, as being more
respectful; as if nature had not readily provided sufficiently for our

authority. We call God Almighty father, and disdain to have our

children call us that. It is also wrong and foolish ^to prohibit children

who have come of age from being familiar with their fathers, and to

prefer to maintain an austere and disdainful gravity toward them,
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hoping thereby to keep them in fear and obedience. For that is a
very futile farce, which makes fathers annoying to their children and,

what is worse, ridiculous. They have in their hands youth and vigor,

and consequently the wind and favor of the world behind them; and
they receive with mockery these fierce and tyrannical looks from men
who have no blood left in either heart or veins—real scarecrows in a
hemp field. Even if I could make myself feared, I would much rather

make myself loved.

^There are so many sorts of defects in old age, so much impotence,
it is so liable to contempt, that the best acquisition it can make is the

love and affection of our family: command and fear are no longer its

weapons. I know one old man^ whose youth was very imperious.

Now that age has come on, although he is as healthy as can be, he
strikes, he bites, he swears: ^the most tempestuous master in France.

^He is eaten up by care and vigilance. All that is just a farce in which
the family itself conspires: of the storeroom, the cellar, and even of

his purse, others have the best share of the enjoyment, while he holds

the keys in his pouch more dearly than if they were his eyes. While
he is happy over the frugality and niggardliness of his table, every-

body is living it up in various corners of his house, gaming, spending,

and exchanging stories about his vain anger and foresight. Everyone
is on guard against him. If, by chance, some wretched servant de-

votes himself to him, promptly he falls under his suspicion, a trait on
which old age is so prone to bite of its own accord. How many times

has he boasted to me of the check he kept on his household and the

strict obedience and reverence he received from them, and how clearly

he saw into his own affairs!

He alone is ignorant of all tilings.

TERENCE

I know no man who can bring to bear more qualities, both natural

and acquired, fit to preserve mastery, than he does; and yet he has
fallen from authority like a child. Therefore I have chosen him from
among several I know in that condition, as the best example.

^It would be a matter for a scholastic dispute whether he is better

off thus or otherwise. In his presence, all things yield to him. They
allow his authority this vain course: they never resist him; they
take his word, they fear him, they give him his bellyful of respect.

Does he dismiss a servant? He packs his bundle, there he is gone—but
only out of his presence. The steps of old age are so slow, the senses

so blurred, that he will live and do his job in the same house for a

year without being perceived. And when the time comes, they have

2 According to Florimond de Raemond, this man is Montaigne's neighbor and
sponsor, the former ambassador to England, German-Gaston de Foix, marquis de
Trans. It was he who presented Montaigne with tlie Order of Saint Michael.
Brantome's claim that he did so to make fun of Montaigne is implausible, because
Trans was probably instrumental in Montaigne's receipt of two other honors: that

of gentleman-in-ordinary of the king's chamber and that of mayor of Bordeaux.
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letters arrive from far away, piteous, suppliant, full of promises to do
better, whereby he is restored to grace. Does Monsieur take some
step or send some dispatch that displeases? They suppress it, soon
afterward forging causes enough to excuse the lack of execution or

reply. No letters from outside are brought to him first; he sees only

those that it seems convenient for him to know. If by accident he
gets hold of one, the person on whom he relies to read his letters to

him promptly finds in it whatever he chooses; and all the time they
have someone asking his pardon who is really insulting him in this

very letter. In fine, he sees his affairs only in an image arranged, de-

signed, and made just as satisfactory as possible, so as not to rouse

his bad humor and anger. I have seen, under different forms, plenty

of long, constant domestic economies with exactly the same result.

^Wives always have a proclivity for disagreeing with their hus-

bands. *^They seize with both hands every pretext to go contrary to

them; the first excuse serves them as plenary justification. I have
known one who robbed her husband wholesale in order, so she told

her confessor, to give fatter alms. Just trust that pious almsgiving!

No responsibility seems to them to have sufficient dignity if it comes
by tlie husband's concession. They have to usurp it either by cunning

or by insolence, and always unjustly, to give it grace and authority.

As in the case I am speaking of, ^when they act against a poor old

man and for the sake of children, then they seize this pretext and glory

in making it serve their passion, *^and, as if they were slaves making
a common cause, readily conspire against his domination and govern-

ment. ^As for sons, grown and vigorous, they also promptly suborn,

either by force or by favor, both steward and receiver and all the rest.

Those who have neither wife nor son fall into this misfortune less

easily, but also more cruelly and shamefully. ^Cato the Elder used to

say in his time: "So many servants, so many enemies." Consider

whether, in keeping with the difference in purity between his age

and ours, he did not mean to warn us that wife, son, and servant are

so many enemies to us. ^It is well that our declining years bring with

them the sweet benefits of imperceptiveness and ignorance, and a

facility for letting ourselves be deceived. If we got stirred up over

this, what would become of us, especially in this age in which the

judges who have to decide our controversies are commonly partisans

of the young, and interested parties?

^In case this deception escapes my sight, at least it does not escape

my sight that I am very deceivable.^ And will it ever be said enough

3 The Bordeaux Copy shows an addition here : "Three and four times happy
the man who can entrust his pitiful old age into a friendly hand." And at the end
of the paragraph: "Am I better off for having had the taste of it [friendship], or

am I worse off? Certainly I am better off. My regret for him consoles and honors

me. Is it not a pious and pleasant duty of my hfe to be forever performing his

obsequies? Is there an enjoyment that is worth this privation? I 'could easily let

myself be lulled into idleness by such a flattering notion."

Both tliese passages are crossed out, but in a different way (with many cross

lines instead of one strong one) and apparently a different hand from nearly all
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how precious is a friend, and how different a thing from these civil

bonds?* Even the image of friendship that I see in the animals, so pure,

how religiously I respect it!

If others deceive me, at least I do not deceive myself, either by

thinking myself capable of guarding against their deception, or by

racking my brains to make myself capable. I escape from such be-

trayals in my own bosom not by a restless and tumultuous curiosity,

but rather by diversion and resolution.

When I hear tell of someone's condition, I do not dwell on him;

I promptly turn my eyes to myself to see how it is with me. Everything

that affects him concerns me. His mishap warns me and rouses me in

that direction. Every day and every hour we say things about another

that we would more properly say about ourselves, if we knew how to

turn our attention inward as well as extend it outward.

And many authors in this manner injure their cause, running rashly

forward to meet the one they are attacking, and hurling shafts at their

enemies that are suited to being hurled back at them.

^After the late Marshal de Monluc lost his son—in truth a brave

gentleman and one of great promise, who died on the island of Madeira

—he used to stress greatly to me, among his other regrets, the sorrow

and heartbreak he felt for never having opened up to him. He had lost,

he said, by that habit of paternal gravity and stiffness, the comfort of

appreciating his son and knowing him well, and also of declaring to

him the extreme affection that he bore him and the high opinion he had
of his virtue. "And that poor boy," he would say, "saw nothing of me
but a scowling and disdainful countenance, and took with him the belief

that I knew neither how to love him nor how to esteem him according

to his merit. For whom was I keeping the revelation of that singular

affection that I bore him in my soul? Wasn't he the one who should

have had all the pleasure of it and all the gratitude? I constrained and
tortured myseff to maintain this vain mask, and thereby lost the pleasure

of association with him, and of his good will along with it, for he could

not be other than very cool toward me, having never had anything but
harshness from me or experienced any but a tyrannical bearing." I think

this lament was well taken and reasonable; for, as I know by too certain

experience, there is no consolation so sweet in the loss of our friends

as that which comes to us from the knowledge of not having forgotten

to tell them anything and of having had perfect and entire communi-
cation with them.^

Montaigne's other manuscript deletions. The second passage (but not the first)

appears in the 1595 edition, with the last sentence omitted, and preceded by "O
my friend!" in a later position, four paragraphs later, after "perfect and entire com-
munication with them."

Some scholars suppose that Montaigne retained but moved the passage on the

copy he sent to Mile de Gournay for the 1595 edition, and later crossed it out on
his own copy.

* Marriage.

5 See note 3 above.
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^I open myself to my family as much as I can, and very readily

signify to tliem the state of my will and my judgment toward them, as

toward everyone. I hasten to bring myself out and put myself forth:

I do not want people to be mistaken about me, whether for better or

for worse.

^Among other peculiar customs of our ancient Gauls, from what
Caesar says, was this one: that children did not appear before their

fathers or dare to be found in their company in public until they were
beginning to bear arms; as if they meant that only then was it time for

the fathers to receive their sons into their familiarity and acquaintance.

I have observed still another sort of error of judgment in some fathers

of my time, who are not content with depriving their children during

their long lifetime of the share they naturally ought to have had in their

fortunes, but afterward also leave to their wives this same authority

over all their possessions and the right to dispose of them according

to their fancy. And I have known one lord, one of the first officers of

our crown, a man with an income of more than fifty thousand crowns

in prospect by right of succession, who died needy and overwhelmed
with debts at over fifty years of age, while his mother in her extreme

decrepitude was still enjoying all his property by the will of his father,

who for his part had lived nearly eighty years. This does not seem at

all reasonable to me.

'^However, I find it of little advantage for a man whose affairs are

going well to go looking for a wife who will burden him with a big

dowry; there is no outside debt that brings more ruin on houses. My
predecessors have generally followed this counsel to good advantage,

and so have I. *^But those who advise us against rich wives for fear

they may be less tractable and grateful are wrong to make us lose some
real profit for so frivolous a conjecture. It costs an unreasonable woman
no more to override one reason than another. They love themselves

best wherever they are most in the wrong. Unfairness allures them,

as the honor of their virtuous actions allures good women; and the

richer these are, the nicer they are, as they are the more willingly and
proudly chaste because they are beautiful.

^It is right to leave the administration of affairs to mothers while the

children are not yet of legal age to take over on their own. But the father

has brought them up very badly if he cannot hope that at that age they

will have more wisdom and ability than his wffe, seeing the ordinary

weakness of the sex. However, in truth, it would be much more con-

trary to nature to make mothers dependent on the discretion of their

children. They should be given plentiful means to maintain themselves

according to the standing of their house and their age, since necessity

and indigence are much more unbecoming and hard to bear for them
than for men: this should be borne by the children rather than by
the mother.

^In general the soundest distribution of our estate when we die

seems to me the one prescribed by the custom of the country. The laws

have thought about this better than we; and it is better to let them err
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in their choice than rashly to run the risk of erring in ours. The estate

is not properly ours, since by a civil ordinance and independently of us

it is destined to certain successors. And although we have some hberty

beyond that, I hold that we need a very great and apparent cause to

make us take away from anyone that which his fortune has won him
and to which common justice entitles him; and that it is abusing this

Hberty unreasonably to make it serve our frivolous and private fancies.

My lot has been gracious to me in not having offered me occasions that

could tempt me and divert my affection from the common and legitimate

arrangement.

I see some on whom it is wasted time to take long pains in doing

good services: one word taken amiss wipes out the merit of ten years.

Happy the man who is there on the spot to anoint their good will at

this last passage. The nearest action carries the day; not the best and
most frequent services, but the most recent and present, do the job. Such

men play with their wills as with apples or rods, to gratify or chastise

every action of those who claim an interest in them. A will is a thing

of too great consequence and weight to be thus trotted out at every

instant; wise men take their stand on it once for all, having regard to

reason and public observances.

We take these male entails too much to heart. And we look forward

to a ridiculous eternity for our names. ^ We also weigh too heavily the

vain conjectures about the future that we draw from childish minds.

They might perhaps have done an injustice by displacing me from my
rank for having been the most sluggish and leaden, the slowest and most
reluctant, in my lesson, not only of all my brothers, but of all the boys

of my province, whether the lesson was in mental or bodily exercise.

It is folly to make extraordinary selections on the faith of these div-

inations in which we are so often deceived. If one may violate this

rule and correct the destinies in the choice they have made of our heirs,

it is somewhat more reasonable to do so on grounds of some remarkable

and enormous physical deformity, a constant, irremediable defect, and,

according to us who greatly esteem beauty, a very harmful one.

The amusing dialogue between Plato's lawgiver and his fellow

citizens will do honor to this passage. "What," say they, feeling the

end approaching, "may we not dispose of what is ours to whom we
please? Ye gods, what cruelty that it should not be lawful for us, ac-

cording as our people have served us in our illnesses, in our old age,

in our affairs, to give them more or less according to our fancies!" To
which the lawgiver replies in this manner: "My friends, who no doubt

have soon to die, it is hard both for you to know yourselves and for you
to know what is yours, according to the Delphic inscription. I who
make the laws hold that neither are you your own nor is what you enjoy

your own. Both your goods and yourselves belong to your family, past

8 Despite these remarks, Montaigne yielded to this very temptation and in his

will entailed his estate and his name to the younger descendant of his daughter
Leonor, who married tAvice and had children by both mairiages. The result was tw-o

centuries of litigation.
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as well as future. But even more do both your family and your goods

belong to the public. Wherefore if some flatterer in your old age or

in your illness, or some passion, solicits you at a bad time to make an

unjust will, I will guard you against it. But, having regard to both the

general interest of the city and that of your family, I shall establish

laws and make it felt, as is reasonable, that the private interest must

yield to the public interest. Go your way then peacefully and with

good will where human necessity calls you. It is for me, who do not

regard one thing more than the other, who, as much as I can, look after

the general interest, to take care of what you leave."

To return to my subject, -^it seems to me, I know not why, that

no kind of mastery is due to women over men except the maternal

and natural, unless it is for the punishment of those who, by some
feverish humor, have voluntarily submitted themselves to them. But

that does not concern old women, of whom we are speaking here. It

is the reasonableness of this consideration that has made us create

and so readily give force to this law, which no one has ever seen, that

deprives women of the succession to our crown; and there is hardly

a sovereignty in the world where it is not alleged, as it is here, by some
appearance of reason that gives it authority; but fortune has given

it more credit in certain places than in others.

It is dangerous to leave the disposal of our succession to women's

judgment, according to the choice they will make among the children,

which is at all times unfair and capricious. For that disordered appe-

tite and sick taste that they have at the time of their pregnancies they

have in their soul at all times. We commonly see them devote them-

selves to the weakest and most ill-favored, or to those, if they have

any, who are still hanging about their necks. For, not having enough

force of reason to choose and embrace what deserves it, they most

readily let themselves be carried away where the impressions of na-

ture stand most alone; like the animals, who have no knowledge of

their young except while they cling to their dugs.

Moreover, it is easy to see by experience that this natural affection,

to which we give so much authority, has very weak roots. Every day

we take their own children out of the arms of mothers, and make
them take charge of ours, for a very sHght profit. We make them

abandon their own to some wretched nurse to whom we do not want

to entrust our own, or to some goat; forbidding them not only to give

them suck, whatever danger they may thereby incur, but even to take

any care of them, that they may be entirely employed in the service

of ours. And we see in most of them a bastard affection soon en-

gendered by habit, more vehement than the natural, and a greater

solicitude for the preservation of the borrowed children than for their

own.

And what I said about goats I said because it is ordinary around

where I live to see village women, when they cannot feed their chil-

dren from their breasts, call goats to their aid; and I have at this mo-
ment two lackeys who never sucked woman's milk for more than a
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week. These goats are promptly trained to come and suckle these

little children; they recognize their voices when they call out, and
come running. If any other than their nursling is presented to them,

they refuse it; and the child does the same with another goat. I saw
one the other day whose goat they took away because his father had
only borrowed her from a neighbor of his; he never could take to the

other that they presented to him, and doubtless died of hunger. Ani-

mals alter and corrupt their natural afiPection as easily as we.

^Herodotus relates of a certain district of Libya that intercourse

with women is promiscuous, but that the child, when he has the

strength to walk, finds to be his father the one toward whom, in the

crowd, natural inclination bears his first steps. I believe that this must
lead to frequent mistakes.

^Now when we consider this simple reason for loving our children

—that we begot them, wherefore we call them our other selves—it

seems to me that there is indeed another production proceeding from
us that is no less commendable. For what we engender by the soul,

the children of our mind, of our heart and our ability, are produced
by a nobler part than the body and are more our own. We are father

and mother both in this generation. These cost us a lot more, and
bring us more honor, if they have any good in them. For the worth
of our other children is much more theirs than ours; the share we have
in it is very slight; but of these all the beauty, all the grace and value,

is ours. Thus they represent and report us much more to the life

than the others. '^Plato adds that these are immortal children who
immortalize their fathers and even deify them, as with Lycurgus,
Solon, and Minos.

^Now, since the histories are full of examples of that common af-

fection of fathers toward their children, it seemed to me not inap-

propriate to pick out also some of this other kind.

^Heliodorus, that good bishop of Tricca, preferred to lose the dig-

nity, the profit, and the piety of so venerable a prelacy rather than
lose his daughter^—a daughter who still lives on, very nice, but for all

that perhaps a little too curiously and loosely tricked out, and in too

amorous a fashion, for the daughter of a churchman and a priest.

^There was one Labienus in Rome, a person of great worth and
authority, and, among other qualities, excelling in every sort of liter-

ature. He was, I believe, the son of that great Labienus, the first of

the captains who were under Caesar in the Gallic war, and who later,

after throwing himself to the great Pompey's side, maintained him-
self there so valorously until Caesar defeated him in Spain. The
virtue of this Labienus aroused many people's envy; and, as seems likely,

the courtiers and favorites of the emperors of his time opposed him
for his independence and for the feelings against tyranny which he
had from his father, which he still retained, and with which we may

^ The Greek romance Theagenes and Chariclea, very popular in France in

Jacques Amyot's translation, was then attributed to this Heliodorus (bishop of

Tricca), but is now attributed to Heliodorus of Emesa in Syria.
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believe he had colored his books and writings. His adversaries prose-

cuted him before the magistrate in Rome and succeeded in having

several of his published works condemned to be burned. It was with

him that this new sort of penalty began, which was later continued in

Rome against many others, of punishing by death even writings and
studies. There was not enough means and matter for cruelty unless

we brought in things which nature has exempted from all feeling and
all suffering, such as reputation and the inventions of our mind, and
unless we communicated corporal punishments to the teachings and
monuments of the muses.

Now Labienus could not endure this loss nor survive that dear

progeny of his; he had himself taken and shut up alive in the tomb of

his ancestors, where he contrived to kill and bury himself at the same
time. It is hard to show any more vehement paternal affection than

that. Cassius Severus, a very eloquent man and his intimate friend,

seeing his books burning, cried out that by the same sentence they

should have condemned him to be burned alive with them; for he car-

ried and preserved in his memory what they contained.

^A like fate befell Greuntius Cordus, accused of having praised

Brutus and Cassius in his books. That vile, servile, and corrupt Senate,

worthy of a worse master than Tiberius, condemned his writings to the

fire. He was content to keep them company in their death, and killed

himself by abstaining from food.

^In the last moments of the good Lucan's life, after he was con-

demned by that scoundrel Nero, when most of his blood had already

flowed out through the veins of his arms, which he had had his doctor

cut open so as to die, and when the cold had seized on his extremities

and was beginning to approach his vital parts, the last thing he had in

his memory was some of the verses of his book on the battle of Phar-

salia, which he recited; and he died with those last words in his mouth.

What was tliat but a tender and paternal leave he was taking of his

children, representing the farewells and close embraces that we give

to ours when we die, and an effect of that natural inclination that re-

calls to our memory in this extremity the things we have held dearest

during our life?

Do you think that Epicurus, who (while dying in torment, as he

says, from the utmost pains of colic) had all his consolation in the

beauty of the doctrine he was leaving to the world, would have re-

ceived as much contentment from a number of wellborn and well-

brought-up children, if he had had any, as he did from the production

of his rich writings? And that if he had had to choose between leaving

behind a deformed and ill-bom child and leaving behind a stupid and

inept book, he would not rather have chosen, and not only he but any

man of like ability, to incur the former misfortune than the other? It

would perhaps be impiety in Saint Augustine, for example—if it were

proposed to him on the one hand to bury his writings, from which our

religion receives such great fruit, or else to bury his children, in case

he had any—if he did not prefer to bury his children.
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^And I do not know whether I would not like much better to have
produced one perfectly formed child by intercourse with the muses
than by intercourse with my wife.

^To this child, such as it is, what I give I give purely and irrevocably,

as one gives to the children of one's body. The little good I have done
for it is no longer at my disposal. It may know a good many things that

I no longer know and hold from me what I have not retained and what,

just like a stranger, I should have to borrow from it if I came to need
it. If I am wiser than it, it is richer than I.

^There are few men devoted to poetry who would not be prouder

to be the father of the Aeneid than of the handsomest boy in Rome, and
who would not more easily suffer the loss of the one than of the other.

^For, according to Aristotle, of all craftsmen the poet in particular is the

most in love with his own work.

^It is hard to believe that Epaminondas, who boasted of leaving as

his entire posterity daughters who would one day do their father honor
(these were the two noble victories he had won over the Lacedae-
monians), would willingly have consented to exchange these for the

most gorgeous daughters of all Greece, or that Alexander and Caesar
ever wanted to be deprived of the grandeur of their glorious deeds of

war for the satisfaction of having children and heirs, however perfect

and accomplished they might be.

Indeed I very much doubt that Phidias or any other excellent sculp-

tor would be so pleased with the preservation and long life of his

natural children as with that of an excellent statue that his long labor

and study had brought to artistic perfection. And as for those vicious

and frenzied passions which have sometimes inflamed fathers with love

for their daughters, or mothers for their sons, the Hke even of these are

found in this other sort of parenthood: witness what they tell of Pyg-
maHon, who after building a statue of a woman of singular beautv, be-

came so madly and frantically smitten with love of this work that the

gods, for the sake of his passion, had to bring it to life for him:

Its hardness gone, the ivory softens, yields

Beneath his fingers.

OVID

9 Of the arms of the Parthians

^It is a vicious practice of the nobility of our time, and full of soft-

ness, to put on armor only on the point of extreme need and to take it

oflF as soon as there is the slightest appearance that the danger has gone.
Whence come many disorders. For with everyone shouting and run-
ning for his arms at the last moment before the attack, some are still

lacing their cuirass when their comrades are already routed. Our
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fathers used to give their headpiece, lance, and gauntlets to be carried,

and did not abandon the rest of their equipment as long as the job

lasted. Our troops nowadays are all mixed up and thrown into dis-

order by the confusion of the baggage and the servants, who cannot

leave their masters because they have their arms.

^Livy, speaking of our people: Their bodies, utterly incapable of

toil, could scarcely carry their armor on their shoulders.

^Several nations formerly went, and still go, to war without wear-

ing armor, or wore things useless for defense:

^Wearing helmets made of bark stripped from the cork-tree.

VIRGIL

Alexander, the most daring commander that ever was, rarely wore
armor. '^And those of us who despise it scarcely get the worse of the

bargain for it. If we see some man killed for want of a harness, there

is hardly a smaller number who have been lost by the encumbrance of

their armor, trapped beneath its weight, or bruised and broken, either

by a counterblow or otherwise. For it seems in truth, to see the weight

and thickness of ours, that we seek only to defend ourselves; ^and we
are more burdened by it than protected. ^^We have enough to do to

sustain its weight, fettered and constrained, as if we had to fight only

with the shock of our armor, and as if we had not the same obligation

to defend it as it has to defend us.

^Tacitus comically portrays tlie warriors of our ancient Gaul thus

armed only to hold their ground, having no way either to harm or to be
harmed, or to get up again if knocked down. Lucullus, seeing certain

Median men-at-arms who formed the front of the army of Tigranes

heavily and awkwardly armed as if in an iron prison, concluded that he

could easily defeat them, and began his charge and his victory with

them.

^And now that our musketeers are so esteemed, I believe people will

find some invention to immure us in order to protect us from them, and
have us dragged to war shut up in bastions, like those that the ancients

had their elephants carry.

This humor is far removed from that of the younger Scipio, who
bitterly blamed his soldiers for having scattered caltrops under water

in the part of the moat by which the people of a town he was besieging

could make sorties against him; saying that those who were attacking

should think of being enterprising, not of fearing; ^and being rightly

afraid that this provision might lull his soldiers' vigilance in guarding

themselves.

^He also said to a young man who was showing off his handsome
buckler to him: "It is really beautiful, my son; but a Roman soldier

should put more trust in his right hand than in his left."

^Now it is only habit that makes the burden of our armor insupport-

able to us:

Helmet on head and coat of mail on chest

Both warriors of whom I sing then wore.
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By night or day, since entering their rest,

They never took them oflf or gave them o'er;

For these to wear were easy as a vest.

So trained the men were to the arms they bore,

ARIOSTO

^The Emperor Caracalla used to go about the country on foot, fully

armed, leading his army. ^Roman foot soldiers bore not only a helmet,

sword, and shield (for as for armor, says Cicero, they were so accus-

tomed to have it on their back that it impeded them no more than their

limbs : '^for they say that arms are the limbs of a soldier ) , ^but also at

the same time whatever provisions they needed for two weeks and a

certain quantity of stakes to make their ramparts, ^up to sixty pounds'
weight. And the soldiers of Marius, thus laden, were trained to do five

leagues in five hours, and six if there was any haste. ^Their military

discipline was much tougher than ours, and so it produced very dif-

ferent results. This is admirably illustrated by the episode of a Lace-

daemonian soldier who was reproached because on an expedition to

war he had been seen under cover of a house. They were so toughened
to hardship that it was shameful to be seen under any other roof than
the sky, whatever the weather. ^The younger Scipio, reforming his

army in Spain, ordered his soldiers to eat only standing and nothing
cooked. ^We should not lead our men very far at that price.

Moreover Marcellinus, a man brought up in the Roman wars, care-

fully notes the way the Parthians had of arming themselves, and notes

it because it was different from the Roman way.^ "They had," he says,

"armor woven in the manner of little feathers, which did not hinder the

movement of their body, and yet was so strong that our darts bounced
off when they came to strike it." ( These are the scales that our ances-

tors were much in the habit of using. ) And in another place he says:

"They had strong sturdy horses, covered with stout leather; and they

themselves were armed from head to foot with thick iron plates ar-

ranged with such artifice that at the joints of the limbs they lent them-

selves to movement. You would have said that they were men of iron;

for they had head accouterments so neatly fitted and naturally repre-

senting the form and parts of the face that there was no way to hit them
except through little round holes corresponding with their eyes, which
gave them a little light, and slits at the place of the nostrils, through

which with some difficulty they drew breath."

^The supple metal leaf is brought to life by limbs

Within, a fearful sight; statues of steel, you'd say,

Are moved, and through this steel breathe in a human way.

1 The editions published in Montaigne's lifetime here included the following

passage: "Now, because it seems very close to our own, I intended to take this

passage from its author, having once taken the trouble to say very amply what I

knew about the comparison of our armor with Roman armor. But this scrap of my
notes having been stolen from me with several otliers by a man in my service, I will

not deprive him of the profit he hopes to make from it; also it would be very hard

for me to chew over the same meat twice."
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The horses, likewise armed, threaten with iron brow,
And move their iron flanks, secure from any blow.

CLAUDIAN

^There is a description that very strongly resembles the equipment of

a French man-at-arms with all his trappings.

Plutarch says that Demetrius had made for himself and for Alcinus,

the leading warrior that was with him, a complete suit of armor for

each weighing six score pounds, whereas the ordinary suits weighed
only sixty.

10 Of books

^I have no doubt that I often happen to speak of things that are

better treated by the masters of the craft, and more truthfully. This is

purely the essay of my natural faculties, and not at all of the acquired

ones; and whoever shall catch me in ignorance will do nothing against

me, for I should hardly be answerable for my ideas to others, I who am
not answerable for them to myself, or satisfied with them. Whoever is

in search of knowledge, let him fish for it where it dwells; there is

nothing I profess less. These are my fancies, by which I try to give

knowledge not of things, but of myself. The things will perhaps be
known to me some day, or have been once, according as fortune may
have brought me to the places where they were made clear. But I no
longer remember them. ^And if I am a man of some reading, I am a

man of no retentiveness.

^Thus I guarantee no certainty, unless it be to make known to what
point, at this moment, extends the knowledge that I have of myself.

Let attention be paid not to the matter, but to the shape I give it.

^Let people see in what I borrow whether I have known how to

choose what would enhance my theme. For I make others say what I

cannot say so well, now through the weakness of my language, now
through the weakness of my understanding. I do not count my borrow-

ings, I weigh them. And if I had wanted to have them valued by their

number, I should have loaded myself with twice as many. They are

all, or very nearly all, from such famous and ancient names that they

seem to identify themselves enough without me. In the reasonings and
inventions that I transplant into my soil and confound with my own,

I have sometimes deliberately not indicated the author, in order to hold

in check the temerity of those hasty condemnations that are tossed at

all sorts of writings, notably recent writings of men still living, and in

the vulgar tongue, which invites everyone to talk about them and seems

to convict the conception and design of being likewise vulgar. I want
them to give Plutarch a fillip on my nose and get burned insulting
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Seneca in me. I have to hide my weakness under these great authorities.

I will love anyone that can unplume me, I mean by clearness of judg-

ment and by the sole distinction of the force and beauty of the remarks.

For I who, for lack of memory, fall short at every turn in picking them
out by knowledge of their origin, can very well realize, by measuring
my capacity, that my soil is not at all capable of producing certain too

rich flowers that I find sown there, and that all the fruits of my own
growing could not match them.

^For this I am obliged to be responsible: if I get myself tangled

up, if there is vanity and faultiness in my reasonings that I do not per-

ceive or that I am not capable of perceiving when pointed out to me.
For faults often escape our eyes; but infirmity of judgment consists in

not being able to perceive them when another reveals them to us.

Knowledge and truth can lodge in us without judgment, and judgment
also without them; indeed the recognition of ignorance is one of the

fairest and surest testimonies of judgment that I find.

I have no other marshal but fortune to arrange my bits. As my fan-

cies present themselves, I pile them up; now they come pressing in a

crowd, now dragging single file. I want people to see my natural and
ordinary pace, however off the track it is. I let myself go as I am. Be-
sides, these are not matters of which we are forbidden to be ignorant

and to speak casually and at random.
I should certainly like to have a more perfect knowledge of things,

but I do not want to buy it as dear as it costs. My intention is to pass

pleasantly, and not laboriously, what life I have left. There is nothing
for which I want to rack my brain, not even knowledge, however great

its value.

I seek in books only to give myself pleasure by honest amusement;
or if I study, I seek only the learning that treats of the knowledge of

myself and instructs me in how to die well and live well:

^This is the goal toward which my sweating horse should strain.

PROPERTIUS

^If I encounter difficulties in reading, I do not gnaw my nails over
them; I leave them there, after making one or two attacks on them.
^If I planted myself in them, I would lose both myself and time; for I

have an impulsive mind. What I do not see at the first attack, I see less

by persisting. I do nothing without gaiety; continuation ^and too

strong contention ^dazes, depresses, and wearies my judgment. "^My
sight becomes confused and dispersed. ^I have to withdraw it and
apply it again by starts, just as in order to judge the luster of a scarlet

fabric, the)' tell us to pass our eyes over it several times, catching it in

various quickly renewed and repeated glimpses.

'^If this book wearies me, I take up another; and I apply myself to

it only at the moments when the boredom of doing nothing begins to

grip me. I do not take much to modern books, because the ancient ones
seem to me fuller and stronger; nor to those in Greek, because my judg-
ment cannot do its work with a childish and apprentice understanding.
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Among the books that are simply entertaining, I find, of the mod-
erns, the D£;cameron cf Boccaccio, Rabelais, and The Kisses of Johannes
Secundus, if they may be placed under this heading, worth reading for

amusement. As for the Amadises and writings of that sort, they did not

have the authority to detain even my childhood. I will also say this,

whether boldly or rashly, that this heavy old soul of mine no longer lets

itself be tickled, not merely by Ariosto, but even by the good Ovid:

his facility and inventions, which once enchanted me, hardly entertain

me at all now.
I speak my mind freely on all things, even on those which perhaps

exceed my capacity and which I by no means hold to be within my
jurisdiction. And so the opinion I give of them is to declare the meas-
ure of my sight, not the measure of things. When I feel a distaste for

Plato's Axiochus as a work without power considering such an author,

my judgment does not trust itself: it is not so stupid as to oppose itself

to the authority of so many other famous ^ancient ^judgments, '^which

it considers its tutors and masters, and with which it is rather content

to err. ^It blames and condemns itself either for stopping at the outer

bark, not being able to penetrate to the heart, or for looking at the

thing by some false light. It is content with simply securing itself from
confusion and disorder; as for its weakness, it readily recognizes and
admits it. It thinks it gives a correct interpretation to the appearances
that its conception presents to it; but these are weak and imperfect.

Most of Aesop's Fables have many meanings and interpretations.

Those who take them allegorically choose some aspect that squares

with the fable, but for the most part this is only the first and super-

ficial aspect; there are others more living, more essential and in-

ternal, to which they have not known how to penetrate; this is how
I read them.

But, to pursue my path, it has always seemed to me that in poetry

Virgil, Lucretius, Catullus, and Horace hold the first rank by very

far, and especially Virgil in his Georgics, which I consider the most
accomplished work in poetry; in comparison with it one can easily

recognize that there are passages in the Aeneid which the author would
have brushed up still a little more if he had had the chance. ^And the

fifth book of the Aeneid seems to me the most perfect. ^I also love

Lucan and enjoy his company, not so much for his style as for his

own worth and the truth of his opinions and judgments. As for the

good Terence, the very refinement and charm of the Latin language,

I find him admirable at representing to the life the movements of the

soul and the state of our characters; '^at every moment our actions

throw me back to him. ^I cannot read him so often as not to find in

him some new beauty and grace.

Those who lived near Virgil's time used to complain that some
compared Lucretius to him. I am of the opinion that that is in truth

an unequal comparison; but I have much to do to confirm myself in

this belief when I find myself fixed on one of the beautiful passages

in Lucretius. If they were stung by this comparison, what would
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they say of the barbarous brutishness and stupidity of those who
nowadays compare Ariosto to him? And what would Ariosto himself

say?

O fooHsh and dull-witted age!

CATLTLLUS

I think the ancients had still more reason to complain of those who
compared Plautus to Terence ( the latter savors much more of the gentle-

man) than of those who compared Lucretius to Virgil. <^It does much
*for the esteem and preference of Terence ^that the father of Roman elo-

quence^ has him, and him alone of his class, so often in his mouth;

and also the verdict that the first judge among the Roman poets^ gives

of his fellow.

'^It has often struck my mind how in our time those who set them-

selves to write comedies (like the Italians, who are rather happy at it)

use three or four plots from Terence or Plautus to make one of their

own. They pile up in a single comedy five or six stories from Boc-

caccio. What makes them so load themselves with material is the

distrust they have of being able to sustain themselves by their own
graces; they have to find a body to lean on; and not having enough

of their own to detain us, they want the story to amuse us. It is

quite the contrary with my author: the perfections and beauties of

his style of expression make us lose our appetite for his subject. His

distinction and elegance hold us throughout; he is everywhere so de-

lightful,

Clear flowing and most hke a crystal stream,

HORACE

and so fills our soul with his charms, that we forget those of his plot.

This same consideration draws me on further. I observe that the

good ancient poets avoided the afi^ectation and the quest, not only of

the fantastic Spanish and Petrarchian flights, but even of the milder

and more restrained conceits that are the adornment of all the poetic

works of the succeeding centuries. Yet there is no good judge who
misses them in those ancients, and who does not admire incomparably

more the even polish and that perpetual sweetness and flowering beauty

of Catullus' epigrams than all the stings with which Martial sharpens

the tails of his. This is for the same reason that I was stating just now,

as Martial says of himself: he had less need for the labor of wit, since

his subject matter took the place of wit. The former, without getting

excited and without goading themselves, make themselves suflBciently

felt: they have matter enough for laughter everywhere, they don't

have to tickle themselves. The latter need outside help: the less wit

they have, the more body they need. ^They mount on horseback

because they are not strong enough on their legs.

1 Cicero.

2 Horace.
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AJust as at our balls these men of low condition who keep dancing
schools, not being able to imitate the bearing and fitness of our no-

bility, seek to recommend themselves by perilous leaps and other

strange mountebank's antics. ^And the ladies can more cheaply show
off their carriage in the dances where there are various contortions

and twistings of the body, than in certain other formal dances where
they need only walk with a natural step and display a natural bear-

ing and their ordinary grace. ^As I have also seen excellent clowns, in

their ordinary dress and usual face, give us all the pleasure that can
be derived from their art, while the apprentices and those who are

not so highly skilled need to flour their faces, dress up, and counter-

feit wild movements and grimaces in order to make us laugh.

This idea of mine is easier to recognize in the comparison of the

Aeneid and the Orlando Furioso than anywhere else. We see the

former on outspread wings in lofty and sustained flight always pur-

suing his point; the latter fluttering and hopping from tale to tale as

from branch to branch, not trusting his wings except for a very short

hop, and alighting at every turn for fear his breath and strength should

fail:

He tries his wings in short excursions.

VERGIL

These, then, in this sort of subjects, are the authors I like best.

As for my other reading, which mingles a little more profit with
the pleasure, and by which I learn to arrange my humors and my
ways, the books that serve me for this are Plutarch, since he exists in

French, and Seneca. They both have this notable advantage for my
humor, that the knowledge I seek is there treated in detached pieces

that do not demand the obligation of long labor, of which I am in-

capable. Such are the Moral Essays of Plutarch and the Epistles of

Seneca, which are the finest part of his writings, and the most profit-

able. I need no great enterprise to get at them, and I leave them
whenever I like. For they have no continuity from one to the other.

These authors agree in most of the opinions that are useful and
true; and so were their fortunes similar: they were born at about the

same time, each tutored a Roman Emperor, both came from foreign

countries, both were rich and powerful. Their teaching is the cream
of philosophy, and presented in simple and pertinent fashion. Plutarch

is more uniform and constant, Seneca more undulating and diverse.

The latter labors, strains, and tenses himself to arm virtue against

weakness, fear, and vicious appetites; the other seems not to esteem
their power so much, and to disdain to hurry his step or stand on guard
for them. Plutarch's opinions are Platonic, mild, and accommodated
to civil society; the other's are Stoic and Epicurean, more remote from
common use, but in my opinion more suitable ^for private life ^and
more sturdy. In Seneca it seems that he concedes a little to the tyranny

of the emperors of his time, for I hold it for certain that it is by a

forced judgment that he condemns the cause of those high-minded
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murderers of Caesar; Plutarch is free throughout. Seneca is full of

witty points and sallies, Plutarch of things. The former heats you
and moves you more; the latter contents you more and pays you better,

^He guides us, the other pushes us.

-^As for Cicero, the works of his that can best serve my purpose are

those that treat of philosophy, especially moral. But to confess the

truth boldly (for once you have crossed over the barriers of impu-
dence there is no more curb), his way of writing, and every other

similar way, seems to me boring. For his prefaces, definitions, par-

titions, etymologies, consume the greater part of his work; what life

and marrow there is, is smothered by his long-winded preparations.

If I have spent an hour in reading him, which is a lot for me, and
I remember what juice and substance I have derived, most of the

time I find nothing but wind; for he has not yet come to the arguments
that serve his purpose and the reasons that properly touch on the crux,

which I am looking for.

For me, who ask only to become wiser, not more learned ^or elo-

quent, -^these logical and Aristotelian arrangements are not to the

point. I want a man to begin with the conclusion. I understand well

enough what death and pleasure are; let him not waste his time

anatomizing them. I look for good solid reasons from the start, which
will instruct me in how to sustain their attack. Neither grammatical

subtleties nor an ingenious contexture of words and argumentations

are any use for that. I want reasonings that drive their first attack

into the stronghold of the doubt; his languish around the pot. They
are good for the school, for the bar, and for the sermon, where we
have leisure to nap and are still in time a quarter of an hour later to

pick up the thread of the discourse. It is necessary to speak thus to

judges, whom we want to win over rightly or wrongly, to children, and
to the common herd, ^to whom we have to say everything to see what
will carry.

^I do not want a man to use his strength making me attentive and
to shout at me fifty times "Or oijez!" in the manner of our heralds.

The Romans used to say in their religion "Hoc age," "^as we say in ours

"Sursiim corda":^ -^these are so many words lost on me. I come fully

prepared from my house; I need no allurement or sauce; I can per-

fectly well eat my meat quite raw; and instead of whetting my appe-

tite by these preparations and preliminaries, they pall and weary it.

^Will the Hcense of the times excuse my sacrilegious audacity in

considering that even Plato's dialogues drag and stifle his substance

too much, and in lamenting the time put into these long vain prelim-

inary interlocutions by a man who had so many better things to say?

My ignorance will excuse me better in that I have no perception of the

beauty of his language. In general I ask for books that make use of

learning, not those that build it up.

3 "Or oyez"—"Now listen." "Hoc age"—"Give heed." "Siirsum corda"—"Liit

up your hearts."
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^The first two, and Pliny, and their like, have no Hoc age; they
want to have to do with men who themselves have told themselves
this; or if they have one, it is a substantial Hoc age that has a body of

its 0N\T1.

I also like to read the Letters to Atticus,^ not only because they con-

tain a very ample education in the history and affairs of his time, but
much more because in them I discover his personal humors. For I

have a singular curiosity, as I have said elsewhere, to know the soul

and the natural judgments of my authors. We must indeed judge
their capacity, but not their character nor themselves, by that display

of their writings that they expose on the stage of the world. I have
regretted a thousand times that we have lost the book that Brutus
had written on virtue: for it is a fine thing to learn the theory from
those who well know the practice. But since the preachings are one
thing and the preacher another, I am as glad to see Brutus in Plutarch

as in a book of his own. I would rather choose to know truly the

conversation he held in his tent with some one of his intimate friends

on the eve of a battle than the speech he made the next day to his

army; and what he was doing in his study and his chamber than what
he was doing in the public square and in the Senate.

As for Cicero, I am of the common opinion, that except for learn-

ing there was not much excellence in his soul. He was a good citizen,

of an affable nature, as all fat jesting men, such as he was, are apt to

be; but of softness and ambitious vanity he had in truth a great deal.

And moreover I do not know how to excuse him for having considered

his poetry worth being published. It is not a great imperfection to

write verses badly; but it is a lack of judgment in him not to have
felt how unworthy they were of the glory of his name. As for his

eloquence, it is entirely beyond comparison; I believe that no man
will ever equal him.

The yovmger Cicero, who resembled his father only in name, while

commanding in Asia, had several strangers at his table one day, and
among others Cestius, seated at the lower end, as people often push
in to the open tables of the great. Cicero inquired who he was of one
of his men, who told him his name. But like a man whose thoughts

were elsewhere and who kept forgetting what they answered him,

he asked him that again two or three more times. The servant, in order

not to have the trouble of repeating the same thing so often to him,

and to make him know him by some circumstance, said to him: "It

is that Cestius of whom you were told that he sets no great store by
your father's eloquence in comparison with his own." Cicero, sud-

denly stung by this, ordered them to lay hold of this poor Cestius

and had him very soundly whipped in his presence. That was a dis-

courteous host!

Even among those who, all things considered, esteemed this elo-

quence of his as incomparable, there were some who did not fail to

* By Cicero.
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note some faults in it; thus the great Brutus, his friend, used to say

that it was a broken and weak-loined eloquence, fractam et elumbem.
The orators who lived near his time also reprehended in him his

sedulous care for a certain long cadence at the end of his periods,

and noted the words esse videatur^ which he uses so often. As for me,
I prefer a cadence that falls shorter, cut into iambics. To be sure,

he does sometimes mLx up his rhythms quite roughly, but rarely. My
ears have noted this passage: "Ego vero me minus diu senem esse

mallem, quam esse senem, antequam essem."^

The historians come right to my forehand. They are pleasant and
easy; and at the same time, ^man in general, the knowledge of whom
I seek, appears in them more ahve and entire than in any other place

—the diversity and truth of his inner qualities in the mass and in de-

tail, the variety of the ways he is put together, and the accidents that

threaten him. ^Now those who write biographies, since they spend
more time on plans than on events, more on what comes from within

than on what happens without, are most suited to me. That is why
in every way Plutarch is my man. I am very sorry that we do not have
a dozen Laertiuses, or that he is not either more receptive *^or more
perceptive. ^For I consider no less curiously the fortunes and the lives

of these great teachers of the world than the diversity of their doc-

trines and fancies.

In this kind of study of history we must leaf without distinction

through all sorts of authors, both old and new, both gibberish and
French, in order to learn in them the things of which they variously

treat. But it seems to me that Caesar singularly deserves to be studied,

not only for the knowledge of history, but for himself, so much per-

fection and excellence he has above all the others, although Sallust is

one of their number. Indeed I read this author with a little more
reverence and respect than one reads human works: now consid-

ering him in himself by his actions and the miracle of his greatness,

now the purity and inimitable pohsh of his language, which sur-

passed not only all the historians, as Cicero says, but "^perhaps ^Cicero

himself. With so much sincerity in his judgments when speaking

of his enemies, that except for the false colors with which he tries

to cover his evil cause and the filthiness of his pestilential ambition,

I think the only fault that can be found in him is that he has been too

sparing in speaking of himself. For so many great things cannot have
been performed by him without much more of himself having gone
into them than he sets down.

I Hke historians who are either very simple or outstanding. The
simple, who have not the wherewithal to mix in anything of their

own, and who bring to it only the care and diligence to collect all

that comes to their attention and to record everything faithfully with-

5 "It would seem to be."

8 "For my part, in truth, I would rather be old less long than be old before

I am old."
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out choice or discrimination, leave our judgment intact to discern the
truth. Such, for example, among others, is the good Froissart, who
has gone along in his undertaking with such frank simplicity that hav-
ing made a mistake he is not at all afraid to recognize it and correct

it at the spot where he has been made aware of it; and who presents
to us even the diversity of the rumors that were current and the dif-

ferent reports that were made to him. This is the material of history,

naked and unformed; each man can make his profit of it according
to his understanding.

The really outstanding ones have the capacity to choose what is

worth knowing; they can pick out of two reports the one that is more
likely. From the nature and humors of princes they infer their in-

tentions and attribute appropriate words to them. They are right to

assume the authority to regulate our belief by their own; but cer-

tainly this privilege belongs to very few people.

Those in between (which are the commonest sort) spoil everything

for us. They want to chew our morsels for us; they give themselves
the right to judge, and consequently to slant history to their fancy;

for once the judgment leans to one side, one cannot help turning and
twisting the narrative to that bias. They undertake to choose the

things worth knowing, and often conceal from us a given word, a

given private action, that would instruct us better; they omit as in-

credible the things they do not understand, and perhaps also some
things because they do not know how to say them in good Latin or

French. Let them boldly display their eloquence and their reason-

ings, let them judge all they like; but let them also leave us the where-
withal to judge after them, and not alter or arrange by their abridg-

ments and selection anything of the substance of the matter, but
pass it on to us pure and entire in all its dimensions.

Most of the time, especially in these days, people are selected for

this work from among the common herd for the sole consideration

of knowing how to speak well; as if here we were trying to learn

grammar! And having been hired only for that and having put on
sale only their babble, they are right accordingly to care chiefly only

about that part. Thus with many fine words they go and cook up a

fine concoction of the rumors they pick up in the city squares.

The only good histories are those that have been written by the

very men who were in command in the affairs, or who were partici-

pants in the conduct of them, ^or who at least have had the fortune

to conduct others of the same sort. '^Such are almost all the Greek and
Roman histories. For when several eyewitnesses have written about
the same subject (as it happened in those days that greatness and
learning usually met), if there is a mistake, it must be very slight,

and on a very doubtful incident. What can you expect of a doctor

discussing war, or a schoolboy discussing the intentions of princes?

If we want to note the scruples the Romans had in this, we need only
this example. Asinius Pollio found in the histories even of Caesar
some mistake into which he had fallen through not having been able
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to keep his eyes on every part of his army and having believed indi-

viduals who often reported to him things insufficiently verified; or else

through not having been carefully enough informed by his lieutenants

about what they had done in his absence. We can see by this example
whether this quest of truth is dehcate, when we cannot trust the

commander's knowledge of a battle his soldiers have fought, or the

soldiers' knowledge of what happened near them, unless, in the manner
of a judicial inquiry, we confront the witnesses and hear the objections

about the evidence in the sHghtest details of each incident. Truly,

the knowledge we have of our own affairs is much looser. But this has

been sufficiently treated by Bodin, and according to my way of think-

ing.

To compensate a little for the treachery and weakness of my mem-
ory, so extreme that it has happened to me more than once to pick

up again, as recent and unknown to me, books which I had read

carefully a few years before and scribbled over with my notes, I have
adopted the habit for some time now of adding at the end of each

book (I mean of those that I intend to use only once) the time I

finished reading it and tlie judgment I have derived of it as a whole,

so that this may represent to me at least the sense and general idea

I had conceived of the author in reading it. I want to transcribe here

some of these annotations.

Here is what I put some ten years ago in my Guicciardini (for

whatever language my books speak, I speak to them in my own ) : "He
is a diligent historiographer from whom, in my opinion, one can learn

the truth about the affairs of his time as exactly as from any other:

and indeed in most of them he was an actor himself, and of honorable

rank. There is no appearance that through hatred, favor, or vanity,

he disguised things; which is attested by the free judgments he gives

of the great, and especially of those by whom he had been advanced
and employed in responsibilities, like Pope Clement VII. As for the

part he seems to want to make most of, which is his digressions and
discourses, there are some good ones and enriched with fine traits,

but he is too fond of them. For by not wanting to leave anything un-

said, having a subject so full and ample and almost infinite, he be-

comes diffuse and smacking a bit of scholastic prattle. I have also

noted this, that of so many souls and actions that he judges, so many
motives and plans, he never refers a single one to virtue, religion,

and conscience, as if these qualities were wholly extinct in the world;

and of all actions, however fair in appearance they may be of them-

selves, he throws the cause back onto some vicious motive or some
profit. It is impossible to imagine that among the infinite number of

actions that he judges there was not a single one produced by the way
of reason. No corruption can have seized men so universally that

someone would not escape the contagion. This makes me fear that his

taste was a bit corrupted; and it may have happened that he judged
others bv himself."

In my Philippe de Commines there is this: "Here you will find
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the language pleasant and agreeable, of a natural simplicity; the nar-

rative pure, and the author's good faith showing through it clearly, free

from vanity in speaking of himself, and of partiality or envy in speak-

ing of others; his ideas and exhortations accompanied more by good
zeal and truth than by any exquisite capacity; and, throughout, au-

thority and gravity, representing the man of good background and
brought up in great affairs."

On the Memoirs of Monsieur du Bellay:^ "It is always a pleasure

to see things written by people who have experienced how they should

be conducted; but it cannot be denied that there is clearly revealed in

these two lords a great falling off from the frankness and freedom of

writing that shine forth in the ancients of their class, such as the sire

de Joinville, intimate friend of Saint Louis; Eginhard, chancellor of

Charlemagne; and, of more recent memory, Philippe de Commines.
This is rather a plea for King Francis against the Emperor Charles V,

than a history. I will not believe that they have changed anything in

the main facts; but as for turning the judgment of events to our ad-

vantage, often contrary to reason, and omitting everything that is

ticklish in the life of their master, they make a practice of it: witness

the disgrace of Messieurs de Montmorency and de Brion, which are

forgotten; indeed the very name of Madame d'Etampes is not to be
found. One may cover up secret actions; but to be silent about what
all the world knows, and about things that have led to public results

of such consequence, is an inexcusable defect. In short, to get a com-
plete knowledge of King Francis and the events of his time, a man
should turn elsewhere, if he takes my advice. The profit one can make
here is from the detailed narrative of the battles and exploits of war
at which these gentlemen were present; some private words and ac-

tions of certain princes of their time; and the dealings and negotia-

tions carried on by the seigneur de Langey, in which there are plenty

of things worth knowing, and ideas above the ordinary."

11 Of cruelty

^It seems to me that virtue is something other and nobler than

the incHnations toward goodness that are born in us. Souls naturally

regulated and wellborn follow the same path, and show the same
countenance in their actions, as virtuous ones. But virtue means some-

thing greater and more active than letting oneself, by a happy dispo-

sition, be led gently and peacefully in the footsteps of reason. He

^ These Memoirs, which cover the years 1513-47 and were first published in

1569, are presented by Martin du Bellay but include three books (out of ten) by
his brother Guillaume du Bellay, seigneur de Langey. This explains Montaigne's

reference to "these two lords."
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who through a natural mildness and easygoingness should despise

injuries received would do a very fine and praiseworthy thing; but he
who, outraged and stung to the quick by an injury, should arm him-

self with the arms of reason against this furious appetite for venge-

ance, and after a great conflict should finally master it, would without

doubt do much more. The former would do well, and the other

virtuously; one action might be called goodness, the other virtue. For
it seems that the name of virtue presupposes difficulty and contrast,

and that it cannot be exercised without opposition. Perhaps this is

why we call God good, strong, liberal, and just, but we do not call

him virtuous: his operations are wholly natural and effortless.

Of the philosophers, not only Stoics but even the Epicureans^—
And this gradation I borrow from the common opinion, which is

false, ^despite Arcesilaus' witty rejoinder to the man who reproached

him that many people passed from his school to the Epicureans, but

never the other way: "I should think so. Plenty of capons are made
out of cocks, but cocks are never made out of capons." ^For truly, in

firmness and rigor of opinions and precepts the Epicurean sect in no
way yields to the Stoic. And a Stoic—showing more honesty than these

disputants who, to combat Epicurus and give themselves a good hand
to play, make him say what he never even thought of, twisting his

words awry, arguing by the laws of grammar another sense into his

way of speaking and another belief than the one they know he had in

his soul and in his conduct—says that he has given up being an Epi-

curean for this consideration, among others, that he finds their road

too lofty and inaccessible: ^and those who are called lovers of pleasure

are lovers of beauty and lovers of justice, and they both cultivate and
retain all the virtues [Cicero]—

^Of the Stoic and Epicurean philosophers, I say, there were many
who judged that it was not enough to have the soul in a good posture,

well regulated and well disposed to virtue, that it was not enough to

have our resolutions and our ideas set above all the attacks of fortune;

but that we also had to seek occasions to put them to the proof. They
want to seek pain, need, and contempt, in order to combat them and
to keep their soul in trim: ^virtue when challenged takes on much
strength [Seneca].

^This is one of the reasons why Epaminondas, who was of yet a third

sect, refuses the riches that fortune puts into his hand in a very legiti-

mate way, in order, he says, to have to duel with poverty, in which
extreme he always persisted. Socrates, it seems to me, tested himself

still more roughly, keeping for his exercise the malignity of his wife,

which is a test with the naked blade.

Metellus alone, of all the Roman senators, undertook by the power

^ The following paragraph is a vast parenthetical insert in the original, within

a single sentence starting with "Of the philosophers" and ending with "put them
to the proof." Montaigne rather often indulges in long sentences of this sort, as one
of his devices for portraying himself and the movement of his thought by his style

as well as his content.
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of his virtue to withstand the violence of Saturninus, tribune of the

people at Rome, who wanted at all costs to get an unjust law passed

in favor of the common people, and thereby incurred the capital pen-

alties that Saturninus had established against the refractory. To those

who, in this extremity, were escorting him to the public square, he
spoke in such terms as these: That it was too easy and too cowardly
a thing to do evil, and that to do good where there was no danger was
common; but to do good where there was danger was the proper duty

of a virtuous man.
These words of Metellus represent to us very clearly what I was

trying to prove: that virtue refuses facility for her companion; and
that the easy, gentle, and sloping path that guides the footsteps of a

good natural disposition is not the path of true virtue. It demands a

rough and thorny road; it wants to have either external difficulties to

struggle with, like those of Metellus, by means of which fortune takes

pleasure in breaking up the unwaveringness of a man's career; or in-

ternal diflBculties created by the disordered appetites ^and imperfec-

tions ^of our nature.

I have come this far quite at my ease. But at the end of this dis-

course it comes into my mind that the soul of Socrates, which is the

most perfect that has come to my knowledge, would be, by my reckon-

ing, a soul deserving little commendation: for I cannot conceive, in

that person, any power of vicious lust. In the movement of his virtue

I cannot imagine any difficulty or any constraint. I know his reason

to be so powerful and so much the master in him that it would never

so much as let a vicious appetite be born. I can put nothing up against

a virtue as lofty as his. I seem to see it marching with a victorious and
triumphant step, in pomp and at ease, without impediment or dis-

turbance.

If virtue can shine only by clashing with opposing appetites, shall

we then sav that it cannot do without the assistance of vice, and that

it owes to vice its repute and its honor? Also what would become of

that brave and noble Epicurean voluptas, which undertakes to bring

up virtue softly in her bosom and make it frolic, giving it as its play-

things shame, fevers, poverty, death, and tortures? If I define perfect

virtue as dependent upon combating pain, upon bearing it patiently,

upon supporting attacks of the gout without giving way; if I assign

it unpleasantness and diflficulty as its necessary condition; then what
will become of the virtue which has climbed so high that it not only

despises pain but rejoices in it and feels tickled by the pangs of a

bad colic, the kind of virtue introduced by the Epicureans, of which
many of them by their actions have left us incontestable proof? As
have many others, who, I find, have surpassed in action the very rules

of their discipHne,

Witness the younger Cato. When I see him dying and tearing out

his entrails, I cannot be content to beheve simply that he then had his

soul totally free from disturbance and fright; I cannot believe that

he merely maintained himself in the attitude that the rules of the Stoic
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sect ordained for him, sedate, without emotion, and impassible; there

was, it seems to me, in that man's virtue too much lustiness and verdancy
to stop there. I believe without any doubt that he felt pleasure and
bliss in so noble an action, and that he enjoyed himself more in it

than in any other action of his life. ^He so departed from life, as if he
rejoiced in having found a reason for dying [Cicero].

^I go so far in that belief that I begin to doubt whether he would
have wanted to be deprived of the occasion for so fine an exploit.

And if his goodness, which made him embrace the public advantage

more than his own, did not hold me in check, I should easily fall into

this opinion, that he was grateful to fortune for having put his virtue

to so beautiful a test and for having favored that brigand- in tread-

ing underfoot the ancient liberty of his country. I seem to read in

that action I know not what rejoicing of his soul, and an emotion of

extraordinary pleasure and manly exultation, when it considered the

nobilit)' and sublimity of its enterprise:

^Prouder for having chosen death.

HORACE

^This enterprise was not spurred by some hope of glory, as the ple-

beian and effeminate judgments of some men have judged (for that

consideration is too base to touch a heart so noble, so lofty, and so

unbending), but was undertaken for the beauty of the very thing in

itself, which he, who handled the springs of it, saw much more clearly

in its perfection than we can see it.

^Philosophy has given me pleasure by judging that so beautiful

an action would have been unbecomingly located in any other life

than Cato's, and that it belonged to his alone to end thus. Therefore

it was according to reason that he ordered his son and the senators

who accompanied him to make some other provision for themselves.

Cato, since nature had endowed him with incredible firmness, and
he had himself strengthened it by perpetual constancy, and had al-

ways remained in the plan he had set himself, had to die rather than

look upon the face of a tyrant [Cicero].

Every death should correspond with its life. We do not become
different for dying. I always interpret the death by the life. And if they

tell me of a death strong in appearance, attached to a feeble life, I

maintain that it is produced by a feeble cause corresponding with the

life.

^So the ease of this death and the facility that he had acquired

through the strength of his soul, shall we say that it should cut down
something of the luster of his virtue? And who that has a mind how-
soever little tinctured with true philosophy can be satisfied with imag-

ining Socrates as merely free from fear and passion in the incident of

his imprisonment, his fetters, and his condemnation? And who does

not recognize in him not only firmness and constancy (that was his

2 Caesar.
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ordinary attitude), but also I know not what new contentment, and
a blithe cheerfulness in his last words and actions?

<^By that quiver of pleasure that he feels in scratching his leg

after the irons were off, does he not betray a like sweetness and joy in

his soul at being unfettered by past discomforts and prepared to enter

into the knowledge of things to come? ^Cato will pardon me, if he
please; his death is more tragic and tense, but this one is still, I know
not how, more beautiful. ^Aristippus said to those who were deplor-

ing it: "May the gods send me one like it!"

^We see in the souls of these two persons and their imitators (for

as for rivals, I doubt ver\' much that there have been any) so perfect

a habituation to \irtue that it has passed into their nature. It is no
longer a laborious virtue, or one formed by the ordinances of reason
and maintained by a deliberate stiffening of the soul; it is the very

essence of their soul, its natural and ordinary gait. They have made
it so by a long exercise of the precepts of philosophy, coming upon a

fine rich nature. The vicious passions that come to life in us can find

nowhere to enter these men; the strength and rigidity of their soul

stifles and extinguishes lusts as soon as they begin to stir.

Now I do not think there is any doubt that it is finer to prevent the

birth of temptations by a lofty and divine resolution, and to have so

formed oneself to virtue that the verv seeds of the vices are rooted out,

than to prevent their progress by main force, and, having let oneself

be surprised by the first commotions of the passions, to arm and tense

oneself to stop their course and conquer them; and that this second
action still is finer than to be simply provided with a nature easy and
affable and having an inborn distaste for debauchery and vice. For
it certainly seems that this third and last type makes a man innocent,

but not virtuous; exempt from doing iU, but not apt enough to do good.

Besides, this condition is so close to imperfection and weakness that

I do not very well know how to separate their confines and distin-

guish them. The very names of goodness and innocence are for this

reason to some extent terms of contempt. I see that several virtues,

like chastit)^ sobriety, and temperance, can come to us through bodily

failing. Firmness in dangers (if firmness it should be called), con-

tempt for death, endurance in misfortunes, can come to men, and are

often found in them, through failure to judge such accidents rightly,

and through not conceiving them as tliey are. Thus want of appre-

hension and stupidity sometimes counterfeit virtuous actions; as I

have often seen it happen that people have praised men for something
for which they deserved blame.

An Italian lord once maintained this theme in my presence, to the

disadvantage of his nation: that the subtlet)^ of the Itahans and the

liveHness of their imaginations were so great, that they foresaw tlie

dangers and accidents that could happen to them from so far off, that

it should not be thought strange if in war they were often seen pro-

viding for their seciuit}' even before having recognized the peril; that

we and the Spaniards, who were not so sharp, went further, and had
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to be made to see tlie danger with our own eyes and touch it with

our hands before taking fright, and that then we too no longer had
any control; but that the Germans and Swiss, coarser and heavier, had
hardly the sense to reconsider even when they were overwhelmed
under the blows.

Perhaps this was only for a laugh. Yet it is quite true that novices

in the business of war very often hurl themselves into dangers more
recklessly than they will later, after they have been scalded:

^Knowing well the power of new-found pride

In arms, and the sweet spell of the first armed encounter.

VIRGIL

^That is why when we judge a particular action we must consider

many circumstances and the whole man who performed it, before we
give it a name.

To say a word about myself. ^I have sometimes seen my friends

call prudence in me what was merely fortune, and consider as an
advantage of courage and patience what was an advantage of judg-

ment and opinion, and attribute to me one title for another, now to my
gain, now to my loss. Moreover, '^I am so far from having arrived at

that first and most perfect degree of excellence where virtue becomes
a habit, that even of the second degree I have hardly given any proof.

I have not put myself to great effort to curb the desires by which I

have found myself pressed. My virtue is a virtue, or I should say an
innocence, that is accidental and fortuitous. If I had been born with

a more unruly disposition, I fear it would have gone pitifully with

me. For I have not experienced much firmness in my soul to with-

stand passions, if they are even the least bit vehement. I do not know
how to foster quarrels and conflict within me. Thus I cannot give

myself any great thanks because I find myself free from many vices:

If few and modest vices mar my soul.

Otherwise sound, as you may find a mole
Here and there even on the fairest body;

HORACE

I owe it more to my fortune than to my reason. It had me born of a

race famous for integrity, and of a very good father. I do not know
whether he infused into me a part of his humors, or else whether the

home examples and the good education of my childhood insensibly

contributed to it, or whether for some other reason I was born so:

^Whether 'twas Liber on my birth looked down.
Dread Scorpio, with woe-betiding frown,
Or Capricorn, who rules the western sea

With tyrant hand;
HORACE

^but the fact is that of myself I hold most vices in horror.

^The answer of Antisthenes to the man who asked him what was
the best apprenticesliip, "To unlearn evil," seems to dwell on this idea.
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I hold them in horror, I say, ^from an attitude so natural and so

much my own that the same instinct and impression that I brought
away from my nurse I have still retained. Nothing has been able

to make me alter it, not even my own reasonings, which, having in

some things broken away from the common road, would easily give

me license for actions which this natural inclination makes me hate.

^It is a monstrous thing that I will say, but I will say it all the

same: I find in that area, in many things, more restraint and order

in my morals than in my opinions, and my lust less depraved than
my reason.

^Aristippus affirmed such bold opinions in favor of sensual pleas-

ure and riches that he put all philosophy in an uproar against him. But
as for his morals, when the tyrant Dionysius offered him three beau-

tiful wenches to choose from, he replied that he chose all three, and
that Paris had got into trouble for preferring one to her companions;

but having brought them to his house, he sent them back without touch-

ing them. When his valet found himself overloaded on the road with

the money he was carrying, he ordered him to throw away and get

rid of as much as bothered him.

And Epicurus, whose doctrines are irreligious and effeminate, in

his way of living bore himself very devoutly and laboriously. He
writes to a friend of his that he lives on nothing but coarse bread and
water, and for him to send him a little cheese for when he wants to

make some sumptuous repast. Could it be true that to be wholly good
we must be so by some occult, natural, and universal property, with-

out law, without reason, without example?

^The excesses in which I have found myself involved are not, thank

God, of the worst. I have indeed condemned them in myself accord-

ing as they deserve; for my judgment has not been infected by them.

On the contrary, it accuses them more vigorously in myself than in

another. But that is all, for otherwise I bring to them too little re-

sistance and let myself lean too easily toward the other side of the

balance; except to regulate them and keep them from mixing with

other vices, which for the most part hold together and intertwine, if

you are not careful. Mine I have cut down and constrained to be as

solitary and simple as I could:

^Nor beyond this

Do I indulge my faults.

JUVENAL

"^The Stoics say that the wise man operates, when he operates, by
all the virtues together, although one of them will always stand out

according to the nature of the action—and the comparison of the

human body could serve them somewhat for this, for the action of

anger cannot be exercised unless all the humors assist us in it, although

anger predominates. But if from that they want to draw a like conse-

quence, that when the sinner sins he sins by all the vices together, I

do not believe them so simply or else 1 do not understand them, for
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in fact I feel the contrary. ^These are sharp, insubstantial subtleties,

on which philosophy sometimes lingers.

I ply some vices, but I fly others as much as a saint could do.

Moreover, the Peripatetics do not accept this indissoluble connection

and bond; and Aristotle holds that a wise and just man may be both

intemperate and incontinent. ^Socrates admitted to those who recog-

nized in his face some inclination to vice that that was in truth his

natural propensity, but that he had corrected it by discipline. *^And the

intimates of the philosopher Stilpo said that, having been born sus-

ceptible to wine and women, he had by study made himself very

abstinent from both.

^What good I have in me I have, on the contrary, by the chance

of my birth. I have gotten it neither from law, nor from precept, nor

from any other apprenticeship. ^The innocence that is in me is a

childish innocence: little vigor and no art.

^Among other vices, I cruelly hate cruelty, both by nature and

by judgment, as the extreme of all vices. But this is to such a point

of softness that I do not see a chicken's neck wrung without distress,

and I cannot bear to hear the scream of a hare in the teeth of my
dogs, although the chase is a violent pleasure.

Those who have to combat sensual pleasure like to use this argu-

ment to show that it is wholly vicious and unreasonable: that when
it is at its greatest pitch it masters us to such an extent that reason

can have no access. And they cite the experience of it that we feel

in intercourse with women,

Anticipated joy the body feels,

And Venus now prepares to sow the woman's fields;

LUC3\ETIUS

where it seems to them that the pleasure transports us so far beyond
ourselves that our reason could not possibly then perform its function,

being all crippled and ravished away in pleasure.

I know that it can go otherwise, and that we may sometimes, if

we will, cast our soul back to other thoughts at this very instant. But
we must tense and stiffen it vigilantly. I know that it is possible to

master the onset of this pleasure; and ^I am well versed in this; and
I have not found Venus so imperious a goddess as many chaster men
than I attest her. ^I do not take it for a miracle, as does the queen
of Navarre in one of the tales of her Heptameron ( which is a nice book
for one of its substance), or for an extremely difficult thing, to spend
entire nights with every opportunity and in all freedom, with a long-

desired mistress, keeping the faith one has pledged to her, to be con-

tent with kisses and simple contacts.

I think the example of the chase would be more appropriate. Even
as there is less pleasure in it, so there is more transport and surprise,

whereby our reason, stunned, loses the leisure to prepare and brace

itself against it, when after a long quest the beast starts up suddenly

and appears in a place where perhaps we were least expecting it. This
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shock, and the ardor of the hue and cry, strike us so that it would be
hard for those who love this sort of hunt to withdraw their thought
elsewhere at that point. And the poets make Diana victorious over the

torch and arrows of Cupid:

Who amid these does not forget the stings

And all the cares love brings?

HORACE

To return to my subject, I sympathize very tenderly with the

ajBBictions of others, and would readily weep to keep others company,
if I could weep for any occasion whatever. "^There is nothing that

tempts my tears but tears, not only real ones, but all sorts, even the

feigned or the painted, ^xhe dead I hardly pity, and I should rather

envy them; but I very greatly pity the dying. Savages do not shock me
as much by roasting and eating the bodies of the dead as do those who
torment them and persecute them living. Even the executions of the

law, however reasonable they may be, I cannot witness with a steady

gaze.

Someone having occasion to testify to Julius Caesar's clemency
said: "He was mild in his revenges. Having forced the pirates to

surrender to him, whom they had formerly taken prisoner and put to

ransom, since he had threatened to crucify them he condemned them
to that punishment, but only after having them strangled." Philemon,

his secretary, who had tried to poison him, he punished no more
harshly than simply by death. Even without the name of the Latin

author^ who dares to allege as evidence of clemency the mere killing

of those by whom one has been injured, it is easy to guess that he is

struck by the ugly and horrible examples of cruelty that the Roman
tyrants put into practice.

As for me, even in justice, all that goes beyond plain death seems

to me pure cruelty, and especially for us who ought to have some
concern about sending souls away in a good state; which cannot hap-

pen when we have agitated them and made them desperate by un-

bearable tortures.

^These past days an imprisoned soldier, perceiving from his tower

that carpenters were beginning to erect their structures in the square

and that the people were assembling, concluded that it was for him,

and, in desperation, having nothing else to kill himself with, seized an

old rusty cart nail that fortune put in his way and with it gave himself

two big blows around the throat; and seeing that he had not thus

been able to budge his life, he soon after gave himself another in the

stomach, from which he fell in a faint. And in this state he was found

by the first of his guards who came in to see him. They brought him
round; and to make use of the time before he expired, they at once

had his sentence read to him, which was to have his head cut off;

with which he was infinitely delighted, and consented to take some

8 Suetonius.
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wine, which he had refused; and thanking the judges for the unhoped-

for mildness of their condemnation, he said that this resolve to kill

himself had come to him through the horror of some more cruel

punishment, the fear of which had been increased in him by the

preparations [which he had seen made in the square. He had con-

ceived the idea that they wanted to torment him with some horrible

torture. He had decided to summon death to escape a more unbear-

able one. And he seemed to be delivered from death for having

changed it.]*

^I would advise that these examples of severity, by means of which
they want to keep the people at their duty, be exercised against the

corpses of criminals. For to see them deprived of burial, to see them
boiled and quartered, would affect the common people just about

as much as the punishments they make the Hving suffer, although in

reality it is little or nothing, ^as God says : they kill the body, and after

that have no more that they can do [Saint Luke]. And the poets bring

out remarkably the horror of this picture, as something beyond death:

Alas! a king's remains, half-burned, covered with blood,

Tom to the bone, and dragged in shame amid the mud!
ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

^I happened to be in Rome one day at the moment when they

were doing away with Catena, a notorious robber. They strangled him
without any emotion among the crowd; but when they came to quarter

him, the executioner struck no blow that the people did not foUow
with a plaintive cry and exclamation, as if everyone had lent his own
sense of feeling to that carcass.^

^These inhuman excesses should be exercised against the shell,

not against the hving core. Thus Artaxerxes, in a somewhat similar

case, softened the harshness of the ancient laws of Persia by ordaining

that the lords who had failed in their charge, instead of being whipped,

as was the custom, should be stripped, and their clothes whipped in

their place; and that whereas they used to tear out their hair, they

should only take away their high headgear. ^The Egyptians, who were
so devout, thought they satisfied divine justice well by sacrificing

effigies and pictures of hogs: a bold idea, to try to pay God, a sub-

stance so essential, with painting and shadow.

^I hve in a time when we abound in incredible examples of this

vice, through the Hcense of our civil wars; and we see in the ancient

histories nothing more extreme than what we experience of this every

day. But that has not reconciled me to it at all. I could hardly be con-

* The part bracketed here is taken from the 1595 edition, with a minor change
in order (the position of the sentence "He had decided . . . unbearable one")

which is necessitated by the fact that the 1595 reading is quite diflFerent in detail

from that in the Bordeaux Copy. The reason for using the 1595 reading here is that

the edge of the page in the Bordeaux Copy is cut and with it two-thirds of a line

in Montaigne's hand, between "by the preparations" and "a more unbearable one."
^ This paragraph is an addition of 1582 and refers to an incident of Montaigne's

Italian trip (Travel Journal, January 11, 1581).
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vinced, until I saw it, that there were souls so monstrous that they

would commit murder for the mere pleasure of it; hack and cut ofiE

other men's limbs; sharpen their wits to invent unaccustomed tor-

ments and new forms of death, without enmity, without profit, and
for the sole purpose of enjoying the pleasing spectacle of the pitiful

gestures and movements, the lamentable groans and cries, of a man
dying in anguish. For that is the uttermost point that cruelty can

attain. ^That man should kill man not in anger, not in fear, but only

to watch the sight [Seneca].

^For myself, I have not even been able without distress to see pur-

sued and killed an innocent animal which is defenseless and which
does us no harm. And as it commonly happens that the stag, feeling

himself out of breath and strength, having no other remedy left, throws

himself back and surrenders to ourselves who are pursuing him, asking

for our mercy by his tears,

^Bleeding, with moans
Like some imploring creature,

VIRGIL

^that has always seemed to me a very unpleasant spectacle,

^I hardly take any animal aHve that I do not give it back the free-

dom of the fields. Pythagoras used to buy them from fishermen and
fowlers, to do the same:

^I think 'twas slaughtered animals first made
The blood run hot upon the spotted blade.

ovro

Natures that are bloodthirsty toward animals give proof of a natural

propensity toward cruelty.

^At Rome, after they had become accustomed to the spectacle of

the slaughter of animals, they proceeded to that of men and of gladi-

ators. Nature herself, I fear, attaches to man some instinct for inhuman-
ity. No one takes his sport in seeing animals play with and caress one
another, and no one fails to take it in seeing them tear apart and dis-

member one another.

^And so that people will not laugh at this sympathy that I have with

them. Theology herself orders us to show some favor in their regard;

and considering that one and the same master has lodged us in this

place for his service, and that they, like ourselves, are of his family,

she is right to enjoin upon us some respect and affection toward them.

Pythagoras borrowed his metempsychosis from the Egyptians; but it has

since been accepted by many nations, and notably by our Druids:

Souls do not die; they leave their first abodes, alive.

And in new habitations dwell and ever thrive.

OVID

The religion of our ancient Gauls held that souls, being eternal,

never ceased moving and changing places from one body to another.
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Moreover, their religion combined with this fancy some consideration

of divine justice; for according to the behavior of the soul while it had
been in Alexander's body, they said that God ordained for it another

body to inhabit, more or less disagreeable, and conforming to its con-

dition:

^He makes them suffer

The silent chains of brutes; the fierce he plants in bears;

The thief a wolf's, the cheat a fox's body wears;

And when through varied years and myriad shapes they've passed,

He purges them in Lethe's stream, and then at last

He calls them back to their primordial human form.

CLAUDIAN

^If it had been valiant, they lodged it in the body of a lion; if voluptu-

ous, in that of a hog; if cowardly, in that of a stag or a hare; if ma-
licious, in that of a fox; and so for the rest; until, purified by this chas-

tisement, it resumed the body of some other man.

And in the Trojan War, for I remember well,

I myself was Euphorbus, Pantheus' son.

OVID

As for that cousinship between us and the animals, I do not put

much stock in it; nor in the fact that many nations, and notably some
of the most ancient and noble, have not only received animals into

their society and company, but given them a rank very far above

themselves, sometimes esteeming them as intimates and favorites of

the gods, and holding them in more than human respect and rever-

ence. And other nations recognized no other god or divinity but ani-

mals: ^beasts were made sacred by the barbarians on account of the

benefits they bestowed [Cicero].

^This land adores the crocodile.

That one the snake-gorged Ibis as divine;

Here golden images of monkeys shine;

while here

A fish, and there a dog, whole towns revere.

JUVENAL

^And even the well-conceived interpretation that Plutarch gives of

this error is still honorable for them. For he says that it was not the

cat or the ox, for example, that the Egyptians worshiped in those ani-

mals, but some image of the divine faculties: in the ox patience and
usefulness, in the cat liveliness—^or, like our neighbors the Burgundians,

together with all of Germany, impatience at being confined, the cat

thus signifying liberty, which they loved and worshiped beyond any
other divine faculty—'^and so for the rest. But when among the more
moderate opinions I meet with arguments that try to show the close

resemblance between us and the animals, and how much of a share

they have in our greatest privileges, and with how much probability
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they are likened to us, truly I beat down a lot of our presumption and
willingly resign that imaginary kingship that people give us over

the other creatures.

Even if all this were lacking, still there is a certain respect, and a

general duty of humanity, that attaches us not only to animals, who
have life and feeling, but even to trees and plants. We owe justice to

men, and mercy and kindness to other creatures that may be capable

of receiving it. There is some relationship between them and us, and
some mutual obligation. ^I am not afraid to admit that my nature

is so tender, so childish, that I cannot well refuse my dog the play he
offers me or asks of me outside the proper time.

^The Turks have alms and hospitals for animals. ^The Romans
made a public charge of the feeding of geese, by whose vigilance their

Capitol had been saved. The Athenians ordained that the mules which
had served in building the temple called Hecatompedon should be set

free, and that they should be allowed to graze anywhere without

hindrance.

^The Agrigentines commonly gave a solemn burial to animals they

had held dear, such as horses of some rare merit, dogs, and useful

birds, even those which had served only as a pastime for their chil-

dren. And the magnificence that was ordinary with them in all other

things was also singularly apparent in the sumptuousness and number
of the monuments they raised to animals, monuments which have
endured in their splendor for many centuries after. The Egyptians

buried wolves, bears, crocodiles, dogs, and cats in sacred places, em-
balmed their bodies, and wore mourning at their death.

^Cimon gave honorable burial to the mares with which he had
three times won the prize for the race at the Olympic games. The
ancient Xantippus had his dog buried on a headland on the seacoast

which has since retained its name. And Plutarch had scruples, he

says, about selhng and sending to the slaughterhouse, for a slight profit,

an ox that had long served him.

12 Apology for Raymond Sehond

This chapter, by far the longest of the Essays, has been the most influential

and remains one of the most perplexing. Its extreme skepticism, summed up in the

famous motto Que sgay-je? ( What do I know? ) , has been accepted by centuries of

readers as the center of Montaigne's thought, although recent scholars have seen it

rather as a step on his way to the psychological and moral convictions of Book Three.

It is perplexing mainly because it belies its title. Sebond, whose "Natural

Theology" Montaigne had translated at his father's request, had argued that man
could learn all about God and religion by reading in the book of God's creation,

the world. Montaigne shows his complete disagreement here, as he already had
when he translated Sebond's Preface. He is the most apologetic of apologists. The
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best he can bring himself to say in the page or two that can be called a defense is

that Sebond means well; that thanks to Sebond's faith (though by implication in

spite of his method) the book may have some limited merit and use; and that anyway
the bad state of religion in Montaigne's time shows that few men, if any, receive

their religion in the right way.
Less than one-tenth of the chapter deals with Sebond at all. Primarily it is a

sustained argument of the impotence of unaided human reason, here set in the form
of a counterattack against one group of objectors to Sebond and his book.

Understandably enough, the "Apology for Raymond Sebond" has given rise

to varied interpretations. Some readers, like Sainte-Beuve, have seen in it a per-

fidious attack on Christianity; some argue that Montaigne merely forgot Sebond.

The present translator prefers the theory tliat most of the chapter was written with

no thought of Sebond, as a treatise on human presumption and the vanity of human
reason; that the princess to whom Montaigne addresses his warning, almost cer-

tainly Margaret of Valois, asked him to defend the author he had translated; and
that he built upon his attack on human reason a superstructure designed to make
of it the best apology he could honestly make for his author.

In the version that follows, the main parts of the chapter are shown by bracketed

subheads which are not Montaigne's, but interpolations by the present editor.

AJn truth, knowledge is a great and very useful quality; those who
despise it give evidence enough of their stupidity. But yet I do not

set its value at that extreme measure that some attribute to it, like

Herillus the philosopher, who placed in it the sovereign good, and held

that it was in its power to make us wise and content. That I do not

believe, nor what others have said, that knowledge is the mother of

all virtue, and that all vice is produced by ignorance. If that is true,

it is subject to a long interpretation,

[SEBOND AND HIS BOOK]

My house has long been open to men of learning, and is well known
to them. For my father, who ruled it for fifty years and more, inflamed

with that new ardor with which King Francis I embraced letters and
brought them into credit, sought with great diligence and expense the

acquaintance of learned men, receiving them at his house like holy
persons having some particular inspiration of divine wisdom, collecting

their sayings and discourses like oracles, and with all the more reverence
and religion as he was less qualified to judge them; for he had no knowl-
edge of letters, any more than his predecessors. Myself, I Uke them
well enough, but 1 do not worship them.

Among others, Pierre Bunel, a man of great reputation for learning

in his time, after staying a few days at Montaigne in the company of

my father with other men of his sort, made him a present, on his de-

parture, of a book entitled "Natural Theology, or Book of Creatures,

by Master Raymond de Sabonde."^ And because the Itahan and Spanish
languages were familiar to my father, and this book was composed in

a Spanish scrambled up with Latin endings, Bunel hoped that with a
very little help he could make his profit of it, and recommended it to

1 Raymond de Sebonde, Sebond, Sabaude, Sebeyde, Sabonde, etc., as his name
is variously spelled, was a professor of medicine, theology, and philosophy at

Toulouse around 1430. His "Natural Theology" was published in 1484.
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him as a very useful book and suited to the time in which he gave it

to him; this was when the innovations of Luther were beginning to gain

favor and to shake our old belief in many places.

In this he was very well advised, rightly foreseeing by rational

inference that this incipient malady would easily degenerate into an

execrable atheism. For the common herd, not having the faculty of

judging things in themselves, let themselves be carried away by chance

and by appearances, when once they have been given the temerity to

despise and judge the opinions that they had held in extreme reverence,

such as are those in which their salvation is concerned. And when some
articles of their religion have been set in doubt and upon the balance,

they will soon after cast easily into like uncertainty all the other parts

of their belief, which had no more authority or foundation in them than

those that have been shaken; and they shake oflF as a tyrannical yoke
all the impressions they had once received from the authority of the

laws or the reverence of ancient usage—

^For eagerly is trampled what once was too much feared

LUCRETIUS

—'^determined from then on to accept nothing to which they have not

applied their judgment and granted their personal consent.

Now some days before his death, my father, having by chance come
across this book under a pile of other abandoned papers, commanded
me to put it into French for him. It is nice to translate authors like this

one, where there is hardly anything but the matter to reproduce; but

those who have given much care to grace and elegance of language

are dangerous to undertake, ^especially to render them into a weaker
idiom.- ^It was a very strange and a new occupation for me; but being

by chance at leisure at the time, and being unable to disobey any com-
mand of the best father there ever was, I got through it as best I could;

at which he was singularly pleased, and ordered it to be printed; and
this was done after his death.

I found the ideas of this author fine, the arrangement and sequence

of his work good, and his plan full of piety. Because many people are

busy reading it, and especially the ladies, to whom we owe additional

help, I have often found myself in a position to help them by clearing

their book of two principal objections that are made against it. His
purpose is bold and courageous, for he undertakes by human and natural

reasons to establish and prove against the atheists all the articles of the

Christian religion; wherein, to tell the truth, I find him so firm and
felicitous that I do not think it is possible to do better in that argument,
and I think that no one has equaled him.

Since this work seemed to me too rich and splendid for an author

whose name is so little known, and of whom all we know is that he was
a Spaniard professing medicine at Toulouse about two hundred years

ago, I once inquired of Adrianus Turnebus, who knew everything, what

2 French, which was still considered weaker than Latin.
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could be the truth about this book. He repHed that he thought it was
some quintessence extracted from Saint Thomas Aquinas; for in truth

that mind, full of infinite erudition and admirable subtlety, was alone

capable of such ideas. At all events, whoever is the author and inventor

(and it is not reasonable, without greater occasion, to rob Sebond of

that title), he was a very able man with many fine quahties.

[FIRST OBJECTION TO SEBOND:
DEFENSE]

The first criticism that they make of his work is that Christians do
themselves harm in trying to support their belief by human reasons,

since it is conceived only by faith and by a particular inspiration of

divine grace. In this objection there seems to be a certain pious zeal,

and for this reason we must try with all the more mildness and respect
to satisfy those who advance it. This would be rather the task for a
man versed in theology than for myself, who know nothing about it.

However, I think thus, that in a thing so divine and so lofty, and
so far surpassing human intelligence, as is this truth with which it has
pleased the goodness of God to enlighten us, it is very necessary that

he still lend us his help, by extraordinary and privileged favor, so that

we may conceive it and lodge it in us. And I do not think that purely
human means are at all capable of this; if they were, so many rare and
excellent souls, so abundantly furnished with natural powers, in ancient
times, would not have failed to arrive at this knowledge through their

reason. It is faith alone that embraces vividly and surely the high
mysteries of our religion.

But this is not to say that it is not a very fine and very laudable
enterprise to accommodate also to the service of our faith the natural

and human tools that God has given us. There can be no doubt that

this is the most honorable use that we could put them to, and that there
is no occupation or design more worthy of a Christian man than to aim,

by all his studies and thoughts, to embellish, extend, and amplify the
truth of his belief. We do not content ourselves with serving God with
mind and soul, we also owe and render him a bodily reverence; we
apply even our limbs and movements and external things to honor him.
We must do the same here, and accompany our faith with all the reason
that is in us, but always with this reservation, not to think that it is

on us that faith depends, or that our efforts and arguments can attain

a knowledge so supernatural and divine.

If it does not enter into us by an extraordinary infusion; if it enters,

I will not say only by reason, but by human means of any sort, it is not
in us in its dignity or in its splendor. And yet I am afraid that we enjoy
it only in this way. If we held to God by the mediation of a Hving faith,

if we held to God through him and not through ourselves, if we had
a divine foothold and foundation, human accidents would not have the
power to shake us as they do. Our fort would not be prone to surrender
to so weak a battery; the love of novelty, the constraint of princes, the
good fortune of one party, a heedless and accidental change in our
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opinions, would not have the power to shake and alter our belief; we
would not allow it to be troubled by every new argument or by per-

suasion, not even by all the rhetoric there ever was; we should withstand

those waves with inflexible and immobile firmness,

As a vast rock repels the dashing seas

And sprays the roaring waves into the breeze
With its great bulk.

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

If this ray of divinity touched us at all, it would appear all over: not

only our words, but also our works would bear its light and luster.

Everything that came from us would be seen to be illuminated by this

noble brightness. We ought to be ashamed that in human sects there

never was a partisan, whatever diflBcult and strange thing his doctrine

maintained, who did not to some extent conform his conduct and his

life to it; and so divine and celestial a teaching as ours marks Christians

only by their words.

^Do you want to see this? Compare our morals with a Moham-
medan's, or a pagan's; we always fall short of them. Whereas, in view

of the advantage of our religion, we should shine with excellence at

an extreme and incomparable distance, and people ought to say: "Are

they so just, so charitable, so good? Then they are Christians."

^All other signs are common to all religions: hope, trust, events,

ceremonies, penitence, martyrs. The peculiar mark of our truth should

be our virtue, as it is also the most heavenly and diflBcult mark, and the

worthiest product of truth.

^Therefore our good Saint Louis was right, when that Tartar king

who had turned Christian planned to come to Lyons to kiss the Pope's

feet and witness the sanctity he expected to find in our morals, to

dissuade him insistently, for rear that on the contrary our dissolute way
of living should make him disgusted with so sacred a behef. Although

it later came out quite differently for that other, who went to Rome
for the same purpose, and, seeing there the dissoluteness of the prelates

and people of that time, became all the more firmly established in our

religion, from considering how much power and divinity it must have

to maintain its dignity and splendor amid so much corruption and in

such vicious hands.

^If we had a single drop of faith, we should move mountains from

their place, says the Holy Word. Our actions, which would be accom-

panied and guided by the divinity, would not be simply human; they

would have something miraculous about them like our belief. ^Brief

is the task of starting an honorable and happy life, if you believe

[Quintilian].

Some make the world believe that they believe what they do not

believe. Others, in greater number, make themselves believe it, being

unable to penetrate what it means to believe.

^And we think it strange if, in the wars which at this moment are

oppressing our state, we see events fluctuating and varying in a com-
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mon ordinary manner. That is because we contribute nothing to them
that is not in ourselves. The justice that is in one of the parties is there

only as an ornament and a covering; it is indeed alleged, but it is neither

received, nor lodged, nor espoused; it is there as in the mouth of the

advocate, not as in the heart and aflFection of the party. God owes his

extraordinary help to faith and religion, not to our passions. Men are

the leaders here, and make use of religion; it ought to be quite the

contrary.

^See if it is not by our hands that we lead it, drawing, as if from wax,

so many contrasting figures from a rule so straight and so firm. When
has this been seen better than in France in our day? Those who have

taken it to the left, those who have taken it to the right, those who call

it black, those who call it white, use it so similarly for their violent and
ambitious enterprises, conduct themselves in these with a procedure

so identical in excesses and injustice, that they render doubtful and
hard to believe that there really exists, as they claim, a difference of

opinion between them in a thing on which depends the conduct and
law of our life. Can one see conduct more uniform, more at one, issue

from the same school and teaching?

See the horrible impudence with which we bandy divine reasons

about, and how irreligiously we have both rejected them and taken

them again, according as fortune has changed our place in these public

storms. This proposition, so solemn, whether it is lawful for a.subject

to rebel and take arms against his prince in defense of rehgion—remem-
ber in whose mouths, this year just past, the aflBrmative of this was the

buttress of one party, the negative was the buttress of what other party;

and hear now from what quarter comes the voice and the instruction

of both sides, and whether the weapons make less din for this cause

than for that.^ And we burn the people who say that truth must be
made to endure the yoke of our need. And how much worse France
does than say it!

-^Let us confess the truth: if anyone should sift out of the army,
even the average loyalist army, those who march in it from the pure
zeal of affection for religion, and also those who consider only the

protection of the laws of their country or the service of their prince,

he could not make up one complete company of men-at-arms out of

them. Whence comes this, that there are so few who have maintained
the same will and the same pace in our public movements, and that

we see them now going only at a walk, now riding with free rein, and
the same men now spoiling our affairs by their violence and asperity,

now by their coolness, sluggishness, and heaviness, if it is not that they

are driven to it by private <^and accidental ^considerations according

to whose diversity they are stirred?

^I see this evident, that we willingly accord to piety only the services

3 Before the death of the Catholic kmg Henry III, assassinated in 1589, the
Protestants claimed the right to revolt, and the CathoHcs denied it. When the
Protestant king Henry IV succeeded Henry III, both parties did an about-face.
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that flatter our passions. There is no hostility that excels Christian

hostility. Our zeal does wonders when it is seconding our leaning toward
hatred, cruelty, ambition, avarice, detraction, rebellion. Against the

grain, toward goodness, benignity, moderation, unless as by a miracle

some rare nature bears it, it will neither walk nor fly.

Our religion is made to extirpate vices; it covers them, fosters them,

incites them.

^We must not give God chaff for wheat, as they say. If we believed

in him, I do not say by faith, but with a simple belief; in fact (and I

say it to our great confusion), if we believed in him just as in any other

history, if we knew him like one of our comrades, we would love him
above all other things, for the infinite goodness and beauty that shines

in him. At least he would march in the same rank in our affection as

riches, pleasures, glory, and our friends.

*^The best of us does not fear to outrage him as he fears to outrage

his neighbor, his kinsman, his master. Is there any mind so simple that,

having on one side the object of one of our vicious pleasures and on
the other in equal knowledge and conviction the state of immortal glory,

he would trade the one for the other? And yet we often renounce
immortal glory out of pure disdain; for what taste leads us to blaspheme,

unless perhaps the very taste of the offense?

When the philosopher Antisthenes was being initiated into the

mysteries of Orpheus, and the priest told him that those who vowed
themselves to that religion were to receive after death eternal and
perfect blessings, he said to him: "Why, then, do you not die yourself?"

Diogenes, more brusquely according to his manner, and outside of

our subject, to the priest who was urging him in the same way to join

his order so as to attain the blessings of the other world: "Do you want
me to believe that Agesilaus and Epaminondas, such great men, will

be miserable, and that you, who are only a calf, will be blessed because

you are a priest?"

^These great promises of eternal beatitude—if we accorded them
the same authority as a philosophic discourse, we would not hold death

in such horror as we do.

^Then would the dying man not wail about his death,

But gladly leave behind his body and his breath

As the snake sheds his skin, the aged stag his horns.

LUCRETIUS

'^I would be dissolved, we would say, and be with Jesus Christ.

The power of Plato's discourse on the immortality of the soul indeed

impelled some of his disciples to death, to enjoy more promptly the

hopes he gave them.

All this is a very evident sign that we receive our religion only in

our own way and with our own hands, and not otherwise than as other

religions are received. We happen to have been born in a country

where it was in practice; or we regard its antiquity or the authority
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of the men who have maintained it; or we fear the threats it fastens

upon unbeHevers, or pursue its promises. Those considerations should
be employed in our belief, but as subsidiaries; they are human ties.

Another region, other witnesses, similar promises and threats, might
imprint upon us in the same way a contrary belief.

^We are Christians by the same title that we are Perigordians or

Germans.
'^And as for what Plato says, that there are few men so firm in their

atheism that a pressing danger will not bring them back to recognition

of the divine power; this is not the role of a true Christian. It is for

mortal and human religions to be accepted by human guidance. What
kind of faith must be that which cowardice and faintheartedness implant
and establish in us? ^A nice faith, that believes what it believes only
through not having the courage to disbelieve it! ^Can a vicious passion,

like that of inconstancy and terror, produce in our soul anything reg-

ulated?

^The atheists establish, says Plato, by the reason of their judgment,

that what is said about hell and future punishments is fiction. But when
the chance to test this is offered as old age or illnesses bring them near
their death, the terror of it fills them with a new belief through horror

at their coming condition. And because such impressions make hearts

fearful, he forbids in his Laws all teaching of such threats and all per-

suasion that any harm can come to man from the gods, except for his

greater good and for a medicinal effect. They tell of Bion that, infected

with the atheisms of Theodorus, he had long been a scoffer at religious

men; but that when death surprised him, he gave himself up to the

most extreme superstitions, as if the gods were removed and replaced
according to Bion's situation.

Plato and these examples would conclude that we are brought back
to the belief in God either by love or by force. Atheism being a propo-
sition as it were unnatural and monstrous, difficult too and not easy
to estabhsh in the human mind, however insolent and unruly it may be,
plenty of men have been seen, out of vanity and pride in conceiving
opinions that are not common and that reform the world, to affect to

profess it outwardly; who, if they are mad enough, are not strong enough
nevertheless to have implanted it in their conscience. They will not fail

to clasp their hands to heaven if you stick them a good sword-thrust
in the chest. And when fear or illness has beaten down the licentious

ardor of that flighty humor, they will not fail to come back to themselves
and very discreetly let themselves be managed by the common faith

and examples. A doctrine seriously digested is one thing; another thing
is these superficial impressions, which, born of the disorder of an un-
hinged mind, swim about heedlessly and uncertainly in the imagination.
Miserable and brainless men indeed, who try to be worse than they
can be!

^The error of paganism, and ignorance of our sacred truth, allowed
that great soul Plato ( but great with human greatness only ) to fall also
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into this neighboring fallacy, that children and old men are more sus-

ceptible to religion, as if it was born and derived its credit from our

imbecility.

^The knot that should bind our judgment and our will, that should

clasp and join our soul to our creator, should be a knot taking its twists

and its strength not from our considerations, our reasons and passions,

but from a divine and supernatural clasp, having only one form, one
face, and one aspect, which is the authority of God and his grace. Now,
our heart and soul being ruled and commanded by faith, it is right that

faith should bring to the service of its plan all our other parts according

to their capacity.

And it is not credible that this whole machine should not have on it

some marks imprinted by the hand of this great architect, and that there

should not be some picture in the things of this world that somewhat
represents the workman who has built and formed them. He has left

the stamp of his divinity on these lofty works, and it is only because

of our imbecility that we cannot discover it. It is what he says himself,

that his invisible operations he manifests to us by the visible.

Sebond has labored at this worthy study, and shows us how there

is no part of the world that belies its maker. It would be doing a wrong
to divine goodness if the universe did not assent to our belief. The sky,

the earth, the elements, our body and our soul, all things conspire in

this; we have only to find the way to use them. They instruct us, if

we are capable of understanding. ^For this world is a very holy

temple, into which man is introduced to contemplate statues, not statues

wrought by mortal hand, but those which the divine thought has made
perceptible—the sun, the stars, the waters, and the earth—to represent

to us intelligible things. ^The invisible things of God, says Saint Paul,

appear by the creation of the world, when we consider his eternal

wisdom and his divinity by his works.*

And even God himself does not begrudge the world
The sight of heaven; revolving ever, he displays

His face and form; he shows, imprints himself indeed.

That he may be well known, and teach us as we gaze
To know his ways and nature, and his laws to heed.

MANILIUS

[FIRST OBJECTION TO SEBOND:
CONCLUSION]

Now our human reasons and arguments are as it were the heavy
and barren matter; the grace of God is their form; it is that which gives

them shape and value. Just as the virtuous actions of Socrates and Cato
remain vain and useless because they did not direct them toward the

end of loving and obeying the true creator of all things, and because

* Here Montaigne is translating Romans 1:20, which is rendered in the King
James version as follows: "For the invisible things of him [God] from the creation

of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even
his eternal power and Godhead."
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they did not know God; so it is with our ideas and reasonings: they

have a certain body, but it is a shapeless mass, without form or Hght,

if faith and divine grace are not added to it.

Faith, coming to color and illumine Sebond's arguments, makes
them firm and solid; they are capable of serving as a start and a first

guide to an apprentice to set him on the road to this knowledge; they

fashion him to some extent and make him capable of the grace of God,

by means of which our belief is afterward completed and perfected.

I know a man of authority, nurtured in letters, who confessed to me
that he had been brought back from the errors of unbelief through the

medium of Sebond's arguments. And even if we strip them of this

ornament and of the help and approbation of faith, and take them as

purely human fancies, to combat those who are precipitated into the

frightful and horrible darkness of irreligion, they will still be found as

solid and as firm as any others of the same type that may be opposed
to them; so that we shall be in a position to say to our adversaries—

If you have better, bring it out; if not, give in

HORACE

—that they must admit the force of our proofs, or show us elsewhere

and on some other subject proofs better woven and of better stuflF.

[SECOND OBJECTION TO SEBOND:
THE OBJECTORS]

I have already, without thinking about it, half involved myself in

the second objection which I had proposed to answer for Sebond.

Some say that his arguments are weak and unfit to prove what he
proposes, and undertake to shatter them with ease. These must be
shaken up a little more roughly, for they are more dangerous and
malicious than tlie others. ^People are prone to apply the meaning of

other men's writings to suit opinions that they have previously de-

termined in their minds; and an atheist flatters himself by reducing

all authors to atheism, infecting innocent matter with his own venom.
^These men have some prepossession in judgment that makes their

taste jaded for Sebond's reasons. Furthermore, it seems to them that

they are given an easy game when set at liberty to combat our religion

by purely human weapons, which they would not dare attack in its

authoritative and commanding majesty.

The means I take to beat down this frenzy, and which seems fittest

to me, is to crush and trample underfoot human arrogance and pride;

to make them feel the inanity, the vanity and nothingness, of man; to

wrest from their hands the puny weapons of their reason; to make them
bow their heads and bite the ground beneath the authority and rev-

erence of divine majesty. It is to this alone that knowledge and wisdom
belong; it alone that can have some self-esteem, and from which we
steal what we account and prize ourselves for:

For God allows great thoughts to no one else.

HERODOTUS
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^Let us beat down this presumption, the first foundation of the

tyranny of the evil spirit. For God resisteth the proud, and giveth grace

to the humble [Saint Peter]. InteHigence is in all gods, says Plato, and
in very few men.

[SECOND OBJECTION TO SEBOND:
DEFENSE]

^Now it is nevertheless a great consolation to the Christian to see

our frail mortal tools so properly suited to our holy and divine faith,

that when they are used on subjects that are by their nature frail and
mortal, they are no more completely and powerfully appropriate. Let

us see then if man has within his power other reasons more powerful

than those of Sebond, or indeed if it is in him to arrive at any certainty

by argument and reason.

^For Saint Augustine, arguing against these people, has good cause

to reproach them for their injustice in that they hold those parts of our

belief to be false which our reason fails to establish. And to show that

there can be and can have been plenty of things whose nature and causes

our reason cannot possibly establish, he puts before his adversaries

certain known and indubitable experiences into which man confesses

he has no insight; and this he does, like all other things, with careful

and ingenious research. We must do more, and teach them that to

convict our reason of weakness, there is no need to go sifting out rare

examples, and that she is so lame and so blind that there is nothing so

clear and easy as to be clear enough to her; that the easy and the hard

are one to her; that all subjects alike, and nature in general, disavow

her jurisdiction and mediation.

'^What does truth preach to us, when she exhorts us to flee worldly

philosophy, when she so often inculcates in us that our wisdom is but

folly before God; that of all vanities the vainest is man; that the man
who is presumptuous of his knowledge does not yet know what knowl-

edge is; and that man, who is nothing, if he thinks he is something,

seduces and deceives himself? These statements of the Holy Spirit

express so clearly and so vividly what 1 wish to maintain, that no other

proof would be needed against men who would surrender with all

submission and obedience to its authority. But these men insist on
being whipped to their own cost and will not allow us to combat their

reason except by itself.

[COUNTERATTACK: THE VANITY OF MAN AND OF MAN'S
KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT GOD]

Let us then consider for the moment man alone, without outside

assistance, armed solely with his own weapons, and deprived of divine

grace and knowledge, which is his whole honor, his strength, and the

foundation of his being. Let us see how much presence he has in this

fine array. Let him help me to understand, by the force of his reason,

on what foundations he has built these great advantages that he thinks

he has over other creatures. Who has persuaded him that that admirable

motion of the celestial vault, the eternal light of those torches rolling
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so proudly above his head, the fearful movements of that infinite sea,

were established and have lasted so many centuries for his convenience
and his service? Is it possible to imagine anything so ridiculous as that

this miserable and puny creature, who is not even master of himself,

exposed to the attacks of all things, should call himself master and
emperor of the universe, the least part of which it is not in his power
to know, much less to command? And this privilege that he attributes

to himself of being the only one in this great edifice who has tlie capacity
to recognize its beauty and its parts, the only one who can give thanks
for it to the architect and keep an account of the receipts and expenses
of the world: who has sealed him this privilege? Let him show us his

letters patent for this great and splendid charge.

'^Have they been granted in favor of the wise only? Then they do
not touch many people. Are the fools and the wicked worthy of such
extraordinary favor, and, being the worst part of tlie world, of being
preferred to all the rest?

Shall we believe this man? For whom then shall a man say that the
world was made? Naturally, for those souls who have the use of reason.

These are gods and men, to whom certainly nothing is superior [Cicero,

quoting Balbus]. We shall never have flouted enough the impudence
of this coupling.

^But, poor wight, what has he in himself worthy of such an advan-

tage? When we consider the incorruptible life of the celestial bodies,

their beauty, their greatness, their continual motion by so exact a rule;

When the vaults of heaven meet our sight.

Infinite worlds above, ether with stars alight;

And when the course of sun and moon come to our mind;

LUCRETIUS

when we consider the dominion and power that those bodies have, not

only over our lives and the conditions of our fortune.

For on the stars men's deeds and lives depend,

MANILIUS

but over our very inclinations, our reasonings, our wills, which they
govern, drive, and stir at the mercy of their influences, as our reason

finds and teaches us;

He learns that stars remotely seen
Govern by silent laws, and intervene;

To move the universe they alternate.

And rule by certain signs the twists of fate;

MANILnJS

when we see that not merely a man, nor a king, but kingdoms, empires,

and all this world below move in step with the slightest movements
of the heavens;

How great a change the slightest motion brings:

So great this kingdom is that governs kings;

MANILIUS
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if our virtue, our vices, our competence and knowledge, and this very

dissertation that we are making about the power of the stars and this

comparison of them to us, comes, as our reason judges, by their medium
and their favor;

One, in love's delirium.

Can cross the sea and conquer Ilium;

Another man is destined laws to build;

Fathers kill sons, fathers by sons are killed,

And brother wounds armed brother in the fray.

This war is not of ours; Fate makes men stray,

Punish themselves, their members lacerate.

This too is fated, that I write of fate;

MANILIUS

if we hold by the dispensation of heaven this portion of reason that we
have, how can our reason make us equal to heaven? How subject its

essence and conditions to our knowledge? All that we see in those

bodies astonishes us. ^What preparations, what instruments, what
levers, what machines, what workmen performed so great a work?
[Cicero.]

^Why do we deny them soul, and life, and reason? Have we recog-

nized in them some inert, insensible stupidity, we who have no dealings

with them except obedience? ^Shall we say that we have seen in no
other creature than man the exercise of a rational soul? Well, have we
seen anything like the sun? Does it fail to exist, because we have seen

nothing like it, and its movements to exist, because there are none like

them? If what we have not seen does not exist, our knowledge is

marvelously shrunk: How narrow are the limits of our mind! [Cicero.]

^Are these not dreams of human vanity, to make the moon a celestial

earth, ^to imagine mountains and valleys there, like Anaxagoras; ^to

plant habitations and human dwellings there, and set up colonies for

our convenience, as Plato and Plutarch do; and to make our earth a

bright star lighting the moon? ^Among other human infirmities is this

one also, mental fog, and not so much the need to err as the love of

errors [Seneca]. The corruptible body weighs down the soul, and the

earthy tabernacle oppresses the much pondering mind [The Book of

Wisdom, quoted by Saint Augustine].

[MAN IS NO BETTER THAN THE ANIMALS]

^Presumption is our natural and original malady. The most vul-

nerable and frail of all creatures is man, and at the same time the most

arrogant. He feels and sees himself lodged here, amid the mire and

dung of the world, nailed and riveted to the worst, the deadest, and the

most stagnant part of the universe, on the lowest story of the house and

the farthest from the vault of heaven, with the animals of the worst

condition of the three;^ and in his imagination he goes planting himself

5 Those that walk, those that fly, those that swim.
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above the circle of the moon, and bringing the sky down beneath his

feet. It is by the vanity of this same imagination that he equals himself

to God, attributes to himself divine characteristics, picks himself out

and separates himself from the horde of other creatures, carves out their

shares to his fellows and companions the animals, and distributes among
them such portions of faculties and powers as he sees fit. How does

he know, by the force of his intelligence, the secret internal stirrings

of animals? By what comparison between them and us does he infer

the stupidity that he attributes to them?

*^When I play with my cat, who knows if I am not a pastime to her

more tlian she is to me?^ Plato, in his picture of the golden age under
Saturn, counts among the principal advantages of the man of that time

the communication he had with the beasts; inquiring of them and learn-

ing from them, he knew the true qualities and differences of each one

of them; whereby he acquired a very perfect intelligence and prudence,

and conducted his life far more happily than we could possibly do.

Do we need a better proof to judge man's impudence with regard to

the beasts? That great author opined that in most of the bodily form

that Nature gave them, she considered solely the use of prognostica-

tions that were derived from them in his time.

^This defect that hinders communication between them and us,

why is it not just as much ours as theirs? It is a matter of guesswork

whose fault it is that we do not understand one another; for we do not

understand them any more than they do us. By this same reasoning

they may consider us beasts, as we consider them. It is no great wonder
if we do not understand them; neither do we understand the Basques

and the Troglodytes.^ However, some have boasted of understanding

them, like Apollonius of Tyana, ^Melampus, Tiresias, Thales, ^and
others. ^And since it is a fact, as the cosmographers say, that there are

nations that accept a dog as their king, they must give a definite in-

terpretation to his voice and motions. ^We must notice the parity there

is between us. We have some mediocre understanding of their mean-
ing; so do they of ours, in about the same degree. They flatter us,

threaten us, and implore us, and we them.

Furthermore, we discover very evidently that there is full and com-
plete communication between them and that they understand each

other, not only those of the same species, but also those of different

species.

^Even dumb cattle and the savage beasts

Varied and different noises do employ
When they feel fear or pain, or thrill with joy.

LUCRETIUS

6 The 1595 edition adds: "We entertain each other with reciprocal monkey
tricks. If I have my time to begin or to refuse, so has she hers."

^ Cave-dwellers on the western shore of the Red Sea.
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^In a certain bark of the dog the horse knows there is anger; at a certain

other sound of his he is not frightened. Even in the beasts that have
no voice, from the mutual services we see between them we easily infer

some other means of communication; ^their motions converse and
discuss:

^Likewise in children, the tongue's speechlessness

Leads them to gesture what they would express.

LUCRETIUS

^Why not; just as well as our mutes dispute, argue, and tell stories by
signs? I have seen some so supple and versed in this, that in truth they

lacked nothing of perfection in being able to make themselves under-

stood. Lovers grow angry, are reconciled, entreat, thank, make assig-

nations, and in fine say everything, with their eyes:

And silence too records

Our prayers and our words.

TASSO

^What of the hands? We beg, we promise, call, dismiss, threaten,

pray, entreat, deny, refuse, question, admire, count, confess, repent,

fear, blush, doubt, instruct, command, incite, encourage, swear, testify,

accuse, condemn, absolve, insult, despise, defy, vex, flatter, applaud,

bless, humiliate, mock, reconcile, commend, exalt, entertain, rejoice,

complain, grieve, mope, despair, wonder, exclaim, are silent, and what
not, with a variation and multiplication that vie with the tongue. With
the head: we invite, send away, avow, disavow, give the lie, welcome,

honor, venerate, disdain, demand, show out, cheer, lament, caress, scold,

submit, brave, exhort, menace, assure, inquire. What of the eyebrows?

What of the shoulders? There is no movement that does not speak

both a language intelligible without instruction, and a pubhc language;

which means, seeing the variety and particular use of other languages,

that this one must rather be judged the one proper to human nature.

I omit what necessity teaches privately and promptly to those who need

it, and the finger alphabets, and the grammars in gestures, and the

sciences which are practiced and expressed only by gestures, and the

nations which Pliny says have no other language.

^An ambassador of the city of Abdera, after speaking at length to

King Agis of Sparta, asked him: "Well, Sire, what answer do you wish

me to take back to our citizens?" "That I allowed you to say all you

wanted, and as much as you wanted, without ever saying a word,"

Wasn't that an eloquent and thoroughly intelhgible silence?

^Moreover, what sort of faculty of ours do we not recognize in the

actions of the animals? Is there a society regulated with more order,

diversified into more charges and functions, and more consistently main-

tained, than that of the honeybees? Can we imagine so orderly an

arrangement of actions and occupations as this to be conducted without

reason and foresight?
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Some, by these signs and instances inclined,

Have said that bees share in the divine mind
And the ethereal spirit.

VIRGIL

Do the swallows that we see on the return of spring ferreting in all the

corners of our houses search without judgment, and choose without

discrimination, out of a thousand places, the one which is most suitable

for them to dwell in? And in that beautiful and admirable texture of

their buildings, can birds use a square rather than a round figure, an

obtuse rather than a right angle, without knowing their properties and

their eflFects? Do they take now water, now clay, without judging that

hardness is softened by moistening? Do they floor their palace with

moss or with down, without foreseeing that the tender limbs of their

little ones will lie softer and more comfortably on it? Do they shelter

themselves from the rainy wind and face their dwelling toward the

orient without knowing the different conditions of these winds and

considering that one is more salutary to them than the other? Why does

the spider thicken her web in one place and slacken it in another, use

now this sort of knot, now that one, unless she has the power of re-

flection, and thought, and inference?

We recognize easily enough, in most of their works, how much
superiority the animals have over us and how feeble is our skill to

imitate them. We see, however, in our cruder works, the faculties that

we use, and that our soul applies itself with all its power; why do we
not think the same thing of them? Why do we attribute to some sort

of natural and servile inclination these works which surpass all that

we can do by nature and by art? Wherein, without realizing it, we
grant them a very great advantage over us, by making Nature, with

maternal tenderness, accompany them and guide them as by the hand
in all the actions and comforts of their life; while us she abandons to

chance and to fortune, and to seek by art tlie things necessary for our

preservation, and denies us at the same time the power to attain, by
any education and mental straining, the natural resourcefulness of the

animals: so that their brutish stupidity surpasses in all conveniences

all that our divine intelligence can do.

Truly, by this reckoning, we should be quite right to call her a very

unjust stepmother. But this is not so; our organization is not so deformed
and disorderly. Nature has universally embraced all her creatures;

and there is none that she has not very amply furnished with all powers

necessary for the preservation of its being. For these vulgar complaints

that I hear men make ( as the license of their opinions now raises them
above the clouds, and then sinks them to the antipodes) that we are

the only animal abandoned naked on the naked earth, tied, bound,

having nothing to arm and cover ourselves with except the spoils of

others; whereas all other creatures Nature has clothed with shells, husks,

bark, hair, wool, spikes, hide, down, feathers, scales, fleece, and silk,

according to the need of their being; has armed them with claws, teeth.
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or horns for attack and defense; and has herself instructed them in what

is fit for them-to swim, to run, to fly, to sing—whereas man can neither

walk, nor speak, nor eat, nor do anything but cry, without apprentice-

ship—

'^The infant, like a sailor tossed ashore

By raging seas, lies naked on the earth,

Speechless, helpless for Hfe, when at his birth

Nature from out the womb brings him to light.

He fills the place with wailing, as is right

For one who through so many woes must pass.

Yet flocks, herds, savage beasts of every class

Grow up without the need for any rattle,

Or for a gentle nurse's soothing prattle;

They seek no varied clothes against the sky;

Lastly they need no arms, no ramparts high

To guard their own—since earth itself and nature

Amply bring forth all things for every creature

LUCRETIUS

—^those complaints are false, there is a greater equality and a more

uniform relationship in the organization of the world. Our skin is pro-

vided as adequately as theirs with endurance against the assaults of

the weather: witness so many nations who have not yet tried the use

of any clothes. ^Our ancient Gauls wore hardly any clothes; nor do the

Irish, our neighbors, under so cold a sky. ^But we may judge this better

by ourselves; for all the parts of the body that we see fit to expose to

the wind and air are found fit to endure it: face, feet, hands, legs,

shoulders, head, according as custom invites us. For if there is a part

of us that is tender and that seems as though it should fear the cold,

it should be the stomach, where digestion takes place; our fathers left

it uncovered, and our ladies, soft and delicate as they are, sometimes

go half bare down to the navel. Nor are the bindings and swaddlings

of infants necessary either; and the Lacedaemonian mothers raised their

children in complete freedom to move their limbs, without wrapping

or binding them. Our weeping is common to most of the other animals;

and there are scarcely any who are not observed to complain and wail

long after their birth, since it is a demeanor most appropriate to the

helplessness that they feel. As for the habit of eating, it is, in us as in

them, natural and needing no instruction:

^For each one feels his powers and his needs.

LUCRETIUS

AWho doubts that a child, having attained the strength to feed him-

self, would be able to seek his food? And the earth produces and offers

him enough of it for his need, with no other cultivation or artifice; and

if not in all weather, neither does she for the beasts : witness the provi-

sions we see the ants and others make for the sterile seasons of the year.

These nations that we have just discovered to be so abundantly fur-

nished with food and natural drink, without care or preparation, have
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now taught us that bread is not our only food, and that without plowing,

our mother Nature had provided us in plenty with all we needed;

indeed, as seems likely, more amply and richly than she does now that

we have interpolated our artifice:

At first and of her own accord the earth

Brought forth sleek fruits and vintages of worth.

Herself gave harvests sweet and pastures fair.

Which now scarce grow, despite our toil and care,

And we exhaust oiu: oxen and our men;

LUCRETIUS

the excess and unruliness of our appetite outstripping all the inventions

with which we seek to satisfy it.

As for weapons, we have more that are natural than most other

animals, and more varied movements of our limbs; and we get more
service out of them, naturally and without lessons. Those who are

trained to fight naked are seen to throw themselves into dangers like

our own men. If some animals surpass us in this advantage, we surpass

many others. And the skill to fortify and protect the body by acquired

means, we possess by a natural instinct and precept. As proof that this

is so, the elephant sharpens and whets the teeth which he uses in war

( for he has special ones for this purpose, which he spares, and does not

use at all for his other functions). When bulls go into combat, they

spread and toss the dust around them; boars whet their tusks; and the

ichneumon, when he is to come to grips with the crocodile, arms his

body, coats it, and crusts it all over with mud, well pressed and well

kneaded, as with a cuirass. Why shall we not say that it is just as natural

to arm ourselves with wood and iron?

As for speech, it is certain that if it is not natural, it is not necessary.

Nevertheless, I believe that a child who had been brought up in com-

plete solitude, remote from all association (which would be a hard

experiment to make), would have some sort of speech to express his

ideas. And it is not credible that Nature has denied us this resource

that she has given to many other animals : for what is it but speech, this

faculty we see in them of complaining, rejoicing, calling to each other

for help, inviting each other to love, as they do by the use of their voice?

^How could they not speak to one another? They certainly speak to us,

and we to them. In how many ways do we not speak to our dogs? And
they answer us. We talk to them in another language, with other names,

than to birds, hogs, oxen, horses; and we change the idiom according

to the species:

-^So ants amidst their sable-colored band
Greet one another, and inquire perchance
The road each follows, and the prize in hand.

DANTE

It seems to me that Lactantius attributes to beasts not only speech

but also laughter. And the difference of language that is seen between
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us, according to the difference of countries, is found also in animals

of the same species. Aristotle cites in this connection the various calls

of partridges according to the place they are situated in,

^And various birds . . .

Utter at different times far different cries . . .

And some change with the changing of the skies

Their raucous songs.

LUCRETIUS

'^But it is yet to be known what language this child would speak;

and what is said about it by conjecture has not much appearance of

truth. If they allege to me, against this opinion, that men naturally deaf

do not speak at all, I reply that it is not only because they could not be
taught speech by ear, but rather because the sense of hearing, of which
they are deprived, is related to that of speech, and they hold together

by a natural tie: so that what we speak we must speak first to our-

selves, and make it ring on our own ears inwardly, before we send it

to other ears.

I have said all this to maintain this resemblance that exists to human
things, and to bring us back and join us to the majority. We are neither

above nor below the rest: all that is under heaven, says the sage, incurs

the same law and the same fortune,

^All things are bound by their own chains of fate.

LUCRETIUS

^There is some difference, there are orders and degrees; but it is under

the aspect of one and the same nature:

J^And all things go their own way, nor forget

Distinctions by the law of nature set.

LUCRETIUS

^Man must be constrained and forced into line inside the barriers of

this order. The poor wretch is in no position really to step outside them;

he is fettered and bound, he is subjected to the same obligation as the

other creatures of his class, and in a very ordinary condition, without

any real and essential prerogative or preeminence. That which he

accords himself in his mind and in his fancy has neither body nor taste.

And if it is true that he alone of all the animals has this freedom of

imagination and this unruliness in thought that represents to him what

is, what is not, what he wants, the false and the true, it is an advantage

that is sold him very dear, and in which he has little cause to glory, for

from it springs the principal source of the ills that oppress him: sin,

disease, irresolution, confusion, despair.

So I say, to return to my subject, that there is no apparent reason

to judge that the beasts do by natural and obligatory instinct the same

things that we do by our choice and cleverness. We must infer from

like results like faculties,^ and consequently confess that this same

8 The 1595 edition adds: "and from richer results, richer faculties."
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reason, this same method that we have for working, is also that of the

animals.^ Why do we imagine in them this compulsion of nature, we
who feel no similar effect? Besides, it is more honorable, and closer

to divinity, to be guided and obliged to act lawfully by a natural and
inevitable condition, than to act lawfully by accidental and fortuitous

liberty; and safer to leave the reins of our conduct to nature than to

ourselves. The vanity of our presumption makes us prefer to owe our

ability to our powers than to nature's liberality; and we enrich the other

animals with natural goods and renounce them in their favor, in order

to honor and ennoble ourselves with goods acquired: a very simple

notion, it seems to me, for I should prize just as highly graces that were
all mine and inborn as those I had gone begging and seeking from
education. It is not in our power to acquire a fairer recommendation
than to be favored by God and nature.

Take for example the fox, whom the inhabitants of Thrace use when
they want to undertake to cross some frozen stream over the ice, turning

him loose ahead of them for this reason. If we saw him at the edge
of the water bring his ear very near the ice, to hear whether the water

running beneath sounds near or far away, and draw back or advance

according as he finds the ice too thin or thick enough, would we not

have reason to suppose that there passes through his head the same
reasoning that would pass through ours, and that it is a ratiocination

and conclusion drawn from natural common sense: "What makes a

noise, moves; what moves is not frozen; what is not frozen is liquid;

and what is liquid gives way under a weight"? For to attribute this

simply to a keenness of the sense of hearing, without reasoning or in-

ference, is a chimera, and cannot enter our imagination. We must make
the same supposition about the many sorts of ruses and tricks by which
the animals protect themselves from the attacks we make upon them.

And if we wish to derive some advantage from this very fact, that

it is in our power to seize them, to use them and do what we like with

them, this is only the same advantage that we have over one an-

other. We have our slaves on this condition. ^And were there not the

Climacides, women in Syria who, crouching on all fours, served as a

footstool and a stepladder for ladies to climb into their coach? ^And
most free people, for very slight advantages, abandon their life and
their being to the power of others. <^The wives and concubines of the

Thracians plead each to be chosen to be killed at their husband's tomb.

^Have tyrants ever failed to find enough men vowed to devote

themselves to them, some of them adding further the obligation to

accompany them in death as in life? ^^Whole armies have thus bound
themselves to their captains. The formula of the oath in that tough

school of the gladiators who fought to the death bore these promises:

"We swear to let ourselves be chained, burned, beaten, and killed with

9 The 1595 edition reads, instead of "is also tliat of the animals," "the animals

have it also, or some better one."
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the sword, and to suffer all that legitimate gladiators suffer from their

master, most religiously engaging body and soul in his service":

Burn, if you will, my head, pierce me with sword,

And scourge my shoulders with a twisted cord.

TIBULLUS

That was a real obligation; and yet there were ten thousand in a given

year who entered into it and were lost.

^When the Scythians interred their king, they strangled upon his

body the most favored of his concubines, his cupbearer, groom, cham-

berlain, room usher, and cook. And on his anniversary they killed fifty

horses mounted by fifty pages whom they had impaled by the spine

up to the throat, and left them thus planted on parade around the tomb.

^The men that serve us do so more cheaply, and for a treatment less

careful and favorable than the one we give our birds, horses, and dogs.

^To what care do we not stoop for the comfort of these? It does not

seem to me that the most abject servants do willingly for their masters

what princes take honor in doing for these animals.

• Diogenes, seeing his parents at pains to redeem him from slavery,

said: "They are mad: it is the man who keeps and feeds me who is my
slave." And those who keep animals should be said rather to serve them
than to be served by them.

^And yet they are more noble in this way, that never did a lion

enslave himself to another lion, nor a horse to another horse, for lack

of heart. As we go hunting beasts, so the tigers and lions go hunting

men; and they have the same practice toward one another: dogs after

hares, pikes after tench, swallows after grasshoppers, sparrow hawks
after blackbirds and larks:

^The stork brings to her brood
From lonely spots, lizards and snakes for food;

Jove's eagle and the nobles of the air

Hunt down the kid and hare.

JUVENAL

We share the result of our hunt with our dogs and birds, as well

as the pains and skill; and above Amphipolis in Thrace, hunters and
wild falcons divide the booty exactly in half; just as, along the marshes

of Lake Maeotis,' -' if the fisherman does not honestly leave the wolves

an equal share of his catch, they immediately go and tear his nets.

^And as we have a kind of hunting that is conducted more by
subtlety than by force, like that of snares and hook and line, so are

similar ones seen among the beasts. Aristotle says that the cuttlefish

throws out of her neck a long gut as a line, which she extends at full

length in releasing it, and draws back to her when she wishes. As
she perceives some little fish approaching, she lets him nibble the end

of this gut, being herself hidden in the sand or the mud, and little by

10 The Sea of Azov.
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little draws it in until the little fish is so near her that with one leap

she can catch it.

As for strength, there is no animal in the world exposed to so

many injuries as man. We do not need a whale, an elephant or a

crocodile, or other such animals, just one of which is capable of de-

stroying a large number of men; lice are enough to vacate Sulla's dic-

tatorship; and the heart and life of a great and ti'iumphant emperor

is the breakfast of a little worm.

\\'hy do we say that in man it is science and knowledge built up by

art and reason, to distinguish the things useful for his living and for

help in his illnesses from those which are not, for knowing the power

of rhubarb and fern? And when we see the goats of Candia, if they

have received an arrow wound, go and pick out dittany out of a mil-

lion herbs for their cure; and the tortoise, when it has eaten viper

meat, immediately look for marjoram to purge itself; the dragon rub

and clear his e)^es with fennel; storks give themselves enemas with

sea water; elephants pull out, not only from their own and their com-

panions' bodies, but also from the bodies of their masters (witness the

elephant of King Porus, whom Alexander defeated), the javelins and

darts cast at them in combat, and pull them out so dexterously that

we could not possibly do it with so little pain: why do we not say

likewise that that is science and wisdom? For to assert, to disparage

them, that it is solely by the instruction and tutelage of nature that

they know this, is not to take away from them the claim to science

and wisdom; it is to attribute it to them by a better reason than to

ourselves, because of the honor of so sure a schoolmistress.

Chrysippus, although in all other things as disdainful a judge of

the condition of animals as any other philosopher, considering the

movements of the dog, who, coming upon a crossroad with three roads,

either in search of his master whom he has lost, or in pursuit of some

prev fleeing before him, goes and tries one road after the other, and,

after having made sure of two and not having found in them the trace

of what he is looking for, darts into the third without hesitation, is

forced to confess that in that dog some such reasoning as this takes

place: "I have traced my master to this crossroad; he must necessarily

he going by one of these three roads; it is not by this one or that one;

so he must infallibly be going by this other"; and that assured by this

inference and reasoning, he no longer uses his sense of smell on the

third road or tests it any further, but lets himself be swept on by the

force of his reason. This act of pure logic, and this use of propositions

divided and conjoined and of the adequate enumeration of the parts,

is it not as valuable for the dog to know it by himself as to learn it

from Trapezuntius?^^

Yet the animals are not incapable of being taught also in our way.

Blackbirds, ravens, magpies, and parrots we teach to speak; and that

11 Georgius Trapezuntius or George of Trebizond (1396-1486), logician. He
translated and annotated Aristotle.
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facility with which we see them rendering their voice and breath so

supple and manageable for us, to form and constrain it to a certain num-
ber of letters and syllables, testifies that they have an inward power of

reason which makes them so teachable and determined to learn.

Everybody is satiated, I think, with seeing so many sorts of monkey
tricks that mountebanks teach their dogs: the dances in which they do
not miss a single cadence of the sound they hear, many various motions

and jumps that they are made to do by a word of command. But I ob-

serve with more amazement the behavior, which is nevertheless com-
mon enough, of the dogs that blind men use both in the fields and in

town; I have noticed how they stop at certain doors where they have
been accustomed to receive alms, how they avoid being hit by coaches

and carts, even when for their part they have enough room to pass;

I have seen one, along a town ditch, leave a smooth flat path and take

a worse one, to keep his master away from the ditch. How can this

dog have been made to understand that it was his responsibility to

consider solely the safety of his master and to despise his own com-
forts in order to serve him? And how did he know that a given road

was quite broad enough for himself, which would not be so for a blind

man? Can all this be understood without reasoning and intelligence?

We must not forget what Plutarch says that he and the Emperor
Vespasian, the father, saw done by a dog in Rome at the theater of

Marcellus. This dog served a mountebank who was acting a play in

several scenes and with several parts, and the dog had his part in it.

He had among other things to play dead for a while as having eaten

a certain drug; after swallowing the bread that represented this drug,

he promptly began to tremble and shake as if he were dizzy; finally,

stretching out and stiffening himself as if dead, he let himself be pulled

and dragged from one place to another, as the subject of the play de-

manded; and then, when he knew it was time, he began at first to stir

very gently, as if he had come out of a deep sleep, and, raising his head,

looked around here and there in a way that astonished all the spectators.

The oxen that served in the royal gardens of Susa to water them and
turn certain great wheels for drawing water, to which there were
buckets attached (like many that are to be seen in Languedoc), had
been ordered to draw up to one hundred turns a day; they were so

accustomed to this number that it was impossible by any force to make
them draw one turn more, and having done their task, they stopped

short. We are in our adolescence before we know how to count up to

a hundred, and we have just discovered nations whicl have no knowl-

edge of numbers.

There is still more intelligence needed to teach others than to be
taught. Now, leaving aside what Democritus concluded and proved,

that the animals have taught us most of the arts, as the spider to weave
and sew, the swallow to build, the swan and the nightingale music, and
many animals, through imitation of them, to practice medicine; Aristotle

maintains that the nightingales teach their young to sing, and spend
time and care on it, whence it happens that those that we bring up in a
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cage, who have had no chance to go to school under their parents, lose

much of the charm of their song. ^We may judge from this that it im-
proves by teaching and study. And even among the free birds it is not
uniform and the same; each one has learned according to his capacity;

and in the jealousy of their apprenticeship they vie with each other and
contend so bravely that sometimes the vanquished falls dead, his breath
failing him rather than his voice. The youngest ruminate pensively and
take certain couplets of song to imitate; the disciple Listens to the lesson

of his teacher and gives him back a ver}^ careful account of it; they are

quiet, first one, then the other; you hear the mistakes corrected, and you
sense occasional reprehensions by the teacher.

"I once saw," says Arrius, "an elephant who had a cymbal hanging
from each thigh, and another attached to his trunk, to the sound of

which all the others danced in a circle, rising and bending at certain

cadences, as the instrument guided them; and it was pleasant to listen

to this harmony." ^In the spectacles in Rome one ordinarily saw ele-

phants trained to move and dance, to the sound of the voice, dances
with many intricate and interrupted steps and many cadences very
hard to learn. Some of them have been seen in private going over their

lesson and practicing with care and study, so as not to be scolded and
beaten by their masters.

But this story of the magpie, for which we have Plutarch himself

as sponsor, is strange. She was in a barber's shop in Rome, and did

wonders in imitating with her voice all that she heard. One day it hap-
pened that certain trumpeters stopped and blew a long time in front

of this shop. After that and all the next day here was this magpie pen-

sive, mute, and melancholy, at which everyone marveled, and thought
that the sound of the trumpets had stunned her and deafened her, and
that her voice had been snuffed out together with her hearing. But
they found in the end that it was a profound study and a withdrawal
within herself, while her mind was practicing and preparing her voice

to represent the sound of these trumpets; so that the first voice she used
was that one, expressing perfectly their runs, pitches, and variations;

and for this new acquirement she abandoned and scorned all she had
learned to say before.

I do not want to omit citing also this other example of a dog that the

same Plutarch says he saw (for as for the order, I fully realize that I

am disturbing it; but I observe none in arranging these examples any
more than in the rest of my work) when he was on a ship. This dog,

having trouble getting some oil that was in the bottom of a pitcher,

where he could not get at it with his tongue because of the narrow
mouth of the vessel, went and fetched some pebbles and put some in

this pitcher until he had made the oil rise nearer the edge, where he
could reach it. What is that if not the work of a very subtle mind?
They say that the Barbary crows do the same thing when the water
they want to drink is too low.

This action is somewhat akin to what was told of the elephants by
a king of their country, Juba, that when by the craft of their hunters
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one of them finds himself caught in certain deep pits that they prepare

for them and cover with brush to fool them, his comrades arrive post-

haste with many stones and logs to help him get out. But this animal

in so many other actions approaches human capacity that if I wanted
to trace in detail what experience has taught us about him, I should

easily win the argument that I ordinarily maintain, that there is more
difference between a given man and a given man than between a given

animal and a given man.
The keeper of an elephant, in a private house in Syria, used to rob

him at all his meals of half the ration ordered for him. One day the

master of the house decided to take care of him himself, and poured
into his manger the proper measure of barley that he had prescribed

for his feeding; the elephant, looking at his keeper with an evil eye,

separated one half of it with his trunk and set it aside, revealing in that

way the wrong that was being done him. And another, having a keeper

who mixed stones into his feed to increase the measure, approached
the pot where he was cooking his meat for his dinner and filled it with

ashes for him.

These are particular actions; but what everyone has seen and what
everyone knows is that in all the armies that were brought from the

East one of the strongest elements consisted of elephants, from which
they derived results incomparably greater than we do at present from
our artillery, which more or less takes their place in the order of battle

(this is easy to judge for those who know ancient history)

:

^Their sires served Tyrian Hannibal,
Pyrrhus, and many a Roman general.

Upon their mighty backs whole cohorts bore.

And took their place amidst the thick of war.

JUVENAL

^They must have relied knowingly on the confidence they placed in

these animals and in their intelligence, abandoning to them the lead-

ing place in battle, where the slightest stop they might have made, be-

cause of the size and weight of their body, or the slightest fear that

might have made them face about against their own men, would have
been enough to ruin everything. And they have less often been known
to fall back upon their own troops than our troops to fall back upon
those behind them and thus rout their own side. They entrusted to

elephants not a simple movement, but many different functions in com-
bat; ^as the Spaniards in the recent conquest of the Indies did to their

dogs, to whom they gave pay and a share in the booty; and these ani-

mals showed as much skill and judgment in pursuing their victory and
holding back, in charging or withdrawing according to the occasion, in

distinguishing friends from enemies, as they did ardor and fierceness.

^We admire more, and value more, foreign things than ordinary

ones; and but for that I should not have spent my time on this long list.

For in my opinion, if anyone studies closely what we see ordinarily of

the animals that live among us, there is material there for him to find
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facts just as wonderful as those that we go collecting in remote coun-

tries and centuries. ^It is one and the same nature that rolls its course.

Anyone who had formed a competent judgment of its present state

could infer from this with certainty both all the future and all the past.

'^I once saw among us some men brought by sea from a far country.

Because we did not understand their language at all, and because their

ways, moreover, and their bearing and their clothes were totally remote

from ours, which of us did not consider them savages and brutes? Who
did not attribute it to stupidity and brutishness to see them mute, ig-

norant of the French language, ignorant of our hand kissings and our

serpentine bows, our deportment and our bearing, which human nature

must take as its pattern without fail?

Everything that seems strange to us we condemn, and everything

that we do not understand; as happens in our judgment of the animals.

They have many qualities that are related to ours; from these by com-
parison we can draw some conjecture; but as for what is peculiar to

them, what do we know about it? Horses, dogs, oxen, sheep, birds, and
most of the animals that live with us recognize our voice and let them-

selves be guided by it; so also, indeed, did Crassus' lamprey, which
came to him when he called it; and so also do the eels that are found

in the fountain of Arethusa. ^And I have seen enough ponds where
the fish come hurrying up to eat at a certain call from those who tend

them:

^They have their names, and each and all

Come at the summons of their master's call.

MABTIAL

That we can judge. We can also say that the elephants have some
participation in religion, since after many ablutions and purifications

we see them, raising their trunks like arms and keeping their eyes fixed

toward the rising sun, stand still a long time in meditation and contem-

plation at certain hours of the day, by their own inclination, without

instruction and without precept. But because we do not see any such

signs in other animals, we cannot thereby prove that they are without

religion and cannot grasp any part of what is hidden from us. Just as

we see something in this action which the philosopher Cleanthes ob-

served, because it resembles our own. He saw, says he, some ants leave

their anthill bearing the body of a dead ant toward another anthill, from
which several other ants came to meet them as if to speak to them; and
after they had been together for a time, the second group returned to

consult, you may suppose, with their fellow citizens, and in this way
made two or three trips because of the difficulty of coming to terms.

Finally the last-comers brought the first ones a worm out of their den,

as if for the ransom of the dead one, which worm the first ones loaded

on their back and carried home, leaving to the others the body of the

deceased. That is the interpretation that Cleanthes gave to it, testify-

ing thereby that those creatures who have no voice nevertheless have
mutual intercourse and communication, in which it is our fault that we
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cannot participate; and for this reason we are meddling foolishly by
expressing our opinion in the matter.

Now they do still other things which are far beyond our capacity,

which we are so far from being able to imitate that we cannot even
imagine them. Many maintain that in that great and final naval battle

that Antony lost to Augustus, his admiral's galley was stopped in the

middle of its course by that little fish that the Latins call remora,^-

because of that property it has of stopping every sort of vessel to which
it attaches itself. And when the Emperor Caligula was sailing with a

great fleet along the coast of Romania, his galley alone was stopped

short by this same fish, which he caused to be caught, attached as it

was to the keel of his vessel. He was thoroughly irritated that such a

little animal could overpower the sea and the winds and the violence

of all his oars, by being simply attached to his galley by the beak (for

it is a shellfish ) ; and he was further astonished, not without good reason,

that when it was brought to him inside the boat it no longer had the

power that it had outside.

A citizen of Cyzicus once acquired the reputation of being a good
mathematician by learning tliis habit of the hedgehog: that it builds

its burrow open to various quarters and various winds, and, foreseeing

from which quarter the wind will blow, stops up the hole on that side.

After observing which, this citizen brought to his town sure predictions

of how the wind would blow next.

The chameleon takes the color of the place where he is set; but the

octopus himself assumes the color he likes, according to the occasion,

to hide from what he fears and catch what he hunts; in the chameleon
it is a passive change, but in the octopus it is an active change. We have
some changes of color in fear, anger, shame, and other passions that

alter our complexion, but it is a passive effect, as with the chameleon:

it is indeed in the power of jaundice to make us turn yellow, but it is

not in the power of our will. Now these effects which we recognize in

the other animals, greater than our own, testify to some more excellent

faculty in them which is concealed from us, as are in all likelihood many
others of their properties and powers ^of which no signs come through
to us.

^Of all the predictions in times past, the most ancient and the most
certain were those drawn from the flight of birds. We have nothing

like it and nothing so wonderful. That rule and order in the flapping

of their wings by which men draw conclusions about things to come,

must certainly be led by some excellent means to so noble an operation;

for it is playing with words to go and attribute this great effect to some
natural ordinance, without the intelligence, consent, and reason of the

creature that produces it; and this is an opinion evidently false.

As proof of this, the torpedo^ ^ has the property, not only of putting

to sleep the limbs that directly touch her, but of transmitting through

12 Remorari in Latin means "to delay."

13 Electric ray.
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nets and seines a sort of numbed heaviness to the hands of those who
move and handle them. Indeed they say further that if you pour water

upon her, you feel this sensation which climbs uphill to the hand and
numbs the touch through the water. This power is marvelous, but it

is not useless to the torpedo: she senses it and uses it, in this way, that

to catch the prey she seeks, you see her hide under the mud, so that

the other fish, gliding past above, struck and benumbed by this chill of

hers, fall into her power.

Cranes, swallows, and other birds of passage, changing their resi-

dence according to the seasons of the year, show well enough the

knowledge they have of their faculty of divination, and put it to use.

Hunters assure us that in order to choose out of a number of puppies

the one that you should save as the best, all you need is to put the

mother in a position to choose him herself; since, if you carry them out

of their kennel, the first one she brings back will always be the best;

or else, if you pretend to surround their kennel with fire on all sides, it

will be the puppy that she runs to rescue first. Whence it appears that

they have a power of prognostication that we have not, or that they

have some ability to judge their young which is different and keener

than ours.

Since animals are bom, beget, feed, act, move, live, and die in a

manner so close to our own, all that we detract from their motive

powers, and all that we add to ours to raise our state above theirs, can

in no way proceed from the judgment of our reason. As a rule for our

health, doctors propose to us the example of the way the animals live

and act; for this saying has in all times been in the mouth of the people:

Keep your head warm, and your feet;

For the rest, live like a beast.

Generation is the principal of the natural actions. We have a certain

disposition of members which to us is more suitable for this; however,

they order us to conform to the posture and arrangement of the brutes,

as being more effectual:

And they say

That wives conceive best in the wild beasts' way.
Like quadrupeds; for thus, loins high, breasts low.

The seeds can to their destination go.

LUCRETIUS

And they condemn as harmful those indecent and unusual motions

which the women have brought into it on their own, recalling them to

the more modest and sedate example and practice of the animals of

their sex:

For thus a woman may oppose conception,

If, writhing in her joy, she makes improvements.
Draws back his part from hers, upsets his movements.
For thus she turns the plowshare from its way
And sends the vital spurt of seed astray.

LUCRETIUS
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If it is justice to give each his due, the beasts which serve, love, and
defend their benefactors, and pursue and attack strangers and those

who hurt them, represent by this a certain image of our justice; as also

in observing a very equitable equality in the distribution of their goods
to their young.

As for friendship, theirs is without comparison more alive and more
constant than that of men. Hyrcanus, King Lysimachus' dog, when
his master was dead, remained obstinately on his bed, refusing to eat

or drink; and the day they burned the body he took a run and threw
himself into the fire, where he was burned. As did also the dog of a

man named Pyrrhus, for he did not budge off his master's bed after he
was dead; and when they took his master away he let himself be car-

ried away with him, and finally sprang into the pyre on which they

were burning his master's body.

There are certain affectionate leanings which sometimes arise in

us without the advice of our reason, which come from an unpremedi-
tated accident that others call sympathy: the animals are as capable of

it as we are. We see horses forming a certain familiarity with one
another, until we have trouble making them live or travel separately;

we see them apply their affection to a certain color in their companions,

as we might to a certain type of face, and, when they encounter this

color, approach it immediately with joy and demonstrations of good
will, and take a dislike and hatred of some other color. Animals, like

us, exercise choice in their amours and make a certain selection among
their females. They are not exempt from our jealousies, or from ex-

treme and irreconcilable envy.

Desires are either natural and necessary, like eating and drinking;

or natural and not necessary, like intercourse with females; or neither

natural nor necessary. Of this last type are nearly all those of men;
they are all superfluous and artificial. For it is marvelous how little

Nature needs to be content, how little she has left us to desire. The
dressings of our cooking have nothing to do with her ordaining. The
Stoics sa}^ that a man could stay alive on one olive a day. The delicacy

of our wines is no part of her teaching, nor the embellishments that we
add to our amorous appetites:

Nor does she require

A wench who claims a consul as her sire.

HORACE

These extraneous desires, which ignorance of the good and a false

opinion have insinuated into us, are in such great number that they

drive out almost all the natural ones; neither more nor less than if there

were such a great number of foreigners in a city that they put out the

natural inhabitants, or extinguished their ancient authority and power,

completely usurping it and taking possession of it.

Animals are much more self-controlled than we are, and restrain

themselves with more moderation within the limits that nature has pre-

scribed to us; but not so strictly that they do not still have something
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comparable to our debauch. And just as there have been furious de-

sires that have driven men to the love of beasts, so they too are some-
times smitten with love of us and entertain unnatural affections be-

tween one species and another. Witness the elephant who was rival

to Aristophanes the grammarian in the love of a young flower girl in

the city of Alexandria, and who yielded no ground to him in the atten-

tions of a very passionate suitor; for walking through the market where
they sold fruits he would take some with his trunk and carry them to

her; he lost sight of her only as little as was possible for him, and would
sometimes put his trunk into her bosom under her collar and feel her

breasts. They tell also of a dragon in love with a girl, and a goose

smitten with the love of a boy in the town of Asopus, and a ram that

was suitor to the minstrel girl Glaucia; and every day are seen monkeys
furiously in love with women. We also see certain animals addicted to

the love of males of their own sex. Oppianus and others relate certain

examples to show the reverence that beasts in their marriages have for

laws of kinship, but experience very often shows us the contrary:

The heifer unashamed upon her takes

Her sire; the stallion of his fillv makes
His mate; goats pair with their begotten young;
Birds breed with birds from whom themselves are sprung.

ovm

Of sly trickery is there a clearer example than that of the philosopher

Thales' mule? Fording a river while loaded with salt, and having hap-

pened to stumble, so that the sacks he carried were all wet through, and
having perceived that the salt melted by this means had made his bur-

den lighter, he never failed, as soon as he came to any stream, to plunge
in with his load; until his master, discovering his knavery, ordered him
to be loaded with wool, whereupon, his calculations upset, he stopped
using that trick.

There are many who naturally portray the image of our avarice;

for we see in them an extreme solicitude to snatch all they can and hide

it carefully, although they make no use of it at all.

As for domestic management, not only do they surpass us in their

foresight in piling up and saving for the time to come, but they also

possess many parts of the knowledge necessary for it. The ants spread

their grains and seeds outside their threshing floor to air them, freshen

them, and dry them, when they see that they are beginning to molder

and smell rancid, for fear they may spoil and rot. But the caution and
foresight they use in gnawing the grains of wheat surpasses anything

imagined by human prudence. Because the wheat does not always re-

main dry and sound, but grows soft and soggy and dissolves as in milk,

when it is on the way to germinate and produce; for fear it may sprout

and lose its nature and property as a storehouse for their food, they

nibble off the end by which it usually sprouts.

As for war, which is the greatest and most pompous of human ac-

tions, I should be glad to know whether we want to use it as an argu-
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ment for some preeminence, or, on the contrary, as testimony of our

imbecility and imperfection; as indeed the science of undoing and kill-

ing one another, of ruining and destroying our own species, seems to

have little to make it alluring to the beasts who do not have it:

^When did a lion kill

A weaker lion? In what forest strife

Did one boar's tusks destroy another's life?

JUVENAL

^But yet they are not universally exempt from this; witness the furious

encounters of the honeybees and the enterprises of the princes of the

two opposing armies:

Often disputes arise

Between two kings, and uproar fills the skies;

The passion of the mob is heard afar,

And hearts that throb for war.

VIRGEL

I never read that divine description that I do not seem to read in it

human absurdity and vanity portrayed. For these warlike movements
that ravish us with their horror and terror, this tempest of sounds and
shouts,

^Skyward rises the gleam, and all around
The earth glitters with brass; a mighty sound
Starts 'neath the feet of stalwart men; the cries

Re-echo from the hills to starry skies;

LUCRETIUS

'^this frightful array of so many thousands of armed men, so much fury,

ardor, and courage—it is comical to consider by what inane causes it

is stirred up and by what trivial causes extinguished:

All because Paris loved another's wife,

Greeks and barbarians clashed in baneful strife.

HORACE

All Asia was ruined and consumed in wars for Paris' lechery. The envy

of one single man, a spite, a pleasure, a domestic jealousy, causes which
should not move two fishwives to scratch one another—that is the soul

and motive of all this great turmoil. Will we beHeve the very ones who
are the principal authors and movers of wars? Let us listen to the

greatest, the most victorious emperor, and the most powerful that ever

was, very comically and very cleverly making a sport and a laughing-

stock of many battles hazarded on land and sea, the blood and the lives

of five hundred thousand men who followed his fortunes, and the power
and riches of both parts of the world exhausted in the service of his

enterprises

:

Since Antony took Glaphyra to his bed,
Fulvia wills that she to mine be led.
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I must have Fulvia? Then if Manius pray

I do the same to him? No thanks, I say.

Make love or fight, she says. Supposing, though,

Dearer than Hfe's my member? . . . Bugles, blow!

AUGUSTUS, QUOTED BY MARTIAL

(I use my Latin with a free conscience, and with the permission you

have given me. )
^*

Now this great body, with so many aspects and movements, which

seems to threaten heaven and earth:

^As waves roll numberless upon the Libyan sea

When fierce Orion in the wintry deep goes down,
Or as thick ears of wheat, by the young sun scorched brown,
Grow ripe on Hermus' plain or Lycia's golden fields.

The earth quakes 'neath the tramp of feet, the clash of shields;

vmGiL

^this furious monster with so many arms and so many heads is still man,

feeble, calamitous, and miserable. It is only an anthill stirred and

wrought up,

The black column moves across the plain.

vmGiL

A contrary breath of wind, the croaking of a flight of ravens, a horse's

stumble, the accidental passing of an eagle, a dream, a word, a sign, a

morning mist, are enough to overthrow him and bring him to the

ground. Just give him a sunbeam on his face, and he has melted and

fainted; just blow a little dust in his eyes, as with the bees of our poet,

and there are all our flags, our legions, and great Pompey himself at

their head, broken and shattered. For it was he, it seems to me, whom
Sertorius beat in Spain with this splendid weapon,^ ^ ^which has also

served others, such as Eumenes against Antigonus, and Surena against

Crassus:

^These passions and these mighty fights are quelled

And by the merest pinch of dust dispelled.

VIRGIL

*^Turn loose even some of our flies after them, and they will have the

power and the courage to disperse an army. In recent memory, when
the Portuguese were besieging the town of Tamly in the territory of

Xiatine, the inhabitants of the town carried upon the walls a large

quantity of hives, in which they are rich, and with fire drove the bees

so fiercely upon their enemies that they were put to rout, being unable

to withstand the assaults and stings. Thus the victory and the freedom

of their town remained to these novel rescuers, with such good fortune

that on their return from combat not a single bee was missing,

i*This essay is addressed to a lady of quality, almost certainly Margaret of

Valois. See below, pp. 418-20.

15 A cloud of dust.
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'^The souls of emperors and cobblers are cast in the same mold.

Considering the importance of the actions of princes and their weight-

iness, we persuade ourselves that they are produced by some causes

equally weighty and important. We are wrong: they are led to and
fro in their movements by the same springs as we are in ours. The same
reason that makes us bicker with a neighbor creates a war between
princes; the same reason that makes us whip a lackey, when it happens

in a king makes him ruin a province. ^Their will is as frivolous as ours,

but their power is greater. ^Like appetites move a mite and an elephant.

As for fidelity, there is no animal in the world as treacherous as man.

Our histories tell of the keen pursuit that some dogs have made after

the murderers of their masters. King Pyrrhus, encountering a dog who
was guarding a dead man, and hearing that he had been performing

that function for three days, ordered the body to be buried, and took

the dog along with him. One day when he was attending a general

review of his army, this dog, perceiving his master's murderers, ran at

them with loud barking and fierce anger, and by this first indication

set in motion vengeance for this murder, which was accomplished soon

afterward by the path of justice. The dog of the sage Hesiod did as

much, in convicting the sons of Ganistor of Naupactus of the murder
committed on the person of his master.

Another dog, guarding a temple in Athens, perceiving a sacrilegious

thief who was carrying away the finest jewels, began to bark at him as

hard as he could; and when this did not wake the wardens, he pro-

ceeded to follow him, and, when day came, kept a little farther from

him, without ever losing sight of him. If the man offered him anything

to eat, he refused it, but wagged his tail at the other passers-by that he

met on his way, and took from their hands whatever they gave him to

eat. If his thief stopped to sleep, he stopped with him in the same

place. News of this dog having come to the wardens of this church,

they set themselves to follow in his tracks, inquiring for news of the

color of the dog, and finally came upon him in the town of Cromyon,
and the robber also, whom they took back to the city of Athens, where
he was punished. And the judges, in recognition of this good service,

ordered a certain measure of wheat at public expense to feed the dog,

and ordered the priests to take care of him. Plutarch testifies to this

story as a thing well confirmed and happening in his time.

As for gratitude ( for it seems to me that we need to bring this word
into favor), this one example will suffice, which Apion tells as having

been a spectator of it himself. One day, he says, when the people in

Rome were being given the pleasure of combats between many strange

beasts, principally lions of unusual size, there was one among others

who, by his furious demeanor, the strength and size of his limbs, and

an arrogant and frightful roar, attracted the glances of all the spec-

tators. Among other slaves that were presented to the people in this

combat with beasts was one Androdus,^*' of Dacia, who belonged to a

16 Sometimes referred to as Androclus, most often as Androcles.
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Roman lord of consular rank. This lion, having perceived him afar ofiF,

first stopped short, as if struck with wonder, and then approached very

gently, in a mild and peaceable fashion, as if to try to renew acquaint-

ance with him. This done, and having made sure of what he was look-

ing for, he began to wag his tail in the manner of dogs making up to

their master, and to kiss and lick the hands and thighs of this poor
wretch, who was completely petrified with fear and beside himself.

When Androdus had recovered his spirits thanks to the friendliness of

this lion, and reassured his eyes enough to look at him and recognize

him, it was a singular pleasure to see the caresses and greetings that

they lavished upon each other. Whereat tlie people having raised cries

of joy, the Emperor sent for this slave to hear from him the cause of

such a strange event. He told him a novel and wonderful story.

"When my master," he said, "was proconsul in Africa, I was con-

strained, by the cruelty and rigor with which he treated me—he had
me beaten daily—to steal away from him and take flight. And to hide

safely from a personage having such great authority in the province, I

decided my shortest way was to gain the lonely places and the sandy
and uninhabitable regions of that country, resolved, if the means of

sustenance came to fail me, to find some way of killing myself. The sun
being extremely fierce around noon and the heat insupportable, when
I stumbled upon a hidden and inaccessible cave, I threw myself inside.

Soon afterward in came this lion, with a bleeding and wounded paw,
complaining and groaning at the pain he suffered. At his arrival I took
great fright; but he, seeing me cowering in a corner of his den, ap-
proached me very gently, holding out to me his injured paw, and show-
ing it to me as if to ask for help. I then took out a great splinter that

was in it, and having become a little accustomed to him, squeezed his

wound, got out the dirt that was accumulating in it, wiped it, and
scoured it as clean as I could. He, feeling himself eased of his trouble

and relieved of this pain, lay down to rest and sleep, still keeping his

paw betsveen my hands. From then on, he and I lived together in this

cave three whole years, on the same food; for of the animals he killed

in his hunting, he brought me the best parts, which I cooked in the sun
for lack of fire and fed on. At length, weary of this wild and brutish life,

when the lion one day had gone on his accustomed hunt, I left there,

and on the third day was caught by the soldiers, who took me from
Africa to my master in this city, and he immediately condemned me to

death and to be abandoned to the beasts. Now, from what I see, this

lion was also caught soon after, and he has now tried to repay me for

the good deed and cure he received from me."

That is the story that Androdus told the Emperor, which he also

voiced abroad from one to another among the people. Wherefore, at

the request of all, he was set at liberty and absolved from his sentence,

and by the order of the people he was made a present of this lion. Since

then, says Apion, we would see Androdus leading this hon on a little

leash, strolling through the taverns in Rome to receive the money that

was given to him, while the lion let himself be covered with the flowers
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they threw to him, and everyone would say on meeting them: "There
is the lion, host to the man; there is the man, doctor to the lion."

^We often weep for the loss of the animals we love, and so do they

for ours:

His war horse Aethon, trappings gone, appears.

Weeping, and wets his face with heavy tears.

VERGIL

As some of our nations have wives in common, some each man his

own; do we not see this also among the beasts, and marriages better

kept than ours?

'^As for the society and confederation that they form among them-
selves to league together and assist one another, it may be seen of

oxen, hogs, and other animals that at the call of the one you injure,

all the herd runs up to his aid and rallies in his defense. When the

parrot fish has swallowed the fisherman's hook, his comrades gather in

a swarm around him and gnaw through the line; and if by chance there

is one that has got into the net, the others offer him their tail from
outside, and he grips it as tight as he can with his teeth; thus they drag

him out and take him away. Barbels, when one of their comrades is

caught, set the line against their back, raising a spine they have which
is toothed like a saw, and with which they saw it and cut it.

As for the particular aids we receive from one another in the service

of life, many similar examples are seen among them. They maintain

that the whale never moves unless it has ahead of it a little fish re-

sembling the sea gudgeon, which for this reason is called the guide.

The whale follows it, letting itself be led and turned as easily as the

tiller turns the boat; and in recompense for this, whereas everything

else, whether beast or vessel, that enters the horrible chaos of this

monster's mouth, is straightway engulfed and lost, this little fish re-

tires into it in all security and sleeps there, and during its sleep the

whale does not budge. But as soon as it comes out, the whale starts in

to follow it without stopping, and if by chance it loses the guide, it

goes wandering here and there, and often bruising itself against the

rocks, like a vessel that has no rudder; which Plutarch testifies to hav-

ing seen on the island of Anticyra.

There is a similar association between the little bird they call the

wren and the crocodile: the wren serves as a sentinel for this great

animal. And if the ichneumon, his enemy, approaches to fight him,

this little bird, for fear it may surprise him asleep, goes and wakes

him up and warns him of his danger by his song and his pecking. It

lives on the leavings of this monster, who receives it familiarly in his

mouth and allows it to peck in his jaws and between his teeth and

collect bits of flesh that have remained there. And if he wants to close

his mouth, he first warns it to leave, by closing it little by little, with-

out squeezing or hurting it.

The shellfish they call the nacre also lives in this way with the
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pinnothere, a little animal of the crab class, who serves him as usher

and doorkeeper, sitting in the opening of this shell that he keeps

continually ajar and open, until he sees some little fish enter that is

suitable for their catch; then he enters the nacre, and pinches the living

flesh, and makes him close his shell; then the two of them together eat

the prey shut up in their fort.

In the way the tunnies live we observe a singular knowledge of three

parts of mathematics. As for astrology, they teach it to man; for they

stop in the place where the winter solstice overtakes tliem, and do not

stir from there until the following equinox; that is why Aristotle him-

self willingly concedes them this science. As for geometry and arithme-

tic, they always form their school in a cubic figure, square on every

side, and make it a solid battalion, closed and surrounded on all sides

with six surfaces all equal; then they swim in this square order, as wide

behind as in front, so that whoever sees and counts one row can easily

number the whole troop, since the number in depth is equal to the

width, and the width to the length.

As for magnanimity, it is hard to give a more evident example of

it than in this action of the big dog that was sent from the Indies to

King Alexander. They first offered him a stag to fight with, and then

a boar, and then a bear; he took no account of them and did not deign

to stir from his place. But when he saw a lion, he promptly stood up
on his feet, showing clearly that he declared him alone worthy to enter

into combat with him.

^Regarding repentance and acknowledgment of faults, they tell

of an elephant who, having killed his keeper by the impetuosity of his

anger, conceived such extreme grief that thereafter he never would

eat again and let himself die.

^As for clemency, they tell of a tiger, the most inhuman beast of all,

that when a kid was given him, he suffered hunger for two days rather

than harm it, and on the third he broke the cage in which he was con-

fined to go and seek other food, not wanting to attack the kid, his

friend and his guest.

And as for the rights of the familiarity and agreement that is formed

by association, it happens quite ordinarily that we bring up cats, dogs,

and hares to live together.

But what experience teaches those who travel by sea, and notably

on the sea of Sicily, of the condition of the halcyons, surpasses all

human notions. What species of animal has nature ever so honored in

its conception, birth, and delivery? For the poets say indeed that the

one island of Delos, being formerly afloat, was made firm for the sake

of the lying-in of Latona; but God willed that the entire ocean should

be stilled, made firm and smooth, without waves, without winds and

without rain, while the halcyon makes its young, which is just about

the solstice, the shortest day of the year; and by his privilege, we have

seven days and seven nights, in the very heart of winter, when we can

navigate without danger. Their females acknowledge no other male
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than their own, and attend him all their life without ever abandoning
him; if he becomes debilitated and broken, they load him on their

shoulders, carry him everywhere, and serve him until death.

But no cleverness has yet been able to attain the knowledge of the

marvelous workmanship by which the halcyon builds the nest for her

young, or to guess the material of it. Plutarch, who saw and handled

several of them, thinks that they are the bones of some fish that she

joins and binds together, interlacing them, some lengthwise, the others

crosswise, and adding ribs and hoops so that at last it forms a round
vessel ready to float. Then, when she has finished constructing it, she

carries it to the wash of the beach, where the sea, beating it very gently,

teaches her to repair what is not well joined, and to strengthen the

places where she sees that her construction is loosening and coming
apart under the blows of the sea. And on the contrary, what is well

joined is compressed and tightened by the beating of the sea so that

it can neither break, nor dissolve, nor be damaged by blows with

stone or iron, except with great difficulty. And what is more admirable

is the proportion and shape of the cavity inside; for it is put together

and proportioned in such a way that it cannot receive or admit any-

thing but the bird who built it. For to anything else it is impene-

trable, closed and shut so that nothing can get in, not even the sea

water.

That is a very clear description of this structure, and borrowed
from a good source; nevertheless it seems to me that it still does not

sufficiently clear up for us the difficulty of this architecture. Now,
from what vanity can it come that we place beneath us, and interpret

scornfully, achievements that we can neither imitate nor comprehend?
To pursue yet a little further this equality and correspondence

between us and the beasts: the privilege in which our soul glories, of

reducing to her condition all that she conceives, of stripping all that

comes to her of its mortal and corporeal qualities, of constraining all

the things that she considers worthy of her acquaintance to put off

and divest themselves of their corruptible properties, and making them
leave aside as base and superfluous garments their thickness, length,

depth, weight, color, odor, roughness, smoothness, hardness, softness,

and all accidents of sense, in order to accommodate them to her im-

mortal and spiritual condition; so that the Rome and Paris that I have

in my soul, the Paris that I imagine, I imagine and conceive it without

size and without place, without stone, without plaster, and without

wood—this same privilege, 1 say, seems very evidently to belong to the

beasts. For a horse accustomed to trumpets, harquebus fire, and battles,

whom we see tremble and quiver in his sleep, stretched out on his litter,

as if he were in the fray: it is certain that in his soul he conceives a

drum beat that has no sound, an army that has no weapons or body:

Indeed you'll see strong horses sweat and pant.

Although in sleep their limbs lie stretched full length.

And strain, as for a prize, tlieir utmost strength.

LUCRETIUS
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That hare that a greyhound imagines in a dream, after which we see

him pant in his sleep, stretch out his tail, wriggle his legs, and repro-

duce perfectly the motions of running, is a hare without fur or bones

:

And often hunters' hounds in soft repose,

Suddenly bark, toss wildly to and fro,

And sniff the air repeatedly, as though
To hold some wild beast's spoor that they have found.
And even when awakened, still they hound
Their phantom stags, and still their flight discern;

At last the spell is gone, and they return.

LUCRETIUS

The watchdogs that we often see growl in their sleep, and then bark
outright and wake up with a start, as if they saw some stranger com-
ing—this stranger that their soul sees is a bodiless and imperceptible

man, without dimension, without color, and without being:

House-bred affectionate young dogs will rise.

Shake off their fitful slumbers from their eyes.

And from the ground spring up expectantly,

As though some stranger's countenance they see.

LUCRETIUS

As for bodily beauty, before going any further, I ought to know if

we are agreed about its description. It is likely that we know little

about what beauty is in nature and in general, since to our own human
beauty we give so many different forms. *^If there was any natural pre-

scription for it, we should recognize it in common, like the heat of

fire. We imagine its forms to suit our fancy.

^A Belgian's color mars a Roman face.

PROPERTIUS

^The Indies paint it black and dusky, with large swollen lips and a

wide flat nose. ^And they load the cartilage between the nostrils with

big gold rings, to make it hang down to the mouth; as also the

lower lip with large hoops enriched with precious stones, so that it

falls down over their chin; and their charm is to show their teeth

down to the base of the roots. In Peru, the biggest ears are the fairest,

and they stretch them artificially as much as they can; ^and a man of

this day says he saw in one oriental nation this care for enlarging them
and loading them with heavy jewels in such favor, that time and again

he could pass his arm, fully clothed, through the hole in an ear.

^Elsewhere there are nations that blacken their teeth with great care,

and scorn to see white ones; elsewhere they stain them red.

•^Not only in the Basque country do women consider themselves

more beautiful with heads shaven, but in plenty of other places, and
what is more, in certain glacial countries, so Pliny says. ^Mexican
women count among their beauties a small forehead; and whereas they

trim their hair on all other parts of the body, on their forehead they
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cultivate it and increase it by art; and they have such great esteem for

large breasts, that they aspire to be able to suckle their children over

their shoulder. ^We would represent ugliness that way.

The Italians make beauty plump and massive, the Spaniards hollow

and gaunt; and among us, one man makes it fair, the other dark; one

soft and delicate, the other strong and vigorous; one demands dainti-

ness and sweetness, another pride and majesty. *^Even as the preference

in beauty, which Plato attributes to the spherical figure, the Epi-

cureans give rather to the pyramidal or the square, and cannot swallow

a god in the shape of a ball.

^But, however that may be, nature has no more privileged us in

this above her common laws than in the rest. And if we judge our-

selves rightly, we shall find that if there are some animals less favored

in this respect than ourselves, there are others, and in great number,
who are more so—^by many animals we are surpassed in beauty

[Seneca]—even among the terrestrial ones, our compatriots. For as for

those of the sea—leaving aside the figure, in which comparison is im-

possible, so different is it from ours—in color, sheen, polish, symmetry,

we yield to them enough; and no less, in all qualities, to those of the

air. ^And that prerogative that the poets make much of, our erect

stature, looking toward heaven, its origin.

While other animals face down to earth,

To man he gave a face raised to the skies.

And to the stars he bade him lift his eyes,

ovm

it is truly poetic, for there are many little creatures whose sight is

wholly overturned to the sky; and I find that camels and ostriches

have their necks set even higher and more erect than ours.

^What animals do not have their face up high and in front, and do
not look straight forward like ovirselves, and do not discover, in their

proper posture, as much of heaven and earth as man? And what quali-

ties of our corporeal constitution, in Plato and Cicero, cannot apply

to a thousand kinds of beasts? ^Those that resemble us most are the

ugliest and most abject of the whole band: for in external appearance
and shape of the face, it is the apes:

^How similar the simian, ugliest of beasts!

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Afor the insides and vital parts, it is the hog.

Indeed, when I imagine man quite naked, yes, even in that sex

which seems to have the greater share of beauty, his blemishes, his

natural subjection, and his imperfections, I think we had more reason

than any other animal to cover ourselves. We can be excused for

having borrowed from those whom nature had favored more than

ourselves in this, to adorn ourselves with their beauty and hide our-

selves beneath their spoils—wool, feathers, fur, silk.

Let us observe moreover that we are the only animal whose de-
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fectiveness offends our own fellows, and the only ones who have to

hide, in our natural actions, from our own species. Truly it is also a

fact worthy of consideration that the masters of the craft order as a

remedy to amorous passions the entire and open sight of the body that

we pursue; that to cool our love, we need only see freely what we
love:

His loved one's private parts, bared to his sight,

Checked the man's passion in its headlong flight.

OVID

And although this recipe may perhaps proceed from a somewhat cooled

and delicate temperament, still it is a wonderful sign of our defective-

ness that acquaintance and familiarity disgust us with one another.

^It is not so much modesty as artfulness and prudence that makes our

ladies so circumspect in refusing us entry to their boudoirs before they

are painted and dressed up for public display:

^Of this our Venuses are well aware;
Wherefore they hide the backstage with great care

From those they wish to hold in love's sweet snare;

LUCRETIUS

whereas in many animals there is nothing that we do not love and that

does not please our senses, so that from their very excretions and dis-

charges we derive not only tidbits to eat, but our richest ornaments and
perfumes.

This dissertation concerns only the common run of us, and is not

so sacrilegious as to mean to include those divine, supernatural, and
extraordinary beauties that we sometimes see shine among us hke
stars under a corporeal and terrestrial veil.

Moreover, the very share of the favors of nature that we concede

to the animals, by our own confession, is much to their advantage.

We attribute to ourselves imaginary and fanciful goods, goods fu-

ture and absent, for which human capacity by itself cannot answer,

or goods which we attribute to ourselves falsely through the license

of our opinion, like reason, knowledge, and honor. And to them for

their share we leave essential, tangible, and palpable goods: peace,

repose, security, innocence, and health—health, I say, the finest and
richest present that nature can give us. So much so that philosophy,

even the Stoic, dares to say that if Heraclitus and Pherecydes could

have exchanged their wisdom for health and by this bargain de-

livered themselves, one from the dropsy, the other from the disease of

lice that oppressed him, they would have done well. By which they

set a still greater price on wisdom, comparing it and balancing it with

health, than they do in this other proposition, which is also one of

theirs. They say that if Circe had offered Ulysses two potions, one to

make a fool a wise man, the other a wise man a fool, Ulysses should

rather have accepted the cup of folly than consent to Circe's chang-

ing his human figure to that of a beast; and they say that Wisdom her-
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self would have spoken to him in this manner: "Forsake me, leave me
alone, rather than lodge me in the shape and body of an ass."

What? So our philosophers abandon this great and divine wisdom
for this corporeal and terrestrial veil? Then it is no longer by our

reason, our intelligence, and our soul that we are superior to the beasts;

it is by our beauty, our fair complexion, and the fine symmetry of

our limbs, for which we should abandon our intelligence, our wisdom,

and all the rest.

Well, I accept this naive, frank confession. Indeed, they knew
that those qualities about which we make so much ado are but idle

fancy. Even if the beasts, then, had all the virtue, knowledge, wisdom,
and capability of the Stoics, they would still be beasts; nor would they

for all that be comparable to a wretched, wicked, senseless man. ^In

short, whatever is not as we are is worth nothing. And God himself,

to make himself appreciated, must resemble us, as we shall presently

declare. Whereby it is apparent that ^it is not by a true judgment, but

by foolish pride and stubbornness, that we set ourselves before the

other animals and sequester ourselves from their condition and society.

[MAN'S KNOWLEDGE CANNOT MAKE HIM HAPPY]

But to return to my subject, we have as our share inconstancy,

irresolution, -uncertainty, grief, superstition, worry over things to come,

even after our life, ambition, avarice, jealousy, envy, unruly, frantic,

and untamable appetites, war, falsehood, disloyalty, detraction, and
curiosity. Indeed we have strangely overpaid for this fine reason that

we glory in, and this capacity to judge and know, if we have bought
it at the price of this infinite number of passions to which we are in-

cessantly a prey. ^Unless we like to make much, as indeed Socrates

does, of this notable prerogative over the other animals, that whereas
Nature has prescribed to them certain seasons and limits to the pleas-

ures of Venus, she has given us free rein at all hours and occasions.

^As with wine for sick men, since it is rarely good and often bad,

it is better not to use it at all, than in the hope of a doubtful benefit

to incur a manifest risk; so I hardly know whether it would not have

been better for the human race if this swift movement of thought,

this acumen, this cleverness, which we call reason, had not been given

to man at all, since it is a plague to many and salutary only to a few,

rather than given so abundantly and so lavishly [Cicero].

^What good can we suppose it did Varro and Aristotle to know so

many things? Did it exempt them from human discomforts? Were
they freed from the accidents that oppress a porter? Did they derive

from logic some consolation for the gout? For knowing how this humor
lodges in the joints, did they feel it less? Were they reconciled to

death for knowing that some nations rejoice in it, and with cuckoldry

for knowing that wives are held in common in some region? On the

contrary, though they held the first rank in knowledge, one among the

Romans, the other among the Greeks, and in the period when knowl-
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edge flourished most, we have not for all that heard that they had any

particular excellence in their lives; in fact the Greek has a hard time

to clear himself of some notable spots in his.

^Have they found that sensual pleasure and health are more savory

to him who knows astrology and grammar?

Does the illiterate's tool stand less erect?

HORACE

And ai^e shame and poverty less troublesome?

Disease and weakness you of course will miss,

Escape both grief and pain, and possibly

Win longer life, a better destiny.

JUVENAL

I have seen in my time a hundred artisans, a hundred plowmen,
wiser and happier than rectors of the university, and whom I would
rather resemble. Learning, in my opinion, has a place among things

necessary for life, like glory, nobiHty, dignity, ^or at best like beauty,

riches, ^and such other qualities which are really useful for it, but

remotely, and a little more in fancy than in nature.

^We hardly need any more offices, rules, and laws of living, in

our community than do the cranes and ants in theirs. And neverthe-

less we see that they conduct themselves in a very orderly manner with-

out erudition. If man were wise, he would set the true price of each

thing according as it was most useful and appropriate for his life.

Mf anyone will sum us up by our actions and conduct, a greater

number of excellent men will be found among the ignorant than among
the learned: I mean in every sort of virtue. The old Rome seems to me
to have borne men of greater worth, both for peace and for war, than

that learned Rome that ruined itself. Even if the rest were exactly

equal, at least worth and innocence would remain on the side of the

old, for they dwell singularly well with simplicity.

But I leave this subject, which would lead me farther than I would
follow. I will add only this, that humility and submissiveness alone

can make a good man. The knowledge of his duty should not be left

to each man's judgment; it should be prescribed to him, not left to

the choice of his reason. Otherwise, judging by the imbecility and

infinite variety of our reasons and opinions, we would finally forge

for ourselves duties that would set us to eating one anotlier, as Epi-

curus says.

The first law tliat God ever gave to man was a law of pure obe-

dience; it was a naked and simple commandment about which man
had nothing to know or discuss; "^since to obey is the principal func-

tion of a reasonable soul, recognizing a heavenly superior and bene-

factor. From obeying and yielding spring all other virtues, as from

presumption all sin. ^And on the contrary, the first temptation that

came to human nature from the devil, its first poison, insinuated itself

into us through the promises he made us of knowledge and intelli-
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gence: Ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil [Genesis]. *^And

the Sirens, in Homer, to trick Ulysses and lure him into their danger-

ous and ruinous snares, offer him the gift of knowledge. ^The plague

of man is the opinion of knowledge. That is why ignorance is so

recommended by our religion as a quality suitable to belief and obe-

dience, ^Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain

deceit, after the rudiments of the world [Colossians].

'^On this there is general agreement among all the philosophers of

all sects, that the sovereign good consists in tranquillity of soul and
body. ^But where do we find it?

^In short, 'neath Jove alone the wise man dwells:

A king of kings, free, honored, handsome, wealthy;
Save when he has a cold, above all healthy.

HORACE

It seems in truth that nature, for the consolation of our miserable

and puny condition, has given us as our share only presumption. This

is what Epictetus says, that man has nothing properly his own but the

use of his opinions. We have nothing but wind and smoke for our
portion. ^The gods have health in reality, says philosophy, sickness

in thought; man, on the contrary, possesses his goods in fancy, his

ills in reality. ^We have been right to make much of the powers of

our imagination, for all our goods exist only in dreams.

Hear this poor calamitous animal boast: "There is nothing," says

Cicero, "so sweet as the occupation of letters, of those letters, I mean,

by means of which the infinity of things, the immense grandeur of

nature, the heavens in this very world, the lands and the seas, are

revealed to us. It is they that have taught us religion, moderation,

greatheartedness, and that have wrested our soul out of the shadows

to make it see all things, high, low, first, last, and middling. It is they

that furnish us with means to live well and happily, and guide us to

pass our age without displeasure and without pain." Does not this

man seem to be talking about the condition of God, ever-living and
almighty? And as for the facts, a thousand little women in their vil-

lages have lived a more equable, sweeter, and more consistent life

than his.

A god it was, great Memmius, a god.

Who was the first that way of life to find

Which we call wisdom now; whose artful mind
Brought life from such great storms, such depths of night.

Safe into such a haven, such clear light.

LUCRETIUS

Those are very magnificent and beautiful words; but a very slight

accident put this man's understanding into a worse state than that of

the lowest shepherd, notwithstanding that Teacher-God^^ of his and
that divine wisdom.

^'' Epicurus.
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Of like impudence is ^this promise of the book of Democritus, "I

am going to speak of all things"; and that stupid title that Aristotle

lends us of "mortal gods"; and ^that judgment of Chrysippus, that

Dion was as virtuous as God. And my Seneca acknowledges, he says,

that God has given him life, but that the good life he got from him-
self; '^in conformity with tliis other: We rightly glory in virtue; which
would not happen if we had it as a gift from God, not from ourselves

[Cicero]. This also is of Seneca, that the sage has courage like unto

God, but set in human frailty; whereby he excels him.

'^Nothing is so common as to encounter cases of similar temerity.

There is not one of us who is so offended to see himself compared to

God as he is to see himself brought down to the rank of the other

animals; so much more jealous are we of our own interest than of that

of om- creator.

But we must tread this stupid vanity underfoot, and sharply and
boldly shake the ridiculous foundations on which these false opinions

are built. As long as he thinks he has some resources and power by
himself, never will man recognize what he owes to his master; he
will always make chickens of his eggs, as they say. He must be stripped

to his shirt.

Let us look at some notable examples of the effect of his philosophy.

Posidonius, being oppressed by a malady so painful that it made
him twist his arms and gnash his teeth, actually thought he was thumb-
ing his nose at pain by crying out against it: "Do what you will, still

I will not say you are an evil." He feels the same pains as my lackey,

but he prides himself that he restrains at least his tongue within the

laws of his sect.^^ ^It was wrong to brag in words and yield in deeds

[Cicero].

Arcesilaus was sick with the gout; when Carneades, who had come
to visit him, was going away very sorry, he called him back, and, point-

ing to his feet and his breast, said: "Nothing has come from there

to here." This man has somewhat better grace, for he feels that he has

pain and would hke to be rid of it, but nevertheless his heart is not

beaten down or weakened by this pain. The other stands in his rigidity,

which, I fear, is more verbal than real. And Dionysius of Heraclea,

afflicted with a violent smarting of the eyes, was forced to abandon
these Stoical resolutions.

^But even if knowledge would actually do what they say, blunt

and lessen the keenness of the misfortunes that pursue us, what does

it do but what ignorance does much more purely and more evidently?

The philosopher Pyrrho, incurring the peril of a great storm at sea,

offered those who were with him nothing better to imitate than the

assurance of a pig that was traveling with them, and that was looking

at this tempest without fear. Philosophy, at the end of her precepts,

sends us back to the examples of an athlete or a muleteer, in whom

18 The editions published in Montaigne's lifetime here add: "It is nothing but
wind and words. But . .

."
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we ordinarily see much less feeling of death, pain, and other dis-

comforts, and more firmness than knowledge ever suppHed to any man
who had not been bom and prepared for it on his own by natural

habit.^^ What is the reason that the tender limbs of a child are incised

and cut more easily than ours, if it is not ignorance? <^And those of a

horse? ^How many men have been made sick by the mere power of

imagination? We see them regularly, having themselves bled, purged,

and physicked, to cure ills that they feel only in their mind. When real

evils fail us, knowledge lends us hers: That color and that complexion
presage some catarrhal fluxion; this hot season threatens you with a

feverish disturbance; this break in the life line of your left hand warns

you of some notable and impending indisposition. And finally she

addresses herself unblushingly to health itself: This sprightliness and
vigor of youth cannot stay in the same state; we must bleed it and
weaken it, for fear it may turn against yourself. Compare the life

of a man enslaved to such imaginings with that of a plowman letting

himself follow his natural appetites, measuring things only by the

present sensation, without knowledge and without prognostication,

who has pain only when he has it; whereas the other often has the

stone in his soul before he has it in his loins. As if he were not in time

to sufiier the pain when he is in it, he anticipates it in imagination and
runs to meet it.

What I say of medicine may be applied generally to all knowledge.

Thence came that ancient opinion of the philosophers who located the

sovereign good in the recognition of the weakness of our judgment. My
ignorance affords me as much occasion for hope as for fear; and hav-

ing no other rule for my health than that of the examples of others

and of the results that I see in others in similar cases, I find all sorts,

and dwell on the comparisons that are the most favorable for me. I

welcome health with open arms, free, full, and entire, and whet my
appetite to enjoy it, the more so as it is at present rarer and less ordi-

nary with me; so far am I from troubling its repose and sweetness with
the bitterness of a new and constrained way of life. The animals

show us well enough how many maladies the agitation of our mind
brings us.

^What they tell us of the Brazilians, that they died only of old

age, which is attributed to the serenity and tranquillity of their air,

I attribute rather to the tranquillity and serenity of their souls, un-

burdened with any tense or unpleasant passion or thought or occupa-
tion, as people who spent their life in admirable simplicity and igno-

rance, without letters, without law, without king, without religion of

any kind.

^And how does this happen, which we see by experience, that

the grossest and coarsest men are the most sturdy and desirable in

19 The editions published in Montaigne's lifetime here add : "Knowledge
rather sharpens our feeUng of troubles than relieves it."
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amorous performances, and that the love of a muleteer often makes
itself more acceptable than that of a gentleman; if not that in tlie latter

the agitation of his soul troubles his bodily strength, breaks it and
tires it? As it also usually tires and troubles itself.

What unseats it, what casts it most commonly into insanity, but its

quickness, its keenness, its agility, and in short its very strength? ^Of
what is the subtlest madness made, but the subtlest wisdom? As
great enmities are born of great friendships, and mortal maladies of

vigorous health, so are the greatest and wildest manias bom of the

rare and lively stirrings of our soul; it is only a half turn of the peg
to pass from the one to the other. ^In the actions of the insane we see

how neatly madness combines with the most vigorous operations of

our soul. Who does not know how imperceptibly near is madness to

the lusty flights of a free mind and the effects of supreme and extraor-

dinary virtue? Plato says that melancholy minds are the most teach-

able and excellent: likewise there are none with so much propensity to

madness.

Countless minds have been ruined by their very power and sup-

pleness. What a leap has just been taken, because of the very rest-

lessness and liveliness of his mind, by one of the most judicious and
ingenious of men, a man more closely molded by the pure poetry of

antiquity than any other Italian poet has been for a long time!-° Does
he not have reason to be grateful to that murderous vivacity of his

mind? to that brilliance that has blinded him? to that exact and intent

apprehension of his reason, which has deprived him of reason? to the

careful and laborious pursuit of the sciences, which has led him to

stupidity? to that rare aptitude for the exercises of the mind, which
has left him without exercise and without mind? I felt even more
vexation than compassion to see him in Ferrara in so piteous a state,

surviving himself, not recognizing himself or his works, which, with-

out his knowledge and yet before his eyes, have b&en brought out

uncorrected and shapeless.

Do you want a man to be healthy, do you want him disciplined

and firmly and securely poised? Wrap him in darkness, idleness, and
dullness. ^We must become like the animals in order to become wise,

and be blinded in order to be guided.

^And if they tell me that the advantage of being but coldly and
dully sensitive to pains and woes brings with it as a consequence the

disadvantage of making us also less keen and eager for the enjoyment
of good things and pleasures, that is true; but the wretchedness of our

condition makes us have less to enjoy than to avoid, and makes the

extremest pleasure not touch us so much as a slight pain. ^Men feel

20 Torquato Tasso, who for many years was confined for insanity. Montaigne
must have seen him in Italy in 1580-81, though, suri)risingly, he does not mention
him in his Travel Journal. This whole A passage, from "In the actions of the insane"

to "Wrap him in darkness, idleness, and dullness," first appeared in the 1582 edition,

as did the preceding A lines, from "As it also" to "in short its very strength."
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good things more dully than evils [Livy]. ^We do not feel perfect

health as we do the slightest of illnesses,

A scratch aflFects the body like a wound,
While no one feels his health when it is sound.

I'm glad to have no pain in foot or side.

But of our health, awareness is denied.

LA BOETIE

Our well-being is but the privation of being ill. That is why the sect

of philosophy that set the greatest value on voluptuousness still ranked

it with mere freedom from pain. To have no ill is to have the most

good that man can hope for; ^as Ennius said:

Who has no ill has only too much good.

^For that very tickling and sting that is found in certain pleas-

ures and seems to raise us above simple health and absence of pain,

that active, stirring, and somehow or other burning and biting voluptu-

ousness, even that itself points only to freedom from pain as its goal.

The appetite that sweeps us away into intercourse with women seeks

only to drive out the pain that ardent and furious desire brings us, and
asks only to assuage it and to be set at rest and exempted from this

fever. And so for the rest.

So I say that if simplicity leads us on the way to having no pain,

it leads us to a very happy state for our condition. ^Yet we must not

imagine it so leaden as to be totally without feeling. For Grantor was
quite right to combat the apathy of Epicurus, if it was built so deep

that even the approach and birth of evils were lacking. I have no praise

for the insensibihty that is neither possible nor desirable. I am glad

not to be sick; but if I am, I want to know I am; and if they cauterize

or incise me, I want to feel it. In truth, he who would eradicate the

knowledge of evil would at the same time extirpate the knowledge

of pleasure, and in fine would annihilate man: this insensibility does

not come without a great price: inhumanity of the soul, torpor of the

body [Cicero].

Evil is in its turn a good to man. Neither is pain always something

for him to flee, nor pleasure always for him to pursue.

Aft is a very great triumph for the honor of ignorance that knowl-

edge herself throws us back into its arms when she finds herself pow-

erless to strengthen us against the weight of ills; she is constrained to

come to this compromise, to give us free rein and permission to take

refuge in its bosom and by its favor gain shelter from the blows and

injuries of fortune. For what else does she mean when she preaches

to us to ^withdraw our thoughts from the ills that grip us, and enter-

tain them with lost pleasures; and to ^take consolation for present ills

from the remembrance of past joys; and to call to our aid a vanished

contentment to oppose what oppresses us: ^he finds relief from griefs

in calling the mind away from burdensome thoughts and back to the

contemplation of pleasures [Cicero]? ^Unless that where she lacks
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strength she will use cunning, and nimbly trip her opponent up when
vigor of body and arms fails her. For when not even a philosopher,

but simply a sound man, feels in reality the burning thirst of a high

fever, what kind of coin to pay him in is the memory of the sweetness

of Greek wine? ^This would rather make his bargain worse.

For to recall the joy doubles the pain.

ADAPTED FROM DANTE

AQf the same sort is that other advice that philosophy gives, to

keep in our memory only past happiness, and to efface from it the

troubles we have suffered; as if the science of forgetfulness were in

our power.

^It is advice, moreover, that makes worse men of us.

Sweet is the memory of bygone woes.

EURIPIDES

^For how is it that philosophy, which should put arms in my hand

to fight fortune, which should stiffen my courage to tread all human
adversities underfoot, comes to such a state of weakness as to have

me duck out of sight by these cowardly dodges, which are also ridicu-

lous?

For memory sets before us, not what we choose, but what it pleases.

Indeed there is nothing that imprints a thing so vividly on our mem-
ory as the desire to forget it: a good way to give our mind something

to guard, and to impress it on her, is to solicit her to lose it. ^And
this is false: It is in our power both to bury our adversities in almost

perpetual oblivion, and to remember our prosperities with pleasure

and delight [Cicero]. And this is true: I remember even what I would

not; I cannot forget what I would [Cicero]. ^And whose is this ad-

vice? ^His who alone dared to profess himself wise [Cicero, speaking

of Epicurus],

^Who in his genius topped mankind by far,

EcHpsed them as the sun dims every star.

LUCRETIUS, SPEAKING OF EPICUCRUS

To empty and strip the memory, is that not the true and proper road

to ignorance? '^Ignorance is a poor remedy for ills [Seneca].

^We see many similar precepts by which we are allowed to borrow

frivolous delusions from the common herd where strong live reason

is not powerful enough, provided that these afford us contentment and

consolation. \Vhere they cannot cure the wound, they are content to

benumb it and alleviate it. I think they will not deny me this, that if

they could add order and constancy to a man's state of life and main-

tain it in pleasure and tranquillity by some weakness or infirmity of

judgment, they would accept:

I shall begin to scatter flowers, and drink.

And if men think me witless, let them think.

HORACE
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Many philosophers would be of Lycas' mind. This man, though

otherwise of very regular conduct, living quietly and peacefully in

his family, failing in no part of his duty toward his own and 'toward

strangers, preserving himself very well from harm, by some alteration

of his senses had stamped in his imagination this hallucination: he

thought he was perpetually at the amphitheaters watching entertain-

ments, spectacles, and the finest comedies in the world. After being

cured of this peccant humor by the doctors, he nearly sued them to

make them restore him to the pleasure of these fancies.

Alas, you have not saved me, friends, quoth he.

But murdered me, my pleasure snatched away.
And that delusion that made life so gay.

HORACE

His delusion was like that of Thrasylaus, son of Pythodorus, who
tricked himself into believing that all the ships that put out from the

port of Piraeus and came in there were working only in his service;

he rejoiced in the good fortune of their voyages and welcomed them
with joy. When his brother Crito had had him restored to his better

senses, he regretted that state of mind in which he had lived full of

joy and free from all trouble. It is what this old Greek verse says, that

there is great advantage in not being so wise,

In heeding nothing lies the sweetest life.

SOPHOCLES

And Ecclesiastes: "In much wisdom is much grief; and he that ac-

quires knowledge acquires travail and torment."

Even that in which philosophy in general agrees, that last remedy
that she prescribes for all kinds of necessities, which is to put an end

to the life that we cannot endure: ^Do you like it? Bear it. Don't you

like it? Leave it any way you like [adapted from Seneca]. Does grief

prick you? Nay, does it stab you? If you are naked, offer your throat;

if you are covered by the armor of Vulcan, that is, by fortitude, re-

sist [Cicero]. And that saying of the Greek banqueters, which they

apply to it: Let him drink or leave; which sounds more appropriate in

the tongue of a Gascon, who is prone to change the B to V,^^ than in

that of Cicero:

^If you know not right Hving, then give way
To those that do; you've had enough of play.

Of food and drink; 'tis time you left with grace,

Lest lusty youth expel you from the place.

HORACE

What is all that but philosophy confessing her impotence, and send-

ing us back not merely to ignorance, to be under cover, but to stupidity

itself, to insensibility and nonexistence?

21 Thus hibat ("let him drink") would become vivat ("let him live").
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Democritus, by his advancing years
Warned of the growing torpor of his mind,
Offered himself to death, his soul resigned.

LUCRETIUS

It is what Antisthenes used to say, that we must provide ourselves

either with sense to understand, or with a rope to hang ourselves; and
what Chrysippus used to quote on the subject from the poet Tyrtaeus,

We must draw near to virtue, or to death.

QUOTED BY PLUTARCH

*^And Crates said that love was cured by hunger; if not, by time;

and in him who liked neither method, by the halter.

^The Sextius of whom Seneca and Plutarch speak with such great

commendation, after abandoning everything and throwing himself into

the study of philosophy, decided to cast himself into the sea, finding

the progress of his studies too slow and tedious. He hastened to death

in default of knowledge. Here are the words of the law on this sub-

ject: If by chance there comes some great misfortune that cannot be
remedied, the haven is near, and you can escape by swimming out

of the body as out of a leaking skiff; for it is the fear of dying, not

the desire to live, that keeps the fool attached to his body.

[MAN'S KNOWLEDGE CANNOT MAKE HIM GOOD]

^As by simplicity life becomes pleasanter, so also does it become
better and more innocent, as I was starting to say a while back. The
simple and ignorant, says Saint Paul, raise themselves to heaven, and
take possession of it; and we, with all our learning, plunge ourselves

into the infernal abyss. I do not stop to consider either Valentinian, a

declared enemy of knowledge and letters, or Licinius, Roman em-
perors both, who called them the poison and plague of any political

state; or Mohammed, who, ^so I have heard, ^forbade learning to his

followers. But the example of the great Lycurgus, and his authority,

should certainly have great weight, and the reverence of that divine

Lacedaemonian government, so great, so admirable, and so long flour-

ishing in virtue and good fortune without any teaching or practice of

letters. Those who return from that new world which was discovered

in our fathers' time by the Spaniards can testify to us how much more
lawfully and regulatedly these nations live, without magistrates and
without law, than ours, where there are more officers and laws than
there are other men and actions:

Their hands are full of motions and petitions,

Their pockets stuffed with reams of briefs and writs,

With powers of attorney, depositions.

Decisions, and opinions, and op. cit.'s.

Designed to rob, with maximum eflBcience,

The simple folk of their remaining wits;

Before, behind, no matter where they turn is

A host of lawyers, notaries, attorneys.

ARIOSTO
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It is what a Roman senator of the late period said, that their prede-

cessors had a breath stinking of garhc, and a stomach perfumed

with a good conscience; and that on the contrary those of his time

smelled outwardly of nothing but perfume, though stinking within of

every kind of vice. That is to say, so I think, that they had great

learning and ability, and a great lack of integrity. Uncoutlmess, igno-

rance, simplicity, and crudity are prone to go with innocence; curi-

osity, subtlety, and learning bring malice in their train; humility, fear,

obedience, and amenability (which are the principal qualities for the

preservation of human society) require a soul that is open, docile,

and with little presumption.

Christians have a particular knowledge of the extent to which

curiosity is a natural and original evil in man. The urge to increase

in wisdom and knowledge was the first downfall of the human race;

it was the way by which man hurled himself into eternal damnation.

Pride is his ruin and his corruption; it is pride that casts man aside

from the common ways, that makes him embrace novelties and prefer

to be the leader of an erring troop that has strayed into the path of

perdition, prefer to be a teacher and tutor of error and falsehood,

rather than to be a disciple in the school of truth, led and guided by
another's hand, on the straight and beaten path. This is perhaps the

meaning of that old Greek saying, that superstition follows pride and

obeys it as if it were its father.^^

^O presumption, how you hinder us! When Socrates was advised

that the God of wisdom had given him the title of Sage, he was aston-

ished; and, examining and searching himself through and through,

he found no basis for this divine judgment. He knew of men as just,

as temperate, as vahant, as learned as himself, and more eloquent,

handsomer, and more useful to their country. Finally he concluded

that he was distinguished from the others, and wise, only in that he

did not think himself so; and that his God considered the opinion

that we possess learning and wisdom a singular piece of stupidity in

man; and that his best knowledge was the knowledge of his ignorance,

and simplicity his best wisdom.

^Holy Writ declares those of us wretches who think well of our-

selves: "Dust and ashes," it says to them, "what hast thou to glory

in?" And elsewhere: "God has made man like the shadow, of which

who shall judge when, with the passing of the light, it shall have van-

ished away?"-^ In truth we are nothing.

Our powers are so far from conceiving the sublimity of God, that

of the works of our creator those bear his stamp most clearly, and are

most his, that we understand least. To Christians it is an occasion

for belief to encounter something incredible. It is the more accord-

22 This quotation from Stobaeus is one of the sentences inscribed on the ceiling

of Montaigne's library. Here he translates it before quoting it in the original Greek.

23 The first quotation is from Ecclesiasticus 10:9, the second apparently in-

spired by Ecclesiastes, especially 6: 12. Both are among the Latin sentences inscribed

on the ceiling of Montaigne's library.
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ing to reason as it is contrary to human reason. ^If it were according

to reason, it would no longer be a miracle; and if it were according

to some example, it would no longer be singular. ^God is better known
by not knowing, says Saint Augustine; and Tacitus, It is more holy and
reverent to believe in the works of the gods than to know them.

And Plato thinks there is some sinful impiety in inquiring too

curiously into God and the world, and the first causes of things. And
it is difficult to discover the parent of this universe; and when once
you have discovered him, it is sinful to reveal him to the vulgar, says

Cicero.

^We say indeed "power," "truth," "justice"; they are words that

mean something great; but that something we neither see nor con-

ceive at all. ^We say that God fears, that God is angry, that God
loves.

Marking in mortal words immortal things.

LUCRETIUS

These are all feelings and emotions that cannot be lodged in God in

our sense, nor can we imagine them according to his. ^It is for God
alone to know himself and to interpret his works.

^And he does it improperly in our human language, in order to

stoop and descend to us, who are on the ground, prostrate. How can
wisdom, which is the choice between good and evil, fit him, seeing

that no evil touches him? What has he to do with reason and intelli-

gence, which we use to arrive at apparent things from things obscure,

seeing that there is nothing obscure to God? Justice, which distributes

to each man what belongs to him, created for the society and com-
munity of men—how can it be in God? And what of temperance, which
is moderation in bodily pleasures, which have no place in divinity?

Fortitude in bearing pain, toil, and dangers, appertains to him as Httle,

since these three things have no access to him.-* Wherefore Aristotle

holds him equally exempt from virtue and vice. He is susceptible

neither to favor nor to anger, for all that are so are weak [Cicero].

^The participation that we have in the knowledge of truth, what-

ever it may be, has not been acquired by our own powers. God has

taught us that clearly enough by the witnesses that he has chosen from
the common people, simple and ignorant, to instruct us in his admir-

able secrets. Our faith is not of our own acquiring, it is a pure present

of another's liberality. It is not by reasoning or by our understanding

that we have received our religion; it is by external authority and
command. The weakness of our judgment helps us more in this

than its strength, and our blindness more than our clear-sightedness.

It is by the mediation of our ignorance more than of our knowledge
that we are learned with that divine learning. It is no wonder if our

natural and earthly powers cannot conceive that supernatural and
heavenly knowledge; let us bring to it nothing of our own but obe-

2* This whole passage, from "How can wisdom" on, is taken from Cicero Of
the Nature of the Gods in. xv.
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dience and submission. For, as it is written, "I will destroy the wisdom
of the wise, and will bring to nothing the understanding of the pru-

dent. Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the disputer

of this world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world?

For after that the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by
the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe" [I Corinthians].

[MAN HAS NO KNOWLEDGE]

Yet must I see at last whether it is in the power of man to find

what he seeks, and whether that quest that he has been making for so

many centuries has enriched him with any new power and any soHd

truth.

I think he will confess to me, if he speaks in all conscience, that

all the profit he has gained from so long a pursuit is to have learned

to acknowledge his weakness. The ignorance that was naturally in

us we have by long study confirmed and verified.

To really learned men has happened what happens to ears of

wheat: they rise high and lofty, heads erect and proud, as long as

they are empty; but when they are full and swollen with grain in their

ripeness, they begin to grow humble and lower their horns. Similarly,

men who have tried everything and sounded everything, having found

in that pile of knowledge and store of so many various things nothing

solid and firm, and nothing but vanity, have renounced their pre-

sumption and recognized their natural condition.

cit is what Velleius reproaches Cotta and Cicero for, that they

learned from Philo that they had learned nothing.

Pherecydes, one of the Seven Sages, writing to Thales as he was

dying, said: "I have ordered my friends, after they have buried me,

to bring you my writings. If they satisfy you and the other sages,

publish them; if not, suppress them: they contain no certainty that

satisfies myself. Nor do I profess to know the truth and to attain it.

I uncover things more than I discover them."

^The wisest man that ever was, when they asked him what he

knew, answered that he knew this much, that he knew nothing. He
was verifying what they say, that the greatest part of what we know is

the least of those parts that we do not know; that is to say that the

very thing we think we know is a part, and a very small part, of our

ignorance.

•^We know things in a dream, says Plato, and we are ignorant of

them in reality.

Almost all the ancients have said that nothing can he understood,

nothing perceived, nothing known; that our senses are narrow, our

minds weak, the course of our life short [Cicero].

^As for Cicero himself, who owed all his worth to learning, Va-

lerius says that in his old age he began to lose his esteem for letters.

^And while he practiced them, it was without obligation to any party,

following what seemed probable to him now in one sect, now in an-

other, keeping himself always in Academic doubt. / must speak, but
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in such a icay as to affirm nothing; I shall search into all things, doubt-

ing most of them and mistrusting myself [Cicero].

^I should have too easy a time if I wanted to consider man in his

ordinary condition and in the mass; and yet I could do so according

to his own rule, which judges the truth not by the weight of votes but

by the number. Let us leave the people aside,

Who waking snore . . .

Whose life is dead, although they live and see,

LUCRETIUS

who are not conscious of themselves, who do not judge themselves,

who leave most of their natural faculties idle.

I wish to take man in his highest estate. Let us consider him in

that small number of excellent and select men who, having been en-

dowed with fine and particular natural ability, have further strength-

ened and sharpened it by care, by study, and by art, and have raised

it to the highest pitch ^of wisdom ^that it can attain. They have fash-

ioned their soul to all directions and all angles, supported and propped
it with all the outside assistance that was fit for it, and enriched and
adorned it with all they could borrow, for its advantage, from the

inside and the outside of the world; it is in them that the utmost height

of human nature is found. They have regulated the world with gov-

ernments and laws; they have instructed it with arts and sciences,

and instructed it further by the example of their admirable conduct.

I shall take into account only these people, their testimony, and

their experience. Let us see how far they have gone and where they

have halted. The infirmities and defects that we shall find in this as-

sembly the world may well boldly acknowledge as its own.

Whoever seeks anything comes to this point: he says either that

he has found it, or that it cannot be found, or that he is still in quest

of it. All philosophy is divided into these three types. Its purpose

is to seek out truth, knowledge, and certainty.

The Peripatetics, Epicureans, Stoics, and others thought they had
found it. These established the sciences that we have, and treated

them as certain knowledge.

Clitomachus, Carneades, and the Academics despaired of their

quest, and judged that truth could not be conceived by our powers.

The conclusion of these men was man's weakness and ignorance. This

school had the greatest following and the noblest adherents.

Pyrrho and other Skeptics or Epechists^^—*^whose doctrines, many of

the ancients maintained, were derived from Homer, the Seven Sages,

Archilochus, and Euripides, and were held by Zeno, Democritus, Xe-

nophanes—^say that they are still in search of the truth. These men
judge that those who think they have found it are infinitely mistaken;

and that there is also an overbold vanity in that second class that assures

us that human powers are not capable of attaining it. For this matter

25 From EKixca, "I abstain."
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of establishing the measure of our power, of knowing and judging

the difficulty of things, is a great and supreme knowledge, of which

they doubt that man is capable:

Whoever thinks that we know nothing does not know
Whether we know enough to say that this is so.

LUCRETIUS

Ignorance that knows itself, that judges itself and condemns itself,

is not complete ignorance: to be that, it must be ignorant of itself. So

that the profession of the Pyrrhonians is to waver, doubt, and inquire,

to be sure of nothing, to answer for nothing. Of the three functions

of the soul, the imaginative, the appetitive, and the consenting, they

accept the first two; the last they suspend and keep it ambiguous, with-

out inclination or approbation, however slight, in one direction or

the other.

<^Zeno pictured in a gesture his conception of this division of the

faculties of the soul: the hand spread and open was appearance; the

hand half shut and the fingers a little hooked, consent; the closed fist,

comprehension; when with his left hand he closed his fist still tighter,

knowledge.

^Now this attitude of their judgment,^" straight and inflexible, taking

all things in without adherence or consent, leads them to their Ataraxy,

which is a peaceful and sedate condition of life, exempt from the agi-

tations we receive through the impression of the opinion and knowledge

we think we have of things. Whence are born fear, avarice, envy,

immoderate desires, ambition, pride, superstition, love of novelty, re-

bellion, disobedience, obstinacy, and most bodily ills. Indeed, they

free themselves thereby from jealousy on behalf of their doctrine. For
they dispute in a very mild manner. They do not fear contradiction

in their discussion. When they say that heavy things go down, they

would be very sorry to have anyone take their word for it; and they

seek to be contradicted, so as to create doubt and suspension of judg-

ment, which is their goal. They advance their propositions only to

combat those they think we believe in.

If you accept their proposition, they will just as gladly take the

opposite one to maintain; it is all one to them; they have no preference

in the matter. If you postulate that snow is black, they argue on the

contrary that it is white. If you say that it is neither one nor the other,

it is up to them to maintain that it is both. If you maintain with certain

judgment that you know nothing about it, they will maintain that you
do. Yes, and if by an affirmative axiom you assure them that you are

in doubt about it, they will go and argue that you are not, or that you
cannot judge and prove that you are in doubt. And by this extremity

of doubt that shakes its own foundations, they separate and divide

themselves from many opinions, even from those which in many ways
have upheld doubt and ignorance.

26 The Pyrrhonians.
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^Why, they say, since among the dogmatists one is allowed to say

green, the other yellow, are they not also allowed to doubt? Is there

anything that can be proposed for you to admit or deny, which it is

not legitimate to consider ambiguous? And where others are swept—
either by the custom of their country, or by their parental upbringing,

or by chance—as by a tempest, without judgment or choice, indeed
most often before the age of discretion, to such or such an opinion,

to the Stoic or Epicurean sect, to which they find themselves pledged,

enslaved, and fastened as to a prey they have bitten into and cannot

shake loose—^fo whatever doctrine they have been driven, as by a
storm, to it they cling as to a rock [Cicero]—^why shall it not be granted

similarly to these men to maintain their liberty, and to consider things

without obligation and servitude? ^The more free and independent

because their power to judge is intact [Cicero].

Is it not an advantage to be freed from the necessity that curbs

others? ^Is it not better to remain in suspense than to entangle yovir-

self in the many errors that the human fancy has produced? Is it not

better to suspend your conviction than to get mixed up in these seditious

and quarrelsome divisions?

^What am I to choose? What you like, provided you choose! There
is a stupid answer, to which nevertheless all dogmatism seems to come,
by which we are not allowed not to know what we do not know.

^Take the most famous theory, it will never be so sure but that

in order to defend it you will have to attack and combat hundreds of

contrary theories. Is it not better to keep out of this melee? You are

permitted to espouse, as you would your honor and your life, Aristotle's

belief about the eternity of the soul, and to contradict and give the He
to Plato on the matter; and shall they be forbidden to doubt it?

•^If it is lawful for Panaetius to suspend his judgment about auspices,

dreams, oracles, vaticinations, about which the Stoics have no doubt
at all, why shall a wise man not dare in all things what this man dares

in those he has learned from his masters, which are established by the

common consent of the school that he follows and professes? ^If it is

a boy that judges, he does not know what it is about; if it is a scholar,

he is prejudiced.

The Pyrrhonians have kept themselves a wonderful advantage in

combat, having rid themselves of the need to cover up. It does not

matter to them that they are struck, provided they strike; and they do
their work with everything. If they win, your proposition is lame; if

you win, theirs is. If they lose, they confirm ignorance; if you lose, you
confirm it. If they prove that nothing is known, well and good; if they
do not know how to prove it, just as good. ^So that, since equal reasons

are found on both sides of the same subject, it may be the easier to

suspend judgment on each side [Cicero].

And they set store by the fact tliat they can find much more easily

why a thing is false than that it is true; and what is not than what is;

and what they do not believe than what they believe.

^Their expressions are: "I establish nothing; it is no more thus than
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thus, or than neither way; I do not understand it; the appearances are

equal on all sides; it is equally legitimate to speak for and against.

^Nothing seems true, which may not seem false." ^Their sacramental

word is E318XCO, that is to say, "I hold back, I do not budge."^^ Those
are their refrains, and others of similar substance. Their effect is a pure,

complete, and very perfect postponement and suspension of judgment.

They use their reason to inquire and debate, but not to conclude and
choose. Whoever will imagine a perpetual confession of ignorance,

a judgment without leaning or inclination, on any occasion whatever,

he has a conception of Pyrrhonism.

I express this point of view as well as I can, because many find it

difficult to conceive; and its authors themselves represent it rather

obscurely and diversely.

As for the actions of life, they are of the common fashion in that.

They lend and accommodate themselves to natural inclinations, to the

impulsion and constraint of passions, to the constitutions of laws and
customs, and to the tradition of the arts. ^For God wished us not to

know, but only to use, those things [Cicero]. ^They let their common
actions be guided by those things, without any taking sides or judgment.

Which is why I cannot very well reconcile with this principle what they

say of Pyrrho. They portray him as stupid and immobile, adopting a

wild and unsociable way of life, waiting for carts to hit him, risking

himself on precipices, refusing to conform to the laws. That is out-

doing his doctrine. He did not want to make himself a stump or a stone;

he wanted to make himself a living, thinking, reasoning man, enjoying

all natural pleasures and comforts, employing and using all his bodily

and spiritual faculties ^in regular and upright fashion. -^The fantastic,

imaginary, false privileges that man has arrogated to himself, of regi-

menting, arranging, and fixing truth, he honestly renounced and gave up.

^Moreover, there is no sect that is not constrained to permit its sage

to conform in a number of things that are not understood, or perceived,

or accepted, if he wants to live. And when he goes to sea, he follows

this course, not knowing if it will be useful to him, and relies on the

vessel being good, the pilot experienced, the season suitable—merely

probable circumstances. He is bound to follow them and to let himself

be swayed by appearances, provided that they show no express con-

trariness. He has a body, he has a soul; his senses impel him, his mind
stirs him. Even though he does not discover in himself that peculiar

and singular mark of the right to judge, and perceives that he must not

pledge his consent, since there may be some falsehood resembling this

truth, he doos not fail to carry on the functions of his life fully and

comfortably.

How many arts there are that profess to consist of conjecture more

than of knowledge, that do not decide on the true and the false and

27 This and most of the expressions and sayings that precede it were inscribed

in Greek on the ceiUng of Montaigne's hbrary.
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merely follow what seems to be! There are, they say, both a true and
a false, and there is in us the means to seek it, but not to test it by a

touchstone. We are much better if we let ourselves be led without
inquisitiveness in the way of the world. A soul guaranteed against preju-

dice is marvelously advanced toward tranquillity. People who judge

and check their judges never submit to them as they ought. How much
more docile and easily led, both by the laws of rehgion and by political

laws, are the simple and incurious minds, than those minds that survey
divine and human causes like pedagogues!

^There is nothing in man's invention that has so much verisimilitude

and usefulness.^^ It presents man naked and empty, acknowledging

his natural weakness, fit to receive from above some outside power;

stripped of human knowledge, and all the more apt to lodge divine

knowledge in himself, ^annihilating his judgment to make more room
for faith; ^neither disbelieving ^nor setting up any doctrine Against

the common observances; humble, obedient, teachable, zealous; a sworn
enemy of heresy, -'^and consequently free from the vain and irreligious

opinions introduced by the false sects. ^He is a blank tablet prepared

to take from the finger of God such forms as he shall be pleased to

engrave on it. The more we cast ourselves back on God and commit
ourselves to him, and renounce ourselves, the better we are. ^"Receive

things thankfully," says the Preacher, "in the aspect and taste that they

are offered to thee, from day to day; the rest is beyond thy knowledge."-^

^The Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that they are vanity [Psalms].

^That is how, of three general sects of philosophy, two make express

profession of doubt and ignorance; and in that of the dogmatists, which
is the third, it is easy to discover that most of them have put on the

mask of assurance only to look better. They have not thought so much
of establishing any certainty for us as of showing us how far they had
gone in this pursuit of the trutli: ^which the learned suppose rather than

know [Livy].

Timaeus, having to instruct Socrates in what he knows of the gods,

of the world, and of men, proposes to speak of them as man to man,
and says it is enough if his reasons are as probable as another man's;

for the exact reasons are not in his hand or in any mortal hand. Which
one of his followers has imitated thus : As well as I can, I will explain;

however, I shall not declare certain and fixed things, like Pythian Apollo,

but shall speak like a puny man, pursuing probabilities by conjecture

[Cicero]. And this was on the subject of contempt for death, a natural

and popular subject. Elsewhere he translated this word for word from
Plato: If by chance, discoursing on the nature of the gods and the origin

of the world, we do not attain the goal we have in mind, no wonder.

28 As Pyrrhonism.

29 This passage closely resembles one which Montaigne had inscribed on the

ceihng of his library, there ascribing it to "eccl." However, it is not found in

Ecclesiastes or in Ecclesiasticus.
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You should rightly remember that both I who shall be discoursing and
you who will be judging are men; so that if probabilities are stated, you
will ask for nothing more.

^Aristotle ordinarily piles up for us a great number of other opinions

and other beliefs, to compare with his own and show us how much
further he has gone and how much closer he has come to verisimilitude.

For truth is not judged by the authority and on the testimony of an-

other. ^And therefore Epicurus scrupulously avoided quoting other

opinions in his writings. ^The former is the prince of dogmatists; and
yet we learn from him that knowing much gives occasion for doubting

more. We see him often deliberately covering himself with such thick

and inextricable obscurity that we cannot pick out anything of his

opinion. It is in fact a Pyrrhonism in an affirmative form.

*^Hear Cicero's protest, explaining the conception of others by his

own: They who inquire what we personally think about each matter are

more curious than is necessary. This method in philosophy of arguing

against everything and making no open judgment of anything, started

by Socrates, repeated by Arcesilaus, confirmed by Carneades, flourishes

still even in our time. We are those who say that some falsehood is

mixed with every truth, with so much similarity that there is no criterion

in them by ivhich we can judge and assent with certainty.

^Why did not only Aristotle but most philosophers affect difficulty,

if not to bring out the vanity of the subject, and keep the curiosity of

our mind amused by giving it fodder in gnawing on this hollow and
fleshless bone? '^Clitomachus declared that he never could understand

from the writings of Carneades what his opinion was. ^Why did Epi-

curus in his writings avoid clarity, and was Heraclitus for tlie same
reason surnamed the Shadowy? Difficulty is a coin ^that the learned

employ, like conjurors, in order not to reveal the vanity of their art,

and ^which human stupidity readily accepts as payment:

Praised for his cryptic speech, mostly by fools;

For those things best appeal to the obtuse
Which they see hidden under words abstruse.

LUCRETIUS

•^Cicero reproves some of his friends for being accustomed to spend

on astrology, law, dialectic, and geometry more time than these arts

deserved; and because that diverted them from the more useful and
honorable duties of life. The Cyrenaic philosophers equally despised

physics and dialectic. Zeno, at the very beginning of the books of his

Republic, declared all the liberal studies useless.

^Chrysippus said that what Plato and Aristotle had written about

logic they had written as a game and for exercise, and could not believe

that they had spoken seriously of such an empty matter. ^Plutarch says

the same of metaphysics. ^Epicurus would have said it also of rhetoric,

grammar, ^poetry, mathematics, and all the sciences except physics.

^And Socrates also of all except only that which treats of morals and
life. ^Whatever they asked him about, he always brought the inquirer
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back first of all to give an account of the conditions of his present and
past life, which he examined and judged, considering any other learning

subordinate to that and superfluous.

That learning would please me little which brought its teachers no
closer to virtue [Sallust]. ^Most of the arts have been thus despised

by learning itself. But they did not think it inappropriate to exercise

and amuse their minds on things in which there was no solid profit.

Moreover, some have considered Plato a dogmatist, others a doubter;

others, in certain tilings the one, in certain things the other. ^The leader

of his dialogues, Socrates, is always asking questions and stirring up
discussion, never concluding, never satisfying; and says he has no other

knowledge than that of opposing. Homer, their author, laid the foun-

dations equally for all schools of philosophy, to show how indifferent

he was about which way we went. From Plato arose ten different sects,

they say. And indeed, in my opinion, never was teaching wavering

and noncommittal if his is not.

Socrates used to say that the wise women,^° on taking up the prac-

tice of making others give birth, abandon the practice of giving birth

themselves; that he, by the title of wise man that the gods conferred

on him, has also done away, in his virile and mental love, with his faculty

of begetting, and contents himself with aiding and favoring with his

help those who are in labor, opening their organs, greasing their con-

duits, facilitating the issue of their offspring, judging it, baptizing it,

nursing it, strengthening it, swaddling and circumscribing it;^^ exer-

cising and employing his skill upon the perils and fortunes of others.

^It is the same^^ with most of the others of this third type, ^as the

ancients remarked of the writings of Anaxagoras, Democritus, Par-

menides, Xenophanes, and others. •^Their way of writing is doubtful

in substance, and their plan is to inquire rather than to instruct, even

though they sprinkle their style with dogmatic cadences. Do we not

see this as well in ^both Seneca and ^Plutarch? ^How much they say

now one way, now another, for those who study them closely! And
those who reconcile jurists with each other should first reconcile each
one witli himself.

Plato seems to me to have favored this form of philosophizing in

dialogues deliberately, to put more fittingly into diverse mouths the

diversity and variation of his own ideas.

To treat matters diversely is as good as to treat them uniformly,

and better: to wit, more copiously and usefully. Let us take an example
from ourselves. Judicial sentences form the ultimate point of dogmatic
and decisive speaking. Yet the most exemplary ones which our highest

courts present to the people, fitted to foster in them the reverence they

owe to the dignity of those bodies, principally because of the ability

of the persons who form them, derive their beauty, not so much from

^'^ Sages femmes: midwives.
31 The 1595 and later editions read "circumcising."
32 As witli Plato.
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the conclusion, which to them is everyday, and which is common to

every judge, as from the discussion and stirring up of the diverse and
contrary reasonings which the matter of the law allows.

And the widest field for reprehensions of philosophers among one
another is derived from the contradictions and differences in which each

one of them finds himself entangled, either on purpose, to show the

vacillation of the human mind around all matters, or unwittingly, forced

by the mobility and incomprehensibility of all matters.

^What is the meaning of this refrain: "In a slippery and treacherous

place let us suspend our beHef"? For, as Euripides says,

The works of God in various ways
Cross us and leave us in a daze,^^

^Like the refrain that Empedocles scattered often in his books, as if

agitated with a divine frenzy and forced by the truth: "No, no, we
sense nothing, we see nothing; all things are hidden from us; we cannot

establish what any one of them is"; ^in keeping with this divine saying:

The thoughts of mortal men are miserable, and our devices and plan-

nings hut uncertain [Book of Wisdom],
Mt must not be thought strange if people despairing of the capture

have yet taken pleasure in the chase; study being in itself a pleasant

occupation, so pleasant that among other pleasures the Stoics forbid

also that which comes from the exercise of the mind, want a curb on it,

^and find intemperance in knowing too much.
^Democritus, having eaten at his table some figs that tasted of honey,

immediately began to seek out in his mind whence came this unaccus-

tomed sweetness; and to clear up the matter, he was about to get up
from the table to see the situation of the place where these figs had been

gathered. His maidservant, having heard the cause of this stir, laughed

and told him not to trouble himself about it, for the reason was that

she had put them in a vessel where there had been some honey. He
was vexed that she had deprived him of this occasion for research and
robbed him of matter for curiosity: "Go along," he said to her, "you

have made me angry; I will not for all that give up seeking the cause

as if it was a natural one." ^And he willfully sought and found some
"true" reason for a false and supposed effect.

^This story of a great and famous philosopher shows us very clearly

this passion for study, which keeps us amused in pursuit of things of

whose gain we have no hope. Plutarch tells a similar case of someone
who did not want to be enlightened about something he was in doubt

about, so as not to lose the pleasure of seeking it; like the other who
did not want his doctor to rid him of the thirst of the fever, so as not

to lose the pleasure of quenching it by drinking. ^It is more satisfactory

to learn superfluous things than nothing [Seneca].

Just as in all feeding there is often the pleasure alone, and not all

we take that is pleasant is always nutritious and healthful; so what our

33 Montaigne quotes this couplet in French from Amyot's translation.
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mind derives from learning does not fail to be voluptuous even though

it be neither nourishing nor salutary.

^Here is what they say: "The consideration of nature is a food fit

for our minds; it uplifts us and swells us, makes us disdain base and
earthly things by comparison with higher and heavenly things. The
very search for great and occult things is .very pleasant, even to him
who gains from it nothing but reverence and fear of judging them."

Those are words of their profession.

The vain picture of this morbid curiosity is seen still more expressly

in that other example that they have so often in their mouth as an honor.

Eudoxus wished and prayed the gods that he might once see the sun

from close by and comprehend its form, its greatness, and its beauty,

even on penalty of being immediately burned up by it. He wants, at

the price of his life, to acquire a knowledge whose use and possession

will be at the same instant taken away, and for the sake of this mo-
mentary and fleeting knowledge to lose all other knowledge that he
has and that he may afterward acquire.

^I cannot easily persuade myself that Epicurus, Plato, and Pythag-

oras gave us their Atoms, their Ideas, and their Numbers as good coin

of the realm. They were too wise to estabhsh their articles of faith on
anything so uncertain and so debatable. But into the obscurity and
ignorance of this world, each one of those great men labored to bring

some semblance of Hght, such as it was; and they exercised their minds
on such conceptions as had at least a pleasant and subtle appearance,

^provided that, false though they might be, they could hold their own
against opposing ideas. These are created by each man's imaginative

genius, not by the power of his knowledge [Seneca].

^An ancient who was reproached for professing philosophy, of which
nevertheless in his own mind he took no great account, replied that

this was being a true philosopher. They wanted to consider everything,

to weigh everything, and they found that occupation suited to the

natural curiosity that is in us. Some things they wrote for the needs

of society, like their religions; and on that account it was reasonable

that they did not want to bare popular opinions to the skin, so as not

to breed disorder in people's obedience to the laws and customs of

their country.

cpiato treats this mystery with his cards pretty much on the table.

For where he v^nrites on his own, he makes no certain prescriptions.

When he plays the lawgiver, he borrows a domineering and assertive

style, and yet mixes in boldly the most fantastic of his inventions, which
are as useful for persuading the common herd as they are ridiculous

for persuading himself; knowing how apt we are to accept any im-

pressions, and most of all the wildest and most monstrous.

And therefore, in his Laws, he takes great care that they shall

sing in public only poems whose fabulous fictions tend to some useful

purpose; and, it being so easy to imprint all sorts of phantasms on the

human mind, he thought it an injustice not to feed it rather on profitable

lies than on Hes that were either useless or harmful. He says quite
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shamelessly in his Republic that it is often necessary to trick men for

their own good.

It is easy to discern that some sects have rather followed truth, others

utility; whereby the latter have gained credit. It is the bane of our

condition that often what appears to our imagination as most true does

not appear to it as most useful for our life. The boldest sects, Epicurean,

Pyrrhonian, and New Academic, are still constrained, when all is said

and done, to bow to civil law.

^There are other subjects that they have sifted and tossed, some
to the left, some to the right, each one laboring to give them some
appearance, right or wrong. For, having found nothing so occult that

they did not want to talk about it, they often had to forge weak and

foohsh conjectures; not that they themselves took them for a founda-

tion, or to establish any truth, but for the exercise of their study. ^They

seemed not so much to believe what they said as to want to exercise

their wits on the difficulty of the matter [Quintilian].

^And if we did not take it this way, how could we defend such great

inconsistency, variety, and vanity in the opinions that we see were
produced by these admirable and excellent souls? For what is there,

for example, more vain than to try to divine God by our analogies and
conjectures, to regulate him and the world by our capacity and our laws,

and to use at the expense of the Deity this little shred of ability that

he was pleased to allot to our natural condition? And, because we
cannot stretch our vision as far as his glorious throne, to have brought

him here below to our corruption and our miseries?

Of all the ancient human opinions concerning religion, that one, it

seems to me, was most probable and most excusable which recognized

God as an incomprehensible power, origin and preserver of all things,

all goodness, all perfection, accepting and taking in good part the honor

and reverence that human beings rendered him, under whatever aspect,

under whatever name, in whatever manner:

^Almighty Jupiter, of things and kings and gods

VALERIUS SORANUS
Begetter and conceiver.

This zeal has been regarded universally with favor by heaven. All

governments have reaped fruit from their piety: impious men and
impious deeds have always come out appropriately. Pagan histories

recognize dignity, order, justice, and prodigies and oracles used for

their profit and instruction, in their fabulous religions; God, in his mercy,

perhaps deigning to foster by these temporal benefits the tender begin-

nings of a rough knowledge of him, however feeble, that natural reason

has given us amid the false images of our dreams.

Not only false, but also impious and harmful, are those that man
has fabricated of his own invention.

^And of all the religions that Saint Paul found in credit at Athens,

the one that they had dedicated to a hidden and unknown Deity seemed
to him the most excusable.
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^Pythagoras adumbrated truth more closely in judging that the

knowledge of this first cause, and being of beings, must be undefined,

unprescribed, undeclared; that it was nothing else but the utmost effort

of our imagination toward perfection, each man amplifying the idea

of it according to his capacity. But if Numa undertook to make the piety

of his people conform to this plan, to attach it to a purely intellectual

religion, without any predetermined object or any material admixture,

he undertook something unusable. The human spirit cannot keep on
floating in this infinity of formless ideas; they must be compiled for it

into a definite picture after its own pattern.

The divine majesty has thus let itself be somewhat circumscribed

within corporeal limits on our behalf; his supernatural and heavenly

sacraments show signs of our earthly condition; his worship is expressed

by perceptible rituals and words; for it is man that believes and prays.

I leave aside the other arguments that are employed on this subject.

But I could hardly be made to believe that the sight of our crucifixes

and the pictures of that piteous agony, the ornaments and ceremonious

movements in our churches, the voices attuned to the piety of our

thoughts, and that stirring of the senses, do not warm the souls of the

people with religious emotion very beneficial in effect.

^Of the divinities that have been given a body, as necessity required,

in the midst of this universal blindness, it seems to me I would most
willingly have joined those who worshiped the sun—

the common Hght,

Eye of the world; and if our God has eyes,

They are the sun's bright rays that light the skies.

That give us life, guard and maintain us aU,

And watch man's actions on this earthly ball;

The sun, who makes our seasons' alteration

By entering another habitation;

Whose well-known virtues fill the universe;

Who with a glance can sullen clouds disperse;

The world's spirit and soul, ablaze, afight,

CircHng all heaven in his daily flight;

Immensely great, wandering, firm and round.

Who holds the world beneath him as his bound;
At rest without rest, idle without stay.

First-born of nature, father of the day
RONSARD

—inasmuch as besides this its grandeur and beauty, it is the part of this

machine that we find farthest from us, and therefore so little known
that they were to be pardoned for regarding it with wonder and
reverence.

^Thales, who first inquired into this matter, thought God a spirit

who made all things of water.

Anaximander, that the gods were dying and being born at various

seasons, and that they were worlds infinite in number.
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Anaximenes, that the air was a god, that he was created and
immense, ever moving.

Anaxagoras was the first to hold that the form and manner of all

things was directed by the power and reason of an infinite mind.

Alcmaeon granted divinity to the sun, the moon, the stars, and
the soul.

Pythagoras made God a spirit diflFused throughout the nature of all

things, from which our souls are derived.

Parmenides, a circle surrounding the sky and sustaining the world
by the glow of its light.

Empedocles said the four elements, of which all things are made,
were gods.

Protagoras, that he had nothing to say about whether they are or

not, or what they are.

Democritus, now that images and their circular movements are gods,

now this nature that sends out these images, and now our knowledge
and intelligence.

Plato scatters his belief in various images. He says in the Timaeus
that the father of the world cannot be named; in the Laws, that we must
not inquire into his nature; and elsewhere in these same books he makes
world, heaven, stars, earth, and our souls gods, and accepts besides

those accepted by ancient teaching in each commonwealth.
Xenophon reports a similar confusion in the teaching of Socrates:

now we must not inquire into the form of God, then again he makes
him prove that the sun is God, and the soul God; that there is only one,

then again that there are many.
Speusippus, nephew of Plato, makes God a certain power that

governs things, and is animate.

Aristotle says now that it is the mind, now the world; now he gives

this world another master, and now makes God the heat of heaven.

Xenocrates makes eight of them: five named among the planets, the

sixth composed of all the fixed stars as his members, the seventh and
eighth the sun and moon.

Heraclides Ponticus does nothing but waver between opinions, and
finally deprives God of feeling, and makes him change from one form

to another; and then says that he is heaven and earth.

Theophrastus rambles with similar irresoluteness among all his

fancies, attributing the superintendence of the world now to under-

standing, now to heaven, now to the stars.

Strato says that it is nature, with the power to engender, to increase,

and to diminish, without form or feeling,

Zeno, the law of nature, commanding good and prohibiting evil,

which law is an animate being; and he abolishes the customary gods,

Jupiter, Juno, Vesta.

Diogenes of Apollonia, that it is age.^*

3* Presumably a misprint for air, as we read in Cicero.
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Xenophanes makes God round, seeing, hearing, nonbreathing,

having nothing in common with human nature.

Aristo thinks the form of God incomprehensible, deprives him of

senses, and does not know if he is animate or something else.

Cleanthes, now reason, now the world, now the soul of nature, now
the supreme heat enfolding and enveloping ever>'thing.

Perseus, a disciple of Zeno, held that those who had brought some
notable contribution to human life, and the profitable things themselves,

were given the surname of gods.

Chr}'sippus made a confused accumulation of all the preceding

statements, and also numbered, among the thousand forms of gods

that he creates, men who have been immortalized.

Diagoras and Theodorus denied quite flatly that there were gods.

Epicurus makes the gods shining, transparent, pervious to air, lodged
between two worlds as between two forts, sheltered from blows, in-

vested in human form and limbs like ours, which limbs are of no use to

them.

That there are gods I'll always claim, I've always thought;

But what men do, so I believe, to them is nought.

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Now trust to your philosophy; boast that you have found the bean
in the cake,^^ when you consider the clatter of so many philosophical

brains!

The confusion in the ways of the world has gained this from me,
that conduct and fancies different from mine do not so much displease

me as instruct me, do not so much swell my pride as humble me when
I compare them; and an\- choice other than that which comes from the

hand of God direct seems to me a choice of little advantage. ( I leave

aside monstrous and unnatural ways of life. ) The governments of the

world are no less contradictory in this respect than the schools; whereby
we may learn that Fortune herself is no more diverse and variable than
our reason, nor more blind and unthinking.

'^The least-known things are the fittest to be deified; ^wherefore to

make gods of ourselves, ^like antiquit>', passes the utmost bounds of

feeble-mindedness. I would even rather have followed those who
worshiped the serpent, the dog, and the ox; inasmuch as their nature

and being is less known to us, and we have more chance to imagine
what we please about tliose animals and attribute extraordinary faculties

to them. But to have made gods of our condition, the imperfection of

which we should know; to have attributed to them desire, anger, ven-
geances, marriages, generation, kinships, love and jealousy, our limbs

and our bones, our fevers and our pleasures, ^our deaths, our burials—

^this must have come from a marvelous intoxication of the human
intelligence:

35 The person who found the bean in the TweKth Night cake became King
of the Bean.
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^Which, far removed from any touch divine,

Do not deserve amid the gods to shine.

LUCRETIUS

^Their shapes, ages, clothing, ornaments, are known; their genealogies,

marriages, kinships, and all are translated into a likeness of human
weakness. For troubled minds are ascribed to them; for we accept the

lusts, the griefs, the angers, of the gods [Cicero].

^This is hke attributing divinity <^not only to faith, virtue, honor,

concord, Hberty, victory, and piety, but also to voluptuousness, fraud,

death, envy, old age, misery, ^fear, fever, and bad fortune, and other

troubles of our frail and perishable life.

^Why then profane the temples with our ways?
O souls empty of heaven, that earthward gaze!

PERSIUS

^The Egyptians, with unwise wisdom, forbade, under pain of hang-
ing, that anyone should say that Serapis and Isis, their gods, had once
been men; and no one was unaware that they had been. And their

statues representing them with a finger to their lips signified, says Varro,

that mysterious ordinance to their priests to hush up their mortal origin

as if it annulled as a necessary consequence all the veneration paid them.

^Since man desired so greatly to liken himself to God, he would have
done better, says Cicero, to bring the qualities of the Deity down here

to his own level, than to send his corruption and his wretchedness up
there; but if you take it rightly, he has done both in many ways, with
equally vain conceit.

When the philosophers dissect the hierarchy of their gods and go
about eagerly distinguishing their alliances, their functions, and their

power, I cannot believe that they are speaking in earnest. When Plato

describes Pluto's orchard to us, and the bodily comforts and pains that

still await us after the destruction and annihilation of our bodies, and
adapts them to the senses we have in this life—

In hidden paths, in myrtle groves they hide;

For even after death their cares abide

VIRGIL

—when Mohammed promises his followers a paradise tapestried,

adorned with gold and precious stones, peopled with wenches of sur-

passing beauty, with rare wines and foods, I can easily see that they

are mockers stooping to our folly to honey us and attract us by these

ideas and hopes appropriate to our mortal appetites.

^Yet some of our fellows have fallen into a similar error, promising

themselves after the resurrection a terrestrial and temporal life accom-
panied with all sorts of worldly pleasures and comforts.

^Are we to believe that Plato—he who had such celestial conceptions,

and such great acquaintance with divinity, that the surname Divine

remains with him—thought that man, that poor creature, had anything
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in him applicable to that incomprehensible power? And that he be-

lieved that our feeble grasp was able, or the power of our sense robust

enough, to participate in eternal beatitude or pain? We should say to

him on behalf of human reason:

"If the pleasures that you promise us in the other life are of the kind

I have tasted here below, that has nothing in common with infinity.

Even if all my five natural senses were filled to overflowing with delight,

and this soul possessed of all the contentment it can desire and hope for,

we know what it is capable of: that would still be nothing.

"If there is anything of mine in it, there is nothing divine. If it is

nothing but what can pertain to this present condition of ours, it cannot

be counted. '-All contentment of mortals is mortal.

^"The gratitude of our parents, our children, and our friends—if it

can touch us and please us in the other world, if we still cling to such

a pleasure, we are among earthly and finite goods.

"We cannot worthily conceive the grandeur of those sublime and
divine promises, if we can conceive them at all; to imagine them
worthily, we must imagine them unimaginable, inefiFable, and incom-
prehensible, '^and completely different from those of our miserable

experience. ^'Eye cannot see,' says Saint Paul, 'neither can it have
entered into the heart of man, the happiness which God hath prepared

for them that love him' [I Corinthians].

"And if, to make us capable of it, they reform and change our being

( as you mean, Plato, by your purifications ) , it must be by so extreme

and universal a change that, according to the teachings of physics, it

will no longer be ourselves:

^Hector was he, bending on war his force;

Hector he was not, dragged by Achilles' horse.

OVID

^It will be something else that will receive these rewards:

^What changes, decomposes, and so dies;

Its parts transposed, their former order flies.

LUCRETTOS

^For in the Metempsychosis of Pythagoras, the change of habitation

tliat he imagined for our souls, do we think that the lion, in whom is

the soul of Caesar, espouses the passions that moved Caesar, ^or that

he is Caesar? If it were still he, those men would be right who, com-
bating this opinion against Plato, reproach him because the son might
find himself riding his mother, she being invested with the body of a

mule; and similar absurdities.

"And do we think ^that in the transformations that make the bodies

of animals into others of the same species, the newcomers are not other

than their predecessors? From the ashes of a phoenix, they say, is

engendered a worm, and then another phoenix: this second phoenix,

who can imagine that he is not other than the first? The worms that

make our silk, we see them, as it were, die and dry up, and from this
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same body is produced a butterfly, and from that another worm, which

it would be ridiculous to think is still the first. What has once ceased

to be, is no more:

Even if after death time should collect

Our matter, and our bodies resurrect;

If light of life were given us again;

To us that process still would not pertain,

When once the thread of memory had been cut.

LUCRETIUS

And when you say elsewhere, Plato, that it will be for the spiritual part

of man to enjoy the rewards of the other life, you tell us a thing of as

Httle likelihood:

sjust as without the body, torn away,
The eye cannot behold tfie light of day.

LUCRETIUS

^For by that reckoning, it will no longer be man, nor consequently our-

selves, whom this enjoyment will concern; for we are built of two prin-

cipal essential parts, whose separation is the death and destruction of

our being:

'^A pause has come in life's experience.

When movement wandered, unperceived by sense.

LUCRETIUS

^We do not say that man suflFers when the worms nibble his limbs,

whereby he lived, and when the earth consumes them:

And this is naught to us, who form one whole
Because our body's wedded to our soul.

LUCRETIUS

"Moreover, on what grounds of their justice can the gods give recog-

nition and recompense to man, after his death, for his good and virtuous

actions, since it is they themselves who have furthered and produced

them in him? And why do they take offense and vengeance on him
for his misdeeds, since they themselves have brought him forth in this

faulty condition, and since with a single flick of their will they can keep

him from erring?"

Might not Epicurus bring up all this against Plato with every ap-

pearance of human reason, ^if he did not often cover himself by this

saying: "That it is impossible to establish anything certain about im-

mortal nature from mortal nature"?

^Reason does nothing but go astray in everything, and especially

when it meddles with divine things. Who feels this more evidently

than we? For even though we have given it certain and infallible

principles, even though we light its steps with the holy lamp of the

truth which it has pleased God to communicate to us, nevertheless we
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see daily how, when it strays however little from the beaten path and
deviates or wanders from the way traced and trodden by the Church,

immediately it is lost, it grows embarrassed and entangled, whirling

round and floating in that vast, troubled, and undulating sea of human
opinions, unbridled and aimless. As soon as it loses that great common
highroad it breaks up and disperses onto a thousand different roads.

Man can be only what he is, and imagine only within his reach.

^It is greater presumption, says Plutarch, for those who are mere men
to venture to talk and discourse about the gods and demigods than it

is for a man ignorant of music to want to judge singers, or for a man
who was never in a camp to want to argue about arms and warfare,

presuming to understand by some flimsy conjecture the products of an
art that is outside his knowledge.

^Antiquity thought, I believe, that it was doing something for divine

greatness by likening it to man, investing it with his faculties, and
presenting it with his fine humors ^and his most shameful needs; ^offer-

ing it our food to eat, ^our dances, mummeries, and farces to amuse it,

^our clothes to cover it, and our houses to hve in; cajoling it with the

odor of incense and the sounds of music, with festoons and bouquets;

^and, to reconcile it to our vicious passions, flattering its justice with

inhuman vengeance, deHghting it with the destruction and dispersion

of things by it created and preserved—like Tiberius Sempronius, who
burned, as a sacrifice to Vulcan, the rich spoils and arms he had won
from the enemy in Sardinia; and Aemilius Paulus, those of Macedonia
to Mars and Minerva; and Alexander, on reaching the Indian Ocean,

cast into the sea, in honor of Thetis, many great gold vases—filling its

altars, besides, with butchery, not only of innocent animals, but also

of men, ^as was the ordinary practice in many nations, among others

our own. And I think no nation is innocent of having tried this:

^Four young men
Of Sulmo town, from Ufens' stream as many again,

He takes and sacrifices to the shades below.
VIRGIL

<^The Getae think themselves immortal, and their dying but a journey

toward their god, Zamolxis. Every five years they dispatch toward him
some one among them to ask him for necessary things. This deputy is

chosen by lot. And the manner of dispatching him, after they have
notified him orally of his charge, is this: of those who are with him,

three hold upright as many javelins, on which the others hurl him with
all their might. If he happens to be pierced in a vital spot and dies

instantly, that is to them a certain proof of divine favor; if he escapes,

they consider him wicked and execrable, and depute still another in

the same way.
Amestris, mother of Xerxes, in her old age, at one time had fourteen

youths of the best houses in Persia buried alive, following the religion

of the country, to gratify some subterranean god.
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Even today, the idols of Themistitan are cemented with the blood

of little children, and love no sacrifice but that of these pure and childish

souls: a justice athirst for the blood of innocence,

So many grievous crimes religion has inspired!

LUCRETIUS

The Carthaginians immolated their own children to Saturn; ^and

whoever had none bought some, the father and mother being bound
meanwhile to watch this ceremony with a gay and happy countenance.

'^It was a strange fancy to try to pay for divine goodness with our

affliction, like the Lacedaemonians who wheedled their Diana by the

torture of young boys, whom they had whipped for her sake, often to

death. It was a savage impulse to try to gratify the architect by the

overthrow of his building, and to try to cover the penalty due to the

guilty by the punishment of the guiltless; and to think that poor Iphi-

genia, at the port of Aulis, would by her death and sacrifice clear the

army of the Greeks in the eyes of God of the offenses they had com-
mitted:

^Pure maid impurely sacrificed, she lay

Slain by her father on her wedding day;

LUCRETIUS

^and that those two beautiful and generous souls, the two Decii, father

and son, to propitiate the favor of the gods toward the affairs of Rome,
should go and throw themselves headlong into the thick of the enemy.

What iniquity of the gods was so great that they could not be reconciled

to the Roman people unless such men died? [Cicero.]

^Besides, it is not up to the criminal to have himself whipped at his

own rate and time; it is up to the judge, ^who counts as chastisement

nothing but the penalty he orders, ^and cannot regard as punishment

what comes to him who suffers it at his own will. Divine vengeance

presupposes our absolute dissent, for its justice and our punishment.

^And it was a ridiculous notion of Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, who,

to interrupt the course of his continual happiness and to compensate

for it, went and threw into the sea the dearest and most precious jewel

he had, thinking that by this calculated misfortune he was satisfying

the turning and vicissitude of Fortune; ^and she, to mock his futility,

made this same jewel return again into his hands, found in the belly

of a fish.

'^And then ^what is the use of the mutilations and dismemberings

of the Corybantes, the Maenads, and in our own time the Mohamme-
dans, who scar their face, their stomach, and their genitals to please

their prophet; since ^the offense is in the will, not ^in the chest, the

eyes, the genitals, the belly, ^the shoulders, or the throat? ^Such is the

frenzy of their disordered and unsettled mind that they placate their

gods with a savagery unsurpassed by men [Saint Augustine].

The treatment of this natural structure^^ concerns not only ourselves,

36 Our body.
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but also the service of God and of otlier men; it is unjust to damage it

deliberately, as it is to kill ourselves on any pretext whatsoever. It seems

a great cowardice and treachery to mistreat and corrupt the functions

of the body, which are stupid and servile, in order to spare the soul

the bodier of directing tliem according to reason. At what point do

they fear the anger of the gods, they who think to propitiate them thus?

. . . Some have been castrated to please the lust of kings; but no one

ever emasculated himself with his own hand at his master's command
[Saint Augustine].

^Thus they filled their religion with many evil deeds:

Too often, in past times.

Religion has brought forth impiety and crimes.

LUCRETIUS

Now nothing of ours can be Likened or compared in any way what-

soever to the divine nature \vithout staining and marking it with just

that much imperfection. That infinite beauty, power, and goodness-

how can it allow any correspondence or likeness with anything as abject

as we are, without an extreme loss and fall of its divine greatness? ^The
weakness of God is stronger than men, and the foolishness of God is

wiser than men [I Corinthians].

Stilpo the philosopher, asked whether the gods rejoice in our honors

and sacrifices, replied: "You are indiscreet; let us draw aside, if you
want to talk about that."

^However, we prescribe limits to God, we hold his power besieged

by our reasons ( I am calling reason our reveries and dreams, with the

dispensation of philosophy, which says that even the crazy man and
the wicked man are mad with reason, but it is a particular sort of

reason ) ; we want to enslave him to the vain and feeble approximations

of our understanding, him who has made both us and our knowledge.

"Because nothing is made of nothing, God cannot have built the

world widiout material." What! Has God placed in our hands the keys

and ultimate springs of his power? Has he pledged himself not to over-

step the bounds of our knowledge? Put the case, O man, that you have

been able to observe here some traces of his deeds; do you think that

he has used all his power and put all his forms and all his ideas into

this work? You see only the order and government of this Httle cave

you dwell in, at least if you do see it. His divinity has infinite juris-

diction beyond; this part is nothing in comparison with the whole:

The sky, the land, the sea, and aU
Are nothing to the universal whole.

LUCRETIUS

It is a municipal law that you allege; you do not know what the uni-

versal law is. Attach yourself to what you are subject to, but not him;

he is not your colleague, or fellow citizen, or companion; if he has com-
municated himself at all to you, it is not in order to lower himself to

your smallness, nor to give you surveillance over his power.
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The human body cannot fly up to the clouds: this is a law that

affects you. The sun runs its ordinary course without rest; the limits

of seas and land cannot be confounded; water is unstable and without

firmness; a wall without a breach is impenetrable to a solid body; man
cannot keep alive in the flames; he cannot be bodily both in heaven
and on earth, and in a thousand places at the same time.

It is for you that he has made these rules; it is you that they bind.

He has proved to Christians that he has overstepped them all when he
pleased. Why, in truth, all-powerful as he is, would he have restricted

his powers to a certain measure? In whose favor would he have re-

nounced his privilege?

Your reason is never more plausible and on more solid ground than

when it convinces you of the plurality of worlds

:

^That earth, and sun, and moon, and all that we behold
Are not unique, but infinitely manifold.

LUCRETIUS

^The most famous minds of times past have believed this, and even
some of our contemporaries, forced by the probabilities of human rea-

son; inasmuch as in this structure that we see, there is nothing single

and unique,

^Since in the whole of things no thing is one.

Nothing is born or grows unique and lone,

LUCRETIUS

^and since all the species are multiplied to some number. Whence it

does not seem likely that God has made this one work without a com-
panion, and that the material of this form has been all exhausted in

this single individual:

^Wherefore we must conclude on every ground
That elsewhere other piles of matter, bound
Like this one by the etlier, do exist;

LUCRETIUS

^especially if it is an animate being, as its motions make so credible

^that Plato assures us of it, and many of our fellows either confirm it

or do not dare deny it; no more than that ancient belief that the sky,

the stars, and other parts of the world are creatures composed of body
and soul, mortal in consideration of their composition, but immortal

by the decree of the creator.

^Now if there are many worlds, as ^Democritus, ^Epicurus, and
almost all philosophy has thought, how do we know whether the prin-

ciples and rules of this one apply similarly to the others? Perchance
they have a different appearance and different laws. *^Epicurus imag-
ines some similar, some dissimilar. ^We see in this world an infinite

difference and variety due solely to distance in place. Neither wheat
nor wine is seen, nor any of our animals, in these new lands that our

fathers have discovered; everything there is different. ^And in times
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past, see in how many parts of the world they had no acquaintance

with either Bacchus or Ceres.

^If we want to beUeve PHny ^and Herodotus, ^there are species of

men in certain places who have very little resemblance to our kind.

^And there are half-breed and ambiguous forms between human and
brutish nature. There are countries where the men are born without

heads, ^^'earing their eyes and mouth in their chest; where they are all

androgynous; where they walk on all fours; where they have only one

eye in their forehead, and a head more like a dog's than like ours;

where they are half fish underneath and live in the water; where the

women give birth at the age of five and live only till eight; where their

head and the skin of their forehead is so hard that iron cannot cut it

and is blunted by it; where the men are beardless; ^nations without

use or knowledge of fire; others that give black-colored sperm.

^What of those who naturally change into wolves, ^into mares, ^and
then back into men? And if it is so, ^as Plutarch says, that in some
place in the Indies there are men without mouths, feeding on tlie smell

of certain odors, how many of our descriptions are false? Man is no
longer capable of laughter, nor perhaps of reason or society. The ar-

rangement and the cause of our internal construction would be for

the most part inapplicable.

Besides, how many things there are within our knowledge which
defy these fine rules that we have cut out and prescribed to nature!

And we shall undertake to bind even God to them! How many things

we call miraculous and contrary to nature! ^This is done by each man
and each nation according to the measure of his ignorance. ^How
many occult properties and quintessences we discover! For to us, to

go according to nature is only to go according to our intelligence, as

far as it can follow and as far as we can see; what is beyond is mon-
strous and disordered.

Now by this reckoning, to the most knowing and ablest men every-

thing will therefore be monstrous; for human reason has convinced

those men that she has no footing or foundation whatever, not even
enough to be sure "^whether snow is white (Anaxagoras said it was
black ) ; whether there is anything, or whether there is nothing; whether
there is knowledge or ignorance ( Metrodorus of Chios denied that man
could tell); or -^whether we live, since Euripides is in doubt whether
the life we five is life, or whether it is what we call death that is Hfe:

Who knows but life is that which is called death,

And death what is called life?

EURIPIDES, QUOTED BY STOBAEUS

^And not without plausibility. For why do we claim title to exist-

ence, on account of that instant that is only a flash in the infinite course

of an eternal night, and so brief an interruption of our perpetual and
natural condition; ^death occupying all that is before and all that is

behind that moment, and also a good part of that moment?
^Others swear that there is no movement, that nothing stirs, <^like
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the followers of Melissus (for if there is only one, neither spherical

movement can serve it, nor movement from place to place, as Plato

proves ) ; ^that there is neither generation nor corruption in nature.

^Protagoras says that there is nothing in nature but doubt; that

about all things we may equally dispute, and even about this, whether

we may equally dispute about all things. Nausiphanes, that of things

that seem to be, nothing is, any more than it is not; that there is no

other certainty but uncertainty. Parmenides, that of what seems to

be, there is no one thing in general; that it is but one. Zeno, that even

one is not, and that there is nothing.

If one were, it would be either in another or in itself: if it is in

another, there are two; if it is in itself, there are still two, the compris-

ing and the comprised.

According to these doctrines, the nature of things is only a false or

an empty shadow.

^It has always seemed to me that for a Christian this sort of talk

is full of indiscretion and irreverence: "God cannot die, God cannot

go back on his word, God cannot do this or that." I do not think it is

good to confine the divine power thus under the laws of our speech.

And the probability that appears to us in these propositions should be
expressed more reverently and religiously.

Our speech has its weaknesses and its defects, like all the rest.

Most of the occasions for the troubles of the world are grammatical.

Our lawsuits spring only from debate over the interpretation of the

laws, and most of our wars from the inability to express clearly the con-

ventions and treaties of agreement of princes. How many quarrels,

and how important, have been produced in the world by doubt of the

meaning of that syllable Hoc\^~

^Let us take the sentence that logic itself offers us as the clearest.

If you say "It is fine weather," and if you are speaking the truth, then

it is fine weather. Isn't that a sure way of speaking? Still it will de-

ceive us. To show this let us continue the example. If you say "I lie,"

and if you are speaking the truth, then you lie. The art, the reason,

the force, of the conclusion of this one are the same as in the other;

yet there we are stuck in the mud.

^I can see why the Pyrrhonian philosophers cannot express their

general conception in any manner of speaking; for they would need a

new language. Ours is wholly formed of affirmative propositions, which

to them are utterly repugnant; so that when they say "I doubt," im-

mediately you have them by the throat to make them admit that at

least they know and are sure of this fact, that they doubt. Thus they

have been constrained to take refuge in this comparison from medicine,

without which their attitude would be inexplicable: when they declare

"I do not know" or "I doubt," they say that this proposition carries itself

3^ Much of the dispute over transubstantiation, especially between Catholics

and Protestants, centers on the interpretation of Christ's words: "Hoc est corpus

meum . .
."
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away with the rest, no more nor less than rhubarb, which expels evil

humors and carries itself off with them.

^This idea is more firmly grasped in the form of interrogation:

"What do I know?"^^—the words I bear as a motto, inscribed over a
pair of scales.

^See how people take advantage of this wholly irreverent way of

speaking. In the disputes we have at present in our religion, if you press

your adversaries too hard, they will tell you quite shamelessly that it

is not in God's power to make his body be in paradise and on earth,

and in several places at the same time. And that ancient scoffer,^^ how
he takes advantage of it! At least, he says, it is no slight consolation to

man to see that God cannot do everything: for he cannot kill himself

even if he wished, which is the greatest privilege we have in our con-

dition; he cannot make mortals immortal, or the dead Hve again, nor
can he arrange that the man who has hved shall not have lived, or that

the man who has had honors shall not have had them; he has no other

power over the past than that of oblivion. And, to bind this associa-

tion of man to God further by comical examples, he cannot make two
times ten not be twenty.

That is what he says, and what a Christian should avoid having pass

out of his mouth. Whereas, on the contrary, men seem to seek out this

mad arrogance of speech, to bring God down to their measure:

Whether tomorrow Jove
With blackest clouds shall fill the sky above
Or with the purest radiance of the sun;

Still can he not annul whate'er is done.
Spoil or undo one thing, however slight,

That time has carried past us in its flight.

HORACE

When we say that the infinity of the centuries both past and to

come is to God but an instant, that his goodness, wisdom, power, are

the same thing as his essence—our tongues say it, but our intelligence

does not apprehend it. And yet our overweening arrogance would
pass the deity through our sieve. And from that are born all the delu-

sions and errors with which the world is possessed, reducing and
weighing in its scales a thing so far from its measure. ^It is a wonder
how far the depravity of the human heart will go when encouraged by
the slightest success [Pliny].

How insolently the Stoics rebuke Epicurus because he holds that

to be truly good and happy belongs only to God, and that the wise man
has only a shadow and semblance of it! ^How rashly have they bound
God to destiny (I would that none bearing the surname of Christian

would still do it!), and Thales, Plato, and Pythagoras have made him
a slave to necessity!

38 The famous "Que sgay-je?" which many consider Montaigne's central idea.

39 Pliny the Elder.
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This arrogance of trying to discover God with our eyes made a

great man of our religion*" give the deity bodily form. "^And it is the

cause of what happens to us every day, to attribute events of impor-

tance, by particular assignment, to God. Because they weigh with us,

it seems as though they weigh with him also, and that he considers

them with more undivided attention than the events that to us are

slight or of ordinary occurrence. ^The gods take care about great

things, and neglect small things [Cicero]. Listen to his example, it will

make his reason clear to you: Nor do kings in their rule take care about
all the trifles [Cicero].

As if it were more or less to him to move an empire or the leaf of a

tree; and as if his providence were exercised otherwise in deciding the

outcome of a battle than che jump of a flea! The hand with which he
governs lends itself to all things with the same tenor, the same power,

and the same order; the effect on us adds nothing to it; our movements
and our measures do not touch him. God, so great a craftsman in great

things, is no less so in small [Saint Augustine].

Our arrogance is always proposing to us this blasphemous com-
parison. Because our occupations burden us, Strato endowed the gods
with total immunity from duties, like their priests. He makes nature

produce and maintain all things, and with her weights and motions

constructs the parts of the world, relieving human nature of the fear

of divine judgments. What is blessed and eternal has no business itself,

nor gives any to another [Cicero]. Nature wills that in hke things there

be a like relation. So the infinite number of mortals indicates a like

number of immortals. The infinity of things that kill and harm presup-

poses as many that preserve and benefit. As the souls of the gods, with-

out tongue, without eyes, without ears, have each a feeling of what the

other feels, and judge our thoughts; so the souls of men, when they are

free and released from the body by sleep or some trance, divine, prog-

nosticate, and see things that they could not see when mingled with the

body.

'^"Men," says Saint Paul, "professing themselves to be wise, became
fools, and changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an image
made like to corruptible man."

^Just take a look at the hocus-pocus of the ancient deifications. After

the grand and superb pomp of the burial, as the fire was about to reach

the top of the pyramid and catch the bed of the deceased, at the same
time they let loose an eagle, which, flying upward, signified that the

soul was departing to paradise. We have a thousand medals, and par-

ticularly of that virtuous woman Faustina, wherein this eagle is repre-

sented carrying these deified souls pickaback toward heaven. It is a

pity that we fool ourselves with our own monkey tricks and inventions—

They fear their own imaginings

LUCAN

*o Tertullian.
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—like children who take fright at that very face that they have smeared

and blackened for their playmate. ^As if anything was more unhappy
than a man dominated by the figments of his imagination [Saint Augus-

tine].

It is far from honoring him who made us, to honor him whom we
have made. ^Augustus had more temples than Jupiter, served with as

much religion and belief in miracles. The Thasians, in recompense for

the benefits they had received from Agesilaus, came to tell him that

they had canonized him. "Does your nation," he said to them, "have

this power to make a god of whomever they choose? Make one of one of

yourselves, so I can see; and then, ^when I see how he Hkes it, ^I will

thank you very much for your ofiFer."

*^Man is certainly crazy. He could not make a mite, and he makes
gods by the dozen.

Listen to Trismegistus*^ praising our capacity: "Of all wonderful

things, this has surpassed wonder, that man has been able to discover

tlie divine nature and to make it, too."

^Here are some arguments of the very school of philosophy,

To which alone 'tis granted gods to know
Or whether they are knowable or no.

LUCAN

'If God is, he is animal; if he is animal, he is sentient; and if he is sen-

tient, he is subject to corruption. If he is without body, he is without

soul, and consequently without action; and if he has a body, he is per-

ishable." Isn't that a triumph?

c"We are incapable of having made the world; so there is some more
excellent nature that has set its hand to it. It would be stupid arro-

gance to esteem ourselves the most perfect thing in this universe: so

there is something better; that is God. When you see a rich and pom-
pous dwelling, even though you do not know who is the master of it,

still you will not say that it was made for rats. And this divine structure

of tlie heavenly palace that we see, do we not have to believe that it is

the abode of some master greater than we are? Isn't the highest always

the worthiest? And we are placed at the bottom.

"Nothing without soul and without reason can produce an animate

being capable of reason. The world produces us, so it has soul and
reason.

"Each part of us is less than ourselves. We are part of the world.

So the world is furnished with wisdom and reason, and more abun-

dantly than we are.

"It is a fine thing to have a great government. So the government

of the world belongs to some happy nature.

*i Hermes Trismegistus, the name given by Greek mystics to the Egyptian god
Thoth, was also applied to the author of various Neoplatonic vnritings.
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"The stars do us no harm, so they are full of goodness.

^"We need food, therefore so do the gods, and they feed on the

fumes from here below.

^"Worldly goods are not goods to God; so they are not goods to us.

"To harm and to be harmed are alike signs of weakness; so it is

madness to fear God,

"God is good by his nature; man, by his cleverness, which is a bigger

thing,

"Divine wisdom and human wisdom have no other distinction ex-

cept that the former is eternal. Now duration is no accession to wisdom;
wherefore we are fellows.

^"We have life, reason, and liberty, we esteem goodness, charity,

and justice; so these qualities are in him."*-

In short, the construction and the destruction of the deity, and its

conditions, are wrought by man, on the basis of a relationship to him-

self. What a pattern and what a model! Let us stretch, exalt, and mag-
nify human qualities all we please; inflate yourself, poor man, and
more, and more, and more:

Not even if you burst, said he,*^

HORACE

^In truth it is not God, whom they cannot conceive, conceiving them-

selves in his stead, not him but themselves whom they compare, not

with him, but with themselves [Saint Augustine],

^In natural things, the eflFects only half reflect their causes: What
about this cause? It is above the order of nature; its condition is too

lofty, too distant, and too much in authority to suffer our conclusions

to tie and bind it. It is not through ourselves that we reach it; that

route is too low. We are no nearer heaven at the top of Mont Cenis

than at the bottom of the sea; consult your astrolabe and see.

They bring God down even to having carnal knowledge of women,
to how many times and how many begettings. Paulina, wife of Sat-

uminus, a matron of great repute in Rome, thinking she was sleeping

with the god Serapis, found herself in the arms of a suitor of hers

through the pandering of the priests of his temple,

^Varro, the most subtle and the most learned Latin author, writes

in his books on theology that the sacristan of Hercules, casting lots for

himself with one hand and for Hercules with the other, bet him a

supper and a wench: if he won, at the expense of the offerings; if he

lost, at his own. He lost, paid for his supper and his girl. Her name
was Laurentina, and that night she saw this god in her arms, telHng

her into the bargain that the next day the first man she met would pay

her her wages in heavenly fashion. This was Taruntius, a rich young

man, who took her to his house, and in time made her his heiress. She

42 The above arguments are taken from Cicero, Of the Nature of the Gods.

*3 Allusion to the fable of the frog who wanted to be as big as the ox.
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in her turn, hoping to do something agreeable to this god, left the

Roman people as her heirs; wherefore they conferred divine honors

upon her.

As if it was not enough that Plato, on both sides, was originally

descended from the gods, and had Neptune as the common author of

his race, it was held for certain at Athens that Aristo, having wanted
to enjoy the beauteous Perictione, had not been able to, and was
warned in a dream by the god Apollo to leave her unpolluted and intact

until she gave birth. These were the father and mother of Plato.

How many such cuckoldries are there in the histories, procured by
the gods at the expense of the poor humans! And husbands unjustly

decried in favor of the children!

In the religion of Mohammed, according to popular behef, plenty

of Merlins are found: to wit, children without fathers, spiritual, di-

vinely born in the womb of virgins; and they bear a name which signi-

fies this in their language.

^It must be noted that to every creature there is nothing dearer

and more estimable than its own being: *^the lion, the eagle, the

dolphin, prize nothing above their own species; ^and each relates the

quaHties of all other things to its own qualities. Which indeed we can

extend or shorten, but that is all; for beyond this relation and this prin-

ciple our imagination cannot go; it can divine nothing different; and
it is impossible for it to go outside of this and pass beyond it. ^Whence
arise these ancient conclusions: Of all forms, the most beautiful is that

of man; so God is of that form. No man can be happy without virtue,

nor can virtue be without reason, and no reason can dwell elsewhere

than in the human form; therefore God is clothed in human form. There

is a conception, a prejudice in our minds such that when a man thinks

of God, a human form occurs to him [Cicero].

^Wherefore Xenophanes used to say wittily that if the animals make
gods for themselves, as it is likely they do, they certainly make them
like themselves, and glorify themselves as we do. For why shall a gos-

ling not say thus: "All the parts of the universe have me in view: the

earth sei-ves for me to walk on, the sun to give me light, the stars to

breathe their influences into me; I gain this advantage from the winds,

that from tlie waters; there is nothing that the heavenly vault regards

so favorably as me; I am the darling of nature. Is it not man that treats

me, houses me, serves me? It is for me that he sows and grinds. If he

eats me, so indeed does he eat his fellow man, and so do I eat the

worms that kill and eat him." A crane would say as much, and still

more magnificently, because of the freedom of its flight and the pos-

session of that beautiful and lofty region: ^such an alluring match-

maker and such a procuress to herself is nature! [Cicero.]

^Now then, by this same reasoning, for us are the destinies, for us

the world; it shines, it thunders for us; both the creator and the crea-

tures, all are for us. We are the end and the goal at which the uni-

versality of things aims. Look at the register that philosophy has kept.
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for two thousand years and more, of heavenly affairs. The gods have
acted, have spoken only for man; she attributes to them no other con-

sideration and no other function.

Here they are against us in war:

And the earth-born brood,

By the Herculean hand subdued.
Who yet imperiled the bright abode
Of ancient Saturn.

HORACE

Here they are partisans in our troubles, "^to repay us in kind for being

so many times partisans in theirs:

^The walls and the foundations Neptune shakes

With his vast trident, and the city entire

He overturns. Juno, with rage afire,

Seizes the Scaean gates.

VERGIL

^The Caunians, out of jealousy for the dominance of their own gods,

take arms on their backs on the day of their devotions, and go running

about all the neighborhood, smiting the air in all directions with their

swords, thus pursuing to the death and banishing from their territory

all foreign gods.

^The powers of the gods are detailed according to our need: one

cures horses, one men, ^one the plague, ^one the scurvy, one the cough,

*^one one sort of itch, one another: for a corrupt religion drags the gods

into the smallest matters [Livy]; ^one makes grapes grow, one garlic;

one has charge of lechery, one of business—^to each race of artisans its

god; ^one has his province and credit in the Orient, one in the Occident:

Here were her arms.

Here her chariot.

'viRGIL

^Sacred Apollo, lodged in the earth's fixed navel.

CICERO

The sons of Cecrops worship at Pallas' shrine;

To Minos' Crete Diana's most divine;

To Lemnos, Vulcan; Juno to a man
Of Sparta or Mycenae; pine-crowned Pan
To Maenalus; to Latium, Mars.

OVED

^One god has but one borough or one family in his possession; ^another

lives alone; another in company, either voluntary or imposed.

Great-grandsire's temples are by grandson's joined.

OVID

^There are some so puny and common (for their number amounts to

thirty-six thousand) that you have to accumulate fully five or six to
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produce an ear of wheat, and from that they take their various names.
^Three for a door, the one for the board, the one for the hinge, the one
for the threshold; four for a child, protectors of his swaddhng clothes,

his drinking, his eating, his nursing; some certain, some uncertain and
doubtful; some that do not yet enter paradise:

Since yet we do not deem them worthy of heaven,
At least we let them dwell in lands we've given.

OVID

There are some that are physicians, some poets, some politicians; some
midway between divine and human nature, mediators and go-betweens
between us and God, worshiped with a sort of secondary and diminu-
tive order of worship. Some are infinite in titles and oflBces; some are

good, some bad. ^There are some that are old and broken, and some
that are mortal; for Chrysippus thought that in the last conflagration of

the world all the gods were to perish except Jupiter.

'^Man fabricates a thousand ridiculous associations between God
and himself. Is he not his compatriot?

Crete, cradle of Jove,

ovm

Here is the excuse that is given us, upon consideration of this mat-
ter, by Scaevola, a great pontiflF, and Varro, a great theologian, in their

day: "That it is necessary for the people to be ignorant of many true

things and to believe many false ones." Since he seeks the truth whereby
he may be free, let us believe that it is expedient for him to be deceived
[Saint Augustine].

^Human eyes can perceive things only in the forms that they know.
<^And we do not remember what a fall the wretched Phaeton took for

having tried to manage the reins of his father's horses with a mortal

hand. Our mind falls to the same depth, is shattered and bruised in the

same way, through its temerity.

^If you ask philosophy of what material are the sky and the sun,

what will she reply to you except of iron, or ^with Anaxagoras ^of stone,

or such-and-such a material that we use? ^You ask Zeno what nature

is? "A fire," he says, "craftsmanlike, able to create, proceeding by
rule." ^Archimedes, master of that science which attributes to itself

precedence over all the others in truth and certainty, says: "The sun is

a god of flaming iron." Isn't that a fine bit of imagination, produced by
the beauty and inevitable necessity of geometrical demonstrations? Yet

not so inevitable ^and useful but that Socrates considered that it was
sufiBcient if a man knew enough geometry to be able to measure the

land he gave or received; and ^that Polyaenus, who had been a famous
and illustrious geometrician, took them in scorn as full of falsity and
obvious vanity, after he had tasted the sweet fruits of the enervating

gardens of Epicurus.

^Socrates, in Xenophon, concerning that statement of Anaxagoras,

who was esteemed by antiquity as wise above all others in things celes-
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tial and divine, says that his brain became troubled, as happens to all

men who probe too deeply into knowledge that does not belong to

them. As for his making the sun a glowing stone, he did not stop to

think that a stone does not shine in the fire, and, what is worse, that

it is consumed in it. As for his making the sun and fire one, he did not

stop to think that fire does not blacken those whom it looks on; that

we can look fixedly at fire; that fire kills plants and herbs. In Socrates'

opinion, and in mine too, the wisest way to judge heaven is not to judge

it at all.

Plato, having to discuss daemons in the Timaeus, says: "That is an

undertaking that is beyond our reach. We must believe those ancients

who have said they were begotten by them. It is contrary to reason to

refuse to have faith in the children of the gods, even though their state-

ment is not established by necessary or plausible reasons, since they

give us their word that they are speaking of domestic and family mat-

ters."

^Let us see if we have the least bit more clarity in our knowledge
of human and natural things.

Is it not a ridiculous undertaking, in those things which by our own
confession our knowledge cannot reach, to go and forge another body
for them and lend them a false shape of our invention; as is seen in the

movement of the planets, wherein, since our mind cannot reach it nor

imagine its natural course, we lend them, on our own part, material^

gross, physical springs:

Golden wheel rims, golden beam,
And radiating spokes that silver gleam.

OVID

You would tliink we had had coach makers, carpenters, and painters

that went up there and set up machines with various movements, ^and

arranged the wheelwork and interfacings of the heavenly bodies, in

motley colors, around the spindle of necessity, according to Plato:

^The world is the tremendous home of things.

Girt by five zones with lofty thunderings,

Traversed obliquely by a fringe bedight

With twice six constellations shining bright,

Accepting the two coursers of the moon.

VABRO

These are all dreams and fanatical follies. Why does it not please

nature some day to open her bosom to us and reveal to us properly the

means and conduct of her movements, and prepare our eyes for them?

O Lord, what abuses, what mistakes we should find in our poor science!

^I am mistaken if it grasps one single thing straight as it is; and I shall

depart hence more ignorant of everything else than of my own igno-

rance.

Have I not seen in Plato this divine remark, that nature is nothing

but an enigmatic poem?** As you might say a veiled and shadowy pic-

** Plato's meaning was rather that poetry is by nature enigmatic.
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ture, shining through here and there with an infinite variety of false

lights to exercise our conjecttures. All those things lie hidden and en-

veloped in such thick shadows that no human genius is keen enough

to be able to penetrate into heaven or descend into the earth [Cicero].

And indeed philosophy is but sophisticated poetry. Whence do

these ancient authors derive all their authority, but from the poets?

And the first ones were themselves poets, and treat of philosophy in

their st)4e. Plato is but a disconnected poet. Timon calls him, as an

insult, a great miracle maker.

^Just as women wear ivory teeth where their natiu-al ones are lack-

ing, and in place of their real complexion fabricate one of some foreign

matter; as they make themselves hips of cloth and felt, and flesh of

cotton, and in the sight and knowledge of everyone, embellish them-

selves with a false and borrowed beauty; so does science "^(and even

our law has, they say, legitimate fictions on which it founds the truth

of its justice). ^She gives us in payment and as presuppositions the

things that she herself teaches us are invented; for those epicycles, ec-

centrics, concentrics, which astrology calls to its aid to conduct the

movement of its stars, it gives us as the best it has succeeded in invent-

ing on that subject. As also, for that matter, philosophy offers us not

what is, or what it believes, but the most plausible and pleasant thing

it forges.

^Plato, on the subject of the state of our body and that of the beasts:

"We would state surely that what we have said is true if we had the

confirmation of an oracle on the matter; we will state siorely only that

this is the most probable thing we could say."

^It is not to heaven alone that she sends her ropes, her machines,

and her wheels. Let us consider a Httle what she says of ourselves and

our make-up. There is no more retrogradation, trepidation, acces-

sion, recession, reversal, in the stars and heavenly bodies, than they

have fabricated in this poor little human body. Truly they had good

reason therefore to call it the little world,*^ so many pieces and facets

have they used to plaster it and build it. To accommodate the im-

pulses they see in man, the diverse functions and faculties that we
sense in us, into how many parts have they divided our soul? How
many seats have they assigned to it? Into how many orders and stages

have they spHt this poor man, besides the natural and perceptible ones,

and into how many functions and occupations? They make him an

imaginary republic.

He is a subject that they hold and handle; they are allowed full

power to take him apart, rearrange him, reassemble him, and stuff

him, each according to his fancy; and yet they still do not have him.

Not only in reahty, but even in daydreams they cannot so regulate

him that there will not be some cadence or some sound that escapes

their architecture, prodigious as it is, and patched with a thousand

false and fantastic bits.

^And it is not right to excuse them. For with painters, when they

*5 Microcosm.
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paint the sky, the earth, the seas, the mountains, the remote islands,

we condone it if they represent to us only some slight indication of

them; and, as with things unknown, we content ourselves with any

sort of approximation and fiction. But when they draw from nature

for us in a subject that is familiar and known to us, we demand of

them a perfect and exact representation of the lineaments and colors,

and we despise them if they fail.

^I feel grateful to the Milesian wench who, seeing the philosopher

Thales continually spending his time in contemplation of the heavenly

vault and always keeping his eyes raised upward, put something in

his way to make him stumble, to warn him that it would be time to

amuse his thoughts with things in the clouds when he had seen to

those at his feet. Indeed she gave him good counsel, to look rather

to himself than to the sky. ^Por as Democritus says by the mouth of

Cicero,

No one looks underfoot, but at the stars.

^But our condition makes the knowledge of what we have in our

hands as remote from us and as far above the clouds as that of the

stars. ^As Socrates says in Plato, whoever meddles with philosophy

may have the same reproach made to him as that woman makes to

Thales, that he sees nothing of what is in front of him. For every

philosopher is ignorant of what his neighbor is doing, yes, and of

what he himself is doing, and does not know what they both are,

whether beasts or men.

^These people, who think Sebond's reasons too weak, who are ig-

norant of nothing, who govern the world, who know everything—

What causes rule the sea, and what the year;

Whether the stars are governed in their flight;

What makes the moon grow dark or spread her light;

What this concordant strife wills and can do;

HORACE

—have they not sometimes sounded, amid their books, the difficulties

that present themselves in knowing their own being? We see indeed

that the finger moves, and that the foot moves; that some parts stir

of themselves without our leave, and that others we move by our com-

mand; that a certain apprehension engenders a blush, a certain other,

pallor. One imagination acts only on the spleen, another on the brain;

one makes us laugh, another weep. Another paralyzes and stuns all

our senses, and arrests the movement of our limbs. '^At one object

the stomach rises; at another, a certain part lower down.

^But how a spiritual impression can cut such a swath in a massive

and solid object, and the nature of the relation and connection be-

tween these wonderful springs of action, no man has ever known.

^All those things are indeterminable by reason and concealed in the

majesty of nature, says Pliny; and Saint Augustine: The way in which

souls cling to bodies is completely wonderful, and cannot he under-
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stood by man; and this is man himself. ^And yet we never doubt this,

for men's opinions are accepted in the train of ancient beUefs, by

authority and on credit, as if they were rehgion and law. They ac-

cept as by rote what is commonly held about it. They accept this

truth, witli all its structure and apparatus of arguments and proofs,

as a firm and soHd body, no longer shakable, no longer to be judged.

On the contrary everyone competes in plastering up and confirming

this accepted belief, with all the power of their reason, which is a

supple tool, pliable, and adaptable to any form. Thus the world is

filled and soaked with twaddle and lies.

The reason why we doubt hardly anything is that we never test

our common impressions. We do not probe the base, where the fault

and weakness lies; we dispute only about the branches. We do not

ask whether this is true, but whether it has been understood this way
or that. We do not ask whether Galen said anything worth saying,

but whether he said thus or otherwise. Indeed it was very right that

that bridle and constraint on the liberty of our judgments, and that

tyranny over our beliefs, extended even to the schools and the arts.

The god of scholastic knowledge is Aristotle; it is a religious matter

to discuss any of his ordinances, as witli those of Lycurgus at Sparta.

His doctrine serves us as magisterial law, when it is peradventure

as false as another. I do not know why I would not as readily accept

either the Ideas of Plato, or the Atoms of Epicurus, or the Fullness and

Void of Leucippus and Democritus, or the Water of Thales, or the

Infinity of Nature of Anaximander, or the Air of Diogenes, or the

Numbers and Symmetry of Pythagoras, or the Infinite of Parmenides,

or the One of Musaeus, or the Water and Fire of Apollodorus, or the

Similar Parts of Anaxagoras, or the Discord and Friendship of Emped-
ocles, or the Fire of Heraclitus, or any other opinion out of that in-

finite confusion of theories and views which this fine human reason

produces by its certainty and clear-sightedness in everything it med-
dles v^dth—as I should Aristotle's opinion on this subject of the prin-

ciples of natural things: which principles he constructs of three parts,

matter, form, and privation. And what could be more inane than to

make emptiness itself the cause of the production of things? Privation

is a negative; by what notion can he have made it the cause and origin

of the things that are? This, however, no one would dare to shake,

except as an exercise in logic. Nothing in it is discussed to be placed

in doubt, but only to defend the author of the school from foreign

objections; his authority is the end beyond which it is not permitted

to inquire.

It is very easy, upon accepted foundations, to build what you please;

for according to the law and ordering of this beginning, the rest of

the parts of the building are easily done, wdthout contradictions. By
this path we find our reason well founded, and we argue with great

ease. For our masters occupy and win beforehand as much room in

our belief as they need in order to conclude afterward whatever they

wish, in the manner of the geometricians with their axioms; the con-
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sent and approval that we lend them giving them the wherewithal to

drag us left or right, and to spin us around at their will. Whoever
is believed in his presuppositions, he is our master and our God; he

will plant his foundations so broad and easy that by them he will be

able to raise us, if he wants, up to the clouds.

In this trade and business of knowledge, we have taken for ready

money the statement of Pythagoras, that each expert is to be be-

lieved in his craft. The logician refers to the grammarian for the mean-

ing of words; the rhetorician borrows from the logician the subjects

of his arguments; the poet from the musician his measures; the geom-

etrician from the arithmetician his proportions; the metaphysicians

take as their foundation the conjectures of physics. For each science

has its presupposed principles, by which human judgment is bridled

on all sides. If you happen to crash this barrier in which lies the

principal error, immediately they have this maxim in their mouth,

that there is no arguing against people who deny first principles.

Now there cannot be first principles for men, unless the Divinity

has revealed them; all the rest—beginning, middle, and end—is noth-

ing but dreams and smoke. To those who fight by presupposition,

we must presuppose the opposite of the same axiom we are disputing

about. For evefy human presupposition and every enunciation has as

much authority as another, unless reason shows the difference between

them. Thus they must all be put in the scales, and first of all the general

ones, and those which tyrannize over us. ^The impression of certainty

is a certain token of folly and extreme uncertainty; and there are no

people more foolish, or less philosophical, than the "philodoxes"*® of

Plato.

^We must know whether fire is hot, whether snow is white, whether

there is anything hard or soft within our knowledge. And as for those

answers about which ancient stories are made, as when the man who
doubted heat was told to throw himself into the fire, and when the one

who denied the cold of ice was told to put some into his bosom: they

are most unworthy of the philosophical profession. If they had left

us in our natural state, receiving external impressions as they present

themselves to us through our senses, and had let us follow our simple

appetites, regulated by the condition of our birth, they would be right

to speak thus. But it is from them that we have learned to make our-

selves judges of the world; it is from them that we get this fancy, that

human reason is controller-general of all that is outside and inside

the heavenly vault, embracing everything, capable of everything, by

means of which everything is known and understood.

This answer would be good among the cannibals, who enjoy the

happiness of a long, tranquil, and peaceable life without the precepts

of Aristotle and without acquaintance with the name of physics. This

answer might perhaps be better and stronger than all those that they

46 Plato gives this name to people who fill their minds with opinions of whose

grounds they are ignorant.
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will borrow from their reason and their invention. Not only we our-

selves, but all the animals, and everything over which the domina-

tion of natural law is still pure and simple, would be capable of using

this answer; but they have renounced it.

They must not tell me: "It is true, for you see it and feel it so."

They must tell me whether what I think I feel, I therefore actually do

feel; and if I feel it, let them next tell me why I feel it, and how, and
what I feel. Let them tell me the name, the origin, the ins and outs of

heat and cold, the qualities of him who acts and of him who suffers;

or let them abandon their profession, which is to accept or approve

nothing except by the way of reason. That is their touchstone for

every kind of experiment; but indeed it is a touchstone full of falsity,

error, weakness, and impotence.

How do we want to test reason better than by herself? If we are

not to believe her speaking of herself, she will hardly be fit to judge

of ahen things; if she knows anything, at least it will be her being and
her domicile. She is in the soul, and a part or effect of it. For true and
essential reason, whose name we steal on false pretenses, dwells in

the bosom of God; there is her lair and her retreat, it is from there

that she issues when God is pleased to let us see some ray of her, as

Pallas sallied from the head of her father to communicate herself to

the world.

Now let us see what human reason has taught us of herself and
the soul. ^Not of the soul in general, in which nearly all philosophy

makes the heavenly bodies and the prime bodies participants; nor

of the soul that Thales attributed even to the things that are thought

inanimate, led on by consideration of the magnet; but of the soul that

belongs to us, and which we should know better:

^For the soul's nature is unknown on earth.

Whether 'tis born, or enters in at birth.

Whether, by death destroyed, with us it dies.

Or 'mid vast caves and shades of Orcus flies.

Or, by divine decree, slips into beasts.

LUCRETros

^Reason taught Crates and Dicaearchus that there was no soul at

all, but that the body stirred thus by a natural movement; Plato, that

it was a substance moving by itself; Thales, a nature without rest;

Asclepiades, an exercising of the senses; Hesiod and Anaximander, a

thing composed of earth and water; Parmenides, of earth and fire;

Empedocles, of blood:

He vomits up his soul of blood;

VmGEL

Posidonius, Cleanthes, and Galen, a warmth or warm disposition:

They have a fiery vigor and a heavenly source;

VERGIL
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Hippocrates, a spirit spread throughout the body; Varro, an air re-

ceived by the mouth, warmed in the lungs, moistened in the heart,

and spread throughout the body; Zeno, the quintessence of the four

elements; Heraclides Ponticus, the light; Xenocrates and the Egyp-

tians, a mobile number; the Chaldeans, a power without determined

form:

^A certain vital habit of the body
Which the Greeks call a harmony.

LUCRETIUS

^Let us not forget Aristotle: what naturally makes the body move is

something which he calls entelechy—by as frigid an invention as any

other, for he speaks of neither the essence, nor the origin, nor the

nature of the soul, but merely notes its effect. Lactantius, Seneca, and

the better part of the dogmatists have confessed that it was a thing

they did not understand.

cAnd after all this enumeration of opinions—O/ these opinions let

some god decide which is true, says Cicero—^"I know by myself," says

Saint Bernard, "how incomprehensible God is, since I cannot under-

stand the parts of my own being." <^Heraclitus, who held that every-

thing was full of souls and daemons, maintained nevertheless that one

could not advance so far toward the understanding of the soul as to

attain it, so profound was its essence.

^There is no less dissension and dispute about locating it. Hippoc-

rates and Hierophilus place it in the ventricle of the brain; Democ-

ritus and Aristotle, throughout the body;

'^As in the body health is said to dwell.

Though not a part of man, however well;

LUCRETIUS

^Epicurus, in the stomach:

^For here terror and fear abound; near here

Joys give us cheer.

LUCRETIUS

AThe Stoics, around and within the heart; Erasistratus, adjoining the

membrane of the epicranium; Empedocles, in the blood; as also Moses,

which was the reason he forbade eating the blood of animals, to which

their soul is joined; Galen thought that each part of the body has its

soul; Strato located it between the two eyebrows.

^What the form of the soul may he, or where it may dwell, must

not even he inquired into, says Cicero. I gladly leave this man his

own words. Should I go changing the speech of eloquence? Be-

sides, there is little profit in steafing the substance of his ideas: they

are none too frequent, none too stout, and none too unknown.

^But the reason Chrysippus argues that it is around the heart, like

the others of his sect, is not to be forgotten: "It is," he says, "because

when we wish to assure someone of something, we put our hand on

our stomach; and when we wish to pronounce eyto, which means I, we
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drop the lower jaw toward the stomach." This bit should not be
passed by without noting the inanity of so great a person. For besides

the fact that these considerations are infinitely light in themselves,

the latter one proves only to the Greeks that they have their soul in

that place. There is no human judgment so alert but that sometimes
it slumbers.

•^What are we afraid to say? Look at the Stoics, the fathers of human
wisdom, who find that the soul of a man crushed under a ruin strug-

gles and strains a long time to free itself, unable to get free of its

burden, like a mouse caught in a trap.

Some hold that the world was made to give a body, as a punish-

ment, to spirits fallen, by their own fault, from the purity in which
they had been created, the first creation having been only incorporeal;

and that according as they have come away more or less from their

spirituality, they are more or less lightly or heavily incorporated.

Thence comes the variety of so much created matter. But the spirit

which, for its punishment, was invested with the body of the sun, must
have had a most rare and particular measure of change.

The extremes of our investigations always fall finally into dazzle-

ment; as Plutarch says of the beginning of histories, that as in maps,
the farthest limits of known lands are occupied by swamps, deep
forests, deserts, and uninhabitable places. That is why the grossest

and most childish daydreams are most often found in those who treat

higher things and treat them more deeply, becoming engulfed by their

curiosity and presumption. The end and the beginning of knowledge
are equal in stupidity.

See Plato soaring upward into his poetical clouds, see in his work
the jargon of the gods. But what was he dreaming of when ^he de-

fined man as a two-legged animal without feathers, furnishing those

who wanted to laugh at him with a comical opportunity? For having
plucked a live capon, they went around calling it "Plato's man."

And what of the Epicureans? By what simplicity did they first go
and imagine that their atoms, which they said were bodies having
some weight and a natural movement downward, had built the world;
until it was called to their attention by their adversaries that accord-
ing to this description it was not possible for them to join and hold
together, their fall being thus straight and perpendicular and produc-
ing parallel lines everywhere? Wherefore they were forced to add
later a sideways, fortuitous movement, and also to furnish their atoms
with curved and hooked tails, to make them capable of attaching

themselves together and intertwining.

^And even then, do not those who pursue them with this other

consideration put them in trouble? If the atoms have, by chance,
formed so many sorts of figures, why have they never happened to

meet to make a house, or a shoe? Why do we not believe likewise

that an infinite number of Greek letters scattered about the place

would be capable of forming the web of the Iliad?

What is capable of reason, says Zeno, is better than what is not
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capable of it; there is nothing better than the world; therefore it is

capable of reason. Cotta, by this same argument, makes the world a

mathematician; and makes it a musician and organist by this other

argument, also of Zeno: The whole is greater than the part; we are

capable of wisdom, and parts of the world: therefore it is wise.

•^We see innumerable similar examples of arguments not only

false, but inept and inconsistent—arguments that accuse their authors

not so much of ignorance as of witlessness—in the reproaches that the

philosophers make to one another regarding the dissensions of their

opinions and their schools. ^Anyone who shrewdly gleaned an ac-

cumulation of the asininities of human wisdom would have wonders
to tell.

I collect them with enjoyment as a display no less useful to con-

sider, from a certain point of view, than sane and moderate opinions.

^Let us judge from this what we are to think of man, his sense and
his reason, since in these great men, who carried human capacity

so high, are found such gross and apparent weak spots.

For myself, I prefer to believe that they treated knowledge casu-

ally, like a toy to play around with, and amused themselves with

reason as with a vain and frivolous instrument, putting forward all

sorts of notions and fancies, sometimes more studied, sometimes more
loose. This same Plato who defines man as he would a chicken, says

elsewhere, after Socrates, that in truth he does not know what man
is, and that he is one part of the world as difficult as any to know.

By this variety and instability of opinions they lead us as by the

hand, tacitly, to this conclusion of their inconclusiveness. By profession

they do not always present their opinion openly and apparently; they

have hidden it now in the fabulous shades of poetry, now under some
other mask. For our imperfection also provides this, that raw meat is

not always fit for our stomach; it must be dried, altered, and corrupted.

They do the same: they sometimes obscure their natural opinions and
judgments and falsify them to accommodate themselves to public

usage. They do not want openly to profess ignorance and the imbecility

of human reason, ^so as not to frighten the children; '^but they reveal it

to us clearly enough under the guise of a muddled and inconsistent

knowledge.

^In Italy I advised a man who was at pains to speak Itahan, that

provided he sought only to make himself understood, without wishing

to excel at it otherwise, he should simply use the first words that came
to his mouth, Latin, French, Spanish, or Gascon; and that by adding

the Italian ending, he would never fail to hit some dialect of the coun-

try, either Tuscan, or Roman, or Venetian, or Piedmontese, or Nea-

politan, and to meet some one out of so many forms.

I say the same thing about philosophy; it has so many faces and so

much variety, and has said so much, that all our dreams or reveries

are found in it. Human fancy cannot conceive anything good or evil

that is not in it. ^Nothing so absurd can be said that it has not been

said by some philosopher [Cicero]. ^And I let fly my caprices all
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the more freely in public, inasmuch as, although they are born with
me and without a model, I know that they will find their relation to

some ancient notion; and someone will not fail to say: "That is where
he got it."

^My behavior is natural; I have not called in the help of any teach-

ing to build it. But feeble as it is, when the desire to tell it seized

me, and when, to make it appear in pubhc a little more decently, I

set myself to support it with reasons and examples, it was a marvel to

myself to find it, simply by chance, in conformity with so many philo-

sophical examples and reasons. What rule my life belonged to, J did
not learn until after it was completed and spent. A new figure: an
impremeditated and accidental philosopher!

•*To retLim to our soul.^^ When Plato located reason in the brain,

anger in the heart, and cupidity in the liver, it is probable that it was
rather an interpretation of the movements of the soul that he wanted
to make than a division and separation of it, as of a body into many
members. And the most plausible of their opinions is that it is always
a soul which, by its faculty, reasons, remembers, understands, judges,

desires, and exercises all its other operations, by various instruments

of the body: as the pilot steers his ship according to his experience

of it, now tightening or slackening a rope, now hoisting the lateen

yard or plying the oar; by one single power carrying out various ac-

tions. And that it is located in the brain, which is apparent from the

fact that the wounds and accidents that affect this part immediately
harm the faculties of the soul; from there it is not strange that it

spreads through the rest of the body—

^From heaven's highroad Phoebus never strays.

But hghts up all things with his golden rays;

CLAUDIAN

—'^as the sun spreads from heaven outward its hght and its powers, and
fills the world with them:

^The soul's remainder, through the body spread.

Obeys the mind, and by the mind is led.

LUCRETIUS

^Some have said that there was one general soul, like a great body,
from which all the individual souls were extracted and to which they
returned, always mingling again with this universal matter:

For God, they say, in all is found:
The land, the ocean vast, the sky profound;
From him the flocks, the herds, wild beasts, and man.
Each draw at birth their life's short tenuous span;
To him all things return again, undone;
Death there is none.

VIRGIL

*^ The editions published in Montaigne's lifetime add here: "(for I have chosen
this single example as the most convenient to prove our weakness and vanity)."
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Others, that they only rejoined it and reattached themselves to it;

others, that they were produced from the divine substance; others, by
angels, from fire and air. Some, that they exist from all antiquity;

some, at the very time of need. Some make them descend from the

moon's orbit and return to it. Most of the ancients, that they are

engendered from father to son, in a similar manner of production

to that of all other natural things; arguing this from the resemblance

of children to fathers:

Your father's virtue into you instilled;

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

The brave are of the brave and worthy born;

HORACE

and from the fact that from fathers to children are seen to flow not

only bodily marks, but also a resemblance in humors, in disposition, and
in inclinations of the soul:

Why, lastly, is the lions' race imbued
With raging anger; why are foxes shrewd;
Why do the deer inherit fear and speed;

Unless some power of mind, sprung of its seed.

Grows with tiie body at an equal pace?

LUCRETIUS

that thereupon is founded divine justice, punishing in the children

the fault of the fathers; inasmuch as the contagion of the paternal

vices is to some extent imprinted on the soul of the children, and
the unruliness of the fathers' will affects them.

Moreover, that if souls came from anything but a natural succes-

sion, and had been something else outside of the body, they would
have a memory of their first existence, considering the natural facul-

ties that are proper to them, of reflecting, reasoning, and remembering:

^If then it shps into the body at its birth.

Why do we not recall our bygone life on earth,

And keep at least some traces of the things we did?

LUCRETIUS

'^For to value the condition of our souls as highly as we want to, we
must presuppose them to be wholly knowing when they are in their

natural simplicity and purity. Thus they would have been such, be-

ing free from the corporeal prison, as much before entering it as we
hope they will be after they have gone out of it. And this knowledge
they would have to remember still while in the body, as Plato said

that what we learned was only a recollection of what we had known;
a thing which each man by experience can maintain to be false. In

the first place, because we recollect only precisely what we are taught,

and if memory were doing its job purely, it would at least suggest to

us some point beyond what we have learned. Second, what it knew
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when it was in its purity was a real knowledge, by its divine intelli-

gence understanding things as they are, whereas here it is made to

receive falsehood and vice, if it is instructed about them. In this it

cannot use its power of reminiscence, this idea and conception never

having lodged in it.

To say that the corporeal prison stifles its natural faculties in such

a way that they are wholly extinguished, is in the first place contrary

to this other belief, that recognizes its powers to be so great, and the

workings of it that men feel in this life so admirable, as to have con-

cluded its divinity and eternity in the past, and immortality to come:

^For if the power of mind has been so changed
That all remembrance of the past has fled,

That is not far, methinks, from being dead.

LUCRETIUS

'^Furthermore, it is here in us, and not elsewhere, that the powers

and actions of the soul should be considered. All the rest of its per-

fections are vain and useless to it; it is for its present state that all its

immortal life is to be paid and rewarded, and for man's life that it is

solely accountable. It would be an injustice to have cut short its re-

sources and powers; to have disarmed it, and to pass judgment and a

sentence of infinite and perpetual diuration upon it, for the time of its

captivity and imprisonment, its weakness and illness, the time when it

was forced and constrained; and to stop at the consideration of so

short a time, perhaps one or two hours, or at worst a century, which
is no more in proportion to infinity than an instant; in order, from tliis

moment of interval, to decide and dispose definitively of its whole ex-

istence. It would be an inequitable disproportion to receive eternal

compensation in consequence of so short a life.

cpiato, to escape this diflBculty, wants future payments Hmited to

the duration of a hundred years, corresponding to the duration of

human life; and plenty of our contemporaries have given them tempo-

ral limits.

^Thus they judged that the generation of the soul followed the

common condition of human things, as also its life, in the opinion of

Epicurus and Democritus, which has been the most widely accepted,

according to this fine evidence: that they saw that it was bom at the

moment the body was capable of receiving it; that its powers were

seen to grow with those of the body; that they could recognize the

weakness of its infancy, and, with time, its vigor and maturity, then

its dechne and old age, and finally its decrepitude:

We feel the soul is with the body bom,
Grows up with it, and with it waxes old.

LUCRETIUS

They perceived it to be capable of diverse passions and agitated by
many painful emotions, through which it fell into lassitude and pain;

capable of alteration and change, of bhtheness, drowsiness, and Ian-
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guor; subject to its own sicknesses and to wounds, like the stomach
or the foot:

^Like the body, so the mind
Is healed and cured by medicine, we find;

LUCRETIUS

^dazed and muddled by the power of wine; displaced from its seat

by the vapors of a hot fever; put to sleep by the application of certain

medicaments, and aroused by others:

^That mind must be corporeal is quite plain.

Since darts and thrusts corporeal give it pain.

LUCRETIUS

^They saw all its faculties stunned and overthrown by the mere bite

of a sick dog, and that it had no such great stability of reason, no ca-

pacity, no virtue, no philosophical resolution, no tension of its powers,

that could exempt it from subjection to these accidents. The saliva

of a wretched mastijff, spilled on Socrates' hand, could shake all his

wisdom and all his great and well-regulated ideas, and annihilate them
in such a way that no trace would remain of his former knowledge:

^The power of the soul

Is troubled and, asunder cleft.

Is all dispelled, by that same poison reft.

LUCRETIUS

Mnd this venom would find no more resistance in this soul than in

that of a child of four; a venom capable of making all philosophy, if

it were incarnate, raving mad. So that Cato, who twisted the neck of

death itself and of fortune, could not have endured the sight of a

mirror or of water, would have been crushed with terror and fright,

if he had come down, by the contagion of a mad dog, with the disease

that the doctors call hydrophobia:

^The power of the disease, spread through the limbs.

Troubles the soul, as on the salty ocean
Waves foam and boil beneath the winds' commotion.

LUCRETIUS

^Now as for this point, philosophy has armed man well for suffer-

ing all other accidents, either with patience, or, if it costs too much to

find, with an infallible riddance, that of escaping sensation completely.

But these are means which are useful for a soul that is its own master

and in its power, capable of reason and deliberation; not for that mis-

fortune where, in a philosopher, a soul becomes the soul of a madman,
troubled, overturned, and lost; which many occasions bring about,

such as too vehement an agitation, which, by some strong passion, the

soul can engender in itself, or a wound in a certain part of the person,

or an exhalation from the stomach, casting us into bewilderment and
dizziness:
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^Oft when the body ails, the mind wiU stray,

Raving and ranting in a senseless way;
Sometimes a lethargy will bear it deep,
Eyes closed, head nodding, into endless sleep,

LUCRETIUS

^The philosophers, it seems to me, have hardly touched this chord.

^No more than another of Hke importance. They always have this

dilemma in their mouths to console us for our mortal condition: "The
soul is either mortal or immortal. If mortal, it will be without pain;

if immortal, it will go on improving." They never touch the other
branch: "What if it goes on getting worse?" And they leave to the
poets the threats of future punishments. But by this they give them-
selves a good hand to play. These are two omissions which often strike

me in their arguments. I return to the first.*®

^This soul loses the taste for the sovereign good of the Stoics, so

constant and so firm. Our fine wisdom at this point must surrender
and give up its arms. Moreover, through the vanity of human reason,

they also considered that the mixture and association of two parts so

different as the mortal and the immortal was unimaginable:

For surely it is utter madness to combine
A mortal thing with an eternal, and opine
That both can feel and act as one. What more detached
Can we imagine, more repugnant, more ill-matched.

Than an immortal and a mortal thing, together,

Trying to stay united through the fiercest weather?

LUCRETIUS

Furthermore they felt that the soul was involved in death, like the
body:

^It also sinks, weary with age;

LUCRETIUS

^which, according to Zeno, the hkeness of sleep shows us clearly

enough; for he believes this is a fainting, and a fall of the soul as well
as of the body: He thinks that the soul is dragged down, and slips, as it

were, and falls [Cicero]. ^And the fact that in some its strength and
vigor were seen to be maintained to the end of life, they attributed
to the diversity of diseases; since men in this extremity are seen, one
to retain one sense, one another, one his hearing, one his sense of smell,

without alteration; and no such universal enfeeblement is seen but
that some parts remain entire and vigorous:

^Just as a sick man's foot may well be racked
With pain, while still his head remains intact.

LUCRETIUS

The vision of our judgment is related to the truth as is the eye of

*^ The vulnerability of even the strongest soul.
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the owl to the splendor of the sun, as Aristotle says. How could we
convict it better than for such gross blindness in such a shining light?

^For the contrary belief, of the immortality of the soul, "^which

Cicero says was first introduced, at least according to the testimony

of books, by Pherecydes of Syros, in the time of King Tullus (others

attribute the invention to Thales, others to others), ^is the part of

human knowledge treated with most reservation and doubt. The
firmest dogmatists are constrained, principally on this point, to flee

back to shelter in the shades of the Academy. No one knows what
Aristotle has decided on this matter; ^any more than all the ancients

in general, who handle it with a wavering belief: a most gratifying

thing, which they promise rather than prove [Seneca]. ^He hid be-

neath a cloud of difficult and unintelligible words and meanings, and
left his adherents as much room for debate about his judgment as

about the matter itself.

Two things made this opinion plausible to them: one, that without

the immortality of the soul there would be no more basis for the vain

hopes of glory, which is a consideration with marvelous credit in the

world; the other, that, ^as Plato says, ^it is a very useful impression

that vices, even if they escape the dim and uncertain sight of human
justice, will always remain a target for divine justice, which will pur-

sue them even after the death of the guilty.

^Man is possessed by an extreme concern with prolonging his ex-

istence; he has provided for it with all his faculties. For the preser-

vation of the body there are sepulchers; for the preservation of the

name, glory. Impatient with his fortune, he has used all his wits to

rebuild himself and prop himself up with his inventions. The soul,

through its confusion and weakness being unable to stand on its own
feet, goes looking everywhere for consolations, hopes, and founda-

tions in external circumstances where it clings and takes root; and,

flimsy and fantastic as its imagination may create them, it rests more
assured in them than in itself, and more gladly.

^But those most obstinate in this most just and clear persuasion of

the immortality of our spirit, it is a marvel how they have fallen short

and found themselves powerless to prove it by their human powers:

^They are dreams, not of a teacher, but of a wisher, an ancient used

to say.*^ ^Man may recognize by this token that he owes to fortune and
chance the truth that he discovers by himself; since even when it has

fallen into his hand, he has not the ability to grasp it and keep it,

and his reason has not the power to take advantage of it. All things

produced by our own reason and ability, the true as well as the false,

are subject to uncertainty and debate. It was for the chastisement

of our pride and the instruction of our wretchedness and incapacity

that God produced the disorder and confusion of the ancient tower

of Babel.

<9 Cicero.
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All that we undertake without his assistance, all that we see with-

out the lamp of his grace, is only vanity and folly. The very essence

of truth, which is uniform and constant, we corrupt and adulterate by
oiu: weakness when fortune gives us possession of it. Whatever course
man takes by himself, God allows him always to arrive at that same
confusion, the picture of which he shows us so vividly by the just

chastisement with which he beat down the arrogance of Nimrod and
annihilated his vain enterprise in building his pyramid; ^I will de-

stroy the wisdom of the wise, and will bring to nothing the under-
standing of the prudent [I Corinthians].

^The diversity of idioms and languages with which he troubled
that work, what else is it but that infinite and perpetual altercation

and discordance of opinions and reasons, which accompanies and em-
broils the vain construction of human knowledge? ^And embroils it

usefully. What would hold us in, if we had one grain of knowledge?
This saint gave me great pleasure: This very concealment of what

is useful is either an exercise in humility or an attrition of pride [Saint

Augustine]. To what point of presumption and insolence do we not
carry our blindness and our stupidity?

^But to resume my subject, it was really quite right that we should

be beholden to God alone, and to the benefit of his grace, for the

truth of so noble a beHef, since from his Hberality alone we receive

the fruit of immortality, which consists in the enjoyment of eternal

beatitude.

*^Let us confess frankly that God alone has told us so, and faith;

for a lesson of nature and of our reason it is not. And whoever will

test his nature and his powers again and again, both inside and out,

without this divine privilege; whoever will see man without flattering

him, will see in him neither eflScacy nor any faculty that savors of

anything but death and earth. The more we give, and owe, and render
to God, the more like Christians we act.

What this Stoic philosopher says he holds from the accidental con-
sensus of the voice of the people, would it not have been better if

he had held it from God? When we discuss the eternity of souls, the
agreement of men who either fear or honor the infernal powers is

of no small moment to us. I adopt this public belief [Seneca].

^Now the weakness of human arguments on this subject is par-

ticularly recognizable by the fabulous circumstances that they have
added, consequent to this opinion, in order to discover what was the
nature of our immortality. ^Let us leave aside the Stoics—they be-

stow on us a long life, as to the crows: our souls will last for a long
time, they say; forever, they deny [Cicero]—who give souls a life be-
yond this one, but finite. -^The most universal and accepted opinion,

which remains to our day in various places, was the one of which they
make Pythagoras the author; not that he was its first inventor, but be-
cause it received much weight and credit through the authority of

his approbation. It is that our souls, on leaving us, did nothing but
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roll from one body to another, from a lion to a horse, from a horse to a

king, thus strolling unceasingly from house to house. ^And he himself

said that he remembered having been Aethalides, then Euphorbus, after

that Hermotimus, finally having passed from Pyrrhus into Pythagoras;

having a memory of himself for two hundred and six years.

Some added that these souls at times mount up to heaven again,

and then come down again:

O father, must we think some souls rise hence
To heaven, then return to bodies dense?

Poor souls, whence comes this baneful lust for light?

VIRGIL

Origen makes them come and go eternally between the good and the

bad state. The opinion that Varro reports is that in a cycle of four

hundred and forty years they rejoin their first body; Chrysippus, that

this must happen after a certain unlimited space of time. Plato, who
says that he holds from Pindar and ancient poetry this belief in the

infinite vicissitudes of change in which the soul is prepared—its pun-

ishments and its rewards in the other world being only temporary,

as its life in this one is only temporary -concludes that it has a singular

knowledge of the affairs of heaven, of hell, and of this world where

it has passed to and fro and sojourned on many trips: matter for its

recollection.

Here is its progress elsewhere: "He who has lived well rejoins the

star to which he is assigned; he who has lived badly changes into a

woman, and if even then he does not refonn, he changes back into

an animal of a kind suitable to his vicious ways, and he will see no

end to his punishments until he has returned to his natural consti-

tution, having rid himself by the power of reason of the gross, stupid,

and elemental qualities that were in him."^°

^But I do not want to forget the objection that the Epicureans

make to this transmigration from one body to another. It is amusing.

Thev ask what order there would be if the throng of the dying came
to be greater than that of those being born; for the souls dislodged

from their abode would be trampling each other to get the first places

in this new receptacle. And they also ask how they would spend their

time while they were waiting for a lodging to be made ready for

them. Or, on the other hand, if more animals were born than died,

they say that the bodies would be in a bad way, awaiting the infusion

of their soul; and it would come about that some of these would die

before they had been alive:

Lastly, it seems absurd that souls should stand

Beside the marriage bed, ready at hand.

And at the birth of beasts; that without end
For mortal husks immortals should contend.

As in a race, to beat the others in.

LUCRETIUS

50 From Plato's Timaeus.
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Others have kept the soul in the body of the deceased, therewith

to animate the serpents, worms, and other beasts that are said to be
engendered of the corruption of our members, and even of our ashes.

Others divide it into one mortal part and another immortal part.

Others make it corporeal, and none the less immortal. Some make it

immortal, without knowledge and without understanding.

There are also some who have thought that of the souls of the

damned, devils are made—"^and some of our rehgion have concluded
thus—^even as Plutarch thinks that gods are made of those that are

saved; for there are few things that that author asserts in such de-

cisive words as he does this, maintaining everywhere else a doubting
and ambiguous manner. "We must think," he says, "and firmly be-

lieve that the souls of men who are virtuous according to nature and
divine justice change from men to saints, and from saints to demi-
gods; and from demigods, after they are perfectly cleansed and puri-

fied, as in the sacrifices of purgation, being delivered from all capac-

ity for suffering and from all mortality, they become, not by any
civil ordinance, but in truth and in accordance with credible reason,

entire and perfect gods, thereby receiving a very happy and very
glorious end."

But if anyone wants to see him, who is nevertheless one of the
most restrained and moderate of the lot, skirmishing with greater

hardihood and telling us his miracles on the subject, I refer him to

his discourses "On the Moon" and "On the Daemon of Socrates," where
it can be verified as clearly as anywhere else that the mysteries of phi-

losophy have many strange things in common with those of poetry;

the human understanding losing its way in trying to sound and ex-

amine all things to the utmost, just as we, tired and worn out by the

long course of our life, fall back into childishness.

There are the fine and certain teachings that we derive from human
knowledge on the subject of our soul.

There is no less rashness in what it teaches us about our bodily
parts. Let us choose one or two examples, for otherwise we should
lose ourselves in that vast and troubled sea of medical errors.

Let us learn whether they agree at least on this, from what matter
men produce one another. ^For as for their original production, it is

no wonder if in a thing so lofty and ancient, the human understanding
is troubled and dissipated. Archelaus the natural philosopher, of whom,
according to Aristoxenus, Socrates was the disciple and darling, said

that both men and animals were made from a milky slime squeezed
out by the heat of the earth.

^Pythagoras says that our seed is the foam of our best blood.
Plato, the flow from the marrow of the backbone, which he argues
from the fact that this spot first feels the fatigue of the business.

Alcmaeon, a part of the substance of the brain; and a sign that this

is so, he says, is that the eyes grow dim in those who work immoder-
ately at this exercise. Democritus, a substance extracted from the
whole mass of the body; Epicurus, extracted from the soul and the
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body. Aristotle, an excrement derived from the nomishment of the

blood, the last that spreads through our members. Others, blood

cooked and digested by the heat of the genitals, which they judge

from the fact that in extreme eflForts men give out drops of pure

blood; wherein there seems to be more probability, if any probability

can be derived from such infinite confusion.

Now, to get results from this seed, how many contradictory opin-

ions do they form! Aristotle and Democritus maintain that women
have no sperm, and that it is only a sweat that they discharge in the

heat of the pleasure and the movement, which contributes nothing

toward generation; Galen and his followers, on the contrary, that

without the meeting of seeds, generation cannot take place.

Here you see the doctors, the philosophers, the jurists, and the

theologians at grips with our wives, pell-mell, in the dispute over how
long women carry their fruit. And myself, I back up, with my own
example, those of them who maintain the possibility of an eleven

months' pregnancy. The world is built of this experience; there is no

little woman so simple that she may not have her say about all these

contested matters; and still we cannot come to an agreement.

This is enough to prove that man is no more versed in the under-

standing of himself in the physical part than in the spiritual. We have

set him up before himself, and his reason before his reason, to see what

it would tell us about it. It seems to me that I have sufficiently dem-
onstrated how little his reason understands about itself.

^And he who understands nothing about himself, what can he

understand? As if he could really take the measure of anything, who
knows not his own [Pliny].

Truly Protagoras was telling us some good ones, making man the

measure of all things, who never even knew his own. If it is not he,

his dignity will not permit another creature to have this advantage.

Now, he being in himself so contradictory, and one judgment inces-

santly subverting another, that favorable proposition was just a joke

which led us necessarily to conclude the nullity of the compass and

the compasser.

When Thales thinks that the knowledge of man is very difficult

for man, he teaches him that the knowledge of any other thing is

impossible for him.

[WARNING TO THE PRINCESS]

AYou,"*^ for whom I have taken the pains to extend so long a work

contrary to my custom, will not shrink from upholding your Sebond

by the ordinary form of argument in which you are instructed every

day, and in that you will exercise your mind and your learning. For

this final fencer's trick must not be employed except as an extreme

51 This entire essay is addressed almost certainly to Margaret of Valois, daughter

of Henry II and Catherine de' Medici and wife of Henry of Navarre, the future

Henry IV of France.
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remedy. It is a desperate stroke, in which you must abandon your
weapons to make your adversary lose his, and a secret trick that must
be used rarely and reservedly. It is great rashness to ruin yourself

in order to ruin another.

^We must not want to die in order to take revenge, as did Gobrias

:

for when he was at very close grips with a Persian lord, and Darius

came up sword in hand but feared to strike for fear of hitting Gobrias,

he called to him to lay on boldly even if he should run them both through.

^Weapons and conditions of combat so desperate that it is unbe-
lievable that either party should escape, I have known to be condemned
when offered. The Portuguese took fourteen Turks in the Indian Ocean,

who, impatient of their captivity, resolved, and successfully, to reduce
themselves and their captors and the vessel to ashes by rubbing some
ship's nails together, until a spark fell on the barrels of gunpowder
that were at hand.

^Here we are shaking the barriers and last fences of knowledge,
in which extremity is a vice, as in virtue. Stay on the highroad; it is no
good to be so subtle and clever. Remember what the Tuscan proverb
says: He who grows too keen cuts himself [Petrarch].

In your opinions and remarks, as well as in your conduct and every-

thing else, I advise moderation and temperance, and avoidance of

novelty and strangeness. All eccentric ways irritate me. You who, by
the authority that your greatness brings you, and still more by the

advantages which the qualities that are more your own give you, can
by the flicker of an eye command whomever you please, should have
given this assignment to some professional man of letters, who would
have supported and enriched this theme for you in quite another way.
However, here is enough for your needs.

Epicurus used to say of the laws that the worst were so necessary

that without them men would devour one another. ^And Plato, very

close, says that without laws we should Hve hke brutish animals; and
he tries to prove it.

^Our mind is an erratic, dangerous, and heedless tool; it is hard to

impose order and moderation upon it. And in my time those who have
some rare excellence beyond the others, and some extraordinary quick-

ness, are nearly all, we see, incontinent in the license of their opinions

and conduct. It is a miracle if you find a sedate and sociable one.

People are right to give the tightest possible barriers to the human
mind. In study, as in everything else, its steps must be counted and
regulated for it; the limits of the chase must be artificially determined
for it. They bridle and bind it with religions, laws, customs, science,

precepts, mortal and immortal punishments and rewards; and still we
see that by its whirling and its incohesiveness it escapes all these bonds.
It is an empty body, with nothing by which it can be seized and directed;

a varying and formless body, which can be neither tied nor grasped.

^Indeed there are few souls so orderly, so strong and wellborn, that

they can be trusted with their own guidance, and that can sail with
moderation and without temerity, in the freedom of their judgments.
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beyond the common opinions. It is more expedient to place them in

tutelage.

The mind is a dangerous blade, ^even to its possessor, ^for anyone

who does not know how to wield it with order and discretion. ^And
there is no animal that must more rightly be given blinkers to hold its

gaze, in subjection and constraint, in front of its feet, and to keep it

from straying here or there outside the ruts that custom and the laws

trace for it.

'^Wherefore it will become you better to confine yourself to the

accustomed routine, whatever it is, than to fly headlong into this un-

bridled license. But if one of these new doctors tries to show off his

ingenuity in your presence, at the risk of his salvation and yours; to rid

yourself of this dangerous pestilence that spreads day by day in your

coiurts, this preservative, in case of extreme necessity, will keep the

contagion of that poison from harming either you or the others present.

[MAN CAN HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE]

Thus the liberty and wantonness of these ancient minds produced,

in philosophy and the knowledge of man, many schools of different

opinions, each undertaking to decide and choose in order to take sides.

But now ^that men all go one pace—tu^o are addicted and devoted to

certain set and fixed opinions, so that they are forced to defend even

those things which they do not approve [Cicero]—now '^that we receive

the arts by civil authority and ordinance, ^so that the schools have only

one pattern, similar teaching, and a circumscribed curriculum, ^men
no longer consider what the coins weigh and are worth, but each one

in turn accepts them according to the value that common approbation

and their currency give them. Men do not argue about the alloy, but

about the rate of exchange: thus all things are accepted equally. They
accept medicine as they do geometry; and sleight-of-hand, enchant-

ments, ligatures,^^ communication with the spirits of the dead, prog-

nostications, horoscopy, and even that ridiculous pursuit of the phi-

losopher's stone, everything is admitted without contradiction.

A man need only know that the seat of Mars is located in the middle

of the triangle of the hand, that of Venus on the thumb, that of Mercury
on the little finger; that when the heart line cuts the tubercle of the

index finger, it is a sign of cruelty; and that when it comes to an end
under the middle finger, and when the natural median line forms an

angle with the life line under the same spot, it is a sign of a miserable

death. That if, in a woman, the natural line is open, and does not close

the angle with the life line, it denotes that she will be unchaste, I call

you yourself to witness, whether with this knowledge a man may not

pass in any company with reputation and favor.

Theophrastus said that human knowledge, forwarded by the senses,

could judge the causes of things to a certain extent; but that having

reached the ultimate and original causes, it had to stop and be blunted,

52 Magic spells to cause impotence.
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because of its weakness or the diflBculty of things. It is a moderate and
pleasant opinion that our capacity can lead us to the knowledge of some
things, and that it has definite limits to its power, beyond which it is

temerity to employ it. This opinion is plausible and presented by
conciliatory people; but it is not easy to set limits to our mind: it is

curious and insatiable, and has no occasion to stop at a thousand paces
any more than at fifty.

Having found by experience that where one man had failed, another

has succeeded, and that what was unknown to one century the following

century has made clear, and that the sciences and arts are not cast in

a mold, but are formed and shaped little by little, by repeated handling
and polishing, as the bears lick their cubs into shape at leisure, I do
not leave off sounding and testing what my powers cannot discover;

and by handling again and kneading this new material, stirring it and
heating it, I open up to whoever follows me some facility to enjoy it

more at his ease, and make it more supple and manageable for him:

As Hymettian wax grows softer in the sun.

Takes many shapes when molded by the thumb.
And thus by usage useful does become.

ovm

The second will do as much for the third; which is the reason why
difficulty should not make me despair, nor my impotence either, for

it is only my own.

Man is as capable of all things as he is of any. And if he confesses,

as Theophrastus says, ignorance of first causes and principles, let him
boldly give up all the rest of his knowledge. If his foundation is lacking,

his argument is flat on the ground. Discussion and inquiry have no
other aim and limit but principles; if this terminus does not stop their

course, they fling themselves into infinite irresolution. ^One thing can-

not be more or less understood than another, because there is only one
definition of comprehension for everything [Cicero].

^Now it is likely that if the soul knew anything, it would first of all

know itself; and if it knew anything outside of itself, that would be its

body and shell before anything else. If we see even to this day the

gods of medicine disputing about our anatomy,

Vulcan against, Apollo for Troy stood,

OVID

when do we expect them to agree? We are nearer to ourselves than
the whiteness of snow or the weight of stone are to us. If man does not

know himself, how does he know his functions and powers? Not that

it is impossible that some true knowledge may dwell in us; but if it does,

it does so by accident. And since by the same road, the same manner
and process, errors are received into our soul, it has no way to distin-

guish them or to pick out truth from falsehood.

The Academics allowed some inclination of the judgment, and
thought it too crude to say that it was no more likely that snow was
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white than black, and that we were no more assured of the movement
of a stone that leaves our hand than of that of the eighth sphere. And
to avoid this difficulty and strangeness, which in truth cannot lodge

in our imagination at all easily; although they affirmed that we were
not at all capable of knowing, and that truth is engulfed in deep abysses

where human sight cannot penetrate, still they admitted that some
things were more probable than others, and allowed their judgment
the faculty of inclining rather to one probability than to another: they

allowed it this leaning, though forbidding it any decision.

The position of the Pyrrhonians is bolder and at the same time more
plausible. For that Academic inclination, and that leaning toward one
proposition rather than another, what else is it but the recognition of

some more apparent truth in this one than in that? If our understanding

is capable of grasping the form, the lineaments, the carriage, and the

face of truth, it would see it whole just as well as half there, nascent

and imperfect. That appearance of likelihood which makes them lean

rather to the left than to the right—increase it; that ounce of likelihood

that inclines the scales—multiply it by a hundred, by a thousand ounces:

the final outcome will be that the scales will take sides completely, and
settle on one choice and one entire truth.

But how can they let themselves be inclined toward the likeness

of truth, if they know not the truth? How do they know the semblance
of that whose essence they do not know? Either we can judge abso-

lutely, or we absolutely cannot. If our intellectual and sensory faculties

are without foundation and footing, if they do nothing but float and
flutter, then to no purpose do we let our judgment be carried away
by any part of their operation, whatever likelihood it may seem to offer

us; and the surest attitude of our understanding, and the happiest,

would be tliat in which it maintained itself poised, upright, inflexible,

without motion and without agitation. ^Between true or false appear-

ances there is no difference that affects the mind's assent [Cicero].

^That things do not lodge in us in their own form and essence, or

make their entry into us by their own power and authority, we see

clearly enough. Because, if that were so, we should receive them in

the same way: wine would be the same in the mouth of a sick man as

in the mouth of a healthy man; he who has chapped or numb fingers

would find the same hardness in the wood or iron he handles as does

another. Thus external objects surrender to our mercy; they dwell in

us as we please.

Now if for our part we received anything without alteration, if the

human grip was capable and firm enough to grasp the truth by our own
means; these means being common to all men, this truth would be
bandied from hand to hand, from one man to another; and at least there

would be one thing in the world, out of all there are, that would be
believed by all men with universal consent. But this fact, that no
proposition can be seen which is not debated and controverted among
us, or which may not be, well shows that our natural' judgment does
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not grasp very clearly what it grasps. For my judgment cannot make
my companion's judgment accept it; which is a sign that I have grasped

it by some other means than by a natural power that is in me and in

all men.
Let us leave aside that infinite confusion of opinions that is seen

among the philosophers themselves, and that perpetual and universal

debate over the knowledge of things. For this is a very true pre-

supposition: that men are in agreement about nothing, I mean even

the most gifted and ablest scholars, not even that the sky is over our

head. For those who doubt everything also doubt that; and those who
deny that we can understand anything say that we have not understood

that the sky is over our head; and these two views are incomparably

the strongest in number.
Besides this infinite diversity and division, it is easy to see by the

confusion that our judgment gives to our own selves, and the un-

certainty that each man feels within himself, that it has a very insecure

seat. How diversely we judge things! How many times we change
our notions! What I hold today and what I believe, I hold and believe

it with all my belief; all my tools and all my springs of action grip this

opinion and sponsor it for me in every way they can. I could not

embrace or preserve any truth with more strength than this one. I

belong to it entirely, I belong to it truly. But has it not happened to

me, not once, but a hundred times, a thousand times, and every day,

to have embraced with these same instruments, in this same condition,

something else that I have since judged false?

At least we must become wise at our own expense. If I have often

found myself betrayed under just these colors, if my touchstone is found

to be ordinarily false, and my scales uneven and incorrect, what assur-

ance can I have in them this time more than at other times? Is it not

stupidity to let myself be fooled so many times by one guide?

Nevertheless, whether fortune moves us five hundred times from
our position, whether it does nothing but empty and pour back in-

cessantly into our belief, as into a vessel, more and more different

opinions, always the present and the latest one is the certain and
infallible one. For this one we must abandon possessions, honor, life

and salvation, and everything:

The latest find

Kills prior things and spoils them in our mind.

LUCRETIUS

^Whatever they preach to us, whatever we learn, we should always

remember that it is man that gives and man that receives; it is a mortal

hand that presents it to us, a mortal hand that accepts it. The things

that come to us from heaven have alone the right and authority for

persuasion, alone the stamp of truth; which also we do not see with
our own eyes, or receive by our own means. This great and holy image
could not be in so mean a domicile, unless God prepares it for that
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purpose, unless God reforms and fortifies it by his particular and super-

natural grace and favor.

^At least our faulty condition should make us behave more mod-

erately and restrainedly in our changes. We should remember, what-

ever we receive into our understanding, that we often receive false

things there, and by these same tools that are often contradictory and

deceived.

Now it is no wonder if they are contradictory, being so easily in-

clined and twisted by very slight occurrences. It is certain that our

apprehension, our judgment, and the faculties of our soul in general,

suffer according to the movements and alterations of the body, which

alterations are continual. Is not our mind more wide-awake, our mem-
ory more prompt, our reason more alert, in health than in sickness?

Do not joy and gaiety make us receive the subjects that present them-

selves to our soul with a wholly different countenance than chagrin

and melancholy? Do you think that the verses of Catullus or Sappho

smile to an avaricious and crabbed old man as they do to a vigorous

and ardent young man?
»When Cleomenes, son of Anaxandridas, was sick, his friends re-

proached him for having new and unaccustomed humors and fancies:

"I should think so," he said, "for I am not the same man that I am when
in health. Since I am different, my opinions and fancies are also dif-

ferent."

^Among the pettifoggers of our palaces of justice this expression

is current, and is used of criminals who strike their judges in a good

mild and indulgent mood: gaudeat de bona fortima, let him rejoice

in this good fortune. For it is certain that judgments come sometimes

more intent on condemnation, thornier and harsher, and sometimes

more easygoing, indulgent, and inclined to pardon. As for a judge who
brings with him from his home the pain of the gout, jealousy, or the

pilfering of his valet, a judge whose whole soul is dyed and steeped

in anger, there is no doubt that his judgment is biased in that direction.

^The venerable senate of the Areopagus judged by night, for fear

that the sight of the plaintiffs might corrupt their justice. ^The very air

and the serenity of the sky brings us some change, as this Greek verse

in Cicero says:

Such are the minds of men as is the fertile light

That Father Jove himself sends down to make earth bright.

HOMER

It is not only the fevers, the potions, and the great accidents that

upset our judgment; the slightest things in the world whirl it around.

And there is no doubt, even though we do not feel it, that if a continuous

fever can prostrate our soul, tertian fever causes some alteration in

it, according to its measure and proportion. If apoplexy completely

deadens and extinguishes the sight of our intelHgence, there is no doubt

that a bad cold dazzles it. And consequently, we can hardly find a
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single hour in our life when our judgment is in its proper seat, our body
being subject to so many continual changes, and filled with so many
springs of action that I can well believe the doctors how unlikely it is

that there will not always be one of them pulling crooked.

Moreover, this malady is not so easily discovered, unless it is wholly

extreme and irremediable; inasmuch as reason always goes its way, even

though crooked, lame, and broken-hipped, and with falsehood as with

truth. Thus it is not easy to discover its miscalculation and irregularity.

I always call reason that semblance of intellect that each man fabricates

in himself. That reason, of which, by its condition, there can be a hun-

dred contradictory ones about one and the same subject, is an instru-

ment of lead and of wax, stretchable, pHable, and adaptable to all

biases and all measures; all that is needed is the ability to mold it.

However good a judge's intentions are, unless he listens closely to

himself, which few people amuse themselves in doing, his inclination

to friendship, kinship, beauty, and vengeance, and not only things so

weighty, but that fortuitous instinct that makes us favor one thing more
than another and that assigns us, without leave of our reason, our choice

between two like objects, or some shadow of equal emptiness, can

insinuate insensibly into his judgment the favor or disfavor of a cause,

and tip the scales.

I who spy on myself more closely, who have my eyes unceasingly

intent on myself, as one who has not much business elsewhere—

Quite without care

What king, in frigid lands beneath the Bear,

Is feared, or what makes Tiridates quake

HORACE

—I would hardly dare tell of the vanity and weakness that I find in

myself. My footing is so unsteady and so insecure, I find it so vacillating

and ready to slip, and my sight is so unreliable, that on an empty stomach

I feel myself another man than after a meal. If my health smiles upon
me, and the brightness of a beautiful day, I am a fine fellow; if I have

a corn bothering my toe, I am surly, unpleasant, and unapproachable.

^One and the same pace of a horse seems to me now rough, now easy,

and the same road at one time shorter, another time longer, and one

and the same shape now more, now less agreeable. ^Now I am ready

to do anything, now to do nothing; what is a pleasure to me at this

moment will some time be a trouble. A thousand unconsidered and
accidental impulses arise in me. Either the melancholic humor grips

me, or the choleric; and at this moment sadness predominates in me
by its own private authority, at that moment good cheer.

When I pick up books, I will have perceived in such-and-such a

passage surpassing charms which will have struck my soul; let me come
upon it another time, in vain I turn it over and over, in vain I twist it

and manipulate it, to me it is a shapeless and unrecognizable mass.

^Even in my own writings I do not always find again the sense of
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my first thought; I do not know what I meant to say, and often I get

burned by correcting and putting in a new meaning, because I have

lost the first one, which was better.

I do nothing but come and go. My judgment does not always go

forward; it floats, it strays,

Like a tiny boat,

Caught by a raging wind on the vast sea.

CATULLUS

Many times (as I sometimes do deliberately), having undertaken as

exercise and sport to maintain an opinion contrary to my own, my mind,

applying itself and turning in that direction, attaches me to it so firmly

that I can no longer find the reason for my former opinion, and I aban-

don it. I draw myself along in almost any direction I lean, whatever

it may be, and carry myself away by my own weight.

Nearly every man would say as much of himself, if he considered

himself as I do. Preachers know that the emotion that comes to them

as they talk incites them toward belief; and that in anger we give our-

selves up more completely to the defense of oiu: proposition, imprint it

on ourselves, and embrace it with more vehemence and approval than

we do in our cool and sedate mood.
You recite a case simply to a lawyer, he answers you wavering and

doubtful, you feel that it is a matter of indifference to him whether he

undertakes to support one party or the other. Have you paid him well

to get his teeth into it and get excited about it, is he beginning to be

involved in it, has he got his will warmed up about it? His reason and

his knowledge are warmed up at the same time. Behold an evident

and indubitable truth that appears to his intelligence. He discovers a

wholly new light on your case, and believes it in all conscience, and
persuades himself that it is so.

Indeed, I do not know if the ardor that is born of spite and obstinacy

against the pressure and violence of authority, and of danger, ^or the

concern for reputation, ^has not sent some men all the way to the stake

to maintain an opinion for which, among their friends and at liberty,

they would not have been willing to burn the tip of their finger.

'^The shocks and agitations that our soul receives through the bodily

passions have great power over her; but even more do her own passions,

which have so strong a grip on her that it is perhaps tenable that she

has no other propulsion and motion except by the breath of her winds,

and that without their agitation she would remain without action, like

a ship on the open sea which the winds abandon without their aid. And
whoever should maintain that view, ^following the school of the Peri-

patetics, '^would not do us much wrong, since it is known that most of

the finest actions of the soul proceed from, and need, that impulsion

of the passions. Valor, they say, cannot become perfect without the

assistance of anger.

^Ever was Ajax brave, but bravest in his madness.

CICERO
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Nor do we run to attack the wicked and the enemy vigorously enough,

unless we are wrathful; and they want a lawyer to arouse anger in the

judges to obtain justice from them.

Desires moved Themistocles, moved Demosthenes, and have im-

pelled philosophers to toils, sleepless nights, and wanderings; they lead

us to honor, learning, and health, useful ends. And that cowardice of

the soul in enduring trouble and grief serves to nourish penitence and
repentance in our conscience, and helps us to feel the scourges of God
for our chastisement, and the scourges of the state's correction. ^Com-
passion serves as a spur to ^clemency, and the prudence to preserve

and govern ourselves is aroused by our fear; and how many fine actions

by ambition, how many by presumption! ^In short, no eminent and
lusty virtue is without some unruly agitation.

Might this not be one of the reasons that must have moved the

Epicureans to relieve God of all care and solicitude about our affairs,

inasmuch as the very effects of his goodness could not operate upon
us without disturbing his repose by means of the passions, which are

like pricks and incitements spurring the soul to virtuous actions? ^Or
else did they believe otherwise, and take them as tempests that shame-

fully seduce the soul from its tranquillity? As we think of the calm of

the sea, when not the slightest breath of air stirs the waves; so we find

a quiet and peaceful state of the soul, when there is no emotion that

can move her [Cicero].

^What differences in sense and reason, what contradictions of ideas

are offered us by the diversity of our passions! What assurance can we
then take of a thing so unstable and mobile, subject by its condition

to the mastery of disturbance, ^never going except with a forced and
borrowed pace? ^^If our judgment is in the hands even of sickness and

perturbation; ff it is from folly and heedlessness that it is bound to

receive its impression of things, what certainty can we expect of it?

^Is there not some rashness in philosophy to consider that men
produce their greatest deeds and those most closely approaching

divinity when they are out of their minds and frenzied and mad? We
improve by the privation and deadening of our reason. The two natural

ways to enter the cabinet of the gods and there foresee the course of

destinies are madness and sleep. This is amusing to think about: by
the dislocation that the passions bring about in our reason, we become
virtuous; by the extirpation of reason that is brought about by madness
or the semblance of death, we become prophets and soothsayers. I

never was more willing to believe philosophy. It is a pure transport

that the sacred truth inspired in the philosophical spirit, which wrests

from it, against its intention, the admission that the tranquil state of

our soul, the sedate state, the healthiest state that philosophy can

acquire for her, is not her best state. Our waking is more asleep than

sleep; our wisdom less wise than madness. Our dreams are worth more
than our reasonings. The worst position we can take is in ourselves.

But does not philosophy think that we have enough sense to notice

that the voice which makes the spirit when it is detached from man
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so clairvoyant, so great, so perfect, and while it is in man so earthly,

ignorant, and shadowed, is a voice coming from the spirit which is a

part of earthly, ignorant, and shadowed man, and for that reason a

voice not to be trusted or believed?

^I have no great experience of these vehement agitations, being of

an indolent and sluggish disposition, most of which suddenly surprise

our soul without giving her time to know herself. But that passion

which they say is produced by idleness in the hearts of young men,
although it makes its way with leisure and a measured step, very evi-

dently shows, to those who have tried to oppose its strength, the power
of that conversion and alteration that our judgment suffers.

I attempted at one time to keep myself tensed to withstand it and
beat it down: for I am so far from being one of those who invite vices,

that I do not even follow them, unless they drag me away. I would feel

it come to life, grow, and increase in spite of my resistance, and finally

seize me, alive and watching, and possess me, to such an extent that,

as from drunkenness, the picture of things began to seem to me other

than usual. I would see the advantages of the object of my desire visibly

expanding and growing, and increasing and swelling from the breath

of my imagination; the difficulties of my undertaking growing easy and
smooth, my reason and my conscience withdrawing. But, this fire having

vanished all in an instant like a flash of lightning, I would see my soul

regain another kind of sight, another state, and another judgment; the

difficulties of the retreat would seem to me great and invincible, and
the same things would appear in a light and aspect very different from
that in which the heat of desire had presented them to me.

Which of these states is the more truthful, Pyrrho does not know.

We are never without sickness. Fevers have their heat and their cold;

from the effects of a burning passion we fall back into the effects of a

shivering passion.

^As far as I had cast myself forward, so far I threw myself back again:

As when the sea, with alternating flow,

Now rushes forward foaming on the land.

Covers the rocks, and bathes the farthest sand;

Now, seething as it ebbs, retreats once more,

And drags a shoal of pebbles from the shore.

VIRGIL

^Now from the knowledge of this mobility of mine I have acciden-

tally engendered in myself a certain constancy of opinions, and have

scarcely altered my original and natural ones. For whatever appear-

ance of truth there may be in novelty, I do not change easily, for fear

of losing in the change. And since I am not capable of choosing, I accept

other people's choice and stay in the position where God put me. Other-

wise I could not keep myself from rolling about incessantly. Thus I

have, by the grace of God, kept myself intact, without agitation or dis-

turbance of conscience, in the ancient beliefs of our religion, in the midst

of so many sects and divisions that our century has produced.
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The writings of the ancients, I mean the good writings, full and solid,

tempt me and move me almost wherever they please; the one I am
listening to always seems to me the strongest; I find each one right in

his turn, although they contradict each other. The facility that good

minds have of making whatever they like seem true, and the fact that

there is nothing so strange but that they undertake to color it enough

to deceive a simplicity like mine, shows evidently the weakness of

their proof.

The sky and the stars have been moving for three thousand years;

everybody had so believed, until it occurred to <^Cleanthes of Samos,

or (according to Theophrastus ) to Nicetas of Syracuse, ^to maintain

that it was the earth tliat moved, •^through the oblique circle of the

Zodiac, turning about its axis; ^and in our day Copernicus has grounded

this doctrine so well that he uses it very systematically for all astro-

nomical deductions. What are we to get out of that, unless that we
should not bother which of the two is so? And who knows whether

a third opinion, a thousand years from now, will not overthrow the

preceding two?

Thus rolling age changes the times of things;

What was of price, to disesteem it brings;

Another follows, held in scorn of yore,

And day by day is sought for more and more,

And, found, flowers in men's esteem and praise.

LUCRETIUS

Thus when some new doctrine is offered to us, we have great

occasion to distrust it, and to consider that before it was produced

its opposite was in vogue; and, as it was overthrown by this one, there

may arise in the future a third invention that will likewise smash the

second. Before the principles which Aristotle introduced were in credit,

other principles satisfied human reason, as his satisfy us at this moment.
What letters-patent have these, what special privilege, that the course

of our invention stops at them, and that to them belongs possession

of our belief for all time to come? They are no more exempt from being

thrown out than were their predecessors.

When I am pressed with a new argument, it is for me to think that

what I cannot satisfy, another will satisfy; for to believe all likelihoods

that we cannot shake off is great simplicity. The result of that would

be that all the common herd—^and we are all of the common herd—
^would have its belief as easy to turn as a weathercock; for their soul,

being soft and without resistance, would be forced to receive incessantly

more and more different impressions, the last one always effacing the

traces of the preceding one. He who finds himself weak should answer,

following legal practice, that he will discuss it with his counsel, or refer

to wiser men, from whom he received his teaching.

How long is it that medicine has been in the world? They say that

a newcomer, whom they call Paracelsus, is changing and overthrowing

the whole order of the ancient rules, and maintaining that up to this
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moment it has been good for nothing but kilhng men. I think he will

easily prove that; but as for putting my life to the test of his new ex-

perience, I think that would not be great wisdom.
We must not believe every man, says the maxim, because any man

may say anything.

A man of that profession of novelties and of reforms in physics was
saying to me not long ago that all the ancients had evidently been
mistaken about the nature and movements of the winds, which fact

he would make so palpable that I could touch it, if I would hear him
out. After I had taken some patience to listen to his arguments, which
were full of likelihood: "What?" I said to him. "Then did those who
navigated under the laws of Theophrastus go west when they headed
east? Did they go sideways, or backward?" "That was luck," he re-

plied; "at all events they miscalculated." I then replied to him that I

would rather follow facts than reason.

Now these are things that often clash; and I have been told that

in geometry (which thinks it has reached the high point of certainty

among the sciences) there are irrefutable demonstrations that contro-

vert the truth of experience. For instance, Jacques Peletier was telling

me at my house that he had found two lines traveling toward each other

so as to meet, which nevertheless he proved could never come to touch
even at infinity. And the Pyrrhonians use their arguments and their

reason only to ruin the apparent facts of experience; and it is marvelous
how far the suppleness of our reason has followed them in this plan of

combating the evidence of the facts. For they demonstrate that we do
not move, that we do not speak, that there is no weight or heat, with
the same force of arguments with which we prove more likely things.

Ptolemy, who was a great man, had established the limits of our

world; all the ancient philosophers thought they had its measure, except

for a few remote islands that might escape their knowledge. It would
have been Pyrrhonizing, a thousand years ago, to cast in doubt the

science of cosmography, and the opinions that were accepted about it

by one and all; ^it was heresy to admit the existence of the Antipodes.

^Behold in our century an infinite extent of terra firma, not an island

or one particular country, but a portion nearly equal in size to the one
we know, which has just been discovered. The geographers of the

present time do not fail to assure us that now all is discovered and
all is seen.

For what we have at hand always seems best of all.

LUCRETIUS

The question is, if Ptolemy was once mistaken on the grounds of his

reason, whether it would not be stupid for me now to trust to what
these people say about it; ^and whether it is not more likely that this

great body that we call the world is something quite different from
what we judge.

Plato holds that it changes its aspect in all regards: that the sky,

the stars, and the sun at times reverse the movement that we see in
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them, changing east to west. The Egyptian priests told Herodotus that

since their first king, who hved eleven thousand and so many years

before (and of all their kings they showed him efiigies in the form

of statues sculptured from life), the sun had four times changed its

course; that the sea and the land change alternately into one another;

that the birth of the world is undetermined. Aristotle, Cicero, say the

same. And one of ours^^ says that it goes through an eternal and fre-

quently recurring cycle of death and rebirth; calling to witness Solomon
and Isaiah to avoid these objections: that at one time God was a creator

without a creation; that he had been idle and then renounced his idle-

ness and set about his work; and that in consequence he is subject to

change.

In the most famous of the Greek schools, the world is held to be a

god made by another, greater god, and is composed of a body and a

soul that dwells in the center of it, spreading by musical numbers to

its circumference; divine, very happy, very great, very wise, eternal.

In it are other gods, the earth, the sea, the stars, which entertain each

other with a perpetual harmonious agitation and divine dance, now
meeting, now separating, hiding, appearing, changing order, now in

front and now behind.

Heraclitus proved that the world was composed by fire; and that

by order of destiny it must some day burst into flame and resolve itself

in fire, and some day be reborn again. And of men Apuleius says:

Individually mortal, together perpetual. Alexander wTote his mother
the narrative of an Egyptian priest, drawn from their monuments,
testifying to tlie antiquity of this timeless nation and including a true

account of the birth and progress of the other countries. Cicero and
Diodorus say in their day that the Chaldeans kept a record of four

hundred thousand and so many years; Aristotle, Pliny, and others, that

Zoroaster lived six thousand years before the age of Plato. Plato says

that the people of the city of Sais have written memories of eight

thousand years, and that the city of Athens was built a thousand years

before the aforesaid city of Sais; ^Epicurus, that while things here are

as we see them, at the same time they are exactly alike and of the same
fashion in many other worlds. Which he would have said with more
assurance if he had seen the resemblances and parallels between this

new world of the West Indies and our own, present and past, in such

strange examples.

^In truth, considering what has come to our knowledge about the

course of this terrestrial government, I have often marveled to see, at

a very great distance in time and space, the coincidences between a

great number of fabulous popular opinions and savage customs and
beliefs, which do not seem from any angle to be connected with our

natural reason. The human mind is a great worker of miracles; but

this correspondence has something or other about it that is still queerer:

it is found also in names, in incidents, and in a thousand other things,

S3 Origen.
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^For nations were found there that never, so far as we know, had
heard anything about us, where circumcision was in credit; where there

were states and great governments maintained by women, without men;

where our fasts and our Lent were represented, with the addition of

abstinence from women. Where our crosses were in credit in various

ways: here sepulchers were honored with them; there they appUed
them, and especially the Saint Andrew's cross, to defend themselves

from nocturnal visions, and placed them on children's beds against

enchantments; elsewhere they found a wooden one, of great height,

worshiped as the god of rain, and that very far inland.

There they found a very clear likeness of our shriving priests; the

use of miters, the celibacy of the priests, the art of divining by the

entrails of sacrificed animals; ^abstinence from every kind of flesh and
fish in their food; ^the fashion, among the priests of using a special

language, and not the vulgar one, when officiating. And this fancy,

that the first god was ousted by a second, his younger brother; that they

were created with all comforts, and that since, because of their sin,

these were cut off from them, their territory was changed, and their

natural condition made worse. That they were once submerged by an

inundation of waters from heaven; that only a few families escaped,

which cast themselves into high mountain caves, which caves they

stopped up, so that the water did not get in, having shut up many kinds

of animals inside; that when they felt the rain stop, they put out some
dogs, which having returned clean and wet, they judged that the water

had not yet gone down much; later, having sent others out and seeing

them come back muddy, they went out to repeople the world, which
they found full of nothing but snakes.

In one place they came across the belief in the day of judgment,

so that the people were strangely shocked by the Spaniards for scat-

tering the bones of the dead while searching the tombs for riches, saying

that these separated bones could not easily come together again; traffic

by exchange, and none other; fairs and markets for that purpose; dwarfs

and deformed persons to adorn the tables of princes; the practice of

falconry according to the nature of their birds; tyrants' subsidies; re-

finement in gardening; dances, tumbling; instrumental music; coats of

arms; tennis games, games of dice and of chance in which they grow
so heated as to stake themselves and their liberty; no medicine other

than that of charms; the system of writing in pictures; belief in a single

first man, father of all nations; worship of a god who once lived as a

man in perfect virginity, fasting, and penitence, preaching the law of

nature and religious ceremonies, and who disappeared from the world

without a natural death; the belief in giants; the custom of getting drunk

on their beverages and of competition in drinking; religious ornaments

painted with bones and death's-heads; surplices, holy water, sprinklers;

women and servants competing in offering themselves to be burned
or buried with the dead husband or master; a law that the eldest succeed

to all the property, and no portion is reserved for the younger but

obedience; a custom, upon promotion to a certain office of great au-

thority, that he who is promoted takes a new name and abandons his
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own; the custom of sprinkling lime on the knee of the newborn child,

saying to him: "You have come from dust and will return to dust";

the art of augury.

These empty shadows of our religion that are seen in some of these

examples testify to its dignity and divinity. It has insinuated itself to

some extent not only into all the infidel nations on this side of the world

by some sort of imitation, but also into these barbarous ones as by a

common and supernatural inspiration.

For they also found there the belief in purgatory, but in a new form

:

what we ascribe to fire they ascribe to cold, and imagine the souls both

purged and punished by the rigor of extreme cold.

And this example reminds me of another amusing difference: for

whereas there were some nations who liked to uncover the end of their

member, and cut off the skin in the Mohammedan and Jewish fashion,

there were others who had such great scruples about uncovering it that

with the help of little cords they wore their skin very carefully stretched

and fastened above, for fear that this end might see the air. And this

difference too, that, whereas we honor kings and festivals by dressing

ourselves up in the finest clothes we have, in some regions, to show
complete disparity and submission to their king, the subjects presented

themselves before him in their vilest clothes, and on entering the palace

put some old torn robe over their good one, so that all the brilliance

and ornament should be the master's. But let us continue.

^If nature enfolds within the bounds of her ordinary progress, like

all other things, also the beliefs, judgments, and opinions of men; if

they have their rotation, their season, their birth, their death, like

cabbages; if heaven moves and rolls them at its will, what magisterial

and permanent authority are we attributing to them? ^If we feel pal-

pably by experience that the form of our being depends on the air, the

climate, and the soil where we are born—not only the complexion, the

stature, the constitution and countenance, but also the faculties of the

soul: ^the climate affects not only the vigor of the body, but also that

of the soul, says Vegetius—and if the goddess who founded the city of

Athens chose for its situation a climate which made men prudent, as

the priests of Egypt taught Solon: the air of Athens is thin, whereby

the Atticans are reputed more acute; that of Thebes is thick, wherefore

the Thebans are reputed gross and solid [Cicero]; ^so that just as fruits

are born different, and animals, men too are born more or less bellicose,

just, temperate, and docile—here subject to wine, elsewhere to theft or

lechery; here inclined to superstition, elsewhere to unbelief; ^here to

freedom, here to servitude; ^capable of one science or of one art, dull

or ingenious, obedient or rebellious, good or bad, according to the

influence of the place where they are situated—and take on a new dis-

position if you change their place, like trees; which was the reason why
Cyrus would not allow the Persians to abandon their rugged and hilly

country to move into another that was mild and flat, *^saying that fat,

soft lands make men soft, and fertile lands infertile minds; ^if we see

flourishing now one art, one opinion, now another, by some celestial

influence; such-and-such a century produce such-and-such natures, and
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incline the human race to such-and-such a bent; the minds of men now
lusty, now lean, like our fields; what becomes of all those fine preroga-

tives on which we flatter ourselves? Since a wise man can be mistaken,

and a hundred men, and many nations, yes, and human nature according

to us is mistaken for many centuries about this or that, what assurance

have we that sometimes it stops being mistaken, ^and that in this century

it is not making a mistake?

^Among other tokens of our imbecility, it seems to me that this does

not deserve to be forgotten: that even through desire, man does not

know how to find what he needs; that not by enjoyment, not even by
imagination and wish, can we agree about what we need for our con-

tentment. Let our thought cut out and sew at its pleasure, it will not

even be able to desire what is fit for it, ^and satisfy itself:

^For what by reason do we want or fear?

What plan so happily do you conceive
But its successful trial makes you grieve?

JUVENAL

^That is why ^Socrates asked the gods only to give him what they knew
to be salutary for him. And the prayer of the Lacedaemonians, public

and private, was simply that good and beautiful things should be granted

them, referring to the divine discernment the choice and selection

of these :^*

^We pray for wife and children; only he
Knows who the children, what the wife shall be.

JUVENAL

^And the Christian prays God that his will be done, so as not to fall into

the mishap that the poets invent about King Midas. He prayed the gods

that everything he touched should turn to gold. His prayer was granted:

his wine was gold, his bread gold, and the feathers of his bed, and gold

his shirt and clothes; so that he found himself overwhelmed beneath

the enjoyment of his desire and endowed with an unendurable privilege.

He had to unpray his prayers:

Stunned by this novel ailment, rich yet poor.

He loathes his wealth, hates what he craved before.

OVID

^Let us speak of myseK. I asked of Fortune when I was young, as

much as anything else, the Order of Saint Michael; for it was then the

utmost mark of honor of the French nobility, and very rare. She granted

it to me ironically. Instead of raising and lifting me from my place to

attain it, she treated me much more graciously: she debased it and
lowered it to the level of my shoulders, and below.

6* In tlie editions published in Montaigne's lifetime this passage, beginning

"That is why Socrates," reads as follows: "That is why the Christian, humbler and
wiser and recognizing better what he is, refers it to his creator to choose and ordain

what he needs,"
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'^Cleobis and Bito, Trophonius and Agamedes, having prayed, the

former their goddess, the latter their god, for a recompense worthy of

their piety, got death for their present; so different are the celestial

opinions of what we need from our own.

^God could grant us riches, honors, life, and health itself, to our

prejudice sometimes; for not all that is pleasing to us is always salutary

for us. If instead of a cure he sends us death or a worsening of our

troubles—f/it/ rod and thy staff they comfort me [Psalms]—he does so

for the reasons of his providence, which considers what is due us much
more surely than we can; and we must take it in good part, as from a

very wise and very friendly hand:

^If my advice you'll hear.

Let the gods settle for us what is best.

And what is useful to our interest;

Man to them more than to himself is dear.

JUVENAL

For to ask them for honors, for high office, is to ask them to cast you

into a battle, or a game of dice, or any other thing of which the outcome

is unknown to you, and the profit doubtful.

-^There is no combat so violent among the philosophers, and so bitter,

as that which arises over the question of the sovereign good of man,

^out of which, by Varro's reckoning, two hundred and eighty-eight sects

were bom. But he who disagrees about the supreme good, disagrees

about the whole principle of philosophy [Cicero].

^Three guests of mine differ on what is good;

Their various palates call for various food.

What shall I serve? What not? What makes one glad.

You don't enjoy; what you hke, they find bad.
HORACE

Nature should reply thus to their arguments and disputes.

Some say that our good Hes in virtue, others in sensual pleasure,

others in conforming to nature; one man in knowledge, ^one in having

no pain, ^one in not letting ourselves be carried away by appearances.

And this notion seems to resemble this other, ^of the ancient Pythagoras

:

*Wonder at nothing: that is all I know
To make men happy and to keep them so;

HORACE

which is the goal of the Pyrrhonian school.

^Aristotle attributes wondering at nothing to greatness of soul. Mnd
Arcesilaus used to say that to suspend the judgment and keep it upright

and inflexible is a good thing, but to consent and incline it is a vice and
a bad thing. It is true that by estabhshing this by a certain axiom, he

was departing from Pyrrhonism. The Pyrrhonians, when they say that

the sovereign good is Ataraxy, which is the immobiHty of the judgment,

do not mean to say it in an aflfirmative way; but the same impulse of
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their soul that makes them avoid precipices and take cover in the cool

of the evening, itself ofiFers them this fancy and makes them refuse

any other.

^How I wish that while I am alive, either some other man or Justus

Lipsius,^^ the most learned man we have left, with a most polished and
judicious mind, truly akin to my Turnebus, might have the will, and
the health, and enough leisure, to compile into a register, according to

their divisions and classes, as honestly and carefully as we can under-

stand them, the opinions of ancient philosophy on the subject of our

being and our conduct; their controversies, the credit and the sequence

of the schools, the relations of the lives of the authors and followers

to their precepts on memorable and exemplary occasions. What a fine

and useful work that would be!

^Moreover, if it is from ourselves that we derive the ruling of our

conduct, into what confusion do we cast ourselves! For the most plau-

sible advice that our reason gives us in the matter is generally for each

man to obey the laws of his country, ^which is the advice of Socrates,

inspired, he says, by divine counsel. ^And what does reason mean by
that, unless that our duty has no rule but an accidental one?

Truth must have one face, the same and universal. If man knew any

rectitude and justice that had body and real existence, he would not

tie it down to the condition of the customs of this country or that. It

would not be from the fancy of the Persians or the Indians that virtue

would take its form.

There is nothing subject to more continual agitation than the laws.

Since I was born I have seen those of our neighbors the English change

three or four times; not only in political matters, in which people want

to dispense with constancy, but in the most important subject that can

be, to wit, religion. At which I am shamed and vexed, the more so

because that is a nation with which the people of my region formerly

had such intimate acquaintance that there still remain in my house

some traces of our old cousinship.

*^And here at home I have seen things which were capital offenses

among us become legitimate; and we who consider other things legiti-

mate are liable, according to the uncertainty of the fortunes of war,

to be one day guilty of human and divine high treason, when our justice

falls into the mercy of injustice, and, after a few years of captivity,

assumes a contrary character.

How could that ancient god^® more clearly accuse human knowledge

of ignorance of the divine being, and teach men that religion was only

a creature of their own invention, suitable to bind their society together,

than by declaring, as he did, to those who sought instruction therein

at his tripod, that the true cult for each man was that which he found

observed according to the practice of the place he was in?

O God, what an obligation do we not have to the benignity of our

55 A Belgian scholar (1547-1606) with whom Montaigne corresponded.
5s Apollo.
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sovereign creator for having freed our belief from the folly of those

vagabond and arbitrary devotions, and having based it on the eternal

foundation of his holy word?
^What then will philosophy tell us in this our need? To follow the

laws of our country—that is to say, the undulating sea of the opinions

of a people or a prince, which will paint me justice in as many colors,

and refashion it into as many faces, as there are changes of passion in

those men? I cannot have my judgment so flexible.

What am I to make of a virtue that I saw in credit yesterday, that

will be discredited tomorrow, '^and that becomes a crime on the other

side of the river? What of a truth that is bounded by these mountains

and is falsehood to the world that lives beyond?

^But they are funny when, to give some certainty to the laws, they

say that there are some which are firm, perpetual, and immutable, which
they call natural, which are imprinted on the human race by the con-

dition of their very being. And of those one man says the number is

three, one man four, one more, one less: a sign that the mark of them
is as doubtful as the rest. Now they are so unfortunate ( for what else

can I call it but misfortune, that out of such an infinite number of laws

not even one is found that fortune ^and the heedlessness of chance ^have

allowed to be universally accepted by the consent of all nations?), they

are, I say, so wretched that of these three or four selected laws there

is not a single one that is not contradicted and disavowed, not by one

nation but by many. Now the only likely sign by which they can argue

certain laws to be natural is universality of approval. For what nature

had truly ordered for us we would without doubt follow by common
consent. And not only every nation, but every individual, would resent

the force and violence used on him by anyone who tried to impel him
to oppose that law. Let them show me just one law of that sort—I'd

like to see it.

Protagoras and Aristo assigned no other essence to the justice of

the laws than the authority and judgment of the lawgiver; and said that

apart from that, the good and the honest lost their qualities and re-

mained empty names of indifferent things. Thrasymachus, in Plato,

thinks that there is no other right than the advantage of the superior.

There is nothing in which the world is so varied as in customs and
laws. A given thing is abominable here, which brings commendation
elsewhere: as in Lacedaemon cleverness in stealing. Marriages between
close relatives are capital offenses among us, elsewhere they are in

honor:

There are some nations, it is said.

Where mothers sons, and fathers daughters wed;
And thus affection grows, doubled by love.

OVID

The murder of infants, the murder of fathers, sharing of wives, trafiic

in robberies, license for all sorts of sensual pleasures, nothing in short

is so extreme that it is not accepted by the usage of some nation.
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^It is credible that there are natural laws, as may be seen in other

creatures; but in us they are lost; that fine human reason butts in every-

where, domineering and commanding, muddling and confusing the face

of things in accordance with its vanity and inconsistency. ^Nothing is

ours any more; what I call ours is a product of art [Cicero],

^Things may be considered in various lights and from various view-

points: it is principally from this that diversity of opinions arises. One
nation looks at one side of a thing and stops there; another at another.

There is nothing so horrible to imagine as eating one's father. The
nations which had this custom in ancient times, however, regarded it

as testimony of piety and good afiFection, trying thereby to give their

progenitors the most worthy and honorable sepulture, lodging in them-

selves and as it were in their marrow the bodies of their fathers and

their remains, bringing them to life in a way and regenerating them
by transmutation into their living flesh by means of digestion and nour-

ishment. It is easy to imagine what a cruelty and abomination it would
have been, to men saturated and imbued with this superstition, to

abandon the mortal remains of their parents to the corruption of the

earth and to let it become the food of beasts and worms.
Lycurgus considered in theft the quickness, diligence, boldness, and

adroitness that there is in taking something from one's neighbor by
surprise, and the useful return to the public in that every man looks

more carefully to the conservation of what is his; and he thought that

from this double training, in attack and defense, there resulted an
increase in military eflficiency (which was the principal science and
virtue in which he wished to train this nation) that more than ofiFset

the disorderliness and injustice of helping oneself to other people's

property.

Dionysius the tyrant offered Plato a robe in the Persian style, long,

damascened, and perfumed. Plato refused it, saying that having been

born a man, he would not willingly wear a woman's robe; but Aristippus

accepted it with this reply, that no accouterment could corrupt a chaste

heart. ^His friends were scolding him for his cowardice in taking it

so little to heart that Dionysius had spat in his face. "Fishermen," he

said, "readily suffer being bathed by the waves of the sea from head
to foot in order to catch a gudgeon." Diogenes was washing his cab-

bages, and said, seeing him pass : "If you knew how to live on cabbage,

you would not pay court to a tyrant." To which Aristippus: "If you
knew how to live among men, you would not be washing cabbages."

^See how reason provides plausibility to different actions. ^It is a two-

handled pot, that can be grasped by the left or the right:

You threaten war, O foreign ground;
War must be brewing where armed steeds are found.

Yet some day these same horses will submit
In amity to bear the yoke and bit.

Yes, there is hope for peace.

VIRGIL
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^They were preaching to Solon not to shed impotent and useless

tears for the death of his son. "It is just for that," he said, "that I shed

them the more rightly, because they are useless and impotent." Socra-

tes' wife was exacerbating her grief by this circumstance: "O how
unjustly these wicked judges are putting him to death!" "Would you
rather that it was justly, then?" he replied.^"

^We wear our ears pierced; the Greeks considered that a mark of

slavery. We hide to enjoy our wives, the Indians do so publicly. The
Scythians used to sacrifice strangers in their temples, elsewhere temples

are a sanctuary.

^For this the vulgar rage, that every spot
Detests its neighbor's gods, and questions not
That those itself adores alone are gods.

JUVENAL

^I have heard tell of a judge who, when he came across a sharp

conflict between Bartolus and Baldus,^^ or some matter debated with
many contradictions, used to put in the margin of his book "Question

for my friend"; that is to say, that the truth was so embroiled and dis-

puted that in a similar case he could favor whichever of the parties

he saw fit. It was only for lack of wit and competence that he could
not write everysvhere: "Question for my friend."

The lawyers and judges of our time find enough angles for all

cases to arrange them any way they please. In a field of knowledge
so infinite, depending on the authority of so many opinions, and in so

arbitrary a subject, it is impossible that there should not arise an ex-

treme confusion of judgments. And so there is hardly a lawsuit so

clear that opinions do not differ on it. The judgment one court has
given is reversed by another, which reverses itself another time. Where-
of we see common examples in the licentious practice, which is a
monstrous stain on the ceremonious authority and luster of our justice,

of not letting the decisions decide, and running from one judge to

another to settle the same case.

As for the freedom of philosophical opinions concerning vice and
virtue, it is a thing on which there is no need to expand, and on which
there are several opinions which are better hushed up than pub-
lished ^to weak minds.

^Arcesilaus said that in lechery it was not a considerable matter
on which side it was <^and in what place. And as for obscene pleasures,

if nature requires them, we should not consider birth, or position, or

rank, but beauty, age, and figure, Epicurus thinks [Cicero]. Nor do
they think that virtuous loves are alien to the wise man [Cicero]. Let
us ask up to what age young men are to be loved [Seneca]. These last

57 Instead of this paragraph, in the editions published in Montaigne's lifetime,

there appeared this sentence: "It follows from this diversity of aspects that judg-
ments are diversely apphed to the choice of things."

58 Italian legal authorities of the fourteenth century.
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two passages from the Stoics, and on the same subject the reproach

of Dicaearchus to Plato himself, show what excessive license, remote

from common usage, even the soundest philosophy allows.

^The laws take their authority from possession and usage; it is

dangerous to trace them back to their birth. They swell and are en-

nobled as they roll, like our rivers: follow them uphill to their source,

it is just a little trickle of water, barely recognizable, which thus grows

proud and strong as it grows old. Look at the ancient considerations

that gave the first impetus to this famous torrent full of dignity, awe,

and reverence; you will find them so trivial and frail that it is no

wonder that these people who weigh everything and refer it to reason,

and who accept nothing by authority and on credit, have judgments

often far removed from popular judgments. Since they are men who
take as their pattern the original image of nature, it is no wonder if in

most of their opinions they deviate from the common way.

As, for example: few of them would have approved the condi-

tions and constraints of our marriages, ^and most of them have wanted

wives to be held in common and without obligation.

^They rejected our proprieties.^'' Chrysippus used to say that a

philosopher will turn a dozen somersaults in public, even without

breeches, for a dozen olives. ^He would hardly have advised Cleis-

thenes to refuse the beautiful Agarista, his daughter, to Hippocleides,

for having seen him stand on his head on a table with his legs apart.

Metrocles rather indiscreetly let a fart while debating in the presence

of his school, and was staying in his house, hiding for shame, until

Crates went to visit him and, adding to his consolations and reasons

the example of his own freedom, started a farting contest with him, by

which he rid him of this scruple, and furthermore drew him over to his

own freer Stoical school from the more polite Peripatetic school of

which he had hitherto been a follower.

What we call decency—not to dare to do openly what it is decent

for us to do in private—they called stupidity; and to try to be clever

by hushing up and disavowing what nature, custom, and our desire

publish and proclaim about our actions, they considered a vice. And
it seemed to them that it was profaning the mysteries of Venus to re-

move them from the secluded sanctuary of her temple and expose them

to the sight of the people; and that to draw her sports from behind

the curtain was to cheapen them ( shame is a sort of v.'eight; conceal-

ment, reservation, circumscription, are factors in esteem); that volup-

tuousness very ingeniously insisted, under the mask of virtue, on not

being prostituted in the middle of the crossroads, trodden beneath

the feet and eyes of the crowd, lacking the dignity and comfort of its

accustomed cabinets. Hence ^some say that to aboHsh public brothels

is not only to spread everywhere the lechery that was assigned to those

places, but also to spur men on to that vice by making it difficult:

59 Here the editions published in Montaigne's lifetime add: "Everyone has

heard of the shameless way of life of the Cynic philosophers."
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You were Aufidia's spouse, now you are lovers;

Now he that was your rival is her mate.

Your wife you loved not; why love her as another's?

Must you be insecure to copulate?

MARTIAL

This experience is diversified into a thousand examples:

No one in all the city wished to touch
Your wife, CeciHan, when they freely could.

But now, guards posted, those who seek her couch
Form a vast throng. Cecilian, you are shrewd.

MARTIAL

A philosopher who was surprised in the act was asked what he was
doing. He replied quite coolly: "I am planting a man"; not blushing

at being discovered at that any more than if he had been found plant-

ing garlic.

'^It is, in my opinion, through an overtender and respectful attitude,

that a great and religious author^" maintains that this action is so nec-

essarily bound up with concealment and shame, that he cannot per-

suade himself that in the licentiousness of the Cynic embraces the busi-

ness came to its conclusion. He beheves that it stopped at merely

representing lascivious movements, in order to maintain the shame-

lessness that their school professed; and that in order to eject what
shame had restrained and withheld, they still needed later on to seek

cover. He had not seen far enough into their debauchery. For Dioge-

nes, practicing masturbation in public, expressed the wish in the pres-

ence of the bystanders that he could satisfy his stomach that way by
rubbing it. To those who asked him why he did not seek a more com-

fortable place to eat than right out in the street, he answered: "Be-

cause I am hungry right out in the street."

The women philosophers who mingled with their school mingled

also with their persons in all places without discrimination; and Hip-

parchia was received into the society of Crates only on condition of

following in all things the practices and customs of his order.

These philosophers set an extreme price on virtue and rejected all

other studies but morals; yet in all actions they attributed the sovereign

authority to the decision of their sage, above the laws; and ordered no
other bridle on sensual pleasures ^than moderation and the preserva-

tion of the liberty of others.

Heraclitus and Protagoras, from the fact that wine seems bitter to

the sick man and pleasant to the healthy, the oar bent in the water and
straight to those that see it outside, and from similar contrary appear-

ances that are found in objects, argued that all objects had in them-

selves the causes of these appearances, and that there was some bit-

terness in wine that corresponded with the sick man's palate, a certain

bent quality in the oar corresponding with the person who looks at it

^° Saint Augustine.
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in the water; and so for all the rest. Which is to say that all is in all things,

and consequently nothing in any; for where all is, there is nothing.

This theory reminds me of the experience we have that there is no

sense or aspect, either straight or bitter, or sweet, or crooked, that the

human mind does not find in the writings it undertakes to search. In

the clearest, purest, and most perfect writing that can be, how much
falsehood and lying has been brought to birth! What heresy has not

found in it grounds and testimonies enough to make its start and to

maintain itself? It is for that reason that the authors of such errors will

never give up this form of proof, from the evidence of the interpretation

of words.

A certain dignitary, trying to justify to me by authority that quest

of the philosopher's stone in which he is completely immersed, lately

alleged to me five or six passages from the Bible on which he said he

had primarily relied for the discharge of his conscience (for he is an

ecclesiastic by profession); and in truth, his discovery was not only

amusing, but also very properly suited to the defense of that fine science.

In this way diviners' fables gain credit. There is no prognosticator,

if he has enough authority for people to deign to leaf through him and

study carefully all the imphcations and aspects of his words, who can-

not be made to say whatever you want, like the Sibyls. For there are

so many means of interpretation that, obliquely or directly, an ingen-

ious mind can hardly fail to come across in any subject some sense that

will serve his point.

^It is for this reason that a cloudy and doubtful style finds itself in

such frequent and ancient usage. Let the author succeed in attracting

and busying posterity with himself, which not only ability may do, but

as much or more so the chance favor of the subject matter; let him for

the rest express himself, through stupidity or shrewdness, a bit ob-

scurely and contradictorily: he need not worry. Numerous minds,

sifting him and shaking him, will squeeze out of him a quantity of

meanings, either like his own, or beside it, or contrary to it, which will

all do him honor. He will see himself enriched with the means of his

disciples, like tutors at the time of the Lendit.®^

^This is what has given value to many worthless things, what has

brought into credit many writings and loaded them with any kind of

matter that was wanted; one single thing receiving thousands of dif-

ferent interpretations and points of view, and indeed as many as we
please.

^Is it possible that Homer meant to say all they make him say, and

that he lent himself to so many and such different interpretations that

the theologians, legislators, captains, philosophers, every sort of people

who treat of sciences, however difi^erently and contradictorily, lean on

him and refer to him: the general master for all offices, works, and

artisans, the general counselor for all enterprises? ^Whoever has needed

61 Tutors, especially in Paris, received yearly fees or presents from their pupils

at the time of the Lendit fair.
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oracles and predictions has found in him enough for his purpose. It

is a marvel what wonderful correspondences a learned man, and a

friend of mine, draws out of him in support of our religion; and he can-

not easily let go of this opinion, that this was Homer's purpose (yet he
is as well acquainted with this poet as any man of our century ) . ^And
what he finds in favor of ours, many of old had found in favor of theirs.

See how Plato is moved and tossed about. Every man, glorying in

applying him to himself, sets him on the side he wants. They trot him
out and insert him into all the new opinions that the world accepts; and
they make him differ from himself according to the different course of

things. They make his meaning disavow customs that were licit in his

century because they are illicit in ours. All this vigorously and power-
fully, in so far as the mind of the interpreter is powerful and vigorous.

^From the same foundation that Heraclitus had, and that maxim
of his that all things had in them the aspects that were found in them,

Democritus derived a wholly opposite conclusion, that things had in

them nothing at all of what we found in them; and from the fact that

honey was sweet to one and bitter to another, he argued that it was
neither sweet nor bitter. The Pyrrhonians would say that they do not

know whether it is sweet or bitter, or neither, or both; for they always
reach the extreme point of doubt.

^The Cyrenaics maintained that nothing was perceptible from with-

out, and that only that was perceptible which touched us by internal

touch, like pain and pleasure; recognizing neither tone nor color, but
only certain impressions that came to us from these; and that man had
no other seat of his judgment. Protagoras thought that "what seemed to

each man was true for each man." The Epicureans lodge all judgment
in the senses, both in the knowledge of things and in pleasure. Plato

decided that the judgment of truth, and truth itself, withdrawn from
opinions and the senses, belonged to the mind and to reflection.

[THE SENSES ARE INADEQUATE]

^This subject has brought me to the consideration of the senses, in

which lies the greatest foundation and proof of our ignorance. All that

is known, is doubtless known through the faculty of the knower; for

since judgment comes from the operation of him who judges, it stands

to reason that he performs this operation by his means and will, not
by the constraint of others, as would happen if we knew things through
the power and according to the law of their own essence.

Now all knowledge makes its way into us through the senses; they
are our masters:

^No shorter pathway can persuasion find

Into the human heart and human mind.

LUCRETIUS

^Knowledge begins through them and is resolved into them.
After all, we would know no more than a stone, if we did not know

that there is sound, smell, light, taste, measure, weight, softness, hard-
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ness, roughness, color, smoothness, breadth, depth. There are the base

and the principles of the whole edifice of our knowledge. ^And accord-

ing to some, knowledge is nothing else but sensation, ^whoever can

force me to contradict the senses has me by the throat; he could not

make me retreat any further. The senses are the beginning and the end

of human knowledge:

Our senses, you will find, did first provide

The idea of truth; they cannot be denied.

In what then should we place a greater trust

Than in the senses?

LUCRETIUS

Attribute to them as little as you can, still you must grant them this,

that by way of them and by their mediation proceeds all our instruc-

tion. Cicero says that Chrysippus, having tried to disparage the power

and strength of the senses, presented himself with arguments to the

contrary, and such violent objections, that he could not satisfy them.

Whereupon Carneades, who was upholding the opposite side, boasted

that he would use the very weapons and words of Chrysippus to combat

him, and therefore exclaimed against him: "O wretched man, your

strength has defeated you!"

We cannot conceive of an absurdity more extreme than to maintain

that fire does not heat, that light does not illumine, that there is no

weight or hardness in iron; these are items of knowledge brought to

us by the senses; and man has no belief or knowledge that can compare

with this sort for certainty.

The first consideration that I offer on the subject of the senses is

that I have my doubts whether man is provided with all the senses of

nature. I see many animals that live a complete and perfect life, some

without sight, others without hearing; who knows whether we too do

not still lack one, two, three, or many other senses? For if any one is

lacking, our reason cannot discover its absence. It is the privilege of

the senses to be the extreme limit of our perception. There is nothing

beyond them that can help us to discover them; no, nor can one sense

discover the other:

^Can ears the errors of the eyes detect?

Touch refute ears, or taste our touch correct?

Nose confute touch, and eyes in turn prevail?

LUCRETIUS

^Together they all form the farthest limit of our faculties:

Its function is defined

To each apart, to each its power assigned.

LUCRETIUS

It is impossible to make a man who was born blind conceive that he

does not see; impossible to make him desire sight and regret its absence.
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Wherefore we should take no assurance from the fact that our soul is

content and satisfied with those senses we have, seeing that it has no
means of feeling its malady and imperfection therein, if any there be.

It is impossible to say anything to this blind man, by reason, argument,

or comparison, that will place in his imagination any apprehension of

light, color, and sight. There is nothing further behind that can push
that sense into evidence. When we see men blind from birth desire to

see, it is not because they understand what they ask: they have learned

from us that they lack something, that they have something to desire,

which is in us; "^which they name perfectly well, and its effects and
consequences; -^but nevertheless they do not know what it is, nor do

they have a close or distant apprehension of it.

I have seen a gentleman of a good house, bom blind, or at least

blind from such an age that he does not know what sight is. He under-

stands so little what he lacks, that he uses and employs as we do words
appropriate to sight, and applies them in a manner all private and his

own. He was presented with a boy, whose godfather he was; taking

him in his arms, he said: "My, what a handsome boy! How good it is

to see him! What a gay face he has!" He will say like one of us: "This

room has a fine view; it is a clear day, the sun is shining bright." There
is more; for because hunting, tennis, and shooting are our sports, and
he has heard this, he is fond of them and keenly interested in them, and
thinks he has the same share in them that we do; he finds excitement and
pleasure in them, and yet he takes them in only through his ears. They
call to him that there goes a hare when they are in a bit of fine open

country where he can spur his horse; and then they tell him later that

there is a hare caught; and he is as proud of his catch as he hears the

others say they are. The tennis ball he takes in his left hand and strokes

with his racket; with the harquebus he shoots at random, and gets his

fun by having his men tell him that he is either over or beside the mark.

What do we know about whether mankind is doing something

equally foolish for lack of some sense, and whether by this lack the

greater part of the face of things is hidden from us? What do we know
about whether the difficulties we find in many works of nature come
from that? And whether many actions of the animals that exceed our

capacity are produced by the operation of some sense that we lack?

And whether some of them have by this means a fuller and more com-

plete life than ours?

We grasp an apple by almost all our senses; we find in it redness,

smoothness, smell, and sweetness; besides these it may have other prop-

erties, like drying up or shrinking, to which we have no sense that cor-

responds. The properties that we call occult in many things, as that

of the magnet to attract iron—is it not likely that there are sensory

faculties in nature suitable to judge them and perceive them, and that

the lack of such faculties causes our ignorance of the true essence of

such things? Perhaps it is some particular sense that reveals to cocks

the hours of morning and midnight, and moves them to crow; ^that

teaches hens, before any practice and experience, to fear a sparrow
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hawk, and not a goose or a peacock, which are bigger creatures; which

warns cliickens of the quaHty in the cat that is hostile to them, and not

to distrust the dog: to beware of mewing, a rather caressing sound,

and not of barking, a harsh and quarrelsome sound; that teaches wasps,

ants, and rats always to select the best cheese and the best pear, before

having tasted them; ^and that guides the stag, "^the elephant, the snake,

*|o the knowledge of a certain herb suitable for their cure.

There is no sense that does not have great dominion, and bring us

by its means to know an infinite number of things. If we lacked the un-

derstanding of sounds, of harmony and the voice, this lack would bring

inconceivable confusion upon all the rest of our knowledge. For be-

sides what is attached to the proper effect of each sense, how many
arguments, consequences, and conclusions we draw in other things by

the comparison of one sense with another! Let an intelligent man
imagine human nature as produced originally without sight, and think

how much ignorance and confusion such a lack would bring him, how
much shadow and blindness in our soul: it will be seen from this how
important to our knowledge of the truth is the privation of another

such sense, or two, or three—if this privation is in us. We have formed

a truth by the consultation and concurrence of our five senses; but per-

haps we needed the agreement of eight or ten senses, and their con-

tribution, to perceive it certainly and in its essence.

The schools that dispute man's knowledge dispute it principally be-

cause of the uncertainty and weakness of our senses; for since all knowl-

edge comes to us by their means and mediation, if they err in the report

they make to us, if they corrupt or alter what they carry to us from

without, if the light that flows through them into our soul is obscured

in passage, we have nothing left to go by. From this extreme difficulty

have arisen all these fancies: that each object has in itself all that we
find in it; that it has nothing of what we think we find in it; and this of

the Epicureans, that the sun is no bigger than it looks to us:

^Whate'er it is, it has no greater size

Than what it seems to be, seen by our eyes;

LUCRETIUS

^that the appearances that show a body to be big to him who is near,

and smaller to him who is far, are both true,

^Nor grant we therefore that our eyes are blind;

Blame not on eyes the error of the mind;

LUCRETIUS

^and, boldly, that there is no deception in the senses, that we must sub-

mit to their mercy, and seek elsewhere reasons to excuse the difference

and contradiction that we find in them, in fact invent any other false-

hood or reverie ( they go as far as that ) rather than accuse the senses.
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^Timagoras swore that however much he pressed or turned his eyes,

he had never seen the Hght of a candle doubled; and that that appear-

ance came from a defect of the mind, not of the organ.

^Of all absurdities the most absurd ^to the Epicureans Ms to disa-

vow the power and effect of the senses.

Hence what the senses see is always true.

And if our reason cannot well expound
Why what from near was square, from far is round,

Although we lack the cause, 'tis better still

Either appearance to interpret ill.

Than from our hands to let the obvious go,

To spurn our primal trust and overthrow
The bases on which life and safety stay.

For not alone would reason fail; straightway

Our very life would fall, unless we dare

To trust our senses, shun great heights, beware
Of other similar dangers.

LUCRETIUS

'^This desperate and most unphilosophical advice means nothing

else than that human knowledge can maintain itself only by unreason-

able, mad, and senseless reason; but that still it is better for man, in

order to assert himself, to use it and any other remedy, however fan-

tastic, than to admit his necessary stupidity: such a disadvantageous

truth! He cannot escape the fact that the senses are the sovereign mas-

ters of his knowledge; but they are uncertain and deceivable in all cir-

cumstances. It is there that we must fight it out, and if just forces fail

us, as they do, use stubbornness, heedlessness, impudence.

^In case what the Epicureans say is true, to wit, that we have no
knowledge if the appearances of the senses are false; and if what the

Stoics say is also true, that the appearances of the senses are so false

that they can produce no knowledge for us; we shall conclude, at the

expense of these two great dogmatic sects, that there is no knowledge.

^As for the error and uncertainty of the operation of the senses, each

man can furnish himself with as many examples as he pleases, so ordi-

nary are the mistakes and deceptions that they offer us. At the echo in

a valley, the sound of a trumpet seems to come from in front of us, when
it comes from a league behind:

'^Two distant mountains like as one are seen.

Though on the sea great distance lies between.

Astern the hills and meadows seem to fly.

Which our ship skirts near by . . .

. . . When in midstream our steed stops short,

Some power seems to bear his body athwart
And force him up against the rushing stream.

LUCRETIUS
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^When rolling a harquebus bullet under the forefinger, the middle
finger being entwined over it, we have to force ourselves hard to admit

that there is only one, so strongly does our sense represent two to us.

For that the senses are many a time masters of reason, and constrain it

to receive impressions that it knows and judges to be false, is seen at

every turn. I leave aside the sense of touch, whose operations are

closer, more vivid and substantial, which, so many times, by the eflFect

of the pain it brings to the body, overthrows all those beautiful Stoical

resolutions, and compels the man to cry out at his stomach who has

established with all resoluteness this doctrine in his soul, that the colic,

like every other malady and pain, is an indifferent thing, not having

the power to reduce at all the supreme happiness and felicity in which
the sage is lodged by his virtue.

There is no heart so faint that the sound of our drums and trumpets

will not warm it, or so hard that the sweetness of music will not awaken
it and caress it; no soul so crabbed as not to feel touched by some rev-

erence on contemplating the somber vastness of our churches, the di-

versity of ornaments, and the order of our ceremonies, and on hearing

the devotional sound of our organs and the harmony, so solemn and
religious, of our voices. Even those who enter with disdain feel a cer-

tain shiver in their heart, and a certain awe, which makes them distrust

their opinion.

^As for me, I do not consider myself strong enough to listen sedately

to verses of Horace or Catullus sung by an adequate voice from a young

and beautiful mouth. ^And Zeno was right to say that the voice was the

flower of beauty.

Someone tried to make me believe that a man whom all we French-

men know had overimpressed me by reciting to me some verses he had
composed; that they were not the same on paper as in the air, and that

my eyes would judge them contrary to my ears, so much influence ut-

terance has in giving value and style to the works that come into its

mercy. In which connection Philoxenus was not too choleric when,

hearing someone giving a bad tone to some composition of his, he began

to stamp on and break some tiles that belonged to the offender, saying:

"I disrupt what is yours as you corrupt what is mine."

'^For what reason did even those v/ho had themselves put to death

by their own sure resolve turn away their face in order not to see the

stroke that they were having dealt them? And why cannot those who
for their health desire and order someone to cut into them and cauterize

them endure the sight of the preparations, instruments, and operations

of the surgeon, since sight is to have no participation in this pain? Are

these not fit examples to prove the authority that the senses have over

the reason?

No matter if we are aware that these tresses are borrowed from a

page or a lackey, that this rosy complexion is a product of Spain, and

that this whiteness and smoothness comes from the ocean sea; still sight

must compel us to find the object more lovely and agreeable for it,

against all reason. For in this there is nothing of the lady's own:
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Jewels and gold hide flaws; we are tricked by art;

The girl is of herself the smallest part.

Oft in all this you ask where your love lies:

By this Gorgon shield rich love deceives the eyes.

OVID

How much power the poets ascribe to the senses, who make Narcissus

madly in love with his own reflection-

All he admires for which he is admired;
Unwitting, loves himself; yearned for, he yearns;

Seeking, is sought; with flame self-kindled burns

OVID

—and Pygmalion's understanding so troubled by the impression of the

sight of his ivory statue, that he loves and serves it as though it were
alive:

Kisses he gives, and thinks they are returned;

Pursues and holds, and thinks the flesh gives way
Beneath his fingers, fears a mark will stay.

OVID

Put a philosopher in a cage of thin iron wire in large meshes, and
hang it from the top of the towers of Notre Dame of Paris : he will see

by evident reason that it is impossible for him to fall, and yet (unless

he is used to the trade of the steeplejacks ) he cannot keep the sight of

this extreme height from terrifying and paralyzing him. For we have
trouble enough feeling secure in tlie galleries that are in our steeples,

if they are wrought with openwork, even though they are of stone.

There are some who cannot even bear the thought of them. Lay a

beam between these tsvo towers of such width as we need to walk on:

there is no philosophical wisdom of such great firmness that it can give

us courage to walk on it as we should if it were on the ground.

I have often experienced this in our mountains on this side of the

border ( and yet I am one of those who are only moderately frightened

at such things ) : that I could not endure the sight of that infinite depth
without a shiver and a trembling of the back of my legs and thighs,

even though I was fully my oun length away from the actual edge,

and could not have fallen unless I had conveyed myself purposely into

danger. I have also noticed there that whatever the height might be,

provided that in the side some tree or jutting rock is present to support

our sight a little and break it up, this relieves us and gives us assur-

ance, as if it were a thing from which in case of a fall we could get help;

but that sheer and unbroken precipices we cannot even look at without

vertigo: ^siich that we cannot look down without dizziness both of eyes

and of mind [Livy]; '^which is an evident imposture of our sight.

That fine philosopher put out his eyes®- to reheve his soul of the dis-

tractions that it received from them, and to be able to philosophize in

greater freedom.

®- Democritus, according to Cicero, who, however, questions the story.
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But on that score he should also have had his ears stopped up,

''which Theophrastus says are the most dangerous instrument we have

for receiving violent impressions to disturb and alter us; "^and he should

in short have deprived himself of all the other senses, that is to say of

his life and his being. For they all have this power to command our

reason and our soul. ^Again it often happens that our mind is struck

more vehemently by some sight, some depth of voice, some songs; often

again by care and fear [Cicero].

^The doctors hold that there are certain temperaments that are

stirred even to fury by some sounds and instruments. I have seen some
who could not hear a bone gnawed under their table without losing

patience; and there is hardly a man who is not disturbed by that harsh

and piercing noise made by files scraping on iron; just as many, on hear-

ing someone chewing nearby, or someone talking who has the passages

of his nose or throat stopped up, are moved to the point of anger and
hatred. That piping prompter of Gracchus, who softened, hardened,

or directed his master's voice whenever he made a harangue at Rome,
what use was he, if the movement and quality of the sound had not the

power to move and alter the judgment of the audience? Truly there is

good reason to make so much of the firmness of that fine faculty,^^ that

lets itself be manipulated and altered by the accidental movements of

so light a wind!

This same deception that the senses convey to our understanding

they receive in their turn. Our soul at times takes a like revenge; <^they

compete in lying and deceiving each other. '^What we see and hear

when stirred with anger, we do not hear as it is

:

A double sun appears, and twin cities of Thebes.

VIRGIL

The object that we love seems to us more beautiful than it is—

^Thus women oft we see, ugly and bent.

Receive men's love, and honors eminent

LUCRETIUS

—'^and uglier the one that we loathe. To a man vexed and afflicted the

brightness of the day seems darkened and gloomy. Our senses are not

only altered, but often completely stupefied by the passions of the soul.

How many things we see which we do not notice if our mind is occupied

elsewhere!

Even in plain things you can plainly see,

Unless you pay attention, they will be
As though remote in time, or far away.

LUCRETIUS

It seems as though the soul draws the powers of the senses inward and
occupies them. Thus both the inside and the outside of man is full of

weakness and falsehood.

^3 The judgment.
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^Those who have compared our hfe to a dream were perhaps more
right than they thought. When we dream, our soul hves, acts, exercises

all her faculties, neither more nor less than when she is awake; but if

more loosely and obscurely, still surely not so much so that the differ-

ence is as between night and bright daylight; rather as between night

and shade. There she sleeps, here she slumbers: more and less. It is

always darkness, and Cimmerian darkness.

'^Sleeping we are awake, and waking asleep. I do not see so clearly

in sleep; but my wakefulness I never find pure and cloudless enough.

Moreover sleep in its depth sometimes puts dreams to sleep. But our

wakefulness is never so awake as to purge and properly dissipate

reveries, which are the dreams of the waking, and worse than dreams.

Since our reason and our soul accept the fancies and opinions which
arise in it while sleeping, and authorize the actions of, our dreams with

the same approbation as they do those of the day, why do we not con-

sider the possibility that our thinking, our acting, may be another sort

of dreaming, and our waking another kind of sleep?

^If the senses are our first judges, it is not ours alone that must be
consulted, for in this faculty the animals have as much right as we
have, or more. It is certain that some have hearing keener than man's,

others sight, others smell, others touch or taste. Democritus said that

the gods and the animals had much more perfect sensitive faculties

than man.
Now between the effects of their senses and ours, the difference is

extreme. Our sahva cleans and dries up our wounds; it kills a snake:

So great the distance and the difference here,

That one man's food others as poison fear.

By man's saliva touched, snakes oft decay,

And bite themselves to death.

LUCRETIUS

What property shall we attribute to saliva? According to us, or ac-

cording to the snake? By which of the two points of view shall we prove
its real essence, which we are seeking? Pliny says that there are in the

Indies certain sea-hares which are poison to us and we to them, so that

by a mere touch we kill them. Which is really poisonous, man or the

fish? Which are we to believe, the fish about man, or man about the fish?

^A certain quality of air infects man, which does not harm the ox;

another infects the ox, which does not harm man. Which of the two,

in truth and in nature, is the pestilential quality?

'^Those who have jaundice see all things as yellowish and paler

than we do:

''Moreover, all that jaundiced people see

Becomes pale yellow.

LUCRETIUS

^Those who have that malady that the doctors call hyposphagma, which
is a suffusion of blood under the skin, see everything as red and bloody.
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These humors which thus change the operations of our sight, how do

we know but that thfey predominate in animals and are the ordinary

thing with them? For we see some that have yellow eyes like our

sufferers from jaundice, others that have them red and bloodshot. It

is probable that to them the color of objects appears different than to us.

Which of the two is the true judgment? For it is not said that the

essence of things is referred to man alone. Hardness, whiteness, depth,

and bitterness concern the service and knowledge of the animals as

well as ours; nature has given to them the use of these as well as to us.

When we press our eye, we perceive the bodies that we are looking

at as longer and more extended. Many animals have an eye thus pressed.

So this lengthiness is perhaps the real shape of this body, not that which

our eyes assign to it in their ordinary position. ^If we squeeze the eye

from below, things seem double to us:

Double the lights of lamps, flowering with flame,

Double the face of man, his body twain.

LUCRETros

^If our ears are stopped with anything, or our passages of hearing

constricted, we receive the sound otherwise than we ordinarily do. The
animals that have hairy ears, or that have only a very tiny hole in place

of an ear, consequently do not hear what we hear, and receive the sound

differently.

We see at festivals and in theaters that when we hold up a pane

tinted with some color against the light of the torches, everything in

the place appears to us green, or yellow, or violet:

^In our great theaters this oft is done
By veils of yellow, red, or rust, which run
From poles and timbers, billowing but stretched tight.

They dye the assembly with their tinted light.

And on the stage, on statues row on row
Of gods and parents, make their colors flow.

LUCRETIUS

'^It is likely that the eyes of animals, which we see are of different colors,

make bodies appear to them as matching their eyes.

To judge the action of the senses, then, we should first of all be in

agreement with the animals, and second, among ourselves. Which we
are not in the least; and we get into disputes at every turn because one

man hears, sees, or tastes something differently from someone else;

and we dispute about the diversity of the images that the senses bring

us as much as about anything else. By the ordinary rule of nature, a

child hears, sees, and tastes otherwise than a man of thirty, and he

otherwise than a sexagenarian.

The senses are in some people more obscure and dim, in others

more open and acute. We receive things in one way and another, ac-

cording to what we are and what they seem to us. Now since our seem-

ing is so uncertain and controversial, it is no longer a miracle if we are
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told that we can admit that snow appears white to us, but that we
cannot be responsible for proving that it is so of its essence and in

truth; and, with this starting point shaken, all the knowledge in the

world necessarily goes by the board.

What of the fact that our senses interfere with each other? A paint-

ing seems to the eye to be in relief, to the touch it seems flat. Shall we
say that musk is agreeable or not, which rejoices our sense of smell and
offends our taste? There are herbs and unguents suitable for one part

of the body which injure another. Honey is pleasant to the taste,

unpleasant to the sight. As for those rings which are cut in the form
of feathers and are called in heraldry feathers without ends, there is

no eye that can discern their width and that can defend itself against

this illusion, that on one side they grow wider, and narrower and taper-

ing on the other, even when you roll them around your finger; however,
to the touch they seem equal in width and everywhere alike.

^Those persons who, to enhance their voluptuousness, in ancient

times used mirrors made to enlarge and magnify the object they reflect,

so that the members which they were to put to work should please

them the more by this ocular growth: to which of the two senses did

they give the victory, to the sight which showed them these members
stout and long as they liked, or to the touch which showed them small

and contemptible?

^Is it our senses that lend the object these differing qualities, and
do the objects nevertheless have only one? As we see in the bread we
eat: it is only bread, but our use makes of it bones, blood, flesh, hair,

and nails:

^As food, dispersed through all our members, dies,

And other substance of itself supplies.

LUCRETIUS

^The moisture that the root of a tree sucks up becomes trunk, leaf, and
fruit; and the air, being but one, by being applied to a trumpet is

diversified into a thousand kinds of sounds. Is it our senses, I say, which
likewise fashion these objects out of various qualities, or do they really

have them so? And in the face of this doubt, what can we decide about
their real essence?

Moreover, since the accidents of illnesses, madness, or sleep make
things appear to us otherwise than they appear to healthy people, wise

men, and waking people, is it not hkely that our normal state and our
natural disposition can also assign to things an essence corresponding

to our condition, and accommodate them to us, as our disordered states

do? And that our health is as capable of giving them its own appear-

ance as sickness? ^Why should the temperate man not have some vision

of things related to himself, like the intemperate man, and likewise

imprint his own character on tliem?

The jaded man assigns the insipidity to tlie wine; the healthy man,
the savor; the thirsty man, the relish.

^Now, since our condition accommodates things to itself and trans-
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forms them according to itself, we no longer know what things are

in truth; for nothing comes to us except falsified and altered by our

senses. When the compass, the square, and the ruler are off, all the

proportions drawn from them, all the buildings erected by their meas-

ure, are also necessarily imperfect and defective. The uncertainty of

our senses makes everything they produce uncertain:

As in a building, if the rule is false.

If a bent square gives verticals untrue,

And if the level is at all askew.

Then all must be defective and at fault.

Forward or backward leaning, lame and halt;

Some part already seems about to fall;

Then, from those first mistakes, down tumbles all.

Thus any reasoning of yours on things

Must needs be false, that from false senses springs.

LUCRETIUS

Furthermore, who shall be fit to judge these differences? As we say

in disputes about religion that we need a judge not attached to either

party, free from preference and passion, which is impossible among
Christians, so it is in this. For if he is old, he cannot judge the sense

perception of old age, being himself a party in this dispute; if he is

young, likewise; healthy, likewise; likewise sick, asleep, or awake. We
would need someone exempt from all these qualities, so that with an

unprejudiced judgment he might judge of these propositions as of

things indifferent to him; and by that score we would need a judge

that never was.

To judge the appearances that we receive of objects, we would need

a judicatory instrument; to verify this instrument, we need a demon-

stration; to verify the demonstration, an instrument: there we are in

a circle.

Since the senses cannot decide our dispute, being themselves full

of uncertainty, it must be reason that does so. No reason can be estab-

lished without another reason: there we go retreating back to infinity.

Our conception is not itself applied to foreign objects, but is con-

ceived through the mediation of the senses; and the senses do not

comprehend the foreign object, but only their own impressions. And
thus the conception and semblance we form is not of the object, but

only of the impression and effect made on the sense; which impression

and the object are different things. Wherefore whoever judges by

appearances judges by something other than the object.

And as for saying that the impressions of the senses convey to the

soul the quality of the foreign objects by resemblance, how can the soul

and understanding make sure of this resemblance, having of itself no

communication with foreign objects? Just as a man who does not know
Socrates, seeing his portrait, cannot say that it resembles him.

Now if anyone should want to judge by appearances anyway, to
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judge by all appearances is impossible, for they clash with one another

by their contradictions and discrepancies, as we see by experience.

Shall some selected appearances rule the others? We shall have to

verify this selection by another selection, the second by a third; and
thus it will never be finished.

[CHANGING MAN CANNOT KNOW CHANGING THINGS]

Finally, there is no existence that is constant, either of our being

or of that of objects. And we, and our judgment, and all mortal things

go on flowing and rolling unceasingly. Thus nothing certain can be

established about one thing by another, both the judging and the judged

being in continual change and motion.

[CHANGING MAN CANNOT KNOW UNCHANGING GOD]

We have no communication with being,^* because every human
nature is always midway between birth and death, offering only a dim
semblance and shadow of itself, and an uncertain and feeble opinion.

And if by chance you fix your thought on trying to grasp its essence,

it will be neither more nor less than if someone tried to grasp water:

for the more he squeezes and presses what by its nature flows all over,

the more he will lose what he was trying to hold and grasp. Thus, all

things being subject to pass from one change to another, reason, seeking

a real stability in them, is baffled, being unable to apprehend anything

stable and permanent; because everything is either coming into being

and not yet fully existent, or beginning to die before it is born.

Plato said that bodies never had existence, but did have birth;

^thinking that Homer had made the Ocean father of the gods, and Thetis

mother, to show us that all things are in perpetual flux, change, and
variation—an opinion common to all the philosophers before his time,

as he says, except Parmenides alone, who denied things movement, on

whose power he sets great store. '^Pythagoras thought that all matter

is flowing and sliding. The Stoics, that there is no present time, and

that what we call present is only the juncture and meeting of the future

and the past. Heraclitus, that never had a man entered the same
river twice.

^Epicharmus, that he who once borrowed money does not owe it

now; and that he who last night was invited to come to dine this

morning, today comes uninvited, seeing that he and his hosts are no

longer themselves: they have become others. Mnd that no mortal

substance can be found twice in the same state; for by the suddenness

and nimbleness of its change, it is now dissipated, now reassembled;

it comes, and then goes. So that what is beginning to be born never

arrives at the perfection of being; forasmuch as this birth is never com-

6* All the passage that follows, down to the fourth paragraph from the end of

the essay, is copied almost word for word from Plutarch's Moral Essays, "On the

Meaning of el," in die French translation by Jacques Amyot.
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pleted, and never stops as being at an end, but from the seed onward
goes on ever changing and shifting from one thing into another. As
from human seed is made first in the mother's womb a formless fruit,

then a fully formed infant; then, outside the womb, an infant at the

breast; afterward it becomes a boy; then in turn a youth; then a grown
man; then an older man; finally a decrepit old man. So that the sub-

sequent age and generation is always undoing and destroying the

preceding one:

'^Time alters all the nature of the world;

From one state to another all must change;

Nothing remains itself, but all things range;

Nature modifies all and changes all.

LUCRETIUS

'^And then we stupidly fear one kind of death, when we have already

passed and are still passing through so many others. For not only, as

Heraclitus used to say, is the death of fire the generation of air, and
the death of air the generation of water; but even more obviously we
can see it in ourselves. Our prime dies and passes when old age comes
along, and youth ends in the prime of the grown man, childhood in

youth, and infancy in childhood. And yesterday dies in today, and
today will die in tomorrow; and there is nothing that abides and is

always the same.

For, to prove that this is so, if we always remain one and the same,

how is it that we rejoice now in one thing, and now in another? How
is it that we love opposite things or hate them, praise them or blame
them? How do we have different affections, no longer retaining the

same feeling within the same thought? For it is not plausible that we
take up different passions without changing; and what suffers change

does not remain one and the same, and if it is not one and the same,

it also is not; but together with its being the same, it also changes its

simple being, from one thing always becoming another. And conse-

quently the senses of nature are mistaken and lie, taking what appears

for what is, for want of really knowing what it is that is.

But then what really is? That which is eternal: that is to say, what
never had birth, nor will ever have an end; to which time never brings

any change. For time is a mobile thing, which appears as in a shadow,

together with matter, which is ever running and flowing, without ever

remaining stable or permanent. To which belong the words before

and after, and has been or will be, which at the very first sight show
very evidently that time is not a thing that is; for it would be a great

stupidity and a perfectly apparent falsehood to say that that is which

is not yet in being, or which already has ceased to be. And as for these

words, present, immediate, now, on which it seems that we chiefly found

and support our understanding of time, reason discovering this imme-
diately destroys it; for she at once splits and divides it into future and

past, as though wanting to see it necessarily divided in two.

The same thing happens to nature that is measured, as to time that
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measures it. For there is nothing in it either that abides or is stable;

but all things in it are either born, or being bom, or dying. For which

reason it would be a sin to say of God, who is the only one that is, that

he was or will he. For those terms represent declinings, transitions, or

vicissitudes of what cannot endure or remain in being. Wherefore we
must conclude that God alone w—not at all according to any measure

of time, but according to an eternity immutable and immobile, not

measured by time or subject to any decline; before whom there is

nothing, nor will there be after, nor is there anything more new or

more recent; but one who really is—who by one single now fills the

ever; and there is nothing that really is but he alone—nor can we say

"He has been," or "He will be"—without beginning and without end.

To this most religious conclusion of a pagan I want to add only

this remark of a witness of the same condition,^^ for an ending to this

long and boring discourse, which would give me material without end:

"O what a vile and abject thing is man," he says, "if he does not raise

himself above humanity!"

[CONCLUSION: MAN IS NOTHING WITHOUT GOD]

*^That is a good statement and a useful desire, but equally absurd.

For ^to make the handful bigger than the hand, the armful bigger than

the arm, and to hope to straddle more than the reach of our legs, is

impossible and unnatural. Nor can man raise himself above himself

and humanity; for he can see only with his own eyes, and seize only

with his own grasp.

He will rise, if God by exception lends him a hand; he will rise by
abandoning and renouncing his own means, and letting himself be

raised and uplifted by purely celestial means.

'^It is for our Christian faith, not for his Stoical virtue, to aspire to

that divine and miraculous metamorphosis,^^

65 Seneca.

66 This conclusion (all that follows "raise himself above humanity!") replaced

the following one, which appeared in all the editions pubUshed during Montaigne's

lifetime: "There is no truer saying in all his Stoic school than that one. But to make
the handful bigger than tlie hand, the armful bigger than the arm, and to hope to

straddle more than the reach of our legs, is impossible and unnatural. Nor can man
raise himself above himself and humanity; for he can see only with his own eyes,

and seize only with his own grasp. He will rise, if God lends him his hand; he will

rise by abandoning and renouncing his own means, and letting himself be raised

and upUfted by divine grace; but not otherwise."
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of others

^When we judge of the assurance of other men in dying, which is

without doubt the most noteworthy action of human hfe, we must be
mindful of one thing: that people do not easily believe that they have

reached that point. Few men die convinced that it is their last hour;

and there is no place where the deception of hope deludes us more.

It never stops trumpeting into our ears: "Others have certainly been
sicker without dying; the case is not as desperate as they think; and
at worst, God has certainly worked other miracles."

And this comes about because we set too much importance on
ourselves. It seems that the universe somehow sufiFers by our annihila-

tion and that it has compassion for our state; because our vision, when
altered, represents things to itself as being likewise altered, and we
think they are failing it in proportion as it is failing them; like travelers

at sea, for whom mountains, countrysides, cities, heaven, and earth

move right along with them and at the same pace:

^We leave the port, and lands and towns retreat.

VIEGIL

Who ever saw old age not praising times past and blaming the

present, charging the world and the ways of men with its own misery

and chagrin?

The old man shakes his head and heaves a sigh,

Compares the present day with days gone by.

Praises his father's lot, and to satiety

Prates of the dead, and of their piety.

LUCRETIUS

We drag everything along with us.

^Whence it follows that we consider our death a great thing, and

one which does not pass so easily, nor without solemn consultation of

the stars: ^so many gods in an uproar about one single head [Seneca].

^And we think so all the more, the more we prize ourselves. ^What?
Should so much learning be lost, with so much damage, without the

special concern of the destinies? Does a soul so rare and exemplary

cost no more to kill than a plebeian and useless one? This life, which

protects so many others, on which so many other lives depend, which
employs so many people in its service, which fills so many places, is it

displaced like one that holds only by its one single knot? Not one of

us is convinced enough that he is only one.

^Hence come these words of Caesar to his pilot, more swollen than

the sea that was threatening him:
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If under heaven's protection you decline

To sail to Italy, then trust to mine.

You fear because you know not who I am.

Safe in my charge, break through the storms.

LUCAN

And these:

Caesar believed the risks to be
Worthy now of his fate. "How great a task," said he,

"The gods have to undo me, that they seek me out

In a small skiff upon so great a sea!"

LUCAN

^And that public daydream that for a whole year the sun wore mourn-

ing on his face for Caesar's death:

And likewise, mourning Rome, with Caesar dead,

In dim rust-colored haze he veiled his head;

VIRGIL

and a thousand similar ones by which the world lets itself be so easily

tricked, believing that our losses affect heaven, ^and that its infinity

is impassioned about our minute distinctions; There is no such asso-

ciation between us and the heavens that at our death the splendor of

the stars should also die [Pliny].

^Now it is not reasonable to form a judgment of the resolution and

constancy of a man who does not yet recognize that he is in danger, even

though he really is; nor is it enough for him to have died in this danger-

ous position, unless he placed himself in it precisely for that purpose.

It happens to most men to stiffen their countenance and their words

in order thereby to acquire a reputation that they still hope to enjoy

alive. "^Of as many as I have seen die, fortune, not their design, has

disposed their countenances. Mnd even among those who in ancient

times did themselves to death, there is a big distinction as to whether

it was a sudden death or a death that took time. That cruel Roman
Emperor used to say of his prisoners that he wanted to make them feel

death; and if anyone did away with himself in prison, he would say:

"That one has escaped me." He wanted to extend death and make it

felt by torments:

^In bodies, howsoever mangled, we have seen

No boon of mortal wound, but the fierce cruelty

Of keeping men alive even as we make them die.

LUCAN

^In truth, it is not such a great thing, when one is all healthy and

composed, to decide to kill oneself; it is quite easy to play tough before

coming to grips. So that the most effeminate man in the world, Helio-

gabalus, amid his laxest sensualities, indeed made plans to kill himself

^delicately ^when the occasion should force him to. And so that his

death should not belie the rest of his life, he expressly had a sumptuous

tower built, the base and front of which were floored with planks

enriched with gold and precious stones, to throw himself from; and
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he also had cords of gold and crimson silk made for strangling him-

self, and a gold sword forged for running himself through; and he kept

venom in emerald and topaz vessels for poisoning himself, according

as the whim should seize him to choose from all these ways of dying:

^By a forced valor resolute and brave.

LUCAN

•^Yet as for him, the luxuriousness of his preparations makes it more
likely that he would have had a nosebleed from fear if he had been
put to the test.

But even in those of stouter heart who have resolved on their exe-

cution, we must see, I say, whether it was by a blow that left them no
time to feel its effect; for it is open to question whether, on seeing life

flow away little by little, the body's feeling mingling with the soul's,

keeping the means of repentance available, they would have had con-

stancy and obstinacy in so dangerous an act of will.

In the civil wars of Caesar, Lucius Domitius, who upon being cap-

tured in the Abruzzi took poison, afterward repented. It has happened
in our time that a man, having resolved to die and not having struck

deep enough on his first attempt—the tenderness of the flesh repelling

his arm—wounded himself again very hard two or three times afterward,

but never could force himself to strike the blow home. ^While Plautius

Silvanus was on trial, Urgulania, his grandmother, sent him a dagger,

with which, after trying without success to go through with killing

himself, he had his servants cut his veins.

^Albucilla, in the time of Tiberius, struck herself too gently to kill

herself, and gave her enemies the chance to imprison her and make her

die in their own way. The general Demosthenes did the same thing

after being routed in Sicily. ^And C. Fimbria, having struck himself

too feebly, got his valet to finish him off.

On the other hand, Ostorius, who was unable to use his arm, dis-

dained to use that of his servant for anything but to hold the dagger

straight and firm, and, taking a run, himself brought his throat against

it and pierced it through.

^It is, in truth, a food that must be swallowed without chewing,

unless a man has a leather-lined throat. And therefore the Emperor
Hadrian had his doctor mark and encircle on his nipple precisely the

mortal spot where the man was to aim whom he gave the charge of

killing him. That is why Caesar, when they asked him what death

he found most desirable, answered: "The least premeditated and the

quickest."

^If Caesar dared say it, it is no longer cowardice for me to believe it.

'^"A quick death," says Pliny, "is the supreme good fortune of human
life." They do not like to recognize death. No one can say that he is

resolved on it who fears to negotiate it, who cannot sustain it with open

eyes. Those whom we see at executions running to meet their end, and
hastening and urging the carrying out of the sentence, do not do so out

of resolution; they want to deprive themselves of the time to consider

it. Being dead does not trouble them, but dying does indeed:
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It is not deatli, but dying, that I fear.

EPICHARMUS

That is a degree of firmness which I have learned by experience that

I could reach, hke those who plunge into dangers, as into the sea, with

their eyes closed. ^There is notliing, in my opinion, more illustrious

in the life of Socrates than having had thirty whole days to ruminate

his death sentence, having digested it all that time with a very certain

expectation, without emotion, without alteration, and with a tenor of

actions and words rather lowered and relaxed than strained and exalted

by the weight of such a reflection.

'^Pomponius Atticus, the one to whom Cicero wrote letters, being

sick, sent for his son-in-law Agrippa and for two or three other friends

of his and told them that having found by experience that he was gain-

ing nothing by trying to cure himself, and that all he was doing to

lengthen his life was also lengthening and increasing his pain, he was

determined to put an end to both; he asked them to approve of his

determination, or, at worst, not to waste their pains in trying to dissuade

him. Now, he chose to kill himself by abstinence, and behold his disease

accidentally cured: the remedy that he had employed to do away with

himself restores him to health. The doctors and his friends, celebrating

such a happy result and rejoicing with him over it, found themselves

much mistaken; for it was impossible for them to make him change his

mind for all that. He said that one way or another he would have to

cross that line some day, and that being so far advanced, he wanted

to save himself the trouble of beginning all over again another time.

This man, having reconnoitered death quite at his leisure, was not only

undismayed but even eager to meet it; for, being satisfied on the reason

why he entered the combat, he made it a point of bravery to see it

through to the end. It is very far beyond not fearing death, to want
to taste it and relish it.

'^The story of the philosopher Cleanthes is very similar. His gums
were swollen and decayed; the doctors advised the strictest abstinence.

After fasting for two days, he is so much better that they declare him
cured and allow him to return to his accustomed way of Hfe. He, on
the contrary, already tasting some sweetness in this faintness, decides

not to draw back again and crosses the line toward which he had
advanced so far.

^Tullius Marcellinus, a young Roman, wanting to anticipate the

hour of his destiny in order to rid himself of a malady that was treating

him more roughly than he cared to be treated, although the doctors

promised him a certain cure if not such a quick one, called together his

friends to deliberate about it. Some, says Seneca, gave him the advice

that through cowardice they would have taken for themselves; others,

through flattery, that which they thought would be most agreeable to

him. But a Stoic spoke to him thus: "Do not torment yourself, Mar-
cellinus, as if you were deliberating about something important. It is

no great thing to live—your valets and the animals live—but it is a great

thing to die honorably, wisely, and with constancy. Think how long
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it has been that you have been doing the same thing: eating, drinking,

sleeping; drinking, sleeping, and eating. We turn incessantly in this

circle; not only evil and unendurable accidents, but the very satiety

of living, makes us want to die."

Marcellinus did not need a man to advise him, but a man to help

him. The servants feared to take a hand, but this philosopher made
them understand that domestics are suspected only when it is doubtful

whether the master's death was voluntary; that otherwise it would be
as bad an example to hinder him as to kill him, inasmuch as

To save a man against his will is just like killing.

HORA.CE

After that, he observed to Marcellinus that, just as we give the

attendants what is left on the tables when our meals are done, so it

would not be unbecoming, now that his life was finished, to distribute

something to those who had ministered to it. Now Marcellinus was
of a free and liberal heart; he had a certain sum divided among his

servants and comforted them. For the rest, there was no need of steel

or blood; he undertook to leave this life, not run out of it; not to escape

death, but to experience it. And to give himself leisure to deal with it,

having given up all nourishment, and, on the third day after, having

had himself sprinkled with warm water, he fainted away little by little,

and not without a certain voluptuousness, so he said. In truth, those

who have had these failings of the heart that get their hold from our

weakness say that they feel no pain in them, indeed rather a certain

pleasure, as when we pass into sleep and rest.

Those are studied and digested deaths.

But in order that Cato alone might suffice for every example of

virtue, it seems as if his good destiny gave him pain in the hand with

which he gave himself the blow, that he might have leisure to confront

death and collar it, strengthening his courage in the danger instead of

softening it. And if it had been up to me to portray him in his proudest

posture, this would have been all bloody, tearing out his own bowels,

rather than sword in hand, as did the statuaries of his time. For this

second murder was much more savage than the first.

14 How our mind hinders itself

^It is an amusing conception to imagine a mind exactly balanced

between two equal desires. For it is indubitable that it will never

decide, since inclination and choice imply inequality in value; and
if we were placed between the bottle and the ham with an equal appe-

tite for drinking and for eating, there would doubtless be no solution

but to die of thirst and of hunger.
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To provide against this difficulty, the Stoics, when they are asked
whence comes the choice in our soul between two indiJBFerent things,

and what makes us take one rather than the other out of a large number
of one-crown pieces when they are all alike and there is no reason which
inclines us to a preference, answer that this movement of the soul is

extraordinary and irregular, coming from an external, accidental, and
fortuitous impulse in us.

It might rather be said, it seems to me, that nothing presents itself

to us in which there is not some difference, however slight; and that

either to the sight or to the touch, there is always something extra that

attracts us, though it be imperceptibly. Likewise if we suppose a string

equally strong throughout, it is impossible by all impossibility that it

should break; for where do you want the break to begin? And to break
everywhere at once is not in nature.

If anyone should further add to this the geometrical propositions

which conclude by the certainty of their demonstrations that the thing

contained is greater than the container, the center as great as the cir-

cumference; and which find two lines endlessly approaching each other

and unable ever to meet, and the philosopher's stone, and the squaring

of the circle, where reason and the fact are so opposite; he might perhaps
derive from them some argument to support this bold saying of Pliny:

There is nothing certain but uncertainty, and nothing more miserable

and arrogant than man}

15 That our desire

is increased by difficulty

^There is no reason that does not have its opposite, says the wisest

school of philosophers.^ I was just now ruminating that fine saying that

one of the ancients alleges as a reason for despising life: "No good can
bring us pleasure, unless it is one for whose loss we are prepared:

^Grief for something lost and fear of losing it amount to the same thing"

[Seneca]; ^meaning to prove thereby that the enjoyment of life cannot

be truly pleasant to us if we are in fear of losing it.

It might be said, however, on the contrary, that we clutch and
embrace this good all the more tightly and with more afiFection because
we see that it is less secure and fear that it may be taken from us. For

1 This was one of the sentences inscribed on the ceiling of Montaigne's hbrary.

In the editions of the Essays published during his lifetime, he translates it after

quoting it.

^ The Pyrrhonists.
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we obviously sense that, just as fire is stirred up by the presence of cold,

so our will is whetted by opposition:

^Had Danae not been confined in a brazen tower,

Never had Jove made Danae a mother;
OVID

^and that there is nothing naturally so contrary to our enjoyment as

the satiety that comes from facility, nor anything that whets it so much
as rarity and difficulty. In all things our pleasure is increased by the

very danger which should make us avoid it [Seneca],

Galla, say no: love cloys, unless pain cuts the bliss,

MARTIAL

To keep love in breath, Lycurgus ordained that the married people

of Lacedaemon could have sexual relations only by stealth, and that

it should be as great a shame to find them in bed together as with others.

The difficulty of assignations, the danger of surprises, the shame of the

next day,

And listlessness, and silence,

And, fetched up from the depths, a sigh,

HORACE

that is what gives a tang to the sauce. *^How many very lasciviously

pleasant sports spring from the modest and shamefaced way of speak-

ing about the works of love! ^Even sensual pleasure seeks stimulation

from pain. It is much sweeter when it burns and stings. The courtesan

Flora used to say that she had never lain with Pompey without making
him carry away the marks of her bites:

They hurt the longed-for body with their viselike grip,

And with their teeth they lacerate the tender lip,

Goaded by secret stings to hurt the very thing,

Whate'er it be, from which these germs of madness spring.

LUCRETIUS

It is the same way everywhere; difiiculty gives value to things.

^The people of the March of Ancona prefer to make their vows to

Saint James, and those of Galicia to Our Lady of Loreto.^ At Liege

they make much ado about the baths of Lucca, and in Tuscany about

those of Spa. You see hardly a Roman in the fencing school at Rome,
which is full of Frenchmen. That great man Cato found himself, just

like the rest of us, weary of his wife as long as she was his, and desired

her when she belonged to another man.

*^I have put out to stud an old horse who could not be controlled

at the scent of mares. Facility presently sated him toward his own
mares; but toward strange ones, and the first one that passes by his

3 The Italians of Ancona go to Santiago de Compostela in Spain, the Spaniards

of Galicia to Loreto in Italy.
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pasture, he returns to his importunate neighings and his furious heats,

as before.

^Our appetite scorns and passes over what is at hand, to run after

what it has not:

And flies over what's in the path, pursues what flees.

HORACE

To forbid us something is to make us want it:

^Unless you start to guard your lass,

She'll start to be no longer mine, alas.

OVID

^To give it up to us completely is to breed in us contempt for it. Want
and abundance fall into the same discomfort.

The excess pains you, and the want pains me.
ADAPTED FROM TERENCE

Desire and enjoyment make us equally dissatisfied.* Rigor in mistresses

is annoying, but ease and facility, to tell the truth, is even more so;

inasmuch as discontent and anger are born of the value in which we
hold the thing desired, sharpen love, and warm it up; but satiety

engenders distaste: it is a blunt, dull, weary, and drowsy feeling:

^If she would reign long, let her scorn her lover.

ovm

Lovers, scorn away.
Thus she who yesterday refused will come today.

PROPERTIUS

^Why did Poppaea think of masking the beauties of her face, except

to enhance them to her lovers? ^Why have they veiled, even down to

the heels, those beauties that every woman wants to show, that every

man wants to see? Why do they cover with so many impediments, one

on top of the other, the parts in which our desire and theirs principally

dwells? And what is the use of those great bastions with which our

women have just taken to arming their flanks, except to allure our

appetite and to attract us to them by keeping us at a distance?

She flees into the willows, and hopes first to be seen.

vraciL

^Sometimes her tunic, interposed, made a delay.

PROPERTIUS

^What is the use of that art of virginal shame, that sedate coldness,

that severe countenance, that profession of ignorance of things that

they know better than we who instruct them in them, but to increase

in us the desire to conquer, to overwhelm and subdue to our appetite

all this ceremony and these obstacles? For there is not only pleasure

* The A passages from here to "does not outweigh the harm" ( four paragraphs

later ) first appeared in the 1582 edition.
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but also glory in driving wild and seducing that soft sweetness and that

childlike modesty, and in reducing a proud and commanding gravity

to the mercy of our ardor. It is a glory, they say, to triumph over rigor,

modesty, chastity, and temperance; and whoever dissuades the ladies

from these attitudes betrays both them and himself. We must believe

that their heart shudders with fright, that the sound of our words

offends the purity of their ears, that they hate us for it and yield them-

selves to our importunity only with a forced constraint. Beauty, all-

powerful as it is, has not the wherewithal to make itself relished without

that interposition.

See how in Italy, where there is more beauty for sale, and of the

most elegant, it must seek other extraneous means and other arts to

make itself agreeable; and yet, in truth, do what it will, being venal

and public, it remains weak and languishing. Just as, even in the case

of valor, of two similar acts we still consider that one fairer and more

worthy in which more obstacle and risk is offered.

It is an act of divine Providence to allow its holy Church to be
agitated, as we see it is, by so many troubles and storms, in order to

awaken pious souls by this opposition and bring them back from the

idleness and sleepiness into which such long tranquillity had plunged

them. If we weigh our loss against our gain, the number of those who
have gone astray against the renewed vigor, zeal, and strength that

have come to us in this struggle, I do not know that the benefit does

not outweigh the harm.

We have thought to tie the knot of our marriages more firmly by

taking away all means of dissolving them; but the knot of will and

affection has become loosened and undone as much as that of constraint

has tightened. And on the contrary, what kept marriages in Rome so

long in honor and security was everyone's freedom to break them off

at will. They loved their wives the better because they might lose them;

and, with full liberty of divorce, five hundred years and more passed

before anyone took advantage of it.

What is allowed, we scorn; what's not allowed, we burn for.

OVID

To this theme could be joined the opinion of an ancient, that punish-

ments rather whet vices than dull their edge; ^that they do not engender

a concern to do well—that is the work of reason and discipline—but only

a concern not to be caught doing evil:

Cut out the infected spot, and wider spreads contagion.

RUTILIUS

^I do not know if that is true, but this I know by experience, that never

was any civil morale reformed in that way. The order and regulation

of conduct depends on some other means.

*^The Greek histories make mention of the Argippians, neighbors of

Scythia, who live without rod or stick for offense. Not only does no one

undertake to go and attack them, but whoever can escape to them is
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safe, because of their virtue and sanctity of life; and there is no one
so bold as to touch them. People have recourse to them to settle the

differences that arise between men of other countries.

^There is a nation where gardens and fields that people want to keep
safe are closed off with a cotton thread, and it proves much surer and
stronger than our ditches and hedges. ^Locked places invite the thief.

The burglar passes by what is open [Seneca].

Perhaps facility of access serves, among other means, to protect my
house from the violence of our civil wars. Defense attracts enterprise;

and mistrust, offense. I have weakened the intent of the soldiers by
taking from their enterprise the elements of risk and military glory,

which customarily served tliem as pretext and excuse. What is done
courageously is always done honorably, in a time when justice is dead.

I make the conquest of my house cowardly and treacherous for them.

It is closed to no one who knocks. For all protection, there is only a

porter of ancient custom and ceremony, who serves not so much to

defend my door as to offer it with more decorum and grace. I have no
guard or sentinel but that which the stars provide for me.

A gentleman is wrong to make a show of defending himself if he
is not perfectly ready to do so. Whoever is open on one side is open
on all. Our fathers did not think of building frontier garrisons. The
means of assailing, I mean without battery and without army, and of

siurprising our houses, grow every day beyond the means of guarding
ourselves. Generally wits grow sharper in that direction. Invasion

concerns all; defense, only the rich.

My house was strong for the time when it was built. I have added
nothing to it in that line, and would fear tliat its strength might be
turned against myseff. Besides, a peaceful time will require that we
defortffy our houses. There is the danger of not being able to regain

them. And it is difficult to be sure of them. For in the matter of intestine

wars, your valet may be of the party that you fear. And where religion

serves as a pretext, even kinship becomes untrustworthy, under the

cloak of justice. The public finances will not maintain our private gar-

risons; they would be exhausted by the attempt. We do not have the

means to maintain them without ruining ourselves, or, what is more
harmful and unjust, without ruining the people. I would hardly be
worse off if I lost my house.

Besides, ff you are ruined, even your friends amuse themselves not

so much in pitying you as in blaming your lack of vigilance and fore-

sight, your ignorance or nonchalance in the duties of your profession.

The fact that so many guarded houses have been lost, whereas this

one endures, makes me suspect that they were lost because they were
guarded. That gives the assailant both the desire and a reason. Any
defense bears the aspect of war. Let anyone thrust himseff into my
house, if God wills it; but at all events I shall not invite him. It is my
retreat to rest myself from the wars. I tiy to withdraw this corner from
the public tempest, as I do another corner in my soul. Our war may
change forms all it will, and multiply and diversify itself into new
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factions; as for me, I do not budge. Amid so many fortified houses,

I alone of my rank in France, as far as I know, have entrusted purely

to heaven the protection of mine. And I have never removed a silver

spoon or a title deed. I will neither fear, nor save myself, by halves.

If the fullness of my gratitude earns me God's favor, it will last me
to the end; if not, I have still lasted long enough to make my duration

worthy of remark and of record. How so? It is a good thirty years.^

16 Of glory

^There is the name and the thing. The name is a sound which
designates and signifies the thing; the name is not a part of the thing

or oiF the substance, it is an extraneous piece attached to the thing,

and outside of it.

God, who is himself all fullness and the acme of all perfection,

cannot grow and increase within; but his name may grow and increase

by the blessing and praise we give to his external works. Which
praise, since we cannot incorporate it in him, inasmuch as he can have
no accession of good, we attribute to his name, which is the part out-

side him that is nearest him. That is why it is to God alone that glory

and honor belong. And there is nothing so remote from reason as for

us to go in quest of it for ourselves; for since we are indigent and neces-

sitous within, since our essence is imperfect and continually in need of

betterment, it is this betterment that we should work for.

We are all hollow and empty. It is not with wind and sound that

we have to fill ourselves; we need more solid substance to repair us. A
starving man would be very foolish to try to provide himself with a

fine garment rather than with a good meal: we must run to what is

most urgent. As our ordinary prayers say. Glory to God in the highest,

and on earth peace toward men [Saint Luke]. We are in want of

beauty, health, wisdom, virtue, and suchlike essential qualities; ex-

ternal ornaments will be sought after we have provided for the necessary

things. Theology treats this subject amply and more pertinently, but

I am hardly versed in it.

Chrysippus and Diogenes were the first and the firmest exponents

of the disdain for glory; and they said that of all pleasures there was
none more dangerous or more to be avoided than what comes to us

from the approbation of others. In truth, experience makes us aware
of many harmful betrayals at its hands. There is nothing that poisons

princes so much as flattery, and nothing by which the wicked more

^ Since the beginning of the civil wars of religion in 1562; or Montaigne may
be counting from 1560.
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easily gain credit with them; nor is there any pandering so fitted and
so common for corrupting the chastity of women as to feed and enter-

tain them with their praises.

^The first enchantment that the Sirens employ to beguile Ulysses

is of this nature:

Most praiseworthy Ulysses, turn to us here, here.

Greatest of heroes, whom the men of Greece hold dear.

FROM A FRENCH TRANSLATION OF HOMER

^Those philosophers said that all the glory in the world did not
deserve that a man of understanding should so much as stretch out his

finger to acquire it:

^What's in the greatest glory, if it be but glory?

JUVENAL

^I mean for itself alone; for it often brings in its train many advantages
for which it may become desirable. It gains us good will; it makes us
less exposed to insults and injuries from others, and the like.

It was also one of the principal doctrines of Epicurus; for that pre-

cept of his school, CONCEAL YOUR LIFE, which forbids men to encumber
themselves with public charges and negotiations, also necessarily pre-

supposes our contempt for glory, which is an approbation that the

world offers of the actions that we place in evidence. He who orders

us to conceal ourselves and to be concerned only with ourselves, and
who does not want us to be known to others, is even farther from want-
ing us to be honored and glorified. So he advises Idomeneus not to

regulate his actions at all by common opinion or reputation, except

to avoid the other accidental disadvantages that men's contempt might
bring him.

Those arguments are infinitely true, in my opinion, and reasonable.

But we are, I know not how, double within ourselves, with the result

that we do not beHeve what we believe, and we cannot rid ourselves

of what we condemn. Let us see the last words of Epicurus, which he
spoke as he was dying. They are great and worthy of such a philos-

opher, and yet they bear a certain mark of commending his name and
of that humor that in his precepts he had decried. Here is a letter that

he dictated a little before his last gasp:

"Epic;urus to Hermachus, Greeting.

"While I was passing the happy and the very last day of my life, I

was writing this, afiBicted all the while with such pain in the bladder

and intestines that nothing could be added to its greatness. But it was
compensated by the pleasure which the remembrance of my discover-

ies and my teachings brought to my soul. Now do you, as the affection

that you have had since childhood for me and for philosophy re-

quires, embrace ihe protection of the children of Metrodorus."

There is his letter. And what makes me infer that this pleasure,

which he says he feels in his soul over his discoveries, somewhat con-
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cerns the reputation that he hoped to acquire from them after his

death, is the provision in his will by which he wants his heirs Amyno-
machus and Timocrates to defray such costs as Hermachus should de-

cree for the celebration of his birthday every January, and also the

expenditures that should be made on the twentieth day of each month
for the entertainment of his intimate philosopher friends who should

assemble in honor of the memory of himself and Metrodorus.

Carneades was the protagonist of the opposite opinion, and main-

tained that glory was desirable for itself; just as we embrace our

posterity for itself, though we have no knowledge or enjoyment of

it. This opinion has not failed to be more commonly followed, as

those are apt to be which most suit our inclinations. ^Aristotle gives

glory the first rank among external goods: "Avoid, as two vicious

extremes, immoderation both in seeking it and in fleeing it." ^I believe

that if we had the books that Cicero had written on this subject, he

would tell us some good ones; for that man was so frenzied with this

passion that if he had dared, he would, I believe, have readily fallen

into the excessive view into which others fell, that virtue itself was
desirable only for the honor that always attended it:

There is little difference 'twixt buried idleness

And hidden virtue.

HORACE

Which is an opinion so false that I am vexed that it could ever have

entered the head of a man who had the honor of bearing the name of

philosopher.

If that were true, we should be virtuous only in public; and there

would be no point in keeping under rule and order the operations

of the soul, where lies the true seat of virtue, except in so far as they

should come to the knowledge of others.

^Is it only a question then of doing wrong slyly and subtly? "If

you know," says Carneades, "that a snake is hiding in the place where,

unsuspecting, a person by whose death you hope to profit is about to

sit down, you act wickedly if you do not warn him; and the more so

in case your action is to be known only to yourself." If we do not de-

rive from ourselves the law of well-doing, if impunity to us is justice,

to how many sorts of wickedness shall we not abandon ourselves every

dayl

What S. Peduceus did in faithfully returning the money that C.

Plotius had entrusted to his sole knowledge, and what I have often

done in the same way, I do not consider so laudable as I should con-

sider it execrable for him to have failed to do it.

And I find it good and useful to recall in our days the example of

P. Sextilius Rufus, whom Cicero accuses of having collected an in-

heritance against his conscience, not only not contrary to the laws,

but by the laws themselves. And M. Crassus and Q. Hortensius, who
because of their authority and power had been called in by a foreigner

to share in the succession of a forged will, so that by that means he
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might establish his own share, contented themselves with not being
participants in the forgery, and did not refuse to make some profit out

of it; feeling suflRciently covered if they kept themselves sheltered from
accusers, witnesses, and laws. Let them remember that they have God
as witness, that is to say (as I believe), their own conscience [Cicero].

^Virtue is a very vain and frivolous thing if it derives its recom-
mendation from glory. To no purpose should we undertake to have
it keep its rank apart, and disjoin it from fortune: for what is there

more fortuitous than reputation? ^Truly Fortune rules in all things;

she illumines or obscures all things according to her pleasure rather

than the truth [Sallust]. ^To make actions be known and seen is purely

the work of fortune.

*^It is chance that attaches glory to us according to its caprice. I

have very often seen it go ahead of merit, and often surpass merit by
a long distance. He who first thought of the resemblance between a
shadow and glory did better than he intended. They are always pre-

eminently empty things. The shadow also sometimes goes ahead of

its body, and sometimes much exceeds it in length.

^Those who teach the nobility to seek only honor in valor—^05 if

what is not noted were not honorable [Cicero]—^what do they gain

thereby but to instruct them never to hazard themselves unless they

are seen, and to take good care that there are witnesses who can bring

back news of their valor? Whereas a thousand occasions of well-doing

present themselves without our being able to be noticed for it. How
many fine individual actions are buried in the press of a battle! Who-
ever wastes his time checking others during such a melee is not very

busy in it himself, and produces against himself the testimony he
gives of his companions' behavior. ^True and wise greatness of soul

judges goodness, which our nature mainly seeks, to lie in deeds, not

in fame [Cicero].

All the glory that I aspire to in my life is to have lived it tranquilly

—tranquilly not according to Metrodorus or Arcesilaus or Aristippus,

but according to me. Since philosophy has not been able to find a way
to tranquillity that is suitable to all, let everyone seek it individually.

^To what but to fortune do Caesar and Alexander owe the infinite

greatness of their renown? How many men has it extinguished at the

beginning of their career, of whom we have no knowledge, who brought

to theii- work the same courage as theirs, if the misfortune of their fate

had not stopped them short at the birth of their enterprises! Through
so many and such extreme dangers, I do not remember having read

that Caesar was ever wounded. A thousand have died from lesser

perils than ^the least of '^those he passed through.

An infinity of fine actions must be lost without a witness before one
appears to advantage. A man is not always at the top of a breach
or at the head of an army, in sight of his general, as on a stage. He is

taken by surprise between the hedge and the ditch; he must tempt
fortune against a hen roost; he must root out four paltry musketeers

from a barn; he must go out alone from his company and do a job
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alone, as the need presents itself. And if you watch carefully, you
will find by experience that the least brilliant occasions happen to be
the most dangerous; and that in the wars that have taken place in

our times, more good men have been lost on trivial and unimportant

occasions and in fighting over some shack than in worthy and honor-

able places.

*^Whoever thinks his death ill employed unless it is on some signal

occasion, instead of casting luster on his death, is likely to obscure his

life, meanwhile allowing many just occasions for hazarding himself

to escape him. And all the just ones are illustrious enough, since each

man's conscience trumpets them suflBciently to himself. Our glory is

the testimony of our conscience [II Corinthians].

^Whoever is a good man only because people will know it, and
because they will esteem him better for it after knowing it, whoever
will do well only on condition that his virtue will come to the knowledge

of men, that man is not one from whom one can derive much service.

Orlando the remaining winter spent,

I think, in doing deeds deserving fame;

But they've been hid since then to such extent

That if I tell them not, I'm not to blame:
For ever was Orlando more intent

A noble deed to do, than to proclaim.

Nor ever would his exploits have been told

Save when some witness was there to behold.

ARIOSTO

We must go to war out of duty, and expect this reward, which cannot

fail for all noble actions, however hidden they be, and even for virtu-

ous thoughts: the contentment that a well-regulated conscience re-

ceives in itself from well-doing. We must be valiant for ourselves and
for the advantage we derive from having our courage firmly grounded
and secure against the assaults of fortune.

Wirtue ignores the voice of the profane.

And brightly shines with honors without stain;

Nor takes, nor lays the fasces down
For a plebeian cheer or frown.

HORACE

"^It is not for show that our soul must play its part, it is at home,
within us, where no eyes penetrate but our own. There it protects

us from the fear of death, of pain, and even of shame; there it makes
us secure against the loss of our children, of our friends, and of our

fortunes; and, when the opportunity presents itself, it also leads us

on to the hazards of war. ^Not for any profit, but for the beauty of

merit itself [Cicero]. ^This profit is much greater, and more worthy

of being coveted and hoped for, than honor and glory, which is noth-

ing but a favorable judgment that people make of us.

^We have to pick a dozen men out of a whole nation to pass judg-
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ment about an acre of land; and the judgment of our inclinations and
our actions, the most difficult and important matter there is, we refer

to the voice of the common people and of the mob, the mother of

ignorance, injustice, and inconsistency. ^Is it reasonable to make the

life of a sage depend on the judgment of fools? Can amjthing he more
foolish than to think that those whom we despise individually amount
to something collectively? [Cicero]. ^Whoever aims to please them
has never done; this is a shapeless and elusive target. ^Nothing is so

unaccountable as the mind of the multitude [Livy].

Demetrius used to say comically about the voice of the people that

he set no more store by that which issued from above than by that which
issued from below. This man goes still further: My opinion is this, that

though a thing is not shameful in itself, still it is not free from shame
when it is praised by the multitude [Cicero].

^No art, no suppleness of mind, could guide our steps in following

so erratic and unregulated a guide. In that windy confusion of rumors,

reports, and popular opinions that push us about, no worth-while road
can be charted. Let us not set ourselves a goal so fluctuating and
wavering: let us steadfastly follow reason. Let pubhc approbation
follow us there, if it will; and since it depends entirely on fortune, we
have no reason to expect it rather by any other way than by that one.

Even if I should not follow the straight road because of its straight-

ness, I would follow it because I have found by experience that when
all is said and done it is generally the happiest and the most useful.

^Providence has given this gift to man, that the honorable is the most
profitable [Quintilian]. ^The ancient mariner spoke thus to Neptune
in a great tempest: "O God, you may save me if you will; you may
destroy me if you will; but I shall still hold my rudder straight."

I have seen in my time a thousand supple, two-faced, equivocating

men, who no one doubted were more worldly-wise than I, ruin them-
selves where I saved myself:

I laughed to see how wiles could fail.

ovm

*^Aemilius Paulus, setting out on his glorious expedition into Mace-
donia, warned the people of Rome above all to restrain their tongues
concerning his actions during his absence. How great a disturber in

great affairs is complete liberty of judgment! Inasmuch as not every-

one has the firmness of Fabius in the face of universal, hostile, and
abusive clamor; he preferred to let his authority be dismembered by
the vain fancies of men, rather than earn a favorable reputation and
popular approval by performing his charge less well.

^There is I know not what natural sweetness in hearing Oneself

praised, but we make much too much of it.

I fear not praise, no heart of horn have I.

But that the test of worth is in your cry
"Bravo! Well done!"—this I deny.

PERSIUS
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^I do not care so much what I am to others as I care what I am to

myself. I want to be rich by myself, not by borrowing. Strangers see

only the results and outward appearances. Any man can put on a good
face outside, while full of fever and fright within. They do not see

my heart, they see only my countenance.

People are right to decry the hypocrisy that is found in war; for

what is easier for a practical man than to dodge the dangers and play

tough, when his heart is full of flabbiness? There are so many ways
to avoid occasions for risking our individual lives that we can deceive

the world a thousand times before engaging ourselves in a dangerous

situation; and even then, finding ourselves stuck, we can perfectly well

hide our game for the moment with a good face and a confident word,

though our soul trembles within us. ^And if they had the use of the

Platonic ring^ which made whoever wore it invisible if it was given

a turn toward the palm of the hand, plenty of people would often hide

when they ought to show themselves the most, and would repent of

being placed in so honorable a spot, where necessity makes them act

assured.

^Who craves false honor and fears calumny
A Har and a hypocrite must be.

HORACE

That is why all these judgments that are founded on external appear-

ances are marvelously uncertain and doubtful; and there is no witness

so sure as each man to himself.

On those occasions, how many servants do we not have associated

in our glory? He who stands firm in an open trench, what does he do
that fifty poor trench diggers have not done before him, who open the

way for him and protect him with their bodies for five sous a day?

^Whatever giddy Rome decide.

Care not, nor struggle to correct or chide

Her faulty scales. Seek not thyself outside.

PERSIUS

^We call it making our name great to spread and sow it in many
mouths; we want it to be received there in good part, and to profit

by this growth: that is the most excusable element in this urge. But the

excess of this malady goes so far that many seek to be talked about

no matter how. Trogus Pompeius says of Herostratus, and Livy of

Manlius Capitolinus, that they were more desirous of a big than of a

good reputation. This vice is common. We care more that people

should speak of us than how they speak of us; and it is enough for us

that our name should be current in men's mouths, no matter in what
way it may be current. It seems that to be known is to have one's life

and duration somehow in the keeping of others.

As for me, I hold that I exist only in myself; and as for that other

1 The ring of Gyges, described in Plato's Republic, Book II.
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life of mine that lies in the knowledge of my friends, ^considering it

naked and simply in itself, ^I know very well that I feel no fruit or

enjoyment from it except by the vanity of a fanciful opinion. And
when I am dead, I shall feel it even less; ^and moreover I shall lose com-
pletely the use of the real benefits which sometimes accidentally come
after it. ^I shall no longer have any grip by which to seize reputation,

nor by which it can touch me or reach me.
Indeed as for expecting my name to receive it, in the first place I

have no name that is sufficiently my own. Of two that I have, one is

common to my whole race, and indeed to others also. There is a

family in Paris and one in Montpellier named Montaigne, another in

Brittany and in Saintonge called de la Montaigne. The change of a
single syllable will tangle our threads so that I will share in their glory,

and they, perhaps, in my shame. And moreover, mine were formerly
surnamed Eyquem,- a name which still is attached to a well-known
family in England.

As for my other name, it belongs to whoever wants to take it. Thus
I shall perhaps honor a porter instead of myself. And then, even if I

had a particular mark for myself, what can it mark when I am no
longer there? Can it designate and benefit nothingness?

^Now does his tomb weigh lighter on his bones?
Posterity applauds. Out of these stones,

Out of his ashes, from his departed spirit,

Do violets spring?

PERSIUS

^But of this I have spoken elsewhere.^

Besides, in a whole battle in which ten thousand men are maimed
or killed, tliere are not fifteen that are talked about. It must be some
very eminent greatness, or some important consequence that fortune

has attached to it, that gives prominence to an individual action, not
only a musketeer's, but even a general's. For to kill a man, or two, or

ten, to offer oneself courageously to death, that is indeed something
for each one of us, for everything is at stake. But for the world these

are things so ordinary, so many of them are seen every day, and so

many of them are needed to produce one notable effect, that we cannot
expect any particular commendation for them.

^An incident well-known, trite, cheap.
And taken from the midst of Fortune's heap.

JUVENAL

-*0f so many myriads of valiant men who have died sword in hand
in the last fifteen hundred years in France, there are not a hundred
who have come to our knowledge. The memory not only of the leaders,

but of the battles and victories, is buried.

^The fortunes of more than half the world, for lack of a record, do

2 Actually Montaigne was the first of his family to drop the surname Eyquem.
3 In the chapter "Of Names" ( 1 :46 )

.
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not stir from their place, and vanish without duration. If I had in my
possession all the unknown events, I should think I could very easily

supplant those that are known, in every kind of examples.

^Why, even of the Romans and the Greeks, amid so many writers

and witnesses of so many rare and noble exploits, how few have come
down as far as our time!

^The faint breath of its fame scarce reached our ears.

vmcn.

Mt will be a lot if a hundred years from now people remember in a

general way that in our time there were civil wars in France.

^The Lacedaemonians sacrificed to the Muses on going into battle,

so that their deeds might be well and worthily written down, judging

that it was a divine and uncommon favor that fine actions should find

witnesses who could give them life and memory.
^Do we think that at every harquebus shot that touches us, and

at every risk that we run, there is promptly a clerk to record it? And
besides that, a hundred clerks may write it down, whose commentaries

will last only three days and will come to no one's sight. We have

not the thousandth part of the writings of the ancients: it is Fortune

that gives them life, longer or shorter according to her favor; ^and it

is permissible to wonder whether what we have is not the worst, since

we have not seen the rest. ^People do not write histories about such

petty things. A man must have been the leader in conquering an em-
pire or a kingdom; he must have won fifty-two pitched battles, always

with weaker numbers, like Caesar. Ten thousand good comrades and
many great captains died in his service, valiantly and courageously,

whose names have endured only as long as their wives and children

lived,

^Whom dim rumor hides.

vmGiL

^Even of those whom we see doing bravely, three moiiths or three

years after they have been left on the field, you hear ro more talk

than if they had never been. Whoever will consider, with just measure
and proportion, of what sort of men and what sort of deeds the glory

is maintained in the memory of books, will find that in our time there

are very few actions and very few persons who can claim any right

to such remembrance. How many valiant men we have seen to sur-

vive tlieir own reputation, who have seen and suffered the extinction

in their presence of the honor and glory most justly acquired in their

early years! And for three years of this fanciful and imaginary life

shall we go and lose our real and essential life and engage ourselves in

a perpetual death? The sages set themselves a fairer and juster end
for so important an enterprise. ^The reward of a good deed is to have
done it [Seneca]. The fruit of a service is the service itself [Cicero].
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Mt might perhaps be excusable for a painter or another artisan, or

even for a rhetorician or a grammarian, to toil to acquire a name by
his works; but the actions of virtue are too noble in themselves to seek
any other reward than from their own worth, and especially to seek
it in the vanity of human judgments.

However, if this false opinion is of service to the pubhc in keeping
men within their duty; ^if the people are thereby roused to virtue; if

princes are touched by seeing the world bless the memory of Trajan
and abominate that of Nero; if it moves them to see the name of that

great gallows bird, once so frightful and so dreaded, so freely cursed
and reviled by the first schoolboy who deals with it, ^let it grow boldly
and let it be fostered among us as much as possible.

^And Plato, employing every means to make his citizens virtuous,

advises them also not to despise the good repute and esteem of the

people. And he says that it happens by some divine inspiration that

even the wicked, in words as well as in thought, often know how to

distinguish correctly good men from bad. This person and his teacher
are marvelous and bold workmen at bringing in divine operations and
revelations everywhere that human power fails: as the tragic poets
have recourse to a god when they cannot unravel the end of their plot

[Cicero]. Perhaps that is why Timon, by way of insult, called him
"the great forger of miracles."

^Since men, because of their inadequacy, cannot be suflBciently

paid with good money, let false be employed too. This means has been
practiced by all lawgivers, and there is no polity in which there is not

some admixture either of empty ceremony or of lying opinion to serve

as a curb to keep the people in their duty. That is why most of them
have their fabulous origins and beginnings, enriched with supernatu-

ral mysteries. That is what has given credit to bastard religions and
brought them into favor with men of understanding; and that is why
Numa and Sertorius, to strengthen their peoples' belief, fed them with
this stupid story, the one that the nymph Egeria, the other that his

white hind, brought him from the gods all the decisions that he
adopted.

^And the authority that Numa gave to his laws by claiming the

patronage of this goddess, Zoroaster, lawgiver of the Bactrians and
the Persians, gave to his in the name of the god Oromazis; Trismegistus

of the Egyptians, in the name of Mercury; Zamolxis of the Scythians,

in the name of Vesta; Charondas of the Chalcidians, in the name of

Saturn; Minos of the Candiots, in the name of Jupiter; Lycurgus of the

Lacedaemonians, in the name of Apollo; Draco and Solon of the

Athenians, in the name of Minerva. And every polity has a god at its

head: falsely so the others, truly so the one that Moses set up for the

people of Judea just out of Egypt.

•*The religion of the Bedouins, as Sire de Joinville tells us, held

among other things that the soul of any one of them who died for his

prince departed into another body happier, handsomer, and stronger
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than the first; on account of which they risked their lives much more
willingly:

^They rush on weapons, death they seem to crave;

The life they will regain they scorn to save.

LUCAN

^That is a very salutary belief, however empty it may be. Every nation

has many such examples of its own. But this subject would deserve

a treatise in itself.

To say one more word on my first topic, neither do I advise the

ladies to call their duty honor. ^In common parlance only that is called

honorable which is glorious in popular opinion [Cicero]. Their duty is

the pith, their honor is only the rind. ^Nor do I advise them to give us

this excuse for pa>Tnent of their refusal. For I assume that their in-

tentions, their desire, and their will, which are parts in which honor is

not concerned, since nothing of them appears on the outside, are

even better regulated than their acts:

She who does not, because forbidden, really does.

ovm

The offense, both toward God and in the conscience, would be as great

in the desiring as in the doing. And then these are actions of them-
selves hidden and secret; it would be very easy for women to conceal

one of them from the knowledge of others, on which honor depends,

if they had no other respect for their duty and for the affection they

bear to chastity for its own sake.

•^Any person of honor chooses rather to lose his honor than to lose

his conscience.

17 Ofpresumption

^There is another kind of vainglory, which is an over-good opinion

we form of our own worth. It is an unreasoning affection, by which
we cherish ourselves, which represents us to ourselves as other than

we are; as the passion of love lends beauties and graces to the object

it embraces, and makes its victims, with muddled and unsettled judg-

ment, think that what they love is other and more perfect than it is.

However, I do not want a man to misjudge himself, for fear of

erring in that direction, or to think himself less than he is. Judgment
must maintain its rights in all matters; it is right that it should see, in

this subject as elsewhere, what truth sets before it. If he is Caesar,

let him boldly judge himself the greatest captain in the world.

We are nothing but ceremony; ceremony carries us away, and we
leave the substance of things; we hang on to the branches and abandon
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the trunk and body. We have taught the ladies to blush at the mere
mention of what they are not at all afraid to do; we dare not call our

members by their right names, and we are not afraid to employ them
in every kind of debauchery. Ceremony forbids our expressing in

words things that are permissible and natural, and we obey it; reason

forbids our doing things that are illicit and wicked, and no one obeys

it. I find myself here entangled in the laws of ceremony, for she does

not allow a man either to speak well of himself, or to speak ill. We
shall let her alone for the moment.

Those whom Fortune (whether we should call her good or bad)
has caused to spend their lives in some eminent station, can testify to

what they are by their public actions. But those whom she has em-
ployed only in a mass, '^and of whom no one will speak unless they

do so themselves, ^may be excused if they have the temerity to speak

of themselves to those who have an interest in knowing them, after the

example of Lucihus:

He would confide, as unto trusted friends,

His secrets to his notebooks; turn there still,

Not elsewhere, whether faring well or ill.

So that the old man's whole life lay revealed

As on a votive tablet.

HORACE

That man committed to his paper his actions and thoughts, and por-

trayed himself there as he felt he was. ^Nor did anyone doubt the hon-
esty or disparage the motives of Rutilius or Scaurus for doing so

[Tacitus].

^So I remember that from my tenderest childhood people noticed

in me some indefinable carriage of the body and certain gestures testi-

fying to some vain and stupid pride. I want to say this first, that it is

not unbecoming to have characteristics and propensities so much om*

own and so incorporated into us that we have no way of sensing and
recognizing them. And of such natural inclinations the body is likely

to retain a certain bent, without our knowledge or consent. It was a

certain affectation in keeping with his beauty that made Alexander
lean his head a little to one side, and Alcibiades speak softly and with
a lisp. Julius Caesar used to scratch his head with one finger, which
is the behavior of a man full of troublesome thoughts; and Cicero, it

seems to me, was in the habit of wrinkling his nose, which is a sign of

a mocking nature. Such gestures can arise in us unperceived.

There are others that are artificial, of which I do not speak, like

bows and salutations, by which men gain credit, most often wrong-
fully, for being very humble and courteous; ^a man may be humble
through vainglory. ^I am rather prodigal in taking off my hat, especially

in summer, and I never receive this salute without returning it, from
whatever class of man it may come, unless he is in my pay. I could

wish that certain princes I know would be more sparing and just in

dispensing these salutes; for when they are thus strewn about in-
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discriminately, they have no more power. If they are given vsdthout

consideration, they are given without effect.

Among the extraordinary mannerisms, let us not forget ^the arro-

gance of the Emperor Constantius, who in pubhc always held his head
straight, without turning or bending it this way or that, not even to

look at those who saluted him from the side; keeping his body fixed

and motionless, without letting himself move with the swaying of

his coach, without daring either to spit, or to blow his nose, or to

wipe his face in front of people.

I do not know whether those gestures that people noticed in me
were of the first kind, and whether I really had some occult propensity

to this fault, as may well be; and I cannot answer for the movements
of my body. But as for the movements of my soul, I want to confess

here what I am aware of.

There are two parts in this vainglory, namely, to esteem ourselves

too highly, and not to esteem others highly enough.

As for the first, ^it seems to me that first of all, these considerations

should be taken into account: that I feel myself oppressed by an

error of my soul which I dislike, both as unjust and, even more, as

troublesome. I try to correct it, but uproot it I cannot. It is that I

lower the value of the things I possess, because I possess them, and
raise the value of things when they are foreign, absent, and not mine.

This humor spreads very far. As the prerogative of authority makes
husbands regard their own wives, and many fathers their children,

with wicked disdain; so it is with me, and between two similar works

I should always decide against my own. Not so much that zeal for my
progress and improvement disturbs my judgment and keeps me from

being satisfied with myself, as that dominion, of itself, breeds con-

tempt of what we hold and control. Far-off governments, customs,

and languages delight me; and I realize that Latin, by its dignity, be-

guiles me more than it should, as it does children and common people.

The housekeeping, the house, the horse of my neighbor, if equal in

value, seem better than my own, because they are not mine—the more
so because I am very ignorant of my affairs. I wonder at the assurance

and confidence each man has about himself, whereas there is virtually

nothing that I know I know, or that I dare give my word that I can do.

I do not have my means catalogued and arranged; and I know about

them only after doing something: I am as doubtful of myself as of any-

thing else. Whence it comes about that if I happen to do well in a

task, I attribute it more to my luck than to my ability; for I plan them
all at random and in fear.

Likewise ^this is generally true of me, that of all the opinions

antiquity has held of man ^as a whole, ^the ones I embrace most will-

ingly and adhere to most firmly are those that despise, humiliate, and
nullify us most. Philosophy seems to me never to have such an easy

game as when she combats our presumption and vanity, when she

honestly admits her uncertainty, weakness, and ignorance. It seems to
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me that the nursing mother of the falsest opinions, pubHc and private,

is the over-good opinion man has of himself.

These people who perch astride the epicycle of Mercury, ^who
see so far into the heavens, -^yank out my teeth. For in the study I am
making, the subject of which is man, when I find such an extreme
variety of judgments, so deep a labyrinth of difficulties one on top
of the other, so much diversity and uncertainty in the very school of

wisdom, you may well wonder—since these people have not been able

to come to an agreement in the knowledge of themselves and their

own state, which is ever present before their eyes, which is in them;
since they do not know the motion of what they move themselves, or

how to depict and decipher to us the springs that they hold and man-
age themselves—how I should believe them about the cause of the

ebb and flow of the river Nile. The curiosity to know things was given

to men as a scourge, says the Holy Scriptiire.

But to come to my own particular case, it would be very difficult,

it seems to me, for anyone else to esteem himself less, or indeed for

anyone else to esteem me less, than I esteem myself. ^I consider my-
self one of the common sort, except in that I consider myself so; guilty

of the commoner and humbler faults, but not of faults disavowed or

excused; and I value myself only for kno\ving my value.

If there is vainglory in me, it is infused in me superficially by the
treachery of my nature, and has no body of its own to appear before
my judgment. I am sprinkled with it, but not dyed.

^For in truth, as regards any kind of products of the mind, I have
never brought forth anything that satisfied me; and the approbation of

others does not repay me. My taste is delicate and hard to please, and
especially regarding myself; ^I am incessantly disowning myself; and
^I feel myself, in every part, floating and bending with weakness. I

have nothing of my own that satisfies my judgment. My sight is clear

and controlled enough; but when I put it to work, it grows blurred,

as I find most evidently in poetry. I love it infinitely; I am a pretty

good judge of other men's works; but in truth, I play the child when I

try to set my hand to it; I cannot endure myself. A man may play the

fool anywhere else, but not in poetry:

For Gods and men and booksellers refuse

To countenance a mediocre Muse.
HORACE

Would God that maxim were written on the front of all our printers'

shops, to deny entrance to so many versifiers:

No man has more assurance than a bad poet.

MARTIAL

^Why have we no such nations as these? Dionysius the Elder
esteemed nothing of his own so highly as his poetry. At the time of the

Olympic games, with chariots surpassing all others in magnificence.
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he also sent poets and musicians to present his verses, with royally

gilded and tapestried tents and pavilions. When they came to de-

liver his verses, the grace and excellence of the pronunciation at first

drew the attention of the people; but when later they came to ponder
the ineptitude of the work, they first grew scornful, and, becoming
more and more bitter in their judgment, they presently flew into a

fury, and ran to all his pavilions and knocked them down and tore

them to bits in resentment. And when his chariots did not make any
kind of a showing in the races either, and the ship bringing his men
back missed Sicily and was driven and shattered by the tempest

against the coast of Tarentum, the people felt certain that it was the

wrath of the gods, irritated, like themselves, against this bad poem.
And even the sailors who escaped from the shipwreck seconded this

opinion of the people.

The oracle that predicted his death also seemed to subscribe to

this somewhat. It said that Dionysius would be near his end when
he had vanquished men better than himself; which he took to mean
the Carthaginians, who surpassed him in power. And in fighting them
he often sidestepped victory and tempered it so as not to incur the fate

predicted. But he misunderstood it; for the god was referring to the

time he gained the award at Athens over better tragic poets than he,

by favor and injustice, presenting in the competition his play entitled

The Leneians; after which victory he suddenly died, partly of the ex-

cessive joy that he got from it.

^What I find excusable in my own work I find so not in itself and
in reality, but in comparison with other and worse things to which I

see people give credit. I am envious of the happiness of those who can

rejoice and feel gratified in their work, for it is an easy way to give

oneself pleasure, since the source of the pleasure is oneself. ^Espe-

cially so if there is a little firmness in their self-conceit. I know a poet

to whom the strong and the weak, in the crowd and in the chamber,

and heaven and earth, cry out that he does not know his business.

For all that, he will not reduce one bit of the measure for which he

has cut himself out; he is always beginning again, always reconsider-

ing, and always persisting, all the stronger and more set in his opin-

ion because it depends on him alone to maintain it. ^My works are

so far from delighting me that as many times as I sample them again,

so many times I am vexed with them:

^When I reread I blush, for I see quite enough
Fit to erase, though it was I who wrote the stuff.

OVID

^I have always an idea in my mind, ^and some blurred picture,

^which offers me ^as if in a dream ^a better form than the one I have

employed, but I cannot grasp it and exploit it. And that idea itself is on

only a mediocre plane. From that I conclude that the productions of

those great rich minds of the past are very far beyond the utmost

stretch of my imagination and desire. Their writings not only satisfy
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and fill me, but astound me and transfix me with admiration. I judge
their beauty; I see it, if not to the utmost, at least enough so that I

cannot aspire to it myself.

Whatever I undertake, I owe a sacrifice to the Graces, as Plutarch

says of someone, to curry their favor:

If anything gives pleasure that I write,

If it affects men's senses with delight,

Unto the charming Graces it is due.

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

They abandon me at every turn. Everything I write is crude; it lacks

distinction and beauty. I do not know how to make things appear any
more precious than they really are; my fashioning is no help to the

matter. That is why I need my matter strong, with plenty of grip, and
shining by its own Hght. ^When I seize on popular and gayer matters,

it is so as to go my own way, for I do not love a solemn and gloomy
wisdom, as does the world, and to cheer up myself, not my style,

wliich rather prefers grave and austere matters (at least if I should
give the name of style to a formless and undisciplined way of talking,

a popular jargon, and a way of proceeding without definitions, with-

out divisions, without conclusions, and confused, like that of Ama-
fanius and Rabirius )

.

^I do not know how to please, or delight, or tickle: the best story

in the world dries up in my hands and becomes dull. I do not know
how to talk except in good earnest, and am wholly devoid of that

facility, which I see in several of my acquaintances, of entertaining

the first comer and holding the attention of a whole group, or tire-

lessly amusing the ear of a prince with all kinds of talk, matter never
failing them, because of the gift they have of knowing how to use the

first subject that comes to mind, and accommodating it to the humor
and capacity of the people they are dealing with. ^Princes are not

very fond of serious talk, nor I of telling stories. ^The first and easiest

arguments, which are commonly the best received, I do not know
how to use: *^a bad popular preacher. On all matters I am apt to say

the deepest things I know. Cicero thinks that in philosophical treatises

the hardest part is the exordium. If that is so, I shall stick to the con-

clusion.

'^Yet we must tune the string to all sorts of notes; and the sharpest

is the one that least often comes into play. There is at least as great

perfection in developing an empty theme as in sustaining a weighty
one. Sometimes we must handle things superficially, sometimes go
into them deeply. I well know that most people keep on that low plane,

since they grasp things only by that outer bark; but I also know that

the greatest masters, '^both Xenophon -^and Plato, are often seen re-

laxing into that humble and popular way of speaking and treating

things, sustaining it with the graces that never fail them.

As for the rest, my language has no ease or polish; it is harsh ^and
disdainful, '^with a free and unruly disposition. And I Hke it that way.
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^if not by judgment, then by inclination. ^But I am quite conscious

that sometimes I let myself go too far, and that in the effort to avoid

art and affectation, I fall back into them in another direction:

I strive to be concise,

And grow obscure.

HORACE

cpiato says that length and brevity are properties which neither

decrease nor increase the worth of style.

^If I should attempt to follow that other style that is even, smooth,

and orderly, I could not attain it. And even though the concision and
cadences of Sallust are more to my humor, yet I consider Caesar both
greater and less easy to imitate. And if my inclination leads me more
to imitate Seneca's style, I nonetheless esteem Plutarch's more. As in

action, so in speech I simply follow my natural bent; which is perhaps
the reason why I can do better in speech than in writing. Move-
ment and action animate words, notably in men who move about
briskly, as I do, and become heated. Bearing, countenance, voice, robe

and posture can give value to things which in themselves are nothing

but babble. Messala complains, in Tacitus, of certain tight garments of

his time, and of the form of the benches where the orators had to speak,

which weakened their eloquence.

My French is corrupted, both in pronunciation and in other re-

spects, by the barbarism of my home soil; I never saw a man from the

south of France whose accent was not clearly marked and ofiFending to

pure French ears. Yet this is not because I am very expert in my Peri-

gordian, for I have no more command of it than of German; and that

does not worry me much. ^It is a language Hke others around me, on
one side or another, those of Poitou, Saintonge, Angoumois, Limoges,

and Auvergne: soft, drawling, loose-boweled. '^To be sure, there is

above us, toward the mountains, a Gascon dialect that I find singularly

beautiful, dry, brief, expressive, and indeed a more manly and military

language than any that I understand; ^as sinewy, powerful, and perti-

nent as French is graceful, delicate, and abundant.

^As for Latin, which was given me for my mother tongue, I have

lost through lack of practice the ability to use it quickly in speaking;

•^yes, and in writing, in which they used to call me Master John. ^That
is how little I am worth on that side.

Beauty is a great recommendation in dealings with men; it is the

prime means of conciliation between them, and there is no man so bar-

barous and surly as not to be somewhat struck by its charm. The body
has a great part in our being, it holds a high rank in it; so its structure

and composition are well worth consideration. Those who want to

split up our two principal parts and sequester them from each other

are wrong. On the contrary, we must couple and join them together

again. We must order the soul not to draw aside and entertain itself

apart, not to scorn and abandon the body (nor can it do so except

by some counterfeit monkey trick), but to rally to the body, embrace
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it, cherish it, assist it, control it, advise it, set it right and bring it back
when it goes astray; in short, to marry it and be a husband to it, so

that their actions may appear not diflFerent and contrary, but harmonious
and uniform.

Christians are particularly instructed about this bond; for they

know that divine justice embraces this association and union of body
and soul, even to making the body capable of eternal rewards, and that

God watches the whole man in action and wills that he receive, in his

entirety, punishment or reward, according to his merits.

^The Peripatetic sect, of all sects the most sociable, attributes to

wisdom this sole care, to provide and procure the common good of

these two associated parts. And they show that the other sects, for

not having devoted themselves enough to the consideration of this

mixture, have taken sides, one for the body, another for the soul, with
equal error, and have put aside their subject, which is man, and their

guide, which they generally avow is Nature.

*^The first distinction that existed between men, and the first con-

sideration that gave some men preeminence over others, was probably
the advantage of beauty:

^They portioned out the fields, and gave
To each after his beauty, strength, and intellect;

For then beauty was prized, and strength enjoyed respect.

LUCRETIUS

^Now I am a little below medium height. This is not only an ugly
defect, but also a disadvantage, especially for men in command or

oflBce; for the authority given by a fine presence and bodily majesty is

lacking. ^C. Marius was reluctant to accept soldiers who were not six

feet in height. The Courtier^ is quite right to prefer an average height

to any other for the gentleman he is training, and to reject any pe-
culiarity that will make people point him out. But as for choosing to

have him shorter rather than taller if he fails to be of this medium
height, I would not do so for a military man.

Little men, says Aristotle, may well be pretty, but not handsome;
and in greatness is a great soul known, as is beauty in a great tall body.
^The Ethiopians and Indians, he says, in electing their kings and magis-
trates, considered the beauty and lofty stature of their persons. They
were right; for it breeds respect in his followers and terror in the

enemy to see marching at the head of a troop a leader of handsome
and majestic stature:

^Turnus himself moves with the foremost, arms in hand.
Splendid in build, a full head taller than his band.

VIRGIL

Our great, divine, and heavenly King, whose every particular should
be carefully, religiously, and reverently noted, did not reject the recom-

1 II Libro del Cortegiano ( 1528 ) , by Baldassare Castiglione.
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mendation of a handsome body: fairer than the children of men
[Psalms]. ^And Plato desires beauty, as well as temperance and cour-

age, in the guardians of his Republic.

^It is a great annoyance to be addressed in the midst of your servants

with the question: "Where is the master?" and to get only the tail

end of the salute made to your barber or your secretary. As happened
to poor Philopoemen. He was the first of his company to arrive at a

house where he was expected, and his hostess, who did not know
him and saw his rather unimpressive appearance, set him to work help-

ing her maids draw water and stir up the fire in honor of Philopoemen.

The gentlemen of his suite, having arrived and surprised him busy at

this fine occupation ( for he had not failed to obey the command given

him ) , asked him what he was doing there. "I am paying," he answered

them, "the penalty of my ugliness."

The other kinds of beauty are for women; the beauty of stature is

the only beauty of men. Where smallness dwells, neither breadth and
roundness of forehead, nor clarity and softness of eyes, nor the moder-

ate form of the nose, nor small size of ears and mouth, nor regularity

and whiteness of teeth, nor the smooth thickness of a beard brown as

the husk of a chestnut, nor curly hair, nor proper roundness of head,

nor freshness of color, nor a pleasant facial expression, nor an odorless

body, nor just proportion of limbs, can make a handsome man.

For the rest, I have a strong, thick-set body, a face not fat but full,

a temperament ^between the jovial and the melancholy, moderately

'^sanguine and warm—

My legs are stiff with bristles, my chest with shaggy hair

MARTIAL

—sound and sprightly health, ^rarely troubled by illnesses, ^until I

was well along in years. Such I was, for I am not considering myself at

this moment, when I am well on the road to old age, having long since

passed forty:

^Old age shatters their powers, their ripened strength,

And melts into decrepitude at length.

LUCRETIUS

^What I shall be from now on will be nothing but half a being, it will

no longer be myself. I escape and steal away from myself every day:

The passing years steal from us all things, one by one.

HORACE

Adroitness and agility I have never had; and yet I am the son of a

very nimble father whose sprightliness lasted him until his extreme old

age. He scarcely ever found a man of his condition who was his equal

in any bodily exercise; just as I have scarcely found any who did not

surpass me, except in running, in which I was just fair. Of music, either

vocal, for which my voice is very inept, or instrumental, they never

succeeded in teaching me anything. At dancing, tennis, wrestling, I
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have never been able to acquire any but very slight and ordinary ability;

at swimming, fencing, vaulting, and jumping, none at all. My hands

are so clumsy that I cannot even write so I can read it; so that I would
rather do over what I have scribbled than give myself the trouble of

unscrambling it. ^And I read hardly any better. I feel that I weigh

upon my listeners. Otherwise, a good scholar.^ -^I cannot close a letter

the right way, nor could I ever cut a pen, or carve at table worth a rap,

^or saddle a horse, or properly carry a bird and release it, or talk to dogs,

birds, or horses.

^My bodily qualities, in short, are very well matched with those of

my soul. There is no liveliness; there is only a full, firm vigor. I stand

up well under hard work; but I do so only if I go to it of my own will,

and as much as my desire leads me to it.

When gently zest beguiles the rigors of the toil.

HORACE

Otherwise, if I am not lured to it by some pleasure, and if I have any

other guide than my own pure free will, I am good for nothing. For

I have come to the point where except for health and life, there is

nothing ^for which I am willing to bite my nails, nothing ^that I am
willing to buy at the price of mental torment and constraint:

^I would not buy at such a fee

All Tagus' sands, and all the gold it rolls to sea.

JUVENAL

^Extremely idle, extremely independent, both by nature and by art. I

would as soon lend my blood as my pains.

^I have a soul all its own, accustomed to conducting itself in its own
way. Having had neither governor nor master forced on me to this day,

I have gone just so far as I pleased, and at my own pace. This has made
me soft and useless for serving others, and no good to anyone but myself.

And for my own sake there was no need to force that heavy, lazy, and
do-nothing nature. For having found myself from birth in such a

degree of fortune that I had reason to be content with it, and having

as much sense as I felt I had occasion for, I have sought nothing, and
have also acquired nothing:

I am not wafted by fair winds with swelling sails;

Yet neither do I steer my life tlirough adverse gales.

In strength, wit, beauty, virtue, rank, and wealth, I'm cast

The last among the first, the first among the last.

HORACE

The only ability I have needed is the ability to content myself with my
lot, ^which, however, if you take it rightly, requires a well-ordered state

2 A possible reminiscence of Clement Marot's well-known line, "Au demeurant,

le meilleur fils du monde" ( "For the rest, the best lad in the world" ) , which follows

an impressive enumeration of the vices of his valet.
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of mind, equally difficult in every kind of fortune, and which we see

by experience is more readily found in want than in abundance; perhaps

because, as with our other passions, hunger for riches is sharpened more
by the use of them than by the lack of them, and because the virtue

of moderation is rarer than that of patience. And all I needed was ^to

enjoy pleasantly the good things that God in his liberality had placed

in my hands. I have never tasted of any sort of tedious work. I have

had hardly anything to manage but my own affairs; <^or, if I have, it has

been on condition of managing them at my own times and in my own
way, commissioned by people who trusted me and knew me, and did

not hustle me. For experts get some service out of even a restive and
broken-winded horse.

^Even my childhood was guided in a mild, free fashion, exempt
from rigorous subjection. All this has built up in me a delicate dis-

position, unable to endure worry—to such a point that I like to have the

losses and disorders that concern me hidden from me; I put under the

heading of expenses what my nonchalance costs me for its food and
upkeep:

Things that the master ne'er perceives,

Superfluous, but a delight to thieves.

HORACE

I like to be ignorant of the count of what I have, so as to feel my loss

less exactly. ^I ask those who live with me, if they lack affection for

me and for honest dealings, to cheat me and pay me with decent appear-

ances. ^Not having enough fortitude to endure the annoyance of the

adverse accidents to which we are subject, and being unable to keep

up the tension of regulating and ordering affairs, I foster as best I can

this idea: to abandon myself completely to Fortune, expect the worst

in everything, and resolve to bear that worst meekly and patiently.

It is for that alone that I labor; that is the goal toward which I direct

all my reflections.

^When in danger, I do not think so much how I shall escape, as how
little it matters that I escape. Even if I should fall, what would it

matter? Not being able to rule events, I rule myself, and adapt myself

to them if they do not adapt themselves to me. I have hardly the skill

to dodge Fortune and escape her or force her, and to direct and lead

things foresightedly to serve my purpose. I have even less patience

to stand the arduous and painful care that is needed for that. And the

most painful situation for me is to be in suspense about urgent matters,

and tossed between fear and hope. Deliberation, even about the slight-

est things, annoys me; and I feel my mind harder put to it to endure

the various shocks and ups and downs of doubt and deliberation, than

to settle down and accept any course whatever, after the die is cast.

Few passions have troubled my sleep; but as for dehberations, the

sHghtest one troubles it. Even as in roads I like to avoid the sloping

and slippery sides, and cast myself into the beaten part, even the mud-
diest and boggiest, from which I cannot sink lower, and seek security
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there; just so I like pure misfortunes, which do not try me and worry
me any more, once the uncertainty about mending them is over, and
which drive me at a single bound directly into suffering:

^Uncertain ills torment us most.

SENECA

^When things happen, I bear myself like a man; in conducting them,

like a child. The dread of falling gives me a greater fever than the fall.

The game is not worth the candle. The miser is worse off for his passion

than the poor man, and the jealous man than the cuckold. And often

it is not as bad to lose your vineyard as to go to court for it. The lowest

step is the firmest. It is the seat of constancy. There you need nothing

but yourself. Constancy is founded there and leans only upon itself.

Is there not a certain philosophical air about the case of a gentleman
known to many? He married well along in years, having spent his youth
in gay company, a great storyteller, a merry lad. Remembering how
the subject of cuckoldry had given him material for talking and jesting

about others, to take cover he married a woman whom he picked up
in the place where each man can find one for his money, and made a

compact with her that they would use these greetings : "Good morning,

whore." "Good morning, cuckold." And there was nothing about which
he talked more often and openly to visitors at his home than this arrange-

ment of his; by which he checked the secret gossip of mockers, and
blunted the point of this reproach.

^As for ambition, which is neighbor to presumption, or rather daugh-
ter, it would have been necessary, to advance me, for Fortune to come
and take me by the hand. For as for taking pains for the sake of some
uncertain hope, and submitting to all the difficulties that attend those

who try to push themselves into favor at the beginning of their career,

I could never have done it:

^I do not purchase hope with ready cash.

TERENCE

I cling to what I see and hold, and do not go far from port:

Let one oar row in water, the other on the shore.

PROPERTIUS

And then, a man seldom arrives at these advancements except by first

risking what he has. And it is my opinion that if what a man has is

enough to maintain the way of life to which he was born and brought

up, it is folly to let go of it on the chance of increasing it. The man whom
Fortune denies a foothold and the means of arranging a calm and rest-

ful life is excusable if he tosses what he has to chance, since in any case

necessity sends him questing:

^In evil we must take a risky path.

SENECA
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^And I sooner excuse a younger son for casting his inheritance to the

winds than a man who has the honor of his house in his charge, and
cannot become needy without being at fault.

M have certainly found the road shorter and easier, with the ad-

vice of my good friends of past days, by getting rid of this desire and
keeping quiet;

Who would enjoy the prize without the dust;

HORACE

also judging very sanely that my powers were not capable of great

things, and remembering this saying of the late Chancellor Olivier,

that the French are like monkeys who climb to the top of a tree, from

branch to branch, and never stop moving until they have reached

the highest branch, and show their rear ends when they get there.

^'Tis shameful to take on a load that is too great,

Then leave it when our knees buckle beneath its weight.

PROPERTIUS

^Even the qualities that are not reproachable in me, I have found

useless in this age. My easygoing ways would have been called

cowardice and weakness; fidelity and conscience would have been
thought squeamish and superstitious; frankness and independence,

troublesome, thoughtless, and rash.

Misfortune has its uses. It is good to be born in a very depraved

time; for by comparison with others, you are considered virtuous for

a cheap price. Anyone who is only a parricide and sacrilegious in our

days is a good and honorable man:

^If now a friend denies not what was given him in trust.

If he restores an ancient purse with all its coins and rust.

This prodigy of honesty deserves to be enrolled

In Tuscan books, and with a sacrificial lamb extolled.

JUVENAL

And there was never time and place where a surer and greater re-

ward was offered to princes for goodness and justice. The first man who
thinks to push himself into favor and credit by that path, I am much
mistaken if he will not outstrip his fellows without much effort. Force

and violence can do something, but not always everything.

*^We see merchants, village justices, and artisans keeping up with

the nobihty in valor and military knowledge. They do honorably in

both private and public combats; they fight, they defend cities in our

wars. A prince's distinction is smothered amid this crowd. Let him
shine with humanity, truthfulness, loyalty, moderation, and especially

justice, marks that are rare, unknown, and banished. It is only by the

will of the people that he can do his job, and no other qualities can

flatter their will as much as these, which are much more useful to them

than the others. Nothing is so popular as goodness [Cicero].
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^By such a comparison I would have thought myself ^great and
rare, just as I think myself dwarfish and ordinary in comparison with

certain past ages, in which it was a commonplace, if other, stronger

qualities did not concur, to see a man ^moderate in his revenge, slow

to resent offenses, religious in keeping his word, neither double-dealing

nor shifty, nor accommodating his faith to the will of others or to the

occasion. Rather would I let affairs break their necks than twist my
faith for the sake of them. For as for this new-fangled virtue of hy-

pocrisy and dissimulation, which is so highly honored at present, I

mortally hate it; and of all vices, I know none that testifies to so much
cowardice and baseness of heart. It is a craven and servile idea to

disguise ourselves and hide under a mask, and not to dare to show
ourselves as we are. In that way our men train for perfidy; ^being

accustomed to speak false words, they have no scruples about breaking

their word. ^A generous heart should not belie its thoughts; it wants
to reveal itself even to its inmost depths. *^There everything is good,

or at least everything is human.
Aristotle considers it the function of magnanimity to hate and love

openly, to judge, to speak with complete frankness, and to have no
regard for the approbation or reprobation of others in comparison with

truth. ^^Apollonius said that it was for slaves to lie, and for free men
to speak truth.

<^Truth is the first and fundamental part of virtue. We must love it

for itself. He who tells the truth because he has some external obli-

gation to do so and because it serves him, and who does not fear to

tell a lie when it is not important to anybody, is not sufficiently truthful.

My soul by nature shuns lying and hates even to think a lie. I feel

an inward shame and a stinging remorse if one escapes me, as some-
times it does, for occasions surprise me and move me unpremeditatedly.

'^We must not always say everything, for that would be folly; but

what we say must be what we think; otherwise it is wickedness. I do
not know what people expect to gain by incessant feigning and dis-

simulating, unless it is not to be believed even when they speak truth.

That may deceive people once or twice; but to make a profession of

covering up, and to boast, as some of our princes have done, that they

would throw their shirt in the fire if it were privy to their real intentions

(which is a saying of the ancient Metellus of Macedon), and that a

man who does not know how to dissemble does not know how to rule

—this is warning those who have to deal with them that all they say is

nothing but deceit and lies. ^The more artful and cunning a man is,

the more he is hated and suspected when he loses his reputation for

honesty [Cicero]. ^It would be very naive for a man to let himself be
taken in by either the face or the words of one who takes pride in being

always different outside and inside, as Tiberius did; and I do not know
what part such people can have in human dealings, since they never

offer anything that is accepted as good money. ^He who is disloyal to

truth is also disloyal to falsehood.
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^Those who, in our Lime, in establishing the duties of a prince,^

have considered only the good of his aflFairs, and have j^referred that

to caring for his fidelity and conscience, would have something to say

to a prince whose affairs Fortune had so arranged that he could establish

them once and for all by a single breach and betrayal of his word. But
that is not the way it goes. You often fall into the same sort of bargain

again; you make more than one peace, more than one treaty, in your

life. The gain that lures them to the first breach of faith—and almost

always there is gain in it, as in all other wicked deeds; sacrilege, murder,

rebellion, treachery are always undertaken for some sort of profit—this

first gain brings after it endless losses, casting this prince out of all

relations and means of negotiation in consequence of this breach of faith.

When, during my childhood, Suleiman, of the Ottoman race, a race

not overly careful about observing promises and pacts, landed his army
at Otranto, he learned that Mercurino de' Gratinare and the inhabitants

of Castro were held prisoners after having surrendered the place, con-

trary to the terms of capitulation, and sent word that they should be
released; and he said that having other great enterprises at hand in

that region, such a breach of faith, although it seemed somewhat useful

at present, would bring upon him in the future a bad name and a

distrust infinitely harmful.

^Now for my part I would rather be troublesome and indiscreet

than flattering and dissembling. ^I admit that a touch of pride and
stubbornness may enter into keeping me sincere and outspoken without

consideration for others; and it seems to me that I restrain myself a

little less whenever it would be appropriate to restrain myself more,

and that I react against the respect I owe by growing more heated.

It may be, too, that I let myself follow my nature for lack of art. When
I display to great men the same extreme freedom of tongue and bearing

that I exercise in my own house, I feel how much it inclines toward
indiscretion and incivility. But besides the fact that I am made that

way, I have not a supple enough mind to sidestep a sudden question

and escape it by some dodge, or to invent a truth, or a good enough
memory to retain something thus invented, and certainly not enough
assurance to maintain it; and I put on a bold face because of weakness.

Therefore I give myself up to being candid and always saying what
I think, by inclination and by reason, leaving it to Fortune to guide the

outcome.

<^Aristippus said that the chief fruit he had gathered from philosophy

was that he spoke freely and openly to everyone.

'^Memory is a wonderfully useful tool, and without it judgment does

its work with difficulty; it is entirely lacking in me. What anyone wants

to propound to me must be propounded piecemeal. For to answer a

discourse in which there are several different headings is not in my
power, I cannot receive a commission without my writing tablets.

3 Machiavelli and his disciples.
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And when I have a speech of consequence to make, if it is of some
length, I am reduced to the mean and miserable necessity of learning

by heart, ^word for word, '^what I have to say; otherwise I would have

neither manner nor assurance, being in fear that my memory would
play me a bad trick. ^But this way is no less difficult for me. To learn

three lines of poetry I need three hours. And then, in a work of my
own, the freedom and authority to change the order and alter a word,

ever varying the material, makes it harder to keep in mind.

^Now, the more I distrust my memory, the more confused it be-

comes. It serves me better by chance encounter; I have to solicit it

nonchalantly. For if I press it, it is stunned; and once it has begun to

totter, the more I probe it, the more it gets mixed up and embarrassed.

It serves me at its own time, not at mine.

This thing that I feel in my memory, I feel in several other parts.

I flee command, obligation, and constraint. What I do easily and
naturally, I can no longer do if I order myself to do it by strict and
express command. Even as regards my body, the parts that have some
particular freedom and jurisdiction over themselves sometimes refuse

to obey me when I destine and bind them to a certain time and place

for compulsory service. These forced and tyrannical advance orders

repel them; they go limp from fear or spite and become paralyzed.

^Some time ago, being in a place where it is a barbarous discourtesy

not to respond to those who invite you to drink, though I was treated

with complete freedom, I tried to play the good fellow for the sake of

the ladies who were in the party, according to the custom of the country.

But then the fun began; for the threat and anticipation of having to

force myself beyond my natural habit stopped up my gullet so that I

could not swallow a single drop, and was deprived of drink, even as

much as my meal required. I found myself brimful and my thirst

quenched by all the drink that my imagination had anticipated.

^This effect is more apparent in those who have a more ardent and
powerful imagination; but for all that, it is natural, and there is no one

who does not feel it somewhat. An excellent archer, condemned to

death, was offered his life if he would show some notable proof of his

skill; he refused to try it, fearing that the excessive tension of his will

would make his hand go astray, and that instead of saving his life, he
would lose the reputation he had acquired for shooting with the bow.

A man whose thoughts are elsewhere will not fail, to the inch, to

take always the same number and length of steps in the place where
he walks; but if he goes at it attentively, measuring and counting them,

he will find that what he did naturally and by chance, he will not do
as exactly by design.

My library, which is a handsome one among country libraries, is

situated at one corner of my house. If anything enters my fancy that

I want to look up or write down there, for fear it may escape me even

as I cross my courtyard, I have to give it into someone else's safekeep-

ing. If in speaking I am emboldened to digress however little from
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my thread, I never fail to lose it; which is the reason I keep myself

constrained, dry, and compressed in speaking. The people who serve

me I have to call by the name of their job or their province, for it is

very hard for me to remember names. ^To be sure, I will tell you that

it has three syllables and a rough sound, that it begins or ends with

such and such a letter. ^And if I were to live a long time, I do not doubt
that I would forget my own name, as others have done. ^Messala

Corvinus was two years without any trace of memory, ^and this is also

said of George of Trebizond. ^And in my own interest I often ruminate

about what sort of a life theirs was, and whether without this faculty

I shall have enough left to support me with any comfort; and looking

at it closely, I fear that this defect, if it is absolute, ruins all the func-

tions of the mind. ^/^ is certain that the memory is the only receptacle,

not only of philosophy, hut of all that concerns the conduct of life, and

of all the arts [Cicero].

^I'm full of cracks, and leak out on all sides.

TERENCE

It has happened more than once that I have forgotten the watch-

word that I had given <^three hours before, ^or received from another,

^and forgotten where I had hidden my purse, in spite of what Cicero

says about that. I help myself to lose what I lock up most carefully.

^Memory is the receptacle and container of knowledge; mine being

so defective, I can hardly complain if I do not know much. I know in

general the names of the arts and what they treat, but nothing beyond
that. I leaf through books, I do not study them. What I retain of them
is something I no longer recognize as anyone else's. It is only the

material from which my judgment has profited, and the thoughts and
ideas with which it has become imbued; the author, the place, the words,

and other circumstances, I immediately forget.

^And I am so good at forgetting that I forget even my own writings

and compositions no less than the rest. People are all the time quoting

me to myself without my knowing it. Anyone who would like to know
the sources of the verses and examples I have piled up here would put

me to great trouble to tell him. And yet I have begged them only at

well-known and famous doors, not content with their being rich unless

they also came from rich and honorable hands; in them authority and
reason concur, ^it is no great wonder if my book follows the fate of

other books, and if my memory lets go of what I write as of what I read,

and of what I give as of what I receive.

^Besides the defect of my memory I have others which contribute

greatly to my ignorance. My mind is slow and dull; it cannot penetrate

the slightest cloud, so that, for example, I could never offer it any enigma
easy enough for it to unravel. There is no subtlety so empty that it will

not stump me. Of games in which the mind has a part—chess, cards,

draughts, and others—I understand nothing but the barest rudiments.

My apprehension is slow and muddled; but what it once grasps.
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it grasps well and embraces most entirely, closely, and deeply for such

time as it does grasp it. My sight is long, sound, and whole, but it is

easily tired by work and grows blurred; for that reason I cannot have

long sessions with books except by the help of others. The younger

Pliny will inform those who have not experienced it how important

this delay is to those who devote themselves to this occupation.

There is no mind so puny or brutish as not to reveal some particular

faculty shining out; there is none so buried but that some bit of it will

burst forth. And how it happens that a mind that is blind and asleep

to everything else is lively, clear, and excellent in some particular task,

we must inquire of the masters. But the fine minds are the universal

minds, open and ready for everything; *^if not well taught, at least

teachable. ^And I say this to accuse my own; for whether by weakness

or nonchalance ( and to be nonchalant about what lies at our feet, what

we have between our hands, what most concerns our use of life, is

something far removed from my doctrine), there is no mind as inept

as mine and none as ignorant of many such ordinary common things

of which a man cannot be ignorant without disgrace. I must cite a

few examples.

I was born and brought up in the country and in the midst of farm-

ing; I have had affairs and management in my hands ever since my
predecessors in the possession of the property I enjoy left me their place.

Now I cannot reckon, either with counters or with a pen; most of our

coins I do not know; nor do I know the difference between one grain

and another, either in the ground or in the barn, unless it is too obvious,

and I can scarcely distinguish the difference between the cabbages and

lettuces in my garden. I do not even understand the names of the chief

household implements or the roughest principles of agriculture, which

children know. ^I know still less of the mechanical arts, of trade and
merchandise, of the diversity and nature of fruits, wines, and foods,

and of how to train a bird, or doctor a horse or dog. ^And since I must

make my shame quite complete, not a month ago I was caught ignorant

that leaven was used to make bread, "^and what was meant by ferment-

ing wine. ^Once in Athens people conjectured an aptitude for mathe-

matics in a man who was seen ingeniously arranging a load of brush-

wood and making it into fagots. Truly they would draw the very

opposite conclusion about me; for if you give me all the equipment

of a kitchen, I shall starve.

From these lines of my confession you can imagine others at my
expense. But whatever I make myself known to be, provided I make
myself known such as I am, I am carrying out my plan. And so I make
no excuse for daring to put into writing such mean and trivial remarks

as these. The meanness of my subject forces me to do so. ^Blame my
project if you will, but not my procedure. ^At all events, I see well

enough, without others telling me, how little value and weight all this

has, and the folly of my plan. It is enough that my judgment is not

unshod, of which these are the essays:
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Be nosy as you will, have such a nose

That Atlas to support it would refuse;

Latinus' self bewilder with your wit:

Against my trifles you can say no whit

More than I've said myself. Why use your teeth

On teeth? If you'd be full, you must have meat.

Save up your pains, your sting, for those who so

Admire themselves; that this is naught, we know.

MARTIAL

I am not obliged not to say stupid things, provided I do not fool

myself and that I recognize them as such. And to slip up knowingly

is so common for me that I scarcely ever slip up in any other way;

I never slip up accidentally. It is a small matter to attrilaute my silly

actions to the rashness of my disposition, since I cannot help commonly

attributing my vicious actions to it.

One day at Bar-le-Duc I saw King Francis II presented, in remem-

brance of Rene, king of Sicily, with a portrait that this king had made
of himself. Why is it not permissible in the same way for each man
to portray himself with the pen, as he portrayed himself with a pencil?

So I do not want to forget this further scar, very unfit to produce

in public: irresolution, a most harmful failing in negotiating worldly

affairs. I do not know which side to take in doubtful enterprises:

^Nor yes nor no my inmost heart will say.

PETRARCH

I can easily maintain an opinion, but not choose one.

^Because in human matters, whatever side we lean to, we find many
probabilities to confirm us in it—^and the philosopher Chrysippus said

that he wanted to learn from Zeno and Cleanthes, his masters, nothing

but their tenets, for when it came to proofs and reasons, he would furnish

enough by himself—^so in whatever direction I turn, I can always

provide myself with enough causes and probabilities to keep me that

way. So I keep within me doubt and freedom of choice until the

occasion is urgent. And then, to confess the truth, I most often toss

the feather to the wind, as they say, and abandon myself to the mercy

of fortune; a very shght inclination or circumstance carries me away:

When the mind doubts, a trifle pulls it to and fro.

TERENCE

The uncertainty of my judgment is so evenly balanced in most occur-

rences that I would willingly submit to the decision of chance and of

the dice. And I note, with much reflection on our human weakness,

the examples that even sacred history has left us of this custom of

entrusting to fortune and chance the determination of choice in doubtful

cases: The lot fell upon Matthias [Acts].

^Human reason is a two-edged and dangerous sword. And even in

the hand of Socrates, its most intimate and familiar friend, see what

a many-ended stick it is.
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^Thus I am fit only to follow, and I let myself be carried away easily

by the crowd. I do not trust my own powers enough to undertake to

command, or to guide; I am very glad to find my steps traced out by

others. If I must run the risk of an uncertain choice, I would rather it

should be under some man who is more sure of his opinions and wedded
to them than I am to mine, ^whose foundation and grounds I find slip-

pery.

And yet I am not too easy to change, since I perceive a like weak-

ness in the contrary opinions. '^The very habit of assenting seems to

be dangerous and slippenj [Cicero]. ^Notably in political matters,

there is a fine field open for vacillation and dispute:

As when an even scale with equal weights is pressed,

Neither side rises, neither falls; it stays at rest.

TIBULLUS

Machiavelli's arguments, for example, were solid enough for the

subject, yet it was very easy to combat them; and those who did so left

it no less easy to combat theirs. In such an argument there would

always be matter for answers, rejoinders, replications, tripHcations,

quadruplications, and that infinite web of disputes that our pettifoggers

have spun out as far as they could in favor of lawsuits:

We are hard hit, and hit out hard in turn.

HORACE

For the reasons have httle other foundation than experience, and the

diversity of human events offers us infinite examples in all sorts of forms.

A learned person of our time says that where they say warm in our

almanacs, if someone wants to say cold, and wet where they say dry,

and always put down the opposite of what they forecast, and if he had

to lay a wager on one or the other coming true, he would not care which

side he took; except in cases that admit of no uncertainty, such as

promising extreme heat at Christmas and the rigors of winter on Mid-

summer's Day, I have the same opinion about these political argu-

ments : whatever part they give you to play, you have as good a chance

as your opponent, provided you do not bump up against principles

that are too plain and obvious.

And therefore, to my mind, in public affairs there is no course so

bad, provided it is old and stable, that it is not better tlian change and

commotion. Our morals are extremely corrupt, and lean with a remark-

able inclination toward the worse; of our laws and customs, many are

barbarous and monstrous; however, because of the difficulty of im-

proving our condition and the danger of everything crumbling into bits,

if I could put a spoke in our wheel and stop it at this point, I would

do so with all my heart:

^Never such shameful, foul examples do we find.

But that still worse, untold, remain behind.

JUVENAL
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^The worst thing I find in our state is instability, and the fact that our

laws cannot, any more than our clothes, take any settled form. It is very

easy to accuse a government of imperfection, for all mortal things are

full of it. It is very easy to engender in a people contempt for their

ancient observances; never did a man undertake that without succeed-

ing. But as for establishing a better state in place of the one they have

ruined, many of those who have attempted it have achieved nothing

for their pains,

^I give my prudence small share in my conduct; I readily let myself

be led by the general way of the world. Happy the people who do

what they are commanded better than those who command, without

tormenting themselves about the reasons, who let themselves roll re-

laxedly with the rolling of the heavens. Obedience is not pure or

tranquil in a man who reasons and argues.

^All in all, to return to myself, the only thing that makes me think

something of myself is the thing in which no man ever thought himself

deficient: my recommendation is vulgar, common, and popular, for who
ever thought he lacked sense? That would be a proposition implying

its own contradiction. ^It is a disease that is never where it is perceived;

it is indeed tenacious and strong, but it is pierced and dispersed by
the first glance from the patient's eye, like a dense fog by a glance from

the sun. ^To accuse oneself would be to excuse oneself in that subject,

and to condemn oneself would be to absolve oneself. There never was

a porter or a silly woman who did not think they had enough sense to

take care of themselves. We readily acknowledge in others an advan-

tage in courage, in bodily strength, in experience, in agility, in beauty;

but an advantage in judgment we yield to no one. And the arguments

that come from simple natural reasoning in otliers, we think we would

have found if we had merely glanced in that direction. As for knowl-

edge, style, and such qualities that we see in the works of others, we
sense very easily whether they surpass our own; but as for the simple

products of the understanding, each man thinks he had it in him to hit

upon the very same things, and does not easily perceive their weight

and difficulty, ^unless—and hardly even then—they are at a great dis-

tance and beyond comparison. ^So this is a kind of exercise for which

I must hope for very little commendation and praise, and a kind of

composition offering little renown.

•^And then, for whom do you write? The learned men to whom it

falls to pass judgment on books know no other value than that of learn-

ing, and admit no other procedure for our minds than that of erudition

and art. If you have mistaken one of the Scipios for the other, what is

there left for you to say that can be worth while? Anyone who does not

know Aristotle, according to them, by the same token does not know
himself. Common, ordinary minds do not see the grace and the weight

of a lofty and subtle speech. Now, these two types fill the world. The
third class into whose hands you come, that of minds regulated and

strong in themselves, is so rare that for this very reason it has neither

name nor rank among us; it is time half wasted to aspire and strive to

please this group.
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^It is commonly said that the fairest division of her favors Nature

has given us is that of sense; for there is no one who is not content with

the share of it that she has allotted him. ^Is that not reasonable? If

anyone saw beyond, he would see beyond his sight.

^I think my opinions are good and sound; but who does not think

as much of his? One of the best proofs I have of mine is the little esteem

I have for myself; for if these opinions had not been very firm, they

would easily have let themselves be fooled by the singular affection

I have for myself, being one who concentrates nearly all his affection

upon himself and does not squander much of it elsewhere. All the

affection that others distribute to an infinite multitude of friends and

acquaintances, to their glory, to their greatness, I devote entirely to

the repose of my mind and to myself. What escapes in other directions

is not properly by command of my reason:

Trained to live healthily and for myself.

LUCRETIUS

Now I find my opinions infinitely bold and constant in condemning

my inadequacy. In truth, this too is a subject on which I exercise my
judgment as much as on any other. The world always looks straight

ahead; as for me, I turn my gaze inward, I fix it there and keep it busy.

Everyone looks in front of him; as for me, I look inside of me; I have

no business but with myseff; I continually observe myself, I take stock

of myself, I taste myself. Others always go elsewhere, if they stop to

think about it; they always go forward;

No man tries to descend into himself;

PERSIUS

as for me, I roll about in myself.

This capacity for sifting truth, whatever it may amount to in me,

and this free will not to enslave my belief easily, I owe principally to

myself. For the firmest and most general ideas I have are those which,

in a manner of speaking, were born with me. They are natural and

all mine. I produced them crude and simple, with a conception bold

and strong, but a little confused and imperfect. Since then I have

established and fortified them by the authority of others and the sound

arguments of the ancients, with whom I found my judgment in agree-

ment. These men have given me a firmer grip on my ideas and a more

complete enjoyment and possession of them.

^The recommendation everyone seeks for liveliness and promptness

of wit, I aspire to for orderliness; what they seek for a brilliant and signal

deed, or for some particular ability, I aspire to for order, consistency,

and tranquillity of opinions and conduct. ^Certainly, if anything is

becoming, it is uniformity in our whole lives and in our individual

actions; which you cannot maintain if, imitating the nature of others,

you eliminate your own [Cicero].

^Here then you see to what extent I feel guilty of what I said was

the first part of the vice of presumption. As for the second, which

consists in not esteeming others highly enough, I do not know if I can
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excuse myself so well; for cost me what it may, I am determined to tell

the facts about it.

Whether it may be that the continual association I have with the

humors of the ancients, and the idea I have formed of those rich souls

of the past, give me a distaste both for others and for myself; or whether

we are indeed living in a time which produces only very mediocre

things; at any rate, I know of nothing worthy of great admiration. Also,

I know scarcely any men intimately enough to be able to judge them;

and those I come in contact with most commonly through my situation

are for the most part men who have little care for the culture of the soul,

and to whom one can suggest no other blessing than honor, and no other

perfection than valor.

What beauty I see in others I praise and esteem very gladly. Indeed,

I often go farther than what I really think of it, and allow myself to lie

to that extent. For I am incapable of inventing anything false. I am
glad to testify for my friends to the praiseworthy qualities I find in

them; and of one foot of value I am likely to make a foot and a half.

But as for lending them qualities that are not there, I cannot, nor can

I defend them openly for the imperfections they have.

^Even to my enemies I frankly render the testimony of honor that

is due. ^My feelings change; my judgment, no. ^And I do not confuse

my criticism with other circumstances that do not enter into it; and
I am so jealous of the liberty of my judgment that I can hardly give it

up for any passion whatsoever. *^I do myself more harm by lying than

I do to the person I he about. This laudable and generous custom is

observed of the Persian nation, that they speak of their mortal enemies,

and wage war to the death against them, honorably and fairly, so far

as their valor deserves it.

^I know enough men who have various fine qualities, one wit,

another courage, another skill, another conscience, another style, one

one science, another another. But as for an all-round great man having

all these fine parts together, or one part in such excellent degree as to

cause amazement or comparison with the men of the past whom we
honor, I have not had the good fortune to find any. And the greatest

man I have known in person, I mean for natural qualities of the soul,

and the best endowed, was Etienne de La Boetie. He was truly a full

soul, handsome from every point of view; a soul of the old stamp, who
would have achieved great results if fortune had willed it, for he had
added much to this rich nature by learning and study.

But I do not know how it happens—^and yet beyond doubt it does

happen—^that there is as much vanity and weakness of understanding

in those who profess to have the greatest capacity, and who meddle
with literary occupations and tasks that depend on books, as in any

other sort of men; whether because people demand and expect more
of them, and cannot excuse ordinary faults in them, or because the

thought that they are learned emboldens them to show off and reveal

too much of themselves, whereby they ruin and betray themselves.

Just as an artisan shows his stupidity much better on some rich material
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he has in his hands, if he arranges and mixes it foolishly and contrary

to the rules of his craft, than on some wretched stuff, and as people

are more offended at a defect in a statue of gold than in one that is of

plaster; so do these men when they display things that in themselves,

and in their place, would be good; for they use them without discretion,

doing honor to their memory at the expense of their intelligence: they

do honor to Cicero, Galen, Ulpian, and Saint Jerome, and themselves

they make ridiculous.

I gladly return to the subject of the ineptitude of our education.

Its goal has been to make us not good or wise, but learned; it has

attained this goal. It has not taught us to follow and embrace virtue

and wisdom, but has imprinted in us their derivation and etymology.

We know how to decline virtue, if we cannot love it. If we do not know
what wisdom is by practice and experience, we know it by jargon and
by rote. With our neighbors, we are not content to know their family,

their kindred, and their connections; we want to have them as friends

and form some association and understanding with them. Education
has taught us the definitions, divisions, and partitions of virtue, hke the

surnames and branches of a genealogy, without any further concern
to form between us and virtue any familiar relationship and intimate

acquaintance. It has chosen for our instruction not the books that have
the soundest and truest opinions, but those that speak the best Greek
and Latin; and amid its beautiful words, it has poured into our minds
the most inane humors of antiquity.

A good education changes your judgment and conduct, as hap-
pened to Polemon, that dissipated young Greek, who, having gone by
chance to hear a lecture by ^Xenocrates, ^did not notice merely the

eloquence and mastery of the teacher, or bring back to his house merely
the knowledge of some fine matter, but reaped a more perceptible and
solid fruit, which was the sudden change and amendment of his former

life. Who has ever felt such an effect from our education?

Will you behave like Polemon,
When he reformed, one bygone day? Will you lay down
The badges of disease—wraps, anklets, pads—as he
Tore from his drunken neck, they say, the wreath of glee.

When the undinnered sage addressed him chidingly?

HORACE

^The least contemptible class of people seems to me to be those

who, through their simplicity, occupy the lowest rank; and they seem
to show greater regularity in their relations. The morals and the talk

of peasants I find commonly more obedient to the prescriptions of true

philosophy than are those of our philosophers. The common people are

wiser, because they are as wise as they need he [Lactantius].

^The most notable men that I have judged by outward appear-
ances—for to judge them in my own way, I would need more light on
them—were, in point of war and military ability, the duke of Guise,

who died at Orleans, and the late Marshal Strozzi. As for able men
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of uncommon virtue, Olivier and L'Hopital, chancellors of France.

It seems to me that poetry too has flourished in our century. We have

a wealth of good craftsmen in that trade: Daurat, Beza, Buchanan,

L'Hopital, Montdore, Turnebus. As for those writing in French, I think

they have raised its poetry to the highest point it will ever reach; and

in the respects in which Ronsard and Du Bellay excel, I do not consider

them far removed from the perfection of the ancients. Adrianus Turne-

bus knew more, and knew better what he knew, than any man that lived

in his time or for many years before.

^The lives of the duke of Alva, who died recently, and of our Con-

stable de Montmorency were noble lives that had many rare similarities

in fortune. But the beauty and glory of the latter's death, suddenly

and in extreme old age, before the eyes of Paris and his king and in

their service against his nearest kin, commanding an army victorious

through his leadership, deserves, I think, to be placed among the no-

table events of my time. *^So do the constant goodness, the gentle con-

duct, and the conscientious affability of Monsieur de La Noue, amid

such injustice of armed factions, true school of treachery, inhumanity,

and brigandage, in which he was brought up—a great and very ex-

perienced warrior.

I have taken pleasure in making public in several places the hopes

I have for Marie de Gournay le Jars, my covenant daughter, whom I

love indeed more than a daughter of my own, and cherish in my retire-

ment and solitude as one of the best parts of my own being. She is the

only person I still think about in the world. If youthful promise means

anything, her soul will some day be capable of the finest things, among
others of perfection in that most sacred kind of friendship which, so

we read, her sex has not yet been able to attain. The sincerity and

firmness of her character are already suflBcient, her affection for me
more than superabundant, and such, in short, that it leaves nothing

to be desired, unless that her apprehension about my end, in view of

my fifty-five years when I met her, would not torment her so cruelly.

The judgment she made of the first Essays, she a woman, and in this

age, and so young, and alone in her district, and the remarkable eager-

ness with which she loved me and wanted my friendship for a long

time, simply through the esteem she formed for me before she had seen

me, is a phenomenon very worthy of consideration.*

^The other virtues are given little or no value nowadays; but valor

has become common through our civil wars, and in this respect there

are among us souls firm to the point of perfection, and in great numbers,

so that a choice is impossible.

This is all the extraordinary and uncommon greatness that I have

known up to this moment.

* This paragraph, which does not appear in the Bordeaux Copy, is of doubtful

authenticity.



18 Of giving the lie

^Yes, but someone will tell me that this plan of using oneself as a

subject to write about would be excusable in rare and famous men
who by their reputation had aroused some desire to know them. That
is certain; I admit it; and I know full well that to see a man of the com-
mon sort, an artisan will hardly raise his eyes from his work, whereas
to see a great and prominent personage arrive in a city, men leave

workshops and stores empty. It ill befits anyone to make himself known
save him who has qualities to be imitated, and whose life and opinions

may serve as a model. In the greatness of their deeds Caesar and
Xenophon had something to found and estabHsh their narrative upon,
as on a just and solid base. Desirable therefore would be the journals

of Alexander the Great, and the commentaries that Augustus, ^Cato,

^Sulla, Brutus, and others left about their deeds. People love and study

the figures of such men, even in bronze and stone.

This remonstrance is very true, but it concerns me only very little:

Only to friends do I recite, and on request.

Not to all men, or everywhere. Some will not rest.

And keep reciting in the Forum or the baths.

HORACE

I am not building here a statue to erect at the town crossroads, or in

a church or a public square:

^I do not aim to swell my page full-blown
With windy trifles. . . .

We two talk alone.

PERSIUS

^This is for a nook in a library, and to amuse a neighbor, a relative, a
friend, who may take pleasure in associating and conversing with me
again in this image. Others have taken courage to speak of themselves
because they found the subject worthy and rich; I, on the contrary,

because I have found mine so barren and so meager that no suspicion

of ostentation can fall upon my plan.

^I wilhngly judge the actions of others; I give little chance to judge
mine because of their nuHity. ^I do not find so much good in myself
that I cannot tell it without blushing.

^What a satisfaction it would be to me to hear someone tell me,
in this way, of the habits, the face, the expression, the favorite re-

marks, and the fortunes of my ancestors! How attentive I would be!

Truly it would spring from a bad nature to be scornful of even the
portraits of our friends and predecessors, ^the form of their clothes

and their armor. I keep their handwriting, their seal, the breviary and
a pecuhar sword that they used, and I have not banished from my
study some long sticks that my father ordinarily carried in his hand.
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A fathers coat and his ring are the more dear to his children the more
they loved him [Saint Augustine].

^However, if my descendants have other tastes, I shall have ample
means for revenge: for they could not possibly have less concern about

me than I shall have about them by that time.

All the contact I have with the public in this book is that I borrow
their tools of printing, as being swifter and easier. In recompense,

^perhaps I shall keep some pat of butter from melting in the market
place.

^Lest tunny-fish and olives lack a robe.

MARTIAL

^To mackerel I'll often give a shirt.

CATULLUS

^And if no one reads me, have I wasted my time, entertaining my-
self for so many idle hours with such useful and agreeable thoughts?

In modeling this figure upon myself, I have had to fashion and com-
pose myself so often to bring myself out, that the model itself has to

some extent grown firm and taken shape. Painting myself for others,

I have painted my inward self with colors clearer than my original

ones. I have no more made my book than my book has made me—

a

book consubstantial with its author, concerned with my own self, an

integral part of my life; not concerned with some third-hand, extraneous

purpose, like all other books. Have I wasted my time by taking stock

of myself so continually, so carefully? For those who go over themselves

only in their minds and occasionally in speech do not penetrate to essen-

tials in their examination as does a man who makes that his study, his

work, and his trade, who binds himself to keep an enduring account,

with all his faith, with all his strength.

Indeed, the most delightful pleasures are digested inwardly, avoid

leaving any traces, and avoid the sight not only of the public but of

any other person.

How many times has this task diverted me from annoying cogita-

tions! And all frivolous ones should be counted as annoying. Nature

has made us a present of a broad capacity for entertaining ourselves

apart, and often calls us to do so, to teach us that we owe ourselves

in part to society, but in the best part to ourselves. In order to train

my fancy even to dream with some order and purpose, and in order

to keep it from losing its way and roving with the wind, there is noth-

ing like embodying and registering all the little thoughts that come to

it. I listen to my reveries because I have to record them. How many
times, irritated by some action that civility and reason kept me from

reproving openly, have I disgorged it here, not without ideas of in-

structing the public! And indeed, these poetic lashes-

Bang in the eye, bang on the snout,

Bang on the back of the apish lout!

MAROT
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—imprint themselves even better on paper than on Hving flesh. What if I

lend a shghtly more attentive ear to books, since I have been lying in

wait to pilfer something from them to adorn or support my own?
I have not studied one bit to make a book; but I have studied a bit

because I had made it, if it is studying a bit to skim over and pinch,

by his head or his feet, now one author, now another; not at all to form
my opinions, but certainly to assist, second, and serve those which I

formed long ago.

^But whom shall we believe when he talks about himself, in so

corrupt an age, seeing that there are few or none whom we can be-

lieve when they speak of others, where there is less incentive for

lying? The first stage in the corruption of morals is the banishment of

truth; for, as Pindar said, to be truthful is the beginning of a great

virtue, ^and is the first article that Plato requires in the governor of his

Republic. "^Our truth of nowadays is not what is, but what others can
be convinced of; just as we call "money" not only that which is legal,

but also any counterfeit that will pass. Our nation has long been re-

proached for this vice; for Salvianus of Massilia, who lived in the time

of the Emperor Valentinian, says that to the French lying and perjury

are not a vice but a manner of speaking. If a man wanted to go this

testimony one better, he could say that it is now a virtue to them. Men
form and fashion themselves for it as for an honorable practice; for

dissimulation is among the most notable qualities of this century.

Thus I have often considered what could be the source of that cus-

tom, which we observe so religiously, of feeling more bitterly offended

when reproached with this vice, which is so common among us, than

with any other; and that it should be the worst insult that can be given

us in words, to reproach us with lying. On that, 1 find that it is natural

to defend ourselves most for the defects with which we are most be-

smirched. It seems that in resenting the accusation and growing ex-

cited about it, we unburden ourselves to some extent of the guilt; if

we have it in fact, at least we condemn it in appearance,

^Would it not also be that this reproach seems to involve cowardice
and lack of courage? Is there any more obvious cowardice than to deny
our own word? Worse yet, to deny what we know?

^Lying is an ugly vice, which an ancient paints in most shameful
colors when he says that it is giving evidence of contempt for God,
and at the same time of fear of men. It is not possible to represent more
vividly the horror, the vileness, and the profligacy of it. For what can
you imagine uglier than be|ng a coward toward men and bold to-

ward God? Since mutual understanding is brought about solely by
way of words, he who breaks his word betrays human society. It is the

only instrument by means of which our wills and thoughts communi-
cate, it is the interpreter of our soul. If it fails us, we have no more
hold on each other, no more knowledge of each other. If it deceives

us, it breaks up all our relations and dissolves all the bonds of our
society.

•^Certain nations of the new Indies (there is no use mentioning
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their names, which are no more; for the desolation of their conquest—
a monstrous and unheard-of case—has extended even to the entire

aboHtion of the names and former knowledge of the places) offered

to their gods human blood, but only such as was drawn from their

tongue and ears, in expiation of the sin of falsehood, heard as well as

uttered.

^That worthy fellow from Greece used to say that children play

with knucklebones, men with words.

As for the varied etiquette of giving the lie, and our laws of honor
in that matter, and the changes they have undergone, I shall put off

till another time telling what I know about that, and shall meanwhile
learn, if I can, at what time the custom began of weighing and meas-
uring words so exactly, and attaching our honor to them. For it is easy

to see that it did not exist in olden times among the Romans and the

Greeks. And it has often seemed to me novel and strange to see them
giving each other the lie and insulting each other, without having

a quarrel over it. The laws of their duty took some other path than

ours. Caesar is called now a robber, now a drunkard, to his face. We
see how free are the invectives they use against each other, 1 mean
the greatest warlords of both nations, where words are avenged merely

by words, and do not lead to other consequences.

19 Offreedom of conscience

^It is ordinary to see good intentions, if they are carried out with-

out moderation, push men to very vicious acts. In this controversy

on whose account France is at present agitated by civil wars, the best

and soundest side is undoubtedly that which maintains both the old

religion and the old government of the country. However, among
the good men who follow that side (for I speak not of those who use

it as a pretext either to wreak their private vengeances, or to supply

their avarice, or to pursue the favor of princes; but of those who follow

it out of true zeal toward their religion and a holy concern for maintain-

ing the peace and the status of their fatherland)—of these, I say, we
see many whom passion drives outside the bounds of reason, and makes
them sometimes adopt unjust, violent, and even reckless courses.

It is certain that in those early times when our rehgion began to

gain authority with the laws, zeal armed many beHevers against every

sort of pagan books, thus causing men of letters to suffer an extraordi-

nary loss. I consider that this excess did more harm to letters than all

the bonfires of the barbarians. Of this Cornelius Tacitus is a good wit-

ness: for although the Emperor Tacitus, his kinsman, had by express

ordinances populated all the libraries in the world with his works.
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nevertheless not one single complete copy was able to escape the care-

ful search of those who wanted to abolish them because of five or six

insignificant sentences contrary to our belief.

They also had this habit, of readily lending false praises to all

the emperors who helped us and of universally condemning all the

actions of those who were hostile to us; as it is easy to see in the case

of the Emperor Juhan, surnamed the Apostate.^

He was, in truth, a very great and rare man, being one whose soul

was deeply dyed with the arguments of philosophy, by which he pro-

fessed to regulate all his actions; and indeed there is no sort of virtue

of which he did not leave very notable examples. In point of chastity

(of which the course of his life gives very clear testimony), we read

of an action of his Hke those of Alexander and Scipio, that out of many
very beautiful captive women he would not even look at one, and this

in the flower of his age, for he was killed by the Parthians at the age of

only thirty-one.

As for justice, he took the trouble to hear the disputants himself;

and although out of curiosity he informed himself of the rehgion of

those who appeared before him, at all events the enmity he bore to ours

carried no weight in the scales. He himself made many good laws, and
cut out a large part of the subsidies and taxes that his predecessors had
levied.

We have two good historians who were eyewitnesses of his actions,

one of whom, MarceUinus, sharply blames, in various parts of his

history, that ordinance of his by which he barred the schools and for-

bade teaching to all Christian rhetoricians and grammarians; and he
says that he could wish that action of his to be buried in silence. It

is Hkely that if he had done anything harsher against us, Marcellinus

would not have forgotten it, being very well affected to our side.

He was a harsh enemy to us, in truth, but not a cruel one. For even
our own people tell of him this story, that as he was walking about
the city of Chalcedon one day. Maris, the bishop of the place, actually

dared to call him a wicked traitor to Christ, and that he did nothing

about it except to answer: "Go, wretched man, and weep for the loss

of your eyes." To which the bishop further replied: "I give thanks to

Jesus Christ for having taken away my sight, so that I may not see

yorn: impudent face." In this, they say, Julian was affecting a philo-

sophic patience. At all events, that action cannot be reconciled with

the cruelties that they say he exercised against us. He was (says Eu-

^ Montaigne's defense of Julian was one of the items blamed by the papal cen-

sors when they examined his Essays during his stay in Rome in 1580-81. Other
criticisms, which Montaigne reports in his Travel Journal (March 20, 1581), were
for overuse of the word "fortune" (passim), praising heretics as poets (II: 17,

p. 502), demanding that men be free from evil impulses when praying (I: 56,

passim), blaming as cruelty any punishment more severe than plain death (I: 31,

p. 155; II: 11, p. 314; II: 27, p. 530), and wanting a child to be fit to do either good
or evil, so that he may do good through free choice ( 1 : 26, p. 123 ) . The only changes
Montaigne made on this account were insignificant.
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tropius, my other witness) an enemy of Christianity, but without

touching blood.2

And, to return to his justice, there is nothing in it that can be ac-

cused except the severities he practiced at the beginning of his reign

against those who had followed the lead of Constantius, his prede-

cessor.

As for his sobriety, he always lived a soldierly life; and in full

peacetime he ate like a man who was preparing and inuring himself

to the austerity of war.

The vigilance in him was such that he divided the night into three

or four parts, of which the smallest was the one he gave to sleep; the

rest he used to inspect in person the state of his army and his guard,

or to study; for among other rare qualities of his, he was very out-

standing in every kind of literature. They tell of Alexander the Great

that when he was in bed, for fear that sleep should divert him from
his thoughts and his studies, he had a basin placed next to his bed, and
kept one of his hands out with a little copper ball in it, so that when
sleep stole over him and relaxed the grasp of his fingers, this little

ball should awaken him by the noise of its fall into the basin. But
this man had his soul so intent on what he wanted, and so little

muddled with fumes by virtue of his singular abstinence, that he
easily dispensed with that artifice.

As for military ability, he was admirable in all the qualities of a

great commander; and indeed he spent nearly all his life in the constant

practice of war, for the most part with us in France against the Ger-

mans and Franks. We have hardly any memory of a man who faced

more risks or who more often put his person to the test.

His death has something about it like that of Epaminondas; for he
was struck by an arrow and tried to pull it out, and would have done
so but that, the arrow being sharp, he cut and disabled his hand. He
kept demanding incessantly to be carried back into the melee in this

same state to encourage his soldiers, who contested this battle very

courageously without him, until night separated the armies.

He owed to philosophy the singular contempt in which he held his

life and all human things. He had a firm belief in the eternity of souls.

In the matter of religion he was bad throughout. He was sur-

named the Apostate for having abandoned ours; however, this theory

seems to me more likely, that he had never had it at heart, but that,

out of obedience to the laws, he had dissembled until he held the

Empire in his hand. He was so superstitious in his own religion that

even those who belonged to it in his time made fun of him; and they

2 In the editions before 1588 Montaigne here gave his opinion of the falsity

of the stories that JuUan died with the words "Thou hast conquered, Nazarene,"

or "Be content, Nazarene," on his lips. Inasmuch as the 1588 edition was the first

since 1580 that he worked over carefully, his suppression of it in 1588 may have

been in response to the observations of the papal censor. At all events, after 1588

he restored these remarks, with very little change from their original form ( next page,

second paragraph )

.
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said that if he had won the victory over the Parthians, he would have

exterminated the race of oxen from the world to satisfy his sacrifices.

He was also infatuated with the knowledge of divination, and gave

authority to all manner of prognostications.

He said among other things, as he was dying, that he was grateful

to the gods and thanked them because they had not willed to kill him

by surprise, having long before informed him of the place and time

of his end; or by a soft or slack death, better suitable to idle and

efiFeminate persons; or by a languishing, prolonged, and painful one;

and that they had found him worthy to die in this noble fashion, in the

course of his victories and in the flower of his glory. He had had a

vision like that of Marcus Brutus, which first threatened him in Gaul

and later reappeared to him in Persia just before his death.

•^These words that they have him say when he felt himself struck,

"Thou hast conquered, Nazarene," or, as others have it, "Be con-

tent, Nazarene," would not have been forgotten if they had been be-

lieved by my witnesses, who, being present in the army, noted even

the slightest movements and words at his end, any more than certain

other miracles that people attach to it.

^And to come to the subject of my discussion, he had incubated

paganism, says Marcellinus, for a long time in his heart; but because

all his army was composed of Christians, he dared not reveal it. Finally,

when he saw himself strong enough to dare to proclaim his will, he
had the temples of the gods opened and tried in every way to set up
idolatry. To attain his effect, having found the people in Constan-

tinople at odds and the prelates of the Christian Church divided, he
had them come .to him at the palace and earnestly admonished them
to lull these civic dissensions and urged that each man should serve

his own reHgion without hindrance and without fear. This solicita-

tion he made very urgently, in the hope that this complete freedom
would augment the schisms and factions that divided them and would
keep the people from uniting and consequently strengthening them-
selves against him by their concord and unanimous understanding;

for he had learned by experience, from the cruelty of some Christians,

that there is no beast in the world so much to be feared by man as man.
Those are very nearly his words. Wherein this is worthy of con-

sideration, that Emperor Julian uses, to kindle the trouble of civil dis-

sension, that same recipe of freedom of conscience that our kings have
just been employing to extinguish it. It may be said, on the one hand,

that to give factions a loose rein to entertain their own opinions is

to scatter and sow division; it is almost lending a hand to augment it,

there being no barrier or coercion of the laws to check or hinder its

course. But on the other hand, one could also say that to give factions

a loose rein to entertain their own opinions is to soften and relax them
through facility and ease, and to dull the point, which is sharpened by
rarity, novelty, and difficulty. And yet I prefer to think, for the reputa-

tion of our kings' piety, that having been unable to do what they would,
they have pretended to will what they could.



20 We taste nothing pure

•^The weakness of our condition makes it impossible for things to

come into our experience in their natural simplicity and purity. The
elements that we enjoy are corrupted, and the metals likewise; and
gold must be debased by some other material to fit it for our service.

^Neither virtue thus in its simple form, which Aristo and Pyrrho

and also the Stoics made the end of life, nor the sensual pleasure of the

Cyrenaics and Aristippus could be serviceable to life without admix-

ture.

AQf the pleasures and good things that we have, there is not one
exempt from some mixture of pain and discomfort:

^Right from the fount of these delights of ours

A bitter something rises, which chokes us 'mid the flowers.

LUCRETIUS

Our utmost sensual pleasure has an air of groaning and lament

about it. Wouldn't you say that it is dying of anguish? Indeed, when
we forge a picture of it at its highest point, we deck it with sickly and
painful epithets and quahties: languor, softness, weakness, faintness,

morbidezza: a great testimony to their consanguinity and consub-

stantiality.

^Profound joy has more seriousness than gaiety about it; extreme

and full contentment, more soberness than sprightliness. Even felicity,

unless it tempers itself, overwhelms [Seneca]. Happiness racks us.

^That is what an old Greek verse says, in this sense: "The gods

sell us all the good things they give us." That is to say, they give us

none pure and perfect, none that we do not buy at the price of some
evil.

^Toil and pleasure, very unlike in nature, are nevertheless joined

by I know not what natural association. Socrates says that some god
tried to lump together and confuse pain and pleasure, but that, not

being able to come out successful, he decided to couple them, at least

by the tail.

^Metrodorus used to say that in sadness there is some alloy of

pleasure. I do not know whether he meant something else, but for my
part I indeed imagine that there is design, consent, and pleasure in

feeding one's melancholy; I mean beyond the ambition that can also

be involved. There is some shadow of daintiness and luxury that smiles

on us and flatters us in the very lap of melancholy. Are there not

some natures that feed on it?

A certain kind of pleasure 'tis to weep.

OVID

^And one Attains, in Seneca, says that the memory of our lost friends

is agreeable to us like the bitterness in a wine that is too old—
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Boy, that serv^e old Falernian wine,
Pour me a bitterer cup for mine

CATULLUS

—and like apples sweetly tart.

^Nature reveals this confusion to us; painters hold that the move-
ments and WTinkles of the face that serve for weeping serve also for

laughing. In truth, before one or the other is completely expressed,

watch the progress of tlie painting: you are in doubt toward which
one it is going. And the extremity of laughter is mingled with tears.

^There is no evil without its compensation [Seneca].

When I imagine man besieged by desirable delights—let us put the

case that all his members should be forever seized with a pleasure like

that of generation at its most excessive point—I feel him sink under
the weight of his deHght, and I see him wholly incapable of support-

ing a pleasure so pure, so constant, and so universal. In truth, he flees

it when he is in it, and naturally hastens to escape it, as from a place

where he cannot stand firm, where he is afraid of sinking.

^When I confess myself religiously to myself, I find that the best

goodness I have has some tincture of vice. And I fear that Plato in his

most verdant virtue ( I who am as sincere and loyal an admirer of it,

and of virtues of similar stamp, as a man can be), if he had listened

to it closely—and he did hsten to it closely—would have sensed in it

some false note of human admixture, but an obscure note, perceptible

only to himself. Man, in all things and tliroughout, is but patchwork
and motley.

^The very laws of justice cannot subsist without some mixture of

injustice. And Plato says that those men are undertaking to cut oif

the Hydra's head who aspire to remove all drawbacks and disadvan-

tages from the laws. Every exemplary punishment has in it some in-

justice against individuals, which is compensated by public utility,

says Tacitus.

^It is likewise true that for the uses of life and for the servdce of

pubhc business there may be excess in the purity and perspicacity

of our minds. That penetrating clarit)' has too much subtlety and
curiosity in it. These must be weighted and blunted to make them
more obedient to example and practice, and thickened and obscured
to relate them to this shado\\y and earthy life. Therefore common
and less high-strung minds are found to be more fit and more success-

ful for conducting affairs. And the lofty and exquisite ideas of philoso-

phy are found to be inept in practice. That acute vivacity of mind,
that supple and restless versatilit>', disturbs our negotiations. Human
enterprises must be handled more roughly and superficially, and a

good and great part of them left for the rights of fortune. There is

no need to light up affairs so deeply and so subtly. You get lost con-

sidering so many contrasting aspects and diverse shapes: Hn revolv-

ing mutually contradictory things, their minds had become stupefied

[Livy].
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This is what the ancients say of Simonides: because his imagination

presented him—on the question that King Hiero had put to him/ to

answer which he had had many days to meditate—with diverse acute

and subtle considerations, being in doubt which was the most prob-

able, he totally despaired of the truth.

^He who seeks and embraces all the circumstances and conse-

quences impedes his choice. An average intelligence conducts equally

well, and suJBBces to carry out, things of great or little weight. Note

that the best managers are those who least know how to tell us how
they are so, and that the self-satisfied storytellers most often do noth-

ing worth while. I know one great talker and very excellent portrayer

of every sort of managing, who has very pitifully let the revenue of a

hundred thousand francs slip through his hands. I know another who
speaks and gives advice better than any man in his council, and
there is no better show of mind and competence in the world; how-
ever, in practice, his servants find him quite different; I mean without

taking bad luck into account.

21 Against do-nothingnes.J

^The Emperor Vespasian, though sick with the sickness of which

he died, did not leave off wanting to know about the state of the

Empire, and even in bed never stopped dispatching many affairs of

consequence. And when his physician scolded him for it as a thing

harmful to his health, he said: "An emperor must die standing." That

is a fine statement, in my opinion, and worthy of a great prince.

The Emperor Hadrian used it later in this same connection. And
kings ought often to be reminded of it, to make them feel that the

great charge that is given them of commanding so many men is not an

idle charge, and that there is nothing that can so justly spoil a subject's

taste for putting himself at pains and in danger for the service of his

prince as to see the prince himself meanwhile loafing about at paltry

and frivolous occupations; and for being concerned for his preserva-

tion, when he sees his prince so careless of ours.-

^If anyone wants to maintain that it is better for the prince to con-

duct his wars through another than by himself, fortune will furnish

him with enough examples of those for whom their lieutenants have

achieved great enterprises, and furthermore of those whose presence

would have done more harm than good. But no virtuous and courageous

prince can endure anyone's addressing to him such shameful advice.

1 "What is God?"
2 This is probably intended as a hint for King Henry III.
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Under color of preserving his head, Hke the statue of a saint, for the

welfare of his state, they precisely degrade him from his oflRce, which
consists all in military action, and declare him incapable of it.

I know one who would much rather be beaten than sleep while

people were fighting for him, who never without jealousy saw even
his own men do anything great in his absence.^

And Selim I said with great reason, it seems to me, that the victories

that are won without the master are not complete. How much more
readily would he have said that that master ought to blush for shame
to claim any share for his name, when he had employed in it only his

voice and his thought—and not even that, seeing that in such tasks

the plans and commands that bring honor are only those that are given

on the spot and in the midst of the action. No pilot exercises his

function on terra firma.

The princes of the Ottoman race, the first race in the world in the

fortunes of war, have warmly embraced this opinion. And Bajazet

II and his son, who departed from it, amusing themselves in the sciences

and other stay-at-home occupations, thereby gave their empire some
good slaps; and the one who rules at present, Amurath III, following

their example, is making a prett}^ good start at coming out the same
way. Was it not the king of England, Edward III, who made this re-

mark about our Charles V, "There was never a king who put on armor
less, and yet there never was a king who gave me so much to do"?
He was right to find it strange, as an eflFect of chance more than of

reason.

And let those find another adherent than me who want to number
among the warHke and great-souled conquerors the kings of Castile

and Portugal because, twelve hundred leagues from their idle abode,
by the leadership of their agents, they made themselves masters of the

East and West Indies—and one may wonder whether they would even
have had the courage to go there and enjoy them in person.

^The Emperor Julian used to say even more, that a philosopher
and a gallant man ought not even to breathe; that is to say, they
should grant to bodily necessities only what cannot be refused them,
ever keeping the soul and body busied in fair, great, and virtuous

things. He was ashamed if he was seen to spit or sweat in public (which
they also tell of the Lacedaemonian youth, and Xenophon of the
Persian), because he considered that exercise, continual toil, and so-

briety should have cooked and dried up all those superfluities. What
Seneca says will not fit badly in this place, that the ancient Romans
kept their youth standing: They taught their children nothing, he says,

that they had to learn sitting.

^It is a noble craving to want even to die usefully and manfully;
but the outcome lies not so much in our good resolution as in our good
fortune. A thousand have proposed to conquer or die fighting, who
have failed to do either, wounds and prison crossing this design and

3 Henrv IV.
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lending them a forced life. There are maladies that lay low even our

desires and our consciousness.*

Muley Moloch, king of Fez, who has just won against Sebastian,

king of Portugal, that battle famous for the death of three kings and
the transfer of that great kingdom to the crown of Castile, found him-

self gravely ill when the Portuguese entered his state by force of arms,

and from then on kept getting worse, heading for death and fore-

seeing it. Never did a man use himself more vigorously and more
gloriously. He found himself too weak to endure the ceremonial pomp
of the entry into his camp, which according to their fashion is full of

magnificence and brimful of action, and resigned that honor to his

brother. But that was also the only function of a general that he re-

signed; all the others, the necessary and useful ones, he performed
very strenuously and exactly; keeping his body reclining, but his

understanding and his courage standing and firm to the last gasp, and
somewhat beyond.

He could have undermined his enemies, who had advanced indis-

creetly into his territory, and it grieved him terribly that for lack of

a little life and because he had no one to substitute for himself in the

conduct of this war and of the affairs of a troubled state, he had to

seek a bloody and hazardous victory when he had another one pure^

* Here the 1593 edition adds:

"Fortune ought not to have seconded the vanity of the Roman legions who
obliged themselves by oath to die or conquer. / shall return victor from the battle,

Marcus Fahius; if I fail, I invoke on myself the wrath of Father Jupiter, Mars
Gradivus, and the other gods [Livy].

"The Portuguese say that at a certain point in their conquest of the Indies they

encountered soldiers who had condemned themselves with horrible execrations to

come to no terms except to be killed or remain victorious; and as a mark of this vow
they kept their heads and beards shaven. It is no use risking our Uves and being

obstinate; it seems tliat the blows flee from those who offer themselves to them too

blithely, and are unwilling to reach the man who presents himself to them too

wilHngly and spoils their purpose.

"Some men, unable to succeed in losing their life by the hand of the enemy,
after having tried everything, have been constrained, in order to implement their

resolve to return with honor or not return, to put themselves to death in the very

heat of the combat. There are other examples of this; here is one. Philistus, head
of the naval forces of Dionysius the Younger against the Syracusans, offered them
battle, which was bitterly contested, the forces being equal. In this he had the better

of it at the beginning, by his own prowess. But when the Syracusans closed in around

his galley to board it, Philistus, after personally performing great deeds of valor to

disengage himself, lost all hope of further resource, and with his own hand took

away the life he had so freely and unsuccessfully abandoned to the hands of the

enemy."

At this point in the Bordeaux Copy there is a sign for an insert, whence Strowsld

deduces that this passage might have been written on a separate slip and pasted

onto the page. Against this, Zeitlin points out that the upper and right-hand margins

are almost entirely empty. However, Montaigne would have found the space rather

crowded for so long a passage. Strowski's view seems sound.

5 Nearly all editions here read "sure" (sur) instead of "pure" (pur); but the

Bordeaux Copy's reading looks more like pur to me. Marie de Gournay's 1635

edition gives pur.
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and clean in his hands. At all events, he husbanded the duration of his

illness miraculously in exhausting his enemy and drawing them far

from the navy and seaports they had on the coast of Africa, until the

last day of his life, which, by design, he reserved and employed for

this great day.

He drew up his army in a circle, besieging the camp of the Portu-

guese from all sides, and this circle, coming to bend and tighten, not
only hindered them in the fighting, which was very bitter because of

the valor of the young invading king, seeing that they had to face in

all directions, but also hindered their flight after their rout. And find-

ing all the outlets seized and closed, they were constrained to fall back
upon themselves—a7r(i they are heaped up not only by the slaughter,

but by their flight [Livy]—and pile up on one another, furnishing the

victors with a very murderous and very complete victory.

Dying, he had himself carried and rushed wherever the need called

him, and passing along the ranks he exhorted his captains and soldiers

one after another. But when one corner of his battle hne let itself be
broken through, they could not hold him back from mounting on
horseback, sv/ord in hand. He was struggling to get into the fray;

when his men tried to stop him, one by the bridle, another by his robe
and his stirrups, this effort finished off the little life he had left. They
laid him down again. Recovering with a start from this swoon, and
finding no other faculty left with which to warn them to keep silent

about his death—which was the most necessary command he had
then to make, in order not to engender some despair in his men by this

news—he expired holding his finger against his closed mouth, the

ordinary sign for keeping silence. Who ever lived so long and so far

forward into death? Who ever died so much on his feet?

The extreme degree in treating death courageously, and the most
natural, is to see it not only without being stunned, but without con-
cern, continuing the course of life freely right into death. Like Cato,
who spent his time sleeping and studying while having present in his

head and heart a violent and bloody death, and holding it in his hand.

22 Of riding post

^I have been not of the weakest in this exercise, which is suited

to men of my build, sofid and short. But I give up the business; it is

too trying to keep it up for long.

^I was just this moment reading that King Cyrus, the more easily

to receive news from all parts of his empire, which was of very great
extent, ascertained how much distance a horse could do at a stretch

in one day; and at that distance he stationed men whose business it

was to keep horses ready to equip those who should be coming toward
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him. ^And some say that this speed of travel comes up to that of the

flight of cranes.

^Caesar says that Lucius Vibulus Rufus, being in haste to bring

information to Pompey, traveled toward him day and night, changing

horses to make speed. And he himself, from what Suetonius says, did

a hundred miles a day in a hired coach. But he was a furious courier,

for where rivers cut across his road he would cross them swimming;
^and would not turn from a direct route to go and look for a bridge or

a ford. ^Tiberius Nero, going to see his brother Drusus, who was sick

in Germany, did two hundred miles in twenty-four hours with three

coaches.

^In the war of the Romans against King Antiochus, T. Sempronius

Gracchus, says Livy, by relays of horses, with almost incredible speed,

reached Pella from Amphissa on the third day; and it appears, when
you look at the location, that they were established posts, not freshly

ordered for this ride.

^Cecinna's device for sending back news to his household was much
swifter; he took swallows along with him, and released them toward

their nests when he wanted to send back news of himself, marking

them with some color to signify his meaning, according as he had pre-

arranged with his people. At the theater in Rome the heads of families

kept pigeons in their bosoms, to which they attached letters when they

wanted to send instructions to their people at home; and these were
trained to bring back an answer. D. Brutus used them when besieged

in Mutina, and others elsewhere.

In Peru they rode post on men, who carried them on their shoulders

in litters, with such agility that on a dead run the first carriers would
toss their load to the second without losing a step.

^I understand that the Wallachians, couriers of the Grand Sultan,

make extraordinary speed, because they have the right to dismount
the first passer-by they meet on their way, giving him their jaded

horse; and that to guard against tiring, they bind themselves very tightly

around the waist with a broad band.

23 Of evil means

employed to a good end

^There is a wonderful relation and correspondence in this uni-

versal government of the works of nature, which well shows that it is

neither accidental nor conducted by divers masters. The diseases and
conditions of our bodies are seen also in states and governments:

kingdoms and republics are born, flourish, and wither with age, as
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we do. We are subject to a useless and harmful surfeit of humors:
either of good humors—for even this the doctors fear; and because
there is nothing stable in us, they say that too blithe and vigorous a
perfection of health must be artificially reduced and abated for us,

for fear that our nature, unable to settle in any certain position and
having no room for improvement, may retreat in disorder and too sud-

denly; therefore they order purgings and bleedings for athletes to

draw off this superabundance of health—or of evil humors, which is

the ordinaiy caure of diseases.

States are often seen to be sick of a similar repletion, and it has

been customary to use various sorts of purgation. Sometimes a great

multitude of families are sent away to relieve the country of them, and
these go to seek accommodations elsewhere at the expense of others.

In this fashion our ancient Franks, starting from the depths of Ger-
many, came and took possession of Gaul and drove out its first in-

habitants. Thus was formed that infinite tide of men that poured into

Italy under Brennus and others. Thus the Goths and Vandals, and
also the people who are now in possession of Greece, abandoned their

native country to go and settle elsewhere where they had more room.
And there are scarcely two or three corners in the world which have
not felt the effect of such movements.

By this means the Romans built their colonies; for, feeling their

city growing immoderately, they would relieve it of the least necessary
people and send them to inhabit and cultivate their conquered lands.

Sometimes also they deliberately fostered wars with certain of their

enemies, not only to keep their men in condition, for fear that idleness,

mother of corruption, might bring them some worse mischief—

^We bear the evils of long peace; fiercer than war.
Luxury weighs us down

JUVENAL

—'^but also to serve as a bloodletting for their republic and to cool off

a bit the too vehement heat of their young men, to prune and clear

the branches of that too lustily proliferating stock. To this effect they

once used their war against the Carthaginians.

In the treaty of Bretigny, Edward III, king of England, would not

include, in the general peace that he made with our king, the question

of the contested duchy of Brittany, in order that he might have a place

to unload his soldiers, and that the crowd of Englishmen he had em-
ployed in his affairs on this side of the Channel might not rush back
into England. This was one of the reasons why our King Philip con-

sented to send his son John to the war overseas, so that he would take

along with him a great number of hot-blooded young men who were
in his armed forces.

There are many in our times who reason in like fashion, wishing

that this heated passion that is among us might be deflected into some
war with our neighbors, for fear that these peccant humors which
dominate our body at the moment, if they are not drained off else-
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where, may keep our fever still at its height and in the end bring on
our total ruin. And indeed a foreign war is a much milder evil than

a civil war. But I do not believe that God would favor so unjust an
enterprise as to injure and pick a quarrel with others for our own con-

venience:

^Nothing, O Nemesis, may I so strongly covet
That I would rob its rightful owner of it.

CATULLUS

^However, the weakness of our condition often pushes us to the

necessity of using evil means to a good end. Lycurgus, the most vir-

tuous and perfect lawmaker that ever was, hit upon this very unjust

method of teaching his people temperance: to make the Helots, who
were their slaves, forcibly drunk, so that the Spartans, seeing them
thus lost and buried in wine, should hold the excess of this vice in

horror.

Those were still more in the wrong who in ancient times allowed

that criminals, whatever kind of death they were condemned to, should

be cut up alive by the doctors, so that they might see our inner parts

in their natural state and thereby establish more certainty in their art.

For if we must go to excess, it is more excusable to do so for the health

of the soul than for that of the body; as the Romans trained the people

to valor and contempt for dangers and death by those furious spectacles

of gladiators and fencers who fought to the death and cut up and killed

each other in their presence:

^What seeks this impious practice of a savage game,
This death of youths, this blood-fed lust—what other aim?

PRUDENTIUS

And this custom lasted until the Emperor Theodosius:

Then seize this honor. Prince, delayed until your days;

Take what your father left to take, heir to his praise.

Let none be slain in Rome whose death serves as a thrill.

Let the cruel arena be now content to spill

The blood of beasts alone, not put on homicides.

PRUDENTIUS

-^It was in truth an admirable example, and very fruitful for the edu-

cation of the people, to see every day before their eyes a hundred, two
hundred, even a thousand pairs of men, armed against one another,

hack each other to pieces with such extreme firmness of courage that

they were observed never to let slip a word of weakness or commiser-

ation, never to turn their back or make even a cowardly movement to

avoid their adversary's blow, but rather to extend their neck to his sword

and offer themselves to the blow. Many of them, covered with mortal

wounds, would send and ask the people if they were content with

their performance of their duty, before lying down and giving up the
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ghost on the spot. They had to fight and die not only steadfastly, but

even cheerfully, so that they were booed and cursed if they were seen

to struggle against accepting death.

^Even the girls urged them on:

Each blow makes the modest maiden leap;

And every time the victor thrusts his weapon deep
In the other's throat, she shrieks for joy, and gives command,
Thumb down, to rip the bosom of the fallen man.

PRUDENTIUS

^The early Romans used criminals for such examples; but later

they used innocent slaves, and even freemen who sold themselves for

this purpose; ^finally Roman senators and knights, and even women:

And now they sell their heads, to die upon the sand.

And, with war quiet, each man seeks a foe at hand.

MANILIUS

Amid these novel sports and these alarms,

The gentle sex takes part, unskilled in arms.

And manly conflict shamelessly usurps.

STAxros

^This I should consider very strange and incredible if we were not

accustomed to see every day in our wars many thousands of foreigners

engaging their blood and their lives for money in quarrels in which
they have no concern.

24 Of the greatness of Rome

^I want to say only a word about this infinite subject to show the

simplicity of those who compare the pitiful grandeurs of this time

with those of Rome. In the seventh book of Cicero's Familiar Letters

( and let the grammarians take away from them the epithet "familiar,"

if they will, for in truth it is not very appropriate; and those who instead

of "familiar" have substituted ad familiares^ can derive an argument

in their favor from what Suetonius says in his Life of Caesar, that there

was a volume of letters of liis ad familiares

)

, there is one addressed to

Caesar, who was then in Gaul, in which Cicero repeats these words,

which were at the end of another letter that Caesar had written to him:

"As for Marcus Furius, whom you have recommended to me, I will

make him king of Gaul; and if you want me to advance some other

friend of yours, send him to me."

1 To his friends.
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It was no novelty for a simple Roman citizen, as Caesar then was,

to dispose of kingdoms, for indeed he deprived King Deiotarus of his

to give it to a gentleman of the city of Pergamus, named Mithridates.

And those who write his life record several other kingdoms sold by
him; and Suetonius says that at one stroke he extracted from King
Ptolemy three million six hundred thousand crowns, which was very

close to selling him his kingdom:

^For so much let Galatia go, for so much Pontus,

So much Lydia.
CLAUDIAN

Mark Antony said that the greatness of the Roman people showed
itself not so much in what they took as in what they gave. *^And yet,

about a century before Antony, they had taken away one kingdom,

among others, with such a wonderful show of authority that in all

their history I know no mark that places the reputation of their pres-

tige so high. Antiochus possessed all Egypt and was about to conquer

Cyprus and other remnants of that empire. During the progress of his

victories, C. Popilius came to him on behalf of the Senate, and im-

mediately refused to take his hand until he had first read the letters

he was bringing. When the king had read them and said he would
think it over, Popilius drew a line with his stick around the place

where he was, and said: "Give me an answer that I can take back to

the Senate before you move out of this circle." Antiochus, astonished

at the roughness of such a peremptory command, after thinking about

it a little, said: '"I will do what the Senate commands me." Then Po-

pilius greeted him as a friend of the Roman people.

To have given up so great a monarchy and so fortunate and pros-

perous a career because of the impression made by three lines of writ-

ing! He was truly right to send word later to the Senate by his am-
bassadors, as he did, that he had received their orders with the same
respect as if they had come from the immortal gods.

^All the kingdoms that Augustus won by right of war he restored

to those who had lost them, or presented to strangers.

^And in this connection Tacitus, speaking of Cogidunus, king of

England, makes us feel that infinite power by a marvelous touch. The
Romans, he says, were from all antiquity accustomed to leave the

kings they had overcome in possession of their kingdoms, under their

authority, so that they might have even kings as instruments of slavery

[Tacitus].^

^It is probable that Suleiman, whom we have seen making a gift

of the kingdom of Hungary and other states, had more regard for this

consideration than for the one he was accustomed to allege: that he

was glutted and overburdened with so many monarchies and so much
power.

2 Montaigne translates this before quoting the Latin.
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-^There is an epigram in Martial that is one of the good ones (for

there are all kinds in him ) , in which he humorously tells the story of

Coelius, who pretended to have the gout to avoid paying court to some

of the great in Rome, being present at their levee, and attending and

following them; and, to make his excuse more plausible, had his legs

anointed and swathed, and counterfeited completely the carriage and
bearing of a gouty man. In the end fortune gave him the pleasure of

making him so in fact:

So much can skill and effort bring about:

Coehus no longer feigns, but has, the gout.

MARTIAL

I have read, somewhere in Appian, *^I think, ^o. similar story of a

man who, wishing to escape the proscriptions of the triumvirs of Rome,
keeping himself hidden and disguised to avoid recognition by those

who were after him, added also the device of pretending to be bHnd
in one eye. When he came to recover a Httle more liberty and wanted
to take off the plaster he had long worn over his eye, he found that

the sight of it had been effectually lost under this mask.

It is possible that the action of sight had become dulled through

having been so long without exercise, and that the visual power had
wholly transferred itself to the other eye. For we palpably feel that

an eye which we keep covered up sends some part of its virtue to its

fellow, so that the other one grows bigger and dilates. So also the

inactivity, combined with the heat of the bindings and medicaments,

might well have brought some gouty humor to Martial's man with the

gout.

Reading in Froissart of the vow by a troop of young English gentle-

men to wear their left eye bound up until they had crossed over into

France and performed some exploit of arms against us, I have often

been tickled by the idea that they might have been caught like those

others and found themselves all one-eyed when they again saw the

mistresses for whom they had undertaken this.

Mothers are right to scold their children when they imitate one-

eyed, lame, and cross-eyed people, and other such personal defects.

For not only can their body, still so tender, take on a bad twist, but

it seems that fortune, I know not how, makes a game of taking us at

our word; and I have heard of many examples of people who became
sick after pretending to be so.

^I have always had the habit, both on horseback and on foot, of

carrying a rod or a stick in my hand, even to the point of trying to be

elegant and resting on it in an affected manner. Many have threat-

ened me that fortune would one day turn this foppery into a necessity.
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I base my confidence on the fact that I would then be the first of my
family to have the gout.

^But let us lengthen this chapter and variegate it with another

piece apropos of blindness. Pliny tells of a man who, dreaming in

his sleep that he was blind, found himself so the next day, without any
previous illness. The power of imagination can indeed contribute to

such results, as I have said elsewhere,^ and Pliny seems to be of this

opinion. But it is more likely that the movements which the body
felt within, of which the doctors may find out the cause, if they will,

and which deprived him of his sight, were the occasion of the dream.

Let us add one more story close to this subject, which Seneca tells

in one of his letters. "You know," he says, writing to Lucilius, "that

Harpaste, my wife's fool, has stayed at my house as a hereditary

charge, for my own taste sets me against these monsters; and if I have

a mind to laugh at a fool, I do not have to look far for one, I laugh at

myself. This fool has suddenly lost her sight. I am telling you some-

thing strange, but true. She does not realize that she is blind, and
constantly urges her keeper to take her out, because she says my
house is dark.

"What we laugh at in her, I pray you to believe happens to each

one of us: no one knows that he is avaricious or covetous. The blind

at least ask for a guide; we go astray of our own accord. I am not

ambitious, we say, but in Rome you cannot live otherwise; I am not

extravagant, but the city requires great expense; it is not my fault if

I am choleric, if I have not yet set up any definite way of life—it is the

fault of youth.

"Let us not look for our disease outside of ourselves; it is within us,

it is planted in our entrails. And the very fact that we do not reahze

that we are sick makes our cure more difficult. If we do not soon be-

gin to tend ourselves, when will we have provided for so many sores

and so many maladies? Yet we have a very sweet medicine in philos-

ophy. For of the others we feel the pleasure only after the cure; this

one pleases and cures at the same time."

That is what Seneca says, which has carried me away from my
subject; but there is profit in change.

26 Of thumbs

^Tacitus reports that among certain barbarian kings, to make an

obligation binding, the custom was to clasp their right hands tightly

together and interlock their thumbs; and when by dint of pressing them
the blood had risen to the tips, they pricked them lightly and then

sucked each other's blood.

1 Essays 1:21, "Of the Power of the Imagination."
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The doctors say that the thumbs are the master fingers of the hand
and that their etymology in Latin is from pollere.^ The Greeks call it

dvTixeiQ, as though to say "another hand." And it seems that sometimes

the Latins also take it in the sense of the entire hand:

But not excited by the gentle voice.

Nor summoned by the soft thumb, does it rise.

MARTIAL

It was a sign of favor in Rome to close in and hold down the thumbs—

Your partisan with both his thumbs will praise your game
HORACE

—and of disfavor to raise them and turn them outward:

When the people's thumb turns up.

They kill their man to please them.

JUVENAL

The Romans exempted from war those who were wounded in the

thumb, as no longer having a firm enough grasp for weapons. Augustus
confiscated the goods of a Roman knight who had maliciously cut off

the thumbs of two young sons of his to excuse them from going into

the army. And before his time the Senate, at the time of the Italian

wars, condemned Caius Vatienus to prison for hfe and confiscated all

his goods for having deliberately cut off the thumb of his left hand,

to exempt himself from that expedition.

Someone, I don't remember who, having won a naval battle, had
the thumbs of his vanquished enemies cut off, to deprive them of the

means of fighting and pulling an oar. *^The Athenians had them cut off

the Aeginetans to take away their superiority in naval skill.

^In Lacedaemon the schoolmaster chastised children by biting

their thumbs.

27 Cowardice, mother of cruelty

^I have often heard it said that cowardice is the mother of cruelty.

^And I have found by experience that the bitterness and hardness of

a malicious and inhuman heart are usually accompanied by feminine
weakness. I have observed that some of the most cruel are subject to

weeping easily and for frivolous reasons. Alexander, tyrant of Pheres,

could not bear to hear tragedies played in the theater for fear that his

citizens might see him groaning at the misfortunes of Hecuba and
Andromache, he who, widiout pity, had so many people cruelly mur-

1 To be powerful. The Latin word for thumb is pollex.
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dered every day. Could it be weakness of soul that made them so easily

bent to every extreme?

^Valor, whose eflFect it is to act only against resistance—

Nor is it joy to kill the bull unless he fights

CLAUDIAN

—stops on seeing the enemy at its mercy. But pusillanimity, in order

to say that it is also in the game, having been unable to take part in this

first act, takes as its part the second, that of massacre and bloodshed.

The murders in victories are usually done by the mob and the baggage
officers. And what causes so many unheard-of cruelties in wars in which
the people take part is that that beastly rabble tries to be warlike and
brave by ripping up a body at their feet and bloodying themselves up
to their elbows, having no sense of any other kind of valor:

^The wolves and loathsome bears fall on a dying foe,

And of the other beasts the lowest of the low,

OVID

^like cowardly curs, that in the house tear and bite the skins of wild

beasts that they did not dare attack in the fields.

What is it that makes our quarrels all mortal these days; and why,
whereas our fathers recognized some degrees in revenge, do we now-
adays begin with the ultimate, and from the outset speak of nothing

but killing? What is it, if it is not cowardice?

Every man clearly feels that there is more defiance and disdain

in beating his enemy than in finishing him off, and in making him lick

the dust than in making him die. Moreover, the appetite for vengeance

is thereby better assuaged and contented, for it aims only at making
itself felt. That is why we do not attack an animal or a stone when
they hurt us, because they are incapable of feeling our revenge. And
to kill a man is to put him in shelter from our harm.

^And just as Bias called out to a wicked man, "I know that sooner

or later you will be punished for it, but I am afraid I may not see it,"

and pitied the Orchomenians because the penalty Lyciscus paid for

the treason committed against them came at a time when there was
no one left of those who had been injured by it and who would take

pleasure in this penalty; just so vengeance is to be pitied when its object

loses the means of feeling it. For, as the avenger wants to be aware

of it in order to derive pleasure from it, the one on whom he takes

revenge must be aware of it also in order to suffer pain and repentance.

^"He will repent it," we say. And because we have given him a

pistol shot in the head, do we think that he repents it? On the contrary,

if we consider it, we will find that he makes a face at us as he falls.

He does not even hold it against us, so far is he from repenting. ^And
we do him the greatest favor of life, which is to make him die suddenly

and insensibly. ^We are busy hiding like rabbits, trotting about and
fleeing the officers of justice who are pursuing us; and he is at rest.

Killing is good to avoid an injury to come, not to avenge one already
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done; *^it is an act more of fear than of defiance, of precaution than of

courage, of defense than of attack. ^It is apparent that by it we abandon

both the true end of vengeance and the care of our reputation. We fear

that if he remains ahve, he may renew the attack. ^It is not against him,

but for yourself, that you get rid of him.

In the kingdom of Narsinga this expedient would remain useless

to us. There not only the men-at-arms but also the artisans settle their

quarrels at sword's point. The king does not refuse the field to anyone

who wants to fight, and looks on when they are persons of quality,

rewarding tlie victor with a gold chain. But to conquer it, the first man
who wants to can come to blows with the one who wears it; and he,

for having disposed of one combat, has several on his hands.

^If we thought that by valor we would always be masters of our

enemy and triumph over him at our pleasure, we would be very sorry

for him to escape us, as he does by dying. We want to conquer, but

more safely than honorably; ^and in our quarrel we seek an ending

more than glory.

For an honorable man, Asinius Pollio represented a like error; having

written some invectives against Plancus, he waited until he was dead

to publish them. That was like thumbing one's nose at a blind man,

or uttering filthy abuse at a deaf man, or wounding an insensible man,

rather than run the risk of his resentment. And so it was said about him
that it was only for ghosts to wrestle with the dead. He who waits to

see the death of the author whose writings he wants to combat, what
is he saying but that he is weak and quarrelsome? Aristotle was told

that someone had spoken ill of him. "Let him do more," he said, "let

him whip me, provided I am not there."

^Our fathers contented themselves with avenging an insult by giving

the lie, the lie by a blow, and so on in order. They were valorous enough
not to fear their enemy, living and outraged. We tremble with fear

as long as we see him on his feet. And as proof that this is so, does not

our fine practice of today involve pursuing to death the man we have
insulted as well as the man who has insulted us?

^It is also a type of cowardice that has introduced into our single

combats this custom of being accompanied by seconds, and thirds, and
fourths. Formerly they were duels; nowadays they are encounters and
battles. The first ones who hit upon it were afraid of being alone:

^since neither man had any confidence in himself [Livy]. ^For natu-

rally any company whatever brings comfort and relief in danger.

Formerly they used third parties to guard against irregularity and foul

play, '^and to bear witness to the outcome of the combat. ^But since

it has become the fashion for them to take part themselves, whoever
is invited cannot honorably stand by as a spectator, for fear this may
be attributed to lack of affection or of courage.

Besides the injustice and baseness of such an action, engaging

another valor and strength than your own in the protection of your

honor, I find it a disadvantage, for a good man who trusts fully in

himself, to go and involve his fortune with that of a second. Each man
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runs enough risk for himself without running it also for another, and
has enough to do to assure himself in his own valor for the defense

of his life, without committing a thing so dear to the hands of a third

party. For unless it has been expressly agreed to the contrary, it is a

joint combat of the four. If your second is down, you have two on

your hands, and rightly so. And if you say that it is unfair, it is indeed

so, just like attacking, fully armed, a man who has only the stump of

a sword, or, in full health, a man who is already badly wounded. But

if these are advantages you have won in fighting, you may use them
without reproach.

Disparity and inequality are weighed and considered only in regard

to the state in which the fray begins; for the rest, take it up with fortune.

And when you alone have three on you, your two companions having

let themselves be killed, no one is wronging you, any more than I would
do in war by striking with my sword, with a similar advantage, an

enemy whom I saw engaged with one of our men. The nature of asso-

ciation has it that where there is troop against troop ( as when our duke

of Orleans challenged King Henry of England, a hundred against a

hundred; *^three hundred against the same number, like the Argives

against the Lacedaemonians; three to three, like the Horatii against

the Curiatii), ^the entire number on either side is considered as only

a single man. Wherever there is company the risk is confounded

and mingled.

I have a family interest in this consideration; for my brother, the

sieur de Mattecoulon, was called on in Rome to second a gentleman

he hardly knew, who was the defender and challenged by another.

In this combat he found himself by chance matched with one who was
much closer and better known to him. ( I would like to have someone

justify by reason these laws of honor that so often clash with those

of reason and confuse them. ) After having disposed of his man, seeing

the two principals still on their feet and intact, he went to the relief

of his teammate. What less could he do? Should he have kept still

and, if chance had so willed it, watched the man for whose defense he

had come there being defeated? What he had done till then was of no

help to the job: the quarrel was undecided.

The courtesy that you can and indeed should offer to your enemy
when you have reduced him to bad terms and some great disadvantage,

I do not see how you can offer it when the interest of another is at stake,

where you are only an assistant, where the dispute is not your own.

He could be neither just nor courteous at the risk of the man to

whom he had lent himself. Accordingly he was delivered from the

prisons of Italy by a very prompt and solemn recommendation of

our king.

Immoderate nation! We are not content with making our vices

and follies known to the world by reputation, we go to foreign countries

to display them in person. Put three Frenchmen in the deserts of Libya;

they will not be together a month without harassing and scratching

one another. You would think that this peregrination of ours is an
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aflFair specially arranged to give foreigners the pleasure of our tragedies,

and most often to those who rejoice in our misfortunes and laugh

at them.

We go and learn fencing in Italy, ^and practice it at the expense

of our lives before we learn it. ^And yet by the rule of discipline we
should put theory before practice. We betray ourselves as apprentices

:

Bitter your youth's first-fruits, harsh your apprenticeship

Into the war to come.
VIRGIL

I know very well that it is an art ^useful for its purpose ( in the duel

between the two princes in Spain, cousins-german, the elder, says Livy,

by skill at arms and ruse easily overcame the reckless power of the

younger ) , and an art, as I have learned by experience, ^the knowledge

of which has swelled the hearts of some beyond their natural measure.

But this is not properly valor, since it draws its support from skill and

has its basis in something other than itself.

The honor of the combat consists in the jealousy of courage, not

of craft. And therefore I have observed a friend of mine, renowned

as a grand master in this exercise, to choose in his quarrels weapons

that deprived him of the means of this advantage, and which depended

entirely on fortune and assurance, so that his victory should not be

attributed to his fencing skill rather than his valor. And in my child-

hood the nobility avoided the reputation of good fencers as insulting,

and learned it furtively, as a cunning trade, derogating from true and

natural valor:

To dodge, parry, withdraw, they do not seek;

Nor does skill in their combat play a part;

Their blows are not feints, now full, now oblique.

Fury and rage forbid the use of art.

Hear how their swords clash with a horrid shriek;

Their feet stand fast, and never move apart.

Their hands keep moving, though their feet remain,

And not a thrust or slash is made in vain.

TASSO

Shooting at the butts, tournaments, tiltings, practice at warlike

combats, were the exercise of our fathers. This other exercise is all

the less noble as it regards only a private end, which teaches us to

destroy one another, contrary to the laws and justice, and in every way
always produces harmful results. It is much more worthy and fitting

to exercise at things that strengthen, not injure, our government, and
that regard the pubhc safety and the common glory.

Publius Rutilius, the consul, was the first who instructed the soldier

in handling his weapons with skill and science, who joined art and

valor, not for use in private quarrels, but for the wars and quarrels of

the Roman people: ^fencing for the people and the civic good.

And besides the example of Caesar, who ordered his men to shoot

principally at the faces of Pompey's soldiers in the battle of PharsaHa,
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a thousand other mihtary leaders have thus bethought themselves of

inventing new forms of weapons, new ways of striking and defending,

according to the needs of the affair at hand.

^But just as Philopoemen condemned wrestling, in which he excelled,

because the training for that exercise was different from that which

pertained to military discipline, to which alone he considered that men
of honor should apply themselves, so it seems to me that this adroitness

to which we fashion our limbs, these dodges and movements to which

young men are trained in this new school, are not only useless, but

rather contrary and harmful to the practice of military combat.

^^Moreover, our people commonly employ special weapons pecul-

iarly planned for this purpose. And I have known the time when it

was considered hardly the right thing for a gentleman, challenged to

fight with sword and dagger, to present himself in military equipment.

It is worthy of consideration that Laches, in Plato, speaking of an

apprenticeship similar to ours in the handling of weapons, says he never

saw any great warrior come out of this school, especially from its

masters. As for these, our own experience tells us as much. Of the rest

we can at least say that these are abilities that have no mutual relation

or correspondence. And in the education of the children in his Republic,

Plato forbids the arts of boxing, introduced by Amycus and Epeius,

and of wrestling, by Antaeus and Cercyo, because they have another

purpose than to make youths more fit for military service, and con-

tribute nothing to it.

^But I am straying rather a bit from my theme.

^The Emperor Maurice, being warned by dreams and several prog-

nostics that one Phocas, a soldier then unknown, was to kill him, was

asking his son-in-law Philip who this Phocas was, his nature, his traits,

and his habits; and when Philip told him among other things that he

was cowardly and timorous, the Emperor immediately concluded from

this that he was therefore murderous and cruel.

What makes tyrants so bloodthirsty? It is concern for their security,

and the fact that their cowardly heart furnishes them with no other

means of making themselves secure than by exterminating those who
can injure them, even to the women, for fear of a scratch:

^He strikes all things because he fears all things.

CLAUDIAN

^The first cruelties are practiced for their own sake; thence arises

the fear of a just revenge, which afterward produces a string of new
cruelties, in order to stifle the first by the others.

Philip, king of Macedon, the one who had so many bones to pick

with the Roman people, agitated by the horror of the murders com-

mitted by his orders, unable to make up his mind what to do against

so many families injured by him at various times, decided to seize all

the children of the people he had had killed, in order to destroy them

one after the other, day by day, and thus make sure of his peace of mind.

Fine materials are always in place, wherever you sow them. I, who
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have more concern for the weight and utihty of the arguments than
for their order and sequence, should not fear to place here, a little out

of the way, a very beautiful story. Among others condemned by Philip

there had been one Herodicus, prince of the Thessalians. Later, Philip

also had Herodicus' two sons-in-law put to death, each one leaving a

very small son. Theoxena and Archo were the two widows. Theoxena
could not be induced to remarry, though she was much sought after,

Archo married Poris, the leading man among the Aenians, and had a

number of children by him, all of whom she left very young when she
died. Theoxena, spurred by a maternal love for her nephews, married
Poris in order to have them under her own guidance and protection.

Then came the proclamation of the king's edict. This courageous
mother, mistrustful both of Philip's cruelty and of the licentiousness

of his satelhtes toward these fair and tender children, dared to state

that she would rather kill them with her own hands than give them up,

Poris, alarmed by this declaration, promised her to steal them away
and take them to Athens into the safekeeping of some faithful guest-

friends of his. They took the occasion of an annual feast that was
celebrated at Aenia in honor of Aeneas, and they went to it. Having
attended the ceremonies and the public banquet during the day, at

night they slipped out in a vessel that was ready, to get away by sea.

The wind was against them; and finding themselves the next morn-
ing in sight of the land from which they had put to sea, they were
pursued by the harbor guards. As these were catching up, while Poris

was busy hurrying the sailors in their flight, Theoxena, frantic with
love and vengeance, fell back on her first plan. She prepared weapons
and poison, and, showing them to the boys, said: "Come, my children,

death is henceforth the only means of your defense and freedom, and
will give the gods matter for their sacred justice. These drawn swords,

these cups, open the way to it. Courage! And you, my son, who are

the eldest, grasp this blade and die the braver death."

Having this vigorous counselor on one side, the enemies at their

throats on the other, they each ran in a frenzy to what was nearest at

hand; and, half-dead, they were thrown into the sea. Theoxena, proud
of having provided so gloriously for the safety of all her children,

warmly embraced her husband and said: "Let us follow these boys,

my dear, and enjoy the same grave with them." And holding each
other in this embrace they plunged headlong into the sea; so that the

ship was brought back to shore empty of its masters.

^Tyrants, in order to do both things together, both to kill and
to make their anger felt, have used all their ingenuity to find a way
to prolong death. They want their enemies to be gone, but not so

fast that they may not have leisure to savor their vengeance. There-
upon they are in great perplexity; for if the tortures are violent, they
are short; if they are long, they are not painful enough to suit them.
So they go dispensing their instruments of torture. We see a thousand
examples of it in antiquity, and I know not whether, without thinking

about it, we do not retain some trace of this barbarity.
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All that is beyond plain death seems to me pure cruelty.^ Our jus-

tice cannot hope that the man who will not be deterred from doing

wrong by the fear of dying on the block or the gallows will be pre-

vented by the idea of a slow fire, or pincers, or the wheel. And I do
not know but that we meanwhile drive them to despair. For what can be
the state of a man's soul who is waiting twenty-four hours for death

broken on a wheel, or, in the old fashion, nailed to a cross?

Josephus relates that during the wars of the Romans in Judea,

passing a place where they had crucified some Jews three days be-

fore, he recognized three of his friends and obtained leave to remove
them from there. Two died, he says; the other lived on after.

•^Chalcondylas, a trustworthy man, in the memoirs he left of things

that happened in his time and in his vicinity, reports as an extreme
punishment one that Emperor Mohammed II often practiced, of having
men cut in two parts across the middle at the diaphragm with a single

blow of a scimitar, whence it happened that they died as it were
two deaths at once; and, he says, you saw both parts moving a long

time after, full of life and writhing in torment.

I do not believe there was much feeling in that movement. The
most hideous tortures to see are not always the hardest to endure. And
I find more atrocious what other historians report he inflicted on some
lords of Epirus: that he had them flayed piecemeal with such a ma-
liciously ordered arrangement that their life lasted two weeks in this

anguish.

Also these two others. Croesus, having had a gentleman seized

who was the favorite of his brother Pantaleon, took him into a fuller's

shop, where he had him so scratched and carded with the cards and
combs of this carder that he died of it.

When George Sechel, leader of those PoHsh peasants who, under
pretext of a crusade, did so much harm, had been defeated in battle

by the voivode of Transylvania and taken, he was for three days bound
naked to a wooden horse, exposed to every kind of torture that anyone
could devise against him; during which time the other prisoners were
given neither food nor drink. In the end, while he still lived and could
see, they gave his blood to drink to his dear brother Lucat, for whose
safety he kept praying, drawing upon himself all the hatred for their

misdeeds. And they had tsventy of his most favored captains feed
on him, tearing his flesh with their teeth and swallowing the morsels.

The rest of his body and the inner parts, when he was dead, were
boiled and given to others of his followers to eat.

1 This was one of the statements criticized by the papal censors in Rome when
Montaigne was there in 1580-81. Montaigne neither changed nor suppressed it

in later editions.



28 All things have their season

^Those who compare Cato the Censor with the younger Cato, who
was his own murderer,^ "^compare two beautiful natures that are akin

in form. The former displayed his in more aspects and excelled the

other in military exploits and in the usefulness of his public services.

But the virtue of the younger, besides the fact that it is blasphemy to

compare any other with it in vigor, was much more spotless. For who
can acquit the Censor of envy and ambition, when he dared to attack

the honor of Scipio, a man in goodness and all excellent quahties far

greater than he or any other man of his time?

^What they tell of him among other things, that in his extreme old

age he set himself to learn Greek with an ardent appetite, as if to quench
a long thirst, does not seem to me to be much in his honor. It is exactly

what we call falling back into childhood.

All things have their season, good ones and all. And I may say my
Lord's Prayer at the wrong time; <^as T. Quintius Flamininus, a general

of the army, was denounced because he had been seen standing apart

in the hour of conflict, spending his time praying God in a battle that he
won.

^The sage sets bounds even to virtuous things.

JUVENAL

^Eudemonidas, seeing Xenocrates when he was very old busied

about his school lessons, said: "When will this man know, if he is still

learning?" ^And Philopoemen said to those who were highly praising

King Ptolemy for hardening his body every day in the exercise of arms:

"It is not a praiseworthy thing in a king of his age to practice them: he
should henceforth really employ them."

^The young man should make his preparations, the old man enjoy

their fruits, say the sages. And the greatest defect they observe in our

nature is that our desires incessantly renew their youth. We are always

beginning to Hve over again. Our study and our desire should some-

times savor of old age. We have one foot in the grave, and our appe-

tites and pursuits are just being born:

^You plan, right at the brink of doom,
On carving marbles; heedless of your tomb,

You play at building houses.

HORACE

*^The longest of my plans has not a year in extent. Henceforth I

think of nothing but making an end; I rid myself of all new hopes and
enterprises; I take my last leave of every place I go away from, and dis-

1 In all editions through 1588 the sentence ended thus: "do great honor, in my
opinion, to the former; for I find them separated by an extreme distance."
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possess myself every day of what I have: For a long time I have had

neither losses nor gains. I have more provisions for the road than I have

road left [Seneca].

I have hved, and run out the course that fortune gave.

VIRGIL

In short, this is all the comfort that I find in my old age, that it dead-

ens in me many desires and cares by which life is troubled—care for how
the world goes, care for riches, for greatness, for knowledge, for health,

for myself. ^That man^ is learning to speak when he needs to learn to

be silent forever.

*^We may continue our studies at all times, but not our schooling:

what a foolish thing is an old man learning his ABC!
^Different men, different tastes; nor are all things

Fit for all ages.

MAXIMIANUS

^If we must study, let us study something suitable to our condition,

so that we may answer like the man who, when he was asked what was

the purpose of these studies in his decrepitude, replied: "To depart a

better man and more content."

Such a study was that of the younger Cato when, feeling his end ap-

proaching, he came upon Plato's discussion of the eternity of the soul.

Not, obviously, that he had not been long furnished with every sort of

equipment for such a departure. Of assurance, firm will, and learning,

he had more than Plato has in his writings; his knowledge and his

courage were in this regard above philosophy. It was not to ease his

death that he took up this occupation; but like a man who would not

even interrupt his sleep out of concern over such a resolve, he also con-

tinued, without choice and without change, his studies together with

the other customary actions of his life.

^The night when he had just been rejected for the praetorship, he

spent in play; the one in which he was to die, he spent reading. Loss of

life and loss of office were equally indifferent to him.

29 Of virtue

^l find by experience that there is quite a difference between the

erratic impulses of the soul and a habit of resolute steadfastness. And
I see very well that nothing is beyond our power: we can even, says

someone,^ surpass the deity itself—inasmuch as it is a greater thing to

make oneself impassible by one's own efforts than to be so by one's

2 Cato the Censor, learning Greek in his old age.

3 Seneca.
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natural condition—even combine with man's frailty a godlike resolu-

tion and assurance. But only by fits and starts. And in the lives of the

heroes of times past there are sometimes miraculous moments that seem
very far to surpass our natural powers, but they are indeed mere mo-
ments; and it is hard to believe that the soul can be dyed and imbued
with such exalted qualities as these, so that they become ordinary and
as it were natural to her.

It happens even to us, who are but abortions of men, sometimes to

launch our soul, aroused by the ideas or examples of others, very far

beyond her ordinary range; but it is a kind of passion that impels and
drives her, and which to some extent tears her out of herself. For when
this whirlwind is over, we see that without thinking about it she unbends
and relaxes of herself, if not down to the lowest key, at least until she

is no longer the same; so that then, for any occasion, for a lost bird or a

broken glass, we let ourselves be moved just about like one of the vulgar.

'^Except for order, moderation, and constancy, I believe that all

things are achievable by a man who in general is very imperfect and
defective.

^For this reason, say the sages, to judge a man really properly, we
must chiefly examine his ordinary actions and surprise him in his every-

day habit.

Pyrrho, the one who built such an amusing science out of ignorance,

tried, like all the others who were truly philosophers, to make his life

correspond to his doctrine. And because he maintained that the weak-
ness of human judgment was so extreme as to be unable to take sides

or lean either way, and would have it suspended in perpetual balance,

considering and taking in all things as indifferent, they say that he

always maintained the same manner and countenance. If he had begun
to say something, he never failed to finish it, even though the man he

was speaking to had gone away. If he was going somewhere, he would
not change his course for any obstacle that he came on, and was saved

from precipices, from being hit by carts, and from other accidents, by
his friends. For to fear or avoid anything would have been to clash

with his own propositions, which deprived even the senses of any choice

or certainty. Sometimes he suffered being incised and cauterized with

such constancy that he was not seen even to blink.

It is something to bring the soul to these ideas. It is more to put them
into action, yet it is not impossible. But to put them into action with

such perseverance and constancy as to establish them as our ordinary

course of life, certainly, in these undertakings so remote from common
usage, it is almost incredible that it can be done.

That is why he, being found once in his house quarreling very

sharply with his sister and being reproached for thereby failing in his

own theory of indifference, said: "What, must this silly woman also

serve as testimony to my rules?" Another time when he was seen de-

fending himself against a dog, he said: "It is very difficult entirely to

strip off the man; and we must endeavor, and make it our duty, to com-
bat things, first by actions, but if worst comes to worst, by reason and
arguments."
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About seven or eight years ago a villager two leagues from here, who
is still living, having had his head long splitting from his wife's jealousy,

came home one day from work, and when she welcomed him with her

customary yelling, he went into such a fury that then and there, with the

billhook that he was still holding in his hands, he reaped clean off the

parts that put her in such a fever, and threw them in her face. And it

is said that one of our young gentlemen, amorous and lusty, having by
his perseverance finally softened the heart of a beautiful mistress, de-

spairing at the fact that on the point of the attack he had found that he

himself was soft and failing, and that

Not in manly style

Had his hmp penis raised its senile head,

TIBULLUS

he bereft himself of it as soon as he returned home and sent it, a cruel

and bleeding victim, for the expiation of his offense. If this had been

for reason and religion, like the priests of Cybele, what should we not

say of so sublime an enterprise?

A few days ago, at Bergerac, five leagues from my house up the

Dordogne River, a woman who had been tormented and beaten the

night before by her husband, a surly and choleric man by nature, re-

solved to escape his roughness at the price of her Iffe. When she got

up, after chatting with her neighbors as usual, dropping a few words

of recommendation to them about her affairs, she took a sister of hers

by the hand, brought her onto the bridge, and, after taking leave of

her as if in jest, without showing any other change or alteration, she

threw herself down headlong into the river, where she perished. In

this case, what is more is that this plan matured one whole night in her

head.

It is quite another thing with the women of India. For, their cus-

tom being for the husbands to have several wives and for the dearest

of these to kill herself right after her husband, each one aims, by the

intent of her whole life, to gain this point of advantage over the others;

and the good oflBces that they render their husband look to no other

reward than to be preferred to accompany him in death:

^When on the deadly bed is thrown the final brand.

The faithful group of wives with hair disheveled stand.

Eager to join their spouse, living, for death they strive;

The one disgrace for them is to be left alive.

Ardent, the winners offer their bosoms to the flames.

And each, pressing burned lips to his, her husband claims.

PROPERTIXJS

*^A man still in our own days writes of having seen this custom in

honor in these Oriental nations, that not only the wives bury themselves

after their husband, but also the slave girls he has enjoyed. Which is

done in this manner. The husband being dead, the widow may if she

wants—but few want to—ask for two or three months' respite to arrange
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her affairs. The day being come, she mounts on horseback, arrayed as

for a wedding, and with a gay countenance, as if going, as she says, to

sleep with her husband, holding in her left hand a mirror, in the other

an arrow. Having thus paraded in pomp, accompanied by her friends

and relations and a crowd of holiday makers, she has soon arrived at

the public place destined for such spectacles. It is a big square, in the

middle of which there is a pit full of wood, and adjoining this a raised

spot four or five steps high, onto which she is conducted, there to be

served with a magnificent repast. After this she begins to dance and
sing, and, when she sees fit, orders the fire to be Ht. That done, she steps

down and takes her husband's nearest of kin by the hand, and they go

together to the river nearby, where she strips herself quite naked and
distributes her jewels and garments to her friends, and plunges into the

water, as if to wash away her sins. Leaving the water, she wraps herself

in a yellow linen cloth fourteen fathoms long and again gives her hand
to this kinsman of her husband; they go back onto the mound, where
she makes a speech to the people and recommends to them her children,

if she has any. Between the pit and the mound they are wont to draw
a curtain, to keep from them the sight of this fiery fm^nace; which some
wives forbid, to show the more courage. When she has finished speak-

ing, a woman presents her with a vase full of oil to anoint her head and
her whole body, which she throws in the fire when she has done with

it, and at the same instant she leaps into it herself. At once the people

throw over her a quantity of fagots to keep her from lingering, and
all their joy is changed to mourning and sadness.

If they are persons of lesser stuff, the body of the dead man is carried

to the spot where they want to bury it and placed sitting up, with the

widow on her knees before him embracing him tightly, and she remains

in that posture while they build a wall around them. When this wall

rises to the height of the woman's shoulders, one of her relations, taking

hold of her head from behind, wrings her neck; and when she has given

up the ghost, the wall is immediately raised and closed, and there they

remain entombed.

^In this same country there was something similar in their Gymnoso-
phists. For, not by the constraint of others, not by the impetuosity of a

sudden impulse, but by the express profession of their order, their cus-

tom was, as soon as they had reached a certain age or saw themselves

threatened by some disease, to have a funeral pile erected for them-

selves, and on it a richly adorned bed. And after having joyously feasted

their friends and acquaintances, they set themselves on this bed with

such resolution that when the fire was applied to it they were not seen

to move either hands or feet. And thus died one of them, Calanus, in

the presence of the whole army of Alexander the Great. ^And among
them a man was esteemed neither holy nor blessed who had not killed

himself thus, sending off his soul purged and purified by fire after every-

thing mortal and terrestrial in him had been consumed.

^This constant premeditation through a whole life is what makes
this a miracle.
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Among our other disputes, that of Fatnm has come in. And to at-

tach things to come and even our will to a certain and inevitable neces-

sity, people still use this argument of bygone days: "Since God foresees

that all things are to happen thus, as undoubtedly he does, it is there-

fore necessary that they happen thus." To which our masters reply that

to see something happen, as we do, and God likewise (for, all things

being present to him, he sees rather than foresees ) , is not to force it to

happen; indeed, we see because things happen, and things do not hap-

pen because we see. The event causes the knowledge, not the knowl-
edge the event. What we see happen, happens; but it could have hap-

pened otherwise. And God, in the roll book of the causes of events

which he has in his foreknowledge, has also those which are called for-

tuitous, and the voluntary ones, which depend on the freedom he has

given to our will; and he knows that we shall err, because we shall have
willed to err.

Now I have known a good many men to encourage their troops with

this fatal necessity. For if our final hour is fixed at a certain point,

neither enemy harquebus shots, nor our boldness, nor our flight and
cowardice, can advance or retard it.

That is fine to say, but find a man who will act upon it. And if it is

true that a strong live belief draws after it actions in kind, then surely

this faith, of which our mouths are so full, is marvelously slight in our

times, unless the contempt it has for works makes it disdain their com-
pany.

At all events, in this same connection Sire de Joinville, as credible a

witness as any other, tells us of the Bedouins, a tribe mingled with the

Saracens, whom King Louis the Saint had to deal with in the Holy Land,

that in their religion they believed so firmly that from all eternity every

man's days were predetermined and numbered by an inevitable pre-

ordination, that they went to war unarmed except for a Turkish-style

sword, their body covered only with a white linen cloth. And as their

strongest curse, when they got angry at their own men, they had this

ever in their mouths: "Accursed be you like a man who arms himself

for fear of death!" There is quite a different proof of belief and faith

from ours.

And also of the same stamp is the proof given by two Florentine

monks, in the time of our fathers. Being engaged in some learned con-

troversy, they agreed both to enter the flames in the pubhc square in

the presence of all the people, each in order to verify his side. And all

the preparations for this were already made, and the business just on
the point of execution, when it was interrupted by an unforeseen ac-

cident.

^A young Turkish lord, having performed a signal personal feat of

arms in the sight of the two armies of Amurath and Hunyadi as they

were ready to fight, and being asked by Amurath what had filled him,

so young and inexperienced ( for it was the first war that he had seen )

,

with such noble vigor and courage, replied that his chief tutor in valor

had been a hare. "Being out hunting one day," he said, "I found a hare
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in its lair, and although I had two excellent greyhounds at my side, still

it seemed to me, in order not to miss it, that it was better to use my bow
as well, for it oflFered me a very good target. I began to discharge my
arrows, as many as forty that there were in my quiver, not only without

hitting it, but without rousing it. After all this I slipped my dogs after

it, who could do nothing either. By this I learned that it had been pro-

tected by its destiny; and that neither arrows nor swords avail except

by the permission of our fate, which it is not in us either to retard or

advance." This story should serve to make us see, by the way, how
pliable our reason is to all sorts of ideas.

A personage great in years, in name, in dignity, and in learning,

boasted to me that he had been led to a certain very important change
in his faith by an external impulsion that was just as bizarre, and more-
over so inconclusive that I thought it a stronger argument in the oppo-
site direction. He called it a miracle, and so did I, in a different sense.

Historians of the Turks say that the conviction of the fatal and in-

flexible prescription of their days, generally diffused among them, vis-

ibly helps give them assurance in danger.

And I know a great prince v/ho nobly finds his profit in it, if fortune

continues to give him a helping hand.*

^There has not yet occurred within our memory a more admirable

act of resolution than that of those two who plotted the death of the

prince of Orange.^ It is a marvel how the second, who achieved it,

could be keyed, up to an enterprise in which his companion had come
out so badly, although he had done everything he could; and, in his

footsteps and with the same weapons, to go and attack a lord armed
with so fresh a lesson of mistrust, powerful in his retinue of friends and
in bodily strength, in his own hall, amid his guards, in a city wholly
devoted to him. Certainly he employed a very determined hand and
a courage moved by a vigorous passion. A dagger is surer for striking

home; but since it needs more movement and strength of arm than a
pistol, its blow is more subject to be turned aside or hindered. That
that man ran to a certain death I have no great doubt; for the hopes with
which he might have been beguiled could find no lodging in a sober

understanding; and his conduct of his exploit shows that he had no lack

of this, any more than of courage. The motives of so powerful a convic-

tion may be various, for our fancy does whatever it pleases with itself

and with us.

The assassination that was performed near Orleans*' was not at all

like this; there was more chance than vigor to it. The blow was not

mortal, if fortune had not made it so; and the enterprise of shooting

from horseback and from a distance at a man who was moving with the

motion of his own horse, was the enterprise of a man who would rather

* Quite possibly Henry IV.

s Jehan de Jeauregiiy, who wounded William the Silent in 1582, and Balthazar
Gerard, who killed him in 1584, both using pistols.

® That of Francois de Guise by Poltrot de Mere ( 1563 )

.
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fail in his attempt than fail to save himself. What followed afterward

showed this. For he was so dazed and intoxicated at the thought of so

exalted an execution that he lost his head and completely confused his

wits in both managing his flight and managing his tongue when answer-

ing questions.

What did he have to do but to run back to his friends across a river?

This is a means to which I have resorted in lesser dangers, and which
I consider of httle risk, however wide the crossing, provided your horse

finds an easy place to go in and that you can count on an easy landing

place on the other side in relation to the current. The other man, when
his horrible sentence was pronounced to him, said: "I was prepared for

this; I will astonish you by my endurance."

^The Assassins, a people dependent on Phoenicia, are considered

among the Mohammedans as being of supreme devoutness and purity

of morals. They hold that the most certain way to deserve Paradise is

to kill someone of a different religion. Since they scorn all personal dan-

gers in order to carry out so useful a mission, there have been many
instances in which they presented themselves, singly or in pairs, to as-

sassinate (we have borrowed that word from their name) their enemy
in the midst of his forces. Thus was our Count Raymond of Tripoli

killed in his city.

30 Of a monstrous child

^This story will go its way simply, for I leave it to the doctors to dis-

cuss it. The day before yesterday I saw a child that two men and a

nurse, who said they were the father, uncle, and aunt, were leading

about to get a penny or so from showing him, because of his strangeness.

In all other respects he was of ordinary shape; he could stand on his

feet, walk, and prattle, about like others of the same age. He had not

yet been willing to take any other nourishment than from his nurse's

breast; and what they tried to put in his mouth in my presence he
chewed on a little and spat it out without swallowing. There seemed
indeed to be something peculiar about his cries. He was just fourteen

months old.

Below the breast he was fastened and stuck to another child, with-

out a head, and with his spinal canal stopped up, the rest of his body
being entire. For indeed one arm was shorter, but it had been broken

by accident at their birth. They were joined face to face, and as if a

smaller child were trying to embrace a bigger one around the neck. The
juncture and the space where they held together was only four fingers'

breadth or thereabouts, so that if you turned the imperfect child over

and up, you saw the other's navel below; thus the connection was in be-

tween the nipples and the navel. The navel of the imperfect child
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could not be seen, but all the rest of his belly could. In this way all of

this imperfect child that was not attached, as the arms, buttocks, thighs,

and legs, remained hanging and dangling on the other and might reach

halfway down his legs. The nurse also told us that he urinated from
both places. Moreover the limbs of this other were nourished and liv-

ing and in the same condition as his own, except that they were smaller

and tliinner.

This double body and these several Hmbs, connected with a single

head, might well furnish a favorable prognostic to the king that he will

maintain under the union of his laws these various parts and factions of

our state. But for fear the event should beHe it, it is better to let it go

its way, for there is nothing like divining about things past. ^So that,

when things have happened, by some interpretation they are found to

have been prophesied [Cicero]. ^As they said of Epimenides that he
prophesied backward.

I have just seen a shepherd in Medoc, thirty years old or thereabouts,

who has no sign of genital parts. He has three holes by which he con-

tinually makes water. He is bearded, has desire, and hkes to touch

women.
^What we call monsters are not so to God, who sees in the immensity

of his work the infinity of forms that he has comprised in it; and it is for

us to believe that this figure that astonishes us is related and linked to

some other figure of the same kind unknown to man. From his infinite

wisdom there proceeds nothing but that is good and ordinary and reg-

ular; but we do not see its arrangement and relationship. What he sees

often, he does not wonder at, even if he does not know why it is. If

something happens which he has not seen before, he thinks it is a prod-

igy [Cicero].

We call contrary to nature what happens contrary to custom; noth-

ing is anything but according to nature, whatever it may be. Let this

universal and natural reason drive out of us the error and astonishment

that novelty brings us.

31 Of anger

^Plutarch is admirable throughout, but especially where he judges

human actions. We may see the fine things that he says in the compari-

son of Lycurgus and Numa, apropos of our great foolishness in aban-

doning children to the government and responsibility of their fathers.

^Most of our states, as Aristotle says, leave to each man, in the man-
ner of the Cyclopes, the guidance of their wives and children according

to his own fooHsh and thoughtless fancy; and the Lacedaemonian and
Cretan are almost the only ones which have committed the education

of children to the laws. ^Who does not see that in a state everything
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depends on their education and nurture? And yet, without any discern-

ment, they are left to the mercy of the parents, however foolish and
wicked these may be.

Among other things, how many times have I had a good mind, as I

passed along our streets, to set up some trick to avenge little boys that

I saw being flayed, knocked down, and bruised by some father or

mother in a fury and frenzy of anger! You can see the fire and rage

coming out of their eyes—

^Burning with rage within, they're borne
Down headlong, just like boulders from a mountain torn;

The ground gives way beneath, the hanging slope falls in

JUVENAL

( and according to Hippocrates, the most dangerous maladies are those

which disfigure the face )
—'^with a cutting, explosive voice, often against

one who has just left its nurse's breast. And then see them, lamed and
made stupid with blows; and our justice taking no account of it, as if

these maimings and dislocations were not happening to members of our

commonwealth :

^'Tis good you've given to the people and the state

A citizen, if for the state you make him fit.

In farming, war, or peace, doing his useful bit.

JUVENAL

^There is no passion that so shakes the clarity of our judgment as

anger. No one would hesitate to punish with death a judge who had
condemned his criminal through anger. Why is it any more per-

missible for fathers and schoolmasters to whip and chastise children

when they are in anger? It is no longer correction, it is vengeance.

Chastisement takes the place of a medicine for children; and would
we tolerate a doctor who was incensed and angry with his patient?

To behave rightly, we ourselves should never lay a hand on our

servants as long as our anger lasts. While our pulse beats and we feel

emotion, let us put off the business. Things will truly seem different to

us when we have quieted and cooled down. It is passion that is in

command at first, it is passion that speaks, it is not we ourselves.

^Seen through it, faults appear greater to us, like bodies seen

through a mist. Let a hungry man use meat; but a man who wants to

use punishment should neither hunger nor thirst for it.

^And then, the punishments that are inflicted with deliberation and
discernment are better received and with more benefit by him who
suffers them. Otherwise he thinks he has been condemned unjustly

by a man agitated by wrath and fury, and alleges in his own justi-

fication the extraordinary movements of his master, his inflamed face,

his unaccustomed oaths, his excitement, and his heedless precipitancy:

^The veins grow black with blood, the whole face swells with ire,

More fiercely flash the eyes than with the Gorgon's fire.

ovro
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^Suetonius relates that when Lucius Saturninus^ had been con-

demned by Caesar, what helped him most with the people ( to whom he
appealed) and made him win his case was the animosity and bitter-

ness that Caesar had brought to that judgment.

Saying is one thing and doing is another. We must consider the

preaching apart from the preacher. Those men have given themselves

an easy game who, in our time, have tried to attack the truth of our

Church through the vices of her ministers; she draws her testimony

from elsewhere. It is a stupid way of arguing, which would throw all

things back into confusion. A man of good morals may have false

opinions, and a wicked man may preach the truth, yes, even a man
who does not believe it. No doubt it is a beautiful harmony when
doing and saying go together, and I do not want to deny that words are

of greater authority and eflBcacy when actions follow.

As Eudamidas said on hearing a philosopher discourse on war:

"These remarks are fine, but the man who is speaking them is not to

be believed, for he does not have ears accustomed to the sound of the

trumpet." And Cleomenes, hearing a rhetorician haranguing about
valor, burst into loud laughter; and, when the other took offense, he
said to him: "I would do the same if it were a swallow that was talk-

ing about it; but if it were an eagle, I would gladly hear him."

I observe in the writings of the ancients, it seems to me, that the

man who says what he thinks strikes home much more forcefully than
the man who pretends. Listen to Cicero speaking of the love of liberty,

and listen to Brutus on the subject. The writings themselves ring out

to you that the latter was a man to buy it at the price of life. Let
Cicero, the father of eloquence, treat of the contempt of death, and let

Seneca treat of it too. The former drags it out languidly, and you feel

that he wants to persuade you of something of which he is not per-

suaded; he gives you no heart, for he has none himself. The other

animates and inflames you. I never read an author, especially of those

who treat of virtue and duties, that I do not inquire curiously what
kind of a man he was.

^For the ephors at Sparta, seeing a dissolute man propose a useful

piece of advice to the people, commanded him to be silent and asked

a good man to claim the idea and propose it.

^Plutarch's writings, if we savor them aright, reveal him to us well

enough, and I think I know him even into his soul; yet I wish we had
some memoirs of his life. And I have embarked on this digression apro-

pos of the gratitude I feel toward Aulus Gellius for having left us in writ-

ing this story about his character, which concerns my subject of anger.

A slave of his, a bad and vicious man, but one whose ears were pretty

well filled with the lessons of philosophy, having for some fault of his

been stripped by Plutarch's command, at first muttered, while he was
being whipped, that he was punished without reason and that he had
done nothing. But finally, starting to shout and to abuse his master in

1 Corrected in the 1595 edition to "Caius Rabirius."
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good earnest, he reproached him with not being a philosopher, as he
boasted: for he had often heard him say that it was ugly to get angry—
indeed, he had written a book about it—and the fact that right then, all

plunged in anger, he was having him so cruelly beaten, completely

belied his writings. To which Plutarch, all coldly and sedately, said:

"How is this, clown, by what do you judge that I am angry at this

moment? Does my face, my voice, my color, my speech, give you
any evidence that I am excited? I do not think that my eyes are wild,

my face agitated, my voice terrifying. Am I red? Am I foaming at

the mouth? Does any word escape me that I shall have to repent?

Am I quivering? Am I trembling with rage? For I tell you, those are

the true signs of anger." And then, turning to the man who was flog-

ging him, he said: "Go right on with your job while this fellow and I

are arguing." That is his story.

Archytas of Tarentum, coming back from a war in which he had
been captain-general, found everything in a mess in his household,

and his lands lying fallow through the bad management of his steward;

and having sent for him, he said: "Go; if I were not angry I would
thrash you properly!" Plato likewise, having grown hot against one of

his slaves, gave Speusippus the job of chastising him, excusing himself

from putting his hand to it himself on the grounds that he was angry.

Charillus, a Lacedaemonian, said to a Helot who was behaving too

insolently and boldly toward him: "By the gods, if I were not angry,

I would have you put to death right now."

It is a passion that takes pleasure in itself and flatters itself. How
many times, when we have got in stride for a wrong reason, if we are

offered some good defense or excuse, we are vexed even at truth and
innocence! In this connection I remember an amazing example from
antiquity. Piso, a person of notable virtue in everything else, having

become incensed at one of his soldiers because, returning alone from
foraging, he could give him no account of where he had left a com-
panion of his, took it for certain that he had killed him, and promptly

condemned him to death. As he was at the gibbet, along comes this

lost companion. The whole army made a great celebration about it,

and after many hugs and embraces by the two comrades the executioner

took them both into the presence of Piso, everyone present expecting

confidently that it would be a great pleasure to him also. But it was
quite the reverse. For through shame and vexation his fury, which
was still in power, doubled; and by a subtle trick that his passion

promptly suggested to him, he made the three of them guilty because

he had found one of them to be innocent, and had all three dispatched:

the first soldier because there was a sentence against him; the sec-

ond, who had gotten lost, because he was the cause of his companion's

death; and the executioner for not having obeyed the command that

had been given him.

^Those who have to deal with headstrong women may have ex-

perienced what a rage they are thrown into when we oppose silence

and coldness to their agitation, and disdain to feed their rage. The
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orator Coelius was prodigiously choleric by nature. To one who was

supping in his company, a man gentle and mild in conversation and

who, in order not to excite him, took the course of approving and as-

senting to everything he said, he, unable to endure his spleen venting

itself thus without nourishment, said: "By all the gods, contradict me
in something, will you, so that we may be two." Likewise the women get

angry only so that we may get angry in turn, in imitation of the laws

of love. Phocion, to a man who was interrupting his talk by abusing him
violently, did nothing but be silent and give him full opportunity to

exhaust his anger; this done, with no mention of this disturbance, he

resumed his talk at the place where he had left ofiF. There is no retort

so stinging as such contempt.

Of the most choleric man in France (and anger is always an im-

perfection, but more excusable in a military man, for in that profession

there are certainly occasions that cannot do without it) I often say

that he is the most patient man I know in curbing his anger: it agi-

tates him with such violence and fury—

So, when with crackling flames a caldron fries,

The bubbling waters from the bottom rise;

Above the brim they force their fiery way;
Black vapors climb aloft, and cloud the day.

VERGIL

—that he has to constrain himself cruelly to moderate it. And for

my part, I know of no passion that I could make such an effort to con-

ceal and resist. I would not put wisdom at so high a price. I do not

consider so much what he does as how much it costs him not to do
worse.

Another was boasting to me of the self-control and mildness of his

behavior, which is indeed singular. I said to him that it was indeed

something, especially in people of eminent rank like himself, whom
everyone watches, to present themselves always very even-tempered
to the world; but that the main thing was to make provision for the

inside and for oneself, and that to my taste it was not good manage-
ment of one's affairs to eat one's heart out; which I was afraid he did

in order to maintain this mask and this controlled appearance on the

outside.

We incorporate anger by hiding it; as Diogenes said to Demosthenes,
who, for fear of being seen in a tavern, was drawing back further

inside it: "The further back you go, the deeper in you go." I advise

that we rather give our valet a slap on the cheek a little out of season

than strain our inclination to represent this wise bearing. And I would
rather produce my passions than brood over them at my expense; they

grow languid when they have vent and expression. It is better that their

point should operate outwardly than be turned against us. ^All vices are

less weighty in the open, and most pernicious when they hide under an
appearance of soundness [Seneca].

^I admonish those in my family who have the right to get angry,
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first, to husband their anger and not expend it at random, for that

impedes its effect and its weight. Heedless and continual scolding

becomes a habit and makes everyone discount it. The scolding you
give a servant for stealing is not felt, because it is the very same that

he has heard you use against him a hundred times for a glass badly

rinsed or a stool badly placed. Second, not to get angry in the air, and
to see to it that their reprimand reaches the person they are complaining

about: for ordinarily they are yelling before he is in their presence and

continue yelling for ages after he has left.

And petulant madness with itself contends.

CLAUDIAN

They go after their own shadow, and carry this tempest into a place

where no one is punished or affected by it, except someone who has to

put up with the racket of their voice. I likewise condemn in quarrels

those who bluster and fume without an opponent; these rodomon-
tades must be kept for where they will strike home:

So roars the bull his challenge to the fight,

And of his furious horns he tries the might
Against a tree, and fiercely lashes out.

And paws the sand in prelude to the bout.

vmGiL

When I get angry, it is as keenly, but also as briefly and privately,

as I can. I do indeed lose my temper in haste and violence, but I

do not lose my bearings to the point of hurling about all sorts of in-

sulting words at random and without choice, heedless of whether I

place my arrows pertinently where I think they will hurt the most ( for

I ordinarily use nothing but my tongue). My servants get off better

on big occasions than small. The small ones take me by surprise, and
bad luck will have it that once you are over the precipice it does not

matter what gave you the push, you still go all the way to the bottom:

the fall provides its own rushing and excitement and acceleration. On
big occasions I have this satisfaction, that they are so just that everyone

expects to see a reasonable anger engendered; I glory in deceiving

their expectation. I tense and prepare myself against them; they dis-

turb my brain and threaten to carry me away very far if I followed

them. Easily I keep from getting into this passion, and I am strong

enough, if I am expecting it, to repel its onslaught, however violent

its cause; but if it once occupies and seizes me, it carries me away,

however inane its cause.

This is how I bargain with those who may argue with me: When
you sense that I am the first one excited, let me go my way, right or

wrong; I will do the same for you in my turn. The tempest is bred only

of the competition of angers, which are prone to produce one another,

and are not born at the same moment. Let us give each one its head,

and we shall always be at peace. A useful prescription, but hard to

carry out.
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Sometimes it also happens that I play angry for the governing of

my house, without any real emotion. As age makes my disposition

sourer, I make an effort to oppose it, and will succeed, if I can, in

being henceforth all the less peevish and hard to please as I shall have

more excuse and inclination to be so, altiiough hitherto I have been
among those who are least so.

^One more word to close this chapter. Aristotle says that anger

sometimes serves as a weapon for virtue and valor. That is quite likely;

yet those who deny it answer humorously that it is a weapon whose
use is novel. For we move other weapons, this one moves us; our

hand does not guide it, it guides our hand; it holds us, we do not

hold it.

32 Defense of Seneca and Plutarch

•^My familiarity with these personages and the help they give to

my old age ^and my book, built up purely from their spoils, ^oblige

me to espouse their honor.

As for Seneca, among a myriad of pamphlets which those of the

so-called Reformed religion circulate in defense of their cause, and
which sometimes come from good hands, so that it is a pity they are

not busied on a better subject, I once saw one which, to enlarge and
fill up the similarity he wants to find between the government of our

late poor King Charles IX and that of Nero, compares the late Cardinal

of LoiTaine with Seneca: their fortune, in having both been the first

men in the government of their princes, and at the same time their

character, their condition, and their conduct. In which, in my opin-

ion, he does great honor to the said Lord Cardinal. For although I

am one of those who have the highest esteem for his mind, his elo-

quence, his zeal for religion and the service of his king, and his good
fortune to have been bom in a century where it was so novel and so

rare, and at the same time so necessary for the public good, to have
an ecclesiastical personage of such nobility and dignity competent and
capable of his charge, yet, to confess the truth, I do not consider his

capacity nearly so great, nor his virtue so clear and entire and firm,

as Seneca's.

Now this book I am speaking of, to attain its purpose, makes a very

insulting description of Seneca, having borrowed its slurs from Dion
the historian, whose testimony I do not at all believe. For not only is

he inconsistent, in that after having called Seneca now very wise and
now a mortal enemy of Nero's vices, he elsewhere makes him avaricious,

usurious, ambitious, effeminate, voluptuous, and playing the philos-

opher on false pretenses; but besides, Seneca's virtue shows forth so

Uve and vigorous in his writings, and the defense is so clear there against
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some of these imputations, as that of his wealth and excessive spend-
ing, that I would not believe any testimony to the contrary. And more-
over it is much more reasonable in these matters to believe the Roman
historians than the Greeks and foreigners. Now Tacitus and the others

speak very honorably of both his life and his death, and depict him to

us in all things as a very excellent and very virtuous person. And
I will allege no other reproach against Dion's judgment than this one,

which is unavoidable: that his sense of Roman affairs is so diseased

that he dares to maintain Julius Caesar's cause against Pompey and
Antony's against Cicero.

Let us come to Plutarch.

Jean Bodin is a good author of our day, equipped with much more
judgment than the mob of scribblers of his time, and he deserves to be
judged and considered. I find him a little bold in that passage of his

Method of History in which he accuses Plutarch not only of ignorance

( on which I would have let him have his say, for that is not my quarry )

,

but also of often writing incredible and entirely fabulous things ( those

are his words). If he had simply said "things otherwise than they

are," that would have been no great reproach; for what we have not

seen we take from the hands of others and on trust, and I see that he
sometimes deliberately tells the same story in different ways, like

Hannibal's judgment of the three best generals that ever lived: it is

one way in the "Life of Flamininus," another way in that of Pyrrhus. But

to charge him with having taken incredible and impossible things as

genuine coin is to accuse the most judicious author in the world of lack

of judgment.

And here is his example: "As," he says, "when he relates that a

Lacedaemonian boy let his whole stomach be torn up by a young
fox he had stolen, and kept it hidden under his robe until he died,

rather than disclose his theft." In the first place, I find this example
badly chosen, since it is very hard to assign bounds to the achieve-

ments of the faculties of the soul, whereas we have more chance to

assign limits to physical powers and to know them. And for this reason,

if it had been for me to do, I would have chosen rather an example

of this second sort. And there are some of these that are less credible,

as, among others, what he relates of Pyrrhus, that, all wounded as he

was, he dealt so great a blow with his sword to a fully armed enemy
of his that he clove him from the head down so that the body spHt

into two parts.

In his example I find no great miracle, nor do I accept the excuse

with which he shelters Plutarch, that he added the words "so they

say," to warn us and hold our belief in check. For unless it is in things

received on authority and reverence for antiquity or religion, he would
not have been wilUng either to accept himself or to propose to our be-

lief things incredible in themselves. And it is easy to see that he does

not use this phrase "so they say" for that purpose here, because he him-

self tells us elsewhere, on this subject of the endurance of Lacedaemon-

ian boys, some examples that happened in his time and that are harder
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to make anyone believe. Like the one to which Cicero also testified

before him, having, so he says, been on the spot: that even down to

their time there were children who, in the test of endurance by which
they were tried before the altar of Diana, endured being whipped
until the blood ran down all over them, not only without an outcry but
even without a groan, and some till they voluntarily gave up their

lives there. And the other one that Plutarch tells, along with a hundred
other witnesses: that at a sacrifice, when a burning coal had slipped

into the sleeve of a Lacedaemonian boy as he was serving incense, he
let his whole arm be burned until the smell of the broiling flesh reached

the bystanders.

There was nothing, according to their custom, in which their reputa-

tion was more concerned, or for which they had more blame and shame
to suffer, than being caught steaHng. I am so steeped in the greatness

of those people that not only does Plutarch's story not seem incredible

to me, as it does to Bodin, but I do not find it even rare and strange.

^Spartan history is full of a thousand more cruel and uncommon ex-

amples: by this standard it is all miracle.

^Marcelhnus reports, on this subject of theft, that in his time they

had not yet been able to find any kind of torture that could force

Egyptians, when caught in this misdeed, which was very much prac-

ticed among them, to tell even their names.

^A Spanish peasant, being put to the rack about his accomplices

in the murder of the praetor Lucius Piso, cried out in the midst of the

torments that his friends should not stir and should watch in all se-

curity, and that it was not in the power of pain to wring one word of

confession from him. And they got nothing else out of him for the

first day. The next day, as they were bringing him back to start his

torture again, he shook himself free vigorously from the hands of liis

guards, and dashed his head against a wall and killed himself.

*^Epicharis glutted and wearied the cruelty of Nero's satellites

and endured their fire, their beatings, and their instruments one whole
day without a word to reveal her conspiracy. Upon being taken back
to the torture the next day, her limbs all shattered, she slipped a lace

of her dress around one arm of her chair with a running knot, and,

thrusting her head into it, strangled herself by the weight of her body.

Having the courage to die thus and escape more tortures Hke the first

ones, does she not seem to have lent her life purposely to this test of

her endurance in order to mock this tyrant and encourage others to a

like attempt against him?
^And if anyone will question our mounted musketeers on the ex-

periences they have had in these civil wars, there will be found acts

of endurance, obstinacy, and stubbornness in this miserable age of

ours, and amid this rabble that is even more soft and effeminate than

that of Egypt, worthy to be compared to those we have just related

of Spartan virtue.

I know that there have been simple peasants who let the soles

of their feet be grilled, the ends of their fingers be crushed with the
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cock of a pistol, their bleeding eyes be squeezed out of their heads

by having a heavy cord pulled tight around their foreheads, before

they w^ould even put themselves to ransom. I have seen one, left for

dead stark naked in a ditch, his neck all bruised and sw^ollen from a

halter that was still hanging from it, by which he had been dragged
along all night at a horse's tail, his body pierced in a hundred places

with stabs from daiggers, which had been dealt him not to kill him
but to hurt and frighten him; who had endured all that, even to the

point of losing speech and sentiment, resolved, so he told me, to die a

thousand deaths (as in truth, so far as suffering goes, he had died one
whole death) rather than promise anything; and yet he was one of

the richest farm workers in the whole district. How many of them
have been seen patiently letting themselves be burned and roasted

for opinions borrowed from others, unknown, and not understood!

^I have known hundreds of women—for they say that Gascon
heads are somewhat harder than most—whom you would sooner have
made to bite into hot iron than let go their bite of an opinion they had
conceived in anger. Their obstinacy increases in the face of blows and
constraint. And the man who made up the story of the woman whom
neither threat of punishment nor cudgelings would stop from saying

that her husband had lice, and who, when thrown into the water and
drov/ning, still raised her hands above her head and made the sign of

killing lice, made up a story, in truth, whose express image we see

every day in the stubbornness of women. And stubbornness is the

sister of constancy, at least in vigor and firmness.

^We must not judge what is possible and what is not, according to

what is credible and incredible to our sense, as I have said elsewhere;^

and it is a great error, and yet one into which most men fall *^( which I

am not saying for Bodin ) , ^to balk at believing about others what they

themselves could not do—^or would not. It seems to each man that

the ruling pattern of nature is in him; to this he refers all other forms

as to a touchstone. The ways that do not square with his are counter-

feit and artificial. What brutish stupidityl

^For my part, I consider some men very far above me, especially

among the ancients; and although I clearly recognize my inability to

follow them with my steps, I do not fail to follow them with my eyes

and judge the powers that raise them so high, ^of which I perceive

in some degree the seeds in me, as I do also of the extreme baseness

of some minds, which does not astonish me and which I do not dis-

believe either. I well see the method which the great souls use to raise

themselves, -^and I wonder at their greatness. And the flights that I

find very beautiful, I embrace; and if my powers do not reach them,

at least my judgment applies itself to them very gladly.

The other example that Bodin alleges of incredible and entirely

fabulous things said by Plutarch is that Agesilaus was fined by the

1 Essays I: 27, "It Is Folly to Measure the True and False by Our Own Ca-
pacity.
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ephors for having drawn to himself alone the heart and will of his

citizens. I do not know what mark of falsity he finds in that; but at

all events Plutarch is speaking there of things that must have been

much better known to him than to us; and it was not new in Greece

to see men punished and exiled for merely being too well liked by their

fellow citizens, witness ostracism and petalism.^

There is also in the same place another accusation which annoys

me for Plutarch, where Bodin says that Plutarch matched the Romans
with the Romans and the Greeks among themselves without bias,

but not the Romans with the Greeks: witness, he says, Demosthenes

and Cicero, Cato and Aristides, Sulla and Lysander, Marcellus and
Pelopidas, Pompey and Agesilaus; judging that he favored the Greeks

by giving them such unequal companions. This is attacking precisely

what is most excellent and praiseworthy in Plutarch. For in his paral-

lels (which are the most admirable part of his work, and in which, in

my opinion, he took particular satisfaction), the fidelity and sincerity

of his judgments equals their depth and weight. He is a philosopher

who teaches us virtue. Let us see if we can protect him against this

reproach of prevarication and falsehood.

What I can think of as having given occasion to this judgment is

the great and dazzling luster that the Roman names take on in our

mind. It does not seem to us that Demosthenes can equal the glory of

one who was consul, proconsul, and quaestor of that great republic.

But if we will consider the truth of the thing and the men in them-

selves, which Plutarch most aimed to do, and will balance their charac-

ters, their natures, their abilities, rather than their fortunes, I think, in

contrast to Bodin, that Cicero and the older Cato fall short of their

parallels. For his purpose I would liave chosen rather the example
of the younger Cato compared to Phocion; for in this pair there would
be found a more likely disparity to the advantage of the Roman.

As for Marcellus, Sulla, and Pompey, I see well that their exploits

in war are more important, glorious, and pompous than those of the

Greeks whom Plutarch compares with them; but the finest and most
virtuous actions, either in war or elsewhere, are not always the most
famous. I often see names of captains smothered under the splendor

of other names of less merit; witness Labienus, Ventidius, Telesinus,

and many others.

And to take it that way, if I had to complain on behalf of the Greeks,

could I not say that Camillus is much less comparable to Themistocles,

the Gracchi to Agis and Cleomenes, Numa to Lycurgus?

But it is folly to try to judge by one feature things with so many
aspects. When Plutarch compares them, he does not make them equal

for all that. Who could mark their differences more clearly and con-

scientiously? When he comes to parallel the victories, the exploits

in arms, the power of the armies led by Pompey, and his triumphs,

with those of Agesilaus, he says: "I do not believe that Xenophon

2 Forms of banishment in Athens and Syracuse, respectively.
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himself, if he were aHve, though he were allowed to write whatever he

wanted to the advantage of Agesilaus, would dare place him in com-
parison." Does he speak of comparing Lysander with Sulla? "There

is no comparison," he says, "either in the number of their victories or in

the risks they ran in battle; for Lysander won only two naval battles,"

etc.

That is not taking anything away from the Romans; by having

simply confronted them with the Greeks he cannot have done them
any wrong, whatever disparity there may be between them. And
Plutarch does not weigh them entire against each other; there is no

overall preference; he compares the bits and the circumstances, one

after the other, and judges them separately. Wherefore if someone
wanted to convict him of partiality, he should have picked some par-

ticular judgment to pieces, or said in general that he had made a

mistake in comparing a given Greek with a given Roman, since there

were others that corresponded more for comparison and resembled

each other better.

33 The story of Spurina

^Philosophy does not think it has used its resources badly when
it has given to reason the sovereign mastery of our soul and the au-

thority to hold our appetites in check. They who judge that among
the appetites there are none more violent than those which love en-

genders have this in favor of their opinion: that these affect both body
and soul, and the whole man is possessed by them, so that health

itself depends on them, and medicine is sometimes constrained to

pander to them.

But on the contrary, one might also say that the commingling of

the body brings them some abatement and weakening; for such de-

sires are subject to satiety and capable of material remedies. Many,
having wished to deliver their soul from the continual alarms that this

appetite gave them, have resorted to the incision and amputation of

the parts that were stirred and altered. Others have quite beaten down
the strength and ardor of these by frequent application of cold things

like snow and vinegar. The haircloths of our ancestors were for this

purpose; they are a fabric woven of horsehair, out of which some of

them made shirts, others girdles to torture their loins.

A prince was telling me not long ago that in his youth, on a day
of solemn festival at the court of King Francis I, where everybody was
dressed up, a fancy took him to put on his father's hair shirt, which
is still in his house. But for all his devoutness, he had not the endur-

ance to wait for night to strip it off, and was very sick from it for a long

time; adding that he thought there was no youthful heat so intense
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that the use of this recipe could not mortify it. However, he may never

have felt the most burning heats, for experience shows us that such
an urge often maintains itself under rough and wretched garments,

and that sackcloth does not always have the power to make its wearer
powerless.

Xenocrates went about it more rigorously; for when his disciples,

to test his continence, smuggled into his bed the beautiful and famous
courtesan Lais, quite naked save for the weapons of her beauty and
wanton charms, her philters, he felt that in spite of his reasonings and
his rules his recalcitrant body was beginning to rebel, and had those

of his members burned that had lent an ear to this mutiny.

Whereas the passions that are all in the soul, such as ambition and
avarice, give the reason much more to do, for it can find no help for

them except in its own resources; nor are these appetites capable of

satiety, but rather they grow sharper and increase by enjoyment.

The sole example of Julius Caesar may suflBce to show us the dis-

parity of these appetites, for never was a man more addicted to amor-
ous pleasures. One evidence of this is the fastidious care he took of his

person, even to using for that the most lascivious means then in vogue,
such as having all the hairs plucked off his body and covering himself

with perfumes of exquisite choice. And he was naturally a handsome
person, fair, with a tall and active figure, a full face, and dark, bright

eyes, if we are to beHeve Suetonius, for the statues that are seen of

him in Rome do not correspond in every respect with this picture.

Besides his wives, whom he changed four times, and without
counting his youthful amours with Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, he
had the maidenhead of the renowned queen of Egypt, Cleopatra; wit-

ness the little Caesarion who was born as a result. He also made
love to Eunoe, queen of Mauritania, and in Rome to Posthumia, wife

of Servius Sulpicius, to LolHa, wife of Gabinius, to Tertulla, wife of

Crassus, and even to Mutia, wife of the great Pompey; which was the

reason, say the Roman historians, why her husband repudiated her, a

fact Plutarch confesses he did not know. And the Curios, father and
son, later reproached Pompey, when he married Caesar's daughter, for

becoming the son-in-law of a man who had made him a cuckold and
whom he himself had been wont to call Aegisthus.

Besides all this number, he kept Servilia, sister of Cato and mother
of Marcus Brutus, whence, everyone maintains, proceeded that great

affection that he bore to Brutus, because Brutus was born at a time
when there was a likelihood that he had been sired by him. So I have
reason, it seems to me, to take him for a man extremely addicted to

this form of debauch and of a very amorous constitution. But the other

passion of ambition, with which he was also infinitely smitten, coming
into conflict with this one, promptly made it give way.

^Remembering Mohammed II in this connection, the one who
subjugated Constantinople and brought about the final extermination

of the Greek name, I do not know when these two passions were found
more evenly balanced: an equally indefatigable lecher and soldier.
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But when the two enter into competition with each other in his life,

the quarrelsome ardor always dominates the amorous ardor. And the

latter, although it was out of its natural season, fully regained sov-

ereign authority only when he was in extreme old age, no longer

capable of supporting the burden of war.

What is related as a contrary example of Ladislaus, king of Naples,

is remarkable: that, a good captain, courageous and ambitious, he set

himself as the principal aim of his ambition the • satisfaction of his

sensuality and the enjoyment of some rare beauty. His death was in

keeping. Having by a well-prosecuted siege reduced the city of Flor-

ence to such straits that the inhabitants were on the point of capitulat-

ing, he let them oflF provided they would deliver up to him a girl of

their city of whom he had heard, of surpassing beauty. They were

forced to grant her to him, and avert the public ruin by a private

wrong.

She was the daughter of a doctor famous in his time, who, finding

himself entangled in so foul a necessity, resolved on a lofty attempt.

As all were arraying his daughter and bedecking her with ornaments

and jewels to make her pleasing to this novel lover, he too gave her

a handkerchief, exquisite in fragrance and workmanship, which she

was to use in their first embraces—an article they rarely forget in those

parts. This handkerchief, poisoned according to the full capacity of

his craft, coming to rub against the aroused flesh and open pores of

both, infused its venom so promptly that, their warm sweat suddenly

changing to cold, they expired in each other's arms.

I return to Caesar.

-^His pleasures never made him steal a single minute of time, or

turn aside one step, from the occasions that presented themselves for

his aggrandizement. This passion of ambition ruled all the others so

sovereignly in him and possessed his soul with such full authority that

it carried him away where it willed. Indeed it vexes me when I con-

sider the greatness of this person in all other respects and the marvelous

qualities that were in him: so much ability in every kind of learning

that there is hardly a realm of knowledge on which he has not written.

He was such an orator that many have preferred his eloquence to

that of Cicero; and he himself, to my mind, did not think he owed
him much in that particular; and his two "Anti-Catos" were written

mainly to counterbalance the fine style that Cicero had employed in

his "Cato."

As for the rest, was there ever a soul so vigilant, so active, and so

enduring of labor as his? And without doubt it was also embellished

with many rare seeds of virtue: I mean living, natural, and not counter-

feit. He was singularly sober, and so little finicky in his eating that

Oppius relates that one day at table, having been presented with

medicated oil instead of plain oil in some sauce, he ate heartily of it

so as not to shame his host. Another time he had his baker whipped
for serving him other than ordinary bread.

Cato himself was wont to say of him that he was the first sober man
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who had set out to ruin his country. And as for the fact that the same
Cato once called him "drunkard," that happened in this fashion. When
both of them were in the Senate, where Catiline's conspiracy was be-

ing discussed, in which Caesar was suspect, a sealed note was brought

to him from outside. Cato, thinking that it was some warning from
the conspirators, demanded that he give it to him, which Caesar was
constrained to do to avoid a greater suspicion. It happened to be a

love letter wiitten to him by Serviha, Cato's sister. Cato, after reading

it, threw it back to him, saying: "Take it, drunkard." This, I say, was
rather a word of disdain and anger than an express accusation of that

vice, just as we often insult those who anger us with the first insults

that come to our hps, although they may not be at all deserved by
those to whom we apply them. Besides, this vice with which Cato

reproaches him is wonderfully akin to the one in which he had sur-

prised Caesar; for Venus and Bacchus are prone to go together, ac-

cording to the proverb. ^But with me Venus is much more sprightly

when accompanied by sobriety.

^The examples of his mildness and clemency toward those who
had done him harm are infinite; I mean besides those he gave during

the time when the Civil War was still in progress, which, as he him-

self makes palpable enough in his writings, he used in order to cajole

his enemies and make them less afraid of his future victory and dom-
ination. But still it must be said that if those examples are not suflB-

cient to prove his natural mildness, at least they show us a marvelous
confidence and greatness of courage in this man. It often happened
that he sent back to the enemy whole armies after having vanquished
them, without even deigning to bind them by oath, if not to favor him,

at least to hold back and not make war on him. He took certain cap-

tains of Pompey three or four times, and as many times set them at

liberty again. Pompey used to declare all those his enemies who did

not accompany him to war; Caesar had it proclaimed that he con-

sidered as his friends all those who did not stir and did not actually

take arms against him. To those of his captains who deserted him to

take service elsewhere, he still sent back their arms, horses, and equip-

ment. The cities he had taken by force he left at liberty to follow

which side they pleased, assigning them no other garrison than the

memory of his mildness and clemency. On the day of his great battle

of Pharsalia he forbade anyone to lay a hand on a Roman citizen ex-

cept at the last extremity.

These are very hazardous traits, in my judgment; and it is no wonder
if, in the civil wars by which we are afflicted, those who, like him, are

combating the ancient order of their country, do not imitate his example.

These are extraordinary methods, which it befits only Caesar's for-

time and his admirable foresight to employ successfully. When I con-

sider the incomparable greatness of that soul, I excuse victory for

being unable to shake free of him, even in that very unjust and very
iniquitous cause.

To return to his clemency, we have many genuine examples of it
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in the time of his domination, when, all things being brought under

his hand, he had no further need to dissemble. Caius Memmius had
written some very biting orations against him, to which he had re-

plied very sharply; yet that did not keep him soon after from helping

to make him consul. When Caius Calvus, who had composed several

insulting epigrams against him, employed some of his friends to recon-

cile them, Caesar took it upon himself to write him first. And when
our good Catullus, who had handled him so roughly under the name
of Mamurra, came to make his excuses to him, he had him sup at his

own table that very day. Having been informed of some who were
speaking ill of him, he did nothing about it but declare in one of his

public speeches that he was informed of it. He feared his enemies

even less than he hated them. When certain conspiracies and meet-

ings organized against his Hfe were revealed to him, he contented

himself with publishing by edict that they were known to him, with-

out otherwise prosecuting their authors.

As for the respect he had for his friends, when Caius Oppius was
traveling with him and feeling bad, he left to him the only lodging

that there was, and slept all night on the hard ground in the open.

As for his justice, he put to death a servant of his of whom he was
particularly fond, for having slept with the wife of a Roman knight,

although no one made any complaint. Never did a man bring more
moderation to his victories or show more resolution in adverse for-

tune.

But all these fine tendencies were spoiled and stifled by the furious

passion of ambition, by which he let himself be so forcibly carried

away that one may easily maintain that it controlled the tiller by
which all his actions were steered. Of a liberal man it made a public

robber, to provide for his profusion and largesse, and it made him utter

that ugly and very unjust saying, that if the most wicked and lost

souls in the world had been faithful to him in the service of his ag-

grandizement, he would cherish and advance them by his power as

well as the most worthy men. It intoxicated him with a vanity so

extreme that he dared to boast in the presence of his fellow citizens

that he had made the great Roman Republic a name without form and
without a body, and to say that his answers must henceforth serve as

laws, and to remain seated while receiving the Senate when it came
to call on him in a body, and to allow himself to be worshiped and
have divine honors paid him in his presence.

To sum up, this single vice, in my opinion, ruined in him the finest

and richest nature that ever was, and has made his memory abominable

to all good men, because he willed to seek his glory in the ruin of his

country and the subversion of the most powerful and flourishing re-

public that the world will ever see.

There might well, on the contrary, be found many examples of

great personages whom voluptuousness made to forget the conduct

of their affairs, as did Mark Antony and others; but where love and
ambition were in equal balance and clashed together with equal
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forces, I make no doubt but that the latter would win the prize of

mastery.

Now, to retrace my steps a bit, it is much to be able to curb our

appetites by the arguments of reason, or to force our members by

violence to stick to their duty. But to whip ourselves for the advantage

of our neighbors; not only to rid ourselves of that sweet passion that

tickles us, of the pleasure we feel in seeing that we are attractive to

others and loved and sought after by all, but even to conceive a

hatred and abhorrence of our charms which are the cause of their

love, and to condemn our beauty because someone else is inflamed

by it—of this I have encountered few examples. Here is one.

Spurina, a young man of Tuscany,

^Just as a jewel sparkles, set in yellow gold.

Adorning throat or head, or as, cunningly made,
In boxwood or Orician terebinth inlaid.

Ivory gleams,
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^being endowed with a beauty so unique and excessive that the most
continent eyes could not continently endure its brilliance, not content

with leaving without relief so much fever and flame that he kindled

everywhere, entered into furious spite against himself and against

these rich presents that nature had made to him, as if these should be
blamed for the fault of others, and deliberately slashed and disfigured

with many wounds and scars the perfect proportion and symmetry
that nature had so carefully observed in his face.

^To speak my mind about this, I wonder at such actions more
than I honor them; these excesses are enemies to my rules. The pur-

pose was fine and conscientious, but, to my mind, a Httle lacking in

wisdom. What if his ugliness later served to cast others into the sin

of scorn and hatred or of envy for the glory of so rare a merit, or of

calumny, interpreting this impulse as a frantic ambition? Is there any
form from which vice may not, if it will, draw occasion for exercising

itself in some manner? It would have been more just and also more
glorious to have made of these gifts of God a subject for exemplary
virtue and regulated conduct.

Those who evade the common duties and that infinite number of

thorny and many-faceted rules that bind a man of precise probity in

civil life, achieve, in my opinion, a fine saving, whatever point of

especial rigor they may impose on themselves. It is in a sense dying

to escape the trouble of living well. They may have some other prize;

but the prize of difficulty it has never seemed to me they had, nor

do I think there is anything more arduous than keeping oneself straight

amid the waves and rush of the world, loyally responding to and sat-

isfying every part of one's charge.

It is perhaps easier to do without the whole sex than to behave
rightly in every respect in association with our wives; and a man may
live more carefree in poverty than in justly dispensed abundance. En-
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joyment conducted according to reason is more arduous than ab-

stinence. Moderation is a virtue that gives more trouble than suffering

does. The good Hfe of the younger Scipio has a thousand ways; the

good life of Diogenes has only one. The latter surpasses ordinary

lives in innocence by as much as exquisite and accomplished lives

surpass it in usefulness and power.

34 Observations on Julius Caesars

methods of making war

^It is reported of many leaders in war that they had certain books

in particular esteem, as the great Alexander did Homer; ^Scipio Afri-

canus, Xenophon; ^Marcus Brutus, Polybius; Charles V, Philippe de
Commines. And it is said that in our day Machiavelli is still in repute

in other countries. But the late Marshal Strozzi, who took Caesar as

his choice, undoubtedly chose much better; for in truth he should be
the breviary of every warrior, as being the true and sovereign model
of the military art. And God knows, moreover, with what grace and
beauty he has embellished that rich matter, with a manner of speaking

so pure, so delicate, and so perfect, that to my taste there are no writings

in the world comparable to his in this respect.

I want to record here certain individual and unusual features, on
the subject of his wars, that have remained in my memory.

When his army was in some fright at the rumor that was current

of the great forces that King Juba was leading against him, he assembled

them to reassure them and give them courage; and instead of abating

the notion his soldiers had formed and minimizing his enemy's resources,

he took a way quite opposite to the one we are accustomed to. For he

told them not to trouble themselves any more to inquire about the

forces that the enemy was leading, since he had very certain infor-

mation about them. And then he gave them a number greatly surpass-

ing both the truth and the report that was current in his army, following

the advice of Cyrus in Xenophon; inasmuch as the deception is not

so serious when we find the enemy in fact weaker than we had expected,

as when, having judged them weak by report, we find them in truth

very strong.

He accustomed his soldiers above all simply to obey, without

meddling with criticizing or talking about their captain's plans, which
he communicated to them only when he was about to put them into

execution. And he took pleasure, if they had discovered anything about

his intentions, in changing them on the spot to fool them. And often,
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for this purpose, having appointed a certain spot to camp, he would
pass beyond it and lengthen the day's march, especially if it was bad
and rainy weather.

The Swiss, at the beginning of his Gallic wars, sent to him to ask

him to give them passage across Roman territory. Though he was
determined to stop them by force, he nevertheless put on a favorable

face and took a few days' delay in answering them, so as to use tliis

leisure in assembling his army. Those poor people did not know how
excellent a husbander of his time he was; for many a time he repeats

that the most sovereign quality of a commander is the knowledge of

how to seize occasions at the right point, and speed in execution, which
in his exploits is truly unheard-of and incredible.

If he was scarcely scrupulous in that affair, in taking advantage
of his enemy under color of a treaty of agreement, he was as little so

in this, that he required no other virtue in his soldiers than valor, and
scarcely punished any other vices than mutiny and disobedience. Often
after his victories he would give them free rein for any sort of licen-

tiousness, releasing them for a time from the rules of military discipline,

adding withal that he had soldiers so well trained that, even all per-

fumed and musked, they did not fail to go furiously into combat.
Indeed, he liked them to be richly armed, and had them wear engraved,
gilded, and silvered armor, so that care for saving it might make them
fiercer in self-defense.

When he spoke to them, he called them comrades, an expression

which we still use, but which his successor, Augustus, changed, be-
lieving that Caesar had used it for the necessity of his affairs and to

flatter the heart of men who followed him only as volunteers—

^My general when we crossed the Rhine,
Here Caesar is my fellow; a leveler is crime

LUCAN

—^but that this fashion was beneath the dignity of an emperor and
general of an army; and he restored the fashion of calling them merely
soldiers.

With this courtesy, however, Caesar combined great severity in

keeping them in check. When the Ninth Legion mutinied near Pla-

centia, he ignominiously cashiered it, altliough Pompey was then still

afoot, and received it back into favor only after many supplications.

He appeased them more by authority and audacity than by gentleness.

Where he speaks of his crossing of the river Rhine to Germany,
he says that, considering it unworthy of the honor of the Roman people
to take his army across in boats, he had a bridge built so as to cross

firm-footed. It was there that he built that admirable bridge whose
construction he describes in every particular. For in no place is he
so prone to dwell on his exploits as in representing to us the subtlety

of his inventions in this sort of manual works.

I have also noticed this, that he sets great store by his exhortations

to the soldiers before combat. For where he wants to show that he
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was surprised or hard pressed, he always mentions the fact that he

had not even the time to harangue his army. Before that great battle

against the Turones, he says: "Caesar, having given orders for every-

thing else, immediately ran where fortune carried him to exhort his

men; and meeting the Tenth Legion, he had only time to tell them to

remember their accustomed valor, not to be taken aback, and to sustain

boldly the adversaries' attack. And because the enemy had already

approached within a dart's throw, he gave the signal for battle; and

from there having immediately passed on elsewhere to encourage

others, he found that they were already at grips."

That is what he says in that place. In truth, his tongue did him
very notable services in many places; and even in his own time, his

military eloquence was in such high esteem that many in his army took

down his harangues; and by that means there were volumes of them
collected that lasted a long time after him. His speech had particular

graces, so that his intimates, and among them Augustus, hearing anyone

recite what had been collected of them, could recognize what was not

his, even to phrases and words.

The first time he left Rome with a public command, he reached

the river Rhone in a week, having in his coach in front of him one or

two secretaries who were continually writing, and behind him the man
who carried his sword. And certainly, even if a man were merely

traveling, doing nothing else, he could hardly attain the speed with

which, always victorious, having left Gaul and pursuing Pompey to

Brundisium, Caesar subjugated Italy in eighteen days; returned from

Brundisium to Rome; from Rome went right into the heart of Spain,

where he overcame extreme difficulties in the war against Afranius

and Petreius; and thence to the long siege of Marseilles. From there

he returned into Macedonia, beat the Roman army at Pharsalia, and
passed from there, pursuing Pompey, into Egypt, which he subjugated.

From Egypt he went to Syria and the region of Pontus, where he fought

Pharnaces, and from there into Africa, where he defeated Scipio and

Juba; after which he retraced his steps through Italy into Spain, where
he defeated Pompey's sons:

^Swifter than lightning, or a tigress with her young.

LUCAN

As when a boulder from a mountain's side

Is torn by wind or by the driving rain.

Or sapped by time, and rolls toward the plain-
Its impact shocks the earth, the mountains quake.
Forests and herds and men are carried in its wake.

VERGIL

^Speaking of the siege of Avaricum, he says that it was his custom
to stay night and day with the workmen that he was employing. In all

undertakings of consequence, he always did the reconnoitering himself,

and never brought his army into a place that he had not looked over
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first. And if we are to believe Suetonius, when he undertook to cross

over into England, he was the first to test the landing place.

He was wont to say that he liked a victory obtained by intelligence

better than one obtained by force. And in the war against Petreius

and Afranius, when fortune presented him with a very apparent occa-

sion and advantage, he refused it, hoping, he says, to get the better

of his enemies with a little more time but less risk.

^In this, too, he did an amazing thing, when he commanded his

whole army to swim across the river without any necessity:

Rushing to the fight, the soldier swims
The stream he would have feared in flight; his dampened limbs

Grow warm in the armor; by running he restores

His frozen joints.

LUCAN

^I find him a little more restrained and deliberate in his enterprises

than Alexander; for the latter seems to seek out dangers and run head-

long to meet them, like an impetuous torrent that runs into and attacks

everything it encounters, without discrimination or choice:

^Thus surges bull-like Aufidus,

Which flows through the Apulian Daunus' realm.

When in a rage, with horrid flood.

He aims the fruitful fields to overwhelm.

HORACE

^Also he was occupied in war in the flower and first ardor of his youth,

whereas Caesar took to it when he was already mature and well ad-

vanced in years. Besides, Alexander was of a more sanguine, choleric,

and ardent temperament, and moreover he stimulated this humor
further with wine, of which Caesar partook very sparingly. But where
necessary occasions presented themselves and the matter required it,

there was never a man who held his life more cheaply.

For my part, it seems to me I read in many of his exploits a deter-

mined resolve to lose his life, to avoid the shame of being vanquished.

In that great battle that he had against the Turones, seeing the van of

his army wavering, he ran to meet the front ranks of the enemy, without

a buckler, just as he was; and this happened several other times. Hear-

ing that his men were besieged, he passed in disguise through the enemy
army to go and strengthen them by his presence. Having crossed over

to Dyrrachium with very small forces, and seeing that the rest of his

army, which he had left to Antony to lead, was slow to follow him, he
undertook alone to cross the sea again in a very heavy storm, and slipped

away to go and himself take over the rest of his forces again, though

the ports on the other side and the whole sea were held by Pompey.
And as for the undertakings he carried out with armed forces, there

are many that in hazard surpass all the rules of mihtary science; for

with what feeble means did he undertake to subjugate the kingdom
of Egypt, and afterward to go and attack the forces of Scipio and Juba,
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ten times greater than his own! People hke him have had a mysterious

and superhuman confidence in their fortune.

^And he used to say that a man must carry out, not dehberate about,

high enterprises.

"^After the battle of Pharsalia, having sent his army ahead into Asia,

and crossing the strait of the Hellespont with a single vessel, he met
Lucius Cassius at sea with ten great men-of-war; he had the courage

not merely to await him, but to head straight toward him and summon
him to surrender; and he got the better of him.

When he had undertaken that furious siege of Alesia, where there

were eighty thousand defenders, and all Gaul had risen up to rush

upon him and raise the siege with an army of one hundred and nine

thousand^ horse and two hundred and forty thousand foot, what bold-

ness and maniacal confidence it was to refuse to abandon his enterprise

for all that and to resolve to meet two such great difficulties at the same
time! And yet he withstood them both; and after winning that great

battle against those outside, he soon reduced to his mercy those whom
he held besieged.

The same thing happened with Lucullus at the siege of Tigranocerta

against King Tigranes, but under different conditions, in view of the

softness of the enemy with whom Lucullus had to deal.

I want to note here two rare and extraordinary facts in connection

with this siege of Alesia. One, that the Gauls, when they assembled

the army that was to march on Caesar there, having numbered all their

forces, resolved in their council to cut down a good part of that great

multitude, for fear they might fall into confusion. This is a novel thing,

to be afraid of being too many; but if you take it rightly, it is likely that

an army corps should have a size moderated and ruled by certain limits,

either because of the difficulty of feeding it, or because of the diflSculty

of leading it and keeping it in order. At least it would be very easy

to prove by example that armies monstrous in number have hardly done
anything worth while.

^According to the saying of Cyrus in Xenophon, it is not the number
of men, but the number of good men, that constitutes the advantage,

the rest serving more as a hindrance than as a help. And Bajazet based

his resolution to give battle to Tamerlane, against the advice of all his

captains, mainly on the consideration that the numberless number of

his enemy's men gave him assured hope of throwing them into con-

fusion. Scanderbeg, a good judge and very expert, was wont to say

that ten or twelve thousand faithful fighting men should be enough

for a capable leader in war to guarantee his reputation in any sort of

military emergency.

^The other point, which seems to be contrary to both usage and

reason in warfare, is that Vercingetorix, who was named general-in-

1 This figure should be 8,000. Montaigne may well have miscopied "IIX

milibus" (8,000) as "CIX milibus" (109,000) from his edition of Caesar's De
Bella Gallico.
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chief of all the parts of the revolted Gauls, decided to go and shut

himself up in Alesia. For a man who is commanding a whole country

should never tie himself down except in the extreme case, where his

last position is at stake and there is nothing more to hope for except

in defending it. Otherwise he must keep himself free in order to be
able to provide in general for all parts of his government.

To return to Caesar, he became with time a little more slow and
deliberate, as his close friend Oppius testifies; thinking that he should
not lightly risk the honor of so many victories, which a single misfortune

could make him lose. That is what the Italians say when they want
to reprove that foolhardiness that is seen in young men, calHng them
"needy of honor," hisognosi d'honore; adding that they, being still in

such great famine and dearth of reputation, are right to seek it at any
price whatever, which men who have already acquired enough of it

should not do. There may be some just moderation in this desire for

glory, and some satiety in this appetite as in others. Plenty of people
deal with it in this way.

He was far removed from the scrupulousness of the ancient Romans,
who would avail themselves in their wars only of simple and natural

valor; but still he brought to it more of a conscience than we would
at this time, and did not approve every sort of means to gain victory.

In the war against Ariovistus, when Caesar was in parley with him,
there arose some commotion between the two armies, which began
through the fault of Ariovistus' horsemen. In this tumult Caesar found
himself with a very great advantage over his enemy; however, he would
not avail himself of it, for fear he might be reproached with having
proceeded in bad faith.

He was wont to wear rich and brilliantly colored garments into

battle, to make himself conspicuous.

He kept a tighter rein on his soldiers, and drew them up shorter,

when they were near the enemy.
When the ancient Greeks wanted to accuse anyone of extreme

incompetence, they said as a common proverb that he could neither

read nor swim. Caesar had this same opinion, that the ability to swim
was very useful for war, and he derived many advantages from it. If

he had to make speed, he ordinarily crossed the rivers he encountered
by swimming, for he liked to travel on foot Hke the great Alexander.

In Egypt, when he was forced to get into a small boat in order to save

himself, and so many people leaped in with him that he was in danger
of going to the bottom, he chose rather to throw himself into the sea

and reached his fleet, which was more than two hundred yards away,
by swimming, holding his tablets above water in his left hand and
dragging his armed tunic in his teeth, so that the enemy should not

enjoy it; and he was already well advanced in years.

Never did a general inspire so much trust in his soldiers. At the

beginning of his Civil Wars, his centurions offered each to pay one
armed man out of his own purse, and the foot soldiers offered to serve
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him at their own expense, those who were better off undertaking further

to defray the expenses of the needier.

The late Admiral de Chastillon recently showed us a similar case

in our civil wars, for the Frenchmen in his army provided out of their

own purses for the payment of the foreigners who accompanied him.

There would hardly be found examples of such ardent and ready

affection among those who follow the old order, under the old, estab-

lished laws. 2

^Passion rules us much more tyrannically than reason. Nevertheless

it happened in the war against Hannibal that, after the generous ex-

ample of the Roman people in the city, the men-at-arms and captains

refused their pay; and in the camp of Marcellus those who took any

were called mercenaries.

^Having had the worst of it near Dyrrachium, Caesar's soldiers came

of their own accord and offered themselves to be chastised and punished,

so that he had rather to console them than to rebuke them. One single

cohort of his withstood four of Pompey's legions for more than four

hours, until it was almost completely wiped out with arrows; and they

found a hundred and thirty thousand shafts in the trenches. A soldier

named Scaeva, who commanded one of the approaches, maintained

himself there invincible, with one eye shot out, a pierced shoulder and

thigh, and his shield cut in two hundred and thirty places. It happened

that many of his soldiers who were taken prisoner chose to accept death

rather than promise to join the other side. When Granius Petronius

had been captured by Scipio in Africa, Scipio, after putting his com-

panions to death, sent word to him that he was giving him his life

because he was a man of rank and a quaestor. Petronius replied that

Caesar's soldiers were accustomed to give life to others, not to receive

it; and immediately he killed himself with his own hand.

There are infinite examples of their fidelity. We must not forget

the action of the men who were besieged at Salona, a city partisan to

Caesar against Pompey, for a rare incident that occurred there. Marcus

Octavius held them besieged, and those within were reduced to extreme

necessity in all things, so that, to supply their shortage of men, most

of them being killed or wounded, they freed all their slaves, and were

constrained to cut off the hair of all the women to make ropes to work

their machines, besides suffering an appalling dearth of victuals; never-

theless they were resolved never to surrender.

After the siege had dragged on at great length, so that Octavius

had become more careless and less attentive to his enterprise, they chose

one day about noon, and, after stationing the women and children on

their walls to make a good appearance, sallied out with such fury against

the besiegers that, having broken through the first, second, and third

body of guards, and the fourth, and then the rest, and having made

2 Montaigne here refers to the loyalist Catholic army. The Admiral de Chas-

tillon is the Protestant leader Gaspard de Cohgny, killed in the Saint Bartholomew's

Day Massacre.
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them completely abandon the trenches, they drove them right into the

ships; and Octavius himself fled to Dyrrachium, where Pompey was.

I have no memory for the moment of having come across any other

example in which the besieged beat the whole body of the besiegers

and won the mastery of the field, or in which a sortie resulted in a clear

and complete victory in battle.

35 Of three good women

^They don't come by the dozen, as everyone knows, and especially

in the duties of marriage; for that is a bargain full of so many thorny

circumstances that it is hard for a woman's will to maintain itself whole
in it for long. Men, though they are in it on a little better conditions,

have a hard time to do so.

^The touchstone of a good marriage, and its real proof, is how long

the association lasts and whether it has been constantly pleasant, loyal,

and agreeable. In our age women more commonly reserve the display

of their good o£Bces and the vehemence of their affection toward their

husbands until they have lost them, '^and then at least seek to give

evidence of their good will. Tardy and unseasonable evidence! They
prove by that rather that they love them only dead.

^Life is full of fireworks; death, of love and courtesy. As fathers

hide their affection from their children, likewise wives are prone to

hide theirs from their husbands, to maintain a decent respect. This

mystery is not to my taste. They may tear their hair and scratch them-
selves in vain; I go straight to the ear of a chambermaid or a secretary:

"How did they get on? How did they live together?"

I am always reminded of that good remark: They wail most notice-

abhj who mourn least [Tacitus]. Their glum looks are odious to the

living and useless to the dead. We will willingly allow them to smile

afterward provided they smile on us during our life. ^Is it not enough
to make me come back to life out of spite, to have someone who spat

in my face while I existed come and rub my feet when I am beginning

to exist no longer? ^If there is some honor in weeping for husbands,

it belongs only to those who have smiled upon theirs; let those who
have wept in his life smile in his death, outwardly as well as inwardly.

So do not consider those moist eyes and that piteous voice; consider

that bearing, that coloring, and the plumpness of those cheeks under
those great veils: it is by those that she speaks plain French. There
are few who do not improve in health, a quality that does not know
how to lie. This ceremonious bearing looks not so much backward as

ahead; it is rather profit than payment. In my childhood, a good and
very beautiful lady, who is still living, the widow of a prince, dressed
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with a little more adornment than is permitted by our laws of widow-

hood. To those who reproached her for it she said: "That is because

I am no longer engaging in new loves, and have no desire to marry

again."

Not to be completely out of tune with our usage, I have here chosen

as examples three women who also employed the full power of their

goodness and affection on the occasion of their husbands' deaths. How-
ever, they are slightly different examples, and so ardent that they entail

a heroic sacrifice of life.

^Pliny the Younger had a neighbor near one of his houses in Italy

who was extremely tormented with some ulcers that had formed on

his private parts. His wife, seeing him languish so long, entreated him
to permit her to examine closely and at leisure the state of his malady,

and said she would tell him more frankly than anyone else what he

was to expect from it. After having obtained this of him and examined

him carefully, she found that it was impossible that he could be cured,

and that all he had to expect was to drag out for a very long time a

painful and lingering life. So she advised him, as the most sure and

sovereign remedy, to kill himself. And finding him a little soft for so

stern a measure, she said to him: "Do not think, my dear, that the pains

I see you suffer do not touch me as much as they do you, and that I am
unwilling to use, in order to deliver myself from them, this medicine

that I am prescribing for you. I want to accompany you in the crnre

as I have done in the disease. Put aside this fear, and believe that we
shall have nothing but pleasure in this passage that is to deliver us from

such torments; we will go away happily together."

This said, and having warmed up her husband's courage, she re-

solved that they should throw themselves into the sea out of a window
in their house that opened on it. And to maintain to the end that loyal

and vehement affection with which she had embraced him during his

life, she also wanted him to die in her arms. But for fear that they should

fail her, and that the grip of her embrace might be loosened by the fall

and by fear, she had herself bound and attached very tightly to him
around the waist, and thus abandoned her life for the repose of her

husband's.

This woman was of low estate, and among people of such condition

it is not so novel to see some trait of rare goodness:

At the last

Justice, leaving the earth, among them passed.

vmGEL

The other two are noble and rich, and among these examples of virtue

rarely lodge.

Arria, the wife of Cecinna Paetus, a personage of consular rank,

was the mother of another Arria, the wife of Thrasea Paetus, whose

virtue was so renowned in Nero's time, and through this son-in-law the

grandmother of Fannia; for the resemblance between the names and

fortunes of these men and women has made many confuse them. This
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first Arria, when her husband Cecinna Paetus had been taken prisoner

by the Emperor Claudius' men after the defeat of Scribonianus, whose
party he had followed, entreated those who were taking him back a

prisoner to Rome to take her into their ship, where she would be much
less expense and trouble to them than the number of persons they would
need to wait on her husband, and said that she alone would take care

of his room, his cooking, and all other services. They refused, and she,

jumping into a fishing boat that she hired on the spot, followed him
in this fashion from Sclavonia.

One day when they were in Rome, in the presence of the Emperor,
and Junia, widow of Scribonianus, accosted her familiarly on account

of the similarity of their lots, she repulsed her rudely with these words:

"What? I should speak to you or listen to you, in whose lap Scribo-

nianus was killed, and you still live?" These words, together with many
other signs, made her relations realize that, impatient of enduring her

husband's lot, she was for doing away with herself. Thrasea, her son-

in-law, at these words, besought her not to throw her life away and
spoke to her thus: "What? If I incurred the same fortune as Cecinna,

would you want my wife, your daughter, to do the same?" "How's
that? Would I?" she replied. "Yes, yes, I would, if she had lived as

long and in as good accord with you as I have with my husband." These
answers increased the care they took of her and made them watch her

behavior more closely.

One day she said to those who were guarding her: "Do what you
will; you can perfectly well make me die a worse death, but keep me
from dying you cannot"; and springing furiously from a chair in which
she was sitting, she went and dashed her head with all her stiength

against the nearest wall, and from the blow fell full length in a swoon
and badly hurt. After they had brought her to with great difiiculty,

she said: "I told you so, that if you refused me some easy way to kill

myself, I would choose some other, however hard."

The end of so admirable a virtue was this : Since her husband Paetus

had not a firm enough heart to put himself to death on his own, as the

Emperor's cruelty forced him to do, one day among others, after having
first employed the arguments and exhortations appropriate to the advice

she was giving him to do this, she took the dagger that her husband
was wearing, and holding it drawn in her hand, for the conclusion of

her exhortation she said to him: "Do this, Paetus." And at the same
moment, having given herself a fatal blow in the stomach and then

torn the dagger out of her wound, she presented it to him, at the same
time ending her life with this noble, generous, and immortal saying:

"Paete, non dolet." She had time only to speak those three words of

such beautiful substance: "See, Paetus, it did not hurt me."

When chaste Arria passed the fatal sword,
Drawn from her body, to Paetus, her lord,

"My wound," she said, "believe me, gives no pain;

The one that hurts, Paetus, you must sustain."

MARTIAL
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It is much more alive in its original form, and richer in meaning;
for both the wound and the death of her husband, and her own, were
so far from troubling her that indeed she had been the one to advise

and promote them. But having done this high and courageous deed
solely for her husband's benefit, in the last action of her life she is still

thinking of him alone, and of taking away his fear of following her

in death, Paetus immediately struck himself with this same blade;

ashamed, in my opinion, to have needed so dear and precious a lesson.

Pompeia Paulina, a young and very noble Roman lady, had married

Seneca in his extreme old age. Nero, his fine pupil, sent his satellites

to him to announce the death sentence, which used to be carried out

in this manner: When the Roman emperors of that time had condemned
any man of rank, they sent word to him by their officers to select some
death at his choice and to take his life within such or such a limit of

time, which they prescribed to him, now shorter, now longer, according

to the temper of their wrath; giving him leisure during that time to

arrange his affairs, or sometimes depriving him of the means of doing

so by the shortness of the time. And if the condemned man resisted

their order, they brought special men to execute it, either cutting the

veins of his arms and legs or forcibly making him swallow poison. But
persons of honor did not wait for this necessity, and used their own
doctors and surgeons to this effect.

Seneca heard their charge with a peaceful and steadfast counte-

nance, and then asked for some paper to make his will; upon being

refused this by the captain, he turned toward his friends and said to

them: "Since I cannot leave you anything else in acknowledgment of

what I owe you, I leave you at least the finest thing I have, to wit, the

picture of my character and my life, which I beg you to keep in your
memory, so that in so doing you may acquire the glory of true and
sincere friends." And at the same time, now appeasing with gentle

words the bitterness of the sorrow he saw them suffering, now harden-

ing his voice to rebuke them for it, he said: "Where are those fine

precepts of philosophy? What has become of the provisions against

the accidents of fortune that we have been laying up for so many years?

Was Nero's cruelty unknown to us? What could we expect of a man
who had killed his mother and his brother, if not that he would also

put to death his tutor, who educated him and brought him up?"

After having spoken these words to all, he turned to his wife and,

embracing her tightly, since her heart and strength were giving way
under the weight of her grief, asked her to bear this accident a little

more patiently for the love of him, and said that the time had come
when he had to show, no longer by arguments and discussions but by
action, the profit that he had derived from his studies, and that he really

embraced death not only without sorrow but cheerfully: "Wherefore,

my dear," he said, "do not dishonor it with your tears, that it may not

seem that you love yourself more than my reputation. Appease your
sorrow and console yourself in the knowledge you have had of me
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and my actions, conducting the rest of your life by the honorable

occupations to which you are devoted."

To this Paulina, having recovered her spirits a Httle and rekindled

the magnanimity of her courage by a very noble afiFection, replied:

"No, Seneca, I am not the woman to leave you without my company
in such a need; I do not want you to think that the virtuous examples

of your life have not yet taught me to be able to die well; and when
could I do so either better or more honorably or more to my own desire,

than with you? So be assured that I am going with you." Then Seneca,

taking in good part such a fine and glorious resolution by his wife, and
also to deliver himself from the fear of leaving her after his death at

the mercy of the cruelty of his enemies, said: "I had advised you,

Paulina, in what would serve you to lead your life more happily; so

you prefer the honor of death. Truly I will not begrudge it to you; let

the constancy and resolution be equal in our common end, but let the

beauty and the glory be greater on your part."

This done, they had the veins of their arms cut at the same time;

but because Seneca's, being shrunk both by old age and by his absti-

nence, gave too long and slow a course to the blood, he ordered that

the veins of his thighs be cut also. And for fear that the torment he
was suffering from this might weaken his wife's heart, and also to

deliver himself from the aflBiction he felt at seeing her in so piteous a
condition, after having very lovingly taken leave of her, he begged her

to allow herself to be carried into the next room; which was done.

But all these incisions being still insuflBcient to make him die, he
commanded Statins Anneus, his doctor, to give him a draught of poison;

which had hardly any more effect, for, because of the weakness and
coldness of his limbs, it could not reach the heart. Therefore, besides

that, they prepared a very hot bath for him; and then, feeling that his

end was near, as long as he had breath he continued his most excellent

discourses on the subject of the state that he was in, which his secre-

taries collected as long as they could hear his voice. And his last words
remained long afterward in credit and honor among men (it is a very

grievous loss to us that they have not come down to us ) . As he felt the

last pangs of death, taking some of the bath water, all bloody as it was,

he sprinkled his head with it, saying: "I dedicate this water to Jupiter

the Deliverer."

Nero, informed of all this, fearing that the death of Paulina, who
was one of the best-related ladies of Rome and toward whom he had
no particular enmity, might be blamed on him, sent with all speed to

have her wounds bound up, which her people did without her knowl-

edge, she being already half-dead and unconscious. And the term of

life she lived afterward, contrary to her intention, was lived very honor-

ably and as befitted her virtue, the pale color of her face showing how
much life had flowed out of her wounds.

These are my tliree very true stories, which I find as entertaining

and as tragic as those that we make up at will in order to give pleasure
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to the public. And it astonishes me that those who engage in that busi-

ness do not take it into their heads rather to choose ten thousand very

beautiful stories that are found in books, which would give them less

trouble and bring more pleasure and profit. And if anyone should wish

to build up an entire and connected body of them, he would need to

furnish only the connecting links of his own, like the solder of another

metal; and by this means he could amass a great many true events of

all sorts, arranging and diversifying them as the beauty of the work
should require, approximately as Ovid sewed and pieced together his

Metamorphoses out of that great number of various fables.

In regard to this last couple, this too is worthy of consideration:

that Paulina willingly ofiFers to give up life for the love of her husband,

and that her husband had once also given up death for the love of her.

For us there is not a very even balance in this exchange; but from his

Stoic attitude, I believe he thought he had done as much for her in

prolonging his life for her sake as if he had died for her. In one of the

letters he writes to Lucilius, after giving him to understand that since

he had been seized by the fever in Rome, he promptly got into a coach

to go off to a house of his in the country, against the advice of his

wife, who wanted to stop him; and that he had replied to her that the

fever he had was not a fever of the body but of the place, he goes on
thus:

"She let me go, strongly recommending that I take care of my health.

Now I, who know that her life is involved in mine, am beginning to

look after myself in order to look after her. The privilege that my old

age has given me, making me more firm and resolute in many things,

I lose when I remember that in this old life there is a young one to

which I am useful. Since I cannot bring her to love me more coura-

geously, she is bringing me to love myself more solicitously; for we
must allow something to honorable affections. And sometimes, even

though occasions urge us to the contrary, we must call back life, even

with torment; we must stop the soul from leaving between our teeth,

since the law of living, for good men, is not as long as they please but

as long as they ought.

"The man who does not value his wife or a friend of his so much
as to prolong his life for them, and who stubbornly insists on dying, is

too delicate and soft; the soul must command itself to do this when
the benefit of those near and dear to us requires it; we must sometimes

lend ourselves to our friends, and even when for our sake we would
like to die, break off our plan for their sake. It is evidence of greatness

of heart to return to life out of consideration for others, as many ex-

cellent persons have done. And it is a trait of singular goodness to

preserve old age (whose greatest advantage is unconcern with its

duration and a more courageous and disdainful use of life) if we feel

that this service is sweet, agreeable, and profitable to someone who
loves us. And we receive from it a very pleasant reward, for what is

sweeter than to be so dear to our wife that out of consideration for her

we become dearer to ourself? Thus my Paulina has given me not only
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her fear to bear, but also my own. It was not enough for me to consider

with how much resoluteness I could die, but I have also considered

with how little resoluteness she could bear my death, I have constiained

myself to hve, and it is sometimes magnanimity to live."

Those are his words, *^excellent as is his wont.

36 Of the most outstanding men

^If I were asked my choice of all the men who have come to my
knowledge, it seems to me I should find three outstanding above all

the rest.

One is Homer. Not that Aristotle and Varro ( for example ) are not

perhaps as learned as he, nor that possibly even in his art itself Virgil

may not be compared with him. I leave it to those men to judge who
know them both. I who know only the one can say only this according

to my capacity, that I do not believe that the Muses themselves could

surpass the Roman:

^As sweetly to his artful lyre he sings

As when the Cynthian god fingers the strings.

PROPERTIUS

"^However, in making this judgment, we still should not forget that it

is principally from Homer that Virgil derives his ability; that he is his

guide and his schoolmaster, and that one single detail of the Iliad

furnished both body and matter for that great and divine -Aeneid. That
is not the way I reckon; I bring in several other circumstances that make
this personage a source of wonder to me, almost above man's estate.

And indeed I am often astonished that he, who by his authority created

and brought into credit in the world many deities, has not himself

gained the rank of a god. Being blind and poor, living before the

sciences were reduced to rules and certain observations, he knew them
so well that all those who since have taken it upon themselves to estab-

lish governments, to conduct wars, and to write about either religion

or philosophy, ^of whatever sect they might be, ^or about the arts, have
used him as a master very perfect in the knowledge of all things, and
his books as a nursery of every kind of ability:

Better than Grantor and Chrysippus, he points out—
And fuller too—what's fair, foul, useful, and what's not.

HORACE

And as another says,

From whose perennial spring the poet sips.

And in Pierian waters wets his lips.

OVED
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And another:

To these add the companions of the Muse, of whom
Homer alone attained the stars,

LUCRETIUS

And another:

From whose abundant mouth
All later poets draw their songs as from their source.

Draining into their rivulets his torrent's course.

Rich in the wealth of one.

MANILIUS

It was against the order of nature that he created the most excellent

production that can be. For things at birth are ordinarily imperfect;

they gain in size and strength as they grow. He made the infancy of

poetry and of several other sciences mature, perfect, and accomplished.

For this reason he may be called the first and the last of poets, accord-

ing to that beautiful testimony that antiquity has left to us about him:

that having had no one he could imitate before him, he has had no one
after him who could imitate him. His words, according to Aristotle,

are the only words that have movement and action; they are the only

substantial words.

Alexander the Great, having come upon a rich coflFer among the

spoils of Darius, commanded that it be reserved for him to keep his

Homer in, saying that he was the best and most faithful counselor he
had in his military afiEairs. For the same reason Cleomenes, son of

Anaxandridas, used to say that he was the poet of the Lacedaemonians,

because he was a very good master in the military art. This singular

and particular tribute to him has also remained, that in Plutarch's judg-

ment he is the only author in the world who has never sated or palled

on men, appearing ever entirely diflFerent to his readers, and ever bloom-

ing in new grace. That madcap Alcibiades, having asked one who
professed to be a man of letters for a book of Homer, gave him a cuff

because he had none; as if someone should find one of our priests

without a breviary.

Xenophanes was complaining one day to Hiero, tyrant of Syracuse,

that he was so poor he did not have enough to feed two servants.

"Whatl" he replied. "Homer, who was much poorer than you, feeds

well over ten thousand of them, dead as he is." ^What did Panaetius

leave to be said when he called Plato the Homer of philosophers?

^Besides this, what glory can be compared with his? There is

nothing so alive in the mouths of men as his name and his works;

nothing so well known and accepted as Troy, Helen, and his wars,

which perhaps never existed. Our children are still called by the names
he invented more than three thousand years ago. Who does not know
Hector and Achilles? Not only certain private families but most nations

seek their origin in his fictions. Mohammed, the second of that name,

emperor of the Turks, vi^riting to our Pope Pius II, says: "I am aston-

ished how the Italians league themselves against me, seeing that we
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have our common origin in the Trojans, and that I, hke them, have an
interest in avenging the blood of Hector on the Greeks, whom they are

favoring against me." Is it not a noble drama in which kings, common-
wealths, and emperors keep playing their parts for so many ages, and
for which this whole great universe serves as a theater? Seven Greek
cities fell into dispute over his birthplace, so much honor did his very
obscurity bring him:

Smyrna, Rhodos, Colophon, Salamis, Chios, Argos, and Athens.

AULUS GELLIUS

Another is Alexander the Great. For^ if we will consider the age
at which he began his enterprises, the small means with which he
accomplished so glorious a design; the authority he gained even in his

boyhood among the greatest and most experienced captains in the

world, by whom he was followed; the extraordinary favor with which
fortune embraced and furthered so many hazardous, and I might almost
say rash, exploits of his:

^Through all that barred his way cutting a swath,
And glorying that ruin marked his path;

LUCAN

^[and if we consider] his greatness in having, at the age of thirty-three,

passed victoriously over all the habitable earth ^and attained, in half

a lifetime, the utmost achievement of human nature, so that you cannot
imagine its lawful duration and the continuation of his growth in valor

and fortune through a normal life span without imagining something
superhuman, ^and in having caused so many royal lines to spring from
his soldiers, leaving the world divided after his death among four suc-

cessors, ordinary captains in his army, whose descendants remained
for so long in control of those great possessions;

[If we consider] so many outstanding virtues that were in him—
^justice, temperance, liberality, fidelity to his word, love for his people,

humanity toward the vanquished—
(^For his character seems in truth not to incur any just reproach.

^Some of his rare and extraordinary individual actions, yes. But it is

impossible to conduct such great movements according to the rules of

justice; such men require to be judged in gross, by the master purpose
of their actions. The ruin of Thebes, the murder of Menander, of

Hephaestion's doctor, of so many Persian prisoners of war at one stroke,

of a troop of Indian soldiers not without prejudice to his word, and of

the Cosseians even to their little children, are outbursts rather hard
to excuse. For as for Clytus, amends were made for the fault beyond
its weight; and this action bears witness, as much as any other, to the

1 The reader is now embarking on a non-stop sentence that includes many
independent sentences within it and ends on the next page with the words: "I have
been right to prefer him even to Caesar, who alone was able to make me doubtful

of my choice."
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kindness of his nature, and that of itself it was a nature excellently

formed for goodness; *^and it was said of him, ingeniously, that he had
his virtues from nature, his vices from fortune. ^As for the fact that

he was a bit boastful, a bit too impatient at hearing himself spoken ill

of; and as for his mangers, weapons, and bridles, which he caused to

be strewn about in India; all these things, it seems to me, may be con-

doned for his age and the remarkable prosperity of his fortune)—
If we consider withal so many military virtues—diligence, foresight,

patience, discipline, subtlety, magnanimity, resolution, good fortune-

wherein, even if the authority of Hannibal had not taught us so, he was
the first of men; ^and the rare beauty and attributes of his person, truly

miraculous; ^and that carriage and that awe-inspiring bearing, in a face

so young, ruddy, and radiant:

Just like the morning star, Venus' delight.

When he, who bathed in Ocean's waves by night,

Raises his sacred head and melts the dark;

VIRGIL

^and the excellence of his learning and capacity; and the duration and
greatness of his glory—pure, clean, free from spot or envy; ^and also

the fact that long after his death it was a matter of religious belief to

think that his medals brought good luck to those who wore them; and
that more kings and princes have written his exploits than other his-

torians have written the exploits of any other king or prince whatever;

^and that to this day the Mohammedans, who despise all other his-

tories, accept and honor his alone by a special privilege:

^If anyone puts all this together, he will confess that I have been
right to prefer him even to Caesar, who alone was able to make me
doubtful of my choice. ^And it cannot be denied that there is more
of his own in Caesar's exploits, more of fortune in Alexander's. ^They
had many equal qualities, and Caesar perhaps some greater ones.

"^They were two fires or two torrents to ravage the world in divers

places.

As, spreading devastation in their flight.

Torrents roar seaward from a mountain height,

Or fires from opposing quarters rush

Upon a forest thick with laurel brush.

VIRGIL

But even if Caesar's ambition had more moderation in itself, it is

so unfortunate in having for its abominable object the ruin of his country

and the general detriment of the world, that ^all things put together

and placed in the balance, I cannot help inclining to the side of

Alexander.

The third, and the most outstanding, to my mind, is Epaminondas.

Of glory he has not anywhere near so much as others (nor is it a

part of the substance of the thing). Of resolution and valor, not that

which is sharpened by ambition, but that which wisdom and reason
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may implant in a well-ordered soul, he had all that can be imagined.

As for proof of this virtue of his, he has given as much, in my opinion,

as Alexander himself and as Caesar. For although his warlike exploits

are not so frequent or so grand, they are nevertheless, if you consider

them well in all their circumstances, as important and vigorous, and
bear as much eWdence of military boldness and ability. The Greeks

did him the honor of naming him, without contradiction, the first man
among them; and to be the first man of Greece is easily to be the first

in the world.

As for his knowledge and ability, this ancient judgment has come
down to us, that never did a man know so much, and speak so little,

as he. *^For he was a Pythagorean in sect. And what he did say, no
man ever said better. An excellent orator and very persuasive.

^But as for his character and conscience, he very far surpassed all

those who have ever undertaken to manage affairs. For in this respect,

which must principally be considered, ^which alone truly marks what
we are, and which I weigh alone against all the others together, ^he

yields to no philosopher, not even to Socrates.

^In this man innocence is a key quality, sovereign, constant, uniform,

incorruptible. In comparison, it appears in Alexander as subordinate,

uncertain, streaky, soft, and accidental.

^Antiquity judged that if one examines minutely all the other great

captains, there is found in each some special quality that makes him
illustrious. In this man alone can be found a virtue and ability full and
equal throughout, which, in all the functions of human life, leaves

nothing to be desired, whether in public or private occupation, in peace

or war, whether in living or in dying greatly and gloriously. I know
no form or fortune of man that I regard with so much honor and love.

It is quite true that I consider his obstinacy in poverty, as described

by his best friends, as somewhat overscrupulous. And that behavior

alone, although lofty and very worthy of admiration, I feel is a little

too bitter for me to want to imitate it, even in wish alone.

Only Scipio Aemilianus, if we could give him as proud and illus-

trious a death and as profound and universal a learning, could make
me doubtful about my choice. Oh, what displeasure time has given me
by withholding from our eyes precisely, out of tlie first lives, the noblest

pair of lives there was in Plutarch, those of these two men, by the

common agreement of the world, one the first of the Greeks, the other

of the Romans! What a subject, what a workman!
For a man who was not a saint, but what they call a man of the

world, of civil and common ways, of moderate eminence, the richest

life that I know to have been lived among the living, as they say, and
the one composed of the most rich and desirable qualities, is, all things

considered, in my opinion, that of Alcibiades.

But as for Epaminondas, ^for an example of exceeding goodness,'

I want here to add some of his opinions.

^The sweetest contentment he had in all his life, he testified, was
the pleasure he had given his father and mother by his victory at
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Leuctra. It says a lot that he preferred their pleasure to his own, so

just and so full, for such a glorious action.

^He did not think it was permissible, even to recover the freedom

of his country, to kill a man without full knowledge of the case. That
is why he was so cool to the enterprise of his companion Pelopidas for

the deliverance of Thebes. He also held that in battle a man should

avoid encountering a friend who was on the opposite side, and spare him,

^And when his humanity, even toward the enemy, had made him
suspect to the Boeotians—because after having miraculously forced the

Lacedaemonians to open to him the pass that they had undertaken to

guard at the entrance to the Morea, near Corinth, he had contented

himself with walking over their bodies without pursuing them to the

death—he was deposed from the rank of commander-in-chief: to be
dismissed for such a cause did him much honor, and so did the shame
they felt when necessity forced them to restore him soon after to his

rank and to acknowledge how much their glory and safety depended
on him; victory following him like his shadow wherever he led. The
prosperity of his country died, as it was born, with him.

37 Of the resemblance

of children to fathers

^This bundle of so many disparate pieces is being composed in

this manner: I set my hand to it only when pressed by too unnerving

an idleness, and nowhere but at home. Thus it has built itself up with

diverse interruptions and intervals, as occasions sometimes detain me
elsewhere for several months. Moreover, I do not correct my first

imaginings by my second—^well, yes, perhaps a word or so, but only

to vary, not to delete. ^I want to represent the course of my humors,

and I want people to see each part at its birth. It would give me pleasure

to have begun earlier, and to be able to trace the course of my muta-

tions. A valet who served me by writing at my dictation thought he
had made a rich booty by stealing from me several pieces chosen to his

taste. It consoles me that he will gain no more by it than I have lost,

I have grown seven or eight years older since I began: not without

some new acquisition. I have in that time become acquainted with the

kidney stone through the liberality of the years. Familiarity and long

acquaintance with them do not readily pass without some such fruit.

I could wish that, out of many other presents that they reserve for those

who frequent them long, they had chosen one that would have been
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more acceptable to me. For they could not have given me one that

I had had in greater horror since my childhood. It was precisely, of

all the accidents of old age, the one I feared the most. I had thought

to myself many times that I was going forward too far, and that in

making such- a long journey I would not fail to get involved at last in

some unpleasant encounter. I felt and protested enough that it was
time to leave, that I should cut oJBF life in the quick and in the breast,

following the rule of the surgeons when they have to cut ofiF some limb;

^that from the man who did not pay back on time, nature was accus-

tomed to exact a very stiflF usury, ^But those were vain propositions.

I was so far from being ready to do that then, that in the eighteen

months or thereabouts that I have been in this unpleasant state, I have
already learned to adapt myself to it. I am already growing reconciled

to this colicky life; I find in it food for consolation and hope. So be-

witched are men by their wretched existence, that there is no condition

so harsh that they will not accept it to keep alive.

^Listen to Maecenas:

Make me lame in hand,
Lame in foot and thigh,

Shake out my loosened teeth:

While life stays, so stay I.

QUOTED BY SENECA

And Tamerlane cloaked with a foohsh humanity the fantastic cruelty

he exercised against lepers, putting to death all that came to his knowl-
edge, in order, he said, to deliver them from the painful life they were
living. For there was not one of them that would not rather have been
a leper three times over than not be alive.

And when Antisthenes the Stoic was very sick and cried out, "What
will deliver me from these evils?" Diogenes, who had come to see him,
ofiFered him a knife and said, "This, if you want, very quickly." "I do
not say from life," he replied, "I say from evils."

^The sufferings that ajffect us simply through the soul afilict me
much less than they do most other men. Partly through judgment; for

the world considers many things horrible or to be avoided at the cost

of life, which are almost indijfferent to me. Partly through a stupid and
insensible disposition that I have toward accidents that do not come
to me head-on—which disposition I consider one of the best parts of

my natural condition. But the really essential and bodily sufferings

I feel very keenly. And yet for all that, foreseeing them in other days
with a feeble, delicate vision that was softened by the enjoyment of that

long and happy health and repose that God lent me for the better part

of my life, I had conceived them in imagination so unendurable that

in truth I had more fear of them than I have found pain in them. Where-
fore I continue to confirm this belief, that most of the faculties of our

soul, *^as we employ them, ^trouble the repose of life more than they

serve it.
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I am at grips with the worst of all maladies, the most sudden, the

most painful, the most mortal, and the most irremediable. I have al-

ready experienced five or six very long and painful bouts of it. How-
ever, either I flatter myself or else there is even in this condition enough

to bear up a man whose soul is unburdened of the fear of death and un-

burdened of the threats, sentences, and consequences which medicine

dins into our ears. But the very impact of the pain has not such sharp

and piercing bitterness as to drive a well-poised man to madness or

despair. I have at least this profit from the stone, that it will complete

what I have still not been able to accomplish in myself and reconcile

and familiarize me completely with death: for the more my illness

oppresses and bothers me, the less will death be something for me to

fear. I had already accomplished this: to hold to life only by life

alone. My illness will undo even this bond; and God grant that in the

end, if its sharpness comes to surpass my powers, it may not throw me
back to the other extreme, which is no less a vice, of loving and de-

siring to die.

Fear not the final day, nor wish for it.

MARTIAL

Those are two passions to fear, but one has its remedy much more
ready than the other.

Moreover, I have always considered that precept formalistic which

so rigorously and precisely orders us to maintain a good countenance

and a disdainful and composed bearing in the endurance of pain. Why
does philosophy, which has regard only for real substance and ac-

tions, go playing around with these external appearances?^ ^Let her

leave this care to the actors and the teachers of rhetoric who set so

much store by our gestures. Let her boldly grant to pain this cowardice

in the voice, provided it is neither in the heart nor in the stomach, and
let her assign these voluntary complaints to the category of the sighs,

sobs, palpitations, and pallors that nature has put out of our control.

Provided the heart is without fear, the words without despair, let her

1 The passage that follows, down to "not for seeming," appears only in the

final edition, replacing this one:

"As if she were training men for acting in a comedy, or as if it were in her

jurisdiction to prevent the movements and alterations which we by nature are

forced to accept. Then let her prevent Socrates from bluslung for affection or for

shame, from bUnking his eyes at the threat of a blow, from trembling and sweating

in the fits of fever. The painting of poetry, which is free and works as it will, dares

not deprive of tears even those persons it wishes to represent as accomplished and
perfect:

So heavy is his woe.
It makes him bite his hands, and bite his lips.

And down his cheeks the tears continuous flow.

ARIOSTO

She should leave this responsibility* to those who make a profession of regulating

our bearing and expression."
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be content! What matter if we twist our arms, provided we do not

twist our thoughts? Philosophy trains us for ourselves, not for others;

for being, not for seeming. ^Let her confine herself to governing our

understanding, which she has taken upon herself to instruct. In the

attacks of the stone, let her preserve the soul's capacity for knowing
itself, for following its accustomed course, combating the pain and en-

during it, not prostrating itself shamefully at its feet; stirred and heated

by the combat, not beaten down and overthrown; ^capable of communi-
cation and conversation to a certain degree.

^In such extreme accidents it is cruelty to require of us so com-
posed a bearing. If we play a good game, it is a small matter that we
make a bad face. If the body finds relief in complaining, let it do so.

If it likes agitation, let it tumble and toss at its pleasure. If it thinks

that the pain evaporates somewhat (as some doctors say that it helps

the delivery of women with child) for crying out more violently, or

if that distracts its torment, let it shout right out. ^Let us not command
this voice to come out, but permit it to. Epicurus not only permits

his sage to cry out in his torments but advises him to. Even pugilists

groan when, flourishing the cestus, they strike, because in throwing out

the voice the whole body becomes tense, and the blow comes harder

[Cicero]. '^We have enough labor with the pain without laboring

over these superfluous rules.

I say this to excuse those whom we see ordinarily crying out and
storming in the shocks and attacks of this sickness. As for me, I have
passed through it until now with a little better countenance. Not that

I give myself trouble, however, to maintain this external decorum;
for I take little account of such an advantage. In this respect I lend

the pain as much as it likes. But either my pains are not so excessive,

or I bring to them more firmness than most people. I complain, I fret

when the sharp pains afflict me, but I do not come to the point of

letting go of myself, *^like this man:

With lamentation, wailing, sighs, and groans,

He echoes back his plaint in grievous tones.

ACCIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

I test myself in the thickest of the pain, and have always found
that I was capable of speaking, thinking, and answering as sanely as at

any other time, but not as steadily, being troubled and distracted by
the pain. When I am thought to be the most stricken and those pres-

ent are sparing me, I often test my powers, and myself broach subjects

as remote as possible from my condition. I can do anything by a sud-

den effort; but don't make it last long.

Oh, why have I not the faculty of that dreamer in Cicero who.
dreaming he was embracing a wench, found that he had discharged
his stone in the sheets! Mine extraordinarily diswench me.

^In the intervals of this excessive pain, ^when my ureters are

languid without stinging me so much, ^I promptly return to my natural
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condition, since my soul takes no other alarm than that which comes
from the senses and the body; which I certainly owe to the care I have
taken to prepare myself by reason for such accidents:

^Now to me no kind
Of toil comes new and unexpected. In my mind
I have forecast them all and gone through them already.

VIRGIL

^I am tested, however, pretty roughly for a beginner, and by a

very sudden and very rough change, having fallen all at once from

a very gentle and very happy condition of life to the most painful and
grievous that can be imagined. For besides its being a disease very

much to be feared in itself, it is making its beginnings in me much
sharper and harder than is customary. The attacks seize me so often

that I hardly feel perfect health any more. Yet I have kept my mind, up
to now, in such a state that, provided I can hold fast, I find myself in

a considerably better condition of life than a thousand others, who
have no fever or illness but what they give themselves by the fault

of their reasoning.

There is a certain type of subtle humility that is born of presump-

tion, like this one: that we acknowledge our ignorance in many things,

and are so courteous as to admit that there are in the works of nature

certain qualities and conditions that are imperceptible to us and whose
means and causes our capacity cannot discover. By this honest and
conscientious declaration we hope to gain credence also about those

things that we claim to understand. We have no need to go picking

out miracles and remote difficulties; it seems to me that among the

things we see ordinarily there are wonders so incomprehensible that

they surpass even miracles in obscinrity. What a prodigy it is that the

drop of seed from which we are produced bears in itself the impres-

sions not only of the bodily form but of the thoughts and inclinations

of our fathers! Where does that drop of fluid lodge this infinite number
of forms? ^And how do they convey these resemblances with so

heedless and irregular a course that the great-grandson will correspond

to his great-grandfather, the nephew to the uncle?

In the family of Lepidus in Rome there were three, not in a row
but at intervals, who were bom wdth the same eye covered with

cartilage. At Thebes there was a family that from their mother's

womb bore the figure of a lance-head, and whoever did not bear it

was considered illegitimate. Aristotle says that in a certain nation

where the women were in common they assigned the children to their

fathers by resemblance.

Alt is probable that I owe this stony propensity to my father, for

he died extraordinarily afflicted with a large stone he had in his blad-

der. He did not perceive his disease until his sixty-seventh year, and
before tliat he had had no threat or symptom of it, in his loins, his

sides, or elsewhere. And he had lived until then in a happy state of

health, and very Httle subject to diseases; and he lasted seven years

more with this ailment, painfully dragging out the last years of his life.
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I was bom twenty-five years and more before his illness, at a time

when he enjoyed his best health, the third of his children in order

of birth.

Where was the propensity to this infirmity hatching all this time?

And when he was so far from the ailment, how did this slight bit of his

substance, with which he made me, bear so great an impression of it for

its share? And moreover, how did it remain so concealed that I began
to feel it forty-five years later, the only one to this hour out of so many
brothers and sisters, and all of the same mother? If anyone will en-

lighten me about this process, I will believe him about as many other

miracles as he wants; provided he does not palm ofiF on me some ex-

planation much more difficult and fantastic than the thing itself.

Let the doctors excuse my liberty a bit, for by this same fatal in-

fusion and insinuation I have received my hatred and contempt for

their teachings. The antipathy I have for their art is hereditary with

me. My father lived seventy-four years, my grandfather sixty-nine, my
great-grandfather nearly eighty, without having tasted any sort of

medicine; and as far as they were concerned, whatever was not in ordi-

nary use passed as a drug. Medicine is based on examples and ex-

perience; so is my opinion. Isn't that a very clear-cut and very ad-

vantageous experience? I wonder if the doctors can find me three

men in their records, bom, bred, and dying at the same hearth, under
the same roof, who lived as long under their rules. They must grant

me this: that if not reason, at least fortune is on my side; now with

doctors, fortune is much more valuable than reason. Let them not

take me now at a disadvantage, let them not threaten me now that I

am down; that would be unfair play. Besides, to tell the truth, I have
gained enough advantage over them by my family examples, even
though they should go no further. Human affairs do not have so

much constancy. It is only eighteen years short of two hundred years

that this test of ours has lasted, for the first of them was bom in the

year 1402.^ It is truly quite normal that this experience should begin

to fail us. Let them not reproach me with the infirmities that have
me by the throat at this moment. Is it not enough for my part to have
lived healthy for forty-seven years? Even if this is the end of my
career, it is one of the longer ones.

My ancestors had an aversion to medicine by some occult natural

inclination; for the very sight of drugs filled my father with horror.

When the seigneur de Gaviac, my paternal uncle, a churchman, sickly

from his birth, and who for all that made that frail life last to sixty-

seven years, once fell into a great and violent continued fever, it was
ordained by the doctors that he should be told that if he would not

help himself ( they call help what most often is hindrance ) , he would
infallibly be a dead man. The good man, terrified though he was by
this horrible sentence, yet replied: "Then I am a dead man." But
God soon made this prognosis vain.

2 Since this passage was published in 1580 and since 1402 + 200 — 18 = 1584,

Montaigne's arithmetic is at fault here.
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^The last of the brothers—they were four—the sieur de Bussaguet,

and the last by a long time, was the only one to submit to this art,

by reason, so I believe, of the dealings he had with the other arts, for

he was a counselor in the court of Parlement; and it turned out so

badly for him that although he was apparently of a stronger consti-

tution, he died long before the others, except for one, the sieur de

Saint-Michel.

^It is possible that I received from them this natural antipathy to

medicine; but had there been only this consideration, I would have

tried to overcome it. For all those predispositions that are born in us

without reason are bad; they are a kind of disease that we must combat.

It may be that I had this propensity, but I have supported and fortified

it by arguments which have confirmed me in my opinion. For I also

hate the idea of refusing medicine because of the bitterness of its taste.

That would hardly be like me, since I consider health worth purchasing

by all the most painful cauteries and incisions that can be made.

^And, following Epicurus, it seems to me that sensual pleasures are

to be avoided if they bring in their train greater pains, and that pains

are to be sought which bring in their train greater pleasures.

^Health is a precious thing, and the only one, in truth, which de-

serves that we employ in its pursuit not only time, sweat, trouble, and

worldly goods, but even life; inasmuch as without it life comes to be

painful and oppressive to us. Pleasure, wisdom, knowledge, and virtue,

without it, grow tarnished and vanish away; and to the strongest and

most rigorous arguments that philosophy would impress on us to the

contrary, we have only to oppose the picture of Plato being struck with

a fit of epilepsy or apoplexy, and on this supposition defy him to call to

his aid these noble and rich faculties of his soul. As far as I am con-

cerned, no road that would lead us to health is either arduous or expen-

sive. But I have certain other notions that make me strangely mistrust-

ful of all this merchandise. I do not say that there cannot be an art of it,

that there are not, among so many works of nature, some things suited

to the conservation of our health; that is certain.

^I quite understand that there is some simple that moistens, some

other that dries; I know by experience both that horse-radish produces

wind, and that senna leaves loosen the bowels. I know many such

empirical facts, as I know that mutton nourishes me and wine warms
me; and Solon used to say that eating, like other drugs, was a medicine

against the disease of hunger. I do not deny the use we derive from

the things of the world, or doubt the power and fertility of nature and

its application to our need. I see full well that pikes and swallows are

well off with her. I do distrust the inventions of our mind, of our science

and art, in favor of which we have abandoned nature and her rules, and

in which we know not how to maintain either moderation or bounds.

^As we call "justice" the hodgepodge of the first laws that fall into

our hands, and their application and practice, often very inept and

very iniquitous; and as those who ridicule it and accuse it do not thereby

intend to malign that noble virtue, but only to condemn the abuse and
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profanation of that sacred title; so in medicine I do indeed honor that

glorious name, its purpose, its promise, so useful to the human race;

but what it designates among us I neither honor nor esteem.

^In the first place, experience makes me fear it; for as far as my
knowledge goes, I see no group of people so soon sick and so late cured

as those who are under the jurisdiction of medicine. Their very health

is impaired and corrupted by the constraint of their regimens. The doc-

tors are not content with having control over the sickness; they make
health itself sick, in order to prevent people from being able at any time

to escape their authority. From a constant and perfect health, do they

not derive an argument for a great illness to come? I have been sick

often enough; I have, without their help, found my sicknesses as easy

to endure ( and I have experienced almost every kind ) and as short as

anyone else's; and still I have not added to them the bitterness of their

prescriptions. My health is free and entire, without rule or other disci-

pline than that of my habit and my pleasure. Any place is good for me
to stop at, for I need no other conveniences when sick than those I need
when healthy. I am not upset at being without a doctor, without an

apothecary, and without help; at which I see most people more afflicted

than by the disease. Why, do they themselves show us a happiness and
a duration in their lives that bears witness to some evident effect of

their craft?

There is no nation that has not been without medicine for many
centuries, and those the first centuries, that is to say the best and hap-

piest; and one-tenth of the world does not use it to this day. Countless

nations are ignorant of it, where they live both more healthily and
longer than we do here; and among us the common people get along

happily without it. The Romans existed six hundred years before ac-

cepting it; and after trying it out, they drove it out of their city at the

instance of Cato the Censor, who showed how easily he could do with-

out it, having lived eighty-five years and kept his wife alive to an ex-

treme old age, not without medicine, but without a doctor—for every-

thing that is found to be salubrious for our Hfe may be called medicine.

He kept his family in health, says Plutarch, it seems to me, by eating

rabbit; as the Arcadians, says Pliny, cure all illnesses with cow's milk.

•^And the Libyans, says Herodotus, universally enjoy uncommonly good
health by the custom they have, after their children have reached the

age of four, of cauterizing and burning the veins of their head and
temples, whereby they block any defluxion of rheum for their whole
lives. ^And the village people of this part of the country, in any acci-

dent, use nothing but the strongest wine they can, mixed with a lot of

saffron and spice, and all this with the same luck.

And to tell the truth, of all this diversity and confusion of prescrip-

tions, what other purpose and effect is there after all than to empty the

bowels, which a thousand domestic simples can do?

^And yet I do not know whether this is as useful as they say, and
whether our constitution does not, to a certain extent, need the presence

of excrements, just as wine needs its lees for its preservation. You often
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see healthy men having attacks of vomiting or diarrhea from some
accidental cause and evacuating vast quantities of excrements without

any preceding need or any following benefit, indeed rather with im-

pairment and damage. <^It was from the great Plato that I lately learned

that of three sorts of movements that are natural to us the last and

worst is that of purgations, which no sane man should undertake except

in the most extreme necessity. We disturb and arouse a disease by at-

tacking it head on. It is by our mode of life that we should weaken it,

by gentle degrees, and bring it to its end. The violent struggles between

the drug and the disease are always at our expense, since the combat

is fought out within us and the drug is an untrustworthy assistant, by
its nature an enemy to our health, and having access to our constitution

only through disturbance.

Let us let things take their course: the scheme of things that takes

care of fleas and moles also takes care of men who have the same pa-

tience to let themselves be governed as fleas and moles. There is no use

in our shouting "Giddap"; that will indeed make us hoarse, but not get

us ahead. It is a proud and pitiless scheme. Our fear and our despair

disgust it and delay it from coming to our aid, instead of inviting it to;

it is obliged to let disease run its course, as well as health. As for letting

itself be corrupted in favor of one to the prejudice of the other's rights,

it will not do so; it would fall into disorder. Let us follow along, in God's

name, let us follow! It leads those who follow; those who do not follow,

it drags along, and their rage and their medicine too. Order a purge for

your brain; it will be better employed there than on your stomach.

^A Lacedaemonian was asked what had made him live healthy so

long. "Ignorance of medicine," he replied. And the Emperor Hadrian

kept crying out as he was dying that the crowd of doctors had killed

him. ^A bad wrestler turned doctor. "Take heart," Diogenes said to

him, "you are right; now you will bring down those who brought you
down before."

^But they have this luck, ^according to Nicocles, ^that the sun shines

on their successes, and the earth hides their failures. And besides, they

have a very convenient way of making use of all kinds of results; for the

good and the health that fortune, nature, or some other extraneous cause

(of which the number is infinite
)
produces in us, it is the privilege of

medicine to attribute to itself. All the happy results that happen to the

patient who is under its care are due to it. The circumstances that have

cured me and that cure a thousand others who do not call the doctors

to their aid, they usurp in the case of their patients. And as for the mis-

haps, either they completely disavow them, by attributing the blame

to the patient, for reasons so frivolous that they cannot possibly fail to

find always a good enough number of them: he uncovered his arm; %e
heard the noise of a coach,

The wagons passing at the bends
Of the narrow streets;

JUVENAL
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^someone opened his window; he lay down on his left side; or some
troublesome thought passed through his head—in short, a word, a

dream, a look, seems to them sufficient excuse to put the blame off their

own shoulders. Or, if they so please, they actually make use of our get-

ting worse, and do their business by tliis other means that can never

fail them, which is to reward us, when the disease has become hotter

by their prescriptions, with the assurance they give us that it would
have become even worse without their remedies. The man whom they

have cast from a chill into a quotidian fever, without them would have
had a continued fever. They need not worry about doing their job

badly, since the damage turns to their profit. Truly they are right to

require the full confidence of the patient; it must indeed be well-inten-

tioned and very pliable to apply itself to notions so hard to beHeve.

^Plato used to say very appropriately that it was for doctors alone

to lie in all freedom, since our safety depends on the vanity and falsity

of their promises.

^Aesop, an author of very rare excellence, although very few people

have discovered his whole charm, is comic when he portrays the tyran-

nical authority that doctors usurp over these poor souls who are weak-
ened and beaten down by sickness and fear. He tells how a sick man,
asked by his doctor what effect he felt from the medicaments he had
given him, answered: "I have sweated a lot." "That's good," said the

doctor. Another time he asked him again how he had been getting on
since then. "I have been very cold," he said, "and shivered a lot."

"That's good," said the doctor. The third time he again asked him how
he felt. "I feel myself swelling and puffing up," he said, "as if I had the

dropsy." "Doing fine," said the doctor. When one of his close friends

came afterward to inquire about his condition, he replied: "Truly, my
friend, my health is so good that I'm dying."

There was a more just law in Egypt by which the doctor took charge

of his patient for the first three days at the risk and peril of the patient,

but after those three days at his own. For why, when their patron

Aesculapius was struck by lightning for having brought back Helen^

from death to life—

^Then Jove grew wroth that mortals should return

To light and living from the nether world,

And with his bolt down to the Styx he hurled

The Phoebus-born inventor of such healing art

vmGiL

—^should his followers be absolved, who send so many souls from Hfe

to death?

^A doctor was boasting to Nicocles that his art was of great author-

ity. "It certainly is," said Nicocles, "since it can with impunity kill so

many people."

^For the rest, if I had been of their counsel, I would have made my

2 The 1595 edition correctly changes "Helen" to "Hippolytus."
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discipline more sacred and mysterious. They began well enough, but

they did not finish so. It was a good beginning to have made gods and

demons the authors of their science, to have adopted a language apart,

a writing apart, <^in spite of what philosophy feels, that it is madness to

advise a man for his profit in an unintelligible manner: As if some doc-

tor should order his patient to take "something earth-born, bloodless,

grass-crawling, carrying its house"*" [Cicero].

^It was a good rule in their art, and one that accompanies all fan-

tastic, vain, and supernatural arts, that the patient's faith should by

good hope and assurance anticipate their efi^ective operation. And this

rule they maintain to the point that they consider the most ignorant and

incompetent doctor more suitable for a man who has faith in him than

the most experienced stranger. Even the choice of most of their drugs

is in some way mysterious and divine: the left foot of a tortoise, the

urine of a lizard, the dung of an elephant, the liver of a mole, blood

drawn from under the right wing of a white pigeon; and for us colicky

folk ( so disdainfully do they take advantage of our misery ) ,
pulverized

rat turds, and other such monkey tricks that have more the appearance

of a magical enchantment than of soHd science. I leave aside their pills

in uneven numbers, the appointment of certain days and festivals of

the year, the distinguishing of certain hours for plucking the herbs of

their ingredients, and that surly and solemn twist of their bearing and

countenance, which even Pliny derides.

But they have made a mistake, I mean, by not adding to their fine

beginning by making their assemblies and consultations more religious

and secret. No profane person ought to have had access to them, any

more than to the most secret ceremonies of Aesculapius. For the result

of this mistake is that when their irresolution, the weakness of their

arguments, divinations, and grounds, the bitterness of their contesta-

tions, full of hatred, jealousy, and self-consideration, come to be re-

vealed to everyone, a man would have to be preternaturally blind not

to feel that he runs a great risk in their hands.

Who ever saw a doctor use the prescription of his colleague without

cutting out or adding something? Thereby they clearly enough betray

their art and reveal to us that they consider their reputation, and con-

sequently their profit, more than the interest of their patients. That

doctor was wiser who prescribed to them of old that one single man
should be involved in treating a sick person. For if he does nothing

worth while, the reproach to the art of medicine will not be very great

through the fault of one single man; and on the contrary, the glory will

be great if he happens to hit it right. Whereas when doctors are many,

at every turn they discredit the trade, inasmuch as they turn out to do

harm more often than good. They should have been content with the

perpetual disagreement that is found in the opinions of the principal

ancient masters and authors of this science, which is known only to men
well-versed in books, without revealing also to the public the contro-

4 Presumably a snail.
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versies and inconsistencies of judgment which they foster and continue

among themselves.

Do we want an example of the ancient controversy in medicine?

Hierophilus lodges the original cause of diseases in the humors; Era-

sistratus, in the blood of the arteries; Asclepiades, in the invisible atoms

flowing in our pores; Alcmaeon, in the exuberance or deficiency of our

bodily powers; Diodes, in the inequality of the elements of the body
and in the quality of the air we breathe; Strato, in the abundance,

crudity, and corruption of the nourishment we take; Hippocrates lodges

it in the spirits.

There is a friend of theirs,^ whom they know better than I, who
exclaims in this connection that the most important science in practice

among us, being the one that is in charge of our preservation and
health, is unfortunately the most uncertain, the most confused, and agi-

tated by the most changes. There is no great danger in our miscalculat-

ing the height of the sun or the fraction of some astronomical computa-

tion; but here, where our whole being is at stake, it is not wisdom to

abandon ourselves to the mercy and the agitation of so many conflicting

winds.

Before tlie Peloponnesian War there was not much news of this

science. Hippocrates brought it into repute. Everything he had estab-

lished, Chrysippus overthrew. Later Erasistratus, grandson of Aristotle,

overthrew everything that Chrysippus had written about it. After these

came the Empirics, who adopted a wholly different method from the

ancients in the handling of this art. When their credit began to age,

Hierophilus put into practice another sort of medicine, which Asclepia-

des arrived to combat and annihilate in his turn. Then in their turn

came into authority also tlie opinions of Themison, and later of Musa,
and still later those of Vexius Valens, a doctor famous for his intimacy

with Messalina. The empire of medicine fell in Nero's time to Thessa-

lus, who abolished and condemned all that had been accepted until his

time. His teaching was knocked down by Crinas of Marseilles, who
again brought in the practice of regulating all medicinal operations by
the ephemerides and movements of the stars, and eating, sleeping, and
drinking at the hour that pleased the moon and Mercury. His authority

was soon after supplanted by Charinus, a doctor of that same town of

Marseilles. He combated not only the old medicine, but also the popu-
lar use of hot baths, customary for so many centuries before. He had
people bathe in cold water, even in winter, and plunged sick men into

the natural water of streams. Until Pliny's time no Roman had yet

deigned to practice medicine; it was handled by foreigners and Greeks,

as among us Frenchmen it is handled by Latinizers. For, as a very

great doctor says, we do not readily accept the medicine that we un-

derstand any more than the drug that we ourselves gather. If the coun-

tries from which we get guaiacum, sarsaparilla, and chinaroot have doc-

tors, how much, we may imagine, through this same recommendation

5 Pliny.
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of strangeness, rarity, and costliness, must they prize our cabbages and

our parsley! For who would dare despise things sought out at such a

distance, at the risk of such a long and perilous voyage?

Since those ancient mutations in medicine, there have been count-

less others down to our time, and for the most part complete and uni-

versal mutations, as are those that have been produced in our time by
Paracelsus, Fioravanti, and Argenterius. For they change not merely

one prescription, but, so they tell me, the whole contexture and order

of the body of medicine, accusing of ignorance or deception all who
have professed it before them. I leave you to judge where this puts the

poor patient.

If we were even assured that when they make a mistake it would

not harm us, even though it did not benefit us, it would be a very reason-

able bargain to risk acquiring some gain without putting oneself in dan-

ger of loss.

^Aesop tells this story: that someone who had bought a Moorish

slave, thinking that his color had come to him by accident and bad
treatment from his former master, had him doctored with great care

with many baths and beverages. The outcome was that the Moor did

not at all improve liis swarthy color, but he wholly lost his former

health.

^How many times does it happen that we see doctors imputing the

death of their patients to one another! I remember a very dangerous

and mortal epidemic in the towns in my neighborhood a few years ago.

When this storm, which had carried off an infinite number of people,

had passed, one of the most famous doctors in the whole region pub-

lished a pamphlet on the matter, in which he has second thoughts about

their having used bloodletting and confesses that that was one of the

principal causes of the damage that resulted. Moreover, medical au-

thors hold that there is no medicine that has not something harmful in

it; and if even those that serve us injure us somewhat, what must those

do that are applied to us altogether inappropriately?

For my part, even if there were nothing else involved, I think that

for those who hate the taste of medicine it is a dangerous and prejudicial

effort to swallow it at such an inconvenient time and with so much aver-

sion, and I believe it is a terrible trial for the patient at a time when he

so much needs rest. Besides, considering the sHght and tenuous grounds

on which they usually diagnose our sicknesses, I argue that a very small

error in the dispensing of their drugs can bring us much harm.

Now if the doctor's error is dangerous, we are in a very bad way,

for it is most unlikely that he will not fall into it again often. He needs

too many details, considerations, and circumstances to adjust his plan

correctly: he must know his patient's constitution, his temperament,

his humors, his inclinations, his actions, his very thoughts and fancies.

He must be responsible for the external circumstances, the nature of

the place, the condition of the air and weather, the position of the

planets and their influences. He must know in the disease the causes,

the symptoms, the effects, the critical days; in the drug the weight, the
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power, the country it comes from, the appearance, the age, the way of

dispensing it; and he must know how to proportion all these factors and
relate them to one another in order to create a perfect symmetry.

Wherein if he makes ever so shght an error, if among so many springs

there is even a single one that pulls askew, that is enough to destroy us.

God knows how diflBcult is the knowledge of most of these details;

for how, for example, shall he find the proper symptom of the disease,

each disease being capable of an infinite number of symptoms? How
many controversies and doubts they have among themselves over the

intei-pretation of urines! Otherwise whence would come this continual

altercation that we see among them over the diagnosis of the malady?
How should we excuse this mistake into which they fall so often, of

taking marten for fox? In the illnesses I have had, however little diflS-

culty there was, I have never found three of them in agreement. I more
readily note the examples that concern me.

Recently in Paris a gentleman was cut open by the doctors' orders,

in whom they found no more of a stone in his bladder than in his hand.

And there too a bishop who was a very good friend of mine had been
insistently urged by most of the doctors whom he called into consulta-

tion to have himself cut; I myself, on the faith of others, helped to per-

suade him. When he was dead and was opened up, they found that

his only trouble was in the kidneys. They are less excusable in this dis-

ease, since it is in some sort palpable. Hence surgery seems to me much
more certain, because it sees and feels what it is doing. There is less

conjecture and guesswork in it, whereas the doctors have no speculum
matricis to reveal to them our brain, our lungs, and our liver.

The very promises of medicine are incredible. For, having to pro-

vide against different and contrary accidents, which often afflict us at

the same time and have an almost necessary relation, like heat in the

liver and cold in the stomach, they try to persuade us that of their in-

gredients this one will warm the stomach, that other one will cool the

Hver. One has its commission to go straight to the kidneys, indeed even
to the bladder, without dispersing its operations elsewhere, and con-

serving its powers and its virtue in that long road full of disturbances,

right to the spot to whose service it is destined by its occult property.

Another will dry the brain, still another will moisten the lungs.

Once a potion has been concocted out of all this pile, is it not a sort

of daydream to hope that these virtues will separate and sort themselves

out of this mixture and confusion to go running on such different er-

rands? I would be infinitely afraid that they might lose or exchange
their tags and get their quarters mixed up. And who could suppose
that in this liquid confusion these faculties would not corrupt, confuse,

and alter one another? What of the fact that the carrying out of this

prescription depends on another practitioner, to whose good faith and
mercy we again abandon our lives?

'^As we have doublet makers and breeches makers to clothe us, and
are served all the better by them because each one performs only his

own specialty and needs a more restricted and limited skill than a
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tailor who undertakes everything; and as, in the matter of food, the great

find it preferable to have separate functions for soup cooks and roasting

cooks, which a cook who takes charge of everything cannot perform so

exquisitely; so, for curing us, the Egyptians were right to reject the

general practice of medicine and to subdivide this profession—to each
disease, to each part of the body, its own workman, each being much
more competently and less haphazardly treated by one who made it his

specialty. Our physicians do not reahze that he who takes care of

everything takes care of nothing; that the policing of this microcosm in

its entirety is more than they can digest. In their fear of arresting the

course of a dysentery lest they produce a fever in the patient, they killed

a friend^ of mine who was worth more than the whole lot of them. They
put their guesses in the scales against the present evils, and, so as not
to cure the brain at the expense of the stomach, they injure the stomach
and make the brain worse by their disorderly and dissentious drugs.

^As for contradictory and unsound reasoning, it is more apparent

'

in this art than in any other. Aperients are useful for a man with the

stone because by opening and dilating the passages, they move along
that sticky matter of which the gravel and the stone are built and con-

vey downward what is beginning to harden and accumulate in the kid-

neys. Aperients are dangerous for a man with the stone because by
opening and dilating the passages, they move the matter of which the

gravel is built along toward the kidneys, which, being apt to seize it

by a natural propensity, will hardly fail to stop much of what has been
carried to them. Moreover, if by chance there comes along some body
a little too large to go through all those narrow passages that remain to

be traversed in order to discharge it outside, this body, being set in

motion by these aperients and cast into these narrow channels, will stop

them up and bring on a certain and very painful death.

The same sort of sohdity marks the advice they give us about our
health habits. It is good to pass water often, for we see by experience

that by letting it stagnate we give it an opportunity to discharge its

excrements and lees, which will serve as matter to form the stone in the

bladder. It is good not to pass water often, for the heavy excrements it

draws along with it will not be carried away unless there is violence, as

we see by experience that a stiffly rushing torrent sweeps the place

through which it passes much cleaner than does the course of a gentle

and sluggish stream. Likewise it is good to have frequent intercourse

with women, for that opens the passages and moves the gravel and sand.

Indeed it is also bad, for it heats the kidneys, tires them, and weakens
them.'

^ La Boetie.

' Except for one B sentence, the next eight paragraphs, through "that is seen
everywhere else in this art" (p. 591), are an addition of 1582 that replaces the fol-

lowing passage in the 1580 edition:

"In short, they have no argument that is not susceptible to such contradictions.

As for their judgment concerning the operation of drugs, it is just as uncertain, or

more so. I have twice been to drink the hot springs of our mountains, and I fell

into line on that because it is a natural, simple, and unmixed potion, which at least
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It is good to bathe in the hot spring waters, since that relaxes and
softens the places where the sand and stone settle; it is also bad, since

this apphcation of external heat helps the kidneys to cook, harden, and
petrify the matter that is deposited there. For those who are at the

baths it is more salubrious to eat little in the evening, so that the waters

they are to drink the next morning may have more effect, finding the

stomach empty and unobstructed; contrariwise, it is better to eat little

at dinner^ so as not to disturb the operation of the water, which is not

yet completed, and not to burden the stomach so soon after this other

work, and so as to leave the function of digesting to the night, which
can do it better than the day, when body and mind are in perpetual

motion and action.

That is how they go juggling and trifling at our expense in all their

reasonings. ^And they could not provide me with one proposition to

which I could not construct a contrary one of equal force.

^So let people no longer cry out at those who, in this confusion, let

themselves be gently led by their appetite and the advice of nature, and
commit themselves to the common lot.

I have seen in the course of my travels almost all the famous baths

of Christendom, and for a few years now have begun to make use of

them; for in general I consider bathing healthful and believe that we
incur no slight disadvantages to our health for having lost this custom.

is not dangerous, even if it is useless. And by chance it turned out to be in no way
hostile to my taste ( it is true that I take it according to my rules, not those of the

doctors). Besides, the pleasure of the visits I have along the way with several

relatives and friends, of the group of people who go there, and of the beautiful

location, attracts me. These waters perform no miracle, no doubt, and I do not

believe all the strange effects that are reported of them; for while I was there, many
such rumors were spread which I discovered to be false on investigating them
rather carefully. But people easily fool themselves about what they desire.

"You cannot take this away from them either, that these waters arouse the

appetite, facilitate digestion, and lend us some new bhtheness, if we do not go

there completely beaten down in strength. But I have never been there or piarmed

to go there except healthy and with pleasure.

"Now as for what I say about the difficulty involved in judging their eflFect, here

is an example. I was first at Aigues-Caudes; from its waters I felt no effect, no
apparent purgation; but after coming back I was a whole year without any twinge

of the coUc, on account of which I had gone there. Later I went to Bagneres; these

made me evacuate a lot of sand and kept my bowels very loose for a long time

after. But they preserved my health only two months; for after that I was very

badly treated by my malady. I would ask, on the basis of this evidence, which ones

my doctor thinks I should trust the most, having these various arguments and cir-

cumstances on either side.

"So let people no longer cry out at those who, in this uncertainty, let them-
selves be governed by their appetite and the simple advice of nature. Thus when
they advise us one thing rather than another, when they prescribe aperients like hot

spring waters, or when they forbid them, they do so with equal uncertainty, and
doubtless commit to the mercy of fortune the result of their advice, since it is not

in their power or that of their art to answer for the size of the sandy bodies that are

being hatched in ovir kidneys, when a very sUght difference in their size can pro-

duce opposite conclusions as to the effect on our health. By this example we may
judge of the form of their reasonings. But to press them more sharply would require

a man less ignorant of their art than I am."
8 The midday meal.
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which was in times past generally observed in almost all nations and
still is in many, of washing our body every day. And I cannot imagine
that we are not much the worse for thus keeping our limbs encrusted

and our pores stopped up with dirt.

And as for drinking the waters, first of all fortune has made this not

at all hostile to my taste; second, it is natural and simple, and at least is

not dangerous, even if it is useless. I take as warrant for this the infinite

number of people of all sorts and constitutions who assemble there. And
although I have perceived no extraordinary and miraculous effect there,

but rather, on investigating a little more carefully than is usual, I have
found false and ill-founded all the rumors of such effects that are spread

in those places and believed ( since people easily fool themselves about
what they desire ) ,

yet at the same time I have hardly seen any people

whom these waters made worse, and it cannot without malice be denied
that they arouse the appetite, facilitate digestion, and lend us some new
bhtheness, if we do not go there too beaten down in strength, which
I advise against doing. They are not able to restore a ponderous ruin;

they can prop up a slight leaning or provide against the threat of some
deterioration.

Anyone who does not bring to them enough cheerfulness to be able

to enjoy the pleasure of the company that is found there, and the walks
and exercises to which the beauty of the places where these baths are

usually located invites us, will doubtless lose the best and surest part

of their effect. For this reason I have up to now chosen to stay in and
make use of those which are most pleasantly situated and which offer

the most advantages in lodging, food, and company. Such are in France
the baths of Bagneres; on the frontier of Germany and Lorraine, those

of Plombieres; in Switzerland, those of Baden; in Tuscany, those of

Lucca, especially those of La Villa, which I have used most often and
at different seasons.

Each nation has its own opinions concerning the use of waters, and
wholly different rules and methods of taking advantage of them, al-

though in my experience their effect practically never varies. Drinking
them is not at all accepted in Germany; for all illnesses, they bathe and
stay in the water like frogs almost from sun to sun. In Italy, when they

drink nine days, they bathe at least thirty, and usually drink the water
mixed with other drugs to assist its operation. Here they order us to

walk to digest it; there they keep people in bed, where they have drunk
the water, until they have voided it, continually warming their stomach
and feet. As it is peculiar to most Germans to let themselves be cupped
and bled by scarification in the bath, so the Italians have their doccie,

which are certain trickles of this hot water that they lead through pipes,

and for an hour in the morning and as much after dinner, for a month,
they bathe the head, or the stomach, or any other part of the body that

they are treating.

There are infinite other differences of customs between countries,

or, to put it better, there is almost no resemblance between one coun-
try's customs and another's. Thus you see how this part of medicine, to
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which alone I have abandoned myself, although it is the least artificial,

still has its good share of the confusion and uncertainty that is seen

everywhere else in this art.

The poets say everything they want with more emphasis and grace,

witness these two epigrams:

Yesterday Alcon touched the statue of great Jove.

Though marble, soon to Jove the doctor's power was known.
Today out of his ancient shrine he has to move.

He's carried to his grave, although a god, and stone.

AUSONIUS

And the other:

Last night he bathed and dined and laughed with us;

Today we learn Andragoras is dead.

How came his sudden end, you wonder? Thus:
He dreamed his doctor sat beside his bed.

MARTIAL

In this connection I want to tell two stories.

The baron de Caupene in Chalosse and I hold in common the right

of patronage to a benefice of great extent, at the foot of our mountains,

called Lahontan. It is with the inhabitants of this region as it is said to

be with those of the valley of Angrougne. They lived a life apart, with

their own fashions, dress, and habits, ruled and governed by certain

particular systems and customs, handed down from father to son, to

which they bound themselves with no other constraint than that of rev-

erence for their practice. This little state had continued from all an-

tiquity in so happy a condition that no neighboring judge had been put

to the trouble of inquiring into their doings, no lawyer retained to give

them counsel, no foreigner ever called in to settle their quarrels; and
no one of this district had ever been seen begging. They avoided mar-

riages and dealings with the outer world, so as not to corrupt the purity

of their government, until, so they tell, one of them, within the memory
of their fathers, whose soul was spurred by noble ambition, took it into

his head, in order to bring his name into credit and reputation, to make
one of his sons Maitre Jean or Maitre Pierre,^ and having sent him to

some neighboring town to learn how to Mnrite, finally made him into a

fine village notary. This son, having become important, began to disdain

their ancient customs and to put into their heads the notion of the pomp
of the regions on this side of the mountains. The first of his cronies

whose goat had a horn broken ofiF he advised to demand justice from

the royal judges near by; and he went on from this one to another until

he had debased the whole place.

On the heels of this corruption, they say another of worse conse-

quence followed immediately, the work of a doctor who had the notion

of marrying one of their daughters and settling among them. He first

began to teach them the names of fevers, colds, and abscesses, the situa-

9 Lawyers in France are called Maitre ( Master).
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tion of the heart, liver, and intestines, a science until then very remote
from their knowledge; and instead of the garlic with which they had
learned to drive out every sort of disease, however violent and extreme,

he accustomed them, for a cough or a cold, to take strange mixtures,

and began to make a traffic not only of their health but also of their

death. They swear that only since then have they noticed that the

night air made them heavy-headed, that drinking when they were
heated was harmful, and that autumn winds were more unhealthy than
those of spring; that since they have used medicine they find themselves

overwhelmed with a legion of unaccustomed illnesses; and that they

perceive a general decline in their former vigor, and their lives cut

short by half. That is the first of my stories.

The other is that before the time of my gravelly subjection, hearing

many make much of billy-goat's blood as of a celestial manna sent us

in these latter ages for the protection and preservation of human life,

and hearing it spoken of by men of understanding as an admirable and
infallibly effective drug, I, who have always thought myself a target for

all the accidents that can strike any other man, was pleased, in perfect

health, to provide myself with this miracle, and ordered that a billy-

goat be fed on my place according to the recipe; for he must be put
aside during the hottest months of summer and given only laxative herbs

to eat and white wine to drink.

I happened to come home on the day he was to be killed. They
came and told me that my cook had found in his paunch two or three

big balls that rattled against one another amid what he had eaten. I

was curious to have all his entrails brought into my presence, and had
that large, thick skin opened up. Out came three big lumps, light as

sponges, so that they appeared to be hollow, moreover hard and firm

on the outside, and spotted with several dull colors; one perfectly

round, of the size of an ordinary ball, the other two a little smaller,

imperfect in roundness but seeming to be progressing toward it. Upon
having inquiries made of those who were accustomed to open up these

animals, I found that this was a rare and unusual occurrence.

It is likely that these stones are cousins to our own; and if so, it is

a very vain hope for people with the stone to derive their cure from the

blood of an animal on its way to dying of a similar disease. For as for

saying that the blood is not affected by this contagion and that its ac-

customed virtue is not impaired, it is rather to be believed that nothing

is engendered in a body except by the connivance and communication
of all the parts. The whole mass works together, although one part con-

tributes more than the other according to the diversity of operations.

Wherefore there is great likelihood that in every part of this goat there

was some petrifying quality.

I was curious about this experiment, not so much for fear of the fu-

ture and for myself, as because it happens that in my home, as in many
others, the women accumulate such small drugs to aid the people, using

the same recipe for fifty illnesses, and such a recipe as they will not take

for themselves, and yet they are triumphant when things turn out well.
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For the rest, I honor doctors, not, according to the precept,^° out of

necessity—for to this passage they oppose another of the prophet reprov-

ing King Asa for having had recourse to a doctor—but for love of them-

selves, having known many honest and lovable men among them. My
quarrel is not with them but with their art, and I do not greatly blame

them for making their profit of our stupidity, for most people do so.

Many occupations, both less and more worthy than theirs, have no

other foundation and support than in the folly of the public. I call them
into my company when I am sick if they happen to be at hand, and I

expect to be entertained by them, and I pay them as others do. I give

them authority to order me to cover up warmly, if I like it better that

way than another way; between leeks and lettuce they can choose what
they want my broth to be made of, and prescribe for me either white

wine or claret; and so with all other things that are indifferent to my
appetite and habit.

I quite understand that this is doing nothing for them, since bitter-

ness and strangeness are qualities of the very essence of medicine.

Lycurgus ordered wine for the sick Spartans. Why? Because healthy,

they hated the use of it; just as a gentleman, a neighbor of mine, uses

it as a very salutary drug for his fevers, because naturally he mortally

hates the taste of it.

How many doctors we see who are of my disposition, disdaining

medicine for their own use and adopting a liberal diet quite contrary

to the one they prescribe for others! What is that if not quite shame-

lessly exploiting our simplicity? For they hold their own life and health

no less dear than we do, and would accommodate their practice to their

preaching if they themselves did not know its falsity.

It is the fear of death and pain, impatience of sickness, a frenzied

and undisceming thirst for a cure, that blinds us so; it is pure cowardice

that makes our belief so soft and pliable. ^And yet most people do not

so much believe as acquiesce. For I hear them complain and talk

about it as we do, but in the end they decide: "What am I to do, then?"

As if impatience were in itself a better remedy than patience. ^Is there

any one among those who have abandoned themselves to this miserable

subjection who does not surrender equally to every sort of imposture,

who does not put himself at the mercy of whoever has the impudence

to promise him his cure?

'^The Babylonians carried their sick onto the public square. The
doctor was the people; each passer-by, out of humanity and civility,

was obliged to inquire into their condition and give them some salu-

tary advice, according to his experience. We do hardly any differently.

^There is not the simplest httle woman whose mumblings and magic

formulas we do not employ; and for my taste, if I had to take any, I

would accept this medicine more willingly than any other, inasmuch

as at least there is no harm to be feared from it.

"^^ Honora medicum propter necessitatem ( Ecclesiasticus 38:1), which the

Authorized Version renders: "Honour a physician with the honour due unto him for

the uses which ye may have of him . .
."
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cwhat Homer and Plato said of the Egyptians, that they were all

doctors, should be said of all peoples. There is no one who does not

boast of some recipe and try it out on his neighbor if he will take his

word for it.

^The other day I was in a company where some one or other of

my fellow sufferers brought news of a kind of pill made up of a hundred-

odd carefully counted ingredients. There was great rejoicing and
singular consolation; for what rock could withstand the impact from
so numerous a battery? However, I understand from those who tried

it that not the slightest particle of gravel deigned to be stirred by it.

I cannot tear myself away from this paper without saying this one
word more about their giving us their experience as a warrant of the

infallibility of their drugs. The greatest part, and, I believe, more than

two-thirds of the medicinal virtues, consists in the quintessence or

occult property of simples, concerning which we can have no other

instruction than use; for quintessence is nothing else than a quality of

which we cannot by our reason find out the cause. Among such proofs,

I am content to accept those that they say they acquired by the in-

spiration of some daemon (for as for miracles, I never touch upon
them); and also the proofs that are drawn from things that often fall

into our use for some other consideration—for example, if in the wool
which we are accustomed to wear there is found by accident some
occult desiccative property that cures chilblains on our heels, or if in

the radish that we eat for food there is found some aperient action.

Galen reports that a leper happened to receive a cure by means of

the wine he drank, since by chance a viper had slipped into the vessel.

We find in this example the means and a likely method for this sort of

experiment, as also in those to which the doctors say they were led by
the example of certain animals. But in most of the other experiments

to which they say they were led by fortune and had no other guide

but chance, I find the progress of their investigation impossible to

believe.

I imagine a man looking around him at the infinite number of

things: plants, animals, metals. ^^ I do not know where to have him
begin his experiment; and even if his fancy lights first upon an elk's

horn, which requires a very pliant and easy faith, he still finds himself

just as perplexed about the next thing to do. He is faced with so many
maladies and so many circumstances that before he has attained cer-

tainty about the point that the successful completion of his experiment

should reach, human wit is wasting its ingenuity. And for him to find,

among that infinite number of things, that the right one is this horn;

among this infinite number of diseases, epilepsy; among so many con-

stitutions, the melancholic; so many seasons, in winter; so many nations,

the French; so many times of life, old age; so many celestial mutations,

11 Montaigne is here setting up an imaginary case of a patient ( an elderly

Frenchman of a melancholy temperament) looking for a cure for epilepsy.
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at the conjunction of Venus and Saturn; so many parts of the body, the

finger—since he is guided in all this neither by theory, nor by conjecture,

nor by example, nor by divine inspiration, but by the sole movement of

fortune—he would have to be guided by a perfectly workmanlike, regu-

lar, and methodical fortune. And then, even if the cure should be
performed, how can he be sure that this was not because the illness

had reached its term, or a result of chance, or the effect of something
else he had eaten or drunk or touched that day, or the merit of his

grandmother's prayers? Moreover, even if this proof had been perfect,

how many times was the experiment repeated? How many times was
that long string of chances and coincidences strung again for a rule

to be derived from it?

^When the rule is derived, then by whom? Out of so many millions

there are only three men who have undertaken to record their expe-

riences. Will chance have lighted precisely on one of these? What if

another man, and a hundred others, have had contrary experiences?

Perhaps we would see some Hght if all the judgments and reasonings

of men were known to us. But that three witnesses, and they three

physicians, should lay down the law to mankind is not reasonable, unless

human nature had deputed and chosen them and declared them to be
our arbiters ^by express power of attorney.

^TO MADAME DE DURAS^"

Madame, you found me at this point when you recently came to

see me. Because it may be that these absurdities will someday come
into your hands, I want them also to bear witness that the author feels

himself greatly honored by the favor that you will be doing them. You
will recognize in them the same bearing and the same air that you
have seen in his conversation. Even if I had been able to adopt some
other style than my own ordinary one and some other better and more
honorable form, I would not have done it; for I want to derive nothing

from these writings except that they represent me to your memory as

I naturally am. These same traits and faculties that you have been
famiHar with and have favored, Madame, with much more honor and
courtesy than they deserve, I want to lodge (but witliout alteration

or change) in a solid body that may last a few years, or a few days,

after me, in which you will find them when you are pleased to refresh

your memory of them, without otherwise taking the trouble to re-

member them, as indeed they are not worth it. I wish you may con-

tinue the favor of your friendship to me for the same qualities that

produced it. I do not at all seek to be better loved and esteemed dead
than alive.

^Ridiculous and yet common is the disposition of Tiberius, who

12 Marguerite d'Aure de Cramont, widow of Jean de Durfort, seigneur de
Duras; one of the favorite ladies in waiting to the queen, Margaret of Valois, and an
accomplice in many of her escapades.
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was more concerned about extending his renown into the future than
about making himself estimable and agreeable to the men of his own
time. *^If I were one of those to whom the world may owe praise, I

would ask for payment in advance and hold it quits. Let the praise

make haste and pile up all around me, concentrated and massive rather

than extended and durable, and let it vanish abruptly together with
my consciousness of it, when its sweet sound will reach my ears no
longer.

-'^It would be a stupid fancy, at this moment when I am ready to

abandon dealings with men, to go and introduce myself to them by
some new recommendation. I make no account of the goods that I

have been unable to employ in the service of my life. Whatever I

may be, I want to be elsewhere than on paper. My art and my in-

dustry have been employed in making myself good for something;

my studies, in teaching me to do, not to write. I have put all my efforts

into forming my life. That is my trade and my work. I am less a

maker of books than of anything else. The capacity I have wished
for was to serve my present and essential advantages, not to lay up a
stock and reserve for my heirs.

^If a man has any good in him, let him show it in his conduct, in his

ordinary talk, in the way he loves or quarrels, at play, in bed, at table,

in the conduct of his affairs and the management of his household.

Those whom I see composing good books in poor breeches should

have tended to their breeches first, if they had asked me. Ask a Spartan

if he would rather be a good rhetorician than a good soldier. As for

me, I'd rather be a good cook, if I didn't have one to serve me.
^Good Lord, Madame, how I would hate this sort of reputation, of

being an able man in writing and a good-for-nothing and a fool else-

where. I would even rather be a fool in all respects than have chosen

so badly where to employ my ability. Consequently I am so far from
expecting to do myself some new honor by these stupidities that I

shall do well if I do not lose any of what little I have acquired. For
this dead and mute portrait, besides what it takes away from my
natural being, does not represent me in my best state, but fallen far

from my early vigor and cheerfulness, and beginning to grow withered

and rancid. I am at the bottom of the barrel, which begins to taste

of the lees.

Moreover, Madame, I would not have dared to stir up the mysteries

of medicine so boldly, considering the credence that you and so many
others give it, if I had not been led to it by its very own authors. I

think they can claim only two of the ancient Latins, Pliny and Celsus.

If you look at them some day, you will find that they speak far more
roughly to their art than I do. I only pinch it, they slaughter it. Pliny,

among other things, makes fun of the fact that when they are at the

end of their rope, they have thought up the fine escape of sending

the patients whom they have agitated and tormented for nothing with
their drugs and diets, some to get help from vows and miracles, the
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others to the hot baths. (Don't be angry, Madame, he is not speak-

ing of the baths on our side of the frontier which are under the pro-

tection of your house and all filled with the name of Gramont. ) They

have a third escape for getting rid of us and shaking off the re-

proaches that we may make to them for the small improvement in our

ills, which they have had so long under their care that they have no

device left to put us off with: that is to send us abroad for a change

of air.

Madame, that is enough. Surely you give me leave to resume the

thread of my argument, from which I had turned aside to talk with

you.

It was Pericles, it seems to me, who, being asked how he was, said

"You may judge by this," showing the amulets he wore attached to

his neck and arm. He meant to imply that he was very sick, since he

had come to the point of having recourse to such vain things and letting

himself be equipped that way. I do not say that I may not be carried

away someday by that ridiculous notion of committing my Hfe and my
health to the mercy and government of the doctors. I may fall into

such a madness; I cannot answer for my future firmness. But then,

too, if someone inquires of me how I am, I can say to him, Hke Pericles,

"You may judge by this," showing my hand filled with six drams of

opiate. It will be a very evident sign of a violent sickness. My judg-

ment will be extraordinarily unhinged. If impatience and fear win this

victory over me, people may infer from it a very fierce fever in my soul.

I have taken the trouble to plead this cause, which I understand

rather poorly, to support a little and strengthen the natural aversion to

drugs and to tlie practice of our medicine which I have derived from

my ancestors, so that it should not be merely a stupid and thoughtless

inclination and should have a little more form; and also so that those

who see me so firm against the exhortations and menaces that are

made to me when my sickness afflicts me may not think that I am acting

out of plain stubbornness; or in case there should be anyone so un-

pleasant as to judge that I am spurred by vainglory. That would be a

well-aimed ambition, to want to derive honor from conduct that I

have in common with my gardener and my muleteer! Surely my heart

is not so inflated or windy that I would choose to exchange a solid,

meaty, and marrowy pleasure like health for an imaginary, immaterial,

and airy pleasure. Glory, even that of the four sons of Aymon," is

bought too dear by a man of my humor if it costs him three good at-

tacks of colic. Health, in God's name!

Those who love our medicine may also have their own good, great,

and strong considerations. I do not at all hate opinions contrary to

mine. I am so far from being vexed to see discord between my judg-

es The four sons of Aymon are the heroes of Renaud de Montauban, a twelfth-

century chanson de geste named for one of the four.
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ments and others', and from making myself incompatible with the
society of men because they are of a different sentiment and party
from mine, that on the contrary, since variety is the most general fash-

ion that nature has followed, ^and more in minds than bodies, inas-

much as minds are of a substance suppler and susceptible of more
forms, ^I find it much rarer to see our humors and plans agree. And
there were never in the world two opinions alike, any more than two
hairs or two grains. Their most universal quality is diversity.

END OF BOOK TWO



BOOK THREE

1 Of the useful and the honorable

^No one is exempt from saying silly things. The misfortune is to say

them with earnest effort.

Indeed this man will take great pains to say great trifles.

TERENCE

That does not concern me. Mine escape me as nonchalantly as they

deserve. All the better for them. I would part with them promptly for

the little they are worth. And I neither buy nor sell them except for what
they weigh. I speak to my paper as I speak to the first man I meet. That
this is true, here is proof.

To whom should perfidy not be detestable, since Tiberius refused it

at such a sacrifice? They sent him word from Germany that if he saw
fit they would rid him of Arminius by poison. He was the most power-
ful enemy the Romans had; he had treated them villainously under
Varus, and was alone preventing them from extending their dominion
over those countries. Tiberius made answer that the Roman people were
accustomed to take vengeance on their enemies by open means, arms
in hand, not by fraud and surreptitiously. He gave up the useful for the

honorable.

He was, you will tell me, an impostor. I believe it; it is no great

miracle in people of his profession. But the acknowledgment of virtue

carries no less weight in the mouth of the man who hates it, inasmuch
as truth wrests it from him by force, and if he will not receive it within,

at least he covers himself with it as an ornament.

Our structure, both public and private, is full of imperfection. But
there is nothing useless in nature, not even uselessness itself. Nothing
has made its way into this universe that does not hold a proper place

in it. Our being is cemented with sickly qualities: ambition, jealousy,

envy, vengeance, superstition, despair, dwell in us with a possession so

natural that we recognize their image also in the beasts—indeed even
cruelty, so unnatural a vice. For in the midst of compassion we feel

within us I know not what bittersweet pricking of malicious pleasure

in seeing others suffer; even children feel it:
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'Tis sweet, when the sea is high and winds are driving,

To watch from shore another's anguished striving.

LUCRETIUS

Whoever should remove the seeds of these quaHties from man would
destroy the fundamental conditions of our life. Likewise in every gov-

ernment there are necessary offices which are not only abject but also

vicious. Vices find their place in it and are employed for sewing our
society together, as are poisons for the preservation of our health. If

they become excusable, inasmuch as we need them and the common
necessity effaces their ti'ue quaHty, we still must let this part be played

by the more vigorous and less fearful citizens, who sacrifice their honor
and their conscience, as those ancients sacrificed their life, for the good
of their country. We who are weaker, let us take parts that are both
easier and less hazardous. The public welfare requires that a man be-

tray and lie ^and massacre; ^let us resign this commission to more
obedient and suppler people.

Truly I have often been angry to see judges, by fraud and by false

hopes of favor or pardon, lure a criminal to confess his act, using trickery

and shamelessness in it. It would serve justice well, and Plato himself,

who favors this practice, to furnish me with other means more suited

to me. That is a malicious justice; and I consider it no less harmed by
itself than by others. I replied not long ago that I would hardly betray

the prince for a private person, since I would be very unhappy to betray

any private person for the prince. And not only do I hate to deceive, but

I hate to see anyone deceived in me. I do not even want to furnish mat-

ter or occasion for deceiving.

In what little negotiating I have had to do between our princes, in

these divisions and subdivisions that tear our nation apart today, I have
studiously avoided letting them be mistaken about me and deceived

by my outward appearance. Professional negotiators make every effort

within their power to conceal their thoughts and to feign a moderate
and conciliatory attitude. As for me, I reveal myself by my most vigor-

ous opinions, presented in my most personal manner—a tender and green

negotiator, who would rather fail in my mission than fail to be true to

myself. However, up to this time it has been with such good luck ( for

certainly fortune has the principal share in it) that few men have passed

between one party and another with less suspicion and more favor and
privacy.

I have an open way that easily insinuates itseff and gains credit on
first acquaintance. Pure naturalness and truth, in whatever age, still

find their time and their place. And then few suspect or find odious the

liberty of men who work without any self-interest, men who can truly

use the answer of Hyperides to the Athenians when they complained
of his harsh way of speaking: "Gentlemen, do not consider whether I

speak freely, but whether I do so without accepting anything and
thereby serving my private interests." My freedom has also easily freed

me from any suspicion of dissimulation by its vigor—since I do not re-

frain from saying anything, however grave or burning, I could not have
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said worse behind their backs—and by its obvious simphcity and im-

partiahty. I aspire to no other fruit in acting than to act, and do not

attach to it long consequences and purposes. Each action plays its game
individually: let it strike home if it can.

Moreover, I am not pressed by any passion either of hate or of love

toward the great, nor is my will bound by personal injury or obligation.

•^I look upon our kings simply with a loyal and civic affection, which is

neither moved nor removed by private interest. For this I congratulate

myself. ^I am attached to the general and just cause only with modera-

tion and without feverishness. I am not subject to these penetrating,

intimate mortgages and commitments. Anger and hatred are beyond
the duty of justice, and are passions serving only those who do not hold

to their duty enough by reason alone. All legitimate and equitable in-

tentions are of themselves equable and temperate; otherwise they de-

generate into the seditious and illegitimate. This is what makes me waUc

everywhere head high, face and heart open.

In truth, and I am not afraid to confess it, I would easily carry, in

case of need, one candle to Saint Michael and one to the dragon, ac-

cording to the old woman's plan.^ I will follow the good side right to the

fire, but not into it if I can help it.- Let Montaigne be engulfed in the

pubhc ruin, if need be; but if not, I shall be grateful to fortune if it is

saved; and as much rope as my duty gives me, I use for its preservation.

Was it not Atticus who, holding to the just side and the losing side,

escaped by his moderation in that universal shipwreck of the world amid

so many revolutions and divisions?

For private men like him it is easier; and in this sort of task I think

one may be justified in lacking the ambition to put oneself forward

without being asked. To keep oneself wavering and half-and-half, to

keep one's allegiance motionless and without inclination in one's coun-

try's troubles and in civil dissensions, I consider neither handsome nor

honorable. '^That is not a middle way, but no way at all, like that of

people awaiting the event so as to adapt their plans to fortune [Livy].

That may be permitted in regard to the affairs of our neighbors. And
Gelo, tyrant of Syracuse, thus suspended his inclination in the wars of

the barbarians against the Greeks, keeping an ambassador at Delphi

with presents to be on the lookout to see which way fortune would fall

and to take the right moment to win over the victor. It would be a sort

of treason to do this in our own domestic affairs, in which ^one must
^necessarily ^take sides by deliberate plan. But not to involve oneself,

for a man who has neither responsibility nor express command that

presses him, I find that more excusable ( and nevertheless I am not using

this excuse for myself ) than to keep out of foreign wars, even though,

according to our laws, no one need be involved in them who does not

want to be. Nevertheless, even those who espouse a cause completely

can do so with such order and moderation that the storm will be bound

1 This storj' is found earlier in Calvin and later in Aubigne.

2 Rabelais gave great popularity to this phrase, "jusqu'au feu exclusivement,"

which he used several times. The "Montaigne" in tlie next sentence is the chateau.
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to pass over their heads without harm. Did we not have reason to hope
for this in the case of the late bishop of Orleans, the sieur de Morvilliers?

And I know some, among those who are fighting valiantly at this mo-
ment, whose conduct is either so equable or so mild that they are likely

to remain on their feet, whatever harmful dislocation and fall heaven
may be preparing for us.

I hold that it properly belongs to kings to quarrel with kings, and I

laugh at these souls who wantonly expose themselves to such dispro-

portionate conjflicts. For a man is not picking a private quarrel with a

prince in marching against him openly and courageously for the sake

of his honor and according to his duty. If he does not love such a person,

he does better, he esteems him. And notably the cause of the laws and
the defense of the old-time order always has this in its favor, that even
those who are troubling it for their private purposes excuse its defend-

ers, if they do not honor them.

But we must not call "duty," as we do every day, an inner bitterness

and asperity that is bom of private interest and passion; nor "courage,"

a treacherous and maHcious conduct. Their propensity to malignity and
violence they call zeal. It is not the cause that inflames them, it is their

self-interest. They kindle war not because it is just, but because it is war.

Nothing keeps us from getting along comfortably and in good faith

between two hostile parties. Conduct yourself in this case with an
affection, if not equal ( for it may allow of different measures ) , at least

temperate, and which will not engage you so much to either one that

he can demand everything of you. And also content yourself with a

modest measure of their favor, and with swimming in troubled waters,

without wanting to fish in them.

The other way, of offering yourself with all your power to one side

and to the other, bears even less resemblance to prudence than to con-

science. The man to whom you betray another by whom you are equally

well received, does he not know that you will do the same to him in

turn? He considers you a wicked man; meanwhile he listens to you,

pumps you, and makes his profit of your disloyalty; for double-dealing

men are useful in what they bring, but we must take care that they carry

away as little as possible.

I say nothing to one that I cannot say to the other, at his own time,

with only the accent a little changed; and I report only the things that

are indifferent or known, or which serve both in common. There is no

reason of utilit}' for which I would permit myself to lie to them. What
has been entrusted to my silence, I conceal religiously; but I take as

little to conceal as I can. They are a troublesome charge, the secrets of

princes, to one who has no use for them. I like to offer this bargain: that

they trust little to me, but boldly trust what I bring them. I have al-

ways known more about these matters than I wanted.

*^An open way of speaking opens up another man's speech and draws

it out, as do wine and love.

^To King Lysimachus, who asked him "What do you want me to

pass on to you of my possessions?" Philippides wisely answered, "What
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you will, provided it is none of your secrets." I notice that people bridle

if they are kept in the dark about the nature of the business on which
they are employed, or if some ulterior intent is concealed from them.

As for me, I am glad not to be told any more than they want me to put
into practice, and I do not want my knowledge to exceed and constrain

my words. If I am to serve as an instrument of deceit, at least let it be
with a clear conscience. I do not want to be considered either so affec-

tionate or so loyal a servant as to be found fit to betray anyone. He who
is unfaithful to himself is excusably so to his master.

But these are princes who do not accept men halfway and scorn

limited and conditional services. There is no remedy. I frankly tell

them my limits. For a slave I must be only to reason, and even that I

can scarcely manage. ^And they too are \vrong to demand of a free man
the same subjection and obligation to their service as they demand of a

man whom they have made and bought, or whose fortune is particu-

larly and expressly attached to theirs. ^The laws have freed me from
great anxiety; they have chosen me my party and given me a master.

Any other superiority and obhgation must be relative to that one, and
restricted. Yet this is not to say that if my affection bore me in another

direction, I would put my hand to it at once. Will and desires are a law
unto themselves; actions must receive their law from public regulation.

This whole procedure of mine is just a bit dissonant from our ways.

It would not be fit to produce great results or to endure. Innocence
itself could neither negotiate among us without dissimulation nor bar-

gain without lying. And so public occupations are by no means my
quarry; what my profession requires, I perform in the most private

manner that I can. As a boy I was plunged into them up to the ears, and
it worked; yet I disengaged myself in good time. Since then I have
often avoided becoming involved in them, rarely accepted them, never
asked for them, keeping my back turned on ambition; but, if not like

rowers who thus advance backward, yet in such a way that I am less

obliged to my resolution than to my good fortune for not having em-
barked in them. For there are ways less hostile to my taste and more
suited to my capacity, by which, if fortune had formerly called me to

public service and to my advancement toward worldly prestige, I know
I would have passed over the arguments of my reason to follow it.

Those who commonly contradict what I profess, saying that what
I call frankness, simplicity, and naturalness in my conduct is art and
subtlety, and rather prudence than goodness, artifice than nature, good
sense than good luck, do me more honor than they take away from me.
But surely they make my subtlety too subtle. And if anyone follows

and watches me closely, I will concede him the victory if he does not

confess that there is no rule in their school that could reproduce this

natural movement and maintain a picture of liberty and license so con-

stant and inflexible on such tortuous and varied paths, and that all their

attention and ingenuity could not bring them to it.

The way of truth is one and simple; that of private profit and the

advantage of one's personal business is double, uneven, and random.
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I have often seen this counterfeit and artificial hberty in practice, but
most often without success. It is apt to smack of Aesop's ass, who, in

emulation of the dog, came and threw himself gaily with both feet on his

master's shoulders; but for all the petting that the dog received for the

same show of affection, the poor ass received twice as many cudgelings.

^What most becomes a man is what is most a part of him [Cicero]. ^I

do not want to deprive deceit of its proper place; that would be mis-

understanding the world. I know that it has often served profitably

and that it maintains and feeds most of men's occupations. There are

lawful vices, as there are many either good or excusable actions that

are unlawful.

Justice in itself, natural and universal, is regulated otherwise and
more nobly than that other, ^special, national ^justice, constrained to

the need of our governments. ^We have no solid and exact image of

true law and genuine justice; we use the shadow and reflections of it

[Cicero]. ^So that the sage Dandamis,^ hearing tell of the lives of Socra-

tes, Pythagoras, and Diogenes, judged them to be great men in every

other respect, but too enslaved to reverence for the laws, to authorize

and support which true virtue has to give up much of its original vigor.

And not only by their permission, but even by their persuasion, many
vicious actions take place. ^There are crimes committed as a result of

decrees of the Senate and of popular votes [Seneca]. "^I follow common
usage in language, which distinguishes between things useful and hon-

orable, so that it calls dishonorable and foul some natural actions that

are not only useful but necessary.

But let us continue our examples of treachery. Two pretenders to

the kingdom of Thrace had fallen into dispute over their rights. The
Emperor prevented them from coming to blows; but one of them, under

color of leading to a friendly accord by an interview, having invited his

competitor to an entertainment in his own house, had him imprisoned

and killed. Justice required that the Romans obtain satisfaction for this

crime; diflBculty blocked the ordinary ways. What they could not do
lawfully without war and hazard, they undertook to do by treachery.

What they could not do honorably they did expediently. For this, one

Pomponius Flaccus was found fit. This man, after drawing the other

into his nets by deceitful words and assurances, instead of the honor

and favor he had promised him, sent him bound hand and foot to Rome.
There one traitor betrayed the other, contrary to common usage; for

they are full of mistrust, and it is hard to surprise them with their own
craft: witness the grievous experience we have just had.

Let him who will be a Pomponius Flaccus, and there are enough
who will. As for me, both my word and my honor are, Hke the rest, parts

of this common body. Their best operation is public service; I take that

for granted. But just as, if I were ordered to take charge of the Palace

of Justice and its lawsuits, I would reply, "I don't understand anything

3 A Hindu sage of tlie time of Alexander the Great. The story comes from
Plutarch.
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about it"; or to take charge of leading some military pioneers, I would

say, "I am called to a more worthy role"; so if anyone wanted to employ

me to He, to betray, and to perjure myself for some notable service, even

if not to assassinate or poison, I would say, "If I have robbed or stolen

from any man, send me rather to the galleys." For it is lawful for a man
of honor to speak as did the Lacedaemonians, when defeated by An-

tipater, on the matter of terms of accord: "You can impose as many
heavy and ruinous burdens on us as you please, but if you command
us to do shameful and dishonorable things, you will waste your time."

Every man should have sworn to himself what the kings of Egypt had

their judges solemnly swear: that they would not deviate from their

conscience for any command, even that they themselves gave them.

In such commissioms there is an evident mark of ignominy and con-

demnation; and whoever gives you one accuses you, and gives it to you,

if you understand it rightly, as a burden and a punishment. As much
as public affairs are bettered by your deed, so much your own are

worsened; the better you do, the worse you do. And it will be nothing

new, nor perhaps will it be without some air of justice, if the same man
punishes you for it who put you to work. ^Perfidy may in a given case

be excusable; it is so only when it is employed to punish and betray

perfidy.

^As it happens, there have been many instances in which treachery

was not only refused but punished by those for whom it was under-

taken. Who does not know the denunciation by Fabricius of Pyrrhus'

doctor? But this also happens, that the man who has ordered it has

avenged it rigorously on the man he had employed, refusing such an

unbridled authority and power and disowning such an abandoned and
cowardly servitude and obedience.

Jaropelc, a Russian duke, suborned a Hungarian nobleman to betray

Boleslaus, king of Poland, by either killing him or giving the Russians

opportunity to do him some notable damage. This man went about it

smoothly, devoted himself more than before to the service of this king,

and succeeded in becoming one of his council and one of his most trusted

men. With these advantages, and adroitly seizing the opportunity

offered by his master's absence, he betrayed to the Russians Wieliczka,

a great and rich city, which was entirely sacked and burned by them,

with the total slaughter not only of its inhabitants of all ages and both

sexes, but also of a great number of neighboring nobles whom he had
assembled there for that purpose. When Jaropelc, sated with his ven-

geance and wrath—which, however, was not without reason ( for Boles-

laus had done him great harm and by similar conduct)—and glutted

with the fruit of this treachery, came to consider its ugliness naked and
by itself, and to look at it with a sane vision no longer troubled by his

passion, he began to feel such remorse and revulsion that he had his

agent's eyes put out and his tongue and private parts cut off.

Antigonus persuaded the Argyraspides to betray to him Eumenes,
their general, his adversary; but after they had delivered him up and he

had had him killed, he desired to be himself the agent of divine justice
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for the punishment of so detestable a crime, and consigned them into

the hands of the governor of the province, giving him an express com-
mand to destroy them and bring them to a bad end by any means what-
ever. So that out of their great number not one ever again saw the air

of Macedonia. The better he had been served by them, the more wicked
and punishable he judged their service.

^The slave who betrayed the hiding place of his master P. Sulpicius

was set free, according to the promise of Sulla's proscription; but ac-

cording to the promise of public justice, free as he was, he was thrown
headlong from the Tarpeian rock. They have them hanged with the

purse of their payment around their neck. Having satisfied their sec-

ond and special promise, they satisfy the general and primary one.

Mohammed II, wanting, according to the tradition of his dynasty,

to get rid of his brother in order to exercise his power without rival,

employed for this purpose one of his officers, who choked him by
pouring a quantity of water too fast down his throat. This done, in

expiation of this murder Mohammed delivered the murderer into the

hands of the dead man's mother ( for they were brothers only through
the father). She, in his presence, opened up the murderer's stomach,
and while it was still warm, reaching with her hands for his heart and
tearing it out, she threw it to the dogs to eat.

And our King Clovis had the three servants of Cannacre hanged
after they had betrayed their master to him, to which act he had sub-
orned them.

•^And even to worthless men, when they have profited from a vicious

action, it is very sweet to be able thenceforth in all security to attach to

it some act of goodness and justice, as if by conscientious compensation
and correction. ^Besides, they look upon the ministers of such horrible

crimes as people who reproach them with them, and they seek by their

death to stifle the knowledge and evidence of such proceedings.

^Now if by good fortune you are rewarded for a base act (so that

public necessity may not be deprived of such extreme and desperate
remedies ) , he who rewards you will without fail consider you an ac-

cursed and execrable man, unless he is one himself; and he will think
you a worse traitor than did the man whom you have betrayed. For it

is with your own hands, undenying and unprotesting, that you prove
to him the malignity of your heart. But he employs you on your busi-

ness just as one employs the scum of society as "executioners of high
justice"—an office as useful as it is dishonorable. Besides being low, such
functions also prostitute one's conscience. Since Sejanus' daughter could
not be punished with death in a certain type of judgment at Rome be-
cause she was a virgin, she was, to give way to the laws, violated by the

executioner before he strangled her. Not only his hand but his soul is

slave to the public convenience.

^When the first Amurath, to sharpen the punishment of his subjects

who had given support to the parricidal rebellion of his son against him,
ordered that their nearest of kin should lend a hand to the execution,

I find it very honorable in some of them to have chosen rather to be
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very unjustly held guilty of another man's parricide than to serve justice

by a parricide of their own. And where, in the capture of some hovels

in my time, I have seen rascals, in order to save their own lives, consent

to hang their friends and comrades, I have held them to be worse o£F

than the hanged. They say that \^itold, prince of the Lithuanians, once

made this law, that condemned criminals had to execute with their own
hands the capital sentence given against them; finding it strange that

a third person, innocent of tiie fault, should be employed in a homicide

and burdened with it.

^The prince, when some urgent circumstance or sudden and unex-

pected accident of state necessity makes him deviate from his word and
his faith or otherwise forces him from his ordinary duty, should attribute

this necessity to a blow from the divine rod. Vice it is not, for he has

abandoned his own reason to a more universal and powerful reason;

but it is certainly misfortune. So that to someone who asked me "What
remedy?" I replied: "No remedy. If he was really racked between

these two extremes ^(biit let him beware that he is not seeking a pre-

text for perjury [Cicero] ), ^it had to be done. But if he did it without

regret, if it did not grieve him to do it, it is a sign that his conscience is

in a bad way."

*^If there should be a prince with so tender a conscience that no cure

seemed to him worth so onerous a remedy, I would not esteem him the

less. He could not ruin himself more excusably or becomingly. We
cannot do everything. Do what we will, we must often commit the

protection of our vessel, as to a sheet anchor, to the guidance of Heaven.

For what juster necessity is he reserving himself? What is less possible

for him to do than what he cannot do except at the expense of his faith

and his honor, things which perhaps should be dearer to him than his

own safety, yes, and even than the safety of his people? When with

folded arms he simply calls God to his aid, may he not hope that the

divine goodness is not such as to refuse the favor of its extraordinary

hand to a hand pure and just?

^Those are dangerous examples, rare and sickly exceptions to our

natural rules. We must yield to them, but with great moderation and
circumspection. No private utility is worthy of our doing this violence

to our conscience; the pubHc utility yes, when it is very apparent and
very important.

^Timoleon protected himself appropriately against the unnaturalness

of his deed by the tears he shed, remembering that it was with a brother's

hand that he had killed the tyrant; and it justly pricked his conscience

that it had been necessary to purchase the pubhc advantage at such a

price in honorable conduct. Even the Senate, delivered from slavery

by his means, did not dare to decide roundly about a deed so lofty and
so sharply split into two weighty and contrary aspects. But when the

Syracusans most opportunely at that very moment sent to ask the Co-
rinthians for their protection and a leader fit to restore their city to its

former dignity and clear Sicily of several petty tyrants who were op-

pressing it, the Senators chose Timoleon for this task, with this new eva-
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sion and declaration: that according as he bore himself well or ill in his

charge, their verdict would take sides in favor of the liberator of his

country or against the murderer of his brother. This fantastic decision

has, however, some excuse in the danger of the example and the impor-

tance of so unusual a deed. And they did well to discharge their own
judgment of it or support it elsewhere with extraneous considerations.

Now Timoleon's deportment on this expedition soon made his cause

clearer, so worthily and virtuously did he bear himself in every way;

and the good fortune that accompanied him in the diflficulties he had to

overcome in this noble task seemed to be sent to him by the gods con-

spiring in favor of his justification.

This man's purpose is excusable if any could be so. But the utiHty

of augmenting the pubHc revenue, which served as pretext to the Roman
Senate for the foul decision that I am about to relate, is not strong

enough to warrant any such injustice. Certain cities had redeemed
themselves by a payment of money and regained their liberty, with the

orders and permission of the Senate, from the hands of L. Sulla. The
matter having come up for reconsideration, the Senate condemns them

to be taxable as before, and declares that the money they have used to

redeem themselves shall remain lost to them. Civil wars often produce

these ugly examples : we punish private individuals for having believed

in us when we were different, and the selfsame magistrate inflicts the

penalty of his own change* on someone who cannot do anything about

it. The master whips his pupil for his docility, and the guide his blind

man. Horrible image of justice!

There are rules both false and lax in philosophy. The example that

is proposed to us for making private utility prevail over our pledged

word does not receive enough weight from the circumstance that they

introduce into it. Robbers have seized you; they have set you free again

after extracting from you an oath to pay a certain sum. People are

wrong to say that an honest man will be quit of his word without pay-

ing, once he is out of their hands. Nothing of the sort. What fear has

once made me will, I am bound still to will when without fear. And
even if it has forced only my tongue without my will, I am still bound to

make good my word to the last penny. As for me, when my tongue has

sometimes thoughtlessly run ahead of my thoughts, I have scrupled to

disavow it for all that. Otherwise we shall come by degrees to over-

throw all the rights that a third person obtains from our promises and
oaths. As if force could he brought to hear on a hrave man [Cicero].

In this alone does private interest have the right to excuse us for fail-

ing our promise, if we have promised something wicked and unjust in

itself; for the rights of virtue must prevail over the rights of our obli-

gation.

^I once placed Epaminondas in the first rank of outstanding men,^

* All modem French texts I have seen read jugement (judgment); but the

word in Montaigne's hand on the Bordeaux Copy (plate 726 of the 1912 phototypic

edition) seems to be changement (change).

5 Essays, II: 36, "Of the Most Outstanding Men," pp. 572-74.
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and I do not take this back. To what a height did he raise consideration

for his private duty, he who never killed a man he had vanquished, who
even for the inestimable good of restoring liberty to his country scrupled

to kill a tyrant or his accomplices without due form of justice, and who
judged anyone a wicked man, however good a citizen he was, who
among his enemies and in battle did not spare his friend and his host.

There is a soul of rich composition. To the roughest and most violent

of human actions he wedded goodness and humanity, indeed the most
delicate that can be found in the school of philosophy. That heart, so

great, full, and obstinate against pain, death, and poverty'—was it nature

or art that had made it tender to the point of such an extreme gentle-

ness and goodness in disposition? Terrible with blood and iron, he goes

breaking and shattering a nation invincible against anyone but himself,

and turns aside in the middle of such a melee on meeting his host and
his friend. Truly that man was in command of war itself, who made it

endure the curb of benignity at the point of its greatest heat, all in-

flamed as it was and foaming with frenzy and slaughter. It is a miracle

to be able to mingle some semblance of justice with such actions; but
it belongs only to the strength of Epaminondas to be able to mingle with
them the sweetness and ease of the gentlest ways, and pure innocence.

And whereas one man said to the Mamertines that statutes had no
application toward armed men; another, to the Tribune of the People,

that the times for justice and for w^ar were two; a third,^ that the noise

of weapons kept him from hearing the voice of the laws; this man was
not even kept from hearing the voices of civility and pure courtesy. Had
he not borrowed from his enemies the practice of sacrificing to the Muses
when going to war, in order by their sweetness and gaiety to soften that

martial fury and fierceness?

Let us not fear, after so great a preceptor, to consider ^that there are

some things illicit even against the enemy; "^that the common interest

must not require all things of all men against the private interest—^i/ie

memory of private rights remaining even in the disruption of public
ties [Livy]:

^No power can defend
Or sanction treachery against a friend;

OVBD

—and that not all things are permissible for an honorable man in the
service ^of his king, or ^of the common cause, or of the laws. ^For our
country does not come before all other duties; and it is good for it to have
citizens who are dutiful to their parents [Cicero]. ^It is a lesson proper
for the times. We have no need to harden our hearts with these plates

of steel, it is enough to harden our shoulders; it is enough to dip our
pens in ink without dipping them in blood. If it is greatness of heart
and the effect of rare and singular virtue to despise friendship, private

obligations, our word, and kinship, for the common good and obedience

« The three men, in order, are Pompey, Caesar, and Marius.
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to the magistrate, truly it is enough to excuse us from this that it is a

greatness tliat cannot lodge in the greatness of Epaminondas' heart.

I abominate the rabid exhortations of that uncontrolled soul:^

When weapons flash, no pious sentiments.

Though you confront your fathers, you must feel;

No, slash their venerable faces with the steel.

LUCAN

Let us take away from wicked, bloody, and treacherous natures tliis

pretext of reason. Let us abandon this monstrous and deranged justice

and stick to more human imitations. How much time and example can

do! In an encounter in the civil war against Cinna one of Pompey's

soldiers, having unwittingly killed his brother, who was on the opposite

side, for shame and regret killed himself on the spot. And some years

after, in another civil war of the same people, a soldier asked his cap-

tains for a reward for having killed his brother.

We poorly argue the honor and beauty of an action from its utility,

and we commit a fallacy in thinking that everyone is obliged to per-

form—*^and that it is honorable for everyone to perform—^an action

merely because it is useful:

^Not everything is fit for every man alike.

PROPERTIUS

^Let us choose the most necessary and useful action of human society;

that will be marriage. Yet the council of saints finds the contrary way
more honorable, and excludes from marriage the most venerable voca-

tion of men, as we assign to stud those horses which are of least value.

2 Of repentance

^Others form man; I tell of him, and portray a particular one, very

ill-formed, whom I should really make very diJfferent from what he is

if I had to fashion him over again. But now it is done.

Now the lines of my painting do not go astray, though they change

and vary. The world is but a perennial movement. All things in it are in

constant motion—the earth, the rocks of the Caucasus, the pyramids of

Egypt—both with the common motion and with their own. StabiHty

itself is nothing but a more languid motion.

I cannot keep my subject still. It goes along befuddled and stagger-

ing, with a natural drunkenness. I take it in this condition, just as it is

T Caesar, the speaker in the verses that follow.
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at the moment I give my attention to it. I do not portray being: I por-

tray passing. Not the passing from one age to another, or, as the people

say, from seven years to seven years, but from day to day, from minute

to minute. My history needs to be adapted to the moment. I may pre-

sently change, not only by chance, but also by intention. This is a record

of various and changeable occurrences, and of irresolute and, when it

so befalls, contradictory ideas: whether I am different myself, or whether

I take hold of my subjects in different circumstances and aspects. So,

all in all, I may indeed contradict myself now and then; but truth, as

Demades said, I do not contradict. If my mind could gain a firm foot-

ing, I would not make essays, I would make decisions; but it is always

in apprenticeship and on trial.

I set forth a humble and inglorious life; that does not matter. You
can tie up all moral philosophy with a common and private life just

as well as with a life of richer stuff. Each man bears the entire form of

man's estate.

^Authors communicate with the people by some special extrinsic

mark; I am the first to do so by my entire being, as Michel de Montaigne,

not as a grammarian or a poet or a jurist. If the world complains that

I speak too much of myself, I complain that it does not even think of

itself.

^But is it reasonable that I, so fond of privacy in actual life, should

aspire to pubHcity in the knowledge of me? Is it reasonable too that I

should set forth to the world, where fashioning and art have so much
credit and authority, some crude and simple products of nature, and
of a very feeble nature at that? Is it not making a wall without stone,

or something like that, to construct books without knowledge and with-

out art? Musical fancies are guided by art, mine by chance.

At least I have one thing according to the rules: that no man ever

treated a subject he knew and understood better than I do the subject

I have undertaken; and that in this I am the most learned man aHve.

Secondly, that no man ever ^penetrated more deeply into his material,

or plucked its Hmbs and consequences cleaner, or ^reached more accu-

rately and fully the goal he had set for his work. To accomplish it, I

need only bring it to fidelity; and that is in it, as sincere and pure as can

be found. I speak the truth, not my fill of it, but as much as I dare speak;

and I dare to do so a little more as I grow old, for it seems that custom
allows old age more freedom to prate and more indiscretion in talking

about oneself. It cannot happen here as I see it happening often, that

the craftsman and his work contradict each other: "Has a man whose
conversation is so good written such a stupid book?" or "Have such

learned writings come from a man whose conversation is so feeble?"

^If a man is commonplace in conversation and rare in writing, that

means that his capacity is in the place from which he borrows it, and
not in himself. A learned man is not learned in all matters; but the

capable man is capable in all matters, even in ignorance.

^In this case we go hand in hand and at the same pace, my book
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and I. In other cases one may commend or blame the work apart from
the workman; not so here; he who touches the one, touches the other.

He who judges it without knowing it will injure himself more than me;
he who has known it will completely satisfy me. Happy beyond my
deserts if I have just this share of public approval, that I make men of

understanding feel that I was capable of profiting by knowledge, if I

had had any, and that I deserved better assistance from my memory.
Let me here excuse what I often say, that I rarely repent *^and that

my conscience is content with itself—not as the conscience of an angel

or a horse, but as the conscience of a man; ^always adding this refrain,

not perfunctorily but in sincere and complete submission: that I speak

as an ignorant inquirer, referring the decision purely and simply to the

common and authorized beliefs. I do not teach, I tell.

There is no vice truly a vice which is not offensive, and which a

sound judgment does not condemn; for its ugliness and painfulness is

so apparent that perhaps the people are right who say it is chiefly pro-

duced by stupidity and ignorance. So hard it is to imagine anyone
knowing it without hating it.

^Malice sucks up the greater part of its own venom, and poisons itself

with it. ^Vice leaves repentance in the soul, like an ulcer in the flesh,

which is always scratching itself and drawing blood. For reason effaces

other griefs and sorrows; but it engenders that of repentance, which
is all the more grievous because it springs from within, as the cold and
heat of fevers is sharper than that which comes from outside. I con-

sider as vices (but each one according to its measure) not only those

that reason and nature condemn, but also those that man's opinion has

created, even false and erroneous opinion, if it is authorized by laws and
customs.

There is likewise no good deed that does not rejoice a wellborn
nature. Indeed there is a sort of gratification in doing good which makes
us rejoice in ourselves, and a generous pride that accompanies a good
conscience. A boldly vicious soul may perhaps ann itself with security,

but with this complacency and satisfaction it cannot provide itself. It

is no slight pleasure to feel oneself preserved from the contagion of so

depraved an age, and to say to oneself: "If anyone should see right into

my soul, still he would not find me guilty either of anyone's affliction

or ruin, or of vengeance or envy, or of public offense against the laws,

or of innovation and disturbance, or of failing in my word; and in spite

of what the license of the times allows and teaches each man, still I have
not put my hand either upon the property or into the purse of any
Frenchman, and have lived only on my own, both in war and in peace;

nor have I used any man's work without paying his wages." These
testimonies of conscience give us pleasure; and this natural rejoicing

is a great boon to us, and the only payment that never fails us.

To found the reward for virtuous actions on the approval of others

is to choose too uncertain and shaky a foundation. ^Especially in an age
as corrupt and ignorant as this, the good opinion of the people is a dis-

honor. Whom can you trust to see what is praiseworthy? God keep me
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from being a worthy man according to the descriptions I see people

every day giving of themselves in their own honor. What were vices

now are moral acts [Seneca].

Certain of my friends have sometimes undertaken to call me on the

carpet and lecture me unreservedly, either of their own accord or at

my invitation, as a service which, to a well-formed soul, surpasses all

the services of friendship, not only in usefulness, but also in pleasant-

ness. I have always welcomed it with the wide-open arms of courtesy

and gratitude. But to speak of it now in all conscience, I have often

found in their reproach or praise such false measure that I would hardly

have erred to err rather than to do good in their fashion.

^Those of us especially who live a private life that is on display only

to ourselves must have a pattern established within us by which to test

our actions, and, according to this pattern, now pat ourselves on the

back, now punish ourselves. I have my own laws and court to judge

me, and I address myself to them more than anywhere else. To be sure,

I restrain my actions according to others, but I extend them only ac-

cording to myself. There is no one but yourself who knows whether

you are cowardly and cruel, or loyal and devout. Others do not see you,

they guess at you by uncertain conjectures; they see not so much your

nature as your art. Therefore do not cling to their judgment; cling to

your own. ^You must use your own judgment. . . . With regard to

virtues and vices, your own conscience has great weight: take that away,

and everything falls [Cicero].

^But the saying that repentance follows close upon sin does not

seem to consider the sin that is in robes of state, that dwells in us as in

its own home. We can disown and retract the vices that take us by sur-

prise, and toward which we are swept by passion; but those which by
long habit are rooted and anchored in a strong and vigorous will can-

not be denied. Repentance is nothing but a disavowal of our will and

an opposition to our fancies, which leads us about in all directions. It

makes this man disown his past virtue and his continence:

Why had I not in youth the mind I have today?
Or why, with old desires, have red cheeks flown away?

HORACE

It is a rare life that remains well ordered even in private. Any man
can play his part in the side show and represent a worthy man on the

boards; but to be disciplined within, in his own bosom, where all is

permissible, where all is concealed—that's the point. The next step

to that is to be so in our own house, in our ordinary actions, for which
we need render account to no one, where nothing is studied or artificial.

And therefore Bias, depicting an excellent state of family life, says it

is one in which the master is the same within, by his own volition, as

he is outside for fear of the law and of what people will say. And it was
a worthy remark of Julius Drusus to the workmen who offered, for three

thousand crowns, to arrange his house so that his neighbors would no
longer be able to look into it as they could before. "I will give you six
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thousand," he said; "make it so that everyone can see in from all sides."

The practice of Agesilaus is noted with honor, of taking lodging in the

churches when traveling, so that the people and the gods themselves

might see into his private actions. Men have seemed miraculous to the

world, in whom their wives and valets have never seen anything even
worth noticing. Few men have been admired by their own households.

^No man has been a prophet, not merely in his own house, but in his

own country, says the experience of history. Likewise in things of no
importance. And in this humble example you may see an image of

greater ones. In my region of Gascony they think it a joke to see me in

print. The farther from my lair the knowledge of me spreads, the more
I am valued. I buy printers in Guienne, elsewhere they buy me. On
this phenomenon those people base their hopes who hide themselves

while alive and present, to gain favor when dead and gone. I would
rather have less of it. And I cast myself on the world only for the share

of favor I get now. When I leave it, I shall hold it quits.

^The people escort this man back to his door, with awe, from a public

function. He drops his part with his gown; the higher he has hoisted

himself, the lower he falls back; inside, in his home, everything is tu-

multuous and vile. Even if there is order there, it takes a keen and select

judgment to perceive it in these humble private actions. Besides, order

is a dull and somber virtue. To win through a breach, to conduct an
embassy, to govern a people, these are dazzling actions. To scold, to

laugh, to sell, to pay, to love, to hate, and to deal pleasantly and justly

with our household and ourselves, not to let ourselves go, not to be false

to ourselves, that is a rarer matter, more difficult and less noticeable.

Therefore retired lives, whatever people may say, accomplish duties

as harsh and strenuous as other lives, or more so. '^And private persons,

says Aristotle, render higher and more difficult service to virtue than

those who are in authority. ^We prepare ourselves for eminent occa-

sions more for glory than for conscience. ^The shortest way to attain

glory would be to do for conscience what we do for glory. ^And Alex-

ander's virtue seems to me to represent much less vigor in his theater

than does that of Socrates in his lowly and obscure activity. I can easily

imagine Socrates in Alexander's place; Alexander in that of Socrates,

I cannot. If you ask the former what he knows how to do, he will answer,

"Subdue the world"; if you ask the latter, he will say, "Lead the life of

man in conformity with its natural condition"; a knowledge much more
general, more weighty, and more legitimate.

The value of the soul consists not in flying high, but in an orderly

pace. *^Its greatness is exercised not in greatness, but in mediocrity. As
those who judge and touch us inwardly make little account of the bril-

liance of our public acts, and see that these are only thin streams and
jets of water spurting from a bottom otherwise muddy and thick; so

likewise those who judge us by this brave outward appearance draw
similar conclusions about our inner constitution, and cannot associate

common faculties, just like their own, with these other faculties that

astonish them and are so far beyond their scope. So we give demons
wild shapes. And who does not give Tamerlane raised eyebrows, open
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nostrils, a dreadful face, and immense size, like the size of the imaginary

picture of him we have formed from the renown of his name? If I had

been able to see Erasmus in other days, it would have been hard for me
not to take for adages and apophthegms everything he said to his valet

and his hostess. We imagine much more appropriately an artisan on

the toilet seat or on his wife than a great president, venerable by his

demeanor and his abihty. It seems to us that they do not stoop from

their lofty thrones even to live.

^As vicious souls are often incited to do good by some extraneous

impulse, so are virtuous souls to do evil. Thus we must judge them by

their settled state, when they are at home, if ever they are; or at least

when they are closest to repose and their natural position.

Natural inclinations gain assistance and strength from education;

but they are scarcely to be changed and overcome. A thousand natures,

in my time, have escaped toward virtue or toward vice through the lines

of a contrary training:

As when wild beasts grow tame, shut in a cage,

Forget the woods, and lose their look of rage.

And learn to suflFer man; but if they taste

Hot blood, their rage and fury is replaced.

Their reminiscent jaws distend, they burn.

And for their trembling keeper's blood they yearn.

LUCAN

We do not root out these original qualities, we cover them up, we con-

ceal them. Latin is like a native tongue to me; I understand it better

than French; but for forty years I have not used it at all for speaking

or writing. Yet in sudden and extreme emotions, into which I have fallen

two or three times in my life—one of them when I saw my father, in

perfect health, fall back into my arms in a faint—I have always poured

out my first words from the depths of my entrails in Latin; <^Nature

surging forth and expressing herself by force, in the face of long habit.

^And this experience is told of many others.

Those who in my time have tried to correct the world's morals by
new ideas, reform the superficial vices; the essential ones they leave

as they were, if they do not increase them; and increase is to be feared.

People are likely to rest from all other well-doing on the strength of

these external, arbitrary reforms, which cost us less and bring greater

acclaim; and thereby they satisfy at little expense the other natural,

consubstantial, and internal vices.

Just consider the evidence of this in our own experience. There is

no one who, if he listens to himself, does not discover in himself a pat-

tern all his own, a ruhng pattern, which struggles against education and

against the tempest of the passions that oppose it. For my part, I do

not feel much sudden agitation; I am nearly always in place, like heavy

and inert bodies. If I am not at home, I am always very near it. My
excesses do not carry me very far away. There is nothing extreme or

strange about them. And besides I have periods of vigorous and healthy

reaction.

The real condemnation, which applies to the common run of men
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of today, is that even their retirement is full of corruption and filth;

their idea of reformation, blurred; their penitence, diseased and guilty,

almost as much as their sin. Some, either from being glued to vice by
a natural attachment, or from long habit, no longer recognize its ugli-

ness. On others ( in whose regiment I belong ) vice weighs heavily, but
they counterbalance it with pleasure or some other consideration, and
endure it and lend themselves to it for a certain price; viciously, how-
ever, and basely. Yet it might be possible to imagine a disproportion

so extreme that the pleasure might justly excuse the sin, as we say utility

does; not only if the pleasure was incidental and not a part of the sin,

as in theft, but if it was in the very exercise of the sin, as in intercourse

with women, where the impulse is violent, and, they say, sometimes
invincible.

The other day when I was at Armagnac, on the estate of a kinsman
of mine, I saw a country fellow whom everyone nicknames the Thief.

He gave this account of his life: that born a beggar, and finding that by
earning his bread by the toil of his hands he would never protect him-
self enough against want, he had decided to become a thief; and he had
spent all his youth at this trade in security, by virtue of his bodily

strength. For he reaped his harvest and vintage from other people's

lands, but so far away and in such great loads that it was inconceivable

that one man could have carried off so much on his shoulders in one
night. And he was careful besides to equalize and spread out the dam-
age he did, so that the loss was less insupportable for each individual.

He is now, in his old age, rich for a man in his station, thanks to this

traffic, which he openly confesses. And to make his peace with God for

his acquisitions, he says that he spends his days compensating, by good
deeds, the successors of the people he robbed; and that if he does not

finish this task ( for he cannot do it all at once ) , he will charge his heirs

with it, according to the knowledge, which he alone has, of the amount
of wrong he did to each. Judging by this description, whether it is true

or false, this man regards theft as a dishonorable action and hates it,

but hates it less than poverty; he indeed repents of it in itself, but in so

far as it was thus counterbalanced and compensated, he does not repent

of it. This is not that habit that incorporates us with vice and brings even
our understanding into conformity with it; nor is it that impetuous wind
that comes in gusts to confuse and blind our soul, and hurls us for the

moment headlong, judgment and all, into the power of vice.

I customarily do wholeheartedly whatever I do, and go my way all

in one piece. I scarcely make a motion that is hidden and out of sight

of my reason, and that is not guided by the consent of nearly all parts

of me, without division, without internal sedition. My judgment takes

all the blame or all the praise for it; and the blame it once takes, it always
keeps, for virtually since its birth it has been one; the same inclination,

the same road, the same strength. And in the matter of general opinions,

in childhood I established myself in the position where I was to remain.

There are some impetuous, prompt, and sudden sins: let us leave

them aside. But as for these other sins so many times repeated, planned,

and premeditated, constitutional sins, ^or even professional or voca-
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tional sins, ^I cannot imagine that they can be implanted so long in one
and the same heart, without the reason and conscience of their possessor

constantly willing and intending it to be so. And the repentance which
he claims comes to him at a certain prescribed moment is a little hard
for me to imagine and conceive.

cf do not follow the belief of the sect of Pythagoras, that men take

on a new soul when they approach the images of the gods to receive

their oracles. Unless he meant just this, that the soul must indeed be
foreign, new, and loaned for the occasion, since their own showed so

little sign of any purification and cleanness worthy of this office.

^They do just the opposite of the Stoic precepts, which indeed order
us to correct the imperfections and vices that we recognize in us, but
forbid us to be repentant and glum about them. These men make us

believe that they feel great regret and remorse within; but of amend-
ment and correction, '^or interruption, ^they show us no sign. Yet it is

no cure if the disease is not thrown oflF. If repentance were weighing
in the scale of the balance, it would outweigh the sin. I know of no
quality so easy to counterfeit as piety, if conduct and life are not made
to conform with it. Its essence is abstruse and occult; its semblance,
easy and showy.

As for me, I may desire in a general way to be different; I may con-
demn and dislike my nature as a whole, and implore God to reform me
completely and to pardon my natural weakness. But this I ought not to

call repentance, it seems to me, any more than my displeasure at being
neither an angel nor Cato. My actions are in order and conformity with
what I am and with my condition. I can do no better. And repentance
does not properly apply to the things that are not in our power; rather

does regret. I imagine numberless natures loftier and better regulated
than mine, but for all that, I do not amend my faculties; just as neither

my arm nor my mind becomes more vigorous by imagining another
that is so. If imagining and desiring a nobler conduct than ours pro-

duced repentance of our own, we should have to repent of our most
innocent actions, inasmuch as we rightly judge that in a more excellent

nature they would have been performed with greater perfection and
dignity, and we should wish to do likewise.

When I consider the behavior of my youth in comparison with that

of my old age, I find that I have generally conducted myself in orderly

fashion, according to my lights; that is all my resistance can accomplish.

I do no flatter myself; in similar circumstances I should always be the

same. It is not a spot, it is rather a tincture with which I am stained

all over. I know no superficial, halfway, and perfunctory repentance.

It must affect me in every part before I will call it so, and must grip me
by the vitals and aflflict them as deeply and as completely as God sees

into me.

In business matters, several good opportunities have escaped me for

want of successful management. However, my counsels have been good,
according to the circumstances they were faced with; their way is al-

ways to take the easiest and surest course. I find that in my past de-

liberations, according to my rule, I have proceeded wisely, considering
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the state of the matter proposed to me, and I should do the same a

thousand years from now in similar situations. I am not considering

what it is at this moment, but what it was when I was deliberating

about it.

^The soundness of any plan depends on the time; circumstances and
things roll about and change incessantly. I have fallen into some serious

and important mistakes in my life, not for lack of good counsel but for

lack of good luck. There are secret parts in the matters we handle which
cannot be guessed, especially in human nature—mute factors that do
not show, factors sometimes unknown to their possessor himself, which
are brought forth and aroused by unexpected occasions. If my pru-

dence has been unable to see into them and predict them, I bear it no
ill will; its responsibility is restricted within its limitations. It is the out-

come that beats me; and ^if it favors the course I have refused, there is

no help for it; I do not blame myself; I accuse my luck, not my work.

That is not to be called repentance.

Phocion had given the Athenians some advice that was not followed.

When however the affair came out prosperously against his opinion,

someone said to him: "Well, Phocion, are you glad that the thing is going

so well?" "Indeed I am glad," he said, "that it has turned out this way,

but I do not repent of having advised that way."

When my friends apply to me for advice, I give it freely and clearly,

and without hesitating as nearly everyone else does because, the affair

being hazardous, it may come out contrary to my expectations, where-

fore they may have cause to reproach me for my advice; that does not

worry me. For they will be wrong, and I should not have refused them
this service.

^I have scarcely any occasion to blame my mistakes or mishaps on
anyone but myself. For in practice I rarely ask other people's advice,

unless as a compliment and out of politeness, except when I need scien-

tific information or knowledge of the facts. But in things where I have
only my judgment to employ, other people's reasons can serve to sup-

port me, but seldom to change my course. I listen to them all favorably

and decently; but so far as I can remember, I have never up to this

moment followed any but my own. If you ask me, they are nothing but
flies and atoms that distract my will. I set little value on my own opin-

ions, but I set just as little on those of others. Fortune pays me properly.

If I do not take advice, I give still less. Mine is seldom asked, but it is

followed even less; and I know of no public or private enterprise that

my advice restored to its feet and to the right path. Even the people

whom fortune has made somewhat dependent on it have let themselves

be managed more readily by anyone else's brains. Being a man who is

quite as jealous of the rights of my repose as of the rights of my author-

ity, I prefer it so; by leaving me alone, they treat me according to my
professed principle, which is to be wholly contained and established

within myself. To me it is a pleasure not to be concerned in other

people's affairs and to be free of responsibility for them.

^In all affairs, when they are past, however they have turned out,
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I have little regret. For this idea takes away the pain: that they were
bound to happen thus, and now they are in the great stream of the uni-

verse and in the chain of Stoical causes. Your fancy, by wish or imagina-

tion, cannot change a single point without overturning the whole order

of things, and the past and the future.

For the rest, I hate that accidental repentance that age brings. The
man who said of old that he was obliged to the years for having rid him
of sensuality had a different viewpoint from mine; I shall never be grate-

ful to impotence for any good it may do me. ^Nor will Providence ever

be so hostile to her own work that debility should be ranked among the

best things [Quintilian]. ^Our appetites are few in old age; a profound
satiety seizes us after the act. In that I see nothing of conscience; sour-

ness and weakness imprint on us a sluggish and rheumatic virtue. We
must not let ourselves be so carried away by natural changes as to let our

judgment degenerate. Youth and pleasure in other days did not make
me fail to recognize the face of vice in voluptuousness; nor does the

distaste that the years bring me make me fail to recognize the face of

voluptuousness in vice. Now that I am no longer in that state, I judge
it as though I were in it.

^I who shake up my reason sharply and attentively, find that ^it is

the very same I had in my more licentious years, except perhaps in so

far as it has grown weaker and worse as it has grown old. ^And I find

that even if it refuses, out of consideration for the interests of my bodily

health, to put me in the furnace of this pleasure, it would not refuse

to do so, any more than formerly, for my spiritual health. ^I do not
consider it any more valiant for seeing it hors de combat. My tempta-
tions are so broken and mortified that they are not worth its opposition.

By merely stretching out my hands to them, I exorcise them. If my
reason were confronted with my former lust, I fear that it would have
less strength to resist than it used to have. I do not see that of itself it

judges anything differently than it did then, nor that it has gained any
new light. Wherefore, if there is any convalescence, it is a deformed
convalescence.

^Miserable sort of remedy, to owe our health to disease! It is not
for our misfortune to do us this service, it is for the good fortune of our
judgment. You cannot make me do anything by ills and afflictions ex-

cept curse them. They are for people who are only awakened by whip-
ping. My reason runs a much freer course in prosperity. It is much
more distracted and busy digesting pains than pleasures. I see much
more clearly in fair weather. Health admonishes me more cheerfully

and so more usefully than sickness. I advanced as far as I could toward
reform and a regulated hfe when I had health to enjoy. I should be
ashamed and resentful if the misery and misfortune of my decrepitude
were to be thought better than my good, healthy, Hvely, vigorous years,

and if people were to esteem me not for what I have been, but for

ceasing to be that.

In my opinion it is living happily, not, as Antisthenes said, dying
happily, that constitutes human felicity. I have made no effort to attach.
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monstrously, the tail of a philosopher to the head and body of a dis-

sipated man; or that this sickly remainder of my life should disavow
and belie its fairest, longest, and most complete part. I want to present

and show myself uniformly throughout. If I had to live over again, I

would live as I have lived. I have neither tears for the past nor fears

for the future. And unless I am fooling myself, it has gone about the

same way within me as without. It is one of the chief obligations I have
to my fortune that my bodily state has run its course with each thing in

due season. I have seen the grass, the flower, and the fruit; now I see

the dryness—happily, since it is naturally. I bear the ills I have much
more easily because they are properly timed, and also because they
make me remember more pleasantly the long felicity of my past life.

Likewise my wisdom may well have been of the same proportions

in one age as in the other; but it was much more potent and graceful

when green, gay, and natural, than it is now, being broken down, peev-
ish, and labored. Therefore I renounce these casual and painful refor-

mations.

^God must touch our hearts. Our conscience must reform by itself

through the strengthening of our reason, not through the weakening
of our appetites. Sensual pleasure is neither pale nor colorless in itself

for being seen through dim and bleary eyes. We should love temper-
ance for itself and out of reverence toward God, who has commanded it,

and also chastity; what catarrh lends us, and what I owe to the favor

of my colic, is neither chastity nor temperance. We cannot boast of

despising and fighting sensual pleasure, if we do not see or know it, and
its charms, its powers, and its most alluring beauty.

I know them both; I have a right to speak; but it seems to me that

in old age our souls are subject to more troublesome ailments and im-
perfections than in our youth. I used to say so when I was young; then
they taunted me with my beardless chin. I still say so now that my ^gray
"^hair gives me authority to speak. We call "wisdom" the difficulty of

our humors, our distaste for present things. But in truth we do not so

much abandon our vices as change them, and, in my opinion, for the

worse. Besides a silly and decrepit pride, a tedious prattle, prickly and
unsociable humors, superstition, and a ridiculous concern for riches

when we have lost the use of them, I find there more envy, injustice,

and malice. Old age puts more wrinkles in our minds than on our

faces; and we never, or rarely, see a soul that in growing old does

not come to smell sour and musty, Man grows and dwindles in his

entirety.

^Seeing the wisdom of Socrates and several circumstances of his

condemnation, I should venture to believe that he lent himself to it to

some extent, purposely, by prevarication, being seventy, and having
so soon to suffer an increasing torpor of the rich activity of his mind,
and the dimming of its accustomed brightness.

^What metamorphoses I see old age producing every day in many
of my acquaintances! It is a powerful malady, and it creeps up on us
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naturally and imperceptibly. We need a great provision of study, and
great precaution, to avoid the imperfections it loads upon us, or at least

to slow up their progress. I feel that, notwithstanding all my retrench-

ments, it gains on me foot by foot. I stand fast as well as I can. But
I do not know where it will lead even me in the end. In any event, I am
glad to have people know whence I shall have fallen.

3 Of three kinds of association

^We must not nail ourselves down so firmly to our humors and dis-

positions. Our principal talent is the ability to apply ourselves to various

practices. It is existing, but not living, to keep ourselves bound and
obliged by necessity to a single course. The fairest souls are those that

have the most variety and adaptability. *^Here is an honorable testi-

mony to the elder Cato: He had a mind so equally versatile for all things

that whatever he was doing, you would say that he was born for that

one thing alone [Livy].

^If it were up to me to train myself in my own fashion, there is no
way so good that I should want to be fixed in it and unable to break
loose. Life is an uneven, irregular, and multiform movement. We are

not friends to ourselves, and still less masters, we are slaves, if we follow

ourselves incessantly and are so caught in our inclinations that we can-

not depart from them or twist them about. I say this now because I

cannot easily shake off the importunity of my soul, which cannot ordi-

narily apply itself unless it becomes wrapped up in a thing, or be em-
ployed unless with tension and with its whole being. However trivial

a subject you give it, it is prone to enlarge and stretch it to the point

where it must work on it with all its strength. For that reason its idle-

ness is a painful occupation for me, and bad for my health. Most minds
need foreign matter to arouse and exercise them; mine needs it rather

to settle down and rest—the vices of idleness must be shaken off by
occupation [Seneca]; for its principal and most laborious study is study-

ing itself.

^Books are for my mind one of the kinds of occupations which entice

it away from its study. ^At the first thoughts that come to it, it stirs

about and shows signs of vigor in all directions, practices its touch now
for power, now for order and grace, ^arranges, moderates, and fortifies

itself. ^It has the power to awaken its faculties by itself. Nature has
given to it as to all minds enough material of its own for its use, and
enough subjects of its own for invention and judgment.

^Meditation is a powerful and full study for anyone who knows how
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to examine and exercise himself vigorously: I would rather fashion my
mind than furnish it. There is no occupation that is either weaker or

stronger, according to the mind involved, than entertaining one's own
thoughts. The greatest minds make it their profession, to whom living

is thinking [Cicero]. Thus nature has favored it with this privilege, that

there is nothing we can do so long, and no action to which we can devote

ourselves more commonly and easily. It is the occupation of the gods,

says Aristotle, from which springs their happiness and ours.

Reading serves me particularly to arouse my reason by offering it

various subjects to set my judgment to work, not my memory.
^Therefore few conversations hold my interest if devoid of vigor and

effort. It is true that pleasantness and beauty satisfy and occupy me
as much as weight and depth, or more. And inasmuch as I grow sleepy

in any other sort of conversation, and lend it only the rind of my atten-

tion, it often happens in such abject and feeble sort of talk, small talk,

that I make silly and stupid remarks and replies, ridiculous and un-

worthy of a child, or, still more awkwardly and impolitely, maintain
an obstinate silence. I have a dreamy way of withdrawing into myself,

and, besides, a dull and childish ignorance of many common things.

By these two qualities I have earned the honor that five or six stories can
be truthfully told about me, as silly as can be told about any man what-
ever.

Now to go on with my subject, this fastidious disposition makes me
hard to please in dealings with men—I have to cull them out on the

sorting tray—and makes me ill-fitted for ordinary actions. We live and
deal with plain people. If association with them is a burden to us, if

we disdain to adjust ourselves to humble and vulgar souls—and the

humble and vulgar ones are often as well-regulated as the subtler ones

*^(all wisdom is foolish that does not adapt itself to the common folly)—
^we should no longer meddle with either our own affairs or those of

others : both private and public affairs are worked out with these people.

The least strained and most natural ways of the soul are the most
beautiful; the best occupations are the least forced. Lord, what a favor

wisdom does for those whose desires she adjusts to their power! There
is no more useful knowledge. "According to one's power," that was the

refrain and favorite saying of Socrates,^ a saying of great substance.

We must direct and fix our desires on the easiest and nearest things.

Is it not a stupid humor of mine to be out of tune with a thousand to

whom I am joined by fortune, whom I cannot do without, only to cling

to one or two, who are not associated with me, or rather to a fantastic

desire for something I cannot recapture? My easygoing ways, opposed
to all bitterness and asperity, may very well have relieved me of envy
and hostility; to be loved I will not say, but no man ever gave more
occasion not to be hated. But the coolness of my dealings has rightly

robbed me of the good will of many, who are to be excused for inter-

preting it in another and worse sense.

1 According to Xenophon, Memorabilia, I, iii, 3. Montaigne wrote an Italian

version of this ( "Mentre si puo" ) on the first page of several volumes in his Ubrary.
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I am very capable of forming and maintaining rare and exquisite

friendships, inasmuch as I grasp so hungrily at any acquaintances that

suit my taste, I make advances and I throw myself at them so avidly, that

I hardly fail to attach myself and to make an impression wherever I

land. I have often made happy proof of this. In ordinary friendships

I am somewhat barren and cool, for my pace is not natural if it is not
under full sail. Besides, my fortune, having trained me from my youth
for a single perfect friendship and given me a taste for it, has in truth

given me a certain distaste for the others; and has imprinted too deeply
on my fancy that friendship is an animal made for company, not for

the herd, as that ancient- said. And furthermore, by nature I find it hard
to communicate myself by halves and moderately, and with that servile

and suspicious prudence that is prescribed to us for association in these

numerous and imperfect friendships; and it is prescribed to us espe-

cially in these times when we cannot talk about the world except with
danger, or falsely.

Yet I see clearly that whoever, like myself, has as his goal the com-
forts of life ( I mean the essential comforts ) , should shun like the plague
these fastidious and squeamish humors. I would admire a soul with
different levels, which could both be tense and relax, which would be
well off wherever fortune might take it, which could chat with a neigh-

bor about his building, his hunting, and his lawsuit, and keep up an
enjoyable conversation with a carpenter and a gardener. I envy those

who know how to be familiar with the humblest of their retinue and
carry on a conversation with their own servants.

^And I do not like Plato's advice, always to talk to our servants,

whether male or female, in masterful terms, without playfulness and
without familiarity. For besides the reason I have given, it is inhuman
and unjust to make so much of this accidental privilege of fortune. And
the administrations which admit the least disparity between servants

and masters seem to me the most equitable.

^Others study how to elevate their minds and hoist them up tight;

I, how to humble mine and lay it to rest. It is defective only when it

reaches out:

You tell of Aeacus' line

And wars men waged by sacred Troy.
How much a cask of Chian wine

Will cost us, or what servant boy
Will heat my bath, or when whose bed

Will keep out cold, you leave unsaid.

HORACE

Thus, as the Lacedaemonian valor needed moderation and the soft and
gracious notes of the flute to soothe it in war, for fear it should fling

itself into recklessness and fury, whereas all other nations ordinarily use
shrill and powerful sounds and voices that arouse and inflame the cour-

age of the soldiers to the utmost; similarly it seems to me, contrary to

2 Plutarch.
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the usual opinion, that in using our minds, we have more need, for the

most part, of lead than of wings, of coolness and repose than of ardor
and agitation. Above all, in my opinion, it is thoroughly playing the

fool to act knowing among those who are not, to speak always for-

mally, favellar in punta di forchetta.^ You must stoop to the level of the

people you are with, and sometimes affect ignorance. Lay aside your
strength and subtlety; in common usage it is enough to retain order.

For the rest, crawl along the ground, if they want.

Learned men are prone to stumble over this stone. They are always
parading their mastery and scattering their book learning on all sides.

In these days they have poured it so hard into the boudoirs and ears

of the ladies, that if they have not retained its substance, at least they
have the appearance of it. For every sort of subject and matter, how-
ever humble and commonplace, they use a novel and learned manner of

speaking and writing:

Thus they express their fears, thus they outpour
Anger, joys, secrets of the soul; what more?
They copulate in learned style.

JUVENAL

They quote Plato and Saint Thomas in matters where the first comer
would make as good a witness. The learning that could not reach their

mind remains on their tongue.

If the wellborn ladies will take my advice, they will content them-
selves with displaying their own natural riches. They conceal and cover

up their own beauties under foreign beauties. It is very simple-minded
to put out your own light so as to shine by a borrowed light. They are

buried and entombed under art. ^Right out of a bandbox [Seneca].

^The reason is that they do not know themselves well enough. The
world has nothing more beautiful; it is for them to do honor to the arts

and to decorate decoration. What do they need but to live beloved and
honored? They possess and know only too much for this; they need
only arouse a little and rekindle the faculties that are in them. When
I see them intent on rhetoric, astrology, logic, and similar drugs, so vain

and useless for their needs, I begin to fear that the men who advise

them to do this, do so as a means of gaining authority over them under
this pretext. For what other excuse could I find for them? Enough that

without our help they can adjust the charm of their eyes to gaiety,

severity, or sweetness, season a "no" with harshness, uncertainty, or

encouragement, and that they need no interpreter for the speeches we
make in courting them. With this knowledge they hold the whip hand
and master the schoolmasters and the school.

If, however, it vexes them to yield to us in any matter whatever,

and if they want, out of curiosity, to have a share in book learning,

poetry is an amusement suited to their needs; it is a wanton and subtle

art, in fancy dress, wordy, all pleasure, all show, like themselves. They
will also derive various benefits from history. In philosophy, from the

3 "To talk on tlie point of a fork" (Italian idiom).
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part that is useful for life, they will take the lessons that will train them
to judge our humors and characteristics, to defend themselves against

our treacheries, to control the impetuosity of their own desires, to hus-

band their freedom, to prolong the pleasures of life, and to bear humanly
the inconstancy of a lover, the rudeness of a husband, and the annoy-
ance of years and wrinkles; and things of that sort. That is the most I

should assign to them in the matter of learning.

There are private, retiring, and inward natures. My essential pattern

is suited to communication and revelation. I am all in the open and in

full view, born for company and friendship. The solitude that I love

and preach is primarily nothing but leading my feelings and thoughts

back to myself, restraining and shortening not my steps, but my desires

and my cares, abandoning solicitude for outside things, and mortally

avoiding servitude and obligation, ^and not so much the press of people

as the press of business. ^Solitude of place, to tell the truth, rather

makes me stretch and expand outsvard; I throw myself into afiFairs of

state and into the world more readily when I am alone. At the Louvre
and in the crowd I withdraw and contract into my skin; the crowd drives

me back to myself, and I never entertain myself so madly, licentiously,

and privately as in places full of respect and ceremonious prudence.

Our follies do not make me laugh, our wisdom does.

By nature I am not an enemy to the bustle of courts; I have spent

part of my life in them, and I am built to get along cheerfully in large

companies, provided it is at intervals and at my own times. But that

indolence of taste that I have been speaking of attaches me forcibly to

solitude, even at home, in the midst of a numerous household and as

many visitors as an)'\vhere. I see enough people there, but rarely those

with whom I like to converse; and I there reserve, both for myself and
for others, an unusual freedom. There we have a truce on ceremony, on
waiting on people and escorting them here and away, and other such

troublesome prescriptions of our code of manners (oh, what a servile

and bothersome practice! ) ; everyone there behaves as he pleases; any-

one who wants to, communes with his own thoughts; I remain mute,

dreamy, and locked up in my thoughts, without my guests' taking

offense.

The men whose society and intimacy I seek are those who are called

talented gentlemen; the idea of them spoils my taste for the others. It

is, if you take it rightly, the rarest type among us, and a type that is

chiefly due to nature. The object of this association is simply intimacy,

fellowship, and conversation : exercise of minds, without any other fruit.

In our talks all subjects are alike to me. I do not care if there is neither

weight nor depth in them; charm and pertinency are always there;

everything is imbued with mature and constant good sense, and mingled
with kindliness, frankness, gaiety, and friendliness. It is not only on the

subject of lineal substitutions or the affairs of kings that our mind shows
its beauty and strength; it shows it as much in private confabulations.

I know my men even by their silence and their smiles, and perhaps

find out more about them at table than in the council chamber. Hip-
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pomachus used to say shrewdly that he knew good wrestlers by seeing
them just walk in the street.

If learning is pleased to enter our conversation, she will not be turned
out; she will not be magisterial, overbearing, and troublesome, as she
usually is, but subordinate and docile. We seek only to pass the time;

when it is time to be instructed and preached at, we will go and find

her on her throne. Let her stoop to our level just for once, if she will;

for, useful and desirable as she is, even so I suppose that in a pinch we
could perfectly well get along without her completely, and do our busi-

ness without her. A wellborn mind that is practiced in dealing with men
makes itself thoroughly agreeable by itself. Art is nothing else but
the list and record of the productions of such minds.

Another pleasant association for me is that of ^beautiful and ^well-

bred women: ^For we too have practiced eyes [Cicero]. ^If the soul

has not so much to enjoy here as in the first association, the bodily senses,

which conversely take a greater part in this one, bring it to a proportion

close to the other, though in my opinion not equal. But it is an associa-

tion in which we must keep a bit on guard, especially those in whom
the body has much power, as in my case. I burned myself at it in my
youth, and suffered all the furies that the poets say come upon all those

who let themselves go after women without restraint and without judg-

ment. It is true that this whiplash has since been a lesson to me:

A Greek who from Capharean rocks sailed safe away
Never again into Euboean seas will stray.

OVID

It is madness to fasten all our thoughts upon it and to become in-

volved in a furious and reckless passion. But on the other hand, to go
into it without love and without binding our will, like actors, to play

the standard role of our age and customs and put into it nothing of our
own but the words, that is indeed providing for our safety, but in cow-
ardly fashion, like a man who would abandon his honor, his profit, or

his pleasure for fear of danger. For it is certain that from such a rela-

tionship those who form it can hope for no fruit that will please or satisfy

a noble soul. We must have really desired what we expect to get real

pleasure from enjoying. I say this even though fortune may unjustly

reward a passionate mask, as happens often because there is not a
woman, however ill-favored she may be, who does not think herself

quite attractive, '^and who does not think well of her youth or her laugh,

or her graceful movements. For there are no absolutely ugly women, any
more than there are absolutely beautiful ones. And the Brahman girls

who have nothing else to recommend them go to the market place, when
the people have been assembled by the pubfic crier for this purpose, and
display their matrimonial parts, to see if in this respect at least they are

not good enough to get a husband.

^Consequently there is not one who does not let herself be easily

persuaded by the first vow a man takes to be true to her. Now the

necessary outcome of this common and ordinary treachery of the men
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of today is what experience is already showing us, that they rally and
fall back upon themselves or each other to escape us; or else that they

too, for their part, fall in line with this example that we give them, play

their part in the farce, and lend themselves to this negotiation, without

passion, without interest, and without love: ^Unsusceptible to passion,

whether their own or another's [Tacitus]. They think, following the

the argument of Lysias in Plato, that they can give themselves up to us

more profitably and conveniently the less we love them. ^It will turn

out as it does in plays : the public will have as much pleasure in it as the

comedians, or more.

For my part, I no more recognize Venus without Cupid than ma-
ternity without offspring: they are things that lend and owe their essence

to each other. Thus this cheating recoils on the man who does it. It

does not cost him much, but he gets nothing worth while out of it either.

Those who made Venus a goddess regarded her chief beauty as incor-

poreal and spiritual; but the beauty that these people seek is not so

much as human, or even brutish. The animals do not want it so gross

and so earthy. We see that imagination and desire often heat them and
excite them before the body does; we see in both sexes that among the

crowd they pick and choose for their affections, and that they have
bonds of enduring fondness for each other. Even those to whom old

age denies bodily vigor still tremble, neigh, and quiver with love. We
see them, before the act, full of hope and ardor, and when the body has

played its game, still reveling in the sweetness of this memory; and we
see some who swell with pride when they have finished and who, weary
and sated, give out songs of glee and triumph at their deed. Anyone who
has only to relieve his body of a natural necessity has no reason for

troubling others with such elaborate preparations; that is no meat for

a gross and coarse hunger.

Being one who does not ask to be thought better than I am, I will

say this about the errors of my youth. Not only because of the danger
^to health ( and yet I did not manage well enough to escape having two
touches of it, slight, however, and incipient), ^but also out of scorn I

did not addict myself much to venal and public intimacies. I wanted
to make the pleasure keener by difficulty, by desire, and by a certain

glory; and I Hked the way of Emperor Tiberius, who in his love affairs

was won by modesty and noble birth as much as by any other quality,

and the whim of the courtesan Flora, who lent herself to no one less

than a dictator or a consul or a censor, and took her pleasure in the dig-

nity of her lovers. Certainly pearls and brocade add to the pleasure,

and titles and retinue.

Moreover, I used to set great store by the mind, but only provided
the body was not deficient. For, to answer in all conscience, if beauty
of one or the other had necessarily to be lacking, I would have chosen

sooner to give up the mental. It has its use in better things; but in the

matter of love, a matter which is chiefly concerned with sight and
touch, you can do something without the graces of the mind, nothing

without the graces of the body.
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Beauty is the real advantage of the ladies. ^It is so much their own
that ours, though it demands somewhat difiFerent characteristics, is at

its best only when indistinguishable from theirs, boyish and beardless.

They say that at the court of the Grand Turk the youths that serve him
on account of their beauty, whose number is infinite, are dismissed, at

the latest, at twenty-two. ^Reason, wisdom, and the offices of friend-

ship are oftener found among men; therefore they govern the affairs

of the world.

These two kinds of association are accidental and dependent on
others. One is annoying by its rarity, the other withers with age; thus

they would not have provided well enough for the needs of my life.

Association with books, which is the third kind, is much more certain

and more our own. It yields the other advantages to the first two, but
it has for its share the constancy and ease of its service. It is at my side

throughout my course, and accompanies me everywhere. It consoles

me in old age and in solitude. It relieves me of the weight of a tedious

idleness, and releases me at any time from disagreeable company. It

dulls the pangs of sorrow, unless they are extreme and overpowering.

To be diverted from a troublesome idea, I need only have recourse to

books: they easily turn my thoughts to themselves and steal away the

others. And yet they do not rebel at seeing that I seek them out only

for want of those other pleasures, that are more real, lively, and natural;

they always receive me with the same expression.

He may well go on foot, they say, who leads his horse by the bridle.

And our James, king of Naples and Sicily, who, handsome, young, and
healthy, had himself carried around the country on a stretcher, lying

on a wretched feather pillow, dressed in a gown of gray cloth with a

cap to match, meanwhile followed by great regal pomp, litters, hand-

led horses of all sorts, gentlemen and officers, showed an austerity still

weak and wavering. The sick man is not to be pitied who has a cure

up his sleeve. In the practice and application of this maxim, which is

very true, lies all the fruit I reap from books. Actually I use them
scarcely any more than those who do not know them at all. I enjoy

them, as misers enjoy treasures, because I know that I can enjoy them
when I please; my soul takes its fill of contentment from this right of

possession.

I do not travel without books, either in peace or in war. However,
many days will pass, and even some months, without my using them.

I'll do it soon, I say, or tomorrow, or when I please. Time flies and is

gone, meanwhile, without hurting me. For I cannot tell you what ease

and repose I find when I reflect that they are at my side to give me
pleasure at my own time, and when I recognize how much assistance

they bring to my life. It is the best provision I have found for this human
journey, and I am extremely sorry for men of understanding who do
not have it. I sooner accept any other kind of amusement, however
trivial, because this one cannot fail me.

When at home, I turn aside a little more often to my library, from
which at one sweep I command a view of my household. I am over the
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entrance, and see below me my garden, my farmyard, my courtyard,

and into most of the parts of my house. There I leaf through now one
book, now another, without order and without plan, by disconnected

fragments. One moment I muse, another moment I set down or dic-

tate, walking back and forth, these fancies of mine that you see here.

^It is on the third floor of a tower; the first is my chapel, the second
a bedroom and dressing room, where I often sleep in order to be alone.

Above it is a great wardrobe. In the past it was the most useless place

in my house. In my library I spend most of the days of my life, and
most of the hours of the day. I am never there at night. Adjoining it

is a rather elegant little room, in which a fire may be laid in winter,

very pleasantly hghted by a window. And if I feared the trouble no
more than the expense, the trouble that drives me from all business, I

could easily add on to each side a gallery a hundred paces long and
twelve wide, on the same level, having found all the walls raised, for

another purpose, to the necessary height. Every place of retirement

requires a place to walk. My thoughts fall asleep if I make them sit

down. My mind will not budge unless my legs move it. Those who
study without a book are all in the same boat.

The shape of my library is round, the only flat side being the part

needed for my table and chair; and curving round me it presents at a
glance all my books, arranged in five rows of shelves on all sides. It

offers rich and free views in three directions, and sixteen paces of free

space in diameter.

In winter I am not there so continually; for my house is perched
on a little hill, as its name indicates, and contains no room more ex-

posed to the winds than this one, which I like for being a little hard

to reach and out of the way, for the benefit of the exercise as much as

to keep the crowd away. There is my throne. I try to make my author-

ity over it absolute, and to withdraw this one corner from all society,

conjugal, filial, and civil. Everywhere else I have only a verbal au-

thority, essentially divided. Sorry the man, to my mind, who has not

in his own home a place to be all by himself, to pay his court privately

to himself, to hide! Ambition pays its servants well by keeping them
ever on display, like a statue in a market place. Great fortune is great

slavery [Seneca]. Even their privy is not private. I have found nothing

so harsh in the austere life that our monks practice as this that I observe

in the orders of these men, a rule to be perpetually in company, and to

have numbers of others present for any action whatsoever. I find it

measurably more endurable to be always alone than never to be able

to be alone.

^If anyone tells me that it is degrading the Muses to use them only

as a plaything and a pastime, he does not know, as I do, the value of

pleasure, play, and pastime. I would almost say that any other aim is

ridiculous. I live from day to day, and, without wishing to be dis-

respectful, I live only for myself; my purposes go no further.

In my youth I studied for ostentation; later, a little to gain wisdom;
now, for recreation; never for gain. As for the vain and spendthrift
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fancy I had for that sort of furniture,* ^not just to supply my needs, but to

go three steps beyond, ^for the purpose of Hning and decorating my
walls, I have given it up long ago.

Books have many charming qualities for those who know how to

choose them. But no blessing without a drawback: it is a pleasure

that is no clearer or purer than the others; it has its disadvantages, and
very weighty ones. The mind is exercised in books, but the body, whose
care I have not forgotten either, remains meanwhile inactive, droops
and grieves. I know of no excess more harmful to me, or more to be
avoided in my declining years.

Those are my three favorite and particular occupations. I will not
speak of those that I owe the world out of civic duty.

4 Of diversion

^I was once employed to console a lady who was truly afflicted ( for

most of their mourning is put on and perfunctory )

:

Ever ready in her are copious tears,

Ever at hand and waiting on her word
To flow as she decrees.

JUVENAL

It is bad procedure to oppose this passion, for opposition pricks the

aggrieved and drives them further into sadness. We exasperate the

trouble by the heat of the argument. We see in ordinary conversation

that if I have said something casually and someone disputes it, I pas-

sionately espouse it; and much more so anything I am interested in.

And then, by so doing you make a rough approach to your operation;

whereas the first greetings of the doctor to his patient should be gra-

cious, gay, and agreeable, and an ugly and churlish doctor never did

any good. So on the contrary, you must from the first encourage and
humor their grief and show some signs of approving and excusing it.

By this understanding you gain authority to proceed further, and by
an easy and imperceptible slope you slip into arguments more solid and
suited to their cure.

Since my chief wish was to delude the people present who had their

eyes on me, I decided to cover up the trouble. Moreover, I find by ex-

perience that I am a poor and unprofitable hand at persuading. I pre-

sent my reasons either too pointed and dry, or too brusquely, or too

4 Books.
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carelessly. After I had gone along with her sujffering for a time, I did
not attempt to cm-e it by strong, live reasons, because I lack them, or

because I thought I could effect my purpose better otherwise. ^Nor
did I choose any of the various sayings that philosophy prescribes for

consolation: that what we lament is no evil, like Cleanthes; that it is a
slight evil, like the Peripatetics; that this lamenting is an action neither

just nor laudable, like Chrysippus; or this one of Epicurus, closer to my
style, that we should transfer our thoughts from unpleasant to pleasant

things; nor did I, like Cicero, arm myself with this whole pile of cures,

dispensing it according to the occasion. ^But, very gently deflecting

our talk and diverting it bit by bit to subjects nearby, then a little more
remote, as she gave me more of her attention, I imperceptibly stole away
from her this painful thought and kept her in good spirits and entirely

soothed for as long as I was there. I made use of diversion. Those who
followed me in the same service found no improvement in her, for I had
not laid the axe to the roots.

^Perhaps I have touched elsewhere^ on a certain sort of public di-

version. And the military practice that Pericles used in the Pelopon-
nesian War, and a thousand others have used elsewhere, to draw out
enemy forces from their countries, is only too frequent in the histories.

^It was an ingenious shift by which the sieur de Himbercourt saved
both himself and others in the city of Liege, which the duke of Bur-
gundy, who was laying siege to it, had bid him enter to carry out the

terms of the surrender agreed on. These townspeople, assembled by
night to provide for this, broke into mutiny against the accepted agree-

ments, and many of them decided to fall upon the negotiators, whom
they had in their power. He, getting wind of the first wave of these

people who were coming to burst into his lodgings, promptly released

in their direction two of the inhabitants of the town (for there were
some with him), charged with new and.milder offers to be proposed
in their council, which he had made up on the spot for his need. These
two stopped the first tempest, bringing this excited mob back into the

town hall to hear their message and deliberate on it. The deliberation

was short: behold a second storm bursts out, as violent as the first; and
he dispatches four new similar mediators to meet them, protesting that

this time they have even fatter terms to offer them, which will be entirely

to their contentment and satisfaction. Whereby these people were again

turned back to their conclave. In short, by thus dispensing pastimes,

diverting their fury, and dissipating it in empty discussions, he finally

put it to sleep and got through until daylight, which was his principal

task.

Tliis other story is also of this category. Atalanta, a girl of outstand-

ing beauty and marvelous agiHty, to rid herself of the throng of a
thousand suitors who sought her in marriage, gave them these terms,

that she would accept the man who could match hei in running, with
the proviso that those who failed should lose their lives. There were

1 Essays II: 23, "Of Evil Means Employed to a Good End," pp. 517-18. The
"public diversion" there consists of trying to cure civil war by foreign war.
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enough who considered this prize worth such a risk and who incurred

the penalty of that cruel bargain.

Hippomenes, whose turn came after the others, addressed the tute-

lary goddess of this amorous ardor, calling her to his aid; and she, grant-

ing his prayer, supplied him with three golden apples and a plan to use

them. When the race was under way, as Hippomenes sensed his mis-

tress pressing close on his heels, he let slip, as if inadvertently, one of

these apples. The girl, distracted by its beauty, did not fail to turn aside

to pick it up:

The startled girl, craving the shining apple.

Turns from her course, picks up the rolling gold.

OVID

He did the same at the proper points with the second and third, until,

by thus turning her out of her course and diverting her, he won the race.

When the doctors cannot purge a catarrh, they divert it and lead

it off into some other less dangerous part. I observe that this is also

the most ordinary remedy for ailments of the soul. ^Also sometimes the

mind must be diverted to other interests, preoccupations, cares, busi-

ness; finally, it is often to be cured by a change of place, as with sick

people who are slow in convalescing [Cicero]. ^We rarely make the

soul meet the troubles head on. We do not make it withstand or beat

down their attack, we have it avoid and sidestep them.

This other lesson is too high and too difficult. It is only for first-

class men to dwell purely on the thing itself, consider it, and judge it.

It belongs to the one and only Socrates to become acquainted with

death with an ordinary countenance, to become familiar with it and
play with it. He seeks no consolation outside the thing itself; dying

seems to him a natural and indifferent incident. He fixes his gaze pre-

cisely on it, and makes up his mind to it, without looking elsewhere.

The disciples of Hegesias, who, inflamed by the fine arguments of

his lectures, starve themselves to death, ^and so thick and fast that

King Ptolemy forbade him to entertain his school any more with these

homicidal doctrines, ^do not consider death in itself; they do not judge

it. It is not there that they fix their thoughts; the goal to which they

run is a new existence.

These poor people whom we see on the scaffold, full of burning

devotion, busying all their senses with it as much as they can, their ears

intent on the instructions that are given them, their eyes and hands

on heaven, their voice on praying aloud, with a violent and con-

tinual excitement, are certainly doing something laudable and suitable

to such an extremity. They are to be praised for piety, but not prop-

erly for constancy. They avoid the struggle; they turn their considera-

tion away from death, as we amuse children while they are being

lanced. I have seen some who, if by chance their eye fell on those hor-

rible preparations for death that were going on around them, stiffened

with fear and frenziedly cast their thoughts elsewhere. Those who are

passing a fearful abyss are ordered to close or turn away their eyes.
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^Subrius Flavius had to be put to death at Nero's command, and
that at the hands of Niger (both of them were generals); when he was
led to the place for the execution, seeing that the hole that Niger had
had dug to put him in was uneven and badly made, he said, turning to

the soldiers who were present: "Not even that is according to military

discipline." And to Niger, who was exhorting him to hold his head
firm: "If only you would strike as firmly!" And he guessed right. Niger,

his arm trembling, took several blows to cut his head off. That man
certainly seems to have had his thoughts directly fixed on the object.

^The man who dies in the melee, arms in hand, does not then study

death; he neither feels it nor considers it; he is carried away by the heat

of the battle. A gentleman I know, who fell while fighting in the lists

and felt himself stabbed with a dagger nine or ten times by his enemy,
while everyone present was calling to him to think of his conscience,

told me afterward that although these voices had come to his ears, they

had not touched him at all, and that he had never had a thought except

for disengaging and avenging himself. He killed his man in that same
combat.

^The man who brought L. Silanus his death sentence did much for

him, for after hearing him reply that he was indeed prepared to die, but
not by criminal hands, he rushed on him with his soldiers to overpower
him—while Silanus, all unarmed, defended himself obstinately with

fists and feet—and killed him in the struggle, thus dissipating in a prompt
and tumultuous anger the painful anticipation of a lingering and elabo-

rate death to which he was destined.

^Our thoughts are always elsewhere; the hope of a better life stays

and supports us, or the hope of our children's worth, or the future glory

of our name, or flight from the ills of this life, or the vengeance that

threatens those who cause our death:

On ocean rocks, I hope, if the just gods
Have power left, you 11 drain your cup of pains.

And often cry out Dido's name . . .

I'll hear: the news shall reach me 'mongst the shades.

VIRGU.

^Xenophon was sacrificing, crowned with a garland, when they came
and announced to him the death of his son Gryllus in the battle of Man-
tinea. At the first impact of this news he threw his garland on the

ground; but when, from the rest of the account, he learned how val-

iantly his son had died, he picked the garland up and put it back on
his head.

^Even Epicurus consoles himself at the end with the eternity and
utility of his writings. ^All labors that lead to glory and distinction are

endurable [Cicero]. And the same wound, the same hardship, says

Xenophon, does not weigh on an army general as on a common soldier.

Epaminondas took his death much more cheerfully when he was in-

formed that victory had remained with his side. These are the conso-

lations, these the salves for the greatest sorrows [Cicero]. ^And other
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such circumstances occupy, divert, and distract us from consideration

of the thing in itself.

^Indeed the arguments of philosophy are all the time running along-

side the matter and sidestepping it, and barely brushing the crust of

it. The first man of the first and most authoritative school of philosophy,

the great Zeno, speaking against death, says: "No evil is honorable;

death is honorable; hence it is no evil." Against drunkenness: "No one

entrusts his secret to the drunkard; everyone entrusts it to the sage;

hence the sage will not be a drunkard." Is that hitting the bull's-eye?

I love to see these leading souls unable to shake off our common lot.

Perfect men as they are, still they are men, and most heavily so.

Wengeance is a sweet passion, whose impact is great and natural:

I see this well enough, though I have no experience of it in myself.

Recently, in order to lead a young prince away from it,^ I did not tell

him that we must turn our cheek to the man who has just struck the

other one, for charity's sake, nor did I represent to him the tragic re-

sults that poetry attributes to this passion. I let the passion alone and

applied myself to making him relish the beauty of a contrary picture,

the honor, favor, and good will he would acquire by clemency and

kindness. I diverted him to ambition. That is how it is done.

If your passion in love is too powerful, disperse it, they say; and they

say true, for I have often tried it with profit. Break it up into various

desires, of which one may be ruler and master, if you will; but for fear

it may dominate and tyrannize you, weaken it, check it, by dividing

and diverting it:

When the capricious vein throbs in the restless member,

PERSIUS

Eject the gathered sperm in anything at all.

LUCRETIUS

And see to it in good time, for fear it may be troublesome to you if

once it has seized you:

Unless by vagrant loves, a roving, vagrant boy,

You cure your wounds when fresh, and old by new destroy.

LUCRETIUS

I was once afflicted with an overpowering grief, for one of my nature,

and even more justified than powerful. I might well have been de-

stroyed by it if I had trusted simply to my own powers. Needing some

violent diversion to distract me from it, by art and study I made myself

fall in love, in which my youth helped me. Love solaced me and with-

drew me from the affliction caused by friendship.

Everywhere else it is the same. A painful notion takes hold of me;

I find it quicker to change it than to subdue it. I substitute a contrary

one for it, or, if I cannot, at all events a different one. Variation always

2 This might well be Henry of Navarre, who visited Montaigne right after the

victory of Coutras in 1587.
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solaces, dissolves, and dissipates. If I cannot combat it, I escape it; and

in fleeing I dodge, I am tricky. By changing place, occupation, and

company, I escape into the throng of other occupations and thoughts,

where it loses my trace and so loses me.

Nature proceeds thus by the benefit of our inconstancy. For time,

which she has given us as the sovereign physician of our passions, gains

its effect principally in this way: furnishing our imagination with other

and ever other business, it dissolves and breaks up that first sensation,

however strong it may be.

A wise man sees his dying friend hardly less vividly after twenty-

five years^ than in the first year; *^and according to Epicurus, no less

vividly; for he attributed no alleviation of afflictions either to their

anticipation or to their old age. ^But so many other thoughts traverse

this one that in the end it languishes and tires.

To deflect the bent of popular rumor, Alcibiades cut off the ears and
tail of his handsome dog and drove him out into the public square, so

that the people, given this subject to babble about, might leave his other

actions in peace. I have also known women, for this purpose of diverting

people's opinions and conjectures and putting the gossips off the track,

to cover their true affections with counterfeit ones. But I knew one who,
in counterfeiting, let herself be caught in good earnest, and abandoned
the true original affection for the pretended one. And I learned from
her that men who are well lodged in women's graces are fools to con-

sent to this masquerade. Since the public greetings and conversations

are reserved for this planted suitor, believe me when I say he is not very

able if he does not at last take your place and send you to his. <^That

really is cutting out and sewing a shoe for someone else to put on.

^It takes little to divert and distract us, for it takes little to hold

us. We scarcely look at things in gross and alone; it is the minute and
superficial circumstances and notions that strike us, and the empty
husks that peel off from the things

:

As now in summer the cicadas leave behind
Their filmy shells.

LUCRETIUS

Even Plutarch regrets his daughter for the monkey tricks of her child-

hood. The remembrance of a farewell, an action, a particular grace, a

last recommendation, afflicts us. Caesar's robe troubled all Rome, as his

death had not done. The very sound of the names, which rings in our

ears—"My poor master!" or "My great friend!" "Alas, my dear father!"

or "My sweet daughter!"—when these refrains pain me and I look at

them closely, I find that they are only grammatical and vocal com-
plaints. The word and the sound hurt me, just as the exclamations of

preachers move their auditors more than their reasons, and as we are

struck by the piteous voice of the animal that is being killed for our use;

3 Montaigne wrote this about twenty-five years after the death of his friend

La Boetie.
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so that I do not weigh or penetrate meanwhile the true and solid essence

of my subject:

'Tis with these stimuli that grief provokes itself.

LUCAN

These are the foundations of our mourning.

^The obstinacy of my kidney stones, especially in the penis, has

sometimes cast me into long retentions of urine, for three, even four

days, and so far forward into death that it would have been madness
to hope, or even to wish, to avoid it, in view of the cruel attacks that

this condition brings. Oh what a grand master in the art of torture was
that good Emperor* who had his criminals' penises tied so they would
die from not being able to piss! Finding myself in this plight, I con-

sidered by what slight causes and objects my imagination fostered in

me the regret for Hfe; out of what atoms the gravity and difficulty of this

dislodgment from life built itself up in my soul; for what frivolous

thoughts we made room in so great an affair: a dog, a horse, a book, a

glass, and what not, counted for something in my loss. With others it

is their ambitious hopes, their purse, their learning—no less foolishly, in

my opinion. I saw death nonchalantly when I saw it universally, as the

end of life. I dominate it in the mass; in detail it harasses me. The
tears of a lackey, the distribution of my old clothes, the touch of a well-

known hand, a commonplace phrase of consolation, make me disconso-

late and sorry for myself.

^Thus the laments in fiction trouble our souls, and in Virgil and
Catullus the regrets of Dido and Ariadne impassion even those who do
not believe in them. ^It is a sign of a hard and obstinate nature to feel

no emotion about them; it is reported as a miracle about Polemon that

he was of this stamp, but then, too, he did not even turn pale at the

bite of a mad dog, who took away the calf of his leg. ^And no matter

how great a man's wisdom, he can never grasp, through his judgment
alone, the cause of another's grief in all its intensity; his understanding

is always enhanced by actual presence, when the eyes and ears have
a share in it, organs that cannot be stirred except by incidental details.

Is it reasonable for the arts themselves to make their use and profit

of our natural feeble-mindedness and stupidity? The orator, rhetoric

says, in that farce that is his plea, will be moved by the sound of his own
voice and his own feigned emotions, and will let himself be tricked into

the passion he is portraying. He will imprint on himself a real and es-

sential sorrow by means of this mummery that he enacts, in order to

transmit it to the judges, whom it concerns even less; like those persons
who are hired at funerals to assist in the ceremony of mourning and sell

their tears by weight and measure, and also their sadness. For even
though they go through borrowed emotions, nevertheless it is certain

that in the process of adjusting themselves to their rearranged facial

expression they are often entirely carried away and inwardly affected

with a genuine melancholy.

* Tiberius.
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I was one of the several friends of Monsieur de Gramont who es-

corted his body from the siege of La Fere, where he was killed, to Sois-

sons. I observed that everywhere we passed, the people were moved
to tears and lamentation by the mere solemn pomp of our convoy; for

even the name of the deceased was unknown to them.

^Quintilian says he has seen actors so deeply engaged in a mournful
role that they were still weeping from it after they returned home; and
that he himself, having undertaken to arouse some passion in others,

espoused it himself to the point of being overcome not only by tears

but by the pallor of countenance and the bearing of a man really over-

whelmed with grief.

''In a region near our mountains the women play the part of Prester

Martin;-' for even as they magnify their grief for their lost husband by
remembering the good and agreeable qualities he had, at the same time

they also assemble and proclaim his imperfections, as if to bring them-
selves to some sort of balance and to turn themselves aside from pity to

disdain; ^with much better grace, at that, than we who, at the loss of a

casual acquaintance, pride ourselves on lending him new and unde-
served praises and making him quite another man, when we have lost

sight of him, than he seemed to us when we were seeing him. As if

regret were an instructive thing, or tears enlightened our understanding

by washing it. From this moment I renounce any favorable testimonials

that anyone may want to give me not because I shall deserve them but
because I shall be dead.

^If you ask that man "What interest have you in this siege?" he will

say: "The interest of example and of common obedience to the prince.

I aspire to no profit whatever from it, and as for glory, I know how small

a share of it can concern a private person like myself. I have no passion

or quarrel in this." Yet see him on the next day, all changed, all boiling

and red with anger at his post in the Hne of attack: it is the gleam of so

much steel, and the fire and racket of our cannon and drums, that have
injected this new rigor and hatred into his veins.

A frivolous cause, you will tell me. What do you mean, a cause?

None is needed to agitate our soul: a daydream without body or sub-

ject dominates and agitates it. If I take to building castles in Spain, my
imagination fabricates comforts and pleasures there by which my soul

is really tickled and rejoiced. How many times we trouble our mind
with anger or sadness by such shadows, and involve ourselves in fanci-

ful passions which transform both our soul and our body. ^What aston-

ished, laughing, and confused grimaces daydreams produce on our
faces! What starts and agitations of our limbs and our voice! Does it

not seem that this man, alone as he is, has false visions of a throng of

other men with whom he is dealing, or of some inner demon that is

persecuting him?

^Inquire of yourself where is the object of this change. Is there any-

^ A legendary' priest who at Mass took both parts, giving the responses as well
as the questions.
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thing besides ourselves in nature that feeds on inanity and is subject

to its power?
Cambyses, because in his sleep he had dreamed that his brother was

to become king of Persia, had put him to death—a brother whom he
loved and had always trusted. Aristodemus, king of the Messenians,

killed himself because he fancied there was a bad omen in some howl-
ing of his dogs. And King Midas did as much, disturbed and upset

by some unpleasant dream he had dreamed. It is pricing our life exactly

as it really is to abandon it for a dream.

And yet hear our soul triumph over the misery of the body, over its

weakness, over the fact that it is a target for all kinds of injury and
alterations. Truly it has a fine right to talk!

Poor clay, to which Prometheus did first impart
Its shape! He played a thoughtless role.

Body he planned, but mind he saw not in his art;

His first concern should have been soul.

PROPERTIUS

5 On some verses of Virgil

^To the extent that useful thoughts are fuller and more solid, they

are also more absorbing and more burdensome. Vice, death, poverty,

disease, are grave subjects and grieve us. We should have our soul

instructed in the means to sustain and combat evils, and in the rules for

right living and right belief, and should often arouse it and exercise it

in this fine study. But for a soul of the common sort this must be done

with some respite and with moderation; it goes mad if it is too continu-

ally tense.

In my youth I needed to warn and urge myself to stick to my duty:

blitheness and health do not go so well, they say, with these wise and
serious reflections. At present I am in another state. The conditions of

old age warn me, sober me, and preach to me only too much. From an

excess of gaiety I have fallen into an excess of severity, which is more
disagreeable. Wherefore at this point I deliberately let myself go a bit

to license and sometimes occupy my soul with youthful wanton thoughts

to give it a rest. Henceforth I shall be only too sedate, too heavy, and
too mature. The years lecture me every day in coldness and temper-

ance. This body of mine flees disorder and fears it. It is my body's turn

to guide my mind toward reform. It dominates in turn, and more
roughly and imperiously. It does not leave me a single hour, sleeping

or waking, unoccupied with instruction about death, patience, and peni-

tence. I defend myself against temperance as I once did against sensual

pleasure; for it pulls me too far back, even to the point of insensibility.
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Now I want to be master of myself in every direction. Wisdom has

its excesses, and has no less need of moderation than does folly. Thus,

for fear I may dry up, wither, and grow heavy with prudence, in the

intervals that my ills grant me—

Lest my mind dwell too much upon its ills

OVED

—I very gently sidestep and avert my gaze from this stormy and cloudy

sk)^ that I have in front of me, which, thank God, I do indeed consider

without fright, but not without effort and study, and I amuse myself

in the remembrance of my past youth:

The soul craves what it has lost.

And wholly throws itself into the past.

PETEONIUS

Let childhood look ahead, old age backward: was not this the mean-
ing of the double face of Janus? Let the years drag me along if they

will, but backward. As long as my eyes can discern that lovely season

now expired, I turn them in that direction at intervals. If youth is

escaping from my blood and my veins, at least I want not to uproot

the picture of it from my memory:
Our lives are two

If we can relish our past life anew.

MARTIAL

*^Plato orders men to attend the exercises, dances, and games of

youth, in order to rejoice in others at the suppleness and beauty of body
that is no longer in themselves, and to call to mind the grace and charm
of that flowering age; and he wants them to attribute the honor of vic-

tory in these sports to the young man who has most exhilarated and
delighted the greatest number of them.

^Once I used to mark the burdensome and gloomy days as ex-

ti'aordinary. Those are now my ordinary ones; the extraordinary

are the fine serene ones. I am on my way to the point where
I will leap for joy as at a novel favor when nothing pains me. Though I

tickle myself, I can scarcely wring a poor laugh out of this wretched
body any more. I am merry only in fancy and in dreams, to divert by
trickery the gloom of old age. But indeed it would require another

remedy than a dream: a feeble struggle, that of art against nature. It

is great simplicity to lengthen and anticipate human discomforts, as

everyone does. I would rather be old less long than be old before I am
old. Even the slightest occasions of pleasure that I can come upon, I

seize. I know indeed by hearsay several kinds of pleasures that are

prudent, strong, and glorious; but opinion has not enough power over

me to give me an appetite for them. ^I do not so much want them noble,

magnificent, and ostentatious, as sweet, easy, and ready at hand. We
depart from nature; we give ourselves up to the people, who are not a
good guide in anything [Seneca].

^My philosophy is in action, in natural and present practice, little
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in fancy. Would I might take pleasure in playing at cobnut or with a
top!

He set not people's shouts before the public safety.

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Pleasure is a rather unambitious quality. It thinks itself rich enough
in itself without adding the prize of reputation, and prefers to be
in the shade. We should take the whip to a young man who spent his

time discriminating between the taste of wines and sauces. There is

nothing I ever knew less or valued less than this. At present I am learn-

ing it. I am much ashamed of it, but what should I do? I am still more
ashamed and vexed at the circumstances that drive me to it. It is for

us to trifle and play the fool, and for the young to stand on their reputa-

tion and in the best place. They are going toward the world, toward
reputation; we are coming from it. ^Let them have to themselves
weapons, horses, spears, clubs, hall games, swimming, and races; let

them leave to us old men, out of many sports, dice and knuckle-hones
[Cicero].

^The laws themselves send us home. I can do no less, on behalf of

this puny condition into which my age pushes me, than furnish it with
toys and pastimes, like childhood: and into that indeed we are falling

back. Both wisdom and folly will have all they can do to support me
and help me by their alternate services in this calamity of old age:

Mingle a dash of folly with your wisdom.

HORACE

Likewise I flee the slightest pains; and those that formerly would
not even have scratched me, now pierce me through and through: so

easily is my habit of body beginning to apply itself to illness. ^To a frail

body every pain is intolerable [Cicero].

^And nothing that is hard can a sick mind endure.

OVID

I have always been sensitive and susceptible to pain; now I am still

more tender, and exposed on all sides:

Anything cracked will shatter at a touch.

OVID

My judgment keeps me indeed from kicking and grumbling against the

discomforts that nature orders me to suffer, but not from feeling them.

I, who have no other aim but to live and be merry, would run from one

end of the world to the other to seek out one good year of pleasant and
cheerful tranquillity. A somber, dull tranquillity is easy enough to find

for me, but it puts me to sleep and stupefies me; I am not content with

it. If there are any persons, any good company, in country or city, in

France or elsewhere, residing or traveling, who like my humors and
whose humors I like, they have only to whistle in their palm and I will

go furnish them with essays in flesh and bone.
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Since it is the privilege of the mind to rescue itself from old age, I

advise mine to do so as strongly as I can. Let it grow green, let it flour-

ish meanwhile, if it can, like mistletoe on a dead tree. But I fear it is

a traitor. It has such a tight brotherly bond with the body that it aban-

dons me at every turn to follow the body in its need. I take it aside and
flatter it, I work on it, all for nothing. In vain I try to turn it aside from
this bond, I offer it Seneca and Catullus, and the ladies and the royal

dances; if its companion has the colic, it seems to have it too. Even
the activities that are peculiarly its own cannot then be aroused; they

evidently smack of a cold in the head. There is no sprightliness in its

productions if there is none in the body at the same time.

^Our masters are wrong in that, seeking the causes of the extraordi-

nary flights of our soul, they have attributed some to a divine ecstasy,

to love, to warlike fierceness, to poetry, to wine, but have not assigned

a proper share to health—an ebullient, vigorous, full, lazy health, such
as in the past my green years and security supplied me with now and
then. The blaze of gaiety kindles in the mind vivid, bright flashes be-

yond our natural capacity, and some of the lustiest, if not the most
extravagant, enthusiasms.

Now then, it is no wonder if a contrary state weighs down my spirits,

nails them down, and produces a contrary effect.

^Drooping with the body, it rises to no task.

MAXIMIANUS

Moreover, my mind wants me to be grateful to it because, so it says, it

concedes much less to this bond than is usual with most men. At least,

while we have a truce, let us banish troubles and difficulties from our

relations:

So while we may, let's banish wrinkle-fronted age;

HORACE

gloomy things should be lightened with pleasantries [Sidonius Apol-
linaris].

I love a gay and sociable wisdom, and shun harshness and austerity

in behavior, holding every surly countenance suspect:

^The sullen arrogance of a gloomy face.

BUCHANAN

^That sad group also has its sodomites.

MARTIAL

*^I heartily agree with Plato when he says that an easy or a difficult

humor is of great importance to the goodness or badness of the soul.

Socrates had a settled expression, but serene and smiling, not settled

like that of old Crassus, who was never seen to laugh. ^Virtue is a
pleasant and gay quality.

•^I know well that very few people will frown at the license of my
writings who do not have more to frown at in the license of their
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thoughts. I conform well to their hearts, but I offend their eyes. It is

a well-ordered humor that criticizes Plato's writings and glides over

his supposed relations with Phaedo, Dion, Stella, and Archeanassa. Let

us not be ashamed to say what we are not ashamed to think [author

unknown].

^I hate a surly and gloomy spirit that slides over the pleasures of life

and seizes and feeds upon its misfortunes: like flies, which cannot cling

to a smooth and well-polished body, and attach themselves to and rest

on rough and uneven places, and like leeches that suck and crave only

bad blood.

Furthermore, I have ordered myself to dare to say all that I dare to

do, and I dislike even thoughts that are unpublishable. The worst of

my actions and conditions does not seem to me so ugly as the cowardice

of not daring to avow it. Everyone is discreet in confession; people

should be so in action. Boldness in sinning is somewhat compensated

and bridled by boldness in confessing. ^Whoever would oblige him-

self to tell all, would oblige himself not to do anything about which we
are constrained to keep silent. God grant that this excessive license of

mine may encourage our men to attain freedom, rising above these cow-

ardly and hypocritical virtues born of our imperfections; that at the

expense of my immoderation I may draw them on to the point of reason.

A man must see his vice and study it to tell about it. Those who hide it

from others ordinarily hide it from themselves. And they do not con-

sider it covered up enough if they themselves see it; they withdraw and
disguise it from their own conscience. Why does no one confess his

vices? Because he is still in their grip now; it is only for a waking man
to tell his dream [Seneca].

The diseases of the body become clearer as they increase. We find

that what we were calling a cold or a sprain is the gout. The diseases

of the soul grow more obscure as they grow stronger; the sickest man is

least sensible of them. That is why they must be handled often in the

light of day, with a pitiless hand, be opened up and torn from the hollow

of our breast. As in the matter of good deeds, so in the matter of evil

deeds, mere confession is sometimes reparation. Is there any ugliness in

doing wrong that can dispense us from the duty of confessing it?

^It is painful for me to dissemble, so much so that I avoid taking

others' secrets into my keeping, not really having the heart to disavow
what I know. I can keep silent about it, but deny it I cannot without
effort and displeasure. To be really secret a man must be so by nature,

not by obligation. In the service of princes it is a small thing to be secret

if one is not a liar to boot. If the man who was asking Thales the Mi-
lesian whether he should solemnly deny having committed adultery had
asked me, I would have answered him that he should not do it, for

lying seems to me even worse than adultery. Thales advised him quite

differently: to swear to his innocence, so as to shield the greater fault

by the lesser. However, this advice was not so much a choice as a
multiplication of vices.

Whereupon let us say this word in passing, that we offer a good
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bargain to a man of conscience when we propose to him some difficulty

as a counterpoise to vice. But when we shut him up between two vices,

we put him to a rough choice, as they did to Origen: that he should

either worship an idol or endure being carnally enjoyed by a big ugly

Ethiopian who was brought before him. He submitted to the first con-

dition, and sinfully, it is said. On this basis those women would not be
wrong who protest to us these days, according to their error,^ that they

would rather burden their conscience with ten men than with one Mass.

If it is indiscretion to publish one's errors thus, there is no great

danger that it will pass into an example and custom. For Aristo used
to say that the words men fear most are those that uncover them. We
must tuck up this stupid rag that covers our conduct. They send their

conscience to the brothel and keep their countenance in good order.

Even those who are traitors and assassins espouse the laws of cere-

mony and fix their duty there. Yet it is not for injustice to complain of

indecorum, ^or malice of indiscretion. It is a pity that a wicked man
is not also a fool, and that outward decency should palliate his vice.

These decorative incrustations belong only to a good, healthy wall that

deserves to be preserved or whitened.

^In honor of the Huguenots, who condemn our private and auricular

confession, I confess myself in public, religiously and purely. Saint

Augustine, Origen, and Hippocrates have published the errors of their

opinions; I, besides, those of my conduct.- I am hungry to make my-
self known, and I care not to how many, provided it be truly. Or to

put it better, I am hungry for nothing, but I have a mortal fear of being
taken to be other than I am by those who come to know my name.

A man who does everything for honor and glory, what does he think

to gain by presenting himself to the world in a mask, concealing his true

being from public knowledge? Praise a hunchback for his handsome
figure, and he is bound to take it as an insult. If you are a coward and
people honor you as a valiant man, is it you they are talking about?
They take you for another. I would just as soon have such a man find

gratification in having people doflF their hat to him, thinking that he is

master of the troop, when he is one of the meanest of the retinue.

As Archelaus, king of Macedonia, was passing in the street, some-
one poured some water on him. Those with him said he should punish
the man. "Yes," he said, "but he did not pour water on me, but on the

man he thought I was." ^Socrates said to the man who informed him
that people were speaking ill of him: "Not at all; there is nothing in me
of what they say."

^As for me, if someone praised me for being a good pilot, for being
very modest, or for being very chaste, I would owe him no thanks. And
similarly if someone called me traitor, robber, or drunkard, I would con-

sider myself offended just as little. Those who have a false opinion of

themselves can feed on false approbations; not I, who see myself and

^ Protestantism.

2 Montaigne seems not have known Saint Augustine's Confessions, though he
much admired The City of God.
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search myself to my very entrails, who know well what belongs to me.

I am pleased to be less praised, provided I am better known. ^I might

be considered wise with the kind of wisdom I consider folly.

^I am annoyed that my essays serve the ladies only as a public article

of furniture, an article for the parlor. This chapter will put me in the

boudoir. I like their society when it is somewhat private; when pubHc,

it is without favor or savor.

In farewells we exaggerate the warmth of our affection toward the

things we are leaving. I am taking my last leave of the world's pas-

times; here are our last embraces. But let us come to my theme.

What has the sexual act, so natural, so necessary, and so just, done

to mankind, for us not to dare talk about it without shame and for us to

exclude it from serious and decent conversation? We boldly pronounce

the words 'Tail," "rob," "betray"; and this one we do not dare pronounce,

except between our teeth. Does this mean that the less we breathe of

it in words, the more we have the right to swell our thoughts with it?

cpor it is a good one that the words least in use, least written and

most hushed up, are the best known and most generally familiar. No
age, no type of character, is ignorant of them, any more than of the

word "bread." They impress themselves on everyone without being

expressed, without voice and without form. It is also a good one that

this is an action that we have placed in the sanctuary of silence, from

which it is a crime to drag it out even to accuse and judge it. Nor do

we dare to chastise it except roundaboutly and figuratively. A great

favor for a criminal, to be so execrable that justice deems it unjust to

touch and see him: free and saved by virtue of the severity of his con-

demnation.

Is it not the same as in the matter of books, which become all the

more marketable and public by being suppressed? For my part I am
going to take Aristotle at his word when he says that bashfulness serves

as an ornament to youth but a reproach to old age.

^These verses are preached in the ancient school, a school I adhere

to much more than to the modem; ^its virtues seem to me greater, its

vices less:

^Those who flee Venus too much sin no less

Than those who do pursue her to excess.

AMYOt's PLUTARCH

Thou, goddess, thou alone rul'st over everything;

Without thee nothing rises to the light of day;

Nothing becomes, without thee, lovable or gay.

LUCRETIUS

I do not know who can have put Pallas and the Muses on bad terms

with Venus and made them cold toward Love; but I know no deities

better suited or more indebted to one another. Whoever takes away
from the Muses their amorous fancies will rob them of the best subject

they have and the noblest matter of their work. And whoever makes
Love lose the communication and service of poetry will disarm him of
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his best weapons. In this way they charge the god of intimacy and
affection, and the patron goddesses of humanity and justice, with the

vice of ingratitude and lack of appreciation.

I have not been so long cashiered from the roll and retinue of this

god as not to have a memory informed of his powers and merits:

I know the traces of the ancient flame.

VIRGIL

There is still some remnant of heat and emotion after the fever:

In wintry years, let me not lack this heat.

JOHANNES SECUNDUS

Dried out and weighed down as I am, I still feel some tepid remains

of that past ardor:

As the Aegean, when those winds have died
Which only lately made it chum and leap,

Does not at once grow calm, or put aside

The roar and violence of the raging deep.

TASSO

But from what I understand of it, the powers and worth of this god
are more alive and animated in the paiating of poetry than in their own
reality.

And verses have their fingers to excite.

JUVENAL

Poetry reproduces an indefinable mood that is more amorous than love

itself. Venus is not so beautiful all naked, alive, and panting, as she is

here in Virgil:

The goddess ceased to speak, and snowy arms outflung

Around him faltering, soft fondling as she clung.

He quickly caught the wonted flame; the heat well-known
Entered his marrow, ran through every trembling bone.
Often a brilliant lightning flash, not otherwise.

Split by a thunderclap, runs through the cloudy skies.

He spoke.

Gave the embraces that she craved; then on her breast.

Outpoured at last, gave himself up to sleep and rest.

VIRGIL

What I find worth considering here is that he portrays her as a little

too passionate for a marital Venus. In this sober contract the appetites

are not so wanton; they are dull and more blunted. Love hates people

to be attached to each other except by himself, and takes a laggard part

in relations that are set up and maintained under another title, as mar-
riage is. Connections and means have, with reason, as much weight in

it as graces and beauty, or more. We do not marry for ourselves, what-

ever we say; we marry just as much or more for our posterity, for our
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family. The practice and benefit of marriage concerns our race very

far beyond us. Therefore I Hke this fashion of arranging it rather by a

third hand than by our own, and by the sense of others rather than by
our own. How opposite is all this to the conventions of love! And so

it is a kind of incest to employ in this venerable and sacred alliance the

eflForts and extravagances of amorous license, as it seems to me I have

said elsewhere.^ A man, says Aristotle, should touch his wife prudently

and soberly, lest if he caresses her too lasciviously the pleasure should

transport her outside the bounds of reason. What he says on account

of conscience, the doctors say on account of health: that an excessively

hot, voluptuous, and assiduous pleasure spoils the seed and hinders

conception. They say, on the other hand, that for a languid encounter,

as this one is by its nature, we should present ourselves rarely and at

considerable intervals, to fill it with a just and fertile heat:

Athirst to take the member in and hide it deep.

VIRGIL

I see no marriages that sooner are troubled and fail than those that

progress by means of beauty and amorous desires. It needs more solid

and stable foundations, and we need to go at it circumspectly; this

ebullient ardor is no good for it.

Those who think to honor marriage by joining love to it act, it seems

to me, the same as those who, to favor virtue, hold that nobility is

nothing else but virtue. These are things that have a certain relation-

ship, but there is a great difference between them. There is no point

in mixing up their names and titles; we wrong one or the other by con-

fusing them. Nobility is a fine quality, and introduced with reason.

But inasmuch as it is a quality dependent on others, and which can fall

to a vicious and worthless man, it is well below virtue in esteem. It is

a virtue, if indeed it is one, that is artificial and visible, dependent upon
time and fortune, varying in form according to countries, living and
mortal, with no more source than the river Nile, genealogical and com-
mon to many, a matter of succession and resemblance, derived by in-

ference, and a very weak inference at that. Knowledge, strength, good-

ness, beauty, riches, all other qualities, fall into the range of communi-
cation and association; this one is self-consuming, of no use in the

service of others.

One of our kings was proposed the choice between two competitors

for the same office, one of whom was a nobleman, the other was not.

He ordered that they choose, without regard to this quality, the one

who had the more merit; but that if the worth should be entirely equal,

they should then take nobiHty into account. That was giving it exactly

its proper place. Antigonus said to a young stranger who was asking

him for the post of his father, a man of valor who had just died: "My
friend, in such benefits I do not consider so much the nobility of my
soldiers as I do their prowess." ^In truth, it should not go as it did with

3 Essays 1:30, "Of Moderation."
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the functionaries of the kings of Sparta, trumpeters, minstrels, cooks,

whose duties were inherited by their children, no matter how ignorant

they were, in preference to the most experienced men in the trade.

The people of Calicut make of their nobles a superhuman species.

Marriage is forbidden them, and every other occupation but war. Of
concubines they may have their fill, and the women as many lovers,

without jealousy toward one another; but it is a capital and unpardon-

able crime to mate with a person of another condition than their own.

And they consider themselves polluted if they are so much as touched

by them in passing, and, as their nobility is marvelously injured and
damaged by this, they kill those who have merely approached a little

too close to them; so that the ignoble are obliged to cry out as they walk,

like the gondoliers in Venice at the street corners, to avoid collisions;

and the nobles command them to move aside in the direction they want.

Thereby the nobles avoid an ignominy that they consider perpetual;

and the others, a certain death. No length of time, no princely favor, no

office or virtue or riches can make a commoner become a noble. In

which this custom helps, that marriages are forbidden between one trade

and another. A girl from a shoemaker's family cannot marry a car-

penter. And the parents are obliged to train their children exactly for

the father's calHng and not for any other; whereby the distinction and
continuity of their fortune is maintained.

^A good marriage, if such there be, rejects the company and con-

ditions of love. It tries to reproduce those of friendship. It is a sweet

association in life, full of constancy, trust, and an infinite number of

useful and solid services and mutual obligations. No woman who savors

the taste of it.

Whom the nuptial torch with welcome light has joined,

CATT.TLLUS

would want to have the place of a mistress or paramour to her husband.

If she is lodged in his affection as a wife, she is lodged there much more
honorably and securely. When he dances ardent and eager attention

elsewhere, still let anyone ask him then on whom he would rather have

some shame fall, on his wife or his mistress; whose misfortune would
afflict him more; for whom he wishes more honor. These questions

admit of no doubt in a sound marriage.

The fact that we see so few good marriages is a sign of its price and
its value. If you form it well and take it rightly, there is no finer rela-

tionship in our society. We cannot do without it, and yet we go about

debasing it. The result is what is observed about cages: the birds out-

side despair of getting in, and those inside are equally anxious to get

out. "^Socrates, when asked which was preferable, to take or not to take

a wife, said: "Whichever a man does, he will repent it." ^It is a com-
pact to which the saying is applied most appropriately, man is to man
either a god or a wolf [Cecilius, quoted by Symmachus; and Plautus].

Many qualities must come together to construct it. It is found now-
adays better suited to simple plebeian souls, in which luxury, curiosity.
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and idleness do not disturb it so much. Men with unruly humors like

me, who hate any sort of bond or obligation, are not so fit for it:

Sweeter it is to me to live with neck unyoked.

MAXIMIANUS

Of my own choice, I would have avoided marrying Wisdom herself,

if she had wanted me. But say what we will, the custom and practice

of ordinary life bears us along. Most of my actions are conducted by
example, not by choice. At all events, I did not really bid myself to it,

I was led to it, and borne by extraneous circumstances. For not only

inconvenient things, but anything at all, however ugly and vicious and
repulsive, can become acceptable through some condition or circum-

stance: so inane is our human posture. And I was borne to it certainly

more ill-prepared and contrary than I am now after having tried it.

And, licentious as I am thought to be, I have in truth observed the laws

of marriage more strictly than I had either promised or expected. It

is no longer time to kick when we have let ourselves be hobbled. A man
must husband his freedom prudently; but once he has submitted to an
obligation, he must keep to it under the laws of common duty, at least

make an effort to. Those who make this bargain only to behave with

hatred and contempt act unjustly and harmfully. And that fine rule

that I see passing from hand to hand among the women like a sacred

oracle.

Serve your husband as your master
And guard against him as a traitor,

FRENCH; SOURCE UNKNOWN

which is to say "Behave toward him with a constrained, hostile, and
distrustful reverence," a war cry and a challenge, is equally unjust and
hard. I am too soft for such thorny plans. To tell the truth, I have not

yet attained such perfection of cleverness and refinement of wit as to

confound reason with injustice and cast into derision any order and rule

that does not accord with my appetite. Because I hate superstition, I

do not promptly throw myself into irreligion. If a man does not always

do his duty, at least he must always love and acknowledge it. ^It is

treachery to get married without getting wedded. ^Let us pass on.

Our poet represents a marriage full of harmony and well matched,

in which, nevertheless, there is not much loyalty. Did he mean that it is

not impossible to give in to the impact of love and nonetheless reserve

some duty toward marriage, and that one may injure marriage without

breaking it up completely? ^A servant may shoe his master's mule*

without hating him for all that. ^Beauty, opportunity, destiny (for

destiny has a hand in it too)—
There is a destiny that rules

The parts our clothes conceal; for if the stars abhor you.

Unheard-of length of member will do nothing for you

JUVENAL

* Presumably, steal from him.
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—have attached her to a stranger; not so wholly, perhaps, that she may
not have some tie left by which she still holds to her husband. Love
and marriage are two intentions that go by separate and distinct roads.

A woman may give herself to a man whom she would not at all want
to have married; I do not mean because of the state of his fortune, but
because of his personal qualities. Few men have married their mistresses

who have not repented it—^even in the other world: what a bad match
Jupiter made with his wife, whom he had first frequented and enjoyed
in love aflFairs! It is the old saying: "Shit in your hat and then put it on
your head."

^I have seen in my time, in high place, love shamefully and dishonor-

ably cured by marriage: the considerations are too different. We love,

without conflict, two diverse and contrary things. Isocrates used to say
that people liked Athens the way men Hke the ladies they serve for love.

Everyone loved to come and wander around and pass his time there; no
one loved it enough to marry it, that is to say, to reside and settle there.

I have been vexed to see husbands hate their wives for the mere fact

that they themselves are doing them wrong. At least we should not love

them less for our own fault. Through repentance and compassion, at

least, they should be dearer to us.

They are different ends, Isocrates says, and yet in some sort com-
patible. Marriage has for its share utility, justice, honor, and constancy:

a flat pleasure, but more universal. Love is founded on pleasure alone,

and in truth its pleasure is more stimulating, lively, and keen: a pleasure

inflamed by difficulty. There must be a sting and a smart in it. It is no
longer love if it is without arrows and without fire. The liberality of the

ladies is too profuse in marriage, and blunts the point of affection and
desire. ^Just see the pains that Lycurgus and Plato take in their laws
to avoid this disadvantage.

^Women are not wrong at all when they reject the rules of life that

have been introduced into the world, inasmuch as it is the men who have
made these without them. There is naturally strife and wrangling be-

tween them and us: the closest communion we have with them is still

tumultuous and tempestuous.

In our author's opinion we treat them inconsiderately in the follow-

ing way. We have discovered, he says, that they are incomparably more
capable and ardent than we in the acts of love—and that priest^ of

antiquity so testified, who had been once a man and then a woman,

To him in both aspects was Venus known.

OVID

—and besides, we have learned from their own mouth the proof that

was once given in different centuries by an emperor and an empress^
of Rome, master workmen and famous in this task: he indeed deflowered
in one night ten captive Sarmatian virgins; but she actually in one night

^ Tiresias.

8 Proculus and Messalina.
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was good for twenty-five encounters, changing company according to

her need and hking,

Her secret parts burning and tense with lust,

And, tired by men, but far from sated, she withdrew.

JUVENAL

We know about the dispute that occurred in Catalonia from a woman
complaining of the too assiduous efforts of her husband: not so much,
in my opinion, that she was bothered by them (for I believe in miracles

only in matters of faith ) , as by way of a pretext to curtail and curb, in

the very thing that is the fundamental act of marriage, the authority of

husbands over their wives, and to show that the peevishness and ma-
lignity of wives extends beyond the nuptial bed and treads underfoot

the very graces and sweets of Venus; to which complaint the husband,

a truly brutish and perverted man, answered that even on fast days he
could not do with less than ten. There intervened that notable sentence

of the queen of Aragon, by which, after mature deliberation with her

council, this good queen, to give for all time a rule and example of the

moderation and modesty required in a just marriage, ordained as the

legitimate and necessary limit the number of six a day, relinquishing

and giving up much of the need and desire of her sex, in order, she said,

to establish an easy and consequently permanent and immutable for-

mula. At which the doctors cry out: "What must the feminine appetite

and concupiscence be when their reason, their reformation, and their

virtue are set at this rate?" "^Consider these varying judgments about

our sexual needs, and then the fact that Solon, chief of the lawgiving

school, assesses conjugal intercourse, in order to keep from failing, at

only three times a month. ^After believing and preaching all this, we
have gone and given women continence as their particular share, and
upon utmost and extreme penalties.

There is no passion more pressing than this, which we want them
alone to resist, not simply as a vice of its own size, but as an abomination

and execration, more to be resisted than irreligion and parricide; and
meanwhile we give in to it without blame or reproach. Even those of

us who have tried to get the better of it have sufficiently admitted what
difficulty, or rather impossibility, there was in subduing, weakening,

and cooling off the body by material remedies. We, on the contrary,

want them to be healthy, vigorous, plump, well-nourished, and chaste at

the same time: that is to say, both hot and cold. For marriage, which
we say has the function of keeping them from burning, brings them but
little cooling off, according to our ways. If they take a husband in whom
the vigor of youth is still boiling, he will pride himself on expending it

elsewhere:

Bassus, for shame, or we must go to law:

I bought your penis at a heavy price;

You've sold it, Bassus, it is yours no more.

MARTIAL
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^The philosopher Polemon was justly brought to justice by his wife, for

sowing in a sterile field the fruit that was due to the genital field. ^If they

take one of those broken-down ones, there they are in full wedlock

worse off than virgins or widows. We consider them well provided for

because they have a man beside them, as the Romans considered Clodia

Laeta, a Vestal, violated because Caligula had approached her, even

though it was attested that he had only approached her. But on the

contrary, their need is only increased thereby, inasmuch as the contact

and company of any male whatever awakens their heat, which would
remain quieter in solitude. And for the purpose, it is likely, of render-

ing their chastity more meritorious by this circumstance and considera-

tion, Boleslaus and Kinge, his wife, the king and queen of Poland, by

mutual agreement consecrated it by a vow, while lying together on

their very wedding night, and maintained it in the face of marital op-

portunities.

We train them from childhood to the ways of love. Their grace,

their dressing up, their knowledge, their language, all their instruction,

has only this end in view. Their governesses imprint in them nothing

else but the idea of love, if only by continually depicting it to them in

order to disgust them with it. My daughter ( she is the only child I have

)

is at the age at which the laws allow the most ardent of them to marry.

She is of a backward constitution, slight and soft, and has been brought

up by her mother accordingly, in a retired and private manner: so that

she is now only just beginning to grow out of the naivete of childhood.

She was reading a French book in my presence. The word fotiteau

occurred, the name of a familiar tree.'^ The woman she has to train her

stopped her short somewhat roughly and made her skip over that peril-

ous passage. I let her go ahead in order not to disturb their rules, for I

do not involve myself at all in directing her: the government of women
has a mysterious way of proceeding; we must leave it to them. But if

I am not mistaken, the company of twenty lackeys could not have im-

printed in her imagination in six months the understanding and use and
all the consequences of the sound of those wicked syllables as did this

good old woman by her reprimand and interdict:

The ripened maid delights to learn

In wanton Ionic dance to turn.

And fondly dreams, when still a child,

Of loves incestuous and wild.

HORACE

Let them dispense with ceremony a bit, let them speak freely; we
are but children compared with them in this knowledge. Hear them
describe our wooings and our conversations, and you will realize full

well that we bring them nothing that they have not known and digested

without us. ^Could it be as Plato says, that they were once dissipated

boys? ^My ear one day happened to be in a place where without sus-

'' Beech.
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picion it could snatch some of the talk they were having among them-
selves. If only I might repeat it! By Our Lady, I said, we make fine

use of our time by going off to study the phrases of Amadis and the

stories of Boccaccio and Aretino so as to seem worldly-wise! There is

not a word, not an example, not a trick that they do not know better

than our books: it is a teaching that is bom in their veins,

And Venus herself inspired them,

VIRGIL

which those good schoolmasters, nature, youth, and health, continually

breathe into their souls. They have no need to learn it, they breed it:

Nor any more delighted is a snow-white dove,

Or if there be another thing more hot for love.

To keep on plucking kisses with a biting bill,

Than is a woman with her many-fancied will,

CATULLUS

If this natural violence of their desire were not somewhat held in

check by the fear and honor with which they have been provided, we
would be shamed. The whole movement of the world resolves itself

into and leads to this coupling. It is a matter infused throughout, it is

a center to which all things look. We still see some of the ordinances of

wise old Rome drawn up for the service of love, and the precepts of

Socrates for the instruction of courtesans:

Nor do the Stoics' little volumes hate

On silken cushions to lie in state.

HORACE

Zeno, among his laws, also made rules for the splitting and batter-

ing operations required to deflower virgins. ^What was the point of

the philosopher Strato's book "Of Carnal Conjunction"? And what did

Theophrastus treat of in those he entitled, one "The Lover," the other

"Of Love"? And Aristippus in his, "Of Ancient Delights"? What is the

purpose of Plato's so extensive and vivid descriptions of the boldest

amours of his time? And "The Book of the Lover" by Demetrius Pha-
lereus? And "Clinias, or the Ravished Lover," by Heraclides Ponticus?

And Antisthenes' book "Of Begetting Children, or of Weddings," and
the other, "Of the Master or the Lover"? And Aristo's "On Amorous
Exercises"? And Cleanthes', one "Of Love," the other "On the Art of

Loving"? The "Dialogues on Love" of Sphaerus? And Chrysippus' fable

of Jupiter and Juno, shameless beyond all endurance, and his fifty very

lascivious Epistles? For I must leave aside the writings of the phi-

losophers who followed the Epicurean sect.

^Fifty deities were in times past assigned to this ofiice, and there

were nations where, to assuage the lust of those who came to their devo-

tions, they kept girls and boys in the churches to be enjoyed, and it was
a ceremonious act to use them before coming to service. ^Doubtless

incontinence is necessary for the sake of continence; a conflagration is

extinguished hij fire [Tertullian].
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'^In most parts of the world this part of our body was deified. In one

and the same province some flayed ofiF the skin in order to offer and

consecrate a piece of it, the others offered and consecrated their seed.

In another, the young men publicly pierced and opened it in various

places between the flesh and the skin, and put skewers through these

openings, the longest and thickest that they could endure; and of these

skewers they afterward made a fire as an offering to their gods. They
were considered deficient in vigor and chastity if they were upset by the

power of this cruel pain. Elsewhere the most sacred magistrate was
revered and recognized by those parts of him; and in many ceremonies

an effigy of it was carried in pomp in honor of various divinities.

The Egyptian ladies, at the festival of the Bacchanals, wore a wooden
one around their neck, exquisitely fashioned, big and heavy, according

to each one's capacity; besides which the statue of their god displayed

one which surpassed in size the rest of the body.

The married women hereabouts form a figure of one with their ker-

chiefs over their forehead to glory in the enjoyment they have of it; and
when they come to be widows they put it down in back and hide it

beneath their coifs.

The most modest matrons in Rome were honored to offer flowers and

garlands to the god Priapus; and the virgins at the time of their nuptials

were made to sit on his least seemly parts. And I know not but that I have

seen some semblance of a like devotion in my time. What was the mean-

ing of that ridiculous part of the breeches worn by our fathers, which is

still seen on our Swiss? What is the point of the show we make even now
of the shape of our pieces under our galligaskins, and what is worse,

often by falsehood and imposture beyond their natmral size?

^I am tempted to believe that this sort of garment was invented in

better and more conscientious ages so as not to deceive people, so that

each man alike might publicly and gallantly render an account of his

capacity. The simpler nations still have it somewhat corresponding to

the real size. In those days the workman was taught the art, as is done

in measuring the arm or the foot.

^That good man who, when I was young, castrated so many beautiful

ancient statues in his great city, so that the eye might not be corrupted,

^following the advice of that other ancient worthy-

Nude bodies shown in public lead to shameful acts

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

—^should have called to mind tliat nothing was gained unless he also

had horses and asses castrated, and finally all nature, just as in the

mysteries of the Bona Dea^ all semblance whatever of masculinity was
excluded.

Yes, everything on earth, the race of man and beast.

Fish of the sea, and flocks, and gaily painted birds.

Rush into passionate flame.

VIRGIL

8 Originally a Roman goddess of chastity.
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'^The gods, says Plato, have furnished us with a disobedient and
tyrannical member, which, like a furious animal, undertakes by the

violence of its appetite to subject everything to itself. To women like-

wise they have given a gluttonous and voracious animal which, if denied

its food in due season, goes mad, impatient of delay, and, breathing its

rage into their bodies, stops up the passages, arrests the breathing, caus-

ing a thousand kinds of ills, until it has sucked in the fruit of the com-
mon thirst and therewith plentifully irrigated and fertilized the depth

of the womb.
^Now my legislator should also have called to mind that it is per-

haps a more chaste and fruitful practice to let them know the living

reality early than to leave them to guess it according to the freedom and
heat of their imagination. In place of the real parts, through desire and
hope, they substitute others three times life-size. ^And a certain man
of my acquaintance ruined his chances by exposing his in a place where
he was not yet in a position to put them to their more serious use.

'^What mischief is not done by those enormous pictures that boys

spread about the passages and staircases of palaces! From these, women
acquire a cruel contempt for our natural capacity.

<^How do we know that Plato did not have this in mind when, imi-

tating other well-constituted states, he ordained that men and women,
young and old, should appear in one another's sight stark naked in

gymnastics?

^The Indian women, who see the men in the raw, have at least cooled

their sense of sight. <^And although the women of the great kingdom
of Pegu, who have nothing to cover them below the waist but a cloth

slit in front and so narrow that whatever ceremonious modesty they

seek to preserve, at each step they can be seen whole, may say that this

is a device thought up in order to attract the men to them and divert

them from their fondness for other males, to which that nation is alto-

gether addicted, it might be said that they lose by it more than they gain

and that a complete hunger is sharper than one that has been satisfied

at least by the eyes.

^Moreover, Livia used to say that to a good woman a naked man is

no more than a statue.

^The Lacedaemonian women, more virginal as wives than our women
are as maidens, saw the young men of their city every day stripped at

their exercises, and were not too careful themselves to cover their thighs

in walking, considering themselves, as Plato says, suflBciently covered

by their virtue without a farthingale.^

But those men of whom Saint Augustine tells us attributed to nudity

a wonderful power of temptation by doubting whether at the universal

judgment women will rise again in their own sex and not rather in ours,

lest they tempt us still in that holy state.

^In short, we allure and flesh them by every means; we incessantly

heat and excite their imagination; and then we bellyache. Let us con-

8 In French, "de leur vertu sans vertugade."
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fess the truth: there is hardly one of us who is not more afraid of the

shame that comes to him for his wife's vices than for his own; who does

not take better care ( wonderful charity ) of his good wife's conscience

than of his own; who would not rather be a thief and sacrilegious and
have his wife be a murderess and a heretic, than not to have her be more
chaste than her husband.

And the women will gladly offer to go to the law courts to seek gain,

and to war to seek a reputation, rather than be obliged to keep so diflB-

cult a guard in the midst of idleness and pleasures. Don't they see that

there is not a merchant, or a lawyer, or a soldier who will not leave his

business to run after this other—and the porter and the cobbler, all

harassed and worn out as they are with work and hunger?

Would you give, for all Mygdonian Phrygia's gold.

Or all the wealth Achaemenes possesses,

Or what Arabia's full coffers hold,

One of Licinnia's tresses,

While to your kisses sweet her neck so white
She bends, or, cruel, tenderly denies

Those in which more than you she takes delight.

And soon she'll snatch by surprise?

HORACE

^Iniquitous appraisal of vices! Both we and they are capable of a

thousand corruptions more harmful and unnatural than lasciviousness.

But we create and weigh vices not according to nature but according to

our interest, whereby they assume so many unequal shapes. The severity

of our decrees makes women's addiction to this vice more exacerbated

and vicious than its nature calls for, and involves it in consequences

that are worse than their cause.

^I do not know whether the exploits of Caesar and Alexander sur-

pass in hardship the resoluteness of a beautiful young woman brought

up in our fashion, in full view of and contact with the world, assailed

by so many contrary examples, keeping herself entire in the midst of a

thousand continual and powerful solicitations. There is no action more
thorny, or more active, than this inaction. I find it much easier to bear

a suit of armor all one's life than a virginity; and the vow of virginity

is the most noble of all vows, as being the hardest: ^The power of the

Devil is in the loins, says Saint Jerome.

^Certainly we have resigned to the ladies the most arduous and
vigorous of human duties, and we leave them the glory of it. That should

serve them as a singular spur to persevere in it. This is a fine occasion

for them to defy us and to trample underfoot that vain preeminence in

valor and virtue that we claim over them. They will find, if they take

note, that they will be not only very esteemed for this but also more
loved. A gallant man does not abandon his pursuit for being refused,

provided the refusal is dictated by chastity rather than choice. We can

swear, threaten, and complain all we like: we lie, we love them the bet-

ter for it. There is no allurement like a modesty that is not heartless
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and surly. It is stupidity and baseness to persevere against hatred and
contempt, but against a virtuous and constant resolution mingled with

a grateful good will, it is the exercise of a noble and generous soul. They
may recognize our services up to a certain degree, and honorably make
us feel that they do not disdain us.

cpor that law that commands them to abominate us because we adore

them and to hate us because we love them is indeed cruel, if only for its

diflBculty. Why shall they not hear our offers and requests so long as

they keep within the duty of modesty? Why do we go surmising that

they have some more licentious idea within? A queen of our time used

to say shrewdly that to refuse to hear these advances was a testimony

of weakness and an accusation of one's own facility; and that a lady who
had not been tempted could not boast of her chastity.

^The limits of honor are by no means so curtailed. It has room to

relax, it can allow itself some freedom without transgressing. At its

frontier there is some space that is free, indifferent, and neutral. If a

man has been able to hunt it down and bring it to bay by force right

in its corner and stronghold, he is a fool if he is not satisfied with his

fortune. The prize of victory is estimated by its difficulty. Do you want

to know what impression your service and your merit have made on

her heart? Measure it by her character. Some may grant more who do

not grant so much. The obligation for the benefit is entirely relative

to the will of the person who grants it. The other circumstances that

enter into a benefit are dumb, dead, and fortuitous. It costs her more to

give that Httle than it costs her companion to give her all. If In any-

thing rarity is a value, it must be in this. Do not consider how little it

is, but how few have it. The value of money changes according to the

coinage and the place where it is minted.

Whatever the spite and indiscretion of some men may make them
say in the excess of their discontent, virtue and truth always regain their

advantage. I have known women whose reputation was long unjustly

damaged to restore themselves to the universal esteem of men by their

constancy alone, without any effort or artifice. Everyone repents and
takes back what he had beheved of them; after being slightly suspect

girls, they hold the first rank among ladies of virtue and honor. Some-
one said to Plato: "Everyone is speaking ill of you." "Let them talk,"

he said, "I will live in such a fashion as to make them change their

tune."

Besides the fear of God and the prize of so rare a glory, which should

incite women to preserve themselves, the corruption of our time forces

them to; and if I were in their place, there is nothing I would not do
rather than entrust my reputation to such dangerous hands. In my time

the pleasure of telling about it ( a pleasure which yields little in sweet-

ness to that of the thing itself) was permitted only to those who had
some faithful and unique friend. Nowadays the ordinary conversation

at gatherings and at table consists of boasts of the favors received and
the secret liberality of the ladies. Truly one must be abject and base

in heart beyond measure to allow these tender charms to be so cruelly
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persecuted, pawed over, and ransacked by such ungrateful, indiscreet,

and fickle persons.

This immoderate and illegitimate exasperation of ours against this

vice is bom of the most vain and tempestuous malady that aflBicts human
souls, which is jealousy.

Who forbids taking a light from a flaming torch?

OVID

Give all they will, yet thereby nothing's lost.

PRIAPEA

Jealousy and her sister envy seem to me among the most foolish of the

troop. Of the latter I can scarcely speak: this passion, which is painted
as being so strong and powerful, has, by its good grace, no access to me.
As for the other, I know it, at least by sight. The animals have a sense

of it: when the shepherd Crastis fell in love with a goat, her mate out
of jealousy came and butted his head as he was asleep and crushed it.

We have raised this fever to an excessive pitch, after the example of

same barbarian nations. The better disciplined ones have been touched
by it, which is reasonable, but not carried away:

Never adulterer, by sword of husband slain.

Did with his purple blood the Stygian waters stain.

JOHANNES SECUNDUS

Lucullus, Caesar, Pompey, Antony, Cato, and other brave men were
cuckolds and knew it without stirring up a tumult about it. In those

days there was only one fool of a Lepidus who died in anguish over it.

Then you will suffer the adulterer's fate:

They'll spread your legs, and cram your open gate
With radishes and mullets.

CATULLUS

And the god of our poet, when he surprised one of his companions with
his wife, contented himself with putting them to shame:

And one merry wag among the gods.

Wished that thus he might be disgraced;

OVED

and, for all that, he allows himself to be warmed by the sweet caresses

she offers him, complaining that it was on this account she had come
to mistrust his affection:

Why go seek causes from afar? Whither has gone.

Goddess, your faith in me?
VIRGIL

In fact she asks a favor of him for a bastard of hers—

I ask for arms, a mother for her son

VIRGIL
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—which is liberally granted her; and Vulcan speaks honorably of Aeneas,

Arms for a warrior must be made,

VIRGIL

with a humanity truly more than human. And I will consent that this

excess of goodness be left to the gods:

Nor is it fair to equal men with gods.

CATULLUS

As for the confusion of children, ^not only do the most serious legis-

lators ordain and favor it in their republics, but furthermore ^it does not

concern the women, in whom this passion of jealousy is, I know not how,
still more firmly seated:

For often Juno, mistress of the gods.

Burns at her husband's daily escapades.

CATULLUS

When jealousy seizes these poor, weak, and unresisting souls, it is

pitiful how cruelly it drags them about and tyrannizes over them. It

insinuates itself into them under the title of friendship, but once it pos-

sesses them, the same causes that served as the foundation of good will

serve as the foundation of mortal hatred. *^Of all the diseases of the

mind it is the one which the most things serve to feed and the fewest

things to remedy. ^The virtue, the health, the merit, the reputation,

of the husband are the firebrands of the wives' ill will and fury:

No hatreds are so keen as those of love.

PROPERTIUS

This fever disfigures and corrupts all that is otherwise beautiful and
good in them; and in a jealous woman, however chaste she may be and
however good a housewife, there is no action that does not smack of

bitterness and unpleasantness. It is a frenzied agitation, which tosses

them to an extreme completely contrary to its cause. A good example
was one Octavius in Rome. After he had slept with Pontia Posthumia,

his affection was increased by the enjoyment, and he sought most ur-

gently to marry her. When he was unable to persuade her, his extreme

love threw him into the reactions of the most cruel and mortal hatred:

he killed her. Likewise the ordinary symptoms of that other love malady
are intestine hatreds, plots, conspiracies,

'Tis known what woman in a rage can do,

VIRGIL

and a rage which is all the more fretful for being constrained to justify

itself under the pretext of good will.

Now the duty of chastity is very extensive. Is it their will that we
want our women to curb? That is a very supple and active faculty; it

has a lot of agility if we try to immobilize it. What if dreams sometimes

involve them so far that they cannot deny them? It is not in them, nor

perhaps in Chastity herself, since she is a female, to keep themselves
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from lust and desire. If their will alone concerns us, where are we?
Imagine the great rush if a man had the privilege of being borne swift

as a bird, without eyes to see or tongue to tell, into the arms of each
woman who would accept him.

^The Scythian women put out the eyes of all their slaves and pris-

oners of war to make use of them more freely and secretly.

^Oh, what a terrific advantage is opportuneness! If someone asked

me the first thing in love, I would answer that it is knowing how to seize

the right time; the second likewise, and the third too; it is a point that

can accomplish anything.

I have often lacked luck, but also sometimes enterprise: God keep
from harm the man who can laugh at this. These days love calls for

more temerity, which our young men excuse on the pretext of ardor;

but if the women considered the matter closely, they would find that

temerity comes rather from contempt. I used to be scrupulously afraid

of giving oflFense, and I am inclined to respect what I love. Besides, in

these negotiations, if you take away respect you rub out the glamor. In

this I hke to have a man somewhat play the child and the timid slave.

If not altogether in this, in other situations I have something of the stupid

bashfulness that Plutarch speaks of, and the course of my life has been
harmed and blemished by it in various ways : a quality very ill-suited to

my nature in general—and indeed what are we but sedition and dis-

crepancy? My eyes are tender for enduring a refusal, as they are for

refusing; and it troubles me so much to be troublesome to others that

on the occasions when dutv forces me to test out someone's will in a

doubtful matter which may cost him some trouble, I do it halfheartedly

and against the grain. But if the matter affects my personal interest,

^though Homer truly says that bashfulness is a stupid virtue in a needy
man, ^I ordinarily commission a third person to blush in my place. And
with the same diflBculty I dismiss people who want to use me; so that

it has happened to me sometimes to have the wish to refuse but not the

strength.

Thus it is folly to try to bridle in women a desire that is so "^burning

and so ^natural to them. And when I hear them boast of having

such a virginal and cold disposition, I laugh at them: they are leaning

over too far backward. If it is a toothless and decrepit old woman or

a dry and consumptive young one, though it is not altogether credible,

at least they have some semblance of truth in saying it. But those who
still move and breathe make their position worse in this way, since iU-

considered excuses serve as accusation. Like a gentleman, one of my
neighbors, who was suspected of impotence.

Whose member, feebler than a tender beet.

Never rose even up to middle height,

CATULLUS

who, three or four days after his wedding, to justify himself, went around
boldly swearing that he had ridden twenty stages the night before;

which \\'as afterward used to convict him of pure ignorance and to annul
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his marriage. Besides, what these women say has no value, for there is

neither continence nor virtue unless there is an urge to the contrary.

"It is true," they should say, "but I am not ready to give myself up."

The saints themselves talk that way. I mean those women who boast

in good earnest of their coldness and insensibility and who, with a

straight face, want to be believed. For when it is with an affected coun-

tenance, in which the eyes belie their words, and with the jargon of

their profession which has its effect in reverse, I think that's fine. I am
a great admirer of naturalness and freedom, but there is no help for it:

unless it is completely simple and childlike, it is unbecoming to ladies

and out of place in these dealings: it promptly slides into shamelessness.

Their disguises and their faces deceive only fools. Lying holds an honor-

able place in love; it is a detour that leads us to truth by the back door.

If we cannot hold back their imagination, what do we expect of

them? Deeds? There are enough of these that escape all outside com-
munication, by which chastity may be corrupted:

That which he does unwitnessed, he does often.

MARTIAL

And the deeds that we fear the least are perhaps the most to be feared;

silent sins are the worst:

A simpler prostitute offends me less.

MARTIAL

^There are acts by which they can lose their chastity without un-

chastity, and, what is more, without their knowledge. A midwife, for

instance, making a manual examination of some virgins integrity,

whether through malice, unskilfulness, or accident, by inspecting it has

destroyed it [Saint Augustine]. Some have lost their maidenhead for

having looked for it; some have destroyed it in sport.

^We could not possibly circumscribe precisely for them the actions

that we forbid them. We must formulate our rules in general and un-

certain terms. The very idea that we form of their chastity is ridiculous;

for among the extreme examples I know of is Fatua, wife of Faunus,

who never let herself be seen by any man whatever after her wedding;
and Hiero's wife, who never noticed her husband's stinking breath,

thinking that this was a quality common to all men. They must become
insensible and invisible in order to satisfy us.

Now let us confess that the crux in judging this duty lies principally

in the will. There have been husbands who have suffered cuckoldry

not only without reproach or sense of offense toward their wives but
with singular obligation to and recommendation of their virtue. Some
women, who loved their honor better than their life, have prostituted

it to the frenzied appetite of a mortal enemy to save their husband's

life, and done for him what they would not at all have done for them-
selves. This is not the place to extend these examples; they are too lofty

and too rich to be displayed in this light; let us keep them for a nobler

setting.
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*^But for examples of more commonplace luster, are there not women
every day who lend themselves for the mere profit of their husbands

and by their express order and mediation? And in ancient times Phaulius

of Argos oflFered his wife to King Philip out of ambition; just as out of

civility a certain Galba, who had Maecenas to supper, seeing that his

wife and his guest were beginning to conspire by glances and signs,

let himself sink down on his cushion, acting like a man weighed down
with sleep, to lend a hand to their understanding. And he admitted it

with rather good grace; for when at this point a servant made bold to

lay hands on the wine that was on the table, he shouted at him; "Don't

you see, you rogue, that I am asleep only for Maecenas?"
^One woman may be of loose conduct, and yet have a more reformed

disposition than another who conducts herself in a more regular man-
ner. As we see some who complain of having been vowed to chastity

before the age of discretion, so I have seen some complain truthfully

of having been vowed to debauchery before the age of discretion. The
vice of the parents can be the cause of this, or the force of necessity,

which is a rough counselor. In the East Indies, where chastity was in

singular repute, nevertheless custom allowed a married woman to aban-

don herself to any man who presented her with an elephant, and that

with some glory for having been valued at so high a price.

^Phaedo the philosopher, a man of good family, after the capture

of his country, Elis, made it his trade to prostitute the beauty of his

youth as long as it lasted to anyone that wanted it for the price in money,
so as to make a Hving. And Solon was the first in Greece, they say, who,

by his laws, gave women the liberty to provide for the necessities of their

life at the expense of their chastity, a custom which Herodotus says

was accepted in many governments before his time.

^And then what is the fruit of this painful anxiety? For whatever

justice there may be in jealousy, it still remains to be seen whether its

agitation is really useful. Is there someone who thinks to shackle women
by his ingenuity?

Put on a lock, confine her. But then who will guard
The guards themselves? Your wife is shrewd; with them

she'll start.

JUVENAL

What occasion will not be enough for them in so knowing an age?

Curiosity is vicious in all things, but here it is pernicious. It is folly

to want to be enlightened about a disease for which there is no medi-

cine that does not make it worse and aggravate it; the shame of which
is increased and made pubHc principally by jealousy; revenge for which
wounds our children more than it cures us. You dry up and die in quest

of a proof so obscure.

How pitifully have those men reached their goal who in my time

have succeeded in this quest! If the informer does not present at the

same time the remedy and relief, the information he gives is injurious

and he deserves a dagger-thrust more than does a man who gives you the
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lie. People make no less fun of the man who takes pains to do some-
thing about it than of the man who is unaware of it. The mark of

cuckoldry is indelible; once a man is stamped with it he is stamped for-

ever; the punishment makes it public more than the fault. It is a fine

thing to see our private misfortunes torn out of the shadows and doubt
to be trumpeted on the tragic stage, and especially misfortunes that

pinch us only by the telling. For "a good wife" and "a good marriage"

are said not about those that are so, but about those that are not talked

about. We have to be ingenious to avoid this annoying and useless

knowledge. And the Romans had the custom, when returning from a

trip, of sending someone ahead to the house to make their arrival known
to their wives, in order not to surprise them. And therefore a certain

nation introduced the custom that the priest open the way to the bride

on the wedding day, to rid the husband of doubt and of the curiosity

of investigating in this first trial whether she comes to him a virgin or

damaged by another's love.

"But people talk about it." I know a hundred honorable men who
are cuckolded, honorably and not very discreditably. A gallant man is

pitied for it, not disesteemed. Make your virtue stifle your misfortune,

make good people curse the occasion of it, make the man who wrongs
you tremble at the very thought of it. And then, who is not talked about

in this sense, from the smallest to the greatest?

Who many legions did command, and was
A better man than you, poor wretch, in many ways.

LUCRETIUS

See how many honorable men are involved in this reproach in your

presence? Don't think that you are spared any more elsewhere. "But

even the ladies will laugh at it." And what are they fonder of laughing

at these days than a peaceful and well-settled marriage? ^Each one of

you has made someone a cuckold: now nature is all in similarities, in

compensation and tit for tat. ^The frequency of this accident should

by this time have moderated its bitterness; it will soon have become a

custom.

Miserable passion, which has also this about it, that it is incom-

municable.

E'en Fortune would not lend an ear to our laments.

CATULLUS

For to what friend do you dare entrust your griefs, who, even if he does

not laugh at them, will not use them as an approach and an instruction

to get a share in the quarry himself? •^The bitternesses of marriage, like

the sweets, are kept secret by the wise. And among the other annoying

conditions that are found in it, this, for a talkative man like myself, is

one of the main ones: that custom makes it improper and prejudicial

to communicate to anyone all that we know and feel about it.

^To give women the same advice in order to disgust them with jeal-

ousy would be a waste of time. Their very essence is so steeped in
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suspicion, vanity, and curiosity, that one should not expect to cure them
by any legitimate way. They often recover from this ailment by a form
of health much more to be feared than the disease itself. For as there

are enchantments that can take away the evil only by unloading it onto
another, so they are apt to transfer this fever to their husbands when
they lose it.

However, to tell the truth, I do not know if a man can suffer anything
worse from them than jealousy. It is the most dangerous of their con-

ditions, as the head is of their members. Pittacus used to say that every-

one had his weakness, and that his was his wife's bad temper: except

for that, he would consider himself happy in every respect. It is a very
grievous misfortune where a man so just, so wise, so vahant, feels the

whole state of his life altered by it; what are we small fry to do?
^The senate of Marseilles was right to grant the request of the man

who asked permission to kill himself to dehver himself from his tem-
pestuous wife; for this is a disease which never goes away without taking

everything with it, and which has no effective solution but flight or

endurance, though both are very hard.

^That man knew what it was all about, it seems to me, who said

that a good marriage was one made between a blind wife and a deaf

husband.

Let us also see to it that the great and violent rigor of this obligation

that we enjoin on them does not produce two effects contrary to our
purpose: that is, that it does not make the pursuers keener and the wives
more ready to surrender easily. For as for the first point, by increasing

the value of the place, we increase the value and desire of the conquest.

May it not have been Venus herself who thus shrewdly raised the price

of her merchandise by making panders of the laws, knowing how insipid

a pleasure it is unless it is given value by imagination and a high cost?

In short, it is all hog's flesh that is given variety by the sauce, as Fla-

mininus' host said.^° Cupid is a treacherous god; he makes it his sport

to wrestle with piety and justice; he glories in the fact that his power
clashes with every other power and that all other rules yield to his.

He seeks out matter for his sin.

OVID

And as for the second point, would we not be less cuckolded if we
were less afraid to be, according to the nature of women? For prohibi-

tion incites and invites them:

You would, they won't; and when you won't, they will,

TERENCE

They are ashamed to go by the permitted way.

LUCAN

10 Plutarch twice reports ( "Sayings of Kings" and "Life of Flamininus" ) the
story told by Flamininus to the ambassadors of Antiochus when they tried to im-
press him with the variety of tlieir master's army. The name of the host who
served such varied dishes to Flamininus is not given.
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What better interpretation could we find for Messalina's behavior?

In the beginning she made her husband a cuckold in secret, as people do;

but carrying on her affairs too easily, through his stupidity, she soon
disdained that practice. Now behold her making love openly, acknowl-
edging her lovers, entertaining them and favoring them in the sight of

one and all. She wanted him to feel it. When that animal could not be
awakened for all that, and made her pleasures flat and insipid by the

over-lax facility with which he seemed to authorize and legitimize

them, what did she do? Wife of a healthy, live emperor, and in Rome,
the theater of the world, at high noon, in a public festival and ceremony,

and with Silius, whom she had been enjoying a long time beforehand,

she got married one day when her husband was out of town.

Does it not seem as if she was on her way to becoming chaste through

her husband's nonchalance, or seeking another husband who would
whet her appetite by his jealousy, ^and who by opposing her would
arouse her? ^But the first diflBculty she encountered was also the last.

The animal awoke with a start. One is often worse off with these deaf

and unconscious people. I have found by experience that this extreme

tolerance, when it comes apart, produces some of the harshest acts of

vengeance; for the anger and fury, heaped up together, catching fire

all of a sudden, explodes all its energy at the first attack,

And looses all the reins of wrath.

VIEGIL

He put her to death and also a great number of those who were intimate

with her, even to some who could not help it and whom she had invited

to her bed with scourges.

What Virgil says of Venus and Vulcan, Lucretius had said more
appropriately of a stolen enjoyment between her and Mars:

He who rules the savage things

Of war, the mighty Mars, oft on thy bosom flings

Himself; the eternal wound of love drains all his powers;
Wide-mouthed, with greedy eyes thy person he devours,

Head back, his very soul upon thy hps suspended:
Take him in thy embrace, goddess, let him be blended
With thy holy body as he lies; let sweet words pour
Out of thy mouth.

LUCRETIUS

When I ruminate that rejicit (flings), pascit (devours), inhians

(wide-mouthed), molli (soft), fovet (fondles), medullas (marrow),

labefacta (trembling), pendet (suspended), percurrit (runs through),

and that noble circumfusa ( blended ) , mother of the pretty infusus ( out-

poured),^^ I despise those petty conceits and verbal tricks that have
sprung up since. These good people needed no sharp and subtle play

11 Some of these words are taken from the Virgil quotation (p. 645) that gives

this chapter its title.
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on words; their language is all full and copious with a natural and con-

stant vigor. They are all epigram, not only the tail but the head, stom-

ach, and feet. There is nothing forced, nothing dragging; the whole
thing moves at the same pace. ^Their whole contexture is manly; they

are not concerned with pretty little flowers [Seneca]. ^This is not a soft

and merely inoffensive eloquence; it is sinewy and solid, and does not

so much please as fill and ravish; and it ravishes the strongest minds
most. When I see these brave forms of expression, so alive, so profound,

I do not say "This is well said," I say "This is well thought." It is the

sprightliness of the imagination that elevates and swells the words. ^It

is the heart that makes a man eloquent [Quintilian]. ^Our people call

judgment language and fine words full conceptions.

This painting is the result not so much of manual dexterity as of

having the object more vividly imprinted in the soul. GaUus^- speaks

simply, because he conceives simply. Horace is not content with a super-

ficial expression; it would betray him. He sees more clearly and deeply

into the thing. His mind unlocks and ransacks the whole storehouse of

words and figures in order to express itself; and he needs them to be
beyond the commonplace, as his conception is beyond the commonplace.
Plutarch says that he saw the Latin language through things. It is the

same here: the sense illuminates and brings out the words, which are

no longer wind, but flesh and bone. ^The words mean more than they

say. ^Even the weak-minded feel some notion of this; for when I was
in Italy I said whatever I pleased in ordinary talk, but for serious dis-

course I would not have dared trust myself to an idiom that I could

neither bend nor turn out of its ordinary course. I want to be able to do
something of my own with it.

Handling and use by able minds give value to a language, not so

much by innovating as by filling it out with more vigorous and varied

services, by stretching and bending it. They do not bring to it new
words, but they enrich their own, give more weight and depth to their

meaning and use; they teach the language unaccustomed movements,

but prudently and shrewdly. And how little this gift is given to all is

seen in so many French writers of our time. They are bold and disdain-

ful enough not to follow the common road, but want of invention and
of discretion ruins them. There is nothing to be seen in them but a

wretched affectation of originality, cold and absurd disguises, which
instead of elevating the substance bring it down. Provided they can

strut gorgeously in their novelty, they care nothing about effectiveness.

To seize a new word they abandon the ordinary one, which is often

stronger and more sinewy.

In our language I find plenty of stuff but a little lack of fashioning.

For there is nothing that might not be done with our jargon of hunting

and war, which is a generous soil to borrow from. And forms of speech,

like plants, improve and grow stronger by being transplanted. I find

it sufficiently abundant, but not sufficiently *^pliable and ^vigorous. It

1 - The poems that Montaigne knew, and occasionally quoted, as those of Gallus,

are now attributed to Maximianus.
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ordinarily succumbs under a powerful conception. If your pace is tense,

you often feel it growing limp and giving way under you, and that when
it fails you Latin comes to your aid, and Greek to others.

Of some of those words that I have just picked out it is harder for

us to perceive the energy, because the frequent use of them has some-

what debased and vulgarized their grace for us; as in our vernacular we
encounter excellent phrases and metaphors whose beauty is withering

with age and whose color has been tarnished by too common handling.

But that takes away nothing of their savor to those who have a good
nose, nor does it detract from the glory of those ancient authors who,

as is likely, first brought these words into this luster.

Learning treats of things too subtly, in a mode too artificial and dif-

ferent from the common and natural one. My page makes love and
understands it. Read him Leon Hebreo and Ficino:" they talk about

him, his thoughts and his actions, and yet he does not understand a

thing in it. I do not recognize in Aristotle most of my ordinary actions:

they have been covered and dressed up in another robe for the use of

the school. God grant these men may be doing the right thing! If I were
of the trade, I <^would naturalize art as much as they artify nature. ^Let

us leave Bembo and Equicola^^ alone.

When I write, I prefer to do without the company and remembrance
of books, for fear they may interfere with my style. Also because, in

truth, the good authors humble me and dishearten me too much. I am
inclined to do the trick of that painter who, after painting a miserable

picture of some cocks, forbade his boys to let any real cock come into

his shop. <^And to give myself a little luster I would rather need the

device of the musician Antinonides,^^ who, when he had to make music,

arranged that either before or after him the audience should be steeped

in some other bad singers.

^But it is harder for me to do without Plutarch. He is so universal

and so full that on all occasions, and however eccentric the subject you
have taken up, he makes his way into your work and offers you a liberal

hand, inexhaustible in riches and embellishments. It vexes me that I

am so greatly exposed to pillage by those who frequent him.^'' ^I can-

not be with him even a little without taking out a drumstick or a wing.

^For this purpose of mine it is also appropriate for me to write at

home, in a backward region, where no one helps me or corrects me,

where I usually have no contact with any man who understands the

13 Leon Hebreo, or Jehudah Abarbanel, a Portuguese-born Jewish scholar, pub-

lished his Dialoghi d'Amore in Italian in 1535. Marsilio Ficino of Florence ( 1433-

99), who sought to reconcile Platonism with Christianity and in whose Latin trans-

lation Montaigne read Plato, was noted in sixteenth-century France for his version

of the theory of love set forth in Plato's Symposium.
14 Italian authors of philosophical treatises on love which appeared not long

before Montaigne's time.

1^ Mentioned by Plutarch in his "Life of Demetrius." The name should be

Antigenidas or Antigenides.

1^ In other words, people who borrow from Plutarch may also unconsciously

be borrowing from Montaigne, since Montaigne has borrowed so much from Plutarch.
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Latin of his Paternoster and who does not know even less French. ^^ I

would have done it better elsewhere, but the work would have been
less my own; and its principal end and perfection is to be precisely my
own. I would indeed correct an accidental error, and I am full of them,

since I run on carelessly. But the imperfections that are ordinary and
constant in me it would be treachery to remove.

When I have been told, or have told myself: "You are too thick in

figures of speech. Here is a word of Gascon vintage. Here is a dangerous
phrase." (I do not avoid any of those that are used in the streets of

France; those who would combat usage with grammar make fools of

themselves.) "This is ignorant reasoning. This is paradoxical reason-

ing. This one is too mad. ^You are often playful: people will think you
are speaking in earnest when you are making believe." ^"Yes," I say,

"but I correct the faults of inadvertence, not those of habit. Isn't this

the way I speak everywhere? Don't I represent myself to the hfe?

Enough, then. I have done what I wanted. Everyone recognizes me
in my book, and my book in me."

Now I have an aping and imitative nature. When I used to dabble
in composing verse (and I never did any but Latin), it clearly revealed

the poet I had last been reading. And of my first essays, some smell a
bit foreign. *^In Paris I speak a language somewhat different than at

Montaigne. ^Anyone I regard with attention easily imprints on me
something of himself. What I consider, I usurp: a foolish countenance,

an unpleasant grimace, a ridiculous way of speaking. Vices even more:
once they prick me, they stick to me and will not go away without shak-

ing. I have been observed to swear more often by imitation than by
nature.

^A murderous imitation, like that of the horribly big and strong apes
that King Alexander encountered in a certain region of the Indies.

Otherwise it would have been hard to get the better of them, but they
lent him the means of doing so by that inclination of theirs to imitate

ever\'thing they saw done. For from this the hunters got the idea of

putting on shoes in their sight with many knots in the laces, of rigging

themselves out in headgear with running nooses, and of seeming to

anoint their eyes with glue. Thus their apish nature brought these poor
imprudent beasts to harm. They glued up their own eyes, hobbled their

own feet, and strangled themselves.

That other faculty of ingeniously mimicking the gestures and words
of another on purpose, which often brings pleasure and wonder, is not

in me any more than in a stump.

When I swear in my own way, it is only "by God,"^^ which is the most
straightforward of all oaths. They say that Socrates swore by the dog,

Zeno by the same interjection that Italians use now, cappari,^^ and Py-
thagoras by water and air.

1^ Montaigne presumably means the French of Paris and the Ile-de-France.
18 Par Dieu is much milder in French than its English equivalent.
13 Montaigne means that Zeno swore "by the goats," not that he swore in

Italian. He first wrote "les capres," then changed this to "cappari."
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^I so easily receive these superficial impressions without thinking

of them that when I have had "Sire" or "Highness" in my mouth for three

days in a row, a week later they will slip out instead of "Excellency" or

"Lordship." And what I have begun to say in sport and in jest I will say

seriously the next day. Wherefore in writing I am the more unwilling to

accept the well-worn topics, for fear I may treat them at someone else's

expense.

Any topic is equally fertile for me. A fly will serve my purpose; and
God grant that this topic I have in hand now was not taken up at the

command of so flighty a will! Let me begin with whatever subject I

please, for all subjects are linked with one another.

But I am displeased with my mind for ordinarily producing its most
profound and maddest fancies, and those I like the best, unexpectedly

and when I am least looking for them; which suddenly vanish, having

nothing to attach themselves to on the spot: on horseback, at table, in

bed, but mostly on horseback, where my thoughts range most widely.

In speech I am rather sensitively jealous of attention and silence if I

am speaking in earnest: whoever interrupts me stops me. When I travel,

the very necessity of the road cuts conversation short; besides, I most
often travel without company fit for these protracted discussions,

whereby I get full leisure to commune with myself.

It turns out as with my dreams. While dreaming I recommend them

to my memory ( for I am apt to dream that I am dreaming ) ; but the next

day I may well call to mind their coloring just as it was, whether gay, or

sad, or strange; but as to what they were besides, the more I strain to

find out, the more I plunge it into oblivion. So of these chance thoughts

that drop into my mind there remains in my memory only a vain notion,

only as much as I need to make me rack my brains and fret in quest of

them to no purpose.

Now then, leaving books aside and speaking more materially and
simply, I find after all that love is nothing else but the thirst for sexual

enjoyment ^in a desired object, and Venus nothing else but the pleasure

of discharging our vessels—a pleasure which becomes vicious either by
immoderation or by indiscretion. For Socrates love is the appetite for

generation by the mediation of beauty. ^And considering often the

ridiculous titillation of this pleasure, the absurd, witless, and giddy mo-
tions with which it stirs up Zeno and Cratippus, that reckless frenzy,

that face inflamed with fury and cruelty in the sweetest act of love, and
then that grave, severe, and ecstatic countenance in so silly an action;

^and that our delights and our excrements have been lodged together

pell-mell, ^and that the supreme sensual pleasure is attended, like pain,

with faintness and moaning; I believe that ^what Plato says is true, that

^man is the plaything of the gods:

What savage jest is this!

CLAUDIAN

and that it was in mockery that nature left us the most confused of our

actions to be the most common, in order thereby to make us all equal
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and to put on the same level the fools and the wise, and us and the

beasts. The most contemplative and wisest of men, when I imagine him
in that position, seems to me an impostor to put on wise and contempla-

tive airs; here are the peacock's feet that humble his pride:

Against truth said in laughing
Is there a law?

HORACE

^Those who will not allow serious ideas in the midst of games act,

as someone says, like a man who is afraid to worship the statue of a
saint if it is undraped.

^We eat and drink as the animals do, but these are not actions that

hinder the operations of our mind. In these we keep our advantage over

them. But this other puts every other thought beneath its yoke and by
its imperious authority brutifies and bestializes all the theology and
philosophy there is in Plato; and yet he does not complain of it. In

everything else you can keep some decorum; all other operations come
under the rules of decency. This one cannot even be imagined other

than vicious or ridiculous. Just to see this, try to find a wise and dis-

creet way of doing it. Alexander used to say that he knew himself to be
mortal chiefly by this action and by sleep. Sleep suffocates and sup-

presses the faculties of our mind; the sexual act Hkewise absorbs and
dissipates them. Truly it is a mark not only of our original corruption

but also of our inanity and deformity.

On the one hand Natui'e pushes us on to it, having attached to this

desire the most noble, useful, and pleasant of all her operations; and on
the other hand she lets us accuse and shun it as shameless and indecent,

blush at it, and recommend abstinence. ^Are we not brutes to call

brutish the operation that makes us?

^The various nations in their religions have many conventions in

common, such as sacrifices, lamps, burning incense, fasts, offerings, and,

among other things, the condemnation of this action. All opinions

come to this, besides the very widespread practice of cutting off the

foreskin, <^which is a punishment of the act. ^Perhaps we are right to

blame ourselves for making such a stupid production as man, to call

the action shameful, and shameful the parts that are used for it. ^(At
present mine are truly shameful and pitiful.

)

The Essenes, of whom Pliny speaks, maintained their numbers for

several centuries \vithout nurses and without baby clothes, by the in-

flux of foreigners who, following this fine humor, continually joined

them: a whole nation risked exterminating itself rather than involve

themselves in a woman's embrace, and forfeiting the continuation of

mankind rather than create a man. They say that Zeno had to do with a
woman only once in his life, and then out of civility, so as not to seem too

obstinately to disdain the sex.

^Everyone shuns to see a man bom, everyone runs to see him die.

^For his destruction we seek a spacious field in broad daylight; for his

construction we hide in a dark little corner. ^It is a duty to hide and
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blush in order to make him; and it is a glory and a source of many vir~

tues to be able to unmake him. One is an offense, the other an act of

grace; for Aristotle says that to benefit someone, in a certain phrase of

his country, is to kill him. ^The Athenians, to put the disgrace of these

two actions on the same level, when they had to purify the island of

Delos and justify themselves to Apollo, forbade both any burial and any
birth within its territory. ^We are ashamed of our very selves [Terence].

^We regard our being as vice.

^There are nations that cover themselves when eating. I know a lady,

and one of the greatest, who has this same opinion, that chewing is a

disagreeable grimace which takes away much of women's grace and
beauty; and she does not like to appear in public with an appetite.

And I know a man who cannot bear to see anyone eat or to be seen

eating, and who avoids any company even more when he is filling than

when he is emptying himself.

•^In the empire of the Turk are found a great number of men who,

to outdo others, never let themselves be seen when they have their meals;

who have only one a week; who cut and mangle their face and limbs;

who never speak to anyone: all of them people^" who think they honor

their nature by denaturing themselves, who prize themselves for their

contempt, and think to improve themselves by their impairment. ^What
a monstrous animal to be a horror to himself, ^to be burdened by his

pleasures, to regard himself as a misfortune!

^There are some who conceal their lives—

They change for exile their sweet homes and hearths

VIRGIL

—and hide them from the sight of other men; who avoid health and
cheerfulness as hostile and harmful qualities. Not only many sects but

many nations curse their birth and bless their death. ^There are some
nations in which the sun is abominated and the darkness adored.

^We are ingenious only in maltreating ourselves; that is the true

quarry of the power of our mind—^a dangerous tool when out of control.

^O wretched men, who hold their joys as crimes!

MAXIMIANUS

Alas, poor man! You have enough necessary ills without increasing

them by your invention, and you are miserable enough by nature with-

out being so by art. You have real and essential deformities enough
without forging imaginary ones. ^Do you find that you are too much
at your ease unless your ease strikes you as unpleasantness? ^Do you
think you have fulfilled all the necessary duties to which nature obligates

you, and that she is wanting and idle in you unless you take on new
duties? You are not afraid to offend the universal and indubitable laws,

and are proudly intent on your own laws, which are partial and fanci-

20 Most modern French editions read "toutes gens fanatiques" ( "all of them
fanatical people" ) ; but "fanatiques" does not appear in the Bordeaux Copy.
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ful; and the more particular, uncertain, and contradicted they are, the

more you devote your effort to them. ^The positive rules of your own
invention possess and bind you, and the rules of your parish; those of

God and the world leave you untouched. '^Just run through a few ex-

amples that would illustrate this idea; your life is all made up of them.

The verses of these two poets, treating of lasciviousness as reserv-

edly and discreetly as they do, seem to me to reveal it and illuminate

it more closely. The ladies cover their bosoms with a veil, the priests

many sacred things; painters put shadows in their work to bring out the

light more; and it is said that the sun and wind strike harder by reflec-

tion than direct. An Egyptian made a wise answer to the man who asked

him: "What are you carrying there hidden under your cloak?" "It is

hidden under my cloak so that you won't know what it is." But there

are certain other things that people hide only to show them.

Listen to this man, who is more open:

And pressed her naked body unto mine.

OVID

I feel that he is caponizing me. Let Martial turn up Venus' skirts as high
as he pleases, he will not succeed in revealing her so completely. He who
says everything satiates and disgusts us; he who is afraid to express

himself leads us on to think more than there is. There is treachery in

this sort of modest>^ and especially in half opening to us. as these do,

so fair a road to the imagination. Both the action and the picture of it

should smack of theft.

I Hke the love-making of the Spaniards and Italians, more respectful

and timid, more mannered and veiled. I don't know who it was in

ancient times who wanted his throat as long as a crane's neck so as to

relish longer what he swallowed. That wish is more appropriate in this

quick and precipitate pleasure, especially for such natures as mine, for

I have the failing of being too sudden. In order to arrest its flight and
prolong it in preambles, everything among them serves as a favor and
a recompense: a glance, a bow, a word, a sign. If a man could dine off

the steam of a roast, wouldn't that be a fine saving? This is a passion
that with very little solid essence mLxes in much more vanity and feverish

dreams : it should be satisfied and served accordingly. Let us teach the
ladies to make the most of themselves, to respect themselves, to beguile
and fool us. We make our ultimate attack the first one; the French
impetuosity is always there. If the ladies spin out and spread out their

favors in small amounts, each man, even to miserable old age, will find

there some little scrap of pleasure, according to his worth and merit.

He who has no enjoyment except in enjoyment, who must win all

or nothing, who loves the chase only in the capture, has no business
mixing with our school. The more steps and degrees there are, the more
height and honor there is in the topmost seat. We should take pleasure
in being led there, as is done in magnificent palaces, by divers porticoes
and passages, long and pleasant galleries, and many windings. This
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arrangement would redound to our advantage; we would stay there

longer and love there longer. Without hope and without desire we no
longer go at any worth-while gait.

Our mastery and entire possession is something for them to fear in-

finitely. Once they have wholly surrendered to the mercy of our fidelity

and constancy, they are in a very hazardous position. Those are rare

and difficult virtues. As soon as the ladies are ours, we are no longer

theirs

:

The lust of greedy mind once satisfied.

We fear nor care for oaths once sworn, but now denied.

CATULLUS

^And Thrasonides, a young Greek, was so much in love with his love

that having won his mistress' heart he refused to enjoy her, so as not to

deaden, satiate, and weaken by enjoyment that restless ardor on which
he prided and fed himself.

^Deamess gives relish to the meat. See how much the form of salu-

tation which is peculiar to our nation debases by its facility the charm of

kisses, which Socrates says are so powerful and dangerous for stealing

our hearts. It is a disagreeable custom, and unfair to the ladies, to have
to lend their lips to any man who has three footmen at his heels, how-
ever unattractive he may be:

A bluish ice, from nostrils like a dog's,

Comes hanging down, his beard stiffens and clogs . . .

A hundred times I'd rather kiss his ass.

MARTLVL

And we ourselves do not gain much by it; for as the world is divided,

for three beautiful women we have to kiss fifty ugly ones. And for a

tender stomach, as men of my age have, one bad kiss is too high a price

for one good one.

In Italy they play the part of timid suitors even with the women who
are for sale, and they defend the practice thus : that there are degrees in

enjoyment, and that by courting they want to obtain for themselves that

which is most complete. These women sell only their bodies; the will

cannot be put on sale, it is too free and too much its own master. Thus
these men say that they are wooing their will; and they are right. It is the

will that must be courted and solicited. I abhor the idea of a body void

of affection being mine. And it seems to me that such frenzy is close to

that of the boy who went and defiled out of love the beautiful statue of

Venus that Praxiteles had made, or that of the frantic Egyptian hot after

the carcass of a dead woman he was embalming and shrouding; which
gave rise to the law that was made since then in Egypt, that the bodies

of beautiful young women and of those of good family should be kept

three days before being put in the hands of the undertakers. Periander

behaved more monstrously when he extended his conjugal affection

(more regular and legitimate) to the enjoyment of Melissa, his dead
wife.
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^Doesn't it seem a lunatic humor in Luna, unable otherwise to enjoy

her darling Endymion, to put him to sleep for several months, and take

her satisfaction in enjoying a boy who stirred only in his dreams?

^I say likewise that we love a body without soul or sentiment, when
we love a body without its consent and desire. Not all enjoyments are

alike. Some are meager and languid. A thousand causes other than good
will mav win us this concession from the ladies. It is not sufficient evi-

dence of affection; there may be treachery in it as elsewhere; sometimes

they go to it with only one buttock:

As cool as if preparing frankincense and wine . . .

You'd think her absent or of marble.

MARTIAL

I know some who would rather lend that than their coach, and who
communicate only in that way. You must observe whether they like

your company for yet some other purpose or for this alone, as they might
that of some husky stable-boy; in what rank and at what value you are

lodged there,

If to you alone
She gives herself, and marks that day with a whiter stone.

CATULLUS

What if she eats your bread with the sauce of a more agreeable imagi-

nation?

'Tis you she holds, but sighs for other, absent loves.

TIBULLUS

What! have we not seen someone in our own time use this act for the

purpose of a horrible vengeance, thereby to poison and kill, as he did,

an honorable woman?
Those who know Italy will never find it strange if for this subject

I do not seek examples elsewhere; for that nation may be called the

teacher of the world in this. They have generally more beautiful women
and fewer ugly ones than we; but in rare and outstanding beauties I

think we are on a par. And I judge as much of their intellects. Of the

ordinary sort they have many more, and obviously brutishness is in-

comparably rarer there; in unusual minds and minds of the highest

stature, we concede them nothing. If I had to extend this comparison,

it would seem to me I could say that on the contrary valor is more com-
mon and natural among us than among them; but in them we some-
times see it so full and vigorous that it surpasses the sturdiest examples
that we have.

The marriages of that country are lame in this: their custom com-
monly imposes so harsh and so slavish a law on the wives that the most
distant contact with a stranger is as capital an offense to them as the most
intimate. The result of this law is that all approaches necessarily be-

come substantial; and since it all comes to the same for them, they have
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a very easy choice. <^And once they have broken through these parti-

tions, believe me, they are on fire: Lust, like a wild beast, irritated by

its chains, is then let loose [Livy]. ^We must give them a httle more
rein:

Lately I saw, rebellious to the bit, a colt

With stubborn mouth run like a thunderbolt.

OVID

The desire for company is weakened by giving it a little liberty.

We run about the same chance. They are too extreme in constraint,

we in license. It is a fine practice of our nation that our sons are re-

ceived into good families to be brought up and trained as pages, as in a

school of nobility. And it is considered a discourtesy and an afi^ront to

refuse one of noble birth. I have perceived—for so many houses, so many
different styles and forms—that the ladies who have tried to give the

maidens in their retinue the most austere rules have not come out any

better. Moderation is needed: a good part of their conduct must be left

to their own discretion; for one way or another, there is no discipline that

can curb them in all directions. But it is quite true that a girl who has

escaped safe, bag and baggage, from a free schooling, inspires much
more confidence than one who comes out safely from a severe, prison-

Hke school.

Our fathers trained their daughters' faces to bashfulness and timid-

ity (hearts and desires were the same); we, to self-assurance: we don't

know what we're doing. ^That is for the Sarmatian women, who may not

lie with a man until with their own hands they have killed another in

war.

^For me, who have no rights in this except through the ears, it is

enough that they retain me as counsel, according to the privilege of my
age. So I counsel them abstinence, ^as I do to us; %ut if this genera-

tion is too hostile to it, at least discretion and modesty. ^For as the story

tells about Aristippus, speaking to some young men who blushed to see

him enter the house of a courtesan, "The vice is in not coming out, not

in entering." "^If she will not keep her conscience clear, let her keep her

name clear; if the substance is not worth much, let the appearance be

preserved.

I commend gradation and delay in the dispensation of their favors.

^Plato shows that in every kind of love the defenders are forbidden to

yield easily and promptly. ^It is a trait of greediness, which they must

cover up with all their art, to surrender so heedlessly, completely, and

impetuously. By conducting themselves with order and measure in

granting their favors, they beguile our desire much better and conceal

their own. Let them always flee before us, I mean even those who in-

tend to let themselves be caught; they conquer us better in flight, like

the Scythians. Indeed, according to the law that Nature gives them, it

is not properly for them to will and desire; their role is to suffer, obey,

consent. That is why Nature has given them a perpetual capacity, to
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us a rare and uncertain one. They have their hour always, so that they

may be ready for ours: ^born to be passive [Seneca]. ^And whereas

Nature has willed that our appetites should show and declare themselves

prominently, she has made theirs occult and internal, and has furnished

them with parts ^unsuitable for show and ^simply for the defensive.

^We must leave to Amazonian license actions like this one. When
Alexander was passing through Hyrcania, Thalestris, queen of the Ama-
zons, came to find him with three hundred warriors of her own sex, well

mounted and well armed, having left the remainder of a large army
that was following her beyond the neighboring mountains; and said to

him, right out loud and in public, that the fame of his victories and
valor had brought her there to see him, to ofl^er him her resources and
power in support of his enterprises; and that finding him so handsome,

young, and vigorous, she, who was perfect in all his qualities, advised

him that they should lie together, so that of the most valiant woman
in the world and the most valiant man who was then alive there should

be bom something great and rare for the future. Alexander thanked

her just the same for the rest; but to allow enough time for the accom-

plishment of her last request, he stopped in that place thirteen days,

which he celebrated as lustily as he could in honor of so courageous a

princess,

^We are in almost all things unjust judges of their actions, as they

are of ours. I admit the truth when it hurts me, just as when it serves

me. It is an ugly aberration that pushes them so often to change and
keeps them from fixing their affection on any object whatever, as we
see of that goddess^^ to whom are attributed so many changes and lovers.

Yet the truth is that it is contrary to the nature of love if it is not violent,

and contrary to the nature of violence if it is constant. And those who
are astonished at this and exclaim against it and seek out the causes

of this malady in women as if it were unnatural and incredible, why
don't they see how often they accept it in themselves without being

appalled and calling it a miracle? It would perhaps be more strange

to see any stability in it. It is not simply a bodily passion. If there is

no end to avarice and ambition, neither is there any to lechery. It still

lives after satiety; no constant satisfaction or end can be prescribed

to it, for it always goes beyond its possession.

And furthermore, inconstancy is perhaps somewhat more pardon-

able in them than in us. They can allege, as we can, the inclination to

variety and novelty which is common to us both; and allege secondly, as

we cannot, that they buy a cat in a bag ( *^Joanna, queen of Naples, had
Andreasso, her first husband, strangled at the bars of her window with

a gold and silk cord woven by her own hand, when in matrimonial duties

she found that neither his parts nor his efforts corresponded well enough
with the expectations she had formed of them on seeing his build, his

beauty, his youth and agility, whereby she had been caught and de-

ceived); ^that action involves more effort than submission; and that

21 Venus.
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consequently they are always able to satisfy our needs, whereas it may
be otherwise when it is up to us to satisfy theirs.

cpiato for this reason wisely established in his laws that in order to

decide on the suitability of a marriage the judges should see the young
men who aspire to it stark naked, and the girls naked down to the girdle

only. ^When they come to try us, they may not find us worthy of their

choice:

Having explored his body, found his member limp
As a wet thong, impossible by hand to primp.
She leaves the dastard bed.

MARTIAL

It is not enough that a man's will should carry straight. Weakness and
incapacity legitimately break up a marriage:

A stronger lover elsewhere must be found
By whom her virgin zone may be unbound.

CATULLUS

Why not? And according to her standard, a more licentious and active

amorous relationship,

If he caimot last out the pleasant task.

VniGIL

But is it not a great impudence to bring our imperfections and weak-

nesses where we desire to please and leave a good opinion and recom-

mendation of ourselves? For the Little that I need nowadays,

Even for one
Encounter, limp,

HORACE

I would not want to trouble a person whom I have to reverence and fear:

Nor ever fear

A man whose life, alas, has tottered past

His fiftieth year.

HORACE

Natm^e should have contented herself with making this age miser-

able, without making it also ridiculous. I hate to see it, for one inch

of wretched vigor that heats it up three times a week, bustle about and
swagger with the same fierceness as if it had some great and proper

day's work in its belly: a real flash in the pan. ^And I marvel to see such

a lively and frisky flame so sluggishly congealed and put out in a mo-
ment. This appetite should belong only to the flower of beauty and
youth. ^Just rely on age, if you want to find out, to second that inde-

JFatigable, full, constant, and great-souled ardor that is in you: it will

leave you nicely in the lurch! Rather pass it on boldly to some tender,

dazed, and ignorant boy, still trembling under the rod and blushing at it.
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Even as Indian ivory, stained with red,

Or lilies mingled in the flower bed
With roses.

VIRGIL

He who can await, the morning after, without dying of shame, the

disdain of those fair eyes that have witnessed his limpness and imperti-

nence,

Her silent looks made eloquent reproach,

OVID

has never felt the satisfaction and pride of having conquered them and
put circles around them by the vigorous exercise of a busy and active

night. When I have seen one of them grow weary of me, I have not

promptly blamed her fickleness; I have wondered whether I did not

have reason rather to blame Nature. Certainly she has treated me un-

fairly and unkindly—

But if the penis be not long or stout enough . . .

Even the matrons—all too well they know-
Look dimly on a man whose member's small.

PRIAPEA

—^and done me the most enormous damage.
Each one of my parts makes me myself just as much as every other

one. And no other makes me more properly a man than this one.

I owe a complete portrait of myself to the public. The wisdom of

my lesson is wholly in truth, in freedom, in reality; disdaining, in the list

of its real duties, those petty, feigned, customary, provincial rules; alto-

gether natural, constant, and universal; of which propriety and cere-

mony are daughters, but bastard daughters.

We will readily take care of the vices of appearance when we have
taken care of those of reality. When we have done with the latter, we
will attack the others, if we find we need to attack them. For there is

danger that we dream up new duties to excuse our negligence toward
our natural duties and mix them up. As proof of this: we see that in

places where faults are crimes, crimes are only faults; that in nations

where the laws of propriety are rarer and looser, the primitive and com-
mon laws are better observed; for the innumerable multitude of so many
duties smothers, weakens, and dissipates our concern. Application to

trivial things draws us away from urgent ones. Oh what an easy and
applauded route those superficial men take, compared with ours! These
are shadows with which we comfort ourselves and pay one another off;

but we do not really pay, we rather add to our debt to that great Judge
who tucks up our rags and tatters from around our shameful parts and
does not merely pretend to see us throughout, even to our inmost and
most secret filth. Our virginal modesty would be a useful propriety if it

could keep him from making this discovery.

In short, whoever would wean man of the folly of such a scrupulous

verbal superstition would do the world no great harm. Our life is part
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folly, part wisdom. Whoever writes about it only reverently and ac-

cording to the rules leaves out more than half of it.^^ I am not making
excuses to myself, and if I did, I would make excuses rather for my
excuses than for any other part of me. I am making excuses to certain

humors which I believe to be stronger in number than those that are on

my side. In consideration of them I will further say this—for I wish to

satisfy everyone, though it is a very difficult thing for one single man to

accommodate himself to so great a variety of ways, discourses, and wills

[Cicero]—that they should not properly blame me for what I quote

from authorities accepted and approved for many centuries; and that

it is not right that they should refuse me, because I lack rhyme, the

dispensation that even churchmen, and some of the most proudly crested

at that, enjoy in our time. Here are two of them:

May I die if your crack is more than a faint line.

BEZA

A friendly tool contents and treats her well.

SAINT-GELAIS

And what about the many others?

I like modesty, and it is not by judgment that I have chosen this

scandalous way of speaking; it is nature that has chosen it for me. I do
not commend it, any more than I do any forms that are contrary to

accepted practice; but I excuse it, and by particular and general cir-

cumstances I make the accusation lighter. Let's get on.

Likewise ^whence can come that usurpation of sovereign authority

that you assume over those women who grant you favors at their own
expense—

If she gave you furtive favors in the black of night

CATULLUS

—so that you immediately put on the rights, the coldness, and the au-

thority of a husband? It is a free compact; why do you not keep to it

as you want to hold them to it? ^There is no power of prescription in

voluntary things.

^It is contrary to form, but still it is true that in my time I have
handled this business, as far as the nature of it would permit, as con-

scientiously as any other business and with some air of justice; and that

I swore to them only what I felt about my affection, and represented

to them candidly its decadence, its vigor, and its birth, its fits and its

lapses. One does not always go about it at the same pace. I have been

so sparing in promising that I think I have carried out more than I prom-
ised or owed. They have found me faithful even to the point of serving

22 Here, in the handwritten marginal additions to the Bordeaux Copy, Mon-
taigne added and then crossed out approximately this (some of it is blotted and
undecipherable ) : "My initial preface shows that I was not hoping for so much.
The wisest and soundest writings of authors and the reception given to my plan

have made me bolder, so that I have spurred myself to break the ice and show
our . .

." (The rest of this is torn off.)
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their inconstancy—I mean an avowed and sometimes multiplied incon-

stancy. I have never broken with them as long as I held to them even
by a iDit of thread; and whatever occasions for it they have given me, I

have never broken with them to the point of scorn or hatred. For such
intimacies, even when acquired on the most shameful terms, still oblige

me to some good will. Anger and somewhat heedless impatience I have
sometimes shown them on the occasion of their ruses and evasions and
our quarrels; for by my nature I am subject to sudden outbursts which,

though slight and brief, often harm my affairs. If they wanted to test

the freedom of my judgment, I did not shirk giving them sharp paternal

advice and pinching them where they smarted. If I have left them with
any reason to complain of me, it is rather for having found in me a love

which, compared with modern usage, was stupidly conscientious. I

have kept my word in things in which I might easily have been excused.

In those days they sometimes surrendered with honor and on conditions

that they readily suffered the conqueror to break. I have more than

once, in the interest of their honor, made pleasure yield in its greatest

stress; and when reason urged me, I have armed them against myself,

so that they conducted themselves more safely and severely by my rules,

when they freely relied on them, than they would have done by
their own.

^As much as I could, I have taken upon myself alone the risk of our
assignations, to free them of it, and I have always arranged our meetings

in the hardest and most unexpected ways, so that they might be less

under suspicion and besides, in my opinion, more accessible. Meetings
are chiefly exposed in the places people think are automatically enclosed.

Things least feared are least guarded against and observed. You can
more easily dare what no one thinks you will dare, which becomes easy

by its difficulty.

^Never was a man more impertinently genital in his approaches.

This way of loving is more according to the rules; but who knows better

than I how ridiculous it is to people nowadays, and how ineffectual?

Yet I shall not repent of it; I have nothing more to lose there:

A votive tablet shows
I hung my dedicated clothes.

Dripping with brine.

Here in the sea-god's shrine.

HORACE

It is time now to speak of it openly. But just as I might peradventure

say to another: "My friend, you are dreaming; love in your time has

Httle to do with faith and probity"—

If under reason's certain rule

You seek to bring this, all you do is add
This to your tasks : with reason to go mad

TERENCE

—so, on the contrary, if I were to begin over again, it would certainly

be by the same method and the same procedure, however fruitless it
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might be for me. ^Ineptitude and stupidity are praiseworthy in a blame-

worthy action. ^The further I depart from their attitude in this, the

nearer I approach my own.
For the rest, in this business I did not let myself go entirely; I took

pleasure in it, but I did not forget myself; I preserved entire the little

sense and discretion that nature has given me, for their service and
mine: a little excitement, but no folly. My conscience was also involved

in it to the point of licentiousness and dissoluteness; but to the point

of ingratitude, treachery, malignity, and cruelty, no. I did not pur-

chase the pleasure of this vice at all costs, but contented myself with

its proper and simple cost: ^No vice is self-contained [Seneca].

^I hate almost equally a stagnant and sleepy idleness and a thorny

and painful busyness. The one pinches me, the other puts me to sleep.

I like wounds as much as bruises, and cutting blows as much as dry

ones. I found in this business, when I was more fit for it, a just modera-
tion between these two extremes. Love is a sprightly, lively, and gay
agitation; I was neither troubled nor afflicted by it, but I was heated

and moreover made thirsty by it. A man should stop there; it is hurtful

only to fools.

A young man asked the philosopher Panaetius whether it would be
becoming to a wise man to be in love. "Let us leave aside the wise man,"
he replied, "but you and I, who are not, let us not get involved in a thing

so excited and violent, which enslaves us to others and makes us con-

temptible to ourselves." He spoke truly, that we should not entrust a

thing so precipitous in itself to a soul that has not the wherewithal to

withstand its assaults and to disprove in practice the saying of Agesilaus,

that wisdom and love cannot Hve together. It is a vain occupation, it

is true, unbecoming, shameful, and illegitimate; but carried on in this

fashion, I consider it healthy, proper to enliven a heavy body and soul;

and as a physician, I would prescribe it to a man of my temperament
and condition as readily as any other recipe to rouse him and keep him
in vigor till he is well on in years, and to keep him from the clutches of

old age. While we are only in its outskirts and the pulse still beats,

While hair is freshly gray, old age hale and erect,

While Lachesis has thread to spin, and while I stand

And walk on my own feet, no staff in my right hand,

JUVENAL

we need to be stimulated and tickled by some biting agitation such as

this. See how much youth, vigor, and gaiety it gave back to the wise

Anacreon. And Socrates, when older than I am, speaking of an object

of his love, said: "When I had leaned my shoulder against his and
brought my head close to his, as we were looking into a book together,

I suddenly felt, without prevarication, a stinging in my shoulder like

some animal's bite, and I was more than five days with it prickling, and
a continual itching flowed into my heart." A touch, and an accidental

one, and by a shoulder, to inflame and alter a soul cooled and enervated

by age, and the first of all human souls in reformation! *^Indeed, why
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not? Socrates was a man, and wanted neither to be nor to seem any-

thing else.

^Philosophy does not strive against natural pleasures, provided that

measure goes with them; '^she preaches moderation in them, not flight.

^The power of her resistance is employed against alien and bastard

pleasures. She says that the appetites of the body are not to be aug-

mented by the mind, and warns us ingeniously ^not to try to arouse our

hunger by satiety, not to stuff instead of filling the belly, ^to avoid <^all

enjoyment that brings us want and ^all meat and drink that makes us

thirsty and hungry; as, in the service of love, she orders us to take an

object that simply satisfies the body's need, that does not stir the soul,

which should not make this its business but simply follow and assist the

body.

But am I not right to consider that these precepts, which by the way
are in my opinion still a bit rigorous, concern a body that performs its

function, and that for a run-down body, as for a broken-down stomach,

it is excusable to warm it up and support it by art, and by the mediation

of fancy to restore appetite and blitheness to it, since by itself it has

lost them?

May we not say that there is nothing in us during this earthly im-

prisonment that is purely either corporeal or spiritual, and that we do

wrong to tear apart a living man, and that it seems somewhat reason-

able that we should behave as favorably at least toward the use of

pleasure as we do toward pain? Pain, for example, was vehement even

to perfection in the souls of the saints, through penitence; the body
naturally had a share in it by virtue of their union, and yet could have

little share in the cause. Yet they were not content that it should simply

follow and assist the afflicted soul; they afflicted the body itself with

atrocious and appropriate torments, in order that, vying with each other,

the soul and the body should plunge man into pain, the more salutary

for its harshness.

^In a similar case, that of bodily pleasures, is it not unjust to cool

the soul toward them and say that she should be dragged to them as to

some constrained and servile obligation and necessity? It is rather for

her to hatch them and foment them, to offer and invite herself to them,

since the authority of ruling belongs to her; as it is also for her, in my
opinion, in the pleasures that are her own, to inspire and infuse into the

body all the feeling their nature allows, and to strive to make them
sweet and salutary to it. For it is indeed reasonable, as they sav, that

the body should not follow its appetites to the disadvantage of the mind;

but why is it not also reasonable that the mind should not pursue its

appetites to the disadvantage of the body?

^I have no other passion to keep me in breath. What avarice, ambi-

tion, quarrels, la\\'suits, do for others who, like me, have no assigned

occupation, love would do more agreeably. It would restore to me
vigilance, sobriety, grace, care for my person; would secure my counte-

nance, so that the grimaces of old age, those deformed and pitiable

grimaces, should not come to disfigure it; ^would take me back to sane
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and wise studies, whereby I might make myself more esteemed and
more loved, ridding my mind of despair of itself and its employment,
and reacquainting it with itself; ^would divert me from a thousand
troublesome thoughts, "^a thousand melancholy moods, ^that idleness

•^and the bad state of our health ^loads us with at such an age; would
warm up again, at least in dreams, this blood that nature is abandon-
ing; would hold up the chin and stretch out a little the muscles ^and
the soul's vigor and bHtheness ^for this poor man who is going full speed
toward his ruin.

But I quite understand that love is a very hard commodity to re-

cover. By weakness and long experience our taste has become more
delicate and exquisite. We demand more when we bring less; we most
want to choose when we least deserve to be accepted. Knowing our-

selves for what we are, we are less bold and more distrustful; nothing

can assure us of being loved, knowing our condition and theirs. I am
ashamed to find myself amid this green and ardent youth.

Whose member firmer stands, in its undaunted pride,

Than a young tree upon a mountainside.
HORACE

Why should we go offering our wretchedness amid this sprightliness?

That ardent youngsters may stand round and watch,
Not without mocking shout.

As into ashes our weak torch burns out?

HORACE

They have strength and right on their side; let us make way for them,

we have no hold left.

^And this bud of nascent beauty does not let itself be handled by
such stiff hands or be won over by purely material means. For as that

ancient philosopher replied to one who mocked him for having been
unable to win the good graces of a tender youth he was pursuing: "My
friend, the hook will not bite into such fresh cheese."

^Now this is a relationship that needs mutuality and reciprocity.

The other pleasures that we receive may be acknowledged by recom-
penses of a different nature; but this one can be paid for only in the

same kind of coin. '^In truth, in this delight the pleasure I give tickles

my imagination more sweetly than that which I feel. ^Now there is no
nobility in a man who can receive pleasure where he gives none; it is

a mean soul that is willing to owe everything and takes pleasure in fos-

tering relations with persons to whom he is a burden. There is neither

beauty, nor grace, nor intimacy so exquisite that a gallant man should

desire it at this price. If they can be kind to us only out of pity, I had
much rather not live at all than live on alms. I would like to have the

right to ask it of them in the style I have seen beggars use in Italy: "Do
good for your own sake"; ^or in the manner in which Cyrus exhorted

his soldiers: "Who loves himself, let him follow me."
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^Rally, someone will tell me, round women of your own condition,

whom company in like fortune will make easier for you. Oh what a

stupid and insipid compromise!
I will

Not pluck at a dead lion's beard.

MABTIAL

^Xenophon uses it as an objection and an accusation against Meno
that in his love affairs he made use of persons who had passed their

flower. I find more sensual pleasure in merely seeing the just and sweet

union of two young beauties, or in merely considering it in imagination,

than in myself making the second in a sad and ill-formed union. ''I re-

sign that fantastic appetite to the Emperor Galba, who was addicted

only to tough old meat, and to this poor wretch:

Would God that as I dream of you I might behold you.

And press sweet kisses on your altered locks,

Take your worn body in my arms and thus enfold you!

OVID

*^And among the leading forms of ugliness I count artificial and

forced beauties. Hemon, a young boy of Chios, thinking by fine attire

to acquire the beauty that nature denied him, presented himself to the

philosopher Arcesilaus and asked him whether a wise man could fall in

love. "Yes indeed," he replied, "provided it is not with a bedecked

and sophisticated beauty like yours." An avowed ugHness and old age

is less old and less ugly to my taste than another that is painted and

glossed over.

^Shall I say it, provided no one takes me by the throat for it? Love

does not seem to me properly and naturally in its season except in the

age next to childhood:

If you should place him in a troop of girls.

With his ambiguous face and flowing curls,

A thousand sharp onlookers could be wrong
And fail to pick him out amid the throng.

HORACE

^Nor beauty either. For when Homer makes beauty last until the

chin begins to show a shadow, Plato himself remarks that such a flower

is rare. And it is well known why the sophist Dion so humorously called

the downy hairs of adolescence Aristogeitons and Harmodiuses.-^ ^In

manhood I find it already out of place; not to speak of old age:

For pitiless past the withered oaks

Love flies.

HORACE

23 Because these hairs deliver lovers of the boys who grow them from the

tyranny of love, as Harmodius and Aristogeiton deUvered Athens from tyranny.
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^And Margaret, queen of Navarre, like a woman, prolongs the advan-
tage of women very far, ordaining that at thirty it is time for them to

change the title of 'TDeautiful" to "good."

^The shorter the possession we give Love over our life, the better

we are. Look at his bearing: he is a beardless boy. Who does not know
how in his school they proceed contrary to all order? Study, exercise,

practice, are ways leading to incapacity; the novices there give the les-

sons: ^Love knows no rule [Saint Jerome]. ^Certainly Love's conduct

has much more style when it is mingled with heedlessness and confu-

sion; mistakes and misadventures give it point and grace. Provided it is

sharp and hungry, it matters Httle whether it is prudent. See how he
goes reeling, tripping, and wantonly playing; you put him in the stocks

when you guide him by art and wisdom, and you constrain his divine

freedom when you subject him to those hairy and callous hands.

Moreover, I often hear women portray this relationship as wholly

spiritual and disdain to place in consideration the interest that the senses

have in it. Everything contributes to it. But I may say that I have often

seen us excuse the weakness of their minds in favor of their bodily

beauties; but I have never yet seen that for the sake of our beauty of

mind, however wise and mature that mind may be, they were wilhng

to grant favors to a body that was slipping the least little bit into de-

cline. Why is not one of them seized with desire for that noble "^Socratic

^exchange of body for soul, ^buying a philosophical and spiritual in-

telligence and generation at the price of her thighs, the highest price

to which she can raise them? Plato ordains in his Laws that whoever
has performed some signal and useful exploit in war, regardless of his

ugliness or old age, may not for the war's duration be refused a kiss or

other amorous favor from whomever he wants. What he finds so just

in recommendation of military worth, may it not also be so in recom-

mendation of some other kind of worth? And why is not one of them
seized with desire ^to gain before her sisters the glory of this chaste

love? And I do mean chaste.

For if it comes to love's encounter,

Like fire in straw, mighty in size, with little power,
They spend their rage in vain.

vmGiL

The vices that are stifled in thought are not the worst.

To conclude this notable commentary, which has escaped from me
in a flow of babble, a flow sometimes impetuous and harmful—

And as an apple, secret present from her love.

Falls out from the chaste bosom of the maid.
Where she has quite forgot it, hid beneath her robe,

When at her mother's step she starts, afraid;

As she rises it falls, rolls oflF at a swift pace;

A guilty blush spreads o'er her downcast face

CATULLUS
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—I say that males and females are cast in the same mold; except for

education and custom, the difiFerence is not great. ^Plato invites both

without discrimination to the fellowship of all studies, exercises, func-

tions, warlike and peaceful occupations, in his commonwealth. And the

philosopher Antisthenes eliminated any distinction between their virtue

and ours. ^It is much easier to accuse one sex than to excuse the other.

It is the old saying: The pot calls the kettle black.

6 Of coaches

^It is very easy to demonstrate that great authors, when they write

about causes, adduce not only those they think are true but also those

they do not beHeve in, pro\dded they have some originality and beauty.

They speak truly and usefully enough if they speak ingeniously. We
cannot make sure of the master cause; we pile up several of them, to see

if by chance it will be found among them,

For one cause will not do;

We must state many, one of which is true.

LUCRETIUS

Do you ask me whence comes this custom of blessing those who
sneeze? We produce three sorts of wind. That which issues from below
is too foul; that which issues from the mouth carries some reproach of

gluttony; the third is sneezing. And because it comes from the head and
is blameless, we give it this civil reception. Do not laugh at this piece

of subtlety; it is, they say, from Aristotle.

It seems to me I have read in Plutarch (who, of all the authors I

know, is the one who best combined art with nature and judgment with

knowledge) that he gives the reason for the heaving of the stomach
that afflicts those who travel by sea, as fear, having found some reason

by which he proves that fear can produce such an effect. I, who am very

subject to seasickness, know very well that this cause does not affect

me, and I know it, not by reasoning, but by necessary experience. Not
to mention what I have been told, that the same thing often happens to

animals, and especially to pigs, without any apprehension of danger;

and what an acquaintance of mine has told me about himself, that

though he was very subject to it, the desire to vomit had left him two or

three times when he found himself oppressed with fright in a big

storm. ^And hear this ancient: / was too sick to think about the danger
[Seneca]. ^I was never afraid on the water, nor indeed anywhere else

( and I have often enough had just occasions, if death is one ) , at least

not to the point of being confused or bewildered.

Fear sometimes arises from want of judgment as well as from want
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of courage. All the dangers I have seen, I have seen with open eyes,

with my sight free, sound, and entire; besides, it takes courage to be
afraid. It once served me in good stead, compared with others, so to

conduct my flight and keep it orderly, that it was carried out, ^if not

without fear, at all events ^without terror and without dismay; it was
excited, but not dazed or distracted.

Great souls go much further yet and offer us examples of flights not

merely composed and healthy, but proud. Let us tell of the one that

Alcibiades reports of Socrates, his comrade in arms: "I found him," he

says, "after the rout of our army, him and Laches, among the last of the

fugitives; and I observed him at my leisure and in safety, for I was on
a good horse and he on foot, and we had fought that way. I noticed

first how much presence of mind and resolution he showed compared
with Laches; and then the boldness of his walk, no different from his

ordinary one, his firm and steady gaze, considering and judging what
was going on around him, looking now at one side, now the other, friends

and enemies, in a way that encouraged the former and signified to the

latter that he was a man to sell his blood and his life very dear to any-

one who should try to take them away. And thus they made their escape;

for people are not inclined to attack such men; they run after the fright-

ened ones." That is the testimony of that great captain, which teaches

us what we experience every day, that there is nothing that tlirows us

so much into dangers as an unthinking eagerness to get clear of them.

^Where there is less fear, there is generally less danger [Livy].

^Our common people are wrong to say that such-and-such a man
fears death, when they mean to say that he thinks about it and foresees

it. Foresight is equally suitable in whatever concerns us, whether for

good or ill. To consider and judge the danger is in a way the opposite

of being stunned by it.

I do not feel myself strong enough to sustain the impact and im-

petuosity of this passion of fear, or of any other vehement passion. If

I were once conquered and thrown by it, I would never get up again

quite intact. If anything made my soul lose its footing, it would never

set it back upright in its place; it probes and searches itself too keenly

and deeply, and therefore would never let the wound that had pierced

it close up and heal. It has been well for me that no illness has yet laid

it low. Each attack made on me I meet and fight off in my full armor;

thus the first one that swept me off my feet would leave me without

resources. I have no secondary defense: no matter where the torrent

should break my dike, I would be helpless and be drowned for good.

*^Epicurus says that the wise man can never pass into a contrary

state. I have an opinion about the converse of this saying: that anyone

who has once been very foohsh will never at any other time be very

wise.

^God tempers the cold according to the cloak, and gives me passions

according to my means of withstanding them. Nature, having uncovered

me on one side, has covered me up on the other; having disarmed me of

strength, she has armed me with insensibility and a controlled, or dull,

apprehensiveness

.
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Now I cannot long endure ( and I could endure them less easily in

my youth) either coach, or litter, or boat; and I hate any other trans-

portation than horseback, both in town and in the country. But I can
endure a litter less than a coach, and for the same reason I can more
easily bear a rough tossing on the water, whereby fear is produced,
than the movement felt in calm weather. By that slight jolt given by
the oars, stealing the vessel from under us, I somehow feel my head
and stomach troubled, as I cannot bear a shaky seat under me. When the

sail or the current carries us along evenly or when we are towed, this

uniform movement does not bother me at all. It is an interrupted motion
that annoys me, and most of all when it is languid. I cannot otherwise

describe its nature. The doctors have ordered me to bind and swathe
my abdomen with a towel to remedy this trouble; which I have not tried,

being accustomed to wrestle with the weaknesses that are in me and
overcome them by myself.

•^If my memory were sufficiently stored with them, I should not be-

grudge my time to tell here the infinite variety of examples that his-

tories offer us of the use of coaches in the service of war, varying accord-

ing to the nations and according to the age; of great effect, it seems to

me, and very necessary, so that it is a wonder that we have lost all

knowledge of them. I will say only this, that quite recently, in our
fathers' time, the Hungarians put coaches very usefully to work against

the Turks, there being in each one a targeteer and a musketeer and a
number of harquebuses lined up, loaded and ready, the whole thing

covered with a wall of shields, fike a galiot. They formed their battle-

front of three thousand such coaches, and after the cannon had played,

had them advance and made the enemy swallow this salvo before tast-

ing the rest; which was no slight advantage. Or they launched them
into the enemy squadrons to break them and open them up; not to men-
tion the advantage they could derive from them by flanking enemy
troops on their march through open country where they were vulnerable,

or by covering a camp in haste and fortifying it.

In my time a gentleman on one of our frontiers, who was unwieldy
of person and found no horse capable of bearing his weight, having a

feud on his hands, went about the country in a coach of this very de-

scription, and made out very well. But let us leave these war coaches.

The kings of our first dynasty went about the country in a chariot drawn
by four oxen.

^Mark Antony was the first who had himself drawn in Rome—and
a minstrel girl beside him—by Hons harnessed to a chariot. Heliogaba-

lus did as much later, calfing himself Cybele, the mother of the gods;

and also by tigers, imitating the god Bacchus; he also sometimes har-

nessed two stags to his coach, and another time four dogs, and yet again

four naked wenches, having himself, starked naked too, drawn by them
in pomp. The Emperor Firmus had his chariot drawn by ostriches of

marvelous size, so that it seemed rather to fly than to roll.

The strangeness of these inventions puts into my head this other

notion: that it is a sort of pusillanimity in monarchs, and evidence of not

sufficiently feehng what they are, to labor at showing off and making
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a display by excessive expense. It would be excusable in a foreign

country; but among his own subjects, where he is all-powerful, he de-

rives from his dignity the highest degree of honor he can attain. Just

as, it seems to me, for a gentleman it is superfluous to dress with studied

care at home: his house, his retinue, his cuisine, answer for him suffi-

ciently.

^The advice that Isocrates gives his king seems to me not without

reason: that he be splendid in furniture and plate, since that is a lasting

investment which passes on to his successors; and that he avoid all mag-
nificences that flow away immediately out of use and memory.

^I liked to adorn myself when I was a youth, for lack of other adorn-

ments, and it was becoming to me; there are those on whom fine clothes

weep. We have marvelous stories of the frugality of our kings about

their own persons and in their gifts—kiligs great in prestige, in valor,

and in fortune. Demosthenes fights tooth and nail against the law of his

city that allotted public monies to lavish games and feasts; he wants

the greatness of the city to be manifest in its quantity of well-equipped

ships and of good, well-supplied armies.

<^And Theoplirastus is rightly blamed for setting forth a contrary

opinion in his book on riches, and maintaining that lavish expenditure

was the true fruit of opulence. These are pleasures, says Aristotle, that

touch only the lowest of the people, that vanish from memory as soon

as people are sated ^^dth them, and that no judicious and serious man
can esteem. The outlay would seem to me much more royal as well

as more useful, just, and durable, if it were spent on ports, harbors, forti-

fications, and walls, on sumptuous buildings, churches, hospitals, col-

leges, and the improvement of streets and roads, for which Pope Gregory
XIII is gratefully remembered in my time, and in which our Queen
Catherine would leave evidence for many years of her natural liberality

and munificence, if her means were equal to her wish. Fortune has

given me great displeasure by interrupting the construction of the

handsome new bridge^ of our great city, and depriving me of the hope
of seeing it in full use before I die.

^Besides, it seems to the subjects, spectators of these triumphs, that

they are given a display of their own riches, and entertained at their

own expense. For peoples are apt to assume about kings, as we do about

our servants, that they should take care to prepare for us in abundance
all we need, but that they should not touch it at all for their own part.

And therefore the Emperor Galba, having taken pleasure in a musician's

playing during his supper, sent for his money box and gave into his hand
a handful of crowns that he fished out of it, with these words: "This is

not the public money, this is my own." At all events, it most often hap-

pens that the people are right, and that their eyes are feasted with what
should go to feed their bellies.

Liberality itself is not in its proper light in the hands of a sovereign;

private people have more right to exercise it. For, to be precise about

1 The Pont Neuf, as it is still called, was completed in 1604.
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it, a king has nothing that is properly his own; he owes his very self to

others.

^The authority to judge is not given for the sake of the judge, but for

the sake of the person judged. A superior is never appointed for his

own benefit, but for the benefit of the inferior, and a doctor for the sick,

not for himself. All authority, like all art, has its end outside of itself:

no art is directed to itself [Cicero].

^Wherefore the tutors of young princes who make it a point to im-

press on them this virtue of liberality and preach to them not to know
how to refuse anything, and to think nothing so well spent as what
they give away (a lesson that I have seen in great favor in my time),

either look more to their own profit than to their master's, or do not

well understand to whom they speak. It is all too easy to impress liberal-

ity on a man who has the means to practice it all he wants at the ex-

pense of others. ^And since its value is reckoned not by the measure
of the gift, but by the measure of the giver's means, it amounts to

nothing in such powerful hands. They find themselves prodigal before

they are liberal. ^Therefore liberality is little to be commended com-
pared with other royal virtues, and it is the only one, as the tyrant

Dionysius said, that goes with tyranny itself. I would rather teach him
this verse of the ancient farmer:- that whoever wants to reap a good
crop must sow with the hand, not pour out of the sack; ^he must scat-

ter the seed, not spill it; ^and that since he has to give, or, to put it better,

pay and restore to so many people according to their deserts, he should

be a fair and wise distributor. If the liberality of a prince is without

discretion and without measure, I would rather he were a miser.

Royal virtue seems to consist most of all in justice; and of all the

parts of justice, that one best marks kings which accompanies liberality;

for they have particularly reserved it as their function, whereas they

are prone to exercise all other justice through the intermediary of others.

Immoderate largesse is a feeble means for them to acquire good will;

for it alienates more people than it wins over: '^The more you have
already practiced it on, the fewer you will be able to practice it on.

What is more foolish than to take pains so that you can no longer do what
you enjoy doing? [Cicero.] ^And if it is exercised without regard to

merit, it puts to shame him who receives it, and is received ungra-

ciously. Tyrants have been sacrificed to the hatred of the people by
the hands of the very ones whom they have unjustly advanced; for such

men think to assure their possession of undeserved goods by showing
contempt and hatred for the man from whom they received them, and
rallying to the judgment and opinion of the people in that respect.

The subjects of a prince who is excessive in gifts become excessive

in requests; they adjust themselves not to reason but to example. Surely

we often have reason to blush for our impudence; we are overpaid ac-

cording to justice when the recompense equals our service; for do we
owe no service to our prince by natural obligation? If he bears our

2 Montaigne translates the Greek verse of Corinna after quoting it.
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expenses, he does too much; it is enough that he helps out. The surplus

is called benefit, and it cannot be exacted, for the very name of liberal-

ity rings of liberty. By our method, it is never done; the receipts are no
longer taken into account; people love only the future liberality. Where-
fore the more a prince exhausts himself in giving, the poorer he makes
himself in friends. ^How could he assuage desires that grow the more
they are fulfilled? He who has his mind on taking, no longer has it on
what he has taken. Covetousness has nothing so characteristic about

it as ingratitude.

The example of Cyrus will not be amiss here to serve the kings of

our time as a touchstone for ascertaining whether their gifts are well or

ill bestowed, and to make them see how much more happily that em-
peror dealt them out than they do. Whereby they are reduced to doing

their borrowing from unknown subjects, and rather from those they have
v^Tonged than from those they have benefited; and from them they re-

ceive no aid that is gratuitous in anything but the name.
Croesus reproached Cyrus for his extravagance and calculated how

much his treasure would amount to if he had been more close-fisted.

Cyrus, wanting to justify his hberality, sent dispatches in all directions

to the grandees of his state whose career he had particularly advanced,

and asked each one to help him out with as much money as he could

for an urgent need of his, and to send him a declaration of the amount.

When all these statements were brought to him, since each of his friends,

thinking it was not enough to o£Fer him merely as much as he had re-

ceived from his munificence, added much that was more properly his

own, it turned out that the total amounted to much more than the

savings estimated by Croesus. Whereupon Cyrus said to him: "I am
no less in love with riches than other princes, and am rather a more
careful manager of them. You see at how small a cost I have acquired

the inestimable treasure of so many friends, and how much more faith-

ful treasurers they are to me than mercenary men without obligation,

without affection, would be; and how much better my wealth is lodged

than in coffers, where it would call down upon me the hatred, envy, and
contempt of other princes."

^The emperors derived an excuse for the superfluity of their public

games and spectacles from the fact that their authority depended some-
what (at least in appearance) on the will of the Roman people, who
from time immemorial had been accustomed to being flattered by that

sort of spectacle and extravagance. But it was private citizens who had
nourished this custom of gratifying their fellow citizens and compan-
ions, chiefly out of their own purse, by such profusion and magnificence;

this had an altogether different flavor when it was the masters who came
to imitate it. ^The transfer of money from its rightful owners to strangers

should not be regarded as liberality [Cicero].

Philip, because his son was trying to win the good will of the Mace-
donians by presents, scolded him for it in a letter in this manner: "What,

do you want your subjects to regard you as their purser, not as their

king? Do you want to win them over? Win them over with the benefits

of your virtue, not the benefits of your coffers."
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^It was, however, a fine thing to bring and plant in the amphitheater

a great quantity of big trees, all branching and green, representing a
great shady forest, arranged in beautiful symmetry, and on the first day
to cast into it a thousand ostriches, a thousand stags, a thousand wild
boars, and a thousand fallow deer, leaving them to be hunted down by
the people; on the next day to have a hundred big lions, a hundred
leopards, and three hundred bears slaughtered in their presence; and
for the third day, to have three hundred pairs of gladiators fight it out

to the death, as the Emperor Probus did.

It was also a fine thing to see those great amphitheaters faced with
marble on the outside, wrought with ornaments and statues, the inside

sparkling with many rare enrichments-

Here is the diamond circle, the golden portico

CALPURNIUS

—all the sides of this vast space filled and surrounded from top to bot-

tom with three or four score tiers of seats, also of marble, covered with
cushions—

"Let him begone," he says,

"And leave the cushioned seats of knights, seeing he pays
None of the lawful tax"

JUVENAL

—where a hundred thousand men could sit at their ease. Also, first of

all, to have the place at the bottom, where the games were played, open
artificially and split into crevasses representing caverns that vomited
forth the beasts destined for the spectacle; and then, second, to flood it

with a deep sea, full of sea monsters and laden with armed vessels to

represent a naval battle; and third, to level it and dry it off again for

the combat of the gladiators; and for the fourth show to strew it with
vermilion and storax instead of sand, in order to set up a stately banquet
there for all that huge number of people—the final act of a single day:

How often have we seen
Part of the sandy floor sink down, wild beasts emerge
Out of the open chasm, and from its depths upsurge
Forests of golden growing trees with yellow bark.

Not only forest monsters were for us to mark,
But I saw sea-calves mingled in with fighting bears,

And hippopotami, the shapeless herd that wears
The name of river-horse.

CALPURNIUS

Sometimes they created a high mountain there, full of fruit trees

and other trees in leaf, spouting a stream of water from its top as from
the mouth of a living spring. Sometimes they brought in a great ship

which opened and came apart of itself and, after having spewed forth

from its belly four or five hundred fighting beasts, closed up again and
vanished without assistance. At other times, from the floor of the place,

they made spouts and jets of water spring forth which shot upward to

an infinite height, then sprinkled and perfumed that infinite multitude.
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To protect themselves against damage from the weather, they had that

immense space hung with awnings, sometimes made of purple worked
with the needle, sometimes of silk of one color or another, and they drew
them forward or back in a moment, as they had a mind to:

The awnings, though the sun scorches the skin,

Are, when Hermogenes appears, drawn in.

MARTIAL

The nets, too, which they put in front of the people to protect them
from the violence of the loosened beasts, were woven of gold:

Even the woven nets

Glitter with gold.

CALPURNIUS

If there is anything excusable in such extravagances, it is when the

inventiveness and the novelty of them, not the expense, provide amaze-

ment.

Even in these vanities we discover how fertile those ages were in

minds different from ours. It is with this sort of fertility as with all

other productions of Nature. This is not to say that she then put forth

her utmost effort. We do not go in a straight line; we rather ramble,

and turn this way and that. We retrace our steps. I fear that our knowl-

edge is weak in every direction; we do not see very far ahead or very

far behind. It embraces little and has a short life, short in both extent

of time and extent of matter:

Ere Agamemnon, heroes were the same;

Many there were, but no one knows their name;
They all are hurried on unwept
Into unending night.

HORACE

Before the Trojan War, before Troy fell.

Were other bards with other tales to tell.

LUCRETIUS

*^And Solon's story of what he had heard from the priests of Egypt

about the long life of their state, and their manner of learning and

preserving the histories of other countries, does not seem to me a testi-

mony to be rejected in this consideration. // we could view that expanse

of countries and ages, boundless in every direction, into which the mind,

plunging and spreading itself, travels so far and wide that it can find

no limit where it can stop, there would appear in that immensity an

infinite capacity to produce innumerable forms [adapted from Cicero].

''Even if all that has come down to us by report from the past should

be true and known by someone, it would be less than nothing compared
with what is unknown. And of this very image of the world which glides

along while we live on it, how puny and limited is the knowledge of

even the most curious! Not only of particular events which fortune

often renders exemplary and weighty, but of the state of great govern-
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ments and nations, there escapes us a hundred times more than comes
to our knowledge. We exclaim at the miracle of the invention of our
artillery, of our printing; other men in another comer of the world, in

China, enjoyed these a thousand years earlier. If we saw as much of

the world as we do not see, we would perceive, it is likely, a perpetual

multiplication and vicissitude of forms.

There is nothing unique and rare as regards nature, but there cer-

tainly is as regards our knowledge, which is a miserable foundation for

our rules and which is apt to represent to us a very false picture of things.

As vainly as we today infer the decline and decrepitude of the world
from the arguments we draw from our own weakness and decay—

This age is broken down, and broken down the earth

LUCRETIUS

—so vainly did this poet infer the world's birth and youth from the vigor

he saw in the minds of his time, abounding in novelties and inventions

in various arts

:

The universe, I think, is very new,
The world is young, its birth not far behind;
Hence certain arts grow more and more refined

Even today; the naval art is one.

LUCRETIUS

Our world has just discovered another world (and who will guar-

antee us that it is the last of its brothers, since the daemons, the Sibyls,

and we ourselves have up to now been ignorant of this one?) no less

great, full, and well-limbed than itself, yet so new and so infantile that

it is still being taught its A B C; not fifty years ago it knew neither let-

ters, nor weights and measures, nor clothes, nor wheat, nor vines. It

was still quite naked at the breast, and lived only on what its nursing

mother provided. If we are right to infer the end of our world, and that

poet is right about the youth of his own age, this other world will only

be coming into the hght when ours is leaving it. The universe will fall

into paralysis; one member will be crippled, the other in full vigor.

I am much afraid that we shall have very greatly hastened the de-

cline and ruin of this new world by our contagion, and that we will

have sold it our opinions and our arts very dear. It was an infant world;

yet we have not whipped it and subjected it to our discipline by the ad-

vantage of our natural valor and strength, nor won it over by our justice

and goodness, nor subjugated it by our magnanimity. Most of the re-

sponses of these people and most of oiu* dealings with them show that

they were not at all behind us in natural brightness of mind and perti-

nence.

The awesome magnificence of the cities of Cuzco and Mexico ( and,

among many similar things, the garden of that king in which all the trees,

the fruits, and all the herbs were excellently fashioned in gold, and of

such size and so arranged as they might be in an ordinary garden; and
in his curio room were gold replicas of all the living creatures native to

his country and its waters), and the beauty of their workmanship in
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jewelry, feathers, cotton, and painting, show that they were not behind
us in industry either. But as for devoutness, observance of the laws,

goodness, liberality, loyalty, and frankness, it served us well not to have
as much as they: by their advantage in this they lost, sold, and betrayed

themselves.

As for boldness and courage, as for firmness, constancy, resoluteness

against pains and hunger and death, I would not fear to oppose the

examples I could find among them to the most famous ancient examples

that we have in the memories of our world on this side of the ocean.

For as regards the men who subjugated them, take away the ruses and
tricks that they used to deceive them, and the people's natural aston-

ishment at seeing the unexpected arrival of bearded men, dififerent in

language, religion, shape, and countenance, from a part of the world
so remote, where they had never imagined there was any sort of human
habitation, mounted on great unknown monsters, opposed to men who
had never seen not only a horse, but any sort of animal trained to carry

and endure a man or any other burden; men equipped with a hard and
shiny skin and a sharp and glittering weapon, against men who, for the

miracle of a mirror or a knife, would exchange a great treasure in gold

and pearls, and who had neither the knowledge nor the material by
which, even in full leisure, they could pierce our steel; add to this the

lightning and thunder of our cannon and harquebuses—capable of dis-

turbing Caesar himself, if he had been surprised by them with as little

experience and in his time—against people who were naked (except

in some regions where the invention of some cotton fabric had reached

them), without other arms at the most than bows, stones, sticks, ^and

wooden bucklers; ^people taken by surprise, under color of friendship

and good faith, by curiosity to see strange and unknown things: elimi-

nate this disparity, I say, and you take from the conquerors the whole
basis of so many victories.

When I consider that indomitable ardor with which so many thou-

sands of men, women, and children came forth and hurled themselves

so many times into inevitable dangers for the defense of their gods and
of their liberty, and that noble, stubborn readiness to suffer all ex-

tremities and hardships, even death, rather than submit to the domina-

tion of those by whom they had been so shamefully deceived ( for some
of them when captured chose rather to let themselves perish of hunger

and fasting than to accept food from the hands of such basely victorious

enemies), I conclude that if anyone had attacked them on equal terms,

with equal arms, experience, and numbers, it would have been just

as dangerous for him as in any other war we know of, and more so.

Why did not such a noble conquest fall to Alexander or to those

ancient Greeks and Romans? Why did not such a great change and
alteration of so many empires and peoples fall into hands that would
have gently polished and cleared away whatever was barbarous in them,

and would have strengthened and fostered the good seeds that nature

had produced in them, not only adding to the cultivation of the earth

and the adornment of cities the arts of our side of the ocean, in so far
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as they would have been necessary, but also adding the Greek and
Roman virtues to those originally in that region? What an improve-
ment that would have been, and what an amelioration for the entire

globe, if the first examples of our conduct that were offered over there

had called those peoples to the admiration and imitation of virtue and
had set up between them and us a brotherly fellowship and under-

standing! How easy it would have been to make good use of souls so

fresh, so famished to learn, and having, for the most part, such fine

natural beginnings! On the contrary, we took advantage of their igno-

rance and inexperience to incline them the more easily toward treach-

ery, lewdness, avarice, and every sort of inhumanity and cruelty, after

the example and pattern of our ways. Who ever set the utility of com-
merce and trading at such a price? So many cities razed, so many na-

tions exterminated, so many millions of people put to the sword, and
the richest and most beautiful part of the world turned upside down,
for the traflSc in pearls and pepper! Base and mechanical victories!

Never did ambition, never did public enmities, drive men against one
another to such horrible hostilities and such miserable calamities.

Coasting the sea in quest of their mines, certain Spaniards landed
in a fertile, pleasant, well-populated country, and made their usual

declarations to its people: that they were peaceable men, coming from
distant voyages, sent on behalf of the king of Castile, the greatest prince

of the habitable world, to whom the Pope, representing God on earth,

had given the principality of all the Indies; that if these people would
be tributaries to him, they would be very kindly treated. They de-

manded of them food to eat and gold to be used in a certain medicine,

and expounded to them the belief in one single God and the truth of

our religion, which they advised them to accept, adding a few threats.

The answer was this : As for being peaceable, they did not look like

it, if they were. As for their king, since he was begging, he must be
indigent and needy; and he who had awarded their country to him
must be a man fond of dissension, to go and give another person some-
thing that was not his and thus set him at strife with its ancient pos-

sessors. As for food, they would supply them. Gold they had little of,

and it was a thing they held in no esteem, since it was useless to the

service of their life, their sole concern being with passing life happily
and pleasantly; however, they might boldly take any they could find,

except what was employed in the service of their gods. As for one single

God, the account had pleased them, but they did not want to change
their religion, having followed it so advantageously for so long, and
they were not accustomed to take counsel except of their friends and
acquaintances. As for the threats, it was a sign of lack of judgment to

threaten people whose nature and means were unknown to them. Thus
they should promptly hurry up and vacate their land, for they were not
accustomed to take in good part the civilities and declarations of armed
strangers; otherwise they would do to them as they had done to these

others—showing them the heads of some executed men around their

city.
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There we have an example of the babbling of this infancy. But at all

events, neither in that place nor in several others where the Spaniards

did not find the merchandise they were looking for, did they make any

stay or any attack, whatever other advantages there might be; witness

my Cannibals.^

Of the two most powerful monarchs of that world, and perhaps of

this as well, kings of so many kings, the last two that they drove out,

one, the king of Peru, was taken in a battle and put to so excessive a

ransom that it surpasses all belief; and when this had been faithfully

paid, and the king in his dealings had given signs of a frank, liberal,

and steadfast spirit and a clear and well-ordered understanding, the

conquerors, after having extracted from him one million three hundred

and twenty-five thousand five hundred ounces of gold, besides silver

and other things that amounted to no less, so that their horses thence-

forth went shod with solid gold, were seized with the desire to see also,

at the price of whatever treachery, what could be the remainder of this

king's treasures, ^and to enjoy freely what he had reserved. ^They
trumped up against him a false accusation and false evidence that he was
planning to rouse his provinces in order to regain his freedom. Where-
upon, in a beautiful sentence pronounced by those very men who had
set afoot this treachery against him, he was condemned to be publicly

hanged and strangled, after being permitted to buy his way out of the

torment of being burned alive by submitting to baptism at the moment
of the execution. A horrible and unheard-of calamity, which neverthe-

less he bore without belying himself either by look or word, with a truly

royal bearing and gravity. And then, to lull the people, stunned and
dazed by such a strange thing, they counterfeited great mourning over

his death and ordered a sumptuous funeral for him.

The other one, the king of Mexico, had long defended his besieged

city and shown in this siege all that endurance and perseverance can do,

if ever prince and people did so, when his bad fortune put him in his

enemies' hands alive, on their promise that they would treat him as a

king; nor did he in his captivity show anything unworthy of this title.

After this victory, his enemies, not finding all the gold they had prom-

ised themselves, first ransacked and searched everything, and then set

about seeking information by inflicting the cruelest tortures they could

think up on the prisoners they held. But having gained nothing by this,

and finding their prisoners' courage stronger than their torments, they

finally flew into such a rage that, against their word and against all law

of nations, they condemned the king himself and one of the principal

lords of his court to the torture in each other's presence. This lord, find-

ing himself overcome with the pain, surrounded with burning braziers,

in the end turned his gaze piteously toward his master, as if to ask his

pardon because he could hold out no longer. The king, fixing his eyes

proudly and severely on him in reproach for his cowardice and pusil-

lanimity, said to him only these words, in a stern, firm voice: "And I,

3 Described in Essays 1:31.
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am I in a bath? Am I more comfortable than you?" The other imme-
diately after succumbed to the pain and died on the spot. The king,

half roasted, was carried away from there, not so much out of pity ( for

what pity ever touched souls who, for dubious information about some
gold vase to pillage, had a man grilled before their eyes, and what is

more, a king so great in fortune and merit? ) , but because his fortitude

made their cruelty more and more shameful. They hanged him later

for having courageously attempted to deliver himself by arms from such

a long captivity and subjection, and he made an end worthy of a great-

souled prince.

Another time they burned alive, all at once and in the same fire, four

hundred and sixty men, the four hundred being of the common people,

the sixty from among the chief lords of a province, all merely prisoners

of war.

We have these narrations from themselves, for they not only admit
them but boast of them and preach them. Would it be as a testimonial

to their justice or their zeal for religion? Truly, those are ways too con-

trary and hostile to so holy an end. If they had proposed to extend our
faith, they would have reflected that faith is not spread by possession

of territory but by possession of men, and they would have been more
than satisfied with the murders brought about by the necessity of war,

without adding to these an indiscriminate butchery, as of wild animals,

as universal as fire and sword could make it, after purposely sparing

only as many as they wanted to make into miserable slaves for the work-
ing and service of their mines: with the result that many of the leaders

were punished with death by order of the kings of Castile, who were
justly shocked by the horror of their conduct; and almost all were dis-

esteemed and loathed. God deservedly allowed this great plunder to

be swallowed up by the sea in transit, or by the intestine wars in which
they devoured one another; and most of them were buried on the spot

without any profit from their victory.

As for the fact that the revenue from this, even in the hands of a
thrifty and prudent prince,* corresponds so little to the expectation of

it given to his predecessors and to the abundance of riches that was
first encountered in these new lands ( for although much is being gotten

out, we see that it is nothing compared with what was to be expected )

,

the reason is that the use of money was entirely unknown, and that

consequently their gold was found all collected together, being of no
other use than for show and parade, like a chattel preserved from father

to son by many powerful kings who were constantly exhausting their

mines to make that great heap of vases and statues for the adornment
of their palaces and their temples; whereas our gold is all in circulation

and in trade. We cut it up small and change it into a thousand forms;
we scatter and disperse it. Imagine it if our kings thus accumulated all

the gold they could find for many centuries and kept it idle.

The people of the kingdom of Mexico were somewhat more civilized

* King Philip II of Spain.
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and skilled in the arts than the other nations over there. Thus they

judged, as we do, that the universe was near its end, and they took as

a sign of this the desolation that we brought upon them. They believed

that the existence of the world was divided into five ages and into the

life of five successive suns, of which four had already run their time,

and that the one which gave them light was the fifth. The first perished

with all other creatures by a universal flood of water. The second, by
the heavens falling on us, which suffocated every living thing; to which
age they assign the giants, and they showed the Spaniards some of their

bones, judging by the size of which these men must have stood twenty

hands high. The third, by fire, which burned and consumed everything.

The fourth, by a turbulence of air and wind which beat down even many
mountains; the men did not die, but they were changed into baboons

( to what notions will the laxness of human credulity not submit! ) . After

the death of this fourth sun, the world was twenty-five years in per-

petual darkness, in the fifteenth of which a man and a woman were
created who remade the human race; ten years later, on a certain day
of their calendar, the sun appeared newly created, and since then they

reckon their years from that day. The third day after its creation the

old gods died; the new ones have been born since little by little. What
they think about the manner in which this last sun will perish, my
author^ did not learn. But their calculation of this fourth change coin-

cides with that great conjunction of stars which produced, some eight

hundred years ago, according to the reckoning of the astrologers, many
great alterations and innovations in the world.

As for pomp and magnificence, whereby I entered upon this subject,

neither Greece nor Rome nor Egypt can compare any of its works,

whether in utility or difficulty or nobiHty, with the road which is seen

in Peru, laid out by the kings of the country, from the city of Quito as

far as Cuzco (a distance of three hundred leagues), straight, even,

twenty-five paces wide, paved, lined on both sides with fine high walls,

and along these, on the inside, two ever-flowing streams, bordered by
beautiful trees, which they call molly. Wherever they encountered

mountains and rocks, they cut through and leveled them, and filled the

hollows with stone and lime. At the end of each day's journey there are

fine palaces furnished with provisions, clothes, and arms, for travelers

as well as for the armies that have to pass that way.

In my estimate of this work I have counted the difficulty, which is

particularly considerable in that place. They did not build with any

stones less than ten feet square; they had no other means of carrying

than by strength of arm, dragging their load along; and they had not

even the art of scaffolding, knowing no other device than to raise an

equal height of earth against their building as it rose, and remove it

afterward.

Let us fall back to our coaches. Instead of these or any other form

5 Lopez de Gomara, a Spanish contemporary of Montaigne, whose histories of

Cortez and of the West Indies Montaigne read in translation.
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of transport, they had themselves carried by men, and on their shoul-

ders. That last king of Peru, the day that he was taken, was thus car-

ried on shafts of gold, seated in a chair of gold, in the midst of his army.

As many of these carriers as they killed to make him fall—for they wanted
to take him alive—so many others vied to take the place of the dead ones,

so that they never could bring him down, however great a slaughter

they made of those people, until a horseman seized him around the body
and pulled him to the ground.

7 Of the disadvantage of greatness

^Since we cannot attain it, let us take our revenge by speaking ill

of it. Yet it is not absolutely speaking ill of something to find some de-

fects in it; there are some in all things, however beautiful and desirable

they may be. In general greatness has this evident advantage, that it

can step down whenever it pleases, and that it almost has the choice

of both conditions. For one does not fall from every height; there are

more from which one can descend without falling.

It does indeed seem to me that we overvalue it, and overvalue too

the resolution of people we have either seen or heard of who despised it

or laid it down of their own accord. Its essence is not so obviously ad-

vantageous that it cannot be refused except by a miracle.

I find the effort to bear ills a very hard one; but as for being content

with a mediocre measure of fortune, and eschewing greatness, I find

very little difficulty in that. To eschew greatness is a virtue, it seems to

me, which I, who am only a gosling, could attain without great striving.

What may not be done by those who would also put in consideration

the glory that goes with this refusal, in which there may lurk more am-
bition than in the very desire and enjoyment of greatness, inasmuch as

ambition never follows its own bent better than by some out-of-the-way

and unused path?

I sharpen my courage toward endurance, I weaken it toward desire.

I have as much to wish for as another, and I allow my wishes and in-

clinations as much freedom and indiscretion; yet it has never occurred

to me to wish for empire or royalty, or for the eminence of those high

and commanding fortunes. I do not aim in that direction, I love myself

too well. When I think of growing, it is in a lowly way, with a con-

strained and cowardly growth, strictly for myself: in resolution, wisdom,
health, beauty, and even riches. But that prestige, all that powerful

authority, oppresses my imagination. And quite in contrast to that

other,^ I would perhaps prefer to be second or third in Perigueux rather

1 Caesar, whom Plutarch represents as saying of a tiny village that he would
rather be the first man there than the second in Rome.
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than first in Paris; at least, without prevarication, rather the third in

Paris than the first in responsibiUty. I want neither to be a wretched
unknown, wrangHng with a doorkeeper, nor to make the crowds where
I pass split in adoration. I am trained to a middle station, by my taste

as well as by my lot. •^And I have shown, in the conduct of my life and
of my enterprises, that I have rather avoided than otherwise stepping

above the degree of fortune in which God placed me at birth. Every
natural arrangement is equally just and easy.

^My soul is so craven that I do not measure good fortune by its

height; I measure it by its facility.

^But if my heart is not great enough, it is compensatingly open, and
it orders me boldly to publish its weakness. If I were asked to compare
the life of L. Thorius Balbus, a gentleman, handsome, learned, healthy,

intelligent, abounding in all sorts of advantages and pleasures, leading

a tranquil life all his own, his soul well prepared against death, super-

stition, pain, and the other encumbrances of human necessity, at last

dying in battle, arms in hand, for the defense of his country, on the one
hand; and on the other hand the life of M. Regulus, great and lofty as

every man knows it to be, and his admirable end; the one without a

name, without distinction, the other marvelously exemplary and glo-

rious: I would certainly say what Cicero says, if I could speak as well

as he. 2 But if I had to apply their lives to mine, I would also say that

the first is as much according to my reach—and according to my desire,

which I accommodate to my reach—as the second is far beyond it; that

I can attain the latter only by veneration, but that I could readily attain

the other in practice. Let us return to our temporal greatness, from
which we started.

^I have a distaste for mastery, both active and passive. ^Otanes, one
of the seven who had some right to aspire to the throne of Persia, took

a course that I would gladly have taken. He abandoned to his com-
petitors his chance of attaining it either by election or by lot, provided

that he and his family might live in that empire free of all subjection

and mastery save that of the ancient laws, and have every freedom that

would not be prejudicial to these; balking at either commanding or

being commanded.
"The toughest and most difficult occupation in the world, in my

opinion, is to play the part of a king worthily. I excuse more of their

faults than people commonly do, in consideration of the dreadful weight
of their burden, which dazes me. It is difficult for a power so immoder-
ate to observe moderation. And yet even for men of a less excellent

nature, it is a singular incitement to virtue to be lodged in a place where
you can do no good that is not put in the record and account, where the

slightest good action affects so many people, and where your ability.

Like that of preachers, is principally addressed to the populace, an in-

exact judge, easy to dupe, easy to satisfy.

2 Cicero {De Finibus n. xx) sets Regulus far above Balbus.
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There are few things on which we can give a sincere judgment, be-

cause there are few in which we have not in some way a private interest.

Superiority and inferiority of position, mastery and subjection, are

forced into a natural envy and contention; they must pillage one an-

other perpetually. I do not believe either one about the rights of the

other; let us give the floor to reason, which is inflexible and impassive,

when we can dispose of it.

Less than a month ago I was leafing through two Scottish books
debating this subject. The democrat makes the king's situation worse
than a carter's; the monarchist lodges him a few fathoms above God
in power and sovereignty.

Now the disadvantage of greatness, which I have chosen to com-
ment on here because of an occasion that has just called my attention

to it, is this. There is perhaps nothing more pleasant in association with
men than the trials of strength we have with one another, in rivalry of

honor and worth, whether in exercises of the body or of the mind; and
in these sovereigns have no real share. In truth, it has often seemed to

me that by force of respect princes are treated disdainfully and insult-

ingly in thse matters. For what used to offend me immeasurably in my
childhood, that those who exercised with me would not take it seri-

ously, considering me unworthy of their making an effort, is what we
see happen to princes every day, since everyone considers himself too

base to make an effort against them. If people recognize that princes

have the slightest desire for victory, there is no one who will not labor

to give it to them and who will not rather betray his own glory than

offend theirs; everyone exerts only as much effort as is needed to serve

their honor.

What share do they have in the melee in which everyone is on their

side? I seem to see those paladins of times past going into jousts and
combats with enchanted bodies and weapons.

Brisson, in a race against Alexander, only pretended to run his best;

Alexander scolded him for it, but he should have had him whipped.

In consideration of this, Carneades used to say that the sons of

princes learned nothing rightly but how to manage horses, since in every
other exercise everyone gives way to them and lets thm win; but a horse,

who is neither a flatterer nor a courtier, will throw the son of a king just

as he would the son of a porter.

Homer was constrained to consent that Venus, so sweet and delicate

a saint, should be wounded in the battle of Troy, so as to endow her
with courage and boldness, qualities not found in those who are exempt
from danger. The gods are made to be angry, to fear, to flee, to be jeal-

ous, sorrowful, and passionate, in order to honor them with virtues which
among us are built of these imperfections. He who does not share the

risk and difficulty can claim no involvement in the honor and pleasure

that follow hazardous actions. It is a pity to have so much power that

everything gives way to you. Your fortune repels society and compan-
ionship too far from you; it plants you too far apart. That ease and slack
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facility of making everything bow beneath you is the enemy of every

kind of pleasure. That is sliding, not walking; sleeping, not living.

Imagine man accompanied by omnipotence: he is sunk; he must ask

you for hindrance and resistance, as an alms; his being and his welfare

are in indigence.^

Their good qualities are dead and wasted, for these are felt only by
comparison, and they are out of comparison. They have little knowl-

edge of true praise, being battered with such continual and uniform

approbation. Are they dealing with the stupidest of their subjects? They
have no way of getting the advantage over him. If he says: "It is because

he is my king," it seems to him he has said clearly enough that he lent

a hand to his own defeat.

Their royal status stifles and consumes their other real and essential

qualities; these are sunk in royalty; and it leaves them nothing to recom-

mend themselves by but those actions that directly concern and serve it,

the duties of their office. It takes so much to be a king that he exists

only as such. That extraneous glare that surrounds him hides him and
conceals him from us; our sight breaks and is dissipated by it, being

filled and arrested by this strong light. The Senate decreed the prize

for eloquence to Tiberius; he refused it, thinking that from a judgment
so far from free, even if it had been honest, he could have no satisfaction.

As we yield to them all the advantages of honor, so we confirm and
authorize the defects and vices they have, not only by approbation but

also by imitation. Every one of the followers of Alexander carried his

head on one side, as he did; and the flatterers of Dionysius bumped
into one another in his presence, stumbled upon and knocked over

what was at their feet, to signify that they were as shortsighted as he.

Even hernias have sometimes served as a recommendation and favor.

I have seen men affect deafness. And because the master hated his wife,

Plutarch saw courtiers repudiate theirs, whom they loved.

What is more, lechery has been seen in fashion among them, and
every sort of dissoluteness; as also disloyalty, blasphemy, cruelty; as also

heresy; also superstition, irreligion, laxity, and worse, if worse there be:

an example even more dangerous than that of the flatterers of Mithri-

dates, who, because their master was envious of the honor of being a

good doctor, brought him their limbs to be incised and cauterized. For

those others allow their soul to be cauterized, a nobler and more delicate

part.

But, to end where I began, when the Emperor Hadrian was arguing

with the philosopher Favorinus about the interpretation of some word,

Favorinus soon yielded him the victory. When his friends complained

to him, he said: "You are jesting; would you want him to be less learned

than I, he who commands thirty legions?" Augustus wrote some verses

3 Here Montaigne added in the margin of the Bordeaux Copy: "Evil is in its

turn a good to man, and good an evil. Neither is pain something for him always to

flee, nor pleasure for him always to follow." He later scratched this out here, but

added it about a third of the way through the "Apology for Raymond Sebond"
{Essays 11:12, p. 364), deleting "and good an evil."
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against Asinius Pollio. "And I," said Pollio, "am keeping quiet; it is not

wise to be a scribe against a man who can proscribe." And they were
right. For Dionysius, because he could not match Philoxenus in poetry,

and Plato in prose, condemned the one to the quarries and sent the

other to be sold as a slave on the island of Aegina.

8 Of the art of discussion

^It is a practice of our justice to condemn some as a warning to

others. ^To condemn them because they have done wrong would be
stupidity, as Plato says; for what is done cannot be undone. But they

are condemned so that they may not do the same wrong again, or so

that others may avoid the example of their WTongdoing.

^We do not correct the man we hang; we correct others through him.

I do tlie same. My errors are by now natural and incorrigible; but the

good that worthy men do the public by making themselves imitable,

I shall perhaps do by making myself evitable:

See Barrus' squalor, see how Albius' son
Lives poorly: lessons these to everyone
Not to squander his estate.

HORACE

By my publishing and accusing my imperfections, someone will learn

to fear them. The parts that I most esteem in myself derive more honor
from self-accusation than from self-commendation. That is why I fall

back into the former and dwell on it more often. But when all is said

and done, you never speak about yourself without loss. Your self-con-

demnation is always accredited, your self-praise discredited.

There may be some people of my temperament, I who learn better

by contrast than by example, and by fhght than by pursuit. This was
the sort of teaching that Cato the Elder had in view when he said that

the wise have more to learn from the fools than the fools from the wise;

and also that ancient lyre player who, Pausanias tells us, was accustomed
to force his pupils to go hear a bad musician who lived across the way,
where they might learn to hate his discords and false measures.

The horror I feel for cruelty throws me back more deeply into

clemency than any model of clemency could attract me to it. A good
horseman does not correct my seat as does an attorney or a Venetian
on horseback; and a bad way of speaking reforms mine better than a
good one. Every day the stupid bearing of another warns and admon-
ishes me. What stings, touches and arouses us better than what pleases.

These times are fit for improving us only backward, by disagreement
more than by agreement, by difference more than by similarity. Being
little taught by good examples, I make use of the bad ones, whose lessons
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are common. ^I have tried to make myself as agreeable as I saw others

unpleasant, as firm as I saw others lax, as mild as I saw others violent.

But I was setting myself unattainable standards.

^The most fruitful and natural exercise of our mind, in my opinion,

is discussion. I find it sweeter than any other action of our life; and
that is the reason why, if I were right now forced to choose, I believe

I would rather consent to lose my sight than my hearing or speech.

The Athenians, and the Romans too, preserved this practice in great

honor in their academies. In our time, the Italians retain some vestiges

of it, to their great advantage, as is seen by a comparison of our intelli-

gence with theirs.

The study of books is a languishing and feeble activity that gives

no heat, whereas discussion teaches and exercises us at the same time.

If I discuss with a strong mind and a stiff jouster, he presses on my
flanks, prods me right and left; his ideas launch mine. Rivalry, glory,

competition, push me and lift me above myself. And unison is an alto-

gether boring quality in discussion.

As our mind is strengthened by communication with vigorous and
orderly minds, so it is impossible to say how much it loses and degen-

erates by our continual association and frequentation with mean and
sickly minds. There is no contagion that spreads like that one. I know
by enough experience how much it is worth per yard. I love to argue

and discuss, but in a small group and for my own sake. For to serve

as a spectacle to the great and make a competitive parade of one's wit

and chatter is an occupation that I find very unbecoming to a man of

honor.

Stupidity is a bad quality; but to be unable to endure it, to be irri-

tated and chafed by it, as happens to me, is another sort of malady which

is scarcely less troublesome than stupidity; and that is what I now wish

to accuse in myself.

I enter into discussion and argument with great freedom and ease,

inasmuch as opinion finds in me a bad soil to penetrate and take deep

roots in. No propositions astonish me, no belief offends me, whatever

contrast it offers with my own. There is no fancy so frivolous and so

extravagant that it does not seem to me quite suitable to the production

of the human mind. We who deprive our judgment of the right to make
decisions look mildly on opinions different from ours; and if we do not

lend them our judgment, we easily lend them our ears. Where one scale

of the balance is totally empty, I let the other vacillate under an old

woman's dreams. And it seems to me excusable if I take rather the odd
number than the even, Thursday rather than Friday; if I am happier

to be twelfth or fourteenth than thirteenth at table; if I would rather

see a hare skirting my path when I travel than crossing it, and rather

give my left foot than my right to be booted first. All such idle fancies,

which are in credit around us, deserve at least to be listened to. For

me they outweigh only emptiness, but they do outweigh that. Popular

and chance opinions count in weight for something, and not nothing.
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in nature. And he who does not let himself go that far may perhaps fall

into the vice of obstinacy to avoid that of superstition.

So contradictions of opinions neither offend nor affect me; they

merely arouse and exercise me. We flee from correction; we should

face it and go to meet it, especially when it comes in the form of dis-

cussion, not ex cathedra. At every opposition we do not consider

whether it is just, but, right or wrong, how we can get rid of it. Instead

of stretching out our arms to it, we stretch out our claws.

I could stand to be rudely jarred by my friends: "You're a fool,

you're dreaming." I like to see people speak up bravely among gallant

men, and to see the words go where the thought goes. We should

strengthen and toughen our ears against this tenderness toward the

ceremonious sound of words. I hke a strong, manly fellowship and
familiarity, a friendship that delights in the sharpness and vigor of its

intercourse, as does love in bites and scratches that draw blood. ^It is

not vigorous and generous enough if it is not quarrelsome, if it is civilized

and artful, if it fears knocks and moves with constraint. For there can

be no discussion without contradiction [Cicero].

^When someone opposes me, he arouses my attention, not my anger.

I go to meet a man who contradicts me, who instructs me. The cause of

truth should be the common cause for both. What will he answer? The
passion of wrath has already smitten his judgment. Confusion has

seized it before reason. It would be useful if we decided our disputes

by a wager, if there was a material mark of our losses, so that we might

keep an account of them, and my valet could say to me: "It cost you a

hundred crowns twenty times last year to be ignorant and stubborn."

I give a warm welcome to truth in whatever hand I find it, and cheer-

fully surrender to it and extend my conquered arms, from as far off

as I see it approach. ^And provided they do not go about it with too

imperious and magisterial a frown, I lend a hand to the criticism people

make of my writings, and have often changed them more out of civil-

ity than to improve them, loving to gratify and foster my critics' freedom

to admonish me by the ease with which I yield—yes, even at my own
expense. However, it is certainly hard to induce the men of my time to

do this. They have not the courage to correct because they have not

the courage to suffer being corrected, and they always speak with dis-

simulation in one another's presence. I take such great pleasure in being

judged and known that it is virtually indifferent to me in which of the

tu'o forms I am so. My thinking so often contradicts and condemns
itself that it is all one to me if another does the job, especially seeing

that I give to his criticism only as much authority as I wish. But I break

off with a man who bears himself as high-handedly as one man I know,

who regrets having given advice if it is not accepted, and is affronted

if you balk at following it.

That Socrates always smilingly welcomed the contradictions offered

to his arguments might be said to be due to his strength and to the fact

that, since the advantage was certain to fall on his side, he accepted
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them as matter for new glory. But we see on the contrary that there

is nothing which makes us so sensitive to contradictions as the idea of

our superiority and the disdain for our adversary, and that in reason

it is rather for the weaker to accept with good grace the criticisms that

correct him and set him right.

^In truth, I seek more the company of people who treat me roughly

than that of those who fear me. It is an insipid and harmful pleasure

to have to do with people who admire us and give way to us. Antisthenes

ordered his children never to thank or be grateful to a man who praised

them. I feel much prouder of the victory I win over myself when, in the

very heat of the battle, I make myself bow beneath the force of my
adversary's reason, than I feel gratified by the victory I win over him
through his weakness.

In fine, I receive and acknowledge any sort of blows that are straight-

forward, however weak they may be, but I am only too intolerant of

those that are out of order. I care little about the subject matter, opin-

ions are all one to me, and I am almost indifferent about which opinion

wins. I will argue peaceably a whole day if the debate is conducted
with order. ^It is not so much strength and subtlety that I ask for as

order: the order that we see every day in the altercations of shepherds

and shop boys, never among us. If they get off the track, it is by way
of incivility; so indeed do we. But their turbulence and impatience

never sidetrack them from their theme; their argument follows its

course. If they get ahead of one another, if they do not wait for one
another, at least they understand one another. For me any answer is

only too good if it is to the point. ^But when the argument is confused

and disorderly, I give up the substance and attach myself angrily and
indiscriminately to the form, and throw myself into a headstrong,

malicious, and imperious way of arguing, which I have to blush for after-

ward. ^It is impossible to discuss things in good faith with a fool.

Not only is my judgment corrupted in the hands of so impetuous a

master, but my conscience is also. Our disputes ought to be forbidden

and punished like other verbal crimes. What vice do they not stir and
heap up, being always governed and commanded by anger? We feel

hostility first against the reasons, and then against the men. We learn

to argue only in order to contradict; and with each man contradicting

and being contradicted, it turns out that the fruit of the argument is

to ruin and annihilate the truth. Thus Plato, in his Republic, prohibits

this exercise to inept and ill-born minds.

^What is the use of your setting out in quest of that which is, with

a man whose pace and gait are no good? We do no wrong to the subject

when we leave it in order to see about the way to treat it. I do not mean
a scholastic and artificial way; I mean a natural way, that of a sound

understanding. What will come of it in the end? One goes east, the other

west; they lose the main point and mislay it in the throng of incidentals.

After an hour of stormy argument, they do not know what they are

looking for; one is low, another high, another wide of the mark. One man
catches at a word or a simile. One is no longer aware of his opponent's
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points, so involved is he in the course of his argument; and he is think-

ing about following himself, not you. One man, finding his back too

weak, fears everything, denies everything, mixes up and confuses the

point from the outset, ^ot, at the height of the debate, rebels and is

flatly silent,^ through spiteful ignorance affecting a haughty contempt

or a stupidly modest avoidance of contention. ^One man, provided he
can strike, does not care how much he lays himself open. Another counts

his words, and weighs them as reasons. This one uses only the advantage

of his voice and lungs. Here is one who concludes against himself. And
this one, who deafens you with useless preambles and digressions. ^This

other arms himself with sheer insults and seeks a German quarreP to

get rid of the company and conversation of a mind that presses his own
hard. ^This last fellow sees nothing in reason, but holds you besieged

within the dialectical enclosure of his clauses and with the formulas of

his art.

Now who will not begin to distrust learning and to doubt whether

any solid fruit can be derived from it for the needs of life, considering

the use we make of it: ^studies that cure nothing [Seneca]? ^Who has

acquired understanding from logic? Where are her fine promises?

^Neither for living better nor for reasoning more fithj [Cicero]. ^Do we
witness more of a jumble in the chatter of fishwives than in the public

disputations of the professional logicians? I would rather have my son

learn to speak in the taverns than in the schools of talk.

Take a Master of Arts, converse with him: Why does he not make
us feel this artificial excellence and captivate the women and the igno-

ramuses like ourselves with admiration for the strength of his reasons

and the beauty of liis order? Why does he not dominate and persuade

us at will? Why does a man with such advantages in matter and method
mix insults, recklessness, and fury with his fencing? Let him strip off his

hood, his gown, and his Latin; let him not beat our ears with pure and
undigested Aristotle; and you will take him for one of us, or worse. It

seems to me that with this complication and interlacing of language with

which they beset us it turns out as with sleight-of-hand performers:

their dexterity attacks and overpowers our senses, but it does not shake

our belief at all. Aside from this legerdemain, they do nothing that is

not commonplace and mean. For being more learned they are none the

less inept.

I love and honor learning as much as those who have it; and in its

true use it is man's most noble and powerful acquisition. But in those

( and their number is infinite ) who base their fundamental capacity and
worth on it, who appeal from their understanding to their memory,
^hiding under the shadow of others [Seneca], ^and can do nothing ex-

cept by the book, I hate it, if I dare say so, a little more than stupidity.

^ Or, "flattens out." All the best editions give the reading "se mutine a se faire

tout plat"; but on the Bordeaux Copy Montaigne's word looks to me more like "taire"

than "faire."

2 A quarrel without any reason.
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In my country and in my time learning often enough mends purses,

rarely minds. If it encounters dull minds, it weighs them down and suf-

focates them, like a crude and undigested mass; if sharp ones, it is apt

to purify, clarify, and subtilize them to the point of inanition. It is a

thing of almost indifferent quality: a very useful accessory to a wellborn

mind, pernicious and harmful to another. Or rather it is a thing of very

precious use, which will not let itself be possessed at a low price: in one

hand it is a scepter, in another a fool's bauble. But let us get on.

What greater victory do you expect than to teach your enemy that

he is no match for you? When you win the advantage for your propo-

sition, it is truth that wins; when you win the advantage for order and

method, it is you who win. ^It is my opinion that in Plato and Xenophon
Socrates argues more for the sake of the arguers than for the sake of the

argument, and to instruct Euthydemus and Protagoras rather in their

own impertinence than in the impertinence of their art. He takes hold

of the first subject that comes along like a man who has a more useful

aim than to illuminate it: to wit, to illuminate the minds that he under-

takes to manage and exercise.

^Agitation and the chase are properly our quarry; we are not ex-

cusable if we conduct it badly and irrelevantly; to fail in the catch is

another thing. For we are born to quest after truth; to possess it belongs

to a greater power. It is not, as Democritus said, hidden in the bottom

of abysses, but rather elevated to an infinite height in the divine knowl-

edge. <^The world is but a school of inquiry. ^The question is not who
will hit the ring, but who will make the best runs at it. He who speaks

true can speak as foolishly as he who speaks false; for we are concerned

with the manner, not the matter, of speaking. My humor is to consider

the form as much as the substance, the advocate as much as the cause,

as Alcibiades ordered we should do.

^And every day I amuse myself reading authors without any care

for their learning, looking for their style, not their subject. Just as I seek

the company of some famous mind, not to have him teach me, but to

come to know him.

^Any man may speak truly; but to speak with order, wisely, and
competently, of that few men are capable. Thus it is not the falsity that

comes from ignorance that offends me, but the ineptitude. I have broken

off many dealings that would have been useful to me because of the

irrelevant bickering of those with whom I was dealing. I do not get

excited once in a year over the mistakes of those over whom I have au-

thority; but over the stupidity and obstinacy of their brutish and asinine

assertions, excuses, and defenses, we are at each other's throats every

day. They understand neither what is said nor why, and answer accord-

ingly; it is enough to drive a man to despair. I never feel my head

roughly jarred except by another head, and I put up with the vices of

my servants sooner than with their heedlessness, importunity, and stu-

pidity. Let them do less, provided they are capable of doing something.

You live in hope of kindling their will; but from a stump there is nothing

worth while to be hoped for or enjoyed.

But supposing I take things otherwise than as they are? Perhaps I
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do; and this is why I blame my impatience, and hold, in the first place,

that it is equally a fault in one who is right and in one who is wrong,

for it is always a tyrannical ill humor to be unable to endure a way of

thinking difFerent from your own; and then in truth there is no greater,

more constant, or more uncouth absurdity, than to become worked up
and stung by the absurdities of the world. For it irritates us chiefly with

ourselves; and that philosopher^ of times past would never have lacked

occasion for his tears as long as he considered himself. *^Myso, one of

the Seven Sages, of a Timonian and Democritic humor, when he was
asked what he was laughing at to himself, answered: "At the fact that

I am laughing to myself."

^How many stupid things I say and reply every day, in my own
judgment; and so assuredly how many more in the judgment of others!

^If I bite my lips over them, what must the others do? In short, we must
Hve among the living, and let the river flow under the bridge, without

caring, or, at the very least, without being upset by it. ^After all, why
can we encounter someone with a crooked and malformed body with-

out being moved, when we cannot bear encountering an ill-ordered

mind without getting angry? This vicious violence has more to do with

the judge than with the fault. Let us always have this saying of Plato

in our mouths: ^"If I find a thing unsound, is it not because I myself

am unsound? ^Am I not myself at fault? May not my admonition be
turned around against me?" A wise and divine refrain, which scourges

the most universal and common error of mankind. ^Not only the re-

proaches that we make to one another, but also our reasons and argu-

ments in controversial matters can ordinarily be turned against our-

selves; and we run ourselves through with our own weapons. Whereof
antiquity has left me weighty examples enough. ^This was ingeniously

well said, and much to the point, by the man who thought it up:

Every man likes the smell of his own dung.

ADAPTED FROM ERASMUS

^Our eyes see nothing behind us. A hundred times a day we make fun

of ourselves in the person of our neighbor and detest in others the de-

fects that are more clearly in ourselves, and wonder at them with pro-

digious impudence and heedlessness.

Only yesterday I had occasion to see a man of understanding and
good birth making fun, as comically as justly, of the silly habit of an-

other man who splits everybody's head with his genealogies and fam-

ily connections, more than half of them false (those people are most
prone to pounce on such silly subjects whose quality is most doubtful

and least sure); and he himself, if he had turned back upon himself,

would have found himself scarcely less intemperate and boring in

spreading abroad and extolling the distinctions of his wife's family. Oh
importunate presumption, whereby the wife sees herself armed by the

hands of her very husband! If they understood Latin, we ought to say

to them:

3 Heraclitus. Cf. Essays 1:50, "Of Democritus and Heraclitus."
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Come now, if of herself she is not mad enough,
Encourage her.

TERENCE

I do not mean that no man should criticize another unless he is clean

himself, for then no one would criticize; nor indeed that he must be
clean of the same sort of fault. But I mean that our judgment, laying

upon another the blame which is then in question, should not spare us

from judging ourselves. It is a charitable service in one who cannot

remove a vice from within himself to try to remove it nevertheless from
within another, where it may have a less malignant and stubborn root.

Nor does it seem to me an appropriate reply to someone who warns

me of my fault, to say that it is also in him. What of it? The warning

is still true and useful. If we had a good nose, our excrement ought to

stink worse to us inasmuch as it is our own. And Socrates is of the opin-

ion that a man who found himself and his son and a stranger guilty of

some violence and wrongdoing should begin by presenting himself to

be sentenced according to the law and by imploring the help of the

executioner's hand to purge himself; and do so second for his son and
last for the stranger. If this precept takes a little too high a tone, at least

he should present himself first for punishment by his own conscience.

^The senses act as the proper and primary judges for us, and they

perceive things only by their external accidents; thus it is no wonder
that in all the functions that serve the welfare of society there is always

such a universal admixture of ceremony and outward show that the best

and most effective part of a government consists in these externals. It

is still man we are dealing with, and it is a wonder how physical his

nature is.

As for those* who, in recent years, tried to construct for us a system

of religious practice that is all contemplative and spiritual, they should

not be astounded if there are some who think that religion would have

melted away and slipped through their fingers if it did not hold fast

among us as a mark, title, and instrument of division and faction rather

than by itself.

As in conversation: the gravity, the gown, and the fortune of the

speaker often give authority to vain and inept remarks. No one would
presume that a personage so redoubtable and with such a following

does not have within him some more than vulgar capacity, and that a

man to whom so many commissions and offices are given, a man so dis-

dainful and so supercilious, is not abler than this other man who bows
to him at such a distance and whom no one employs. Not only the words,

but also the grimaces, of these people are considered and taken into

account, everyone applying himself to put some fine and solid inter-

pretation on them. If they stoop to common discussion and you offer

them anything but approbation and reverence, they beat you down with

the authority of their experience: they have heard, they have seen, they

have done—you are overwhelmed with examples. I would fain tell them

* The Protestants.
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that the fruit of a surgeon's experience is not the history of his practice

and his remembering that he has cured four people of the plague and
three of the gout, unless he can derive from that experience the means
of forming his judgment and can make us aware that he has become wiser

in the practice of his art.

^So in a concert of instruments we do not hear a lute, a spinet, and
the flute; we hear a rounded harmony, the effect of the various elements

joined into a whole.

^If travels and oflBces have improved them, this ought to show in

their increased understanding. It is not enough to count experiences,

we must weigh and sort them; and we must have digested and distilled

them, to extract from them the reasons and conclusions they contain.

There never were so many historians. It is always good and useful

to listen to them, for they furnish us with an abundance of fair and
laudable instructions from the storehouse of their memory, a great help,

surely, in the service of our life. But we are not looking for that at the

moment; we are looking to see whether these narrators and collectors

are themselves laudable.

I hate every sort of tyranny, both in words and in acts. I am in-

clined to resist with all my mind these vain externals that delude our

judgment through the senses; and keeping a close watch on men of

extraordinary eminence, I have found that they are for the most part

men like the rest:

For solid common sense is rare in that estate.

JUVENAL

Perhaps we esteem them and see them as less tlian they really are

because they undertake more and show themselves more: they do not

correspond to the burden they have taken on. There must be more vigor

and power in the bearer than in the load. A man who has not exerted

his full strength leaves you to guess whether he has any strength left

over, whether he has been tested to the breaking point; a man who suc-

cumbs under his load reveals his measure and the weakness of his shoul-

ders. That is why we see so many inept souls among the learned, and
more than of the other kind. They would have made good husbandmen,
good tradesmen, good artisans; their natural vigor was cut to that pro-

portion. Learning is a thing of great weight; they collapse under it.

Their mind has neither enough vigor nor enough skill to spread out and
distribute that noble and powerful matter, to make use of it and derive

help from it. It can do nothing except in a strong nature, and these are

very rare. ^And the weak ones, says Socrates, corrupt the dignity of

philosophy in handling it. It appears both useless and harmful when it

is badly encased. ''This is how they spoil themselves and make fools of

themselves.

Just like an ape, man's mimic, whom in jest

A prankish boy in silken clothes has dressed,

And left his buttocks and his backside bare.

To give the guests a laugh.

CLAUDIAN
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Likewise for those who rule and command us, who hold the world
in their hands, it is not enough to have an ordinary understanding, to be
able to do what we are able to do; they are far below us if they are not

far above us. As they promise more, so they owe more; and therefore

silence is for them a bearing not only decorous and grave, but often also

profitable and economical. For Megabysus, having gone to see Apelles

in his studio, remained a long time without saying a word, and then

began to discuss the painter's works, for which he received this rough

reprimand: "As long as you kept silence, you seemed to be quite some-

thing because of your chains and your pomp; but now that we have

heard you speak, there is no one, even to the boys in my shop, who does

not despise you." Those magnificent trappings, that grand state, did

not permit him to be ignorant with a common ignorance and to speak

without pertinence about painting. He should have maintained in si-

lence that external and presumptive competence. To how many stupid

souls in my time has a cold and taciturn mien served as a title to wisdom
and capacity!

Dignities and offices are necessarily given more by fortune than by
merit; and people are often wrong to blame kings for this. On the con-

trary, it is a marvel that they have such good luck, having so little in-

formation:

^To know his people is a prince's greatest virtue.

MARTIAL

^For nature has not given them a vision that can scrutinize a whole popu-

lace in order to discern preeminence and to penetrate our bosoms, where
dwells the knowledge of our wills and of our best worth. They must

sift us by conjecture and gropingly, by family, wealth, learning, the

voice of the people—very feeble evidence. If anyone could find a way
in which men could be judged by justice and chosen by reason, with that

single stroke he would establish a perfect form of government.

"Yes, but he successfully carried out that great affair." That is saying

something, but it is not saying enough; for this maxim is justly accepted,

that we must not judge plans by results. ^The Carthaginians punished

the bad plans of their commanders even when they were corrected by
a fortunate outcome. And the Roman people often refused a triumph

for great and very profitable victories because the conduct of the leader

did not correspond to his good luck. ^We commonly perceive in the

actions of this world that Fortune, to teach us how much power she has

in all things, and because she takes pleasure in beating down our pre-

sumption, having been unable to make the incompetent wise, makes

them lucky, as if to vie with virtue. And she likes to take a hand in

favoring those operations in which the web is most purely her own.

Whence it is observed every day that the simplest among us brings to

a successful conclusion very big tasks, both public and private. And as

Siramnes the Persian replied to those who were astounded how his

affairs turned out so badly seeing that his plans were so wise, that he

was sole master of his plans, but of the outcome of his affairs Fortune
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was mistress; so these people can answer in the same way, but with an

opposite twist.

Most of the things of this world are done by themselves:

The fates find out a way.

VIRGIL

The outcome often justifies very inept management. Our intervention

is little more than a routine, and more commonly a calculation of usage

and example than of reason. Astonished at the greatness of an affair,

I once learned, from those who had carried it through, their motives

and their procedure; I found nothing but commonplace ideas; and the

most commonplace and most used are also perhaps the surest and the

most desirable for practice, if not for show.

What if the flattest reasons are the best founded, if the lowest,

loosest, and most threadbare are the best adapted to affairs? To pre-

serve the authority of the King's Council there is no need to have the

profane take part in it or see into it from closer than the first barrier. It

must be revered on trust and as a whole if we want to foster its reputa-

tion.

In my deliberations I outline the matter a little and consider it

sketchily in its first aspects; the heart and core of the matter I am accus-

tomed to entrust to heaven:

The rest leave to the gods.

HORACE

Good and bad luck are in my opinion two sovereign powers. It is

unwise to think that human wisdom can fill the role of Fortune. And
vain is the undertaking of him who presumes to embrace both causes

and consequences and to lead by the hand the progress of his affair-

vain especially in the deliberations of war. There was never more mili-

tary circumspection and prudence than is sometimes seen among us.

Could it be that they are afraid of losing themselves on the way, and are

reserving themselves for the denouement of the drama?
I will say more, that even our wisdom and deliberation for the most

part follow the lead of chance. My will and my reasoning are moved
now in one way, now in another, and there are many of these move-
ments tiiat are directed without me. My reason has accidental impul-

sions that change from day to day:

The phases of tlieir minds are changed; their breasts conceive
Other emotions than before, when a stormy wind
Drove the clouds on.

VIRGIL

Just observe who are the most powerful in the cities and who do
their jobs best: you will ordinarily find that they are the least able. It has

happened to women, children, and madmen to rule great states just as

well as the ablest princes. ^And the gross-witted, says Thucydides, sue-
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ceed as rulers more commonly than the subtle. ^We attribute the effects

of their good fortune to their wisdom.

*^As each man his own fortune pHes,

So he excels, and we all call him wise.

PLAUTUS

^Wherefore I do indeed say that in every way, events are meager evi-

dence of our worth and capacity.

Now I was just on this point, that we need only see a man elevated

in dignity: even if we had known him three days before as an insig-

nificant person, there glides imperceptibly into our minds a picture of

greatness and ability, and we persuade ourselves that, growing in status

and authority, he has grown in merit. We judge him not by his worth,

but, as we do with counters, by the rights conferred upon him by his

rank. Let chance turn again, let him fall back and be mixed up in the

crowd again, and everyone will inquire with wonder about the cause

that had raised him so high. "Is this he?" they say. "Didn't he know
anything more about it when he was there? Are princes content with

so little? Truly, we were in good hands!" This is a thing that I have
often seen in my time. Yes, even the mask of greatness put on in our

plays affects and deludes us somewhat. What I myself adore in kings

is the crowd of their adorers. All deference and submission is due to

them, except that of our understanding. My reason is not trained to

bend and bow, it is my knees.

Melanthius, being asked what he thought of Dionysius' tragedy,

said: "I did not see it, it is so obfuscated by words." So most of those

who judge the speeches of the great ought to say: "I did not understand

his meaning, it was so obfuscated by gravity, greatness, and majesty."

Antisthenes was trying to persuade the Athenians one day to order

their asses to be used in tilhng the fields as well as the horses; where-

upon he was answered that that animal was not born for such a service.

"That is all one," he replied, "it just depends on your giving the order;

for the most ignorant and incapable men whom you employ in com-
mand in your wars do not fail to become immediately very worthy of

their charge, because you employ them in it."

To this is related the custom of so many peoples who canonize the

king they have created from among themselves, and are not content to

honor him if they do not adore him. Those of Mexico, after the cere-

monies of his coronation are completed, no longer dare look him in the

face; but as if they had deified him by his royalty, they have him swear
not only to maintain their religion, their laws, their liberties, and to be
valiant, just, and kind, but also to make the sun move with its customary

hght, the clouds shed rain in due season, the rivers run their courses,

and the earth bear all things necessary for his people.

I differ from this common fashion and am more distrustful of abil-

ity when I see it accompanied by greatness of fortune and public esteem.

We must take note how much of an advantage it is for a man to speak

at his own time, to choose his own point, to break off the discussion or
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change it with magisterial authority, to defend himself against the ob-

jections of others with a nod, a smile, or a silence, in the presence of a

company that trembles with reverence and respect.

A man of prodigious fortune, coming to add his opinion to some light

discussion that was going on casually at his table, began precisely thus

:

"It can only be a liar or an ignoramus who will say otherwise than," and
so on. Pursue that philosophical point, dagger in hand.

Here is another observation from which I derive much use: that in

arguments and discussions not all the remarks that seem good to us

should be accepted immediately. Most men are rich with borrowed
capacity. It may happen to a given man to make a fine point, a good
answer and maxim, and put it forsvard without recognizing its force.

^That we do not possess all we borrow may perhaps be verified in my-
self. ^We must not always yield to it, whatever truth or beauty it may
have. We must either deliberately oppose it, or draw back under color

of not understanding it, in order to feel out on all sides how it is lodged

in its author. It may happen that we run on the point of his sword and
help his blow to carry beyond its reach.

I have sometimes employed, in the necessity and pressure of com-
bat, ripostes that penetrated beyond my intent and my hope. I gave

them only for their number; they were received for their weight. Just

as when I debate with a vigorous man I take pleasure in anticipating

his conclusions, I save him the trouble of explaining himself, I try to

foretell his idea while it is still nascent and imperfect ( the order and
pertinence of his understanding warn and threaten me from afar), so

with these others I do just the opposite: we must understand nothing

except what they express, and presuppose nothing. If they judge in

general terms, "This is good, that is not," and hit it right, see whether
it is fortune that hits it for them. ^Let them circumscribe and limit their

statement a little: why it is so, how it is so.

These universal judgments that I find so common signify nothing.

They are Hke men who salute a whole people in a crowd and in a body.
Those who have a real acquaintance with them salute them and notice

them by name and individually. But that is a hazardous undertaking.

Hence I have seen it happen more than once a day that minds with a
weak foundation, trying to play clever by pointing out the beauties of

some book they are reading, fix their admiration with so bad a choice

that instead of teaching us the excellence of the author they teach us

their own ignorance.

It is safe to exclaim "That is beautiful!" after hearing an entire page
of Virgil. In that way the shrewd ones save themselves. But to under-
take to follow him step by step and to try to note with a specific and
selective judgment where a good author surpasses himself, where he
rises high, weighing the words, the phrases, the ideas, one after the

other—get away from there. We must see not only what each one says,

but also what he thinks, and also why he thinks it [Cicero].

Every day I hear stupid people say things that are not stupid. ^They
say something good; let us find out how far they understand it, let us
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see where they got it. We help them to use that fine remark or that fine

reason, which they do not possess; they only have it in keeping. They
have probably brought it forth by accident and gropingly; we give it

authority and value for them. You lend them a hand. What for? They
are not grateful to you for it and become all the more inept for it. Do
not second them, let them go; they will handle the matter like men who
are afraid of getting scalded; they do not dare change its setting or its

lighting, or go into it deeply. Shake it ever so little and it escapes them;

they abandon it to you, strong and fine as it may be. They are fine

weapons, but they are badly shafted. How many times I have seen this

by experience!

Now if you happen to enlighten and confirm them, they promptly

seize and steal from you the advantage of your interpretation. "That

is what I meant to say; that is just my idea; if I did not express it so, it

was only for lack of words." Empty wind! We must use even malice

to correct this arrogant stupidity. *^The doctrine of Hegesias that we
must neither hate nor blame but instruct is right elsewhere; but here

^it is injustice and inhumanity to aid and set right a man who has no use

for your help and is the worse for it. I like to let them get mired and

stuck even more than they are, and so deep that, if it is possible, they

may recognize themselves at last.

Stupidity and senselessness are not curable by a bit of admonition.

^And we may properly say of this sort of repair work what Cyrus replied

to the man who urged him to harangue his army on the point of a battle:

that men do not become courageous and warlike on the spot by a good

harangue any more than someone suddenly becomes a good musician

by listening to a good song. These are apprenticeships that have to be

served beforehand by long and constant education.

^We owe this care to our families, this assiduity in correction and

instruction; but to go and preach at the first passer-by and play school-

masters to the ignorance or ineptitude of the first man we meet is a prac-

tice I greatly dislike. I rarely do so, even in discussions that I am in on,

and rather give up the whole thing than come down to these misplaced

and pedantic lessons. ^My nature is unsuited, either in speaking or in

writing, for beginners. ^But as for things that are said in company or

among others, however false or absurd I may judge them to be, I never

cut across by either word or sign.

Moreover, nothing vexes me so much in stupidity as the fact that

it is better pleased with itself than any reason can reasonably be. It is

unfortunate that wisdom forbids you to be satisfied with yourself and

trust yourself, and always sends you away discontented and diflBdent,

whereas opinionativeness and heedlessness fill their hosts with rejoicing

and assurance. It is for the most incompetent to look at other men over

their shoulders, always returning from the combat full of glory and

cheer. And besides, this arrogance of language and gaiety of counte-

nance usually give them the victory in the eyes of the audience, which

is generally weak and incapable of judging and discerning clearly where
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the real advantages lie. ^Obstinacy and heat of opinion is the surest

proof of stupidity. Is there anything so certain, resolute, disdainful,

contemplative, grave, and serious as an ass?

^May we not include under the title of discussion and communi-

cation the sharp, abrupt repartee which good spirits and familiarity

introduce among friends, bantering and joking wittily and keenly with

one another? An exercise for which my natural gaiety makes me ratlier

fit; and if it is not so high-pitched and serious as that other exercise I

have just been speaking of, it is no less keen and ingenious, *^and no less

profitable, as Lycurgus thought. ^For my part, I bring to it more free-

dom than wit, and have more luck at it than inventiveness. But I am
perfect in forbearance, for I endure retaliation, not only sharp but even

indiscreet, without being disturbed. And when a sally is made against

me, if I have no brisk retort to make on the spot, I do not go wasting my
time pursuing the point with a boring and lax argumentativeness bor-

dering on obstinacy; I let it pass, and, cheerfully lowering my ears, put

ofiF getting my revenge until a better time. There is no merchant who
always gains.

Most men change their countenance and their voice when strength

fails them and, by an ill-timed anger, instead of getting revenge, reveal

their weakness and their impatience at the same time. In this gay mood
we sometimes pluck the secret strings of each other's imperfections,

which, when we are calm, we cannot touch without offense, and we
profitably give one another a hint of each other's defects.

There are other games, played by hand, thoughtless and violent,

French style, which I mortally hate: I have a tender and sensitive skin.

As a result of them I have in my lifetime seen two princes of our royal

blood brought to their graves.^ ^It is ugly to fight in play.

^For the rest, when I want to judge someone, I ask him how satisfied

he is with himself, to what extent he is pleased with his words or his

work. I want to get away from those fine excuses: "I did it in play:

This work unfinished from the anvil came;

OVID

I was not an hour at it; I have not looked at it since." Well, then, I say,

let us put these pieces aside, give me something that represents you

fully, by which you would like to be measured. And then, what do you

think is finest in your work? Is it this part or that? Is it the charm, or

the matter, or the originality, or the judgment, or the knowledge? For

I notice generally that people are as mistaken in judging their own work
as that of others, not only because of the affection that is involved, but

5 Presumably King Henry II, killed in a jousting accident in 1559, and Henri,

marquis de Beaupreau, of the Bourbon-Montpensier family, who died in 1560 of

wounds received in a tournament. Since Montaigne frequently uses "seen" for

"known," he may have known of these deaths without having witnessed tliem, and
may be referring to the count d'Enghien, killed in a game in 1546, rather than to

Beaupreau.
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also because they have not the capacity to know and distinguish it for

what it is. The work, by its own power and fortune, may second the

workman beyond his inventiveness and knowledge and outstrip him.

For my part, I do not judge the value of any other work less clearly

than my own; and I place the Essays now low, now high, very incon-

sistently and uncertainly.

There are many books that are useful by reason of their subjects,

from which the author derives no commendation; and there are good

books, like good works, which shame the workman. I may write of the

fashion of our banquets and our clothes, and write with bad grace; I

may publish the edicts of my time and the letters of princes that pass

into the hands of the public; I may make an abridgment of a good book

(and every abridgment of a good book is a stupid abridgment), and that

book may come to be lost, and things Hke that. Posterity will derive

singular utility from such compositions; but what honor shall I get,

unless for my good fortune? A good part of the famous books are of

this sort.

When some years ago I read Philippe de Commines, certainly a

very good author, I noted this remark as uncommon: That we must be

very careful not to serve our master so well that we keep him from find-

ing a fair reward for our service. I should have praised the idea, not

him; I came across it in Tacitus not long ago: Benefits are agreeable as

long as they seem returnable; but if they go much beyond that, they are

repaid with hatred instead of gratitude. ^And Seneca says vigorously:

For he who thinks it is shameful not to repay does not want the man to

live whom he ought to repay. Q. Cicero, in a weaker vein: He who
thinks he cannot repay you can by no means be your friend.

^The subject, according to what it is, may give a man a reputation

for learning and a good memory; but in order to judge the qualities that

are most his own and most worthy, the strength and beauty of his mind,

we must know what is his and what is not; and in what is not his, how
much is due him in consideration of the choice, arrangement, embellish-

ment, and style that he has supplied. What if he has borrowed the mat-

ter and made the form worse, as often happens? We who have little

contact with books are in this strait, that when we see some fine piece of

inventiveness in a new poet, some strong argument in a preacher, we
dare not praise them for it until we have found out from some learned

man whether this element is their own or someone else's. Until then I

always stand on my guard.

I have just run through Tacitus' History at one reading (which

rarely happens to me; it has been twenty years since I put one whole

hour at a time on a book), and I did it at the persuasion of a gentleman^

whom France esteems highly, both for his own worth and for a con-

stant pattern of capacity and goodness that is seen in him and his several

brothers. I know of no author who introduces into a register of public

8 Villey believes that this is probably Louis de Foix, cotnte de Gurson, an old

friend to whose wife Montaigne had dedicated his chapter "Of the Education of

Children" (1:26).
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events so much consideration of private behavior and inchnations. <^And

it seems to me, in contrast to how it seems to him, that having especially

to trace the lives of the emperors of his time, so strange and extreme

in every way, and the many notable actions that their cruelty in par-

ticular produced in their subjects, he had a stronger and more attractive

matter to treat and narrate than if he had had to tell of battles and uni-

versal commotions. So that I often find him sterile, skimming over these

noble deaths as if he were afraid to bore us with their number and length.

^This form of history is by far the most useful. Public movements
depend more upon the guidance of fortune, private ones on our own.

This is ratiier a judgment of history than a recital of it; there are more
precepts than stories. It is not a book to read, it is a book to study and
learn; it is so full of maxims that you find every sort, both right and
wrong; it is a nursery of ethical and political reflections for the provi-

sion and adornment of those who hold a place in the management of the

world. He always pleads with solid and vigorous arguments, in a

pointed and subtle fashion, following the affected style of his time. They
were so fond of an inflated manner that when they did not find any point

and subtlety in the things, they borrowed it from the words. He rather

takes after Seneca's writing; he seems to me more meaty, Seneca more
pointed. His service is more suited to a disturbed and sick state, as ours

is at present; you would often say that it is us he is describing and de-

crying.

Those who doubt his good faith clearly accuse themselves of wish-

ing him ill for some other reason. He has sound opinions and leans to

the good side in Roman affairs. I have a small complaint, however, in

that he judged Pompey more harshly than is consistent with the opinion

of the good men who lived and dealt with him, and considered him
quite on a par with Marius and Sulla, except in so far as he was more
covert. Pompey's intent in the government of affairs has not been ac-

quitted of ambition or vengefulness, and even his friends feared that

victory might have carried him away beyond the bounds of reason;

but not to such an unbridled measure as it did those two. There is

nothing in his life that threatened such deliberate cruelty and tyranny.

Besides, we ought not to balance suspicion against evidence; so I do not

believe Tacitus on this point.

That his narratives are sincere and straightforward might perhaps
be argued from the very fact that they do not always exactly warrant

the conclusions of his judgment, which he follows according to the bias

he has taken, often going beyond the matter he is presenting to us, which
he has not deigned to slant one little bit. He needs no excuse for having

approved of the religion of his time, in accordance with the laws that

ordered him to, and for not having known the true religion. That was
his misfortune, not his fault.

I have chiefly considered his judgment, and I am not very clear about
it in every instance. For example, these words in the letter which Ti-

berius, when old and sick, sent to the Senate: "What shall I write to you,

gentlemen, or how shall I write to you, or what shall I not write to you
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at this time? May the gods and goddesses destroy me in worse manner
than I feel myself perish every day, if I know." I do not perceive why
he ascribes them so surely to a poignant remorse tormenting the con-

science of Tiberius; at least when I was reading that passage, I did

not see it.

This also seemed to me a little mean-spirited, that when he had to

say that he had held a certain honorable oflBce at Rome, he should

apologize by adding that he did not say so out of ostentation. This touch

seems shabby to me for a soul of his kind. For not to dare to speak

roundly of oneself shows some lack of heart. A stout and lofty judgment
which judges sanely and surely uses its own examples on all occasions

as well as those of others, and testifies frankly about itself as about a

third party. We must pass over these common rules of civility in favor

of truth and liberty.

^l dare not only to speak of myself, but to speak only of myself; I

go astray when I write of anything else, and get away from my subject.

I do not love myself so indiscriminately, nor am I so attached and wed-
ded to myself, that I cannot distinguish and consider myself apart, as

I do a neighbor or a tree. It is as great a fault not to see how far our

worth extends, as to say more about it than we see. We owe more love

to God than to ourselves and we know him less, and yet we speak our

fill of him.

^If his writings tell us anything about his qualities, Tacitus was a

great man, upright and courageous, not of a superstitious but of a philo-

sophical and high-minded virtue. We may find him bold in his testi-

mony, as when he maintains of a soldier who was carrying a load of

wood that his hands became stiff with cold and stuck to his burden, so

that they remained there attached and dead, having separated from his

arms.

When he says that Vespasian, by the favor of the god Serapis, cured
a blind woman in Alexandria by anointing her eyes with his saliva, and
I know not what other miracle, he conforms to the example and duty of

all good historians. They keep a record of important events; among
public incidents are also popular rumors and opinions. It is their part

to relate common beliefs, not to regulate them. That part concerns the

theologians and philosophers, directors of consciences. Therefore his

fellow historian, a great man like himself, said very wisely: Indeed, I

set down more things than I believe; for I can neither affirm things that

I doubt, nor suppress what I have heard [Quintus Curtius]. ^And this

other: These are things that it is not worth while either to affirm or to

refute; we must abide by report [Livy]. And, writing in an age in which
belief in prodigies was beginning to diminish, he says he does not want
for all that to fail to insert in his Annals, and give a footing to, things

accepted by so many good people with such reverence for antiquity.

^That is very well said. Let them deliver history to us more as they

receive it than as they see fit.

I who am king of the matter I treat, and who owe an accounting for

it to no one, do not for all that believe myself in all I write. I often hazard
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sallies of my mind which I mistrust, ^and certain verbal subtleties at

which I shake my ears; ^but I let them run at a venture. ^I see that some
gain honor by such things. It is not for me alone to judge them. I pre-

sent myself standing and lying down, front and rear, on the right and
the left, and in all my natural postures. ^Minds, even those alike in

strength, are not always alike in application and taste.

That is what my memory of Tacitus offers me in gross, and rather

uncertainly. All judgments in gross are loose and imperfect.

9 Of vanity

^There is perhaps no more obvious vanity than to write of it so

vainly. What the Divinity has so divinely told us about it^ ought to be
carefully and continually meditated by people of understanding.

Who does not see that I have taken a road along which I shall go,

without stopping and without effort, as long as there is ink and paper
in the world? I cannot keep a record of my life by my actions; fortune

places them too low. I keep it by my thoughts. Thus I knew a gentle-

man who gave knowledge of his life only by the workings of his belly;

you would see on display at his home a row of chamber pots, seven or

eight days' wortli. That was his study, his conversation; all other talk

stank in his nostrils.

Here you have, a little more decently, some excrements of an aged
mind, now hard, now loose, and always undigested. And when shall I

make an end of describing the continual agitation and changes of my
thoughts, whatever subject they light on, since Didymus filled six thou-

sand books with the sole subject of grammar? What must prattle pro-

duce, when the stammering and loosening of the tongue smothered the

world with such a horrible load of volumes? So many words for the sake

of words alone! O Pythagoras, why did you not conjure away this

tempest?-

One Galba was blamed in the past for living idly. He replied that

each man should give account of his actions, not of his leisure. He was
wrong; for justice has cognizance and corrective power also over those

who are on a holiday.

But there should be some legal restraint aimed against inept and
useless writers, as there is against vagabonds and idlers. Both I and a

hundred others would be banished from the hands of our people. This

is no jest. Scribbling seems to be a sort of symptom of an unruly age.

1 "Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity." Eccle-

siastes 1:2.

2 Pythagoras is said to have imposed on his disciples a silence of two to five

years.
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When did we write so much as since our dissensions began? When did

the Romans write so much as in the time of their downfall? Besides

the fact that mental refinement does not mean wiser conduct in a so-

ciety, this idle occupation arises from the fact that everyone goes about

the duties of his office laxly, and takes time off.

The corruption of the age is produced by the individual contribution

of each one of us; some contribute treachery, others injustice, irreligion,

tyranny, avarice, cruelty, in accordance with their greater power; the

weaker ones bring stupidity, vanity, idleness, and I am one of them. It

seems to be tlie season for empty things, when harmful ones weigh upon
us. In a time when it is so common to do evil, it is practically praise-

worthy to do what is merely useless. I console myself by thinking that

I shall be one of the last on whom they will have to lay hands. While
they are attending to the more urgent cases, I shall have leisure to re-

form. For it seems to me that it would be contrary to reason to prosecute

petty offenses when we are infested with great ones. And the physi-

cian Philotimus said to a man who gave him his finger to dress, and from

whose complexion and breath he recognized an ulcer of the lungs : "My
friend, this is not the moment to waste time on your fingernails."

However, in this connection, I saw some years ago that an impor-

tant person whose memory I hold in unusual esteem, in the midst of

our great disorders when there was neither law, nor justice, nor any
magistrate doing his duty, any more than now, publicly suggested some
puny reforms or other in dress, cookery, and legal procedure. These
are amusements with which they feed a maltreated people, to tell them
that they have not been completely forgotten. Those others do likewise,

who confine themselves to insistently prohibiting certain ways of speak-

ing, and dancing, and games, to a people ruined by all sorts of execrable

vices. It is no time to wash and clean up when we are seized with a

violent fever. ^It is for the Spartans alone to start combing and arrang-

ing their hair when they are on the point of flinging themselves into some
extreme danger to their lives.

^As for me, I have this other worse habit, that if I have one shoe on
wrong, I also leave my shirt and my cloak on wrong; I scorn to reform

halfway. When I am in a bad way, I grow bent on misfortune; I aban-

don myself in despair, and let myself slip toward the precipice, ^and, as

they say, throw the handle after the ax. ^I persist in growing worse, and
think myself no longer worth my care: either entirely well or entirely ill.

It is a favor for me that the desolation of this state coincides with

the desolation of my age; I suffer the times to increase my ills more will-

ingly than I would have suffered them to disturb my well-being. The
words I utter in misfortune are words of anger; my courage bristles up
instead of lying down. And, in contrast to others, I find myself more
devout in good fortune than in bad, following the precept of Xenophon,
if not his reason for it; and I am more apt to turn loving eyes to Heaven
in thanks than in request. I take more pains to improve my health when
it smiles on me than I do to get it back when I have parted from it.

Prosperity is discipline and education to me, as are adversities and rods
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to others. *^As if good fortune were incompatible with a good conscience,

men never become good except in bad fortune. ^Good fortune to me is

a singular spur to moderation and modesty. Prayer wins me, threats

repel me; *^favor makes me bend, fear makes me stiffen.

^Among human characteristics, this one is rather common: to be
better pleased with other people's things than with our own, and to love

movement and change.

We only heed the daylight's pleasant course
Because each hour proceeds on a fresh horse.

PETRONIUS

I have my share of that. Those who go to the other extreme, of taking

dehght in themselves, of valuing what they have above other things and
recognizing nothing as more beautiful than what they see, if they are

not wiser than we, are in truth happier. I do not envy their wisdom,
but I do their good fortune.

This greedy appetite for new and unknown things indeed helps to

foster in me the desire to travel, but enough other circumstances con-
tribute to it. I gladly turn aside from governing my house. There is a
certain satisfaction in being in command, were it only of a barn, and in

being obeyed by one's people; but it is too monotonous and languid a
pleasure. And then it is necessarily mingled with many bothersome
thoughts. Now the poverty and oppression of your tenants aflflicts you,

now a quarrel between your neighbors, now their encroachments upon
you:

It may be vineyards beaten down with hail.

Deceitful soil that makes the harvest fail.

Or trees that blame the rains, the skies that grill

The fields, or winter's devastating chill;

HORACE

and the fact that hardly once in six months will God send a spell of

weather with which your steward is fully satisfied, and which, if it is

good for the vines, does not harm the meadows:

The sun burns down with too extreme a heat.

Or sudden rains and icy frosts lay low.

And windstorms harass as they whirl and blow.

LUCRETIUS

Add to that the new and well-shaped shoe of the man of days gone by,

which hurts your foot;^ and the fact that a stranger does not understand

3 Plutarch, in his "Life of Aemilius Paulus," tells this story of a Roman who
had divorced his wife. "This person being highly blamed by his friends, who de-
manded. Was she not chaste? was she not fair? was she not fruitful? holding out
his shoe, asked them, Whether it was not new? and well made? Yet, added he, none
of you can tell where it pinches me. Certain it is, that great and open faults have
often led to no separation; while mere petty repeated annoyances, arising from
unpleasantness or incongruity of character, have been the occasion of such estrange-
ment as to make it impossible for man and wife to hve together with any content."
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how much it costs you and how much you sacrifice to keep up that ap-

pearance of order which people see in your family, and that perhaps

you buy it too dear.

I was late in taking up the management of a household. Those whom
nature had sent into the world before me relieved me of that burden
for a long time. I had already contracted a difiFerent bent, more suitable

to my disposition. At all events, from what I have seen of it, it is an
occupation more bothersome than difficult; whoever is capable of any-

thing else will very easily be capable of this. If I sought to get rich, this

way would seem too long to me; I would have served kings, a more pro-

ductive traffic than any other. Since '^the only thing I aspire to acquire

is the reputation of having acquired nothing, just as I have squandered
nothing, in conformity with the rest of my life, unsuited for doing good
or doing evil, and since '^I seek only to pass by, I can do that, thank God,
without much attention.

If worst comes to worst, meet poverty halfway by retrenching ex-

penses. That is what I am striving to do, that and to reform before pov-

erty forces me to. Furthermore, I have established enough levels in my
soul where I can get along with less than I have; get along contentedly,

I mean. ^Not by the calculation of your income, but by your manner of

living and your culture, is your wealth really to be reckoned [Cicero].

^My real need does not so wholly take up all I have that Fortune does

not have something of mine to bite on without biting into the flesh.

My presence, ignorant and uninterested as I am, is very helpful in

my domestic affairs. I take part in them, but grudgingly. Besides, there

is this about my household, that while I burn the candle privately at

my end, the other end is not spared in the least.

•^Traveling hurts me only by its expense, which is great and beyond
my means. Being accustomed to travel not only with the necessary

retinue, but with a decent one, I have to make my trips that much shorter

and less frequent; and I use on them only skimmings and reserves, tem-

porizing and postponing until these come to hand. I will not have the

pleasure of wandering spoil the pleasure of my repose; on the contrary,

I intend that they shall feed and favor each other.

Fortune has helped me in this, that since my principal profession in

this life was to live it comfortably, and rather relaxedly than bvisily, it

rid me of the need to multiply my riches to provide for a multitude of

heirs. As for the one I have, if she does not have enough with what has

been so plentifully enough for me, too bad for her; if she is improvident,

she will not deserve that I should wish her any more. And each man,
according to the example of Phocion, provides adequately for his chil-

dren who provides for them in so far as they are not unlike himself. I

certainly should not concur with the action of Crates. He left his money
with a banker, with this condition: that if his children were fools, he
should give it to them; if they were clever, he should distribute it to

the most simple-minded of the people. As if fools, for being less capable

of doing without riches, were more capable of using them.
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^At all events, the damage resulting from my absence does not seem
to warrant, as long as I can aflFord it, my refusing to accept the chances

that come up to gain diversion from the vexation of being present. There
is always something that goes wrong. The aflFairs, now of one house,

now of another, pester you. You pry into everything too closely; your
perspicacity hurts you here, as indeed it does often enough elsewhere.

I avoid occasions for vexation, and turn away from the knowledge of

things that are going badly; and yet I cannot contrive well enough not

to be constantly bumping into something at home that I do not like.

^And the knaveries that they most hide from me are the ones I know
best. There are some that we must ourselves help to conceal, so that

they will hurt less. "Trivial pinpricks: ^sometimes trivial, "but always
pinpricks. The pettiest and slightest nuisances are the most acute; and
as small letters hurt and tire the eyes most, so do small matters sting us

most. ^The throng of petty troubles pains us more than the violence

of a single one, however great it may be. "The more crowded and sharp

these domestic thorns are, the more sharply and without warning they

prick us, easily catching us unawares.

^I am no philosopher. Evils crush me according to their weight;

and their weight depends on their form as much as on their matter, and
often more. I have more experience of them than the common people;

so I have more patience. In short, if they do not wound me, they hurt me.
"Life is a tender thing and easy to disturb. From the moment I am

inclined to bad humor—^/or no one resists after yielding to the first

impulse [Seneca]—"however stupid the cause that so impelled me, I

irritate my humor in that direction, and it then feeds and exasperates

itself by its own movement, attracting and accumulating matter upon
matter to feed on.

Small drops of water hollow out a stone.

LUCRETIUS

These regular drippings wear me down. ^Regular annoyances are never

slight. They are continual and irreparable, especially when they arise

from details of household management, which are continual and un-

avoidable.

"When I consider my affairs from a distance and as a whole, I find,

possibly because my memory of them is scarcely exact, that they have
gotten along until now, and prospered beyond my expectations and
calculations. It seems to me that I get more out of them than is in them;

their success fools me. But when I am in the midst of the job, and see

all these parts in operation,

Then is our soul distraught with countless cares,

vmGiL

a thousand things give me reason to desire and fear. To give them up
completely is very easy for me; to become involved in them without
worrying, very difficult. It is pitiful to be in a place where everything
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you see involves and concerns you. And I seem to enjoy more gaily the

pleasures of someone else's house, and to approach them with a purer

relish. ^Diogenes answered in my vein the man who asked him what sort

of wine he liked best. "Other people's," he said.

^My father loved to build up Montaigne, where he was born; and
in all this administration of domestic afiFairs, I love to follow his example
and his rules, and shall bind my successors to them as much as I can.

If I could do better for him, I would. I glory in the fact that his will

still operates and acts through me. God forbid that I should allow to

fail in my hands any semblance of life that I could restore to so good a

father. Whenever I have taken a hand in completing some old bit of

wall and repairing some badly constructed building, it has certainly

been out of regard more to his intentions than to my own satisfaction.

^And I blame my indolence that I have not gone further toward com-
pleting the things he began so handsomely in his house; all the more
because I have a good chance of being the last of my race to possess it,

and the last to put a hand to it. ^For as regards my own personal in-

clination, neither the pleasure of building, which is said to be so allur-

ing, nor hunting, nor gardens, nor the other pleasures of a retired life,

can amuse me very much. That is a thing for which I am annoyed with

myself, as I am for all other notions that are a nuisance to me, I do not

care so much that ideas be vigorous and learned, as I care that they be
easy and suitable for life; ^they are true and sound enough if they are

useful and pleasing.

^Those people are the death of me who, hearing me declare my in-

competence in household occupations, go and whisper in my ears that

it is disdain, and tliat I neglect to learn the implements of farming, its

seasons, its order, how my wines are made, how grafting is done, the

names and shapes of herbs and fruits, the way to prepare the food I live

on, ^and the names and prices of the materials I wear, ^because my heart

is set on some higher knowledge. That kind of thing is foolishness, and
rather stupidity than vanity. I would rather be a good horseman than a

good logician:

Why not make something that will meet a need,

By plaiting wicker and the pliant reed?

VrRGIL

^We entangle our thoughts in generalities, and the causes and con-

duct of the universe, which conduct themselves very well without us,

and we leave behind our own affairs and Michel, who concerns us even
more closely than man in general,

^Now I do indeed stay at home most of the time, but I should like

to enjoy myself there more than elsewhere:

For my old age a haven may it be.

An end of weary trips by land and sea,

And soldiery,

HORACE
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I don't know whether I shall accomplish this. I wish that instead of

some other part of his estate, my father had handed down to me that

passionate love that he had in his old age for his household. He was very

happy in being able to keep his desires down to his means, and to be
pleased with what he had. Political philosophy may condemn, for all

I care, the meanness and sterility of my occupation, if I can once acquire

a taste for it, as he did. I am of the opinion that the most honorable occu-

pation is to serve the public and to be useful to many. ^The fruits of

genius, virtue, and all excellence are most rewarding when they benefit

some neighbor [Cicero]. ^For my part, I stay out of it; partly out of

conscience ( for in the same way that I see the weight attached to such

employments, I see also what little qualification I have for them; ^and

Plato, a master workman in all political government, nevertheless ab-

stained from it ) ; ^partly out of laziness. I am content to enjoy the world

without being all wrapped up in it, to live a merely excusable life, which
will merely be no burden to myself or others.

Never did a man abandon himself more fully and relaxedly to the

care and rule of a stranger than I would, if I had someone. One of my
wishes at this moment would be to find a son-in-law who could spoon-

feed my old age comfortably and put it to sleep, in whose hands I could

deposit full sovereignty over the management and use of my possessions,

tliat he might do with them as I do, and enjoy my present profits in my
place, provided he brought to it a truly grateful and friendly heart. But
tlien, we live in a world where loyalty in our own children is unknown.

Whoever has charge of my purse in my travels, has it absolutely and
without having to render an account. He could cheat me just as well

if I kept accounts; and, unless he is a devil, I oblige him to be honest

by such abandoned trust. ^Many, by their fear of being cheated, have
taught how to cheat, and by their suspicions have justified other men
in doing wrong [Seneca]. The commonest security I take from my
people is ignorance. I assume the existence of vices only after having

seen them, and I ti'ust the younger ones farther, whom I regard as less

corrupted by bad examples. I would rather be told at the end of two
months that I have spent four hundred crowns than have my ears

drummed every evening with three, five, seven. Yet I have been robbed
as little as the next man by this sort of larceny. It is true that I lend a

hand to my ignorance; I purposely keep my knowledge of my money
somewhat hazy and uncertain; up to a certain point I am glad to be able

to be in doubt about it. You have to leave a Httle room for the dishonesty

or improvidence of your servant. If we have enough left altogether to

play our part, let that surplus of fortune's liberality run a little more at

her mercy: *^the gleaner's share. After all, I do not prize the fidelity of

my people as much as I despise the damage they do me. ^Oh, what a

vile and stupid study it is to study one's money, to take pleasure in

handhng it, weighing it, and counting it over and overl That is the way
avarice makes its approach.

In the eighteen years that I have been managing an estate, I have
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not succeeded in prevailing upon myself really to study a title deed or

my principal afiPairs, which necessarily have to pass within my knowl-

edge and attention. This is not a philosophical scorn for transitory and
mundane things; my taste is not so refined, and I value them at least at

their worth; but it certainly is inexcusable and childish laziness and
negligence. ^W^hat would I not do rather than read a contract, rather

than go and disturb those dusty masses of papers, a slave to my affairs,

or still worse, to those of others, as so many people are for the sake of

money? Nothing costs me dear except care and trouble, and I seek only

to grow indifferent and relaxed.

"I was, I think, better fitted to live on another man's fortune, if that

could be done without obligation and servitude. And at that I do not

know, when I look at it closely, whether, given my disposition and my
lot, there is not more abjection, trouble, and bitterness in what I have to

endure from business and servants and household, than there would be

in serving a man born greater than myself, who would lead me in some
sort of comfort. ^Servitude is the obedience of a broken and abject mind,

lacking free will [Cicero]. ^Crates did worse, when he cast himself into

the freedom of poverty to get rid of the indignities and cares of a house-

hold. That I would not do—I hate poverty as much as pain—but I cer-

tainly would change this sort of life for another less brilliant and less

busy.

Absent from home, I strip oflF all such thoughts; and I should then

feel less the ruin of a tower than I feel, when present, the fall of a tile.

My soul easily achieves detachment from a distance, but on the spot it

suffers like a winegrower's. "^A rein fixed badly on my horse, a stirrup

leather slapping against my leg, will keep me in a bad humor a whole

day. ^I raise my courage enough to meet annoyances, my eyes I cannot.

The senses, ye gods, the senses!

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

At home I am responsible for all that goes wrong. Few masters—

I

am speaking of those of medium condition like me, and if there are any,

they are more fortunate—can rely so much on another that a good part

of the load does not remain on their shoulders. That ^tends to make me
less gracious in entertaining visitors—and I may perhaps have kept one
or another of them here more by my kitchen than by my graciousness,

as bores do—and ^takes away much of the pleasure I should derive at

home from the visits and gatherings of my friends. A gentleman never

looks so stupid in his own house as when we see him caught up in

the business of housekeeping, whispering in the ear of one servant,

threatening another with his eyes; it should flow imperceptibly and
seem like a normal process. And I think it ugly to talk to your guests

about the way you are treating them, whether to excuse it or boast of it.

I love order and cleanliness—

The plates and glasses

Reflect my face

HORACE
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—as much as abundance; and in my house I give careful attention to

what is needful, little to ostentation.

If a footman starts fighting at another man's house, if a dish is tipped
over, you only laugh at it; you sleep, while the master arranges with his

butler for your next day's entertainment.

•^I speak of these things as I see them, generally not failing to appre-
ciate what a pleasant occupation for certain natures is a peaceful, pros-

perous household, conducted in a determined order; and not wishing
to fasten my own errors and shortcomings to the matter, or to give the lie

to Plato, who thinks the happiest occupation for each man is to carry

on his own affairs without injustice.

^When I travel, I have only myself and the use of my money to think

about; that is disposed of with a single precept. For amassing it too
many qualities are required; about that I know nothing. About spending,
I know something, and making a show of what I spend, which is really

its principal use. But I apply myself to it too ambitiously, which makes
it uneven and shapeless, and immoderate besides, in both directions. If

it makes a show and is useful, I let myself go injudiciously; and I tighten

up just as injudiciously if it does not shine and does not please me.
Whatever it is, whether art or nature, that imprints in us this dis-

position to live with reference to others, it does us much more harm than
good. We defraud ourselves of our own advantages to make appear-
ances conform with public opinion. We do not care so much what we
are in ourselves and in reality as what we are in the public mind. Even
the joys of the mind, and wisdom, appear fruitless to us, if they are en-

joyed by ourselves alone, if they do not shine forth to the sight and appro-
bation of others.

There are men whose gold flows in great streams through under-
ground places, imperceptibly; others beat it all out into sheets and leaf;

so that for some, farthings are worth crowns, for the others the reverse,

since the world judges expense and means according to the show. All

anxious care about riches smells of avarice, as does even spending and
liberality, when it is too systematic and artificial. They are not worth
painful watchfulness and care. He who tries to make his spending exact
makes it pinched and constrained. Saving and spending are in them-
selves indifferent things, and take on the color of good or bad only ac-
cording to the intention we apply to them.

The other thing that invites me to these excursions is that the present
moral state of our country does not suit me. I could easily console my-
self for this corruption as regards the public interest-

Worse than the Iron Age, times for whose shame
Nature herself in vain would find a name,
Or metal symboHzing their ill fame

JUVENAL

—but with regard to my own, no. I in particular suffer from it too much.
For in my neighborhood we have now grown old, through the long
license of these civil wars, in so riotous a form of government,
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Where right and wrong are interchanged,

VDRGIL

that in truth it is a marvel that it can subsist.

In arms they till the soil, and ever their delight

Is to amass new loot, and live by lawless might.

VERGIL

In fine, I see from our example that human society holds and is knit

together at any cost whatever. Whatever position you set men in, they
pile up and arrange themselves by moving and crowding together, just

as ill-matched objects, put in a bag without order, find of themselves
a way to unite and fall into place together, often better than they could
have been arranged by art. King Philip collected the most wicked and
incorrigible men he could find, and settled them all in a city he had built

for them, which bore their name.* I judge that from their very vices

they set up a political system among themselves and a workable and
regular society.

I see not one action, or three, or a hundred, but morals in common
and accepted practice, so monstrous, especially in inhumanity and
treachery, that I have not the heart to think of them without horror;

and I marvel at them almost as much as I detest them. The practice of

these arrant villainies bears the mark of vigor and strength of soul as

much as of error and disorder.

Necessity reconciles men and brings them together. This accidental

link afterward takes the form of laws; for there have been some as sav-

age as any human opinion can produce, which have nevertheless main-
tained their bodily health and long life as well as those of Plato and
Aristotle could do.

And indeed all those imaginary, artificial descriptions of a govern-

ment prove ridiculous and unfit to put into practice. These great,

lengthy altercations about the best form of society and the rules most
suitable to bind us, are altercations fit only for the exercise of our
minds; as in the liberal arts there are several subjects whose essence is

controversy and dispute, and which have no life apart from that. Such
a description of a government would be applicable in a new world, but

we take men already bound and formed to certain customs; we do not

create them, like Pyrrha or Cadmus. By whatever means we may have
power to correct and reform them, we can hardly twist them out of their

accustomed bent without breaking up everything. Solon was asked

whether he had established the best laws he could for the Athenians.

"Yes indeed," he answered, "the best they would have accepted."

^Varro excuses himself in the same way, saying that if he had to write

about religion as something new, he would say what he thinks of it; but
since it is already formed and accepted, he will speak of it more accord-

ing to custom than according to nature.

* Poneropolis, which in Greek means "City of the Wicked."
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^Xot in theory, but in truth, the best and most excellent government
for each nation is the one under which it has preserved its existence.

Its form and essential fitness depend on habit. We are prone to be dis-

contented with the present state of things. But I maintain, nevertheless,

that to wish for the government of a few in a democratic state, or an-

other type of government in a monarchy, is foolish and wrong.

Love your own state, and be it what it will.

If it is royal, then love royalty;

If oligarchy or democracy,
God brought you into it, so love it still.

PIBRAC^

Good Monsieur de Pibrac, whom we have just lost, such a noble mind,
such sound opinions, such a gentle character! This loss, and that of Mon-
sieur de Foix,^ which we suffered at the same time, are important losses

to our crown. I do not know if France has another pair left, comparable
in sincerity and ability, to substitute for these two Gascons in the coun-

cils of our kings. They were souls beautiful in different ways, and cer-

tainly rare and beautiful by the standards of our times, each in his own
way. But who placed them in this age, they who were so out of tune

and proportion with our corruption and tempests?

Nothing presses a state hard except innovation; change alone lends

shape to injustice and tyranny. When some part is dislocated, we can
prop it up; we can fight against letting the alteration and corruption

natural to all things carry us too far from our beginnings and principles.

But to undertake to recast so great a mass, to change the foundations

of so great a structure, that is a job for those ^who wipe out a picture

in order to clean it, ^who want to reform defects of detail by universal

confusion and cure illnesses by death, ^who desire not so much to change
as to overthrow everything [Cicero] . ^The world is ill fitted to cure itself;

it is so impatient of its afflction that it aims only at getting rid of it,

without considering the cost. We see by a thousand examples that it

usually cures itself to its own disadvantage. Riddance from a present

evil is not cure, unless there is an all-round improvement in condition.

^The sturgeon's aim is not to kill the diseased flesh; that is only the

road to his cure. He looks beyond, to make the natural flesh grow again,

and restore the part to its proper condition. Whoever proposes merely
to remove what is biting him falls short, for good does not necessarily

succeed evil; another evil may succeed it, and a worse one, as happened
to Caesar's slayers, who cast the Republic into such a state that they

had reason to repent of having meddled with it. To many others since,

right down to our own times, the same thing has happened. The French,

5 Guy du Faur de Pibrac (1529-84), distinguished moderate magistrate and
man of letters, was the author of a book of Quatrains of which Montaigne here

quotes one.

6 Paul de Foix ( 1528-84 ) , counselor and ambassador, was the addressee of one
of Montaigne's dedicatory letters.
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my contemporaries, could tell you a thing or two about it. All great

changes shake the state and throw it into disorder.

Anyone who would aim straight at a cure and would reflect on it

before taking any action, would be likely to cool oflF about setting his

hand to it. Pacuvius Calavius corrected the error of this procedure by a

signal example. His fellow citizens were in revolt against their magis-

trates. He, a person of great authority in the city of Capua, one day
found means to lock up the Senate in the palace, and, calling the people

together in the market place, told them that the day had come when in

full liberty they could take vengeance on the tyrants who had so long

oppressed them, and whom he held alone and disarmed at his mercy. He
advised them that these men should be brought out one by one, by lot,

and that they should decide about each one individually, and have their

sentence executed on the spot; with this provision also, that at the same
time they should decide to appoint some honorable man in the place of

the condemned man, so that the ofiice should not remain vacant. They
had no sooner heard the name of one senator than there arose a cry of

general dissatisfaction against him. "I see very well," said Pacuvius,

"that we must dismiss this one; he is a wicked man; let us have a good
one in exchange." There was a prompt silence, everyone being much
at a loss whom to choose. The first man bold enough to name his choice

met a still greater unanimity of voices to refuse him, citing a hundred
imperfections and just causes for rejecting him. These contradictory

humors having grown heated, it fared still worse with the second sena-

tor, and the third: as much disagreement about election as agreement
about dismissal. Having tired themselves out uselessly in this dispute,

they began bit by bit, one this way, one that, to steal away from the

assembly, each one bearing away this conclusion in his mind, that the

oldest and best-known evil is always more bearable than an evil that is

new and untried.

^Because I see us pitifully agitated (for what have we not done?)—

Alas, by scars and sins our souls are stained,

And brothers' blood. From what have we refrained

In this hard age? What evil have we fled

Or left undone? When has our youth, in dread
Of irritated Gods, its hands restrained?

What altar not profaned?

HORACE

—I do not immediately jump to the conclusion that

Though even Safety would
Preserve this family, henceforth she never could.

TERENCE

Perhaps we are not on our last legs, for all that. The preservation of

states is a thing that probably surpasses our understanding. *^As Plato

says, a civil government is a powerful thing and hard to dissolve. It
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often holds out against mortal internal diseases, against the mischief

of unjust laws, against tyranny, against the excesses and ignorance of

the magistrates and the license and sedition of the people.

^In all our fortunes we compare ourselves with what is above us

and look toward those who are better off; let us measure ourselves

with what is below: there is no one so ill-starred that he may not find

a thousand examples to console him. ^It is our weakness that we are

more unhappy to see people ahead of us than happy to see people be-

hind us. ^However, Solon used to say that if someone made a pile of

all the ills together, there is no one who would not choose rather to

take back with him the ills he has than to come to a legitimate division

with all other men, and take his rightful share. Our government is in

bad health; yet some have been sicker without dying. The gods play

pelota with us and drive us about in every way:

Truly the Gods play with us as with balls.

PLAUTUS

The stars fatally destined the state of Rome for an example of what
they can do in this way. In it are comprised all the forms and vicissi-

tudes that affect a state: all that order can do, and disorder, and good
fortune, and misfortune. What state ought to despair of its condition,

seeing the shocks and commotions by which Rome was disturbed, and
which it withstood? If extent of dominion is the health of a state (which
I do not at all be lieve, ^and I like Isocrates when he instructs Nicocles

not to envy princes who have broad dominions, but rather those who
know how to keep in good condition the ones that have been handed
down to them ) , ^the Roman state was never so healthy as when it was
sickest. The worst of its forms was the most fortunate.

One can hardly distinguish the features of any kind of government
under the first emperors; it was the thickest and most horrible confusion

imaginable. Nevertheless Rome endured it and continued in it, pre-

serving not a monarchy confined within its own bounds, but all those

nations, so unlike, so remote, so ill-disposed, ruled with so little order

and conquered so unjustly:

Fortune gives no right

To any nation, to indulge her spite

Against the state that rules o'er land and sea.

LUCAN

All that totters does not fall. The fabric of so great a body holds

together by more than a single nail. It holds together even by its an-

tiquity, like old buildings whose foundations have been worn away by
age, without cement or mortar, which yet live and support themselves

by their own weight:

The day it clung to healthy roots is past,

Its weight now holds it up,

LUCAN
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Furthermore, it is not a good procedure to reconnoiter only the flank

and the moat; to judge the security of a place, we must see from what
direction it can be approached, and what is the condition of the attacker.

Few vessels sink of their own weight and without external violence.

Now let us turn our eyes in all directions : everything is crumbling about
us; in all the great states that we know, whether in Christendom or else-

where, take a look: you will find an evident threat of change and ruin:

They have their own misfortunes, and have all

Been through the storm.

ADAPTED FROM VIRGIL

The astrologers have an easy game when they warn us, as they do, of

great and imminent alterations and mutations; their prophecies are

present and palpable; we do not need to go to the heavens for that.

We may derive not only consolation from this universal company
of evils and menaces, but even some hope for the duration of our state,

inasmuch as naturally nothing falls where everything falls. Universal

sickness is individual health; conformity is a quality hostile to dissolu-

tion. For my part, I do not despair about it, and in it I seem to see ways
of saving ourselves

:

Perhaps a god will yet restore,

By happy change, our bliss of yore.

HORACE

Who knows but that God wills it to happen as with bodies that purge
themselves and are restored to better condition by long and grievous

maladies, which give them back a clearer and more complete health

than diey took away from them?
W^hat most weighs me down is that when I count up the symptoms

of our trouble, I see as many that are natural and that Heaven sends us

from its own stock, as of those that our disorder and human imprudence
contribute. ^It seems as if the very stars have ordained that we have
lasted long enough beyond the ordinary term. And this also weighs
me down, that the evil that most nearly threatens us is not an alteration

in the entire and solid mass, but its dissipation and disintegration, the

worst of our fears.

^Also in these ramblings of mine I fear the treachery of my memory,
lest inadvertently it may have made me record something twice. I hate

to reexamine myself, and never reread, if I can help it, what has once
escaped me. Now I am bringing in here nothing newly learned. These
are common ideas; having perhaps tliought of them a hundred times, I

am afraid I have already set them down. Repetition is boring anywhere,
even in Homer; but it is ruinous in things that attract only superficial

and passing attention. I dislike inculcation, even of useful things, as in

Seneca; ^and I dislike the practice of his Stoical school of repeating, in

connection with every subject, in full length and breadth, the principles
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and premises for general use, and restating ever anew their common and
universal arguments and reasons.

^My memory grows cruelly worse every day,

As though with thirsty throat I'd quaffed

Some soporific Lethean draught,

HORACE

Henceforth—for thank God, up to now, no serious blunder has resulted—

whereas others seek time and opportunity to think over what they have

to say, I shall have to avoid any preparation, for fear of binding myself

to some obligation on which I should be dependent. To be held and
bound puts me off my track, and likewise to depend on so feeble an

instrument as my memory.
I never read the following story without indignation, and natural

and personal resentment. Lyncestes, accused of conspiracy against

Alexander, on the day when he was brought before the army, according

to custom, to be heard in his own defense, had in his head a studied

oration, of which, all hesitating and stammering, he pronounced a few
words. As he was growing more and more confused, struggling with his

memory and searching it, the soldiers nearest him charged him and
killed him with their pikes, considering him convicted. His confusion

and his silence was to them as good as a confession. Since he had had
so much leisure to prepare himself in prison, it was not, in their opinion,

his memory that failed him: it was his conscience that tied his tongue
and took away his strength. That certainly was good reasoning! The
place, the audience, the anticipation, daze a man even when nothing

is at stake but the ambition to speak well. What can a man do when it

is a speech on which his life depends?
For my part, the very fact of being bound to what I have to say

is enough to break my grip on it. When I have committed and entrusted

myself entirely to my memory, I lean so heavily on it that I overburden
it: it takes fright at its load. As long as I rely on it, I place myself out-

side myself, till I risk losing countenance; and some days I have found
myself hard pressed to conceal the slavery in which I was bound,
whereas my plan in speaking is to display extreme carelessness and un-

studied and unpremeditated gestures, as if they arose from the imme-
diate occasion. For I would as soon say nothing worth while as show I

had come prepared to be eloquent, an unbecoming thing, especially for

people of my profession, •^and too binding a thing for a man who cannot
live up to much: the preparation gives more hope than it fulfills. Often
a man stupidly strips to his doublet only to jump no better than he would
in a cloak. There is nothing so unfavorable to those who wish to please

as the expectation they arouse [Cicero].

^It is recorded of the orator Curio that when he stated first the divi-

sion of his oration into three or four parts, or the number of his arguments
and reasons, it often happened that he either forgot one, or added one
or two extra. I have always carefully guarded against falling into this
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predicament, having always hated these promises and prescriptions, not

only out of distrust of my memory, but also because this method owes
too much to artificiality. ^A simpler style becomes a soldier [Quin-

tilian]. ^Enough that I have promised myself henceforth never again to

take up the task of speaking on formal occasions. For, as for reading

one's speech, besides being unnatural, it is a great disadvantage for those

who naturally have some power of gesture. And as for throwing my-
self on the mercy of my improvisation, that is even less desirable; mine
is sluggish and confused, and could not meet sudden and important

emergencies.

Reader, let this essay of myself run on, and this third extension of

the other parts of my painting. I add, but I do not correct. First, because

when a man has mortgaged his work to the world, it seems to me that

he has no further right to it. Let him speak better elsewhere, if he can,

and not adulterate the work he has sold. From such people nothing

should be bought until after their death. Let them think carefully be*

fore publishing. Who is hurrying them?
^My book is always one. Except that at each new edition, so that

the buyer may not come off completely empty-handed, I allow myself

to add, since it is only an ill-fitted patchwork, some extra ornaments.

These are only overweights, which do not condemn the original form,

but give some special value to each of the subsequent ones, by a bit of

ambitious subtlety. Thence, however, it will easily happen that some
transposition of chronology may slip in, for my stories take their place

according to their timeliness, not always according to their age.

^Second, because, as far as I am concerned, I fear to lose by the

change: my understanding does not always go forward, it goes back-

ward too. I distrust my thoughts hardly any less for being second or

third than for being first, or for being present than for being past. We
often correct ourselves as stupidly as we correct others. ^My first edition

was in the year 1580. Since then I have grown older by a long stretch

of time; but certainly I have not grown an inch wiser. Myself now and
myself a while ago are indeed two; but when better, I simply cannot say.

It would be fine to be old if we traveled only toward improvement. It

is a drunkard's motion, staggering, dizzy, wobbling, or that of reeds that

the wind stirs haphazardly as it pleases.

Antiochus had written vigorously in favor of the Academy; in his old

age he took a different stand. Whichever of the two I followed, should

I not still be following Antiochus? After having established the doubt-

fulness of human opinions, to try to establish their certainty, was that

not establishing doubt, not certainty, and promising that if he had been

given another age to live he would still be ready for some new change,

not so much better as different?

^The favor of the public has given me a little more boldness than I

expected; but what I fear most is to surfeit my readers: I would rather

irritate them than weary them, as a learned man of my time has done.

Praise is always pleasing, from whomever and for whatever reason it
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may come; yet to enjoy it properly, we must be informed of the cause

of it. Even imperfections have a way of recommending themselves.

Vulgar and popular esteem is seldom happy in its choice; and in my time

I am much mistaken if the worst writings are not those which have got-

ten the best share of the wind of public favor. Certainly I give thanks

to those good people who deign to take my feeble efforts in good part.

There is no place where the faults of workmanship are so apparent

as in material which has nothing in itself to recommend it. Do not blame

me, reader, for those that slip in here through the caprice or inadvertency

of others : each hand, each workman, contributes his own. I do not con-

cern myself with spelling, and simply order them to follow the old style;

or with punctuation; I am inexpert in both. When they wholly shatter

the sense, I am not much troubled about it, for at least they relieve me
of responsibility; but when they substitute a false meaning, as they do

so often, and twist me to their view, they ruin me. However, when the

thought is not up to my strength, a fair-minded man should reject it

as not mine. Anyone who knows how little I like to work, how much I

am formed in my own way, will easily believe that I would rather write

as many more essays again than subject myself to going over these again

for such childish correction.

So I was saying a while ago that being planted in the deepest mine

of this new metal,^ not only am I deprived of any great famiharity with

people of different morals and opinions from mine, by which they hold

together with a bond that shuns all other bonds;^ but also I am not free

from danger among people to whom everything is equally permissible,

and most of whom cannot make their account with the law worse—from
which arises the extreme degree of licentiousness. Counting up all the

particular circumstances concerning myself, I find no man of our country

to whom the defense of the laws costs more, both in gains ceasing and in

damages ensuing, as the lawyers say, than myself. ^And certain people

make much of their zeal and eagerness who, weighing things justly, do

much less than I.

^As a house that has always been free, very accessible, and at any-

one's service (for I have never let myself be induced to make it an in-

strument of war, in which I take part most willingly when it is most
distant from my neighborhood), my house has deserved considerable

popular affection, and it would be very hard to scold me on my own
dunghill. And I think it is a wonderful and exemplary masterpiece that

it is still virgin of blood and pillage, under so long a storm, with so many
changes and disturbances in the neighborhood. For, to tell the truth,

it was possible for a man of my disposition to escape any one constant

"^ An allusion to the Juvenal quotation on p. 729, which itself alludes to the

legend of four ages ( gold, silver, bronze, and iron ) , and suggests that a new metal

is needed to represent the new depths to which man has sunk.

8 Montaigne's meaning is probably that he, a Catholic, lives surrounded by

Protestants. It may also be that the injustice and wickedness of his neighbors unites

them.
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and continued form of danger, whatever it might be; but the conflicting

invasions and incursions and the alternations and vicissitudes of fortune

around me have up to now more exasperated than molHfied the temper
of the country, and burden me again and again with insuperable dan-

gers and diflBculties. I escape; but I dislike the fact that it is more by
good luck, and even by my prudence, than because of justice; and I

dislike being outside the protection of the laws and under another safe-

guard than theirs. As things stand, I live more than half by others' favor,

which is a harsh obligation. I do not want to owe my safety either to the

kindness and benignity of the great, who approve of my obedience to

the laws and my independence, or to the affable ways of my prede-

cessors and myself. For what if I were different? If my conduct and
the frankness of my dealings obligate my neighbors or my kinsmen,

it is cruel that they can acquit themselves by letting me live, and say:

"We grant him ^leave to continue to hold the divine service freely in

the chapel of his house, all the churches around having been emptied
and ruined by us; and we grant him ^the use of his property, and his

life, since he shelters our wives and our cattle in time of need." For a

long time we in my house have had a share in the praise given to

Lycurgus, the Athenian, who was the general depositary and guardian

of his fellow citizens' purses.

Now I hold that we should live by right and authority, not by
^reward or ^favor. How many gallant men have chosen rather to lose

their lives than to owe theml I avoid subjecting myself to any sort of

obligation, but especially any that binds me by a debt of honor. I find

nothing so expensive as that which is given me and for which my will

remains mortgaged by the claim of gratitude, and I more willingly

accept services that are for sale. Rightly so, I think: for the latter I

give only money, for the others I give myself. The tie that binds me
by the law of honesty seems to me much tighter and more oppressive

than is that of legal constraint. A notary ties me down more gently

than I do myself. Is it not reasonable that my conscience should be
much more firmly bound in matters in which someone rehes on it alone?

In other cases my fidehty owes nothing, for nothing has been lent it;

let them use the trust and security they have taken outside of me.

I would much rather break the imprisonment of a wall and of the laws

than that of my word. ^I am scrupulous to the point of superstition

in keeping my promises, and I like to make them uncertain and con-

ditional in all matters. To those of no weight I give weight by jealous

regard for my rule: it torments me and burdens me with its own interest.

Yes, even in undertakings in which I am alone concerned and wholly

free, if I say what I plan to do, it seems to me that I prescribe it for

myself, and that to give knowledge of it to another is to impose it upon
myself. It seems to me that I promise it when I mention it. Thus I

seldom air my plans.

^The sentence I pass upon myself is sharper and stiffer than that

of the judges, who only consider me with respect to common obligation;

the grip of my conscience is tighter and more severe. I am lax in fol-
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lowing duties to which I should be dragged if I did not go to them.

^Even a just action is just only in so far as it is voluntary [Cicero]. ^If

the action does not have something of the splendor of freedom, it has

neither grace nor honor.

When I am forced by law, my will gives scant assent.

TERENCE

when necessity tugs me, I like to relax my will, because whatever is

exacted by power is ascribed rather to him who commands than to him
who executes [Valerius Maximus]. I know some who follow this vein

to the point of injustice: who give rather than give back, lend rather

than pay, and do good most stingily to the person they are obliged to.

I do not go that far, but I come close to it.

I am so fond of throwing off burdens and obligations that I have

sometimes counted as profit the ingratitude, affronts, and indignities

that I had received from those to whom, either by nature or by accident,

I owed some duty of friendship, taking the occasion of their offense as

that much acquittance and discharge of my debt. Although I continue

to pay them the external civilities that pubHc interest prescribes, I find

it a great saving, all the same, ^to do for the sake of justice what I used

to do for the sake of affection, and ^to relieve myseff a little of the inner

tension and sohcitude of my will—^li is the part of a wise man to restrain,

as he would a chariot, the first impulse of good will [Cicero]—^which

is a little too urgent and pressing when I put my heart into it, at least

for a man who has no wish to be under pressure. And this economy

serves me as some consolation for the imperfections of those with whom
I am concerned. To be sure, I am sorry that they are worth less for it,

but the fact remains that I am also spared in this way something of

my diligence and obligation toward them.

I approve of a man who loves his son less for being mangy or hunch-

backed, and not only when he is maHcious, but also when he is ill-

favored and ill-born—God himseff has taken off that much from his

natural value and estimation—provided he bears himself in his coolness

toward him with moderation and exact justice. With me, nearness of

kin does not alleviate defects, it rather aggravates them.

After all, as far as I understand the science of benefaction and grati-

tude, which is a subtle science and of great utihty, I see no one freer

and less indebted than I am up to this point. What I owe, I owe to the

ordinary and natural obhgations. There is no one who is more abso-

lutely clear of any others:

The gffts of princes are to me unknown.

ADAPTED FROM VIRGIL

Princes ^give me much if they take nothing from me, and ^do me enough

good when they do me no harm; that is all I ask of them. Oh, how much
I am obliged to God that it was his pleasure that I should receive all

I have directly from his grace, and that he has kept all my indebted-

ness for himself privately! ^How earnestly I beseech his holy mercy that
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I may never owe thanks for essential things to anyone! Blessed liberty,

which has guided me so far! May it continue to the end!

^I try to have no express need of anyone. ^All my hope is in myself

[imitated from Terence]. ^This is a thing that each man can arrange

for himself, but more easily those whom God has sheltered from natural

and urgent necessities. It is very pitiful and hazardous to be dependent

on another. We ourselves, who are our most proper and certain re-

source, have not made ourselves secure enough. I have nothing of my
own but myself, and even there my possession is partly defective and
borrowed. I cultivate ^both my courage, which is the stronger, and also

my fortune, ^to find in them enough to satisfy me if everything else

should forsake me.

^Hippias of Elis furnished himself not merely with learning, that

in the lap of the Muses he might, in case of need, dispense cheerfully

with any other company; and not merely with the knowledge of phi-

losophy, to teach his soul to be contented with itself and manfully to

do without the comforts that come to it from outside, when fate so

ordains. He was so careful as to learn also to cook, to shave, and to

make his clothes, his shoes, and his rings, so as to be as self-sufficient

as he could, and escape from dependence on outside help.

^We enjoy borrowed goods much more freely and gaily when our

enjoyment is not forced and constrained by need, and when we have,

both in our will and in our fortune, the strength and the means to do

without them.

^I know myself well; but it is hard for me to imagine anyone's liber-

ality so pure, any hospitality so free and genuine, that it would not

seem to me ill-favored, tyrannical, and tainted with reproach, if neces-

sity had entangled me in it. As giving is an ambitious quality and a

prerogative, so is accepting a quality of submission: witness Bajazet's

insulting and quarrelsome refusal of the presents that Tamerlane sent

him. And those offered on behalf of Emperor Suleiman to the emperor

of Calicut made him so angry that not only did he refuse them rudely,

saying that neither he nor his predecessors were accustomed to take,

and that it was their part to give; but besides, he had the ambassadors

sent for this purpose thrown into a dungeon.

When Thetis, says Aristotle, flatters Jupiter, when the Lacedae-
monians flatter the Athenians, they do not keep refreshing their memory
of the good they have done them, which is always odious, but their

memory of the benefits they have received from them. A man whom
I see so freely making use of one and all and putting himself under
obligation to them, would not do so if he weighed the bond of an obli-

gation as carefully as a wise man should: perhaps sometimes it is paid,

but it is never dissolved. Cruel fetters for a man who likes to give his

freedom elbowroom in all directions.

Those who know me, both above and below me, know whether they

have ever seen a man less demanding of others. If I surpass all modern
examples in this respect, it is no great wonder, for so many parts of my
character contribute to it: a little natural pride, inability to endure
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refusal, limitation of my desires and designs, incapacity for any kind of

business, and my very favorite qualities, idleness and freedom. Through
all these I have conceived a mortal hatred of being obliged either to

another or by another than myself. I employ every power to the utmost

to do without, before I employ the kindness of another, however slight

or weighty the occasion. My friends annoy me greatly when they ask

me to ask a favor of a third person. And it seems to me hardly less ex-

pensive to release a man who is indebted to me by using him, than to

bind myself for my friends' sake to a man who owes me nothing. Ex-

cepting that condition, and this other, that they desire of me nothing

involving trouble and care, for I have declared war to the death against

all care, I am accommodating and approachable for any man's need,

^But I have avoided receiving still more than I have sought to give;

^and indeed this is much the easier choice, according to Aristotle. ^My
fortune has allowed me to do but little good to others, and what little

it has allowed me it has assigned to rather meager quarters. If it had
brought me into the world to hold some rank among men, I should have
been ambitious to make myself loved, not to make myself feared or

admired. Shall I express this more insolently? I should have thought

as much of giving pleasure as of gaining profit. ^Cyrus, very wisely,

and through the mouth of a very good captain and still better philoso-

pher,^ esteems his kindness and his good deeds far beyond his valor and
his warlike conquests. And Scipio the Elder, whenever he wants to put
his best foot forward, gives more weight to his aflFability and humanity
than to his hardihood and his victories; and he has ever in his mouth this

proud saying: that he left his enemies as good reason to love him as his

friends.

^I mean to say, then, that if we must thus owe something, it should

be by a more legitimate title than the one I am speaking of, to which
the law of this miserable war binds me; and not with so great a debt

as that of my total preservation: that overwhelms me. I have gone to

bed a thousand times in my own home, imagining that someone would
betray me and slaughter me that very night, arranging with fortune

that it should be without fright and not lingering. And after my Pater-

noster I have cried out:

Shall a godless soldier possess these well-tilled fields?

VIRGIL

What remedy is there? It is my birtliplace and that of most of my
ancestors; they set on it their affection and tlieir name.^° We become
hardened to whatever we are accustomed to. And for a wretched con-

dition such as ours, a very favorable gift of nature is habit, which be-

numbs our senses to the suffering of many ills. Civil wars are worse in

° Xenophon.
1° Montaigne, appropriately for tlois chapter, shows here his vanity over his

nobility, which is probably intensified by awareness that it is recent. Actually his

only ancestor born at Montaigne was his father; and the name came from the estate,

not from the family.
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this respect than other wars, that they make us all sentinels in our own
houses.

How sad to guard our life with gate and wall,

And scarcely trust the strength of our own hall.

OVID

It is a great extremity to be beset even in our household and domestic

repose. The region where I live is always the first and the last in the

battles of our troubled times, and peace never shows her full face there:

Even in time of peace, they quake for fear of war.

OVID

Whenever Fortune stirs unrest.

Then war is rife. I would be better blessed

If placed beneath the sun of Orient,

Or in the frozen North, under a nomad's tent.

LUCAN

I sometimes derive from nonchalance and laxity a way of strength-

ening myself against these considerations; they too, to some extent,

lead us toward fortitude. It often happens that I imagine and await

mortal dangers with some pleasure: I plunge head dowTi, stupidly, into

death, without looking at it and recognizing it, as into a silent and dark

abyss which swallows me up at one leap and overwhelms me in an
instant with a heavy sleep free from feeling and pain. And in these

quick and violent deaths, the consequence that I foresee gives me more
comfort than the occurrence gives me fear. ^They say that as life is not

better for being long, so death is better for not being long. ^It is not so

much that I keep aloof from the thought of being dead as that I enter

into familiar terms with dying. I wrap myself up and nestle in this storm,

so that it must bhnd me and sweep me away furiously with a sudden and
numbing attack.

Even so, if it happened to be true, as some gardeners say, that roses

and violets spring up more fragrant near garlic and onions, because

these draw in and suck up whatever there is that smells bad in the

ground, and if Hkewise these depraved natures absorbed all the venom
of my air and climate and made me all the better and purer for their

vicinity, I would not be wholly a loser. That is not the case; but there

may be something in this, that goodness is more beautiful and attractive

when it is rare; and that contrariety and diversity strengthen well-doing

and compress it within itself, and inflame it by jealousy of opposition

and love of glory.

^Robbers are gracious enough to have no particular grudge against

me. Have I any against them? I should have to hate too many people.

Like consciences, under difFerent kinds of fortune, harbor hke cruelty,

disloyalty, and robbery; and it is all the worse when it is more cowardly,

more secure and dark, in the shadow of the laws. I hate open injustice

less than treacherous injustice, warlike less than peaceful. Our fever

has come upon a body that is hardly the worse for it. The fire was there,

it has caught flame; the noise is greater, the evil Httle greater.
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^I ordinarily reply to those who ask me the reason for my travels,

that I know well what I am fleeing from, but not what I am looking

for. If they tell me that among foreigners there may be just as little

health, and that their ways are no better than ours, I reply, first, that

that is not easy.

So many are the shapes of crime! ^^

VIRGIL

Second, that it is always a gain to change a bad state for an uncertain

one, and that the troubles of others should not sting us like our own.
I do not want to forget this, that I never rebel so much against

France as not to regard Paris with a friendly eye; she has had my heart

since my childhood. And it has happened to me in this as happens with

excellent things: the more other beautiful cities I have seen since, the

more the beauty of Paris has power over me and wins my affection.

I love her for herself, and more in her own essence than overloaded with
foreign pomp. I love her tenderly, even to her warts and her spots. I

am a Frenchman only by this great city: great in population, great in

the felicity of her situation, but above all great and incomparable in

variety and diversity of the good things of life; the glory of France, and
one of the noblest ornaments of the world. May God drive our discords

far from her! Entire and united, I think she is protected against any
other violence. I warn her that of all parties the worst will be the one
that throws her into discord. And for her I fear only herself. And I

fear certainly as much for her as for any other part of this state. As long

as she endures, I shall not lack a retreat in which to give up the ghost,

suflBcient to make me lose my regret for any other retreat.

Not because Socrates said it, but because it is really my feeling, and
perhaps excessively so, I consider all men my compatriots, and embrace
a Pole as I do a Frenchman, setting this national bond after the universal

and common one. I am scarcely infatuated with the sweetness of my
native air. Brand-new acquaintances that are wholly of my own choice

sefem to me to be well worth those other common chance acquaintances

of the neighborhood. Friendships purely of our own acquisition usually

surpass those to which community of climate or of blood binds us.

Nature has put us into the world free and unfettered; we imprison our-

selves in certain narrow districts, hke the kings of Persia, who bound
themselves never to drink any other water than that of the river

Choaspes, stupidly gave up their right to use any other waters, and dried

up all the rest of the world as far as they were concerned.

^What Socrates did near the end of his life, in considering a sentence

of exile against him worse than a sentence of death, I shall never, I

think, be so broken or so strictly attached to my own country as to do.

These divine lives have quite a few aspects that I embrace more by
esteem than by affection. And there are also some so lofty and extraor-

dinary that I cannot embrace them even by esteem, inasmuch as I can-

11 Presumably, since Virgil is speaking of crime in wartime, the point is that

war-torn France will be richer in crime than relatively peaceful Italy.
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not understand them. That was a very fastidious attitude for a man
who considered the world his city. It is true that he disdained peregri-

nation and had scarcely set foot outside the territory of Attica. What
are we to say of his grudging his friends' money to save his life, and

refusing to get out of prison by the intervention of others, so as not to

disobey the laws, and that at a time when they were so thoroughly cor-

rupt? These examples are of the first type for me. Of the second type

are others that I could find in this same person. Many of these rare

examples exceed my power of performing, but some even exceed my
power of judging.

^Besides these reasons, travel seems to me a profitable exercise.

The mind is continually exercised in observing new and unknown
things; and I know no better school, as I have often said, for forming

one's life, than to set before it constantly the diversity of so many other

lives, cideas, and customs, ^and to make it taste such a perpetual variety

of forms of our nature. In it the body is neither idle nor overworked,

and this moderate movement puts it in good condition.

I stay on horseback, though I have the colic, without dismounting

and without pain, for eight or ten hours,

Beyond the strength and lot of age.

VIRGIL

No season is hostile to me except the fierce heat of a burning sun; for

umbrellas, which Italy has used since the ancient Romans, burden the

arm more than they relieve the head. ^I should like to know what de-

vice the Persians had so long ago, in the infancy of luxury, to make them-

selves a fresh breeze and shade at their pleasure, as Xenophon relates.

^I love rain and mud like a duck. Change of air and climate has no

effect on me; all skies are alike to me. Only the inward troubles that I

produce in myself get the better of me, and they attack me less when J

travel.

I am hard to set in motion; but once under way, I go as far as any-

one wants. I balk as much at little undertakings as at great ones, and

at getting equipped for a day's trip and a visit to a neighbor as for a

real journey. I have learned to make my day's journeys Spanish fashion,

at a single stage: long and sensible stages; and in extreme heat I make
them by night, from sunset to sunrise. The other way, of eating your

dinner on the way in haste and confusion, is inconvenient, especially

on short days. My horses are the better for it. Never has a horse failed

me that could make the first day's trip with me. I water them every-

where, and only see to it that they have enough road left to settle their

water. My laziness in getting up gives my attendants time to dine at

their ease before starting. As for me, it is never too late for me to eat;

appetite comes to me as I eat, and not otherwise; I am never at all

hungry except at table.

Some people complain of my taking pleasure in continuing this exer-

cise, married and old as I am. They are wrong. It is a better time to

leave your family when you have set it on the way to go on without
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you, when you have left it in an order that will not belie its past arrange-

ment. It is a much greater imprudence to go away leaving in your
house a less faithful guardian, who will have less care to provide for

your needs.

The most useful and honorable science and occupation for a woman
is the science of housekeeping. I know some that are miserly, very few
that are good managers. This is her ruling quality, which a man should

seek out before any other, as the sole dowry on which the ruin or salva-

tion of our households depends. ^Don't tell me! From what experience

has taught me, I require of a married woman, above all other virtues,

the virtues of a good housewife. ^I place my wife in a position to show
these, leaving the entire government of my affairs in her hands by my
absence. It irritates me to see in many households Monsieur coming
home around noon, harassed and dirty from the mill of business, when
Madame is still busy doing her hair and fixing herself up in her bou-
doir. That is for queens to do; and I'm not even sure about that. It is

ridiculous and unfair that the idleness of our wives should be supported

by our sweat and toil. '^No one, if I can help it, shall have readier,

quieter, and freer enjoyment of my property than myself. ^If the hus-

band provides the matter, Nature herself wills that the wife provide

the form.

As for the duties of marital love that some people consider injured

by absence, I do not believe it. On the contrary, it is a relationship

that is readily cooled by too continual association, and harmed by
assiduity. Every strange woman seems to us an attractive woman. And
every man feels by experience that seeing one another continually cannot
match the pleasure of parting and being together again at intervals.

^These interruptions fill me with a fresh love for my family and give me
back a sweeter enjoyment of my home. Alternation warms my appetite

now for the one choice, now for the other.

^I know that friendship has arms long enough to hold and join from
one end of the world to the other; and especially this kind, in which
there is a continual interchange of services that reawaken the bond
and memory of it. The Stoics indeed say that there is so great a tie and
fellowship between the sages that the one who dines in France feeds
his comrade in Egypt; and that if one merely extends his finger, wher-
ever he is, all the sages on the habitable earth feel help from it.

Enjoyment and possession are principally a matter of imagination.

^It embraces more warmly what it is in quest of than what we have at

hand, and more continually. Count up your daily musings, and you will

find that you are most absent from your friend when he is in your com-
pany; his presence relaxes your attention and gives your thoughts liberty

to absent themselves at any time and for any reason.

^From the distance of Rome I keep and control my house and the
goods I have left behind there; I see my walls, my trees, and my revenue
grow and decrease, within two inches, just as when I am there:

My house appears before my eyes, and forms of places loved,

OVID
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If we enjoy only what we touch, farewell to our crowns when they

are in our coffers, and our children if they are off hunting. We want
them nearer. In the garden—is that far? Half a day away? What about

ten leagues—is that far or near? If it is near, what about eleven, twelve,

thirteen, and so on, step by step? Truly, if there is a woman who will

prescribe to her husband after how many steps ends the near, and with

how many steps begins the far, I would advise her to stop him in be-

tween:

Let's set an end, and with debate have done . . .

I use my freedom, and subtract your units, one by one.

As bit by bit I might pluck out hairs from a horse's tail,

Until the pile has dwindled and my arguments prevail.

HORACE

And let them boldly call philosophy to their aid, which someone might

accuse—since it sees neither one end nor the other of the joint between

too much and too little, long and short, light and heavy, near and far,

since it cannot recognize either the beginning or the end of it—of being

a very uncertain judge of the middle. ^Nature has given us no knowl-

edge of the limits of things [Cicero].

^Are they not still wives and mistresses of the deceased, who are not

at the end of this world, but in the other world? We embrace both those

who have been and those who are not yet, not merely the absent. We
have not made a bargain, in getting married, to keep continually tied

to each other by the tail, like some little animals or other that we see,

•^or like the bewitched people of Karenty, in doglike fashion. And a

wife should not have her eyes so greedily fixed on the front of her hus-

band that she cannot see the back of him, if need be.

^But may not this remark of that most excellent painter of their

humors be applicable here, to show the cause of their complaints?

If you are late, your wife assumes you're having an affair

With someone, or someone with you, drinking, banishing

care;

That you alone have all tlie fun, she all the ills to bear.

TERENCE

Or might it not be that opposition and contradiction are in themselves

meat and drink to them, and that they are comfortable enough pro-

vided they make you uncomfortable?

In true friendship, in which I am expert, I give myself to my friend

more than I draw him to me. I not only like doing him good better

than having him do me good, but also would rather have him do good

to himseff than to me; he does me most good when he does himself

good. And if absence is pleasant or useful to him, it is much sweeter

to me than his presence; and it is not really absence when we have

means of communication. In other days I made use and advantage of

our separation. We filled and extended our possession of life better

by separating: he lived, he enjoyed, he saw for me, and I for him, as

fully as if he had been there. One part of us remained idle when we
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were together; we were fused into one. Separation in space made the

conjunction of our wills richer. This insatiable hunger for bodily pres-

ence betrays a certain weakness in the enjoyment of souls.

As for my old age, which they bring up against me, it is, on the con-

trary, for youth to be enslaved to public opinion and to constrain itself

for the sake of others. It can give satisfaction to both, to the public

and to itself; we have only too much to do to satisfy ourselves alone. As
natural comforts fail us, let us sustain ourselves with artificial ones. It

is unjust to excuse youth for following its pleasures and to forbid old

age to seek any. ^Young, I covered up my blithe passions with pru-

dence; old, I disperse my sad ones by dissipation. Besides, the Platonic

laws prohibit traveling before the age of forty or fifty, to make the

travel more useful and instructive. I should more willingly agree to

the second article of the same laws, which forbids it after sixty.

^"But at such an age you will never return from so long a journey."

What do I care? I undertake it neither to return from it nor to com-
plete it; I undertake only to move about while I hke moving. "^And I

walk for the sake of walking. Those who run after a benefice or a hare

do not nm; they only run who run at prisoner's base and to practice

running.

^My plan is everywhere divisible; it is not based on great hopes; each
day's journey forms an end. And the journey of my life is conducted
in the same way. However, I have seen enough distant places where I

should have Hked to be detained. Why not, if Chrysippus, Cleanthes,

Diogenes, Zeno, Antipater, so many sages of the surliest sect, left their

country indeed with no cause for complaint about it, and solely for the

enjoyment of a difl:erent atmosphere? Truly the greatest trouble with
my peregrinations is that I cannot bring to them a resolution to fix my
abode wherever I please, and that I must always be thinking of coming
back, to conform to popular feelings.

If I were afraid to die in any other place than that of my birth, if

I thought I would die less comfortably away from my family, I should
scarcely go out of France; I should not go out of my parish without
terror. I feel death continually clutching me by the throat or the loins.

But I am made differently: death is the same to me anywhere. However,
if I had the choice, it would be, I think, rather on horseback than in a
bed, and out of my house, away from my people.

There is more heartbreak than consolation in taking leave of our
friends. I willingly forget that duty of our courtesy, for of all the duties

of friendship that is the only unpleasant one; and I would forget just

as wilhngly to bid that great eternal farewell. If some advantage is

derived from this audience, there are a hundred disadvantages. I have
seen many dying men pitifully besieged by all this throng: the crowd
stifles them. It is contrary to duty, and testimony of scant affection and
scant concern, to let you die in peace: one torments your eyes, another
your ears, another your tongue; there is not a sense or a part of you that

they do not shatter. Your heart is wrung with pity to hear the laments
of your friends, and perhaps with anger to hear other laments that are
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feigned and counterfeit. A man who has always had fastidious tastes

finds them more so when he is in a weakened condition. In such great

need he must have a gentle hand, suited to his feelings, to scratch him
just where he itches; otherwise he should not be touched at all. If we
need a wise woman^- to bring us into the world, we certainly need a

still wiser man to help us out of it. Such a man, and a friend to boot,

should be purchased at any price to assist us on such an occasion.

I have not attained that disdainful vigor which finds fortitude in

itself, which nothing can either aid or disturb; I am a peg lower. I

try to burrow and hide from this passing, not through fear, but through

design. It is not my idea to prove or display my fortitude in this act of

dying. For whom? Then will end all my right to reputation and my
interest in it. I am content with a collected, calm, and solitary death,

all my own, in keeping with my retired and private life. In contrast

with the Roman superstition, which considered a man unfortunate who
died without speaking and who did not have his nearest relatives to

close his eyes, I have enough to do to console myself without having

to console others, enough thoughts in my head without having circum-

stances bring me new ones, and enough matter for reflection without

borrowing it. Dying is not a role for society; it is an act for one single

character. Let us live and laugh among our friends, let us go die and
look sour among strangers. You will find, if you pay, someone who will

turn your head, rub your feet, who will not trouble you any more than

you want, showing you an indifferent face, letting you reflect and

lament as you like.

Day by day I rid myself by reflection of that childish and inhuman
humor that makes us want to arouse compassion and mourning in our

friends by our misfortunes. We make more of our troubles than they

are worth, to draw their tears. And the firmness in supporting mis-

fortune that we praise in all men, we blame and reproach in our friends

when the misfortune is our own. We are not content that they should

be aware of our woes, unless they are also afflicted by them.

We should spread joy, but cut down sadness as much as we can.

^He who asks for pity without reason is a man not to be pitied when
there is reason. To be always lamenting for ourselves is the way never

to be lamented; by continually putting on a pitiful act, we become
pitiable to no one. He who acts dead when still alive is subject to be
thought alive when dying. I have seen it get some people's goat to be

told that their color was good and their pulse even; I have seen them
restrain their laughter because it betrayed their recovery, and hate

health because it was not pitiable. What is more, they were not women.
^I represent my ailments, at most, just as they are, and avoid words

of foreboding and deliberate exclamations. If not cheerfulness, at least

a composed countenance is appropriate in people attending a sick sage.

Just because he sees himself in the opposite condition, he does not pick

a quarrel with health; he likes to contemplate it strong and entire in

^2 Sage femme, literally "wise woman," means midwife.
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others, and enjoy it at least by association. Just because he feels him-

self slipping, he does not utterly reject the thoughts of life, or avoid or-

dinary conversation. I want to study sickness when I am healthy; when
it is on me, it makes its impression real enough, without the help of my
imagination. We prepare ourselves beforehand for the journeys we
undertake, and are resolved on them; the time when we are to take

horse we leave to our companions and put it off for them.

I feel this unexpected profit from the publication of my behavior,

that to some extent it serves me as a rule. Sometimes there comes to me
a feehng that I should not betray the story of my life. This public

declaration obliges me to keep on my path, and not to give the he to

the picture of my qualities, which are normally less disfigured and dis-

torted than might be expected from the maUce and sickness of the judg-

ments of today. The uniformity and simplicity of my behavior indeed

produces an appearance easy to interpret, but, because the manner of

it is a bit new and unusual, it gives too fine a chance to calumny. Yet
the fact is, it seems to me, that to anyone who wants to abuse me fairly

I give plenty to bite on in my known and avowed imperfections, and
enough to gorge on, without skirmishing with the wind. If it seems to

him that by beating him to the accusation and revelation myself I am
drawing the teeth of his mordancy, it is reasonable that he should exer-

cise his right of amphfication and extension ( attack has rights beyond
justice), that he should magnify into trees the vices whose roots I show
him in myself, and that he should use for this not only those that possess

me, but also those that merely threaten me. Harmful vices, in both
quality and number; let him beat me with them.

'^I would frankly follow the example of the philosopher Bion. An-
tigonus was trying to taunt him on the subject of his origin; he cut him
short. "I am," he said, "the son of a slave, a butcher, branded, and of a
whore whom my father married because of the baseness of his fortune.

Both were punished for some misdeed. An orator bought me when I

was a child, finding me attractive, and when he died, left me all his

possessions. Having transported them to this city of Athens, I devoted
myself to philosophy. Let not historians be at a loss in seeking informa-

tion about me; I will tell them what's what about it." Free and generous

confession weakens reproach and disarms slander.

^Yet the fact remains that all in all, it seems to me that I am as often

praised as dispraised beyond reason. Even as it seems to me also that

from my youth, in rank and degree of honor, I have been given a place

rather above than below what I am entitled to.

^I should be more at home in a country where these orders of pre-

cedence were either regulated or despised. Among men, as soon as an
altercation over precedence in walking or sitting goes beyond three

replies, it is uncivil. I have no fear of ceding or preceding unfairly to

avoid such a bothersome argument, and never did a man covet my right

to go first but that I yielded it to him.

^Besides this profit that I derive from writing about myself, I hope
for this other advantage, that if my humors happen to please and suit
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some worthy man before I die, he will try to meet me. I give him a big

advantage in ground covered; for all that long acquaintance and fa-

miliarity could have gained for him in several years, he can see in three

days in this record, and more surely and exactly.

•^Amusing notion: many things that I would not want to tell any-

one, I tell the public; and for my most secret knowledge and thoughts

I send my most faithful friends to a bookseller's shop.

We bare our hearts to scrutiny.

PERSIUS

^If by such good signs I knew of a man who was suited to me, truly

I would go very far to find him; for the sweetness of harmonious and
agreeable company cannot be bought too dearly, in my opinion. Oh,

a friend! How true is that old saying, that the enjoyment of one is

sweeter and more necessary than that of the elements of water and

fire!

To return to my story, there is thus no great evil in dying far off and

alone. ^Indeed we think it a duty to retire for natural actions less un-

sightly and less hideous than this. ^But besides, those who are reduced

to dragging out a long, lingering life ought perhaps not to wish to in-

volve a large family in their misery. ^Therefore the Indians in a certain

province thought it just to kill a man who had fallen into such straits;

and in another province they abandoned him alone to keep alive how-

ever he could.

^To whom do the dying not finally make themselves annoying and

unbearable? Ordinary duties do not go so far. You teach your best

friends perforce to be cruel, hardening both wife and children by long

habit not to feel and pity your woes any more. The groans of my colic

no longer cause emotion in anyone. And even if we derived some pleas-

ure from their company ( which does not always happen, because of the

disparity of conditions which easily produces contempt or envy of any-

one whatever), is it not too much to take advantage of this for a long

period of time? The more I saw them cheerfully restraining themselves

for my sake, the more I should be sorry for their pains. We have a right

to lean, but not to lie down so heavily, on others, or to find our support

in their ruin, hke the man who had little children's throats cut to use

their blood to cure a disease of his own. Or that other, who was fur-

nished with tender young girls to keep his old limbs warm at night,

and mingle the sweetness of their breath with the sourness and oppres-

siveness of his, I should be prone to recommend Venice to myself for

retirement in such a feeble condition of life.

^Decrepitude is a solitary quality. I am sociable to excess. Yet it

seems reasonable to me that henceforth I should withdraw my trouble-

some self from the sight of the world and brood on it by myself, that

I should shrink back and retire into my shell like a tortoise. I am learn-

ing to see men without clinging to them; that would be an outrage in

so steep a pass. It is time to turn my back on company.

^"But on such a long journey you will be forced to stop miserably in
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some hovel where you will lack everything." Most of the necessary

things I carry around with me. And then, we cannot escape Fortune if

she undertakes to attack us. I need nothing extraordinary when I am
sick; what nature cannot do for me, I do not want to have done by a pill.

At the very beginning of my fevers and the maladies that lay me low,

while still whole and in the neighborhood of health, I reconcile myself

with God by the last Christian offices, and find myself thereby more
free and unburdened, feeling all the more triumphant over the sick-

ness. Of notary and counsel I have less need than of physicians. What
aflFairs of mine I shall not have settled when quite well, let no one expect

me to settle when sick. What I mean to do for the service of death is

always done; I should not dare delay it a single day. And if there is

nothing done, that will mean either that doubt has put oflF my choice—for
sometimes not to choose is to choose well—or that I have quite decided

to do nothing.

I write my book for few men and for few years. If it had been
durable matter, it would have had to be committed to a more stable

language.^^ In view of the continual variation that has prevailed in ours

up to now, who can hope that its present form will be in use fifty years

from now? '^It slips out of our hands every day, and has halfway

changed since I have been alive. We say that at this moment it is per-

fected. Every century says as much of its own. I have no mind to think

that of it as long as it flees and changes form as it does. It is for the

good and useful writings to nail it to tliemselves, and its credit will go

as go the fortunes of our state.

^Therefore I do not fear to insert a number of personal items, whose
usefulness will not extend beyond this generation, and which touch on
things particularly known to some who will see further into them than

those of ordinary understanding. After all this I do not want people to

go on debating, as I often see them troubling the memory of the dead:

"He thought thus, he lived thus; he wanted this; if he had spoken as he
was dying, he would have said, he would have given. ... I knew
him better than anyone else." Now, as far as decency permits me, I here

make known my inclinations and feelings; but I do so more freely and
willingly by word of mouth to anyone who wishes to be informed of

them. At all events, in these memoirs, if you look around, you will find

that I have said everything or suggested ev^ything. What I cannot

express I point to with my finger:

But if you have a penetrating mind.
These little tracks will serve the rest to find.

LUCRETIUS

I leave nothing about me to be desired or guessed. If people are to talk

about me, I want it to be truly and justly. I would willingly come back
from the other world to give the lie to any man who portrayed me other

than I was, even if it were to honor me. Even the living, I perceive,

13 Latin.
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are spoken of otherwise than they are really are. And if I had not sup-

ported with all my strength a friend that I lost, they would have torn

him into a thousand contrasting appearances.^*

To finish telling my feeble humors, I confess that in my travels I

hardly ever come to my lodgings without the question passing through
my mind whether I could be sick and dying there in comfort. I want to

be lodged in a place that I will have all to myself, not noisy, or dirty,

or smoky, or stuffy. I try to humor death by these frivolous circum-

stances, or rather to relieve myself of any other encumbrance, so that

I can give my attention exclusively to it, which will easily weigh me
down enough without any other load. I want death to have a share in

the ease and comfort of my life. It is a great and important part of it,

and I hope that from this day forth it will not belie the past.

Death has some shapes that are easier than others, and assumes dif-

ferent qualities according to each man's fancy. Among natural deaths,

that which comes from enfeeblement and stupor seems to me gentle

and pleasant. Among violent ones, I picture less comfortably falling

from a precipice than being crushed by a falling building, and a piercing

sword thrust than a harquebus shot; and I would rather have drunk the

potion of Socrates than stabbed myself like Cato. And, though it is all

one, yet my imagination feels as great a difference between throwing

myself into a fiery furnace and into the channel of a shallow river, as

bet^veen death and life. ^So foolishly does our fear consider the means
more than the result! ^It is only an instant; but it is of such gravity

that I would willingly give several days of my life to go through it in

my own way.

Since each man in his imagination finds it more or less bitter, since

each man has some choice between forms of dying, let us try a little

further to find one that is free from all unpleasantness. Might we not

make it even voluptuous, as did the "partners in death" of Antony and
Cleopatra? I leave aside the harsh and exemplary achievements of

philosophy and religion. But among men of little account there have

been some, such as a Petronius and a Tigillinus in Rome, who, pledged

to kill themselves, put death as it were to sleep by the comfort of their

preparations. They made it flow and glide past amid the laxity of their

customary pastimes, among wenches and gay companions: no talk of

consolation, no mention of a will, no ambitious affectation of constancy,

no discourse about their future state, but amidst games, feasting, jests,

common and ordinary conversation, music, and amorous verse. Could
we not imitate this resoluteness with more decent behavior? Since there

1* Montaigne is speaking about La Boetie. Here the 1588 edition added: "I

know well that I will leave behind no sponsor anywhere near as affectionate and
understanding about me as I was about him. There is no one to whom I would be
willing to entrust myself fully for a portrait; he alone enjoyed my true image, and car-

ried it away. That is why I myself decipher myself so painstakingly." In the Bor-

deaux Copy, after "portrait," Montaigne added and then crossed out: "and if there

should be any, I repudiate them, for I know them to be excessively prejudiced in my
favor." All this was deleted presumably out of consideration for Montaigne's "cove-

nant daughter" and literary executrix, Marie de Gournay.
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are deaths good for fools, deaths good for wise men, let us find some that

are good for people in between.

^In my imagination I can conceive of an easy and—since die we
must—comparatively desirable form of death. The Roman tyrants

thought they were giving his life to a criminal when they gave him the

choice of his death. But was not Theophrastus, a philosopher so delicate,

modest, and wise, forced by reason to dare to speak this line, Latinized

by Cicero:

Fortune, not wisdom, rules the life of man.

How easy fortune makes it for me to trade in my life, having placed

it in such a position that henceforth it is neither necessary nor a hin-

drance to anyone! It is a condition that I would have accepted at any

season of my life, but now that it is time to pack up my odds and ends

and strap my bags, I take most particular pleasure in giving scarcely

any pleasure or displeasure to anyone by dying. Fortune has contrived,

by an artful compensation, that those who can hope for some material

profit from my death will receive at the same time a material loss from

it. Death often weighs heavier on us by its weight on others, and pains

us by their pain almost as much as by our own, and sometimes even

more.

^Among the comforts I seek in lodgings I do not include pomp or

large size—rather, I hate them—but a certain simple cleanliness which
is more often met with in places where there is less art, and which
Nature honors with a certain grace that is all her own. A meal where
not abundance but neatness prevails [Lipsius]. More wit than expense

[Cornelius Nepos].

And then, the people who are likely to be surprised by death on the

road are those whom business forces to go through the Grisons in mid-

winter. I, who travel most often for my pleasure, do not direct myself

so badly. If it looks ugly on the right, I take the left; if I find myself unfit

to ride my horse, I stop. And in so doing I truly see nothing that is not

as pleasant and comfortable as my own house. It is true that I find

superfluity always superfluous, and feel uneasy even amid delicacy and
abundance. Have I left something unseen behind me? I go back; it is

still on my road. I trace no fixed line, either straight or crooked. Do I

fail to find what I have been told about, in the place I go? As it often

happens that the judgments of others do not agree with mine—and I

have found them more often wrong—I do not regret my trouble; I have
learned that what they told me about was not there.

I have as adaptable a constitution and as ordinary tastes as any
man in the world. The diversity in fashions from one nation to another

affects me only with the pleasure of variety. Each custom has its reason.

Let there be plates of tin, wood, or earthenware, boiled meat or roast,

butter or nut oil or olive oil, hot or cold food, it is all the same to me—
so much the same that, as I grow older, I blame this liberal capacity

and shall need to be fastidious and choosy to check my indiscriminate

appetite and to give a rest to my stomach now and then.

c\Vhen I have been outside of France and people have asked me.
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out of courtesy, if I wanted to be served in French fashion, I have
laughed at the idea and made straight for the tables thickest with for-

eigners. ^I am ashamed to see my countrymen besotted with that stupid

disposition to shy away from ways contrary to their own; they think

they are out of their element when they are out of their village. Wher-
ever they go, they stick to their ways and abominate foreign ones. Do
they find a compatriot in Hungary, they celebrate this adventure: see

them rally round and join forces, and condemn all the barbarous cus-

toms that they see. Why not barbarous, since they are not French? Still,

these are the ablest ones, who have noticed them enough to abuse them.

Most of them take the trip only for the return. They travel covered and
wrapped in a taciturn and incommunicative prudence, defending them-

selves from the contagion of an unknown atmosphere.

What I am saying about these men reminds me of what I have some-

times observed, in a similar situation, in some of our young courtiers.

They stick exclusively with men of their own sort, and look upon us as

people from the other world, with contempt or pity. Take away from
them their talk of the mysteries of court, and they are out of their field,

as green and clumsy to us as we are to them. It is very truly said that a

well-bred man is an all-round man.
On the contrary, I travel very fed up with our own ways, not to look

for Gascons in Sicily—I have enough of them at home; I rather look

for Greeks and Persians; these men I talk to, I study; it is to them I

attune and apply myself. And what is more, it seems to me that I have
encountered hardly any customs that are not as good as ours. I am not

risking much, for I have hardly been out of sight of my weathervanes.

For the rest, most of the chance company you meet on the road is

more of a nuisance than a pleasure. I do not attach myself to it, espe-

cially now that old age sets me somewhat alone and apart from the com-
mon ways. You suffer for others, or others for you; both discomforts are

painful, but the latter seems to me even harsher. It is rare good fortune,

but inestimably comforting, to have a worthy man, of sound understand-

ing and ways that conform with yours, who likes to go with you. I have
missed such a man extremely on all my travels. But such company must
have been chosen and acquired before you leave home.

No pleasure has any savor for me without communication. Not
even a merry thought comes to my mind without my being vexed at

having produced it alone without anyone to offer it to. ^If wisdom were
given me on this condition, that I keep it hidden and unuttered, I should

reject it [Seneca]. The other raised it a tone higher: If such a life were
granted a wise man that, with an abundance of all things pouring in, he

could have full leisure to consider and contemplate everything worth

knowing, still, if his solitude were such that he could never see a human
being, he would abandon life [Cicero]. ^I like the idea of Archytas,

that it would be unpleasant to be even in heaven and to wander among
those great and divine celestial bodies, without the presence of a com-
panion.
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But still it is better to be alone than in boring and foolish company.
Aristippus liked to live as a stranger everywhere.

If fate permitted me my life to guide
As I myself decide,

VIRGIL

I should choose to spend it with my rear in the saddle:

Eager to see

Where the sun's fires hold revelry,

Where clouds and rains sport humidly,

HORACE

"Have you no more comfortable pastimes? What do you lack? Is

not your house open to fine healthy air, sufficiently furnished, and more
than sufficiently capacious? ^Royal majesty with all its pomp has put
up there more than once.^^ ^Are there not more families below yours in

orderhness than there are above it in eminence? Is some extraordinary

and indigestible domestic worry festering in you?

Which, planted in your breast, burns and torments you?

ENNIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Where do you think you can exist without constraint and without dis-

turbance? Fortune never grants unmixed favors [Q. Curtius]. Then
realize that you are the only one who constrains you, and that you will

follow yourself everywhere, and be sorry for yourself everywhere. For
there is no satisfaction here below except for souls either brutish or

divine. If a man has no contentment with such just occasion for it,

where does he expect to find it? For how many thousands of men does

such a condition as yours set the Hmit of their desires? Reform your-

self alone, for in that your power is complete, whereas your only right

toward fortune is patience. ^There is no peace and quiet except that

which reason has contrived [Seneca]."

^I see the reasonableness of this admonition, and see it perfectly

well; but it would have been quicker and more to the point to tell me
in a word: "Be wise." This resolution is beyond wisdom; it is wisdom's
work and product. The physician does thus who keeps shouting at a

poor languishing patient to be cheerful; he would be advising him a little

less ineptly if he told him: "Be well." For my part, I am but a man of

the lower sort. A salutary precept, definite, and easy to understand, is

:

"Be content with what is yours; that is to say, with reason." Yet the

execution of it is no more in the power of the wisest men than in mine.

It is a popular saying, but terribly far-reaching; what does it not com-
prehend? All things are subject to distinction and modification.

I know well that if you take it hterally, this pleasure in traveling is

15 Henry of Navarre spent the night at Montaigne once in 1584 and once in

1587.
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a testimony of restlessness and irresolution. And indeed these are our

ruling and predominant qualities. Yes, I confess, I see nothing, even

in a dream or a wish, that I could hold myself to; variety alone satisfies

me, and the enjoyment of diversity, at least if anything satisfies me. In

traveling, I am encouraged by the very fact that I can stop without loss,

and that I have a place where I can turn aside from it comfortably.

I love a private life because it is by my own choice that I love it,

not because of unfitness for public life, which is perhaps just as well

suited to my nature. I serve my prince the more gaily because I do so

by the free choice of my judgment and my reason, ^without personal

obligation, ^and because I am not thrown back on his service and con-

strained to it by being unacceptable and unwelcome to every other

party. So with the rest. I hate the morsels that necessity carves for

me. Any advantage on which I had to depend exclusively would have
me by the throat.

Let one oar row in water, the other on the shore.

PROPERTIUS

A single cord never keeps me in place. "There is vanity," you say,

"in this amusement." But where is there not? And these fine precepts

are vanity, and all wisdom is vanity. ^The Lord knoweth the thoughts

of the wise, that they are vain [Psalms; and Corinthians]. ^These exqui-

site subtleties are only fit for preaching; they are arguments that would
send us all saddled into the other world. Life is a material and cor-

poreal movement, an action which by its very essence is imperfect and
irregular; I apply myself to serving it in its own way:

We suffer each a self-made fate.

VIRGIL

^We must so act as not to oppose the universal laws of nature; but, these

being safeguarded, let us follow our own nature [Cicero].

^What is the use of these lofty points of philosophy on which no
human being can settle, and these rules that exceed our use and our

strength? I often see people propose to us patterns of life which neither

the proposer nor his hearers have any hope of following, or, what is

more, any desire to follow. From this same sheet of paper on which he
has just written the sentence against an adulterer, the judge steals a

scrap for a billet-doux to his colleague's wife. <^The lady you have just

been rubbing against in illicit intercourse will presently, in your very

presence, cry out more bitterly against the same fault in her friend

than would Portia.^® ''And some condemn men to die for crimes that

they do not even regard as faults. In my youth I have seen a gentleman

offer the public with one hand verses excelling both in beauty and in

licentiousness, and with the other at the same moment the most con-

tentious work on theological reform that the world has feasted on for

a long time.

16 Portia, daughter of Cato, who killed herself on learning of the death of her

husband Brutus at Philippi.
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This is the way men behave. We let laws and precepts go their own
way, we take another; not only because our character is dissolute, but

often also because our opinion and judgment oppose them. Listen to

a philosophical lecture: the inventiveness, the eloquence, the pertinence

immediately strike your mind and stir you; there is nothing that tickles

or pricks your conscience; they are not speaking to her, are they? Yet

Aristo used to say that neither a bath nor a lesson is any use unless it

cleans and scours. You can linger on the bark, but only after you have

extracted the pith; just as after swallowing the good wine out of a

beautiful cup we examine its engraving and workmanship.

In all the barracks of ancient philosophy you will find this, that the

same workman publishes rules of temperance, and publishes at the same
time amorous and licentious writings. ^And Xenophon, in the bosom
of Clinias, wrote against Aristippic sensuality. ^It is not that there is any

miraculous conversion stirring them by fits and starts. Rather it is this:

that Solon represents himself now as himself, now in the shape of a

lawgiver; now he speaks for the crowd, now for himself; and for him-

self he takes the free and natural rules, feeling sure of firm and entire

health.

Let great physicians cure the dangerous ills.

JUVENAL

^Antisthenes permits the sage to love, and to do in his own way what-

ever he finds opportune, without attention to the laws, inasmuch as he
is better advised than they, and has more knowledge of virtue. His

disciple Diogenes said to oppose reason to perturbations, confidence to

fortune, nature to laws.

^For delicate stomachs we need strict and artificial diets. ^Good
stomachs simply follow the prescriptions of their natural appetite. ^So

do our doctors, who eat the melon and drink the new wine while they

keep their patient tied down to syrups and slops.

"I do not know about their books," said the courtesan Lais, "or their

wisdom, or their philosophy, but those men knock at my door as often

as any others." Since our licentiousness always carries us beyond what
is lawful and permitted, men have often made the precepts and laws

of our life strict beyond universal reason.

None thinks he sins enough unless he sins

A little further than the laws permit.

JUVENAL

It would be desirable that there should be more proportion between
the command and the obedience; and a goal that we cannot reach seems

unjust. There is no man so good that if he placed all his actions and
thoughts under the scrutiny of the laws, he would not deserve hanging
ten times in his life—even such a man that it would be a very great loss

and very unjust to punish and destroy him.

Olus, what is it to thee
What he does with his skin, or she?

MABTIAL
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And one man might not offend the laws at all, who would not for all

that deserve in any degree to be praised as a virtuous man, ^and whom
philosophy would very justly cause to be whipped: ^so confused and
uneven is this relationship.

We have no wish to be good men according to God; we cannot be
so according to ourselves. Human wisdom has never yet come up to the

duties that she has prescribed for herself; and if she ever did come up
to them, she would prescribe herself others beyond, to which she would
ever aim and aspire, so hostile to consistency is our condition. ^Man
ordains that he himself shall be necessarily at fault. He is not very clever

to cut out his own duty by the pattern of a different nature than his

own. To whom does he prescribe what he expects no one to do? Is it

wrong of him not to do what it is impossible for him to do? The laws

which condemn us not to be able, themselves accuse us for not being

able.

^At worst, this deformed liberty to present ourselves in two aspects,

the actions in one fashion and the speeches in another, may be per-

missible for those who tell of things; but it cannot be so for those who
tell of themselves, as I do; I must go the same way with my pen as with

my feet. Life in society should have some relation to other lives. The
virtue of Cato was vigorous beyond the measure of his time; and for

a man who took a hand in governing others, a man dedicated to the

public service, it might be said that his was a righteousness, if not un-

righteous, at least vain and out of season. "^Even my own conduct, which
deviates by hardly an inch from the usual, nevertheless makes me some-

what unapproachable and unsociable to my generation. I do not know
if I am disgusted without reason with the world I frequent, but I do
know well that it would be without reason if I complained that it was
more disgusted with me than I am with it.

^The virtue assigned to the affairs of the world is a virtue with many
bends, angles, and elbows, so as to join and adapt itself to human
weakness; mixed and artificial, not straight, clean, constant, or purely

innocent. The annals to this day reproach one of our kings for having

given in too simply to the conscientious persuasions of his confessor.

Affairs of state have bolder precepts

:

Let him who would be pure from courts retire.

LUCAN

I once tried to employ in the service of public dealings ideas and rules

for living as crude, green, unpolished—or unpolluted—as they were born

in me or derived from my education, and which I use, ^if not ^con-

veniently, ^at least surely, ^in private matters: a scholastic and novice

virtue. I found them inept and dangerous for such matters. He who
walks in the crowd must step aside, keep his elbows in, step back or

advance, even leave the straight way, according to what he encounters.

He must live not so much according to himself as according to others,

not according to what he proposes to himself but according to what
others propose to him, according to the time, according to the men,

according to the business.
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•^Plato says that whoever escapes with clean breeches from handHng
the affairs of tlie world, escapes by a miracle. And he also says that

when he ordains that his philosopher shall be head of a government,

he does not mean a corrupted government like that of Athens, much less

one like ours, on which wisdom herself would waste her Latin. Just as

an herb transplanted to a soil very ill-suited to its nature will much
rather conform to it than reform it to suit itself.

^I feel that if I had to train myself thoroughly for such occupations,

I should need a great deal of change and reclothing for it. Even if I

had enough power over myself to do that (and why couldn't I, with

time and pains?), I wouldn't want to. By the little experience I have
had in that profession, I am just that much disgusted with it. I some-

times feel rising in my soul the fumes of certain temptations toward
ambition; but I stiffen and h6ld firm against them:

But thou, Catullus, persevere, persist.

CATULLUS

I am seldom summoned to public aflFairs, and I offer myself to them
just as little. '^Freedom and laziness, which are my ruling qualities, are

qualities diametrically opposite to that trade.

^We cannot distinguish the faculties of men; they have divisions

and boundaries that are delicate and hard to determine. To conclude

from the competence of a man's private life some competence for public

service is to conclude badly. One man guides himself well who does

not guide others well, *^and produces Essays, who cannot produce re-

sults; another ^directs a siege well who would direct a battle badly,

and talks well in private who would be bad at addressing a crowd or a

prince. In fact, to be able to do one is perhaps rather evidence of in-

ability to do the other than otherwise. ^I find that lofty minds are hardly

less adaptable to humble things than are humble minds to lofty things.

Is it credible that Socrates should have given the Athenians cause to

laugh at his expense because he never could count up the votes of his

tribe and make a report on them to the council? Truly, the veneration

I have for the perfections of that great man deserves that his fortune

should furnish such a magnificent example in excuse of my principal

imperfections.

^Our ability is cut up into little pieces. Mine has no breadth, and
its pieces are wretchedly few. Saturninus said to those who had con-

ferred on him full command: "Comrades, you have lost a good captain

to make a bad general."

Whoever boasts, in a sick age like this, that he employs a pure and
sincere virtue in the service of the world, either does not know what
virtue is, since our ideas grow corrupt with our conduct ( indeed, hear

them portray it, hear most of them glorying in their behavior and making
their rules; instead of portraying virtue, they portray injustice pure and
simple, and vice, and present it thus falsified for the education of

princes ) , or, if he does know, he boasts \^Tongly, and, say what he will,

does a thousand things of which his conscience accuses him. I would
willingly take Seneca's word about the experience he had in such cir-
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cumstances, provided he was willing to tell me about it openheartedly.

The most honorable mark of goodness in such a predicament is to ac-

knowledge freely our fault and that of others, to resist and hold back
with all our power the inclination toward evil, to go down that slope

unwillingly, to hope for the better and desire the better.

I perceive that in the strife that is tearing France to pieces and divid-

ing us into factions, each man labors to defend his cause—but even the

best of them resort to dissimulation and lying. Whoever would write

about them roundly would write about them rashly and harmfully. The
justest party is still a member of a worm-eaten and maggoty body. But
in such a body the least diseased member is called healthy; and quite

rightly, since our qualities have no titles except by comparison. Civic

innocence is measured according to the places and the times.

I should like very much to see in Xenophon a eulogy of Agesilaus

such as this: that Agesilaus, asked by a neighboring prince with whom
he had once been at war to let him pass across his territories, granted

the request, giving him passage across the Peloponnesus, and not only

did not imprison him or poison him, having him at his mercy, but wel-

comed him courteously, without doing him any harm. To natures like

Xenophon's, that would not be saying anything; elsewhere and in other

times men will take account of the honesty and magnanimity of such

an action. The wretched monkeys in our schools would have laughed

at it, so little does Spartan innocence resemble French.

We are not without virtuous men, but only by our standards. Who-
ever has morals established and regulated above his time, either let him
twist or blunt his rules, or, what I rather advise him, let him withdraw
apart and have nothing to do with us. What would he gain by it?

If I discern a man in holiness and virtue rare.

To a two-headed child this freak of nature I compare,
Or to a pregnant mule, or fish found 'neath the plowman's

share.

JUVENAL

We may regret better times, but not escape the present; we may wish

for different magistrates, but we must nevertheless obey those that are

here. And perhaps there is more merit in obeying the bad than the good.

As long as the image of the ancient and accepted laws of this monarchy
shines in some corner, there will I be planted. If by bad fortune they

come to contradict and interfere with each other, and produce two sides

dubious and difficult to choose between, my choice is hkely to be to

steal away and escape from that tempest; in the meantime nature may
lend me a hand, or the hazards of war. Between Caesar and Pompey
I should have declared myself openly. But among those three robbers^^

who came after, I should have had either to hide, or to follow with the

wind, which I consider permissible when reason no longer guides.

Whither do you leave the course?

vniGEL

'" Antony, Octavian, Lepidus.
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This stuflBng is a little out of my subject. I go out of my way, but

rather by license than carelessness. My ideas follow one another, but

sometimes it is from a distance, and look at each other, but with a side-

long glance. ^1 have run my eyes over a certain dialogue of Plato,^* a

fantastic motley in two parts, the beginning part about love, all the rest

about rhetoric. The ancients do not fear these changes, and with won-

derful grace they let themselves thus be tossed in the wind, or seem to.

^The titles of my chapters do not always embrace their matter; often

they only denote it by some sign, like those other ^titles. The Maid of

Andros, The Eunuch,^^ or those other ^names, Sulla, Cicero, Torquatus.

I love the poetic gait, by leaps and gambols. ^It is an art, as Plato says,

light, flighty, daemonic. There are works of Plutarch's in which he for-

gets his theme, in which the treatment of his subject is found only in-

cidentally, quite smothered in foreign matter. See his movements in

"The Daemon of Socrates." Lord, what beauty there is in these lusty

sallies and this variation, and more so the more casual and accidental

they seem.

It is the inattentive reader who loses my subject, not I. Some word
about it will always be found off in a corner, which will not fail to be

suflScient, though it takes little room. '^I seek out change indiscrimi-

nately and tumultuously. ^My style and my mind alike go roaming.

^"A man must be a little mad if he does not want to be even more
stupid," "^say the precepts of our masters, and even more so their ex-

amples.

^A thousand poets drag and languish prosaically; but the best an-

cient prose—'^and I scatter it here indiscriminately as verse—^shines

throughout with the vigor and boldness of poetry, and gives the effect

of its frenzy. To poetry we must certainly concede mastery and pre-

eminence in speech. ^The poet, says Plato, seated on the tripod of the

Muses, pours out in a frenzy whatever comes into his mouth, like the

spout of a fountain, without ruminating and weighing it; and from

him escape things of different colors and contradictory substance in an

intermittent flow. He himself is utterly poetic, and the old theology

is poetry, the scholars say, and the first philosophy. It is the original

language of the Gods.

^I want the matter to make its own divisions. It shows well enough
where it changes, where it concludes, where it begins, where it resumes,

without my interlacing it with words, with hnks and seams introduced

for the benefit of weak or heedless ears, and without writing glosses on

myself. Who is there that would not rather not be read than be read

sleepily or in passing? ^Nothing is so useful that it can be of value when
taken on the run [Seneca]. If to take up books were to take them in,

and if to see them were to consider them, and to run through them were
to grasp them, I should be wrong to make myself out quite as ignorant

as I say I am.

^Since I cannot arrest the attention of the reader by weight, it is

^8 The Phaedrus.
19 Two comedies of Terence.
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all to the good if I chance to arrest it by my embroilment. "True, but

he will afterward repent of having wasted his time over it." That may
be, but still he will have wasted his time over it. And then there are

natures like that, in whom understanding breeds disdain, who will think

the better of me because they will not know what I mean. They will

conclude that my meaning is profound from its obscurity, which, to

speak in all earnest, I hate very strongly, and I would avoid it if I could

avoid myself. Aristotle somewhere boasts of affecting it: blameworthy
affectation!

^Because such frequent breaks into chapters as I used at the begin-

ning seemed to me to disrupt and dissolve attention before it was
aroused, making it disdain to settle and collect for so little, I have begun
making them longer, requiring fixed purpose and assigned leisure. In

such an occupation, if you will not give a man a single hour, you will

not give him anything. And you do nothing for a man for whom you
do nothing except while doing something else. Besides, perhaps I have

some personal obligation to speak only by halves, to speak confusedly,

to speak discordantly.

^I was about to say that I am ill-disposed toward that kill-joy reason;

and that if those extravagant projects that torment our lives, and those

wondrously subtle ideas, have any truth in them, I consider it too ex-

pensive and inconvenient. On the contrary, I apply myself to make use

of vanity itself, and asininity, if it brings me any pleasure, and let myself

follow my natural inclinations without examining them too closely.

I have seen elsewhere-" ruined houses, and statues both divine and
human: it is always man we are dealing with. All that is true; and yet I

could not revisit the tomb of that great and mighty city so often that

I would not marvel at it and revere it. The care of the dead is recom-

mended to us. Now, I have been brought up from childhood with these

dead. I was familiar with the affairs of Rome long before I was with

those of my own house. I knew the Capitol and its location before I

knew the Louvre, and the Tiber before the Seine. I have had the abili-

ties and fortunes of Lucullus, Metellus, and Scipio more in my head
than those of any of our men. They are dead. So indeed is my father,

as completely as they; and he has moved as far from me and from life

in eighteen years as they have in sixteen hundred. Nevertheless I do
not cease to embrace and cherish his memory, his friendship, and his

society, in a union that is perfect and very much alive.

Indeed, by inclination I pay greater service to the dead. They can

no longer help themselves; therefore they need my help all the more, it

seems to me. It is here that gratitude shows in its proper luster. A
benefit is less richly bestowed when there is reciprocity and return.

Arcesilaus, visiting ^Ctesibius, ^who was sick, and finding him poorly

off, very quietly slipped under his pillow some money he was giving

him; and by concealing it from him, gave him also release from grati-

20 Elsewhere than in Rome. Montaigne's mind is already so full of Rome as he

starts this paragraph tliat he seems to forget he has not yet mentioned it in this con-

nection.
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tude. Those who have deserved friendship and gratitude from me have
never lost it through being no longer there; I have paid them better and
more carefully in their absence and ignorance. I speak more aflFection-

ately of my friends when there is no way left for them to know of it.

Now, I have started a hundred quarrels in defense of Pompey and
for the cause of Brutus. This friendship still endures between us; even
present things we hold only by imagination. Finding myself useless for

this age, I throw myself back upon that other, and am so bewitched by
it that the state of that ancient Rome, free, just, and flourishing ( for I

love neither her birth nor her old age ) , interests me passionately. There-
fore I cannot revisit so often the site of their streets and houses and those

ruins stretching deep down to the Antipodes, that I do not muse over
them. ^Is it by nature or by an error of the imagination that the sight

of the places we know were frequented and inhabited by people whose
memory is held in honor, somehow stirs us more than hearing the story

of their deeds or reading their writings? Such is the power of places to

call tip memories. And in this city this is infinite; for wherever we walk
we set our foot on history [Cicero]. ^I Hke to reflect on their faces, their

bearing, and their clothes. I chew over those great names between my
teeth and make them resound in my ears. ^I venerate them and always
rise to honor such great names [Seneca]. ^Of things that are in some
part great and admirable, I admire even the common parts. I would
enjoy seeing them talk, walk, and sup. It would be ingratitude to de-
spise the remains and images of so many worthy and most vaHant men,
whom I have seen live and die, and who give us so many good instruc-

tions by their example, if we only knew how to follow them.

And then, this very Rome that we behold deserves our love, allied

for so long and by so many claims to our crown: the only common and
universal city. The sovereign magistrate who commands there is ac-

knowledged equally elsewhere. It is the metropolitan city of all Chris-

tian nations; the Spaniard and the Frenchman, every man is at home
there. To be one of the princes of that state one need only be of Chris-

tendom, wherever it may be. There is no place here below that heaven
has embraced with such favorable influence and such constancy. Her
very ruin is glorious and stately:

^More precious for her memorable ruins.

SIDONTTOS APOLLINARIS

^Even in the tomb she retains some marks and the picture of empire.

^That it may he manifest that in one place "Nature rejoiced in her work
[Pliny].

^Some might blame themselves and rebel inwardly at being tickled

by so vain a pleasure. Our humors are not too vain if they are pleasant;

whatever they may be, if they give constant contentment to a man
capable of common sense, I would not have the heart to pity him,

I owe much to Fortune in that up to this point she has done nothing
hostile to me, at least nothing beyond my endurance. Might it not be
her way to leave in peace those who do not trouble her?
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The more a man himself denies,

The more to that man Heaven supphes.
Since I am naked, I aspire

To join the men who nought desire . . .

For they lack much who much require.

HORACE

If she continues, she will send me hence well contented and satisfied:

For nothing more do I annoy the gods.

HORACE

But beware the crash. There are thousands who are wrecked in port.

I easily console myself for what will happen here when I am here

no longer; present things keep me busy enough.

The rest I leave to Fortune.

OVID

Besides, I do not have that strong bond that they say attaches men to

the future by the children who bear their name and their honor;-^ and
perhaps I ought to desire them all the less, if they are so desirable. I

am only too much attached to the world and to this life by myself. I

am content to be in Fortune's grip by the circumstances strictly neces-

sary to my existence, without extending her jurisdiction over me in

other directions; and I have never thought that to be without children

was a want that should make life less complete and less contented. The
sterile profession has its advantages too. Children are numbered among
the things that we have no great reason to desire, especially at this time

when it would be so hard to make them good. ^Nothing good can be

produced now, so corrupted are the seeds [Tertullian]. ^And yet, once

acquired, they give one good reason to regret their loss.

He who left me in charge of my house predicted that I was due to

ruin it, considering how little I was inclined toward domesticity. He
was mistaken; here I am as when I first came into it, if not a little better

off; yet without public ofiice and without benefice.

For the rest, if Fortune has done me no violent or extraordinary

injury, neither has she done me any great favor. All her gifts that my
house enjoys were there more than a hundred years before me. For
my own part I possess no essential and solid benefit that I owe to her

liberaHty. She has done me some windy favors, honorary and titular,

without substance, and, in truth, did not merely grant them, but offered

them to me unasked, Lord knows; to me who am wholly material, whom
only reality satisfies, and a very massive reality, and who, if I dared con-

fess it, should not judge avarice much less excusable than ambition, or

pain less to be avoided than shame, or health less desirable than learn-

ing, or riches than nobility.

Among her empty favors there is none that so pleases that silly

humor in me which feeds upon it, as an authentic bull of Roman citi-

21 Montaigne had one daughter, but no sons.
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zenship, which was granted to me lately when I was there, pompous
in seals and gilt letters, and granted with all gracious liberality. And
because these bulls are given in various styles, more or less favorable,

and because before I had seen one I would have been very glad to have
been shown their formula, I will, to satisfy some person, if anyone is

sick with the same curiosity as mine, transcribe it here in due form:

ON THE REPORT MADE TO THE SENATE BY ORAZIO MASSIMI,
MABZO CECIO, ALESSANDRO MUTI, CONSERVATORS OF OUR FAIR
CITY, CONCERNING THE RIGHT OF ROMAN CITIZENSHIP TO BE
GRANTED TO THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS MICHEL DE MONTAIGNE,
KNIGHT OF THE ORDER OF SAINT MICHAEL AND GENTLEMAN OF
THE CHAMBER IN ORDINARY TO THE MOST CHRISTIAN KING, THE
SENATE AND PEOPLE OF ROME HAVE DECREED:

Considering that, by ancient custom and practice, those men have
ever been adopted among us with ardor and eagerness, who, dis-

tinguished in virtue and nobility, have been greatly useful and orna-

mental to our Republic, or might be so in the future; We, deeply
moved by the example and authority of our ancestors, resolve that

we should imitate and follow this noble custom. Wherefore, since

the most illustrious Michel de Montaigne, Knight of the Order of
Saint Michael, and Gentleman of the Chamber in ordinary to the

Most Christian King, is most zealous for the Roman name, and, by
the honor and distinction of his family and his own virtuous merits,

most woHhy to be admitted to Roman citizenship by the supreme
judgment and will of the Senate and People of Rome: it has pleased

the Senate and People of Rome that the most illustrious Michel de
Montaigne, adorned with all qualities and very dear to this noble
people, should be inscribed as a Roman citizen, himself and his pos-

terity, and invested with all the advantages and honors enjoyed by
those who were born Citizens and Patricians of Rome, or who have
been made, such by the best of rights. Wherein the Senate and
People of Rome consider that they do not so much confer the Rights

of Citizenship on him as a gift, as pay them as a debt, nor do him
more benefit than they receive from him, who, in accepting this Citi-

zenship, gives a singular ornament and honor to the City itself.

Which Senatus-Consultus these Conservators have caused to be
transcribed by the secretaries of the Roman Senate and People and
deposited in the archives of the Capitol, and have had this act drawn
up and sealed with the common seal of the City. In the year 2331
since the foundation of Rome, A.D. 1581, 13th of March.

Ora-zio Fosco

Secretary of the Sacred Senate

and of the People of Rome

ViNCENTE MaRTOLI
Secretary of the Sacred Senate

and of the People of Rome^^

2- Montaigne quotes the entire document in the original Latin. He tells of the

trouble he had in obtaining it in his Travel Journal ( April 5, 1581 )

.
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Being a citizen of no city, I am very pleased to be one of the noblest

city that ever was or ever will be. If others examined themselves atten-

tively, as I do, they would find themselves, as I do, full of inanity and
nonsense. Get rid of it I cannot without getting rid of myself. We are

all steeped in it, one as much as another; but those who are aware of

it are a little better off—though I don't know.
This common attitude and habit of looking elsewhere than at our-

selves has been very useful for our own business. We are an object

that fills us with discontent; we see nothing in us but misery and vanity.

In order not to dishearten us. Nature has very appropriately thrown
the action of our vision outward. We go forward with the current, but
to turn our course back toward ourselves is a painful movement: thus

the sea grows troubled and turbulent when it is tossed back on itself.

Look, says everyone, at the movement of the heavens, look at the pubhc,
look at that man's quarrel, at this man's pulse, at another man's will;

in short, always look high or low, or to one side, or in front, or behind
you.

It was a paradoxical command that was given us of old by that god
at Delphi: "Look into yourself, know yourself, keep to yourself; bring

back your mind and your will, which are spending themselves else-

where, into themselves; you are running out, you are scattering yourself;

concentrate yourself, resist yourself; you are being betrayed, dispersed,

and stolen away from yourself. Do you not see that this world keeps
its sight all concentrated inward and its eyes open to contemplate itself?

It is always vanity for you, within and without; but it is less vanity when
it is less extensive. Except for you, O man," said that god, "each thing

studies itself first, and, according to its needs, has limits to its labors and
desires. There is not a single thing as empty and needy as you, who
embrace the universe: you are the investigator without knowledge, the

magistrate without jurisdiction, and all in all, the fool of tlie farce."

10 Of husbanding your will

^In comparison with most men, few things touch me, or, to put it

better, hold me; for it is right that things should touch us, provided they
do not possess us. I take great care to augment by study and reasoning
this privilege of insensibility, which is naturally well advanced in me.
I espouse, and in consequence grow passionate about, few things. My
sight is clear, but I fix it on few objects; my sensitivity is delicate and
tender. But my perception and application are hard and deaf: I do not
engage myself easily. As much as I can, I employ myself entirely upon
myself; and even in that subject I would still fain bridle my affection

and keep it from plunging in too entirely, since this is a subject that I
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possess at the mercy of others, and over which fortune has more right

than I have. So tliat even in regard to health, which I so esteem, I ought

not to desire it and give myself to it so frantically as to find illnesses

therefore unbearable. ^One must moderate oneself between hatred of

pain and love of pleasure; and Plato prescribes a middle way of life be-

tween the two.

^But the passions that distract me from myself and attach me else-

where, those in truth I oppose with all my strength. My opinion is that

we must lend ourselves to others and give ourselves only to ourselves.

If my will happened to be prone to mortgage and attach itself, I would
not last: I am too tender, both by nature and by practice.

Fleeing affairs, and born in idle ease.

OVID

To engage in contested disputes only to see my opponent get the better

of me, or to have to turn back red-faced after giving hot pursuit, might
well vex me cruelly. If I were to bite off as much as others do, my soul

would never have the strength to bear the alarms and emotions that

afflict those who embrace so much; it would be put out of joint from the

start by this inner agitation.

If people have sometimes pushed me into the management of other

men's affaii's, I have promised to take them in hand, not in lungs and
liver; to take them on my shoulders, not incorporate them into me; to be
concerned over them, yes; to be impassioned over them, never. I look

to them, but I do not brood over them. I have enough to do to order

and arrange the domestic pressures that oppress my entrails and veins,

without giving myself the trouble of adding extraneous pressures to

them; I am enough involved in my essential, proper, and natural affairs,

without inviting in foreign ones.

Those who know how much they owe to themselves, and for how
many duties they are obligated to themselves, find that nature has given

them in tliis a commission full enough and not at all idle. You have quite

enough to do at home; don't go away.

Men give themselves for hire. Their faculties are not for them, they

are for those to whom they enslave themselves; their tenants are at home
inside, not they. This common humor I do not like. We must husband
the freedom of our soul and mortgage it only on the right occasions;

which are in very small number, if we judge sanely. See the people who
have been taught to let themselves be seized and carried away: they do
so everywhere, in little things as in big, in what does not touch them as

in what does; they push in indiscriminately wherever there is business

•^and involvement, ^and are without life when they are without tumul-

tuous agitation. ^They are in business for business' sake [Seneca]. They
seek business only for busyness.

It is not that they want to be on the go, so much as that they cannot

keep still; no more nor less than a stone that has started falling, and that

does not stop until it comes to rest. Occupation is to a certain manner
of people a mark of ability and dignity. '^Their mind seeks its repose in
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movement, like children in the cradle. They may be said to be as service-

able to their friends as they are importunate to themselves. No one dis-

tributes his money to others, everyone distributes his time and his life

on them. There is nothing of which we are so prodigal as of the only

things in which avarice would be useful to us and laudable.

I take a wholly different attitude. I keep myself to myself, and com-

monly desire mildly what I desire, and desire little; occupy and busy

myself likewise: rarely and tranquilly. Whatever they desire and take in

hand, they do with all their will and vehemence. There are so many

bad spots that, for greatest safety, we must slide over this world a bit

Hghtly and on the surface. ^We must glide over it, not break through

into it. ^Even sensual pleasure is painful in its depth:

Treacherous ashes hide

The fires through which you stride.

HORACE

Messieurs of Bordeaux^ elected me mayor of their city when I was

far from France and still farther from such a thought. I excused myself,

but I was informed that I was wrong, since the king's command also

figured in the matter. It is an office that must appear all the handsomer

for this, that it has no remuneration or gain other than the honor of its

execution. The term is two years; but it can be extended by a second

election, which happens very rarely. This was done in my case, and had

been done only twice before: some years earlier to Monsieur de Lansac,

and recently to Monsieur de Biron, Marshal of France, to whose place

I succeeded; and I left mine to Monsieur de Matignon, also Marshal

of France, proud of such noble company,

^Each a good minister in peace and war.

VIRGIL

^Fortune willed to have a hand in my promotion by this particular cir-

cumstance that she put in of her own. Not wholly vain: for Alexander

disdained the Corinthian ambassadors who were offering him citizen-

ship in their city; but when they came to tell him that Bacchus and Her-

cules were also on that list, he thanked them graciously for their offer.

On my arrival I deciphered myself to them faithfully and conscien-

tiously, exactly such as I feel myself to be: without memory, without

vigilance, without experience, and without vigor; also without hate,

without ambition, without avarice, and without violence; so that they

should be informed and instructed about what they were to expect of my
service. And because their knowledge of my late father had alone incited

them to this, and their honor for his memory,^ I added very clearly that

1 The jurats, who fornied a sort of municipal council.

2 Probably Montaigne sincerely believed this; but it now seems more likely

that he was elected because he was the man most acceptable to all four royal per-

sonages concerned with the election: Henry III, Catherine de' Medici, Henry of

Navarre, and Margaret of Valois. See Alexandre Nicolai, Les Belles Amies de

Montaigne (1950), pp. 135-45.
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I should be very sorry if anything whatsoever were to weigh so heavily

on my will as their affairs and their city had formerly done on his, while

he was administering it in this same spot to which they had called me.

I remembered in my boyhood having seen him old, his soul cruelly

agitated by this public turmoil, forgetting the sweet air of his home, to

which the weakness of years had attached him long since, and his house-

hold and his health; and, truly heedless of his life, which he nearly lost

in this, engaged for them in long and painful journeys. He was like that;

and this disposition in him sprang from a great goodness of nature: there

was never a more kindly and public-spirited soul.

This course, which I commend in others, I do not love to follow, and

I am not without excuse. He had heard it said that we must forget our-

selves for our neighbor, that the individual was not to be considered at all

in comparison with the general.

Most of the rules and precepts of the world take this course of push-

ing us out of ourselves and driving us into the market place, for the bene-

fit of pubHc society. They thought to achieve a fine result by diverting

and distracting us from ourselves, assuming that we were attached to

ourselves only too much and by too natural a bond; and they have spared

no words to that end. For it is not new for the sages to preach things

as they serve, not as they are. ^Truth has its inconveniences, disadvan-

tages, and incompatibihties with us. We must often be deceived that

we may not deceive ourselves, and our eyes sealed, our understanding

stunned, in order to redress and amend them. For it is the ignorant who
judge, and they must frequently he deceived, lest they err [Quintilian].

^When they order us to love three, four, fifty degrees of things before

ourselves, they imitate the technique of the archers who, to hit the mark,

take aim a great distance above the target. To straighten a bent stick

you bend it back the other way.

I think tliat in the temple of Pallas, as we see in all other religions,

there were apparent mysteries to be shown to the people, and other

mysteries, more secret and high, to be shown only to those who were
initiated. It is likely that among the latter is to be found the true point

of the friendship that each man owes to himself. Not '^a false friendship,

that makes us embrace glory, learning, riches, and such things with para-

mount and immoderate affection, as members of our being; nor ^an over-

indulgent and undiscriminating friendship, in which it happens as we
see with ivy, that it decays and ruins the wall it clings to; but a salutary

and well-regulated friendship, useful and pleasant ahke. He who knows
its duties and practices them, he is truly of the cabinet of the Muses; he

has attained the summit of human wisdom and of our happiness. This

man, knowing exactly what he owes to himself, finds it in his part that he

is to apply to himself his experience of other men and of the world, and,

in order to do so, contribute to public society the duties and services

within his province. ^He who lives not at all unto others, hardly lives

unto himself. He who is a friend to himself, know that that man is a

friend to all [Seneca].

^The main responsibility of each of us is his own conduct; ^and that
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is what we are here for. ^Just as anyone who should forget to live a good
and saintly life, and think he was quit of his duty by guiding and train-

ing others to do so, would be a fool; even so he who abandons healthy

and gay living of his own to serve others thereby, takes, to my taste, a

bad and unnatural course.

I do not want a man to refuse, to the charges he takes on, attention,

steps, words, and sweat and blood if need be:

To die for what is dear,

Country or friends, I do not fear.

HORACE

But this is by way of loan and accidentally, the mind holding itself ever

in repose and in health, not without action, but without vexation, with-

out passion. Simply to act costs it so Httle that it is acting even in sleep.

But it must be set in motion with discretion. For the body receives the

loads that are placed on it exactly according as they are; the mind often

extends them and makes them heavier to its cost, giving them the meas-

urements it sees fit. We do hke things with different degrees of effort

and tension of the will. The one goes very well without the other.^ For

how many people risk themselves every day in the wars, which are no
concern to them, and press forward to ihe dangers of battles, the loss of

which will not trouble their next night's sleep! This man in his own
house, outside of this danger which he would not have dared to face, is

more passionate about the outcome of this war, and more worked up in

his soul about it, than the soldier who is spending his blood and his life

in it.

I have been able to take part in public oflBce without departing one

nail's breadth from myself, ^and to give myself to others without taking

myself from myself. ^This fierceness and violence of desire hinders more
than it serves the performance of what we undertake, fills us with im-

patience toward things that come out contrary or late, and with bitter-

ness and suspicion toward the people we deal with. We never conduct

well the thing that possesses and conducts us:

^Passion handles all things ill.

STATTUS

^He who employs in it only his judgment and skill proceeds more gaily.

He feints, he bends, he postpones entirely at his ease according to the

need of the occasions; he misses the target without torment or affliction,

and remains intact and ready for a new undertaking; he always walks

bridle in hand. In the man who is intoxicated with a violent and tyran-

nical intensity of purpose we see of necessity much imprudence and

injustice; the impetuosity of his desire carries him away. These are reck-

less movements, and, unless fortune lends them a great hand, of little

fruit.

Philosophy wills that in chastising injuries received we keep anger

3 Action without passion.
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out of it, not so that the vengeance may be less, but on the contrary so

that it may be all the better dealt out and heavier; which purposes, so

philosophy thinks, this impetuosity hinders. *^Not only does anger con-

fuse, but of itself it also tires, the arms of those who chastise. That fire

benumbs and consumes their strength. ^As in precipitancy—more haste,

less speed [Quintus Curtius]—haste trips itself up, hobbles and stops

itself. ^Speed gets itself tangled up [Seneca]. ^For example, according

to what I see by ordinary experience, avarice has no greater impediment
than itself: the more tense and vigorous it is, the less fertile it is. Com-
monly it catches riches more promptly when masked with an image of

Hberality.

A friend of mine, a gentleman and a very fine man, nearly drove him-
self out of his mind by too passionate an attention and devotion to the

affairs of a prince, his master. And that master* thus portrayed himself

to me: that he sees the gravity of accidents like anyone else, but in those

that have no remedy he at once makes up his mind to bear them; in the

others, after making the necessary provisions, which he can do promptly
thanks to his quick-wittedness, he composedly awaits what may ensue.

In truth, I have seen him at work, maintaining a great nonchalance and
freedom in his actions and countenance throughout very great and
thorny affairs. I find him greater and more capable in bad fortune than
in good; ^his losses are more glorious to him than his victories, and his

grief than his triumph.

^Consider that even in actions which are vain and frivolous, in chess,

tennis, and the like, this fierce and ardent involvement of an impetuous
desire instantly casts the mind and limbs into thoughtlessness and dis-

order: we daze and hamper ourselves. He who bears himself more mod-
erately toward winning and losing is always self-possessed. The less he
becomes excited and impassioned about the game, the more advan-
tageously and surely he plays it.

Moreover, we impede the mind's grasp and grip by giving it so many
things to seize*. Some must be simply presented to it, others attached to

it, others incorporated into it. It can see and feel all things, but it should

feed only on itself, and should be instructed about what properly con-

cerns it and what is properly of its own possession and its own substance.

The laws of Nature teach us what we rightly need. When the sages tell

us that according to Nature no one is indigent and that everyone is so

according to opinion, they distinguish subtly between the desires that

come from her and those that come from the disorder of our imagination;

in this way: those whose limits we can see are hers, those that flee before

us and whose end we cannot reach are ours. Poverty of goods is easy to

cure, poverty of soul impossible.

^For if what is enough for man could be enough.
It were enough; but since it is not, how can I

Suppose that any wealth my soul could satisfy?

LUCILIUS, QUOTED BY NONIUS MARCELLUS

* Henry of Navarre.
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Socrates, seeing a great quantity of riches, jewels, and costly articles

carried in pomp through his city, said: "How many things I do not de-

sire!" ^Metrodorus lived on twelve ounces a day, Epicurus on less;

Metrocles slept in winter with the sheep, in summer in the cloisters of

the churches. ^Nature supplies what it demands [Seneca]. Cleanthes

lived by his hands and boasted that Cleanthes, if he wanted, could feed

still another Cleanthes.

^If what Nature flatly and originally demands of us for the preserva-

tion of our being is too little—as indeed, there is no better way of ex-

pressing how little that is and how cheaply our life can be maintained

than by this consideration, that it is so little as to escape the grasp and
shock of fortune by its very littleness—then let us grant ourselves some-

thing further: let us also call the habits and condition of each of us

nature; let us rate and treat ourselves according to this measmre, let us

stretch our appurtenances and our accounts that far. For in going thus

far we certainly seem to me to have some justification. Habit is a second

nature, and no less powerful. <^What my habit lacks, I hold that I lack.

^And I would almost as soon be deprived of life as have it reduced and
cut down very far from the state in which I have hved it for so long.

I am no longer headed for any great change or inclined to plunge

into a new and untried way of life, not even a better one. It is too late to

become other than I am. And as I would be sorry about any great good

fortune that might now fall into my hands, because it would not come at

a time when I could enjoy it—

What good are Fortune's gifts if I'm denied their use?

HORACE

—^so likewise P would complain of any inward acquisition. It is almost

better never to become a good man than so late, or an expert in living

when one has no more life. I, who am on my way out, would readily

resign to anyone who came along what wisdom I am learning for deal-

ing with the world. Mustard after dinner. I have no use for a good thing

of which I can make no use. What good is knowledge to a man who no

longer has a head? It is an insult and unkindness of fortune to offer us

presents which fill us with a just resentment that they failed us in their

season. Guide me no more, I can go no more. Of all the parts that abil-

ity has, patience is enough for us. Give the capacity of an excellent

treble to a singer who has rotten lungs, and eloquence to a hermit rele-

gated to the deserts of Arabia!

^ The remainder of this paragraph and the three paragraphs that follow replace

the following nmch shorter passage that appeared in the 1588 edition: "Likewise

I achieve little reform in wisdom for the use and society of the world without regret

that this unprovement has come to me so late, and that I have no more leisure to

use it: henceforth I need no other ability than endurance against death and old

age. What is the use of a new knowledge of life in such a decHne, and new skill

to lead me in this path in which I have only three steps left to walk? Just to see,

go and teach rhetoric to a man relegated to the deserts of Arabia. We need no art

for a fall."
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^We need no art for a fall; ^the end is found of itself at the conclu-

sion of every task. My world is done for, my form is emptied; I belong
entirely to the past, and I am bound to recognize it and conform my
departure to it.

I want to mention this as an example: that the recent eclipsing of

ten days by the Pope® has so taken me aback that I cannot feel com-
fortable with it. I belong to the years in which we reckoned differently.

Such an ancient and long practice claims me and calls me back to it. I

am constrained to be a bit of a heretic on that point, incapable of inno-

vation, even when it is corrective. My imagination, in spite of me, is

always casting itself ten days forward or back and muttering in my ears

:

"This rule concerns those who are yet to be."

If health itself, sweet as it is, happens to revisit me by fits and starts,

it is rather in order to make me regret it than to return into my pos-

session; I no longer have anywhere to harbor it. Time is forsaking me;
without it nothing can be possessed. Oh, what little account I should

make of those great elective dignities I see in the world which are given

only to men ready to depart; in which people do not consider so much
how well the duties will be discharged as how briefly they will be dis-

charged. Right from their entry people look to their exit.

^In short, here I am in the act of finishing up this man, not of mak-
ing another out of him. By long usage this form of mine has turned
into substance, and fortune into nature.

So I say that every one of us feeble creatures is excusable for con-

sidering as his own what is comprised under this measure.^ But it is

also true that beyond these limits there is nothing left but confusion.

This is the broadest extent that we can grant to our claims. The more
we amplify our need and our possession, the more we involve ourselves

in the blows of fortune and adversity. The range of our desires should
be circumscribed and restrained to a narrow limit of the nearest and
most contiguous good things; and moreover their course should be di-

rected not in a straight line that ends up elsewhere, but in a circle whose
two extremities by a short sweep meet and terminate in ourselves.

Actions that are perfonned without this reflexive movement, I mean
a searching and genuine reflexive movement—the actions, for example,
of the avaricious, the ambitious, and so many others who run in a straight

hne, whose course carries them ever forward—are erroneous and dis-

eased actions.

Most of our occupations are low comedy. The whole world plays a
part [Petronius]. We must play our part duly, but as the part of a bor-

rowed character. Of the mask and appearance we must not make a real

essence, nor of what is foreign what is our very own. We cannot dis-

tinguish the skin from the shirt. ^It is enough to make up our face, with-

out making up our heart. ^I see some who transform and transubstan-

8 The reform of the calendar by Gregory XIII, adopted in France in 1582.
"^ The measure mentioned six paragraphs earher, by which habitual needs are

counted as natural.
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tiate themselves into as many new shapes and new beings as they under-

take jobs, who are prelates to their very liver and intestines, and drag

their position with them even into their privy. I cannot teach them to

distinguish the tips of the hat that are for them from those that are for

their office, or their retinue, or their mule. They give themselves up so

much to their fortune that they even unlearn their natures [Quintus

Curtius]. They swell and inflate their soul and their natural speech to

the height of their magisterial seat.

The mayor and Montaigne have always been two, with a very clear

separation. For all of being a lawyer or a financier, we must not ignore

the knavery there is in such callings. An honest man is not accountable

for the vice or stupidity of his trade, and should not therefore refuse to

practice it: it is the custom of his country, and there is profit in it. We
must live in the world and make the most of it such as we find it. But

the judgment of an emperor should be above his imperial power, and

see and consider it as an extraneous accident; and he should know how
to find pleasure in himself apart, and to reveal himself like any Jack or

Peter, at least to himself.

I do not know how to involve myself so deeply and so entirely. When
my will gives me over to one party, it is not with so violent an obligation

that my understanding is infected by it. In the present broils of this

state, my own interest has not made me blind to either the laudable

qualities in our adversaries or those that are reproachable in the men
I have followed. <^People adore everything that is on their side; as for

me, I do not even excuse most of the things that I see on mine. A good

work does not lose its grace for pleading against my cause.

^Except for the knot of the controversy I have maintained my equa-

nimity and pure indifference. ^And beyond the necessities of war I bear

no special hatred [adapted from Livy]. ^For which I am pleased with

myself, inasmuch as I see men commonly fail in the opposite direction.

^Let him make use of passion who cannot make use of reason [Cicero].

^Those who prolong their anger and hatred beyond the affairs in ques-

tion, as most men do, show that it comes from another part of them and
from a personal cause; just as a man who, cured of an ulcer, still has his

fever, shows that it had another, more hidden origin. ^The fact is that

they have no hatred for the cause in general and in so far as it hurts the

interest of all and of the state; they resent it only in that it galls them
in private. That is why they are stung by it with a personal passion and
beyond justice and public reason. For they did not all blame the terms

as a whole so much as they each blamed those that affected them indi-

vidually [Livy].

^I want the advantage to be for us, but I do not fly into a frenzy if

it is not. ^I adhere firmly to the healthiest of the parties, but I do not

seek to be noted as especially hostile to the others and beyond the

bounds of the general reason. I condemn extraordinarily this bad form
of arguing: "He is of the League, for he admires the grace of Monsieur

de Guise." "The activity of the king of Navarre amazes him: he is a

Huguenot." "He finds this to criticize in the king's morals: he is sedi-
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tious in his heart." And I did not concede even to the magistrate^ that

he was right to condemn a book for having placed a heretic among the

best poets of this century. Should we not dare say of a thief that he has

a fine leg? And if she is a whore, must she also necessarily have bad
breath?

In wiser ages, did they revoke the proud title of Capitolinus, which
they had previously given to Marcus Manlius as the preserver of public

religion and liberty? Did they smother the memory of his liberality and
his feats of arms and the military rewards accorded to his valor, because

he afterward aspired to kingship, to the prejudice of his country's laws?

If they have formed a hatred for an advocate, the next day in their

view he becomes ineloquent. I have elsewhere^ touched on the zeal that

impels good men into similar faults. For my part, I can perfectly well

say: "He does this wickedly and tliat virtuously." Likewise in predic-

tions or in the unfavorable outcome of affairs, they want everyone to be
blind and stupid in his own cause, and our conviction and judgment to

serve, not the truth, but the aim of our desire. I should rather err toward
the other extreme, so much do I fear being suborned by my desire. Be-

sides, I am somewhat tenderly distrustful of the things I wish for.

I have in my time seen wonders in the undiscerning and prodigious

ease with which peoples let their belief and hope be led and manipulated
in whatever way has pleased and served their leaders, passing over a

hundred mistakes one on top of the other, passing over phantasms and
dreams. I am no longer amazed at those who are hoodwinked by the

monkey tricks of Apollonius and Mohammed. Their sense and under-

standing is entirely smothered in their passion. Their discernment is left

no other choice than the one that smiles upon them and comforts their

cause.

I had observed this to a supreme degree in the first of our feverish

factions." This other,^^ which has been born since, in imitating it sur-

passes it. Wherefore I am led to believe that this is a characteristic in-

separable from popular errors. After the first one that starts out, the

others push each other forward, following the wind like waves. A man
is not a part of the body if he can renounce it, if he does not wander
along with the common movement. But truly we wrong the just sides

when we want to assist them with fraud. I have always opposed that

practice. It has effect only with sickly heads; with sane ones, there are

ways that are surer, as well as more honest, for keeping up their courage
and accounting for adverse events.

^Heaven has not seen, and will never again see, so grave a discord

as that between Caesar and Pompey. However, I seem to recognize in

those noble souls a great moderation toward one another. It was a
rivalry in honor and authority, which did not carry them away into furi-

8 The papal censor who examined the Essays when Montaigne was in Rome
in 1580-81 (Travel Journal, March 20, 1581).

9 Essays 1:32, "We Should Meddle Soberly with Judging Divine Ordinances."
1° The Protestants,
^^ The League.
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ous and undiscerning hatred, a rivalry without mahgnity and without
detraction. In their bitterest exploits I discover some remnant of respect

and good will; and thus I judge that if it had been possible, each of them
would have wished to do his business without the ruin of his fellow

rather than with his ruin. How differently it goes with Marius and Sulla!

Make a note of it.

We must not rush so frantically after our passions and interests. Just

as when I was young I opposed the progress of love, which I felt ad-

vancing too far upon me, and took care that it should not be so pleasing

to me as in the end to overpower me and hold me completely at its

mercy, so I do the same on all other occasions where my will is seized

with too strong an appetite. I lean in the opposite direction from its

inclination, as I see it plunging in and getting drunk with its own wine.

I avoid feeding its pleasure to such an extent that I can no longer regain

control of it without cruel loss.

The souls that through stupidity see things only by half enjoy this

good fortune, that harmful things hurt them less. It is a spiritual leprosy

that has some appearance of health, and such health as philosophy does

not scorn at all. But yet it is not right to call it wisdom, as we often do.

And in this manner someone in antiquity made fun of Diogenes, who,
in the depth of winter, stark naked, was embracing a snow figure as a

test of his endurance. Coming upon him in that posture, this man said

to him: "Are you very cold now?" "Not at all," answered Diogenes.

"Then," the other went on, "what diflBcult and exemplary thing do you
think you are doing by remaining there?" To measure the fortitude we
must necessarily know the suffering.

But the souls that will have to see adversities and the injuries of for-

tune in all their depth and sharpness, that will have to weigh them and
taste them according to their natural bitterness and their gravity, let

them employ their art to keep from entering into their causes and let

them turn aside from the approaches that lead to them. What did King
Cotys do? He paid liberally for the beautiful rich vessel that had been
offered to him; but because it was singularly fragile, he immediately
broke it himself, to remove early such an easy occasion for anger against

his servants. ^In like manner I have deliberately avoided having my
affairs mixed up with others', and have not sought to have my property

contiguous with that of my relations and of those with whom I am to be
joined by close friendship: whence ordinarily arise grounds for estrange-

ment and dissension.

''I used to be fond of games of chance with cards and dice. I gave
them up long ago for this reason only, that however good a face I put
on my losses, I did not fail to feel stung by them within.

A man of honor, who must take the giving of the lie or an affront to

heart, ^who is not one to take a silly excuse as payment and consolation

for his loss, ^should avoid letting doubtful affairs and contentious alter-

cations run their course.

I shun gloomy dispositions and surly men like those with the plague,

and in subjects that I cannot discuss disinterestedly and dispassionately

I do not meddle unless duty forces me to. ^It is better for them not to
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begin than to desist [Seneca]. ^The safest way, then, is to be prepared
before the occasions.

I know well that some wise men have taken another way, and have
not feared to grapple, and engage themselves to the quick, with many
subjects. Those men are sure of their strength, under which they take

cover in all kinds of adverse events, making their power of endurance
wrestle with the misfortunes:

As a great rock that juts out into the vast ocean.
Open to the wild winds, exposed to the sea's commotion.
Endures the entire power and threats of sky and deep.
Standing unmoved.

VIRGIL

Let us not tackle these examples; we would not come up to them. These
men obstinately determine to see resolutely and without perturbation

the ruin of their country, which possessed and commanded their entire

will. For our common souls there is too much effort and harshness in

that. Cato tlierefore abandoned the noblest life that ever was. We little

men must flee the storm from further away; we must try to avoid feel-

ing it, not try to endure it, and dodge the blows we cannot parry.

•^Zeno, seeing Chremonides, a young man he loved, come over to sit

beside him, promptly got up. And when Cleanthes asked him the reason,

he said: "I understand that the doctors principally prescribe rest and
forbid excitement for all kinds of tumors."

^Socrates does not say: "Do not surrender to the charms of beauty,

withstand it, make an effort to oppose it." "Flee from it," he says, "run

from the sight of it and from meeting it, as from a potent poison that

darts and strikes from afar." ^And his good disciple,^^ imagining or

recounting (but in my opinion recounting rather than imagining) the

rare perfections of the great Cyrus, makes him mistrustful of his powers
to withstand the charms of the divine beauty of the illustrious Panthea,

his captive, and has him commit the visiting and guarding of her to an-

other who had less liberty than he.

^And the Holy Ghost in like manner: Lead us not into temptation.

We do not pray that our reason may not be combated and overcome by
concupiscence, but that it may not even be tested by it, that we may
not be brought into a state where we even have to suffer the approaches,

solicitations, and temptations of sin; and we supplicate our Lord to keep
our conscience tranquil, fully and perfectly delivered from dealing with
evil.

^Those who say they have got the better of their vindictive passion

or of some other kind of painful passion often tell the truth as things are,

but not as they were. They speak to us when the causes of their error

have been fostered and developed by themselves. But go back further,

call these causes back to their beginning; there you will take them un-

provided. Do they expect their fault to be lesser for being older, and
the sequel of an unjust beginning to be just?

^He who desires the good of his country as I do, without getting

12 Xenophon.
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ulcers and growing thin over it, will be unhappy, but not stunned, to see

it threatened either with ruin or with conditions of survival no less ruin-

ous. Poor vessel, which the waves, the winds, and the pilot pull about

with such contrary purposes:

In such diverse ways,
Do pilot, winds, and waves impel.

BUCHANAN

He who does not gape after the favor of princes as a thing he can-

not do without is not much stung by the coolness of their reception and
countenance or by the inconstancy of their will. He who does not brood

over his children or his honors with a slavish fondness manages to live

comfortably after their loss. He who does good chiefly for his own satis-

faction is not much upset by seeing men judge his actions contrary to his

merit. A quarter of an ounce of patience is remedy enough against such

annoyances. I find myself well off with this recipe, buying myself off at

the beginning as cheaply as I can, and I feel that by means of it I have

escaped much travail and many diflBculties. With very little effort I

arrest this first movement of my emotions, and abandon the subject that

is beginning to weigh on me before it carries me away. ^He who does

not arrest the start has no chance to arrest the course. He who cannot

close the door to emotions will not drive them out once they are in. He
who cannot get the better of the beginning will not get the better of the

end. Nor will he withstand their fall who has been unable to withstand

their first stirring. For they drive themselves on by themselves when
once reason is abandoned; and weakness is self-indulgent and is carried

out to sea without knowing it, and finds no place to stand still [Cicero].

^I feel in time the little winds that come to test me out and murmur
within me, forerunners of the storm: Hhe mind is shaken long before it

is overpowered [Seneca]

:

^As when
The rising winds murmur, caught in some wooded glen,

Then roll roaring along, forecasting gales for sailors.

VERGIL

How many times have I done myself a very evident injustice to avert

the hazard of receiving an even worse one from the judges, after an age

of vexations, of vile and dirty practices, more hostile to my nature than

the rack and the flames! ^It is proper to shun lawsuits as much as is

permissible, and perhaps even a little more than is permissible. For it is

not only generous, but sometimes even profitable, to come down a little

from our rigJits [Cicero]. If we were really wise, we should rejoice and

boast, like the young man of a great family whom I heard one day in-

forming everyone with naive delight that his mother had just lost her

lawsuit, as if it were her cough, her fever, or something else troublesome

to keep. Even the favors that fortune might have given me by my kin-

ship or acquaintance with those who have sovereign authority in those

things, I have very conscientiously and insistently avoided using to the

prejudice of others or to raise my rights above their right value.
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In short, ^I have managed so well by my daily efforts—fortunately,

may I say—that here I am still virgin of lawsuits, which have not failed

to offer themselves to my service many times with a very just title, if

I had wanted to listen to them, and virgin of quarrels. I shall soon have
spent a long life without serious offense received or given, and without

having heard anything worse than my name: a rare favor of Heaven.

Our greatest agitations have ridiculous springs and causes. What
a disaster our last duke of Burgundy incurred because of a quarrel about

a cartload of sheepskins! And was not the engraving of a seal the first

and principal cause of the most horrible upheaval that this machine has

ever suffered?^^ For Pompey and Caesar are only the offshoots and the

sequel of the other two. And I have seen in my time the wisest heads in

this kingdom assembled, with great ceremony and public expense, for

treaties and accords of which the real decision meanwhile depended in

all sovereignty on the talk in the ladies' boudoir and the inclination of

some little woman. ^The poets understood this well who put Greece and
Asia to fire and sword for an apple. ^See why that man goes off to risk

his honor and his life with his sword and dagger; let him tell you whence
comes the source of this quarrel; he cannot do so without blushing, so

frivolous is the occasion of it.

At the beginning only a httle reflection is needed; but once you are

embarked, all the ropes start pulling. Then you need great resources,

much more difficult and important. ^How much easier it is not to go into

it than to get out of it! ^Now we should proceed in the opposite way
from the reed, which on first shooting up produces a long, straight stem,

but afterward, as if it had grown languid and out of breath, comes to

form frequent thick knots, like so many pauses, which show that it no
longer has this first vigor and constancy. We must rather begin gently

and coolly, and save our breath and our vigorous efforts for the thick

and culmination of the business. We guide affairs at their beginnings

and hold them at oiu: mercy; but afterward, when they are under way,

it is they that guide us and carry us away, and we have to follow them.

^Yet this is not to say that this plan has relieved me of all diflBculty,

and that I have not often had trouble curbing and bridling my passions.

They are not always to be governed according to the importance of the

occasion, and even their beginnings are often sharp and violent. At all

events, a fine saving and some profit may be derived from this plan,

except for those who in well-doing are not content with any profit if no
reputation is involved. For in trutli, such an action is valued only by
each man in himself. You are happier for it, but not more esteemed, if

you have reformed before joining in the dance and before the matter

was in view. At the same time, however, not only in this but in all other

duties of life, the road of those who aim at honor is very different from
the one followed by those whose goal is order and reason.

^I find some who enter the lists heedlessly and furiously, and slow

up in the charge. Plutarch says that those who through the vice of false

13 The rivalry of Marius and Sulla, caused by a seal that Sulla had engraved
to commemorate his victories over Jugurtha. "This machine" is of course the earth.
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shame are soft and easy in granting whatever they are asked, are after-

ward easy in faihng their word and recanting; by the same token, he
who enters a quarrel hghtly is apt to get out of it just as hghtly. This

same difficulty that keeps me from cutting into it would spur me on
when I was once stirred up and heated. It is a bad habit: once you are

in it, you must go through with it or burst. ^"Undertake softly," said

Bias, "but pursue hotly." ^For want of prudence men fall back into want
of courage, which is still less tolerable.

Most of the settlements of our quarrels nowadays are shameful and
dishonest: we seek only to save appearances, and meanwhile betray

and disavow our true intentions. We plaster over the fact: we know how
we have said it and in what sense, and those present know it, and our

friends, whom we wanted to have feel our advantage. It is at the ex-

pense of our frankness and of the honor of our courage that we disown

our thought, and seek rabbit-holes in falsehood in order to come to an

agreement. We give ourselves the lie to save the He we have given to

someone else.

You must not consider whether your action or your word may have

another interpretation; it is your true and sincere interpretation that

you must henceforth maintain, whatever it costs you. Your virtue and
your conscience are addressed; these are not parts to put behind a mask.

Let us leave these vile means and expedients to the chicanery of the

Palace of Justice.

The excuses and reparations that I see made every day to purge our

indiscretion seem to me uglier than indiscretion itself. It would be bet-

ter to offend your adversary once more than to offend yourself by mak-

ing such amends to him. You have defied him when you were moved
with anger, and you are going to appease and flatter him when you are

in a more sober and affable mood; thus you are giving way further than

you have advanced. I do not consider anything a gentleman can say

as vicious as the unsaying of it seems to me shameful, when it is an un-

saying that is wrenched from him by authority; inasmuch as stubborn-

ness is more excusable in him than pusillanimity.

Passions are as easy for me to avoid as they are hard for me to mod-
erate. ^They are more easily torn from the mind than checked [Seneca].

^He who cannot attain that noble impassibihty of the Stoics, let him
take refuge in the bosom of this plebeian stupidity of mine. What those

men did by virtue, I train myself to do by disposition. The middle region

harbors the tempests; the two extremes, philosophers and rustics, con-

cur in tranquillity and happiness:

Happy who knows the origin of things.

And who can scorn inexorable fate

And fear, and greedy Acheron's howls of hate.

Happy also is he who knows the woodland clan,

The nymphs, and old Sylvanus, and the great god Pan,

VIRGIL

All things are weak and tender at birth. Therefore we must have

our eyes open to the beginnings; for as then, when a thing is little, we
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do not discover its danger, so when it is grown we no longer discover

the remedy for it. I would have found it harder to digest the million

frustrations that I would have encountered every day in an ambitious

career, than I have found it to arrest the natural inclination that bore

me to it:

I shrank with rightful dread
From raising my conspicuous head.

HORACE

All public actions are subject to uncertain and diverse interpreta-

tions, for too many heads judge them. Some say about this municipal

service of mine ( and I am glad to say a word about it, not that it is worth
it, but to serve as an example of my conduct in such things ) that I went
about it like a man who exerts himself too weakly and with a languish-

ing zeal; and they are not at all far from having a case. I try to keep
my soul and my thoughts in repose. ^Always calm by nature, now even

more so with age [Q. Cicero]. ^And if they sometimes veer under some
rough and penetrating attack, it is in truth without my consent. From
this natural languor, however, one ought not to derive any proof of im-

potence ( for lack of assiduity and lack of sense are two different things )

,

and still less of insensibiHty and ingratitude toward the people of Bor-

deaux, who did everything in their power to gratify me, both before

they knew me and after, and did much more for me by giving me my
office again than by giving it to me in the first place. I wish them all

possible good, and certainly, had an occasion arisen, there is nothing

I would have spared for their service. I bestirred myself for them just as

I do for myself. They are a good people, warlike and ideahstic, yet

capable of obedience and discipHne and of serving some good purpose if

they are well guided.

People also say that my administration passed without a mark or a

trace. That's a good one! They accuse me of inactivity in a time when
almost everyone was convicted of doing too much.

I have a lively way of acting, wherever my will carries me along.

But this eagerness is an enemy to perseverance. If anyone wants to use

me according to my nature, let him give me tasks in which vigor and
freedom are needed, tasks that require direct, brief, and even hazard-

ous conduct; in those I can do something. If it has to be long, subtle,

laborious, artificial, and tortuous, he will do better to apply to someone
else.

Not all important oflSces are diflBcult. I was prepared to work my-
self a bit more roughly if there had been any great need of it. For it is

in my power to do something more than I do or than I like to do. I did

not leave undone, as far as I know, any action that duty genuinely re-

quired of me. I easily forgot those that ambition mixes up with duty and
covers with its name. Those are the ones that most often fill the eyes

and ears, and satisfy men. Not the thing but the appearance pays them.

If they hear no noise, it seems to them that we are asleep.

My humors are the opposite of noisy humors. I could easily check

a disturbance without being disturbed, and punish a disorder without
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losing my temper. Do I need anger and inflammation? I borrow it and
wear it as a mask. My behavior is mild, rather tame than fierce. I do
not condemn a magistrate who sleeps, provided that those who are

under his care are also asleep; the laws sleep too. For my part I com-
mend a gliding, obscure, and quiet life, ^neither groveling and abject

nor overbearing [Cicero]. ''My fortune so wills it. I was born of a family

that from way back has flowed along without glamor and without tu-

mult, a family ambitious above all for integrity.

Men of our time are so formed for agitation and ostentation that

goodness, moderation, equability, constancy, and such quiet and ob-

scure qualities are no longer felt. Rough bodies are felt, smooth ones

are handled imperceptibly. Sickness is felt, health little or not at all;

nor do we feel the things that charm us compared with those that harm
us. It is acting for our private reputation and profit, not for the good,

to put off and do in the public square what we can do in the council

chamber, and at high noon what we could have done the night before,

and to be jealous to do ourselves what our colleague does as well. Thus
some surgeons of Greece used to perform the operations of their art on
platforms in the sight of the passers-by in order to acquire a greater

practice and clientele. They think that good rules can be heard only to

the sound of trumpets.

Ambition is not a vice for little fellows and for undertakings such

as ours. Someone said to Alexander: "Your father will leave you a great

dominion, easy and peaceful." That boy was envious of his father's

victories and of the justice of his government. He would not have
wanted to enjoy the empire of the world softly and peacefully. •^Alci-

biades, in Plato, prefers to die supremely young, handsome, rich, noble,

learned, rather than to stand still in that condition.

^This malady is perhaps excusable in so strong and full a soul. When
these dwarfish and puny soullets behave like vain baboons and think

to spread their name for having rightly judged an affair or continued the

order of the guards at a city gate, the more they hope to raise their head,

the more they show their tail. These minute good works have neither

body nor life: they vanish at the first telling and travel only from one
street corner to the next. Entertain your son and your valet with them
boldly, like that ancient^* who, having no other auditor of his praises

or witness of his valor, boasted to his chambermaid, exclaiming: "Oh,

Perrette, what a gallant and capable man you have for a master!" Enter-

tain yourself with them, if worst comes to worst, like a councillor of

my acquaintance who, after disgorging a boatload of paragraphs with

extreme effort and equal ineptitude, retired from the council chamber
to the Palace urinal, where he was heard muttering very conscientiously

between his teeth: "Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name
give glory" [Psalms], If he cannot get it from anyone else, let him pay
himself out of his own purse,

1* Plutarch tells about this man ("Of Progress in Virtue") but does not name
him.
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Renown does not prostitute itself at so cheap a rate. The rare and
exemplary actions to which it is due would not endure the company of

that innumerable crowd of petty everyday actions. Marble will exalt

your titles as much as you please for having had a piece of wall patched

up or a public gutter cleaned out; but men who have sense will not.

Reputation does not follow every good deed if difficulty and strangeness

are not joined to it. Nor indeed is even esteem due to every action that

is born of virtue, according to the Stoics, and they do not want even

recognition accorded to a man who through temperance abstains from
a blear-eyed old woman. ^Those who have acknowledged the admirable

qualities of Scipio Africanus refuse him the glory that Panaetius accords

him for having abstained from taking gifts, as a glory belonging not so

much to him as to his whole age.

^We have the pleasures suitable to our lot; let us not usurp those of

greatness. Ours are more natural and all the more solid and sure for

being humbler. Since we will not do so out of conscience, at least out

of ambition let us reject ambition. Let us disdain this base and beggarly

hunger for renown and honor which makes us grovel for it before all

sorts of people—^W/ifli is that praise that may be sought in the market

place? [Cicero]—^abjectly and at no matter how vile a price. It is dis-

honor to be so honored. Let us learn to be no more avid of glory than

we are capable of it. To be puffed up at every useful and harmless action

is for people with whom these are extraordinary and rare; they want to

put them at the price they cost them. In proportion as a good deed is

more brilliant, I deduct from its goodness the suspicion I have that it was
performed more to be brilliant than to be good: put on display, it is

half sold. Those actions have much more grace which escape from the

hand of the workman nonchalantly and noiselessly, 'and which some
worthy man later picks out and lifts back out of obscurity to push them
into the light for their own sake. ^To me indeed all things seem more
praiseworthy which are done without ostentation and without public

witness [Cicero], says the most vainglorious man in the world.

^I had nothing to do but conserve and endure, which are noiseless

and imperceptible acts. Innovation has great luster, but it is forbidden

in these times, when we are hard pressed and have to defend ourselves

mainly against innovations. ^Abstention from doing is often as noble

as doing, but it is less open to the light; and the Httle that I am worth
is almost all on that side.

^In short, the occasions in my term of office were suited to my dis-

position, for which I am very grateful to them. Is there anyone who
wants to be sick in order to see his doctor at work, and shouldn't we whip
any doctor who would wish us the plague in order to put his art into

practice? I have not had that iniquitous and rather common disposition

of wanting the trouble and sickness of the affairs of this city to exalt and
honor my government; I heartily lent a shoulder to make them easy and
light. Anyone who will not be grateful to me for the order, the gentle

and mute tranquillity, that accompanied my administration, at least

cannot deprive me of the share of it that belongs to me by right of my
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good fortune. And I am so made that I like as well to be lucky as wise,

and to owe my successes purely to the grace of God as to the efiFect of

my own action.

I had published elaborately enough to the world my inadequacy in

such public management. I have something still worse than inadequacy:

that I hardly mind it, and hardly try to cure it, in view of the course of

life that I have designed for myself. I did not satisfy myself either in

this undertaking, but I accomphshed about what I had promised my-
self, and far surpassed what I had promised those whom I had to deal

with. For I am apt to promise a little less than what I can do and what
I hope to deliver. I am sure I left no cause for offense or hatred. As for

leaving regret and desire, at the very least I know this well, that I did

not greatly care about that:

My trust in such a monster place?

Ignore the meaning of the sea's smooth face,

The quiet waves?
VIRGIL

11 Of cripples

^It is two or three years since they shortened the year by ten days in

France, How many changes were supposed to follow this reform! It

was literally moving heaven and earth at the same time. Nevertheless

there is nothing budging from its place: my neighbors find the hour for

sowing and reaping, the opportune moment for their business, the harm-

ful and the propitious days, exactly at the same point to which they had
always assigned them. Neither was the error felt in our habits, nor is

the improvement felt. So much uncertainty there is in all things; so

gross, ^obscure, and obtuse ^is our perception!

They say that this regularization could have been carried out in a less

inconvenient fashion, after the example of Augustus, by subtracting for

a few years the bissextile day, which in any event is an awkward and

confusing day, until they had managed to satisfy this debt exactly; which

has not been done even by this correction, and we still remain a few days

in arrears. And also by this same means we could have provided for the

future by ordaining that after the revolution of such-and-such a num-
ber of years this irregular day would be eclipsed forever, so that our

miscalculation thenceforth could not exceed twenty-four hours.

We have no other way of computing time but by years. The world

has been using this measure for many centuries; and yet it is a measure

that we have still not succeeded in fixing, and such that we are every day
in doubt what form other nations have variously given it and in what
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sense they used it. What if, as some say, the heavens contract in on us

as they grow older and throw us into uncertainty even about the hours

and days; and about the months, since Plutarch says that even in his

time astrology^ had not been able to determine the motion of the moon?
Here we are in fine condition to keep a record of past events!

I was just now musing, as I often do, on how free and vague an in-

strument human reason is. I see ordinarily that men, when facts are put
before them, are more ready to amuse themselves by inquiring into their

reasons than by inquiring into their truth. They leave aside the cases

and amuse themselves treating the causes. <^Comical prattlers!

^

The knowledge of causes belongs only to Him who has the guid-

ance of things, not to us who have only the enduring of them, and who
have the perfectly full use of them according to our nature, without
penetrating to their origin and essence. Nor is wine pleasanter to the

man who knows its primary properties. On the contrary, both the body
and the soul disturb and alter the right they have to the enjoyment of

the world by mixing into it the pretension to learning. Determining and
knowing, like giving, appertains to rule and mastery; to inferiority, sub-

jection, and apprenticeship appertains enjoyment and acceptance. Let
us return to this habit of ours.

^They pass over the facts, but they assiduously examine their con-

sequences. They ordinarily begin thus: "How does this happen?" What
they should say is: "But does it happen?" Our reason is capable of fill-

ing out a hundred other worlds and finding their principles and con-

texture. It needs neither matter nor basis; let it run on; it builds as well

on emptiness as on fullness, and with inanity as with matter:

Suited to give solidity to smoke.

PERSIUS

I find that in almost every case we ought to say: "That is not so at

all." And I would often use that reply, but I dare not, for they cry out

that it is an evasion produced by feeblemindedness and ignorance. And
I am ordinarily obliged to play the fool for company's sake and discuss

frivolous subjects and stories which I entirely disbelieve. Besides, it is

truly a little rude and quarrelsome flatly to deny a statement of fact.

And few people fail, especially in things of which it is hard to persuade
others, to affirm that they have seen the thing or to cite witnesses whose
authority stops us from contradicting. Following this custom, we know
the foundations and causes of a thousand things that never were; and
the world skirmishes amid a thousand questions of which both the pro

and the con are false. ^The false is so close to the true that the wise man
should not trust himself in so dangerous a spot [Cicero].

^Truth and falsehood are alike in face, similar in bearing, taste, and
movement; we look upon them with the same eye. I find not only that

we are lax in defending ourselves against deception, but that we seek

1 By "astrology" Montaigne means both astrology and astronomy.
2 Montaigne's play on words, Plaisans causeurs, is beyond my power to render.
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and hasten to run ourselves through on it. We love to embroil ourselves

in vanity, as something in conformity with our being.

I have seen the birth of many miracles in my time. Even when they

are smothered at birth, we do not fail to foresee the course they would
have taken if they had lived out their full age. For it is only a matter

of finding the end of the string, and we can unwind as much as we want.

And there is more distance between nothing and the smallest thing in

the world than there is between this and the biggest.

Now the first persons who are convinced of a strange initial fact, as

they spread their story, feel from the opposition they meet where the

difficulty of persuasion lies, and go and calk that place with some false

patch. ^Besides, by the innate desire in men to foster rumors diligently

[Livy], we naturally scruple to return what has been lent us without

some interest and addition from our own stock. The private error first

creates the public error, and afterward in turn the public error creates

the private error. ^Thus this whole structure goes on building itself up
and shaping itself from hand to hand; so that the remotest witness is

better instructed about it than the nearest, and the last informed more
convinced of it than the first. It is a natural progression. For whoever
believes anything esteems that it is a work of charity to persuade an-

other of it, and in order to do so does not fear to add out of his own
invention as much as he sees to be necessary in his story to take care of

the resistance and the defect he thinks there is in the other person's

comprehension.

I myself, who am singularly scrupulous about lying and who scarcely

concern myself with giving credence and authority to what I say, per-

ceive nevertheless that when I am excited over a matter I have in hand,

^either by another man's resistance or by the intrinsic heat of the nar-

ration, ^I magnify and inflate my subject by voice, movements, vigor

and power of words, and further by extension and amplification, not

without prejudice to the simple truth. But I do so, however, on this con-

dition, that for the first man who catches me up and asks me for the

naked and unvarnished truth, I promptly abandon my straining and

give it to him without exaggeration, without overemphasis or padding.

^A lively and noisy way of speaking, such as mine ordinarily is, is apt

to be carried away into hyperbole.

^There is nothing on which men are commonly more intent than on

making a way for their opinions. Where the ordinary means fail us, we
add command, force, fire, and the sword. It is unfortunate to be in such

a pass that the best touchstone of truth is the multitude of believers, in

a crowd in which the fools so far surpass the wise in number. ^As if

anything were so common as lack of sense! [Cicero.] A fine evidence of

sanity is the multitude of the insane! [Saint Augustine.] ^It is a diffi-

cult thing to set one's judgment against accepted opinions. The first

conviction, taken from the subject itself, seizes the simple; from them

it spreads to the able, under the authority of the number and antiquity

of the testimonies. For my part, in a matter on which I would not beHeve

one, I would not believe a hundred ones. And I do not judge opinions by
their years.
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A little while ago one of our princes,^ in whom the gout had ruined

a fine constitution and a bhthe disposition, let himself be so strongly

persuaded by a report of the marvelous operations of a priest who by
means of words and gestures cured all illnesses, that he made a long

journey to go and find him, and by the power of his imagination per-

suaded his legs and put them to sleep for a few hours, so that he derived

from them a service that they had long since forgotten how to do for

him. If fortune had allowed five or six such incidents to accumulate,

they could have made this miracle a part of nature. People later found
so much simplicity and so little artfulness in the architect of these works
that he was judged not even worthy of any punishment. So indeed we
would judge of most such things if we tracked them into their lair. ^We
wonder at things that deceive us by their distance [Seneca]. ^Thus our

sight often represents strange images at a distance, which vanish as they

approach. Rumor never stops at evidence [Quintus Curtius].

It is a marvel from what empty beginnings and frivolous causes such
famous impressions ordinarily spring. That in itself hampers investiga-

tion. For while we are looking for powerful and weighty causes and
ends, worthy of such great renown, we lose the true ones; they escape

our view by their littleness. And in truth, in such researches a very pru-

dent, attentive, and subtle inquirer is needed, impartial and unpreju-

diced.

To this moment all these miracles and strange events have eluded

me. I have seen no more evident monstrosity and miracle in the world
than myself. We become habituated to anything strange by use and
time; but the more I frequent myself and know myself, the more my
deformity astonishes me, and the less I understand myself.

The privilege of bringing such accidents into public knowledge and
credit is reserved mainly to fortune. Passing day before yesterday

through a village two leagues from my house, I found the place still

stirred up about a miracle that had just failed to come oflF, by which the

neighborhood had been entertained for months; and folk from the ad-

joining provinces were beginning to get excited-about it and to come
running up, people of all classes, in great crowds. A young man of the

place had amused himself in his house one night by counterfeiting the

voice of a spirit, with no more trickery in mind than enjoying a momen-
tary joke. When this succeeded a little better than he expected, in order

to extend the scope of the farce he took as an associate a thoroughly

stupid and silly village girl; and in the end there were three of them, of

the same age and similar ability. And from preaching at home they went
on to preaching in public, hiding under the altar of the church, speaking

only at night, and forbidding anyone to bring any light. From words
tending to the conversion of the world and the threat of judgment day
( for these are subjects under whose authority and reverence imposture

most easily hides), they proceeded to some visions and actions so silly

and ridiculous that there is hardly anything so crude in children's play.

3 According to Florimond de Raemond, this was Monsieur de Nemours, nephew
of Louise of Savov.
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Yet if fortune had seen fit to favor them a Httle, who knows to what point

this buffoonery would have grown? These poor devils are at this mo-
ment in prison and will probably pay the penalty for the common folly;

and who knows but some judge will avenge himself on them for his own
stupidity? We see clearly in this case, which is exposed; but in many
things of similar quality, surpassing our knowledge, it is my opinion

that we should suspend our judgment just as much in the direction of

rejecting as of accepting.

Many abuses are engendered in the world, ^or, to put it more boldly,

all the abuses in the world are engendered, '^by our being taught to be
afraid of professing our ignorance "^and our being bound to accept every-

thing that we cannot refute. ^We talk about everything didactically

and dogmatically. The style in Rome was that even what a witness de-

posed to having seen with his own eyes, and what a judge decided wath

his most certain knowledge, was drawn up in this form of speech: "It

seems to me." It makes me hate probable things when they are planted

on me as infallible. I like these words, which soften and moderate the

rashness of our propositions: "perhaps," "to some extent," "some," "they

say," "I think," and the like. And if I had had to train children, I would
have filled their moutlis so much with this way of answering, ^inquiring,

not decisive—'^"What does that mean? I do not understand it. That
might be. Is it true?"—that they would be more likely to have kept the

manner of learners at sixty than to represent learned doctors at ten, as

they do. Anyone who wants to be cured of ignorance must confess it.

^Iris is the daughter of Thaumas.* Wonder is the foundation of all phi-

losophy, inquiry its progress, ignorance its end. ^I'll go further: There
is a certain strong and generous ignorance that concedes nothing to

knowledge in honor and courage, ^an ignorance that requires no less

knowledge to conceive it than does knowledge.

^In my youth, I read about the trial of a strange case, which Corras,

a counselor of Toulouse, had printed, about two men who imperson-

ated one another. I remember ( and I remember nothing else ) that he
seemed to me, in describing the imposture of the man he judged guilty,

to make it so marvelous and so far surpassing our knowledge and his

own, who was judge, that I found much rashness in the sentence that had
condemned the man to be hanged. Let us accept some form of sentence

which says "The court understands nothing of the matter," more freely

and ingenuously than did the Areopagites, who, finding themselves hard

pressed by n case that they could not unravel, ordered the parties to

come back in a hundred vears.

The witches of my neighborhood are in mortal danger every time

some new author comes along and attests to the reality of their visions.

To apply the examples that the Holy Writ offers us of such things, very

certain and irrefragable examples, and bring them to bear on our mod-
ern events, requires greater ingenuity than ours, since we see neither

their causes nor their means. It belongs perhaps only to that most power-
ful testimony^ to say to us: "This is a miracle, and that, and not this

* Iris : the rainbow, messenger of the gods to men. Thaumas : wonder.
5 The testimony of God in the Bible.
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other." God must be believed in these things, that is truly most reason-

able; but not, by the some token, one of us, who is astonished at his own
narrative ( and he is necessarily astonished unless he is out of his senses )

,

whether he tells it about someone else or against himself.

I am sluggish and tend to hold to the solid and the probable, avoid-

ing the ancient reproaches: Men put greater faith in those things that

they do not understand [author unknown]. By a twist of the human
mind, obscure things are more readily believed [Tacitus]. I see indeed

that people get angry, and I am forbidden to doubt on pain of execrable

insults. A new way of persuading! Thank God, my belief is not con-

trolled by anyone's fists. Let them bully those who accuse them of hold-

ing a false opinion; I accuse them only of holding a difiScult and rash

one, and condemn the opposite aflBrmation, just as they do, if not so

imperiously. ^Let them appear as probable, not be affirmed positively

[Cicero].

^He who imposes his argument by bravado and command shows
that it is weak in reason. In a verbal and scholastic altercation these

people may have as good an apparent case as their contradictors; but

in the effective consequences they draw from them, the latter have much
advantage.

To kill men, we should have sharp and luminous evidence; and our

life is too real and essential to vouch for these supernatural and fantas-

tic accidents. As for druggings and poisonings, I put them out of my
reckoning; those are homicides, and of the worst sort. However, even

in such matters they say that we must not always be satisfied with con-

fessions, for such persons have sometimes been known to accuse them-
selves of having killed people who were found to be alive and healthy.

In those other extravagant accusations, I should be inclined to say

that it is quite enough that a man, whatever recommendation he may
have, should be believed about what is human; about what is beyond
his conception and of supernatural effect, he should be believed only

when some supernatural approbation has sanctioned him. This privi-

lege that it has pleased God to give to some of our testimonies must not

be cheapened and communicated lightly.

My ears are battered by a thousand stories hke this: "Three people

saw him on such-and-such a day in the east; three saw him the next day
in the west, at such-and-such a time, in such-and-such a place, dressed

thus." Truly, I would not believe my own self about this. How much
more natural and Hkely it seems to me that two men are lying than that

one man should pass with the winds in twelve hours from the east to

the west! How much more natural that our understanding should be
carried away from its base by the volatility of our untracked mind than

that one of us, in flesh and bone, should be wafted up a chimney on a

broomstick by a strange spirit!

Let us not look for outside and unknown illusions, we who are per-

petually agitated by our own home-grown illusions. It seems to me that

we may be pardoned for disbelieving a marvel, at least as long as we
can turn aside and avoid the supernatural explanation by nonmarvelous

means. And I follow Saint Augustine's opinion, that it is better to lean
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toward doubt than toward assurance in things difficult to prove and
dangerous to beHeve.

A few years ago I passed through the territory of a sovereign prince,

who, as a favor to me and to beat down my incredulity, did me the kind-

ness of letting me see, in his own presence and in a private place, ten

or twelve prisoners of this nature,^ and among others one old woman,
indeed a real witch in ugliness and deformity, long very famous in that

profession. I saw both proofs and free confessions, and some barely

perceptible mark or other on this wretched old woman, and I talked and
asked questions all I wanted, bringing to the matter the soundest atten-

tion I could; and I am not the man to let my judgment be throttled much
by preconceptions. In the end, and in all conscience, I would have pre-

scribed them rather hellebore^ than hemlock. ^It seemed to be a matter

rather of madness than of crime [Livy]. ^Justice has its own corrections

proper for such maladies.

As for the objections and arguments that worthy men have brought

up against me, both on this subject and often on others, I have not felt

any that are binding and that do not admit of a solution more likely

than their conclusions. It is true indeed that the proofs and reasons that

are founded on experience and fact I do not attempt to disentangle;

moreover they have no end to take hold of; I often cut them, as Alex-

ander did his knot. After all, it is putting a very high price on one's con-

jectures to have a man roasted alive because of them.

^They relate various examples, and Praestantius tells one about his

father, that having fallen into a sleep much deeper than any ordinary

sound sleep, he imagined he was a mare and served some soldiers as a

packhorse; and what he imagined, he really was. If sorcerers thus dream
materially, if dreams can thus sometimes incorporate themselves in real-

ity, still I do not believe that our will should be accountable to justice

for them.

^This I say as one who is neither a judge nor a counselor to kings,

and who considers himself nowhere near worthy of such eminence, but

a man of the common sort, born and pledged to obedience to the public

reason both in his deeds and in his words. If anyone should put my
musings into account to the prejudice of the pettiest law, or opinion, or

custom of his village, he would do himself a great wrong, and as great

a one to me. ^For in what I say I guarantee no certainty except that it

is what I had at the time in my mind, a tumultuous and vacillating mind.

I talk about everything by way of conversation, and about nothing

by way of advice. Nor am I ashamed, as those men are, to admit that I

do not know what I do not know [Cicero]. ^I would not speak so boldly

if it were my right to be believed; and this was what I replied to a great

personage who complained of the violence and vehemence of my ex-

hortations: "Feeling you tensed and prepared in one direction, I pro-

pose the other to you with all the care I can, to enlighten your judgment,

6 Prisoners accused of witchcraft.

^ An herb supposed to cure insanity.
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not to compel it. God holds your heart and will provide you with your
choice. I am not so presumptuous as even to desire that my opinions

should tip the scale in a thing of such importance; my fortune has not

trained them for such powerful and exalted decisions." Truly, I have
not only a great number of propensities but also plenty of opinions

which I would be glad to make my son dislike, if I had one. What if the

truest opinions are not always the most suitable to man, so wild is his

composition!

Apropos or malapropos, no matter, they say in Italy as a common
proverb that he does not know Venus in her perfect sweetness who has

not lain widi a cripple. Fortune, or some particular incident, long ago
put this saying into the mouth of the people; and it is said of males as

well as of females. For the queen of the Amazons replied to the Scythian

who was inviting her to make love: "The lame man does it best!"^ In

that feminine commonwealth, to escape the domination of the males,

they crippled them from childhood—arms, legs, and other parts that

gave men an advantage over them—and made use of them only for the

purpose for which we make use of women over here.

I would have said that the irregular movement of the lame woman
brought some new pleasure to the business and a spice of sweetness to

those who try it. But I have just learned that ancient philosophy, no
less, has decided the question. It says that since the legs and thighs of

lame women, because of their imperfection, do not receive the food that

is their due, the result is that the genital parts, which are above, are

fuller, better nourished, and more vigorous. Or else that, since this de-

fect prevents exercise, those who are tainted by it dissipate their strength

less and come more entire to the sports of Venus. Which is also the

reason why the Greeks decried women weavers as being hotter than

other women: because of the sedentary trade they perform, without

much bodily exercise. What can we not reason about at this rate? Of
these last I might also say that the joggling that their work gives them
as they are thus seated arouses and solicits them, as the shaking and
trembling of their coaches does the ladies.

Do not these examples confirm what I was saying at the beginning:

that our reasons often anticipate the fact, and extend their jurisdiction

so infinitely that they exercise their judgment even in inanity and non-

being? Not only is our invention flexible in forging reasons for all sorts

of dreams, but our imagination is equally prone to receive impressions

from the very unreliable appearances given by falsehood. For by the

sole authority of the ancient and public use of that proverb, I once made
myself believe that I had received more pleasure from a woman because

she was not straight, and credited that to the account of her charms.

Torquato Tasso, in the comparison he makes between France and
Italy, says he has observed that we have thinner legs than the Italian

gentlemen, and attributes the cause of this to the fact that we are con-

tinually on horseback; which is the same cause from which Suetonius

8 Greek proverb, which Montaigne quotes, then translates.
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draws a wholly opposite conclusion, for he says, on the contrary, that

Germanicus had made his legs stouter by continuing this same exercise.

There is nothing so supple and erratic as our understanding: it is

the shoe of Theramenes, good for either foot. And it is double and di-

verse, and matters are double and diverse. "Give me a silver drachma,"

said a Cynic philosopher to Antigonus. "That is not a king's present,"

he replied. "Then give me a talent." "That is not a present for a Cynic."

Whether this heat opens up secret pores and routes

Whereby the sap can penetrate the tender shoots.

Or rather hardens and constricts the gaping veins,

And thus protects the plants against the searching rains,

The scorching of the sun, the north wind's piercing blast.

VIRGIL

Every medal has its reverse [Italian proverb]. That is why Clitoma-

chus said of old that Carneades had surpassed the labors of Hercules,

in having torn away from man the habit of assent—that is to say, opinion

and rashness in judging. This very vigorous idea of Carneades sprang

up in antiquity, in my opinion, from the impudence of those who profess

to know and from their immoderate arrogance.

Aesop was put up for sale with two other slaves. The buyer asked

the first what he could do; he, to put a high value on himself, promised

mountains and marvels, and that he could do this and that. The second

answered as much and more about himself. When it came to Aesop, and
he had also been asked what he could do, he said: "Nothing, for these

men have taken everything already; they can do everything."

That is what has happened in the school of philosophy. The pride

of those who attributed to the human mind a capacity for all things pro-

duced in others, through spite and emulation, the opinion that it is

capable of nothing. These men maintain the same extreme in ignorance

that the others maintain in knowledge; so that it cannot be denied that

man is immoderate in all things, and cannot be stopped except by neces-

sity and inability to go further.

12 Ofphysiognomy

^Almost all the opinions we have are taken on authority and on
credit. There is no harm in this : we could not make a worse choice than

our own in so feeble an age. The version of the sayings of Socrates that

his friends have left us we approve only out of respect for the universal

approval these sayings enjoy, not by our own knowledge. They are be-

yond our experience. If anything of the kind were brought forth at this

time, there are few men who would prize it.
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We perceive no charms that are not sharpened, puffed out, and in-

flated by artifice. Those which ghde along naturally and simply easily

escape a sight so gross as ours. They have a delicate and hidden beauty;

we need a clear and well-purged sight to discover their secret light. Is

not naturalness, according to us, akin to stupidity and a matter for re-

proach?
Socrates makes his soul move with a natural and common motion.

So says a peasant, so says a woman. ^His mouth is full of nothing but
carters, joiners, cobblers, and masons. ^His are inductions and similes

drawn from the commonest and best-known actions of men; everyone
understands him. Under so mean a form we should never have picked

out the nobility and splendor of his admirable ideas, we ^who consider

flat and low all ideas that are not raised up by learning, and ^who per-

ceive richness only in pomp and show. Our world is formed only for

ostentation; men inflate themselves only with wind, and go bouncing
around like balls. This man did not propose to himself any idle fancies:

his aim was to furnish us with things and precepts that serve life really

and more closely:

To keep the mean, to hold our aim in view.

And follow nature.

LUCAN

He was also always one and the same, and raised himself, not by
sallies but by disposition, to the utmost point of vigor. Or, to speak
more exactly, he raised nothing, but rather brought vigor, hardships, and
difficulties down and back to his own natural and original level, and sub-

jected them to it. For in Cato we see very clearly that his is a pace
strained far above the ordinary; in the brave exploits of his hfe and in his

death we feel that he is always mounted on his high horse. The other

walks close to the ground, and at a gentle and ordinary pace treats the

most useful subjects; and behaves, both in the face of death and in the

thorniest trials that can confront us, in the ordinary way of human life.

It happened fortunately that the man most worthy to be known and
to be presented to the world as an example should be the one of whom
we have most certain knowledge. We have light on him from the most
clear-sighted men who ever lived; the witnesses we have of him are won-
derful in fidelity and competence.

It is a great thing to have been able to impart such order to the pure
and simple notions of a child that, without altering or stretching them,
he produced from them the most beautiful achievements of our soul. He
shows it as neither elevated nor rich; he shows it only as healthy, but
assuredly with a very blithe and clear health. By these vulgar and natu-

ral motives, by these ordinary and common ideas, without excitement
or fuss, he constructed not only the best regulated but the loftiest and
most vigorous beliefs, actions, and morals that ever were. ^It is he who
brought human wisdom back down from heaven, where she was wasting
her time, and restored her to man, with whom lies her most proper and
laborious and useful business. ^See him plead before his judges, see by
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what reasonings he rouses his courage in the hazards of war, what argu-

ments fortify his patience against calumny, tyranny, death, and his wife's

bad temper. There is nothing borrowed from art and the sciences; even

the simplest can recognize in him their means and their strength; it is

impossible to go back further and lower. He did a great favor to human
nature by showing how much it can do by itself.

We are each richer than we think, but we are trained to borrow and
beg; we are taught to use the resources of others more than our own.

In nothing does man know how to stop at the limit of his need; of pleas-

ure, riches, power, he embraces more than he can hold; his greed is in-

capable of moderation. I find that it is the same with the curiosity for

knowledge. Man cuts out for himself much more work than he can do
or has any reason to do, ^trying to stretch the usefulness of knowledge
as wide as its matter. In learning, as in all other things, we suffer from
intemperance [Seneca]. And Tacitus is right to praise Agricola's mother
for having curbed in her son too boiling an appetite for learning. Looked
at steadily, it is like men's other goods; it has in it much intrinsic and
natural vanity and weakness, and it costs dear.

It is far more hazardous to acquire than any other food or drink.

For with other things, what we have bought we carry home in some
vessel, and there we have a chance to examine its value and how much
we shall take of it and when. But learning we can at the outset put into

no other vessel than our mind; we swallow it as we buy it, and leave

the market place already either infected or improved. There is some
of it that only hampers and burdens us instead of feeding us, and also

some which, under color of curing us, poisons us.

'^I once took pleasure in seeing men in some place, through piety,

take a vow of ignorance, as one might of chastity, poverty, penitence.

It is also castrating our disorderly appetites, to blunt that cupidity that

pricks us on to the study of books, and to deprive the soul of that volup-

tuous complacency which tickles us with the notion of being learned.

<^And it is accomplishing richly the vow of poverty to add to it also that

of the mind.

^We need hardly any learning to live at ease. And Socrates teaches

us that it is in us, and the way to find it and help ourselves with it. All

this ability of ours that is beyond the natural is as good as vain and
superfluous. It is a lot if it does not load us down and bother us more
than it serves us. ^Little learning is needed for a good mind [Seneca].

^These are feverish excesses of our mind, a meddlesome and restless

instrument.

Collect yourself: you will find in yourself Nature's arguments against

death, true ones, and the fittest to serve you in case of necessity; they

are the ones that make a peasant, and whole nations, die as steadfastly

as a philosopher.

^Should I have died less cheerfully before having read the Tuscu-

lans?^ I think not. And now that I find myself close to death, I feel that

1 Cicero's Tusculan Disputations, of which the first book deals with contempt

of death.
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my tongue has grown richer, my courage not at all. This is as Nature
made it for me, and arms itself for the conflict in a common and ordinary

way. Books have served me not so much for instruction as for exercise.

What if ^knowledge, trying to arm us with new defenses against

natural mishaps, has imprinted in our fancy their magnitude and weight,

more than her reasons and subtleties to protect us from them? ^They are

subtleties indeed, with which she often alarms us very idly. Authors,

even the most compact and the wisest—around one good argument see

how many others they strew, trivial ones, and if you look at them closely,

bodiless. These are nothing but verbal quibbles, to deceive us. But
inasmuch as this may be done usefully, I do not want to expose them
any further. There are enough of that sort in this book in various places,

either from borrowing or from imitation. Yet we should take a little care

not to call strength what is only nicety, or solid what is only acute, or

good what is only beautiful: which delight more tasted than drunk
[Cicero]. Not all that entertains us sustains us, when it is a question

not of the wit but of the soul [Seneca].

^To see the trouble to which Seneca puts himself to be prepared for

death, to see him sweat from the exertion of steehng and reassuring him-
self, and writhe about interminably on his perch, would have shaken
his reputation with me if he had not very valiantly maintained it in

dying. His agitation, so burning, so frequent, *^shows that he was hot
and impetuous himself. A great soul speaks more relaxedly and as-

suredly. . . . There is not one color for the mind, another for the soul

[Seneca]. We have to convince him at his own expense.^ And it ^shows
perceptibly that he was hard pressed by his adversary.

Plutarch's manner, inasmuch as it is more disdainful and less tense,

is, to my mind, all the more virile and persuasive; I would easily be-

lieve that the movements of his soul were more assured and more regu-

lated. The one, sharper, pricks us and startles us, touches our mind more.
The otlier, more sedate, forms us, settles and fortifies us constantly,

touches our understanding more. ^The former ravishes our judgment,
the latter wins it.

I have likewise seen other writings, still more revered, which, in por-

traying the conflict their authors sustain against the goads of the flesh,

show these so stinging, so powerful and invincible that we, who are of

the refuse of the people, have as much to wonder at in the strangeness

and unheard-of vigor of their temptation as in their resistance.

^To what end do we keep forcing our nature with these eflForts of

learning? Let us look on the earth at the poor people we see scattered

there, heads bowed over their toil, who know neither Aristotle nor Cato,

neither example nor precept. From them Nature every day draws deeds
of constancy and endurance purer and harder than those that we study
with such care in school. How many of them I see all the time who
ignore poverty! How many who desire death, or who meet it without
alarm and without afiliction! This man who is digging up my garden,

2 In other words, by his own arguments, which Montaigne has just quoted.
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this morning he buried his father or his son. The very names by which

they call diseases relieve and soften their harshness : phthisis is the cough

to them; dysentery, looseness of the bowels; pleurisy, a cold; and accord-

ing as they name them mildly, so also they endure them. A disease must

be very grave to interrupt their ordinary work; they take to their beds

only to die. '^That simple and open virtue has been converted into ob-

scure and subtle knowledge [Seneca].

'^I was writing this about the time when a mighty load of our dis-

turbances settled down for several months with all its weight right on

me, I had on the one hand the enemy at my door, on the other hand the

freebooters, worse enemies: '^they fight not with arms but with vices

[Livy]; ^and I was sampling every kind of military mischief all at once.

To right and left appears the dreaded foe.

On either side the threat of instant woe.

ovm

Monstrous war! Other wars act outward; this one acts also against it-

self, eats and destroys itself by its own venom. It is by nature so malig-

nant and ruinous that it ruins itself together with all the rest, and tears

and dismembers itself with rage. We see it more often dissolving of

itself than for lack of any necessary thing or through the power of the

enemy. All discipline flies from it. It comes to cure sedition and is full

of it, would chastise disobedience and sets the example of it; and em-

ployed in defense of the laws, plays the part of a rebel against its own
laws. What have we come to? Our medicine carries infection:

Poison to our disease

Are all these remedies.

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

Grows all the stronger, all the sicker, with the cure.

VIRGIL

Our mad confounding of all good and ill

Has made the gods avert their righteous will.

CATULLUS

In these epidemics one can distinguish at the beginning the well

from the sick; but when they come to last, like ours, the whole body is

afiFected, head and heels alike; no part is free from corruption. For there

is no air that is inhaled so greedily, that so spreads and penetrates, as

does license. Our armies are no longer bound and held together except

by foreign cement; of Frenchmen one can no longer form a steadfast and

disciplined army corps. How shameful! There is only so much disci-

pHne as borrowed soldiers show us; as for ourselves, we follow our own
lead and not our leader's, every man his own way. The leader has more

trouble within than without. It is for the commander to follow, court,

and bend, for him alone to obey; all the rest is free and dissolute. It

pleases me to see how much baseness and pusiUanimity there is in ambi-
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tion, by how much abjection and serviHty it must attain its goal. But this

displeases me, to see decent natures, capable of justice, grow corrupt

every day in managing and commanding this confusion. Long suffer-

ance begets custom, custom consent and imitation. We had enough ill-

born souls without spoiling the good and generous ones. So that, if we
keep this up, there will hardly be anyone left to whom to entrust the

health of this state, in case fortune restores it to us.

At least do not prevent this youth from bringing aid

To a disordered world.^

vmciL

^What has become of that ancient precept, that soldiers should fear

their leader more than the enemy? And that wonderful example of

the apple tree that happened to be enclosed within the precincts of a
Roman army camp, and was found the next day when they broke camp,
leaving the owner the entire count of his delicious ripe apples? I wish
our youth, instead of the time they spend on less useful peregrinations

and less honorable apprenticeships, would put half of it into witness-

ing naval warfare under some good captain-commander of Rhodes, and
half into observing the discipline of the Turkish armies; for theirs has

many differences from ours and advantages over ours. This is one: that

our soldiers become more licentious on expeditions, theirs more re-

strained and timid; for offenses or thefts committed against humble
people, which are punished with the bastinado in peacetime, are capital

offenses in war. For an egg taken without paying, the predetermined
penalty is fifty blows with a stick; for anything not suitable for food,

however trivial, they are impaled or decapitated without delay. I was
amazed to see in the historj' of Selim, the most cruel conqueror that ever

was, that when he subjugated Egypt, the wonderful gardens around
the city of Damascus, abounding in delicate fruits, and all open and
unenclosed, remained undespoiled by the hands of his soldiers.

^But is there any disease in a government so bad that it is worth
combating with so deadly a drug?* Not even, said Favonius, the usur-

pation of tyrannical authority over a state.

^Plato likewise does not consent to have the repose of his country

violated in order to cure it, and does not accept an improvement that

costs the blood and ruin of the citizens, ruling that it is the duty of a
good man in that case to let everything alone and merely to pray God
to lend extraordinary aid. And he seems offended with his great friend

Dion for having proceeded a little bit differently.

I was a Platonist on that score before I knew there had been a Plato

in the world. And if this personage [Plato] must be completely ex-

cluded from our [Christian] fellowship—he who, by the sincerity of his

conscience, had enough merit with the divine favor to penetrate so

deeply into the light of Christianity through the general darkness of the

3 Montaigne is applying to Henry of Navarre, heir presumptive since 1584,
Virgil's appeal on behalf of Augustus.

* As civil war.
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world of his time—I do not think it becomes us well to let ourselves be
taught by a pagan how great an impiety it is to expect no help from God
that is simply his own and without our cooperation.

I often doubt whether among so many men who meddle in such a

business a single one has been found of so feeble an understanding as

to have been genuinely persuaded that he was moving toward reforma-

tion by the worst of deformations; that he was heading for his salvation

by the most express ways that we have of very certain damnation; that

by overthrowing the government, the authorities, and the laws under

whose tutelage God has placed him, by dismembering his mother and

giving the pieces to her ancient enemies to gnaw on, by filling the hearts

of brothers with parricidal hatreds, by calling the devils and the furies

to his aid, he could bring help to the sacrosanct sweetness and justice

of the divine word.

^Ambition, avarice, cruelty, vengeance, do not have enough natural

impetuosity of their own; let us spark them and fan their flames by the

glorious title of justice and piety. No worse state of things can be imag-

ined than where wickedness comes to be legitimate and, with the leave

of the authorities, assumes the cloak of virtue. ^Nothing is more de-

ceptive in appearance than a depraved religion, in which the will of the

gods is offered as a pretext for crimes [Livy]. The extreme of injustice,

according to Plato, is when what is unjust is held to be just.

^The people suffered very greatly at that time,= not only present

losses—

In all the fields

Reigns such confusion
VIRGIL

—but future also. The living had to suffer; so did those who were not

yet born. They pillaged them, and consequently me too, even of hope,

snatching from them all they had to provide for their living for many
years.

The brutal horde destroys whate er they can't impound.

And burns innocent hovels to the ground.
OVID

In walls there is no trust; the ravaged fields are bare.

CLAUDIAN

Besides this shock I suffered others. I incurred the disadvantages

that moderation brings in such maladies. I was belabored from every

quarter; to the Ghibelline I was a Guelph, to the Guelph a Ghibelline.

One of my poets says this well, but I do not know where it is. The situa-

tion of my house, and my acquaintance with men in my neighborhood,

presented me in one aspect, my life and my actions in another. There

5 At the time mentioned on p. 796 when Montaigne found himself buffeted

on all sides by enemies and freebooters. The occasion was the siege of the Protestant-

held town of Castillon, about five miles from Montaigne, by a League army under

Mayenne in the summer of 1586.
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were no formal accusations, for there was nothing they could sink their

teeth into; I never transgress the laws, and if anyone had proceeded
against me, he would have been found guiltier than I. It was mute
suspicions that were current secretly, for which there is never a lack of

apparent grounds in such a mixed-up confusion, any more than there is

of envious or inept minds.

<^I ordinarily assist the unfair presumptions against me that fortune

sows about by a way I have always had of avoiding justifying, excusing,

and interpreting myself, thinking that it is compromising my conscience

to plead for it. For clarity is lessened by argument [Cicero]. And as

if everyone saw into me as clearly as I do myself, instead of retreating

from the accusation, I advance to meet it and rather enhance it by an
ironic and mocking confession, if I do not flatly keep silent about it as

about something unworthy of an answer. But those who attribute this

to an over-haughty confidence show me hardly less ill will than those

who attribute it to the weakness of an indefensible cause—especially the

great, toward whom lack of submission is the ultimate offense, and who
are rough on any righteousness that is aware of itself and does not feel

itself to be abject, humble, and suppliant. I have often bumped myself

on that pillar.

At all events, over what happened to me then ^an ambitious man
would have hanged himself, and so would an avaricious man.

I have no sort of concern with acquiring.

Let me keep what I have, or even less, and Hve
Just for myself, whatever life the gods may give.

HORACE

But the losses that befall me through others' wrongdoing, whether by
theft or violence, hurt me about as much as they do a man who is sick

and tormented with avarice. The injury has immeasurably more bitter-

ness than the loss.

A thousand different kinds of troubles assailed me in single file; I

would have suffered them more cheerfully in a single pile. I already

considered to whom among my friends I could commit a needy and
unfortunate old age; after letting my eyes wander all over, I found my-
self stripped to my shirt. To let oneself fall plumb down and from such
a height, it must be into the arms of an affection solid, vigorous, and
favored by fortune. These are rare, if there are any. In the end I recog-

nized that the surest thing was to entrust myself and my need to my-
self; and that if it happened that I was lodged only coolly in fortune's

favors I should recommend myself all the more strongly to my own favor,

and attach myself, and look all the more closely, to myself. ^In all things

men cast themselves on the resources of others to spare their own, which
alone are sure and alone powerful, if we know how to arm ourselves with
them. Every man rushes elsewhere and into the future, because no man
has arrived at himself.

^And I resolved that these were useful troubles. First, because bad
students must be instructed with the rod when reason cannot do the job.
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•^as by fire and by the force of wedges we restore a warped piece of wood
to straightness. ^I have long been preaching to myself to stick to my-
self and break away from outside things; nevertheless I still keep turn-

ing my eyes to one side. Inclination, a favorable word from a great man,
a pleasant countenance, tempt me. God knows if there is any scarcity

of those in these times, and how little they mean! I still listen without

frowning to the seductions that are held out to me to draw me into the

market place, and I defend myself so softly that it looks as if I would
prefer to succumb to them. Now a spirit so indocile needs some beat-

ings; and we need to knock together and tighten the hoops, with good
mallet strokes, on this cask that is splitting its seams, cracking up, and
falling completely to pieces.

Second, because this misfortune served me as practice to prepare

myself for worse, just in case I, who through the generosity of fortune

and the nature of my character hoped to be one of the last, came to be

one of the first to be caught by this storm; teaching me in good time to

restrict my way of life and arrange it for a new state of things. True

freedom is to have power over oneself for everything. ^He is most

powerful who has power over himself [Seneca].

^In an ordinary, tranquil time a man prepares for moderate and com-

mon accidents, but in this confusion that we have been in for thirty years

every Frenchman, whether as an individual or as a member of the com-

munity, sees himself at every moment on the verge of the total overthrow

of his fortune. Therefore we must keep our courage supplied with

stronger and more vigorous provisions. Let us be grateful to destiny

for having made us live in an age that is not soft, languid, and idle. Many
a man who could never have been famous by any other means will make
himself famous by his misfortune.

^As I seldom read in histories of such commotions in other states

without regretting that I could not be present to consider them better,

so my curiosity makes me feel some satisfaction at seeing with my own
eyes this notable spectacle of our public death, its symptoms and its

form. And since I cannot retard it, I am glad to be destined to watch it

and learn from it.

Thus do we eagerly seek to recognize, even in shadow and in the

fiction of the theaters, the representation of the tragic play of human
fortune. Not that we lack compassion for what we hear; but the excep-

tional nature of these pathetic events arouses a pain that gives us pleas-

ure. Nothing tickles that does not pain. And good historians avoid

peaceful narratives as if they were stagnant water and dead sea, in order

to get back to the seditions and wars to which they know that we sum-

mon them.

I doubt if I can decently admit at what little cost to the repose and
tranquillity of my life I have passed more than half of it amid the ruin

of my country. The patience with which I bear misfortunes that do not

afiFect me personally is rather too small a price to pay; and before com-
plaining to myself I consider not so much what is taken away from me
as what I still keep safe, both within and without. There is consolation
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in dodging now one, now another of the evils that aim at us successively,

and strike elsewhere around us. Also, in the matter of public calamities,

the more universally my sympathy is dispersed, the weaker it is. Besides,

almost certainly, we feel public calamities only so far as they concern our

private affairs [Livy] ; and the state of health from which we started was
such that it is itself a solace for the regret that we should have for it.

It was health, but only in comparison with the sickness that followed it.

We have not fallen from very high. The corruption and brigandage

that enjoy dignity and established status seem to me the least endurable.

We are robbed less wickedly in a forest than in a place of safety. There

was a universal conjunction of members, each individually vying in rot-

tenness with the others, and most of them afflicted with age-old ulcers

which no longer admitted of cure or asked for it.

^So this collapse truly stimulated rather than crushed me, with the

help of my conscience, which bore itself not only peaceably but proudly;

and I found no reason to complain of myself. Also, since God never

sends men evils any more than goods entirely unmixed, my health for

that time was unusually good; and just as without health I can do noth-

ing, so with it there are few things I cannot do. It gave me the means
to rouse all my resources and to put out my hand to ward off the blow
that would otherwise easily have made a deeper wound. And I found

that with my endurance I had some foothold against Fortune, and that

I would need a great shock to throw me out of my saddle.

I do not say this to irritate her into making a more vigorous attack

on me. I am her servant, I hold out my hands to her; in God's name let

her be satisfied. Do I feel her assaults? Indeed I do. As those whom
grief overwhelms and possesses yet let themselves at intervals be
caressed by some pleasure, and a smile escapes them, so I too have
enough power over myself to make my ordinary condition peaceable and
unburdened of painful imaginings; but once in a while I fail to keep
my guard up against the stings of these unpleasant thoughts, which
overcome me even as I am arming myself to drive them away or to

wrestle with them.

Now a further increase of trouble came upon me following the others.

Both outside and inside my house I was greeted by a plague of the ut-

most virulence. For as healthy bodies are subject to graver illnesses

because they can be overcome only by these, so the very salubrious air

of my place, where in the memory of man no contagion, even though in

the neighborhood, had been able to get a foothold, became poisoned and
produced strange results:

Young men and old commingled crowd the tomb; no head
Escapes ruthless Proserpina.

HORACE

I had an absurd situation to put up with: the sight of my house was
frightful to me. All that was in it was unguarded and abandoned to any-

one who wanted it. I, who am so hospitable, had a great deal of trouble

finding a retreat for my family: a family astray, a source of fear to their
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friends and themselves, and of horror wherever they sought to settle,

having to shift their abode as soon as one of the group began to feel pain

in the end of his finger. All illnesses are taken for the plague; people

do not give themselves the time to recognize them. And the best part

of all is that according to the rules of the profession, after any approach

to danger you have to be forty days in a trance of anxiety over that ill-

ness, with your imagination meanwhile working you up in its own way
and turning even your health into a fever.

All this would have affected me much less if I had not had to feel

for the sufferings of others and serve for six months of misery as guide

to this caravan. For I carry my own preservatives within me, which are

resolution and patience. Apprehension, which is particularly feared in

this disease, does not oppress me much. And if I had been alone and

wished to take flight, it would have been a much more cheerful and dis-

tant one. It is a kind of death that does not seem to me one of the worst:

it is generally quick, numbed, painless, consoled by the public situation,

without ceremony, without mourning, without a crowd around.

But as for the people round about, not the hundredth part could save

themselves

:

You may see the shepherds' realms

Deserted, and the fields vacated far and wide.

VIRGIL

In this place the best part of my revenue is from manual labor; the land

that a hundred men worked for me has lain idle for a long time.

Now, what example of resoluteness did we not see then in the sim-

plicity of this whole people? Each man universally gave up caring for

his life. The grapes remained hanging on the vines, the principal prod-

uce of the country, as all prepared themselves indifferently, and awaited

death that evening or the next day with face and voice so little frightened

that it seemed that they had made their peace with this necessity and

that they were under a universal and inevitable sentence of death.

Death is always that. But on how little depends our resoluteness in the

face of death! A few hours' difference in our distance from it, the mere

consideration of having company, makes our apprehension of it differ-

ent. See these people: because they are dying in the same month, chil-

dren, young people, old people, they are no longer stunned, they no

longer bewail one another. I saw some who feared to remain behind,

as in a horrible solitude; and found them generally to be concerned only

about their burial. It pained them to see the bodies scattered amid the

fields, at the mercy of the animals that promptly appeared in swarms.

^How divergent human fancies are! The Neorites, a nation which

Alexander subjugated, throw the bodies of the dead into the deepest

parts of their forests to be devoured, the only sepulture considered happy
among them.

^Here a man, healthy, was already digging his grave; others lay down
in them while still alive. And one of my laborers, with his hands and feet,

pulled the earth over him as he was dying. Was that not taking shelter
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so as to go to sleep more comfortably? "^An undertaking rather compa-
rable in loftiness with that of the Roman soldiers who were found after

the battle of Cannae with their heads thrust into holes that they had
made and filled up with their hands, suffocating themselves. ^In short,

a whole nation was suddenly, by habit alone, placed on a level that con-

cedes nothing in firmness to any studied and premeditated fortitude.

Most of tlie instructions that learning uses to encourage us are more
showy than powerful and more ornamental than effective. We have
abandoned Nature and we want to teach her her lesson, she who used

to guide us so happily and so surely. And yet the traces of her teaching

and the little that remains of her image—imprinted, by the benefit of

ignorance, on the life of that rustic, unpolished mob—learning is con-

strained every day to go and borrow, to give its disciples models of

constancy, innocence, and tranquillity. It is fine to see these disciples,

full of so much beautiful knowledge, obliged to imitate that stupid sim-

plicity, and imitate it in the primary actions of virtue; and a fine thing

that our sapience learns from the very animals the most useful teachings

for the greatest and most necessary parts of our life: how we should live

and die, husband our possessions, love and bring up our children, main-

tain justice—a singular testimony of human infirmity; and that this

reason of ours that we handle as we will, always finding some diversity

and novelty, leaves in us no apparent trace of Nature. And men have
done with Nature as perfumers do with oil: they have sophisticated her

with so many arguments and farfetched reasonings that she has become
variable and particular for each man, and has lost her own constant and
universal countenance; and we must seek in the animals evidence of her

that is not subject to favor, corruption, or diversity of opinion.

For it is indeed true that they themselves do not always go exactly in

Nature's road; but they deviate from it so little that you can always per-

ceive the ruts. Just so, horses that are led by hand do indeed leap and
prance about, but not beyond the length of their halters, and nonethe-
less they still follow the steps of the man who leads them; and so the

hawk takes its flight, but under the restraint of the leash.

^Meditate upon exile, torture, wars, diseases, shipwreck, so that you
may not he a novice to any misfortune [Seneca]. ^Of what use to us

is this curiosity to anticipate all the ills of human nature, and prepare
ourselves with so much trouble to encounter even those which are per-

haps never to touch us? ^The possibility of suffering makes us as un-

happy as the suffering [Seneca]. We are struck not only by the blow,
but by the wind and the noise of it. Or ^why go right now, like the most
feverish, for it certainly is a fever, and have yourseff whipped because
it may happen some day that fortune will have you whipped, ^and put
on your furred gown on Midsummer Day because you will need it at

Christmas? ^"Hurry up and experience the evils that may befall you,

especially the most extreme. Test yourseff in them," they say, "make
sure." On the contrary, the easiest and most natural thing would be to

unburden even our thoughts of them. Apparently they will not come
soon enough, tlieir true being does not last us long enough; our mind
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must extend and prolong them, incorporate them into itself and dwell

on them beforehand, as if they did not weigh reasonably upon our

senses, ^"xhey will weigh heavily enough when they are there," says

one of the masters, not of some tender sect, but of the hardest.® "Mean-

while favor yourself; believe what you like best. What good does it do

you to welcome and anticipate your bad fortune, to lose the present

through fear of the future, and to be miserable now because you are

to be so in time?" Those are his words.

^Learning doubtless does us a good service by instructing us very

exactly about the dimensions of evils,

Whetting with cares the minds of mortal men.

vmciL

It would be a pity if part of their greatness escaped our feeling and

knowledge.

It is certain that to most people preparation for death has given more

torment than the dying. <^It was once said truly and by a very judicious

author: the senses are less affected by the suffering than by the thought

of it [Quintihan].

Sometimes the very feeling that death is at hand animates us with

a prompt resolve no longer to avoid a thing that is completely unavoid-

able. Many gladiators in times past have been seen, after fighting like

cowards, to swallow death courageously, oflFering their throat to the

enemy's sword and inviting it. The prospect of a more distant death

needs a courage that is steady, and consequently difficult to come by.

^If you don't know how to die, don't worry; Nature will tell you

what to do on the spot, fully and adequately. She will do this job per-

fectly for you; don't bother your head about it.

To know the hour of death in vain you strive.

Mortals, and by what road it will arrive.

PROPERTIUS

It gives less pain to bear a certain, sudden blow;

Long to endure a life of fear is greater woe.

MAXIMIANUS

We trouble our life by concern about death, and death by concern

about life. ^Qne torments us, the other frightens us. ^It is not against

death that we prepare ourselves; that is too momentary a thing. ^A

quarter hour of suffering, without consequence, without harm, does not

deserve any particular precepts. ^To tell the truth, we prepare ourselves

against the preparations for death.

Philosophy orders us to have death ever before our eyes, to foresee

and consider it before the time comes, and afterward gives us the rules

and precautions to provide against our being wounded by this fore-

sight and this thought. That is what those doctors do who make us ill

so that they may have something on which to employ their drugs and

6 Seneca, a Stoic.
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their art. ^li we have not known how to hve, it is wrong to teach us how
to die, and make the end inconsistent with the whole. If we have known
how to hve steadfastly and tranquilly, we shall know how to die in the

same way.

They may boast about it all they please. The whole life of a philoso-

pher is a meditation on death [Cicero]. But it seems to me that death is

indeed the end, but not therefore the goal, of life; it is its finish, its ex-

tremity, but not therefore its object. Life should be an aim unto itself,

a purpose unto itself; its rightful study is to regulate, conduct, and suflFer

itself. Among the many other duties comprised in this general and prin-

cipal chapter on knowing how to live is this article on knowing how to

die; and it is one of the lightest, if our fear did not give it weight.

^To judge by utility and natural truth, the lessons of simplicity yield

httle to those which learning preaches to us to the contrary. Men are

diverse in inclination and strength; they must be led to their own good
according to their nature and by diverse routes. ^Wherever the tempest

drives me, there I land [Horace].

^I never saw one of my peasant neighbors cogitating over the coun-

tenance and assurance with which he would pass this last hour. Nature
teaches him not to think about death except when he is dying. And then

he has better grace about it than Aristotle, whom death oppresses

doubly, both by itself and by such a long foreknowledge. Therefore

it was Caesar's opinion that the least premeditated death was the hap-

piest and the least oppressive. ^He suffers more than is necessary who
suffers before it is necessary [Seneca].

The bitterness of this imagination springs from our curiosity. We
are always impeding ourselves in this way, by trying to anticipate and
overrule the prescriptions of nature. It is only for the learned to dine

the worse for the idea of death when in perfect health, and to knit their

Ijrows at it. The common people need neither remedy nor consolation

except when the blow falls, and consider only precisely as much of it

as they feel. ^Isn't that what we say, that the stupidity and lack of

apprehension of the vulgar gives them this endurance of present troubles

and this profound nonchalance about sinister accidents to come, *^that

their souls, because they are thick and obtuse, are less penetrable and
unstable? ^For Heaven's sake, if that is so, let us henceforth hold a

school of stupidity. Learning promises us no greater boon than this, to

which stupidity so gently leads its disciples.

We shall have no lack of good teachers, interpreters of the simplicity

of nature. Socrates will be one. For as far as I can remember, he speaks

in about this sense to the judges who are deliberating over his life:

"I am afraid, gentlemen, that if I entreat you not to put me to death,

I shall involve myself in the charge of my accusers, which is that I claim

to be wiser than others, as having some more hidden knowledge of the

things that are above and below us. I know that I have had no associa-

tion or acquaintance with death, nor have I known anyone who has had
experience of its qualities to inform me about it. Those who fear it pre-

.suppose that they know it. As for me, I know neither what death is like
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nor what it is like in the other world. Perhaps death is something in-

diflFerent, perhaps desirable.

^"It is likely, however, that if it is a transmigration from one place

to another, it is an improvement to go and live with so many great per-

sons who have passed on and to be exempt from having any more to do

with unjust and corrupt judges. If it is an annihilation of our being, it

is still an improvement to enter upon a long and peaceful night. We
feel nothing sweeter in life than a deep and tranquil rest and sleep, with-

out dreams.

^"The things that I know to be bad, like wronging our neighbor and
disobeying our superior, whether God or man, I carefully avoid. Those

which I do not know to be either good or bad, I cannot fear.

c"If I am going off to die and leave you alive, the gods alone can see

with whom it will go better, you or me. Wherefore, as far as I am con-

cerned, you will decide as you please. But according to my habit of

advising just and profitable things, I do indeed say that for the sake of

your conscience you will do better to set me free, unless you see further

into my case than I do. And if you judge according to my past actions,

both public and private, according to my intentions, and according to

the profit that so many of our citizens, young and old, derive every day
from my conversation, and the good that I do you all, you cannot duly

discharge your obligation to my merit except by ordering that in view

of my poverty I be maintained in the Prytaneum at the public expense;

which I have often known you to grant to others with less reason.

"Do not take it as obstinacy or disdain that I do not follow the cus-

tom and supplicate you and try to move you to commiseration. I have

friends and relatives—not being, as Homer says, born of wood or stone

any more than others—capable of presenting themselves in tears and
mourning, and I have three weeping children to move you to pity. But

I would bring shame on my city, at my age and with such a reputation

for wisdom as here I am accused of, to stoop to such cowardly behavior.

What would people say of the other Athenians?

"I have always admonished those who have listened to me not to

redeem their life by a dishonorable action. And in my country's wars,

at Amphipolis, at Potidaea, at Delium, and others that I have been in,

I have shown in action how far I was from guaranteeing my safety by
my shame. Moreover, I would be trying to harm your sense of duty and
inviting you to do ugly things; for you should not be persuaded by my
prayers, but by the pure and solid reasons of justice.

"You have sworn to the gods to abide by the laws; it would seem
that I wanted to suspect you and countercharge you with not believing

that there are any gods. And I would actually be testifying against my-
self that I did not believe in them as I should, distrusting their guidance

and not committing my affair purely into their hands. I trust in them
for everything and hold it for certain that in this they will do what is

best for you and for me. Good men, living or dead, have nothing to fear

from the gods."

^Is that not a ^sober, sane ^plea, *^but at the same time natural and
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lowly, '^inconceiv'ably lofty, ^truthful, frank, and just beyond all ex-

ample—^and employed in what a critical need! *^Truly he was right to

prefer it to the one tliat the great orator Lysias had put in writing for

him, excellently fashioned in the forensic style, but unworthy of so

noble a criminal. Should people have heard a supplicating voice from
the mouth of Socrates? Should that proud virtue have quit at the height

of its display? And should his rich and powerful nature have committed
his defense to art, and, in its loftiest test, renounced truth and sincerity,

the ornaments of his speech, to bedeck itself with the make-up of the

figures and fictions of a memorized oration? He did very wisely, and
like himself, not to corrupt an incorruptible tenor of life and such a
saintly model of human nature in order to prolong his decrepitude by
a year and betray the immortal memory of that glorious end. He owed
his life not to himself but to the world as an example. Would it not be
a public loss if he had finished it in an idle and obscure fashion?

^Assuredly, such a nonchalant and mild way of considering his death
deserved to have posterity consider it all the more on his behalf; which
it did. And there is nothing in justice so just as what fortune ordained

for his glory. For the Athenians held those who had been the cause of

his death in such abomination that they shunned them like excommuni-
cated persons; tliey considered everything they had touched as pol-

luted; no one would wash with them at the baths; no one greeted them
or said hello to them. So that finally, no longer able to bear this public

hatred, they hanged themselves.

If anyone thinks that among the many examples of the sayings of

Socrates that I might have chosen to serve my purpose I selected this

one badly, and if he judges that this speech is elevated above common
ideas—I chose it deliberately. For I judge otherwise, and hold that it

is a speech which in its naturalness ranks far behind and below common
opinions. ^In an unstudied and artless boldness and a childlike assur-

ance ^it represents the pure and primary impression ^and ignorance ^of

Nature. For it may be believed that we are naturally afraid of pain, but

not of death for its own sake: it is a part of our being no less essential

than life. To what purpose would Nature have engendered in us a

hatred and horror of death, seeing that it holds a rank of very high util-

ity widi her in fostering the succession and vicissitude of her works, and
that in this universal commonwealth it promotes birth and increase more
than loss or ruin?

Thus is the universe renewed.

LUCRETIUS

•^From one death come a thousand hves.

OVID

^The faiHng of one life is the passage to a thousand other hves.

^Nature has implanted in the animals an instinct for taking care of

themselves and for their preservation. They go so far as to be afraid

of being injured, of knocks and wounds, of our fettering and beating
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them: accidents subject to their sense and experience. But they cannot
fear our kilhng them, nor have they the faculty of imagining or infer-

ring death. So it is further said that ^they are seen not only to suffer it

gaily—most horses neigh at their death, swans greet it with song—but
moreover to seek it out in their need, as many examples of elephants

show.

Besides, isn't the metliod of arguing that Socrates uses here equally

admirable in its simplicity and its vigor? Truly it is much easier to talk

like Aristotle and live like Caesar than it is to talk and live like Socrates.

There lies the extreme degree of perfection and difficulty; art cannot

reach it.

Now our faculties are not so trained. We neither essay them nor

know them. We invest ourselves with those of others, and let our own
he idle.

Even so someone might say of me that I have here only made a bunch
of other people's flowers, having furnished nothing of my own but the

thread to tie them. Indeed I have yielded to pubHc opinion in carrying

these borrowed ornaments about on me. But I do not intend that they

should cover and hide me; that is the opposite of my design, I who wish

to make a show only of what is my own, and of what is naturally my
own; and if I had taken my own advice I would at all hazards have
spoken absolutely all alone. ^I load myself with these borrowings more
and more heavily every day beyond my intention and my original form,

following the fancy of the age and the exhortation of others. If it is

unbecoming to me, as I believe it is, no matter; it may be useful to some-
one else,

^Some people quote Plato and Homer who have never looked at

them. And I myself have taken enough passages elsewhere than at their

source. Without trouble and without competence, having a library of

a thousand volumes around me in this place where I write, I will pres-

ently borrow, if I please, from a dozen such patch-makers, people whom
I do not often leaf through, enough to bedeck this treatise on physiog-

nomy. I need only the preliminary epistle of some German to stuff me
with quotations. This is the way we go begging an appetizing glory, to

cheat the fools of this world.

*^These concoctions of commonplaces, by means of which so many
men husband their study, are hardly useful except for commonplace
subjects, and they serve to show us off, not to guide us: a ridiculous fruit

of learning, which Socrates belabors so comically against Euthydemus.
I have known books to be made out of things never either studied or

understood, the author entrusting to various of his learned friends the

search for this and that material to build it, contenting himself for his

part with having planned the project and piled up by his industry this

stack of unfamiliar provisions; at least the ink and the paper are his.

That, in all conscience, is buying or borrowing a book, not making one.

It is teaching men, not that you can make a book, but, what they might
have been in doubt about, that you cannot make one.

^A magistrate was boasting in my presence of having heaped up two
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hundred-odd quotations from others in a single decision he had written

as a presiding judge. ^By proclaiming this to everybody he seemed to

me to efface the glory that people were giving him for it. ^A petty and
absurd boast, in my opinion, for such a subject and such a person.

^I, among so many borrowings of mine, am very glad to be able to

hide one now and then, disguising and altering it for a new service. At
the risk of letting it be said that I do so through failure to understand

its original use, I give it some particular application with my own hand,

so that it may be less purely someone else's. ^These others put their

thefts on parade and into account; and so they have better credit with
the laws than I." *^We naturalists judge that the honor of invention is

greatly and incomparably preferable to the honor of quotation.

^If I had wanted to speak from knowledge, I would have spoken
earlier. I would have written at a time nearer to my studies, when I had
more wit and memory, and would have trusted myself more to the vigor

of that age than of this one, if I had wanted to make a profession of

^vriting. ^Moreover, one gracious favor that fortune perhaps offered me
by the mediation of this work would then have come in a more propitious

season.^ ^Two of my acquaintances, great men in this ability, have in

my opinion lost by half for having refused to publish at forty in order to

wait until sixty. Maturity, like youth, has its defects, and worse ones.

And old age is as unsuited to this sort of work as to all others. Whoever
puts his decrepitude into print plays the fool, if he hopes to squeeze
out of it humors that do not smell of ungraciousness, dreaminess, and
drowsiness. Our mind grows constipated and sluggish as it grows old.

I speak ignorance pompously and opulently, and speak knowledge
meagerly and piteously, '^die latter secondarily and accidentally, the

former expressly and principally. And there is notliing I treat specifi-

cally except nothing, and no knowledge except that of the lack of knowl-
edge. ^I have chosen the time when my life, which I have to portray, lies

all before my eyes; what is left is more related to death. And even of

my death, if I should find it garrulous, as others do, I would wilHngly
give an account to the public on my way out.

About Socrates, who was a perfect model in all great qualities, it

vexes me that he hit on a body and face so ugly as they say he had, and
so incongruous with the beauty of his soul, "^he who was so madly in

love with beauty. Nature did him an injustice. ^There is nothing more
likely tlian the conformity and relation of the body to the spirit. ^It

matters a great deal in what soH of body the soul is lodged; for there
are many things about the body that sharpen the mind, many that blunt
it [Cicero]. This man is speaking of an unnatural ugliness and deform-
ity' of limbs. But we also call ugliness an unattractiveness at first glance,

7 Here the 1588 edition added: "Like those who steal horses, I paint their
mane and tail, and sometimes bhnd them in one eye; if the first owner used them
as amblers I set them to trotting, and put them to carrying the pack if tliey served
for the saddle." After a large number of revisions, Montaigne cut the passage out.

s Presumably an alUision to Montaigne's friendship with Marie de Goumay,
whom he first met in 1583, four years before he died.
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which resides chiefly in the face, and often arouses our distaste for very
shght causes: the complexion, a spot, a rugged expression, or some in-

exphcable cause, when the hmbs are symmetrical and perfect.

The ugliness which clothed a ver)' beautiful soul in La Boetie was
in this category. This superficial ugliness, which is very imperious for

all that, is less prejudicial to the state of the spirit and not very certain

in its effect en men's opinion. The other, which is more properly called

deformity, is more substantial and more apt to strike home inwardly.

Not every shoe of smooth leather but every well-formed shoe shows the

form of the foot within.

^So Socrates said of his ugliness that it betrayed what would have
been just as much ugliness in his soul, if he had not corrected it by train-

ing. ^But in saying this I hold that he was jesting according to his wont.

So excellent a soul was never self-made.

^I cannot say often enough how much I consider beauty a powerful

and advantageous quality. Socrates called it "a short tyranny," ^and
Plato, "the privilege of nature," "^We have no quality that surpasses it

in credit. It holds the first place in human relations; it presents itself

before the rest, seduces and prepossesses our judgment with great au-

thority and a wondrous impression. ^Phryne would have lost her case

even in the hands of an excellent attorney, if, opening her robe, she had
not corrupted her judges by her dazzling beauty. And I find that Cyrus,

Alexander, Caesar, those three masters of the world, did not forget

beauty in carrying out tlieir great affairs; nor did Scipio the Elder.

One and the same word in Greek embraces the beautiful and the

good. And the Holy Ghost often calls good those whom it means to call

beautiful. I would readily uphold the ranking of good things found in

a song, taken from some ancient poet, which Plato says was widely

known: health, beauty, riches.

Aristotle says that to the beautiful belongs the right to command,
and that when tiiere are any whose beauty approaches that of the images

of the gods, veneration is likewise their due. To one who asked him
why people frequented beautiful persons longer and more often, he said:

"That question is proper only for a blind man." Most philosophers, and
the greatest, paid for their schooling, and acquired wisdom, by the

mediation and favor of their beauty.

^Not only in the men who serve me, but also in animals, I consider

it as within two fingers' breadth of goodness. Yet it seems to me that the

cast and formation of the face and those lineaments from which people

infer certain inward dispositions and our fortunes to come, are things

that do not fall very directly and simply under the heading of beauty
and ugliness; any more than every good odor and clear air promises

health, or every closeness and stench promises infection, in time of pes-

tilence. Those who accuse the ladies of belying their beauty by their

character do not always hit the mark. For in a not too well formed face

there may dwell an air of probity and trustworthiness; as, on the con-

trary, I have sometimes read between two beautiful eyes threats of a
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malignant and dangerous nature. There are favorable physiognomies;

and in a crowd of victorious enemies you will instantly choose, among
men unknown to you, one rather than another to whom to surrender and
entrust your life; and beauty has no real part in the choice.

The face is a weak guarantee; yet it deserves some consideration.

And if I had to whip the wicked, I would do so more severely to those

who belied and betrayed the promises that nature had implanted on
their brows; I would punish malice more harshly when it was hidden
under a kindly appearance. It seems as if some faces are lucky, others

unlucky. And I think there is some art to distinguishing the kindly faces

from the simple, the severe from the rough, the malicious from the

gloomy, the disdainful from the melancholy, and other such adjacent

qualities. There are beauties not only proud but bitter; others are sweet,

and even beyond that, insipid. As for prognosticating future events from
them, those are matters that I leave undecided.

As I have said elsewhere, I have very simply and crudely adopted
for my own sake this ancient precept: diat we cannot go wrong by fol-

lowing Nature, tiiat the sovereign precept is to conform to her. I have
not, like Socrates, corrected my natural disposition by force of reason,

and have not troubled my incHnation at all by art. I let myself go as I

have come. I combat nothing. My t\vo ruling parts, of their own voli-

tion, live in peace and good accord. But my nurse's milk, thank God,
was moderately healthy and temperate.

•^Shall I say tiiis in passing: that I see held in greater price tlian it is

worth a certain idea of scholastic probity, almost the only one practiced

among us, a slave to precepts, held down beneath fear and hope? What
I like is the virtue that laws and religions do not make but perfect and
authorize, that feels in itself enough to sustain itself without help, born
in us from its own roots, from the seed of universal reason that is im-

planted in every man who is not denatured. This reason, which straight-

ens Socrates from his inclination to vice, makes him obedient to the men
and gods who command in his city, courageous in death not because his

soul is immortal but because he is mortal. It is a ruinous teaching for

any society, and much more harmful than ingenious and subtle, which
persuades tlie people that religious belief is enough, by itself and with-

out morals, to satisfy divine justice. Practice makes us see an enormous
distinction betsveen devoutness and conscience.

^I have a favorable bearing, both in itself and in others' interpreta-

tion—

What did I say, / have? Chremes, I mean I had!

TERENCE

You see, alas, only the bones of this worn body
MAXEVIIAJSrUS

—one very unlike that of Socrates, It has often happened that on the

mere credit of my presence and manner, persons who had no knowledge
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of me have placed great trust in me, both for their own affairs and for

mine; and in foreign countries I have derived singular and rare favors

from this. But the following two experiences are perhaps worth my tell-

ing in detail.

A certain person made a plan to take my house and myself by sur-

prise. His scheme was to arrive alone at my door and press rather in-

sistently for entry. I knew him by name and had reason to trust him as

a neighbor, and to some extent a relative of mine. I opened to him, *^as

I do to everyone. ^Here he was completely terrified, his horse out of

breath and all worn out. He entertained me with this bit of fiction: that

he had just been set upon a half a league away by an enemy of his, whom
I also knew, and I had heard of their feud; that this enemy had been
wonderfully hot on his heels, and that, having been surprised in dis-

array and weaker in number, he had sought safety at my door; that he
was greatly troubled about his men, whom he said he supposed to be
dead or captured.

I tried quite naively to comfort, reassure, and refresh him. Soon
after, up came four or five of his soldiers, with the same bearing and the

same fright, wanting to come in; and then others and still others after

them, well equipped and well armed, until there were twenty-five or

thirty, pretending to have the enemy at their heels, <^This mystery was
beginning to arouse my suspicion. ^I was not unaware in what sort of

an age I was living, how much my house might be envied; and I had
several examples of others of my acquaintance to whom similar mis-

adventures had happened. However, feeling that there was nothing to

be gained by having begun to be pleasant if I did not go through with

it, and being unable to get rid of them without ruining everything, I

abandoned myself to the most natural and simple course, as I always

do, and gave orders for them to come in.

Besides, the truth is that I am by nature little given to distrust and
suspicion. I am apt to lean toward the milder excuse and interpreta-

tion. I take men according to the common order, and do not believe in

these perverted and unnatural inclinations unless I am forced to by
strong evidence, any more than in monsters and miracles. And besides,

I am the sort of man who readily commits himself to Fortune and aban-

dons himself bodily into her arms. For which I have up to now had
more occasion to applaud myself than to complain; and I have found
her both wiser ^and more friendly to my affairs ^than I am.

There have been some actions in my life the conduct of which might
justly be called diflicult, or, if you wish, prudent. Even of those, put it

that one-third was my doing, truly two-thirds were richly her doing.

^We err, it seems to me, in that we do not trust ourselves enough to

heaven, and we expect more from our own conduct than belongs to us.

That is why our plans so often go astray. Heaven is jealous of the extent

we attribute to the claims of human wisdom, to the prejudice of its own;
and the more we amplify them, the more it cuts them down.

^These men remained on horseback in my courtyard, the leader with

me in my main room; he had not wanted to have his horse stabled, say-
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ing tliat he had to withdraw as soon as he had news of his men. He
saw himself master of his undertaking, and nothing now remained but

its execution. He has often said since, for he was not afraid to tell this

story, that my face and my frankness had disarmed him of his treach-

ery. He remounted his horse, his men constantly keeping their eyes on
him to see what signal he would give them, very astonished to see him
go away and abandon his advantage.

Another time, trusting in some truce or other that had just been pro-

claimed between our armies, I started on a journey through an extraor-

dinarily ticklish part of the country. They had so sooner got wind of

me than up rode three or four groups of horsemen from different

places to catch me. One of them reached me on the third day, when I

was attacked by fifteen or twenty masked gentlemen followed by a wave
of mounted archers. There I was, seized and made prisoner, withdrawn
into the thick of a neighboring forest, unhorsed, my valises seized, my
coffers searched, my money box taken, horses and equipment divided

among new masters. We were a long time in that thicket disputing over

the matter of my ransom, which they set so high that it was quite appar-

ent that I was scarcely known to them. They started a big dispute over

my life. In truth, there were many threatening circumstances that

showed the danger I was in.

^Now you need all your courage, now a steadfast heart,

Aeneas.
VIRGIL

^I kept standing on my rights under the truce, which were to give

up to them only the gain they had made in despoiHng me, which was
not to be despised, without promise of any other ransom. After we had
been there twd or three hours, and they had mounted me on a horse

that was not likely to escape them, and had committed me to the par-

ticular care of fifteen or twenty musketeers and scattered my men among
some others with orders that we should be led as prisoners by different

routes, and after I had already been taken a distance of two or three

harquebus shots away.

Having prayed for help to Castor and to Pollux,

CATULLUS

behold, a sudden and very unexpected change came over them. I saw
the leader return to me with gentler words, taking pains to search for

my belongings scattered among the troop, and having them returned

to me as far as they could be recovered, even including my money box.

The best present they made me was finally my freedom; the rest did not

concern me much ^at that time.

^The true cause of so unusual an about-face and change of mind,
without any apparent motivation, and of such a miraculous repentance,

at such a time, in a premeditated and deliberate enterprise which had
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been made lawful by custom (for from the outset I openly confessed to

them what party I belonged to and what road I was taking), I truly do

not even now well know. The most conspicuous among them, who took

off his mask and let me know his name,^ repeated to me then several

times that I owed my deliverance to my face and the freedom and firm-

ness of my speech, which made me undeserving of such a misadventure;

and he asked me to assure him of similar treatment should the occasion

arise. It is possible that the divine goodness willed to make use of this

vain instrument for my preservation. It also protected me the next day

from other, worse ambushes, of which these very men had warned me.

The second of these men is still on his feet to tell the tale; the first

was killed not long ago.^°

If my face did not answer for me, if people did not read in my eyes

and my voice the innocence of my intentions, I would not have lasted

so long without quarrel and without harm, considering my indiscreet

freedom in saying, right or wrong, whatever comes into my head, and in

judging things rashly. This habit may with reason appear uncivil and

ill adapted to our usage, but I have not known anyone who judged it

to be injurious or malicious, or who took offense at my freedom if he

had it from my own lips. Words when reported have a different sense,

as they have a different sound.

Moreover, I hate no one; and I am so squeamish about hurting that

for the service of reason itself I cannot do it. And when occasions have

summoned me to sentencing criminals, I have tended to fall short of

justice. ^7 wish there were no more crimes committed than I have the

heart to punish when they have been committed [Livy].

They say that Aristotle was reproached for having been too merciful

to a wicked man. "In truth," he said, "I was merciful to the man, not

to the wickedness."

Ordinary judgments are exasperated to vengeance by the horror of

the misdeed. That very thing cools mine: horror "at the first murder

makes me fear a second, and hatred of the first cruelty makes me hate

any imitation of it. ^To me, who am only a jack of clubs," may apply

what they said about Charillus, king of Sparta: "He could not possibly

be good, since he is not bad to the wicked." Or else thus, for Plutarch

presents it in these two ways, as he does a thousand other things, vari-

ously and contrastingly: "He must certainly be good, since he is good

even to the wicked." As I do not like to take a hand in legitimate actions

against people who resent them, so, to tell the truth, I am not scrupulous

enough to refrain from taking a hand in illegitimate actions against

people who consent to them.

^ Here the 1588 edition included this additional remark: "(I would like to

find out in my turn what kind of countenance he would have in a similar accident)."

Montaigne does not tell tlie man's name anywhere, and it is not known. His letter of

February 16, 1588, to Matignon tells of a similar hold-up.
10 The man who started to seize Montaigne's chateau and then changed his

mind, and the leader of the marauders who made him a prisoner on the road.

11 A person of no importance.
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^There is no desire more natural than tlie desire for knowledge. We
try all the ways that can lead us to it. When reason fails us, we use

experience—
~~

^Experience, by example led.

By varied trials art has bred

MANILIUS

—^which is a weaker and less dignified means. But trudi is so great a
thing that we must not disdain any medium that will lead us to it.

Reason has so many shapes that we know not which to lay hold of; ex-

perience has no fewer. The inference that we try to draw from the

resemblance of events is uncertain, because they are always dissimilar:

there is no quality so universal in this aspect of things as diversity and
variety.

Both the Greeks and the Latins, and we ourselves, use eggs for the

most express example of similarity. However, there have been men, and
notably one at Delphi, who recognized marks of difference between
eggs, so that he never took one for another; <^and although there were
many hens, he could tell which one the egg came from.

^Dissimilarity necessarily intrudes into our works; no art can attain

similarity. Neither Perrozet nor any other can smooth and whiten the

backs of his cards so carefully that some gamesters will not distinguish

them simply by seeing them slip through another man's hands. Resem-
blance does not make things so much alike as difference makes them un-

like. ^Nature has committed herself to make nothing separate that was
not different.

^Therefore I do not much like the opinion of tlie man who thought

by a multiplicity of J^a^s to bridle the authority of judges, cutting up
their meat for them. He did not realize tliat there is as much freedom
and latitude in the interpretation of laws as in their creation. And those

people must be jesting who think they can diminish and stop our dis-

putes by recalling us to tiie express words of the Bible. For our mind
finds the field no less spacious in registering the meaning of others than

in presenting its own. As if there were less animosity and bitterness in

commenting than in inventing!

We see how mistaken he was. For we have in France more laws

than all the rest of the world togedier, and more than would be needed
to rule all the worlds of Epicurus: ^As formerly we suffered from crimes,

so now we suffer from laws [Tacitus]. ^And yet we have left so much
room for opinion and decision to our judges, that there never was such

a powerful and licentious freedom. What have our legislators gained

by selecting a hundred thousand particular cases and actions, and apply-
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ing a hundred thousand laws to them? This number bears no propor-

tion to the infinite diversity of human actions. MultipHcation of our

imaginary cases will never equal the variety of the real examples. Add
to them a hundred times as many more: and still no future event will be
found to correspond so exactly to any one of all the many, many thou-

sands of selected and recorded events that there will not remain some
circumstance, some diflPerence, that will require separate consideration

in forming a judgment. There is little relation between our actions,

which are in perpetual mutation, and fixed and immutable laws. The
most desirable laws are those that are rarest, simplest, and most general;

and I even think that it would be better to have none at all than to have
them in such numbers as we have.

Nature always gives us happier laws than those we give ourselves.

Witness the picture of the Golden Age of the poets, and the state in

which we see nations live which have no other laws. Here are some who
employ, as the only judge in their quarrels, the first traveler passing

through their mountains. And these others on market day elect one of

themselves who decides all their suits on the spot. What would be the

danger in having our wisest men settle ours in this way, according to the

circumstances and at sight, without being bound to precedents, past or

future? For every foot its own shoe. King Ferdinand, when he sent

colonists to the Indies, wisely provided that no students of jurisprudence

should accompany them, for fear that lawsuits might breed in this new
world, this being by nature a science generating altercation and divi-

sion; judging, with Plato, that lawyers and doctors are a bad provision

for a country.

Why is it that our common language, so easy for any other use, be-

comes obscure and unintelligible in contracts and wills, and that a man
who expresses himself so clearly, whatever he says or writes, finds in

this field no way of speaking his mind that does not fall into doubt and

contradiction? Unless it is that the princes of this art, applying them-

selves with particular attention to picking out solemn words and con-

triving artificial phrases, have so weighed every syllable, so minutely

examined every sort of combination, that here they are at last entangled

and embroiled in the endless number of figures and in such minute par-

titions that they can no longer fall under any rule or prescription or any

certain interpretation. '^What is broken up into dust becomes confused

[Seneca].

^Who has seen children trying to divide a mass of quicksilver into

a certain number of parts? The more they press it and knead it and try

to constrain it to their will, the more they provoke the independence of

this spirited metal; it escapes their skill and keeps dividing and scatter-

ing in little particles beyond all reckoning. This is the same; for by sub-

dividing these subtleties they teach men to increase their doubts; they

start us extending and diversifying the difficulties, they lengthen them,

they scatter them. By sowing questions and cutting them up, they make
the world fructify and teem with uncertainty and quarrels, ^as the earth

is made more fertile the more it is crumbled and deeply plowed. Learn-

ing makes difficulties [Quintilian].
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^We were perplexed over Ulpian, we are still perplexed over Bartolus

and Baldus. We should have wiped out the traces of this innumerable

diversity of opinions, instead of wearing them as decoration and cram-

ming the heads of posterity with them.

I do not know what to say about it, but it is evident from experience

that so many interpretations disperse the truth and shatter it. Aristotle

wrote to be understood; if he did not succeed, still less will another man,
less able, and not treating his own ideas. By diluting the substance we
allow it to escape and spill it all over the place; of one subject we make
a thousand, and, multiplying and subdividing, fall back into Epicurus'

infinity of atoms. Never did two men judge alike about the same thing,

and it is impossible to find two opinions exactly alike, not only in dif-

ferent men, but in the same man at different times. Ordinarily I find

subject for doubt in what the commentary has not deigned to touch on,

I am more apt to trip on flat ground, hke certain horses I know which
stumble more often on a smooth road.

Who would not say that glosses increase doubts and ignorance, since

there is no book to be found, whether human or divine, with which the

world busies itself, whose diflBculties are cleared up by interpretation?

The hundredth commentator hands it on to his successor thornier and
rougher tlian the first one had found it. When do we agree and say,

"There has been enough about this book; henceforth there is nothing

more to say about it"?

This is best seen in law practice. We give legal authority to number-
less doctors, numberless decisions, and as many interpretations. Do we
therefore find any end to the need of interpreting? Do we see any prog-

ress and advance toward tranquillity? Do we need fewer lawyers and
judges than when tliis mass of law was still in its infancy? On the con-

trary, we obscure and bury the meaning; we no longer find it except

hidden by so many enclosures and barriers.

Men do not know the natural infirmity of their mind: it does nothing

but ferret and quest, and keeps incessantly whirling around, building

up and becoming entangled in its own work, like our silkworms, and is

suffocated in it. A mouse in a pitch barrel [Erasmus]. It thinks it no-

tices from a distance some sort of glimmer of imaginary hght and truth;

but while running toward it, it is crossed by so many diflBculties and
obstacles, and diverted by so many new quests, that it strays from the

road, bewildered. Not very different from what happened to Aesop's

dogs, who, discovering something that looked like a dead body floating

in the sea, and being unable to approach it, attempted to drink up the

water and dry up the passage, and choked in the attempt. ^To which
may be joined what a certain Crates said of the writings of Heraclitus,

that they needed a good swimmer for a reader, so that the depth and
weight of Heraclitus' learning should not sink him and drown him.

^It is only personal weakness that makes us content with what others

or we ourselves have found out in this hunt for knowledge. An abler

man will not rest content with it. There is always room for a successor,

^-yes, and for ourselves, ^and a road in another direction. There is no
end to our researches; our end is in the other world. '^It is a sign of con-
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traction of the mind when it is content, or of weariness. A spirited

mind never stops within itself; it is always aspiring and going beyond

its strength; it has impulses beyond its powers of achievement. If it

does not advance and press forward and stand at bay and clash, it is only

half alive. ^Its pursuits are boundless and without form; its food is

<^wonder, the chase, ^ambiguity. Apollo revealed this clearly enough,

always speaking to us equivocally, obscurely, and obliquely, not satis-

fying us, but keeping our minds interested and busy. It is an irregular,

perpetual motion, without model and without aim. Its inventions excite,

pursue, and produce one another.

So in a running stream one wave we see

After another roll incessantly,

And line by line, each does eternally

Pursue the other, each the other flee.

By this one, that one ever on is sped,

And this one by the other ever led;

The water still does into water go,

Still the same brook, but different waters flow.

LA BOETIE

It is more of a job to interpret the interpretations than to interpret

the things, and there are moreJ)Ooks about books tharTabout any^>tlier

subjectj^ we do nothing but write glosses about each other. ^The world

is swarming with commentaries; of authors there is a great scarcity.

Is it not the chief and most reputed learning of our times to learn to

understand tlie learned? Is that not the common and ultimate end of

all studies?

Our opinions are grafted upon one another. The first serves as a

stock for the second, the second for die tliird. Thus we scale the ladder,

step by step. And thence it happens that he who has mounted highest

has often more honor than merit; for he has only mounted one speck

higher on the shoulders of tlie next last.

^How often and perhaps how stupidly have I extended my book to

make it speak of itself! ^Stupidly, if only for this reason, that I should

have remembered what I say of others who do the same: that these fre-

quent sheep's eyes at their own work testify that their heart thrills with

love for it, and that even the rough, disdainful blows with which they

beat it are only the love taps and affectations of maternal fondness; in

keeping with Aristotle, to whom self-appreciation and self-depreciation

often spring from the same sort of arrogance. For as for my excuse, that

I ought to have more liberty in this than others, precisely because I write

of myself and my WTitings as of my other actions, because my theme

turns in upon itself—I do not know whether everyone will accept it.

^I have observed in Germany tliat Luther has left as many divisions

and altercations over the uncertainty of his opinions, and more, as he

raised about the Holy Scriptures.

Our disputes are purely verbal. I ask what is "nature," "pleasure,"

"circle," "substitution." The question is one of words, and is answered

in the same way. "A stone is a body." But if you pressed on: "And what
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is a body?"—"Substance."—"And what is substance?" and so on, you
would finally drive the respondent to tlie end of his lexicon. We ex-

change one word for another word, often more unknown. I know better

what is man than I know what is animal, or mortal, or rational. To satisfy

one doubt, they give me three; it is the Hydra's head.

Socrates asked Meno what virtue was. "There is," said Meno, "the

virtue of a man and of a woman, of a magistrate and of a private indi-

vidual, of a child and of an old man." "That's fine," exclaimed Socrates;

"we were in search of one virtue, and here is a whole swarm of them."
We put one question, they give us back a hive of them. As no event

andno shape is entirely like another, so none is entirely different from
another. ^An ingenious mixture on the part of nature. If our faces were
not similar, we could not distinguish man from beast; if they were not

dissimiiarj_we could not distinguish man from man. ^All things hold
together by some similarity; every example is lame, and the comparison
that is drawn from experience is always faulty and imperfect; however,
we fasten together our comparisons by some corner. Thus the laws

serve, and thus adapt themselves to each of our affairs, by some round-

about, forced, and biased interpretation.

Since the ethical laws, which concern the individual duty of each
man in himseff, are so hard to frame, as we see they are, it is no wonder
if those tliat govern so many individuals are more so. Consider the form
of this justice that governs us : it is a true testimony of human imbecility,

so full it is of contradiction and error. What we find to be leniency and
severity in justice—and we find so much of them that I do not know
whether the mean between them is met witli as often—are sickly parts

and unjust members of the very body and essence of justice.

Some peasants have just informed me hastily that a moment ago they

left in a wood that belongs to me a man stabbed in a hundred places,

who is still breatliing, and who begged them for pity's sake to bring him
some water and help him to get up. They say that they did not dare go
near him, and ran away, for fear that the officers of the law would catch

them there and hold them accountable for the accident—as is done with

those who are found near a murdered man—to their total ruin, since they

had neither ability nor money to defend their innocence. What could

I say to them? It is certain that this act of humanity would have got

them into trouble.

How many innocent people we have found to have been punished—
I mean by no fault of their judges—and how many there have been that

we have not found out about! Here is something that happened in my
time. Certain men are condemned to death for a murder, the sentence

being, if not pronounced, at least decided and determined. At this point

the judges are informed by the officers of an inferior court nearby that

they have some prisoners who confess outright to this murder and throw
a decisive light on the whole business. They deliberate whether be-

cause of this they should interrupt and defer the execution of the sen-

tence passed upon the first accused. They consider the novelty of the

case and the precedent it would set in suspending the execution of sen-
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tences; that the sentence has been passed according to law, and that the

judges have no right to change their minds. In short, these poor devils

are sacrificed to the forms of justice.

Philip, or some other, took care of a similar problem in this manner.
He had sentenced a man, by a definitive judgment, to pay a heavy fine

to another. The truth came to light some time after, and it turned out

that he had decided unfairly. On one side were the rights of the case,

on the other side the rights of judicial forms. He gave some satisfaction

to both, letting tlie sentence stand and compensating the loss of the con-

victed man out of his own purse. But he was dealing with a reparable

accident; my men were irreparably hanged. '^How many condemnations
I have seen more criminal than the crime!

^All this reminds me of these ancient notions: that a man is forced

to do wrong in detail if he wants to do right in gross, and injustice in

little things if he wants to achieve justice in great ones; that human jus-

tice is formed on the model of medicine, according to which all that is

useful is also just and honest; and what the Stoics hold, that Nature her-

self goes against justice in most of her works; *^and what the Cyrenaics

hold, that there is nothing just in itself, that customs and laws shape

justice; and the Theodorians, who consider theft, sacrilege, and every

sort of lechery just for a wise man, if he knows that it is profitable for

him.

^There is no remedy. My position, like that of Alcibiades, is this:

I shall never turn myself over, if I can help it, to a man who can dispose

of my head, where my honor and my life depend on the skill and dili-

gence of my attorney more than on my innocence. I would risk a kind of

justice that would take into account my good deeds as well as my bad,

from which I would have as much to hope as to fear. Lack of punish-

ment is not sufiicient pay for a man who does better than not doing

wrong. Our justice offers us only one of her hands, and the left at that.

Whoever he is, he comes out of it with a loss.

^In China—a kingdom whose government and arts, without dealings

with and knowledge of ours, surpass our examples in many branches of

excellence, and whose history teaches me how much ampler and more
varied the world is than either the ancients or we ourselves understand—
the ofiicers deputed by the prince to inspect the state of his provinces,

even as they punish those who are corrupt in their office, also reward,

from pure liberality, those who have conducted themselves better than

the average and better than the requirements of their duty. People come
before them not merely to defend themselves, but to gain by it, and not

simply to be paid, but also to receive presents.

^No judge has yet, thank God, spoken to me as a judge in any cause

whatever, my own or another man's, criminal or civil. No prison has

received me, not even for a visit. Imagination makes the sight of one,

even from the outside, unpleasant to me. I am so sick for freedom, that

if anyone should forbid me access to some corner of the Indies, I should

live distinctly less comfortably. And as long as I find earth or air open
elsewhere, I shall not lurk in any place where I have to hide. Lord,
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how ill could I endure the condition in which I see so many people,

nailed down to one section of tliis kingdom, deprived of the right to

enter the principal towns and the courts and to use the public roads, for

having quarreled with our laws! If those that I serve threatened even
the tip of my finger, I should instantly go and find others, wherever it

might be. All my little prudence in these civil wars in which we are

now involved is employed to keep them from interrupting my freedom
of coming and going.

Now laws remain in credit not because they are just, but because

they are laws. That is the mystic foundation of their authority; they

have no other. '^And that is a good thing for tliem. They are often made
by fools, more often by people who, in their hatred of equality, are want-
ing in equit}'; but always by men, vain and irresolute autliors.

There is nothing so grossly and widely and ordinarily faulty as the

laws. ^Whoever obeys them because they are just, does not obey them
for just the reason he should. Our French laws, by their irregularity and
lack of form, rather lend a hand to the disorder and corruption that is

seen in their administration and execution. Their commands are so con-

fused and inconsistent that they are some excuse for bodi disobedience

and faulty interpretation, administration, and observance.

Then whatever may be the fruit we can reap from experience, what
we derive from foreign examples will hardly be much use for our edu-

cation, if we make such little profit from the experience we have of

ourselves, which is more familiar to us, and certainly suflBcient to inform

us of what we need.

I study myself more than any other subject. That is my metaphysics,

that is my physics.

By what art God our home, the world, controls;

Whence the moon rises, where she sets, how rolls

Her horns together monthly, and again
Grows full; whence come the winds that rule the main;
Where Eurus' blast holds sway; whence springs the rain

That ever fills the clouds; ^whether some day
The citadels of the world will pass away,

PROPERTIUS

^Inquire, you who the laboring world survey.

LUCAN

^In this universe of things I ignorantly and negligently let myself be
guided by the general law of the world . I shall know it well enough
when I feel it. My knowledge could not make it change its path; it will

not modif>' itself for me. It is folly to hope it, and greater folly to be
troubled about it, since it is necessarily uniform, public, and common.
The goodness and capacity of the governor should free us absolutely

and fully from worrying about his government.
Philosophical inquiries and meditations serve only as food for our

curiosity. The philosophers with much reason refer us to the rules of
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Nature; but these have no concern with such subHme knowledge. The
philosophers falsify them and show us the face of Nature painted in too

high a color, and too sophisticated, whence spring so many varied por-

traits of so uniform a subject. As she has furnished us with feet to walk
with, so she has given us wisdom to guide us in life: a wisdom not so

ingenious, robust, and pompous as that of their invention, but corre-

spondingly easy and salutary, performing very well what the other talks

about, in a man who has the good fortune to know how to occupy him-
self simply and in an orderly way, that is to say naturally. The more
simply we trust to Nature, the more wisely we trust to her. Oh, what a

sweet and soft and healthy pillow is ignorance and incuriosity, to rest

a well-made head!

^I would rather be an authority on myself than on ^Cicero. ^ ^In the

experience I have of myself I find enough to make me wise, if I were a

good scholar. He who calls back to mind the excess of his past anger,

and how far this fever carried him away, sees the ugliness of this pas-

sion better than in Aristotle, and conceives a more justified hatred for

it. He who remembers the evils he has undergone, and those that have
threatened him, and the slight causes that have changed him from one
state to another, prepares himself in that way for future changes and for

recognizing his condition. The life of Caesar has no more to show us

than our own; an emperor's or an ordinary man's, it is still a life subject

to all human accidents. Let us only listen: we tell ourselves all we most
need.

He who remembers having been mistaken so many, many times in his

own judgment, is he not a fool if he does not distrust it forever after?

When I find myself convicted of a false opinion by another man's rea-

soning, I do not so much learn what new thing he has told me and this

particular bit of ignorance—that would be small gain—as I learn my
weakness in general, and the treachery of my understanding; whence
I derive the reformation of the whole mass. With all my other errors I

do the same, and I feel that this rule is very useful for my life. I do not

regard the species and the individual, like a stone I have stumbled on;

I learn to mistrust my gait throughout, and I strive to regulate it. ^To
learn that we have said or done a foolish thing, that is nothing; we must
learn that we are nothing but fools, a far broader and more important

lesson.

i^The slips that my memory has made so often, even when it reassures

me most about itself, are not vainly lost on me; there is no use in her

swearing to me now and assuring me, I shake my ears. The first oppo-

sition offered to her testimony puts me in suspense, and I would not dare

trust her in any weighty matter, or guarantee her in another person's

affairs. And were it not that what I do for lack of memory, otliers do
still more often for lack of good faith, I should always accept the truth

in matters of fact from another man's mouth rather than from my own.

If each man watched closely the effects and circumstances of the

passions that dominate him, as I have done with the ones I have fallen

1 The 1588 edition read: "than on Plato."
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prey to, he would see them coming and would check their impetuosity

and course a bit. They do not always leap at our throats at a single

bound; there are threats and degrees.

As when a rising wind makes white waves fly,

The sea heaves slowly, raises billows high,

And surges from the depths to meet the sky.

VIRGIL

Judgment holds in me a magisterial seat, at least it carefully tries

to. It lets my feelings go their way, both hatred and friendship, even
the friendship I bear myself, without being changed and corrupted by
them. If it cannot reform the other parts according to itself, at least it

does not let itself be deformed to match them; it plays its game apart.

The advice to everyone to know himself must have an important
effect, since the god of learning and light had it planted on the front of

his temple, as comprising all the counsel he had to give us. ^Plato also

says that wisdom is nothing else but the execution of this command, and
Socrates, in Xenophon, verifies it in detail.

^The diflBculties and obscurity in any science are perceived only by
those who have access to it. For a man needs at least some degree of

intelligence to be able to notice that he does not know; and we must push
against a door to know that it is closed to us. "^Whence arises this Pla-

tonic subtlety, that neither those who know need inquire, since they

know, nor those who do not know, since in order to inquire they must
know what they are inquiring about. ^Thus in this matter of knowing
oneself, the fact that everyone is seen to be so cocksure and self-satisfied,

that everyone thinks he understands enough about himself, signifies

that everyone understands nothing about it, ^as Socrates teaches Euthy-

demus in Xenophon.
^I, who make no other profession, find in me such infinite depth and

variety, that what I have learned bears no other fruit than to make me
realize how much I still have to learn. To my weakness, so often recog-

nized, I owe the inclination I have to modesty, obedience to the beliefs

that are prescribed me, a constant coolness and moderation in my opin-

ions, and my hatred for that aggressive and quarrelsome arrogance that

believes and trusts wholly in itself, a mortal enemy of discipline and
truth. Hear them laying down the law: the first stupidities that they

advance are in the style in which men establish religions and laws.

^Nothing is more discreditable than to have assertion and proof precede

knowledge and perception [Cicero].

^Aristarchus used to say that in former times there were scarcely

seven wise men in the world, and that in his time there were scarcely

seven ignorant men. Would we not have more reason than he to say

that in our time? Affirmation and opinionativeness are express signs of

stupidity. This man must have fallen on his nose a hundred times in one
day; there he stands on his "ergos,"^ as positive and unshaken as before.

2 Montaigne's word, ergots, means the spurs or hackles of a gamecock. But it

also may mean eigns or ergotisms, the quibbling use of Latin ergo (therefore) by
a choplogic (see Rabelais, Pantagruel, chap. 10).
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You would think that someone had since infused in him some sort of

new soul and intellectual vigor, and that he was like that ancient son of

the earth, who renewed his courage and strength by his fall:

Whose limbs, however tired,

By touching Mother Earth, with energy were fired.

LUCAN

Does not this headstrong incorrigible think that he picks up a new mind
by picking up a new argument?

It is from my experience that I affirm human ignorance, which is,

in my opinion, tiie most certain fact in the school of the world. Those
who will not conclude their own ignorance from so vain an example
as mine, or as theirs, let them recognize it through Socrates, ^the master

of masters. For the philosopher Antisthenes used to say to his pupils:

"Let us go, you and I, to hear Socrates; there I shall be a pupil with you."

And, maintaining this doctrine of his Stoic sect, that virtue was enough
to make a life fully happy and free from need of anything whatever, he
would add: "Excepting the strength of Socrates."

^This long attention that I devote to studying myself trains me also

to judge passably of others, and there are few things of which I speak

more felicitously and excusably. It often happens that I see and distin-

guish the characters of my friends more exactly than they do themselves.

I have astonished at least one by the pertinence of my description, and
have given him information about himself. By training myself from
my youth to see my own life mirrored in that of others, I have acquired

a studious bent in that subject, and when I am thinking about it, I let

few things around me which are useful for that purpose escape my
notice: countenances, humors, statements. I study everything: what I

must flee, what I must follow. So I reveal to my friends, by their out-

ward manifestations, their inward inclinations. I do not attempt to

arrange this infinite variety of actions, so diverse and so disconnected,

into certain types and categories, and distribute my lots and divisions

distinctly into recognized classes and sections:

How many kinds there are, their titles manifold.

We are not told.

VERGIL

^The scholars distinguish and mark off their ideas more specifically

and in detail. I, who cannot see beyond what I have learned from expe-

rience, without any system, present my ideas in a general way, and
tentatively. As in this: ^I speak my meaning in disjointed parts, as

something that cannot be said all at once and in a lump. Relatedness

and conformity are not found in low and common minds such as ours.

Wisdom is a solid and integral structure, each part of which holds its

place and bears its mark. ^Wisdom alone is wholly directed toward it-

self [Cicero]. ^I leave it to artists, and I do not know if they will achieve

it in a matter so complex, minute, and accidental, to arrange into bands
this infinite diversity of aspects, to check our inconsistency and set it

down in order. Not only do I find it hard to link our actions with one
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another, but each one separately I find hard to designate properly by
some principal characteristic, so two-sided and motley do they seem in

different Hghts.

^What is remarked as rare in Perseus, king of Macedonia, that his

mind, sticking to no one condition, kept wandering through every

type of life and portraying such a flighty and erratic character that

neither he nor anyone else knew what kind of a man he was, seems
to me to fit nearly everybody. And above all men, I have known another

of his stature^ to whom this conclusion would apply still more properly,

I think: no middle position, always being carried away from one extreme
to the other by causes impossible to guess; no kind of course without
tacking and changing direction amazingly; no quality unmixed; so that

the most likely portrait of him that men will be able to make some day,

will be that he affected and studied to make himself known by being
unknowable.

^We need very strong ears to hear ourselves judged frankly; and
because there are few who can endure frank criticism without being
stung by it, those who venture to criticize us perform a remarkable act

of friendship; for to undertake to wound and offend a man for his own
good is to have a healthy love for him. I find it a rough task to judge
a man in whom the bad qualities exceed the good. '^Plato prescribes

three qualities in a man who wants to examine another man's soul:

knowledge, good will, boldness.

•^Sometimes people used to ask me what I would have thought my-
self good for, if anyone had thought of using me while I was young
enough:

While better blood gave strength, before the snows
Of envious age were sprinkled on my brows.

VmGIL

"For nothing," I said. And I readily excuse myself for not knowing how
to do anything that would enslave me to others. But I would have told

my master home truths, and watched over his conduct, if he had been
willing. Not in general, by schoolmasterly lessons, which I do not
know—and I see no true reform spring from them in those who know
them—but by observing his conduct step by step, at every opportunity,

judging it with my own eyes, piece by piece, simply and naturally,

making him see how he stands in public opinion, and opposing his

flatterers.

There is not one of us who would not be worse than the kings if he
were as continually spoiled as they are by that rabble. How could it

be otherwise, if Alexander, that great man both as king and as philoso-

pher, could not defend himself against them?
I should have had enough fidelity, judgment, and independence for

that. It would be a nameless office; otherwise it would lose its effect

and its grace. And it is a part that cannot be played indiscriminately

3 Presumably Henry IV of France. Instead of "another of his stature," Mon-
taigne first wrote "another king since."
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by all. For truth itself does not have the privilege to be employed at

any time and in any v\^ay; its use, noble as it is, has its circumscriptions

and limits. It often happens, as the world goes, that people blurt it

out into a prince's ear not only fruitlessly, but harmfully, and even
unjustly. And no one v/ill make me believe that a righteous remon-
strance cannot be applied wrongfully, and that the interest of the sub-

stance must not often yield to the interest of the form.

For this occupation I should want a man who is content with his

fortune,

Who would be what he is, and nothing else prefers,

MARTIAL

and born to a middle rank; because on the one hand he would not fear

to touch his master's heart deeply and to the quick, at the risk of losing

his preferment thereby; and on the other hand, being of middle station,

he would have easier communication with all sorts of people. "^I would
have this an oflBce for one man alone, for to spread the privilege of this

freedom and intimacy among several would engender a harmful ir-

reverence. And certainly I should require of that man, above all, the

fidelity of silence.

^A king is not to be believed when he boasts of his constancy in

awaiting the shock of the enemy for the sake of his glory, if, for his

own good and improvement, he cannot endure the freedom of a friend's

words, which have no other power than to sting his ears, the rest of

their efiFect being in his own hands. Now, there is no class of men that

has as great need as they of true and frank admonitions. They endure

a public life, and have to suit the opinions of so many spectators, that,

since people have formed the habit of concealing from them anything

that disturbs their plans, they find themselves, without realizing it, the

object of the hatred and detestation of their people, often for reasons

that they could have avoided at no sacrifice, even of their pleasures,

if they had been advised and set right in time. Ordinarily their favor-

ites look out for themselves more than for their master; and this serves

them well, since in truth most of the duties of true friendship are hard

and dangerous to attempt toward a sovereign; so that there is need,

not only of much affection and frankness, but of much courage as well.

In fine, all this fricassee that I am scribbling here is nothing but a

record of the essays of my life, which, for spiritual health, is exemplary

enough if you take its instruction in reverse. But as for bodily health,

no one can furnish more useful experience than I, who present it pure,

not at all corrupted or altered by art or theorizing. Experience is really

on its own dunghill in the subject of medicine, where reason yields it

the whole field. Tiberius used to say that whoever had lived twenty

years should be responsible to himself for the things that were harmful

or beneficial to him, and know how to take care of himself without

medical aid. ^And he might have learned this from Socrates, who, ad-

vising his disciples, carefully and as a principal study, the study of their

health, used to add that it was difficult for an intelligent man who was
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careful about his exercise, his drinking, and his eating not to know
better than any doctor what was good or bad for him.

^And indeed, medicine professes always to have experience as the

touchstone for its workings. So Plato was right in saying that to become
a true doctor, the candidate must have passed through all the illnesses

that he wants to cure and all the accidents and circumstances that he
is to diagnose. It is reasonable that he should catch the pox if he wants
to know how to treat it. Truly I should trust such a man. For the others

guide us like the man who paints seas, reefs, and ports while sitting at

his table, and sails the model of a ship there in complete safety. Throw
him into the real thing, and he does not know how to go at it. They
make a description of our diseases like that of a town crier proclaiming

a lost horse or dog: such-and-such a coat, such-and-such a height, such-

and-such ears; but present it to him, and he does not know it for all that.

For heaven's sake, let medicine some day give me some good and
perceptible relief, and you will see how I shall cry out in good earnest:

At last I yield to an eflBcient science.

HORACE

The arts that promise to keep our body in health and our soul in health

promise us much; but at the same time there are none that keep their

promise less. And in our time those who profess these arts among us

show the results of them less than any other men. The most you can

say for them is that they sell medicinal drugs; but that they are doctors

you cannot say.

I have lived long enough to give an account of the practice that has

guided me so far. For anyone who wants to try it I have tasted it like

his cupbearer. Here are a few items, as memory supplies me with them.

^I have no habit that has not varied according to circumstances, but I

record those that I have seen most frequently in action, which have had
most hold on me up to this moment.

^My way of life is the same in sickness as in health; the same bed,

the same hours, the same food serve me, and the sam^ drink. I make
no adjustments at all, save for moderating the amount according to my
strength and appetite. Health for me is maintaining my accustomed

state without disturbance. Do I see that sickness dislodges me in one
direction? If I trust the doctors, they will turn me aside in another.

And both by fortune and by art, there I am off my road. I beHeve nothing

with more certainty than this : that I cannot be hurt by the use of things

that I have been so long accustomed to.

It is for habit to give form to our hfe, just as it pleases; it is all-

powerful in that; it is Circe's drink, which varies our nature as it sees fit.

How many nations, and three steps from us, regard as ridiculous the fear

of the night dew, which appears so hurtful to us; and our boatmen and
peasants laugh at it. You make a German sick if you put him to bed
on a mattress, hke an ItaHan on a feather bed, and a Frenchman without

curtains and a fire. A Spaniard's stomach cannot stand our way of

eating, nor can ours stand to drink Swiss fashion.
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A German pleased me at Augsburg by attacking the disadvantages

of our fireplaces by the same argument we ordinarily use to condemn
their stoves. For in truth, that stifling heat, and the smell of that mate-
rial they are made of when it gets hot, give most of those who are not

used to them a headache; not me. But after all, since this heat is even,

constant, and general, without flame, without smoke, without the wind
that the opening of our chimneys brings us, it has good grounds in other

respects for comparison with ours.

Why do we not imitate the Roman architecture? For they say that

in ancient times the fire was made only outside their houses, and at the

foot of them; whence the heat was breathed into the entire dwelling

by pipes, contrived in the thickness of the walls that surrounded the

rooms that were to be warmed. This I have seen clearly indicated, I

don't know where, in Seneca.

This German, hearing me praise the comforts and beauties of his

city, which certainly deserves it, began to sympathize with me because

I had to leave it; and one of the first discomforts he mentioned to me
was the heavy-headedness that the fireplaces elsewhere would cause

me. He had heard someone make this complaint, and associated it with

us, being disabled by habit from noticing it at home.
All heat that comes from fire makes me feel weak and heavy. Yet

Evenus said that the best condiment of life was fire. I prefer any other

way of escaping from the cold.

We are afraid of the wine at the bottom of the cask; in Portugal its

flavor is considered delicious, and it is the drink of princes.

In short, each nation has many customs and usages that are not only

unknown, but savage and miraculous, to some other nation.

What shall we do with this people that admits none but printed

evidence, that does not believe men unless they are in a book, or truth

unless it is of competent age? ^We dignify our stupidities when we put

them in print. ^It carries very different weight with this people if you
say "I have read it" than if you say "I have heard it." But I, who do
not disbelieve men's mouths any more than their hands, and who know
that people write just as injudiciously as they speak, and who esteem

this age just as if it were another that is past, I quote a friend of mine as

readily as Aulus Gellius or Macrobius, and what I have seen as what
they have written. ^And, as they hold that virtue is no greater for being

of longer standing, so I consider that truth is no wiser for being older.

^I often say that it is pure stupidity that makes us run after foreign and
scholarly examples. There is as great an abundance of them in this

age as in that of Homer and Plato. But is it not true that we seek rather

the honor of quoting than the truth of the statement? As if it were
greater to borrow our proofs from the shop of Vascosan or Plantin* than

from what may be seen in our own village. Or rather, indeed, that

we have not the wit to pick out and put to use what happens before

our eyes, and to judge it keenly enough to make it an example? For

* Two famous printers of Montaigne's day.
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if we say we lack authority to gain credence for our testimony, we say

so without reason. By the same token, in my opinion, from the most
ordinary, commonplace, famihar things, if we could put them in their

proper light, can be formed the greatest miracles of nature and the

most wondrous examples, especially on the subject of human actions.

Now, on my subject, leaving aside the examples that I know from
books, <^and what Aristotle says about Andro of Argos, that he crossed

the arid sands of Libya without drinking, ^a gentleman who has ac-

quitted himself worthily in several charges said in my presence that

he had gone from Madrid to Lisbon in midsummer without drinking.

He is in vigorous health for his age, and has nothing extraordinary in

his way of living except this, that he will go two or three months, even
a year, so he told me, without drinking. He feels some thirst, but he
lets it pass, and maintains that it is an appetite that easily grows languid

by itself; and he drinks more out of caprice than from need or for pleas-

ure.

Here is another. It was not long ago that I found one of the most
learned men in France, and a man of no mean fortune, studying in

the corner of a hall, which had been partitioned off for him with hang-

ings; and around him an unrestrained hubbub of his servants. He told

me, ^and Seneca said much the same thing of himself, ^that he derived

profit from this racket, as if, battered by this noise, he withdrew and
concentrated in himself better for contemplation, and that this storm

of voices drove his thoughts inward. While a student at Padua, he had
for so long a time a study exposed to the rattle of coaches and the tumult

of the square that he trained himself not only to disregard the noise

but to use it for the benefit of his studies. "^Socrates replied to Alcibiades,

who wondered how he could endure the perpetual din of his wife's

scolding: "Like those who are accustomed to the ordinary sound of

wheels drawing water." ^I am quite the opposite; my mind is sensitive

and ready to take flight; when it is absorbed in itself, the slightest buzz
of a fly is the deatli of it.

^Seneca, in his youth, having bitten hard on Sextius' example of

eating nothing that had been killed, got along without it for a year with
pleasure, as he says. And he left off only so as not to be suspected of

borrowing this rule from certain new religions that were disseminating

it. At the same time, from the precepts of Attains he adopted this one,

not to sleep any more on yielding mattresses; and continued to use,

even in his old age, the kind that does not give way under the body.

What the practice of his time makes him reckon as austerity, ours makes
us consider effeminacy.

^Look at the difference between the life of my manual laborers and
my own. The Scythians and Indians are in no respect more remote from
my powers and ways. I know I have taken boys out of begging into

my service, who soon after have left me, my kitchen, and their livery,

just to return to their former life. And I found one of them afterward

picking up mussels in the dump heap for his dinner, and neither by
entreaties nor by threats could I tear him away from the savor and
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sweetness he found in indigence. Beggars have their splendors and
their sensual pleasures as well as rich men, and, it is said, their political

dignities and orders.

These are results of habit. It can shape us not only into whatever
form it pleases (therefore, say the sages, we must choose the best form,

which habit will promptly make easy for us), but also shape us for

change and variation, which is the noblest and most useful of its teach-

ings. The best of my bodily qualities is that I am flexible and not very

stubborn. I have inclinations that are more personal and customary, and
more agreeable to me, than others; but with very little effort I turn

away from them, and easily slip into the opposite habit. A young man
should violate his own rules to arouse his vigor and keep it from grow-
ing moldy and lax. And there is no way of life so stupid and feeble as

that which is conducted by rules and discipline.

If he would drive a mile, he looks to bookish lore

To designate the time; and if his eye is sore.

He scans his stars, and gets the salve then, not before.

JUVENAL

He will even plunge often into excess, if he will take my advice; other-

wise the slightest dissipation will ruin him, and he will become awkward
and disagreeable in company. The most unsuitable quality for a gentle-

man is overfastidiousness and bondage to certain particular ways; and
they are particular if they are not pliable and supple. It is shameful for

a man to keep from doing what he sees his companions do, because he
cannot or dare not. Let such men stick to their kitchens. In anyone
else it is unbecoming, but in a mihtary man it is bad and intolerable;

he, as Philopoemen said, should get accustomed to every change and
vicissitude of life.

Although I was trained as much as possible for freedom and adapta-

bility, yet it is a fact that through carelessness, and because I have
lingered more in certain ways as I grow old (my age is past training

and henceforth has nothing to consider except holding its own ) , habit,

imperceptibly, has already so imprinted its character upon me in cer-

tain things that I call it excess to depart from it. And I cannot, without
an effort, sleep by day, or eat between meals, or breakfast, or go to bed
without a long interval, ^of about three full hours, ^after supper, or

make a child except before going to sleep, or make one standing up,

or endure my sweat, or quench my thirst with pure water or pure wine,

or remain bareheaded for long, or have my hair cut after dinner; and
I would feel as uncomfortable without my gloves as without my shirt,

or without washing when I leave the table or get up in the morning,
or without canopy and curtains for my bed, as I would be without
really necessary things. I could dine without a tablecloth; but very
uncomfortably without a clean napkin, German fashion; I soil napkins
more than they or the Italians do, and make little use of spoon or fork.

I am sorry that people have not carried on a fashion that I saw begun,
after the example of kings, of changing napkins, Hke plates, with each
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course. We are told of that tough soldier Marius that as he grew old

he grew fastidious in his drinking, and drank only out of one particular

cup of his. I too indulge my preference for a glass of a certain shape and
do not willingly drink from a common glass, any more than I like to be
served by a common hand. I dislike all metal compared with a clear

and transparent material. *^Let my eyes also taste, according to their

capacity.

^I owe many such weaknesses to habit. Nature too, for her part, has

brought me her share: such as no longer being able to stand two full

meals a day without overloading my stomach, or complete abstinence

from one of those meals without filling myself with wind, drying up
my mouth, and numbing my appetite; and suflFering from too long ex-

posure to the night air. For in the last few years, being in the military

service, when whole nights are spent on duty, as often happens, after

five or six hours I begin to be troubled by my stomach, as well as by
a violent headache, and I do not last until daytime without vomiting.

As the others are going off to breakfast I go off to sleep, and after that

I am as gay as before.

I had always understood that the evening dew fell only at nightfall,

but being long and familiarly associated these past years with a lord

who was imbued with the belief that the dew is sharper and more dan-

gerous when the sun begins to set, an hour or two before sundown,
when he carefully avoids it, although he does not fear the night dew,
he nearly imprinted in me not so much his opinion as his feeling.

What shall we say of the fact that even doubt and inquiry strikes

our imagination and changes us? Those who yield suddenly to these

propensities bring total ruin upon themselves. And I am sorry for sev-

eral gentlemen who, by the stupidity of their doctors, have made prison-

ers of themselves, though still young and sound in health. It would still

be better to endiu-e a cold than to lose the enjoyment of social life for-

ever through disuse by giving up so general a practice.' ^It is a trouble-

some science which decries the pleasantest hours of the day. ^Let us

extend our possession to our utmost means. Most often we toughen
ourselves if we persist, and correct our constitutions, as Caesar did his

epilepsy, by despising it and fighting it. We should conform to the

best rules, but not enslave ourselves to them, unless to those, if any
there are, to which bondage and slavery is useful.

Both kings and philosophers defecate, and ladies too. Public lives

are owed to ceremony; mine, obscure and private, enjoys every natural

dispensation; soldier and Gascon are also qualities a bit subject to in-

discretion. Wherefore I will say this about that action : that we should
relegate it to certain prescribed nocturnal hours, and force and subject

ourselves to them by habit, as I have done; but not subject ourselves,

as I have done as I grew old, to any concern for a particularly comfor-
table place and seat for this function, and make it a nuisance by slow-

ness and fastidiousness.

5 As that of going out at night.
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And yet in the dirtiest functions is it not somewhat excusable to re-

quire more care and cleanliness? ^Man is by nature a clean and dainty

animal [Seneca]. Of all natural functions that is the one that I can least

wilHngly endure to have interrupted. ^I have seen many soldiers incon-

venienced by the irregularity of their bowels; mine and I never fail the

moment of our assignation, which is when I jump out of bed, unless

some violent occupation or illness disturbs us.

I have no idea then, as I was saying, where sick men can better place

themselves in safety than in keeping quietly to the way of life in which
they have been brought up and trained. Change of any sort is disturb-

ing and hurtful. Go ahead and believe that chestnuts hurt a native of

Perigord or of Lucca, or milk and cheese the mountaineers. They keep
prescribing for sick men a way of life not only new, but contrary: a
change that a healthy man could not endure. Prescribe water to a
Breton of seventy, shut up a seaman in an overheated room, forbid a
Basque footman to take walks. You deprive them of movement, and
in the end, of air and light.

Is it so great a thing to be alive?^

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

Obhged to wean our souls from things on which they thrive.

We give up living, just to keep alive.

Should they be said to live who cannot breathe free air

Or see the Hght, without oppressive care?

MAXIMIANUS

If they do no other good, they do at least this, that they prepare their

patients early for death, undermining little by little and cutting off their

enjoyment of life.

Both in health and in sickness I have readily let myself follow my
urgent appetites. I give great authority to my desires and inchnations.

I do not like to cure trouble by trouble; I hate remedies that are more
nuisance than the disease. To be subjected to the stone and subjected to

abstaining from the pleasure of eating oysters, those are two troubles

for one. The disease pinches us on one side, the rule on the other. Since

there is a risk of making a mistake, let us risk it rather in pursuit of

pleasure. The world does the opposite, and thinks nothing beneficial

that is not painful; it is suspicious of ease.

My appetite in many things has of its own accord suited and adapted
itself rather happily to the health of my stomach. Sharpness and pun-
gency in sauces were pleasant to me when I was young; later, when
my stomach grew irritated by them, my taste promptly followed suit.

^Wine hurts sick people; it is the first thing that my mouth finds dis-

tasteful, and with an invincible distaste. ^Whatever I accept with dis-

Hke hurts me, and nothing hurts me that I do with hunger and zest; I

have never received harm from any action that was really pleasant to

" In his letter on the death of La Boetie, Montaigne quotes him as saying this

(luring his fatal illness.
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me. And yet I have made all the conclusions of medicine give way very

extensively to my pleasure. And in my youth,

When Cupid, flitting round me to and fro

In yellow tunic, shed his radiant glow,

CATULLUS

I lent myself as licentiously and thoughtlessly as any other man to the

desire that held me in its grip.

And fought my battles not without distinction;

HORACE

more, however, in continuation and endurance than in violence:

I scarce remember lasting up to six.

OVID

It is certainly distressing and miraculous to confess at what a tender

age I first chanced to fall under its subjection. It was indeed by chance,

for it was long before the age of choice and knowledge. I do not re-

member about myself so far back. And my lot may be coupled with
that of Quartilla, who had no memory of her maidenhood.

Hence goatish smells, precocious hair,

A beard to make my mother stare.

MARTIAL

The doctors ordinarily adjust their rules beneficially to the violence

of the sharp cravings that come upon sick people; no great desire can
be imagined that is so strange and vicious that nature is not involved

in it. And then how much it is to satisfy the imagination! In my opinion

that faculty is all-important, at least more important than any other.

The most grievous and ordinary troubles are those that fancy loads upon
us. I like this Spanish saying from several points of view: God defend
me from myself. I am sorry, when I am sick, that I do not have some
desire that would give me the pleasure of satisfying it; medicine would
hardly deter me from it. It is the same when I am well; I see scarcely

anything more to hope and wish for. It is pitiful to be languid and
enfeebled even in our desires.

The art of medicine is not so fixed that we are without authority,

no matter what we do; it changes according to the climates and accord-

ing to the moons, according to Fernel and according to L'Escale. If

your doctor does not think it good for you to sleep, to drink wine, or

to eat such-and-such a food, don't worry: I'll find you another who will

not agree with him. The variety of medical arguments and opinions

embraces all kinds of forms. I saw a wretched patient fainting and
dying with thirst in order to be cured, and being laughed at later by
another doctor who condemned that advice as harmful. Had he not

put his pain to good use? A man of that trade died recently of the

stone, who had practiced extreme abstinence to combat his illness; his
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colleagues say that on the contrary this fasting dried him up and baked
the gravel in his kidneys.

I have noticed that when I am w^ounded or sick, talking excites me
and hurts me as much as any irregularity I may commit. It is costly

and tiring for me to use my voice, for it is loud and strained; so that

when I have come to hold the ear of the great with affairs of weight,

I have often put them to the trouble of asking me to moderate my voice.

This story deserves a digression: Someone in a certain Greek school

was speaking loudly, as I do; the master of ceremonies sent him word
to speak lower. "Let him send me," he said, "the tone in which he wants
me to speak." The other replied that he should take his tone from the

ears of the person he was speaking to. That was well said, provided
it is understood to mean: "Speak according to the business you have
with your hearer." For if it means "Enough that he hear you," or "Be
guided by him," I do not think it is right. The tone and movement of

my voice express and signify my meaning; it is for me to guide it to

make myself understood.

There is a voice for instructing, a voice for flattering, a voice for

scolding. I want my voice not only to reach my hstener, but perhaps

to strike him and pierce him. When I berate my footman in a sharp

and bitter tone, it would be fine if he should say to me: "Master, speak

lower, I can hear you very well." ^There is a kind of voice adapted to

the hearing, not hy its volume, but by its quality [Quintilian]. ^Speech

belongs half to the speaker, half to the listener. The latter must prepare

to receive it according to the motion it takes. As among tennis players,

the receiver moves and makes ready according to the motion of the

striker and the nature of the strpke.

Experience has further taught me this, that we ruin ourselves by
impatience. Troubles have their life and their limits, ^their illnesses

and their health.

The constitution of diseases is patterned after the constitution of

animals. They have their destiny, limited from their birth, and their

days. He who tries to cut them short imperiously by force, in the midst

of their course, prolongs and multiplies them, and stimulates them in-

stead of appeasing them. I agree with Grantor, that we must neither

obstinately and heedlessly oppose evils nor weakly succumb to them,

but give way to them naturally, according to their condition and our

own. '^We should give free passage to diseases; and I find that they

do not stay so long with me, who let them go ahead; and some of those

that are considered most stubborn and tenacious, I have shaken off by
their own decadence, without help and without art, and against the

rules of medicine. Let us give Nature a chance; she knows her business

better than we do. "But so-and-so died of it." So will you, if not of

that disease, of some other. And how many have not failed to die of it,

with three doctors at their backsides? Example is a hazy mirror, re-

flecting all things in all ways. If it is a pleasant medicine, take it; it is

always that much present gain. ^I shall never balk at the name or the

color, if it is delicious and appetizing. Pleasure is one of the principal

kinds of profit.
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^I have allowed colds, gouty discharges, looseness, palpitations of

the heart, migraines, and other ailments to grow old and die a natural

death within me; I lost them when I had half trained myself to harbor

them. They are conjured better by courtesy than by defiance. We must
meekly suffer the laws of our condition. We are born to grow old, to

grow weak, to be sick, in spite of all medicine. That is the first lesson

that the Mexicans give their children, when, as soon as they come out

of their mother's womb, they greet tliem thus: "Child, you have come
into the world to endure; endure, suffer, and keep quiet."

It is unjust to complain that what may happen to anyone has hap-

pened to someone. ^Complain if anything has been unjustly decreed
against you alone [Seneca]. ^Look at an old man praying God to keep
him in entire and vigorous health, that is to say, to restore his youth.

Fool, why aspire in vain with childish prayers?

OVID

Is it not madness? His condition does not allow it. ^The gout, the

stone, indigestion, are symptoms of lengdi of years, as are heat, rains,

and winds of long journeys. Plato does not believe that Aesculapius was
at any pains to attempt by treatment to prolong Iffe in a wasted and
feeble body, useless to its country, useless to its calling and for pro-

ducing healthy, robust children; and he does not consider such concern

consistent with divine justice and forethought, which should guide all

things toward utility. ''My good man, it is all over. No one can put
you on your feet again; at most they will plaster and prop you up a bit,

^and prolong your misery an hour or so:

'^Like one who, wishing to support a while
A tottering building, props the creaking pile,

Until one day the house, the props, and all

Together with a dreadful havoc fall.

MAXIMIANUS

We must learn to endure what we cannot avoid. Our life is com-
posed, like the harmony of the world, of contrary things, also of different

tones, sweet and harsh, sharp and flat, soft and loud. If a musician liked

only one kind, what would he have to say? He must know how to use
them together and blend them. And so must we do with good and evil,

which are consubstantial with our life. Our existence is impossible

without this mixture, and one element is no less necessary for it than
the other. To try to kick against natural necessity is to imitate the folly

of Ctesiphon, who undertook a kicking match with his mule.

I do little consulting about the ailments I feel, for these doctors are

domineering when they have you at their mercy. They scold at your
ears with their forebodings. And once, catching me weakened by ill-

ness, they treated me insultingly with their dogmas and magisterial

frowns, threatening me now with great pains, now with approaching
deatli. I was not floored by them or dislodged from my position, but
I was bumped and jostled. If my judgment was neither changed nor
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confused by them, it was at least bothered. It is still agitation and
struggle.

Now I treat my imagination as gently as I can, and would relieve

it, if I could, of all trouble and conflict. We must help it and flatter it,

and fool it if we can. My mind is suited to this service; it has no lack

of plausible reasons for all things. If it could persuade as well as it

preaches, it would help me out very happily.

Would you like an example? It tells me that it is for my own good
that I have the stone; that buildings of my age must naturally suffer

some leakage. It is time for them to begin to grow loose and give way.

It is a common necessity—otherwise would it not have been a new mir-

acle performed for me? Thereby I pay the tribute due to old age,

and I could not get a better bargain.—That the company should console

me, since I have fallen into the commonest ailment of men of my time

of hfe. On all sides I see them afflicted with the same type of disease,

and their society is honorable for me, since it preferably attacks the

great; it is essentially noble and dignified.—That of the men who are

stricken by it there are few that get off more cheaply; and at that, they

pay the penalty of an unpleasant diet and daily doses of loathsome

medicinal drugs, whereas I am indebted solely to my good fortune. For
a few ordinary broths of eryngo and rupturewort that I have swallowed
two or three times to please the ladies, who, with kindness greater than

the sharpness of my pain, offered me half of theirs, seemed to me as

easy to take as they were useless in their effect. The others have to pay
a thousand vows to Aesculapius, and as many crowns to their doctor,

for the easy and abundant outflow of gravel which I often get through

the kindness of nature. <^Even the propriety of my behavior in ordinary

company is not disturbed by it, and I can hold my water ten hours and
as long as anyone.

^"Fear of this disease," says my mind, "used to terrify you, when it

was unknown to you; the cries and despair of those who make it worse
by their lack of fortitude engendered in you a horror of it. It is an
affliction that punishes those of your members by which you have most
sinned. You are a man of conscience:

Punishment undeserved gives pain.

0\'ID

Consider this chastisement; it is very gentle in comparison with others,

and paternally tender. Consider its lateness; it bothers and occupies

only the season of your Hfe which in any case is henceforth wasted and
barren, having given way, as if by agreement, to the licentiousness and
pleasures of your youth.

"The fear and pity that people feel for this illness is a subject of

vainglory for you; a quality of which, even if you have purged your
judgment and cured your reason of it, your friends still recognize some
tincture in your makeup. There is pleasure in hearing people say about
you: There indeed is strength, there indeed is fortitude! They see you
sweat in agony, turn pale, turn red, tremble, vomit your very blood,

suffer strange contractions and convulsions, sometimes shed great tears
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from your eyes, discharge thick, black, and frightful urine, or have it

stopped up by some sharp rough stone that cruelly pricks and flays the

neck of your penis; meanwhile keeping up conversation with your com-
pany with a normal countenance, jesting in the intervals with your
servants, holding up your end in a sustained discussion, making excuses

for your pain and minimizing your suffering.

"Do you remember those men of past times who sought out troubles

with such great hunger, to keep their virtue in breath and in practice?

Put the case this way, that nature is bearing and pushing you into that

glorious school, which you would never have entered of your own free

will. If you tell me that it is a dangerous and mortal disease, what
others are not? For it is a doctor's trick to except some, which they say

do not lead in a straight line to death. What does it matter if they go
there by accident and slip and deviate easily toward the road that leads

us there?

c"But you do not die of being sick, you die of being alive. Death
kills you well enough without the help of illness. And illnesses have
put off death for some, who have lived longer for thinking that they

were on their way out and dying. Furthermore, there are diseases, as

there are wounds, that are medicinal and salutary.

^"The stone is often no less fond of life than you. We see men in

whom it has continued from their childhood up to their extreme old age;

and if they had not deserted it, it was ready to accompany them still

further. You kill it more often than it kills you; and even if it set before

you the picture of imminent death, would it not be a kind service for a

man of that age to bring him home to meditations upon his end?
^"And what is worse, you have no reason left for being cured. In

any case, the common fate will call you any day. ^Consider how artfully

and gently the stone weans you from life and detaches you from the

world; not forcing you with tyrannical subjections, like so many other

afflictions that you see in old people, which keep them continually hob-
bled and without relief from infirmities and pains, but by warnings and
instructions repeated at intervals, intermingled with long pauses for rest,

as if to give you a chance to meditate and repeat its lesson at your leisure.

To give you a chance to form a sound judgment and make up your mind
to it like a brave man, it sets before you the lot that is your condition,

the good and also the bad, and a life that on the same day is now very

joyous, now unbearable. If you do not embrace death, at least you shake
hands with it once a month. ^Whereby you have the further hope that

it will catch you some day without a threat, and that, being so often

led to the port, confident that you are still within the accustomed limits,

some morning you and your confidence will have crossed the water
unawares. "^We have no cause for complaint about illnesses that divide

the time fairly with health."

I am obliged to Fortune for assailing me so often with the same kind

of weapons. She fashions and trains me against them by use, hardens
and accustoms me. Henceforth I know just about at what cost I shall

be quit of them.

^For lack of a natural memory I make one of paper, and as some
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new symptom occurs in my disease, I write it down. Whence it comes
that at the present moment, when I have passed through virtually every

sort of experience, if some grave stroke threatens me, by glancing

through these little notes, disconnected like tlie Sibyl's leaves, I never

fail to find grounds for comfort in some favorable prognostic from my
past experience.

^Familiarity also serves to give me better hopes for the future. For

now that this process of evacuation has continued so long, it is probable

that nature will not change this course and that no worse will come of

it than what I already feel. Besides, the nature of this disease is not

ill-suited to my hasty and impetuous disposition. When it assails me
mildly it frightens me, for that means for long. But by nature it has

vigorous and violent spurts; it shakes me to pieces, for a day or two.

My kidneys lasted an age without weakening; it will soon be another

age since their condition changed. Evils have their period like good
things; perhaps this ailment is coming to an end. Age weakens the heat

of my stomach; its digestion being thereby less perfect, it sends on this

crude matter to my kidneys. Why cannot the heat of my kidneys be
likewise weakened, at some other turn, so that they can no longer

petrify my phlegm, and nature may take steps to find some other way
of purgation? The years have evidently made some of my rheums dry

up. Why not these excrements that provide material for the gravel?

But is there anything so sweet as that sudden change, when from

extreme pain, by the voiding of my stone, I come to recover as if by
lightning the beautiful light of health, so free and so full, as happens

in our sudden and sharpest attacks of colic? Is there anything in this

pain we suffer that can be said to counterbalance the pleasure of such

sudden improvement? How much more beautiful health seems to me
after the illness, when they are so near and contiguous that I can recog-

nize them in each other's presence in their proudest array, when they

vie with each other, as if to oppose each other squarely! Just as the

Stoics say that vices are brought into the world usefully to give value

to virtue and assist it, we can say, with better reason and less bold con-

jecture, that nature has lent us pain for the honor and service of pleas-

ure and painlessness. When Socrates, after being relieved of his irons,

felt the relish of the itching that their weight had caused in his legs, he
rejoiced to consider the close alliance between pain and pleasure, how
they are associated by a necessary link, so that they follow and engen-

der each other in turn. And he called out that goodly Aesop should

have taken from this consideration a subject fit for a fine fable.

The worst thing I see in other maladies is that they are not as serious

in their immediate effect as in their consequences. You are a whole year

recovering, always full of weakness and fear. There is so much risk

and so many steps in returning to safety that it is never done. Before

they have unmuffled you of a kerchief, and then of a cap, before they

have given you back the enjoyment of fresh air, and wine, and your

wife, and melons, it is great good luck if you have not relapsed into

some new misery. My sickness has this privilege, that it carries itself
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clean off, whereas the others always leave some imprint and change
for the worse that makes the body susceptible to a new disease, and
they lend a hand to one another. Those illnesses are excusable that

content themselves with their own possession of us, without extending

it and without bringing on their sequels; but courteous and gracious

are those whose passage brings us some useful consequence. Since I

have had the stone, I have found myself rid of other ailments, more so,

it seems to me, than I was before; and I have had no fever since. I argue

that the extreme and frequent vomitings that I endure purge me; and,

on the other hand, my loss of appetite and the unusual fasts I undergo
digest my morbid humors, and nature voids in these stones its super-

fluous and harmful matter.

Do not tell me that it is a medicine too dearly bought. For what
about all the stinking potions, cauteries, incisions, sweatings, setons,

diets, and all the methods of cure that often bring us death because we
cannot endure their violence and relentlessness? So when I have an
attack, I take it as medicine; when I am exempt, I take it as lasting and
complete deliverance.

Here is another benefit of my illness, peculiar to it: that it almost

plays its game by itself and lets me play mine, unless I lack courage; in

its greatest throes I have held out for ten hours on horseback. Just bear

it, you need no other regimen. Play, dine, run, do this and do that too,

if you can; your dissipation will do more good than harm. Say as much
to a man with the pox, the gout, or a hernia! Other maladies have more
inclusive bonds, hamper our actions far more, disturb our whole order,

and involve the entire state of Hfe in consideration of them. Mine only

pinches the skin; it leaves your understanding and will at your disposal,

and your tongue, and your feet, and your hands; it rather awakens you
than puts you to sleep. The soul is smitten by the burning of a fever, and
floored by an epileptic fit, and dislocated by a violent migraine, and in

short stunned by all the ailments that hurt the whole body and the

noblest parts. Here, it is not attacked. If it fares badly, it is its own fault;

it betrays, abandons, and unhorses itself.

It is only fools that let themselves be persuaded that this hard, solid

body that is baked in our kidneys can be dissolved by potions. There-

fore, once it is in motion, there is nothing to do but give it passage; it

will take it anyway,

I notice also this particular convenience, that it is a disease in which
we have httle to guess about. We are freed from the worry into which
other diseases cast us by the uncertainty of their causes and conditions

and progress—an infinitely painful worry. We have no concern with

doctoral consultations and interpretations; the senses reveal to us what
it is, and where it is.

By such arguments, both strong and weak, I try to lull and beguile

my imagination and salve its wounds, as Cicero did his disease of old

age. If they get worse tomorrow, tomorrow we shall provide other ways
of escape.

*^Here is proof. Now it has happened again that the slightest move-
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ments force the pure blood out of my kidneys. What of it? I do not,

just for that, give up moving about as before and pricking after my
hounds with youthful and insolent ardor. And I think I come off w^ell

from such an important accident when it costs me nothing but a dull

heaviness and uneasiness in that region. It is some big stone that is

crushing and consuming the substance of my kidneys, and my life that

I am letting out little by little, not without some natural pleasure, as an
excrement that is henceforth superfluous and a nuisance. ^Do I feel

something crumbling? Do not expect me to go and amuse myself testing

my pulse and my urine so as to take some bothersome precaution; I shall

be in plenty of time when I feel the pain, without prolonging it by the

pain of fear. ^He who fears he will suffer, already suffers from his fear.

Besides, the uncertainty and ignorance of those who presume to ex-

plain the workings of Nature and her inner processes, and all the false

prognostications of their art, should make us know that she has utterly

unknown ways of her own. There is great uncertainty, variety, and ob-

scurity about what she promises us or threatens us with. Except for old

age, which is an indubitable sign of the approach of death, in all other

ailments I see few signs of the future on which to base our divination.

^I judge myself only by actual sensation, not by reasoning. What
would be the use, since I intend to apply only waiting and endurance?

Do you want to know how much I gain by this? Look at those who do
otherwise, and who depend on so many different persuasions and coun-

sels: how often imagination oppresses them, without the help of the

body! Many a time, when safe and free from these dangerous attacks, I

have taken pleasure in communicating their symptoms to the doctors as

ff they were just beginning inside me. I suffered the doom of their hor-

rible conclusions most comfortably, and remained that much more ob-

liged to God for his grace and better informed of the vanity of this art.

There is nothing that should be recommended so much to youth as

activity and vigilance. Our life is nothing but movement. I have trouble

getting under way, and am late in everything: getting up, going to bed,

at meals. Seven o'clock is early for me, and where I am in charge I do
not dine before eleven or sup till after six. In other days I attributed the

fevers and illnesses into which I fell to the sluggishness and drowsiness

that long sleep had brought on me, and I have always repented going

back to sleep in the morning. ^Plato is more set against excess in sleep

than excess in drinking.

^I like to sleep hard and alone, even without a woman, in the royal

style, rather well covered up. My bed is never warmed, but since I have
grown old they give me, when I need them, cloths to warm my feet and
stomach. They used to criticize the great Scipio for being such a sleeper,

in my opinion for no other reason than that it annoyed men that in him
alone there was nothing to criticize. If I am particular about anything

in my way of life, it is rather about sleeping than anything else; but
generally I yield and adapt myself to necessity as much as anyone.

Sleeping has occupied a large part of my life, and even at this age I con-

tinue to sleep eight or nine hours at a stretch. I am weaning myself
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profitably from this lazy propensity, and am obviously the better for it.

I feel the impact of the change' a little, but in three days it is done. And
I hardly know anyone who can live with less sleep when necessary, or

who stands up better under exercise, or who is bothered less by military

duties.

My body is capable of steady but not of vehement or sudden exer-

tion. These days I shun violent exercises which put me into a sweat;

my limbs grow tired before they grow warm. I can stay on my feet a

whole day, and I do not weary of walking; but on pavement, ^since my
early youth, ^I have not liked to go except on horseback. On foot I get

muddy right up to my buttocks; and in our streets small men are subject

to being jostled ^and elbowed, ^for want of preseijce. And I have always

liked to rest, whether lying or sitting, with my legs as high as my seat

or higher.

There is no occupation so pleasant as the military one, an occupation

both noble in execution ( for the strongest, most generous, and proudest

of all virtues is valor) and noble in its cause: there is no more just and
universal service than the protection of the peace and greatness of your

country. You enjoy the company of so many noble, young, active men,
the regular sight of so many tragic spectacles, the freedom of that artless

relationship, a manly and unceremonious way of hfe, the variety of a

thousand diverse actions, the brave harmony of martial music which
delights your ears and arouses your soul, the honor of this exercise, even
its severity and hardship, ^which Plato esteems so lightly that in his

Republic he makes women and children share them. A volunteer, ^you

assign yourself specific roles and risks according to your judgment of

their brilliance and importance, and you see when life itself may be
justifiably devoted to them:

I thought how beautiful to die in arms.

VIRGIL

To fear the common risks that afifect so great a throng, not to dare what
so many kinds of souls dare, that is for a heart immeasurably weak and
base. Company reassures even children. If others surpass you in knowl-

edge, in grace, in strength, in fortune, you have external causes to blame;

but if you yield to them in firmness of soul, you have only yourself to

blame. Death is more abject, more lingering and distressing, in bed
than in battle; fevers and catarrhs are as painful and fatal as a harquebus
shot. Whoever is prepared to bear valiantly the accidents of everyday

life would not have to swell his courage to become a soldier. ^To live,

my Lucilius, is to fight [Seneca].

I do not remember ever having had the itch; yet scratching is one

of the sweetest gratifications of nature, and as ready at hand as any. But
repentance follows too annoyingly close at its heels. I mostly scratch

my ears, which are sometimes itchy on the inside.

^I was born with all my senses sound almost to perfection. My stom-

ach is comfortably good, as is my head and also my wind, and they
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usually keep up through my fevers. I have recently turned fifty-six, six

years beyond the age' which some nations, not without cause, had pre-

scribed as such a just Hmit of life that they allowed no one to exceed it.

Yet I still have flashes of recovery so clear, though inconstant and brief,

that they fall little short of my youthful health and freedom from pain.

I am not speaking of vigor and sprightliness; it is not reasonable that

they should follow me beyond their limits:

I can endure no longer to remain
Upon a doorstep in the rain,

HORACE

My face immediately betrays me, and ^and my eyes; ^all my changes
begin there, and seem a little worse than they really are. I often move
my friends to pit>' before I feel the reason for it. My mirror does not

alarm me, for even in my youth I have more than once found myself

thus wearing a muddy complexion and an ill-omened look, without any
serious consequences; so that the doctors, finding inside me no cause

responsible for this outward change, attributed it to the spirit and to

some secret passion gnawing me within. They were wrong. If my body
obeyed my orders as well as my soul, we should get along a little more
comfortably. My soul was then not only free from disturbance, but also

full of satisfaction and gaiety—as it usually is, half by nature, half by
design:

Nor does the sickness of my mind infect my limbs.

OVID

I hold that this temperateness of my soul has many a time lifted up
my body from its falls. My body is often depressed; whereas if my soul

is not jolly, it is at least tranquil and at rest. I had a quartan fever for

four or five months, which quite disfigured me; my mind still kept go-

ing not only peacefully but cheerfully. If the pain is outside of me, the

weakness and languor do not distress me much. I know several bodily

infirmities that inspire horror if you merely name them, which I should

fear less than a thousand passions and agitations of the spirit that I see

prevalent. I have made up my mind to my inability to run any more;
it is enough diat I crawl. Nor do I complain of the natural decay that

has hold of me—
Who marvels at a goiter in the Alps?

JXA'EX.^L

—any more than I regret that my term of life is not as long and sound
as that of an oak.

I have no cause to complain of my imagination. I have had few
thoughts in my life that have even interrupted the course of my sleep,

unless- they have been those of desire, which awakened me without

^ In 1588 Montaigne had wTitten simply: "I have recently passed the age
which . .

."
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afHicting me. I seldom dream, and then it is about fantastic things and
chimeras usually produced by amusing thoughts, more ridiculous than

sad. And I hold that it is true that dreams are faithful interpreters of

our inclinations; but there is an art to sorting and understanding them.

•^That dreams repeat whate'er holds men in sway—
The thoughts, the sights, deeds, worries of the day-
Is not surprising.

ACCIUS, QUOTED BY CICERO

Plato says, moreover, that it is the function of wisdom to draw from
them instructions for divining the future. I see nothing in that, except

for the marvelous experiences related by Socrates, Xenophon, and Aris-

totle, personages of irreproachable authority. Historians say that the

Atlantes never dream, and also that they eat nothing that has been
killed; which I add because that is perhaps the reason they do not dream.

For Pythagoras prescribed a certain preparation of food to induce ap-

propriate dreams. Mine are gentle and bring on no bodily agitation or

vocal utterance. I have known many people of my time to be amazingly

agitated by them. Theon, the philosopher, walked in his sleep, and so

did the servant of Pericles, on the very tiles and roof of the house.

^I make little choice at table, and attack the first and nearest thing,

and I change reluctantly from one flavor to another. I dislike a crowd
of dishes and courses as much as any other crowd. I am easily satisfied

with few dishes, and I hate the notion of Favorinus that at a jfeast your

food should be stolen from you just as you are gaining appetite, and a

new dish always substituted, and that it is a wretched supper if the guests

have not been glutted with various birds' rumps, and that the beccafico

alone deserves to be eaten whole.

I often eat salt meats; however, I prefer bread without salt, and my
baker at home serves no other at my table, contrary to the custom of the

country. When I was a child, I was corrected mainly for refusing things

that people ordinarily like best at that age: sugar candies, preserves,

pastry. My tutor fought this hatred of dainty foods as being a sort of

daintiness. And indeed it is nothing else but fastidious taste, whatever
it applies to. Whoever rids a child of some particular and obstinate

fondness for brown bread, bacon, or garlic, rids him of finical taste.

There are some who act like patient sufferers if they do without beef

and ham amid partridges. They have a good time; that is the dainti-

ness of the dainty; it is the taste of a soft existence that is cloyed with
the ordinary and accustomed things, ^by which luxury beguiles the

tedium of wealth [Seneca]. ^Not to make good cheer with what an-

other savors, to take particular care of what you eat and drink, is the

essence of this vice:

If you fear a meal of greens upon a modest plate.

HORACE

True enough, there is this difference, that it is better to enslave your

desire to the things easiest to obtain; but it is always a vice to enslave
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yourself. I once called a relative of mine fastidious, who in our galleys

had lost the ability to use our beds and to get undressed for sleep.

If I had any male children, I should cordially wish them my own
fortune. The good father that God gave me, who has no return from

me except gratitude for his goodness, but certainly a very hearty grati-

tude, sent me from the cradle to be brought up in a poor village of his,

and kept me there as long as I was nursing, and even longer, training

me to the humblest and commonest way of life. ^A well-behaved stom-

ach is a great part of liberty [Seneca]. "^Never take on, and still less

give to your wives, the charge of their upbringing. Let them be formed

by fortune under the laws of the common people and of nature; leave

it to custom to train them to frugality and austerity, so that they may
have rather to come down from rigorousness than climb toward it. His

notion aimed at still another goal, to ally me with the people and that

class of men that needs our help; and he considered that I was duty

bound to look rather to the man who extends his arms to me than to the

one who turns his back on me. And this was the reason why he also had
me held over the baptismal font by people of the lowliest class, to bind

and attach me to them.

His plan has succeeded not at all badly. I am prone to devote myself

to the little people, whether because there is more vainglory in it, or

through natural compassion, which has infinite power over me. The
side I condemn in our wars I will condemn more harshly when it is flour-

ishing and prosperous; I will be somewhat reconciled to it when I see

it miserable and crushed.® How I enjoy contemplating the fine spirit

of Chelonis, daughter and wife of kings of Sparta! While her husband
Cleombrotus had the advantage over her father Leonidas in the conflicts

within her city, she was the good daughter and rallied to her father in his

exile, in his misery, opposing the victor. Did fortune chance to turn?

There she is, her will changed with fortune's, courageously taking the

side of her husband, whom she followed everywhere his ruin led him,

having apparently no choice but to rush to the side where she was most

needed and where she could best show her compassion. I am more natu-

rally inclined to follow the example of Flaminius, who lent himself to

those who needed him more than to those who could benefit him, than

that of Pyrrhus, who was prone to truckle to the great and be arrogant

with the weak.

Long sessions at table ^annoy me and ^disagree with me; for, per-

haps because I formed the habit as a boy, for lack of better self-control,

I eat as long as I am there. Therefore at home, ^though the meals are

on the short side, ^I like to sit down a little after the others, in the man-
ner of Augustus; but I do not imitate him in also leaving the table before

the others. On the contrary, I like to rest a long time after and listen to

stories, provided I do not take part, for it tires me and disagrees with

8 This statement is slightly altered from the 1588 edition, where it was more

specific: "In our troubles I condemn the cause of one of the parties, but more when
it flourishes and prospers; I have at times been somewhat reconciled to it, to see it

miserable and crushed."
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me to talk on a full stomach, whereas I find it a very healthy and pleasant

exercise to shout and argue before a meal. ^The ancient Greeks and

Romans had more sense than we, to assign to eating, which is one of

the principal actions of life, several hours and the best part of the night,

if some other unusual occupation did not interfere; eating and drinking

less hastily than we, who perform all our actions on the run, and pro-

longing this natural pleasure with greater leisure and enjoyment, inter-

spersing with it various useful and agreeable duties of society.

^Those who must take care of me could easily deprive me of what
they think harmful to me; for in such matters I never desire or find want-

ing what I do not see. But likewise they waste their time preaching me
abstinence from the things that are set before me. So that when I want
to fast, I have to be set apart from the supper table, and to be served

just so much as is necessary for the prescribed collation; for if I sit down
to table I forget my resolution. When I order a change in the prepara-

tion of some meat, my servants know that it means that my appetite

is weakened and that I will not touch it.

All meats that can be eaten rare, I Hke that way, and I like them
well-hung, even, in many cases, to the point of smelling high. Tough-
ness is die only thing that annoys me as a rule ( toward any other qual-

ity I am as indifferent and tolerant as any man I have known), so that,

contrary to the common humor, even among fish I sometimes find some
too fresh and too firm. It is not the fault of my teeth, which have al-

ways been good, even excellent, and which only just now are beginning

to be threatened by old age. I learned from childhood to rub them with

my napkin both in the morning and before and after meals.

God is merciful to those whose life he takes away bit by bit; that is

the only benefit of old age. The last death will be all the less complete

and painful; by then it will kill only a half or a quarter of a man. Here
is a tooth that has just fallen out, without pain, without effort; that was
the natural term of its duration. Both that part of my being and several

others are already dead, others half dead, even some of the most active,

which held the highest rank in my vigorous prime. Thus do I melt and
sHp away from myself. How stupid it would be of my mind if it were
to feel the last leap of this decline, which is already so far advanced,

as acutely as if it were the whole fall. I hope this will not happen.

^In truth, I gain one principal consolation in thinking about my
death, that it will be normal and natural, and that henceforth in this

matter I cannot demand or hope for any but illegitimate favor from
destiny. Men enjoy a fond belief that in other days their lives were
longer, as their stature was greater. But Solon, who belongs to those

old days, nevertheless limits the extreme duration of life to seventy

years. Shall I, who in all matters have so worshiped that golden mean
of the past, and have taken the moderate measure as the most perfect,

aspire to an immoderate and prodigious old age? Whatever happens
contrary to the course of Nature may be disagreeable, but what hap-

pens according to her should always be pleasant. Everything that

happens according to Nature should be considered good [Cicero]*
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Thus, says Plato, the death that is brought on by wounds or maladies

may be called violent, but that which takes us by surprise as old age

guides us to it is the easiest of all and in a way delightful. Young men
lose their lives by violence, old men by ripeness [Cicero].

^Death mingles and fuses with our life throughout. Decline antici-

pates death's hour and intrudes even into the course of our progress.

I have portraits of myself at twenty-five and thirty-five; I compare them
with one of the present: how irrevocably it is no longer myself! How
much farther is my present picture from them than from that of my
death! We abuse Nature too much by pestering her so far that she is

constrained to leave us and abandon our guidance—our eyes, our teeth,

our legs, and the rest—to the mercy of foreign assistance that we have
begged, and to resign us to the hands of art, weary of following us.

I am not excessively fond of either salads or fruits, except melons.

My father hated all kinds of sauces; I love them all. Eating too much
bothers me; but I have as yet no really certain knowledge that any kind

of food intrinsically disagrees with me; even as I do not notice whether
the moon is full or waning, or whether it is spring or autumn. There are

changes that take place in us, irregular and unknown. Radishes, for

example, I first found to agree with me, then to disagree, now to agree

again. In several respects I feel my stomach and appetite vary that

way: I have changed back from white wine to claret, and then from
claret to white. I am very fond of fish, and have my fat days on the lean

days, and my feasts on the fast days. I believe what some say, that it

is easier to digest than meat. As it goes against my conscience to eat

meat on fish days, so it goes against my taste to mix fish with meat; the

difference between them seems to me too great.

Ever since my youth I have occasionally skipped a meal; either to

sharpen my appetite for the next day, for, as Epicurus used to fast and
make lean meals to accustom his appetite to do without abundance, I

do so, on the contrary, to train my appetite to profit better from abun-

dance and use it more joyfully; or to conserve my vigor for the sake of

some action of body or mind, for in me both of these grow cruelly lazy

through repletion, and I hate above all things the stupid coupling of so

healthy and sprightly a goddess with that little belching god of indi-

gestion, all bloated with the fumes of his liquor;^ or to cure my sick

stomach; or for want of proper company, for I say, like that same Epi-

curus, that we should not so much consider what we eat as with whom
we eat, and I commend Chilo because he would not promise to be at

Periander's feast until he was informed who were the other guests.

There is no preparation so sweet to me, no sauce so appetizing, as that

which is derived from society.

I think it is healthier to eat more slowly and less, and to eat more
often. But I want to make the most of appetite and hunger; I would
take no pleasure in dragging out three or four puny meals a day, regu-

lated as if I were taking medicine. ^Who would assure me that I would

® Venus and Bacchus.
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find again at supper the gaping appetite I had in the morning? Let us

take—old men especially—let us take advantage of the first opportunity

that comes our way. Let us leave the daily diets to the almanac-makers

and the doctors.

^The greatest benefit that good health gives me is sensual pleasure;

let us stick to the first pleasure that is present and known. I avoid con-

sistency in these laws of fasting. He who wants to make the most of a

habit, let him avoid continuing it; we grow hardened to it, our powers
go to sleep in it; six months later you will have so perverted your stom-

ach by your habit that your only profit will be to have lost the freedom
to treat it otherwise without damage.

I do not keep my legs and thighs any more covered in winter than

in summer: silk hose, nothing else. For the relief of my colds I have
allowed myself to keep my head warmer, and my stomach because of

my stone; my ailments became accustomed to this in a few days and
disdained my ordinary precautions. I thus had graduated from a cap

to a kerchief, and from a bonnet to a lined hat. The padding of my
doublet serves now only for ornament; it is no good unless I add a rab-

bit's skin or a vulture's, and a skullcap for my head. Follow these steps

and you will go at a fine pace. I will do nothing of the sort, and would
gladly disown the start I have made, if I dared. Are you falling into

some new ailment? This reform is of no more use to you; you are accus-

tomed to it; look for another. Thus men ruin themselves by letting them-
selves become entangled in restricting regimens, and by superstitiously

tying themselves down to them. They still need more, and still more
after that; it is never done.

For the sake of our occupations and pleasure, it is much more con-

venient to skip our dinner, as the ancients did, and put off making good
cheer till the hour of retirement and rest, without breaking up the day;

thus I formerly used to do. For the sake of health, on the contrary, I

have since found by experience that it is better to dine, and that diges-

tion is better performed awake.

I am not much subject to thirst, either in health or in sickness. To
be sure, in the latter case I am apt to have a dry mouth, but no thirst.

Normally I drink only when I develop a thirst in eating, and far along

into the meal. I drink pretty well for a man of ordinary build; in sum-
mer and at an appetizing meal, I not only exceed the limits of Augustus,

who drank precisely three times and no more, but, so as not to violate the

rule of Democritus, who forbade stopping at four as an unlucky num-
ber, I slip on at a pinch to five, about three half-pints; for the little glasses

are my favorites, and I enjoy emptying them, which others avoid as

unbecoming. I mix my wine most often with as much water, sometimes
with half as much. And when I am at home, by an ancient practice that

my father's doctor prescribed for him and for himself, they mix what
I need in the wine cellar two or three hours before serving it. ^They
say that Cranaus, king of the Athenians, was the inventor of this prac-

tice of mixing wine with water; whether for better or for worse, I have
heard it argued. I think it more fitting and healthy for children not to
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drink wine until they are sixteen or eighteen. ^The most usual and com-
mon way of living is the best; all peculiarities seem to me things to be
avoided; and I should hate as much to see a German putting water in

his wine as a Frenchman drinking it pure. Public usage lays down the

law in such things.

I fear a stuffy atmosphere and avoid smoke like the plague; the

first repairs I hurried to make in my house were in the chimneys and
the privies, which as a rule are unbearably defective in old buildings;

and among the hardships of war I reckon those thick clouds of dust in

which we are kept buried in the hot season for a whole day's journey.

My breathing is free and easy, and my colds most often pass off without
a cough and without damage to my lungs.

The rigor of summer is more of an enemy to me than that of winter;

for besides the discomfort of heat, less easily remedied than that of cold,

and besides the beating of the sun's rays on my head, my eyes are hurt
by any dazzling light. Right now I could not eat dinner seated opposite

a blazing, bright fire. To deaden the whiteness of paper, in the time
when I was more in the habit of reading, I used to lay a piece of glass

on my book, and found much relief in it. To this moment I am ignorant

of the use of spectacles, and I see just as far as I ever did, and as any
man. It is true that at the decline of day I begin to feel blurring and
weakness in reading, an exercise that has always tired my eyes, but
especially at night. ^Here is a step backward, just barely perceptible.

I shall draw back another step, from the second to the third, from the
third to the fourth, so quietly that I shall have to be a confirmed blind
man before I feel the decadence and old age of my sight. So artfully

do the Fates untwist the thread of our Iffe. And so I doubt that my
hearing is on the verge of growing dull, and you will see that when I

have half lost it I shall still be blaming the voices of those who are speak-
ing to me. We must really strain our soul to make it feel how it is ebb-
ing away.

^My walk is quick and firm; and I know not which of the two, my
mind or my body, I have had more diflBculty in keeping in one place.

That preacher is indeed a friend of mine who holds my attention through
a whole sermon. In solemn places, where everyone has such a strained

expression, where I have seen the ladies keep even their eyes so steady,

I have never succeeded in keeping some part of me from always wan-
dering; even though I may be seated there, I am hardly settled there.

^As the chambermaid of the philosopher Chrysippus said of her master
that he was only drunk in his legs—for he had the habit of moving them
about, whatever position he was in, and she would say it when wine
befuddled the others and he felt no effect from it—so people might have
said of me from my childhood that I was crazy in the feet, or had quick-
silver in them, so fidgety and restless are they, wherever I place them.

^It is bad manners, besides being harmful to health and even to pleas-

ure, to eat greedily, as I do. I often bite my tongue and sometimes my
fingers, in my haste. Diogenes, coming upon a boy who was eating

that way, gave his tutor a box on the ear for it. <^There were men at
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Rome who taught people to chew, as well as to walk, gracefully. ^By
this I lose the leisure for talking, which is such a sweet seasoning for

the dinner table, provided the remarks are appropriate, pleasant, and
brief.

There is jealousy and envy between our pleasures; they clash and
interfere with each other. Alcibiades, a connoisseur in making good
cheer, banished even music from the table, so that it should not disturb

the pleasure of conversation, <^for the reason that Plato ascribes to him,

that it is a practice of vulgar men to call in instrumentalists and singers

to their feasts, for lack of the good talk and enjoyable remarks with

which intelligent men know how to entertain each other. ^Varro asks

this of a banquet: a gathering of people of handsome presence and
agreeable conversation, who are neither mute nor garrulous; cleanh-

ness and delicacy in the food and the place; and fair weather. "^A well-

planned dinner takes more than a little art and gives more than a little

pleasure; neither the great generals nor the great philosophers have
spurned the practice and science of it. My imagination has entrusted

three dinners to the keeping of my memory, which fortune rendered

outstandingly pleasant to me at different times in my more flourishing

days. For each of the guests himself brings the principal charm, ac-

cording to the good temper of body and soul in which he happens to

be. My present condition excludes me from this.

^I, who operate only close to the ground, hate that inhuman wisdom
that would make us disdainful enemies of the cultivation of the body.

I consider it equal injustice to set our heart against natural pleasures

and to set our heart too much on them. ^Xerxes was a fool, who,
wrapped in all human pleasures, went and offered a prize to anyone
who would find him others. But hardly less of a fool is the man who cuts

off those that nature has found for him. ^We should neither pursue them
nor flee them, we should accept them. I accept them with more gusto

and with better grace than most, and more willingly let myself follow

a natural inclination. ^We have no need to exaggerate their inanity; it

makes itself felt enough and evident enough. Much thanks to our sickly,

kill-joy mind, which disgusts us with them as well as with itself. It treats

both itself and all that it takes in, whether future or past, according to its

insatiable, erratic, and versatile nature.

Unless the vessel's pure, all you pour in turns sour.

HORACE

I, who boast of embracing the pleasures of life so assiduously and
so particularly, find in them, when I look at them thus minutely, vir-

tually nothing but wind. But what of it? We are all wind. And even

the wind, more wisely than we, loves to make a noise and move about,

and is content with its own functions, without wishing for stability and
solidity, qualities that do not belong to it.

The pure pleasures of imagination, as well as the pains, some say,

are the greatest, as the scales of Critolaus expressed it. No wonder; it

composes them to its liking and cuts them out of whole cloth. I see
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signal, and perhaps desirable, examples of this every day. But I, being

of a mixed constitution, and coarse, am unable to cling so completely

to this single and simple object as to keep myself from grossly pursuing

the present pleasures of the general human law—intellectually sensual,

sensually intellectual. The Cyrenaic philosophers hold that the bodily

pleasures, like the pains, are the more powerful, as being both twofold

and more equitable.

^There are some who ^from savage stupidity, as Aristotle says, ^are

disgusted with them; I know some who are that way from ambition.

Why do they not also give up breathing? Why do they not live on their

own air, ^and refuse light, because it is free and costs them neither in-

vention nor vigor? ^Let Mars, or Pallas, or Mercury give them suste-

nance, instead of Venus, Ceres, and Bacchus, just to see what happens.

•^Won't they try to square the circle while perched on their wivesl ^I

hate to have people order us to keep our minds in the clouds while our

bodies are at table. I would not have the mind nailed down to it nor

wallowing at it, but attending to it; ^sitting at it, not lying down at it.

Aristippus defended the body alone, as if we had no soul; Zeno em-
braced only the soul, as if we had no body. Both were wrong. Pythago-

ras, they say, followed a philosophy that was all contemplation, Socrates

one that was all conduct and action; Plato found the balance between
the two. But they say so to make a good story, and the true balance is

found in Socrates, and Plato is much more Socratic than Pythagorean,

and it becomes him better.

^When I dance, I dance; when I sleep, I sleep; yes, and when I walk
alone in a beautiful orchard, if my thoughts have been dwelling on
extraneous incidents for some part of the time, for some other part I

bring them back to the walk, to the orchard, to the sweetness of this

sohtude, and to me. Nature has observed this principle like a mother,
that the actions she has enjoined on us for our need should also give us

pleasure; and she invites us to them not only through reason, but also

through appetite. It is unjust to infringe her laws.

When I see both Caesar and Alexander, in the thick of their great

tasks, so fully enjoying <^natural and therefore necessary and just ^pleas-

ures, I do not say that that is relaxing their souls, I say that it is tough-

ening them, subordinating these violent occupations and laborious

thoughts, by the vigor of their spirits, to the practice of everyday life:

^wise men, had they believed that this was their ordinary occupation, the

other the extraordinary.

We are great fools. "He has spent his life in idleness," we say; "I

have done nothing today." What, have you not lived? That is not only

the fundamental but the most illustrious of your occupations. "If I had
been placed in a position to manage great affairs, I would have shown
what I could do." Have you been able to think out and manage your
own life? You have done the greatest task of all. To show and exploit

her resources Nature has no need of fortune; she shows herself equally

on all levels and behind a curtain as well as without one. To compose
our character is our duty, not to compose books, and to win, not battles
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and provinces, but order and tranquillity in our conduct. Our great and
glorious masterpiece is to live appropriately. All other things, ruling,

hoarding, building, are only little appendages and props, at most.

^I take pleasure in seeing an army general, at the foot of a breach

that he means to attack presently, lending himself wholly and freely to

his dinner and his conversation, among his friends; "^and Brutus, with

heaven and earth conspiring against him and Roman liberty, stealing

some hour of night from his rounds to read and annotate Polybius with

complete assurance. ^It is for little souls, buried under the weight of

business, to be unable to detach themselves cleanly from it or to leave

it and pick it up again:

Brave men, who have endured with me
Worse things, now banish cares with revelry;

Tomorrow we shall sail the mighty sea.

HORACE

Whether it is in jest or in earnest that the Sorbonne acquired its

proverbial reputation for theological drinking and feasting, I think it

right that the faculty should dine all the more comfortably and pleas-

antly for having used the morning profitably and seriously in the work
of their school. The consciousness of having spent the other hours well

is a proper and savory sauce for the dinner table. Thus did the sages

live. And that inimitable straining for virtue that astounds us in both
Catos, that disposition, severe to the point of being troublesome, sub-

mitted thus meekly and contentedly to the laws of human nature, and
of Venus and Bacchus, ^in accordance with the precepts of their sect,

which require the perfect sage to be as expert and versed in the enjoy-

ment of the natural pleasures as in any other duty of life. A wise palate

should go with a wise heart [Cicero].

^Relaxation and affability, it seems to me, are marvelously honorable
and most becoming to a strong and generous soul. Epaminondas did

not think that to mingle with the dance of the boys of his city, *^to sing,

to play music, ^and to concentrate attentively on these things, was at

all derogatory to the honor of his glorious victories and the perfect

purity of character that was his. And among so many admirable actions

of Scipio, <^the grandfather, a personage worthy of the reputation of

celestial descent,^° ^there is nothing that lends him more charm than to

see him playing nonchalantly and childishly at picking up and selecting

shells and running potato races by the sea with Laelius, and in bad
weather amusing and tickling his fancy by writing comedies portraying

the meanest and most vulgar actions of men; ^and, his head full of that

wonderful campaign against Hannibal and Africa, visiting the schools in

Sicily, and attending lectures on philosophy until he armed to the teeth

the blind envy of his enemies in Rome. ^Nor is there anything more

10 Instead of this phrase, Montaigne had written in 1588: "Scipio the Younger
( everytliing considered, the first man of the Romans )

." His first attribution was the
correct one.
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remarkable in Socrates than the fact that in his old age he finds time to

take lessons in dancing and playing instruments, and considers it well

spent.

This same man was once seen standing in a trance, an entire day and
night, in the presence of the whole Greek army, overtaken and enrap-

tured by some deep thought. He was seen, ^the first among so many
valiant men of the army, to run to the aid of Alcibiades, who was over-

whelmed by enemies, to cover him with his body, and to extricate him
from the melee by sheer force of arms; and the first among the people
of Athens, all outraged like him at such a shameful spectacle, to come
forward to rescue Theramenes, whom the Thirty Tyrants were having
led to his death by their satellites; and he desisted from this bold under-
taking only at the remonstrance of Theramenes himself, though he was
followed by only two men in all. He was seen, when courted by a beauty
with whom he was in love, to maintain strict chastity when necessary.

He was seen, in the battle of Delium, to pick up and save Xenophon,
who had been thrown from his horse. He was ^constantly ^seen ^to

march to war ^and walk the ice ^barefoot, to wear the same gown in

winter and in summer, to surpass all his companions in enduring toil,

to eat no differently at a feast than ordinarily.

*^He was seen for twenty-seven years to endure with the same counte-

nance hunger, poverty, the indocility of his children, the claws of his

wife; and in the end calumny, tyranny, prison, irons, and poison. ^But
if that man was summoned to a drinking bout by the duty of civihty,

he was also the one who did the best in the whole army. And he
never refused to play at cobnut with children, or to ride a hobbyhorse
with them, and he did so gracefully; for all actions, says philosophy,

are equally becoming and honorable in a wise man. We have material

enough, and we should never tire of presenting the picture of this man
as a pattern and ideal of all sorts of perfection. ^There are very few
full and pure examples of life, and those who educate us are unfair when
they set before us every day feeble and defective models, hardly good
in a single vein, which rather pull us backward, corrupters rather than
correctors.

^Popular opinion is wrong: it is much easier to go along the sides,

where the outer edge serves as a limit and a guide, than by the middle
way, wide and open, and to go by art than by nature; but it is also much
less noble and less commendable. ^Greatness of soul is not so much
pressing upward and forward as knowing how to set oneself in order

and circumscribe oneself. It regards as great whatever is adequate, and
shows its elevation by liking moderate things better than eminent ones.

^There is nothing so beautiful and legitimate as to play the man well

and properly, no knowledge so hard to acquire as the knowledge of how
to live this life well '^and naturally; ^and the most barbarous of our
maladies is to despise our being.

He who wants to detach his soul, let him do it boldly, if he can,

when his body is ill, to free it from the contagion; at other times, on
the contrary, let the soul assist and favor the body and not refuse to
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take part in its natural pleasures and enjoy them conjugally, bringing

to them moderation, if it is the wiser of the two, for fear that through
lack of discretion they may merge into pain. ^Intemperance is the

plague of sensual pleasure; and temperance is not its scourge, it is its

seasoning. Eudoxus, who made pleasure the supreme good, and his

fellows, who raised it to such high value, savored it in its most charming
sweetness by means of temperance, which they possessed in singular

and exemplary degree.

^I order my soul to look upon both pain and pleasure with a gaze

equally ^self-controlled—/or it is as wrong for the soul to overflow from
joy as to contract in sorrow [Cicero]—and equally ^firm, but gaily at

the one, at the other severely, and, according to its ability, as anxious

to extinguish the one as to extend the other. ^Viewing good things

sanely implies viewing bad things sanely. And pain has something not

to be avoided in its mild beginning, and pleasure something to be
avoided in its excessive ending. Plato couples them together and claims

that it is equally the function of fortitude to fight against pain and
against the immoderate and bewitching blandishments of pleasure.

They are two fountains : whoever draws the right amount from the right

one at the right time, whether city, man, or beast, is very fortunate.

The first we must take as a necessary medicine, but more sparingly;

the other for thirst, but not to the point of drunkenness. Pain, pleasure,

love, hatred, are the first things a child feels; if when reason comes they
cHng to her, that is virtue.

^'I have a vocabulary all my own. I "pass the time," when it is rainy

and disagreeable; when it is good, I do not want to pass it; I savor it,

I cling to it. We must run through the bad and settle on the good. This
ordinary expression "pastime" or "pass the time" represents the habit

of those wise folk who think they can make no better use of their life

than to let it slip by and escape it, pass it by, sidestep it, and, as far as

in them lies, ignore it and run away from it, as something irksome and
contemptible. But I know it to be otherwise and find it both agreeable
and worth prizing, even in its last decline, in which I now possess it;

and nature has placed it in our hands adorned with such favorable

conditions that we have only ourselves to blame if it weighs on us and
if it escapes us unprofitably. ^The life of the fool is joyless, full of trepi-

dation, given over wholly to the future [Seneca]. ^However, I am
reconciling myself to the thought of losing it, without regret, but as

something that by its nature must be lost; not as something annoying
and troublesome. ^Then too, not to dislike dying is properly becoming
only to those who like living. ^It takes management to enjoy life. I

enjoy it twice as much as others, for the measure of enjoyment de-

pends on the greater or lesser attention that we lend it. Especially at

this moment, when I perceive that mine is so brief in time, I try to

increase it in weight; I try to arrest the speed of its flight by the speed
with which I grasp it, and to compensate for the haste of its ebb by
my vigor in using it. The shorter my possession of life, the deeper and
fuller I must make it.
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Others feel the sweetness of some satisfaction and of prosperity; I

feel it as they do, but it is not in passing and slipping by. Instead we
must study it, savor it, and ruminate it, to give proper thanks for it to

him who grants it to us. They enjoy the other pleasures as they do
that of sleep, without being conscious of them. To the end that sleep

itself should not escape me thus stupidly, at one time I saw fit to have
mine disturbed, so that I might gain a glimpse of it. I meditate on any
satisfaction; I do not skim over it, I sound it, and bend my reason, now
grown peevish and hard to please, to welcome it. Do I find myself in

some tranquil state? Is there some voluptuous pleasure that tickles me?
I do not let my senses pilfer it, I bring my soul into it, not to implicate

herself, but to enjoy herself, not to lose herself but to find herself. And
I set her, for her part, to admire herself in this prosperous estate, to

weigh and appreciate and amplify the happiness of it. She measures
the extent of her debt to God for being at peace with her conscience

and free from other inner passions, for having her body in its natural

condition, enjoying controlledly and adequately the agreeable and
pleasant functions with which he is pleased to compensate by his grace

for the pains with which his justice chastises us in its turn; how much
it is worth to her to be lodged at such a point that wherever she casts

her eyes, the sky is calm around her: no desire, no fear or doubt to

disturb the air for her, no diflBculty, ^past, present, or future, ^over

which her imagination may not pass without hurt.

This consideration gains great luster by comparison between my
condition and that of others. Thus I set before me in a thousand forms
those who are carried away and tossed about by fortune or their own
error, and also those, closer to my way, who accept their good fortune

so languidly and indiflFerently. They are the people who really "pass

their time"; they pass over the present and what they possess, to be the

slaves of hope, and for shadows and vain images that fancy dangles

before them—

Like ghosts that after death are said to flit.

Or visions that delude the slumbering wit

VIRGIL

—which hasten and prolong their flight the more they are pursued. The
fruit and goal of their pursuit is to pursue, as Alexander said that the

purpose of his work was to work.

Believing nothing done while aught was left to do.

LUCAN

As for me, then, I love life and cultivate it just as God has been
pleased to grant it to us. I do not go about wishing that it should lack

the need to eat and drink, ^and it would seem to me no less excusa-

ble a failing to wish that need to be doubled. The wise man is the

keenest searcher for natural treasures [Seneca]. Nor do I wish ^that

we should sustain ourselves by merely putting into our mouths a little
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of that drug by which Epimenides took away his appetite and kept

himself aHve; nor that we should beget children insensibly with our

fingers or our heels, ^but rather, with due respect, that we could also

beget them voluptuously with our fingers and heels; nor ^that the body
should be without desire and without titillation. Those are ungrateful

^and unfair ^complaints. I accept with all my heart ^and with gratitude

^what nature has done for me, and I am pleased with myself and proud
of myself that I do. We wrong that great and all-powerful Giver by
refusing his gift, nullifying it, and disfiguring it. ^Himself all good, he
has made all things good. All things that are according to nature are

worthy of esteem [Cicero].

^Of the opinions of philosophy I most gladly embrace those that

are most solid, that is to say, most human and most our own; my opin-

ions, in conformity with my conduct, are low and humble. ^Philosophy

is very childish, to my mind, when she gets up on her hind legs and
preaches to us that it is a barbarous alliance to marry the divine with

the earthly, the reasonable with the unreasonable, the severe with the

indulgent, the honorable with the dishonorable; that sensual pleasure

is a brutish thing unworthy of being enjoyed by the wise man; that the

only pleasure he derives from tlie enjoyment of a beautiful young wife

is the pleasure of his consciousness of doing the right thing, like putting

on his boots for a useful ride. May her followers have no more right

and sinews and sap in deflowering their wives than her lessons have!

That is not what Socrates says, her tutor and ours. He prizes bodily

pleasure as he should, but he prefers that of the mind, as having more
power, constancy, ease, variety, and dignity. The latter by no means
goes alone, according to him—he is not so fanciful—but only comes first.

For him temperance is the moderator, not the adversary, of pleasures.

^Nature is a gentle guide, but no more gentle than wise and just.

^We must penetrate into the nature of things and clearly see exactly

what it demands [Cicero]. ^I seek her footprints everywhere. We have
confused them with artificial tracks, *^and for that reason the sovereign

good of the Academics and the Peripatetics, which is "to five according

to nature," becomes hard to limit and express; also that of the Stoics,

a neighbor to the other, which is "to consent to nature."

^Is it not an error to consider some actions less worthy because they

are necessary? No, they will not knock it out of my head that the mar-
riage of pleasure with necessity, <^with whom, says an ancient, the gods

always conspire, ^is a very suitable one. To what purpose do we dis-

member by divorce a structure made up of such close and brotherly

correspondence? On the contrary, let us bind it together again by
mutiaal services. Let the mind arouse and quicken the heaviness of

the body, and the body check and make fast the lightness of the mind.

^He who praises the nature of the soul as the sovereign good and con-

demns the nature of the flesh as evil, truly both carnally desires the soul

and carnally shuns the flesh; for his feeling is inspired by human vanity,

not by divine truth [Saint Augustine].

^There is no part unworthy of our care in this gift that God has
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given us; we are accountable for it even to a single hair. And it is not

a perfunctory charge to man to guide man according to his nature; it

is express, simple, ^and of prime importance, ^and the creator has given

it to us seriously and sternly. ^Authority alone has power over common
intelligences, and has more weight in a foreign language. Let us renew
the charge here. Who would not say that it is the essence of folly to

do lazily and rebelUously what has to be done, to impel the body one

way and the soul another, to be split between the most conflicting

motions? [Seneca.]

^Come on now, just to see, some day get some man to tell you the

absorbing thoughts and fancies that he takes into his head, and for the

sake of which he turns his mind from a good meal and laments the time

he spends on feeding himself. You will find there is nothing so insipid

in all the dishes on your table as this fine entertainment of his mind
(most of the time we should do better to go to sleep completely than

to stay awake for what we do stay awake for ) ; and you will find that

his ideas and aspirations are not worth your stew. Even if they were
the transports of Archimedes himself, what of it? I am not here touch-

ing on, or mixing up with that brattish rabble of men that we are, or

with the vanity of the desires and musings that distract us, those vener-

able souls, exalted by ardent piety and religion to constant and con-

scientious meditation on divine things, ^who, anticipating, by dint of

keen and vehement hope, the enjoyment of eternal food, final goal and
ultimate hmit of Christian desires, sole constant and incorruptible pleas-

ure, scorn to give their attention to our beggarly, watery, and ambigu-
ous comforts, and readily resign to the body the concern and enjoyment
of sensual and temporal fodder. ^That is a privileged study. ^Between
ourselves, these are two things that I have always observed to be in

singular accord: supercelestial thoughts and subterranean conduct,

^Aesop, ^that great man, ^saw his master pissing as he walked. "What
next?" he said. "Shall we have to shit as we run?" Let us manage our

time; we shall still have a lot left idle and ill spent. Our mind likes to

think it has not enough leisure hours to do its own business unless it

dissociates itself from the body for the little time that the body really

needs it.

They want to get out of themselves and escape from the man. That
is madness: instead of changing into angels, they change into beasts;

instead of raising themselves, they lower themselves. ^These transcen-

dental humors frighten me, like lofty and inaccessible places; and
nothing is so hard for me to stomach in the life of Socrates as his ec-

stasies and possessions by his daemon, nothing is so human in Plato as

the qualities for which they say he is called divine. ^And of our sci-

ences, those seem to me most terrestrial and low which have risen the

highest. And I find nothing so humble and so mortal in the life of Alex-

ander as his fancies about his immortalization. Philotas stung him
wittily by his answer. He congratulated him by letter on the oracle

of Jupiter Ammon which had lodged him among the gods : "As far as
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you are concerned, I am very glad of it; but there is reason to pity the

men who will have to live with and obey a man who exceeds ^and is

not content with ^a man's proportions."

^Since you obey the gods, you rule the world.

HORACE

^The nice inscription with which the Athenians honored the entry

of Pompey into their city is in accord with my meaning.

You are as much a god as you will own
That you are nothing but a man alone.

AMYOt's PLUTARCH

It is an absolute perfection and virtually divine to know how to

enjoy our being rightfully. We seek other conditions because we do
not understand the use of our own, and go outside of ourselves because
we do not know what it is like inside. •^Yet there is no use our mounting
on stilts, for on stilts we must still walk on our own legs. And on the

loftiest throne in the world we are still sitting only on our own rump.
^The most beautiful lives, to my mind, are those that conform to

the common ^human ^pattern, '^with order, but ^without miracle and
without eccentricity. Now old age needs to be treated a little more
tenderly. Let us commend it to that god who is the protector of health

and wisdom, but gay and sociable wisdom:

Grant me but health, Latona's son,

And to enjoy the wealth I've won,
And honored age, with mind entire

And not unsolaced by the lyre.

HORACE

END OF BOOK THREE
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Athenians, 12-13, 23, 76, 90, 126, 128.
150, 209, 215, 222, 258, 263, 318, 477.
523, 600, 618, 670, 704, 714, 730, 738,
740, 759, 806-7, 847, 857

Athens, 51, 97, 105, 116, 222, 229, 350,
380, 397, 431, 433, 482, 495, 529, 549,
571, 649, 683, 749, 759, 852

Athens, duke of, 97
Athos, Mount, 15
Atlantes, 843
Atlantic Ocean, 151
Atlantis, 150
Atlas, 496
Attains I, king of Pergamum, 246

Attains ( Stoic philosopher
) , 510, 829

Attica, Attic, Atticans, 165, 433, 744
Atticus, Titus Pomponius, 302, 461, 601
Aubigne, Agrippa d', 601
Aubigny, 18
Aufidia, 441
Aufidius, 59
Aufidus, 559
Augsburg, 828
Augustine, Saint, 24, 38, 69, 73, 134,

161, 292, 328, 441, 643, 654, 789;
quoted, 12, 38-39, 187, 234, 330, 369,
388-89, 394-96, 399, 402-3, 415, 504,
660, 786, 855

Augustus, Emperor, 15, 91-92, 158, 199,
237, 239, 245, 259, 275-76, 344, 395,
503, 520, 523, 557-58, 702, 784, 797,
844, 847; quoted, 15, 91-92, 348-49.
See also Octavian

Aulis, 388
Aulus Gellius, 541, 828; quoted, 264,

571
Auray, 172
Aurelius, bishop of Carthage, 134
Aurelius, Marcus: see Marcus Aurelius

( Guevara

)

Ausonius, quoted, 591
Auvergne, 10, 484
Avaricum, 558
Ave Maria, 78
Avignon, 59
Axiochus ( attributed to Plato), 298
Avmon, 597
Azov, Sea of, 168, 338

B
Babel, 414
Babylon, Babylonians, 168, 593
Bacchanals, 653
Bacchus ( Dionysus ), 191, 249, 391, 553,

687, 768, 846, 850-51
Bactrians, 477
Baden, 590
Bagneres, 589-90
Bajazet I, 214, 560, 740
Baiazet II, 513
Balbus, L. Thorius, 700
Balbus, Q. Lucilius, quoted, 329
Baldus, 439, 817
Baldwins, 201
Band: see Knights of the Band
Baralipton, 119
Barbary, 341
Bar-le-Duc, 496
Baroco, 119
Barrus, 703
Bartolus, 439, 817
Basques, 232, 331, 355, 832
Bassus, 650
Bathori, Stephen, 168
Bayard, 11,204
Bear ( constellation ) , 425
Beam, 133
Beaupreau, 717
Beauregard ( Thomas de Beauregard et
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d'Arsac, Montaigne's younger
brother), 151

Beauvais, bishop of, 188
Bebius, 59
Bedouins, 477, 536
"Begetting Children, Of" ( Antisthenes )

,

652
Belgian, 355, 436
Bellay: see Du Bellay
Bello Gallico, De ( Caesar ) , 560
Bembo, 666
Benoit ( name ) , 201
Bergamask (dialect), 125
Bergerac, 534
Bernard, Saint, quoted, 406
Bertheville, 19
Bessus, 264
Betis, 5
Beza (Theodore de Beze), 502; quoted,
678

Bias, 175, 524, 613; quoted, 175, 524,
780

Bible, 56, 146, 158, 161, 166, 175, 227,
232, 257, 315, 322, 326, 328, 330, 360,
366, 368, 370, 375, 378, 385, 389, 394,
415, 435, 442, 468, 472, 481, 486, 496,
593, 721, 756, 777, 782, 788, 815, 818

Bion, 15, 45, 325, 749; quoted, 15, 749
Biron, Armand de Gontaut, baron de,

768
Bito, 435
Black Sea, 150
Blois, Charles of, 172
Blossius, quoted, 140
Boccaccio, 121, 298-99, 652
Bodin, 305, 546-49; quoted, 546
Boeotia, Boeotians, 10, 150, 200, 574
Boges, 258
Bohemia, 11, 75
Boiocalus, 252
Boleslaus III, 605, 651
Bologna, 32
Bona Dea, 653
Boniface VIII, Pope, 239
Bonnes, 17
Bonneval, 31
"Book of Creatures" ( Sebond ) : see

"Natural Theology"
"Book of the Lover, The" ( Demetrius

Phalereus),652
Book of Wisdom ( or Wisdom of Solo-

mon), quoted, 161, 330, 378
Bootes, 118
Bordeaux, 59, 95-96, 125, 128, 130, 246,

285, 768, 781
Bordeaux Copy (of Essays), 13, 53, 210,

256, 286, 315, 502, 514, 608, 670, 678,
702, 707, 752

Borgia, Cesare: see Valentinois
Borromeo, Cardinal, 42
Bouaystuau, 75
Bouchet, Jean, 134, 161, 163
Boulogne, 48
Bourbon, Catherine de, 98
Bourbon, Charles, due de ( Constable

of France ) , 52

Bourbon-Montpensier, 717
Boutieres, 263
Bouvines, 189
Brabanters, 212
Bradamante, 119
Brahman, 626
Brantome, Pierre de, 285
Brasidas, 188
Brazil, Brazilians, 150, 362
Brennus, 517
Brescia, 10
Bretigny, Treaty of, 517
Breton, 832
Brienne, count of, 19
Brion, 306
Brissac ( marshal of France ), 129
Brissac, comte de, 129
Brisson, 701
Brittany, 103, 172, 194, 232, 475, 517
Brittany, duke of, 58
Brundisium, 558
Brussels, 20
Brutus, Decimus ( murderer of Caesar )

,

516
Brutus, Lucius Junius, 250
Brutus, Marcus Junius ( murderer of Cae-

sar), 35, 206, 221, 255, 292, 302-3,
503, 509, 541, 551, 556, 756, 763, 851

Bucephalus, 210
Buchanan, George, 129, 131, 502;

quoted, 641, 778
Buda, 7
Bunel, Pierre, 319
Bures, 52
Burgundians, 317
Burgundy: see Charles the Bold,
Gondemar

Bussaguet, Ramon de ( Montaigne's
uncle), 580

Cadmus, 730
Caepio, 91
Caesar, Juhus, 40, 42-43, 50, 63, 89, 95-

96, 115, 127, 133, 155, 167, 170-72,
183, 194, 199, 205-7, 210-11, 213,
216, 218-19, 221-22, 224, 245, 263,
288, 291, 293, 301, 303-4, 309, 314,
385, 458-60, 471, 476, 478-79, 484,
503, 506, 516, 519-20, 527, 541, 546,
551-54, 556-62, 571-73, 609-10, 635,
655, 657, 694, 699, 731, 760, 775, 779,
805, 808, 810, 822, 831, 850; quoted,
63, 211, 213, 216, 225, 459-60. 519,
558, 560, 610

Caesarion, 551
Calanus, 535
Calavius : see Pacuvius Calavius
Calicut, 647, 740
Caligula, Emperor, 15, 267, 344, 651
Calhcles, 146
Callippus, 94
Callisthenes, 123
Calpumius, quoted, 691-92
Calvin, John, 601
Calvus, 554
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Cambyses, 6, 638
Camillus, 549
Campar, 258
Canclale : see Foix, Frangois de
Candia, Candiots, 339, 477. See also

Cretans, Crete
Canius Julius, quoted, 267
Cannacre, 606
Cannae, 8, 49, 803
Capilupus, 108
Capitol ( Rome ) , 318, 762, 765
Capitolinus: see Manlius Capitolinus
Capricorn, 117, 311
Capua, 18,259, 732
Capuchins, 169
Caracalla, Emperor, 295
CarafFa, Cardinal, 222
"Carnal Conjunction, Of" ( Strato ) , 652
Carneades, 121, 361, 371, 376, 444, 470,

701, 792; quoted, 444, 470
Carnevalet, sieur de, 215
Caro, Annibal, 186
Carthage, 53, 115, 134, 151
Carthaginians, 53, 151, 168, 224, 249,

265, 388, 482, 517, 712
Casale, 194
Casilinum, 18
Cassius, C. Longinus (murderer of

Caesar),245, 255, 292
Cassius, Dion: see Dion Cassius
Cassius, Lucius, 560
Cassius, T. Severus (orator and poet),

26, 292
Castalio, 165
Castelnau Darry, 36
Castiglione: see Cortegiano
Castile, 35, 133, 513-14, 695, 697
Castillon, 798
Castor, 813
Castres, 246
Castro, 492
Catalonia, 650
Catena, 315
Catherine de Bourbon: see Bourbon
Catherine de' Medici, 31, 90, 418, 688,
768

Catholics, 87, 134, 229, 231, 241, 323,
392, 562. 737

Catiline, 199, 553
"Cato" (Cicero), 552
Cato the Elder (the Censor), 42, 224,

246, 265, 286, 531-32, 549, 581, 621,
703, 851; quoted, 286

Cato the Younger (of Utica), 89, 126,
169-72, 183, 198-99, 217, 220, 236,
241, 246, 253, 308-10, 326; 412, 462,
464, 503, 515, 531-32, 549, 551-53.
617, 657, 752, 756, 758, 777, 793, 795,
851; quoted, 126, 236, 553

Catullus, 298-99, 424, 448, 5.54, 636,
641; quoted, 7, 43, 60, 137, 144, 163,
173, 299, 426, 504, 511, 518, 647,
652, 657-59, 662, 672-73, 676, 678,
684, 759, 796, 813, 833

Caucasus, 610
Caunians, 398

Caupene, baron de, 591
Cea (Ceos),251,261
Cecilian, 441
Cecilius, quoted, 647
Cecinna, 516
Cecio, Marzo, 765
Cecrops, 398
Celebes, 16
Celsus, 69, 596
Celtiberians, 214, 243
Cenis, Mont, 396
Ceos: see Cea
Cercyo, 528
Ceres, 391, 850
Ceresole, 206, 256
Cestius, 302
Chabannes, 49
Chabrias, 13, 55
Chalcedon, 507
Chalcidians, 477
Chalcondylas, 530
Chaldeans, 406, 431
Chalosse, 591
Champagne, 17
Channel, English, 517
Charillus, 542, 814; quoted, 542
Charinus, 585
Charixenus, 141
Charlemagne, 85, 115, 184, 306
Charles (name), 201-2
Charles IV, king of Bohemia and Em-

peror, 75'

Charles V, Emperor, 19, 24, 28, 31-32,
50, 188, 208, 229, 282-83, 306, 556

Charles V, king of France, 513
Charles VIII, king of France, 106
Charles IX, king of France, 58, 159, 545
Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy,

172, 631, 779
Charon, 57
Charondas, 48, 175, 477
Chastillon (Gaspard de Coligny, admi-

ral de ) , 562
Chastillon, marshal de, 49
Chelonis, 844
Chilo, 133, 140, 846; quoted, 140
China, 693, 820
Chios, Chian, 83, 104, 391, 571, 623,
683

Chiron, 67
Choaspes, 743
Chremes, 811
Chremonides, 777
Christ, 27, 58, 201, 260, 324, 392, 485-

86, 507, 509
Christendom, 24, 41, 54, 589, 734, 763
Christianity, 36, 319, 507, 666, 797
Christians, 36, 87, 160, 162, 211, 227,

230, 232-33, 320-22, 324-25, 328,
368, 390, 392-93, 415, 434, 454, 457.
485, 507, 509, 751, 763, 765, 797, 856

Chrysanthas, 211
Chrysippus, 19, 84, 88, 107, 126, 155,

339, 361, 367, 376, 383, 399, 406-7,
416, 440, 444, 468, 496, 569, 585, 631,
652, 747, 848; quoted, 126, 406-7
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Chryson, 282
Chrysostom, Saint John, 234
Church, 50, 85, 134, 229-30, 232-34,

257, 387, 466, 509, 541
Cicero, Marcus TulHus, 27, 29, 40, 56,

100-101, 112, 120, 126, 180, 182-83,

185, 187, 220, 243, 274, 295, 299,

301-3, 356, 360, 366, 370, 375-76,

382, 384, 396, 406, 414, 424, 431,

444, 449, 461, 470, 479, 483, 494,

501, 519, 541, 546-47, 549, 552, 577,

631, 700, 761, 794, 822, 839; quoted,

9, 12-13, 16, 18, 27-29, 36, 38-40,

42, 45-47, 53, 57, 78-79, 88, 100-101,
103-4, 110, 113-14, 124-27, 132-34,
138-39, 169-70, 183, 204, 243, 250,

295, 303, 307, 309, 315, 317, 329-30,
356, 358, 360-61, 364-66, 369-71,
373-76, 383-84, 388, 394, 396-98,
401-2, 406, 408, 413-15, 420-22, 424,
426-27, 433, 435, 438-39, 450, 471-
73, 476-78, 490-91, 494, 497, 499,

519, 539, 577, 584, 604, 607-9, 613,

622, 626, 632-33, 640, 653, 678, 689-
90, 692, 705, 707, 715, 724, 727-28,
731, 735, 739, 746, 753-54, 756, 763,

774, 778, 782-83, 785-86, 789-90,

795, 799, 805, 809, 823-24, 843, 845-
46, 851, 853, 855

Cicero, Marcus, the Younger, 302
Cicero, Q., 718; quojed, 718, 781
Cimber, quoted, 24.5-46

Cimbrians, 188, 243
Cimon, 109, 258, 318
Cinna, 91-92, 610
Cippus, 69
Circe, 357, 827
Citii of God, The ( St. Augustine ), 643
Civil Wars ( Roman ) , 553, 561
Claudian, quoted, 57, 156, 295-96, 317,

409, 520, 524, 528, 544, 668, 711, 798
Claudius, Emperor, 73, 565
Cleanthes, 88, 107, 126, 343, 383, 405,

429, 461, 496, 631, 652, 747, 772, 777
Clearchus, 208
Cleisthenes, 440
Clement V, Pope, 59
Clement VII, Pope, 26, 32, 305
Cleobis, 435
Cleombrotus, king of Sparta, 844
Cleombrotus of Ambracia, 260
Cleomenes I, 18, 125, 424, 541, 570;

quoted, 126, 424, 541
Cleomenes III, 255, 549; quoted, 255
Cleopatra, 551, 752
Clery, 125
Climacides, 337
Clinias, 757'

"Clinias, or the Ravished Lover" ( Hera-
clides Ponticus ) , 652

Clitomachus, 371, 376, 792
Clodia Laeta, 651
Clodomir, king of Aquitania, 206
Clovis, 163, 606
Cluny, Frangois de Lorraine, abbot of, 6

Clytus, 243. 571

Coelius ( Roman citizen ) , 521
Coelius, Rufus (orator), quoted, 543
Cogidvmus, 520
Coligny : see Chastillon

Colonna, Fabrizio, 18
Colophon, 29, 571
Colossians, Epistle to the ( St. Paul )

,

quoted, 360
Comitiis Romanorum, De (Grouchy),

129
Commercy, 17
Commines, Philippe de, 305-6, 556, 718
Compostela, 464
Confessions ( St. Augustine ) , 643
Conrad III, Emperor, 3
Consistory ( Rome ) , 50
Constantine I, Emperor, 163
Constantine XIII, Emperor, 163
Constantinople, 163, 215, 509, 551
Constantius II, Emperor, 480, 508
Contre Un, Le: see Servitude Volon-

taire

Copernicus, 429
Cordus, Greuntius, 292
Corinna, quoted, 689
Corinth, 54, 141,574
Corinthians, 10, 141, 223, 607, 768
Corinthians, Epistles to the (St. Paul),

quoted, 370, 385, 389, 415, 472, 756
Corisr.nde: see Gramont, Diane de
Cornelius Nepos, quoted, 196, 753
Corras, 788
Corsica, 8
Cortegiano, II Lihro del ( Castiglione )

,

213,485
Cortez, 149, 698
Conincanius, T., 88
Corvinus: see Messala Corvinus
Corybantes, 388
Cosseians, 571
Cossii ( family ) , 92
Cossitius, Lucius, 69
Cossus, 245
Gotta, 88, 370, 408; quoted, 88
Cotys, 776
Courtier, The : see Cortegiano
Coutras, 634
Cranaus, 847
Grantor, 364, 569, 834
Crassus, M. Agelastus, 641
Crassus, Marcus Licinius (triumvir),

222, 343, 349, 470, 551
Crassus, Publius (consul), 51
Grastis, 657
Crates, 99, 217, 367, 405, 440-41, 724,

728, 817; quoted, 99
Cratippus, 668
Crecy, 188
Cretans, 83, 128, 222, 539. See also

Candiots
Crete, 213, 398-99. See also Candia
Crinas, 585
Crispin, quoted, 86
Crito ( brother of Thrasylaus ) , 366
Crito (disciple of Socrates), 12
Critolaus, 849
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Croesus, 54, 69, 215, 530, 690; quoted,
54

Cromyon, 350
Ctesibius, 762
Ctesiphon, 835
Cupid, 138, 314, 627, 663, 833
Curiatii, 526
Curio ( orator ) , 735
Curios (tribunes), 551
Curtius Rufus, Quintus, quoted, 19, 52,

720,755,771,774,787
Cuzco, 693, 698
Cybele, 534, 687
Cyclopes, 539
Cyneas, quoted, 196
Cynics, 440-41, 792
Cyprus, 150, 250, 520
Cyrenaics, 376, 443, 510, 820, 850
Cyrus, 11, 15, 46, 54, 105, 142, 180, 184,

193, 211, 213, 258, 433, 515, 556, 560,
682, 690, 716, 741, 777, 810; quoted,
105, 682, 690

Cyrus ( the Younger ) , 208, 246
Cyzicus, 344

D
Dacia, 350
"Daemon of Socrates, On the"

(Plutarch), 417, 761
Dagobert, 69
Dahae, 2l5
Damascus, 797
Damidas, quoted, 251
Damocritus, 256
Danae, 464
Danaids, 107
Dandamis, 604
Dante, quoted. 111, 335, 365
Darius I, 19, 23, 30, 84, 94, 198, 419
Darius III, 570
Daunus, 559
Dauphine, 237
Daurat ( or Dorat), Jean, 502
David, 232
Decameron ( Boccaccio ) , 298
Decii, 388
Decius, Publius, 222
Deiotarus, 158, 520
Delium, 806, 852
Delos, 353, 670
Delphi, Delphic, 27, 87, 118, 233, 289,

601, 766, 815
Demades, 76, 611
Demea, 223
Demetrius ( Cynic philosopher ) , 473
Demetrius (grammarian), quoted, 118
Demetrius Phalereus, 652
Demetrius Poliorcetes, 177, 296
Demetriuses, 204
Democritus, 180, 219-20, 226, 340, 361,

367, 371, 377-78, 382, 390, 403, 406,
411, 417-18, 443, 449, 451, 708, 847;
quoted, 361, 378, 402

Demogacles, 207
Demophon, 123
Demosthenes ( general ) , 460

Demosthenes (orator), 184, 240, 427,
543, 549, 688

Denisot, Nicolas, 203-4
Denmark, 24, 34
Devil, 235, 655
Diagoras, 29, 383; quoted, 29
Dialoghi d'Amore ( Hebreo ) , 666
"Dialogues on Love" ( Sphaerus ) , 652
Diana, 191, 314, 388, 398, 547
Dicaearchus, 62-63, 405, 440
Dido, 633, 636
Didymus, 721
Diobono : see Pompey ( Pompeio Dio-

bono)
Diodes, 585
Diocletian, Emperor, 195-96; quoted,

196
Diodorus ( dialectician ) , 8
Diodorus Siculus, 431
Diogenes of Apollonia, 382, 403
Diogenes of Sinope (Cynic), 124, 141,

221, 253, 324, 338, 438, 441, 468,
543, 556, 575, 604, 726, 747, 757,
776, 848; quoted, 124, 253, 324, 338,
438, 441, 543, 575, 582, 726, 776

Diogenes Laertius, 303; quoted, 255
Diomedon, 13
Dion, 94, 361, 642, 683, 797
Dion Cassius ( Greek historian ) , 545-46
Dionysius the Elder, tyrant of Syracuse,

4, 8, 50, 96, 101, 312, 438, 481-82,
689, 702-3, 714

Dionysius the Younger, tyrant of Syra-
cuse, 45, 212, 514

Dionysius of Heraclea, 361
Dionysus: see Bacchus
Diopompus, 282
Dioscorides, 233
Domitian, Emperor, 133
Domitius, Lucius, 460
Dorat: see Daurat
Dordogne river, 151, 534
Doric, 223
Draco, 477
Dreux, battle of, 200
Druids, 316
Drusus (Germanicus), 516
Dnisus, Julius ( properly Marcus Livius )

,

613; quoted, 613-14
Du Bellay, Guillaume ( seigneur de Lan-

gey) and Martin, 17, 47, 50, 168, 306
Du Bellay, Jean, Cardinal, 26
Du Bellay, Joachim (poet), 97, 126, 502;

quoted, 97
Du Chastel, Jacques, 261
Du Guesclin, Bertrand, 10, 203
Du Lude, Monsieur, 49
Duras, Marguerite de, 595-97
Du Reu, Monsieur, 52
Du Velly, seigneur, 50
Dyrrachium, 559, 562-63

E
Ecclesiastes, 166, 175, 375, 721; quoted,

366, 368, 721
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Ecclesiasticus, 375; quoted, 368, 593
Edict of January ( 1562), 135
Edward I, king of England, 10
Edward III, king of England, 188, 513,

517; quoted, 188, 513
Edward, prince of Wales, 3, 188
Egeria, 477
Eginhard, 306
Egmont, count of, 20
Egnatii, 165
Egnatius, 91
Egypt, 6, 20, 53-54, 71, 150, 201, 204,

433, 477, 520, 547, 551, 558-59, 561,
583, 605, 610, 672, 692, 698, 745, 797

Egyptians, 40, 53, 60, 62, 78, 167, 181,

315-18, 384, 395, 406, 431, 477, 547,
588, 594, 653, 671-72

Eion, 258
Eleanor of Aquitaine, queen of England,

41
Elis, 661, 740
Emps3 2^1
Empedocles, 99, 240, 378, 382, 403,

405-6; quoted, 378
Empirics, 585
Endymion, 673
Enghien, Frangois, comte d', 206, 256,

717
England, 10, 19-20, 25, 41, 164, 201,

248, 285, 475, 513, 517, 520, 526, 559
English, Englishmen, 17, 211, 436, 517,

521, 667
Ennius, quoted, 13, 16, 53, 101, 315, 356,

364, 383, 640, 653, 755
Epaminondas, 4, 55, 148, 189, 204, 246,

293, 307, 324, 508, 572-74, 608-10,
633, 851; quoted, 55

Epechists, 371
Epeius, 528
Ephesians, 99
Epicharis, 547
Epicharmus, 112, 455; quoted, 461
Epictetus, 360
Epicureans, 111, 250, 300, 307-8, 356,

371, 373, 380, 407, 416, 427, 443,
446^7, 652

Epicurus, 9, 43, 108, 121, 127, 162, 182-

83, 185, 225, 251, 265, 292, 307, 312,

359-60, 364-65, 376, 379, 383, 386,

390, 393, 399, 403, 406, 411, 417, 419,

431, 439, 469, 577, 580, 631, 633, 635,

686, 772, 815, 817, 846; quoted, 121,

182-83, 469
Epimenides, 199, 539, 855
Epirus, 3, 256, 530
Epistles ( Chrysippus ) , 652
Epistles ( Seneca ) , 300
Equicola, 666
Erasistratus, 406, 585
Erasmus, 615; quoted, 709, 817
Eros ( slave of Cicero ) , 185
Escahn, 204
Escut, seigneur de 1', 17
Essays (Montaigne), 41, 107, 128, 144-

45, 187, 219, 255, 275, 296, 318, 463,

495, 502, 507, 522, 548, 608, 611, 631,

646, 696, 702, 709, 718, 736-37, 759,
775, 826

Essenes, 669
Estissac, Charles d', 278-79
Estissac, Louise de La Beraudiere d',

278-79
Estrees, seigneur d', 163
Etampes, duchesse d', 306
Ethiopians, 485, 643
Euboea, 150. See also Negropont
Eudamidas of Corinth, 141-42; quoted,

141
Eudamidas of Lacedaemon, quoted, 541
Eudemonidas, quoted, 531
Eudoxus, 379, 853
Eumenes, 17, 349, 605; quoted, 17
Eunoe, 551
Eunuch, The (Terence), 761
Euphorbus,317,416
Euripides, 107, 233, 371, 391; quoted,

101,233,365,378,391
Europe, 150
Eurus, 821
Euthydemus, 708, 808, 823
Eutropius, 507
Evenus, 828
Eyquem, 475
Ezekiel ( name ) , 202

Fabius, Marcus, 514
Fabius, Quintus Maximus Rutilianus,

214, 222
P'abius, Quintus Maximus ( Cunctator )

,

473
Fabius ( contemporary of Augustus ) , 92
Fables (Aesop), 298
Fabricius, 215, 605
Falernian wine, 218, 511
Faliscans, 16
Familiar Letters ( Cicero ) , 519
Fannia, 564
Far East, 261
Fates, 848
Fatua, 660
Fatum, 536
Faunus, 660
Faustina, 394
Favonius, 797
Favorinus, 702, 843; quoted, 702
Ferdinand I, Emperor, 7
Ferdinand V, king of Spain, 816
Fernel, 833
Ferrara, 363
Feuillants, 169
Fez, 514
Ficino, 666
Fimbria, C, 460
Finihus, De ( Cicero ), 700
Fioravanti, 586
Firnius, Emperor, 687
Flaccus, Pomponius, 604
Flaccus, Quintus Fulvius, 214
Flamininus, T. Quintius, 150, 531, 663,

844
Flanders, Flemings, 201, 212
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Flavius, Subrius, quoted, 633
Flora ( courtesan ) , 464, 627
Flora ( Roman goddess ) , 123
Florence, Florentines, 17, 97, 167, 536,

552, 666
Florence, duke of, 167
Fionas, quoted, 16
Foix, counts of, 110
Foix, Diane de, comtesse de Gurson, 106,

718
Foix, Frangois de ( Monsieur de Can-

dale), 110
Foix, Gaston de, duke of Nemours, 206
Foix, Gaston III, Phoebus, count of, 133

Foix, Germain-Gaston de, marquis de
Trans, 285

Foix, Louis de, comte de Gurson, 110,

718
Foix, Paul de, 145, 731
Fornova, 210
Fortune, 15-16, 46, 54, 89, 92-93, 163-

66, 183, 209, 220, 250, 261, 263, 267,

383, 388, 434, 471, 475-76, 479, 488-
89, 492, 514, 618, 662, 712-13, 724,

742, 751, 753, 755, 763-64, 768, 772,

791, 801, 812, 837
Forum ( Rome ) , 503
Fosco, Orazio, 765
Fossano, 28
Fouquerolle, 163
France, 25-26, 28, 41, 47, 50, 73, 79, 90,

104, 121, 123, 125, 128-29, 131, 145,

168, 194, 197, 201-3, 213, 248, 257,

261, 268, 277-79, 285, 291, 323, 468,
475-76, 484, 502, 506, 508, 521, 543,
590-91, 640, 666-67, 718, 731, 743,

745, 747, 753, 760, 768, 773, 784, 791,

815, 825, 829
Francis, Saint, 69
Francis I, king of France, 24-27, 32, 50,

208, 235, 306, 319, 550
Francis II, king of France, 54, 496
Francis, duke of Brittany, 103
Frangois ( name ) , 202
Franget, seigneur de, 49
Franks, 508, 517
Fregoso, Ottaviano, 19
French, Frenchmen, 3, 25, 32, 80, 97,

106, 112, 116, 121, 154, 163, 168, 195,

203, 212, 216, 247, 269, 281, 296, 434,
448, 464, 484, 490, 505, 526, 562, 585,
594, 612, 671, 717, 731, 743, 754, 760,
763, 796, 800, 821, 827, 848

French (language), 23, 55, 58, 77, 108,

126-29, 202, 218-19, 233, 262, 296,

300, 303-4, 320, 343, 378, 408, 455,

469, 484, 502, 563, 608, 615, 648, 651,

654, 665, 667, 670, 751

Froissart, lean, 133, 304, 521
Fuenterrabia, 49
Fulk, count of Anjou, 41
Fulvia, 348-49
Fulvius, Cn., 49
Fulvius, Flaccus ( consul ) , 259
Fulvius ( friend of Augustus ) , 259
Furius, Marcus, 519

Gabinius, 551
Galatia 520
Galba, Emperor, 683, 688, 721; quoted,

688
Galba, Publius Sulpicius (consul), 150
Galba (friend of Maecenas), quoted, 661
Galen, 102, 403, 405-6, 418, 501, 594
Galicia, 464
Galla, 464
Gallio, 148
Gallus, Cornelius (poet): see

Maximianus
Gallus, Cornelius (praetor), 59
Gallus Vibius, 68
Ganistor of Naupactus, 350
Garcia V, king of Navarre, 226
Gascons, 85, 100, 127, 155, 212, 281,

366, 408, 484, 548, 667, 731, 754, 831
Gascony, 145, 201, 227, 614
Gaul, 91, 150, 196, 294, 509, 517, 519,

558, 560
Gauls, 212, 218, 282, 288, 316, 334,

560-61
Gaviac (or Gaujac), Pierre de (Mon-

taigne's uncle ) ,
quoted, 579

Gaza ( city of Palestine ) , 5
Gaza, Theodorus, 118
Gellius: see Aulus Gelhus
Gelo, 601
Genesis, quoted, 360
Genoa, 19
Gentiles, 233
Georgics (Virgil), 298
Gerard, Balthazar, 537-38; quoted, 538
Germain ( Marie ) , 69
Germanicus, 52, 123, 792
Germans, 7, 52, 128, 246^8, 311, 325,

484, 508, 590, 707, 808, 827-28, 830,
848

Germany, 15, 124, 133, 165, 317, 516-
17, 557, 590, 599, 818

Gervase, Saint, 134
Geta, Emperor, 201
Getae, 387
GhibeUine, 798
Gibraltar, Strait of, 150-51
Giraldus, 165
Glaphyra, 348
Glaucia, 347
Glesquin: see Du Guesclin
Gobrias, 419
God ( Deity, Divinity, Lord), 15, 28, 34-

35, 37-39, 41, 46, 55, 58, 61, 73, 83,

88, 92, 103, 116, 124, 132, 134, 136,

143, 154, 160-62, 170, 177-80, 184,

196, 198, 203-5, 229-36, 239, 252-53.

257, 273, 279, 284, 307, 312, 315,

317-18, 321, 323-28, 331, 337, 353,

358-61, 368-70, 374-75, 378, 380-86,

388-97, 399-400, 404-6, 409, 414-15,
423-24, 427-28, 431, 434-36, 455,

457-58, 467-68, 471, 473, 478, 481,

485, 488, 505, 512, 518, 531, 536, 539,

555, 575-76, 579, 582, 587, 597, 607,

612, 616-17, 620, 622, 639, 642, 656,
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659, 666-68, 671, 683, 686, 695, 697,
700-701, 720-21, 723-24, 726, 731,
734-35, 739-40, 743, 751, 756, 758,
761, 764, 777, 782, 784-85, 788-89,
791, 797-98, 800-801, 806, 811, 820-
21, 833, 835, 840, 844^5, 854-55

Godhead, 326
Golden Age, 816
Golden Book of Marcus Aurelius: see

Marcus Aurelius
Gomara, Lopez de, 698
Gondemar, king of Burgundy, 206
Gonzaga, Guido and Ludovico de, 59
Gorgias (Plato), 194
Gorgon, 449, 540
Got, Bertrand de: see Clement V
Goths, 106, 517
Gournay, Marie de, 13, 41, 287, 502, 514,

752, 809
Goveanus (Gouvea), 131
Gozo, 256
Gracchi, 549
Gracchus, Tiberius, 139-40, 224, 450
Gracchus, Tiberius Sempronius, 387, 516
Graces, 123, 483
Gramont ( family name ) , 597
Gramont, Diane ( "Corisande"

)

d'Andoins, comtesse de Guissen
( or Guiche ) , 145

Gramont, Philibert de, comte de Guissen
(or Guiche), 637

Grand Turk, 194, 211, 516, 628
Gratinare: see Mercurino de' Gratinare
Graves wine, 37
Greece, 29, 35, 48, 84, 105-6, 131, 150,

174, 263, 293, 469, 506, 517, 549, 573,
661, 698, 779, 782

Greek (language), 100-101, 103, 118,
128-29, 158, 218, 262, 291, 297, 366,
368, 374, 407, 424, 501, 510, 531-32,
666, 689, 730, 791, 810

Greek Gnomic poets, quoted, 161
Greeks, 10, 12, 16, 33, 35, 51, 53, 71, 77,

84, 98, 128, 131, 138, 149-50, 168,
170, 192, 202, 204, 208, 212, 223, 225,
232, 243, 248, 266, 304, 348, 358-59,
365-66, 388, 395, 406-7, 431, 439,
466, 476, 501, 506, 523, 546, 549-51,
561, 571, 573, 585, 601, 626, 672,
694-95, 754, 791, 815, 834, 845, 852

Gregory XIII, Pope, 688, 773
Grisons, 753
Grouchy, Nicholas, 129
Grumedan, Don (name), 202
Gryllus, 633
Guast, 31
Guazzo, quoted, 49
Guelph (party), 798
Guelph, duke of Bavaria, 3
Guerente, 129, 131
Guesclin, Guesquin, Gueaquin: see

Du Guesclin

Guevara, Antonio de, 213, 248
Guicciardini, Francesco, 17, 305
Guiche : see Gramont

Guienne, 3, 41, 95, 201, 614; see also

Aquitania; Guyenne, College de
Guillaume (name), 201
Guillot (name), 202
Guise, Charles de, cardinal of Lorraine,

6,545
Guise, Frangois, due de, 6, 90, 92, 200,

501, 537; quoted, 90-91
Guise, Henri, due de, 94, 774
Guise ( town ) , 49
Guissen : see Gramont
Gurson: see Foix, Diane and Louis de
Guyenne, College de, 128-29, 131
Gyges, 474
Gylippus, 207
Gymnosophists, 535
Gyndus, 15

H
Hadrian, Emperor, 460, 512, 582, 702
Hannibal, 53, 115, 167-68, 205-6, 209,

238, 259, 342, 546, 562, 572, 851;
quoted, 206

Harmodius, 139, 683
Harpaste, 522
Hassan, 242
Hassan, Muley: see Muley Hassan
Hebreo, Leon, 666
Hecatompedon, 318
Hector, 385, 570-71
Hecuba, 523
Hegesias, 124, 221, 253, 632, 716
Helen, 583
Helen of Troy, 570
Helen, queen ( mother of Constantine )

,

163
Heliodorus, 291
Heliogabalus, Emperor, 161, 459, 687
Hellespont, 15, 174, 560
Helots, 9, 518, 542
Hemon, 683
Henry ( name ) , 201
Henry II, king of England, 201, 526
Henry VII, king of England, 19-20
Henry II, king of France, 197, 201, 215,

418, 717; as Dauphin, 47
Henry III, king of France, 41, 98, 146,

168, 277, 323, 512, 765, 768
Henry IV, king of France ( Henry of

Navarre), 94, 98, 145, 323, 418, 513,
537, 634, 755, 768, 771, 774, 797, 825

Henry, duke of Normandy, 201
Hephaestion, 571
Heptameron ( Margaret of Navarre ) , 313
Hera, 119
Heracleon, quoted, 118-19
Heraclides Ponticus, 124, 382, 406, 652;

quoted, 124
Heraclitus, 99, 219-20, 357, 376, 403,

406, 431, 441, 443, 455-56, 709, 817;
quoted, 99

Hercules, Herculean, 98, 396, 398, 768,

792
Herillus, 319
Hermachus, 469-70
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Hermes Trismegistus : see Trismegistus
Hermodorus, 192
Hermogenes, 692
Hermotimus, 416
Hermus, 349
Herodicus, 529
Herodotus, 20, 167, 199, 215, 291, 391,

431, 581, 661; quoted, 327
Herostratus, 474
Hesiod, 264, 350, 405
Hesperius, 134
Hiero, 193-95, 512, 570, 660; quoted,

570
Hieronymus, 37
Hierophilus, 406, 585
Hilary, Saint, 134, 161-62, 284
Himbercourt, sieur de, 631
Hindu, 604
Hipparchia, 441
Hippias of Elis, 105-6, 740
Hippocleides, 440
Hippocrates, 75, 406, 540, 585, 643
Hippolytus, 583
Hippomachus, 625-26
Hippomenes, 632
History (Tacitus), 718
Holy Ghost, 232, 328, 777, 810
Holy Ghost, Order of the, 277
Holy Land, 536
Holy Scriptures, Holy Word, Holy Writ:

see Bible

Holy Spirit: see Holy Ghost
Homer, 30, 100, 192, 224, 360, 371, 377,

442-43, 455, 556, 569-70, 594, 659,
683, 701, 734, 806, 808, 828; quoted,
205, 240, 424, 469

Honorius, Pope, 133
Hopital, Hospital: see L'Hopital

Horace, 126, 298-99, 448, 665; quoted,
21, 28, 50, 57-61, 64, 113, 117, 122,
124-26, 132, 135, 137, 143, 146, 151,

160, 169, 172, 175-76, 179-81, 184,
190-93, 218, 228, 235-36, 240-41,
244-46, 249, 253-54, 273, 283, 299,
309, 311, 314, 327, 346, 348, 359-60,
365-66, 393, 396, 398, 402, 410, 425,
435, 462, 464-65, 470, 472, 474, 479,
481, 484, 486-88, 490, 497, 501, 503,
523, 531, 559, 569, 613, 623, 640-41,
651-52, 655, 669, 676, 679, 682-83,
692, 703, 713, 723, 726, 728, 732,
734-35, 746, 755, 764, 768, 770, 772,
781, 799, 801, 805, 827, 833, 842-43,
849, 851, 857

Horatii, 526
Horn, count of, 20
Horstanus, 128
Hortensius, 274, 470
Huguenots, 643, 774; see also Protestants
Hundred Years' War, 203
Hungarians, 156, 242, 605, 687
Hungary, 7, 520, 754
Hunyadi, John, 536
Huon of Bordeaux, 130
Hydra, 511, 819

Hypanis, 64
Hyperides, quoted, 600
Hyrcania, 675
Hyrcanus, 346

Iccus, 282
Icetes, 164
Idomeneus (friend of Epicurus), 162,

182, 469
lle-de-France, 667
Iliad (Homer), 407, 569
Ilium: see Troy
Indathyrsus, 30
India, 220, 260, 534, 572
Indians, 11, 84, 166, 258, 436, 439, 485,

571, 654, 677, 750, 829
Indian Ocean, 387, 419
Indies, 43, 391, 820
Indies, East, 48, 151, 175, 214, 353, 355,

513, 661, 667
Indies, Spanish, 214, 282, 342
Indies, West, 77, 431, 505, 513-14, 695,

698, 816
Indonesia, 16
Inquisition (Rome), 111
Ionia, 124
Ionic, 651
Iphicrates, 55, 184; quoted, 184
Iphigenia, 6, 388
Iphis, 69
Irenaeus, Saint, 161
Iris, 788
Irish, 334
Iron Age, 729
Isabel, queen of England, 164
Isabel (princess of Scotland), 103
Isaiah, 431
Ischolas, 157
Isis, 384
Ismenias, 184
Isocrates, 85, 88, 122, 649, 688, 733;

quoted, 122
Isthmus, 149
Itahans, 6, 49, 97, 115, 130, 167, 186,

210, 212, 222-23, 248, 264, 299, 310,
315, 319, 356, 363, 408, 439, 464, 523,
561, 570, 590, 622, 624, 666-67, 671,
704, 791-92, 827, 830

Italy, 24, 28, 31, 42, 54, 69, 106, 129,
133, 150, 165, 196, 207-9, 224, 248,
278, 363, 408, 459, 464, 466, 517,
526-27, 558, 564, 590, 665, 672-73,
682, 743-44, 791

J

Jacob, 75, 158
Jack ( name ) , 774
James, Saint, 464
James, king of Naples and Sicily, 628
Janissaries, 242
Janus, 219, 639
Jarnac, 160
Jaropelc, 605
Jason of Pheres, 164
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ean (name), 201
eaureguy, 537
erome, Saint, 75, 501; quoted, 655, 684
erusalem, 41
esus: see Christ

ews, 35, 211, 232, 256-57, 433, 530.
666

oachim, abbot, 29
oanna, queen of Naples, 675
ohn (name), 58, 75
ohn, king of Hungary, 7
ohn I, king of Castile, 133
ohn II, king of Portugal, 35
ohn ( son of Philip VI of France ), 517
ohn V ( father of Francis, duke of Brit-

tany), 103
ohn of Austria, 160
ohn the Baptist, 75
oinville, Jean, sire de, 41, 306, 477, 536
osephus, 245, 250, 255, 530
ove: see Jupiter
uba, 341, 556, 558-59
ubeUius, Taurea, 259; quoted, 259-60
uberoth, 133
udea, 477, 530
uggernaut, 261
ugurtha, 779
uille, 52
ulian the Apostate, Emperor, 49, 195,
507-9, 513; quoted, 195, 507, 509

ulius II, Pope, 25
ulius, Caius, 59
ulius, Canius: see Canius Julius
unia, 565
uno, 382, 398, 652, 658
upiter (Jove), 28, 64, 147, 192, 194,

233, 235, 240, 338, 360, 380, 382, 393,
395, 399, 424 464, 477, 514, 567, 583,
591,649,652,740,856

Jupiter Ammon, 856
Justinus, 210
Juvenal, 737; quoted, 101, 103, 119, 155,

175, 189, 204, 220, 223, 230, 246,
264-65, 312, 317, 338, 342, 348, 359,
434-35, 439, 469, 475, 487, 490, 497,
517, 523, 531, 540, 582, 624, 630, 645,
648, 650, 661, 680, 691, 711, 729, 757,
760, 830, 842

K
Karenty, 746
Kinge, 651
Kisses, The (Secundus), 298
Knights of the Band, or Scarf, Order of

the, 213

Labeo, 258
La Beraudiere: see Estissac, Louise d'

Laberius, 55
Labienus (lieutenant of Caesar), 291,
549

Labienus (son of Caesar's lieutenant),
291-92

La Boetie, Etienne de, 115, 135-36, 140,

143-45, 270, 500, 588, 635, 752, 810,
832; quoted, 25, 37, 364, 818

La Brousse, Pierre de (Montaigne's
younger brother), 264

Lacedaemon, 86, 105, 206, 437, 464,
523. See also Sparta

Lacedaemonians, 9, 12, 30, 39, 89, 115,
124, 128, 157, 200, 208, 215, 222,
251-52, 293, 295, 334, 367, 388, 434,
476-77, 513, 526, 539, 542, 546-47,
570, 574, 582, 605, 623, 654, 740. See
also Spartans

Laches, 30, 528, 686; quoted, 30
Lachesis, 680
Lactantius, 335, 406; quoted, 501
Ladislaus, king of Naples, 552
Laelius, 215
Laelius, Nepos ( general, friend of Scipio

Africanus the Elder), 188, 851
Laelius, Sapiens ( orator, friend of Scipio

Africanus the Younger), 139-40, 183;
quoted, 140

Laeta: see Clodia Laeta
Laevinus, 207
La Fere, 637
La Garde, baron de, 204
Lahontan, 591
Lais, 551, 757; quoted, 757
Lancelot of the Lake, 130
Langey: see Du Bellay, Guillaume
Languedoc, 340
La None, Francois de, 502
Lansac ( or Lanssac ) , Guy de, 768
Laodice, 71
La Rochefoucauld, comte de, 125
La Rochelabeille, 160
Lassigny, seigneur de, 17

Latin (language), 23, 36, 58, 85, 97,
100-101, 128-31, 139, 146, 171, 178,
183, 202, 217, 298, 304, 314, 319-20,
344, 349, 368, 396, 408, 480, 484, 501,
520, 523, 615, 665-67, 707, 709, 751,
759, 765, 823

Latins, 344, 523, 596, 815
Latinus, 496
Latium, 398
Latona, 353, 857
Latro: see Porcius Latro
Laurentina, 396
Lavema, 235
La Villa: see Villa, La
Laws (Plato), 104, 123, 197, 230, 249,

254, 325, 379, 382, 684
League, 87, 96, 774-75, 798
Leah, 158
Lemnos, 398
Lendit, 442
Leneians, The ( Dionysius ) , 482
Lenis, 204
Lentulus, 222
Leo X, Pope, 8
Leo (Arian antipope), 161
Leo, Emperor, 29
Leo (constellation), 117
Leon ( prince of the Phliasians ) , 124
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Leonidas I, king of Sparta ( hero of Ther-
mopylae), 157

Leonidas II, king of Sparta (father of

Chelonis), 844
Leontines, 164
Lepanto, 160
Lepidus (family), 578
Lepidus ( father of the triumvir ) , 12, 657
Lepidus (triumvir), 59, 91, 760
Le Puy, 10
Lesbia, 7
Lesbos, 148
L'Escale (Julius Caesar Scaliger), 833
L'Escut, seigneur de, 17
Lethe, Lethean, 317, 735
Letters (Guevara), 213
Letters to Atticus ( Cicero ) , 302
Leucippus, 403
Leuctra, 574
Leyva, Antonio de, 28, 188
L'Hopital, Michel de, 502
Liber, 311
Libo, 257
Libya, Libyans, 291, 526, 581, 829
Licinius, 367
Licinnia, 655
Licques, 163
Liege, 464, 631
"Life of Aemilius Paulus" (Plutarch),

quoted, 723
Life of Caesar (Suetonius), 519
"Life of Demetrius" (Plutarch), 666
"Life of Flamininus" (Plutarch), 546,

663
"Life of Marius" (Plutarch), 89
Ligny-en-Barrois, 19
Limoges, Limousins, 3, 484
Lipsius, Justus, 108, 436; quoted, 255,

753
Lisbon, 829
Lithuanians, 607
Lives (Plutarch), 115. See also "Life

of . .
."

Livia (wife of Augustus), 91, 158, 654;
quoted, 91

Livia, Signora, 112
Livy, 9, 15, 115, 266, 474, 527; quoted,

15, 42, 87, 95, 131, 188, 210-14, 277,
282, 294, 363-64, 375, 398, 449, 473,
511, 514-16, 525, 601, 609, 621, 674,
686, 720, 774, 786, 790, 796, 798, 801,
814

Loches, 54
Locrians, 197
LoUia, 551
Longus, Sempronius: see Sempronius

Longus
Lopadius, 233
Lord's Prayer, 230, 531, 667, 741
Lorenzo de' Medici: see Medici
Loreto, 464
Lorraine, 590
Lorraine, cardinal of: see Guise, Charles

de
Lorraine, dowager of, 24

Lorraine, Frangois de (abbot of Cluny),
6

Lorraine, Rene of, 172
Louis (name), 202
Louis IX, king of France ( Saint Louis )

,

41, 261, 306, 322, 536
Louis XI, king of France, 34
Louise of Savoy, 787
Louvre, 625, 762
"Love, or ( Cleanthes), 652
"Love, Of" ( Theophrastus ) , 652
"Lover, The" (Theophrastus), 652
Low Countries, 19

Lucan, 127, 171, 292, 298; quoted, 14,

21, 27, 34, 38, 95, 171-72, 205-6, 211,
213, 235, 254, 267, 394-95, 459-60,
478, 557-59, 571, 610, 615, 636, 663,
733, 742, 758, 793, 821, 824, 854

Lucat, 530
Lucca, 464, 590, 832
Lucian, 203
Lucilius (friend of Seneca), 162, 182,

522, 568, 841
Lucilius (Latin poet), 479; quoted, 771
Lucrece, 241
Lucretius, 64, 249, 298-99, 664; quoted,

10, 37, 54-55, 58, 61-62, 65-67, 69,

77, 84, 132-33, 167, 173-74, 176,

190-93, 196, 217, 225, 238, 240, 245,
249, 254, 265, 267, 270-71, 313, 320,

324, 329, 331-32, 334-36, 345, 348,
354-55, 357, 360, 365, 367, 369, 371-
72, 376, 384-86, 388-90, 405-6, 409-
13, 416, 423, 429-30, 443^4, 446-47,
450-54, 456, 458, 464, 485-86, 499,
510, 570, 600, 634-35, 644, 662, 664,
685, 692-93, 723, 725, 751, 807

Luctatius, Catalus, 188
LucuUus, 101, 207, 222, 241, 294, 560,

657, 762
Luke, Saint, quoted, 315, 468
Luna, 673
Luther, Martin, 320, 818
Luxemburg, 168
Lycas, 366
Lycia, 349
Lyciscus, 524
Lyco, 12
Lycurgus (Athenian orator), 738
Lycurgus (Spartan lawgiver), 62, 104,

153, 206, 291, 367, 403, 438, 464,
477, 518, 539, 549, 593, 649, 717

Lydia, 520
Lyncestes, 735
Lyons, 49, 59, 322
Lysander, 17, 89-90, 549-50
Lysias, 627, 807
Lysimachus, 34, 346, 602; quoted, 602

M
Macareus, 84
Macedon, Macedonia, 16, 54, 60, 184,

199, 222-23, 246, 387, 473, 491, 528,

558, 606, 643, 825
Macedonians, 5, 690
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Machanidas, 200
Machiavelli, Niccolo, 492, 497, 556
Macon, bishop of, 50
Macrobius, 828; quoted, 55
Madeira, 287
Madrid, 829
Maecenas, 661; quoted, 575
Maenads, 388
Maenalus, 398
Maeotis, Lake (Sea of Azov), 168, 204,

338
Magister (title), 97
Maid of Andros, The ( Terence ) , 761
Maine, 90
Malacca, 258
Malachi (name), 202
Mamelukes, 210
Mamertines, 5, 609
Mamurra, 554
Manilius, quoted, 65, 171, 209, 326, 329-

30, 519, 570, 815
Manius, 349
Manlius Capitolinus, Marcus, 474, 775
Manlius Torquatus, 250, 761
Mantes, 133
Mantinea, Mantineans, 206, 633
Mantua, marquis of, 59
Manuel, king of Portugal, 35, 175
Manuel (captain under Theophilus),

quoted, 52
Marcellinus: see Ammianus Marcellinus,

Tullius Marcellinus
Marcellus, 115,549,562
Marcellus, theater of, 340
Marcellus, Nonius: see Nonius Marcellus
Marcius, Lucius, 16
Marcus Aurelius (Guevara), 248
Mardonius, 170
Margaret of Angouleme, queen of Na-

varre, 32, 235, 313, 684
Margaret of Valois, queen of Navarre,

98, 319, 349, 418, 595, 768
Marie (Germain), 69
Marie ( wench from Poitiers ) , 201
Maris, quoted, 507
Marius, Caius, 89, 206, 295, 485, 609,

719, 776, 779, 831
Marius (the Younger, son of Caius Ma-

rius), 199,239
Mark Antony: see Antony
Marot, Clement, 257, 487; quoted, 487,

504
Mars, 191, 239, 387, 398, 420, 514, 664,
850

Mars Gradivus, 514
Marseilles, Massilia, 26, 32, 86, 261, 505,

558, 585, 663
Marsi, 206
Martial, 299, 521, 671; quoted, 21, 171,

213, 216-18, 228, 253-54, 276, 299,
343, 349, 441, 464, 481, 486, 496,
504, 521, 523, 565, 576, 591, 639, 641,
650, 660, 672-73, 676, 683, 692, 712,
757, 826, 833

Martinella, 17
Martoli, Vincente, 765

Mary, The Virgin, 201, 464, 652
Mary Stuart, queen of Scots, 54
Massilia: see Marseilles

Massilians (North African people), 213
Massimi, Orazio, 765
Massinissa, 167
"Master or the Lover, Of the" (Antis-

thenes), 652
Matignon, Jacques, comte de ( Marshal

de Matignon), 96, 768
Mattecoulon, Bertrand de (younger

brother of Montaigne), 526
Matthias, 496
Maurice, Emperor, 528
Mauritania, 551
Maxentius, Emperor, 257
Maximianus ( Pseudo-Gallus; see 665n. ),

665; quoted, 63, 246, 532, 641, 648,
670, 804, 811, 832, 835

Maximilian I, Emperor, 11, 19
Maximinus, 134
Maximus ( friend of Martial ) , 21
Maximus, Quintus, 42
Maximus, Valerius: see Valerius
Mayenne, due de, 798
"Meaning of el. On the" (Plutarch), 455
Medea ( Euripides ) , 107
Median war, 35, 87
Medici, Catherine de': see Catherine de'

Medici
Medici, Lorenzo de', 31
Mediterranean, 150
Medoc, 151, 539
Megabysus, 712
Megacles : see Demogacles
Megarian, 118
Melampus, 331
Melanthius, quoted, 714
Melissa, 672
Melissus, 392
Memmius, 360, 554
Memoires de I'Estat de France sous

Charles Neufiesme, 144
Memoirs (Guillaume and Martin Du

Bellay),306
Memorabilia (Xenophon), 622
Menalippus ( Euripides ) , quoted, 233
Menander, 126, 143, 571; quoted, 126,

164
Meniceus, 121
Meno, 683, 819; quoted, 819
Mercurino de' Gratinare, 492
Mercury, 191, 261, 420, 477, 481, 585,
850

Mere, Poltrot de: see Poltrot de Mere
Merlins, 397
Merveille, 24
Messala Corvinus, 484, 494
Messalina, 585, 649, 664
Messenians, 638
Metamorphoses ( Ovid ) , 130, 568
Metellus, Creticus, 213
Metellus, Macedonicus, 491
Metellus, Nepos, 198-99
Metellus, Numidicus, 222, 307-8, 762
Method of History ( Bodin ) , 546
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Methuselah, 58, 202
Metrocles, 440, 772
Metrodorus of Chios, 391
Metrodorus of Lampsacus, 250, 469-71,

510, 772; quoted, 250
Mexia, Pedro de, 75
Mexico, Mexicans, 149, 169, 355, 693,

696-97,714,835
Michael, Saint, 601
Michel (name), 202,726
Midas, 434, 638
Milan, Milanese, 8, 24-25, 35, 42, 54,

112, 134, 164
Miletus, Milesians, 197, 243, 255, 402,

642
Minerva, 123, 387, 477
Minos, 291, 398, 477
Mithridates, 168, 520, 702
Mohammed (prophet), 367, 384, 397,

775
Mohammed II (sultan), 242, 530, 551,

570, 606; quoted, 570-71
Mohammedans, 147, 222, 232, 322, 388,

433, 538, 572
Moncontour, 160, 205
Mondolfo, 31
Moneins ( king's lieutenant in Guienne )

,

95
Monluc, Blaise de, quoted, 287
Monstrelet, Enguerrand de, quoted, 212
Montaigne, de la Montaigne (name),

475
Montaigne (family in general), 137, 475,

579
Montaigne, Antoinette de (mother), 128,

579
Montaigne ( brothers ) : see Beauregard;
La Brousse; Mattecoulon; Saint-Mar-
tin

Montaigne (chateau), 2, 226, 319, 467-
68, 493, 601, 628-29, 667, 726, 728-
29, 737-38, 741, 745, 755, 798, 812,
814

Montaigne ( children ) , 42
Montaigne, FranQoise de (wife). 79,

271, 281
Montaigne, Grimon Eyquem de ( grand-

father), 579
Montaigne, Leonor de (daughter), 79,

281, 289, 651, 724, 764
Montaigne, Pierre Eyquem de (father),

128-30, 137, 165-66, 247^8, 319-20,
486, 503, 578-79, 726-27, 741, 762,

764, 768-69, 844, 846
Montaigne, Ramon Eyquem de (great-

grandfather ) , 579
Montaigne ( uncles ) : see Bussaguet;

Gaviac; Saint-Michel
Montdore, 502
Montfort, count of, 172
Montmord, seigneur de, 17
Montmorency, Anne de, Constable, 19,

47, 200, 306, 502
Montpellier, 475
"Moon, On the" (Plutarch), 417
Moors, 75, 166, 586

Moral Essays or Moralia ( Plutarch ) , 300,

455; quoted, 233
Morea, 574
Morozo, Matteo di, 97
Morvilliers, bishop of Orleans, 602
Moses, 406, 477
Mouzon, 17
Muley Hassan, king of Tunis, 229, 282
Muley Moloch, 514
Murad: see Amurath
Murena, 91
Muret, 129, 131
Musa, 585
Musaeus, 403
Muscovy, Muscovites, 214
Muses, 104, 110, 123, 293, 476, 481,

569-70, 609, 629, 644, 740, 761, 769
Mussidan, 18
Muti, Alessandro, 765
Mutia, 551
Mutina, 516
Mycale, 157
Mycenae, 398
Mygdonian, 655
Myso, quoted, 709

N
Nantes 79
Naples! 106, 215, 229, 552, 628, 675
Narcissus, 449
Narsinga, 34, 525
Nassau, count of, 17, 49
"Natural Theology, or Book of Crea-

tures" (Sebond), 318-19
Nature of the Gods, Of the (Cicero),

369, 396
Nausiphanes, 392
Navarre: see Garcia; Henry; Margaret;

Sancho
Naxos, 13
Neapolitan, 408
Negropont, 261. See also Euboea
Nemesis, 518
Nemours, duke of, 787
Neorites, 802
Nepos, Cornelius: see Cornelius Nepos
Neptune, 15, 244, 397-98, 473
Nero, 9, 112, 173, 239, 258, 292, 477.

545, 547, 564, 566-67, 585, 633;
quoted, 239

Nero, Tiberius: see Tiberius

Nerva, Cocceius, 258
Nesle, Jean de, 189
Nevi' Academic, 380
New World, 11
Nicanor, 257
Nicetas, 429
Nicias, 10
Nicocles, 582-83, 733; quoted, 583
Nicocreon, 250
Nicomedes III, king of Bithynia, 218,

551
Niger ( general under Nero), 633
Nile, 78, 175, 481, 646
Nimrod, 415
Ninachetuen, 258
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Niobe, 6
Nola, 177
Nonius Marcellus, quoted, 771
Nora (town), 17
Normandy, 201
Notre Dame ( catliedfat, PariS), 449
Notre Dame la Grand' (cliurch, Poi-

tiers), 201
Numa, 381, 477, 539, 549
Numidians, 210, 213

O
Occident, 398
Ocean, 455, 572
Octavian ( Emperor Augustus ) , 760
Octavius, Cnaeus (consul in time of

Marius),89
Octavius, Marcus, 562-63
Octavius, Sagitta, 658
Oedipus, 84, 236
Olivier, Chancellor, 490, 502
Olus, 757
Olympic games, 117, 282, 318, 481
Olympus, 27
Onesilus, 210
Oppianus, 347
Oppius, Caius, 218, 552, 554, 561
Orange, Prince of: see William II of

Orange
Orchomenians, 524
Orcus, 405
Oricum, Orician, 205, 555
Orient, Oriental, 48, 398, 534, 742
Origen, 416, 431,643
Orion, 349
Orlando Furioso, Orlando (Ariosto),

119,300,472
Orleans (city), 125, 164, 501, 537, 602
Orleans, duke of, 526
Orodes, 19
Oromazis, 477
Orpheus, 324
Osorius, bishop, 36
Ostorius, 460
Otanes, 700
Otho, Emperor, 198, 207
Otranto, 492
Ottoman, 492, 513
Our Lady of Loreto, 464
Ovid, 130, 168, 171, 298, 568; quoted,

7, 37, 54, 62, 69, 74, 86, 168, 193, 217,
265, 270, 272, 293, 316-17, 347, 356-
57, 385, 398-400, 421, 434, 437, 449,
464-66, 473, 478, 482, 510, 524, 540,
569, 609, 626, 632, 639-40, 649, 657,
663, 671, 674, 677, 683, 717, 742, 745,
764, 767, 796, 798, 807, 833, 835-36,
842

Pacuvius, Marcus, quoted, 28, 99
Pacuvius Calavius, quoted, 732
Padua, 829
Paeonian, 264
Paetus, Cecinna and Thrasea, 564-66

Palestine 152
Pallas, 119, 398, 405, 644, 769, 850. See

also Athene
Paluel ( Ludovico Palvalli ) , 112
Pan, 398, 780
Panaetius, 373, 570, 680, 783; quoted,
680

Pantagruel ( Rabelais ) , 823
Pantaleon, 530
Panthea, 777
Pantheus, 317
Paracelsus, 429, 586
Paradise, 538
Pare, Ambroise, 75
Parians, 243
Paris (city), 26, 40, 75, 127, 165, 212,

229, 235, 247, 354, 442, 449, 475, 502,
587, 667, 700, 743, 814

Paris ( son of Priam ), 1 1 9, 3 1 2, 348
Parisian, 257
Parmenides, 377, 382, 392, 403, 405, 455
Parmenio, 94, 198
Parthians, 49, 106, 210, 293, 295, 507-8
Pasicles, quoted, 217
Paternoster: see Lord's Prayer
Patroclus, 138
Paul, Saint, 380; quoted, 260, 326, 367,

385, 394. See also Colossians; Co-
rinthians; Romans

Paulina ( wife of Saturninus ) , 396
Paulina, Pompeia (wife of Seneca),
566-68

Paulinus, bishop of Nola, quoted, 177
Paulus, Lucius Aemilius, 42, 60, 223,

387, 473, 723; quoted, 60
Paulus (contemporary of Augustus), 92
Pausanias ( assassin of Philip of Mace-

don), 246
Pausanias ( historian ) , 703
Pausanias (Spartan general), 146, 170
Pavia, 47
Paxea, 258
Peduceus, 470
Pegu, 168, 6,54

Pelagia, Saint, 257
Peletier, Jacques, 71, 430
Pella, 516
Pelopidas, 4, 148, 263, 549, 574
Peloponnesian War, 585, 631
Peloponnesus, 157, 251, 760
Penates, 236
Pentadius, quoted, 255
Pergamus, 520
Periander, tvrant of Corinth, 672, 846
Periander ( Greek doctor ) , 49
Pericles, 90, 148, 221, 597, 631, 843;

quoted, 148, 597
Perictione, 397
Perigord, Perigordian, Perigordians, 102,

128, 325, 484, 832
Perigueux, 699
Peripatetics, 31, 313, 371, 426, 440, 485,
631,855

Perrette, 782
Perrozet, 815
Perseus, king of Macedonia, 16, 199, 825
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Perseus of Cittium, 383
Persia, 6, 35, 51, 54, 118, 147, 195, 222,

315, 387, 509, 638, 700, 743
Persians, 30, 87, 104, 124, 167, 170, 208,

210, 247, 419, 433, 436, 438, 477, 500,

513, 571, 712, 744, 754
Persius, quoted, 102, 117, 120-21, 176,

180, 182, 192, 219, 234-35, 384, 473-
75, 499, 503, 634, 750, 785

Peru, 355, 516, 696, 698-99

Peter ( name ) , 75, 203, 774
Peter, Saint, quoted, 328
Petilius, 265
Petit Pont, 125
Petrarch, quoted, 7, 172, 205, 419, 496
Petreius, 558-59
Petronius, Granius, 562
Petronius Arbiter, 752; quoted, 639, 723,

773
Phaedo (Plato), Phaedo, 260, 642, 661
P/iaerfrus (Plato), 761
Phaeton, 399
Pharax, 206
Phamaces II, 558
Pharsalia, 207, 217, 219, 292, 527, 553,

558, 560
Phaulius, 661
Pheraulas, 46
Pherecydes, 357, 370, 414; quoted, 370
Pheres, 164, 523
Phidias, 293
Philemon ( secretary of Caesar ) , 314
Phihp II, king of Macedonia, 184, 246,

252, 661, 690, 730, 820; quoted, 184,
690

Philip V, king of Macedonia, 150, 251,
260, 528-29

Philip ( doctor to Alexander ) , 94
Philip ( son-in-law of Emperor Maurice )

,

528
Phihp II Augustus, king of France, 133,

189
Philip VI, king of France, 517
Philip I, king of Castile ( Don Philip ) , 19
Philip II, king of Spain, 11, 697
Philippi, 756
Philippides, 602; quoted, 602-3
Philistas, 181
Philistus, 514
Philo, 370
Philopoemen, 90, 200, 206, 486, 528,

531, 830; quoted, 486, 531
Philotas, 266, 856; quoted, 856-57
Philotimus, quoted, 722
Philoxenus, 448, 703; quoted, 448
Phocaea, 18
Phocas, 528
Phocion, 183, 543, 549, 618, 724:

quoted, 618
Phoebus, 409, 583. See also Apollo
Phoenicia, 538 «

Phrygia, 119,655
Phryne, 810
Phrynis, 86
Phyto, 4

Pibrac, Guy du Faur de, quoted, 731
Picardy, Picards, 34, 212
Piedmontese, 408
Pierre ( name ) , 202
Pindar, 83, 416, 505
Piraeus, 366
Pisa, 75, 111
Pisces (constellation), 117
Piso, Cneius, 542
Piso, Lucius ( praetor ) , 547
Piso, Lucius ( friend of Augustus ) , 245
Pittacus, 663
Pius II, Pope, 570
Pius V, Pope, 160
Placentia, 168, 557
Plancus, 525
Plantin, Christophe, 828
Plataea, 30, 157
Plato, 8, 21, 27, 29-30, 39, 45, 77-78, 84,

100-101, 104, 109, 111-12, 115, 120,
122-24, 128, 146-47, 150, 153, 159,
168, 192, 194, 197, 201, 204, 209-10,
222-24, 230, 233, 236, 248-49, 251,
254, 260, 264, 282, 289, 291, 298, 301,
324-25, 328, 330-31, 356, 363, 369-
70, 373, 375-77, 379-80, 382, 384-
86, 390, 392-93, 397, 400^05, 407-
11, 414, 416-17, 419, 430-31, 437-38,
440, 443, 455, 474, 477, 483-84, 486.
505, 511, 528, 532, 542, 570, 580, 582-
83, 594, 600, 623-24, 627, 639, 641-
42, 649, 651-52, 654, 656, 666, 668-
69, 674, 676, 683-85, 703, 706, 708-9,
727, 729-30, 732, 759, 761, 767, 782,
797-98, 808, 810, 816, 822-23, 825,
827-28, 835, 840-41, 843, 846, 849-
50, 853, 856; quoted, 8, 30, 78, 209,
289-90, 375-76, 400-401, 404, 416,
656, 709, 810

Platonic, Platonist, Platonism, 59, 98,
300, 474, 666, 747, 797, 823

Plautus, 130, 178, 299; quoted, 190, 228,
647, 714, 733

Pleiades, 118
Pliny the Elder, 69, 134, 199, 210, 256,

262, 272, 302, 332, 355, 391, 393, 431,
451, 463, 522, 581, 584-85, 596, 669;
quoted, 24, 77, 393, 402, 418, 459-60,
463, 763

Pliny the Younger, 180-83, 495, 564;
quoted, 180

Plombieres, 590
Plotius, 470
Plutarch, 14-15, 76, 89-90, 98, 107, 115,

121, 133, 136, 170-71, 184, 189, 202,
207, 218, 225, 228, 233, 250, 262-63,
277, 296, 300-303, 317-18. 330, 340-
41, 350, 352, 354, 367, 376-78, 387,
391, 407, 417. 455, 483-84, 539, 541-
42, 545-51, 570, 573, 581, 604, 623,
635, 659, 663. 665-66, 685, 699, 702,
723, 761, 779, 782, 785, 795, 814;
quoted, 15, 207, 233, 367, 417, 542,
546, 549-50, 644, 723, 814, 857

Pluto, 270. 384
Poitiers, 162, 201, 284
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Poitou, 484
Pol, Pierre, 212
Poland, Poles, Polish, 41, 168, 530, 605,

651, 743
Polemon, 501, 636, 651
Politics (Lipsius), 108
Pollio, Asinius, 304, 525, 703; quoted,

703
Pollis, 13
Pollux, 813
Poltrot de Mere, 92, 537
Polyaenus, 399
Polybius, 16, 556, 851
Polycrates, 125, 388
Polypercon, 19
Polypus, 228
Pompeius, Sextus, 5, 55, 199, 261
Pompeius, Trogus: see Trogus Pompeius
Pompey (Pompeio Diobono, dancer),

112

Pompey the Great, 37, 53-54, 91, 171-
72, 198-99, 204-5, 207, 210, 222, 291,
349, 464, 516, 527, 546, 549, 551, 553,
557-59, 562-63, 609-10, 657, 719,
760, 763, 775, 779, 857

Poneropolis, 730
Pont Neuf, 688
Pontanus, 69
Pontia Posthumia, 658
Pontus, 520, 558
Popilius, C, quoted, 520
Poppaea, 465
Porcius Latro, quoted, 206
Poris, 529
Porsena, 40
Portia, 756
Portugal, 35, 175, 513-14, 828
Portuguese, 36, 48, 155, 258, 349, 419,

514-15, 666
Porus, 339
Posidonius, 37, 361, 405; quoted, 37, 361
Posthumia (wife of Servius Sulpicius),

551
Posthumia, Pontia: see Pontia Posthumia
Posthumius, 146
Posthumus, 228
Potidaea, 170, 806
Poulin ( captain ) , 204
Poyet ( lawyer ) , 26
Praeneste, 5
Praestantius, 790
Praxiteles, 672
Preacher, the : see Ecclesiastes
Prester John, 213
Prester Martin, 637
Priam, 54
Priapea, quoted, 657, 677
Priapus, 653
Probus, Emperor, 691
Proculus, 649
"Progress in Virtue, Of" ( Plutarch ) , 782
Prometheus, 103, 638
Propertius, quoted, 49, 60, 115, 117, 148,

152, 181, 297, 355, 465, 489-90, 534,
569, 610, 638, 658, 756, 804, 821

Proserpina, 801
Protagoras, 102, 382, 392, 418, 437, 441,

443, 708
Protasius, Saint, 134
Protestants, Protestantism, 87, 144, 160,

241, 274, 323, 392, 562, 643, 710, 737,
775, 798. See also Huguenots

Protogenes, 164
Provence, 31, 188, 208
Providence, 88, 466, 473, 619
Proximus, Statius: see Statius Proximus
Prudentius, quoted, 518-19
Prytaneum, 806
Psalms, quoted, 375, 435, 486, 756, 782
Psammenitus, quoted, 6
Pseudo-Gallus: see Maximianus
Ptolemies ( dynasty ) , 201
Ptolemy 1, king of Egypt, 632
Ptolemy IV, king of Egypt, 531
Ptolemy XII, king of Egypt, 520
Ptolemy ( astronomer

) , 430
Ptolomaeus (nephew of Antigonus Cy-

clops), 17

Publilius Syrus, 239; quoted, 44, 172,
239, 266

Punic, 16
Pygmalion, 293, 449
Pyrrha, 730
Pyrrho, 36-37, 361, 371, 374, 428, 510,

533; quoted, 533
Pyrrhonians, Pyrrhonists, Pyrrhonism,

372-76, 380, 392, 422, 430, 435, 443,
463; quoted, 373-74

Pyrrhus (son of Achilles), 416
Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, 16, 150, 172,

196, 207, 342, 350, 546, 605, 844;
quoted, 150, 196

Pyrrhus ( who owned a dog ) , 346
Pythagoras, 71, 117-18, 202, 316, 379,

381-82, 385, 393, 403-4, 415-17, 435,
455, 604, 617, 667, 721, 843, 850

Pythagoreans, 24, 235, 573, 850
Pythodorus, 366

Quartilla, 833
Quatrains (Pibrac), 731
Quedragan ( name ) , 202
Quintilian, 123, 637, 804; quoted, 127,

178, 197, 322, 380, 473, 619, 665, 736,
769, 804, 816, 834

Quintus Curtius: see Curtius Rufus,
Quintus

Quito, 698

R
Rabelais, 298, 601, 823; quoted, 98, 601
Rabirius, Caius, 483, 541
Rachel, 158
Raemond, Florimond de, 285, 787
Raisciac ( German captain ) , 7
Randon, 10
Rangone, Guido, 17
Ravenna, 206
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Raymond, count of Tripoli, 538
Razis, 257
Red Sea, 331
Reformation, Reformed religion, 86, 232,

545
Reggio (Rhegium),4, 17
Regillus, L. Aemilius, 18
Regulus, M. Attilius, 224, 253, 700
Renaiid de Montauban, 597
Rene, king of Sicily and duke of Lor-

raine, 172, 496
Renzo, 164
Republic (Plato), 77, 104, 109, 380,

474, 486, 505, 528, 706, 841
Republic (Zeno), 376
Reveille-Matin des Frangois, Le, 144
Rhegium: see Reggio
Rhine, 557
Rhodes, Rhodes, 222, 571, 797
Rhodiginus, 75
Rhone, 558
Robert I, king of France (Robert the

Pious), 163
Robert I, king of Scotland, 10
Romania, 344
Romans, 8, 15-16, 18, 40, 49-51, 53, 58,

94, 97-98, 100, 112, 128, 139, 150,

168, 172, 183, 202, 204, 206, 209, 211,

214, 216, 218-19, 223-24, 226, 229,

237, 252, 255-56, 259-60, 263, 265-
67, 277, 294-95, 299-301, 304, 307,
314, 318, 342, 351, 355, 358, 367-68,
388, 408, 459, 461, 464, 476, 506,
513-14, 516-20, 523, 527-28, 530,

546, 549-51, 553-54, 557-58, 561-62,
566, 569, 573, 581, 585, 599, 604, 608,
651, 653, 662, 690, 694-95, 704, 712,
719, 722-23, 733, 744, 748, 753, 765,
797, 803, 828, 845, 851

Romans, Epistle to the (St. Paul),
quoted, 146, 326

Rome, 8, 28, 52, 54, 59, 75, 106, 111,

133, 148, 165, 188, 199, 207, 217, 222,
256, 259, 262-63, 291-93, 308, 315-
16, 322, 340-41, 350-51, 354, 359,

388, 396, 450, 459, 464, 466, 473-74,
507, 516, 518-19, 521-23, 526, 530,
551, 558, 565, 567-68, 578, 604, 606,

635, 649, 652-53, 658, 664, 687, 698-
99, 720, 733, 745, 752, 762-63, 765,
775, 788, 849, 851

Romero, Giuliano, 19
Ronsard, Pierre de, 126, 502; quoted, 381
Rouen, 90, 159
Rufus, Cornelius, 180
Rufus, Lucius Vibulus, 516
Rufus, P. Sextilius, 470
Russia, Russians, 214, 605
Rusticus, 262-63
Rutilianus: see Fabius, Quintus Maximus

Rutilianus
Rutilius Claudius Namatianus, quoted,
466

Rutilius Rufus, Publius (consul), 479,
527

Sabaude, Sabonde: see Sebond
Sabinus, 40
Saint Andrew's cross, 432
Saint Bartholomew's Day Massacre, 562
Saint-Bony, 47
Sainte-Catherine, Mont, 90
Saint-Gelais, Mellin de, quoted, 678
Saint-Martin, Captain Armand (Mon-

taigne's younger brother), 59
Saint Michael, Order of, 275-76, 285,

434, 765
Saint-Michel, Thomas de (Montaigne's

uncle), 580
Saint-Omer, 163
Saintonge, 475, 484
Saint-Pol, 52
Saint-Quentin, 205
Sais, 150, 431
Salamis, 157, 210, 571
Salisbury, William Longsword, earl of,

189
Sallust, 76, 180, 303, 484; quoted, 44,

377,471
Salona, 562
Saluzzo, Francis, marquis of, 27
Salvianus of Massilia, 505
Salvidienus, 91
Samnites, 206, 214
Samos, 125, 388, 429
Samothrace, 29
San Antonio ( suburb of Pavia ) , 47
Sancho, king of Navarre, 226
San Pietro ( fort ) , 52
Santa Rotonda, 112
Santiago de Compostela, 464
Sappho, 424
Saracens, 536
Sarah, 158
Sardinia, 224, 387
Sardis, 215
Sarlat, 144
Sarmatian, 213, 649, 674
Satan, 235, 655
Saturn, 67, 331, 388, 398, 477, 595
Saturninus, Lucius Antonius: see Anto-

nius

Saturninus, Lucius Apuleius (tribune),

308, 541
Saturninus, Publius Sempronius, quoted,

759
Saturninus ( husband of Paulina ) , 396
Savoy, Savoyard, 116
"Sayings of Kings" ( Plutarch ) , 663
Scaean gates, 398
Scaeva, 562
Scaevoia, Caius Mucins, 40
Scaevola, P. Mucins, 88
Scaevoia, Quintus Mucins, quoted, 399
Scaliger, Julius Caesar ( L'Escale ) , 833
Scanderbeg, 3, 560
Scarf: see Knights of the Band
Scaurus, 258, 479
Scipio, Publius Cornelius ( father of the

elder Africanus), 15
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Scipio, Cnaeus (brother of the preced-
ing), 15

Scipio Africanus the Elder, Publius Cor-
nehus, 88, 95, 115, 188, 204, 209, 238,
265, 275, 498, 507, 531, 556, 741, 762,
783, 810, 851; quoted, 265

Scipio Africanus the Younger, Aemiha-
nus, 183, 224, 275, 294-95, 498, 556,
573, 840, 851; quoted, 294

Scipio, Caecihus Metellus (Pompey's
father-in-law

) , 55, 558-59, 562
Sclavonia, 565
Scorpio, 311
Scotland, Scottish, Scots, 10-11, 84, 103,

129, 701
Scribonia, 257
Scribonianus, 565
Scripture, Holy: see Bible
Scythia, 75, 466
Scythians, 30, 84, 106, 154-55, 213, 228,

265, 338, 439, 477, 659, 674, 791, 829
Sebastian, king of Portugal, 514
Sebond (Sebonde, Sebeyde, etc.), Ray-
mond, 318-21, 326-28, 402, 418

Sechel, George, 530
Secundus, Johannes, 298; quoted, 645,

657
Seine, 762
Sejanus, 606
Seleucus, king of Syria, 193
Selim I, 513, 797
Sempronius Longus, 53
Senate ( Rome), 8, 16, 87, 199, 224, 245,

263, 265, 292, 302, 520, 523, 553-54,
604, 608, 702, 719, 765

Seneca, L. Annaeus, 15, 55, 64, 101, 107,

162, 182-83, 185, 190, 240, 243, 255-
56, 297, 300-302, 361, 367, 377, 406,
457, 461, 463, 484, 510, 513, 522, 532,
541, 545, 566-69, 641, 685, 718-19,
734, 759, 795, 804, 828-29; quoted, 8,

13, 38, 44, 55-56, 61, 65, 89, 100, 103,

111, 113, 123, 125-27, 153, 157, 162,

182-83, 185, 190-91, 195, 240, 244,
252-53, 255-56, 307, 316, 330, 356,
365-66, 378, 414-15, 439, 457, 463-
64, 467, 476, 489, 510-11, 522, 532,
543, 566-69, 575, 604, 613, 621, 624,
629, 639, 642, 665, 675, 680, 685, 707,
718, 725, 727, 754-55, 761, 763, 767,
769, 771-72, 776-78, 780, 787, 794-
96, 800, 803-5, 816, 832, 835, 841,
843-44, 853-54, 856

Seneca, M. Annaeus the Elder (rheto-
rician), quoted, 125, 379, 458

Serapis, 384, 396, 720
Sertorius, 206, 349, 477
Servilia, 551, 553
Servilii, 92
Servitude Volontaire, La {Voluntary

Servitude, Le Contre Un) (La Boe-
tie),115, 135, 144

Servius ( grammarian ) , 252
Servius Tullius, king of Rome, 237
Seven Sages, 370-71, 709

Severus, Emperor, 167
Sextilia, 258
Sextius,251,367, 820
Sforza, Francesco, 24
Sforza, Ludovico, 54
Sibyls, 442, 693, 838
Sicilians, 165, 256
Sicily, 54, 106, 150, 157, 164, 199, 209,

215, 353, 460, 482, 496, 607, 628, 754,
851

Siculus: see Diodorus Siculus
Sicyonian, 141
Sidonius ApoUinaris, 218; quoted, 641,

763
Siena, 194
Silanus, L., 633
Silius ( lover of Messalina ) , 664
Silius Italicus, quoted, 62, 167
Silvanus, Granius, 258
Silvanus, Plautius, 460
Silvias (Jacques Dubois, doctor), 246
Simonides, 512
Siramnes, 712
Sirens, 360, 469
Sitalces, 42
Six Hundred (senate of Marseilles), 261
Skeptics, 371
Smyrna, 571
Social War ( Rome ) , 206
Socrates, 12, 18, 29-30, 34, 64, 73, 86,

105-6, 110, 114, 116-17, 120, 125,
176, 178, 201, 204, 220, 222, 229, 233,
245-46, 249, 273, 275, 307-9, 313,
326, 358, 368, 375-77, 382, 399-400,
402, 408, 412, 417, 434, 436, 439, 454,
461, 496, 510, 573, 576, 604, 614, 620,
622, 632, 641, 643, 647, 652, 667-68,
672, 680-81, 686, 705, 708, 710-11,
743, 752, 759, 772, 777, 792-94, 805-
11, 819, 823-24, 826, 829, 838, 843,
850, 852, 855-56; quoted, 12, 30, 64,
116, 176, 439, 614, 622, 643, 647, 680,
772, 777, 805-6, 810, 819, 829

Socratic, 684, 850
Soissons, 69, 261, 637
Solomon, 431
Solon, 10, 54-55, 150, 291, 433, 439, 477,

580, 650, 661, 692, 730, 733, 757, 845;
quoted, 439, 730

Sophists, 101
Sophocles, 8, 148, 243; quoted, 148, 366
Sophronia, 257
Soranus, Valerius, quoted, 380
Sorbonne, 851
Spa, 464
Spain, 15, 42, 73, 95, 150-51, 160, 196,

205, 213, 224, 248, 260, 291, 295, 349,
448, 464, 527, 558, 637, 697

Spaniards, Spanish, 11, 19, 41, 49, 73,
214-15, 248, 282, 299, 310, 319-20,
342, 356, 367, 408, 432, 464, 547, 671,
695-96, 698, 744, 763, 827, 833

Spanish fly, 265
Spargapises, 258
Sparta, 13, 105-6, 124-25, 188, 204, 221,
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276, 332, 398,-403, 541, 647, 814, 844.

See also Lacedaemon
Spartans, 40, 170, 255, 518, 547, 593,

596, 722, 760. See also Lacedaemo-
nians

Speiisippus, 59, 123, 253, 382, 542;

(juoted, 253
Sphaenis, 652
Spurina, 550, 555
Stains, 235
Statilius, 221
Statins ( poet ) ,

qnoted, 519, 770
Statins, Annens ( doctor ) , 567
Statins Proximns, 258
Stella, 642
Stephen, Saint (shrine of), 134
Stheno, 5
Stilpo, 177, 249, 313, 389; qnoted, 389
Stobaeus, qnoted, 103, 368, 391

Stoics, Stoical, 4, 6, 31, 111, 139, 141,

155, 162, 224, 244, 246, 250-51, 253,

255, 300, 307-8, 312, 346, 357-58,
361, 371, 373, 378, 393, 406-7, 413,

415, 440, 447-48, 455, 457, 461, 463,

510, 568, 575, 617, 619, 652, 734, 745,

780, 783, 804, 820, 824, 838, 855;
qnoted, 251, 461-62

Strato, 382, 394, 406, 585, 652
Stratonice ( wife of Antiochus ) , 69
Stratonice (wife of Deiotarns), 158
Strozzi, Piero, 501, 556
Strymon, 258
Stnart, Mary: see Mary Stnart

Styx, Stvgian, 583, 657
Snetonins, 73, 127, 167, 204, 211, 314,

516, 519-20, 541, 551, 559, 791;
qnoted, 218, 314

Snevi, 213
Snftolk, dnke of, 19
Snidas, 154
Snleiman II, 492, 520, 740
Snlla, 5, 89, 93, 199, 206, 339, 503, 549-

50, 606, 608, 719, 761, 776, 779
Snlmo, 387
Snlniona, 215
Snlpicins, P., 606
Snlpicins, Servius, 551
Snltan, Grand, 516. See also Grand
Tnrk

Snrena, 349
Snsa, 340
Swahia, 213
Sweden, 213
Swi.ss, 40, 74, 159, 311, 557, 653, 827
Switzerland, 590
Sylvanns, 780
S\niniachns, (inoted, 647
Symposium (Plato), 122,666
Syphax, 95
Syracnsans, 45, 514, 607
Syracnse, 96, 99, 209, 212, 215, 429, 549,

570, 601
Syria, 150, 162, 291, 337, 342, 558
Syros, 414
Syrns, Pnhlilins: see Publilins Syrns

Tacitns, Emperor, 506
Tacitns (historian), 125, 294, 484, 506,

520, 522, 546, 718-21, 794; qnoted,

369, 479, 511, 520, 563, 627, 718, 789,

815
Tages, 28
Tagns, 487
Talbot, 243
Talva, 8
Tamerlane, 106, 214, 560, 575, 614, 740
Tamly, 349
Tantalns, 57
Tarentnm, 282, 482, 542
Tarpeian rock, 606
Tartars, 214, 322
Tarnntins, 396
Tasso, Torqnato, 363, 791; quoted, 187,

269, 282, 332, 527, 645
Taverna, 24-25
Telesinns 549
Terence, 130, 184, 298-99, 761; quoted,

87, 142-43, 178, 189, 192, 223, 250,

281, 285, 465, 489, 494, 496, 599, 663,

670, 679, 710, 732, 739-40, 746, 811

Teres, 42
Ternate, 16
Terrail, Pierre, 204
Tertnlla, 551
Tertnllian, 394; qnoted, 49, 652, 764
Thales, 42, 67, 99, 178, 282, 331, 347,

370, 381, 393, 402-3, 405, 414, 418,

642; qnoted, 67
Thalestris, 675
Thasians, 395
Thanmas, 788
Tliea^enes and Chariclea ( Heliodoms )

,

291
Thebes, Thebans, 4-5, 175, 263, 433,

450,571,574,578
Themison, 585
Themistitan, 388
Themistocles, 109, 427, 549
Theodores, 204
Theodorns of Gyrene, Theodorians, 34,

221, 325, 383, 820; qnoted, 34
Theodosins, Emperor, 233, 518
Theodotus, 256
Theon, 843
Theophilns, Emperor, 52
Theophrastus, 382, 420-21, 429-30, 450,

652, 688, 753; qnoted, 753
Theopompns, quoted, 188
Theoxena, quoted, 529
Theramenes, 792, 852
Thermopylae, 157, 170
Therycion, 255
Thessalus, 585
Thessaly, Thessalian, 84, 132, 529
Thetis, 387, 455, 740
Thief, the ( nickname ) , 616
Thirty Tyrants ( Athens ) , 852
Thomas, Simon, 68
Thomas Aquinas, Saint: see Aquinas
Thoth, 395
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Thrace, 191, 245, 337-38, 604
Thracians, 15, 188, 337
Thrasonides, 672
Thrasylaus, 366
Thrasymachus, 437
Thucydides (historian), 87, 713
Thucydides (rival of Pericles), quoted,

221
Thurians, 86
Thyestes, 84
Tiber, 762
liberius, Emperor, 245, 260, 292, 460,

491, 516, 595, 599, 627, 636, 702,
719-20, 826; quoted, 719-20

Tibullus, quoted, 41, 177, 192, 244, 338,
497, 534, 673

Ticino, 47
Tigillinus (captain), 59
Tigillinus ( favorite of Nero ) , 752
Tigranes, 294, 560
Tigranocerta, 560
Timaeus (Plato), 375, 382, 400; quoted,
209,400,416

Timagoras, 447
Timocrates, 470
Timoleon, 164, 174, 607-8
Timon ( of Athens, misanthrope

) , Timo-
nian, 221,709

Timon of Phlius, 401, 477; quoted, 477
Tiresias, 331,649
Tiridates, 425
Titan, 15
Tomyris, 258
Torquatus, Manlius: see Manlius Tor-

quatus
Toulouse, 34, 74, 257, 319-20, 788
Touraine, 84
Trajan, Emperor, 477
Tranquillus, 204
Trans : see Foix, Germain-Gaston de
Transylvania, 530
Travel Journal (Montaigne), 315, 363,

507, 765, 775
Trebizond, George of ( Trapezuntius )

,

339, 494
Trent, 6
Tricca, 291
Trismegistus, Hermes, 395, 477; quoted,

395
Triumvirate, 97
Trivulzio, Alessandro, 17
Trividzio, Teodoro, 10
Troglodytes, 331
Trogus Pompeius, 210, 474
Trompette, Chateau, 96
Trophonius, 435
Troy, Trojans, Trojan War, 8, 119, 317,

330, 421, 570-71, 623, 692, 701
Tullius, Servius: see Servius Tullius

Tullius Marcellinus, 461-62
Tullus Hostilius, king of Rome, 414
Turin, 47, 263
Turk, Grand: see Grand Turk
Turkey, Turkish, Turks, 30, 35, 41, 106,

160, 167, 214, 217, 256, 318, 419.

536-37, 570, 670, 687, 79T

Turnebus, Adrianus, 102, 320, 436, 502
Turnus, 485
Turones, 558-59
Tuscany, Tuscans, 28, 106, 150, 408,
419,464,490,555,590

Tusculans ( Tusculan Disputations)
(Cicero), 794

Twelfth Night cake, 383
Tyre, Tyrian, 53, 342
Tyrtaeus, 367

U
Ufens, 387
Ulpian, 501, 817
Ulysses, 101,357,360,469
Unheard-of Wonders, Of (attributed to

Aristotle
) , 151

Urbino, 31
Urgulania, 460
Utica, 198

Vaillac, 96
Valens, Vexius: see Vexius Valens
Valentinian, Emperor, 367, 505
Valentinois, duke of (Cesare Borgia),

163
Valerius Maximus, 370; quoted, 739
Vallemontanus (name), 202
Vandals, 517
Varro, 168, 358, 384, 396, 399, 406, 416,

435, 569, 730, 849; quoted, 399-400
Varus, Quintilius, 15, 599
Vascosan, 828
Vatican, 163
Vatienus, Caius, 523
Vaudemont ( name

) , 202
Vaux, Henri de, 17
Vegetius, quoted, 433
Velleius, 370
Vendome, duke of, 163
Venetians, 10, 168, 217, 703
Venice, 10, 144, 160, 195, 229, 647, 750
\'entidius, 549
Venus, 71, 119, 138, 173, 210, 226, 239,

244, 313, 358, 420, 440, 553, 572,
595, 627, 644-45, 649-50, 652, 663-
64, 668, 671-72, 675, 701, 791, 848,
850-51

Vercingetorix, 560
Verona, 10
Verus: see Aelius Verus
Vervins, 48
Vespasian, 340, 512, 720; quoted, 512
Vesta, 382, 477
Vestal, 651
Vexius Valens, 585
Vibius, Callus: see Callus

Vibius Virius, quoted, 259
Vicariate, 31
Villa, La (baths of), 590
Villano, 47
Villegaignon, 150
Villiers, seigneur de, 31
Virgil, 130, 171, 298-99, 569, 636, 638,

645, 664, 715, 743, 797; quoted, 7-8,
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16, 19, 21, 31, 52, 62, 66, 75, 117, 131,

143, 150, 153, 172, 176, 184, 203-4,

211-13, 217, 245, 250-51, 253, 256,

264, 270-71, 294, 300, 311, 316, 333,

348-49, 352, 384, 387, 398, 405, 409,

416, 428, 438, 450, 458-59, 465, 476,

485, 527, 532, 543^4, 555, 558, 564,

572, 578, 583, 633, 645-46, 652-53,
657-58, 664, 670, 676-77, 684, 713,

725-26, 730, 734, 739, 741, 743-44,
755-56, 760, 768, 777-78, 780, 784,

792, 796-98, 802, 804, 813, 823-25.

841, 854
Vischa, John, 11
Vitellius, 207
Vitold, 607
Vitry-le-Frangois, 69
Vives, 73
Volumnius, L., quoted, 222
Voluntary Servitude: see Servitude Vol-

ontaire

Vulcan, 366, 387, 398, 421, 657-58, 664

W
Wallachians, 516
Wiclif, 11

Wieliczka, 605
William (name), 201, 203
William, duke of Guienne, 41
William II (the Silent), prince of

Orange, 537
Wisdom, Book of, or Wisdom of Solo-

mon: see Book of Wisdom

Xanthians, 35
Xantippus, 318
Xenocrates, 382, 406, 501, 531, 551
Xenophanes, 29, 371, 377, 383, 397, 570
Xenophilus, 57
Xenophon, 11, 18, 104-5, 111, 180, 183,

193, 200, 204, 206, 210-11, 213, 234,

262, 382, 399, 483, 503, 513, 549, 556,

560, 622, 633, 683, 708, 722, 741, 744,

757, 760, 777, 823, 843, 852; quoted,

105
Xerxes, 15, 174, 258, 387, 849
Xiatine, 349

Yvoy, 19

Zaleucus, 197
Zamolxis, 387, 477
Zeeland, 164
Zeno of Cittium (founder of Stoicism),

88, 104, 128, 155, 224, 372, 376, 382-
83, 399, 406-8, 413, 448, 496, 634,

652, 667-69, 747, 777, 850; quoted,
399, 634, 777

Zeno of Elea, 371, 392
Zenobia, 147
Zeuxidamus, 124
Zizka: see Vischa
Zodiac, 429
Zoroaster, 431, 477
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